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LIFE AND LETTERS OF WILLIAM BARTON
ROGERS.

The present generation of men and
women have shown in an extraordinary de-

gree their interest in the personality of his-

torical characters.

Current literature teems with examples

of this interest in biographical sketches

without number, and the public seems to

enjoy the most trifling details of the lives

of persons of distinction, to secure which

both the pen and the camera are driven to

the last limit.

That this taste has abnormally developed

and is in a large measure harmful few will

deny, but there will always exist a whole-

some curiosity as to the personal qualities

of men whose performances have com-

manded our admiration. It is not alone in

political history that biography is so im-

portant. To the student of science a

knowledge of the temper, spirit, moods or

idiosyncrasies of eminent scientific men
has always been highly valued, not only on

account of its intrinsic interest, but also be-

cause such knowledge often assists in a

proper interpretation and appraisement of

their work. But when distinguished suc-

cess is to be attributed to personal qualities

even more than to talent; when to scientific

accomplishments of a high order is joined

a personality so charming and so noble as

to silence opposition and command ap-

proval, anything that reveals, even a small
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degree, the motives, inspirations or prompt-

ings of such human activity is doubly wel-

come.

The ' Life and Letters ' of Professor W.
B. Rogers, edited by his wife with the as-

sistance of Professor W. T. Sedgwick, has

recently made its appearance.* The mem-
oir is published in two beautifully printed

volumes of about 400 pages each. In the

short preface to the first the editors explain

that they have been prepared in the hope

that they ' may be of some service to the

cause of science and education. ' Their work

has been done with rare wisdom and good

taste. It has consisted mainly in provid-

ing a continuous yet unobtrusive back-

ground of biography, upon which is dis-

played an extensive and wonderfully inter-

esting series of letters, in which the whole

story of the life of Professor Eogers is re-

vealed.

It may be well in the beginning to briefly

summarize in their chronological order the

principal events of that life. Professor

Rogers was born in Philadelphia in 1804.

His father was Dr. Patrick Kerr Rogers,

who was himself born in Ireland in 1776,

the son of Robert Rogers, of Edergole. Mr.

P. K. Rogers fled from Ireland on account

of articles which he had contributed to the

Dublin newspapers in criticism of the action

of the government in the matter of the

Irish Rebellion of 1798. Coming to Phila-

delphia he entered the University of Penn-

sylvania as a tutor, and in 1802 he received

the degree of Doctor of Medicine from that

institution. A year before graduation from

the medical school he married Hannah
Blythe, who had come from Glasgow to

make her home in America. She died in

1820, leaving four sons, James B., William

B., Henry D. and Robert E. Rogers, all of

whom became eminent in science and in

* Published by Hougbtou, Mifflin & Co., Boston,

to whom we are indebted for the plate o£ the portrait

accompanying this article.

public life, being frequently spoken of in

Europe and in this country as ' the brothers

Rogers.

'

Dr. P. K. Rogers removed with his family

to Baltimore in 1812, and in 1819 he was

elected to the chair of natural philosophy,

which at that time covered a very broad

field, in William and Mary College, Vir-

ginia. William was a student here in

1819-20, and there is printed in the memoir

an interesting fac simile of a report of the

standing of the two sons, James and

William, in which, in addition to the state-

ment that they had been ' orderly, diligent

and attentive to their studies,' there is an

interesting forecast of their career in the

declaration that ' in mathematics and chem-

istry they have made the most flattering

improvement.' There is good evidence,

some of which is found in the fragments,

which have been preserved, of a correspond-

ence with Thomas Jefferson, that Dr.

Patrick Rogers was an accomplished mathe-

matician and general scholar and that the

tastes and talents of the ' brothers Eogers

'

were largely inherited. AVhen James, at

the early age of 19 years, was studying

medicine in Baltimore he wrote to William,

aged 17 years, a letter full of criticism of

the ' singular views ' advanced by one of

his professors on the subject of chemical

attraction or afi&nity and the true cause of

chemical union. He begs William to give

him his own opinion ofthe matter in an early

reply, and concludes with a burst of filial

loyalty in the declaration that, although the

aforesaid professor is the best lecturer in the

institution, the lectures of their father on

the same subject as far surpass his work
' in point of correctness, science and elegance

as the meridian sun does the evening star

in brilliancy.' In a j'outhful oration given

by William on a public occasion in 1822

he foreshadowed, at the age of 18, the elo-

quence of speech for which he was in later

years famous.
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In 1825 both William and Henry re-

moved to Baltimore to seek their fortunes,

but the physical weakness by which they

were greatly handicapped and against which

they fought during all of their lives inter-

ferred with their success from the start.

The two brothers finally obtained employ-

ment as teachers, but there was frequent

necessity for pecuniary aid from the father,

who was ever readj' to draw upon his slender

salary the payments of which were made
with much irregularity and often much
delay, for the benefit of his sons, of whom
he was extremely fond and justly proud.

William began to show his rare qualities

as a lecturer on Science, and in 1827 he

was appointed to a lectureship in the Mary-

land Institute. His father died in 1828 and

in the same year he was elected as his suc-

cessor in the chair of natural philosophy

at William and Mary, at the early age of

,24 years. Here he remained for seven

years, growing in knowledge and reputa-

tion, and in 1835 he was elected professor

of natural philosophy in the University of

Virginia, and shortly afterward he was ap-

pointed State Geologist. His connection

with this institution continued for eighteen

years, and its history forms one of the most

interesting features of the memoir. During

this period the University passed through

some of its most notable trials in connec-

tion with the relations of its governing au-

thority, the faculty, to the student body.

In all of these events, as well as others of

more lasting importance to the institution.

Professor Rogers was a prominent figure.

That he impressed himself in a notable way
upon the then young and developing Uni-

versity was always recognized by its officers

and friends. That his connection with it,

and especially his long life in the South,

covering as it did his youth and the most

Impressionable years of his manhood, did

much to influence his educational ideas as

well as his personality, is equally true. In-

deed, there was always in his manner some-

thing of that courtliness and chivalry which

we are wont to associate with the cultivated

Southern gentleman and when transplanted

to New England it became one of his prin-

cipal charms. During his life in Virginia

his fame as a lecturer and scientific investi-

gator grew continually. He was invited to

lecture in various cities, and just previous

to his leaving the South Professor Henry
solicited his assistance in a course to be

given ' for the benefit of Congress ' at the

Smithsonian Institution

.

In 1849 he married Miss Emma Savage,

of Boston, going with her to Europe, where

some pleasant months were spent and val-

uable acquaintances formed or renewed,

and returning to the University of Vir-

ginia in October of the same year. In 1853

he resigned his professorship and removed

to Boston, where his wife had lived and

where her family and friends were, and

also where his brother Henry had already

met with such generous support and assist-

ance in his scientific work. Here, for a

period of nearly ten years, he worked, wrote

and lectured, all the time keeping in mind

the organization and development ofa school

of technology or applied science, the plans

for which had been in his mind since at

least as early as 1846. On April 10, 1861,

the Act incorporating the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology received the ap-

proval of Governor Andrew, just as the Na-

tion was plunging into what proved to be

a mighty struggle for its existence. A year

later he was formally elected President of

the Institute, which as yet had no material

existence. Indeed the war for the preserva-

tion of the Union delayed the consumma-

tion of his desires until October, 1865, at

which time instruction in the new school

was actually begun.

In 1868 Professor Eogers began to show

the effects of the years of devoted activity

which had resulted so fortunately as far as
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the school was concerned, his always

rather delicate health giving way to such

an extent as to make a prolonged period of

rest imperative. Accordingly he resigned

his presidency of the Institute in 1870, and
lightened his labors as much as was pos-

sible. In 1876 he presided over the meet-

ing of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science in Buffalo, a meet-

ing which was distinguished by the attend-

ance of many foreign savants who were

drawn to this country by the Centennial

Exposition, held that year in Philadelphia.

He had been specially chosen by his fellows

to preside on that occasion, because of their

desire to put forward the best available

representation of American science.

In 1878, on the resignation of Professor

Eunkle, who had succeeded him as President

of the Institute of Technology, he was in-

duced to accept that office again, with the

understanding that his holding should be

but temporary. In 1879 he was elected by
the National Academy of Sciences to suc-

ceed Professor Henry as its President, the

highest honor which can be conferred upon
a man of science in this countrj'. In 1881

he again resigned his presidency of the In-

stitute of Technology, General Francis A.

Walker having been selected by him and
appointed on his recommendation as his

successor. A year later, at noon of May
30, 1882, came his tragic death. In the

midst of an address to the graduating class

of the Institute, in which his hearers were

delighted with an apparent revival of the

spirit and eloquence with which he was ac-

customed to enrich every occasion for dig-

nified address, he fell upon the platform of

Huntington Hall, surrounded by the ma-
terial realization of his dreams of nearlj^

forty years earlier and by those who bj' the

closest associations had learned to love him
as few are loved in these days.

Fit into this skeleton sketch the interest-

ing letters which happily have been pre-

served, mostly being correspondence with
his brothers or family friends, and the story

of his long and useful life will be fairly

well told, although to form an adequate

idea of his accomplishments in science

and education one must consult the ap-

pendices to the two volumes where will be

found a list of his scientific publications

and one or two of his more important

educational papers. I may venture, how-
ever, to give the reader of this notice a little

taste of what the volumes have in store for

him, and at the same time illustrate the re-

markable biographical value of the pub-

lished letters by quoting from a few of

them.

Mention has been made of his power as

a lecturer on scientific subjects and of his

ability to stir with eloquence even when
comparatively dry and interesting material

was under discussion. One of his early

pupils at the University of Virginia says of,

him that he was endowed with " not alone

an imagination which ever clothed truth

with beauty and made the dullest fact

radiant with a significance illimitable and
imperishable, but also every personal gift

which can enhance the power of the orator.

Tall in stature, with a figure of the type

known to us through the pictures of Henry
Clay ; with a face that, destitute of all as-

sumption or arrogance, was singularly com-

manding ; with a voice whose compass and

quality were capable of producing at once

the largest and the finest eflects of speech,

William Barton Eogers was, in the height

of his powers, without a peer among the

scientific men of his age in addressing an

intelligent and cultivated audience." This

remarkable faculty for teaching was appre-

ciated by all who came in contact with him.

Theodore Parker wrote to him in 1859,

when just on the point of starting for Lon-

don: ***=!=** "I return Mr.

Owen's remarkable pamphlet. What an

instructive thing it is!
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"I should have been surprised that it

could all have come from one man if I had

not known yourself and your brother, who
in such matters taught me the nil admirari.

* * * Allow me to thank you for the in-

struction I have received from j-ou, and for

the many friendly and noble words you

have spoken to me. My acquaintance with

you began with your brother, and I feel

gratitude to you both. For you both turn

your deep, wide science into humanity. I

have found you both always on the side of

mankind and feel strengthened and en-

couraged by your example." "Wherever

and whenever good speaking was under-

stood and appreciated Professor Eogers was
in demand. When in England, in 1849, he

attended the annual meeting of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science,

and in the presentation of a scientific paper

his extraordinary power of exposition was

at once recognized. He was put down for

a speech at the great dinner which cele-

brated the close of the session, and in a let-

ter written on the morning of the day on

which it occurred he wrote : "I suppose I

shall be compelled to show my Yankee
' gift of the gab.' " He met with a flattering

reception at the hands of such men as

Darwin, Faraday, Murchison, Sedgwick,

Brewster, Mallet and Adams. He writes

to his brother :
" You may imagine how my

heart beat to hear j^our name so honored and

to have our labors so warmly eulogized."

The younger Mallett, who was present on

the occasion, afterwards said of it : "Al-

though I was but a boy at the time, attend-

ing the meeting with my father, I recollect

most distinctly the marked impression made
on the large assembly by Professor Eogers's

speech and the enthusiasm it kindled. It

came late in the evening, after much, per-

haps most, of the matters appropriate to the

occasion had been utilized by others, yet it

was clearly the success of the banquet.

Americans were less known in England

than they have since become, and the slight

foreign flavor which accompanied a speech,

excellent in itself, and fluently delivered in

the mother tongue, added to the piquancy

and effect." The orator, like the poet, is

hardly a manufactured product, but all who
have occasion to lecture on scientific sub-

jects will be greatly interested in and bene-

fited by the many hints as to his own ideas

of how diflScult subjects may be clearly set

forth, which will be found in Professor

Eogers's earlier letters to his brothers.

In a letter to his brothers, James and
Eobert, written from Virginia in 1841, he

writes as follows :
" Do not attempt to

crowd too much into a single lecture, and
avoid the common error of experimenting

for the eye and not for the understanding.

Every experiment ought to be accompanied

by a full and clear explanation, and this

cannot be too explicit and elementary. Cul-

tivate a deliberate and distinct enunciation

without sacrificing earnestness and anima-

tion of manner. Above all, do not attempt

to be over choice in your phraseology, but

use the language suggested at the mo-
ment. * * * * In my view, the very

first thing to be sought is a feeling of ease

and confidence, and this, when the subject

is thoroughly understood, you cannot fail to

secure at the outset by giving play to some

enthusiasm, and, as Eutledge advised,

' speaking right on,' even though at times

your phrase may be obscure, inelegant or

even incorrect."

The whole of his extensive correspond-

ence with his brothers is filled with evi-

dences of the intense afiection and brotherly

love which existed among them. They un-

derstood and appreciated one another. In

1822 James, aged 20 years, wrote to Wil-

liam, two years his junior: "I have, I

think, perceived in Henry (aged 14 years)

that constitution of mind which is admi-

rably fitted for success in this world and

which, if properly cultivated, would mani-
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fest genius of no ordinary cast." Some
years later William wrote :

" * * * But

by and by, my dear Henry, we shall, I

trust, be able, shoulder to shoulder, to win

a position in which we may enjoy ourselves

in science and society, free from all anxiety

and in a spirit of entire independence."

Again on a Christmas day several years

later :
" My heart longs more than I can

express for the coming time when we may
all spend together, as in childhood, these

festival days, and when we shall always be

so near as not to feel the sense of separa-

tion."

Both Henry and William struggled

against many diificulties, the former in

Pennsylvania and the latter in Virginia, to

secure the legislation necessary to the exe-

cution of a geological survey, and their ex-

periences, as recounted in their correspond-

ence, may serve to encourage those who are

struggling towards similar results in more
modern days. In 1841 Henry sent to

William the complete verbatim report of

the speech of one Senator at Harrisburg)

One who in private conference had promised

his support, which was as follows :
" Mr.

Speaker, I shall vote against this appropria-

tion, on the ground of its unfairness to

other sciences of like nature to this geology.

The bill, sir, makes no provision for phre-

nology, physiognomy, animal magnetism

and the highly important science of water-

smelling ; it is partial and I shall vote

against it." Both William and Henry had
rare gifts of argumentative power and it

was exceedingly uncommon for either to

fail in carrying with them men whose

support was needed. It was his eloquent

earnestness and unselfish enthusiasm that

brought to Professor Rogers the greatest

success of his life, the establishment of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The first plan for the organization of this

institution he drew up early in the year

1846, several years before he left the Uni-

versity of Virginia. In a letter to his

brother Henry he says :
" Ever since I

have known something of the knowledge-

seeking spirit and the intellectual capabili-

ties of the community in and around Boston^

I have felt persuaded that, of all places in

the world, it was the one most certain to

derive the highest benefits from a polytech-

nic institution." When in 1860 he thought

the time had come for an active prosecution

of his scheme he was tireless in his labors,

preparing and submitting plans and reports

for the Legislature, delivering public ad-

dresses on the importance of technical and
scientific training, enlisting support from

men of wealth and influence, becoming, in

fact, himself the embodiment of the whole

enterprise. It is unnecessary to say that

the story of the last twenty years of his life

is, in a large measure, the history of the

first twenty years of the Institute.

The frequent references in his corre-

spondence to the intellectual and scientific

activity of the time are extremely interest-

ing. To one accustomed to the quieter and
more deliberative methods of the South in

all matters of a literary or scholarly sort the

intensity of life in Boston was something of

a revelation. Henry Rogers was the first

to taste of this and he wrote to his brother

William as follows :

" For a man of any brains whatever, Bos-

ton has no peace or quiet ; all is restless

excitement and unproductive change of

thought and of pursuit. The overworking

of the brain here without the fruits of in-

tellectual labor is appalling to a mind of

contemplative tendencies. Often do I envy

you and Robert your calmer studious at-

mosphere."

The active dissipation of mental en-

ergy thus portrayed may not be entirely

absent from the intellectual life of the

'Huf even to-day, but Professor Rogers

was not frightened by its existence forty

years ago and he speedily adapted himself
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to his changed environment. Although he

shortly became a prominent figure in social

as well as scholarly circles he still retained

his fondness for real, hard scientific work,

and during his busiest life in Boston made
many scientific investigations of great in-

terest and importance.

His personal acquaintance with eminent

men of science on both sides of the At-

lantic was extensive and his occasional ref-

erences to them in his letters add greatly to

their value. It was in the earlier years of

his connection with the University of Vir-

ginia that Professor Sylvester came from

England to succeed Bonnycastle as profes-

sor of mathematics. Professor Rogers had

for some time after the death of the latter car-

ried on the work of the department and he

was naturally much interested in the ar-

rival of his relief. He wrote: " For several

days we have been anxiously looking for

the arrival of Professor Sylvester ; we
learn he lost all his baggage in Boston ; this

may have detained him "—which goes to

show that some of the personal peculiar-

ities of the distinguished mathematician

were not confined in their exhibition to

later periods of his life. Again, a few

weeks later: " The faculty, students and
others attached to the University are all

greatly pleased with Mr. Sylvester. He
was terribly embarrassed at his first lecture,

indeed quite overwhelmed, but has been

doing better since. He has a good deal of

hesitation, is not fluent, but is very enthu-

siastic and commands the attention and in-

terest of his class." His brother, Robert

E. Rogers, who had for some time filled the

chair of chemistry in the University of

Virginia, was appointed in 1852 to the pro-

fessorship of chemistry in the University

of Pennsylvania, made vacant by the death

of his brother James. He was succeeded

in Virginia by Professor J. Lawrence Smith,

of Kentucky, already a chemist of distinc-

. tion. He brought with him two young men

as assistants, George J. Brush and Ogden
]Sr. Rood, both of whom were to achieve

distinction in later years. Of the first Pro-

fessor Rogers wrote in 1852 :
" Young

Brush is a zealous mineralogist of the Yale

School, and seems to be familiar with all

parts of chemical analysis. He talks a

great deal and very admirably of young

Silliman and Dana, and I find that he sup-

poses New Haven to be the great center of

American science." In 1853, after having

resigned his professorship in the University

of Virginia, he wrote concerning the well-

known professor of physics in that institu-

tion : "My successor is young Mr. Smith, the

mathematical tutor, and a favorite pupil of

mine."

In 1857 Henry D. Rogers was appointed

to a professorship in the University of Glas-

gow, Scotland, and the correspondence of

the brothers became more interesting on ac-

count of the wider range of personal ac-

quaintance and association which naturally

resulted. In 1859 William wrote to Henry :

" I read "William Thomson's speech with

great interest, and should be glad to see him
operate with his ingenious instruments. It

is rare to see such profound mathematical

knowledge united to such skill in its appli-

cation to physical questions, and such in-

genuity in mechanical contrivance." It

would be difiicult to find a better descrip-

tion of Lord Kelvin than this. Henry

had lectured at the Royal Institution, and

on March 11, 1856, William wrote :
" Tell

me in your next what sort of an audience

you had at the Royal Institution. What is

Faraday about just now ? and Wheatstone ?

Tyndall seems to be taking a leading part

at the Royal Institution. He has fine

talents and I hope he is a good fellow ; but

where is there another Faraday?"

An interesting letter dated August 1,

1860, from James Russell Lowell, who was

then editor of the Atlantic Monthly, reveals

the fact that Professor Rogers had sent him
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a list of remarkable blunders in an article

on meteorology which that magazine had

published. The criticism is accepted in a

most good-natured fashion, and Mr. Lowell

explains how he proposes to make acknowl-

edgment of the mistakes in the Monthly. It is

to be done by a humorous editorial, in which

the blame for accepting the unfortunate

article is to be thrown upon the ' ^Esthetic

Editor,' who ran the establishment all alone,

during the absence of the ' man of science ;'

and all this, Mr. Lowell says, because " no

right-minded magazine can allow itself to

be corrected ah extra." One might almost

conclude that modern journalism had

learned some of its lessons from this ven-

erable and always proper and respectable

periodical.

A note from Charles Sumner, written at

Washington in 1863, reveals something of

the anxiety by which men's minds were

filled in those days. It concludes :
" I wish

I could talk with your brother for half a day.

Remember me to him most kindly. I know
he keeps his loyalty. But what does he say

of England—our England—and her short-

comings ?"

Indeed there is nothing in these volumes

more impressive or more worthy of the dis-

tinguished man whose life they unfold than

the continued utterances of patriotism and

loyalty in which his letters during the war
period abound. In giving full weight to

this statement it must be remembered that

the greater part of Professor Rogers's life

was spent in the South ; that he grew to

maturity amid Southern influences and that

he numbered among his personal friends

many who were afterwards prominent in

the attempt to overthrow the government.

During the early ' fifties ' there are fre-

quent references in his letters to the storm

which he distinctly saw was threatening

the Republic. His faith in the indestructi-

bility of the Union was lasting and strong.

In 1856, writing of the diflQculties in Kansas,

he said: "I am, however, of those who
think that our Union is too strongly framed

in Constitutional right, and bolted together

by mutual interest, to be severed by even

such a shock as this." In 1858 he wrote

to Henry: " I see with sorrow and indigna-

tion that Senator Mason contemplates some
general provision for bringing new States

into the Union by pairs, so as to maintain

the present balance between the slave and

free States! But this cannot be done."

Early in 1861, again to Henry :
" The fears

of State Street and the prejudices of Beacon

Street may have some eifect, but the great

mass of New England and, I think, of the

free States in general, will refuse a compro-

mise which claims national protection to

slavery far beyond the extent of the

present Constitution." And a few days

later :
" Should the Gulf States remain out

of the Union I see little reason to expect a

better fate for them than is seen in the deg-

radation, destruction and fickleness of the

South American Republics."

During the years in which the Civil War
was waged Professor Rogers was especially

active, through his brother Henry, in striv-

ing to enlighten the people of Great

Britain as to the real situation in this

country, and there can be no doubt that the

excellent social relations which the two

brothers enjoyed with people of rank and

influence in London, Edinburgh and Glas-

gow contributed largely to this end. Im-

mediately after the firing upon Fort

Sumter William wrote to Henry at great

length, saying, among other things: "It is

of great importance that the position of the

free States and National government in

this contest should be truely known in

England. Every word of sympathy, or

even of toleration, for the South arising

from Europe, and especially from England,

is magnified by the excited people there

and does great harm. * * * It grieves

and mortifies me to see several of my old
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friends and pupils among the most passion-

ate leaders in this revolt."

Professor Rogers found many channels in

which to suppress his feelings of loyalty and

patriotism, and the newspapers of the time

record the fact that only a week or two

after the outbreak of hostilities when he

was called upon to speak at the Thursday

Club on some matter pertaining to science

he " very gracefully declined to discuss the

topic proposed, and then made a stirring ap-

peal to the Club in favor of providing a

regiment of our brave volunteers with

knapsacks." This appeal was seconded by

the Hon. Edward Everett, the President of

the Club, and in a few minutes a thousand

dollars were subscribed.

Innumerable examples showing this in-

tense spirit might be quoted, not alone from

letters to his brother in Glasgow, but from

those to many prominent Englishmen whose

friendship he enjoyed. During the darker

days, in spite of his feeble health, he made
patriotic addresses on Boston Common and

on September 26, 1862, he referred to the

Emancipation Proclamation of President

Lincoln in the following thrilling words, a

part of a letter to his brother Henry

:

" The great event since my last letter, the

greatest event beyond comparison of the

war, is the late proclamation of the Presi-

dent, declaring the slaves of all rebellious

States after January next to be forever free.

On the 22d of September this momentous
voice was uttered. On that day—in a

sublimer sense than ever before— i/ie sun

crossed the line.''''

Under date of July 5, 1863, he describes

the celebration of the ' Fourth ' in Boston.

Dr. Holmes gave the oration in the ' great

theatre to an audience packed to the dome,'

and the enthusiasm was great, all hearts be-

ing absorbed in one feeling of patriotism.

As evidence, however, that his interest

in the progress of science was by no means
dormant during those potentous days, he

adds :
'

' What kept me in the city, however,

was my interest in the exhibition of the

electric light, which the Council, at the in-

stance of George Hale, encouraged by me,

decided to make one feature of the evening

celebration, as a substitute for part of the

usual fireworks." He describes in interest-

ing detail how Eitchie accomplished a superb

success by putting a battery of 250 cells on

the top of the State House dome, from

which a ' flood of light ' was thrown upon

over 100,000 pedestrians who thronged the

streets.

But surely enough has been quoted and

enough said to give some notion of the ex-

treme interest of these volumes, not only to

scientific men, but to all intelligent people

who admire exalted character and lofty

sentiment. America has produced no

finer type of man than was exhibited in

William Barton Rogers, who showed that

it was not impossible for one who was pri-

marily devoted to learning and original re-

search in pure science to be at the same

time a lovable companion, an eloquent lec-

turer and a man of affairs whose influence

upon his contemporaries resulted in the

creation of new institutions and the re-

modeling of old. It is even now too early

to recognize in full measure the value of his

life to the people, to whose best interests he

showed a rare fidelity.

T. C. Mendenhall.

THE 3IEBT0N RULES.*

These are the Code of Nomenclature " at

present in force for regulating all work
done in the study of Microlepidoptera at

Merton," and "the object of these rules is

to insure absolute obedience to the Law of

Priority." In so far as this Code is pecu-

* Rules for regulating Nomenclature with a view

to secure a strict application of the Law of Priority in

Entomological work. Compiled by Lord Walsing-

Lam an [and] John Hartley Durrant. Longmans,

Green & Co.: London, New York and Bombay. 3

Nov., 1896. 8vo, pp. 18.
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liarly or exclusively adapted to the exigen-

cies of entomological work it is of course

not within the purview of ornithology ; but

its most avowed object of insisting upon the

Law of Priority, its whole tenor, and most

of its fifty-one canons, are no more perti-

nent to one branch of zoology than to any
other. Lord Walsingham and his secretary

thus submit a set of rules to the considera-

tion of all zoologists, and no apology is

needed for examining them with special

reference to the A. O. U. Code.

Naturalists are in substantial agreement

upon such a large majority of the proposi-

tions which bear upon the ' highly-con-

tentious ' subject of Nomenclature that we
should expect any code drawn up by com-

petent workers to be good in the main.

Such is emphatically the case in the present

instance. If, therefore, we seem to dwell

upon the exceptions we take, to an extent

disproportionate with the commendation

we give, it will be understood that the

latter goes without saying. Probably four-

tifths of these rules will receive general un-

qualified assent ; it is mainly regarding the

remainder that we have here to do. Most
of these may be reasonably questioned, and

some of them are likely to be regarded as

highly objectionable.

We think that the authors make a sti'ong

point in the introduction, but it is made so

quietly that its full force may not be recog-

nized at first sight. This is where (p. 4),

referring to other codes, the authors say

they " are not aware that in any of these

rules the actual work and intention of an

author has been guarded to the same extent

aa the names which he has given to his con-

ceptions," and then add : "It has been one of

our objects to define a method by which the

recognition of antecedent work can be con-

sistently secured, regarding this also as no

less a moral obligation capable of being met

by the same rules which apply to mere
names."

This raises a large question, concerning

which we are heartily on the side of the

authors. We have too often heard it said

that, as we cannot enter into the inner

consciousness of another, especially if he

have lived in other times and been long

dead, we have no concern with his spirit,

purpose or intents, but only with his acts,

and that consequently we must go by what
he actually did, without regard to what we
may think he intended to do. We believe

this to be bad—unjust and dangerous ; Lord
Walsingham has the right of it in intro-

ducing something of a moral or ethical

principle, difficult as such may be of appli-

cation in all cases. An author's intent or

purpose can generally be fairly presumed or

inferred from his writings ; when such pre-

sumption or inference is reasonable it surely

should not be disregarded, and the cases

must be very few in which no meaning is

discoverable.

Example : In founding his genus Dendra-

(japus Mr. Elliot intended to separate grouse

of the ohscurus group from those of the can-

adensis type. That was the sole intent, pur-

pose, scope and function of his generic

name. What right, then, has any subse-

quent author to use Dendragapus for the

sole purpose of uniting obsmmis with cana-

densis f None ; such a travesty of the gen-

eric name, such a perversion, or rather re-

versal, of Mr. Elliot's express purpose, is

simply nomenclatural hocus-pocus, and as

such it is puerile, unscientific and immoral.

There is another point in Lord Walsing-

ham's introduction we must pause to ap-

plaud heartily. Though it be one of those

which, as we say above, go without saying,

it is particularly well said (p. 5): "The
object of all rules should surely be to se-

cure precision, uniformity, and finality : any
sacrifice of these objects to considerations of

mere convenience can only result in the cre-

ation of greater inconvenience at some

future date . The inconveniences from which
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workers in entomology now suffer would

have been entirely avoided had the earlier

authors studied and recognized the work of

their predecessors, or adopted some such

rules as are here set forth, beginning from

the time of Linnaeus. The earliest sinner

in this respect was Fabricius, but Stephens

in creating the necessity for Eule 48, has

exhibited even greater ingenuity in his ab-

errations." Here, again, is an obvious eth-

ical principle. We do owe something

to posterity, notwithstanding the question

which some wit once asked :
" What has

posterity done for us ?" This debt is in the

nature of a moral obligation not to consult

our own present convenience at the expense

of those who are to come after us. And if

we may disregard the altruism involved,

then self-respect and an enlightened selfish-

ness should alike prompt us to the same end,

merely as a matter of looking out for our

own good repute.

A part of Lord Walsingham's ' Premiss'

will be hailed with acclamation by almost

every American zoologist. It is as follows

:

" Zoology became an intelligent science

when it was recognized that every species

should possess a special name and every

genus a generic name. This system of

nomenclature was first enunciated by Lin-

naeus in the 'Systema Naturae' (edition X.),

1758 ; and as we owe the conception of the

special and generic name to Linnaeus, we
are bound to commence our nomenclature

from the year 1758, when he published his

epoch-marking work."

Shade of Strickland ! Eequiescat in pace

!

We do not propose to echo an anthem to

this requiem, nor even to argue the point

;

for we could say nothing that has not been

said fully and perfectly well in the A. O.

U. Code itself in support of this reasonable

proposition—one of self-evident logical

necessity; and if what is recorded there

does not budge our British friends, nothing

will move them from the isolation of their

insularity. We know that most of our re-

spected colleagues on the other side of the

herring pond still stand on the rock of of-

fense, whence to denounce with objurgation

those who do not subscribe to the B. A.

Code. Possibly we undertook to split that

rock with the butt end of our wedge
;
prob-

ably Lord Walsingham may prove to have
insinuated the thin edge from his own coign

of vantage. He may not be the first among
English naturalists to favor the heresy of

' Linnaeus at '58 ;' but he is certainly one

of the strongest, and much may be con-

fidently anticipated from the force of his

example. We remember once discussing

with him in person the 'American idea ' of

Trinomials. We may have been persua-

sive, though we failed to be conclusive, in

our presentation of that case to his liberal

and progressive judgment ; but the stand

he has now taken against the extreme con-

servatism of his countrymen leads us to

the confident hope of his enlightenment

even upon those ' dark sayings ' of Tri-

nomialism. If the scales could fall from

the eyes of such a one as Saul of Tarsus, a

Paul of London, Cambridge or Merton

may not be a zoological impossibility in the

course of natural evolution.

Passing by most of the Merton rules as

self-evident, or as admitted by the concen-

sus of naturalists, or else as peculiar to

microlepidopterists*, we note some few

* A valued entomological friend of high standing,

who has not authorized the use of his name in this

connection, writes to us regarding some of these : "I

think that most entomologists would take exception

to the group of rules beginning with No. 19 and end-

ing with No. 25, except that No. 23, since it begins

with the words 'it is advisable, ' is acceptable. Simi-

larly, under No. 33, e. g., Zeller's correction is not

admissible. Under No. 38, the third paragraph, in-

dicating that the type is the sum of the co-types.

Mr. Oldfield Thomas's terms under No. 39 have not

come into general use, though they are sensible

enough. Under No. 41 : No one accepts the idea that

the type of the genus is the sum of the species as

under 2 and 3."
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others for special approval or the re-

verse.

Rule 18. " If it be held that the generic

and special names may not be tautonymic,

the law of priority will determine whether

the special or the generic name should be

changed, e. g., Cossus cossuSjIj." The proviso

in this case nullifies the rule for us, because

we do not forbid tautonymity. Our prac-

tice is bad—obviously so, on the score of

literary propriety ; it is to be strongly dis-

couraged ; but it seems an unabatable nui-

sance, which most naturalists will put up

with perforce, and it has one redeeming

feature—we know absolutely what every

tautonym means.

Rule 19, bringing up ' three classes ' of

invalid names, is likely to remain a bone of

contention in one-third of its scope. We
all agree regarding homonymous names,

that they are absolutely to be rejected ; so,

of course, regarding synonymous names.

But not so regarding homophonous words,

for surely no one of us would reject Seiurus

because its sound when spoken is identical

with that of Sciurm.

Rules 20 and 21, hanging on the forego-

ing, are open to difference of good sound

opinion, possibly because, for one reason, it

may not be always clear what words come
under these provisions. It is desirable, but

probably impossible, to have rigid rules

here. No rule can possibly be more I'igid

or stable than the sum of the cases to

which it applies ; but the cases intended to

be covered by Rules 20 and 21 are so shifty

and mobile that no seive can be devised

with meshes fine enough to catch them all.

We confess ourselves puzzled here ; we can-

not offer better rules than Lord Walsing-

ham has, yet we doubt their sufficiency.

It seems to be a case where common sense,

tact and expertness may work better than
any formality. Let us agree, as most, if

not all, ornithologists would, that Telea

invalidates Teleia, and Fandemos invalidates

Pandemis ; does Ucetia invalidate Euse&iaf

Personally, we should say that would de-

pend upon the etymology in the case. If

Ucetia be merely a bad way of spelling

Eusesia, the etymon in the two cases being

identical, we should say they were the

same word, not available for two names, for

all that they happen to be spelled so dif-

ferently. We would, therefore, spell to the

best of our ability both names as one, and
use the right spelling or not according

to the provisions of some other rule re-

garding homonyms. But if Ucetia and
Eusesia be of different etymons, only acci-

dentally homophonous, we should regard

them as distinct words, neither of which
would invalidate the other. Yet we know
that others might take exactly the opposite

view and argue strongly in its favor. As
we said in substance, this whole class of

cases has thus far proven refractory to, or

elusive of, any rule naturalists have had
the wit or ingenuity to devise.

Rule 22. "A name wrongly written is in-

vaUd if, on legitimate correction, it becomes

homonymous or homophonous with a
valid name; e. g., GrapJiolitha, Hb., invali-

dates Grapholita, Tr." The A. O. U. Code
would have simply to quash this rule, be-

cause it forbids all correction of names,
' legitimate ' or illegitimate. We think it

is the very worst blot on our Code, which

has done more to bring that work into dis-

repute than all our other weak or bad

points put together. It puts a premium on
ignorance or carelessness to rule, as we do

in Canon XL., that a name shall endure

exactly as it originally appeared in print,

no matter how mangled it was, unless a

typographical error be evident. Why be so

fierce with the poor compositor, and let the

guilty author go scot free ? We need not

become formal impurists for fear of purism.

Personally, we decline to bind ourselves to

misspelt words forever, for no better reason

than that some zoologists, too ignorant or
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too slovenly to spell them properly, sinned

in the beginning. "We are opposed to

' original sin,' whether as a theological

dogma or a canon of nomenclature. On
this subject we cite from a private letter

lately addressed to us by one of the most

learned and distinguished of American

philologists, Professor C. P. G. Scott

:

"I think you are quite right, as a scholar,

in your disapproval of the mechanical rule

which, as a member of a committee con-

strained to compromise, you passively sanc-

tioned in 1886. It seems to me that these

verbal uncertainties will never end, no mat-

ter what committees may recommend or do.

Therefore, since the only purpose of com-

promise is to end uncertainties and dis-

crepancies, it would be better for your com-

mittee to revise the code of nomenclature

with reference to etymologic principles

which can be ascertained and stated, and to

consider all material deviations, intended

or unintended, old or new, as if misprints

to be corrected in subsequent works. Ety-

mologic principles are a good deal more

stable and visible than is commonly sup-

posed ; but you know by long observation

that not every zoologist (particularly in

France) is sound in his tackling of Greek

and Latin."

Our zeal for ' spelling reform' might not

now lead us to the length it did, for ex-

ample, when we emended Richardson's

genus Aplodontia into Haplodon, only to find,

to our dismay, that in its new guise the

name was homonymous with several others

of prior date, and therefore inadmissible

for the genus ofmammals. "We would treat

such a case as incorrigible, and let it go at

that, without regard to its etymology. It

seems to us that tact, discretion and com-

mon sense, applied to each individual case,

is likely to work better than any rigid rule

which could be devised to cover all cases.

"We are not such rigid purists as to sacrifice

the Law of Priority to purism. In fact, we

would not go to the length Lord Walsing-

ham does in ' 33 e. g. (2),' where he 'corrects'

cretidadylus into gypsodaetylics. If both these

names mean ' chalk-toe,' as we suppose, the

substitution of gypsum for chalk, to prevent

a Grseco-Latin hybrid, seems hardly re-

quired. That is mere purism, only less un-

objectionable than the systematic impurism

which the A. O. U. Code would force upon

us. A certain ' sweet reasonableness' would

seem to be the best prophylactic or preven-

tive—better than extreme measures either

way. Such heroic treatment is likely to

become the mock heroism of opera bouflfe.

As Horace said, some years ago :

"Est modus in rebus ; sunt eerti denique fines,

Ultra citraque nequit consistere rectum;"

and as Professor B. G. "Wilder lately re-

marked, in the course of his controversy

with Wilhelm His :

"As with biologic generalizations, there

are few philological rules without excep-

tions. Yet the reformer, especially ifyoung
and enthusiastic, either ignorant of history

or undismayed thereby, 'too often imagines

that a principle, if right, cannot be carried

too far.' "
( Barclay, 1803.)

Our A. O. U. committee may be neither

very young nor over-enthusiastic
;
yet this

is precisely what we have done to the ex-

cellent principle of priority—carried it too

far, in attempting to impose verbal abor-

tions upon nomenclature. The results

sometimes better befit the nursery in their

puerility than the halls of science. Take
that miserable botch of a word Leptotila

Swainson for a genus of pigeons. If the

celebrated quinarian had printed Leptopfila,

in proper form, his genus would have been

invalidated by the prior Leptoptilos or Lep-

toptilus for a genus of storks, because by our

rules a difference of termination in words

etymologically identical does not prevent

homonymity ; but because Swainson or his

printer did not mind his p's—whatever he
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may have done with his g's

—

Leptotila be-

comes valid and tenable !* This is mere

juggling with the letters of the alphabet

;

it is absurd, undignified, infantile. We
should say, first spell Leptoptila correctly,

according to its obvious formation, and

then decide on other grounds whether or

not it be in this form difierent enough from

Leptoptilus or Leptoptilos. Literary abortion

should not be viable in the language of

science.

Kule 23 allows difference in termination

of words to make formal difiference in

names, e. g., Sciaphilus in Coleoptera and Sci-

aphila in Lepidoptera, on the ground that no

confusion results. How it would be did

these two fall in the same order of insects is

not stated. We believe the practice of en-

tomologists has generally been to allow even

identical names to coexist in difierent or-

ders, on the same ground. Probably the

latter state of the case is inadmissible in

any other branch of zoology; but on the

question whether diSerence of termination

or inflection, as indicating grammatical

gender, shall suffice to distinguish names,

much might be said either way. Our prac-

tice is against it. Yet there stand our

Pieus and Pica, and we may yet have to re-

consider our present canon on this question.

Certainly Leptoptila and LeptoiMhis are better

distinguished from each other than Lepto-

tila would be from Leptoptila. One is a dis-

tinction with a real difference, viz., of

gender ; the other is a distinction with a

* We are sorry to observe that the A. O. U. is not

consistent with itse f, even in wrong-doing. Thus :

(1) Leptotila is held to be tenable, from lack of the p.

Had it been Leptoptila it would have been untenable,

from similaiity to Leptoptilos. (2) Fregeita Bp. is

held to be untenable, owing to a prior Fregata of

Brisson, and Cymoclroma is used instead. (3) But
Fregeita is quite as difierent from Fregata as either

Leptotila or Leptoptila is from either Leptoptilus or

Leptoptilos ; i. e., there is no real difference in either

case. The A. O. XJ. is wrong in one of these cases,

necessarily—which one?

bogus, spurious, bastard, abortive, illegiti-

mate apology for a difference.

Eule 24. "A name which involves a

false proposition is invalid and may be

changed." One would think this a self-

evident proposition in science—a truism, to

adult minds, hardly requiring statutory

provision. The reverse would be, or should

be, unthinkable in science. Yet so far

afield in following the ignis fatuus of verbal

veneration for the fetish of 'priority' have

some of our codifiers been led that they

would not dare to correct an ei-ror of scien-

tific fact for fear of disturbing the cerements

of verbiage in which it was embalmed ! Let

some one describe an albino crow as Corvus

albics; shall we go on calling black white to

the end of the chapter ? Let some one de-

scribe a broken-billed popinjay as Pious semi-

rostris ; shall semirostris be the name of any

species which has a whole beak? Let Gme-
lin describe a Mexican woodpecker as Pious

cafer ; shall we declare every time we write

the name that it is a South African bird ?

Yet the last is exactly what we do in the

A. O. U. Check List, where Colaptes oajer

stands in a catalogue of North American

birds. It is brutum fulmen for us to declare

that a name has no necessary meaning.

Such declarations simply beat the air in a

futile and fatuous manner. ' Cafer' has no

meaning for those who do not know what
it means, but those who do know what it

means can no more divest it of its reference

to a South African locality than they can

take away from Colaptes its implication of

carpentering. Granted that we have

plenty of nonsense-words in science—mere

combinations of letters, sensu carentes

;

granted that we have to put up with them,

and that they do very well, like Smith or

Jones ; that does not make cafer mean Mexi-

can, or albus mean black. The proposition

is false, in form and in fact ; and falsity is

foreign to science. Any attempt to save

the Law of Priority at such hazard, or im-
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pose uniformity of nomenclature by the ar-

bitrary authority of an individual or a com-

mittee who should go to such a length as

to say either that words have no meaning or

that we shall use words in wrong senses

must fail, for the simple reason that com-

mon sense will not be coerced, and sensible

writers will go on writing as sensibly as

they know how.*

Rule 25 provides for expunging from

nomenclature any name which is ' offensive

(whether politically, morally, or by its

irreverence).' This raises a question of

great and probably insuperable difficulty
;

for we may at once ask, offensive to whom ?

In a certain sense, science is non-political,

non-moral (a different thing from being im-

moral, of course) , and non-reverent of any-

thing but ascertained or ascertainable truth.

In religion it is agnostic ; in printed decen-

cies it is usually found to side with decent

people ; in political lampooning it might

display partisanship as a part of human
nature, without great offence to propriety.

It would seem to be a case which ordinary

self-respect and regard for public opinion

would sufl&ce to regulate; yet we can hardly

arbitrate it in its nomenclatural aspects.

Slvatherium might be as offensive to a Hin-

du devotee of the cult whose god is invoked

in the name of a fossil beast as any other

blasphemy. Neither Phallusia nor lihyphal-

lus offends more than the translations of

these terms would in a medical treatise, nor

does Clitoria keep a manual of botany out

*Dr.B. 6. Wilder states, Journ. Comp. Neurology,

Ti., Dec, 1896, pub. Feb, 1897, p. 334: "No such at-

tempt is known to me." Then he never knew the A.

O. TJ. Code and Check List, which are an attempt to se-

cure uniformity of nomenclature by the authority of a

committee, ' 'quorum pars magna fui. '
' But his criti-

cism is excellent: "The very notion savors of ecclesi-

asticism rather than of science. At the most, indi-

viduals have set certain fashions, more or less com-
mendable and permanent, while committees have

made recommendations which even their own mem-
bers may disregard when their information is increased

or their views are modified."

of schools. While the drift and purport of

Rule 25 are obvious and admirable, its en-

forcement to the extent of expunging any
names but those quite outside the pale of

public decency is probably impracticable.

The way to deal with such things is to cut

the perpetrator the first time he shows him-

self in society.

We have already protracted this review

beyond usual limits, and must hasten to

cloture. Several following rules bear upon
correction of names, orthographically or

zoologically. In the former regard they

will be nugatory with those who hold to our

Canon XL.; in the latter respect they will

command the assent of some naturalists,

but not of all. Rule 42 will, we imagine,

be found decidedly objectionable, as will

most of its corollaries; though some of the

refinements regarding types may be spe-

cially serviceable in microlepidoptera, while

less so or not so in zoology at large. In any

event, Walsinghara and Durrant have given

us in this Code a notable contribution to the

literature of the subject, which can be

studied to advantage by every zoologist,

perhaps by every botanist also. For our-

selves, we are among a large number of

naturalists who are fully convinced that the

A. O. U. Code is, on the whole, by far the

best one ever formulated. Our appreciation

of its manifold good qualities and general

utility leads us not unnaturally to set it up

as a standard of excellence with which

other codes are to be compared. That we
are not blind to its defects is obvious from

what has preceded ; but it is our very con-

viction of its strength and worth which

makes us feel free to express ourselves per-

haps more forcibly regarding its blemishes

than we should if we considered it a weak
or tender thing that needed nursing. At the

same time it were idle to consider our Code
a faultless finality ; no sensible man is go-

ing to be bound by it against his own con-

victions, and if naturalists are ever to be
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blessed with such a thing as an infallible

rule of faith and morals in matters ofnomen-

clature that state of beatitude may be

sought along the line of one of Lord Wal-

singham^'s suggestions :
" All branches of

zoological study should undoubtedly be

represented on any committee entrusted

with the task of drawing up rules for gen-

eral guidance." Pending anj^ iinal consum-

mation, British ornithologists will no doubt

continue to lean upon Strickland and the

B. A. Code. American ornithologists, and

most zoologists of this country, will stand

by the A. O. U. Code ; while doubtless the

Merton Rules will be respected by most of

those entomologists whose requirements are

so ably met in this instance.

Elliott Coues.

As said above, the ' Merton Rules ' agree

in the main, or at least on most points of

leading importance, with other recently

promulgated Codes of Nomenclature ; but

they embrace many provisions, by no means

all new, which are open to strenuous

objection, on the ground that they seriously

militate against the stability of names in

zoology. Some of these have been pointed

out in the foregoing review; others have been

passed over leniently or quite unnoticed.

On the other hand, some which we con-

sider utterly objectionable have received

approval.

Rule 5, for example, provides that " The
same name may be used once only in the

same grade, with the exception of special

[specific] names, so long as they occur in

different genera, and of subspecial [sub-

specific] names so long as they are subser-

vient to different species." Since ' sub-

special,' or subspecific, names are often ap-

plied to forms of uncertain status, and may
be regarded either as species or subspecies

by different writers, it is obvious that they

should fall under the same rule as ' special,'

or specific, names. Otherwise they are open

to instability, according to whether the

forms to which they may be applied may be

regarded as ' species ' or ' subspecies' by dif-

ferent authors.

Rule 19 divides ' invalid names, consid-

ered merely as words,' into three classes:

(1) Homonymous, (2) Homophonous, and (3)

Synonymous. ' Homophonous ' words are

' words differently written, but indistin-

guishable in sound, applied to different con-

ceptions.'

Rule 20 provides that '

' A name homoph-

onous with a valid name is invalid, in ac-

cordance with the rule governing homon-
omy (Rule 5)." (See Rule 5, as quoted

above.) This we regard as a pernicious in-

innovation. Previous codes advise that in

selecting new (especially generic) names

those closely resembling previous names in

orthography or sound be avoided ; but this

is the first instance, we believe, where they

have been declared invalid. The objections

to this rule are: (1) that scientific nomen-

clature belongs properly to written lan-

guage, not to spoken language; (2) that

whether a name is or is not too near in

sound, when properly pronounced, to an-

other earlier name must be largely a matter

of opinion, respecting which authors must

frequently disagree ; this disagreement be-

ing necessarily a fruitful source of instabil-

ity in names. It opens a loophole for the

displacement of well-known names by new
ones on the ground of personal opinion or

preference, perhaps biased by the opportu-

nities thus presented. In all languages there

are almost innumerable homophonous words

of radically different origin and meaning;

why should they not be admissible in the

language of science ?

Rule 20 is thus in opposition to the intent

of nearly all modern codes, which are

designed to leave as little as possible open

to the notoriously unsafe decision of per-

sonal judgment or option in matters of no-

menclature.
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According to Eule 21, which is an am-
plification of Eule 20, a name may be

only ' so similar to a valid one as to be

almost homophonous ' to be rejected, which, of

course, but emphasizes the objections al-

ready made to Rule 20.

It follows that Rule 22 is also objection-

able (1) in that it provides that "a name
wrongly written is invalid if, on legitimate

correction, it becomes (either) homonymous
or homophonous with a valid name;" and

(2) in that it implies the right of emenda-

tion of names.

Yet Rule 23 permits, in the case of genera,

the use of names which differ merely in ' a

different sexual sufBs,' as in cases like

Sdaphilus and SeiapMla, in opposition to pre-

vious codes and the consensus of probably

nine-tenths of present zoological writers.

The case of Picus and Pica is obviously not

parallel, inasmuch as these names have
come down to us from pre-Linnsean classi-

cal writers, who employed them, not inter-

changeably, but as names for entirely dis-

tinct objects. The etymology of these words

is admittedly unknown, but their use for

centuries as distinct names, applied to

totally unlike birds, seems sufiBcient reason

for their use in modern systematic no-

menclature, and for their adoption as dis-

tinct words, despite the accident of their

similarity.*

Rule 24. " A name which involves a false

proposition is invalid and may be changed."

Note first the use of ' may ' instead of must,

leaving the enforcement of the rule optional,

and thus opening a way to instability of

names through mere personal opinion or

preference. Note, secondly, that it opens

the way to wholesale changes on trivial

*Since this was written this point has been touched

upon in this journal (Science, N. S., Vol. V, No.

126, May 28, 1897, p. 847) by Dr. Stejneger, who says

Ficus and Pica " are distinct and separate Latin classi-

cal names for widely different birds, though the

philological root of the two words is probably the

grounds. If a species of a certain genus

has been named minimus or major, and a

species is subsequently found that is smaller

or larger, the names in question ' involve a

false proposition.' And so in cases where

names relate to color, as where a species is

named nigra, or purpurea or rubra, and is

not of the color implied; or in the case of

species given geographical names that do

not occur in the countries whose names
they bear, or in other cases indicate por-

tions of their range which are not charac-

teristic of their distribution. For instance, a
Mexican species may have been named hra-

siliensis, or a Peruvian species oayennensis,

which do not occur respectively in Brazil or

Cayenne. This class of cases, as everyone

knows, is legion. To avoid the adoption of

a rule necessitating such sweeping subver-

sion of names we can well afford to endure

the isolated case of a name like cafer for a

North American woodpecker ! Ludoviei-

anus, as applied to one of our tanagers, now
' involves a false proposition,' since the spe-

cies does not occur in Louisiana. There is,

in fact, every shade of falseness in names,

from a time-honored Paradisea apoda to such

as involve a falsity so slight as to be of

questionable importance in the mind of even

the greatest stickler for nomenclatural ve-

racity.

Rule 27 is the corollary of the principle

laid down in the ' introduction ' regarding

the ' guarding ' of the ' actual work and
intention of an author, ' quoted, and so em-
phatically commended in the foregoing re-

view of the ' Merton Rules.' The Rule is :

" The right of an author to correct ante-

cedent work is undoubted, provided always

that in making such corrections the inten-

tions of his predecessors be respected, unless

proved to be erroneous." This is an inno-

vation fraught with the gravest possibilities

for mischief. Heretofore it has been deemed
to be the only safe course to take an author's

work as he left it, without attempting to
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guess at what he intended to do, even if in

rare cases we may be compelled to ignore

an obvious intent. The trouble here is that

when the bars are let down there is no limit

to the license authors may take, for one

reason or another. The case of Dendragapus,

cited above as an illustration, shows to

what strange conclusions such license may
lead. It is purely a matter of opinion

whether obscurus and canadensis are gener-

ically separable. For those who think they

are not, the only course open is to treat

them as members of one genus, and to take

the oldest tenable name available for the

group, in accordance with a fixed principle

of nomenclature especially provided for

such emergencies. The first tenable name
happens in this case to be Dendragapus.

If this is ' puerile, unscientific and im-

moral,' there is no help for it, even under

the ' Merton Rules.' All it amounts to is a

difference of opinion between ornithologists

as to the value of the differences which dis-

tinguish the two species obscurus and cana-

Rule 30 provides, among other things,

that " an orthographical correction may be

made by emending a name wrongly formed."

This is not an innovation, as the same pro-

vision is found in other codes. But it is

diametrically opposed to Canon XL. of the

A. O. U. Code, which provides that " the

original orthography of a name must be

rigidly preserved, unless a typographical

error is evident." Sound and weighty

reasons are given in the A. 0. U. Code for

its adoption ; it is in accord with the prac-

tice and advice of many eminent authori-

ties—some ofwhom lived before the A. O . U.

Code was thought of, and were scholars as

well as naturalists; and, while still repel-

lant to some, it is obviously gaining ground,

as there is an increasing number of writers

who consider fixity of names as of higher

importance than the correction of grammat-
ical or philological imperfections in their

construction. Not only is this view shared

very generally by American mammalogists,

but we have recently found that it has

strenuous advocates among eminent special-

ists in other departments of zoology, nota-

bly in entomology.

When we consider that purists and
classicists are often at loggerheads among
themselves over the emendation of a name

;

that names are often ' emended ' out of all

resemblance to their original form and be-

come, to all intents and purposes, new
words ; that, when less modified, the initial

letter is often the part affected, and that

through this change the name takes a new
place in all indexes and in all alphabetic

lists where it appears, resulting in an in-

convenience of serious magnitude—it seems

far the lesser of two evils to put up with

here and there an orthographic abomination

than to sacrifice stability of nomenclature

to philological refinement. Carelessness

or ignorance in the construction of names
is to be deprecated and frowned upon, as

it is in the remarks under the much abused

Canon XL. of the A. O. U. Code, which,

therefore, does not place ' a premium on

ignorance or carelessness,' but simply

chooses by far the lesser of two evils. It

conforms to the whole spirit of the Code,

which aims at stability in names, and the

elimination of every element of instability

that may arise from personal preferences in

matters where opinions must inevitably

differ to a greater or less extent. Even my
fellow critic of the Merton Rules cannot

agree with Lord Walsingham as to the ex-

tent emendation is allowable, as in the

above-cited case of changing cn-etidactylus

to gypsodatylus.

As to the case of Leptotila, dwelt on at

length above, if ' tales out of school ' were

admissible, the inside history of its adop-

tion by the committee would afford an

amusing commentary on some of the re-

marks above made. Suffice it to say that
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as Leptotila was repeatedly used by Swain-

son, and thus with obvious intent, it could

not be ruled out as an ' evident typograhical

error ' for Leptoptila, and so was accepted as

simply a name, and therefore available

under the A. O. U. maxim, " A name is

only a name and has no necessary mean-

ing ;" or, to cite the B. A. Code of 1842, "In

truth, it matters not in the least by what

conventional sound we agree to designate

an individual object, provided the sign to

be employed be stamped with such an

authority as will suffice to make it pass

current." It is, therefore, entirely thrown

out of the category of such cases as Fregetta

and Fregata, discussed above.

It certainly is to be hoped that all sensi-

ble writers will go on writing as ' sensibly as

they know how ;' but in the above remarks

on cafer and Leptotila—ostensihlj anent the

' Merton Rules,' but really in ridicule of the

A. O. U. Code— it is evident that not all of

the ' puerility ' is on the side of the sup-

porters of Canon XL.
Nos. 34-37 of the Merton Rules call for

no comment, being in essential conformity

to current usage. We must dissent, how-

ever, from Rule 38 in so far as it relates to

' co-types,' this part being to the effect that

when a species is ' described from more

than one specimen, no single one being se-

lected as the type,' the ' type ' in this case

is ' the sum of the co-types.' The position

here taken seems so obviously unwarranted

as to hardly merit discussion.

Rules 42-48, on the restriction of genera,

are refinements of existing rules relating to

this subject, treating the matter in detail

on lines already for the most part generally

approved.

Rule 49 provides a most cumbersome

way of designating subspecies. Rules 50 and

51 relate respectively to the use of signs

and methods of citation, the latter formu-

lating practices already more or less in

vogue.

As already said, the ' Merton Rules ' are

in the main in accord with other advanced

modern rules and usages ; the innovations,

as noted above, are for the most part posi-

tively mischievous, from the standpoint of

fixity in names ; the adoption of the tenth

edition of Linnseus's ' Systema Naturse ' we
regard as the one especially commendable

feature of this new code, only so, however,

on account of its geographical origin, since

all recently promulgated Codes take this

date as the starting point for the law of

priority.

J. A. Allen.

TSE ORIGIN OF GBEEN RIVER.

In his Current iSTotes on Physiography in

No. 121 (April 23d) of this Journal, Pro-

fessor Davis, under the heading: ' Is Green

River antecedent to the Uinta Mountains ?'

remarks that this question is not closed, as

had been assumed by Mr. J. D. Irving in

his paper on 'the Brown's Park beds of

Utah,' and further that it does not appear

clear from the latter's statements whether

he considers it to be a superposed river, as

maintained by me, or antecedent, as stated

by Powell. He very pertinently remarks

that it is remarkable, considering how fre-

quently the Green is referred to as an ante-

cedent river, that so little attention is given

to the difficulties that* such origin involves.

Long before the appearance of the two text-

books he quotes (Tarr and Scott), LeConte

and Geikie had each referred to it as ante-

cedent and illustrating the slow uplift of

mountain ranges, in apparent unconscious-

ness that any other view is possible. Suess,

on the other hand, in his exceedingly care-

ful review (Antlitz der Erde, I., p. 736) of

the structure of this region, adopted my
view without any reference to that of

Powell.

In Powell's original publication (Explo-

ration of the Colorado river of the West,

p. 153) he makes no mention of the struc-
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tural difBculties the river might have to

contend with, but contents himself with the

simple statement: " The river had the right

of way ; in other words, it was running ere

the mountains were formed ; not before the

rocks of which the mountains are composed

were deposited, but before the formations

were folded so as to make a mountain

range." Later he remarks: " I reserve the

subject for a more full discussion in my re-

port on the geology of the Uinta moun-
tains." In this report, however, I had been

able to find no mention of the subject what-

ever, and I had assumed that upon further

study he had found the difiQculties in the

way of his theorj' too great to be explained

away.

My study of the region was made in the

summer of 1871. Powell continued his

during the years 1874 and 1875, after, at

his request, I had explained to him my
views as to the structure of the range.

Upon the following facts with regard to

its geology we are both agreed. The up-

lift of the Uinta Arch commenced at the

close of the Cretaceous. During Tertiary

times there were deposited in the lakes,

which washed either flank of the range, not

less than 8,000 feet of sediments that were
derived, in part, at least, from the degrada-

tion of that Arch.

Now, as my map shows, these Tertiary

beds, overlapping in a nearly horizontal

position the upturned and truncated edges

of the various formations composing the

original arch, reach altitudes of 9,000 and
10,000 feet at various points along either

flank of the western and higher portion of

the range. The eastern portion of the

range, through which the peculiarly wind-

ing caiions of the Green River have been

cut, has an elevation of only 7,500 to 8,500

feet, a few of the higher points reaching

9,000 feet, and in one case 9,297 feet.

According to Powell's theory, however,

the river had determined its course before

the uplift of the arch, and has continued to

occupy the same bed to the present day.

" The principal caiions through the moun-
tains," he says, " had been carved nearly to

their present depth before the last of these

sediments were deposited."

What, then, became of the river while

these 8,000 feet of Tertiary sediments were

being deposited? It could hardly have

continued its course at the bottom of the

Tertiary lakes while the sediments were

depositing. But if it ceased to flow during

this time its bed must have been filled with

sediments as well as the rest of the country,

and when the lakes were finally drained, it

is hardly conceivable that, in redetermin-

ing its course across the 150 miles of Ter-

tiary beds on the north side of the range,

it should have attacked the flanks of the

Uinta range, themselves partially buried, at

exactly the same point it had entered be-

fore.

There are many other features that re-

quire explanation before Powell's hypo-

thesis can be accepted, one of which Pro-

fessor Davis has pointed out in the Brown's

Park depression, a longitudinal valley 40

miles long and 5 to 6 miles wide, open only

at its eastern end, and nearly in the axis of

the range. It is supposed to have been

formed by engulfment, and has twice been

occupied by Tertiary waters, once in

Eocene, and once in Miocene or later times.

How the river kept its course (which

three times wantonly leaves the open valley

to cut caiions in its hard walls) through

all these vicisitudes, would seem to require

a more direct explanation than that " The
river preserved its level, but the mountains

were lifted up, as the saw revolves on a

fixed pivot, while the log through which it

cuts is moved along."

Inasmuch as the promised discussion did

not appear, I have recently asked Major

Powell to explain to me his conception ot

how these things could have been accom-
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plished, but he says it is so long ago he no

longer remembers the course of reasoning

he followed at the time.

I assume that Capt. C. E. Button, who

at Powell's request took up and completed

the latter's Colorado canon geology, is likely

to have voiced his matured opinion on this

point. In his paper on the Grand Canon

(2d Ann. Rep. Director U. S. Geol. Sur-

vey, p. 62), in treating of the persistence of

rivers, Button gives a most graphic descrip-

tion of the course of the Green river in its

passage through the Uinta mountains. In

spite of the fact that he places Horseshoe

Canon on the south instead of on the north

flank of the mountains, it is evident that he

must have read Powell's description, for he

uses not only his metaphor about the ' right

of way,' but also the simile of the saw pre-

serving its position while the log moves.

Whether consciously or not, however, he

certainly does not agree with Powell's hy-

pothesis, for he says in conclusion : "What
then did determine the situations of the

present drainage channels ? The answer is

that they were determined by the configura-

tion of the surface existing at or very soon

after the epoch of emergence. Then, surely,

the water courses ran in conformity with

the surface of the uppermost (Tertiary)

stratum."

Button elsewhere states more definitely

that the course of the Green or Colorado

river south of the Uinta mountains was de-

termined at the close of the Eocene. If this

is correct, I was probably wrong in assum-

ing that the Green river first found its way
across the Uinta mountains after the Wyo-
ming (Bishop's Mt.) conglomerate had
been deposited, because I found undis-

turbed remnants of this formation on either

side of the river, both on the north and
south flanks of the mountains and at such

elevations that, if the beds were continued

across the intermediate country on the same
level, they would completely cover that por-

tion of the mountains through which the

Green river now runs. I have for a long

time been hoping and still hope that some

other geologist may make a more thorough

examination than I was able to at that time,

and determine the nature and extent of

this singular formation, which has never

been satisfactorily accounted for. What-

ever may be the outcome of such an ex-

amination, it would seem proper that the

antecedent origin of this river should be

held in abeyance until some positive evi-

dence of it can be furnished.

S. F. Emmons.
U. S. Geological Suevey.

ZOOLOGICAL NOIES.

THE SCIENTIFIC NAME OF THE VISCACHA.

One of the best known mammals of the

pampas of the Argentine Republic is the

viscacha, now usually called Lagostomus

triehodactylus. Unfortunately this name

proves to be untenable, but in order to

show that such is the case it will be neces-

sary to refer briefly to the history of the

species. The animal was first described in

1801, by Azara, who considered it identical

with Cavia acuschy of Gmelin, which is now
known to be an entirely distinct species.

Rafinesque, in 1815,* proposed the genus

Viscaoia, apparently without description, so

that his name is not entitled to recognition.

One year previous, in 1814, according to

Waterhouse (Nat. Hist. Mamm., Rodentia,

1848, p. 213), a living viscacha was placed

on exhibition in London,f where it was

examined by Blainville and Cuvier. Blain-

ville soon after described the species as

Dipus maximus.X Some years later the same

animal came into the possession of Brookes,

a member of the Linnsean Society of Lon-

don, who gave a full description both of its

* Analyse de la Nature, 1815, p. 56.

t Burmeister states that there were two.

tNouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., nouv.ed., XIII., 1817,

pp. 117-119.
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skeleton and of its external characters in a

paper read before the Society on June 3

and 17, 1828.* Brookes recognized the fact

that the viscacha belonged to a distinct

genus which he named Lagostomus. He al-

so changed Blainville's specific name max-

imus to trichodactyhis on the ground that it

became inappropriate in connection with a

genus represented by only one species.

Authors who have adopted Lagostomus

trichodactylus have reduced Dipus maximus

and other subsequent names to synonymy,

but, almost without exception, have over-

looked one of the most important references

to the species.

In 1824 Schinz began the publication of

his ' Naturgeschichte und Abbildungen der

Saugethiere,' and on page 244 of this work
gave a full description of the viscacha,

calling it Vizcacia pamparum. A comparison

of the title pages of this work (1824) and
of volume XVI. of the Transactions of the

Linnsean Society (1828) seems to indicate

that Vizcacia pamparum Schinz has 4

years priority over Lagostomus trichodactylus

Brookes. Although Schinz's name was
undoubtedly published first, its actual date

of publication is uncertain. Schinz's Na-
turgeschichte appeared in 29 Hefte, at

intervals from 1824 to 1828, and, as the de-

scription of the viscacha is inserted near

the middle of the book, it was probably not

published before 1825 or 1826. I have

been unable thus far to ascertain the dates

of publication of the separate parts of the

Naturgeschichte, but in the copy examined

is a notice to subscribers, printed for distri-

bution with the 29th Heft, and dated Feb-

ruary 28, 1828, stating that this is the con-

cluding part of the volume. Schinz's work
was evidently completed several months
before Brookes' paper was even read, and
possibly a year before it was actually pub-

lished, if we accept the statement in Oken's

* Trans. Linn. Soc. London, XVI., pt. I, pp.

95-104, 1 plate.

Isis (1830, p. 906) that the latter appeared

in 1829.

Vizcacia therefore, is, probably not less

than 2 years earlier than Lagostomus, and,

as the objection to Blainville's specific

name would not be considered valid by
modern zoologists, the species should stand

Vizcacia maxima (Blainville).

T. S. Palmee.
Washington, D. C.

CURRENT NOTES ON PHYSIOGRAPHY.

BOSPHOKUS, RHINE AND HUDSON.

Philippson 's 'Geologisch-Geographische

Reiseskizzen aus dem Orient' ( Sitzungsber.

Niederrhein. Gesellsch., Bonn, 1897) in-

clude, among many other items of interest,

a clear account of the Bosphorus as a partly

drowned valley incised in an uplifted pene-

plain of deformed Devonian strata. Viewed
from the summit of Bulgurlu, a low quartz-

ite monadnock that surmounts the upland

east of Skutari, the peneplain, only here

and there interrupted by rounded knobs

and ridges, is seen to ascend slowly north-

ward, and then to rise in a marginal ridge

of harder strata along the border of the

Black Sea. The upland is generally unoc-

cupied, being rather barren, in part from

natural infertility, in part from exhaustion

of the soil such as characterizes the vicinity

of nearly all the great millenial cities of the

Mediterranean. The Bosphorus trench has

a winding course, the water surface being

200-300 met. beneath the upland. The
water is generally 50 met. deep, but be-

comes shallower near Constantinople, as if

by the washings and waste from that old

city. Philippson justly compares the gorge

of the Bosphorus to that of the Rhine. A
still closer analogy might be found with the

gorge of the Hudson, since the latter is a
drowned river, deep and navigable to large

vessels, while the Rhine is a running river,

comparatively shallow in the gorge and in-

terrupted by rapids and islands.
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Speaking of the Rhine, mention may be

made of a geological essay by Eothpletz, of

Munich ( Das Rheinthal unterhalb Bingen,

Jahrb. k. preuss. geol. Landesanst., 1896,

10-39 ) , in which it is shown that for about

four kil. in the head of the gorge it follows

close upon a narrow block between two

sub-parallel faults of considerable disloca-

tion. Although no vertical movement is

proved for the block, the author concludes

that there was a 'direct genetic connection'

between the dislocation and the origin of

the gorge, for similar disturbances seem to

be wanting in the uplands (Taunus) further

east. It may, however, be objected that

until the date of the dislocation is shown to

be recent, and until the movement of the

block is shown to be downward, it is pre-

mature to make too close an association of

these two phenomena. If, as is very possi-

ble, the dislocation is ancient, all sorts of

happenings may have intervened before the

river gained its present course ; and among
the factors that determined its location, the

dislocation may have had a relatively sub-

ordinate rank. To place ancient structural

disturbances in direct genetic connection

with the location of a very modern river

gorge suggests that a great many interme-

diate processes are overlooked.

THE GEOGRAPHY OP BRITTANY.

Peofessob Charles Barrois, ofLille, long

occupied on the intricate geology of Brittany,

has recently presented a summary of its

geographical divisions, with a special chap-

ter on the influence of its physiography on
its advance in civilization (Ann. de Geogr.,

VI., 1897, 23-64, map). The region is com-
posed of ancient rocks, strongly folded and
dislocated on east and west lines, whose
trend diverges inland. To-day the surface

is that of a dissected peneplain, with even
skylines and a gradual descent to the

north and south, the former steeper than
the latter. The author believes that the

ancient mountains indicated by the struc-

ture have been removed by subaerial weath-

ering and washing, not by marine erosion.

The existing longitudinal drainage lines do

not occupy synclinal axes, but follow open

valleys or combes along the strike of weak
strata, after the fashion of subsequent

streams. The transverse rivers, by which

the inner belts of low ground are drained,

cross the uplands in sharp tren,ches or

cluses, across which viaducts and suspension

bridges are carried above the steeples of the

valley villages. These transverse streams are

called Goiisequent, as if determined by the

lateral slopes of the original deformation

(post-Carboniferous) ; their possible origin

by superposition from a Mesozoic cover,

now stripped away, is not explicitly con-

sidered. In this respect the suggested com-

parison of the drainage on the ancient folded

structure of Brittany with the rivers of the

relatively young and simple dome of the

English Weald does not seem to be fully

warranted.

INSEQUENT RIVERS.

Initial land forms, due to uplift, defor-

mation and other non-destructive processes,

are gradually carried through a systematic

series of sequential changes, chiefly under

the action of streams, sometimes under the

action of waves, wind or ice. Omitting

antecedent streams from present considera-

tion, the first streams to be developed on an

initial surface are the consequent streams,

so named by Powell. If the valley sides

of the consequent streams lay bare a dis-

ordered structure of variable resistance, gul-

lies and ravines will grow along the guidance

of the weaker structures, and thus subse-

quent streams will be developed by head-

ward erosion ; the term subsequent being

first used in this connection by Jukes, al-

though not in a technical sense. It some-

times happens that no guiding weak
structures are revealed on the consequent
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valley sides ; such being the case when the

rocks are either homogenous or horizontally

stratified. Then the side streams, growing

headwards, are accidentally located ; and

streams of this class have been called auto-

genetic by McGee. Insequent may prove to

be a more satisfactory name for such

streams, as it is of the same etymological

family as conseqiient, subsequent and obse-

quent ; the latter being defined in the Lon-

don Geographical Journal, V., 1895, 134.

As insequent has proved servicable in my
lectures during the past winter, it is now
submitted for trial by others.

NEW TERMS IN GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY.

With a protest against the introduction

of new terms in geology as a rallying cry,

a good friend of all geologists has unfurled

his banner to the breeze in a recent num-
ber of Science, as if inviting those who are

of his opinion to enlist in a crusade against

a threatened inundation of scientific verbi-

age. Those holding other opinions may
prefer to enlist in friendly opposition in an-

other camp, under the leadership of a geol-

ogist who said some years ago that he felt

he had accomplished a good piece of work
by introducing a new name for certain deep-

seated igneous structures. For one, I dis-

sent entirely from the dictum that new
terms are ' evidently nothing more than a

useless incumbrance to the science ' of geol-

ogy. New terms are an absolute necessity

in any science that is advancing. Useless

terms are of course objectionable, but who
shall say which are the useless ones ? New
things and new ideas must have new names.

There is too much good new wine to be

held in old bottles. ' The common run of

educated people in this country ' are en-

tirely excusable if they know nothing of

such new terms as monadnock and pene-

plain, or of such older terms as novaculite

and bauxite ; for their ignorance and their

opinions are irrelevant in technical mat-

ters. The investigator and the specialist

must be left as free to name their conclu-

sions as to reach them ; and they, much
better than any one else, can judge of the

need of new names. By all means, let them
be cautious and avoid unnecessary names

;

but unless they can number their new finds,

as astronomers number new asteroids and

new comets, they must name them. Hav-
ing invented a new name, they may well

let it take its chances in the struggle for

existence. If it prove acceptable to work-

ers in its field, it will take root and flourish;

if not, it will soon wither away and be seen

no more. As far as new terms in physi-

ography are concerned, I have had a good

share of amusement in watching the fate of

certain words that have appeared in recent

years. Some have survived and some have

perished. Among several that appear to

be destined to survive, although not gener-

ally used at present, let me commend ' sub-

sequent,' 'adjusted' and 'graded' (ordi-

nary words used in a technical sense), ' ob-

sequent ' and ' insequent ' (new-made words

of English form), and ' doab ' and ' cuesta '

(imported foreign terms), to the attention

of those who maintain that new terms

are evidently nothing more than a useless

incumbrance to a science. It will be in-

teresting to note the standing of these

words ten or twenty years hence. The
amount of attention given then or now by

teachers and students to physiography—or

geomorphy, as some neologists would call

it—may be measured by the terseness and

precision with which they express the ideas

or things represented by these words and

their fellows.

"W. M. Davis.
Harvard University.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

CENTRAL AMERICAN CARIES.

The Caribs, who spread so widely over

South America, never reached &ny part of
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North or Central America in pre-Colum-

bian times, so far as we know. About a

hundred years ago the English deported a

large number of them from the island of St.

Vincent to the island of Ruatan, in the

bay of Hondnras. In the century which

has since elapsed they have spread exten-

sively over Central America, retaining

largely their language and traits.

An interesting sketch of them is given

by Dr. Carl Sapper, in the ' Internationales

Archiv fiir Ethnographic,' Bd. X. The
changes in their dialect by loss of forms

and the introduction of new words from

various European tongues are numerous,

but its affinity to the Carib of the islands is

unmistakable. Their arts also are South

American.

The latter feature is fxirther illustrated

by an article from the pen of the editor of

the Archiv, Dr. J. D. E. Schmeltz, on the

utensils of the Caribs of Surinam, Dutch
Guiana. It has an especial interest as

tracing the development of the bird-motive

in Caribbean art products. Several colored

plates explain to the eye the descriptions

in the text.

THE ANTHEOPOZOIC FORMATION.

The strata in geologic deposits which in-

clude the remains of man are called ' the

anthropozoic formation.' To divide this

accurately, with reference to sequence of

time, on the one hand, and development of

culture, on the other, is a leading task of the

anthropologist. Professor Woldrich, of

Prague, has proposed a scheme for the area

of central Europe, which is published in the
' Centralblatt fiir Anthropologic, ' 1897,

Heft 2. It is useful as a general standard

and it merits an epitomized reproduction

here.

The Anthropozoic Formation.

I. The Diluvial Epoch.

A. Palseolithic period.

1. Preglacial.

2. Glacial and Interglacial.

3. Post-glacial.

B. Mesolithic period.

II. The Alluvial Epoch.

C. Neolithic period.

1. Old or atrymolithic (no bored

stones).

2. Middle or trymolithic (bored

stones begin).

3. Late, with the stones dressed to

art shapes.

D. Metallic Period.

1. Bronze age.

2. Iron age.

3. Protohistoric age.

4. Historic age.

The author adds numerous examples of

these several divisions from the layers of

central Europe, and further specifications of

their characteristics. He dismisses the
' hiatus ' between the palaeolithic and neo-

lithic maintained by some archseologists,

believing the development to have been

gradual and uniform.
D. G. Beinton.

TJniveesity of Pennsylvania.

NOTES ON INORGANIC CffEMISTBY.

The statement is frequently found in the

text-books that when platinum-silver al-

loys are treated with nitric acid a consid-

erable quantity (5-9%) of platinum fol-

lows the silver into solution. In the Pro-

ceedings of the Chemical Society Mr. John
Spiller gives the results of experiments on

such alloys, containing from 0.25 to 12%
platinum. In dilute nitric acid (1.2 sp. gr.)

only about 0.25% of platinum was dis-

solved ; with ordinary concentrated acid

(1.42 sp. gr.) the maximum platinum dis-

solved was 1.25% and the average 1%. It

thus appears that the ordinary statement is

incorrect.

Professor Eamsay recently read a paper

before the Royal Society, detailing a series

of experiments which show that helium
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and argon do not pass througli red-hot

septa of platinum, palladium or iron. It

is well known that hydrogen passes with

great ease through such septa, either owing

to solubility in the metal or the formation

of easily decomposable compounds. Pro-

fessor Ramsay's experiments imply the

inability of helium or argon to form any

even unstable compound with these metals

or to dissolve in them at red-heat, another

evidence of the inertness of these gases.

The following from the Chemical News

deserves to be quoted in full :
" Atomic

Models (Patent No. 1999, 1897). A patent

hag recently been granted to Mr. Frederick

George Edwards, of London, by which the

government affords protection to his idea

that all atoms can be represented by

varying numbers of tetrahedrons. The

germ of the idea appears to be that as there

are about seventy elements known to chem-

ists, and that the tetrahedrons can be

grouped together in as many as seventy

different ways, the latter can illustrate the

former. This is the idea ; the practice, the

inventor shows, is not so simple. For in-

stance, he says :
' Eegular tetrahedrons do

not fit exactly, but each tetrahedron is so

nearly regular that it may be supposed that

each of the elements were {sic') created from

regular tetrahedi-ons in a plastic condition.'

This strikes us as a beautiful example of

inventing facts to fit a theory. We are

glad to find that Mr. Edwards has not pat-

ented atoms per se, but merely the form he

thinks they take, together with a few names

of elements, hitherto undiscovered, but pre-

dicted by him. These are: icosagon, atomic

weight, 10 ; x-odine, atomic weight, 215;

and zadmium, atomic weight, 245. It will be

interesting to watch the action for infringe-

ment of patent which will result if any

chemist engaged in research should have

the temerity or the misfortune to discover

either of these predicted elements. A litho-

graphed diagram at the end gives the shape

of thirty-two elements, with atomic weights

made to fit; we are sorry to have to record

the fact that many of these atomic weights

kre wrong, but then so probably are the

The Chemisches Centralblatt gives an ab-

stract of a lecture by L. Wenghoffer, of

Berlin, on the incandescent (Welsbach)

gas-light. Among many points we note the

following : Auer von Welsbach is not the or-

iginal discoverer of the incandescent light,

but deserves the credit of having brought

the light to its present perfection and made
it an industrial success. The oxids for the

mantles must be chosen with great care, as

well as their proportions, to attain the

maximum brilliancy. The best results are

reached with about 99% thoria and 1%
ceria. The presence of any other of the

rare earths does not improve the light, and

a greater or lesser proportion of ceria is

detrimental. ' Eussium ' nitrate, the use of

which has been recommended in the place

of cerium, proved in one case to be a mix-

ture of thorium nitrate with much cerium

nitrate, and in another case to be a mixture

ofcerium andammonium nitrates. 'Lucium'

oxid is impure yttria. The best source of

thoria is monazite sand, and the price of

thorium nitrate has fallen from $500 per

kilo at the opening of 1895 to $5 or less at

present. The cause of the low price is

competition, and there is no probability

that the supply will diminish. The source

of the cerium is the by-product of the

thorium manufacture, and the price of its

nitrate is steady at about $50 per kilo. The
bath for saturating the mantle is a 30 fo

aqueous solution of thorium and cerium

nitrates in the proportion of 99 : 1.

From experiments on the action of ammo-
nia on mercurous iodid, Maurice Franjois, in

the Journal de pharmacie et chimie, is led to the

belief that the dark product formed by the

action of ammonia on calomel is not a

mercuro-ammonium compound, as has been
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supposed, but a mixture of the colorless

mercuri-ammonium compound with very

finely divided metallic mercury.

ISr. Taexjgi, who introduced the use of

thioacetic acid as a substitute for hydrogen

sulfid in the laboratory, has, in the Gazzetta

chimica italiana, a study of the action of

thioacetic acid on salts of bismuth. The

thioacetate of bismuth is decomposed by a

small amount of water with the formation

of a thiobasic salt (CH3COS)3 BiS, and

this on treatment with sulfuric acid gives a

sulfate (CHjCOS), Bi SO,, and on treatment

with iodin the corresponding iodid. These

new compounds are of interest as being the

first compounds of quintivalent bismuth in

the marsh- gas series.

J. L. H.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

The Senate has agreed to the provisions in

the tariff bill admitting free of duty books in

print more than twenty years, books in foreign

languages and such as are devoted to scientific

research, and books and scientific instruments

imported for public and educational institu-

tions.

Perhaps the most noteworthy additions to

the United States National Museum during re-

cent years have been the rich collections of

pre-historic pottery, made in the pueblo region,

during the last two seasons, by Dr. J. Walter

Fewkes, of the Bureau of American Ethnology.

The success attending his operations in the past

has led to a provision for continuing the work,

and he has recently set out to the field for the

third time. His design is to survey and exca-

vate the ruins known among the Indians as Kin-

tiel, near Navajo Springs, Arizona. He is

accompanied by Dr. Walter Hough, of the

United States National Museum.

The keen appreciation of the importance of

research on the part of Secretary Wilson has

already given fresh impetus to various lines of

scientific work in the Department of Agricul-

ture. The more important operations are

carried forward without change of personnel

;

it seems to be the policy to maintain and

strengthen the bureaus built up through the

zeal and ability of well-known scientific men

;

and, at the same time, scientific character is

given to certain of the lines of work hitherto

regarded as administrative. One of the recent

changes is the appointment of Mr. John Hyde
as Statistician of the Department. Mr. Hyde
became widely known through his connection

with the Eleventh Census, and he has more
recently been known in scientific circles as

editor of the Natmial Geographic Magazine

and as a writer on political economy.

Major J. W. Powell is on the coast of

Maine, engaged in researches concerning shell

mounds, in the interest of the Bureau of

American Ethnology.

Professor Souillard, astronomer at Lille,

has been elected a corresponding member ofthe

Paris Academy of Sciences.

Dublin University has conferred the degree

of D. Sc. , on Professor William Kamsay, Major

P. A. M'Mahon, D.D., and Professor Wilhelm
His, of Leipzig.

Dr. Rudolph Leuckart and Dr. Karl Neu-
mann have been made Knights of the Prussian

Order of Merit in Science and Art.

The Royal College of Surgeons of England
has conferred the John Tomes prize on Mr. C.

F. Tomes, F. R. S.

The Naturivissenschaftliche Rundschau states

that, at a recent meeting of the Academy of

Sciences of Vienna, Ritter v. Arneth was
reelected President ; Dr. Suess, Vice-President;

Professor Huber, General Secretary, and Dr.

Hann, Secretary of the Mathematico-Physical

Section. Dr. Gautsch v. Frankenthurm and Dr.

Exner, of Innsbruck, were elected correspond-

ing members ; Lord Lister, honorary foreign

member; and Dr. Vogel, of Pottsdam ; Herr
Karpinsky, Director of the Geological Institute

of St. Petersburg ; Dr. Gegenbauer, of Heidel-

berg, and Herr Brioschi, of Milan, correspond-

ing members.

M. LE G^N^RAL DE TiLLO announced at a
recent meeting of the Paris Academy of Sciences

that the sum of 25,000 francs had been sub-

scribed in Russia to the Lavoisier monument
fund.
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M. FALGtrrfeEES has been commissioned to

design the Pasteur statue to be erected in

Paris, for which 297,000 francs has been sub-

scribed.

The United States Civil Service Commission

will hold an examination on July 20th to es-

tablish a register of eligibles for the position of

industries in the Indian school service. The

subjects of the examination will be penman-

ship, spelling, methods of manual training,

arithmetic, geometry, geography, industrial

economy, mechanical or industrial drawing

(one optional), free-hand. drawing and physics.

There is a vacancy at the Indian school at

Perris, Cal., the salary of which is $840 per

annum.

We regret to record the deaths of DeVolson

Wood, professor of mechanical engineering at

the Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken,

New Jersey, on June 27th, at the age of sixty-

five years ; of Professor Julius von Sachs, on

May 29th, at the age of sixty-five years ; of the

Kev. Alexander Freeman, on June 12th, at the

age of fifty-eight years. Mr. Freeman was at

one time deputy for the Plumian professorship

of astronomy at Cambridge, and was a fellow

of the Royal Astronomical, Mathematical and

Physical Society ; of Dr. Peter Von Tanner, at

the age of eighty-nine. Dr. Von Tunner

founded, in 1840, the school of mines at Leo-

ben, in Styria, and was the author of many con-

tributions on the metallurgy of iron and steel.

The London Times reports that Dr. Wolfert

and an assistant named Knabe were killed on

June 12th while making trial of a navigable

balloon invented by Dr. Wolfert. The balloon

was being exhibited at Berlin before the officers

of the ballooning section of the army, when the

gas was ignited by the benzine used in the

motor.

Commissioner Herrmann, of the General

Land Office, has, it is said, submitted to the

Secretary of the Interior a report regarding

the rules and regulations for the government

of the forest reserves, with special reference to

the parts available for mining, grazing and

agriculture.

It is said that the Legislatures of the States

of New York and New Jersey will be asked at

their next sessions to provide for the building of

a broad roadway 15 miles long at the base of

the Palisades and to protect them from injury

by quarrying.

We are glad to learn that on June 19th a

Zoological Club was organized at Springfield

with nineteen members. The first officers

are : President, W. W. Colburn ; Secretary,

Miss M. A. Young; Treasurer, Miss L. I.

Mattoon ; and Dr. George Dimmock and Miss

M. A. Booth, additional members of the Ex-

ecutive Committee.

The Park Board of New York City has

adopted the plans for the buildings of the new
Botanical Gardens in Bronx Park, as modified

by the directors in accordance with the advice

of a committee consisting of Professor Sargent

and Messrs. Olmsted, Hastings and Parsons.

The library of Columbia University has re-

ceived from an anonymous donor 387 books,

valued at $6,000. These include a number of

valuable works in natural history, such as Au-

dubon's Quadrupeds, Sepp's Nederland'sche

Insekten, Gould's Humming Birds and Levail-

lant's Oiseaux d'Airique.

It is stated in Die Natur that Dr. O. Zacha-

rias reported at a recent meeting of the Saxon

Fisheries Association that the Prussian govern-

ment would, after October of next year, give

assistance to the biological station at Plon.

The Boston Transcript states that an expedi-

tion under the charge of Mr. C. M. Harris, of

Augusta, Me., has sailed from San Francisco

for the Galapagos Islands, with a view to

studying their fauna and flora. It is said that

Messrs. E. D. Hall, of Dartmouth; F. P.

Duowle, of Providence, and R. I. Beck and R.

H. Beck, of California, are members of the ex-

pedition, and that the expenses are defrayed by
Mr. Walter Rothschild.

The Australasian Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science will, as we have already

announced, hold its seventh session at Sydney,

commencing January 6, 1898. Professor A.

Liversidge is the President-elect. The Presi-

dent and ofiicers of the several sections are as

follows:

Section A—Astronomy, Mathematics and Physics.

President, R. L. J. Ellery, C.M.G., F.R.S.; Secre-
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tariea, Professor A. Threlfall, M.A., J. Arthur Pol-

lock, B.So.

Section B—Chemistry. President, T. C. Cloud, A-

E.S.M., F.I.C., F.C.S.; Secretary, W. M. Hamlet, F"

I.e., F.C.

Section C—Geology and Mineralogy. President)

Captain F. W. Hutton, F.E.S., F.G.S.; Secretaries^

Professor T. W. E. David, B.A., F.G.S., E. F. Pitt"

man, A.K.S.M., F.G.S.

Section D—Biology. President, Professor T. J.

Parker, D.Sc, F.E.S. ; Secretaries, Professor W. A.

Haswell, M.A., D.Sc, F.L.S., J. H. Maiden, F.C.

S., F.L.S.

Section E—Geography. President, to be appointed.

Secretary, H. S. W. Crummer, Secretary Royal Geo-

graphical Society of Australasia.

Section F—Ethnology and Anthropology. Presi-

dent, A. W. Howitt, F.G.S. ; Secretary, John Eraser,

B.A., LL.D.

Section G—Economic Science and Agriculture.

President, R. M. Johnson, F.L.S. ; Secretaries, E. E.

Garran, B.A., F. B. Guthrie, F.C.S.

Section H—Engineering and Architecture. Presi-

dent, H. C. Stanley, M.I.C.E.; Secretaries, J. W.
Grimshaw, M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E., H. C. Kent, M. A.

Section I—Sanitary Science and Hygiene. Presi-

dent, Hon. Allan Campbell, M.L.C., L.E.C.P.; Sec-

retary, Dr. F. Tidswell, M.B.

Section J—Mental Science and Education. Presi-

dent, John Shirley, B.Sc. ; Secretary, Professor Fran-

cis Anderson, M.A.

The business meeting of the British Medical

Association will be held in London on July

27th, to discuss the reports of the Council and

of the various committees, and will then ad-

journ for the meeting at Montreal, beginning

on August 31st. The meeting at Montreal,

the first to be held outside the United King-

dom, promises to be very successful. The Do-

minion government has voted a sum of £1,000

to the reception fund, the government of the

Province of Quebec £500, and other public

bodies have been equally generous. The
British Medical Journal has published an ex-

tended list of those who have signified their in-

tention to be present, including the names of

many eminent British physicians and men of

science.

The current number of Nature contains the

first of a series ofarticles by the editor, Professor

Norman J. Lockyer, on the approaching total

eclipse ofthe sun. It appears that the weather

prospects of the eclipse to be observed in India'

on January 22d of next year, are extremely fav-

orable. The meteorological reporter to the gov-

ernment ofIndia states that the chances ofany

given day in January being rainy in Konkan is

less than one in one hundred and fifty. The Joint

Committee of the Royal and Royal Astronom-

ical Societies have determined to send out three

parties to observe, one on the coast and two

inland, at stations to be subsequently decided

upon. It has been arranged that the party

from the Solar Physics Observatory will occupy

the coast station if the Admiralty can grant the

use of a man-of-war to allow an attempt to be

made to repeat the Volage programme of 1896.

In this case the station will possibly be the old

fort at Viziadurg. The land parties, which will

include the Astronomer Royal, Professor Tur-

ner and Mr. Newall, representing the Observa-

tories of Greenwich, Oxford and Cambridge,

together with Dr. Common and Captain Hills,

occupy stations near the central line on the rail-

ways shown on the map (Fig. 1).

It is reported in the daily papers that Dr.

David Starr Jordan stated before leaving for

Alaska that, as the British government has

not come to satisfactory terms with the

United States for the protection of fur seals

in Bering Sea, the United States will be-

gin this summer, through the Fur Seal Com-

mission, the work of branding the female seals

in the Pribilof Islands. This will spoil the

skins of branded seals and stop pelagic sealing

by making it unprofitable. One of Dr. Jordan's

assistants, Elmer Farmer, expert electrician,

has invented an electrical machine for branding

seals, and if it prove satisfactory it will do a

great deal toward settling the seal question.

There is a possibility that the female seals may
be coralled on one of the islands during the

gealing season.

An International Congress of Technical Edu-

cation took place in London on June 15th, 16th,

17th and 18th. M. Saignat, the retiring Presi-

dent, made some remarks in introducing the

President, the Duke of Devonshire, who ad-

dressed the Congress at length. Papers were

presented by Professor Otto N. Witt, of the

Berlin Polytechnic Institute ; Dr. H. E. Arm-
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strong, Sir Henry Roscoe, Professor G. Lunge
of Zurich, Mr. G. R. Redgrave and others.

The United States appears not to have been

represented by delegates.

A DECREE has been signed by the President

of the French Republic regarding medical ex-

perts before the Courts of Algeria. It appears

that such experts must be appointed at the be-

ginning of each year, and receive a fixed com-
pensation for such services as are rendered.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.
The will of the late Dr. George Edwards

leaves ,150,000 to Princeton University for the

endowment of a chair in American History and
$2,500 for other purposes.

At the commencement exercises at Beloit

College, Dr. G. K. Pearsons presented the Col-

lege with $30,000 to build a woman's hall. Dr.

Pearson's previous gifts to the College amount
to $250,000.

President Seeley announced at the com-
mencement exercises of Smith College that

$10,000 had been offered.to the College for the

erection of a building for the scientific labora-

tories on condition that $9,000 should be sub-

scribed by the alumnae.

Upon the recommendation of the Faculty of

the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Colum-
bia University, the title of the chair of chemis-

try and medical jurisprudence was changed to

that of physiological chemistry. The chair has

not yet been filled.

Dr. Thomas S. Fiske, adjunct professor in

mathematics in Columbia University, has been
promoted to a full professorship.

Professor M. V. O'Shea, of the Bufialo

School of Pedagogy, has been appointed to the

chair ofpedagogy in the University ofWisconsin.

The trustees of Oberlin College have elected

as President, Dr. William Slocum, now Presi-

dent of Colorado College.

Dr. Fuchs has been promoted to an associate

professorship of paleontology in the University

at Munich. Dr. G. Boccardi has been appointed

associate professor of microscopical anatomy at

the University of Naples, and Dr. J. Szadowski

associate professor of geology at the University

at Klausenburg. Dr. E. Wiechert has quali-

fied as docent in physics at the University at

Gottingen, Dr. Adolf Marcuse as docent in

astronomy in the University of Berlin, and Dr.

Max Dettrich as docent in chemistry in the Uni-

versity at Heidelberg.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

PALEONTOLOGICAL AND EMBRYOLOGIOAL
METHODS.—A REJOINDER.

Although I would have preferred to post-

pone the discussions on the systematic position

of Tar.sius which was commenced a few months

ago (Science, February 12th, April 2d, April

23d) till the publication of a more extensive

memoir which is at present in preparation, I

may yet be allowed to say a few words in reply

to Mr. Earle's " claim that the paleontological

method in determining phylogeny is more

nearly accurate than the embryological, as in

the latter many characters are lost and innum-

erable csenogenetic variations are introduced

which the embryologists often cannot distin-

guish from real homogenetic structures."

Leaving aside the somewhat loose construc-

tions as to a ' method ' in which ' characters

are lost and 'variations introduced,' and con-

sidering it to be the writer's intention to point

out to us that the facts which are brought to

light by embryological research are for many
reasons less reliable than those which we owe
to paleontological science, I would wish the

readers of Science to follow up that line of

reasoning a little more closely. For it would

seem to me that if we run a great risk of going

astray in comparing the characters of the early

embryos with each other because these charac-

ters are influenced by ' cienogenetic variations,'

it is a fortiori none the less dangerous to com-

pare the adult structures which develop out of

these embryonic rudiments and upon which the

same caution should necessarily be brought to

bear. In that respect a paleontologist can

hardly be said to be in a safer corner than an

embryologist.

When, however, the embryologist wishes to

construct phylogenetic trees out of his on-

togenetical data I quite agree with Mr. Earle
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that he is on less stable ground than the pale-

ontologist who, for example, in the case of the

horse has dug up the actual tree out ofthe succes-

sive Tertiary strata. Ontogenetic development

undoubtedly makes us acquainted with cteno-

genetic variations which have been the cause of

many a premature conclusion. In Tarsius, how-

ever, it was not to any changes, hypothet-

ical or otherwise, that attention was directed by

me, but on the contrary to a persistence of a

most unexpected agreement which reveals itself

in the numerous details of a complicated ar-

rangement, such as is only found in man, the

monkeys (as far as investigated) and Tarsius.

And whoever calls attention, as Mr. Earle does,

to the liability of embryological structures to

vary must necessarily recognize the high value

of those cases in which there is evidence not of

variation, but of stability. It is because of this

stability that Tarsius should be placed some-

where between (though not, of course, in the

direct line) the Anthropoids and their unknown
Mesozoic ancestors with a non-diffuse placenta-

tion.

Mr. Earle's assumption that the dififuse stage

of placentation of some of the Anthropoids is

apparently directly comparable to that of the

Lemurs is invalidated by recent researches on

early human plastocysts, researches which all

tend to confirm the objections against such com-

parison which were raised by me in 1889

(Quar. Journ. of Micr. Science, Vol. 30, p. 364

and p. 382).

Finally, Mr. Earle's contention "that it has

not been shown as yet that the placenta in the

lemurs is not a derivative of the chorion, as in

the apes," although perfectly justified when it

was written, is nevertheless unsupported by the

actual facts.

Since Milne-Edwards has emitted the opinion

which Mr. Earle cites in a footnote, the Le-

murine placentation has been again described

in the Quart. Journ. of Micr. Science, Vol. 36,

p. 90, pi. 9-12. In addition to that I may now
state, on the strength of observations as yet un-

published, that in a true Lemur, such as Nycti-

cebus, the fusion of the vascular walls of the

allantois with the non-vascular diplotrophoblast

can be followed step by step. It is a totally

diflferent process from that by which the vascu-

lar chorion of man, monkey and Tarsius comes
into existence.

Another important point of difference between

Lemurs and Tarsius which I have only lately

been able to establish, thanks to the prepara-

tions just alluded to, is the presence in Nycti-

cebus of a typical proamnion, so common
among the lower Placental Mammalia and
wholly absent in Tarsius and in man.

A. A. W. HUBRECHT.
Utrecht, May 18, 1897.

A CLAMP FOE FRAGILE GLASSWARE.

We have for some time been using a simple

modification of the well-known wood clamp,

which has given sufficient satisfaction to war-

rant a brief description. The clamp is con-

structed for holding light tubular glassware like

Crookes' tubes, and it acts at once as a screw

clamp and a spring clamp. The jaws, A, B, are

set at any desirable distance apart by the screw,

S. Loose pins allow A to rock slightly in the

plane of the screw. The spring, C, in the rear

presses strongly outward. When set, the jaws

may thus be further opened (like a spring clip)

by compressing the spring, C, with the hand.

The jaws may be either flat or notched and

need no packing.

This clamp has the following advantages

:

By aid of the screw the clamp may be adjusted

to fit any tube up to over 2 inches for the ordi-

nary size of clamp. The tube is removed or

again inserted by mere pressure of the hand in

the rear end of thejaws. A, B; the gradual coun-

ter-pressure of the spring prevents crushing of

fragile apparatus, even when no cork or rubber

cushion is used, while it can be intensified to

hold very heavy objects.*

Carl Barus.
Beown Univeesity, Peovidence.

* The clamp can he obtained from Eimer & Amend,
in New York.
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MERRILL'S 'treatise ON ROCKS.'

To THE Editor of Science: In animadvert-

ing on the defective English of Professor Mer-

rill's 'Treatise on Rocks,' etc., in your current

number, Mr. Woodworth says : "In the case of

other quotations it is sometimes doubtful as to

which author the work in a certain district is to

be referred" (page 996). Will the author of

this sentence kindly express his idea in Ger-

man or French or Chinook, and thereby oblige

half a dozen readers who find themselves un-

able to grasp his exact meaning ?

W J McGee.
Washington, D. C, June 26, 1897.

THE TRIAL OF THE CROSSLEY REFLECTOR OF

THE LICK OBSERVATORY.

A MATTER relating to work at the Lick Ob-

servatory (with reference to the trial of the

three-foot reflecting telescope presented to us

by Mr. Crossley, of England, in 1895) has

lately been discussed in newspaper press-dis-

patches in rather a one-sided fashion. I desire

to say that the questions involved have been

passed upon by the Regents of the University

of California, who have, unanimously, approved

my action. The decisions of the Regents have

not been spoken of in press-dispatches, which

is my reason for writing this note.

Edward S. Holden.
The Lick Obseevatoey, June 21, 1897.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Our Native Birds of Song and Beauty. By Henry
Nehrling. Published by George Brumder,

Milwaukee. Vol. II., 4°. Pp. 453; 18 col-

ored plates. Complete work in 16 parts,

$16; bound in 2 vols., library binding, $18;

handsome dark leather binding, $22.

The second complete volume of this admira-

ble work, some of the separate parts of which

have been already noticed in these pages, has

now been issued to subscribers. The two

volumes make a handsome addition to any

library and should be in the possession of all

lovers of birds. The work contains no techni-

cal matter, and little effort has been made to

incorporate the latest facts bearing on the geo-

graphic distribution of the various species, the

aim being to supply trustworthy accounts of

the life histories of the birds in relation to their

environment and in their relations to man.

Mr. Nehrling has the instincts and sympathies

of a naturalist. He is evidently a botanist and

musician as well as an ornithologist, and his

descriptions of bird life are generally woven in

with pictures of shady ravines and forest glades

or flowery dells where the birds and plants and

landscape are seen together as they are in na-

ture. His residence in widely separated locali-

ties—Wisconsin, Missouri, Texas and Florida

—

has enabled him to become familiar with a large

proportion of the birds he treats, and his per-

sonal knowlege is supplemented by copious ex-

tracts from the writings of others. Special

emphasis is given to economic relations and

breeding habits.

As stated in notices of the earlier parts, the

illustrations, all of which are colored, show the

birds in natural surroundings and are of two

kinds : plates of single species, mostly by

Robert Ridgway ; and mixed plates, by Miitzel

and Goring. Some of Mr. Ridgway's plates of

single species are among the most charming

bird pictures I have ever seen. Those of special

excellence in the present volume are the Black

Rosy Finch {Leucosticte atrata) and Dickcissel

{Spiza americana)—the former on a mountain

top, the latter in a clover field. Three of the

mixed plates by Miitzel are worthy of special

mention ; Plate XXI, a group of showy winter

birds—the Pine Bullfinch, White-winged Cross-

bill, Redpoll, Evening Grosbeak, Nuthatch and

Chickadee—in the top of a snow-covered spruce;

Plate XXVIII, the Blue Grosbeak and three

species of Passerina—the Indigo Bird, Painted

Bunting and Lazuli Finch ; Plate XXXVI, six

species of brilliantly colored Woodpeckers.

Even in the mixed plates the attempt has

been made to group the species in appropriate

surroundings, and much pains has been taken

with the landscape and vegetation. Thus,

Goring's picture of the Scissor-tailed Flycatcher,

Green Jay and Verdin shows these birds (and

one or two others) among cactuses, flowering

agaves, and aborescent yuccas with a barren

range of desert mountains in the background.

Although the plates are of uneven merit,

even the poorest are sufiiciently good to serve

the purpose of identification and will be most
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helpful to the student. "We take pleasure in

commending the work to nature lovers, and

particularly to the large and healthful class of

of out-door students of birds.

C. H. M.

The Present Evolution of Man. By. G. Aech-

DALL Rbid. London, Chapman and Hall.

1896. pp. 370.

The work which has appeared with the above

title consists in fact of two parts ; up to p. 196

it has reference to organic evolution in general,

and only the remaining portion, pp. 197-370,

treats especially of the evolution of man. In

the earlier part of the work there is given a

very excellent discussion of the broad principles

of evolution, and particularly of the reasons

which lead to the conclusion that acquired char-

acters are not inherited by other than the low-

est organisms. The argument against the

transmission of acquired characters, as ordi-

narily understood, appears to the writer conclu-

sive, and he would commend it to the neo-La-

marckians for dissection. It is also well shown

that under ordinary circumstances natural se-

lection works upon normal variations, and not

upon those which occur only at infrequent in-

tervals. Much stress is also laid, very justly,

upon the importance of characters which are

normally acquired, and of the power of acquir-

ing them.

An interesting argument runs as follows : In-

asmuch as progressive or new variations may be

in all directions, but atavistic variations are in

one direction—towards the ancestry—there will

be a tendency, in the long run, in the absence of

selection, to revert to a more primitive condi-

tion, owing to the dominance of the atavistic

variations. When the evolution has been very

slow, as with certain Brachiopoda, the rever-

sion will be scarcely noticeable, but when it has

been very rapid, as with many domesticated

animals, the reversion will be rapid and striking.

All this appears to accord with the known facts,

but to the present writer it seems an inadequate

statement of the actual course of events. Mr.

Keid says : "In every species natural selection

as a cause of evolution, and atavism as a cause

of retrogression, are constantlj' at war." It

does not seem to me that this is necessarily the

case, but that, on the other hand, atavistic

variations may be themselves selected. The
germ, it must be supposed, contains units

representing many phases of existence, some of

which have been held over, undeveloped,

through many generations, while others are

new. When one of the latter develops we say

the variation is a progressive one ;
when the

former develop we call the result atavism. It

is reasonable to suppose that environmental and
germinal selection are the factors which deter-

mine which of its possible developments the

germ shall undergo. That is to say, there are

two factors involved, one the relative vitality

or growth-force of the several germinal ele-

ments, the other the environment favoring one

or the other in their struggle This same strug-

gle, in various phases, goes on through life ; for

example, many people have two or more talents,

which cannot be fully exercised simultaneously;

other things being equal, the strongest will pre-

vail, but how often the environment steps in

and dictates which of the possible paths of life

shall be followed.

This being made clear, it is evident that

atavism increases the range of possibilities of

any given germ, and thus may be highly advan-

tageous. Especially is this the case when the

environment is changeable, as with seasonally

dimorphic butterflies, one phase of which is

probably in most cases older than the other.

My own studies of bees have led me to believe

that many of the specific characters had their

origin in atavistic variations, because it often

happens that a character will appear in two
difierent groups independently, and yet be so

striking and definite as to suggest that it must

have existed in a common ancestor, though not

in the immediate ones.

How, then, as to atavism in the absence of

selection? It is perfectly obvious that any

given adult individual does not, under existing

circumstances, represent the average potential,

if one may so express it, of its race. In the

first place, the individual is probably a survivor

out of many—has been the subject of natural

selection. In the second, it represents only

one (selected) phase of the many that were pos-

sible to the germ. In the total absence of se-

lection (an impossible thing) we should obviously
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get the actual mean, or a series of individuals

symmetrically arranged around that mean.

This would involve more or less atavism, be-

cause the potentialties of the germs are derived

from past generations, and include many repe-

titions, more or less complete, of phases which

have lately, owing to the incidence of selection,

been permitted no development. But I cannot

see, with Mr. Raid, that there would be un-

limited atavism, because when the atavistic

changes had proceeded from B to A, the B-

features would become ancestral, and a new
atavism, from A to B, would appear. Thus at

some point there would be reached a condition

of equilibrium, and the tendency to vary in any
particular direction would be lost. Existing

species may be compared to elastic bodies under

stress, the stress being natural selection. When
the stress ceases, there is contraction until the

condition of equilibrium is reached, but cer-

tainly not indefinite contraction.

The second portion of the book consists of a

discussion of human evolution against zymotic

diseases and narcotics. Mr. Reid argues that

the way to tell in what direction the evolution

of a species is tending is to observe the causes

of mortality. Applying this test to man, he

concludes that as disease is the principal cause

of death it must be against disease that we are

evolving. He then proceeds to show that those

races which have long been subjected to a par-

ticular disease, e. g., malaria or consumption,

have acquired a relative immunity from it, or

at least a power of enduring its attacks. The
whole matter is set forth very clearly and is

well worth reading. While it cannot be denied

that the factor of zymotic disease is an extremely

important one, hitherto generally overlooked

in discussions on human evolution, I must say

that I think Mr. Reid himself has overlooked

some not less important factors. The ' social

efficiency ' of a people, as Mr. B. Kidd rightly in-

sisted, is a factor of immense importance. Thus,

in this very matter of zymotic diseases, how
greatly is the death rate in an epidemic (and

the existence of the epidemic itself) influenced

by the social condition of the people, and even

by their intellectual and moral condition, as re-

flected in the municipal government and sani-

tary arrangements ! Thus, while, as Mr. Reid

shows, the negro is under identical conditions

far less affected by malaria than white people,

Dr. J. S. Billings has to report, in summing up
the statistics for 28 cities of the United States,

that the deaths from malarial fever were more
than three times as numerous, in proportion to

the population, among the colored people as

among the whites. It is fair to state that

under the term ' colored ' he includes the

Chinese, etc., but the difference is conspicuous

in those cities which are known to contain a

large negro population. Mr. Reid may reply

that sanitary arrangements and forms of gov-

ernment, affecting all, select nobody; but cer-

tainly they do select the citizens of one town,

State or country as against others, or those of

the rural districts as against the towns. Thus
the population of large cities, like London, is

perpetually replenished from the rural districts.

A pure-bred cockney of the fourth generation

is said by J. M. Fothergill to be very rare.

Further, as Dr. Billings has shown (11th Census

of the United States) the death-rate in every

large city varies enormously in the different

wards, and this must be due mainly to the mode
of life of the people, their food, sanitation, and

other matters directly connected with social

efficiency. Still again, there is a tremendous

proportion of infant mortality, a large part of

which must be due to unfavorable conditions

of the mother or child. Thus it must neces-

sarily be that, while there are inequalities in

morality and intelligence, the most moral and

the most intelligent races or groups of people

will be favorably selected in the struggle for

existence.

The whole subject is one of immense com-

plexity, and in studying the statistics one has

to be constantly on the lookout for sources of

error, which are numerous and confusing. But
there is no doubt that Mr. Reid's discussion is a
valuable one, if only it draws attention to mat-

ters which have been too much overlooked.

The final portion of the book, treating of

evolution, against alcohol and other narcotics,

seems to me to contain a fundamental error.

It is assumed that a desire for alcohol is inherent

in the human race, and that, since the substance

cannot be banished, our only salvation is to

gradually acquire a toleration of it, as of a
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zymotic disease. It is shown that certain races

are on the way to acquire such toleration, and

in the presence of alcohol suffer much less than

others. An obvious difficulty here is to explain

how, under the influence of natural selection,

this highly pernicious craving for alcohol arose.

Mr. Reid says : "It can have arisen only as a

bye-product of mental evolution, a bye-product

which, in the absence of narcotics, was harm-

less, but which in the presence of them is harm-

ful.
'

' This surely is a very far-fetched suppo-

sition, since it is implied that the craving for

alcohol developed in the absence of that sub-

stance ! To the present writer it appears evi-

dent that the human race has no natural crav-

ing for alcohol at all, but it has a craving for

excitement and other states of mind which may
be induced artificially, and that when the

natural exercise of highly valuable faculties is

denied, as is so often the case in our present

civilization, artificial means, often highly in-

jurious, will be resorted to. It will apparently

sometimes happen that when an artificial

stimulus is persisted in for a long while, and is

not in itself injurious, it will become a necessity,

just as clothes have become necessary to a large

portion of mankind. As an instance of this, we
may cite the use of hot flavoring substances (as

pepper) by inhabitants of warm countries to

promote digestion. It is conceivable also that

a race might acquire considerable toleration of

alcohol, and at the same time lose the power of

acting efficiently except under its influence, so

that a member of the race, separated from his

bottle, would be powerless ! But it is perhaps

more likely that the process would be just that

which Mr. Reid describes as inevitable, namely,

that the desire for alcoholic stimulation would
be lost, while at the same time the eflects of

drinking a given quantity of alcohol would
become less. This is regarded by Mr. Reid as

very desirable, but what if it means the de-

struction of a valuable faculty, which, rightly

exercised, might have been once more, as origi-

nally, of great importance to the race? Put
it in this way : The wretched laborer of a

crowded city, overworked and underfed, desires

to escape from his environment—desires, if only

for a brief period, to be free. Alcohol gives

him a temporary means of escape, but at a

frightful cost. It is deplorable that he should

seek it, but how much more deplorable it would
be if he should cease to care—if he should be-

come degraded to a mere machine, accepting

without thought the suppression of three-fourths

of his natural activities ? Surely the remedy is

not, as Mr. Reid supposes, to eliminate those

who wish to drink, but to find the means of

living full and active lives, in the natural

exercise of all our functions.

T. D. A. COCKEEELL.
Mesilla, N. M., June 8, 1897.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

MEETING OF THE NEW YORK SECTION OP THE
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

The New York Section of the American
Chemical Society held its June meeting on the

11th inst., preceded by a dinner, at which
thirty members participated, including the

President of the General Society, Dr. C. B.

Dudley. The meeting was called to order in

the chemical lecture room of the College of the

City of New York, at 8:30, by the chairman,

Dr. William McMurtrie, who then invited Dr.

Dudley to preside.

The death of Professor C. R. Fresenius at

Wiesbaden was announced, and the Secretary

was authorized to cable the regrets and condo-

lence of the Society to his sons. An obituary

notice of Dr. Carl H. Schultz was read by Dr.

A. P. Hallock, after which the papers of the

evening were read as follows :

F. S. Hyde, ' Comparative Tests for Identifi-

cation of Some Medicinal Carbon Compounds.'

E. G. Love, 'Note on Analysis of Cheese.'

Benj. C. Greenbergh, 'Determination of Dex-

trine in Presence of Sugars.' Gustav Volcken-

ing, ' Novel Mechanical Arrangement of Fat

Extraction Apparatus. ' L. Renter, ' Demon-
stration of Some Chloroform Compounds and
of Some of Eaumann's Thioaldehydes.' W.
E. Chamberlin, ' Calibration of Volumetric Ap-
paratus. ' C. A. Doremus, ' Method of Collect-

ing and Analyzing Gases contained in Canned
Goods.'

It was stated by the chair that forty papers

had been presented before the Section during

the winter, a number considerably in excess of
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any previous session, and the attendance at the

meetings had averaged about fifty, also an in-

crease over previous records. The Section was

then adjourned until October.

DuRAND Woodman,
Secretary.

TOREEY BOTANICAL CLUB, MAY 11.

Dr. N. L. Britton presided in absence of

the President. Three new members were elec-

ted. Three successful field-meetings were re-

ported. Resolutions were adopted commem-
orative of Dr. Emily L. Gregory, the late hon-

ored professor of botany at Barnard College,

an active worker in the Club. Announcement

was made of the recent gift, by President Low
to the botanical department of Columbia, of a

valuable set of water-color plates prepared by

the late lamented Wm. Hamilton Gibson, in

illustration of his projected work on mush-

rooms.

The paper of the evening followed, by Mr.

Marshall A. Howe, entitled ' A Preliminary

Comparison of the Hepatic Flora of California

with that of Europe and of the eastern United

States."

The total number of Californian species now
known is 77, of which 45 occur in the Mediter-

ranean region, but only 37 in the Gray-Manual

region of the United States.

It was shown that the hepatic flora of Cali-

fornia has more in common with that of north-

ern and central Europe than with that of the

eastern United States, and is still more allied

to that of the Mediterranean region. In par-

ticular, species of Asterella and Biccia are better

developed in California and southern Europe

than in the eastern United States.

The apparent absence in California of Baz-

zania and Mylia, which are especially character-

istic of medial and boreal regions, serves to

heighten the similarity to southern Europe.

The paper was followed by exhibit of photo-

micrographs of sections of Cryptomitrium,

illustrating the development of the archegonia.

In the discussion following, Professor Under-

wood said that the Hepatic species are most

numerous in the Amazon region, the eastern

slope of the Andes, and in Java. Insular

tropical regions have furnished many where

examined, as Cuba and Jamaica. Quite a num-
ber are peculiar to Australia. New Zealand is

well supplied with species. Many have been

recently collected in Africa, and have been

described by Herr Stephani, of Leipsic, whose

industry has doubled the number of described

HepaticjB. As a whole, the maximum develop-

ment of the Hepaticffi is tropical, though some

genera and certain groups within genera are

wholly high-temperate or subarctic.

Professor Britton, remarking the indications

of circumboreal and circumtropical distribution

of certain species, referred to the argument for

an equatorial distribution of flowering plants

and of ferns, and queried if there were any-

thing corresponding among Hepaticse. He ex-

pressed the belief that it is the immediate

environment which at present exerts the prin-

cipal influence on distribution, whatever the

original cause or mode of distribution may have

been.

Professor Underwood referred to the influence

of the Gulf Stream in permitting the existence

of the subtropical genus Lejeunia on the coast

of Ireland, a genus not elsewhere found in

Europe. Comparing the Hepaticse of Florida,

they are only in part known ; a few species are

in common with the Appalachian flora ; most

of the Florida Hepaticse are close-creeping forms

found on bark, as FruUania and Lejeunia, hav-

ing water-sacs on their leaves as aids in resisting

drought. Some tropical Marchantiacese occur

in Florida, and also, especially, species of

Biccia and Anthoceros. Tliallocarpua is known
only from Florida and South Carolina.

Edward S. Burgess,

Secretary.

NEW BOOKS.

Formation de la Nation Frangaise. GABRIEL DE
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TEE PHYSIOLOGY OF INTERNAL SECRE-
TIONS.*

We owe the term ' internal secretions

'

to Brown-S6quard,f by whom it was first

used in published communications dating

*Paper read at the 4th Triennial Session of the

Congress of American Physicians and Surgeons.

t Brown-S^quard and d'Arsonval : Comptes ren-

dus de la Soci^te de Biologie, 1891.

from 1891. The essential idea conveyed

by the expression, however, is not new, as

it has been stated more or less clearly by
many previous writers in their speculations

upon the probable functions of the so-

called ductless or vascular glands. It had
long been recognized that these glands pos-

sess no excretory ducts, and that, there-

fore, whatever secretion they may produce

probably enters the blood either directly or

by way of the lymph. Haller* is credited

with stating this view with regard to the

thyroid as early as 1776, and according to

Pettitf a similar view was advanced by
Schmidt in 1785 with regard to the su-

prarenals. Toward the middle of the

present century this belief was generally

accepted for such glands as the thyroid,

suprarenals, thymus, hypophysis cerebri

and spleen, but as early as 1869 Brown-
Sequard seems to have suggested the view

that all glands, whether possessed of ex-

cretory ducts or not, give off something to

the blood that is of importance in the gen-

eral nutrition of the organism. From 1889

his ideas took definite shape in numerous

publications^ upon the physiological effects

of injections of extracts of the testis. At
first he did not use the term internal secre-

* Jones in Todd's Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and

Physiology : Article on Thyroid Gland.

t Pettit : Kecherches sur les capsules surren ales,

1896—Paris. Thfise de la Faculty des Sciences.

X Brown-Sequard : Archives de Physiologie nor-

male et pathologique 1889-92.
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tion, and seems to have held the view, so

far as the testis is concerned, that the ma-

terial furnished to the blood is absorbed

from the external secretion and is normally

carried off in part in this secretion.

During this same period the brilliant re-

sults of the experiments made upon the

thyroid glands and the pancreas were forc-

ing themselves upon the attention of physi-

ologists, and these results, together with

his own experiments upon the extracts of

testis and ovary, and his previously ex-

pressed belief as to the possible effect exer-

cised by all glands upon the composition of

the blood, seem to have led Brown-Sequard

to the generalization expressed in the

happy term ' internal secretion.' The term

as used by him was not restricted to the

glandular tissues alone, but was meant to

signify that all the tissues in the body fur-

nish something of special importance to

the blood—that, in fact, every act of nu-

trition is accompanied by an internal secre-

tion This broadening of the term to apply

to all the tissues is logical, perhaps, but it

must be admitted, I think, that so far as

our actual knowledge goes it is not justifi-

able. The evidence derived from experi-

mental investigations and clinical observa-

tions indicate that manj^, although not all,

of the glandular tissues of the body as a

result of their normal metabolism add
something to the blood or affect its com-

position in some way, and that this ac-

tivity is either essential or helpful to the

maintenance of the normal functions of the

organism. In this list we can place such

glands as the liver, pancreas, thj'roid and
parathyroid bodies, suprarenal bodies, hj^-

pophysis cerebri, and probably the ovary,

testis, thymus and spleen. But I know of

no observations that force us to entertain a

similar belief with regard to the non-gland-

ular tissues, such as muscle, nerve and
connective tissue.

So far as I am aware, there is no author-

ized definition of the term internal secre-

tion, but, if we adhere closely to the facts

in the case, the expression may be in-

terpreted to mean certain products that are

elaborated by gland cells from material

furnished by the blood, which are after-

wards passed back to the blood or lymph
stream to subserve some function in general

or special nutrition . From the standpoint

of mechanism of seci-etion a useful distinc-

tion has been drawn between these internal

secretions and secretions of the usual kind,

or external secretions. The latter are in all

typical cases poured out upon a free epithe-

lial surface that communicates with the ex-

terior, while the internal secretions are dis-

charged upon the 'close endothelial surfaces

of the blood and lymph vessels.

The definition given by Brown-Sequard,

as we have seen, attributed internal secre-

tions to all tissues. As a part of this gen-

eral conception he was led also to restate

what appears to have been a dream of the

older physicians, namely, the view that all

animal tissues might and ought to be em-

ployed in special cases as means of medical

treatment, extracts of each organ or tissue

being recommended for the particular dis-

ease supposed to be due to disturbance of

function in the corresponding tissue. This

general conclusion seems to have been a

wide induction upon the basis of the incom-

plete facts known at that time with regard

to the therapeutical use of extracts of

thyroid and testis. It was not entirely

justified by actual experience then or now,

but the attractive possibilities it presents

have doubtless been the cause of much of

the general interest manifested in the sub-

ject of internal secretions. A new field,

hitherto almost unexplored and full of

promise for the discovery of medical spe-

cifics, seemed to be opened to the medi-

cal profession, and much activity has been

exhibited in exploiting the possibilities of

this kind of therapeutical treatment for
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wliich the names opotJierapeiities, organo-

therapeutics and Mstotherapeutics have al-

ready been suggested.

It must be borne in mind, however, that

these promises are in large part premature.

The one clearly successful method of treat-

ment by animal tissues is the use of thyroid

extracts, and the demonstration of the value

of this method was the result of rigorous

scientific work extending over more than a

decade, and was obtained quite independ-

ently of the generalization announced by

Brown-Sequard. It seems perfectly certain

that whatever else of value may come out

of the therapeutical application of tissue ex-

tracts must also be established by intelligent

scientific research, on the side of experi-

mental as well as clinical medicine, and not

by indiscriminate and over-anxious at-

tempts to secure immediate results.

It is my purpose to-day to call your at-

tention briefly to some of the important re-

sults obtained by experimental physiology

that tend to prove the existence of internal

secretions in a number of glandular organs.

The main interest to the physiologist lies,

perhaps, in the light this work has thrown

upon the functions of the blood-glands, or

ductless glands, especially the thyroid, su-

prarenals, hypophysis cerebri, thymus and

spleen. Forty years ago the physiology of

these bodies was not only unknown, but

was beyond the reach of intelligent hypoth-

eses. Within recent years facts have ac-

cumulated, especially with regard to the

thyroid and suprarenals, that give us a new
standpoint from which to view their physi-

ology—a standpoint also from which exper-

imental investigations may be planned with

reasonable hope of abundant success in the

future. I shall not attempt an historical re-

view of recent work in this subject, as this

has been given already in numerous general

addresses and special papers.* I desire only

*See especially Abelous : Seviie generale des Sci-

ences, May 15, 1893.

to emphasize what seems to be the outcome

of the physiological work that has been

done in the last twelve or thirteen years,

and to explain briefly the character of the

work now in progress.

If we include under the term ' thyroid

tissue ' not only the thyroid body itself,

but also the accessory thyroids and the

neighboring parathyroids, it has been sho^n
beyond reasonable doubt that complete re-

moval of this tissue in man and the related

mammals is followed, as a rule, by serious

disturbances of nutrition that are immedi-

ately or ultimately fatal to the animal.

Moreover, in these cases the reintroduction

of thyroid material into the body, whether

this introduction be made by grafting the

tissue, by subcutaneous or intravascular in-

jections or by absorption from the alimen-

tary canal, results in an amelioration or

even entire removal of the symptoms of

malnutrition. The physiologists recall with

pleasure that these two fundamental facts

were first discovered as the result of ex-

perimental work in physiology. The ef-

fects of complete thyroidectomy were first

described by Schiff* in 1856, and the thera-

peutical use of thyroid tissue arose natur-

ally from the grafting experiments of Schifff

in 1884 and the subsequent experiments of

Vassale J and of Gley § upon injections of

thyroid extracts. The brilliant results that

have followed the use of thyroid tissue in

man in cases of myxoedoema, goitre, etc.,

are, too well known now to require more

than a passing reference.

Schafer: Address in Physiology ; Annual Meeting

of the British Med. Assoc, London, 1895.

Meltzer : On Thyroid Therapy ; New York 3Ied.

Jour., May 25, 1895.

* Schifi : Untersuchtingen iiber die Zuckerbildung

in der Leber, etc., Wiirzburg, 1859.

t Schifi : Revue medicale de la Suisse romande,

1884.

t Vassale : Rivista sperimentale di freniatria, etc..

Vol. XVI. ; also Centralblatt f. d. Med. Wiss., 1891.

? Gley : Comptes rendus de la Soo. de Biol., 1891.
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It follows as a logical conclusion from the

successful efifects attending its therapeutical

use, as well as from the evil effects of its

destruction or removal, that the thyroid

tissue produces, normally, something that

is in some way essential to the nutrition of

the body. What that something is has

been revealed partially by the beautiful

chemical and clinical researches of Bau-

mann and Rocs . Baumann * has succeeded

in isolating a substance, thyro-iodin, or

iodothyrin, as it has been named more re-

cently, which, according to the experiments

of Eoos,f preserves the beneficial effects o f

thyroid tissue.

The chemical characteristics of this com-

pound will doubtless be presented in Pro-

fessor Chittenden's paper. It has proved

to be a very stable compound, unaffected

by boiling, by strong acids and by gastric

digestion, and this fact may be taken as a

complete disproof of a former view to the ef-

fect that the action exerted upon the body
by thyroid tissue is due to the presence of

special enzymes or ferments. The fact that

extracts of thyroid tissue or iodothyrin

when absorbed into the blood ameliorate or

remove the evil effects resulting from loss

of function of the thyroid, seems to prove

at once that the normal function of thy-

roid tissues is not merely to excrete poison-

ous material from the blood after the man-
ner of the kidneys. It indicates, on the

contrary, that these tissues act normally by
giving off a material to the blood that in

some way affects favorably the nutrition of

all or a part of the tissues of the body. In

other words, the thyroid tissues form a true

internal secretion. Histological research

indicates that, so far as the thyroid bodies

proper are concerned, this secretion is con-

tained in the so-called colloidal material

that accumulates in the interior of the vesi-

* Baumann : Zeitscbrift fiir physiolog. Cheniie, Bd.

XXI., 1896 ; also Bd. XXII.

t Roos : Ibid Bd. XXII.

cles, and that the mechanism of secretion

consists in a rupture of the walls of the

vesicles at some point whereby the contents

are discharged into the surrounding lymph
spaces.*

The most important fact that remains to

be discovered is the manner ofaction of this

secretion upon the tissues of the body. At
present we can only speculate upon the

answer to this problem. More experimental

work is required before a definite solution

can be reached. To account for the action

ofthe thyroid secretion two main hypotheses

have been proposed. According to one

hypothesis the function of the secretion is

antitoxic. In some way it antagonizes an

unknown toxic substance supposed to be

formed in the body in the course of normal

metabolism. When the thj'^roid tissues are

removed this poisonous material, being im-

perfectly excreted, accumulates in the blood

and produces the fatal symptoms of thy-

roidectomy by a process of auto-intoxi-

cation. The other hypothesis assumes

that the secretion of the thyroid acts

normally by promoting or regulating the

metabolism of other parts of the body,

particularly, perhaps, of the nervous

tissues. We might designate this as the

trophic or neuro-trophic hypothesis. It is

less specific than the antitoxic hypothesis,

and therefore, perhaps, less objectionable in

the present incomplete state of our knowl-

edge ; but as no decisive, or even probable,

proof can be given for either view, it seems

unnecessary to criticise the various facts

brought forward in support of one or the

other of them. The two great facts to be

explained are : first, that complete removal

of the thyroid tissues brings on a condition of

malnutrition that seems to affect especially

the central nervous sj'stem ; and, second,

that injection or ingestion of thyroid ex-

*Biondi : Berliner kliniscbe Woobensobrift, 1888.

Langeudorft' : A rchiv fiir Physiologie, 1889, Suppl.

Bd. Scbmid : Arobiv fiir niik. Anatomie, 1896.
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tracts while the animal is in this condition

restores its metabolism more or less com-

pletely to the normal state. AVhile both of

these facts are explicable in terms of either

of the hypotheses mentioned, the trophic

theory does not involve the somewhat

strained assumption of an unknown toxic

product of metabolism that can not be got

rid of completely by the usual methods of

excretion.

A very interesting phase of thyroid physi-

ology that has recently come to the front is

the nature of the functional relationship

between parathyroid tissue and thyroid

tissue proper, such as is found in the thy-

roid body and the accessory thyroids. The
parathyroids seem to occur in all mam-
malia. According to a recent description by
Kohn* there is always one of these bodies

on each side attached to the external or pos-

terior surface of the lateral lobes of the thy-

roid, while in some animals, e. g., the dog,

cat and rabbit, there is an additional one on
each side, imbedded in the substance of the

thyroid lobes. Histologically the structure

of these small bodies bears no resemblance

to that ofthe thyroid. They possess the gen-

eral appearance of embryological tissue, and
have, therefore, been regarded usually as an
immature form of thyroid tissue, which, un-

der the stimulus of increased functional ac-

tivity, is capable of developing into normal
thyroid structure. Satisfactory evidence is

lacking that such a transformation does act-

ually take place under the conditions sup-

posed, as, for example, after complete ex-

cision of the two thyroid lobes. On the

contrary, the evidence from histology, as

well as from embryology, seems to indicate

that the two tissues are not only funda-
mentally different in structure, but possibly

are also different in origin.

On the physiological side Gley f was the

* Kohn : Archiv fiir mik. Anatomie, Bd. 44, 1894.

t Gley : Archives de Physiologie normale et patho-

logique, 1892.

first to prove the great importance of the

parathyroids. He showed that in rabbits

complete extirpation of the thyroid lobes

alone is not followed by a fatal result so

long as the parathyroids remain. Removal
of both thyroids and parathyroids, how-
ever, is in most cases followed by typical

symptoms of complete thyroidectomy end-

ing in the death of the animal. This latter

result has been contested by some observ-

ers, but renewed investigations have dem-
onstrated its accuracy. Gley explained his

results on the hypothesis that after removal
of the thyroid its function is vicariously

assumed by the parathyroids. He concluded,

therefore, that the functional value of the

two tissues is identical. Recent work, how-
ever, tends to throw doubt upon this con-

clusion. Vassale and Generali * state that

in dogs and cats removal of all four para-

thyroids produces the acute symptoms of

complete thyroidectomy, and finally causes

the death of the animal, in spite of the fact

that the thyroid body pi'oper is left practi-

cally uninjured. On the other hand, com-
plete removal of the thyroid lobes is not

immediately injurious to the animal, pro-

vided the parathyroids—or, in some cases, if

even only one of the parathyroids—are left.

They contend, therefore, that the result in

dogs and cats usually attributed to extirpa-

tion of the thyroids is due in reality to the

simultaneous removal of the parathyroids.

This result is partly confirmed by the in-

dependent experiments of Eouxeau j and of

Gley. J The former finds that in rabbits

complete removal of the thyroids alone

causes no trouble, at least no immediate

trouble, while excision of the external para-

thyroids alone is followed frequently by
death, or by convulsive symptoms. Gley

* Vassale and Generali : Archives itallennes de

Biolosie, XXV. and XXVI., 1896.

t Eouxeau : Comptes rendus de la Soc. de Biologie,

Jan. 9, 1897.

J Gley : Ibid.
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reports some incomplete experiments upon

rabbits and dogs that tend in the same

direction. Finally, Moussu, * from experi-

ments made upon mammals and birds, at-

tempts to define in general terms the dififer-

ence in ftinction between thyroid and para-

thyroid tissue. According to his experi-

ments, removal of the parathyroids alone is

followed by certain acute troubles, such as

have been usually described as the result of

complete thyroidectomy, while removal of

the thyroid lobes alone is followed by
chronic troubles of nutrition which he des-

ignates as myxoedoematous or atrophic cre-

tinism. This last result has not been con-

firmed, so far as I am aware, by others, so

that it cannot be accepted with entire con-

fidence. It will be noted, however, that

the tendency of this recent work is to show
that the functional value of the thyroids

and parathyroids is not identical, and that

the importance hitherto attributed to the

thyroids must be assigned, in part at least,

to the parathyroids. The very great in-

terest that these results may have when
applied to human pathology and therapeu-

tics will be evident to everyone.

Finally, a word may be said as to the

possibility that other tissues exist in the

body capable of replacing entirely or in

part the functions normally performed by
the thyroids or the parathyroids. This

possibility seems to be indicated by the fact,

commented on by most experimenters in

in this field, that occasionally animals are

found in which apparently complete re-

moval of all the thyroid tissue, including

the parathyroids, is not followed by a fatal

result. Such cases may be explained by
assuming the existence of accessory thy-

roids or parathyroids that escape the atten-

tion of the operator, but it is also possible

that they may be due to the fact that there

are other organs in the body that possess a

thyroid function. Experiments in this di-

* Moussu : Ibid, Jan. 16, 1897.

rection have been made upon the spleen

and the hypophysis cerebri. "With regard

to the former organ the results may be
considered as entirely negative, while as

regards the hypophysis the evidence is un-

satisfactory. Some details concerning this

last organ will be presented later.

The results of recent physiological ex-

periments upon the suprarenal bodies have
not been less interesting, although less com-

plete than those upon the thyroid. These

curious bodies, like the thyroid, are found

constantly in all classes of the vertebrates,

and seem, therefore, to be organs of funda-

mental importance. As long ago as 1856

Brown-Sequard* stated that extirpation of

both suprarenals is usually fatal to the ani-

mal, death occurring generally very shortly

after the operation, more rapidly, according

to this observer, than after removal of both

kidneys. This statement has been ques-

tioned frequently by other observers, but

the results of the renewed investigations

that have followed upon the recent revival

of interest in the physiology of the ductless

glands seem to corroborate fully the account

given by Brown-Sequard. In the case of

dogs, according to Szymonowicz,f death fol-

lows the operation within fifteen hours. It

has been shown, also, that in some species

of animals accessory suprarenals are not

uncommon, and it is possible that this fact

may explain the survival of a certain num-
ber of animals after supposed complete ex-

tirpation of the suprarenals. Removal of

only one suprarenal does not appear to

cause any noticeable trouble. In the case

of complete removal, followed by a fatal re-

sult, the prominent symptoms preceding

death are extreme muscular weakness,

asthenia, and, in the case of dogs examined

*Bro-wn-S(.'quard : Comptes rendus de I'Ao. des

Sciences, XLIII., 1856. Journal de la Physiologie,

I., 1858.

tSzymonoTvicz : Archivf. d. gesammte Physiologie,

LXIV., 1896.
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during this period, a great fall in blood

pressure, together with a feeble heart-beat.

It will be noted that in cases of Addison's

disease in man the important symptoms, in

addition to the pigmentation, are also an

asthenic condition of the muscles and the

heart. What explanation have we to offer

for the surprisingly profound effect pro-

duced upon the body by the removal of

these small organs ?

Unquestionably, the most significant facts

with regard to this problem have been ob-

tained from a study of the effects of injec-

tions of suprarenal extracts into living ani-

mals. A number of the earlier experiments

of this kind, especially those performed upon

rabbits, resulted in the death of the animal,

the preceding symptoms being convulsive

movements, followed by some paralysis.

The really valuable results, however, have

been obtained by a more exact study of the

effects of such injections upon the vascular

and respiratory organs. Most of our knowl-

edge upon these points has been derived

from the researches of Oliver and Schafer,*

and Cybulski and Szj'monowicz.f These

two sets of investigators published their re-

sults nearly simultaneously. The impor-

tant facts determined by them, and since

corroborated in many laboratories, are as

follows : Extracts of the m.edulla of the su-

prarenal bodies injected into the veins of a

living animal cause a pronounced slowing of

the heart-beat and a large rise of blood pres-

sure. If the animal is first given atropin to

paralyze the inhibitory nerves to the heart,

or if the vagi are previously cut, the injection

causes usually a marked quickening, instead

of a slowing of the heart-beat, and a greater,

indeed often an extraordinary, rise of blood

*01iTerandSohafer : Journal of Physiology, XVIII.,

1895.

t Cybulski and Szymonowicz : Gazeta Lelcarska,

1895. (Abstracted in Jahresb. d. Thier-Chimie,

1895. Also Szymono-wicz : Archiv. fiir d. gesammte

Physiologie, LXIV., 1896.

pressure. The respiratory organs are not

affected so seriously, a temporary slowing

and shallowing of the respiratorj^ move-

ments being the result usually noticed. The

eflfect upon the heart and blood vessels is

quite temporary. Its exact duration de-

pends somewhat upon the dose, and in part

upon other less evident conditions, but, as

a rule, within a very few minutes the rise

in blood pressure, as well as the slowing of

the heart-beat, passes off completely. New
injections will bring out promptly a return

of the effect described, although a continued

repetition of the injections at too close inter-

vals results in a progressive diminution of

their action. Tying off the kidneys does

not appear to prolong the effects of an injec-

tion, so that we may conclude that the tem-

porary character of the result produced is

not caused by a rapid elimination of the

active substance through the kidneys, al-

though, according to Szymonowicz, a part of

it, at least, is got rid of by this means. The

rapid disappearance, however, of the effects

of a maximal or supramaximal dose indi-

cates that the active substance is either

quickly destroyed in the tissues or is neu-

tralized in some unknown way.

The physiological explanation of the

slowing ofthe heart caused by the suprarenal

extracts offers no difficulties. Since this

effect disappears completely upon section of

the vagi, or after the injection of a few

milligrams of atropin, it can only be due to

a stimulating action upon the central end-

ings of the inhibitory fibres, that is, upon

the so-called cardio-inhibitory center in the

medulla. According to Oliver and Schafer

the inhibitory effect is felt mainly upon the

auricles. The beats of this part of the heart

become weaker and slower and may cease

altogether, while the ventricular beats, al-

though slower, are more vigorous. After

the vagi have been cut, suprarenal extracts

cause a quicker and, according to Oliver

and Schafer, who measured the extent of
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the contractions directly, a stronger beat.

This accelerating effect upon the heart after

removal of the inhibitory fibres is not due,

as we might at first suppose, to a stimula-

tion of the central ends of the accelei'ator

fibres, since it is still obtained after section

of the cord in the neck, or after extirpation

of tho first thoracic ganglia. It must,

therefore, be due to a peripheral action of

the extracts upon the heart itself, either

iipon the muscle of the heart directly (Oliver

and Schiifer) or upon the so-called motor

ganglia (Szymonowicz, Gottlieb).

The effect of the injections upon blood

pressure has been explained differently by

those engaged in the work. Both Oliver and

Schafer, and Cybulski and Szymonowicz,

believe that the enormous rise in blood

pressure is due mainly to a great constric-

tion of the arterioles. According to the

latter this constriction is brought about by

a stimulating action of the extracts upon

the vaso-motor centers in the medulla and

cord, while according to Oliver and Schafer

the action is exerted directly on the muscles

of the blood vessels. Szymonowicz admits

that if the cord is cut just below the medulla

a great rise of pressure can still be obtained,

but he explains this by supposing that the

extract acts on the spinal centers. He as-

serts that if the entire cord is destroyed a

rise of pressure can no longer be obtained.

The experiment that he gives to illustrate

this last point is, however, far from being

convincing. The protocol of the experiment

shows that the act of destroying the coi-d in

itself reduced the blood pressure to zero.

Moreover Biedl* reports that he has been

able to get a rise in pressure from injection

of the extracts after complete extirpation

of the cord. The evidence, therefore, seems

to favor the view proposed by Oliver and
Schafer, and this view is still further sup-

ported by the fact that when the volume of

a limb is measured plethysmographically it

*Biedl: Wien. klin. Wochenschrift, IX., 1£96.

often shows a distinct diminution after

suprarenal injection, even though its nerv-

ous connections with the central nervous

system ai-e entirely severed.

There are, however, some facts reported

in the experiments made by different ob-

servers which iudicate that the assumed

action of the substance on the peripheral

arteries does not alone account for all the

changes produced in blood pressure. It

is probable that the greater force of the

heart-beat plays an important part, as

Gottlieb* contends, in causing the increase

of arterial tension. Thus Szymonowicz

reports measurements of the pressure in

the external jugular vein made during one

of his experiments. According to this re-

port the venous pressure rose and fell with

the arterial pressure, which is not what

one would expect to occur in the case of a

general constriction affecting the arterioles

alone. According to Bayliss and Hill,f

also, the general venous pressure increases

with the rise in arterial pressure. So in a

number of the published tracings given by

Oliver and Schaffer it appears that the

vaso-constriction was more pronounced in

tlie abdominal viscera than in the limbs,

since the volume of the latter measured

plethysmographically showed an increase

of a passive character, apparently, while

the volume of the kidney or spleen was
greatly diminished.

The significance of the marked reaction

exhibited by suprarenal extracts depends

very largely upon the possibility of proving

that the substance producing the reaction

is formed noi-mally within the gland. It

is conceivable, of course, that in the dead

gland post-mortem changes might cause

the formation of a substance giving this re-

action, although under the normal condi-

* Gottlieb : Arcbiv f. exper. Pathologie u. Phar-

makologie, XXXVIII., 1897.

t Bayliss and Hill: Journal of Physiolology, XVIII.

p 352, 1895.
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tions of life it might not exist. Fortunately,

we have direct proof that the active sub-

stance in question is a normal product of

the metabolism in the gland. Cybulski

and Szymonowicz found that blood drawn

from the suprarenal vein, when injected

into the circulation of a normal animal,

gives the same effect, although less in

amount, as extracts of the suprarenal

glands, while blood from other veins has

no such action. This result has been de-

nied by Oliver and Schafer, apparently

upon insufiicient experimental grounds.

Langlois,* on the contrary, has been able

to corroborate this effect of suprarenal

blood, and, in the laboratory at Baltimore,

Dr. Dreyer has obtained clear proof of a

similar action. It appears from Dreyer 's

experiments that the effect is not obtained

in every animal, but in some cases the re-

sults are very positive, and in a matter of

this kind the positive evidence is the most

important. When we remember that we
are dealing most probably with a material

formed by the secretory activity of gland

cells, and that the amount of this material

may vary at different times or under dif-

ferent circumstances, it is not surprising

that negative as well as positive results are

obtained.

Since it seems certain that the substance

does occur under normal conditions in the

venous blood flowing from the gland, we
are justified in concluding that it is a nor-

mal product of the metabolism of the medul-

lary cells of the gland, and that it is dis-

charged or secreted directly into the blood.

It must, therefore, exert continually a stimu-

lating effect upon the heart and blood ves-

sels. In corroboration of this last conclu-

sion we have some striking experiments re-

corded by Szymonowicz which show that

after complete extirpation of the two glands

the blood pressure becomes greatly de-

* Langlois : Archives de Physlologle normale et

pathologlque, 152, 1897.

Both Oliver and Schafer, and

Cybulski and Szymonowicz, conclude that

the normal function of the suprarenals con-

sists in furnishing this stimulating sub-

stance to the blood. The former observers

believe that its effect is mainly upon the

muscular tissue ; that it has a general tonic

or augmenting action on all varieties of

muscle found in the body—the striated

muscle as well as the cardiac and plain

muscle tissue. Cybulski and Szymonowicz

hold essentially the same general view, ex-

cept that they believe that the substance

acts upon the nerve centers controlling the

muscular tissues rather than on these tis-

sues directly. It is, perhaps, impossible at

present to decide as to this detail. Oliver

and Schafer have shown, without much
doubt, that the substance acts upon the

blood vessels after their connections with

the central nervous system have been com-

pletely severed, and, on the other hand,there

is clear proof that it affects at least one

part of the central nervous system, namely,

the cardio-inhibitory center. Further ex-

perimenting will probably soon furnish more

definite information upon the extent to

which the muscular and the nervous tissues

are affected by this substance. Upon either

of the views proposed we can understand

at once why removal of the suprarenals

brings on a condition of muscular asthenia,

and why the continual activity of these or-

gans is so essential to the body as a whole.

It is significant, in this connection, to recall

that Oliver and Schafer found that extracts

of the suprarenals in cases of Addison's

disease did not contain this stimulating

substance. The hypothesis that the supra-

renals secrete a stimulating substance that

augments the tone of the muscular system,

either directly or indirectly, is not the only

one offered to explain the physiology of

these bodies. According to some observers

the main function of the suprarenals, like

that of the thyroids, is to produce an anti-
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toxic secretion capable of neutralizing or

destroying certain poisonous products of

body metabolism. The toxic products in

this case have been supposed to originate in

the functional metabolism of muscular tis-

sue, and the asthenic condition following

upon extirpation of the suprarenals has

been compared with the similar effect pro-

duced by injecting the extracts of fatigued

muscles into the circulation. The main
ai'gument of those who hold to this view

seems to rest upon the fact that the blood

of an animal that has been deprived of its

suprarenals and is beginning to show the

typical effects has a toxic effect when in-

jected into the circulation of another animal

from which the suprarenals have been re-

moved shortly before. The fatal symptoms
are brought on by the injection more rap-

idly than would happen otherwise. One
cannot feel a great deal of confidence in

this argument as contrasted with the appa-

rently direct evidence offered in favor of

the stimulation hypothesis.

Unfortunately, the pliysiological evidence

with regard to the importance of the supra-

renals to the body has not found so satisfac-

tory an application in practical medicine as

in the case of the thyroids. Suprarenal ex-

tracts and tissue have been used in cases

of Addison's disease, but the beneficial ef-

fects obtained have not been so clear as in

the case of thyroid extracts. Some of the

results reported, however, indicate that the

method is at least a hopeful one in certain

cases.

A third interesting member of the group

of ductless glands is the hypophysis cerebri,

and a few words may be said as to its sup-

posed physiological activity. This gland is

commonly described as consisting of two
parts, the anterior and the posterior lobe.

The histology and the embryology of the

two parts indicate that they are entirely dif-

ferent in origin and in structure. The an-

terior lobe is evidently a glandular struc-

ture. It develops originally as a saccular

invagination from the buccal epithelium,

and has essentially the same origin in all

the vertebrates that have been examined.

According to Haller* it is not strictly a

ductless gland, since it possesses an imper-

fectly developed system of ducts that opens

between the dura and the pia mater. It is

evidently a secreting structure, and the fact

that its secretion' is discharged between the

meningeal membranes suggests some spe-

cial connection with the physiology of the

brain. Histologically its structure recalls

that of the thyroid gland, particularly in

the fact that a colloidal material is said to

occur frequently in the lumina of the gland

tubules. In some animals, e. g., the dog

and the cat, it is a very small body, but in

others, as the rabbit, sheep, ox and man, it

is of considerable size and bears every indi-

cation in its structure of being an active se-

cretory organ.

The posterior lobe, on the contrary, is

very small in all animals and has the ap-

pearance of being a rudimentary organ. It

develops as an outgrowth from the infun-

dibulum of the brain and is more properly

spoken of as the infundibular lobe. Its

histologj^ is very incompletely known. Ac-

cording to Berkleyf it contains numerous

typical nerve- cells, ependymal cells and

neuroglia, a number of glandular epithelial

cells arranged in part to form tubes or closed

vesicles that contain a colloidal material,

and some curious sti-uctures resembling

nerve and organs.

The observations bearing upon the func-

tions of the hypophysis have been limited to

the glandular lobe. On the pathological

side it has been shown that in many, if not in

most, of the cases ofacromegalia the glandu-

lar lobe exhibits pathological changes. For

this reason extracts of the gland have been

* Morpbologisches Jahrbuch, XXV., 1896.

t Berkley : The Johns Hopkins Hospital Reports,

IV., 1895.
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used therapeutically in cases of acromegalia,

and, according to some reports, benefits have

followed the treatment to the extent that

some of the disagreeable features have

shown amelioration. The evidence from

this side, however, is not satisfactory, and

/the nature of the connection between

acromegalia and disturbance of the function

ofhypophysis, if any exists, needs more com-

plete investigation.

The experiments made by the physiolo-

gists are also meagre and inconclusive.

Gley* reports a set of experiments made
upon rabbits, in which he attempted to de-

stroy the gland by an operation from above.

The experiments were made upon rabbits

from which the thyroid lobes had been re-

moved previously, with the idea of demon-

strating that a similarity in function exists

between the thyroid and hypophysis. All

but one of the animals died, owing to the

severity of the operation. In the single

survivor it was noted that the animal ex-

hibited at times spasmodic muscular con-

tractions and some degree of paresis, and

that it died about a year after the operation.

-On the assumption that the animal would

have lived if the thyroid lobes alone had

t)een removed, Gley concluded that the re-

moval of the hypophysis had prevented the

parathyroids from replacing completely the

loss of the thyroid, and that, therefore, the

hypophysis is related in function to the

thyroid tissue. Ifaturally but little im-

portance can be attached to a single ex-

periment of this kind, and, so far as I know,

the author has not repeated the investiga-

tion. Vassale and Sacchif claim to have

removed the hypophysis partially or com-

pletely in a number of animals by an opera-

tion through the base of the skull. In cases

of complete removal the animal died within

*GIey: Archives de Physiologie normale et patho-

logique, 1892, 311.

fVassale and Saochi : Archives ital. de Biologie,

XXII., CXXXIII., 1895; also XVIII., 1893.

a short time—fourteen days or less—after

exhibiting a number of symptoms similar

to those caused by thyroidectomy, such as

muscular tremors and spasms and the de-

velopment of a cachectic condition. Most

physiologists, I fancy, will accept these ex-

periments also with some hesitation until

they have been confirmed by other observ-

ers. The very severe character of the opera-

tion necessary to reach the gland makes it

questionable whether the results reported

were due to its removal alone, although

the experiments were evidently made with

great care.

Szymonowicz and also Oliver and Schafer

report experiments upon the effects of in-

jections of extracts of hypophysis into the

circulation of normalanimals. Szymonowicz

states that in two experiments he obtained

a slight fall pressure and a quickening of

the heart-beat. He concludes, therefore,

that the physiological action of these ex-

tracts is opposed to that caused by extracts

of the suprarenals. Oliver and Schafer, on

the contrary, report that extracts of hy-

pophysis exert an effect very similar in some

ways to that shown by suprarenal extracts.

For instance, they cause a marked rise of

blood pressure, together with an augmenta-

tion of the heart-beat. Unlike the suprare-

nal extracts, however, they do not produce

a slowing of the heart -rate when the vagi

are intact. Upon the basis of these incom-

plete experiments they draw the somewhat

hasty conclusion that the hypophysis and

the thyroid are not similar in function, and

that the hypophysis is not capable ofassum-

ing vicariously the activities of the thyroid.

I have recently made a number of ex-

periments upon this organ, the results of

which have been quite uniform and in many
respects very different from those obtained

by the authors just quoted. My experi-

ments were made with the hypophysis of

sheep mainly, although at first the gland of

the dog was also used. The extracts were
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made in normal saline, or in glycerine fol-

lowed by dilution with normal saline, and

usually the fresh gland was employed. The
experiments differed from those reported by

others, in that extracts were made sepa-

rately of the glandular and the infundibu-

lar lobe, and the physiological effects of

each were tested by injection into the cir-

culation of normal dogs. It was found that

the extracts of the glandular lobe have lit-

tle or no perceptible effect when injected

alone. Extracts of the small infundibular

lobe, on the contrary, have a distinct and

remarkable effect upon the heart-rate and

blood pressure, an effect which resembles

in some respects and differs in others from

that shown by suprarenal extracts.

Briefly stated, these extracts injected into

the normal animal with its vagi intact

cause a very pronounced slowing of the

heart-beat, similar to that caused by su-

prarenal extracts, but lasting a much longer

time. The heart-beat is not only slowed,

but is considerably augmented in force, as

is shown by tracings taken with a Hiirthle

manometer. At the same time the blood

pressure rises to a considerable extent,

owing, apparently, to a peripheral constric-

tion of the blood vessels, since oncometric

tracings from the kidney show that this

organ shrinks greatly in volume. Usually

the constriction of the blood vessels occurs

first, so that the pressure rises for about 20

mms. or more more of mercury. This is

succeeded sometimes by a temporary fall of

pressure during which the heart-rate may
be increased, and then the slowing of the

heart begins, while the pressure rises again

to a greater or less extent above the nor-

mal. This last effect continues for a rela-

tively long time and passes off gradually.

The slowing of the heart may continue for

half an hour or longer. If the dose used is

a maximal one, and a second injection is

given too quickly afterward, little or no

effect is obtained. If, however, the dose is

not too strong, and sufficient time is given

given for its action to wear of, a repetition of

the effects is obtained, and this may occur

a number of times, although the effects de-

crease progressively in intensity.

The effects of the injection are somewhat
different if the vagi are previously cut, or

if a little atropin is given to paralyze the

inhibitory fibres. Under these circum-

stances the slowing of the heart-rate is very

much less marked, although not entirely

lacking. In round numbers it may be said

that with the vagi intact the heart-rate is

reduced about 50 per cent., while in the

atropinized animal the reduction is about

20 per cent. It might be added that an

animal deeply under ether alone behaves

in this respect like an animal with its vagi

cut. This result indicates that the slowing

of the heart-rate in the normal animal is

due in part, but only in part, to a direct

action on the medullary centers of the in-

hibitory fibres. On the other hand, the

rise of blood pressure after section of the

vagi is greater. Usually the blood pres-

sure rises rapidly for about 20 mms. of

mercury ; this is succeeded in some cases

by a temporary fall, and then the pres-

sure again rises rapidly, reaching a height,

in some cases, nearly equal to that

caused by suprarenal extracts. During

this last phase the heart-beats are slower

and more powerful, the effect in this re-

spect differing from that caused by su-

prarenal extracts. The effect lasts longer

than with suprarenal extracts, and a longer

interval must be allowed before a new in-

jection will give the same result. I have

obtained a marked rise of pressure from

injection of extracts of the infundibular

lobe, after severance of the cord below the

medulla, and in one case after removal of

most of the thoracic part of the spinal

cord in addition, thus indicating that the

constriction of the blood vessels is prob-

ably a peripheral effect, and not due to
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stimulation of the vaso-motor centers.

These observations that I present here only

incompletely may be taken to indicate that

the infundibular lobe of the hypophysis is,

in all probability, not a rudimentary organ,

but a structure that has some important

physiological activity. Moreover, its func-

tion is probably different from that of the

glandular lobe, and possibly quite independ-

ent of it. With regard to the function of

the glandular lobe, the method of injecting

extracts into the circulation of a normal

animal seems to teach us nothing. While

the negative results thus obtained do not

oppose, they cannot be said to support, the

favorite hypothesis that this part of the

hypophsis cerebri has a function resem-

bling that of the thyroid lobes. I venture

to suggest that this supposed similarity in

function might be tested most satisfactorily

upon human beings by feeding the gland in

cases of myxoedcema or goitre and ascer-

taining vrhether a reaction similar to that

caused by the thyroid can be obtained.

W. H. Howell.
Johns Hopkins Univeesity.

ON TEE RELATIVE VARIATION AND CORRE-
LATION IN CIVILIZED AND UN-

CIVILIZED RACES*

The general conclusion would then be

that, with increased civilization, abso-

lute sizef and variation tend to increase,

while correlation, to judge by the males, is

stationary ; to judge by the females, tends

to increase.

It will be found somewhat difficult to

* Conclusion of a communication made to the

Eoyal Society.

t This is only generally true, not in every individ-

ual case. The French femur is longer than that of

the Aino, of neolithic man, and of the ancient inhabi-

tants of the Canary Islands. On the other hand, the

French femur appears to he slightly less than the

Libyan, although the humerus is somewhat greater.

The French women appear in all long bones less than

the Libyan women.

reconcile these results with any simple ap-

plications of the principle of natural selec-

tion. In the first place increased variation

undoubtedly suggests a lessening of the

struggle for existence, and there can be no

question that this increase has gone on

among civilized races (See ' Variation in

Man and Woman '). The lessening of the

struggle has probably been greater for

woman than man ; hence the principle of

natural selection might help to explain the

preponderance of variability in civilized

woman. The increase in size with civiliza-

tion seems, on the average, also incontest-

able. But is it the effect of lessening the

struggle for existence? The possibilities

may, perhaps, be summed up as follows :

(a) The civilized races may have sur-

vived owing to their superior size. It may
be a result of the struggle in the past. To
this must be objected that the increase of

size appears to be a progressive change still

going on, and yet increase of variation

should show a lessening struggle for exist-

ence.

(6) The effect of suspending natural se-

lection may be to inci'ease size. This

would be a blow for panmixia, for we
might naturally have expected a regression

to the smallness of the more primitive

races. It would leave unexplained the ap-

parently smaller progress of women as

compared with men, for in their case we
might argue from the variation that the

struggle for existence is relatively less than

in the case of man.

(c) The larger size of the civilized races

may be due to better food supply and bet-

ter physical training ; in short, it may be

due, not to evolution, but to better condi-

tions of growth. This hypothesis does not

involve the assumption that acquired char-

acters are inherited. Diminish the food

supply and abolish physical training, and

the size would sink to the level at which

natural selection had left it. Physical
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training in civilized races being usually

more adequate in the case of man than of

woman would, perhaps, explain why man
has progressed more rapidly in size than

woman. It seems impossible, taking vari-

ation as a measure of the intensity of selec-

tion, to reconcile the relative increases in

size of man and woman with any direct ef-

fect of natural selection.

8. To sum up, then, the following results

seem suggested by these measurements.

(i. ) Civilized man has progressed gener-

ally on primitive man in size, variation and

correlation.

(ii.) This progression can hardly be ac-

counted for by increassd selection (because

of the increased variation) , not by decreased

selection (because it is inconsistent with the

relative changes in male and female size)

.

It might possibly be accounted for by de-

creased selection and improved physical

conditions.

(iii.) Woman is more variable than man
in civilized races.

(iv.) Woman is more highly correlated

than man in civilized races.

(v.) In uncivilized races the sexes are

more nearly equal in the matter of size,

variation and correlation than in the case

of civilized races.

(vi.) It is impossible to say that civilized

woman is nearer to the primitive type than

civilized man, for while civilized man differs

more from the primitive type than civilized

woman, so far, probably, as absolute size is

concerned, he has made only about half her

progress in variation , and hardly any prog-

ress at all in correlation.

(vii) The causes (e.(/., lessening of selec-

tion) which tend to increase variation may
also increase correlation. In other words,

the intensity of the struggle for existence is

not necessarily a measure of the intensity

of correlation.*

* The mathematical theory of selective correlation

shows that the close selection of an organ, say the

The measurements made by Mr. Warren
on the Libyans, the results of which he has

kindly favored us with, are, on the whole,

fairly in accordance with the above con-

clusions. He finds for the

Mean of the sexual ratio of the means 1.092
" " " the variations 1.028
" " " the correlations 1.068

The corresponding quantities for the

French are: 1-109, 0939, 0-956, or, we
concluded, that in passing from uncivil-

ized to civilized peoples, from Libyan to

French, the men gain on the women in.

size—here very slightly, and the women
gain upon the men very markedly in varia-

tion and correlation.

These results are merely suggestions, but

they may possibly serve to emphasize the

importance of a careful measurement of the

long bones of, say, 100 members of both

sexes for a series of civilized and uncivilized

races. In the former case at least there

does not appear to be any real difiiculty,

except the need of cooperation, in obtaining

measurements similar to those of M. RoUet,

for both English and Germans. The value

of such statistics for comparative purposes

would be very great.

Alice Lee,

Kael Peaeson.

MIGRATION OF THINQS AND OF 3IEM0BIES.

In the minds of some students the ques-

tion of migration of forms is frequently con-

founded with that of the migration of tribes.

It must not be forgotten by those who are

carefully studying the origin of industrial

forms on the Western World that there

were daily mails delivered on the Ameri-

can shore from the Eastern Continent, from

the remotest antiquity.

The United States Navy has been drop-

ping bottles ovei'board in the Atlantic

femur, may actually tend to reduce the correlation

between two other organs, say the humerus and the

radius.
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Ocean, at the Azores, in deep water along

the coast of Spain and from the Madeira and

the Canaries southward along the coast of

Africa. All of these bottles that have been

recovered have been found on the coast of

South America, on the Antilles, and some

of them as far west as the mouth of the Rio

Grande. It can be inferred from this there-

fore, that every buoyant object which has

been dropped into the ocean during the pres-

ent geological epoch by prehistoric or historic

Spaniards, Portuguese or Africans has

found its way to America and been stranded

somewhere between the 10th parallel south

and the 30th parallel north.

In the northern part of the Atlantic

Ocean the currents run the other way and

the mails have been delivered from America

to Europe. In the Pacific Ocean the daily

mails delivered on the west coast of

America from Mount Saint Elias south-

ward have proceeded from about the 20th

parallel north, in the vicinity of the Malay

Peninsula and Archipelago, thence have

travelled through the China Sea and the

Japanese Sea to pick up objects designed

for the "Western Hemisphere.

In the Southern Hemisphere the mails

travel the other way and materials con-

signed to the Ocean Current Company were

taken from Chili and Peru to be delivered

upon the Easter Island and the various

groups of Polynesia, some of them reaching

as far as Melanesia. In addition to these

great mail services of the Pacific there was

a narrow strip of service called the ' coun-

ter-current ' between the equator and the

10th parallel north, the articles consigned

to it being delivered on the west coast of

Central America.

In the Arctic Ocean the mails proceeded

firom west to east, passing up through

Bering Strait, across the Pole, and finding

their way first to east Greenland and then

around Cape Farewell to the soiithwestern

shores of that great island. The Arctic

current from Baffin Land and northward

brought the mails from the Eskimo area

southward even as far as Charleston, South

Carolina. The consequence ofsuch uninter-

rupted communication cannot be overesti-

mated. All who have studied the arts of

primitive races know how quickly their

plastic minds respond to a congenial sug-

gestion. It would not even be necessary

for a Chinese or Japanese vessel to bring a

single living teacher to take part in the

pedagogic work of instructing the "West

Coast tribes in eastern Asiatic arts.

The recent example of a throwing stick

which drifted from Port Clarence, south of

Bering Strait, and was picked up on the

shores of west Greenland by Dr. Rink, is

one of an interrupted series of communica-

tions between one of those great mailing

stations and another. A second element

in technical pedagogy has not been empha-

sized by any modern writer, and yet it can-

not be overlooked ; and that is the survival

of industrial processes and productions in

the myths and traditions of wandering

tribes, so that one of them having passed

over a long area where a certain kind of

activity was not demanded, and coming

again to a place where the conditions are

favorable to its revival, changed a song or

an ancient tribal memory into an actual

fact again.

O. T. Mason.

FIELD WORK OF THE UNITED STATES GEO-

LOGICAL SURVEY.

The plans of operation of the United

States Geological Survey for the fiscal year

1897-1898 have been approved by the Sec-

retary of the Interior and the work of the

field season of 1897 has been started, the

parties having all taken the field. The
sums appropriated for the Survey this year

were given in detail in a recent issue of

Science, separate amounts being set apart

for specific branches of work and for the
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salaries of persons connected with these

branches, making the aggregate amount for

the Geological Survey for the fiscal year

1897-'98 $967,840, a decided increase,

though the additional sum does not go to

the geologic branch.

For convenience in administration the

work of the Survey is divided into four

branches, each of which is again separated

into a number of divisions. The branches

are geology, topography, publication and
administration

;
geology and topography

being the main branches.

In geology the field work extends all

over the United States from New England

to the Pacific. Professor IST. S. Shaler, of

Harvard University, is at the head of a

party which will continue the work begun

last year of the survey of the Richmond
coal basin of Virginia. Professor Walcott

says in his report :
" Although these Vir-

ginian fields are apparently remote from

the New England region, the geologic prob-

lems are closely related to those which
Professor Shaler has particularly studied,

and it is convenient to continue the work
under his direction." Professor Shaler has

already completed the study of the Narra-

gansett coal basin in Massachusetts and
Ehode Island, and the publication of re-

sults has been begun ; and a report on the

Cape Cod geology is also proposed for pub-

lication.

A party under Professor Emerson is con-

tinuing his work of the last six years in

studying the crystalline schists in eastern

Massachusetts, and one under Professor T.

Nelson Dale, in cooperation with Profes-

sor Wolff, will extend the work of previous

years north and east to cover the area of

the Bennington (Vt.) quadrangle. The
study of the roofing- slate belt of New York
and Vermont has been completed. Pro-

fessor Kemp, of Columbia University, goes

to the southeastern Adirondack area to

work on the mapping of that section.

Professor J. E. "Wolff will make a special

study of the cr3'stalline rocks of northern

New Jersey, including zinc and iron ore

deposits. He will also complete the survey

of the Franklin (N. J.) quadrangle. He
will also assist Professor Dale, as above

mentioned. Mr. David White will study

the coal deposits of Ohio, Pennsylvania,

Virginia, West Virginia and Tennessee,

from a paleobotanic standpoint, and Mr.

M. R. Campbell will continue the study of

the distribution ofthe coals ofWest Virginia

and Kentucky. Mr. J. A. Tafif will in-

augurate work in the coal fields of Indian

Territory. Dr. C. Willard Hayes' work in

the southern Appalachian province has been

brought to such a stage of development that

he will prepare a monographic report upon
it. Mr. Arthur Keith will continue the

mapping of the crystalline rock areas in

which he has been engaged, extending from

the northern line of Maryland to North

Carolina. His work is directed to an eluci-

dation of the obscure geologic relations of

the rocks of the Blue Ridge and Piedmont

Plateau and their bearing upon geologic

history.

Two parties will be sent to the Coastal

plain region. One, under Dr. William B.

Clark, of Johns Hopkins, will study the

Cretaceous formations, which include the

marl and clay beds of Maryland and New
Jersey, and one under Mr. George H. Eld-

ridge, who has been working for the past

year on his report of the phosphate deposits

of Florida, will spend the summer in the

Atlantic Coast plain region.

Seven parties have been sent to the in-

terior Mississippi region, and five to the

Rocky Mountain region which lies between

the British and Mexican boundaries on the

north and south, the margin of the great

plains on the east, and, approximately, the

line of the 119th meridian on the west, and
embraces the Rocky Mountains and their

foothills. Mr. Arnold Hague is in charge
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of one of these parties, which will do the

field work necessary to enable him to com-

plete his monograph on the Yellowstone

National Park. This was interrupted by

his work on the Forestry Commission of

the National Academy of Sciences last

year. Professor Hague will survey the

Absaroka Eange, one of the most rugged

and inaccessible of the Eocky Mountains.

Dr. W. H. Weed will continue the study

of ore problems, etc., in Montana.

Mr. S. F. Emmons will be in Europe the

greater part of the season, but under his

direction surveys of the Tintic mining dis-

trict of Utah will go on.

The Pacific region is covered by five

parties, but the appropriation of $5,000

made for work in Alaska was not passed in

in time to be available during the present

year.

The paleontologic work is to be con-

tinued on the same lin'es as during the last

year. " Special attention," says Professor

Walcott, " will be given to the identifica-

tion of certain fauna and flora in the coal

regions of the Appalachians and the Kocky
Mountains, and a thorough study will be

made of the Cretaceous fauna of Colorado,

Texas and Kansas, and the Tertiarj' fauna

of California and Oregon, with relation to

areal and vertical distribution, for the pur-

pose of aiding the geologist in the solution

of problems in areal geology. This will re-

quire that several members of the paleonto-

logical force shall continue field work,

either independently or in connection with

geologic parties."

It is also proposed to continue the collec-

tion and publication of data touching the

mineral resources of the United States. Dr.

D. T. Day has direction of this work, and
120,000 has been specifically appropriated

for it.

One hundred and seventy-five thousand

dollars has been allotted for topographic

surveys proper and $150,000 for forestry sur-

veys, and the plan of work will not be

changed in character and organization from

that of last year, except that additional'

work is imposed by the survey of the forest

reserves.

The work of subdivision and topographic

mapping in the Indian Territory is con-

tinued under C. H. Fitch, with the same
organization as last year. Mr. Fitch ex-

pects to complete his field work by Decem-

ber 1st, with the exception of the resurvey

of the Chickasaw Nation, for which $141,-

500 has been especially provided.

THE PSYSICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

The Physical Society of London (or, as it

is more generally called, the Physical So-

ciety) was founded in 1874 and was the

outcome of a movement set on foot by the

late Professor Frederick Guthrie, at that

time professor of physics in the institution

now known as the Eoyal College of Science.

Among the original members of the Society

were Professor W. C Adams, Dr. Edmund
Atkinson, Mr. Crookes, Professor Carey

Foster, Dr. Gladstone, Professor Guthrie,

Mr. Haddon, Professor John Perry, Pro-

fessor A. W. Eeinold and Professor Tyn-

dall.

The purposes of the foundation were the

receiving and discussing communications

relative to physics, the exhibition of appa-

ratus for physical research and of experi-

ments illustrating physical phenomena and

the publication of communications made
directly to the Society and of other papers

relating to physics.

Through his ofiicial connection with the

Eoyal College of Science, Professor Guthrie

was able to secure the consent of the Lords

of the Committee of Council on Education,

who are the authorities having jurisdiction

in the matter, to the meetings of the Society

being held in the physics lecture room of

the College of Science and to the use of the

physical laboratory and apparatus of the
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College for the experimental illustration of

papers read. The Society was thus relieved

of all charges for rent of its meeting room
and was consequently able to carry on its

work without charging a larger subscription

than one pound a year, or a single payment

of ten pounds as a life composition for an-

nual payments, with an entrance fee of one

pound.

On this slender financial basis a very

large amount of good work was done. Not
merely were Proceedings issued containing

the papers which had been presented to and

accepted by the Society, but the works of

Joule and of Wheatstone were printed in

extenso and distributed to the members.

Similarly were published in English Helm-

holtz's Memoir ' On the Chemical Relation

of Electrical Currents,' Hittorf's Mem-
oirs ' On the Conduction of Electricity in

Gases,' Puluj's Memoir on ' Radiant

Electrode Matter ' and Van der "Waal's

Memoir ' On the Continuity of the Liquid

and Gaseous States of Matter ;

' a useful

work of reference by Mr. Lehfeldt en-

titled ' A List of the Chief Memoirs on

Physics of Matter ' and a table of ' Hyper-

bolic Sines and Cosines' by T. H. Blakesley.

The founders of the Society purposely

avoided setting up a new journal, being of

the opinion that the unnecessary multipli-

cation of the sources to be consulted in

search of scientific facts was a thing to be

avoided. By an agreement with the pro-

prietors of the Philosophical Magazine it was

arranged that such of the papers read before

the Society as the Council might decide to

publish should, in the first instance, be

printed in that magazine, and afterwards

collected and issued to the members of the

Society in the form of Proceedings. A
large circulation was thus at once secured

and the creation ofan an additional physical

journal avoided.

As the Society grew it became desirable

that it should have a local habitation not

far from the other leading scientific societies

of London, and the Council were fortunately

able to make arrangements with the Chem-
ical Society, whereby since 1894 the meet-

ings have been held in the rooms of the

latter Society in Burlington House.

In 1895 the Proceedings of the Physical

Society, which had hitherto appeared at ir-

regular intervals, began to be published in

monthly parts, and at the same time the

Society began the publication of Systematic

Abstracts of papers in Physics printed in

foreign journals. It is hoped that these

Abstracts will be of great use in facilitating

a knowledge by English-speaking physicists

of the work which is being done by their

colleagues in other countries. The in-

creased activity of the Society has involved

an increase of expenditure, and to meet this

it has been necessary to raise the subscrip-

tion payable by members. At the present

time the annual subscription is £2 and 2s.

The number of members is over 400 and
and the list includes nearly all the leading^

physicists of the United Kingdom.
The Regulations of the Society provide

for the election of a limited number of

foreigners as honorary members, and in

this way some of the most distinguished

physicists in many countries are connected

with the Society.

CUBBENl NOTES ON ANTHBOPOLOOY.

THE NATIVES OF THE PHILIPPINES.

It is well known that the Philippine

Islands had when first discovered by Euro-

peans two quite difi"erent classes of popula-

tion. On the coast was a light colored race

similar to the Malayo-Polynesians and
speaking an allied dialect. In the interior

was a small-sized, black race, called by the

navigators ' Negritos.' In the Proceedings

of the Prussian Academy of Sciences, 1897,

No. XVI., Professor Virchow figures and

describes a large deformed skull from a cave

in the Archipelago, which, in its antiquity
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and similarity to some others exhumed on

other islands, suggests the probability that

it comes from a prehistoric race, older than

either of those mentioned, and perhaps not

belonging among the Malayan stock.

With regard to the Negritos, Professor

Virchow expresses the opinion that they are

a ' primitive ' type ; at the same time he

throws out various speculations on the ra-

pidity and uncertain limits of variation in

man, how much it arises from environ-

ment, etc , so that the reader almost ex-

pects him to say that originally the two

types of the Philippines might have been

one.

It should always be remembered that the

so-called ' Law of Variation ' in organic

forms is a purely negative expression, form-

ulating merely non-identity, and can have

no other limits than those temporarily es-

tablished by observation.

WAMPUM AND STONE MASKS.

Professor E. T. Hamy, well known for his

numerous American studies, and now Pres-

ident of the Society of Americanists of

Paris, has lately published two articles in

the journal of the Society of considerable

interest.

One is a description of a wampum belt

believed to be of Huron manufacture, trans-

ferred, it is suggested, at the treaty made by
Frontenac in 1673. A full examination of

the beads and the method of boring would

be desirable, in order to ascertain its an-

tiquity.

The second paper is on a stone mask
brought by M. Pinart from the Northwest

coast. Its traits are allied to those of the

wooden mask, but as an example in stone

from that locality it is believed to be

unique.

Another subject, to which Professor Hamy
has devoted a short article in the Compte

Rendu de VAcademie des Inscriptions, is a

series of six ancient portraits of the Incas of

Peru, of unknown provenance, discovered

in an old house at Rochefort. They are es-

pecially interesting as showing the sumptu-

ous ofiBcial costume worn by the ancient

monarchs of the Quichuas.

NATIVE AMERICAN ART-MOTIVES.

Dr. H. Stolpe, of the Stockholm mu-

seum, Sweden, who probably stands at

the head of European students of abo-

riginal art, has lately published an elabo-

rately illustrated folio entitled 'Studies

in American Ornamentation,' of which

there is an extended notice in Globus.

He examines with patient care the art-

motives of a number of tribes of North

and South America. His investigations

show that in nearly all examples the

oldest decoration was anthropomorphic or

zoomorphic. Emblems of the wind, the

water, etc., also occur. A certain number

are figured of which the interpretation is

obscure.

Dr. Stolpe is severe on Hamy, Scburz

and other modern writers who, in the face

of well-known principles of scientific in-

vestigation, spend their time in seeking

out analogies with the Old World in

ancient American art. He has not found

a trace of such cultural connection, and

declares that wherever the material has

been abundant all native American art-

development can be proved to have been

indigenous.

It is to be hoped that this work, which

is in Swedish, will soon be translated into

English.
D. G. Brinton.

Univeesity of Pennsylvania.

NOTES ON INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

As briefly noted in Science, fluorin has

been at last liquefied. Professor Moissan,

of Paris, brought all his apparatus for the

production of fluorin to the Royal Institu-

tion, where he could avail himself of the
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unrivalled appliances for the production of

intense cold, as well as of the assistance of

Professor Dewar. An account of the ex-

periments is given in the Comptes Bendus,

and with notes by Professor Crookes in the

Chemical Neius of June 11th. The difiicul-

ties encountered in the liquefaction of

fluorin are its intensely corrosive action

and its very low temperature. Several liters

of liquid oxygen, the refrigerant, were used

in the research. Happily, at very low

temperatures fluorin loses much of its chem-
ical activity, no longer attacking glass.

Fluorin becomes liquid at —185° C, is

clear yellow and possesses great mobility

.

At this low temperature silicon, carbon,

sulfur, phosphorus and reduced iron pre-

viously cooled in liquid oxygen and then

placed in an atmosphere of fluorin, do not

become incandescent, and the iodin of

potassium iodid is not displaced by fluorin.

Benzene and turpentine are, however, de-

composed with incandescence when the

temperature rises to — 180 C, showing the

great affinity of fluorin for hydrogen . Note
is made of the fact that when fluorin is

passed through liquid oxygen a white

flocculent precipitate is formed, which when
filtered off deflagrates with great violence

as soon as the temperature rises. It would
seem to be a compound of fluorin and
oxygen, and is being further investigated.

In a recent Coynptes Rend-us, Berthelot

and Vieille give an account of further in-

vestigations on the dangers attending the

storage of acetylene. They had previously

shown that, if under less than two atmos-

pheres pressure, acetylene cannot be de-

tonated by fulminates or by red-hot wire.

They now show that acetone is a good
solvent for acetylene. "While such a solu-

tion is still capable of explosion, it is much
safer than the gas alone, and the pressure

at which an explosion is possible is raised

from two to ten kilograms per square centi-

meter. In a large vessel the amount of

acetylene that can be safely stored is fifty

times greater with the acetone than with-

out it.

At the conference of the Institution of

Civil Engineers, held in London the last of

May, Professor Biles read a paper before

the Shipbuilding Section on ' Improved
Materials of Construction.' In the course

of the discussion which followed it was
strongly brought out that nickel steel is the

coming material for ship building, provided

its' cost can be made satisfactory. For this,

it was said that new deposits of nickel must
be discovered and the cost of its metallurgy

must be reduced.

The Engineering and Mining Journal gives

a report of the Carborundum Company for

1896, by which it appears that the output

of crystalline carborundum for last year

was nearly six hundred tons. It seems

probable that the amorphous carborundum

formed in the manufacture, which has here-

tofore had no use, will ultimately displace

ferro-silicon in the manufacture of steel.

Germany alone would use 2,500 tons of

carborundum annually if it could be fur-

nished at not over six cents a pound, and the

Carborundum Company claims it can do

this.

J. L. H.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

We are iuformed that the preliminary pro-

grams for the meetings of the sections of the

American Association for the Advancement of

Science promise many interesting papers and
a large attendance. No less than twenty-five

papers have already been entered to be read

before the physical section, including contribu-

tions from a number of leading physicists, and
other sciences will be equally well represented.

We hope to publish in advance of the meeting

the full programs for all the sections.

The fourth summer meeting of the American
Mathematical Society will be held, as we have
already announced, at Toronto, Canada, on

Monday and Tuesday, August 16th and 17th.
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It will thus immediately follow the adjourn-

ment of the American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science from Detroit to Toronto,

and immediately precede the opening of the

Toronto meeting of the British Association for

the Advancement of Science. The committee

of arrangements announce that by invitation of

the University of Toronto the Society will meet

in the main building of the University. The
Society will be called to order by the President,

Professor Simon Newcomb, on Monday morn-

ing at 10 o'clock, and the Council will meet

Monday evening. The committee has decided

to set apart one of the sessions during the meet-

ing for the general discussion of the following

subjects : (1) The accurate definition of the

subject-matter mathematics. (2).. The vocabu-

lary of mathematics. The possibility of cor-

recting and enriching it by cooperative action.

In connection with the former of the subjects,

reference may be made to the Presidential ad-

dress of Mr. A. B. Kempe before the Loudon
Mathematical Society (Proceedings of the Lon-

don Mathematical Society, Vol. 26, pp. 5-15).

No special railroad rates to and from this meet-

ing have been secured, but members are en-

titled to special rates for the numerous excur-

sions arranged in connection with the meeting
of the British Association. Members may join

the British Association on payment of five dol-

lars. Members of the American or of the British

Association secure reduced rates to and from the

meeting through those bodies.

Me. C. L. Mablatt, Secretary of the Associ-

ation of Economic Entomologists, writes us that

the annual meeting of the Association for 1897,

which was announced for the two days preced-

ing the general sessions of the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science at De-
troit, viz., August 6th and 7th, has arranged for

its sessions on Thursday and Friday, August
12th and 13th, during which time Section F will

hold no meetings, closing its work on Wednes-
day, the 11th. It is believed that this arrange-

ment will give better satisfaction to the mem-
bers of the Association of Economic Entomolo-

gists, most of whom are also members of Section

F, and will be a saving of time. The Russell

House will be headquarters. A new feature of

interest which will be introduced this year will

be reports from various foreign members of the

Association on the worst insect pests of the year

in their respective countries. The titles of

papers should be sent promptly to the Secretary

to be inserted in the provisional program. Gen-

eral information relating to hotel accommoda-
tions, railroad rates, etc., is given in the pre-

liminary announcement recently issued by the

American Association for the Advancement of

Science, and, if any of the members have not

received this circular, they may obtain it, or

any other desired information of similar nature,

by writing to the Local Secretary, A.A.A.S.,

Mr. John A. Eussell, 401 Chamber of Com-
merce, Detroit, Mich.

Among the very numerous jubilee honors

conferred by Queen Victoria we notice that Sir

William MacCormac, President of the Royal

College of Surgeons; Dr. Samuel Wilks, Presi-

dent of the Royal College of Physicians, and

Mr. James Pender, who carries on much of his

father's work in connection with telegraphs,

have been made baronets. Professor William

Crookes, Dr. W. G. Gowers and Dr. Felix

Semon have been made knights. The K. C. B.

has been conferred upon Professor J. Norman
Lockyer, Dr. William Huggins, Mr. J. Wolfe

Barry and Dr. Edward Frankland, and the C. B.

on Mr. W. H. M. Christie, Astronomer Royal.

Yale University has conferred the degree of

LL.D. on Dr. T. Mitchell Prudden, professor

of pathology in Columbia University.

Haevaed University has conferred the de-

gree of A.M. on Professor Franklin W. Hooper,

of the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences.

Trinity University, of Toronto, will con-

fer, at the approaching meeting of the British

Association, the honorary degree of D.C.L. on

Sir John Evans, President ; Lord Lister, Lord

Rayleigh, Sir John Lubbock and Dr. Forsyth.

Me. Ernest B. Forbes, of the University of

Illinois, has been appointed Assistant State

Entomologist in Minnesota.

F. V. Coville, Chief Botanist of the De-

partment of Agriculture and Curator of the

National Herbarium, has just gone to Oregon,

to investigate the effect of sheep herding on

the vegetation of the Cascade Range, and to

conduct botanical investigations.
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A DISPATCH to the London Times states that

Lieutenant Eldred Pottinger and Mr. Lawrence,

who, with a small party of Gurkhas, have

been engaged for some months past in explor-

ing the sources of the Irawadi, were attacked

by Black Mairus on the night of May 22d. A
native surveyor and one Gurkha were killed,

and two Gurkhas were wounded. Lieutenant

Pottinger and Mr. Lawrence escaped with the

rest of the party, bringing the wounded men
with them, and after great hardships arrived in

Chinese territory.

The death is announced of Dr. Japetus

Steenstrup, formerly professor of zoology at the

University of Copenhagen, and known for his

contributions to natural history and paleon-

tology, at the age of eight-four.

The trustees of the National Portrait Gal-

lery, London, have purchased a portrait of

Sir Joseph Richardson, sometime British Secre-

tary of State and the second President of the

Royal Society. The Gallery has received by
presentation a portrait of Francis Ronalds, one

of the inventors of the electric telegraph, and a

bust of Richard Jeffries, naturalist and author.

A BRONZE statue of Benjamin Franklin,

representing Franklin seated in heroic propor-

tions, will be presented to the City of Philadel-

phia by Mr. Justice C. Strawbridge and erected

on the spot where Franklin laid the corner-

stone of the first building of the University of

Pennsylvania.

The committee on an international memorial

to the late Sir John Pender, whose appointment

we announced some time since, has already

received subscriptions amounting to about £6,-

000. It is proposed to place a bust of Sir John
Pender in some suitable institution, to endow
with £5,000 a Pender chair of electrical engi-

neering in University College, London, and to

establish a Pender scholarship and a gold medal
at Glasgow University.

Mr. John Russell Young, a newspaper cor-

respondent, not known to have made any study

of library management or methods, has been
appointed by President McKinley head of

the new Congressional Library. Mr. A. R.

SpofFord will remain connected with the li-

brary as First Assistant Librarian. Mr. Bernard

R. Green, who, with the late General Thomas
L. Casey, supervised the construction of the

library building, has been appointed Superin-

tendent of the Buildings and Grounds.

Secretary Sherman has, under an authori-

zation in the recent sundry civil appropriation

bill, changed the title of the Bureau of Statis-

tics of the State Department to that of Bureau

of Foreign Commerce. The old title tended to

confusion with other bureaus and did not prop-

erly describe the work of the bureau, which

deals with the collection of reports of consular

officers on foreign commerce and their distribu-

tion to the business community.

A committee has been appointed by the

Treasury Department to make an investigation

of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, with a

view to learning whether the efficiency of the

department, especially its field work, can be im-

proved. Professor W. G. Reymond, of the

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and Mr. Oc-

tave Chanute, of Chicago, have been appointed

members of the committee, one place remaining

to be filled.

The New York Zoological Society has begun

the publication of a Neivs Bulletin, intended to

increase interest in the work of the Society.

The first number contains, in addition to items of

news, an illustrated articles on the Zoological

Park, reprinted from Harper'' s Weekly. The So-

ciety proposes to hold, next winter, an exhibi-

tion of paintings and sculptures of American

wild animals. The plan for the grounds and

buildings of the park will soon be completed.

The specifications for the new wing of the

American Museum of Natural History, New
York, have been approved by the Park Board,

and bids for the building will soon be opened.

The Natural History Building of the Uni-

versity of Illinois was struck by lightning on the

morning of June 17th, and partially destroyed.

The collections, apparatus and libraries of the

Illinois State Laboratory of Natural History,

the Biological Station and the Agricultural Ex-

periment Station were saved, with slight dam-

ages by water. The damage to the building is

estimated at $3,000. The loss in apparatus,

principally in geological and botanical depart-

ments, is nearly $5,000.
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The steamship Hope, commanded by Captain

John Bartlett, has been again chartered by

Lieutenant Peary, who will leave Boston to

join the steamship between July 10th and 12th.

The daily papers state that additional details

of the eruption of the Mayou volcano, in the

Province of Albany, Philippine Islands, show

that 120 of the inhabitants of the village of Li-

boug perished. The village was greatly damaged

and the tobacco crop of the vicinity was de-

stroyed. The eruption was accompanied by an

earthquake, the shocks being felt over an area

of one mile. The volcano of Mayou has not

been active since 1617.

The third session of the Greenacre lectures

opened on July 1st and will continue until Sep-

tember 3d. Daily lectures are given on sub-

jects of scientific, literary and philosophical

interest. The congress will take advantage of

the meeting of electrical engineers at Greenacre

and announces as part of the program lectures

by Professors Barker, Brackett, Duncan,

Crocker, Pupin, Cross and others.

The International Institute of Bibliography

at Brussels announces the holding of its second

conference, August 2^, 1897.

The American Journal of Archseology, hith-

erto edited by Professor A. L. Frothingham,

Jr. , has been transferred to the Archseological

Institute of America, and will hereafter be pub-

lished in a second series by the Macmillan Com-
pany. Professor John H. White, of Harvard

University, will be the editor-in-chief, with Pro-

fessor James R. Wheeler, of Columbia Univer-

sity, and Professor Allan Marquand, of Prince-

ton University, as assistant editors.

De. Peesifoe Feazbe, who, at the wish of

the late Professor Cope, has been for two
months acting as managing editor pro tern, of

the American Naturalist, has been succeeded

temporarily by Mr. A. M. Brown, of Philadel-

phia.

Natural Science calls attention to the fact that

over a century ago there was founded a zoolog-

ical record, viz., F. A. A. Meyer's Zoologische

Annalen, which was published at Weimar in

1794, and ran for one year only. Meyer gave

an account of zoological works issued up to

Easter and up to Michaelmas, 1793, an aphabet-

ical list of all living zoologists, an account of

all the zoological collections known to him, and

a sketch of all the new animals described dur-

ing the year, in systematic order.

Me. a. W. Bennett will succeed Professor

F. J. Bell as editor of the Journal of the Royal

Microscopical Society.

A Zeitschrift fiir comprimirte und fliissige Gase,

edited by Dr. M. Altschul, will herefter be

published in Berlin by L. Esterman. The

first number was opened by an article by Pro-

fessor Raoul Pictet, followed by articles by

Professor H. F. Wiebe and Professor M.

Thiesen.

It is noted in Industries and Iron that accord-

ing to a recent American Consular report, at a

place called Tongshan, about eighty miles from

Tien-tsin, the Chinese have established extensive

railway carriage building works, in which the

rolling-stock for the extension of the railway is

being constructed. Only the axles, wheels,

springs and couplers are imported, and the

Consul expresses himself as surprised at the

excellence and finish of the passenger carriages

turned out by native labor. The Chinese En-

gineering and Mining Company have attained

an output of 2,000 tons of coal daily from the

mines in the vicinity, and large extensions are

being contemplated.

We have already announced that next year

Captain Sverdrup proposes to take the Fram up

Smith Sound to the northwest coast of Green-

land, for the purpose ofprosecuting explorations

in that direction. The London Times states

that, though Dr. Nansen will not accompany

the party, there is reason to believe that he

is taking an active share in the direction of the

expedition. The object will be to penetrate

north through Smith Sound and Robeson Chan-

nel as far as possible along the northwest

coast of Greenland. An attempt will be made

to discover how far Greenland extends north-

ward, and to survey the northwest, north and

northeast coasts. In short, one prime object

will be to complete the exploration of the

Greenland coast, a considerable extent ofwhich

is still quite unknown. It will be remembered

that Lieutenant Peary carried explorations

further eastward than had been previously
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done. The task will be a difficult one, even if

Captain Sverdrup succeeds in taking the Fram
through the difficult ice navigation which is

generally found between the Greenland and

American shores. Still, as we know from

Hall's experience, there are years when the

passage is quite clear, and if the conditions are

favorable the Fram may succeed in reaching

82° N. without difficulty. Dr. Nansen is also

anxious that Captain Sverdrup should examine

what has been called the ' paleo-crystic ice,'

about which there has been so much discussion,

and as to the origin and real character of which

there is considerable doubt. An attempt will

be made to discover how far one must travel

from land with dogs and sledges before meet-

ing with ice more like that in which the Fram
drifted.

Commissioner Heksmann, of the General

Land Office, has formulated, for the approval of

the Secretary of the Interior, Regulations for

the Forestry Reserves of the United States,

following the recommendations of the Com-

mittee of the National Academy, published in a

recent issue of this Jouenal. Attention is

called to the danger of forest fires and to the

law providing for punishment by fine or im-

prisonment, not only for willfully setting fire

to any timber on the public domain, but also for

letting fires burn unattended near any timber.

The recommendations would allow prospecting

and the development of mineral resources, and

land for school houses and churches are pro-

vided. The construction of wagon roads and

irrigating canals is permitted. The pasturing of

live stock is allowed, except of sheep in regions

where the rain fall is limited. Owners of mines

and settlers resident within the forest reserves

are permitted to take firewood, fencing and

building material when they have not a suf-

ficient supply on their own claims. Provision

is also made for the sale of timber when this

will not interfere with the value of the forests.

Instructions are issued to all special agents of

the Interior Department regarding the preven-

tion of injury and depredations. It is further

provided that lands more useful for mining or

agricultural purposes may be eliminated from

the forest reserves and restored to the public

domain. Subject to the surveys now being

made by the Geological Survey, portions of the

suspended reserves may be restored to public

entry, and other portions of the public domain

may be included in them.

An article in the London Times entitled ' On
the Trail of a Ghost,' regarding an alleged

haunted house in Perthshire, Scotland, has been

followed by numerous letters on the subject.

Two of these, one by Professor John Milne,

ofier the plausible explanation that the noises

are of seismic origin. Perthshire is a center for

British earthquakes. As early as 1840 the

British Association appointed a committee to

investigate the Perthshire earthquakes, and

instruments were established in the parish

church at Comrie. As many as 465 shocks

were noted there between 1852 and 1890, and

sounds may be heard when no movement can

be either felt or recorded by an ordinary seis-

mograph. Mr. Milne suggests that "The So-

ciety for Psychical Research when on bogey-

hunting expeditions might possibly find that

the suggested use of tromometric apparatus

might not only lay home-made ghosts, but

would furnish materials of value to all who are

interested in seismic research."

We learn from Industries and Iron that the

Lachine Rapids, Hydraulic and Land Company,
organized in 1895, to use the great energy of

the Lachine Rapids, near Montreal, will soon

complete its installation. There will be about

eighty-six turbine wheels shortly in operation,

and twelve dynamos making 175 revolutions

each with a generating pressure of 4,400 volts.

The electric energy will be carried by overhead

wires as far as the outskirts of Montreal, and

then passed underground until it reaches the

substation in the city.

The supply bill passed at the recent session

of the New York Legislature contained an item

appropriating $10,000 for the medical depart-

ment of the University of Buffalo to investigate

the causes, nature and treatment of cancer.

Governor Black vetoed this appropriation with

the statement : "I cannot approve a proposed

policy which requires the State to engage in an

investigation of the causes of various diseases

with which the human family is afflicted. I

think that the interest of the people themselves
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and the skill, intelligence and enterprise of

physicians may be depended upon to malie an

investigation. '

'

The laboratory courses in biology at "Wesleyan

University -will be conducted next year by Mr.

Estin during the absence of Professor Conn in

Europe.

The Berlin correspondent of the London

Times writes that, at the recent Medical Con-

gress, Professor Liebreich, who may, perhaps,

be described as the leader of the anti-Koch

party in the Berlin scientific world, stated his

theory of tuberculosis as opposed to Professor

Koch's. Phthisis, he said, might be present

without tuberculous bacilli as concomitants.

The reception of tuberculous bacilli into the

system had an injurious effect only in cases

where there existed a predisposition to disease,

and thus the bacilli were only parasites. It was

a radically false method to attempt merely to

deliver a consumptive patient from the presence

of bacilli. The chief thing was to increase the

vital power of the cellular tissue. Cantharidine

was a specific capable of producing this result.

Was there any method of disinfecting the

cellular system ? In Professor Liebreich' s ex-

perience he found that etherized' oil of mustard

had this effect. The lecturer did not think

that the therapeutic systems which had been

built up on the basis of bacteriology were de-

fensible. The results obtained with diptheritic

serum were apparent rather than real. Pro-

fessor Koch's method of treating tuberculosis

had no prospect of ultimate success. Professor

Liebreich' s views were summarized in the sen-

tence : "Tuberculosis is a ' nosoparasitism,'

and the essential feature of the disease is the

deterioration of the organism." Several subse-

quent speakers of eminence strongly combated

Professor Liebreich' s assertions, urging in par-

ticular the indubitable successes obtained with

diphtheritic serum.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

The Hull Biological Laboratories of the

University of Chicago were formally dedicated

on July 2d. The presentation was made
by Miss Helen Culver and the acceptance

acknowledged by the President. The dedi-

catory address was made by Professor William

H. Welch, of the Johns Hopkins University,

his subject being ' Biology and Medicine.' The

laboratories were open to inspection in the

afternoon. A dinner was given to the visiting

biologists before Professor Welch's address and

a reception was given afterwards by the mem-
bers of the biological faculties to Miss Culver

and Professor Welch.

The University of Chicago will erect a new
building outside the University grounds which

will contain the plant for power, light and

heat, the extensive printing and bookbinding

establishment and a retail bookselling and

stationery department.

The trustees of the College of the City of New
York have approved the purchase of a site on

Convent Avenue, and have authorized the ex-

ecutive committee to select plans for the build-

ings.

President G. J. Kollen, of Hope College,

situated at Holland, Mich., announced at the

recent commencement that $100,000 had been

subscribed for the College by various donors.

By the will of the late Dr. John T. Atwater,

of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Yale University re-

ceives land valued at $25,000.

The Ohio Supreme Court has handed down
a decision that gives the Ohio State University

the estate left by the late Mr. Henry F. Page,

consisting of farms and personal property, the

exact value of which is not known.

The Thirty-fifth University Convocation of

the State of New York met at Albany from the

28th to 30th of June, with a large attendance of

those interested in higher education. Addresses

were made by Chancellor Upson, Governor

Black and President Canfield, of the Ohio State

University. The first morning was devoted to

the teaching of science, papers being presented

on the ' Present Trend of Geography, ' by
Professor W. M. Davis, Harvard University;

on ' Methods of Teaching Botany in the Second-

ary Schools,' by Professor Geo. F. Atkinson, Cor-

nell University; on ' The Proper Use of Library

and Laboratory in Teaching Physical Science in
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the Secondary Schools,' by Professor John F.

Woodhull, Teachers' College, New York; on
' The Practical Study of the Brain in a Primary

School,' by Professor Burt G. Wilder, Cornell

University, and on ' The Place of Electricity in

the College Curriculum,' by Brother Potamian,

Manhattan College. These papers were dis-

cussed by Professor A. P. Brigham, Colgate

University; Professor E. L. Nichols, Cornell

University; Professor W. LeConte Stevens,

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and others.

Among other subjects considered by the convo-

cation were Athletic and Oratorical Contests,

Instruction in Ethics in Secondary Schools, The
Eolations of the College to the University and

a National University, under which latter sub-

ject Professor E. H. Thurston, Cornell Uni-

versity, read a paper entitled, ' The National

University and Technical Education.' In some
remarks on the work of the University, Regent

T. Guilford Smith called special attention to

the work in geology and botany of Dr. F. J. H.
Merrill and Mr. J. A. Lintner.

The New York State Teachers' Association

met at the Normal College, New York, from

June 30th to July 2d, with about 2,000 mem-
bers in attendance. There was a nature study

section in which papers were read on ' Nature

Study in a Crowded City,' 'The Use of the

Microscope, '
' The Mounting of Botanical

Specimens,' ' Literary Aids,' and other subjects

of interest to teachers of science in the schools.

A State Society for Child Study was organized

with Mr. George Griffith, of Utica, as Presi-

dent, and Professor M. V. O'Shea, recently

elected professor of pedagogy at the University

of Wisconsin, as Secretary and Treasurer.

Dr. Charles E. Beechee has been promoted

to a University professorship of historical

geology at Yale University, and Dr. L. V.
Pirsson to a professorship of physical geology

iu the Lawrence Scientific School.

De. F. E. Hull, of Toronto University and
the University of Chicago, has been appointed

to the chair of physics in Colby University,

vacant by the resignation of Professor William
A. Rogers.

The following promotions and appointments

have recently been made by the Trustees of the

Johns Hopkins University : John M. T. Fin-

ney, M.D., now associate, to be associate

professor of surgery ; Lorrain S. Hulburt, Ph.

D. , now associate, to be collegiate professor of

mathematics; James E. Humphrey, S.D., now
lecturer, to be associate professor of botany

;

William J. A. Bliss, Ph.D., now assistant, to

be associate in physics ; N. Ernest Dorsey, Ph.

D. , now fellow, to be assistant in physics

;

William T. Mather, Ph.D., now fellow, to be

assistant in physics
;
George B. Shattuck, Ph.

D., now fellow, to be assistant in geology;

Oliver L. Fassig, S.B., of the U. S. Weather
Bureau, to be instructor in climatology

;

Charles E. Bardeen, M.D., to be assistant in

anatomy.

Fellowships at the Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity have been awarded as follows: F. S. Conant,

Zoology (the Bruce fellowship); Cleveland Abbe,

Jr., Geology; G. A. Drew, Biology; C. W.
Greene, Biology ; J. G. Hardy, Mathematics

;

W. A. Jones, Chemistry ; C. E. Mendenhall,

Physics ; S. A. Mitchell, Astronomy ; J. L.

Nichols, Pathology ; E. E. Eeid, Chemistry,

C. W. Waidner, Physics. It appears that

these awards represent four notable instances

of heredity either of ' nature ' or of ' nurture.

'

The White professorship of moral philoso-

phy at Oxford, vacant by the death of the late

Professor Wallace, has been filled by the selec-

tion of Mr. John Alexander Stewart, tutor of

Christchurch, and known as the editor of Aris-

totle's Ethics.

The allowance made from the public funds

for the English University Colleges and for the

College at Dundee has this year been increased

from £15,000 to £25,000. On the recommen-
dation of a committee, consisting of Mr. T. H.
Warren, President ofMagdalen College, Oxford,

and Mr. G. D. Liveing, professor of chemistry,

Cambridge, the apportionment has been made
as follows

:

The Owens College, Manchester...... £3,500

University College, London 3, 000

University College, Liverpool 3,000

Mason College, Birmingham 2,700

King's College, London 2,200

Yorkshire College, Leeds 2,200

Durham College of Science 2,200

University College, Nottingham 1,500
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Firth College, Sheffield 1,300

University College, Bristol 1,200

Bedford College, London 1,200

University College, Dundee 1,000

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

A PLEA FOR 'SCIENT.'

To THE Editor of Science : I wish to ask

you not to use ' Scientist' in the pages of Sci-

ence any longer, but to employ in its place the

term ' Scient, ' which is already well known in

English in such compounds as ' omniscient

'

and 'prescient.' 'Scientist' appears to have

been formed from ' Science ' after the fashion of

Artist from Art, but the ' t ' is an unfortunate

intruder, and the better derivative would have

been 'Sciencist.' But 'Scient' is shorter and

much more correct. Moreover, it is the exact

equivalent of the French term ' Savant,' which

is frequently used in English also, but generally

in a more or less derisive sense. Therefore,

let us in future say ' Scient ' (= ' sciens,' a man
that knows) to which there is no possible ob-

jection, and which is already in frequent use

in composition.
T. L. SCLATEE.

Zoological Society of London,

June 23.

[It is easier to name a hundred species than

to give currency to one obsolete word. The

word ' Scientist ' was introduced by the late

Dr. B. A. Gould. It is not used in editorial

contributions to this Journal, but being a use-

ful word, correctly formed (from scientia; cf.,

scientific), it bids fair to outlive its ugly associa-

tions, perhaps more quickly in Great Britain

than in the United States.

—

Ed. Science.]

sharpening microtome knives.

Since Professor Miuot has brought into

prominent notice* Moll's method of sharpening

microtome knives, it might be of interest to call

attention to the fact that in an earlier paperf

* Science, N. S. 5, No. 127, June 4, 1897. Pp.

865-866.

tMoll, J. W., Het slijpen van microtoom-nessem,

Botanisch Jaarboek uitg. door het Kruidundig

Genootsohap Dodonaea te Gent. 3, 1891, 541-554.

PI. 15; with a French r^sum^, pp. 554-556. (Gent,

J. Vuylsteke.

)

Moll describes a very useful part of the method
which is not mentioned in the article cited by

Professor Minot. It consists simply in the use

of emery and water on plate glass to grind the

knife into shape and to renew the edge when it

has been injured in any way. After trying

numerous abrasives, including the particular

grades of emery used by Moll, I discovered

that carborundum is by far the best for this

purpose. It is so extremely hard and is sup-

plied in such uniform grades* that it is possible

after the knife has once been ground to shape

to grind out a bad nick in a few minutes, which

greatly minimizes the annoyances of cutting

resistant tissues. After the edge has been

smoothed as much as possible with the finest

grade of carborundum, diamantinef is used as

Professor Minot describes. Moll recommends

using one side of the plate for grinding and the

other for polishing the edge. To grind into

shape the edge of a knife or razor as furnished

by the manufacturer is a matter of considerable

difficulty, and here in particular carborundum

or emery is almost indispensable. Those possess-

ing microtomes in which razors can be clamped

will probably find it more convenient to obtain

thick razors already ground to shape and with

the superfluous part ofthe cutting edge removed,

as advocated by Moll. Such razors, of good

English manufacture, slightly hollow-ground,

and having a cutting edge measuring about

14-16°, are sold by P. J. Kipp & Zonen, Delft,

Holland, for $2.50. (A glass plate mounted on

a wooden block for sharpening the same can be

had for $1.25.) These razors are rigid, in this

respect very different from the thin, very

hollow-ground ones usually found on the

market. They have an advantage over knives

in being more easily handled, besides being

cheaper and easier to protect from injury when
not in use.

Walter T. Swingle.

U. S. Department of Aqeicultuee.

* I have used the No. 2 Carborundum of the

' sizes ' 220, 1 minute, 5 minutes and 10 minutes, sup-

plied by the Carborundum Company, Monongahela

City, Pa.

t No. 1 pour franchir of A. Guyot-Lupoid, Locle,

Switzerland.
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SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.
The Ancient Volcanoes of Great Britain. By Sir

Archibald Geikie. London, Macmillan

& Co., Limited. New York, The Mac-

millan Company. 1897. 2 vols., Imperial

8vo, with seven maps and many illustra-

tions.

The title of this work is hardly commensurate

with the scope of its subject-matter. Since the

author's characteristic modesty has restrained

him from giving it a name adequately express-

ing its magnitude and importance, he may
kindly permit his readers to name it for him in

full and call it more justly: A treatise on vul-

eauology exemplified chiefly by the ancient

volcanoes of Great Britain. Such a treatise is

needed. The time is come when the cumula-

tive gains of our knowledge of volcanoes ac-

quired during the last twenty years should be

reckoned up and an account of stock taken,

when bad assets should be sponged out and

doubtful ones appraised at reasonable estimates.

Nearly every branch of science needs a periodic

overhauling and a revised statement of its

general facts and principles in the light of its

most recent advances. It is long since volcanic

geology has had a satisfactory one. But it has

one now at the hands of a master. The method
of treatment, the logical order of the constitu-

ent parts, the arrangement of its wealth of

material, are such as to enable the reader to see,

as clearly as the present state of the science per-

mits, the relations of parts to the whole and of

facts to principles. The broader generalizations

which have thus far been reached concerning

the nature of volcanic action, its products and

their modes of occurrence, are first stated. They
are put forward briefly and conservatively, and

no words are wasted in needless discussion.

This presentation of the subject of vulcanism

in general is the object of the first seven chap-

ters, or Book I. The remainder of the work

is a detailed discussion of the volcanic phe-

nomena of the British Islands. The arrange-

ment or plan of this discussion is doubtless the

best one that could be selected. It begins with

the most ancient, advances through the succeed-

ing geological ages in their regular order, and

ends with the most recent. The broader and

more general facts laid down in Book I. are the

guiding principles of this discussion, and the

vast array of concrete facts becomes the founda-

tion upon which the principles and generaliza-

tions repose. It will be interesting to glance,

necessarily in the briefest manner, at the special

points of interest in this work.

The first chapter is in the nature of a prelude

or exordium preparatory for what is to follow.

It points out what geologists of other countries

might otherwise fail to realize, that the British

Islands have peculiar advantages for this study

because of the remarkable completeness of the

geological record, the exceptionally full de-

velopment of volcanic activity in nearly all

geological ages, and the advantageous man-

ner in which its results are exposed to view

by denudation. American geologists may
find difficulty at first in realizing this, but

the author makes it certain. And so this

little island, which would be buried half a

mile deep in a fraction of the lava which

swamps our northwestern States, proves to be

as fruitful in material for the edification of vul-

canology as it has been for the advancement of

civil liberty and civilization. In the work at

large we find such a wide range and variety of

volcanic phenomena that the rest of the world

is not likely to furnish many that are much
more valuable, or that would materially afiect

the inductions drawn from those of Britain,

though other regions may furnish occurrences

which seem to be absent there.

The second chapter speaks of the causes of

volcanic action. It is, therefore, a very short

one, for alas ! how little we know of those

causes. Just here we are fortunately not con-

cerned with the discussion of them, but merely

with the way in which the author treats them.

He says just enough to indicate his acquiescence

in the contractional hypothesis, of which the

extrusion of molten magmas within the earth

is regarded as a concomitant. Conjoined with

this is the intense elastic or explosive force of

the vapors occluded in those magmas and which

we see escaping from them during the act of

eruption. The causes of volcanic action consti-

tute the darkest and most discouraging problem

in physical geology, with the exception of the

causes of regional elevations, which may per-

haps be only another phase of the same mystery.
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To a wise aiid prudent man no chapter could

be more embarrassing and disagreeable to write

than this one. In truth, the science has no

newly established inductions to record which

help to solve this mystery. It is just where it

stood twenty years ago.

But if the second chapter is unsatisfactory by

reason of the obduracy of the subject and the

lack of progress to announce, the third and

fourth chapters are the reverse. In these are

described the materials brought by eruptions to

the surface and their modes of occurrence.

Along this line there has been great and rapid

progress and our knowledge is fast taking shape.

Since the time of Sorby the petrographer's

microscope has yielded a world of knowledge

of the constitution of rocks and opened the

way to the solution of many questions. The
field observation of erruptive material has also

become more accurate and discriminating. The
author's treatment of the whole subject, though

brief and much condensed, is admirable. The
field geologist of long experience among the

volcanics will keenly realize the practical and
accurate way in which every important feature

is described and its significance interpreted.

As we read it, it all seems simple enough. But
it is that simplicity which is the result of great

knowledge and experience, clarified by many
years of laborious thought and frequently re-

vised expression of it in writing. Especially

gratifying is the broader or primary basis of his

classification of the lavas. It is the strictly

chemical one and there should be no other. In

fact, most geologists have now adopted it by
common consent. The classification by con-

tained minerals and texture can only be second-

ary and subsidiary. In the earlier stages of

microscopic petrography there was an apparent

tendency on the part of many able investigators

to make everything turn upon mineral contents

and it proved to be a serious clog upon the re-

sults of their researches. New facts in extra-

ordinary abundance, and many of them of high

import, were brought to light, but the methods
of grouping them often selected rendered them
barren of generalizations. It is a matter of

vast importance how we group volcanic rocks,

for it profoundly influences the directions and
limitations of our speculations concerning their

genesis and primitive condition within the earth.

The descriptions of the rock textures, their

appearance to the naked eye and in the micro-

scope, and the explanations of the terms which

are commonly used to designate their many
varieties, are all excellent and the examples

well chosen. The descriptions of lava sheets

follow. The clastic volcanic materials, con-

glomerates, agglomerates, tuffs and volcanic

dust are given careful and accurate attention.

The finer material is worthy of especial study

in this country, where it has not hitherto been

followed up with the diligence it deserves.

The fourth chapter is devoted to the especial

consideration of materials errupted at the sur-

face and to the types of volcanic piles, three

types being taken, the Vesuvian, the Plateau

or fissure and the Puy types.

The fifth chapter deals with the underground

phenomena, the vents themselves and the necks

or cores left in the passageways of the lavas to

the surface being described with great fullness.

It is a favorite theme of the author and he in-

vests it with the liveliest interest.

The next, or sixth, chapter treats of dykes

and the subterranean intrusive masses in the

forms of laccolites and sheets of lava forced in

between sedimentary beds. Finally he discusses

those remarkable and singularly interesting in-

trusions named bosses, which are often so puz-

zling and hard to understand and which look

as if a vast mass of relatively soft or plastic

material had been trying to punch an immense

hole or passageway upwards through hard,

rocky strata and at the same time to preserve

its identity and general shape with compara-

tively little deformation. This paradox is often

seen in our Western mountains and is the prob-

lem of the so-called dome structure and erup-

tive granite of California and Colorado.

The remainder of the work, and much the

greater part of its bulk, is a detailed descrip-

tion of the volcanic relics of the British Islands.

It begins with the eruptions of the Archaean and
ends with those of the Tertiary. The whole

mass of material is arranged so as to constitute

a geological history ofvulcanism and also so as

to show it in its relations to the geological

evolution of the land. It is not light reading

and is not a study for children. But to the ex-
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perienced it is of profound interest from be-

ginning to end. Each geological age is made a

chapter, or series of chapters, by itself and is

prefaced with a short, clear exposition of the

general geology of that age as represented in

the British formations, thus preparing the way
to the easiest understanding of the relations of

the volcanics to the geology at large. The first

one will be of deep interest to all geologists, and

to many it will be the most fascinating. For it

treats of the pre-Cambrian rocks and the mys-

tery of the 'fundamental complex.' In a few

paragraphs he sketches in outline the state of

knowledge of the. rocks which underlie the

oldest known sediments of Britain. Here, at

the uttermost bounds of geological knowledge

and in the dim light of the earliest known order

of things, we find remnants of volcanic action.

The admirable studies of Teall among the

Lewisian or 'fundamental' gneisses of Murchi-

son, exposed in the northwest of Scotland and

in the Hebrides, leave little doubt that the great

bulk of them are plutonic igneous rocks. They
differ in no essential respect from those deeply

buried bosses or intrusions of later ages which

are known to be connected with surface erup-

tions and constitute the subterranean portions

of the outflowing masses. But beds clearly

contemporaneous and erupted at the surface

have nowhere been identified, and interbedded

clastic volcanic formations are also absent. On
theother hand,the Archtean complex is traversed

by innumerable dykes, which are certainly

older than the oldest rocks which overlie the

complex, and their volcanic nature is unmis-

takable. It is interesting to compare this with

the conclusions reached by American geologists

in the ' basement complex ' of Canada and Lake
Superior, where the facts are of the same na-

ture and the conclusions are the same, except

that surface eruptions both massive and clastic

are recognized in abundance.

Sir Archibald still retains the name ' Lewis-

ian gneiss ' as originally given by Murchison.

Why have our geologists been so shy of the

good old name, Laurentian, given by Logan ?

Certainly a rose by any other name will smell

as sweet, but what is the use of the other name ?

The extreme caution and candor of Irving (R.

S.) were lovable, but they did not call for a new

one. The old one would have misled nobody
unless the true spirit of geology were not in

him. All needful reservations geologists will

make for themselves.

In the same chapter the reader is carried up
into the vast pre-Cambrian formations which

overlie the Lewisian, from which they are

divided by the great unconformity, probably the

greatest in all geological time, and to the first

great series the name of Torridon sandstones

is given. They abound in dykes, intrusive

sheets (or 'sills') and bosses, but no surface

eruptions have been proven. Higher still after

another great unconformity is a vast succession

of crystalline schists (provisionally named
Dalradian) whose age is not yet determined,

but which seem in part at least to be pre-Cam-

brian. They too abound in eruptives and their

general character suggests our own Algonkian

rocks. It is obviously impossible here to note in

detail the substance of the long series of chap-

ters which carry the reader from the Archaean

to the close of the Palfeozoic. Only the most

general summary can be given. And yet to

pass thus cursorily over the many chapters re-

lating to the eruptive masses of the Cambrian,

the Silurian, the Old Red Sandstone, and, above

all, the long series of chapters devoted to the

Carboniferous, with all their wealth of ma-

terial wrought out in such a masterly waj',

seems unappreciative. We are presented with

an immensely long vista of volcanic action, be-

ginning with the earliest epoch of which we
have any knowledge and extending down to

the close of the Palfeozoic, manifesting itself

in all that succession of ages. But the more
ancient they are the more profoundly have the

erupted materials been changed or modified by

metamorphic action and disturbed by repeated

earth movements with dislocations and distor-

tions of the strata, so that the determination of

their true volcanic nature has required many
years of labor by hundreds of earnest workers

in the field and laboratory and with the micro-

scope. The result of this labor now seems well

assured, not only in Britian, but in all other

countries where geologic research is diligently

prosecuted. One grand result of it is the con-

clusion that volcanic action has been the same

in all ages. And when our thoughts reach
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back to the Archaean we find that even then

the world was an old world. Nor are there any

visible signs that the world was then any nearer

the beginning than it is to-daj'. Geology has

thus far found nothing to tell us about the begin-

ning of mundane things, and our notions of a

primordial state of the world must come

wholly from outside the domain of geology.

With the close of the pateozoic came a long

age of quiescence in volcanic action. No traces

of it have been discovered in any part of the

Mesozoic of Britain, and only trifling ones in

the Mesozoic of all Europe. But though the

fact is a wide one, it is not world-wide. The
eruptive masses of our own Appalachians, New
England and Nova Scotia are Jura-Trias, and

the vast fields of the Deccan in India are as-

signed to the Cretaceous. That they should have

slumbered so long in Europe is remarkable,

but still more so is the fact that their fires

should have been awakened again with full

energy in the Cenozoic and often in the same
old places.

The description of the Tertiary eruptions of

Britain is the theme of the greater part of the

second volume. It is of especial interest to

American geologists whose labors have been

most largely in the far West, where the main
eruptive masses are distributed all the way from

early Eocene down to a time which is surely

post-Glacial. The chapters on these rocks are

a veritable mine of information. Remarkable

indeed are the two chapters on the Tertiary

dykes not only on account of the extraordinary

development of these features in the island

of Great Britain, but equally so on account of

the thorough manner in which they have been

worked up in the field and in the laboratory.

Of course, it represents the labor of many in-

vestigators for several generations, but among
them we know that our author is preeminent.

He draws an interesting inference from them.

While accepting the physicist's view of the

general solidity of the earth as a whole, he

concludes that during the Tertiary volcanic

period not less than 40,000 square miles of

Britain were underlaid by one or more reser-

voirs of liquid lava. This state of affairs he

puts into relation with a discussion as a pure

mechanical problem by Hopkins, in 1885, where

just such conditions were assumed. The in-

ferred result was the formation of fissures sim-

ilar in form and grouping to those which field

observation discloses.

The chapters on basaltic plateaus constitute

the most conspicuous subject connected with

the Tertiary eruptions. Assuredly the grandest

results of volcanic action the world over are the

plateau eruptions. Great piles like Shasta and

^Etna, however imposing, are after all secondary

in importance. The plateau eruptions of Great

Britain, their extension into the far North to

the Faroe Islands, and their possible connection

with those of Iceland, are a grand theme and

the descriptions of them are worthy of the

subject. In the author's mind these plateau

eruptions often take the form of the so-called

fissure type as distinguished from the central-

ized vent, and the dykes as described in preced-

ing chapters are regarded as the relics of fis-

sures supplying the lavas of plateaus which

have been swept away by secular erosion. In

view of the great importance attached to the

massive eruptions from fissures he introduces

an interesting sketch of the lava fields of Ice-

land, which are believed to furnish the most

impressive examples of recent occurrence.

American geologists will take a lively interest

in the chapters which follow, describing the in-

trusive Tertiary rocks, especially the olivin-gab-

bros and the eruptive granites. We have them

in this country and they have awakened warm
discussions as to their real nature. Their true

eruptive character is now beyond dispute, and

their occurrence in Tertiary time is an impor-

tant consideration in establishing the practical

identity of volcanic action in the most ancient

and most recent ages. The British examples

are certainly admirable ones and are described

with the author's usual precision and clearness.

It seems like trifling with a serious subject to

merely notice in this fragmentary way a few

points in this great work, which abounds in an

unspeakable wealth of instructive and interest-

ing material, all wrought out and delineated

with a master hand. The arrangement is ad-

mirable. Everything is in logical order, and

whatever precedes is a preparation for that

which follows. The broad plan of the work is

historic progression, and as we complete the
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perusal we cau look back through ' the corri-

dors of time ' and admire the perspective with

everything in due proportion.

I regard this monograph as the greatest work
on vulcanology ever written. Scrope's work on
the volcanoes of central France was indeed a
great one—almost an epoch-making one in its

day. Nor is its force or usefulness yet spent.

For it may be still read with great profit and
instruction. But it was much more limited in

its categories and discoursed upon the volcanoes
of a single period. The work before us deals

with vulcanism in all its aspects and with
volcanoes of all time, and embraces a vast ac-

cumulation of knowledge, of which the world
in Scrope's time knew little or nothing.

C. E. DUTTON.

Catalo'gus Mammalium tarn viventium quam fos-

silium. By Dr. E. L. Teouessart. Berlin,

R. Friedlander & Sohn. January, 1897. 2d
ed., fascic. I., Primates, Prosimise, Chirop-
tera, Insectivora. 8°, pp. 218.

The appearance of the first part of the new
edition of Trouessart's ' Catalogue of Mammals,
Living and Fossil,' will be welcomed by all

students of mammals, for such compilations,

in spite of their inherent imperfections, are a
great practical convenience.

The present part contains 265 genera and
1,294 species, which numbers, contrasted with
those of the first edition (1878-81), show a fall-

ing-off of 104 genera and an increase of 200
species. The decrease in genera seems to be
due in the main to different limits assigned to

the orders, chiefly from the shifting of fossil

genera.

The work is apparently brought down to the

end of 1896, as it includes Nesopithecus Forsyth
Major (published in October, 1896) and recent

species described by Thomas. For fossil forms
Rogers's ' Verzeichniss ' and Lydekker's ' Geo-
graphical History of Mammals ' have been con-

sulted. Five new generic and subgeneric names
are proposed, as follows :

p. 17. SJtinosUcius, based on Sclater's Cercopitheci

rJiinosticii 1893.

p. 19. Erythroeebus, based on Sclater's C. erylhro-

iioti.

p. 22. Otopiiheeus, based on Sclater's C. auriculati.

p. 68. Pi-osinopa for Sinopa eximia.

p. 204. Seaptogale for Eehinogale Pomel 1848, pre-

occupied.

The usual sequence of forms is reversed, the

Catalogue opening with the genus Homo, which,

by the way, is given independent ordinal value

('Ordo I. Bimana') in accordance with the anti-

quated Cuvierian system. Pithecanthropus is

recognized as a valid genus—the highest anthro-

poid—and is the first genus given under Pri-

mates. The Lemurs are raised to ordinal rank.

The classification adopted is in the main that of

Flower and Lydekker (except that it begins at

the wrong end), but we regret to see that Lydek-
ker's excellent division ofthe old order Edentata
into Edentata (Armadillos, Anteaters and Sloths)

and Effodientia (Pangolins and Aard-varks) is

not followed.

The matter is so arranged that the specific

names, references and synonymy form a broad
column on the left-hand side of the page, while

the geographic distribution occupies a narrower

column on the right. Unfortunately, the type

localities are not given at all. The specific

names are numbered consecutively and are

printed in black-face type ; the subspecific

names are not numbered and are in italics.

'Varieties' are preceded by ' Var.' but the

author neglects to state how he imagines a
' variety ' to differ from a subspecies. Synonyms
are indistinguishable from the recognized sub-

species, except that they lack the letter and
dash [a.—] which precede the former—a hardly

sufficient distinction.

By this method of treatment the distinction

between species and subspecies is greatly ex-

aggerated—a common error among authors

whose knowledge of the forms treated is de-

rived mainly from books rather than from

specimens. Whether the describer ofa new form

accords it specific or subspecific rank depends,

according to present usage, on his belief as to

the existence or non-existence of intergrades

connecting it with other forms, and his views

on this subject are pretty sure to vary with the

material at hand and the time spent in its

study, and sometimes with his mood and the

particular day his manuscript goes to press.

Hence it is not surprising that an author often

changes his attitude with respect to the status
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of a particular form, treating it as a sub-

species in one paper and a full species in

the next. In the case of the Texas mole de-

scribed as a subspecies by Dr. J. A. Allen

in 1891 and raised to specific rank by the

same author in 1893, Dr. Trouessart adopts a

curious course. He gives it as a full species

with 1895 as the date, and then in synonymy

gives the subspecific form in which it was

originally described, with 1891 as the date,

showing that he was aware of the correct date.

Of course, the species should date from 1891

—

the year in which the animal was named—for

the date on which an author happens to change

his mind as to the rank of a particular form has

nothing to do with the date of the name. If

this case represents Dr. Trouessart' s views in

this matter the inference is that he, like some

botanists of the old school, is a worshipper of

the 'combination.' He certainly agrees with

these botanists in spelling personal and some

other specific names with a capital initial letter

—

in this respect again departing from the best

usage among zoologists.

Sections of genera and forms of species of

earlier authors are sometimes given formal sub-

generic and subspecific names, and names so

given are credited to the early author instead

of to himself. Thus the section ' Cercopitheci

Rhinosticti ' of Sclater is made the subgenus

'BhinoBtictus Sclater,' and Dr. Harrison Allen's

' Var. (b) Northern form ofVespertilio gryphus '

is made ' Var. septentrionalis H. Allen.

'

I am indebted to Dr. T. S. Palmer for calling

my attention to Dr. Trouessart' s extraordinary

rule for the treatment of preoccupied names.

If he finds such names preoccupied among
mammals he promptly renames them (as Scapto-

gale nob. for Echinogale Pomel), but if they are

preoccupied in other branches of the animal

kingdom he lets them stand. Thus the generic

names Tylostoma (p. 155), Schizostoma (154),

Macrotus (152), Myatacina (149), Furia (135),

Vesperus (106), Megaloglossus (98) and many
others are retained, notwithstanding the fact

that all are preoccupied and replaced by other

names now in more or less common use. A
few of the dates given for genera are erroneous.

For instance, Leuconoe Boie ' 1825 ' should be

1830, and Dendrogale Gray ' 1843 ' should be

1848. Prototalpa is evidently an amended form

of Protalpa and as such should date from Proto-

talpa Roger 1887 instead of Protalpa Filhol

1877.

Since the appearance ol the first edition of

Dr. Trouessart's Catalogue (1878-85) no attempt

has been made to collect in one work the names

of all the mammals of the world
;
and since all

fossil as well as living species are included, the

immensity of the task is apparent. Most au-

thors shrink from such an undertaking, not

only on account of its magnitude, but also on

account of the extreme difficulty, not to say

impossibility, of determining the status of de-

scribed forms in groups that have not been re-

cently revised. Nevertheless the work is of

such great practical utility that for years to

come every student of living or fossil mammals
must keep a copy at his elbow and will owe its

author a debt of gratitude. Dr. Trouessart is

evidently a very rapid worker ; we wish him

health and freedom from interruptions, so that

his great undertaking may be speedily com-

pleted.

0. H. M.

SOCIETIES AND ACADE3IIES.

THE 96TH KEGULAE MEETING OF THE CHEMICAL

SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON.

The following program was presented:

H. N. Stokes : 'The Chloronitrides of Phosphorus.'

P. Fireman : 'The Ripening of Cheese and the Role

which Micro-organisms Play in the Process. ' E. A.

de Schweinitz and Marion Dorset: ' The Product of

the Tuberculosis Bacillus. ' H. W. Wiley and W. H.

Krug :
' The Standard Methods of Starch Determina-

tion.' W. H. Krug and J. E. Blomen : 'The Com-

mercial Preparation of Nitro-napthalene. ' F. K.

Cameron :
' The Replacement of Chlorine by Sulphur

in Alkaline Chlorides.' Wirt Tassin : 'A New Min-

eral.
'

Dr. Stokes showed that the only mem-
bers of the phosphorus Chloronitrides series

(PNC1,)„ , hitherto known are (PNClj)3 (Liebig)

and (PNCl^)! (Stokes). The series is now ex-

tended to include (PNC1,)„ (PNCl2)6 and

(PNClj),, as well as a mixture of higher poly-

mers, not yet isolated, and terminating with a

rubber-like polymer of high molecular weight.

The substances are prepared by heating equi-

molecular weights of phosphorus pentachloried
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and ammonium chloride in sealed tubes, whereby
a mixture of chlorides in nearly theoretical

amount is obtained. This is distilled from the

open tube and afterwards submitted to careful

fractional distillation in vacuo. The unique
feature of the series is found in the fact that any
member can be converted into the rubber-like

polymer by heating, and that the latter, on dis-

tilling at a higher temperature, breaks down
quantitatively into a mixture of all the lower
members

;
it is, therefore, possible ultimately to

convert any member completely into any other

by heating and distilling alone. The lower
members, up to and including (PNCl2)c are well

characterized, finely crystallized bodies, while
(PNCl,), is liquid. Their stability diminishes

with increasing molecular weight, (PNC1,)3 be-

ing unattached by boiling alkalies, while the
rubber-like polymer is destroyed by boiling

water. The formation of PNCI2 and (PNCli)^
could not be detected. The chloronitrides con-

stitute the first extended series of inorganic

polymers interconvertible by simple and direct

means.

Dr. Fireman gave an extended r&um6 of the
work of Duclaux and others showing that the

lactic acid producing bacteria are not so im-
portant in the production of butter flavors as

are the peptonizing bacteria.

Drs. de Schweinitz and Dorset stated that in

studying the products of the growth of the tuber-

culosis bacilli in artificial media, it was noted
that the reaction of the cultures usually becomes
acid, and as Prudden and Hodenpyl had suc-

ceeded in producing tuberculous nodules with-

out necrosis by the intravenous injection of

dead bacilli, it seemed as though it should be
possible to isolate from cultures of tuberculosis

bacilli an acid substance, which is responsible

for the necrosis of tissue that always takes

place in this disease. After many fruitless at-

tempts they succeeded in isolating from artificial

cultures a crystalline acid substance having a
melting point of 161° to 164° C. which was
soluble in ether, alcohol and water, and crys-

tallized in needle-like prisms. The solution of

this substance was optically inactive and did

not give the biuret action. The preliminary

analysis of this substance gave a formula,

like that of teraconic acid and the other

properties correspond closely with this acid.

Its identity if such has not yet been proved.

When injected subcutaneously into guinea
pigs it causes a slight inflammation and lo-

calized necrosis, and injected directly into

the liver tissue by means of a hypodermic
syringe it produces characteristic necrosis.

The substance causes a reduction of temper-
ature in tuberculous animals, and it seems
probable that we have here the material which
is responsible for the necrosis in tubercular in-

fection.

Dr. Wiley and Mr. Krug showed that vari-

ous methods depending on the polarization of

the starch or its inversion products, as well as

others based on direct weighing of the starch,

were too inaccurate to commend themselves to

the analyst. The only accurate methods depend
on the eventual inversion of the starch into dex-

trose, which is then estimated by Allihn's

method. Experiments in the preparation of the

Nitro-naphthalenes showed that they can not

be prepared from a-naphthalene sulphonic acid,

but that the best yield is obtained with mix-

tures of nitric and sulphuric acids. The best

results were obtained with 30° B. nitric acid,

using about three times as much acid as

naphthalene. The amount of sulphuric acid,

used varies with the nitration degree desired,

varying from 4 : 1 (nitric : sulphuric) for low
melting products to 3:2 for the higher deriva-

tions.

Dr. Cameron cited some of his own experi-

ments to show that, although it is possible in

the case of some heavy metals to replace

chlorine by sulphur by merely boiling the latter

with a solution of the chloride, it is impossible

to obtain such a reaction with alkaline, or alka-

line earth chlorides even upon heating in sealed

tubes at a high temperature.

Mr. Tassin gave a short description of a new
mineral, but reserves the details for special

publication.

V. K. Chesnut.

Secretary.

TORREY BOTANICAL CLUB, MAY 26, 1897.

The President, Hon. Addison Brown, pre-

sided. The evening was devoted to a lecture

by Mrs. Elizabeth G. Britton, entitled ' The
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Moss Flora of the Adirondack Mountains,'

illustrated by lantern-slides prepared by Mr.

C. H. Van Brunt, and also by numerous mounted

specimens. These specimens, comprising about

150 sheets, handsomely displayed about the

walls of the lecture-room, represented collec-

tions made by Mrs, Britton in the vicinity of

Adirondack Lodge and Lake Placid in the

years 1892, 1894 and 1896. The various loca-

tions where these mosses grew were described,

including the story of a climb up Mount White-

face. Graphic bits of description of these mosses

brought out salient points as the slides indica-

ting their structure were exhibited, and these

were accompanied by numerous slides illustra-

ting the scenery of their habitat. Among about

80 rare species enumerated were Baphidostegium

Jamesii, not previously reported for New York
State, and Bryum concinnatum, found only once

before in the United States. Duplicates of Mrs.

Britton' s collection have been deposited at the

State Herbarium at Albany, the main collection

having been presented to the Herbarium of

Columbia University. Partial sets were sent to

the Brooklyn Institute, to Cornell University

and to various other collections.

The subject of the lecture was further dis-

cussed by Mr. A. P. Grout and by Mrs. Britton,

after whieh the Club adjourned to the second

Tuesday in October, field meetings continuing

meantime on Saturdays.

Edward S. Burgess,

Secretary.

SCIENCE CLUB OP THE UNIVERSITY OF WIS-

CONSIN.

Me. Edward Kremer discussed ' The Peri-

odic System. ' The speaker introduced his sub-

ject by giving a brief account of the earlier at-

tempts to refer back to a prime matter the mani-
fold forms in which material nature reveals her-

self to man. This line ofthought was briefly

traced from the early Greek philosophers to

Prout. The reaction that followed Prout's hy-

pothesis was duly emphasized. The lack of in-

terest in Doehereiner's trials, and the modifica-

tions of these trials by others, in Newland's oc-

taves, in Lothar Meyer's first chart it was thus

explained in large part. Attention was also

called to the fact that the principal interests

seemed to center about the numerical relation

existing between the atomic weights of the ele-

ments and that the time value of the system was
not duly appreciated until this was made second-

ary to the natural classification of the elements

according to their physical and chemical proper-

ties. Incidentally the prediction by Mardelejiflf

of the existence ofcertain elements and their dis-

covery by others were alluded to, because with

the discovery of their elements the natural law
gained more general favor. What the periodic

law really is was strongly emphasized, also the

fact that the present arrangement of the ele-

ments according to this law is imperfect, but

more recent systems were not discussed, partly

for want of time. Finally the great advantage

to be gained by using the periodic law as the

basis for teaching advanced chemistry was
demonstrated

C. S. Slighter reviewed Larmor's 'Theory
of the Ether. ' He first gave an explanation of

the vortex theory of matter, including the prop-

erties of vortex rings and their mode of linking,

and kinds of vibration. Hill's spherical vortex

was explained by a diagram, and the possibility

of building up a rotationally elastic ether from
such cells was explained. Photographs of sand-

stone showing turbulent motion were presented

for the purpose of showing the character of their

structure. The intrinsic energy of the ether,

radiation, action at a distance, density and in-

ertia of cominon matter were then discussed,

closing with a new theory of gravitation. Mr.

Quantz gave the results of work on the psy-

chology of rapid reading. They were the re-

sults of a statistical study of the mental habits

and characteristics of fifty university students,

showing that rapidity of reading depends chiefly

upon the following factors, given in the order of

their importance : (a) quickness of visual per-

ception
; (6) practice, as measured by extent of

reading from childhood up
;
(c) power of mental

concentration
;

(d) absence of motor-minded-

ness (lip movement in silent reading)
;

(e) ra-

pidity of mental operations in general
; (/)

strongly developed eye-mindedness
; (g) schol-

arly ability, as determined by class study.

Wm. S. Marshall,
Secretary.
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THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCE OF ST. LOUIS.

At the meeting of the Academy of Science

of St. Louis on the 7th of June, 1897, twenty-

one persons present, Sir. Robert Combs, of

Ames, Iowa, presented a paper entitled ' Plants

Collected in the District of Cienfuegos, Province

of Santa Clara, Cuba, in 1895-1896.' The paper

embraces the results of a collection extending

from the commencement of the rainy season of

one year until the close of the dry season the

following spring, the territory covered by the

collection lying between the entrance of the

Bay of Cienfuegos, on the south coast of Cuba,

up the bay and the river Damuji to Rodas, and

extending back from the river to Yaguaramos

and almost to the Cienega de Zapato, a region

including nearly all kinds of soil and conditions

found upon the island, except those of the

mountain regions and the mud swamps. A brief

statement was made concerning the origin of

the Cuban flora and its affinities with that of

continental Central America, rather than the

geographically nearer Floridan region.

The paper comprised a full catalogue of the

collections made, which had been determined

at the herbarium of Harvard University, and

of which several sets had been distributed to

the larger herbaria.

Professor F. E. Nipher made some remarks

on the difficulties yet involved in the theories of

the ether.

William Teelease.

the texas academy of science.

At the annual meeting of the Texas Academy

of Science, held in the chemical lecture room

of the University of Texas, June 15th, the fol-

lowing papers were presented :

'The Personality of a Great Genius—Syl-

vester,' by Dr. George Bruce Halstead, in which

the author took occasion to point out the ex-

alted position of the higher pure mathematics

and to give his estimate of Sylvester—his old

friend and teacher—as a mathematician.
' Epsom Salts, Magnesium Sulphate, from

Brown county, Texas,' by Dr. H. W. Harper.

The occurrence of Epsomite in large quantities

in Brown county, and of a purity sufficient to

make it the source of an exceedingly cheap

commercial product, was here announced for

the first time. Dr. Harper's analyses gave the

following results :

Water 40.07 40.00

Silica 21.075 21.43

Alumina and Iron Oxides.. 2.20 2.21

Magnesium Oxide 12.381 12.38

Calcium Oxide trace.

Sulphur Trioxide 24.014 24.01

99.74 100.03

Calculated to contain 76.13 % MgS04.7 H^O.

A series of experiments demonstrated that the crude

material yields crystallized MgSO^ within one or two

% of the analytical results.

'Some Texas Oil Horizons,' by Hon. E. T.

Dumble. The Oil Horizons in Texas range

from the Carboniferous to recent formations.

I. The lowest horizon in the State is in the

Bend division of the Carboniferous—the black

shales of the Colorado river near Brownwood.
They are apparently a continuation of the

asphalt deposits of Indian Territory, as indi-

cated by the finding of similar fossils. II. The
lower beds of the Cretaceous—the Trinity Sands

—in Jack, Montague and Burnett counties.

III. The Eagle Ford Shale (Benton) of tha

Cretaceous, as, for example, in the well at

Fiskeville, which furnished a little oil, and in

the railroad cut south of Austin, where, it is

said, the shale will burn. IV. The Black

Marls of the Black Waxy Prairie Division

of the Cretaceous. The well at Corsicana en-

counters at 1,040 feet a 15-foot oil sand. Oil

will also be found eastward to Smith and An-

derson counties. V. The Nacogdoches horizon,

which seems to be the eastern appearance of the

oil and asphalt deposits of California.

'Pedagogical Note on Mensuration,' by

Professor Arthur Lefevre.

'The Texas Permian,' by W. F. Cummins
(read by title).

' Ou the Bio-Geography of Mexico and the

Southwestern United States,' by C. H. Tyler

Townsend (read by title).

The following officers were elected for the

ensuing year : President, Dr. George Bruce

Halsted : Vice-President, Professor T. U.

Taylor ; Treasurer, Hon. E. T. Dumble
;
Sec-

retary, Professor W. W.Norman.
Feederic W. Simonds.
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ON THE THEORY OF ORGANIC VARIATION*

As the evolution question becomes more
and more deeply examined the particular

phenomena described under the terms varia-

tion and heredity are concentrating much
closer observation and thought. The whole
philosophy of the matter seems to turn

upon the interpretation of these phenomena.
* An address delivered before the Philosophical

Club of Yale College, April 1, 1897.

In this discussion biologists and those who
are engaged in adjusting biological theories

to the systems of human thought appear

to be resting on the assumption that the

great result of the speculations of the last

fifty years has been the furnishing of a

rational explanation of the so-called natural

causes of variation of organisms in their

morphological and physiological aspects.

This assumption appears to be associated

with another, which in some sense is its

antithesis, i. e., that those organic phe-

nomena which recur in relatively uniform

cycles in successive generations of organ-

isms are fundamental, are the expressions

of the intrinsic nature of organic matter,

and thus lie beyond the immediate investi-

gation of science. According to this view,

heredity (a) is not caused, but is a primary

law of all organisms ; variation (b) is a

departure from the strict operation of the

law of recurrence in generation; and thus

external environment (c), or the general

conditions of being in which organisms

exist, is effective in its interaction with the

intrinsic energies of the organism in divert-

ing or modifying the natural expression of

those energies, to the causing of that diver-

sity and heterogeneity of form and opera-

tion which we see about us. This is, as I

understand it, a fair expression of the gen-

eral attitude of thinking men toward the

problem in question. This position has re-

ceived little consideration because it has
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been taken for granted as a fundamental

truth. It may be tersely expressed in the

following form

:

1. Heredity is a fundamental law of all

organisms.

2. Variation is an acquired law of or-

ganism, and is determined by the interac-

tion of the hetei'Ogenous environment upon

the otherwise uniformly operating organic

matter.

It is the validity of these two proposi-

tions that I would call in question and dis-

cuss. Is heredity acquired? When the

attempt is made to state with precision

what takes place in the phenomena of or-

ganic evolution the question arises : What
is the relation which variation bears to

heredity as a factor in the case ? Which is

fundamental ; which is acquired?

In order to make the real point of the

case clear, let us take an analogy from the

field of physics. In astronomical pheno-

mena the planetary bodies are observed to

be in rotary motion about the sun and

about their own axes ; is the rotary motion

fundamental or acquired ? The first law of

Newton is this :
" Every body continues in

its state of rest, or of uniform motion in a

straight line, except in so far as it is com-

pelled by force to change that state." And
force is defined as "whatever changes the

state of rest or uniform motion of a body."

According to these accepted laws of me-

chanics, rotary motion must be regarded as

secondary to direct motion or translation.

In order to explain rotary motion, the law

of gravity is brought in, and the circular

motion is defined as the resultant of the

motion of translation adjusted to the gravi-

tation of the masses of matter in motion.

From this analogy the real nature of

the problem may be inferred when we ask

what is the relation which heredity bears

to variation in the field of biology? If it

be a fundamental law of organisms to re-

peat themselves in cycles of generation, to

adopt the analogy of mechanics and

physics, it is essential to postulate some

force to account for any deviation from

such hereditary cycles. If, on the other

hand, variation be the primary law of

organism, the postulated force is required

to account for the repetition: such a force

would operate first in checking the varia-

tion. It will thus be seen that the ex-

planation of the phenomena of life will be

greatly modified according as one or other

of these hypotheses be assumed to be true.

If we look back over the history of

opinions in natural history we discover

that a century ago the whole philosophy

of organisms was dominated by the Cu-

vierian notion that species are immutable

;

i. e., that the cycles of phenomena pre-

sented in the development of an individual

organism in the passage from the embryo

to the adult stages are the same for all

members of a species; that this uniformity

in expression of development by the indi-

vidual is the mark or distinguishing char-

acteristic of each species, and therefore

that variations, or departures from this

fixed law, are accidents due to the disturb-

ing effects of outward environment upon

the individual, and cannot be ti-ansmitted

to offspring by the ordinary laws of he-

redity. It was this conception of the im-

mutability of species which made ' special

creation ' of species seem to be a rational

theory, and it was the calling in question of

the immutability of species which was sup-

posed to limit the capacity of creative

force in the universe.

Lamarck advanced the theory that

species are not fixed, but are mutable; and

he was supposed to be attacking the very

foundations of natural history; he was

laughed at and his theory was, for the time,

silenced by the weight of authority and

the common opinion of naturalists. One
of the strongest arguments used against

his theory was the very fact of species as
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they were then known to science. If they

are mutable, it was argued, how would it

be possible to separate so many which are

known as perfectly distinct and not even

capable of crossing so as to mix one with

another. Sterility was seen to be an im-

passable barrier distinguishing one species

from another, and, as the individuals of

one generation are to be accounted for only

as descendants of a previous one, how
would it be possible to make this barrier

on the theory that the law of each species

is not fixed and immutable ? But although

the theory of mutability of species was
thought to be absurd a century ago, and
was supposed to contradict the fundamen-

tal principles of natural history, the idea of

specific mutability has now become an es-

tablished truth in our philosophy of or-

ganisms, and variability, or the power of

the organism to divert from the current

paths of development of its ancestors, has

become the important factor in evolution.

"We find, in fact, Bateson, in his elaborate

treatise on variation,* saying :
" Variation

whatever may be its cause, and however it

may be limited, is the essential phenome-
non of evolution; variation, in fact, is evo-

lution" (p. 6).

When we follow up the history a step

further we discover that the theory of

mutability of species is built directly upon
the Cuvierian philosophy, but it is by break-

ing down the distinction between varieties

and species as originally understood.

Lamarck and Darwin both accepted the

old conception of the normal or funda-

mental uniformity of the processes of gen-

eration, but, recognizing the fact of depar-

ture from this uniformity, assumed that the

variation is due to the active adjustment

by the organism of its structure to changed

conditions of environment (Lamarck) ; or,

*Materials for the study of variation treated with

special regard to discontinuity in the origin of species,

byWm. Bateson. 1894.

the variations being spontaneous of acci-

dental, they are preserved and transmitted

in generation from parent to off-spring

(Darwin).

Both schools and, so far as I have ob-

served, the great majority of all those who
discuss these problems, have started with

the assumption that the normal province of

what is called by the general name of re-

production is the cj^clical repetition of

phenomena expressed in the ancestors, i. e.,

that the phenomena will be alike unless

some cause can be discovered for their dis-

similarity. Hence to discover the cause of

diiferences has been the chief purpose of

observers and speculators.

Darwin's ideas regarding the nature of

variability in organism are clearly set forth

in his 'Origin ofSpecies.' In the first chapter

on ' Variation under Domestication,' under

the general title ' Causes of Variability,' we
find this significant sentence : "It seems

pretty clear that organic beings must be

exposed during several generations to the

new conditions of life to cause any appre-

ciable amount of variation, and that when
the organization has once begun to vary it

generally continues to vary for genera-

tions " (p. 14). A few sentences further

on are these words : "It has been disputed

at what period of life the causes of varia-

bility act," and " I am strongly inclined to-

suspect that the most frequent cause of

variability may be attributed to the male

and female reproductive elements having

been affected prior to the act of conception,"

and again :
" When any deviation of struc-

ture often appears, and we see it in the

father and child, we cannot tell whether it

may not be due to the same cause having

acted on both " (p. 19). Again in the

chapter on ' Laws of Variation:' " Never-

theless, we can, here and there, dimly catch

a faint ray of light, and we may feel sure

that there must be some cause for each

deviation of structure, however slight "
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(p. 121). And the closing sentence of this

chapter :
" Whatever the cause may be of

each slight difference in the offspring from

their parents, and a cause for each must

exist, it is the steady accumulation, through

natural selection, of such difierences, when
beneficial to the individual, that gives rise

to all the more important modifications of

structure by which the innumerable beings

on the face of this earth are enabled to

struggle with each other, and the best

adapted to survive " (p. 153).

I quote thus freely from this standard

author and classic treatise on evolution, in

order that we may see what the assump-

tion in the case actually is, and also to show

that it is a fundamental assumption at the

very foundation of the current philosophj^

of evolution. The quotations are sufficient

to show that it was assumed that particular

variations are particularly caused, i. e., while

variabilitj' may be regarded as the possi-

bility of varying, or the latent capability

to vary, each variety was, hy Darwin, con-

sidered to be caused bj' a special something

with which the organism comes into rela-

tion and which did not operate upon its an-

cestors.

I do not propose here to discuss the

metaphysical question as to whether au

organism may or may not be said to pos-

sess powers or potencies, properties or capa-

bilities, or whether it is necessarj' or not to

assume that an organism is capable of vary-

ing before it does vary. But in this paper

attention is called to the relation which a

certain class of biological phenomena bear

to another class of biological phenomena,

and, so far as it may be possible to confine

one's attention to them, these phenomena
alone will be considered. From this point

of view variation is a deviation, in the

order of sequence, of one series of phe-

nomena from some other order of sequence

with which it is compared. In the case of

organisms the latter series of phenomena is

that which the parent form (A) exhibits in

the course of its growth from the ovum to

maturity. The case we compare with it is

the series of phenomena expressed by an

offspring (B) in passing from the ovum to

the mature stage. A variation occurs when-

ever, in any particular stage of the series,

B varies or deviates from the series A.

Supposing such a deviation to take place

the morphological character (v) expressed

in the structure of the organism (B) is

often and may properly be called a varia-

tion. The whole organism B, with its

added character (v), is often spoken of in

biologj' as a variety of A, and all descend-

ants of A exhibiting the variation (v) are

said to be of this variety (Bv). As I un-

derstand the Darwinian doctrine (and I

believe this is the generally accepted doc-

trine on this point) it is assumed that

except for some special cause acting upon
the organism A, or its ancestors for each

particular variation (v) of this kind, there

would appear no deviation in B, there

would arise no variety Bv. Let us be care-

ful not to raise the question whether the

organism could vary or could not ; the

question is purely regarding the order of

the phenomena. It is a question of science

as to whether the variation takes place on

account of some cause (I use the word
used by Darwin and suppose we may infer

that he means some interference with the

course of phenomena taking place in the

develoj)iug organism), and I raise the ques-

tion : Have we any evidence to support the

opinion that variations would not occur

except for some such interference with the

normal processes of development exhibited

by the growing individual?

If we examine Professor Cope's ' Primary

Factors of Organic Evolution,' standing, as

it does, for the most extreme of the Neo-La-

marckian school of naturalists as con-

trasted with the Darwinian, we find a simi-

lar assumption on this point. Cope divides
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his treatise into three parts, which he en-

entitles : I. The Nature of Variation ; II.

The Causes of Variation ; III. The Inher-

itance of Variation. He begins the Part

III. by saying that he proposes to cite " ex-

amples of the direct modifying effect of

external influences on the character of in-

dividual animals and plants. These influ-

ences fall naturally into two classes, viz.,

the physico-chemical (molecular) and the

mechanical (molar). The modifications so

presented are supposed to be the result of

the action of the causes in question, con-

tinued throughout geological time" (p.

225). A few of the examples cited are the

conversion of Artemia salina, a salt-water

Crustacean into a Branchinecta, a genus

accustomed to fresh-water habits ; the pro-

duction of colors in Lepidopterous pupse

;

light and feeding affecting the color of fish
;

the case of the blindness of cave animals
;

Dr. Ball's theory of the origin of plaits in the

Gastropoda ; the moulding the shape of the

articulation of bones in accordance with the

dominant strain put upon them; the mechan-

ical origin of dental types in Vertebrates.

No question is here raised as to the real-

ity of the observed phenomena; the associa-

tion of particular modifications of organic

structure with change in the conditions of

environment to which the organisms are

subjected is not disputed. But the specific

question raised is this : Does environment

in general, or do the external influences of

a chemico-physical or mechanical nature

(to use Cope's phrases) , exert an influence

over growing organisms to induce them
to depart from the order of phenomena of

their ancestors, or do these influences or

forces produce the opposite effect of control-

ling and limiting variation ? From the quo-

tations it will be evident that the theory is

clearly expressed in the writing of the two
prominent schools of evolution of to-day

that these external influences do, either directly

or indirectly, produce the variations.

Several years ago my studies led me to

doubt the validity of this view, and a care-

ful study of the order of sequence shown in

the succession of species in geological time

has confirmed this opinion. My friend and
former neighbor. Professor Bailey, of Cor-

nell, a pupil and ardent disciple of Asa
Gray, has been led to the same conclusion

from the study of plants, and he has sup-

ported and given botanical evidence for the

validity of the theory in this book on ' The
survival of the unlike ' (Macmillan, 1896,

see p. 21, 22). I also presented some evi-

dence of paleontological nature which seems

to support the view (' Geological Biology,'

1894'). The present paper is intended to

consider the philosophical line of reasoning

upon which the theory rests.

The commonly held conception seems to

be that variation, and consequently the es-

sential essence of evolution, is some kind of

modification of ordinary generation. So

much is this true that in most minds and
in standard treatises on evolution the two
words development and evolution are used

as synonymous tei'ms.

"We may then resolve the question into

this concrete form : In the case of any par-

ticular organic cycles of phenomena, is it

more simple and fundamental for the organ-

ism to reproduce its kind or to produce

itself, i. e., its mature self from the germ?

We can logically find but one reply to this

question. Production must precede repro-

duction. But what does this answer imply?

It implies that the processes of development

of the individual from the germ to the adult

do, in their intrinsic nature, precede the

phenomena of reproduction. It further im-

plies that the phenomena of evolutional

variation are supplementary to, and then a

further pushing on of, the phenomena of in-

dividual development. The assumption,

which is generally accepted, appears to be

that this mode of variation is a modification

of ordinary reproduction, either produced
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by some spontaneous action of the organism,

or the result of the influence of changing

environment upon the organism. For, in

speaking of variation, it is customary to

saj' that the variation becomes fixed by

selection, or becomes transmitted, as if the

disturbance in the order of the phenomena,

which at first entered as an accident, be-

came, by some means, an added part of the

normal cycle of development of succeeding

generations.

We hear such expressions as that it is

impossible that a variation can be trans-

mitted till it affects the germ-plasm, or till

the variation becomes a variation of the re-

producing, as distinct from the somatic,

part of the individual. This conveys the

impression that that which varies is the

reproductive cycle of phenomena, whereas

the truth is more accurately expressed by
saying that the reproduction cycle is aug-

mented. The augmentation in the case

consisting of an extension of the process of

growth of the individual beyond the point

reached by the ancestor, the process is,

first, purely of the nature of the building

up of tissue and structure, and is not repro-

duction, but simple production, the process

of production going beyond the extent or

limit reached by the ancestors.

The confusion arises from not distin-

guishing the phenomena by which the

structure of the individual is perfected

from other phenomena by which a new in-

dividual becomes separated from the old

and begins, carries on and repeats the

previous cycle of phenomena. That phe-

nomenon which is the first step of every evo-

lutional process, as well as every step by

which evolutional progress is accomplished,

is fundamentally a growth phenomenon,

quite of the same nature as the growth tak-

ing place throughout the life of each indi-

vidual. It differs from these normal

growth phenomena only by exceeding in

some particular, or deviating in some man-

ner, from the cycle of growth phenomena of

the ancestors. Evolution does not call for

any augmentation of the phenomena of re-

production.

If we separate the processes of (1) the

growth or development of one individual

from (2) the reproduction of a separate

second individual we discover that the de-

velopment of the first individual must
necessarily have been carried to a certain

point of completion before the repi'oduction

of a germ takes place, since it is the more

or less mature individual which reproduces

the germ. When, further, we compare

with these two processes the further phe-

nomenon of variation which results in evo-

lution we find that the variation does not

belong to the reproduction, but to the devel-

opment of the individual. Variation is a

transcending the course of development of

its ancestor by the offspring ; reproduction

of the variation is not variation, but a

repetition of a previous course of develop-

ment. It is simply a continuation of those

processes which have been going on in the

individual and are regarded by the observer

as perfectly normal up to the point of re-

producing the features of the ancestor, but

are looked upon as abnormal so soon as

they transcend their limits.

Inquiry into what we mean by normal

and abnormal will reveal the commonly
received doctrine in the case. By normal

we mean according to the steps of growth

of the ancestor ;
that is to say, the assump-

tion is made that it is natural or normal

for reproduction to proceed in some path

alreadj^ traversed. Now, in fact, this is

not strictly true; first, we know that spe-

cies are constantly showing departure or

' abnormal ' growth (using abnormal in the

above sense), and the deviation is called

variation; and secondlj', we have reason to

believe that organisms never proceed in

exact imitation of anything else, that every

part of every organism is in some infini-
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tesimal sense different from any other. This

is really a distinctive feature of organisms

as contrasted with bodies of inorganic

matter.

This distinction between normal and ab-

normal reproduction, as if variation were

but a slight modification of the so-called

law of reproduction, has also led us into

confusion. Keproduction is but the pro-

duction again of what has been produced

in a previous cycle ; and a case of variation

in the offspring, however slight, is not a

case of reproduction, but of the production

in the offspring of some new character, and

the great thing to account for is the fact of

the production of such new characters in

organisms. But the process by which the

individual acquired some new character is

not different in nature from the process by

which it acquired the old characters already

expressed by its ancestors. If we can ac-

count for growth in the first place we are

on the immediate track of accounting for

the continuance of growth. To say that

the growth of the individual in a particular

direction and to a particular degree is due

to the influence of the ancestor upon the

offspring is offering a cause for reproduction,

but not for variation ; for, however varia-

ble the original stock might be, generation

would result in increasing the degree of

uniformity of the ancestry of each indi-

vidual. As one can easily discover by
computing the total number of direct an-

cestors of any individual with two parents,

and supposing them to belong to distinct

lines in each generation, it would take but

twenty-one generations back to find one's

lineage spreading over a million separate

individuals of the twenty-first generation.

If the ancestors controlled the growth of

the offspring it is thus evident that, how-
ever different might be the individuals at

any particular period in the course of a

hundred generations, given free access to

crossing, each offspring would unite strains

of influence from every possible line of an-

cestry which had been accessible.

If variation were the result of difference

in the external conditions, or what we call

environment, the question arises why
should not the same variability be ex-

pressed in the phenomena of crystallization;

in the phenomena of chemical combination

of elements ; in the phenomena of light or

heat, and in all the physico-chemical

phenomena of matter, where like conditions

produce like effects? If we have a uni-

form common force at work, the varying

expressions of which are due to diverse

conditions of environment, why should the

result be so different from any other uni-

form common force operating under like

diverse conditions of environment? The
question brings its self-evident answer ; the

variations cannot be explained as the reflex

of a discrete and varying environment upon

a uniform common kind of matter. The

idea that the cycles of development of the

offspring should repeat the cycles of de-

velopment of the ancestors is based on the

prior assumption that the organism does

not normally vary ; that it acts as if it

were an inorganic body, subject to the law

of inertia and conservation of force. With
this idea, it is easy to imagine that the cycle,

once started, should not stop, except by rea-

son of some resistance or impediment.

But we ask how can the cycle begin?

How can it be started ? and here we come

to the fundamental point under considera-

tion. Starting is itself variation—a de-

parture from remaining inactive ; and a

cycle is uniformity, not variation. If the

simplest act in the world takes place, it is

a diversion from the condition of things be-

fore it took place ; and if it stop and is sim-

ply repeated periodically, there is a cessa-

tion of the action of the initial starting

force, and we have but the continuation of

reflex action of the original impulse in the

midst of resisting media. Hence, to begin
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a cycle of phenomena, of whatever kind,

requii'es the initiation of the original varia-

tion in which it began. The same is true

of any variation thereafter, if we are to ap-

ply the reasoning which is valid regarding

physico-chemical laws of matter to the

phenomena of organisms. If the variation

be primitive, and normal, to use the word

in the sense proposed, it is evident that

what we call reproduction is but a pulsation

of the phenomena of life itself, recurring in

the precise cycles which express the equili-

brium between a definite quantitative force

in the individual organism itself and the

definite quantitative forces of the total en-

vironment in which it carries on its life

functions.

The preservation and perpetuation of do-

rived characteristics in a race seem at first

sight to be easily accounted for by the pro-

cess which Darwin has called natural selec-

tion. Variation, in this hypothesis, is sup-

posed to occur ' naturallj',' by accident, or,

as Darwin saj'S, ' spontaneously.' But a

close examination of what such a proposi-

tion would mean in concrete facts reveals

serious difficulties. The apparent sim-

plicity arises from the assumption that the

law of hereditary transmission of ancestral

characters is a primary law of organism,

which is violated in every case of variation.

On such an assumption we have only to con-

ceive of the removal of whatever may have

occasioned the accidental or spontaneous

disturbance in order to permit the continu-

ing on of the normal working of heredity.

But when we follow the hypothesis back to

its beginning, it provides no means for ris-

ing from the original level ofsimplicity. Each

variation must, according to the theory,

be a violation of the normal action of the

organism ; hence if the organism were ad-

justed when the variation took place the

variation puts it out of adjustment, and we
have no place for the action of natural

selection. If, on the other hand, the varia-

tion is advantageous to the economy of the

organism, then we must assume either that

the organism was not in perfect adjust-

ment when it varied ; and then again the

adjustment is accounted for without the

action of natural selection, or else the lack

of adjustment came from change of condi-

tions. In this case the conditions of en-

vironment, not natural selection, account

for the adjustment. And there seems to

be a still greater difiQculty, viz., the ex-

treme length of time necessary to bring

about the changes that have taken place by

the process. Eecently Professor Foul ton

called attention to the necessity of this

great time period (longer than the physi-

cists or geologists are generally ready to

allow to have been possible), in order to

account for the results we find recorded

in the fossil-bearing rocks, requiring at

least 400 millions of years for the work of

evolution.* But Mr. Poulton does not ex-

aggerate the matter.

Let us examine this time factor and see

if we can imagine it to have been long

enough. In the first place, if hereditary

repetition be the normal law of organism,

then Professor Poulton has made a fair es-

timate of the ages it would take according

to the present rate of evolution. But he

has not taken into account all the necessi-

ties of the theory, two of which must be

these : First, if the exact hereditary trans-

mission and repetition be the fundamental

law of organisms, not only must the prog-

ress produced by any mode of variation have

been exceedingly slow—at first at a rate

decreasing geometrically in proportion to

the greater simplicity of the organism ; but

second, the theory requires that if natural

selection consists in making variations per-

manent, the general progress must take

place by means of a process which in eveiy

particular case consists in stopping the very

phenomena by which the progress is at-

*SciENCE, Vol. 54, p, 504.
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tained. It is, moreover, this becoming per-

manent, by hereditary acquirement of the

variation, which constitutes the evolutional

progress of the series. And the difficulty

we meet with is that we are assuming that

natural selection must actually check, or

even stop that variational activity by means

of which any change whatever is attained,

according to the theory of a primitive law

of heredity. But if we were to grant that

progress could be attained in this way, and

allowing the slow rate of the actual process

by which a variety becomes permanent

enough to be called a strain or set habit of

a race, and granting Professor Poulton's

demand of the necessary four hundreds of

millions of years for the process at the

present rate—granting all this to be pos-

sible, we have still to reckon with a still

more important process, the raising of the

functional importance of the new varietal

modification to reach a rank of specific,

generic, family, ordinal, and, before we are

through with it, class, branch and sub-

kingdom value in the individual economy.

The time required for this would be prac-

tically infinite. Because, with each step in

advance in taxonomic rank and importance,

the rigidity of transmission must be sup-

posed to become greater, and thus the de-

gree of possible variability diminishingly

less. This would result, even if we were to

grant that the change in taxonomic rank of

the character be a fact.

But the evidences of paleontology go to

disprove the very matter of fact. As has

been already pointed out in another place,

the degree of differentiation and the classi-

fication of invertebrates of the first great

era in which we have definite records of

organic life are so closely in conformity

with that which we know of the inverte-

brates of the same classes now living

that all the distinctions necessary to be

considered in an ordinary course of lec-

tures to a class of students in invertebrate

zoology, to-day, would apply, so far as

the facts are recorded, to the organisms

which lived in the earliest period of which

we have definite record of any living or-

ganism on the face of the earth (' Geologi-

cal Biology,' p. 212). This evidence means

that the same kind of characters, which are

varietal and specific characters in living or-

ganisms to-day, were varietal and specific

characters in the representatives of the same

classes back in the Cambrian time ; that the

same kind of characters which are now gen-

eric in rank were then generic characters.

And, so, in the case of family, ordinal and

class characters we discover no trace of evi-

dence that characters bearing a particular

rank in the organic economy now, among
living beings, did not always bear the same

relative position among the characters of the

bodies of their ancestors.

Attention was called to these facts sev-

eral years ago and their validity does not

appear to have been questioned. We ob-

serve, further, that in Cambrian time the

differentiations of animals of branch value

had already taken place, with the exception

of vertebrates ; and vertebrates appeared in

the Ordovicean. And in the case of the

vertebrates of the Ordovicean (and only a

single locality for them is as yet known)

their representatives are distributed by ex-

perts into three of the five known (i. e., in

fossil condition) sub-classes of Fishes.

Fishes, it must be observed, include the

type of vertebrates which are adjusted

alone to an aqueous environment, and,

therefore, we may conclude that, so far as

the vertebrates of the environment of which

we have any record for that era are con-

cerned, they had reached over one-half the

difi'erentiation of sub-class rank ever at-

tained by them.

Lest there should appear to be a mis-

representation of the opinions against

which these arguments ai'e directed, quota-

tion from Darwin's ' Origin of Species ' on
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this point may appropriately be inserted

here.

Darwin wrote

:

" Hence I look at individual differences,

though of small interest to the systematist,

as of high importance for us, as being the

first step toward such slight varieties as are

barely thought worth recording in works on

natural history. And I look at varieties

which are in any degree more distinct and

permanent as steps leading to more

strongly marked and more permanent va-

rieties ; and at these latter as leading to

sub-species and to species. * * * I attribute

the passage of a variety from the state in

which it differs very slightly from its parent

to one in which it differs more, to the action

of natural selection in accumulating differ-

ence of structure in certain definite direc-

tions. Hence I believe a well-marked va-

riety may be justly called an incipient

species (p. 53).

" Therefore, during the modification of the

descendants of any one species, and during

the incessant struggle of all species to in-

crease in numbers, the more diversified

their descendants become, the better will

be theii" chance of succeeding in the battle

of life. Thus the small differences distin-

guishing the varieties of the same species

will steadily tend to increase till they come

to equal the greater difference between

species of the same genus, or even of distinct

genera (p. 117).

"Natural selection acts, as we have

seen, exclusively by the preservation and

accumulation of variations, which are

beneficial under the organic and inorganic

conditions of life to which each creature

is at each successive period exposed"

(p. 117).

As if to make the inadequacy of this

conception more apparent, we have but

to look back across the geological ages,

or, accepting the law of recapitulation,

to trace the embryonic development of a

single higher animal, in order to discover

that the earlier differentiations were of

actually higher rank, and that as time has

progressed the new forms of organisms

have been restricted to modifications of

less and less importance. The earlier in

time we go the more fundamental were

the variations which took place, and it is

in later geological times that there has

come to be more and more rigid adherence

to the law of heredity.

The proposed theory of original varia-

bility is not only consistent with such a

series of events, but they would be the

natural expression of such a force in opera-

tion. Variability should be most active

and most vigorous before the laws of

heredity had restricted its action. We
must not, however, confuse activity of the

operation of this law with multiplicity or

complexity of activities in a common body.

Complexity of structure is a matter of de-

velopment and adjustment of the body it-

self, and much collateral evolution would

be necessary before it would be possible

for great complexity in a single body to be

consistent with the limits of its vital

functions. That the changes and adjust-

ments would be great and rapid in propor-

tion to those that followed when the adjust-

ments had become close and involved is,

however, evident. Hence it would be con-

sistent to expect rapid evolution at first,

gradually decreasing in i-ate with advance

of time, as paleontology teaches us to be-

lieve was the actual fact of the case.

The difficulty in the commonly accepted

view, it seems to the author, arises from

mental confusion rather than neglect of

the real phenomenon in the case. The
mental juggling takes place when we speak

of varieties or variation becoming more

permanent, or when we speak of the preser-

vation and accumulation of variations.

Variation as an act means becoming dif-

ferent, but variation as a thing means
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something which does not varJ^ Perman-

ent as an adjective means lasting and en-

•diiring, and thus it is contrasted with the

adjective sense of the term variable. Thus
when Darwin speaks of natural selection as

acting by the ' preservation and accumula-

tion of variations,' there is nothing variable

in that which is conceived of as being pre-

served and accumulated. It is a character

or morphological structu^-e which is pre-

served and accumulated in the offspring

only when it is the same character which

appeared in the parent form. It is the fact

of the reappearance of the same character

in the offspring which is meant by its preser-

vation. It will be seen, thus, that the

origin, or arrival into the organic struc-

ture, of the particular concrete variation

which, in any particular case, is trans-

mitted and preserved must necessarily

have taken place before natural selection

acts in that particular case. Therefore,

the variation, as an act, or the actual be-

coming different, is of a two-fold nature :

(1) It consists, first, of the growth of some
part of the structure of the organism in

some way and degree differently from the

growth of the same part in the ancestor

;

and (2), secondly, there is the reproduc-

tion of that difference in the offspring in

•accordance with the growth as it took place

in the parent or immediate ancestor. Here,

in the act, we see again a confusion of two

acts, one of which is permanent and the

other variable. The first act is a diversion

or contradiction of the law of heredity, the

second act is in conformity with it. The
true variation, as an act, is thus a real de-

parture, or diversion, from the phenomena
of hereditary repetition. It is this which I

understand Darwin assumed to have been

spontaneous or constantly occurring, and
it is the operation of natural selection,

•chiefly, and of other agencies working upon
the living organisms, which, according to

Darwin, results in the increasing diversity

of the individuals. We are thus led by an
analysis of Darwin's own theory to find

that the real variations occur prior to any
of those operations of the organism, or of

the environment, commonly supposed to

have caused them.

Darwin's theory, nevertheless, is readily

adjusted to the conception of the funda-

mental nature of organic variation here

proposed. It requires but an expansion of

the idea of mutability of species so as to in-

clude mutability of the individual and of

organic matter itself. Natural selection is

constantly producing heredity, not varia-

tion. But natural selection is not the only

cause ; environment in general, and we
might extend the idea of environment and
say that experience is constantly resulting

in the hereditary transmission of qualities

or characteristics from parent to offspring.

The definite laws of heredity for any
particular organism at any particular point

in its history are but the recapitulation of

the experience of its ancestors in overcom-

ing, conquering and using for their enrich-

ment the impediments and constantly acting

hindrances to their living and existence.

Varying is the first, as it is the last, per-

formance of the living being. Invariabil-

ity is the law of the inorganic world, but

is the sign of death among organisms. This

thought was aptly expressed by the late

James D. Dana, in the last revision of his

' Manual of Geology.' Speaking of variation

among organisms he wrote :
" It is per-

ceived that the law of nature here exempli-

fied is not ' like produces like,' but like with

an increment or some addition to the varia-

tion. Consequently, the law of nature, as

regards the kingdoms of life is not perma-

nence, but change, evolution " (p. 1033).

A rational and consistent conception of

organic evolution arises from this theory of

the fundamental nature of variation in

organisms. Evolution is, to this theory,

only the extension of the phenomena of
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growth, or development of the individual

beyond the point reached by its ancestors.

Natural selection operates in the manner

set forth in the current hypothesis, only the

result is confined to holding in check and

regulating the cycles of individual develop-

ment, not to producing them. Environ-

ment affects the organism, both directly

and indirectly, as Lamarck and the Neo-

Lamarckians claim, but the effect is in the

way of checking and then controlling

variation.

The organism is in all respects dependent

for its resources upon environment. Liv-

ing is a constant process of occupying, using

and discarding matter, and therefore any

structure or function developed by the or-

ganic body is either profitable to the con-

tinuance of the living individual, or it is not

profitable. Any modification of structure

has a definite economic value to the indi-

vidual ; if its benefit does not equal its cost

in energy its production is an unprofitable

venture and is either not repeated or the

individual is crippled and finally lost by

the operation of natural selection. If the

organism, for any cause, acquires surplus

energy it is expressed in variation, and if

the variation is to the advantage of the in-

dividual, i. 6., if the resources of new energy

resulting from its presence exceed the ex-

penditure for its construction and mainte-

nance, the result is beneficial and the new
structure is retained and a step in advance

is made.

Thus the condition of environment, from

the old point of view, seems to cause the

organism to vary; in the new view, the or-

ganism adjusts and keeps adjusted to its

environment by the law ofinternal economy,

not by the external struggle for life.

It is not neeessary, here, to suppose that

there must be a specific conscious adjuster

residing in each organism. We do not

find it necessary to imagine a specific erd-

qeist in order to cause the earth to follow

the intricate curve of its revolution among-

the other planets and about the sun. Nor
is it necessary to assume, as Professor

Bailey puts it, that " definite variation is

an inherent or necessary quality of or-

ganic matter,"* but given this general law

of variation as an intrinsic property or

mode of operation of every particle of

living matter, and the phenomena of life

will result—in the lowest stage as metabolic

phenomena, then in the second stage as

individual development and, also, in the

third stage as evolution, by simply con-

tinuing their activities. And the same

power which can constitute variation

among the phenomena of matter, other-

wise controlled by the inflexible physical

laws of inertia and conservation of force,

can, doubtless, institute in living matter

that still higher function, consciousness,

with all the wonderful phenomena which

are associated with it.

The significance of this theory is consid-

erable, both scientifically and philosophi-

cally. From a scientific point of view,

variation or variability is recognized as the

very essence of the vital phenomena, as

gravitation is recognized as an essential

characteristic of matter. Life is as re-

markable (but perhaps no more so) as that

sudden demonstration of expansion which

inelastic water or rigid ice exhibits when
raised to 212 degrees of Fahrenheit. We
might study ice and water for eternity under

temperatures below the boiling point and

never discover the properties of steam So,

whether the vital phenomena are latent in

matter or not is a matter of speculation.

Whenever vital phenomena appeared they

appeared in phenomena exhibited by mat-

ter. Whenever inorganic matter becomes

vitalized, however that result may be ac-

complished, variation takes place and dis-

tinguishes it from matter in every other

condition.

*' The Survival of the Unlike,' p. 22.
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If anything be evolved by evolution it is

evident that, whatever its nature may be, it

must cease to be evolved if it would main-

tain its integrity. For inertia of matter

and conservation of force apply to bodies

which no longer are undergoing evolution

.

Variation, as a process ofbecoming different,

is a characteristic of living bodies, and,

though it is not doubted that in the pheno-

mena of variation it is ordinary chemical

and physical matter which exhibits the

peculiar vital phenomena, we have no reason

to suppose that the operations of physics

and chemistry are thus variable.

H. S. Williams.
Yale Univeesity.

MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATION OF WATER,
WITH A DESCRIPTION OF A SIMPLE

F0R3I OF APPARATUS.

The microscopical examination of water

is becoming every year a matter of greater

interest, and the study of the minute

aquatic plants and animals is more and

more attracting the attention of scientists.

These organisms are interesting for several

reasons and, besides recognizing their im-

portance in the domain of pure science,

we are beginning to appreciate the great

part that they play in nature and their

effect, direct and indirect, upon the human
being. Their presence in surface waters is

often the cause of much harm when the

water is used for purposes of domestic sup-

ply ; scores of instances may be mentioned

where they have rendered the water en-

tirely unfit for use. On the other hand,

their presence in ponds and streams is of

importance to the fish-culturist because

they form the fundamental source of the

food supply of fishes ; this is probably true

both of salt and fresh water.

Because of this connection between the

number of microscopical organisms in a

cubic centimeter of water and the price of

fish in our markets, the study of the

' plankton,' i. e., the floating micro-or-

ganisms, is being emphasized on both

sides of the Atlantic. Observers are be-

ginning to trace the connection between

the presence of microscopical organisms

and the abundance of fish in our lakes, and

valuable comparisons have been made be-

tween the stomach and intestinal contents

of fishes and the organisms found in the

water where the catches were made. This

work is of very great importance and

should be vigorously pursued by our fish

commissions. To be of the greatest value

it should extend well over the country and

include lakes and ponds sufiiciently differ-

ent in character to enable one to determine

the laws governing the nature and distribu-

tion of the plankton in various climates

and under various conditions. The study

ought not to be carried on spasmodically,

as, for instance, during the short vacation

of some college professor who generously

gives his time and talents to the cause, but

should be undertaken seriously and con-

tinued throughout the whole year. Only

in this way can we obtain the data neces-

sary for a complete understanding of the

subject.

Since water works managers are equally

interested in the microscopical organisms

found in surface waters, and up to the

present time have been responsible for most

of the work done upon the subject, it might

be possible for fish commissions, boards of

health, water-works superintendents, and

others interested, to work together accord-

ing to a definite concerted plan, sending

their results to some central commission or

committee for comparison and study. Such

an extended biological study taken in con-

nection with meteorological records and

observations upon the temperature, trans-

parency, etc., of the water would be of very

great value. And it would seem that we
have little excuse for neglecting to cultivate

this fruitful field of research. Vast num-
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bers of microscopical examinations are now
being made [during the past eight years

more than 40,000 have been made in Mas-

sachusetts alone] , and the rapid growth of

the new science of sanitary biology is de-

veloping numbers of well-trained observers

wide awake to the value of these problems

and well able to undertake the work. "What

is needed is cooperation.

Various methods have been employed

from time to time for determining the char-

acter and amount of microscopic life in

water. Those interested in the subject

from the piscatorial standpoint have usually

employed some sort of net for straining the

organisms from the water and concentrating

them for the microscope. One of the best

devices of this kind is that devised by

Professor Reighard and used with good

results for studying the plankton in Lake

Michigan. It consists of a conical net of

fine bolting cloth, at the small end of which

there is a 'bucket,' made by covering a

metal framework with some of the same

bolting cloth. The apparatus is hauled

through the water, filtering a column of

water whose cross section is the same as

the circular mouth of the net and whose

length is equal to the distance through

which the net is hauled. The organisms

are caught by the fine bolting cloth and are

ultimately washed into the bucket. The
collected material is then removed by an

ingenious arrangement, measured and sent

to the laboratory for microscopical examina-

tion. By this method one is enabled to get

a good idea of the total amount of suspended

matter in the water, but it can hardly be

called an accurate method of obtaining the

number of living organisms present, as the

net sweeps in amorphous matter as well as

organisms and some of the smaller forms

undoubtedly escape through the bolting

cloth. Moreover, the amount of water

actually filtered cannot be told with a great

degree of accuracy. Nevertheless, the

method is one of value, particularly for

securing the larger and rarer forms of

rotifers, Crustacea, etc.

Sanitarians who have studied the micro-

scopical organisms in water supplies have

usually employed very difi'erent methods

from the above, partly because they have

been interested more especially in the

smaller forms, but chiefiy because their

operations have been confined to the small

quantities of water sent to the laboratories

for analysis. During the last decade the

old methods of sediment examination have

given way to the filtration methods. The
Sedgwick-Eafter method, which is most

used at the present time in laboratories of

water analysis, is carried on as follows :

A portion of the water to be examined is

measured out in a graduate and filtered

through a thin layer of quartz sand placed

at the bottom of a glass funnel upon a

perforated rubber stopper, the hole in which

is capped with a disc of bolting cloth.

"When the water has filtered, the organisms

will be found upon the sand, while the fil-

tered water will be free from them. The
rubber stopper is then removed and the

sand washed into a test tube, with a meas-

ured quantity of distilled water delivered

from a pipette. TJsually 250 or 500 c. c. of

the sample are filtered and the sand washed

with 5 c. c. The test tube is then thor-

oughly shaken and the water decanted into

a second tube ; the organisms being lighter

than the sand, will pass ofi" with the water,

leaving the sand clean upon the walls of

the first tube. In this way the organisms

are concentrated 50 or 100 times. One c.

c. of this concentrated fluid is then trans-

ferred to a counting cell, which just holds

it and which has a superficial area of 1,000

sq. mm. After putting a thin glass cover-

slip over this cell it is transferred to the

stage of the microscope for examination.

The eye-piece of the microscope is fitted

with a micrometer in the shape of a ruled
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square of such a size as to cover one sq.

mm. on the stage, i. e. , one thousandth of

the entire area of the cell. The organisms

observed within the limits of the ruled

square are then counted and the cell moved
until another portion comes into view,

when another count is made. Thus 10 or

20 squares are counted and the number of

organisms present in the sample calculated.

This process has many things to be said

in its favor, and it is undoubtedly the best

all-around method for the study of the

plankton. The apparatus required is simple,

inexpensive and not liable to get out of

order. The process is neither long nor

difficult, and if care and cleanliness are ob-

served in the manipulation very accurate

results may be obtained. Ordinarily the

quantity of water operated upon is small,

but there is no reason why large filters may
not be used. The writer has frequently

used a funnel having a neck one inch in

diameter, filtering from 1,000 to 10,000 c.c.

This, when used with an aspirator to hasten

the filtration, has given excellent satisfac-

tion. The chief objection to the Sedgwick-

Eafter method is that delicate organisms

are liable to be crushed upon the sand, and
this danger is naturally somewhat greater

when this aspirator is used. It is probably

no greater, however, than in Eeighard's

net.

Recently a new apparatus has been de-

vised for the study of the microscopical or-

ganisms, known as the planktonikrit. This

is a modification of the centrifugal machine

and depends upon the fact that the specific

gravity of the organisms is different from

that of water. It has the advantage of

avoiding, to a certain degree, the crushing

of the delicate infusoria, but it is somewhat
inaccurate in the case of some of the lighter

organisms ; furthermore, it operates upon
very small quantities of water.

In a complete study of the microscopical

organisms, such as might be undertaken on

cur great lakes, for example, it would be

advisable to use all three methods, adopting

the Sedgwick-Rafter method for general

quantitative work, but using the net and

centrifugal apparatus for determining the

rare and delicate organisms.

As there are many lovers of the micro-

scope who are interested in studying aquatic

life, and as there are many others con-

nected with water-works to whom the study

of algfe and infusoria would be of much
value, the writer has tried to reduce the

Sedgwick-Eafter method to its simplest

possible elements in order that it may be

more generally used. Furthermore, it is

often necessary for the sanitary biologist to

be provided with a portable outfit for work
in the field. There are many fragile organ-

isms which will not bear transportation to

the laboratory. Uroglena, for example, a

very important and troublesome organism

found in water supplies, goes to pieces com-

pletely when kept for a short time in a

stoppered bottle. It is, therefore, necessary

to make the examination of water immedi-

ately after the collection of the sample.

The chief modification of the method for .

field work consists in the use of a cylindri-

cal glass funnel [Fig. 1] similar to the one

designed by Mr. D. D. Jackson for the

Massachusetts State Board of Health, but

differing from it in having a capacity of

250 instead of 500 c.c, and in having

graduations marked upon the sides. This

funnel may be conveniently carried and its

graduation renders the use of a second

measui'ing glass unnecessary. When in

use it may be supported on a wire frame,

which any ingenious person can make. In

place of the test-tube it has been found

convenient to use tube vials [Fig. 2] hav-

ing square ends. These require no racks

and are not easily tipped over. The pi-

pette for washing the sand might be dis-

pensed with if one of the tube vials was

graduated, but as much depends upon ac-
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curacy in couceBtrating the sample it is

best to use a short pipette [Fig. 7] . The
sand [Fig. 3] used in the filter should be

perfectly clean and of such size that its

grains will pass through a sieve having 60

meshes to the inch, but not through one

having 100 meshes. Crushed quartz makes
the best filtering material and should be

for holding the concentrated fluid may be

made by cementing a brass rim to an or-

dinary glass slip. It should be 50 mm.
long, 20 wide and 1 mm. deep, thus hold-

ing just 1 c.c. and having a superficial area

of 1,000 sq. mm.
A verj' simple microscope will answer for

this work. A large stand is too valuable
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used when obtainable. The discs of bolt-

ing cloth [Fig. 6] may be easily cut out

with a wad cutter. The filtered water

may be used for concentrating the organ-

isms, or it is possible to employ preserva-

tive fluids in case the microscopical ex-

amination must be deferred or it is desired

to keep the specimens. The cell [Fig. S]

and too heavy for the rough usage in the

field, and a cheap, light stand with a \" or

I" objective and a No. 3 ocular will answer
equally well. The ocular must be provided

with a micrometer, so that the observer

may count the number of organisms in one

cu. mm. of the cell. A disc of glass ruled

as in Fig. 9 is the best form of micrometer,
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but a piece of thin metal with a square cut

out, as shown in Fig. 10, may be substituted.

In either ease the square must be of such a

size that it covers one sq. mm. on the stage

with a given combination of objective and
ocular, and a certain tube length to be

found by comparison with a stage microm-

eter. It is an advantage to have at hand
higher powers for a more thorough study

of the organisms met with, but for ordinary

work the powers suggested are sufficient.

All this apparatus, together with bottles

for collection and note book for records

may be carried in a grip sack, and this will

be found generally the most convenient

way. It is possible, however, to make a

neat box, with compartments for holding

the microscope, funnels, tube vials, etc.,

and I respectfully submit this to manufac-

turers of microscopical supplies.

George C. Whipple.
Newton Centee, Mass.

SPECTRUM COLOR STANDARDS.

The extensive adoption of the color

standards proposed by me and put into

practical form for educational purposes by
Mr. Milton Bradley, of Springfield, Mass.,

leads me to offer the readers of Science an

opportunity to examine a chart of the solar

spectrum after Rowland with the standard

i|ISfSS|l||S|||||i|i

color nomenclature within some accurate

and practical sj'stem. The idea of teaching

color by a system thus definitely defined

has also proved to be verj' practical, not

only in elementary instruction, but in the

more exacting art work. This rapidly in-

creasing public interest in the subject makes
it seem likely that the accompaning chart

will be of interest.

A few observations on the practical ap-

plication of these standards will illustrate

the value of the scheme. The area repre-

senting each particular standard in the

chart is narrow enough to allow of no per-

ceptible difference in the hue of the two
sides of the area when viewed through the

spectroscope and is still wide enough to

give a clear working field. Moreover, the

areas selected coincide with the views of a

large number of persons experienced in the

discrimination of color and well prepared,

therefore, to judge what would be of practi-

cal value as color standards and applicable

to the various needs of the arts as well as

to science and to educational purposes.

And still again, though there was no direct

reference to the theories of color vision,

these standards having been first proposed

nearly fifteen years since, the standards

prove to have been happily selected as re-

gards the more recent theories of color

i i s i 7.1.7.1.7. T . ? ,T . T .. r,..7. ?.

colors located upon it. The importance of

making the spectrum the basis of all our
work in color is recognized by all, and I

have received many appreciative communi-
cations from eminent men in scientific and
educational circles, both in this country and
England, expressing approbation of the

effort to bring our now greatly confused

vision. Another very important considera-

tion is the fact that the quality of any color

which I have j^et seen can be obtained by
the union of two of these standards. Of
course, the intensity of one of the two com-
pared colors will generally have to be modi-

fied to obtain a perfect match, but I have
never yet been unable to do this. In a
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series of comparisons now before me, in-

cluding many of the brilliant colors of silk

ribbons recently so fashionable, I have had
to reduce the intensity of the color to be

reproduced, in only two out of sixty cases.

This comparison was made by means of

Maxwell discs made from the Bradley edu-

cational papers. For all practical purposes

some form of paper or card board disc

seems more convenient and proves quite

satisfactory, as the above statement shows
While it is possible to get somewhat more
of brilliancy in silk than in pigment-cov-

ered papers, I have not found the increased

brilliancy of sufficient value to compensate

for the difBculty of making silk-covered

discs that can be conveniently operated.

For educational purposes it seems to me
of first importance that the child (and

many adults are children in this regard)

should start out with some clear and cor-

rect idea of a few pure spectrum colors. It

does not matter essentially just how many
of these colors he is taught, only that he
gets a definite conception of those of which
he learns. The reason for taking six for

this series of standards was that I found

that it was very difficult to get any practi-

cal scheme of color teaching based on a
less number of standards. The mixing of

two standards by means of the color wheel

always reduces the strength of the result-

ing color. For example, the mixing of

red and yellow on the wheel will produce

orange, but it will not be as strong an
orange as that of the standard paper. It

will be a broken orauge. Using the nomen-
clature adopted in my former articles (Sci-

ence, February 26, '92, and June 9, '93) we
have the result represented as follows : R
82 Y 18 gives the same effect as O 55 W 2

N 43. This can be best tested by using

two sizes of discs. The larger should

be compounded of red and yellow in the

proportions just given and the smaller of

orange, white and black as indicated. In

this way the result is very satisfactory in

fairly strong and pure diffused sunlight.

The same principle will apply to all the

colors of the spectrum. But the extent to

which the effect of a broken color is pro-

duced will be increased, as the colors differ

more widely in luminosity, or are more
widely separated in the solar spectrum.

Hence a smaller number of standards makes
the practical use of the standards more dif-

ficult in the pupil's study of the colors by
the use of the Maxwell discs. If we take a

larger number of colors than six it becomes
more difiicult to designate them clearly in

the solar spectrum, and the system becomes-

more complex. As there is quite general

agreement that indigo shall not be used as

a name for a spectrum color, the most nat-

ural and far the most convenient terms are

those used in the scheme already referred

to. When the pupil becomes familiar with

these standard colors he is prepared to

make very rapid progress in color study.

The combination of these standards will

give a ready appreciation of the nature of

the purer color in objects about him and
prepare the way for the analysis of colors,

first those of a pure tone and afterwards of

broken colors. The next stage would be
the teaching of color harmonies. This most
diificult part of the work becomes relatively

easy by means of educational papers con-

structed on so simple a plan as this. It is

surprising to see what results are obtained

in the schools where this system has been

followed.

It seems not inappropriate in this con-

nection to call attention to an attempt to

apply the principles upon which I have

worked with a somewhat different set of

standards from those I have used under
the article ' spectrum ' in the Standard Dic-

tionary'. In the first place there is no pure

red used in the system, that called red be-

ing an orange red, as represented by the

pigment vermilion. Nor is there any violet
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used in the scheme, except by an unintended

blunder, by which the wave-length of ultra-

marine is given as .4250, which would bring

the standard blue designated into the clear

violet of the spectrum and not distinguish-

able from the violet of my standards. The

wave-length of ultramarine is not far from

.4500. With no pure red or violet in a

scheme of standard colors it is quite im-

possible ^to obtain or to represent accu-

rately a very large line of important hues.

The author of the article has been obliged,

because of this defect in the standards

he has selected, in many of the analyses

of popular colors given in the table accom-

panying the article, to use three or four

standards to represent the color he has

analyzed where two pure spectrum colors are

all that are needed. It is to be regretted

that a publication like this should have

added anything to the confusion which we
are seeking to remedy. And this is still

more to be regretted because the publishers

of the Dictionary asked for and received

from me the measurements and explana-

tions of the plan upon which I had been

working with the professed purpose of

furthering the extension of the plan. This

will not be as serious a matter, however, as

it otherwise would have been, since the

rapid introduction of the Bradley papers

into the public schools gives an opportunity

for the correct teaching of color to an

enormous number of children.

J. H. PlLLSBtTRT.

Stoneham, Mass., June, '97.

PLEISTOCENE FOSSILS FROM BAFFINLAND
AND GREENLAND.

The existence of Pleistocene deposits in

Labrador,* in several of the islands of the

Arctic archipelago,f and in northern Green-

land, X li3,s been made known by several

*Mem. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. 1, pp. 229-230.

t Jour. Geol. Soc, Vol. 9, p. 317.

t Jour. Geol. Soc, Vol. 3, p. 100.

observers, but, so far as the writer is aware,

none have previously been reported from

Baffinland. The discovery of Pleistocene

shells during the past summer on the south

coast of Baffinland is, therefore, of interest

as showing that at least a part of this

island, which is the largest of the Arctic

archipelago, was also affected by the sub-

sidence which lowered the lands to the

north and the south of it beneath the sea

during the Pleistocene.

Short trips were made into the interior

by members of the Cornell University party

from two points on the coast north of Hud-
son Strait. The first of these excursions

was from a point opposite Big Island, in

about long. 70 W., and the second some

ten or twelve miles east of the first. At
both localities Pleistocene shells were' found

in small lake basins a short distance from

the coast at elevations from 100 to 200 feet

above sea level. At two localities the

shells were found in abundance, occurring

in a fine blue clay mixed with some sand.

These fossiliferous deposits do not occur in

all of the basins and valleys, which are

very numerous in this region. In most of

them they appear to be absent.

The following is a list of the species ar-

ranged in the order of their abundance,

which were obtained from a deposit of blue

clay about 150 feet above sea level :
*

Saxieava aretiea, Mya truncata, Rhynchonella

psittacea, Astarte compressa f Balanus crenatus,

Pecten icelanclicus, Lepeta ececa.

In the interior of Big Island, Mr. T. L.

"Watson found Pleistocene shells at an ele-

vation of 270 feet. The species which he

obtained are 3Iya truncata and Maeoma subu-

losa.

The Greenland shells are especially in-

teresting because of the peculiar manner of

* The writer is indebted to Professor H. S. Wil-

liams for tbe use of specimens for comparison, and to

Miss Katharine J. Bush for assistance in the determi-

nation of species.
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their occurrence. All of them were ob-

tained from the moraine fringing the mar-

gin of the ice cap along the base of the

Nugsnak peninsula. The peninsula is a

narrow mountainous tongue of land extend-

ing a little south of west from the mainland.

Glaciers extend down to the fj lords from

the ice cap on either side of the Nugsuak
peninsula, while along its eastern base the

ice cap terminates generally in a gently

sloping margin, but sometimes in vertical

cliffs forty to eighty feet high, which face

small ponded lakes. From the Cornell

glacier the margin of the ice cap rises

gradually for a distance of four or five

miles until it reaches an elevation of about

six hundred feet, and then gradually de-

scends again toward the glacier entering

the fjord to the north. The morainal

material, which occurs everywhere except

at the lakes, just at the edge of the ice,

was found to contain shells or fragments of

shells up to the highest elevation which it

attains, about 590 feet, at a distance of

about four or five miles fi'om the coast. At
some of the small lakes the ice cliffs show
distinctly stratified ice which carries an
abundance of debris in the lower layers. Shell

fragments were observed in the face of one

of these cliffs at an elevation of 390 feet

above sea level. Broken shells were also

observed in the morainal material which

has been dumped on the surface of the ice

at a few points, owing to the sharp dip of

the ice strata which brings the lower debris-

carrying layers to the surface before they

reach the outer margin of the melting ice.

The following species have been identified

in the material collected from the moraine

:

Saxicava arctica, Mija truncata, Macoma subu-

losa, Balanus crenatus, Yoldia {Portlandioa)

arctica, Cardium ciliatum.

Many of the shells from the moraine near

the fjord, which have evidently been car-

ried but a short distance, have been handled

in a surprisingly delicate manner by the

ice. The Macomias, which are so fragile

as scarcely to allow removal from the soft

clay without crushing, have in many cases

escaped from the ice without the slightest

injury. The only specimen of Yoldia found

still retained the epidermis, and the valves

remained attached. In following the mo-
raine back from the fjord toward the higher

land which separates the Cornell and the

Wyckoff glacial basins, the shells in the mo-

raine become more and more fragmentary

and broken as the irregularity of the land

topography underlying the ice, and the dis-

tance which they have been transported,

increases.

The occurrence of these shells in the

moraine and in the ice makes it clear that

they have been picked up by the ice from

an old sea bottom which is now occupied

by the ice cap. From the position of the

shells and the direction of the ice flow

which has transported them, the sea must

have extended up the fjord when the

shells were living at least four or five

miles beyond the pi-esent face of the

glacier. There seems to be only two

possible interpretations of the relation of

these shells to the ice. They either be-

long to a time previous to the beginning of

extensive glaciation when the sea extended

up the fjords as far as their slopes would

permit, or they represent a retreat of the

ice which allowed the sea to extend some

miles up the fjord bej'ond its present

limit, followed by a re-advance of the ice.

If the former supposition be correct, the

removal of shells must have been in prog-

ress from the beginning of glaciation in the

region to the present time. It would seem

that so long a period of excavation by the

ice would have exhausted the material from

so limited a supply. According to this

theory, morainal material formed at an

earlier period, when the ice extended be-

yond its present position, ought to contain

shells as well as that now forming. I care-
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fully examined sucli material for shells, but

found no traces of them. These shells do

not then belong to a preglacial fauna. The

true interpretation of their history seems

to be that there has been a retreat of the

ice front some miles beyond its present

position and a re-advance.

The remaining problem is, to what was

the retreat and re-advance due, and when
did it occur? The retreat was probably

caused by the general subsidence in the

north which is indicated by elevated de-

posits of recent shells in BafBnland, Grin-

nellLand and Labrador. A depression which

amounted to 1,000 feet in Grinnell Land,

and affected all or nearly all of the Arctic

archipelago and probably Greenland, must
have greatly increased the water area in

the north and caused a corresponding rise

of temperature. This rise of tempei-ature

would undoubtedly cause a retreat of the

glaciers, permitting the sea to extend

much farther up the fjords than at pres-

ent, and in the shells which the ice cap is

now carrying from the valleys of the in-

terior we have proof that such a retreat

occurred. "With the elevation of the land

in the north again, a lower temperature

prevailed and the ice recovered some of its

former territory.

E. M. Kindle.
Yale University, December 8, 1896.

CUBBENT NOTES ON PHYSIOGBAPET.

THE SIEEEA NEVADA.

' Further Contributions to the Geology

of the Sierra Nevada,' by H. W. Turner

(17th Ann. Eept. U. S. G. S., 1896, 521-

1076) contain many geographical items.

Oroville table mountain is illustrated in an

excellent plate. The deep, steep-sided can-

yons that have been cut into the uplifted

mass of the range often have benches on

their slopes, caused by landslides ; these,

with the falls in the streams and the inac-

cessible character of the canyons, may be

taken as features of a youthful stage of

geographical development. Associated with

them as indications of recent uplift are

occasional fault scarps, still steep and bare

;

one of these being shown in a plate. Of a

little greater age are the fault-block lake

basins, now drained by filling with sedi-

ments and cutting down at the outlet

;

Meadow valley being of this class. Mo-

hawk valley, first holding a Pliocene lake

in a fault basin, was afterwards obstructed

in Pleistocene time by fragmental andesite

flows. Much of the volcanic material, once

broadly spread over the Sierra area and

now greatly dissected since its regional up-

lift, is shown to be fragmental, coarse and

fine, less or more stratified ; it is compared

in origin to the mud flows of modern volca-

noes. The flows came from the crest of

the range, and ran for fifty miles on the

comparatively gentle slope of the then low-

lying region. The ' hog-wallow ' mounds

on the valley plain and margin of the foot-

hills are described and illustrated, but not

definitely explained ; they are one or two

feet high, four to ten feet in diameter, and
of the same pebbly soil as that on the in-

tervening spaces.

NORTH CAROLINA AND ITS RESOURCES.

' North Carolina and its Eesources ' is

the title of a volume published by the State

Board of Agriculture (Ealeigh, 1896, 413

p., many plates), to which the geographer

may refer with profit. The mountains,

with their minerals, mines, forests, and at-

tractive ' resorts;' the piedmont belt, with

rich fields and great water powers, the

coastal plain with its growing interests in

truck farms and orchards, and the sounds

with their fisheries, are all duly set forth.

This report forms a fitting companion to a

volume on ' South Carolina, resources and

population, institutions and industries,'

published some years ago by the State

Board of Agriculture (Charleston, 1882).
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The latter lacks illustrations, but has a soil

map.

DUNGENESS FOKELAND.

De. F. p. Gulliver continues his

studies on Cuspate Forelands (Bull. Geol.

Soe. Amer. VII., 1896), by a study of

Dungeness foreland, on the southeastern

coast of England, one of the best examples

of its class ; having read his paper on this

subject at the Liverpool meeting of the

British Association in 1896 (London Geogr.

Journ. IX., 1897, 536-546). He gives a

restoration of the initial shore line of the

region, and outlines of successive stages in

the growth of the foreland, whose cusp has

grown eastward and outward during its en-

largement. It now projects about ten

miles into the channel from the original re-

entrant of the coast ; near the apes the

shingle ridges or ' fulls ' indicate the lines

of progressive growth with much clearness.

It is noted that English sailors have recog-

nized forms in other parts of the world

similar to this hom6 example, and have

applied the home name to two widely sepa-

rated forelands ; one in Puget Sound, the

other in the Strait of Magellan.

A FAULT LINE IN AFGHANISTAN

An account of the southern borderland

of Afghanistan by Captain McMahon (Lon-

don Geogr. Journ., IX., 1897, 392-415) in-

cludes a description of a remarkable fault

line, along which the topography of a

growing displacement is visible. It was

examined for a distance of 120 miles, on

an almost direct course a little east of

north, near the southeastern corner of

Afghanistan ; a well defined broad line of

deep indentation, in many places as dis-

tinct as a deep railway cutting. It ran

for a time along the border of the Registan

plains, then obliquely traversed two moun-
tain ranges, cutting the crest of one near

its highest peak. Springs are common
along it, and for this reason as well as be-

cause it forms a short cut across mountain

spurs, the depression is commonly used

as a thoroughfare. Igneous rocks form

the country to the west, and sedimentaries

lie to the east of the fault line. During

the lifetime of the older natives, on the

occasion of three severe earthquakes, deep

fissures appeared along the depression,

and the springs increased in volume. The
line crosses a frontier railway near Chaman,

beyond Quetta. A severe earthquake on

December 20, 1892, opened a fissure where

the fault crossed the track, distorting the

rails, and lessening the distance between

Quetta and Chaman by 2^ feet. All the

region is desert—bold, barren mountains,

stony slopes, shifting dunes, alluvial and

saline plains ; many camels died in McMa-
hon's trip across it.

W. M. Davis.
Harvard University.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

Peofessor Alfred M. Mayee, the eminent

physicist, died at Maplewood, N. J., on July

13th, aged sixty-one years.

On the recommendation of Hon. Chas. D.

"Walcott, acting Assistant Secretary of the

Smithsonian Institution, in charge of the U. S.

National Museum, an important change has

been made in the administration ofthe Museum.
Three sections have been organized—a section

of anthropology, a section of biology and a sec-

tion of geology, eacli having a head curator

with an annual salary of $3,500. Dr. W. H.

Holmes has been appointed head curator of an-

thropology ; Dr. Frederick W. True, head

curator of biology, and Dr. George P. Merrill,

head curator of geology. Dr. True and Dr.

Merrill are already connected with the Museum,

and it is expected that Dr. True will continue

to act as the executive curator. Dr. Holmes

leaves the Field Columbian Museum, Chicago,

to accept this position, but was formerly con-

nected with the U. S. Geological Survey and

the Bureau of Ethnology.

The Berlin Academy of Sciences made, at its

last meeting, awards for scientific purposes
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amounting to nearly $20,000. These awards

were as follows : To Professor F. E. ScMltze

for the publication of Das Tierreich under the

auspices of the Zoological Society, 85,000 M.
;

for the publication of the new edition of Kant's

works, 25,000 M.
; to Professor Engler for the

publication of monographs on African botany,

2,000 M. ; to Dr. G. Lindau for studies on

Lichens, 900 M. ; to Professor F. Freeh for

his geological studies, 1,500 M.
; to Professor

H. Hiirthle for studies on muscles, 850 M. ; to

Professor E. Bonnet, for the preparation of a

work on blood vessels, 800 M. ; to Dr. Liihe,

for investigations of the fauna of salt lakes

of North Africa, 2,000 M.
; to Dr. G. Brandes,

for studies on Nemertina, 800 M. ; to Dr. E.

Hesse for investigations at Naples on the eyes

of lower marine animals, 500 M. ; to Profes-

sor E. Cohen for investigations of meteorites,

1,500 M., and to Dr. L. Wulff for experiments

on artificial crystals, 1,500 M.

The Academy of Sciences of Vienna cele-

brated, on May 80th, the fiftieth anniversary

of its foundation. The government made this

the occasion of increasing the annual subsidy

of the Academy from 40,000 to 50,000 Fl.

The German Zoological Society held its sev-

enth annual meeting from the 9th to the 11th

of June at Kiel. We learn from Die Natur
that the program we have already announced
was carried out, except that the president, Pro-

fessor Biitschli, was unable to be present and
the meeting was presided over by Professor J.

B. Carus. There were thirty-seven members
and thirteen guests in attendance. It was de-

cided to hold the next annual meeting at Hei-
delberg at Whitsuntide.

The eightieth meeting of the Swiss Scien-

tific Association will be held at Engelberg from
the 12th to the 15th of September. The place

of meeting is in the midst of fine Alpine scen-

ery a three and a-half hours' drive from the

nearest railway station. American men of sci-

ence are cordially invited to be present.

The Anatomical Society, intended to be in-

ternational in character, but chiefly supported
by German anatomists, held its eleventh meet-
ing at Genth from the 24th to the 27th of April,

with fifty members and guests in attendance.

The President, Professor Waldeyer, discussed

anatomical nomenclature, and papers were pre-

sented by Professor O. Schiiltze, Professor v.

KoUiker, Professor v. Bardeleben and others.

The next meeting will be held at Kiel during

April of next year.

The preliminary program of the first Inter-

national Congress of Mathematicians, to be held

at Zurich from the 9th to the 11th of August,

announces that in addition to two general

meetings there will be six sectional meetings

as follows: Arithmetic and algebra, analysis

and theory of functions, geometry, mechanics

and mathematical physics, astronomy and
geodesy, history and bibliography. At the

general sessions the following papers will be

presented :
' On the relations between pure

analysis and mathematical physics, ' by Professor

H. Poincare ;
' On the recent development of

the general theory of analytical functions,' by
Professor A. Huritz ;

' On the teaching of

higher mathematics,' by Professor F. Klein;

On Logica Mathematica, by Professor G. Peano.

The dues for the Congress are 25 fr. , which sum
includes the cost of the banquet and other en-

tertainments.

The second of the annual conversaziones of

the Eoyal Society was held on June 16th. Dem-
onstrations with illustrations were made by
Mr. W. H. Preece on signalling through space

without wires, and by Professor Lockyer on the

arrangements of the 1896 eclipse expeditions.

There were exhibits by Lord Kelvin of the elec-

trical effects of uranium and of X-rays, by Pro-

fessor S. P. Thompson, Mr. A. A. C. Swinton,

Dr. John Macintyre, Dr. J. H. Gladstone and
Mr. Walter Hibbert. There were also other

interesting exhibits, both in the biological and
in the physical sciences.

The annual field meeting of the Indiana

Academy of Science was held at Lafayette from

the 26th to the 28th of May, with an attendance

of forty members. Excursions were made in the

surrounding regions, and an address was given

by Professor Frederick Starr, his subject being
' Dress and Ornament.

'

Professor A. C. Geebnhill, of Woolwich;
Professor J. V. Jones, of Cardiflf, and Professors

John Perry and W. E. Ayrton, of London, have
expressed their intention of being present at
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the Detroit meeting of the A.A.A.S. and par-

ticipating in the proceedings of the section for

physics.

The Albert medal of the Society of Arts,

London, has been awarded to Mr. G. J. Symons
for his services to meteorology.

The Senckenberg Society of Natural History

at Frankfort has awarded the Sommering
prize, consisting of a medal and 500 M., to

Professor Gustav Born, of Breslau, for his re-

searches on the growth of the larvse of am-
phibia.

The death is announced of Dr. P. Schutzen-

berger, professor of chemistry at the College de

France, at the age of sixty-seven years. He
had been since 1888 member of the Paris

Academy of Sciences and had made important

contributions to organic chemistry.

We also regret to announce the following

deaths : Dr. Alfred Moquart, professor of

anatomy at Brussels, on June 5th ; Professor

Martin Wilckens, of the Agricultural School of

Vienna, on June 10th, at the age of sixty-four

years
; Count Victor Trevisan di S. Leon, the

cryptogamist, in Milan, on April 8th, and Frau
Dr. Vera Bogdanowskaja-Popoff, on May 8th,

as the result of an explosion while carrying on

chemical experiments.

During the Moscow meeting of the Inter-

national Medical Congress a statue to the emi-

nent surgeon Pirogof will be uuveiled. The
sum of 12,000 roubles (about $6,000) has been

collected by public subscription for the statue,

the sculptor of which is Mr. V. R. Sherwood.

M. Hatt and Professor de Lapparent have
been elected members of the Paris Academy of

Sciences.

Me. F. D. Godman has been elected Presi-

dent of the British Ornithologists' Union.

Professor P. Eousselot, of the ifecole des

Hautes Etudes, Paris, has been appointed di-

rector of the laboratory for experimental pho-

netics, the establishment of which under the

College de France we recently announced.

Mr. Henry L. Bryan has been appointed,

by the trustees of the Philadelphia Commercial

Museum, Secretary of the Museum.

The U. S. Civil Service Commission announ-

ces a competitive examination, on August 9th,

for the purpose of establishing a register from

which certification may be made to the position

of Examiner, Mint Bureau, Treasury Depart-

ment, at a salary of $2,500 per annum. The
duties of the position comprise the inspection

and supervision of all the machinery installed

in different U. S. mints throughout the country.

Applicants should be graduates of recognized

technical schools giving courses in mechanical

engineering, or should, in lieu of this, have very

broad training and experience along the lines

of mechanical engineering.

President Jordan has passed through

Seattle on his way to Alaska. He is accom-

panied by Professor Wood, of Stanford Uni-

versity.

Mr. H. W. Turner, of the U. S. Geological

Survey, and Professor John C. Branner, of

Stanford University, are engaged in exploring

in the region of the Yosemite and Hetch-hetchy

Valleys and the adjacent mountains.

Mr. R. W. Porter and Mr. A. V. Shand,

who are accompanying Lieut. Peary on his

present expedition, expect to spend the winter

in BafiSn Land making ethnological and zoologi-

cal studies and collections. They expect, in

the summer of 1898, to explore the country

northward and to return on a whaling ship

from Cumberland Sound to Aberdeen.

The men of science who will embark on the

' Belgica ' on its approaching expedition to the

Antarctic regions will be as follows : The cap-

tain, M. A. de Gerlache, geology, meteorology

and oceanography ; M. Arctowski, terrestrial

magnetism and physics ; M. Danes, zoology,

and M. Racovitza. The crew have already

embarked in Norway and it is expected that

the steamship will leave Antwerp on the 25th

of the present month. The men of science ex-

pect to spend the Antarctic winter in Victoria

Land, while the steamship will go to Melbourne

to renew its stores.

Professor F. A. Starr has returned to the

University of Chicago, from an expedition to

New Mexico, having explored one of the

mesas and one of the caves of the Cochitas, and

having secured plaster casts of the busts of a

number of Pueblo Indians.
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The Canadian Pacific Railway Company will

sell first-class return tickets to members of the

British Association from Toronto to the Pacific

Coast, at a rate varying between $61.80 and

$70.30, according to the route selected. This

is less than a single fare and the tickets are

available from July 1st to October 1st.

Darwin's family have presented to Cam-

bridge University the geological specimens

found during the voyage of the ' Beagle ' and

a series of slides used in the preparation of his

monograph on the Cirripedia. The former has

been placed in the Museum of Geology, the

latter in the Museum of Zoology.

In celebration of the Cabot quatercenten-

ary the foundation stone of a memorial tower

to be erected on Brandon Hill, Bristol, was

laid on June 25th. The tower will be 100 feet

in height, squarely built with emblematic pan-

els. Some of the bas-reliefs will be contributed

by an American committee, the President of

which is Mr. Bayard, lately Ambassador to

Great Britain. Lord DufFerin made a speech

describing what little is known of Cabot and

the adventurous voyage of the ' Matthew ' and

its importance for the extension of Anglo-Saxon

civilization.

The Geological Society of Portugal opened

on July 8 th the new Geographical Institute

founded at Lisbon in commemoration of the

400th anniversary of Vasco da Gama's departure

for the Indies.

The Academy of Medicine of Paris has re-

ceived a legacy of 15,000 fr. from Mme. Clarens

for the foundation of an annual prize.

The scientific library of the late Sir G. Hum-
phrey, professor of surgery at Cambridge, has

been presented by Mrs. Humphrey to the

surgical department of the University.

The town of Middletown, N. Y. , receives, by
the will of the late Mrs. S. Maretta Thrall,

$30,000 for a public library. She had already

given the town a hospital and a park, the value

of her gifts aggregating $80,000.

The Board of Education of the City of New
York has adopted a resolution providing for

the employment of oculists to report upon the

best colors to be used in painting and decora-

ting schoolrooms with reference to their effects

on the eyesight of children.

Representative Lacey, of Iowa, has intro-

duced a bill in the House of Representatives

providing that the name of the Fish Commis-

sion shall be changed to the Commission of

Fish, Fisheries and Birds. It is proposed that

the Commission shall extend its jurisdiction to

provide for the propagation, distribution and

restoration of game and other wild birds of the

United States. It is not likely that this change

will be made, as wild birds and mammals are

already provided for under the Department of

Agriculture, and any extension of the work
should be developed under that Department.

Beginning with the number for July, the

Physical Review will be published by the Mac-

millan Company in two volumes annually.

These volumes will begin in January and July

respectively, and will each contain about five

numbers.

Natural Science for July, now published by

J. M. Dent & Co. , and printed by Turnbull &
Spears with improved typography and better

paper, contains articles by Professor Bashford

Dean on the Hopkins Seaside Laboratory of

Stanford University, and by Dr. P. L. Sclater

on ' The Proposed Zoological Park in New
York. ' Natural Science should have given credit

to Nature for the queer note to the eflfect that

Professor Putnam and Dr. Boas have started on

a six years' expedition to study the relation of

the American Races to those of Asia and Africa.

" They will proceed up the northwest coast of

North America, cross Behring Strait, and so

pass down through eastern Siberia into China,

and thence along the Indian Ocean to Egypt."

The presidential address by Dr. G. W. Hill

before the American Mathematical Society in

1895, printed in the issue of this Journal for

March 6, 1896, is published in the current num-
ber of the Revue Scientifique. It is credited as

a presidential address before P Association sci-

entifique americaine.

Professor Rontgen has contributed to the

Berichte of the Berlin Academy an account of

further observations on the properties of the

X-rays. He has observed that the rays eman-

ate from the irradiated air in all directions so
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that if the rays were visible the appearance

would be that of a room filled with smoke and

lighted up by a candle. When a plate imper-

vious to the rays is i^laced between a fluores-

cent screen and a source of the rays the pla-

tinocyanide of barium nevertheless becomes

luminous, and this luminosity is visible even

when the screen lies directly upon the plate.

If, however, the screen placed on the plate is

covered by a cylinder of lead 0.1 cm. in thick-

ness surrounding the fluorescent screen the flu-

orescence disappears. Professor Kontgen has

further been able to measure the intensity of

the rays and to study the influences on which

this depends. Dr. Brandos' observations that

the X-rays may be made visible, presumably

by causing fluorescence of the retina, are con-

firmed. Professor Kontgen sums up the present

state of our knowledge in regard to the rays as

follows : (1) The rays proceeding from the dis-

charging apparatus are a mixture of rays vary-

in absorbability and intensity. (2) The com-

position depends chiefly on the duration of the

discharging current. (3) Difierent bodies ab-

sorb different kinds of rays. (4) The X-rays

are produced by the cathode rays and the phe-

nomena of both are probably of the same

nature.

The compilation of the statistics of coal

production in the United States in 1896, which

has just been completed by Statistician E. W.
Parker, of the U. S. Geological Survey, shows

that the product in 1896 was 190,639,959 short

tons, valued at $195,-557,649, against 193,117,-

530 short tons, valued at $197,799,043 in 1895,

a decrease of 2,477,571 short tons in amount,

and of $2,241,394 in value. The decrease in

product was entirely in that of Pennsylvania

anthracite. The output of bituminous coal

shows an increase of about one and three-

quarters million tons. The anthracite product

of Pennsylvania decreased nearly four and a

quarter million tons. It is a notable feature,

however, that there was a decrease in the

value of the bituminous product of over $1,600,-

000, notwithstanding the increased output,

and that there was a comparative increase in

the value of anthracite, although, on account of

the smaller production, it did not equal the

value in 1895. The average price obtained for

anthracite at the mines increased from SI. 41 in

1895 to $1.51 in 1896. The average price for

bituminous declined from 86 cents to 83 cents.

At the coming International Leprosy Confer-

ence, to be held in Berlin on October 11th, Dr.

Hutchinson, of London, will report on alimen-

tation and leprosy ; Professor Virchow on the

pathological anatomy of leprosy ; Dr. Neisser,

of Breslau, on its origin ; Dr. Bernier, of Paris,

on its etiology, and Professor Koch will discuss

the question of its infectiousness.

We learn from Natural Science that the

Natural History Museum of Halifax, which was

handed over to the County Borough Council

about eighteen months ago by the Literary and

Philosophical Society, has now found a perma-

nent home in the old mansion named Belle Vue.

The geological and botanical collections are

very extensive and valuable, but zoology is as

yet very imperfectly represented. The her-

barium has lately been much enriched by the

fine Gibson collection of British plants, the gift

of Lady Trevelyan. The Curator, Mr. Arthur

Crabtree, is making an attempt to render the

Museum of general educational value by ade-

quate labelling, and wishes to secure a com-

petent committee of management to direct and

second his efforts.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

The Supreme Court of New York State is-

sued on July 6th its final decision in the Fayer-

weather will case. The executors were required

to distribute within ten days the three million

dollars in question to the twenty colleges to

which they were bequeathed.

The only colleges so far as we have noticed

which have this year given the Ph. D. degree

causa honoris are Union, Dartmouth and Tufts.

These colleges have acted unwisely and Union

College, as we understand it, illegallj\

Professor William A. Rogers,who recently

accepted the Babcock professorship of physics in

Alfred University at Alfred, N. Y., delivered

the principal address at the laying of the corner-

stone of the Babcock Hall of Phj^sics at Alfred

on June 22d. The hall is named after the late

George H. Babcock, of Plainfield, N. J., who
left $100,000 to Alfred University.
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At the University of Indiana A. L. Foley,

Ph. D. (Cornell), has been elected professor of

physics; R. J. Aley, Ph. D. (Pennsylvania),

professor of mathematics ; E. B. Copeland, of

the University of Wisconsin, assistant professor

of botany, and E. B. Bryan, assistant professor

of pedagogy.

Heney C. Minton, of San Francisco, was

elected President of Centre College this week.

Dr. G. J. PiBECE has been elected assistant

professor of botany in Stanford University.

In the newly organized high schools of New
York City, as the result of a competitive exam-

ination, there have been appointed as first as-

sistants, at a salary of $3000, Mr. Frank Rol-

lins, chemistry ; Mr. R. H. Cornish, physics,

and Mr. E. "W. Sampson, physical geography.

The University of Strasburg has celebrated,

by f^tes lasting several days, the 25th anni-

versary of its foundation.

Peofbssor W. Th. Engelmann, of the Uni-

versity of Utrecht, has been offered the chair of

physiology at Berlin, vacant by the death of

Du Bois-Reymond, but it is stated that he will

not accept. The position had previously been

twice declined.

De. Jaeger and Dr. Brodhun have been ap-

pointed professors at The Reichsanstalt at

Charlottenburg ; Dr. Ignaz Zakezewski has

been made full professor of experimental

physics at the University at Lemburg, and Dr.

H. Finger, of Giessen, has been appointed as-

sistant professor of organic chemistry at the

Polytechnic Institute in Darmstadt.

Letter from Mr. Qeorge Kennan.

My Dear Mr. Bell : I will gladly give you

all the information I can in regard to the meteor.

Between half-past eight and nine o'clock, Tues-

day morning, June 22d, as I was going into my
garden to work, a very large and extraordinarily

bright meteor suddenly made its appearance

nearly southwest of the zenith, at a height of

about 70 degrees from the horizon and almost

directly under the old waning moon. I hap-

pened at that time to be looking upward and

westward, and I think I saw it at its place of

origin—that is, at the point where it first became

visible. It was not a mere point of light, like

a brilliant star, but seemed to have a large,

well-defined disc, resembling in shape a some-

what elongated and almost inverted balloon

with its top or larger end foremost—that is,

turned in the direction of its fall. It came into

DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE.

A BRILLIANT METEOR.

To THE Editor of Science : On June 22d a

brilliant meteor was observed in broad daylight

passing over Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia.

In order that some permanent record of the

fact may exist, I beg to forward for publication a

letter received from Mr. George Kennan, who
was an eye-witness of the occurrence.

Alexander Graham Bell.

Beinn Bhekagh, near Baddeck, C. B.,

Nova Scotia, July 1, 1897.

the field of vision so near the waning moon

that I was able to compare the one with the

other in point of size, and the impression made

upon my mind was that the disc of the meteor

was nearly as large as the filled-out circle of the

moon would have been. Of course, the eye un-

consciously exaggerates the size of a brilliant

object, and it probably did so in this case, but

such was the impression made upon me, and I

give it for what it may be worth. I don't think

the meteor had any decided color. At any

rate, all that I noticed was its extraordinary

brilliancy. If it had been decidedly green, red,
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or yellow, I tMnk I should have become con-

scious of the fact. It seemed to be followed by

a faint line of light about half as long as its own
body. From a point about 20 degrees south-

west of the zenith it fell rather swiftly in a

direction that would have brought it to the

horizon at a point very nearly northwest (mag-

netic) of my position. I was unable, however,

to follow it all the way to the horizon on ac-

count of the trees between my house and your

cottage behind which it disappeared without

having lost either its shape or its brightness.

The time occupied by its fall was not more, I

think, than three seconds. If you will hold

the accompanying diagram above your head

like a celestial chart and look up at it, facing

the west, you will get an approximate idea of

of the meteor's course as it appeared to me.

The sun was shining brightly, but it did not

overcome the brilliancy of the aerolite.

Sincerely yours,

Geoege Kennan.
Bekton Cottage, Baddeck, C. B.,

Nova Scotia, June 26, 1897.

SCIENTIFIC LITERA TUBE.

WHAT are stipules?

' The Nature and Origin of Stipules,' by A. A.

Tyler, A. M. Presented to the Faculty of

Pure Science of Columbia University in partial

requirement for the degree of Doctor of Phil-

osophy. Annals of the New York Academy
of Sciences, Vol. X., New York, 1897, pp.

1-49, pi. i.-iii. Also separate : Contributions

from the Department of Botany of Columbia

University, No. 119.

This is, without doubt, the most considerable

contribution that has been made to the vexed
question of the nature of stipules; at least it is

safe to say that it comes much nearer to a solu-

tion of that question than anything that has

hitherto been brought forward. Although as-

suredly not the last word that will be said on

the subject, nevertheless the light that had
already been shed upon it by a long train of

previous investigations placed the author in a

position to treat it from an advanced stand-

point.

Nearly half the paper, and that the first half,

is devoted to summing up, in chronological

order, the views that have been expressed and

the conclusions that have been reached; but the

paper is by no means a mere literary effort. It

is itself the result of a series of special re-

searches on the part of the author. Indeed, it

may be looked upon as a new departure, since

his investigations have proceeded from an al-

most entirely different standpoint from those of

previous authors. He has made use of their

labors and failures rather as a means of warn-

ing than as guides to his work.

Probably the most suggestive results that had
been reached were those which, within the past

decade, have been furnished by paleontology,

and while he has singularly omitted to mention

the researches of Saporta and Marion,* he has

not left out of account those that have been

made in America, f It is not too much to say

that these paleontological discoveries have

added more to our acquaintance with the true

nature of stipules than the combined morpho-

logical studies of previous authors. If I do not

mistake, it was from attention to paleontological

considerations as thus brought out, that Mr.

Tyler was led to adopt the method of his thesis,

a method which had been wholly neglected

hitherto, and yet the only one that seems to

promise ultimate success in the solution of the

problem.

The earliest of the above mentioned papers

called attention to certain remarkable basilar

expansions that occur in leaves of Platanus

basilobata, a fossil species from the Fort Union

* Evolution du Efigne Vegetal, Pt. II., Pban^ro-

games. Paris, 188.'i. See especially Vol. I., pp. 201-

223; Vol. II., pp. 9-44.

t The Paleontologic History of the Genus Platanus

by Lester F. Ward; Proo. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XI.,

1888, pp. 39-42, pi. xvii.-xxii. Origin ot the Plane-

Tiees, by Lester F. Ward; Am. Nat., Vol. XXIV.,
September, 1890, pp. 797-810, pi. xxviii. Flora of

the Dakota Group, by Leo Lesquereux; Monogr. U.

S. Geol. Surv., Vol. XVII., pp. 65, 231, 232, 254.

Wing-like Appendages on the Petioles of Liriophyl-

lum popnloides Lesq. and Liriodendron alatum

Newb., with Descriptions ot the Latter, by Arthur

Hollick;Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, Vol. XXI., No. It,

November 24, 1894, pp. 407-471, pi. ccxx., ccxxi.

Appendages to the Petioles of Liriodendra, by Arthur

Hollick;Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, Vol. XXIII., No. 6,

June, 1896, pp. 249-250, pi. colxix., cclxx.
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group, which was compared with another fossil

species, P. appendiculata of Lesquereux, in

which somewhat similar basilar expansions oc-

cur, but in this case separate from the main

blade. The latter species comes from the Au-

riferous gravels of California, a much later for-

mation, and it was argued that these two cases

indicate a gradual separation of these lobes

from the blade as having taken place in the

progress of development. It was further shown

that the living American species, P. occidentalis,

sometimes has a small expansion at the base,

through which the petiole passes, and that

other cases may be found on young shoots in

which these lobes are distinct from the blade.

The second paper cited, though chiefly a

criticism of a memoir by Jank6, on the leaves

of Platanus, discusses the subject of basilar ex-

pansions with additional illustrations.

Dr. Hollick's papers deal with an almost

similar condition of things in the fossil species

of Liriodendron. Both of these genera belong

to what are known as waning types, and their

present foliage has reached its highest state of

development.

These and other facts that have been from

time to time coming to light had begun to im-

bue botanists who had given attention to the

subject with the general idea that stipules are

morphologically portions of the leaf that have

been gradually separated from the existing leaf

blade through a process of development going

on under the influence of the great principle of

advantage in biology, which relegates to the

domain of vestiges or obsolescent organs every-

thing that has ceased to benefit the organism, a

process which has as its ultimate result the

complete extinction of such organs, and there

is no doubt that in many cases modern exstip-

ulate leaves have once had stipules and lost

them, although it is also trvie, as Mr. Tyler

shows, that in other cases, especially those of

sessile leaves, no stipules have ever existed.

In 1894 Mr. Morong, in treating the genus

Smilax,* said: " Most of the species climb upon
other shrubs and trees by means of a pair of

tendrils which grow at the summit of a stipular

wing on each side of the petiole, often not de-

«Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, Vol. XXI., No. 9, Septem-
ber 29, 1894, p. 420.

veloping till the stem is several years of age;" to

which he adds in a footnote: "DeCandolle
regards this appendage as more in the nature

of a modified leaf segment or leaflet than a

stipule, but it seems to me that a stipule is noth-

ing else than a leaflet at the base of a petiole."

Mr. Tyler does not note this statement of Mr.

Morong in his bibliographic summary, but it is

characteristic both of Mr. Morong's keen insight

into such matters and also of the general drift

of botanical thought on the subject.

In the paper before us there are brought out

into clear light at least three distinct and highly

important facts. The first relates to method.

It had long been felt that the great need in

botany was the study of plants from the em-

bryological standpoint in some such way as

animals have been studied with such remark-

able results. The two great sources of our

knowledge of development in both kingdoms

are, first, paleontology, and second, embryology.

Both of these had been almost totally neglected

by botanists until within recent years. Some-

thing, it is true, had been done along the more

general lines of plant development from the

paleontological side, but scarcely anything

in connection with the transformation that

leaves undergo, and the few papers above

quoted constitute practically all that has been

done in this line. A number of attempts have,

however, been made to approach the vege-

table kingdom from the embryological point of

view. But the seed being regarded in a certain

sense as the homologue of the egg, most of

these attempts have been devoted to the study

of the seed and of seedlings, the great work of

Sir John Lubbock constituting the most ex-

haustive of these efforts.

Mr. Tyler has shown in the present paper

that the study of plant embryology should not

proceed from a consideration of seeds and their

development, but of buds, and that while

botanists have been mainly seeking for light in

the diflBcult study of seed embryos, the true

source of such knowledge is the much more
accessible phenomena of bud development.

The figures that he has given abundantly de-

monstrate this truth, and henceforth there can

be no doubt that botanists generally will pro-

ceed according to this method and that the
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natural history of the leaf will soon be fully

known.
The second lesson which Mr. Tyler's paper

enforces is the one which paleontology, as we
have seen, had already taught. What the leaf

struggles to secure is the maximum amount of

light and air. In this effort it constantly tends

to stretch out as far a possible from the stem.

The proximal portion, which is most shaded,

is then sacrificed to the distal portion, and the

leaf is differentiated into petiole and blade.

But in this process various stages occur. Those

parts which are of any advantage to the plant

are in part retained, and the parts sacrificed are

selected in the exact measure of their failure

to benefit the plant.

Some may regard the principle of adaptation

for securing the maximum light and air as in-

adequate to explain these modifications of the

leaf, but it is this principle that determines not

only the form but also the arrangement of

leaves, and when we remember that opposite

leaves are also decussate, that in whorled

leaves those of one whorl stand over the inter-

vals between those of the next whorl below,

and that even in plants with alternate leaves

the phyllotaxy is so adjusted as to secure the

longest interval between one leaf and the next

one that must stand directly over it, we not only

see with what rigorous exactness this principle

works, but also what apparently trifling differ-

ences in advantageousness are seized upon and

made to count in producing manifest eflfects.

The least useful portion of a leaf is not that

at the very base, but that which is some dis-

tance from the base, and even this may be par-

tially retained as a wing to strengthen the leaf-

stallf . The portion at the base is often preserved

in one form or another, and we have seen, in

the fossil and living species considered, how
this may vary in the process of evolution, but

in the most highly developed of our living flora,

where it is retained at all, it is usually in the

form of stipules, which have all conceivable

shapes and differ in all degrees in their perma-

nence, some being appropriated to other uses

according to the law of vicarious function.

Others are persistent as small organs of different

forms. Still others are deciduous at varying

stages in the growth of the leaf, some, as Mr.

Tyler shows, never being seen except on dis-

secting the bud. The last stage in this process

is their complete atrophy and the resultant

wholly exstipulate leaf.

The third lesson that we learn from Mr.

Tyler's studies is that monocotyledonous plants

constitute an early stage in the process of leaf

development. This is what would have been

naturally supposed, but there has been a ten-

dency of late to cast doubts upon the position

of the monocotyledons and to maintain that

they are as highly developed and that they

have been as late in their appearance in

geologic time as the dicotyledonous angiosperms.

It must be admitted that the paleobotanists have

been the ones who have chiefly taken this view.

This has been due to the exceedingly meager

representation which the monocotyledons have

in the fossil floras of the globe, and especially to

the natural doubts which have arisen as to the

botanical character of most of the fossil forms

that have been regarded as monocotyledons by

certain authors. The Yuccites of Schimper,

from the Lower Trias, as also his genus JElho-

phyllum, which he did not himself refer to that

class, but which others have naturally regarded

as a monocotyledonous plant, cannot certainly

be claimed as ancestral monocotyledons, al-

though the proofto the contrary is equally want-

ing. Scarcely anything that has been discovered

in the great Jurassic floras ofthe world has even

been called monocotyledonous, and very little

that is certainly such occurs even in the Creta-

ceous. It is, therefore, been held by some that

this class of plants first made its appearance

with the palms of the Eocene, but so rich and

varied is this Eocene palm fiora that it presents

a case analogous to that which until recently

was offered by the dicotyledonous floras of the

Middle Cretaceous, and requires the violent

assumption that a great group of plants sud-

denly burst in upon the world and attained all

at once a high state of development in widely

separated regions. This assumption is now
thoroughly disproved in regard to the dicotyle-

dons by the discovery of early embryonic types

at a much earlier age, naturally leading up to

the higher types referred to.

The monocotyledons, from their very nature,

are the least adapted of all forms of vegetable
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life to be preserved in the fossil state, represent-

ing, as Saporta and Marion show, and as Mr.

Tyler's researches fully bear out, the primitive

form of leaf development, which consists simply

in setting apart a portion of the growing plant

to serve the purposes of leaves, consisting of

more or less broad and elongated blades, usu-

ally embracing the stem and tapering gradu-

ally to a point, with the leaf bundles continued

in straight lines parallel to each other through-

out their entire length. They are, therefore,

broadest at the base and least adapted to secur-

ing the ultimate purpose of leaves already men-

tioned, viz. , the maximum amount of light and

air. The process of leaf development began

with this condition, and many of the forms in

which the cotyledon is still single have acquired

a blade, as, for example, many species of Pota-

niogeton, Smilax, Dioscorea, etc. In Smilax

and some other genera true stipules have been

developed, along with the tendency towards

their differentiation into tendrils and other use-

ful organs.

An important obstacle to the preservation of

monocotyledonous leaves in the fossil state is

the absence in them of any definite joint or

natural point of separation of the leaf from the

stem, which is one of the earliest results in the

process of leaf evolution, also involving the

principle of the renewal of leaves at annual or

other fixed periods, which has practically re-

sulted in the indefinite multiplication of the

leaves produced, increasing the chances of their

preservation by the whole number of such re-

newals. The only chance for an ordinary mono-

cotyledonous plant to become entombed and

preserved in the fossil state is that the locality

in which it grows shall become somewhat rap-

idly covered up, burying the entire plant so

quickly that it cannot decay during the process.

This, as anyone can see, must be an exceedingly

rare occurrence. Still, there is no doubt that a

large amount of monocotyledonous vegetation

growing in bogs and marshes in estuarine regions

that are slowly subsiding under the weight of

materials brought down the streams, and which

also aid in covering them up, has been, in fact,

preserved in a very imperfect way, and many
vague and puzzling objects occur in all collec-

tions made from such localities. They are

found throughout the Mesozoic, in the form of

short culm-like segments and imperfect bits of

leaves so badly macerated that they are ne-

glected by those who determine such collections.

It is rarely possible to say what form of plant

they really represent, and yet it is often clear

that these remains belong to certain glumaceous

forms, grasses, sedges, rushes, etc. Saporta,

in his work on the Mesozoic of Portugal, de-

scribed and figured, under the name of Poac-

tites, quite a number of these forms from the

Neo-Jurassic to the Albian,or through the Upper
Jurassic and entire Lower Cretaceous. Others

have been called Cyperites, Zosterites, Bambu-
sium, etc. Numerous small seeds are also con-

stantly occurring, which are for the most part

unnamed or given such names as do not indi-

cate their botanical afiinities. Many of these

probably belong to monocotyledonous plants.

Mr. Tyler's paper, with all its excellencies,

conveys the impression of an unfinished pro-

duction. One would say that in his hurry to

use it as a thesis he had been obliged to close it

up abruptly. Its most serious defect is the want
of careful descriptions of the plates and figures

explained in their numerical order for the con-

venient use of the reader. This condition of

the paper suggests the probability that the

writer has much additional material, and in-

spires the hope that he may have entered upon

a much more extended and exhaustive series of

observations along these suggestive lines.

Lester F. Ward.

On the Genera of Rodents: An Attempt to bring

up to Date the current Arrangement of the

Order. By Oldfield Thomas, F.Z.S. Proc.

Zool. Soc, London, 1896, pp. 1012-1028.

Issued April, 1897.

The order Rodentia offers peculiar difficulties

to the student, both on account of the number

of its species and the great variety of forms

which it includes. The satisfactory arrange-

ment of the thousand or more species now
known is no easy matter, as shown by the at-

tempts of several authors, notably Waterhouse

in 1839-48, Gervais in 1848-53, Brandt in 1855,

Lilljeborg in 1866, Gill in 1872, and Alston in

1876. During the last ten years more progress

has been made in the study of mammals than
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in any previous quarter of a century. New
methods of collecting, and more thorough ex-

ploration of regions previously little known,

have brought to light a host of new forms and

furnished material for studies which have

thrown new light on the relationship of many
groups. More careful examination of the litera-

ture has likewise necessitated many changes in

nomenclature. Thus it is not surprising that

Alston's classification, which has been generally

adopted during the last 20 years, should have

become somewhat antiquated.

In many respects Mr. Thomas is peculiarly

fitted for the task of ' bringing the arrangement

of the order up to date. ' As curator of mam-
mals in the British Museum he has constant ac-

cess to a collection of rodents, which includes

representatives of all but 15 of the existing

genera and is unrivalled in the possession of a

large number of types. Perhaps no other

zoologist is personally familiar with more species

or has a better general knowledge of the Eo-

dentia than Mr. Thomas. He has also done

much towards placing the nomenclature on a

sound basis and has kept fully abreast of recent

morphological work.

Although his paper comprises only 16 pages,

it is an unusually important contribution to the

literature of mammals and its value is not to be

measured merely by its length. Unlike Alston's

paper, it contains no diagnoses, and is therefore

merely a list of genera arranged by families and

subfamilies. It is intended mainly as a con.

venient reference list for museum curators and

writers who have neither the time nor the in-

clination to work out the relationships of

genera. Its object is threefold, since it gives

:

(1) the position and sequence of the genera in

their respective subfamilies
;

(2) the earliest

available name for each genus, and (3) a refer-

ence to the original desci'iption. The results

of the investigation here presented necessitated

not only a study of the genera and families, but

the selection of the proper name from a host of

synonyms for each of the 160 groups which are

considered worthy of generic rank.

It would have been very desirable if the list

had included extinct as well as living forms and

had been extended to subgenera, thus forming a

complete conspectus of the order. In limiting

it to living mammals the author restricted him-

self to forms with which he is personally famil-

iar, and by omitting subgenera avoided a vast

amount of work which would have inevitably

delayed the appearance of the list.

The changes which have been made in the

classification of Eodents during the last 25

years can be most clearlir brought out by com-

paring the lists of Gill, Alston and Thomas, but

in so doing it should be remembered that

Thomas follows Alston as closely as possible in

the arrangement of the higher groups. Gill in

1872 recognized 9 superfamilies, 20 families, 16

subfamilies, but mentioned no genera ; Alston

in 1876 gave 3 superfamilies, 18 families, 23

subfamilies and 100 genera
;
Thomas now ad-

mits 5 superfamilies, 21 families, 27 subfamilies

and 161 genera.* The increase in the present

list is due to elevating the Bathyergidse, Hete-

romyidse, ErethizontidEe and Pedetidaj to the

rank of families, and reducing the Lophiomyidse

to a subfamily of Muridte. About one half the

additional genera are ' new discoveries ' and the

remainder are due to the breaking-up of old

genera.

Recent writers divide the Rodentia into two

suborders : Simplicidentata and Duplicideutata
;

and most of them have followed Alston's tri-

partite division of the Simplicidentata into

Sciuromorpha, Myomorpha and Hystricomor-

pha. This simple arrangement has not proved

satisfactory, since some of the outlying genera

will not fit into either group. To meet this diffi-

culty Thomas has added two groups : Anoma-

luri and Aplodontioe, making 5 subdivisions of

superfamily value, thus to some extent follow-

ing Gill. But in the attempt to retain Alston's

higher groups with the termination morpha and

at the same time to distinguish others of lower

rank he has introduced two subdivisions be-

tween family and suborder. The names adopted

are unfortunate, since the terminations are not

distinctive, having been used by difierent au-

thors for divisions varying in rank from super-

families to subgenera. It would be simpler to

*Ouly 159 are mentioned, but i^'/fter is inadvertently

omitted, and Cliilomys has been proposed since this

paper was printed. Beside these Sigmodontomt/s and

Zygodontomys have recently been described by Dr. J.

A. Allen.
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adopt Gill's termination oidea for all these

groups, although such a course would reduce

the Sciuromorpha to the same rank as the A.no-

maluridfe. The relation of Thomas' super-

families to those of Gill and Alston is as follows :

Anomaluri=Alston's Anomaluridse= Gill's

Anomaluroidea.

Sciuromorpha^Alston's Sciuromorphia (mi-

nus the Anomaluridffi and Aplodontioe^Gill's

Sciuroidea+ Castoroidea.

Aplodontise^xilston's Haplodontidse = Gill's

Haploodontoidea.

Myomorpha^Alston ' s Myomorpha=Gill' s

Lophiomyoidea -f Myoidea + Myoxoidea+ Sac-

comyoidea.

Hystricomorpha^Alston' s Hystricomorpha

=Gill's Hystricoidea.

Two of Thomas' subfamily names, Lonche-

rinse and Sigmodontiuse are open to question on

grounds of priority. The Loncherinse were

separated as a distinct group by Burmeister in

1854, but Gray had previously recognized the

subfamily Echimyna in 182.5, and Gill adopted

the name in the form Echimyinaj in 1872.

Echimys and Loncheres both belong to the same

subfamily, and Echimyinte besides being more
generally used than Loncherinse has several

years' priority. Sigmodontinfe must give way
to the well-known term Cricetinse, the change

having been made through a misapprehension

as to the validity of the generic name Cricetus.

As will be shown further on, there is no reason

for rejecting Cricetus or the subfamily of which

it is the type.

The instability of generic names is strikingly

exemplified by this list. No less than one-

eighth of the genera have been ' changed ' dur-

ing recent years, and in the attempt to find

names which have unquestioned priority and
are not preoccupied, the author has introduced

unfamiliar terms for about 10 per cent, of the

genera. In all such cases, however, the com-

monly accepted designations are added in

brackets. But it may be questioned whether
he has really carried this work far enough, for

several of the names left undisturbed are open

to objection.

Arctomys, which is usually credited to Schre-

ber, 1792, can be traced back to 1780, but even

with this early date it will probably have to

give way to Marmota Blumenbach, 1779. The

latter appeared in the first edition of the Hand-

buch d. Naturgeschichte—a rare volume, which

is not accessible at present, and hence it is im-

possible to ascertain what species were origi-

nally placed in the genus.*

Hamster Lacepede appeared in 1801, whereas

Cricetus was described by Cuvier in 1798, al-

though not named until 1800. It was, how-

ever, defined by Kerr in 1792, and therefore

antedates Hamster by not less than nine years.

This is an excellent illustration of the impor-

tance of ascertaining the first publication of a

name. Quoting Cricetus from Cuvier, Thomas
assumes it to date from 1817 and rejects it in

favor of Hamster, 1801. Had he found Cuvier's

first use of the Cricetus in 1800 he would have

avoided changing a name which mu^st now be

restored.

Ccelogenus Cuvier, 1807, appeared sis years

later than Lacepede' s Agouti, the latter having

been published in the Mem. de I'Institut, Paris,

III., p. 494, 1801. As both of these genera

were based on the same animal, Agouti paca

(Linn.) is the proper name for the common
paca.

Lagostomus Brookes, 1829, is antedated by

Vizcacia Schinz, 1824, f and should be replaced

by it.

Ellobius Fischer, 1814, may be considered

untenable by some zoologists because of the

prior use of Ellohium by Bolten in 1798 for a

genus of mollusks,! but those who reject

Ellobius must find a substitute for it, probably

in Chthonoergus Nordmann, 1839.

The references to the original description of

each genus in the list will be found very useful,

but in a number of cases the names were

actually published from one to twelve years

* In the 7th edition o£ the same work, published iu

1803, Blumenbach included Marmota alpina, M.

cricetus, M. lemmus, M. typhlus and 31. capensis.

fSee Science, New Ser., VI., July 2, 1897, pp.

21-23.

tMuseum Boltenianuin, 1798. See Adams, Gen.

Recent Moll., II., 1858, p. 237. Both names are de-

rived from the same Greek word, the neuter noun
sUSpiov, an ear ring. Should it he desirable to place

the mammal genus in a separate subfamily, as Gill

has already done, the designation Ellobiinse becomes

identical with that iu use for a subfamily of moUusks.
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earlier than here indicated. The author could

hardly be expected to verify all his references

and had he done so the result might not have

justified the labor. Nevertheless, the failure

to find the original description may result in an

error which will necessitate a change in the

type of a group or may even lead to the rejec-

tion of a valid current name as in the case of

Orieetus. As Mr. Thomas has evidently given

merely the references usually quoted by au-

thors, the remarks on this part of the paper

should be regarded as supplementary notes

rather than criticisms. For the benefit of those

Avho may use the list, the earliest references are

given below for genera which were published

before the dates assigned by Thomas :*

9. Arctomys Schreber, Saugthiere, plates

CCVII.-CCIX.,1780, text IV., pp. 721-743, 1782

(not ' 1792').

16. IMyoxus Schreber, Saugthiere, IV.
,
plates

CCXXV. A-B, CCXXVII., 1782, text IV., pp.

824-831, 1787] (not ' 1792').

19. Oraphiurus F. Cuvier, Proc. Zool. Soc.

London, p. 5, July, 1838 (not ' 1845').

31. Ehomhomys Wagner, Gelehrte Anzeige K-

Bay. Akad. Wiss. Miinchen, XII., pp. 421, 429,

433, March, 1841 (not ' 1843').

35. Dendromus A. Smith, Zool. Journ., IV.

,

pp. 438-439, Jan.-May, 1829 (not ' 1834').

61. Criceiiis Kerr, Anim. Kingd., I, Mamm.,
pp. 42, 242-246, 1792 (not Cuvier, ' 1817').

72. Bhipidomys (Wngner), Tschudi in Wiegm.
Archiv. 1844, I., p. 252 (not ' 1845').

96. [Cimiculus Wagler, Nat. Syst. Amphi-
bien, p. 21, 1830] (not ' 1832').

— Fiber G. Cuvier (Tableau Elem. d'Hist.

Nat. Anim., p. 141, 1798), Lecons d'Anat.

Comp.,I., Tabl. 1, 1800.

100. Tachyoryctes Riippell, Neue Wirbelthiere

z. Fauna von Abyssinien, Siiugth., pp. 35-37,

Taf. 12, 1835.

108. Heteroinys Desmarest, Nouv. Diet, d'

Hist. Nat., 2d ed., XIV., pp. 180-181, 1817

(not ' 1822 ').

115. Dipus Schreber, Saugthiere, pis.

CCXXyill.-CCXXXII., 1782, text IV., pp.

842-861, 1788-89 (not 'Gmelin, 1788').!

*To these may be added Fiber, omitted from the

list, and Tachyoryctes, which has no reference.

t Those who agree with SUerborn in not recogniz-

137. Echimys Cuvier, Nouv. Bull. Soc.

Philom., p. 394, Sept., 1809 (not ' Echinomys

Desmarest, 1817').

155. Dolichotis Desmarest, Journ. de Phys.,

LXXXVIIL, p. 211, March, 1819 (not '1822').

But however desirable it may be to obtain

the earliest reference, a generic name can not

date farther back than 1758 (the year when the

10th edition of Linnteus' Systema Naturse was
published) or before the time when it was used

as a scientific and not a vernacular name.

Brisson's genera of 1756 must date from 1762,

and French names should not take precedence

over others published later, but before the

former appeared as Latin names. The follow-

ing genera should therefore be quoted as indi-

cated below :

SpermophUus Cuvier, Dents des Mamm., 1825,

pp. 160-161, 255, pi. LV. (not 1822), Glis

Brisson, Regn. Animale, ed. 2, 1762, pp. 13,

113-118 (not 1756) ; Athcrurus F. Cuvier, Diet.

Sci. Nat., LIX., 1829, p. 483 (not G. Cuvier,

Regne Animal, 1829) ; Cercolabes, Brandt, 1835,

Mem. Acad. Imp. Sci. St. Petersburg, 3d ser.,

III., pp. 55-58 (not F. Cuvier, 1822); Eydro-

chmrus Brisson, Reg. Animale, 1762, pp. 12,

80-81 (not 1756).

Neither should the apparent date of publica-

tion be accepted when there is evidence to show
that the name actually appeared earlier or later

than indicated by the title page of the volume

in which it was printed. For this reason

Anomalurus should date from January, 1843,

not 1842 ; Psammomys 1828, not 1826 ; Orei-

nomys 1881, not 1880 ; Saccostomus 1846, not

1847 ; Acomys 1838, not 1840 ; Chiropodomys

1868, not 1869 ;
Zapus 1875,;uot 1873

;
Pectina-

tor 1856, not 1855; Schizodon March, 1842,

not 1841 ; Chietomys 1843, not 1848 ; Lagos-

tomus 1829, not 1828. This question of exact

dates may seem a verj' trivial matter, but

when a difference of only a year or two in

publication has necessitated the rejection of

such well known names as Arvicola, Isomys and
Ochetodon, it can readily be seen that, unless

the date of publication is fixed with precision,

generic names will never be stable.

ing names ou plates must quote Dipus from Bod-

daert's Elencbus Animalium, 1785, p. 47. In either

case the authority is not Gmelin, as given by Thomas.
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In two minor points the list is fairly open to

criticism, namely, in the abbreviation of authori-

ties and references, and in the emendation of

names. Even those familiar with the literature

will find difficulty in recognizing Ogilby in

' Og.,' Brants in 'Bts.,' Hemprich and Ehren-

berg in ' H. & E.,' or in telling whether ' Sm.'

stands for Smith or Smuts. In most cases Mr.

Thomas has followed the original spelling of a

name, but apparently with some hesitation, for

he finds it necessary to apologize for Aplodontia,

stating that he looks ' with loathing on these

h-less names.' He has, however, adopted the

emended forms Echinomys for jEchimys, Canna-

bateomys for Kannabateomys, Pithecochirus for

Pithecheir, and Acodon for Akodon, although in a

paper subsequently published he has reverted

to the original spelling, Akodon.

There is opportunity for much divergence of

opinion as to the sequence and relative rank of

the groups, for example, as to the wisdom of

reducing the Lophiomyidse to a subfamily of

the Muridse, while giving Pedetes and the

American Porcupines full family rank. Some
may question the removal of the Batherginae

from the Spalacidae to form a separate family

placed after the Geomyidse and Heteromyidse,

so that the Old World genera Spalax and Bathy-

ergus, which were formerly arranged side by
side, are now separated by two families of New
World pouched gophers and pocket mice

:

Possibly, it may seem that the author has

recognized a relatively large number of genera

of Muridfe, in view of the statement that all the

recently proposed genera of Geomyidse ' 'may be

most conveniently treated as of subgeneric

rather than generic rank, sound as their basis

as natural groups no doubt is.
'

'

But whatever difference there may be in re-

gard to minor points, the fact remains that this

paper admirably fulfills its purpose as a check

list of genera of Rodents. We may venture

to hope that the field having now been cleared

to a certain extent of nomenclatural difiiculties,

Mr. Thomas will soon undertake the work
which has so long been needed, namely, a com-
plete catalogue of the Rodentia.

T. S. Palmek.

Washington, D. C.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEBIIES.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES—BIOLOGICAL

SECTION, APRIL 5 .

Professor Osborn moved that a committee

be appointed to consider and take action on the

question of postage on natural history speci-

mens. The chair appointed Doctors Dyar and
Dean and Professor Stratford. Professor Bristol

offered his resignation as Secretary. It was ac-

cepted, and the election of his successor was
laid over until the next meeting.

Professor Osborn reported upon the phylogeny

of the early Eocene Titanotheres, showing

that they are divided into two distinct series,

included under the genera Telmatotherium

and Paleeosyops, both of which independently

acquired horns. The Telmatothere line begins

with T. boreale, a form which Cope referred to

as Palseosyops. It is distinguished by animals

with long narrow skulls and high stilted feet,

and undoubtedly represented the upland types

of the family. The Palseosyops line, as sug-

gested by Earle and Hatcher, passes through P.

laticeps and P. manteoceras, and leads up to

Diplacodon, the larger species of which surpass

in size the smaller Titanotheres of the Oligo-

cene. The main line gives offseveral collaterals,

such as P. paludosus. Lambdotherium does not

belong in the Titanothere phylum at all.

A second note related to a division of the two

groups of placental mammals, the Meseutheria

and Ceneutheria. The former, since Wortman's

demonstration that the Ganodonta are ancestral

Edentates, must now embrace this division, be-

sides the Creodonta, Lemuroidea, Tillodontia,

Insectivora, Amblypoda and Condylarthra.

The third note related to the origin of the

typical mammalian types of teeth among the

Theriodonta, Cynodontia and Gomphodontia of

the Triassie. It is especially noteworthy that

the Gomphodontia afford a demonstration of the

origin of multituberculate teeth from a trituber-

culate ground plan, as hypothetically assumed

by the speaker some years ago.

Mr. Bradney B. Griffin reported that in

Thalassema (one of the Echiurids) the spireme

occurs in minute ova (3 micra in diameter)

floating in clusters in the body cavity. The

spireme segments into one-half the somatic
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number of chromosomes, which by partial longi-

tudinal splitting pass into flattened ellipses.

These elongate, and during the growth period

become twisted and distorted, and their true

shape is thereby obscured. While entering the

first polar spindle they appear as loose open

rings or compact rods (bivalent). These by

concentration and looping up form crosses, op-

posite arms of which are attached to the ' Zug-

fasern. ' During metaphase the crosses become

drawn ont into flattened ellipses which split

across into two V's with closely apposed limbs.

At telophase the latter separate at the angle

and diverge in the second polar mitosis. No
longitudinal splitting of the V's occurs.

In Zirphffia (Lamellibranch) the process is

identical, although more obvious by reason of

the less close apposition of the halves of the

rings and V's. The conclusion is that in both

forms a reducing division takes place.

Mr. J. H. McGregor offered a preliminary re-

port on the development of the Spermatozoa in

Amphiuma. Professor F. E. Lloyd's paper on

Pholadidfea of the Pacific Coast was read by

title.

C. L. Bristol,

Secretary.

MAY 3, 1897.

Mr. Gary N. Calkins, of Columbia Univer-

sity, was elected Secretary of the Section.

In the absence of Dr. Dyar, chairman of the

committee appointed to consider the question

of postage on natural history specimens. Pro-

fessor Stratford reported that the Postmaster-

General had been notified, and that the matter

had received due consideration.

Upon behalf of the committee appointed to

draw up a resolution relating to the death of

Professor Cope, Professor Osborn delivered a

brief eulogy of the great naturalist, pointing out

the especial features which have made his work
famous and have given him such a high position

in the history of natural science. He dwelt es-

pecially upon the fact that Professor Cope prose-

cuted five great lines of work simultaneously,

and that in each he acquired a commanding
position. He also spoke of some of his gener-

ous qualities as a fellow scientific worker, es-

pecially his liberality in the loan of collections

and generous recognition of the work of others.

Finally, he alluded to his remarkable inde-

pendence and fortitude of character, and per-

sistent devotion to science, even with limited

resources. His death leaves a vacuum es-

pecially in the line of able and accurate criti-

cism of contemporary work. Professor Osborn

concluded by submitting the following reso-

lution :

The members of the New York Academy of Sci-

ences desire to record their admiration of the noble

services to science of the late Professor Edward D.

Cope. Since 1895, when he offered his first contri-

bution to the Philadelphia Academy of Sciences, at

the age of nineteen, he has been a devoted and bril-

liant investigator in five great branches of natural

history—ichthyology, herpetology of the batrachians

and reptiles, mammalian paleontology, historical

geology and philosophy. In each he has long been

an acknowledged leader, and his combined knowl-

edge of all has given his researches a philosophical

breadth, grasp and permanence which place him
among the great masters of comparative anatomy

—

Cuvier, Owen and Huxley. We deeply regret that

his untimely death has cut short his life work, and

feel that the loss of his keen, critical and productive

faculty deals a blow to the cause of comparative

anatomy of the vertebrata throughout the world,

which can hardly be measured. We tender to the

American Philosophical Society and to the Academy
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, of which Pro-

fessor Cope was a life-long member, an expression of

our deep regret at their loss, and of our readiness to

cooperate with them in the establishment of some

suitable memorial.

Signed : Henry F. Osborn.

J. L. WORTMAN.

Mr. H. E. Crampton, Jr., gave a brief ab-

stract of a paper by F. C. Baker on ' Notes on

Variations in the apex of Gasteropod Molluscs.'

Professor Bashford Dean and Mr. F. P. Sumner

reported on the spawning habits of Petromyzon

Wilderi at Van Cortlaudt Pond. Mr. H. E.

Crampton, Jr., reported on some Coalescence

Experiments with Lepidoptera. A paper on

the ' Vertical Distribution of Plankton in Deep-

Sea Collections from Puget Sound,' by Profes-

sor James I. Peck and N. K. Harrington, was

read by title.

G. N. Calkins,

Secretary.
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PHYSICAL ANTSBOPOLOGY*
Physical anthropology is that branch of

the broader field of anthropology which
treats of physical man. It has nothing to

do with man as a social being ; it is not

* A lecture delivered at the Field Columbian Mu-
seum, Slarch 20, 1897.

concerned with the products of his hands

or of his brain; it deals neither with tech-

nology, language, government, law, sociol-

ogy, folk-lore nor religion ; it treats of man
as an animal.

We may for the sake of convenience con-

sider four views of the subject. These are:

(a) the scope of physical anthropology

;

(b) the problems of physical anthropology;

(c) physical anthropology in its relation to

museum exhibition ; and (d) the impor-

tance or value of physical anthropology.

(a) The Scope of Physical Anthropology.

Physical anthropology assumes that man
is an animal ; is a member of the brute

world, and it follows that man is to be

studied as other animals are studied. It is

then a part of zoology, which has for its

study the entire animal world ; and in this

world man demands the most attention and

the closet scrutiny, for he is both the most

important and the most widely distributed

of all animals. Applying the methods of

zoological investigation to man, physical

anthropology asks of his ancestry, of the

time of his appearance on earth, of his

kinds or varieties or species, of the com-

parative fertility of races, of the fertility of

hybrids, of the laws of heredity and de-

scent, and of the nature and influence of

food, climate and environment upon man,

and finally of man's relation to other ani-

mals.
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It becomes evident at once tliat in the

various investigations which are instituted

in the study of phj'sical man we must have

the assistance of other studies which are

closely related. Thus by the aid of paleon-

tology we may hope for light on the prob-

lem of man's first appearance, both in time

and place, and also on the problem of man's

ancestors, for paleontologj^ is simply the

study of zoology in geological times ; it is the

archaeology of zoology. Again, by the aid

of embrj'ology, we may hope to learn some-

thing of man's origin, for it is one of the

laws of biology that the developmental his-

tory of the individual is an epitome of the

developmental history of the race. With
the aid of anatomy, the study of gross struc-

ture, we are able to compare the varieties

of men and so classification and division

become possible, and by means of compara-

tive anatomy we can compare man's struc-

ture with that of other animals and thus

learn of relationships. With the aid of

physiology and experimental psychology

we are enabled to judge of the comparative

physical functions and mental activities of

the different races. It must be added that

no one or even all of these studies combined

is physical anthropology. The data which

they severally and collectively furnish make
possible the broader, more comprehensive

study of physical man.

It is well also that we remind ourselves

that the study of physical anthropology has

only recently become a possibility. The
time was not so very long ago when man
rebelled at the thought that he had any-

thing in common with the animals ; he for-

got or overlooked the fact that his entry

into and exit from this world were like

other animals, that his life was and is a

struggle for existence, that his physical na-

ture was so like that of animals that the

same laws of evolution which produced the

one must have produced the other, must

have produced all, must govern all. And

so the skeptics of the scientific and unscien-

tific world cried : Produce your missing link

!

The ' missing link ' is dead, and almost for-

gotten, but in his stead has arisen, from

the study of paleontology, embryology and
comparative anatomy, an array of facts

which unite man to the animal world in a

manner so close and intimate as to admit

of no questioning. As one anatomist* says

:

" Blood relationship and not some unknown
plan of creation forms the invisible bond

which unites organisms in various degrees

of similarity, and in this great family man
must find his place. He forms but a link

in the chain, and has no right to consider

himself an exception."

It may seem strange that after physical

anthropology has been declared to be that

part of zoology which deals with man that

there should be any need to speak of the

methods which are essential to its proper

study. But the field offers such large op-

portunities for superficial work, and so

much of that sort has been done that we
may well devote a few minutes to the con-

sideration of this subject. We hear so much
of ' reversions,' ' simian traits ' and ' anthro-

poid characters ' that we are bewildered,

and after all the evidence is in we can only

conclude that man's ancestors were won-

derfully and fearfully made. There is, in-

deed, in the different races of men, or in

any one of them, an enormous amount of

variation. A naturalist f asks: "Are not

Esquimaux and Bushmen, Samoj'edes and

Australians, American Indians and Fantis

much further apart than any two species of

monkej's, of larks or butterflies?" While

an anatomist,! speaking of the shoulder-

blade, says :
" I do not know what range of

* Wiedersheim : Structure of Man, p. 3.

f Sir Henry Haworth: Natural Science. Sept., 1896,

p. 185.

t Professor T. Dwight : The Range and Significance

of Variation in the Human Skeleton. Boston, 1894,

p. 23.
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variation a great series of the scapulae of

the larger felidse might present, but a small

one shows nothing like that of the human

race, and I might even add that of the

Caucasian."

But because certain parts of man's skele-

ton bear close resemblance to the gorilla,

other parts to the chimpanzee, still others

to the orang and gibbon, does it follow that

man, in his race history, has been succes-

sively a gibbon, an orang, a chimpanzee

and a gorilla? Surely it would seem no

one would claim for man such a pedigree

as this, but this has been done, if not open-

ly, it at least has been tacitly implied. And
hence the need of definite scientific methods

which make such reasoning impossible.

Naturally, all the methods of zoological

investigation are not applicable in the study

of the human species, but at least two are

of the utmost value; they are the statis-

tical, or mathematical, and the morpholog-

ical. The use of the statistical method in

anthropology, and its extension in zoology,

is due very largely to Mr. Francis Galton.

Its basis is an application of the laws of

chance, and Galton has devised special ap-

paratus to illustrate its application. The
method is of great value in comparative

studies, such, for example, as the various

indices, which are determined from measure-

ments on the skull. Thus, if we take the

length of the skull in a thousand individ-

uals, and arrange the results according to

their distribution, we shall have a curve,

the character of which will be determined

by the uniformity of the individuals mea-

sured. If they are all of one race, and that

race is free from admixture with other

races, we shall expect to find a curve which
is high in the center and of a uniform char-

acter. If, on the other hand, the race is a

mixed one the curve will be broad in pro-

portion to its height and will be irregular

in its course. In other words, the charac-

ter of the curve is largely determined by

the number of disturbing causes. Just

as in Galton's apparatus, the character of

the curve described by shot which falls

upon a compartment, striking in its passage

pins, will be determined by the height from

which it falls and the number of pins it en-

counters in its passage. By means of these

curves, that is, by the use of the statistical

method, the greater part of anthropometric

investigations are shown.

In the second method, the moi-phological,

we deal with form and arrangement, and

the unit is not the individual, but the

species. The method proceeds by homology

and it recognizes in variation an indication

of the slow modification of the race or

species. In other words, morphology is

simplj' an extension of comparative an-

atomy. It calls to its aid embryology and

histology, or the study of minute structure.

A character which appears occasionally in

man and is always present in the apes is

not to be called ' simian ' until its pedigree

has been carefully determined and it can be

shown to have been a transmitted charac-

ter or an actual reversion. A close adher-

ence to the methods of morphology may
not unravel all the problems which are pre-

sented in man's strucure, but it will make
impossible many of the so-called deductions

which thus far have been put forth in the

name of physical anthropology.

(b) Problems of Physical Anthropology.

We have to consider in this place not so

much what has been done as what remains

to be done, for, although much has been

accomplished, the field of investigation still

remains very broad. In the first place, we
do not yet know the exact lines of man's

descent. His cousins are pretty well known,

but his immediate ancestors are not yet dis-

covered. There is yet to be learned even

the approximate time of man's appearance

as man upon earth. That time has been

stated within the last year by one writer to
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have been 15,000 years ago, by another to

have been 200,000 years ago. The extreme

antiquity of man's appearance is no longer

questioned, for in Europe his remains have

been found associated with the bones of

long extinct mammals. Further evidence

of his great antiquitj' has been found in

Africa, Asia and America, and only recently

remains have been found in Java which

have up to this time defied the best anato-

mists of Europe to determine whether they

belong to man or to some extinct ape. At
any rate, they may be characterized as the

most human-like of the apes so far known,

or the most ape-like of any man yet dis-

covered. But the real importance of the

find in Java lies in the fact that we may hope

for further discoveries which may throw

light on man's origin. There are still vast

areas of Quaternary and Tertiary deposits

in Asia, Africa and the islands of the Indian

Ocean which await investigation, and it is

not too much to hope that the next twenty-

five years will see greater advances in our

knowledge of man's past history than we
have seen in the last century.

There is another problem awaiting solu-

tion and it is, to a certain extent, bound up
with the one just considered ; it is the old

question, put in a new form, of the single

or multiple origin of man—monogenism or

polygenism. The facts as at present known
are these : "With the exception of the Java

find and possibly one or two skulls found

in Europe, man seems to be not only man,

but go back as far into the past as we can,

we find the several types of mankind al-

ready existing as we know them to-day.

On the most ancient of the Egyptian monu-
ments we see depicted in a distinct manner
the Egyptian Fellah, the Hadandowah and
the l^egro. If we consider the skulls which

have been found in Europe and America
along with bones of extinct mammals we
have the long heads and the short heads?

—

the types which appear to-day, and which

furnish much of the basis of anthropological

classification. Where or when did the lines

begin to diverge ? Was it due to a plural-

itj' in man's ancestry or was it due to en-

vironment? And why have the types of

ancient times persisted down to the present

day ? We do not know yet why the skin

of the negro is black, any more than we
know why it remains black ; nor do we
know why his hair in cross section is long

and narrow in shape, while that of the In-

dian is circular.

These questions and riddles are simply

part and parcel of the great problem of her-

edity, and if the study of anthropologj^ does

no more than solve that, it will amply

have earned its title to recognition. A dis-

tinguished English anthropologist declares

that even to-day there may occasionallj^ be

noted the reappearance of phj'sical types

which existed in Europe contemporaneously

with the cave-bear and the mammoth

;

while one of America's foremost anatomists

has declared that in the occasional appear-

ance of a third trochanter we have a sur-

vival of a structure which is an essential

feature of the horse and the rhinoceres.

When we know preciesly what heredity

means, what can be inherited and what

can not, then we may hope to know more of

man's origin and of his destinj\

But the subjects of investigation are not

only to enquire into the past ; they include

the men, the races of to-day. Surely the

field is broad enough here, and no one who
has explored even a corner of it doubts

its importance and interest. But how
much do we know of It? The physical

history of the races of Europe has only

been written within the last five years and

it is far from complete. What do we know
of the peoples of Africa or of the aborigines

of America? Not nearly as much as we
know of the mammals or of the butterflies

of these countries. Yet in these peoples

we have, if we would but look, a picture
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full of suggestion as to man's primitive con-

dition. It is as if the geologist could visit

some remote spot and behold the earth as

it existed in Tertiary times. Would he

neglect the opportunity ? In many of the

peoples of Africa and Oceania we find

types of bodily structure which are not de-

scribed in the anatomical text-books of

Gray or Quain. There we may see impor-

tant differences from the European type in

cranial capacity, in the size and structure

of the brain, in the relative lengths of the

arm and leg, in the pelvis, in the muscula-

ture of the hand and foot, in fact in the en-

tire bodily structure ; and these differences

are significant. In the heart of Africa are

dwarfs that in bodily structure and mental

calibre are very far removed, indeed, from

the European. In other parts of the world

dwarf races have lately been discovered.

Are they the survivals of primitive times,

or are they the degenerate olfspring of a

once vigorous ancestry? These are a few

of the subjects still awaiting investigation.

The field is surely broad, but how little

cultivated ! The proper study of mankind
may be man, but curiously enough man
does not seem to have cared to study man-
kind. As one of America's foremost stu-

dents of anthropology has pointed out, man
' has never seriously and to the best of his

abilities made a study of his own nature,

its wants and its weakness, and how best

he could amend the one and satisfy the

other. ' The reason for this is hard to dis-

cover, but for the present we are most con-

cerned in the consequences ; and to illus-

trate the extent to which a lack of the

desire to study man will lead, we may take

a single example. Among the general in-

structions to the oflScers of the Challenger

Expedition we find the following :* " Every
opportunity should be taken of obtaining

* I am indebted for this information to Natural

Science, Vol. VII., No. 41, Special 'Challenge' Num-
ber, pp. 7 and 74.

photographs of native races to one scale

;

and of making such observations as are

practicable with regard to their physical

chai'acteristics, language, habits, imple-

ments and antiquities. It would be ad-

visable that specimens of hair of unmixed
races should in all cases be obtained." And
what was the result ? From an expedition

which in its importance ranks only after

that of Columbus and Magellan; which con-

sumed years of time and cost the British

government in round figures $600,000

—

from this expedition the total contribution

to the knowledge of the races of men were

some notes by two of the officers, a few un-

satisfactory photographs, a few bones of

skeletons and sixty-Jour skulls ! There is a

serious side to such a neglect of opportunity

as this.

In 1803 Tasmania's population was 7,000

;

to-day there is not a single representative

left. In 1842 the Maoris of New Zealand

numbered 140,000; to-day there are less

than 30,000. When Macaulay's ISTew Zea-

lander gazes on the ruins of London there

will be no New Zealander ; the name ' Ma-
ori ' even will be as unfamiliar then as is

now the name of some obscure Germanic

tribe of the times of Tacitus. What is true

of New Zealand is rapidly becoming true of

all the islands of the Pacific ; it is true of

nearly all the North American continent

and for large areas of the Southern.

The field for the study of physical man
is broad, but the scene is ever changing,

and it behooves us to-day, if we would not

merit the just condemnation of the ages to

come, to observe, to record, to make use of

the camera, the phonograph, the calipers

and the color-scale. But how often on any

of the great scientific expeditions is there

any one fitted by previous training to ob-

serve correctly and accurately the races of

men that may be encountered ? Recall, if

you please, the numerous expeditions which

have penetrated Africa, crossed Asia and
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traversed the islands of the Pacifie, and we
find men competent to observe and collect

reptiles and birds and fishes and mammals,
to study botany and geology, but how often

is anthropology represented? Surely no

one doubts that previous training is just as

essential in the one case as in the others.

But there is already an attempt in some

countries to remedy this. In London,

Paris and Berlin one can receive instruc-

tion from competent teachers as to the best

methods of recording and observing, as well

as a knowledge of what is best to observe

and record. As a result of this, a wide-

spread interest is being manifested in an-

thropological matters by army and naval

officers, as well as by the civilians of the

European countries, and there is growing

up in each of the great Continental cities

storehouses of information about the peoples

of the different parts of the world. Not
only that, but the universities are awaken-

ing to the importance of the study of man.
As a sign of the times, we may read in one

of the February numbers of Nature: "Dr.

A. C. Haddon is this term giving two well-

attended classes (one elementary and one

advanced) in physical anthropology at the

Anatomy School." And what is true of

Cambridge is true to a greater or less ex-

tent of fifteen other European universities.

In America, while general instruction in

anthropology has for number of years been

given in several universities, a special

course in physical anthropology is offered

by Dr. Boas in Columbia for the first time

this year, and in the University of Chicago

courses covering the entire field of physical

anthropology have been given by Professor

Starr since its foundation.

(c.) Physical Anthropology in Relation to Mu-
seum Exhibition.

Up to the present time there is no museum
or section of museum which adequately or

worthily represents the subject of physical

anthropology. There are museums of zool-

ogy, of botany, of geology and of anatomy,

but no museum which shows the races of

men as they should or might be shown.

Obviously, it will be beyond the limit of our

time to treat, with any degree of fullness, of

the possibilities of a museum of physical

anthropology, but we can at least attempt

to lay down the general lines on which a

museum should be built, and which ought

to be possible of accomplishment.

The ideal museum of physical anthropol-

ogy then will have at least three sections or

divisions. In the first should be shown the

instruments and apparatus which are used

for making and recording the various ob-

servations which are taken both on the liv-

ing subject and on the cadaver or skeleton.

By the use of charts and diagrams the

methods of tabulating and recording these

observations may be shown. There ought,

furthermore, to be in this section a room or

rooms in which an individual who applies

can be measured or tested according to the

accepted standards of anthropometry and
psychometry. Such facilities would serve

a twofold purpose. To the subject they

tend to awaken an interest in himself and
may be useful in indicating physical and
psychical defects or weaknesses which may
be easily remedied. From personal interest

in the subject to a broader and more thor-

ough understanding of the aims and meth-

ods of anthropology, is a matter of easier

accomplishment after the individual has

had even this slight introduction to the

science. On the other hand, these observa-

tions on the living subject, when made in

sufficient quantities, enable the observer to

draw valuable deductions in regard to vital

phenomena, such as the laws of growth,

sexual differences, the influence of nation-

ality, of climate, of nourishment and of oc-

cupation, together with the effect of all

these on stature, on lung capacity, on

strength, on mental activities, etc. Much
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has been done along these lines that is val-

uable, but many important problems have

yet to be investigated, the solution of which

will help not a little to a more correct un-

derstanding of the possibilities and limita-

tions of human life.

In the second section of this ideal mu-
seum the aim will be to interpret and ex-

plain physical man. Naturally, the subject

is treated in the broadest and most general

way, the object being primarily to exhibit

man as a zoological unit ; but there must

be many sub-sections or divisions. In one

group we may properly begin with the em-

bryological history of man. Such an ex-

hibit is not only possible, but, owing to the

improved methods of museum display, can

be made very attractive as well as instruc-

tive. Not only can man's interuterine life

be shown by means of alcoholic specimens,

but this may be thoroughly well illustrated,

and even the early stages rendered visible,

with the aid of the wax and plaster models,

which are now made with the greatest ex-

actness and scientific accuracy. With such

assistance, many of the most interesting

facts of man's history can be made clear.

For example, as the various stages of em-

bryonic life are unfolded, we see as it were

an epitome of man's past history, for it is

one of the laws of biology that the develop-

mental history of the individual is a re-

sume of the developmental history of the

race. By the illustration of this law, as

man is seen to pass successfully from the

stage of a single cell, through that of a jelly-

fish, when later he has the gill pouches of

a fish, and the freely projecting tail of

mammals, the fact is burned in that man
is but a ' link in the chain.'

Another subsection will be devoted to

the skeleton. No matter where the skele-

ton is to be placed or what part it is to play

in the exhibit of other branches of zoology, in

physical anthropology its place is not in the

closet, but in full sight ; and one museum

at least in America has ably demonstrated

that the skeleton can be made as beautiful,

as attractive and as interesting as any sub-

ject of a natural historj' exhibit.* Further-

more, the skeleton may or may not be mor-

phologically valuable ;t it forms an extremely

important part in any exhibit of man. Of
all the bodily systems it is easiest pre-

served and the most enduring; it alone of

the body furnishes us with our knowledge

of extinct and fossil man.

The first object in the exhibit of the

skeleton is to make easily familiar the

names, positions and relative importance of

the various members, individual bones and

parts of bones; in other words, there should

first be an illustrated text-book of normal

human osteology. The visitor is then pre-

pared for something better and we may
next show the development of the skeleton.

First to be shown would be the foetal skele-

ton in ligamentous preparations, and then a

series of articulated skeletons, ranging in

age from birth to full maturity, terminating

with the skeleton of old age. The attempt

may next be made to show the range of

variation of the skeleton, not for the Eu-

ropean race, but for man, drawing for our

material upon all races. This series can be

made of the greatest interest, and when
properly formed and labeled is of the utmost

importance. "We should have in this group

two series, one showing the descriptive

variations or those which can easily be de-

tected by the eye and readily and fully

described in the labels ; the second series

illustrates those variations which are best

described by terms of mathematical pre-

cision. As an example of the first series

we may mention, to take the skull alone,

the variations in the sutures or lines of

articulation of the bones, their degree of

serration, the time in life of closure, the

* The Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Physiology

in Philadelphia.

t Cf. Minot's Human Embryology, p. 422.
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influence of the shape of the head by pre-

mature closure, anomalous sutures such as

the persistent frontal or subsagittal or inter-

parietal, and, finally, the supernumerary

bones which appear occasionally in certain

sutures. As examples of the second series

we may illustrate such craniometrical ob-

servations as the variations in the cubic

capacity of the skull, or the cephalic index

—

the relation of the length to the breadth of

the skull ; or, of other parts of the skeleton,

the various forms of pelvic and scapular

indices. Still another but minor group

should illustrate the diverse forms of arti-

ficially deformed skulls which are found

in various parts of the world, and along

with them should be shown the cradle-

boards, bandages and other appliances

which were used to produce such deforma-

tion.

If we include the teeth in our exhibit of

the skeleton there is much that can be

shown. Thus we would have illustrated

the time of eruption of the milk and per-

manent teeth, the degrees and causes of

wear, the appearance of the jaws due to loss

of teeth, and the changes which have taken

and are taking place in man's [dentition.

Still another series or subsection presents

in one comprehensive view the skeleton of

man by the side of those of his first and
second cousins, from the gorilla down to

the lowest lemurs, including the models or

casts of the earliest human bones which
have yet been found. In fact, the limits are

very wide to this section which is devoted

to the skeleton. Many of the changes

which have taken place in man's gradual

acquisition of the upright position can be

shown and made most instructive; such

modifications can still be seen in the pelvis,

the bones of the arms and legs, the shoul-

der-blade, and in the gradual shifting of

the great body cavities, as seen in the vari-

ation in the number of ribs and vertebrae

and the gradual shortening of the breast-

boncx This, by no means, exhausts the in-

teresting and instructive changes which can

be rung on the skeleton and its component

members. But all of this requires an un-

limited supply of material from widely dis-

tinct races ; it also requires, for purposes of

illustration, free access to the skeletons of

apes and other mammals, and even of lower

vertebrates.

But of the first general section we have

considered only one system of man's struc-

ture ; the others should have their proper

amount of attention. Here we meet with

a real difficulty; the other systems are only

prepared and exhibited at considerable

labor and expense, and, worst of all, we can

not have such free command of material

from all races from which to draw. We
can dig up the bony remains of the Papuan,

but he refuses to be dissected. There is,

however, much that can be shown. Take
the muscular system ; by means of alcoholic

and dried preparations, and by following a

definite scheme, we can hope to show some

of the variations which demand 900 pages

for their description at the hands of a

French anatomist.* By a careful ari'ange-

ment we can demonstrate that certain mus-

cles are peculiar to man, those which are

required by his upright position and especi-

ally by the extended use to which he puts

his hands ; that he retains other muscles

which he no longer needs, as, for example,

some of the muscles of his ears and feet

;

and, finally, that there are occasionally pres-

ent muscles which, in general, man has lost,

but which still survive in an extremely

rudimentary condition in some men, such

as the caudal or tail muscles.

With the nervous system the problem of

exhibition becomes at once less difficult

again, and the possibilities of museum dis-

play are very great. Those who were for-

tunate enough to have visited the Section

* Testut : Les anomalies musculaires chez I'homme.

Paris, 1887.
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of Neurology* in the Anthropological Build-

ing at the "World's Fair need not be told of

the pleasure which may be derived from a

thoroughly well arranged exhibit of the

nervous system. In the ideal museum it

will be possible to read the story of the devel-

opment of a man's brain, from its lowly be-

ginning as an infolding of the outer germ

layer to that complete organ of the adult

which in its structural form so closely re-

sembles the brain of the higher apes, but

which in its potentialities and possibilities

is as far removed as man himself is from

the brute creation. But there is more than

mere development to be shown. Even the

brain of the adult is subject to great varia-

tion from the normal, and all these varia-

tions are interesting from the standpoint of

morphology. Then there is the correlation

of the brain to the skull which must be

shown, along with the casts of the cavity

of the skull. The subject is by no means

exhausted yet, but enough has been said to

point out, although imperfectly, the possi-

bilities which this system lends to museum
purposes.

Of the other four great systems of physi-

cal man I shall stop for only one, and in

that shall select a single example. I refer

to the variations in the arch of the aorta,

the great blood vessel which leads from the

heart. In all the systems or parts of sys-

tems of man's structui-e there is none, per-

haps, which betrays his humble origin so

well or so convincingly as the variations

which we find here. It is not that in the

embryological development of the circula-

tory system in general we can trace man's

pedigree from a condition more primitive

than that of the fishes, but that, to return

to our example, in the adult variations of

the aorta we may find a single aortic arch

on the left side, the normal condition ; or a

single arch on the right side, the condition

* Under the able direction of Professor H. H.

Donaldson, of the University of Chicago.

of birds ; or a right and left, or double arch,

the condition in reptiles.

In all of these four great systems, to say

nothing of man's outer covering, such as

the skin and hair, there are similar interest-

ing facts, which, by means of corrosive and

injection preparations or preservative fluids,

may be exhibited in an attractive manner
and serve as illustrations for the text-book

of humankind.

In the third section we do not consider

man, but men ; not the species man, but

the varieties of men ; and hence we may
characterize this section as special or eth-

nic. The aim is to present, as compactly and
attractively as possible, a bird's-eye view

of all the groups of people from all parts of

the world. Such an exhibit, properly made,

carefully installed, and fully and accurately

labelled, ought easily to excel in interest

any exhibit that can be made of any de-

partment of science. An exhibit, for ex-

ample, of a group of casts of Australians,

true to life in color, expression, form and

dress, is just as much more interesting than

a group of stuffed kangaroos as a group of

live Australians is of more interest than a

group of live kangaroos ; and for proof of

the correctness of the latter observation one

need only take a single glance at the distri-

bution of a crowd at a circus.

As to details, of course, there will be much
divergence of opinion, but we cannot go

very far astray if we follow, as a general

rule, a geographical order. There will be

times, to be sure, when it will not be prac-

ticable or wise to do this, but if we begin

with the dark-skinned races, such as the

ISTegrittoes, Papuans, Australians, and Ne-

groes of Africa, we can readily pass over to

the brown or insular peoples of the Pacific,

such as the Malays, Indonesians, etc. We
can next take up the continent of America,

and then, passing over into Asia by the

northwest coast, can cross Asia and so

finally traverse Europe. In this manner
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we shall not only liave circumnavigated the

globe, but have done it in an orderly man-

ner, and at the same time have kept near

to the line of the physical development of

the races.

Naturally, when we come to select the

groups and tribes to be represented there

will be more difference of opinion, but the

main point is to select such groups as are

types, those which show decided variation

from their neighbors, either in color, in

stature, in hair, or in physiognomy. The
limit to be put on the number of the groups

will, of course, be determined very largely

by the means at our command for this pur-

pose, but certainly an exhibit which in-

cludes less than sixty groups would be in-

complete and more or less unworthy of the

subject.

There is next to be determined the exact

character or nature of the material which

is to be included in each group. This again

must, to a large extent, be a matter of expe-

diency or possibility. For some groups an

abundance of material will be available; for

others we must be content with a scant

amount. But still it will be possible to

keep in mind a standard below which it

will be unwise to fall. There should be on

the one side the group of casts, colored and

dressed with the utmost accuracy and scien-

tific precision. From these figures can be

studied the color, shape, size, hair, facial

expression, relative length of limbs, shape

of hands, feet, etc., as accurately as from

the living subject. This should include at

least three figures—the man, woman and

child. By their side we may show the

mounted skeletons, the scaffolding of the

body. Ou the opposite side are series of

skulls, shoulder-blades, pelves, long bones,

etc., selected in such a manner as to present

the typical osteological characters of the

group we are representing. At the center

and in the back are type photographs, an-

thropometric charts, diagrams of sections

of hair, etc. , and a map showing the exact

geographical distribution of the group.

Other maps or charts showing the physi-

ography, fauna, flora and climate should

be added whenever possible. Every ob-

ject exhibited is to have its own individual

label, and there is, of course, to be in the

center a comprehensive label which sets

forth in brief, concise language the chief

characteristics of that particular group.

In other words, as the first section il-

lustrates the aims, objects and methods of

physical anthropology, as the second section

defines and exhibits the species man and

sets forth his position in the animal world,

so this, the third section, is an illustrated

text-book of races and peoples, of ethnog-

raphy.

But we are not yet concluded with our

scheme for an ideal museum, for so far pro-

vision has only been made for the casual

visitor and the thoughtful student
;
provi-

sion must also be made for the investigator.

A museum which fails to have its study

series can never be considered complete.

The museum can not, it does not, aim to

supplant the universities, but it should aim

to supplement them. It should clearly be

borne in mind that the museum of to-day,

if it is to be worthy the name, must be

built up from the results of field exploration

and investigation. No systematic or com-

prehensive scheme for a scientific museum
can be carried out from random gifts and

occasional purchases. Accessions from

such sources as these may in time grow into

vast curio halls, but never into the scientific

museum worthy the building which houses

it, or the time of its care-takers.

It is rare, indeed, that it is possible or de-

sirable to place on permanent exhibition

all the material which may be gathered

from any single expedition. The duplicates,

thus acquired, are too often regarded as en-

cumbrances, fit only for purposes of ex-

change, or, if that be impossible, they are
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piled away in the attic, or even, worse still,

in the bottom compartments of the exhibi-

tion cases, there to grow mouldy or to be

eaten up by the moths. But in the real

museum such duplicate specimens, and

those not suitable for exhibition purposes,

are carefully assorted and those which

may be of interest to the student or investi-

gator are arranged in suitable compart-

ments in well lighted rooms, where they

may be readily available for study. Such

series represent the ' stack ' of a great

Library ; they make possible rearrangement

and extension of the exhibition series, and,

best of all, they give to the museum, in di-

rect proportion to their fullness, complete-

ness and permanency, and serve the pur-

pose of awakening not a local, but a na-

tional interest. Such series would contrib-

ute largely to obviate the necessity of

American students going abroad for mate-

rial for study.

(d) The Importance or Value of Physical An-

thropology.

And now, last of all, we have to consider

this question : Is the study of anthropology

worth the time, and is its proper exhibition

worth the cost and labor ? In other words,

what is the ultimate aini of physical an-

thropology, what can it teach, what is its

value ?

The aim of physical anthropology is to

Icnoiv physical man, to unravel the myster-

ies of his nature. It follows the individual

throughout the entire course of his life. It

enquires into his origin and his evolution

down to the present day. It enquires into

the varieties of man and asks for the causes

which have made these varieties ; why are

some men black, why are others white,

and, more difficult to answer, it asks why
the black remain black and the white re-

main white. Its aim is to enquire into the

condition of physical progress, to study the

effects on man of soil and climate; in short,

of environment. It enquires into the laws

of heredity and descent, into the laws of

health and disease, and it asks for the fac-

tors which make for longevity and robust-

ness, a sound mind in a sound body.

Physical anthropology teaches us that

all men are not born equal ; that every

child at birth is "endowed with the heri-

tage transmitted from innumerable ances-

toi'S, and is already rich in personal experi-

ences" from its prenatal life; that these

combined decide the individual's race and
sti-ain, and potentially incline, if they do

not absolutely coerce, his tastes and am-
bitions, his fears and hopes, his failure or

success."* It teaches us that man has ac-

quired, and only recently, his upright po-

sition, and that he is not yet perfectly

adapted to it ; that the evolution of sex has

gone on further in man than in other mam-
mals; that the entire structure is slowly

and progressivelj'^ modified from birth to

adult age ; that then retrogressive changes

set in which, in some respects, ai-e infantile

in character. It teaches not only that there

has been a gradual evolution of man's physi-

cal nature, but that influences are still at

work which will produce yet further changes

and modifications ; that the man of the

future will not be like the man of to-day.

The aim of physical anthropology is to

know physical man, and herein lies its

value ; for when we know man then can

we answer some of the problems which con-

front man, and on the proper solution of

these problems rests the destiny of nations

and the ultimate destiny of man himself.

These pi'oblems are many, and demand im-

mediate answer. Morphology, the study

of variation, is the hand-maid of pathology,

and a knowledge of the causes of disease

will aid materially in its prevention. With
a larger and more enlightened view of the

effects of environment, we can hope to see

* Brinton : The Aims of Anthropology, Science,

Vol. 11., 1895, p. 241; Proc. A. A. A. S., Vol. 44, p. 2.
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solved the problem of acclimatization, a

problem which so far has baffled physicians,

and which has even been declared insolu-

ble ; but which, if ever solved, will change

the complexion of the earth's surface and

inaugurate a new era in the history of man-

kind. A broader knowledge of physical

man will throw light on that most intri-

cate and obscure problem of miscegenation

or race-intermarriage, a problem which, it

has been declared, is exceeded by no other

in its effects on the ' future prosperity or

failure of the human species.

'

The study of physical anthropology

teaches us that not only are all men not

born equal, but that tribes and races and

nations are inevitably doomed to give way
and perish before the advance of their more

fortimate fellow-men ; that the time is not

far distant when a certain few races will

have peopled the globe, when no survivor

of the native population will exist on a ter-

ritory which covers an area of twenty-five

million square miles and which, four hun-

dred years ago, contained one hundred mil-

lion inhabitants.

To know physical man, his past history,

his present possibilities, his future destiny

—such is the aim and value of physical an-

thropology, but not least in value is to

teach him his place in nature.

George A. Doesey.
Field Colujibian Museum.

TEE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN ANATO-

MISTS.

The ninth annual session of the Associa-

tion was held in the Columbian University

Scientific School, Washington, D. C, Tues-

day to Thursday, May 4 to 6, 1897, in con-

junction with the other societies comprising

the Congress of American Physicians and

Surgeons.

Dr. Frank Baker, President of the Asso-

ciation, presided at the several meetings.

The following members were present at

some time during the session : Baker,

Bevan, Blake, Bosher, Browning, Carr,

Dawbarn, Gerrish, Gill, Hamann, Hewson,

Hodge, Hunt, Huntington, Hutchinson,

Kemp, Lamb, Leidy, Mears, Miller, Mixter,

Moran, Parkhill, Keisinger, Roberts, Shep-

herd, West and Wilder—28 in all.

The Association was called to order by

the President who delivered an address,

which will be printed in Science.

Dr. D. S. Lamb, Secretary and Treas-

urer, submitted his report for the period

which had elapsed since the last session,

December 27 and 28, 1895, which was

accepted. The following are extracts

:

" No meeting was held in December, 1896,

in view of the fact that this Association is

a member of the Congress of American

Physicians and Surgeons, which meets in

this city in May every third year. The
Executive Committee believes that if we
should meet both in December and the

following May the short interval between

the meetings would imperil the success of

the May meeting, at the same time regret-

ting that by postponing the December

meeting we lose the opportunity of attend-

the sessions of the Society of American

Naturalists and the afBliated societies.

This is the second time this postponement

has occurred and in the nature of things

seems inevitable every third year.

" Since the last meeting three members

have died. Sir George Murray Humphry, an

honorary member, professor of surgery and

late professor of anatomy in the University

of Cambridge, England, died September

24, 1896. He is perhaps best known as the

author of a classic work on ' The Skeleton.'

Dr. Charles Heitzmann, of New York City,

at one time lecturer on morbid anatomy in

the University of Vienna, and who after-

wards conducted a Histologic and Pathologic

Laboratory in New York City, author of a

work on anatomy, having occasion to go to

Europe for his health, resigned September
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16, 1896. Sometime afterwards I saw a

notice of his death while abroad ; the exact

date I cannot give. Professor Edward
Drinker Cope, professor of vertebrate

paleontology in the University of Pennsyl-

vania, and author of many works on Ameri-

can Paleontology, died in Philadelphia,

April 12, 1897."

The Executive Committee reported favor-

ably on the following applications for mem-
bership: Drs. V. P. Blair, J. A. Blake,

Thomas Flavin, C. M. Miller, J. T. Moore,

and E. W. Eeisinger and Mr. C. T. Ward;
all of whom were elected.

Dr. Lamb, from the Committee on Anato-

mical Peculiarities of the ISTegro, reported a

' List of Items ' and ' Letter of Instructions '

to accompany the same. Dr. "Wilder sug-

gested several changes in the terminology,

which were accepted by Dr. Lamb for the

Committee. On motion of Dr. Huntington,

the Association ordered that copies of the

report should be printed and distributed

among the members for their information

and criticism along with the statement that

the terminology should not be considered as

necessarily being that which the Associa-

tion might ultimately recommend.

On motion of Dr. Huntington, the annual

dues were increased to three dollars ; the in-

crease to begin with the year 1897-98.

Dr. Huntington, of the Medical Depart-

ment of Columbia University, New York
City, thenmade remarks on 'Corrosion Anat-

omy, Technique and Mass ;' illustrated by

the material and specimens. The subject

was discussed by Drs. "Wilder and Daw-
barn.

Dr. Lamb showed the following speci-

mens and made remarks on the same

:

Specimen of fissured sternum ; two speci-

mens of sterna of young children ; an extra

carpal bone; bilateral bony ankylosis of

jaw; and a penis, showing exaggerated papil-

lae on corona. Discussed by Drs. "Wilder,

Dawbarn, Gill, Baker and Huntington.

A paper by Dr. B. B. Stroud, of Cornell

University, on 'Comparative Anatomy ofthe

Cerebellum ' was, in Dr. Stroud's absence,

read by Dr. "Wilder. It was illustrated by
photographs and charts. Discussed by

Drs. Gill, Baker, Huntington and "Wilder.

At the meeting on May 5th Dr. Gerrish

was elected as a member of the Executive

Committee, to fill the vacancy made by the

retirement under the constitution of Dr.

Gill.

The Secretary stated that after the ad-

journment the previous day there was a

consultation of several members and it was

thought appropriate to send to Dr. Allen,

who had just undergone an operation for

appendicitis, a telegram conveying the

sympathy and good wishes of the Associa-

tion. The Secretary had sent the telegram.

On motion of Dr. "Wilder this action was

approved.

Dr. "Wilder then made remarks on ' The
Definitive Encephalic Segments and their

Designation.' Illustrated by photographs

and charts. Discussed by Drs. Gill, Ger-

rish, Carr, Baker and Huntington. In

connection with this subject Dr. J. A.

Blake showed photographs of a brain with

double precommissure.

Dr. "Woods Hutchinson, of Buffalo, read

a paper on ' A Possible Morphologic Basis

for Diseases of the Lungs.' Discussed by

Drs. Huntington and Baker.

The paper of Dr. Stroud on ' Brain Pres-

ervation ' was read by title.

Dr. Huntington made remarks on ' Ven-

tral Version of Secondary Fore-brain.' Il-

lustrated by photographs. Discussed by

Dr. "Wilder.

Dr. "William Browning, of Brooklyn, read

a paper on ' Examination of Spinal Effer-

ents for the Cerebro-spinal Fluid. Dis-

cussed by Drs. "Wilder and Baker.

Adjourned.

At 5 p. m. the statue of Prof. Dr. Sam-

uel D. Gross in the Smithsonian Park and
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near the Ai-my Medical Museum was un-

veiled with aijpropriate ceremonies, and

at 8:15 p. m. the President of the Congress,

Prof. Dr. Wm. H. Welch, of Johns Hop-

kins University, Baltimore, delivered the

Presidential address, which has been pub-

lished in Science.

On May 6th the Executive Committee,

through the Secretary, reported a recom-

mendation that the next meeting of the As-

sociation should be held at Cornell Univer-

sitj' in December, 1897, in conjunction with

the Society of American Naturalists and

other affiliated societies. Oii motion the

Association adopted the report.

The President called attention to the

fact, that inasmuch as the Congress met

every three years, the election for delegate

to its Executive Committee everj'- two

years seemed to cause some confusion.

After some discussion Dr. Hewson moved

that hereafter the election for delegate

occur every three years, and this was

adopted. Dr. "Wilder, from the Committee

on Anatomical Nomenclature, reported

progress. Eeport accepted. Dr. Gerrish,

from the Committee auditing the Treas-

urer's account, reported the accounts cor-

rect.

Dr. Huntington made remarks on ' The

Cerebral Convolutions of two Brains from

Natives of British Guiana.' Illustrated

by casts and photographs. Discussed by

Drs. Baker and Wilder.

Dr. F. J. Shepherd, of Montreal, showed

a specimen of double internal cuneiform

bone of right foot of a white woman aged

17 ;
and photographs of hands and feet of

same subject, showing multiple digits.

Dr. W. P. Carr, of AYashington, showed

some anatomical models on a large scale il-

lustrating the circulation of the blood

through the heart, the formation of a blood-

vessel, and the corona radiata. Discussed

by Drs. Wilder, Huntington and Shepherd.

Dr. Blake read a ' Contribution to the

Topographical Anatomy of the Mediasti-

num Superior Theoracic Aperture.' Dis-

cussed by Drs. Baker, Wilder and Hunt-

ington.

Dr. Addinell Hewson, of Philadelphia,

showed the forms of record used in the dis-

secting rooms of Jeiferson College, Phila-

delphia, Pa., and made remarks thereon.

Discussed by Drs. Baker, Huntington,

Eeisinger and Wilder.

Dr. C. A. Hamann, of Cleveland, showed

specimens of congenital malformation of

the extremities. Discussed by Drs. Hunt-

ington and Geo. T. Kemp.
The Association then adjoui'ned sine die.

After the adjournment, at the suggestion

of Dr. Kemp, Dr. G. C. Huber, of the Uni-

versity of Michigan, exhibited slides showing

the terminal endings of the nerves in the

epithelium of the urinary bladder and the

sensory nerve endings of the muscle.

D. S. Lamb,
Secretary.

SYSTE3IATIC CLASSIFICATION OF TEXTILE
AND OTHER USEFUL FIBERS OF THE

WORLDS

The advantages of a broader and more

systematic classification for textile and

other useful fibers has long been appre-

ciated by the author. While engaged in the

preparation of a descriptive catalogue of fi-

bers of the world in which over a thousand

species of useful fiber plants are enumerated,

the necessity' for a better classification be-

came apparent, and the scheme herewith

presented was devised. The term fiber

is popularly understood to relate to those

forms of filamentous substance that can be

spun and woven, or twisted into cordage,

though it should not be employed in so

restricted a sense. In fact, manj^ of the

true fibers are used in other ways, for there

are kinds of cordage, and even cloth substi-

*Abstract of a paper read before the Philosophical

Society of Washington, by Chas. Eiohards Dodge.
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tutes, that are neither spun or woven. On
the other hand, there are many forms of

fibrous substances of the roughest descrip-

tion, such as reeds or shredded palm leaves,

that are plaited, this being a coarse form of

weaving, so that it becomes diificult to

draw the line between a iine spinning fiber

like flax, that is woven into linen fabrics, and

a sedge, coarsely woven into matting, or a

woody twig of Salix plaited into a basket.

In the classification proposed two groups

are recognized, based on cell structure.

The first, fibers with fibro-vascular struc-

ture, embraces three sub-groups, and the

second, fibers with simple cellular struc-

ture, embraces two sub-groups. The clas-

sification is as follows

:

A. FiBRO-VASCULAE StEUCTUEE.

1. Bast Fibers :

Derived from the inner fibrous bark of

dicotyledonous plants or exogens, or out-

side growers. They are composed of bast

cells, the ends of which overlap each other

so as to form, in mass, a filament. They

occupy the phloem portion of the fibro-

vascular bundles, and their utility in na-

ture is to give strength and flexibility to

the tissue.

2. "Woody Fibers

:

a. The stems and twigs of exogenous

plants, simply stripped of their bark and
used entire, or separated into withes, for

weaving or plaiting into basketry.

b. The entire, or subdivided roots of

exogenous plants, to be employed for the

same purpose, or as tye material, or as

very coarse thread for stitching or bind-

ing.

c. The wood of exogenous trees easily

divisible into layers or splints for the

same purposes, or more finely subdivided

into thread-like shavings for packing ma-
terial.

d. The ivoocl of certain soft species of

exogenous trees after grinding, and con-

verting by chemical means into wood

pulp, which is simple cellulose ; and simi-

lar woods more carefully prepared for the

manufacture of artificial silk.

3. Structural Fibers

:

a. Derived from the structural system

of the stalks, leaf stems and leaves, or

other parts of monocotyledonous plants

or inside growers, occurring as isolated

fibro-vascular bundles, and surrounded

by a pithy, spongy, corky, or often a soft,

succulent, cellular mass covered with a

thick epidermis. They give to the plant

rigidity and toughness, thus enabling it

to resist injury from the elements; and

they also serve as water vessels.

b. The whole stems, or roots, or leaves,

or split and shredded leaves of mono-

cotyledonous plants.

c. The fibrous portion of the leave^or

fruits of certain exogenous plants when
deprived of their epidermis and soft cellu-

lar tissue.

B. Simple Cellular Steuctuke.

4. Surface Fibers :

a. The down, or hairs surrounding the

seeds, or seed envelopes, of exogenous

plants, which are usually contained in a

husk, pod or capsule.

b. Hair-like growths, or tomentum,

found on the surfaces of the stems and

leaves, or on the leaf buds of both divi-

sions of plants.

c. Fibrous material produced in the

form of epidermal strips from the leaves

of certain endogenous species, as the

palms.

5. Pseudo-Fibers, or False Fibrous Ma-

terial :

a. Certain of the mosses, as the species

of Sphagnum, for packing material.

b. Certain leaves, the dried substance

of which forms a more delicate packing

material.

c. Sea weeds wrought into lines or

cordage.

d. Fungus growths, or the mycelium
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of certain funguses that ma}'^ be applied

to economic uses for which some of tlie

true fibers are emploj^ed.

In the portion of the paper which fol-

lowed, the difi"erent forms of fibers were de-

fined in detail and examples given from the

list of well-known commercial and native

or aboriginal species. It is the considera-

tion of these useful native fibers that makes
it possible to enumerate a list of a thousand

species of fibrous plants, while the world's

commercial fibers would hardly reach a

total of fifty species. The native or ab-

original forms are interesting; our museums
are filled with manufactures from them,

and any scheme of sj'stematic classification

which omits them is faulty and imperfect.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

PIGMENTATION OF THE SKIN.

M. Beeul, in an inaugural thesis re-

viewed in L^Anthropologie, reports some
new observations on the pigmentation of

the human skin.

The colors of the different races depend

upon this pigment in the epidermis, es-

pecially in its deeper strata. Breul finds

the coloring matter in the interior of the

epithelial cells, while even in the negro the

intercellular spaces are white. The pig-

ment itself may be quite black, or of any

shade up to a light 3'ellow. It may be con-

fined to the nucleolus, or extend over the

cell. A close examination shows that it is

distributed in patches over the skin, be-

tween them the tissue being colorless. This

is true even of the black races, although in

them the patches are close together and
may not be discernible unless the skin be

stretched.

This distribution of the coloring matter

is the same in all races, and its actual

amount is probably the same, the difference

in hue resulting from the darker or lighter

character of the pigmentary grains.

holmes' researches in MEXICO.

The second part of the 'Archseological

Studies' of Professor William H. Holmes
(for a notice of the first part, see Science,

February 21, 1896) is devoted to the

' Monuments of Chiapas, Oaxaca and the

the Valley of Mexico.' It is a most at-

tractive monograph, based on original per-

sonal studies, and containing nearly forty

full-page plates, panoramic views and nu-

merous text illustrations. The ruins de-

scribed are those of Palenque, Monte Alban

(in Oaxaca) , Mitla and San Juan Teotihua-

can. The volume closes with a series of

' Studies of Ancient Mexican Sculpture,' re-

ferring to tablets, yokes, figures and carved

shells.

The text is full of new suggestions and
comparisons, as well as of facts. The archi-

tectural elements of the various sites are

analyzed and compared, and the sources

from which the materials were obtained

were carefullj' sought out. Nowhere was
any evidence found of the use of metals, or

a condition of the arts above that known to

have existed at the discovery, although the

stately monuments of Oaxaca and Teoti-

huacan testify to an astonishing concentra-

tion of effort for prolonged periods. The re-

mains in Mexico are more magnificent in

dimensions, but on the whole less artistic

than those of Yucatan or Chiapas.

D. G. Beinton.
XJniveesity of Pennsylvania.

NOTES ON INORGANIC CHE3IISTRY.

In the last Comjites Eendus a new atomic

weight determination of cerium is described

by Wyroubolf and Yerneuil. The element

was obtained in a state of great puritj", and

the determinations made by converting the

sulfate into the oxid by heat. The atomic

weight is given at 92.7, but this is on the

supposition that the oxid obtained is

CCjO^. It is ordiuarilj' considered that the

formula of this oxid is CeO^, which would
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give an atomic weight of 139.05, or about

one unit lower than the best previous de-

termination. According to this last weight,

cerium is a member of the first series of

Mendeleff's fourth group, and to this the

oxid CeO^ corresponds. It is true that

many of the properties of cerium do not

agree well with this position, but the atomic

weight of 92.7 can hardly be brought into

harmony with the periodic system, as there

is no vacant place between zirconium (90.4)

in the fourth group and columbium (93.7)

in the fifth group.

E. Chuaed, in the ComjHes Eendus, sug-

gests the use of calcium carbid as a phyl-

loxericide. The presence of phosphorus in

the carbid is advantageous, as the phospho-

carbid possesses exceptionally powerful in-

secticidal properties, probably owing to the

generation of acetylene rich in phosphin, or

possibly containing a phosphorus-carbon

compound.

A RECENT number of Nature contains a

notice, taken from the Journal of the Rus-

sian Physical and Chemical Society, of the

death of Dr. Vera Bogdanovskaya-Popoff,

who was killed on May 8th in her labora-

tory at Izhora by an explosion. She had

been working to obtain a compound of car-

bon and phosphorus, analogous to prussic

acid, but with phosphorus in the place of

nitrogen, and it was while engaged in this

dangerous investigation that the fatal ex-

plosion occurred.

In a paper read before the Eoyal Society

on June 17th, W. J. Eussell describes the

action excited by certain metals and other

substances on a photographic plate. Ex-

periments showed that uranium salts and

oxids act slowly on photographic plates in

the dark ; this property is shared by me-

tallic zinc, cadmium and magnesium, as well

as many other substances, as copal, straw-

board, wood, some kinds of paper. This ac-

tion was at first supposed to be contact ac-

tion, and then it was thought that in the case

of metals minute emanations might be given

off. This, however, is negatived by the fact

that zinc acts equally well when not in con-

tact with the plate, and even when com-

pletely insulated by a coating of varnish.

The June Journal of the Chemical So-

ciety contains a paper by Dr. John Ball on

the circumstances which affect the rate of

solution of zinc in dilute acids, with especial

reference to the influence of dissolved me-

tallic salts. It is a familiar fact that the

action of pure zinc on sulfuric acid is very

slow, but may be greatly accelerated by the

addition of certain metallic salts. Platinic

chloride is generally used for this purpose,

and less frequently a cobalt salt. Dr. Ball

finds that with sulfuric acid, magnesium or

aluminum sulfate have no accelerating in-

fluence, that of chromium, manganese and

iron is very slight, silver is greater, while

cobalt, copper and nickel sulfates have

great influence and in this order. The

relative maximum velocitj^ of solution, tak-

ing the velocity of pure sulfuric acid as

unity, is for the addition of silver sulfate,

9 ; cobalt sulfate, 18 ; copper sulfate, 21,

and nickel sulfate, 38. In the case of solu-

tion in hydrochloric acid the addition of

manganese, lead or tin chloride had but

little influence, copper somewhat greater

(11) , while the relative velocities for cobalt,

gold, platinum and nickel were respectively

31, 39, 42 and 45. It will be seen that with

both acids the addition of a nickel salt causes

the greatest acceleration, and the relative

order of the different methods is approxi-

mately the same, except that copper has

much less influence on the solution in hy-

drochloric acid. Dr. Ball presents no theory

of the reaction, but it is a fact worthy of

note that in the case of the two metals

having most decided influence, nickel and

cobalt, it could not be detected that any

metal was deposited on the zinc, thus form-

ing a couple. J. L. H.
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PHYSICAL NOTES.

THE ' DARK LIGHT ' OF M. LE BON.

During the past two years M. Gustav

Le Bon has brought out a remarkable fact

regarding the passage of light through

metals and other so-called opaque sub-

stances. This fact, so far as it can be esti-

mated from a study of Le Bon's and others'

published results, without resort to con-

firmatory experimentation, is either that

the extreme red or infra-red components

of sunlight and of gas light pass through

thick metal plates sufBciently to aiiect

sensitive plates after prolonged exposure;

or that the medium wave-length com-
ponents of sunlight and of gas light excite

hj'perphosphorescence in such metals as

copper and lead just as they are known to

do in case of uranium as shown by Bec-

querel. It seems that Le Bon in his ex-

periments has eliminated the effects of

direct pressure upon the sensitive film,

the effects of temperature and such ef-

fects as might be due to chemical action

between the film and the metal screens.

In the exposition of his results Le Bon
is unsatisfyingly fragmentary and vexa-

tiously notional, and it is amusing, at

best, to read his claim of a new connect-

ing region between light and electricity^

—

la lumihe noire. " Elle ne se propageait

peut-etre plus comme la lumiere et peut-

etre propageait- elle comme I'electricite."

So far as known, ' electricity,' when it is

propagated at all, is propagated in a

manner identically the same as light,

and a fancied diflerence is of no use in

setting forth results. Facts are plain,

new facts utterly so, and a discoverer

who would have it appear otherwise is

either not a discoverer or does not know
himself to be one. W. S. F.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

The Weights and Measures (Metric System)

Bill passed through the Standing Committee on

Trade of the British House of Commons on
July 5th, and was ordered to be reported with-

out amendments.

A BRONZE monument of Pere Marquette, the

priest and explorer, was unveiled in Marquette,

Mich., on July 15th.

A MONUMENT in honor of Daguerre, erected

by public subscription, was unveiled at Bry-

sur-Marne on June 27th.

The Paris Academy has elected Professor

Vircbow as a foreign associate in the room of

the late M. Tchebitchef. The other nominees

were Lord Eaj'leigh, as second choice, and, as

third choice, Professors Schiaparelli, Stokes and
Suess.

The Right Honorable Leonard H. Courtney,

M. P. , has been elected President of the Royal

Statistical Society.

The Royal Society of Edinburgh has awarded
the Gunning Victoria Jubilee Prize to Mr. John
Aitken, the Keith Prize to Dr. Kargill G. Knott,

the MacDougall-Brisbane Prize to Professor J.

G. M'Kendrick and the Neill prize to Mr.

Robert Irvine.

It is stated in the "Washington Star that M.
ZoUa has been sent to America by the French

government to study methods of agriculture.

The subject of the essays for the Howard
Medal and Prize of the Royal Statistical Society

for 1898 is ' The treatment of habitual offenders,

with special reference to their increase or de-

crease in various countries.'

A meeting was held on July 2d, at University

College, London, to inaugurate the memorial

to the late Sir John Pender, to which we have

already referred. Remarks were made by the

chairman, the Marquis of Tweeddale, by Mr.

Haldane and by Lord Kelvin. A check for

£5,000 was presented by the chairman to the

authorities of University College to endow the

electrical laboratory, and the, bust of Sir John

Pender was exhibited. Lord Kelvin spoke of

what Sir John Pender had accomplished. When
the first experiment was made to lay a cable

across the Atlantic, Sir John Pender was one

of the directors of the company. When the

temporary success was followed so soon by
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failure, the directors resigned one after the

other, and it was due to Sir John Pender alone

that the undertaking was not abandoned in the

period from 1858 to 1864.

We regret to record the deaths of Samuel

Brassai, professor of mathematics at Klausen-

berg, at the age of one hundred years ; and

of Dr. H. Wankel, of Olmiitz, known for his

researches in anthropology and archseology.

The Librarian of Congress has made several

excellent appointments, but has offered the po-

sition of chief of the art department of the

Congressional Library to a newspaper corre-

spondent. It is, perhaps, thought that connec-

tion with the New York World gives an ade-

quate training in modern art.

The government of La Plata has made ar-

rangements for securing the services of a bac-

teriologist whose duty it shall be to make an

experimental study of tropical epidemics.

Messes. Kadt, Berg and See, architects,

have submitted to the Department of Buildings,

New York, plans for two additions to the

American Museum of Natural History, one a

lecture hall at the north end of the Museum to

cost $150,000, the other a six-story building at-

tached to the west wing to cost $400,000.

The Boissier Herbarium at Chambesy, near

Geneva, which recently acquired the books on

lichens and the dried specimens of the late Dr.

J. Miiller, is, according to Natural Science, fol-

lowing the example of the trustees of the

Tuckerman Memorial Library of Lichenology,

Amherst, Mass. , and has established a ' Lichen-

otheca Universalis Miiller-Argau.' The cura-

tor, M. Eugene Autran, appeals to botanists for

copies of publications bearing on lichens and
also for specimens of new and rare species.

The Prince of Wales Hospital fund had, up

to the beginning of the present month, received

donations amounting to about £130,000 and
promises of annual subscriptions amounting to

about £2,500. The hospital Sunday fund is,

however, this year smaller than usual. It is

stated that Americans resident in England have

endowed with £1,000 each beds in five London
hospitals, to be used in the first instance by
Americans.

Sir Andrew Noble has given £100 to the

Eoyal Institute, London, for the fund for the

promotion of experimental research at low tem-

peratures.

The State Department has transmitted to

Congress a copy of the note from the Minister of

Norway and Sweden, inviting the United States

government to participate in the International

Fisheries Exposition to be held at Bergen, Nor-

way, May 16th to September 30, 1898, with a
recommendation that an appropriation be made
for this purpose.

The seventh annual meeting of the Paris So-

ciety of Hypnotism and Psychology was an-

nounced for July 19th, under the presidency of

M. Dumontpallier.

The eighteenth annual meeting of the Ger-

man Anthropological Society will be held from

the 3d to the 5th of August at Lubeck. Ex-
cursions are arranged to Schwerin and to Kiel

on the days following the meeting.

The Board of Directors of the American

Chemical Society have authorized the establish-

ment of a local section at Columbus, O., the nec-

essary steps having been taken as required by
the constitution of the Society.

It can scarcely be hoped that the letter ad-

dressed by the Secretary of State to the Ambas-
sador at London, and for some inexplicable

reason published in the daily papers, will con-

duce to a scientific solution of the question of

the results of pelagic sealing in the Bering

Sea. It is unfortunate when scientific testi-

mony is used for confiicting political interests.

It would apparently have been best for the

British and American scientific experts to have

drawn up a joint report containing only the

facts on which they were agreed.

The daily papers contain accounts of the ar-

rival of a steamship from the Yukon district of

Alaska, reporting great successin the Klondyke
gold fields. It is reported that single indi-

viduals have taken out in two and a-half

months more than $150,000 in gold.

The steamer Svensksund has reached Nor-

way from Spitzbergen with the news that Herr

Andree and his companions began their voyage

on July 11th, at 2 : 30 p. m. The balloon was
carried in a northeasterly direction.
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A CONFERENCE was held in the rooms of the

Eoyal Geographical Survey, on July 5th, for

the purpose of promoting Antarctic exploration.

The chief object of the meeting was to bring

the matter to the attention of the Australasian

Premiers, then in London, with a view to indue"

ing them to secure from their governments con-

tributions toward a British Antarctic Expedi-

tion, under the auspices of the Royal Geographi-

cal Society. Sir Clements Markham, President

of the Society, the Duke of Argyle, Sir Joseph

Hooker and Professor Riicker made addresses

urging the great scientific importance of explor-

ing the South Polar regions. The Australasian

Premiers were, it appears, unable to be present,

but replies were made by representatives of

New South Wales, Victoria and New Zealand,

favoring the plan. The President said that he

had been authorized to state that the Council of

the Society would contribute any sum up to

£5,000 which the colonial governments might

subscribe.

The London Times states that Sir Martin

Conway and Mr. E. J. Garwood left London on

June 29th for Spitzbergen, in order to continue

the exploration of the interior of the main
island begun by them last year. They are to

be landed at King's Bay, whence they hope to

make sledge expeditious over the northern ice

sheet. Afterwards they intend to revisit Horn
Sound and complete the scientific exploration

of the southern peninsula.

The London correspondent of the New York
Evening Post cables that Mr. George Murraj',

keeper of botany in the British Museum, has

proceeded to Panama at the instance of the

government grant committee of the Royal So-

ciety for researches on little known pelagic

algse. During the voyage these organisms will

be obtained by pumping sea water through fine

silk tow nets.

Mr. Geo. H. Eldridge, of the Geological

Survey, has completed the field investigation

of the phosphate deposits of Florida, and re-

turned to the Washington ofiice to prepare his

report. This investigation was one of consid-

erable magnitude, Mr. Eldridge having spent

one year and nine months in actual field work.

The Peary party includes, through arrange-

ments made by Professor C. D. Walcott, Mr.

Chas. Schuchert, from the U. S. National Mu-
seum, and Mr. C. David White, from the U. S.

Geological Survey. They will disembark at

Disco Island, off the western coast near the

70th parallel, and this island and the mainland

immediately adjacent will be their field of work.

Mr. Schuchert, who is in charge of the Depart-

ment of Invertebrate Paleontologj^ in the Na-

tional Museum, will go in quest of Mesozoic

and Tertiary fossils, and Mr. White, who is

one of the paleobotanists of the Geological Sur-

vey, expects to make a large collection of the

Mesozoic and Tertiary plant remains of the

region visited. America has thus far secured

but meager collections of polar fossils, Europe

being far ahead in this regard. Mr. Robert

Stein, of the Geological Survey, also accom-

panies the expedition, but not as an official

representative of the bureau. He will leave

the party at Wilcox Head, from which point he

expects to make a survey of the coast north of

Devil's Thumb, toward Melville Bay.

M. Maeey has contributed to the Paris

Academy an account, by MM. V. Tatin and Ch.

Richet, of trials of an aeroplane invented by
them. Their first experiments were made in

1890, but the machine was wrecked. A new
machine was then constructed, with which the

first trial was made last year with some suc-

cess. In a second trial in June last the aero-

plane travelled through the air 170 m. at the

rate of 18 m. per second. The machine weighed

33 kg. The authors compare their results with

those obtained by Professor Langley, and, while

admitting the greater distance traveled by the

aerodrome, claim that their machine had the

advantage of greater weight and greater

speed.

At the Royal Naval Review the performances

of the Turhinia, a boat in which the Hon. C.

P. Parsons has made use of the steam turbine

for marine propulsion, excited much attention.

It steamed at a speed of 34 knots an hour, and

it is said that even yet the full power has never

been applied.

At the recent International Congress of Pub-

lishers at Paris the inexactness of designating

the size of books as 4°, 8° and 12° was dis-
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cussed, and a resolution was passed to the effect

that catalogues of publishers should give the

actual sizes of volumes in the metric system.

The second interim report ofthe departmental

committee appointed by the British Home Office

to inquire into and report on certain dangerous

trades has just been issued as a Parliamentary

paper. This report, which is signed by all the

members of the committee, including the addi-

tional member, Mr. C. V. Boys, F.R.S., deals

with electrical generating works. According

to the London Times the committee has framed

several regulations which they recommend
should be applied in all cases where electricity

at high pressure—a direct current of 700 volts

or more, or an alternating current of 350 volts

—

is in use. The recommendations include the

following regulations : The frames and bed-

plates of all generating machines shall be

efficiently connected to earth. The rails fencing

dynamos or other generating machines shall

be made of wood or other non-conducting ma-

terial. The floors of all places where it would

be possible to make connection with metal at

high pressure should be covered with an in-

sulating mat of suitable material and kept in a

state of efficient insulation. In switchrooms

and on the front of switchboards the main

switches, main fuses, main terminals, omnibus

bars and all other metallic parts shall be in-

sulated or arranged in such a manner as to

render it impossible for any person by accident

or inadvertence to touch them. All switch-

boards erected after the application of these

rules shall have at the back a clear space of at

least four feet. This space shall not be utilized

as a store room or lumber room, or be ob-

structed in any manner. Any person at work
upon a cable or portion of the mains under high

pressure shall wear india-rubber gloves on both

hands, and the gloves shall be supplied by the

occupier, and it shall be the duty of the man-
ager to see that they are in a proper state of

repair and are worn by the work people.

The twenty-second annual report from the

Savilian professor of astronomy at Oxford, Mr.

H. H. Turner, is published in the University

Gazette for June 23d. It is stated that the

measurement and reduction of the plates for the

Astrographic Chart has been the staple work of

the year. The Eoyal Society having granted

£150 from the government grant fund during

the year, four or five boys who have just left

school have been engaged to carry out the meas-

ures and reductions under the supervision of the

assistants, and the experiment has been suc-

cessful, one-tenth of the whole work having

been accomplished in the last six months. The

need of a residence at the observatory pressed

on the attention of the board at their last meet-

ing, and fully recognized by them, has not been

acknowledged by the Hebdomadal Council. In

journeying across America to and from Japan,

in order to observe the total solar eclipse of

August 9th, the Astronomer Eoyal, Captain

Hills, R. E. , and Professor Turner took the op-

portunity of visiting several Canadian and

American observatories. Professor Turner ac-

knowledges the courtesy shown to him, especi-

ally at Montreal, Chicago, Cambridge and

Washington. "It would be ungrateful not

to add that what we saw was of immense value

to us, in the way of suggestion ; the ideas ac-

quired at the Harvard observatory alone were

worth the journey, and cannot fail to leave their

impress on the work here."

The report of Dr. Gill for the year 1896, to

the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, is

abstracted in a recent issue of Nature. The

McLean telescope is expected to be completely

installed and in full working order before the

end of the present year. During the last few

years Dr. Gill has somewhat necessarily restric-

ted the amount of observational work in order

to make more progress in the computation and

publication of many arrears, and it is satisfac-

tory, then, to hear that it has now become pos-

sible to again resume a program of activity.

Several important publications have been con-

cluded in the last twelve months. Among
them may be mentioned Vol. II. , containing a

determination of the solar parallax and mass of

the moon, from observations of Iris, Victoria

and Sappho, made in the years 1888 and 1889.

Vol. I. is also practically complete. The first

volume of the Cape Photographic Durchmuster-

img is also ready for distribution. Vol. II. being

in course of printing. The observational work

with the transit circle, equatorials and astro-
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photographic telescope has been very consider-

able, and it may be mentioned that all the

catalogue plates, with the last-mentioned in-

strument, have now been obtained. Out of the

230 chart plates, 169 have been satisfactorily

exposed. The 7-inch equatorial has also been

very busy in the hands of Mr. Innes, and, be-

sides several new variables, 104 new double

stars have been discovered. Dr. Gill refers

also to the increase in staff and the necessity

for a reversible transit circle for refined funda-

mental work, and mentions that these proposals

have been favorably considered by the Lords

Commissioners of the Admiralty and of Her
Majesty's Treasury.

A CONVERSAZIONE was given by the Presi-

dent and Council of University College, London,

on June 30th. According to the account in the

Loudon Times there were a large number of in-

teresting exhibits. Professor Percy Gardner

showed a series of archaeological photographs,

and Mr. Seton-Karr the interesting collection

of flint implements recently discovered by him
in Somaliland and Egypt. In the mechanical

engineering laboratory all the machinery was
in motion, besides a number of machine tools

lent by various firms. In the electrical labora-

tory Professsor Elisha Gray's writing telegraph,

by which writing may be transmitted long dis-

tances, was shown in operation by the Telauto-

graph Company. Messrs. Harvey and Peek

gave an exhibition of Tesla experiments with

high-frequency currents, and Mr. J. W. Swan
sent some of his experiments on electrical dis-

charges against insulators in which curious

frond-like figures were produced by the electric

spark, and also a delicately-poised Gramme
ring which rotated under the influence of the

earth's magnetism. In the applied mathema-

tics department apparatus and diagrams were

on view illustrative of the work done and the

methods of study pursued. These included

various calculating machines, instruments for

finding areas, and models illustrating games of

chance and statistical variation and correlation.

There was also a fine collection of books (mainly

from the Graves Library of University College)

and of portraits illustrating the history of pure

and applied mathematics. In the physical lec-

ture room experiments were shown with Hert-

zian waves and with the magnetic deflection of

cathode rays, while Professor Ramsay exhibited

the spectra of argon and helium. Some beauti-

ful collections of begonias, orchids, roses and

other flowers were to be seen in the anatomical

museum, together with a collection of dwarf
Japanese trees, some of them being a century

old and yet only a foot or so high. Not the

least attraction of the evening was Professor

Flinders Petrie's exhibition of Egyptian antiqui-

ties, which includes the results of recent exca-

vations at Deshasheh, Behnesa and El Kab.

In one of the Harben lectures given on June

30th, at Kings College, London, Dr. Sims Wood-
head discussed the antitoxin treatment of diph-

theria. The London Times states that he

showed examples of the degeneration of tissue

produced in various organs of the body, even

so soon as the third or fourth day of the disease,

and pointed out that after these changes had

occurred the physician could not expect to

bring the patient back to health at once. This

consideration explained the diminished cura-

tive power of the antitoxic serum in the latter

stages of the disease. The life of a patient de-

pended on the tissues being able to carry on

their work, and they could do this if the action

of the toxin on their cells could be prevented.

In the presence of both toxin and antitoxin

these dreaded organic changes did not occur.

Hence, if a patient was to recover, antitoxin

must be present, whether it was formed within

the body or injected from the outside. The
serum had both a preventive and curative ac-

tion, and he would not hesitate to recommend

its use as a prophylactic for people exposed to

infection. As regards its remedial use the

question of time was most important. The
necessity of an early exhibition of the serum

was illustrated by some statistics. In 1894, be-

fore the antitoxin treatment was adopted, the

mortality of cases of which the treatment was

begun on the first day of the disease was 22.5 per

cent.; in 1896 it fell to 4.7 per cent. Of cases

of which the treatment was begun on the sec-

ond day the percentage of mortality decreased

from 27 in 1894 to 12.8 in 1896, while in those

which came under treatment in the third day

the mortality was 29.4 in 1894 and 17.7 in

1896. Even in cases which were neglected till
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the fiftli day the antitoxin treatment effected a

reduction of 6.2 per cent, in the mortality. In

view of these figures, and of others dealing

with the death-rate in post-scarlatinal and

laryngeal cases, Dr. Woodhead expressed his

strong conviction that those who opposed the

use of the remedy assumed a tremendous re-

sponsibility.

Mr. Alexander "Watt contributes to the

last number of the Bulletin de I'Institut Interna-

tional de Bibliographie (why should a journal

devoted to bibliography omit the date of issue ?)

an account of a new form of card catalogue.

The usual plan of arranging a card catalogue is

to place the cards in a drawer or box, a rod

being run through the holes in the cards to

keep them in their proper order. The exami-

nation of the catalogue is made by turning over

the cards as one would turn the leaves of a

book if it were laid upon its back with its fore-

edge in front of the examiner. There are sev-

eral inconveniences arising from this method of

keeping cards. (1) A special cabinet of drawers

or boxes is required. (2) As the drawers are

bulky and expensive they are generally made
too large (to reduce the bulk and expense),

which prevents the catalogue being consulted

by more than one or two persons at once. (3)

It is difiicult to keep a particular card in view

during the copying of a title, and only one card

can be readily seen at a time. In order to ob-

viate these disadvantages Mr. Watt has devised

a new receptacle for holding the cards, consist-

ing of a case made in the form and of the ma-
terials of the boards of a book. The cards are

placed between the boards of the case and are

held in position by means of a pin passing

through the outer corner of the cards and case.

The pin, which is made to exactly fit the hole

in the cards, has a fixed hole at one end and at

the other end a head which screws into the pin.

The cards during examination, instead of slid-

ing along the pin, are rotated on it outwards

en Hoc, and may be spread out in the form of a

fan so as to keep in view several cards at the

same time. ;As the cards are examined they

are pushed back into the case, one or more at

a time. As the cases (which may be made of

any thickness) when full of cards look like

ordinary books they may be arranged like them

on the shelves, and as they can be made very

cheaply the catalogue of a library may be split

up into hundreds of volumes, which will thus

allow of its being consulted by many persons at

the same time.

The Engineering and Mining Journal has com-

piled its fifth annual volume on the mineral in-

dustry of the United States, giving statistics for

the year 1896. The total value of the produc-

tion was $706,015,411, an increase of $23,950,-

293 over the preceding year. The United States

in 1896 was the largest gold producer of the

world and the largest silver producer ; it was
also by far the largest producer of copper, fur-

nishing over one-half of the world's supply of

that metal. Notwithstanding the decrease in

the pig iron output it was still larger than that

of any other country. In coal the total was
still less than that of Great Britian, though it is

gradually approaching the point where the two
will be equal. The editor writes: "In accord-

ance with our usual custom, we have added to

the usual measurements of quantities in each

case the metric measures, which we earnestly

hope will soon be the only legal measure in this

country, as they already are in nearly every

other civilized countrJ^ '

'

There was recently an interesting debate

in the British House of Lords regarding

works of art and the finance act. A clause in

that act enacted last year reads as follows

:

" Where any property passing on the death of a de-

ceased person consists of such pictures, prints, books,

manuscripts, Tvorks of art, scientific colleotions, or

other things not 3'ielding income as appear to the

Treasury to be of national, scientific or historic inter-

est, and is settled so as to be enjoyed in kind in suc-

cession by different persons, such property shall not,

on the death of such deceased person, be aggregated

with other property, but shall form an estate by itself,

and while enjoyed in kind by a person not competent

to dispose of the same be exempt from estate duty
;

but if it is sold or is in possession of some person who
is competent to dispose of the same shall become

liable for estate duty."

This clause it appears has been interpreted so

as to include only works of art, illustrating

English history. It is not clear whether scien-

tific collections must also be confined to English

history in order to be exempted from death

dues. It was claimed in the debate in the
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House of Lords that the tax leads to the disper-

sion of art collections, pictures being exported

from England to the value of $6,000,000 an-

nually.

The British Medical Journal states, on the

authority of the Secretary of the Pretoria Ag-

ricultural Society, that Professor Koch's results

with rinderpest inoculation are better than

usually stated to be. He says that the method

carried out in hundreds of instances has proved

successful, but the unfortunate part has been

that the ignorant Boer has not carried out all

the particulars as instructed. He knew of one

instance in which a Boer, after inoculating an

animal with the virus, actually cleaned his

fingers on the back of the nearest one grazing.

In his opinion, however, it is not quite possible

to stamp out the disease by the method, as it is

impossible to inoculate throughout South

Africa the hundred thousands of heads of cat-

tle belonging to the natives in isolated districts

in various parts of the country, and this con-

tagious virus is, moreover, carried by the

aasvogels (a species of vulture), who feed on

the carcasses and carry the rinderpest from

farm to farm.

It is stated in Nature that a botanical society

has recently been established at Perth, West

Australia, and has been given the designation

of the Mueller Botanic Society, as a tribute to

the memory of the late Baron von Mueller, who
spent the best part of his life in investigating

the plants and other products of Australia.

Sir John Forrest has been elected President of

the new Society; Mr. Wittenoom and Mr.

Leake, Vice-Presidents, and Blr. Skews, Secre-

tary.

The Auckland Institute, says Natural Science,

has decided to add a new hall, 50 feet square,

to its Museum, on the east side of the Ethno-

graphical Hall. It is intended to receive the

statuary presented by Mr. T. Kussell, which has

hitherto found an uncongruous home among

stuffed vertebrates. The space thus gained will

be occupied by groups of the larger mammals,

and £100 offered by Mr. Russell will be used to

procure a group of the larger carnivores. Little

Barrier Island, on which an attempt is being

made to preserve the indigenous fauna and flora

of New Zealand, has been placed under the

control of the Institute, with a grant of £200

for the first year's expenses. Mr. R. H. Shake-

spear has been appointed curator, and it is

hoped that he may be able to stop the depreda-

tions of collectors.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

It is announced that a college for women
under the auspices of the Roman Catholic

Church will be established at Washington. It

will be called Trinity College, and will be

adjacent to the Catholic University of America.

The municipal council of Marseilles has

passed a resolution favoring the establishment

of a university in that city.

Me. C. L. Heerick, lately professor of bi-

ology at Denison University, has been elected

President of the Territorial University at Albu-

querque, New Mexico.

De. a. R. Hill has been appointed pro-

fessor of psychology and ethics in the University

of Nebraska, and Dr. E. L. Hinman has been

promoted to an adjunct professorship of phil-

osophy in the same University.

Miss Beetha Stoneman, who has been en-

gaged for several years in the study of the de-

velopment of fungi in the botanical department

of Cornell University, and who received last

year the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, has

been appointed professor of botany in the

Huegenot College in Cape Colony, South Africa.

This is a college for the education of the

daughters of the French and Dutch Huegenots

and English residents in South Africa. She

sails from New York on Saturday, July 24th,

for Liverpool, and thence by the British African

line of steamers for South Africa.

Miss Aema Anna Smith, M. S., and Miss

Ethel Muir, Ph.D., both of Cornell University

have been appointed assistants in Mount Hol-

yoke College, South Hadley, Mass., the former

in botany and the latter in philosophy.

Miss Ellen Hayes, for the past nine years

professor of mathematics in Wellesley College,

has just been made professor of applied mathe-

matics in the same College. The courses of
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study conducted by Miss Hayes include me-

chanics, thermodynamics, geodynamics and

theoretical astronomy.

Professor Hugo de Veies, of Amsterdam,

has been called to the chair of botany in the

University of Wiirzburg as successor to the late

Professor J. Sachs. In the same University, Pro-

fessor Ph. Stohr, of Zurich, has been appointed

professor of anatomy in succession to Professor

V. Kolliker, who will hereafter confine himself

to' histology and embryology. Dr. Salomon has

qualified as docent in geology and mineralogy

in the University at Heidelberg.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

NEW TERMS IN GEOLOGY.

Professor Davis, speaking in behalf of new
terms in geology and geography (Science, July

2, p. 24), makes the following points : that new
terms are necessary to any advancing science

;

that new things and new ideas must have new
names, and that the investigator must be left

as free to name his conclusions as to reach them.

He mentions some terms introduced by Powell

in 1874 as examples of useful ones, and others

of later introduction which he expects to see

survive ; at the same time he admits that he has

been not a little amused at watching the rest of

us ' wrestle ' with new terms.

These contentions seem at first glance to be

altogether reasonable. But that new terms are

demanded by an advancing science is admissible

only in a limited sense. The discovery of new
elements, new materials, new biologic forms, all

call for new names. To these no one thinks of

objecting. Aside from such cases, what book

published in the last fifty years has contributed

more than any other to the advance of science

all along the line? Darwin's 'Origin of Spe-

cies.' And how many new terms did Mr. Dar-

win use ? Not one—if we except such an ex-

pression as 'natural selection.'

The newest science of which I have any
knowledge is that now being remarkably de-

veloped by Dr. Charles H. Gilbert, of Stanford

University, in studying geographic and geologic

changes by means of the fish faunas. And I

venture to say that his splendid results will

eventually be brought forth, not dressed in the

paraphernalia of a new terminology, but with-

out the use of a single new expression.

It certainly does not follow, then, that an ad-

vancing science and new ideas must, ofnecessity,

have new names.

As for freedom to name one's conclusions, I

would ask : Is this naming a matter that con-

cerns the finder alone, or does it concern every
one who has to do with the science ? Are facts

and conclusions private property to be named,
like one's dog, as the owner happens to fancy,

or are they a part of science, and to be named
with some reference to those who may have to

use them ?

Mention is made of certain geographic terms
that are expected to prove useful. I may
specify one of these

—

Cuesta (Spanish for the

flank or slope of a hill, but also used for a hill

itself)—as the kind of a word which, in my
opinion, is not demanded either by the necessi-

ties of an advancing science, or as representing

a new idea. And if we see fit to name one kind
of a hill cuesta, with just as much reason we
may baptize with new technical names all the

different parts, kinds, sizes and shapes of hills

on the face of the earth, while students may be

asked to fill their bellies with these husks of

science under the impression that they are ne-

cessary parts of the science itself Everyone
remembers the story of Agassiz setting a new
student to study a case of birds, and how, when
he reported a few hours later that he knew all

of their names, he was told to forget the names
and to go back and study the birds.

But the main point is whether such things

advance knowledge or serve important pur-

poses in that advancement. When Mr. Gilbert

described certain structural features of deep-

seated igneous rocks he advanced our knowl-
edge, and when he gave us a rational name by
which to call those hitherto unknown forms he
gave us a label for that knowledge. But it

hardly follows from an instance of this kind
that forms and structures that geologists have
long known and comprehended should be given

new names either from the Spanish or from any
other language. "We shall not understand a
synclinal mountain any better by calling it a
' Shickshinny.' It is hardly a case of new bot-

tles needed for new wine.
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Terms that save men's time and nervous

energy are helpful and welcome
;

those that

consume time and energy without adequate re-

turn are 'useless incumbrances.' For this is a

pretty busy world, and as many of us are

anxious to keep pace with what is going on in

geology and geography we often feel impelled

to say to contributors, as we do to callers at the

the office during business hours: "Be plain;

be brief."

Local names serve good purposes with stu-

dents who are obliged to get their ideas of

geology from local illustrations, but such names

should be kept at home ; in the general litera-

ture of the subject they are what the European

geologists call them.

One's feeling the need of a new term, or his

having found one ' serviceable in his lectures

during the past winter,' are certainly not of

themselves sufficient reasons for introducing

them to the public.

Technical names are a necessary evil, and

new ones cannot be avoided ; but it is our duty

to increase this evil as little as we can, and

only after duly weighing the pros and cons of

each case. John C. Brannee.
Stanford University, California,

July 12, 1897.

NOTES ON SOME FOSSILS OF THE COMANCHE
SERIES.

The description and figure of Turritella leo-

nensis given by Conrad in the Report of the

Mexican Boundary Survey implies that all of

the whorls of the shell in that species are

rounded. In mj' ' Description of Invertebrate

Fossils from the Comanche series in Texas,

Kansas and Indian Territory ' (Colorado Col-

lege Studies, V), I described Turritella deni-

sonensis fi-om the Choctaw limestone of northern

Texas, noting its resemblance to T. leonensis,

but separating it from that species on the ground

of the much enlarged and angulated, or shoul-

dered, body-whorl. In 1895 Mr. E. W.
Goodell brought some fragmentary but interest-

ing specimens of leonensis from the Trans-Pecos

region of Texas, whence came Conrad's types

of the species. One of these shows the body-

whorl to be enlarged and shouldered as in deni-

sonensis. I therefore suspect the latter to be

a synonym of leonensis. As the northern speci-

mens have been found in both the Choctaw and

Grayson members of the Denison formation,

while there is reason to believe that Mr. Good-

ell's specimens are from the Washita formation,

it is probable that Turritella leonensis ranges

throughout the entire Gainesville division.

In 1893, in the Fourth Annual Report of the

Geological Survey of Texas (Part II., page 232),

the writer noticed a shell that had been col-

lected by Mr. L. S. Williams from 'drift,' in

northern Texas, briefly characterizing it as a

variety of Turritella seriatim-granulata and as-

signing to it the name ventrivolitta. Our first

positive knowledge of the stratigraphic place of

this shell is afforded bj' a fine specimen which

the writer found in 1893 (only a few months

after the original notice of the shell had been

published) near Belvidere, Kansas, in the lower

part of the Kiowa shales, viz., the Fullington

beds, which correspond more or less nearly

with the Klamitia of Texas. The specimen is

complete, and the half which is free from the

matrix aifords an apertural view of the shell in

its entire length. The ornamentation is well

preserved and, taken in connection with the

other characters, shows that the shell is very

distinct from T. seriatim-granulafa. Like the

latter species, it belongs to the subgenus

Mesalia, and should be known as Turritella

{Mesalia) ventrivoluta.

Turritella belviderei, sp. nov.—Shell ofmedium
size in the genus, consisting of ten or more
flattened or somewhat convex whorls ; suture

feebly impressed ; aperture round-rhombic,

slightly elevated ; whorls ornamented with

about sis subequal to unequal, abruptly elevated

revolving ribs whose summits are beaded, each

bearing a rather closely-set series of oblique to

transverse prominent granules ; the intercostal

intervals square-bottomed, those of the upper

spire-whorls and of the lower parts of the body-

whorl and first spire-whorl wider than the ribs,

those of the upper parts of the body-whorl and
first sjiire-whorl respectively less than and
about equal to the ribs

; upper rib and tubercles

of each whorl usually coarser than the others,

especiallj' so in the case of the body-whorl, in

which the large tubercles are sometimes dis-

tinctly arcuate (concave on the side away from
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the aperture), an attenuated rib, or raised line,

(sometimes two) developed just above it, about

on the suture, the second rib above this being

also sometimes smaller than the average.

Measurements.—Hight 45 to 60 mm. ; breadth

of body-whorl 17 to 20 mm. ; divergence of

spire-slopes (variable) commonly between 18

and 23 degrees.

Occurrence.—In the Kiowa formation at Belvi-

dere, Kansas. It is the common Turritella of

this formation, and is very abundant and well

preserved in limestone bands in the Fullington

horizon at that locality. Specimens preserved

in the carbonaceous clay-shale parts of this

horizon are usually found crushed.

This shell has hitherto been cited generally

under the name, Turritella seriatim-granulata,

but is distinct from that species as described

and figured by Roemer.

I have elsewhere listed as ' T. marnocJii '

and ' T. seriatim-granulata, var. tnarnochi,' a

large Turritella which is common in the

Champion shell-bed at Belvidere. Recently, I

submitted to Mr. T. W. Stanton, of the United

States Geological Survey, specimens of the shell

so listed. Most of these were returned without

comment ; but one, whose only differences from

the others seem to fall within the individual

variation of the species, was returned with the

comment, "This specimen is more like Roemer'

s

type of seriatim-granulata than any other I

have seen, the chief difference being its larger

size. Comparison was made with a squeeze

from the original. '
' Since all of these specimens

agree in general character of ornamentation

with seriatim-granulata as represented by

Roemer in his Kreidebildungen von Texas, and

since, at the same time, there is in many of

them a tendency to that elongation of the

granules which Dr. White represents for his

Turritella marnocK, it seems altogether probable

that the original marnochi and the large Turri-

tella of the Champion shell-bed that I have

hitherto referred to marnochi represent one and

the same species, the Turritella seriatim-granulata

of Roemer.

A careful study, recently made, convinces me
that the common Turritella of the Kiowa shales,

to which, in Bulletin No. 11 of the Washburn
College Laboratory of Natural History, I ap-

plied the varietal name, belviderei, should be

recognized as a species distinct from seriatim-

granulata, and I have accordingly described it

as such under the name thus early applied to it.

Omitting common points, the two species

may be characterized for determinative pur-

poses as follows

:

T. seriatim-granulata. (Including T. marnocJii, ap-

parently as an individual variation.)

Size large
;
granules mostly well interspaced,

coarse, appearing as small, low, rounded tubercles,

or elongate with the trend of the revolving costellae,

both forms of granules often appearing on the same

specimen and in variable proportion.

T. helviderei.

Size usually smaller
;
granules finer, prominent,

numerous and crowded, their greatest diameter

either transverse to costellse or oblique.

So far as I am aware, there is no conclusive

evidence of inter-gradation of the two types,

though there is variation in both.

But here arises the question of the relation of

Turritella helviderei to Meek's T. kansasensis, of

the Mentor beds. The latter species, which

attains a much larger size than is credited in

the original account of it, is described as if

ornamented with simple linear revolving ribs.

As usually indicated by the mould, it Is so orna-

mented ; but in some instances there are traces

of granules on the ribs, though only of feeble

ones so far as yet observed. Aside from their

=ummit-form, the ribs have the same characters

as those of T. helviderei, viz., abrupt elevation,

square-bottomed intervals, etc. The sinuous

trend of the growth-lines in this species is found

also in helviderei and seriatim-granulata. T.

kansasensis, as now known, has the ribs plain

or nearly so. But the moulds sometimes seem

to be coated with a ferruginous film which may
have obliterated distinct granules if such were

originally present ; and the query arises whether

new and better material might not show
strongly granulated ribs, and helviderei so be-

come a specific or varietal synonym of kansasen-

sis. At the same time, it is certain that in

many Mentor fossils the moulds preserve the

impress of the surface-sculpture in its finest

details.

An apparent difference of ornamentation like

that between Turritella kansasensis and T. helvi-
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derei exists between the Mentor fossil,

Margarita mudgeana Meek, and the Kiowa
species, M. marcouana nobis ; and here also it

remains to be shown whether the diiTerence is

genuine or due to unlike conditions of preserva-

tion.

I have recently identified Nerinea. acvs, Roem.,

from the Champion shell-bed at Belvidere, the

markings shown as in Roemer's figure of the

type. This, with the Lithophagus noticed below,

brings the total number of Invertebrata known
from this thin but remarkable shell-bed up to

thirty-eight. This interesting occurrence of

Nerinea acus further confirms Professor Hill's

earlier and my own constant later reference of

the Champion shell-bed to the Fredericksburg

formation, and to the Comanche Peak limestone

in particular ; and the occurrence of the Litho-

phagus in both the Champion and the Kiowa not

only adds to the former evidence of a closely

successional time-relation of the two formations,

but also tends to emphasize the conclusion I

have elsewhere announced, that the Kiowa is

about equally related to Fredericksburg and

Washita.

The Lithophagus referred to is one of which I

found several specimens in burrows in Serpula-

knots in the Champion shell-beds, and which is

assumed not to difi'er specifically from the

' Lithophagus sp. nov.' of Stanton, reported (in

Hill's ' Outlying Areas of the Comanche Series

in Kansas, Oklahoma and New Mexico;' Am.
Journ. Sci. 3rd Series, Vol. L), as occurring in

Gryphsea-valves in the Hill and Gould collec-

tions from the Kiowa shales at Belvidere, borings

similar to those in the Serpula having been

found by the writer in Gryphsea-valves at the

zone of transition from the Black Hill shale to

the Fullington bed, a horizon intermediate in

position between the two which have yielded

the actual shells of Li(/io/j/ia^Ms.

In 1893 1 collected in the Comanche Peak lime-

stone of south-central and north-central Texas

sevei-al specimens of an apparently undescribed,

heavy-ribbed species of Cyprina, to which I have

given the manuscript-name Cyprina laticostata.

I now recognize as belonging to this new species

the cast which, in my 'Study of the Belvidere

Beds,' I referred to Homomya alta, Roem. Thus
the evidence for reference of the Champion

shell-bed to the Comanche Peak limestone of

the Fredericksburg division continually becomes

clearer.

Slratigraphic Names for Caprina and Caprotina

{or Requienia) Bearing Beds of Northern Texas.

In defining the Barton Creek limestone, a mem-
ber of the Fredericksburg formation {American

Geologist, XVI. , 385), I fell into the error of in-

cluding in it both the Caprina limestone and the

Caprotina limestone of Shumard, whereas it was
the former only (whose fauna includes both

Caprina and Caprotina, or Requienia, with other

genera of Chamidw and Hippuritidse) that should

have been included in the definition, and which

was especially intended, this being the lime-

stone that succeeds the Comanche Peak lime-

stone, on Barton creek, in Travis county, Texas.

It is the cap-rock of a number of buttes that

carry remnants of the Fredericksburg formation

in central and western Texas. The Caprotina

limestone of Shumard is the Caprotina or Re-

quienia bed that occurs in the upper Glen Rose,

in the Brazos Valley, in the vicinity of Gran-

bury, and which may be designated as the

Granbury bed, to distinguish it from more or less

similar beds elsewhere. Since proposing the

name Barton Creek for the Caprina limestone

of the creek thus named, I have observed that

the name is quite similar to that of the Barton

clays (Tertiary) of England. The similarity is

the more unfortunate because increased by my
inadvertently referring to the Texas bed in a

shorter form, 'Barton,' in formally defining it,

immediately after having defined it in table as

' Barton Creek.' Altogether, the considerations

stated probably render either ' Barton ' or

' Barton Creek ' untenable, and both terms are

therefore here abandoned in favor of another.

The same bed of Caprina limestone that occurs

on Barton creek may be seen overlying the

Comanche Peak limestone, in Stonewall county,

Texas (where, as Messrs. Dumble and Cum-
miugs have shown, and as the present writer

has later observed, it forms the cap-rock of

Double mountain) ; and the name Stonewall

limestone is therefore here proposed for it.

F. W. Ceagin.

CoLOEADO College, Colorado Springs, Col.,

May 28, 1897.
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OYSTBES : A REVIEW OP IGNORANCE.

One of the greatest services which science

is doing for the world is the exposure of igno-

rance, and the inculcation of the doctrine that a

thorough groundwork ofthe rudiments ofgeneral

science should be laid by those who aspire to

teach or to practice medicine, and it should be

appreciated by the public that those alone who
possess it are worthy of confidence.

In illustration of the actuality of the need,

and partly as a review of the question con-

cerned, I will criticise a leading article con-

tained in a journal called Modern Medicine and

Bacteriological Review, which purports to show

that the oyster must be abandoned as a food.

This article begins by reciting the plenteous-

ness of bacteria in the oyster, and says it is "a
creature whose diet consists of the oflfal of the

ocean, and which lives upon material so filthy

and noxious in character that it requires the

unceasing activity of a liver constituting nearly

one-half the bulk of its body to protect it from

impending death." It then cites the cases of

typhoid fever traced to the oyster, quoting the

British Medical Journal, which comments on

the need for supervising the oyster beds ; and

then the editorial remarks that the beds are

usually seated in the mouths of rivers and bays:

" The oyster is fond of typhoid bacilli ; it eats

them as a tidbit ; it will not miss a chance of

swallowing millions of these mischief-making

germs if opportunity is afforded. Indeed, this

is the very business for which nature designed

the oyster. It feasts upon the slime and ooze

which covers the ocean's bed, near the shore,

and the seaweeds which grow in such localities.

The oyster has neither teeth nor claws with

which to tear and masticate solid food. It is

designed to live on the decomposing germ-

infected substances which, with its filmy beard,

it wipes off the slime-covered weeds and stones

which abound in oyster beds."

The writer of this screed, posing as a bacteri-

ologist and zoologist, seems to be ignorant alike

of both sciences. We can here get an idea of

the amount of harm which can be done by soi

disant teachers through the medium of alleged

scientific journals.

It is in the first place evident that this writer

is ignorant of zoology. He does not know how

the oyster feeds ; he thinks it wipes its food off

the weeds with its beard ! I have seen some
individuals use their beards for dinner napkins,

but the oyster's is truly useful ; it is fork and

spoon, too, it appears ! Every student of nat^

ural history should know that the oyster's beard

or ctenidia is his gills ; that he feeds by draw-

ing a current of water by ciliary action mainly

of the ctenidia into his mouth and lives on the

solid particles which are contained in the water,

and that the so-called liver is a digestive gland.

Furthermore, the oyster is plainly not de-

signed by nature for a scavenger. His natural

habitat is on a clean rocky bottom, and not in

the mouth of a river, as fresh water is injurious

to him, consequently he cannot live on slime and
ooze. When oysters are ' parked ' into a muddy
or even a sandy bed they do not thrive at all.

After this display of biological ignorance one

wonders if the writer, presumably a doctor, can

tell a mollusc from a worm.

Now, as to the bacteriology of the matter, it

is plain that if the oyster feeds on typhoid bacilli

he must assimilate them, and when living things

are digested they generally die during the pro-

cess, consequently when we eat an oyster we do

not eat live bacilli. But they,can live in the

stomach and gut a long time, also other en-

teric parasites.

It is an unquestionable fact that typhoid

fever could not be caused by the introduction of

any number, even millions, of dead bacilli into

the human body, but, at the most, some tem-

porary illness from the ptomaines in the mix-

ture.

Finally, the ' Medical Progress and so forth '

assumes that the oyster's large liver, which, as

stated above, is not homologous to the liver, is

a poison trap. I was not aware that this was
the main function of an hepatic cell. Plainly,

the primary deduction from a large liver would
be that metabolic processes were complex and
that nutriment needed to be stored in large

quantity. The oyster' s liver, however, does not

seem much different from those of his con-

geners.

All this sensational essay of ignorance will

doubtless be reproduced by the small-fry med-
ical journals and the daily press. It must con-

tribute toward hurting the oyster industry. It
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must result in many invalids being deprived of

a luscious and digestible food, and last, but not

least, help to belittle science by reasoning

which the common sense of centuries shows to

be absurd.

Contrast all this with the calm attitude of the

scientific British Medical Journal, which contents

itself, according to the quotation from it, with

calling for scientific investigation of the reason

for some beds being polluted.* It seems quite

likely that isolated oyster beds might be con-

taminated with bacilli, but the natural history

of the oyster shows that he could not exist

under such conditions, and that the bed would

die out. In fact, the danger will apparently

regulate itself.

I hope that these remarks will draw the at-

tention of practical biologists, competent to set

the question at rest ; at the same time they will

serve to show the great need of at least an ele-

mentary knowledge of science among our doc-

tors before they presume to settle questions of

the food supply of mankind ;
and they will

serve to show the great lack of that knowledge

among the rank and file of practitioners, who,

at any rate, ' out west, ' appear rather to glory

in it.

George Chas. Buchanan.

cbeebeal light.

In darkness or with closed eyes we can al-

ways see irregular forms of light in our visual

field. These forms are of various kinds, series

ofwaves, successive rings that spread and break,

etc. In addition to these definite figures there

is always more or less definite irregular illumi-

nation over the whole field. These phenomena

are generally called the ' retinal light ' or the

' Eigenlicht of the retina. ' They are usually

supposed to arise from chemical changes going

on in the retina. I wish to record some obser-

vations that apparently prove them to be cere-

bral and not retinal processes.

1. With closed eyes there is only one illumi-

nated field, not two, as there should be from the

two retinas if the light were retinal. Two
retinal figures might appear as one under the

* Cf. Tlie investigations by Professor Conn, of Wes-

leyan University, and of Professor Herdman, of Liv-

erpool College.

conditions : (a) Of suppression of one field,

which is not the case here, because it is impos-

sible to keep one field suppressed for many
minutes, whereas I have watched the retinal

figures in uninterrupted continuance for a long

time
; (6) of perfect identity of form, which is

hardly a possible supposition in the case of these

irregular, volatile, chemical phenomena
;
(c) of

sufiBciently similar construction for union by

stereoscopic vision, which also is not the case, as

there is no relief effect in the picture.

2. The figures do not change in position when
the eye is moved. They are localized in front

and remain in the same place, even if the eyes

are directed to one side. I find, however, that

if the eyes are turned to a new position and

kept there, the central figure (a spreading

violet circle with a phosphorescent rim) will

soon afterwards follow the movement ; there is

thus a tendency for this figure to occupy the

spot of sharpest vision.

3. The figures do not change in location when
the eyes are displaced. When the eyes are

looking at some definite object, e. g., this page,

a pressure of the finger on one of them will

cause the page apparently to move. This is true

whether the other eye is open or closed. Like-

wise, if an after-image is obtained, it will move
upon pressure of the eyeball. The pressure dis-

places the eyeball and changes the projection of

the retinal picture. This displacement does not

occur with 'retinal light.' I have repeatedly

observed these figures and have manipulated the

eyeballs ; I have found that they are not in the

slightest degree affected by the manipulations.

In order to avoid all possibility of errors of ob-

servation, I have made the experiments in a

series alternately with eyes open and eyes

closed. With the eyes open I observed a dimly

illuminated window ; with them closed I saw

the ' retinal ' figures. The former always fol-

lowed the displacements, the latter never.

These observations are, I believe, sufficient to

establish the proposition (which I have not seen

elsewhere) that the phenomena of vision usually

known as ' retinal light ' and ' retinal figures '

are not originated in the retina, but in the

brain. They should therefore be termed ' cere-

bral light' and 'cerebral figures.'

The following hypothesis seems also justified :
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The cerebral light is located in those higher cen-

ters of the brain -which are connected with vis-

ual memories and imaginations. While watch-

ing the cerebral figures I find that my visual

memories or phantastic figures appear in the

midst of the cerebral light and frequently can-

not be distinguished from them. The close con-

nection of these cerebral figures with the con-

tents of dreams has been repeatedly noticed by

Johannes Miiller and a series of later observers.

There is also the possibility that the hallucina-

tory visions produced by hashish, mescal and

other drugs may be simply modifications of this

cerebral light.

E. W. Scripture.

Yale TJniveksity, May 21, 1897.

SCIENTIFIC LITEBATUBE.

Grundriss der Eiitwickelungsgeschichte des

Menschen und der Sdugethiere von Dr. Med.

Oscar Schultze. Bearbeitet unter Zugrund-

elegung der 2. Auflage des Grundrisses

der Entwickelungsgeschichte von A. Kolliker.

Leipzig, Engelmann. 1897. 8vo. Pp. vii +
468.

Kolliker' s well known manual has been so

thoroughly reworked by Professor Schultze

that it is essentially a new work. In Kolliker's

volume the embryology of the chick furnished

many of the descriptions and illustrations.

Schultze has omitted the chick altogether, con-

fining himself strictly to mammalian develop-

ment, and has added a comprehensive though

very condensed account of the fcetal mem-
branes and placenta in the chief groups of

mammals. Many new and admirable figures

have been added, of which a considerable

majority are original and taken from the

author's own preparations.

It is exceedingly difl&cult to characterize

Professor Schultze' s text-book fairly, for it

combines superior merits with conspicuous and
singular defects. It is utterly inadequate as a

presentation of contemporary embryology, for

it systematically neglects the morphological,

phylogenetic and mechanical aspects of embry-

ology, and consequently reads almost like an

old-fashioned descriptive anatomy. An embry-

ological writer might be excused for avoiding

phylogenetic and mechanical themes, but the

neglect of morphological considerations makes
full success in writing a text-book an impossi-

bility. To illustrate these criticisms it suffices

to examine the account of the nervous system
;

in the development of this the history of the

neuro blasts and of the division of the medullary

tube into dorsal and ventral zones are the

fundamental facts morphologically, but our

author barely describes the neuroblasts, does

not figure them at all, and makes no allusion

to the two zones, which should form the basis

of the whole account, for without understanding

these zones no student can master even the

rudiments of our present knowledge of the

brain and spinal cord. Again, the epidermis is

equally maltreated, for the history of the

epitrichium is incorrect, and no mention what-

ever is made of the fact that the nails are modi-

fications of the stratum lucidum. Erroneous

are also the accounts of the development of the

glands in the stomach, which do not develop

in the same way as those of the intestine ; mis-

leading is the history given of the supra-renals,

for the so-called medulla of the organ in the

human species is not derived from the sympa-

thetic Anlage. There are mistakes in the illus-

trations : in Figs. 194 and 195 the ' Zwischen-

hirn ' (Diencex)halon) is correctly designated,

but in Figs. 217 and 263 the same division of

the brain is called ' Mittelhirn ' (Mesence-

phalon) ; in Fig. 327 the left side ofthe heart is

called ' rechte Kammer ' and the right side

' liyike Kammer,' while the great vein is labeled

' Sympathicus !' Of the index complaint must

be made : one searches it in vain for Hirnblasen,

Nerven, Thyroidea and other headings.

In spite of these criticisms, which indicate

that the usefulness of the book is severely

limited, the manual remains one of many
merits and of great value. The author is fe-

licitous in his combination of brevity and clear-

ness, and in avoiding cumbrous accumulations

of details. The faulty illustrations are excep-

tions; very good ones indeed are the rule, good

both in selection and execution. In printing

them the publishers have sustained their high

reputation in this regard. The author has

studied at first hand, and is thereby enabled to

make his descriptions fresh, vivid and interest-

ing, and if he had included in his point of view
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the recognition of relative morphological values

he would have prepared a work of signal util-

ity. The student who uses the ' Grundriss ' as

his guide may acquire a fair knowledge of the

empirical facts of embryology, but he will still

have to learn the morphological interpretation

of these facts and their relative importance.

Meanwhile he will have profited by better,

more available and more matter-of-fact descrip-

tions of the anatomy of embryos than can be

found in perhaps any other of the smaller text-

books of embryology.
C. S. MiNOT.

Das SiisswasaerplanMon, Methods mid Resultate

der quantitativen Untersuchung. Von Dr.

Carl Apstein, Kiel, Zool. Institut. Mit 113

Abbildungen. Kiel uud Leipzig, Verlag

von.Lipsius & Tischer. 1896. 200 pp., 5

Tabellen.

To Dr. Apstein, of the school of planktologists

at Kiel, is to be given the credit of applying the

methods employed by Professor Hensen In his

investigations in the Baltic and North seas, and

on the ' National ' Expedition of 1889, to the

quantitative investigation of the plankton of

fresh water. His field of operations has been

the lake region of Holstein. The book con-

tains a full report of the results of the quantita-

tive, and to some extent the qualitative, ex-

amination of more than 300 collections made in

15 different lakes during 1890-1895. A de-

scription is given of the apparatus, methods of

collection, of determination of volume, and of

enumeration of the constituent organisms or

planktonts, if we adopt the term recently in-

troduced by Schroter. There is, unfortunately,

no adequate discussion of the margin of error

which the methods involve. An annotated

list of the important limnetic organisms is given

with data on the seasonal distribution, abun-

dance with dates of maximum and minimum
occurrence and reproductive activity, with other

facts of cecological import. Many of the forms

are illustrated by reproductions from original

microphotographs by the author. The micro-

scope in the hands of the skillful operator re-

veals vastly more than the ordinary micro-

photograph records. For the purposes of scien-

tific illustration of organisms of the plankton,

and especially in such a book as this, it seems

undesirable to substitute a method which rests

upon the relative opacity of tissues simply, for

one based upon the clear interpretation of the

trained observer. One has only to contrast

Dr. Apstein' s best results in this line with the

figures he reproduces from Hudson and Gosse,

and Lauterborn, to appreciate the superiority of

a carefully made drawing in conveying to the

inquirer details of structure, and even such

features as contour, proportion and natural

position of parts. The book is not a manual of

the limnetic fauna and flora, and the novice

and casual student must still depend upon
monographs and the widely scattered literature

of the subject for aid in the determination of

the planktonts. It is, however, an epitome of

the subject, indispensable to every planktolo-

gist and a valuable aid to every student of fresh-

water fauna.

Our author distinguishes active, passive

and tycho-limnetic forms among the planktonts.

With the latter he places Difflugia, whose pres-

ence in the open water is attributed to gas

vacuoles, which cause it to rise from the bottom,

its true habitat. Difflugia is a very abundant

and important member of the plankton of our

own great lakes, where it occurs in association

with Codonella, Dinobryon and other typically

limnetic forms. It also occurs in the Illinois

river and its adjacent waters throughout a con-

siderable part of the year, but in the open water

and not upon the bottom. The conditions of

the occurrence are such as to place it among
the active members of the plankton rather than

among those which owe their presence to the

accidents of wind and current.

Following up the line of his earlier work,

Apstein brings forward a long series of observa-

tions in proof of the equal horizontal distribu-

tion of the plankton in a body of water. In

80 catches the greatest departure from the

mean was 22.8 J?', and the average departure

but 5.62 fo . These hauls are distributed in short

series of 2-5 parallel catches in various lakes, but

the distance separating the successive collections

is not given, and in no case has a lake been sub-

jected to a larger number of examinations made
upon the same day at frequent and regular dis-

tances throughout its whole extent. It seems
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not improbable that such an examiuation would

enlarge somewhat the variation in distribution

as above given. Indeed, in another connection

Apstein cites four catches made in Dobersdorfer

See upon the same day, in which the variation

from the mean is 100^ or more, in three in-

stances out of the four. This wide variation

is, however, explained by our author as due to

the presence of intervening sand bars in the

lake. The results of counting individuals of

various species in the plankton taken on the

same day at difierent localities show a uni-

formity less marked than that indicated by the

volumetric determination. There is no indiea-

cation whatever of the presence in the plankton

of 'swarms,' which Apstein defines as a local

accumulation of animals of one species in one

locality while the surrounding area is slightly,

or not at all, peopled by it. This uniformity

in the horizontal distribution is due to the simi-

larity of the chemical constituents in the water,

resulting in a uniform growth of the phyto-

plankton and the zooplankton depending upon

it. It is thus primarily a matter of food rela-

tions.

The vertical distribution of the plankton was

determined by the subtraction process, and is

subject to the error produced by the progressive

clogging of the net. It seems very desirable

that this problem be attacked by the pumping

method. Apstein's results indicate the accumu-

lation of the greater part of the plankton in the

surface stratum of 0-2 meters, in which from

IJ to 60 times as much plankton is found (per

cubic meter) as is present in a similar volume in

the water below a depth of 2 meters. In this

particular his results are in harmony with those

of Reighard, Ward, and Birge upon our own
lakes. Most organisms prefer the surface waters,

only a few rotifers and Entomostraca actively

seeking the deeper and colder strata. The ver-

tical distribution of many forms, especially

among the phyto-plankton, is closely linked

with the life cycle. The maximum numbers

occur in surface waters, and as these decrease

and resting stages appear, they seek the deeper

water, to increase again and rise to the surface

as the maximum returns.

Apstein still maintains that plankton-rich and

plankton-poor waters are characterized by the

predominance of the Chrobcocacese and Dino-

hryon respectively. Eeighard has shown that

these criteria cannot be adopted for Lake St.

Clair, and later work is making it still more evi-

dent that waters may be rich or poor in plank-

ton quite irrespective of the conditions attend-

ing such diversity in the lakes of Holstein. The
suggestion that plankton-rich waters are occa-

sioned by the abundance of water-fowl is of

questionable value, though local data may seem

to support it.

Only those familiar with the routine of plank-

ton investigation can appreciate the vast amount
of work which Apstein's book represents,

though his results will command the attention

of everyone interested in the cecological side of

biology. The science of fresh-water planktol-

ogy is still in its infancy ; its methods are as yet

imperfect, and its problems are so intricate that

years of continuous investigation in a number of

localities will be required to establish broad

generalizations. Dr. Apstein has been a pioneer

in the field, and the great value of his work lies

in its exploratory character and in his sugges-

tive mapping out of the problems of plank-

tology.

c. a. kofoid.
Univeesity of Illinois.

geologic atlas of the united states.

folio 25, loudon, tennessee, 1896.

The Loudon folio, recently published by the

U. S. Geological Survey, represents that portion

of the Appalachian province which is situated

between the parallels 35° 30' and 36° and the

meridians 84° and 84° 30'. This area contains

968 square miles, divided between Blount, Mon-

roe, Loudon, Knox, Koane and Morgan coun-

ties of Tennessee.

The folio consists of a topographic map, a

geologic map, structure sections, stratigraphic

sections, a map of the economic resources, and

descriptive text. The author is Arthur Keith.

The text begins with a general description

of the Appalachian province and points out the

relations of this part to the others, with regard

to its surface features. The local features of

the drainage by the Tennessee river and its

tributaries, Emory, Clinch, Tellico and Little

Tennessee, follow next in description.
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The various forms of the surface are pointed

out, such as the Great Valley of Tennessee and

the portions of the mountain district and the

Cumberland Plateau, by which it is bounded,

and the relation between these forms and the

underlying rocks is made clear.

Under the heading 'Stratigraphy,' the geo-

logic history of the Appalachian province is

presented in outline, and the local rock groups

are fully described in regard to composition,

thickness, location, varieties and mode of de-

position. The formations, thirty-three in num-
ber, range in age from Cambrian to Carbonifer-

ous, far the greater part being Cambrian and
Silurian. The mountain district is chiefly un-

derlain by the Ocoee series, whose age is doubt-

ful. Rocks of Carboniferous and Devonian

age occupj'' two small belts on either side of the

Great Valley, and Silurian and Cambrian strata

are repeated in narrow belts along the Great

Valley. Limestones, shales and interbedded

sandstones make up the Silurian and Cambrian

strata
; sandstones and shales, with coal seams

and a limestone near the base, constitute the

Carboniferous, and the Ocoee rocks are con-

glomerate, sandstone, slate and limestone.

The details of the strata are graphically re-

presented in the columnar section. The differ-

ent manner in which the formations decay is

discussed, and the dependence of the residual

soils and surface forms on the nature of the

underlying rock. Great changes occur in the

formations of this region, and the Knox dolo-

mite is the only one which is uniform through-

out. The direction of change was exactly re-

versed between Cambrian and Silurian time.

In the discussion of 'structure,' after a gen-

eral statement of the broader features of the

province, two methods are described in which
the strata of this quadrangle were deformed.

Of these the extreme Appalachian folding, ac-

companied by faulting and metamorphism, is by

far the most prominent and is about equally

developed throughout the quadrangle. Faults,

especially, are most strikingly exhibited here.

Deformation by vertical uplift also is exhib-

ited, but only in comparison with broad sur-

rounding areas. In this quadrangle the Great

Valley is at its narrowest, on account of the

extreme shortening in deformation. The struc-

ture sections illustrate the sharp folds and
frequent faults into which the strata were
forced.

Economic products of this region are coal,

variegated marble, red hematite, building stone,

lime, clays, timber and slate. The outcrops of

the formations containing these are illustrated

on the economic sheet, together with the loca-

tions of the mines and quarries. The iron ore

and slate are of minor importance now
;
the

coal district is a part of the great coal basin of

Tennessee, on the same formations as the chief

mining center of the State ; and the marble

belts are a part of the principal productive

region for that stone. Various conditions

affecting the value of these deposits are pointed

out, and the associations and availability of the

building materials and timbers are discussed.

FOLIO 27, MOREISTOWN, TENNESSEE, 1S96.

The Morristown folio, also recently pub-

lished, by the same author, deals with that por-

tion of the Appalachian province which is situ-

ated between the parallels 36° and 36° 30' and
the meridians 83° and 83° 30'. This area con-

tains 963 square miles, divided between the

counties of Greene, Cocke, Jefferson, Hamblen,

Grainger, Claiborne, Hancock and Hawkins, all

in Tennessee.

Included in the folio are topographic, eco-

nomic and geologic maps, structure and strati-

graphic sections and five pages of descriptive

text.

After a description of the broader features of

the Appalachian province, the local geography

is analyzed. The various types of surface fea-

tures are pointed out and their relations to the

underlying rocks are shown. Local facts, such

as elevations and the drainage by the tributaries

of the Tennessee River, the Nolichucky, French

Broad, Holston and Clinch Rivers, are detailed.

Under the heading ' Stratigraphy ' the geo-

logic history of the Appalachians is presented in

outline. This is followed by a detailed account

of the local rock groups in regard to their loca-

tion, composition, thickness, variations and

mode of deposition. The soils and forms of

surface produced by each formation are dis-

cussed with the formations. Twenty forma-

tions are distinguished in this quadrangle,
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rangiug from Cambrian to Carboniferous, far

the greater portion being Cambrian and Sikirian.

The rocks of Carboniferous and Devonian age

are found only in two narrow belts in the ridge

district and are represented bj^ only four forma-

tions. Over the rest of the area Cambrian and

Silurian strata are about equally divided. A
great variety of limestones, shales and sand-

stones compose the Cambrian and Silurian

rocks, shales and sandstones the Devonian,

while only limestone appears in the Carbonifer-

ous. Great changes take place in the Silurian

strata, and limestones on the northwest are

represented by shales and sandstones at the

southeast. The general character of the for-

mations is graphically represented in the co-

lumnar sections, one being drawn for each of

the two chief geologic districts.

In the discussion of structure, after a general

statement ofthe broader features of Appalachian

structure, the two types of deformation shown

in this region are described, and instances are

pointed out in the structure sections. In the

ridge district the most prominent feature is the

faulting, which has cut the strata up into long,

narrow blocks and produced the characteristic

ridge topography. Southeast of Holston River

the rocks were deformed by close folds. De-

formation by vertical uplift is also existent in

this region, but it can be observed only in

comparison with other and larger areas. In

the structure sections most of the details of the

different structures are shown.

Economic products of this region are marble,

building stone, lead, zinc, lime, cement, clays

and timber. The outcrops of the formations

containing these are represented on the eco-

nomic sheet as far as possible, together with the

locations of mines and quarries. The principal

industries are the production of zinc and marble;

the timbers and water-powers are also of general

importance. The various conditions which af-

fect the development of these resources are dis-

cussed.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

AMERICAN CHEMICAL JOURNAL, JULY, 1897.

On the Decomposition of Diazo Compounds : By
W. E. Chamberlain, G. F. "Weida and W.
Bromwell. The three papers contained in

this number of the journal on this general sub-

ject give the results obtained in the study of

the action of methyl alcohol on certain salts of

diazobenzenes and diazotoluenes. Chamberlain,

following up the suggestion of Remsen and

Dashiell, found that, while under ordinary at-

mospheric pressure the main reaction between

methyl alcohol and paradiazotoluene nitrate

consisted in the substitution of the methoxyl for

the diazo group, yet when the reaction took

place under diminished pressure the hydrogen

reaction was more favored. With an increase

in the pressure the product remained as under

ordinary pressure. "When sodium methylate is

used, and when an alkaline carbonate is added

to the alcohol, only the hydrogen reaction takes

place. Beeson found that alkalies and zinc

dust would not only cause the formation of

benzene, by the decomposition of a salt of diazo-

benzene, but also of diphenyl. The author of

this work was, however, unable to obtain any

ditolyl from an analogous decomposition of di-

azotoluene, probably owing to some different

conditions oftemperature at which the reactions

take place.

Weida has compared the results of the de-

composition of the three nitraniliues and amino-

benzoic acids with methyl alcohol, with the re-

sults obtained by Remsen and Graham when
ordinary alcohol was used.

In the case of the orthonitrodiazobenzene sul-

phate the only product was nitrobenzene ; but

the meta- and para-compounds gave a small

amount of nitranisol beside the nitrobenzene.

The salts of the diazobenzoic acid did not act as

they did when treated with ordinary alcohol,

but showed a tendency to give the alkosy re-

action. They all gave as the principal product

the ethereal salt of the corresponding methoxy

acids.

Bromwell followed the same line of research

as Chamberlain, using, however, the ortho-com-

pound where the latter had used the para. He
found that the ortho-compound decomposes at

a lower temperature and gives the alkoxy re-

action as the other does. When orthomethoxy-

toluene was treated with cold concentrated

sulphuric acid a monobasic sulphonic acid

containing one acid residue was formed, and

when it was oxidized the corresponding benzoic
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acid was formed. A number of the salts of the

acid were prepared.

On the Action of Potassium Hydroxide on Or-

iJiomethoxysulphamine-bensoic Acid : By Chas.

Walker. When the sulphonic acid described

in the last paper was converted into an amide

and fused with potassium hydroxide the pro-

duct was not, as was expected, the correspond-

ing dihydroxy-benzoic acid ; but, as the author

has shown, orthoxysulphaminebenzoic acid.

The change can be represented thus

:

fCOOH
CeH,] OCH3 ..

( SO2NH2

TCOOH
i

H3 ] OH
UO2NH,

Several salts of the acid were also made and

studied.

A Simple and Efficient Boiling-Point Apparatus

for Use with Low- and with Sigh-Boiling Solvents :

By H. C. Jones. The author has modified the

apparatus devised by Hite by making it longer

and replacing the inner tube by a platinum

cylinder. By these changes he claims to have

avoided the errors caused by the cold liquid

returned by the condenser coming in contact

with the thermometer, and also those due to

radiation of heat from the bulb of the ther-

mometer. He also replaces the outer vapor

jacket, so generally used, by a cylinder of as-

bestos. A number of results are given which

were obtained with both high and low boiling

solvents.

Aluininum Alcoholates: By H. W. Hillyee.

As was stated in a paper published some time

ago, the authors found that when an anhydrous

chloride was added to aluminum in alcohol a

rapid deposition of the metal and an evolution

of hydrogen took place. Dry hydrochloric acid

gas or a solution in alcohol will cause a rapid

evolution of gas when added to the aluminum

in alcohol, and if the action is once started it

will continue for some time even if no more

acid is added. When the solution cools a

crystalline compound, probably an addition

product of the chloride and alcohol, separates

out. When stannic chloride and hydrochloric

acid gas are used it is very important that the

materials should be completely dehydrated, as

the presence of a small amount of water will

stop the reaction. The results seem to show

that it is necessary, in order to get a satisfactory

action of aluminum on alcohol, that it should

be anhydrous
;
that it should contain an an-

hydrous chloride with which it can form an

addition-product ; and, that the aluminum
should be coupled with a more easily reducible

metal.

Behavior of Chloral Hydrate ivith Ammonium
Sulphide: By J. Lesinsky and C. GUNDLICH.
The authors found that a mixture of chloral

hydrate and ammonium sulphide will, after a

longer or shorter time, depending upon the

temperature, form a dark precipitate. They
suggest it as a possible test for the purity of

chloral hydrate and propose to study the reac-

tion and the product.

A New and Rapid Method for the Quantitative

Separation of Iron, Aluminium, Chromium, Man-
ganese, Zinc, Nickel and Cobalt: By A. R.

CusHMAN. This method, which is more rapid

than those generally used, has been found very

satisfactory ; but no details can be given in a

review, as it is already in the most condensed

form possible. The following reviews are also

given : A Resume of Progress in the Chemistry

of the Carbohydrates during 1896 ; Traite 616-

mentaire de mecanique chimique fondu sur

la thermodynamique, P. Duheni
;

Elektro-

Chemische Uebungsaufgaben, F. Oettel ; The-

orie und Praxis der Analytischen Electrolj'se

der Metalle, B. Neumann ; Le four electrique,

H. Moissan.
J. Elliott Gilpin.

NEW BOOKS.

La structure du protoplasma et les theories sur

VhSredite et les grands problcmes de la biologie

ginerale. Yves Delage. Paris, C. Eein-

wald et Cie. 1895. Pp. xvi + 878. 24 fr.

Geological Survey of Canada. Annual Report,

Vol. VIII., 1895. George M. Dawson.
Ottawa, S. E. Dawson. 1897.

A Popular Treatise on the Physiology of Plants.

Paul Sorauer. Translated by F. E. Weiss.

London and New York, Longmans, Green &
Co. 1895. Pp. X -I- 256.

Water and Public Health. James H. Fuertes.

New York, John Wiley & Sons ; London,

Chapman & Hull, Ltd. 1897. Pp. v + 75.
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THE VEQEIATION OF THE HOT SPRINGS OF
YELLOWSTONE PARK.

Much of the beauty of the so-called ' for-

mations ' of Yellowstone ITational Park

lies in the brilliant tints of the mineral de-

posits, wet from the streams of hot water

that issue from the thermal springs and

geysers.

Formation is a general term employed to

designate any mineral matter deposited by

the geysers and hot springs. The amount
of formation in the Park is extraordinarily

large, but it is chiefly confined to four re-

gions. At Mammoth Hot Springs there is

an immense deposit of calcium carbonate,

the sides of which are terraced with pul-

pit-like projecting basins, as is shown in fig-

ure 1.*

These interesting basins are formed by

the activities of numerous hot springs upon

the top and along the sides of the terraces.

The entire pile of dazzling white mineral

has been likened to the front of a glacier.

The Norris Geyser Basin, the Lower Gey-

ser Basin and the Upper Geyser Basin are

similar to one another in certain respects.

They are extensive expanses of formation

chiefly silicious in composition. All of

them are situated in the floor of a valley

and cover acres on either side of the Fire-

hole River, which flows between banks of

snowy whiteness. Upon these formations

are scattered the numerous mounds built

up by the geysers, and here also are many
clear pools of hot water. The latter are of

various sizes, some mere shallow puddles

which sizzle and sputter, but most of them

deep basins with sloping sides, and one at

least a pond a hundred yards wide. The

water is almost always scalding hot, some-

times even boiling violently in the middle

of the pool.

*Figures 1, 5 and 7 are taken from the Ninth An-

nual Report of the United States Geological Survey.
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Dry formation is generally dazzling white,

as pure and clear as any snow field of the

Alps or Norway. Dry formation reflects

the light from innumerable crystals and the

rays all seem to focus upon the individual

in the proximity. This is why the forma-

tion is so hot and blistering. This is why the

kodak must be ' stopped down ' to its

smallest diaphragm if one desires to photo-

graph the geysers, as many a tourist has

learned to his sorrow when he viewed the

dark bi'own, over-exposed film of some

geyser in action, and then remembered the

long wait in the glittering sunshine, the

mad" rush for favorable points of view and

the supreme satisfaction that he felt when

the exposure was indexed and described :

'Old Faithful from the west, sunshine

upon the vapor clouds, fir forest in the

background.'

Wet formation is usually colored. Wher-

ever a stream of water flows from a hot

spring the course is marked by streaks of

green and yellow along its margin. Fringes

and rims ofgreen and gamboge border the

boiling pools. Upon the sides of the pulpit

basins (see Fig. 1) are flutings of red and

orange, of green and brown. The sides and

bottoms of the streams are lined with olive

colored felts of a velvet-like consistency,

and there may be green or brown stringy

filaments waving to and fro in the hot cur-

rents of water. The sides of many of the

pools are covered with green, leathery mem-
branes, or smeared with a coating of struc-

tureless jelly. Even the hottest pools, those

which are boiling violently in certain parts,

are likel5^ to have some of the colored

fibrous or gelatinous deposits at their edges.

The temperature of the water in these

streams and basins is frequently above 80°

C, and water boils in Yellowstone Park in

the neighborhood of 92° C.

Almost all of this brilliant coloring is

associated with growths of low forms of

plant life. Some of these organisms it will

be our purpose to describe, together with a

discussion of certain activities manifested

by them in connection with the structure

and development of the foi-mation. It is

not difficult to see that the growth is vari-

ous in character in difi'erent parts of the

hot spi'ings. One finds the most luxuriant

masses in such portions of the streams as

have cooled down to a relatively low tem-

perature, that is where the water, instead

of being scalding hot, may be simply un-

bearably warm.
Here, at a temperature of fi-om 40°-50°

C.,fiourish a variety of forms with the great-

est display of color. The prevailing tints

are green, but much of the growth is

brown, red or frequently orange. The forms

which the masses of vegetation assume de-

pend upon the condition of the environ-

ment. If there is a rapid stream the bottom

will be covered by a smooth, slippery,

leathery felt, and perhaps occasional stringy

masses attached at points along the sides

and bottom will float out with the current.

If water lies in a quiet pool one may find a

thick growth of this felt-like character on

the bottom and there will be numerous

tufts perched upon projecting knobs of

rocks. These tufts are made especially

prominent by the bubbles of gas entangled

in the network of filaments. The tufts are

particularly interesting because thej^ give

rise to some of the most peculiar sculpturing

of the shallow pools.

In warm water, at a temperature of from

55°-65° C. there is a preponderance of

green growth, much of it a vivid emerald

green. The color becomes less pronounced

in warmer portions of the stream, fading to

a yellowish brown, and finallj' becoming

light yellow when the water approaches 80°

C. in temperature. In the hottest water one

finds only white filaments, which grow as

long silkj' strings in the running streams or

form a delicate cobweb upon the bottoms of

quiet pools. This is the growth that marks
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the limit of life in these hot springs, and it

is not likely to be found in water warmer
than 85° C.

Let us now consider the structure of

some of the most striking types of plant

life making up the vegetation of these hot

springs. It would not be wise to go into

details, and indeed I cannot well do so,

for no one has ever published a critical

study of these forms. The subject is really

a very difficult one for several reasons. In

the first place the organisms are all very

minute and can only be studied under the

highest powers of the microscope. The
characters which define the species are

particularly evasive because the forms are

extremely simple in structure, and color

and size are notoriously variable qualities

among such organisms. Then these forms

must be carefully compared with the in-

habitants of other hot springs, particularly

those of Germany and Italy, where such

growths have been somewhat extensively

studied. This is necessary in order to

place the identifications upon a firm basis.

Naturally, the most interesting forms

from our point of view are those living in

the hottest pools. The growth is usually

white or gray
;
much of it has a pearly

luster, and the structure is filamentous. In
quiet water it forms a delicate network on
the bottom. In the little streams which
carry off the overflow from boiling pools

one may find the filaments in tufts along

the edge. Such tufts often appear as in

Fig. 2, but the filaments may grow to be

six inches long. The highest temperature

of the water iu which this growth has

been so far reported is 85° C, life condi-

tions which must, indeed, be considered re-

markable.

Examined under the microscope, the

filaments present some curious features.

Under the low powers one sees an appar-

ently homogeneous strand of a gelatinous

consistency, shown in Fig. 3, that is coated
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all over with small crystals. It is easy to

prove that this deposit is sulphur, since the

granules can be dissolved away in carbon

bi-sulphide, leaving only the gelatinous

filament quite soft and flaccid, where it was
formerly somewhat stiff and stringy. One
sees no further indication of organization

until the filament is examined under an

immersion lens with, perhaps, a magnifica-

tion of 1,000 diameters. Even then, to ob-

tain the best results, the specimens must be

stained. Such preparations then reveal

a, remarkable structure. The filament is

ment is really an elongated zoogloea, or col-

ony of bacteria, all coated over with sul-

phur grains.

It is a difficult matter to determine ex-

actly what form of the bacteria this is. One
should know whether the sulphur grains

are deposited by the activity of the organ-

ism or not. Presumably this is so, and the

type is a species of Beggiatoa, a genus of

bacteria characterized by its peculiar habit

of depositing sulphur from water contain-

ing sulphuretted hydrogen in solution. But

the genus Beggiatoa is remarkable because

made up of innumerable bacteria imbedded

in a gelatinous matrix. They are chiefly

rod-like forms and are arranged in lines

and chains. The individual rods vary

greatly in length, but it is quite plain that

the smaller forms result from the division

of the larger. Fig. 4-a illustrates the char-

acteristic form and arrangement of these

bacteria under very high magnification,

about 2,000 diameters. The long axis of

the rods are usually parallel with the gen-

«ral direction of the filament, the width of

which is made up of many hundreds of the

organisms placed side by side. The fila-

it includes some of the largest species of

bacteria known, and the cells are of such a

size that many sulphur grains may be con-

tained in their interior. There are without

question species of Beggiatoa in the hot

springs of the Park, and it may be just as

well to compare one of these forms shown iu

Fig. 4-b, under magnification of 500 diam-

eters, with the organism under consider-

ation. It will be seen that the cells of the

Beggiatoa filament are very large in com-

parison with those of Fig. 4-a, although

the magnification of the latter is about 2,000

diameters. The' dark dots in the interior
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of the cells are sulplmr granules. If our

plant is not Beggiatoa it would be classified

as a Bacillus because of the rod-like char-

acter of the cells. The writer will not at-

tempt to name it on the insufficient data,

and it serves as an excellent illustration of

the difficulties with which one contends in

attempting to define precisely the relations

of these organisms to one another. It is a

very interesting form from its habits and
its habitat, and probably the most adven-

turous organism in the hot springs.

This peculiar species of the bacteria

leaves a record of itself in the mineral de-

posits in the following manner. The fila-

ments, at first delicate and exceedingly flex-

ible, become coated with such a thick

deposit of sulphur and calcium carbonate

that they lie as stiff fibers along the edges

of the hot pools and upon the bottom of

the streams. Sometimes the collections of

these filaments have the appearance of frost

work in the scalding hot water. Eventu-

ally the threads become cemented together

by the continual deposition of lime, but

they impress their individuality upon the

resulting formation by giving it a fibrous

structure. These points are well illustrated

by the photograph of a piece of formation

shown in Fig. 5.

The tufts of waxy bacterial filaments are

often associated with extensive growths of

quite a different character. Large areas

upon the sides and bottoms of the pools and
streams are frequently covered by a closely

packed felt of extremely delicate filaments.

The surface is smooth and slippery, and it

feels like a sheet of rather stiff jelly all

gritty because of the numerous crystals of

calcium carbonate deposited in the sub-

stance. Under magnification the true struc-

ture is made apparent, and one sees here a

closely woven mass of very minute fila-

ments agglutinated together. The indi-

vidual filaments are sometimes less than

one-thousandth of a millimeter in diameter,

so that they look like mere lines even under

a magnification of 200 to 300 diameters.

Fig. 6 illustrates the general appearance of

the leathery felt and shows the many crys-

tals of calcium carbonate imbedded in the

mass of filaments. The cells of this plant

are several times longer than broad and the

color is greenish. The genus is called Phor-

midium and contains forms closely related

to a very common blue-green alga of stag-

nant waters, named Oscillatoria. There are

several species of Phormidium in the hot

springs, differing from one another chiefly

in the measurement of the cells. The
smallest forms, such as are shown in Fig.

4-c, are found in water as hot as 75° C,
while the larger types (Fig. 4-d) only in-

habit water that is several degrees cooler.

The color of the Phormidium growths is

quite variable. When actively vegetative

the tint is bright green, but older sheets

become brownish and the presence of vari-

ous mineral deposits give the growths shades

of golden yellow and dark red. If dried in

the sun the colors fade out through various

tints of yellow and pink to the everlasting

white of the formation.

Another interesting plant frequently

makes itself prominent, side by side, with

the Phormidium. It is called Spirulina and,

as the name suggests and the figures (Fig.

d-e) show, the form is a filament closely

coiled in a spiral. This organism has the

power of forward movement, the free ends

swinging from side to side in such a man-
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ner that the delicate thread travels over

its substratum and among other algse.

Spirulina mixed with Phormidium often

forms curious raised rims about the pools

of hot water. This phenomenon is es-

pecially well shown upon the edge of the

Prismatic Spring in the Middle Geyser

Basin, also known under the more pictur-

esque name of Hell's Half Acre. The
Prismatic Spring is an immense pool of

hot water about a hundred yards wide.

The center of the spring is of a dark blue

color, which gradually changes through

shades of green to a light yellow around

the margin, where the water is shallow

over the sloping bottom of the basin. On
the edge of the pool is a greenish growth

variegated with brown and yellow. It has

the form of a rim several inches wide

raised above the mineral substratum and

acting as a slight obstruction to the ripples

of hot water that constantly splash over

it upon the formation. The substance of

the growth is rather firm like wet felt, and

the surface, figured with raised lines, re-

sembles tripe. The masses of wet algte

are so warm that one cannot hold them,

and the water that laps the edges of the

deposit is much too hot to approach with

safety. It is in situations such as these

that the algse of thermal springs play an

important part in moulding the form of the

mineral deposits, but this is a subject that

will engage our attention later on in the

paper.

We have now considered the organisms

that are most characteristic of the hot water

of the thermal springs. It is altogether

probable that careful studies on the spot

would bring out many interesting facts in

respect to the number of species, and the

precise range of their distribution through

the various springs in relation to the tem-

perature and character of the water. It is

an interesting field for study, and deserves

the attention of a botanist for three months,

instead of three days, which the writer once

spent in the Geyser Basin.

As the water grows cooler in the over-

flow streams the conditions gradually be-

come suitable for types more familiar to

the botanist. A species of Anabcena (Fig.

4-f) is prominent in some places, and mem-
bers of the Chlorophycete and diatoms are

found, but these types are not truly a part

of the flora of the thermal springs.

One more form deserves notice from the

peculiarity of its structure and the curious

situations in which it is found. There are

places in the Geyser Basins and on the de-

posits of Mammoth Hot Springs where

steam issues from the cracks and crevices

of the formation. One may frequently find

the mineral matter in these openings col-

ored a bright green by a delicate film of

slime. This is largely made up of Glceo-

cajysa (Fig. 4-g), a unicellular alga that is

characterized by the presence of very thick

cell walls made up of concentric layers, the

outer becoming gelatinous. These slimy

films must be kept continually damp by the

hot steam that issues from the vents.

The inhabitants of the thermal springs

are all members of one or two families of

plants, and a greater interest attaches to

them because the fact is plain that the con-

ditions under which they live are not suit-

able for the forms of algpe that commonly
crowd our ponds and streams. In a general

way they are all closely related to one

another. The colored forms are all mem-
bers of the class Cyanophycete, the lowest

group of the algaj, and the colorless type all

belong to the class Schizomycetes, or bac-

teria, the lowest group of the fungi. More-

over, the forms of Cyanophycere and Schizo-

mycetes are quite generally considered to

be near relatives. Indeed, all the members
of both groups have been classified under

one name by some authors and called

Schizophj'tes, which means plants that split.

All the forms agree in having a very simple
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cell structure. Until quite recently investi-

gators liave been unable to find any indica-

tion of that organization of the protoplasm

into a nucleus and chromatophore, such as

is present in the ordinary plant cell. Now
botanists are able to distinguish nuclear

matter in the cells of some of the larger

types, but it is found in a scattered form

with vague contours and never in the shape

of a well-defined, compact structure. The

phenomenon of cell division is here found

in its simplest type and gives the name to

this group of plants. The cell simply splits

apart and there are two individuals where

formerly there was one. The cells may re-

main attached to one another and so form

filaments of considerable length, but each

cell is probably physiologically quite inde-

pendent of its neighbors. The facts plainly

indicate that the protoplasm of these types

is not as highly organized as that of more

complex forms of plants
;
probably they are

able to withstand these unusually high

temperatures because of this low grade of

protoplasmic organization. Perhaps, but

this does not necessarily follow, these or-

ganisms resemble more closely the primi-

tive first forms of life than any other

living types. One would like to know
about the precise conditions governing

the lives of these simple cells and some-

thing of their past history. It is possible

that they may have crept into the hot

springs from the colder water, or perhaps

their ancestors may have always lived

under the infernal conditions which now
surround them. A very thorough study of

various pools and streams at different tem-

peratures might solve the problem. The
field of study is as interesting as it is difii-

cult.

Now let us examine these organisms in

their role as geological agents or factors

influencing the deposition and shape of the

forn^ation. We must remember that the

formations are of two sorts: first, the calcium

carbonate deposits illustrated most strik-

ingly by the immense pile at Mammoth
Hot Springs; and second, the silicious

formations of the geyser basins. Calcium

carbonate (CaCOj), the substance which

makes up the chief part of all limestone

and marble, of coral and most shells, is

practically insoluble in pure water. How-
ever, water charged with carbon dioxide

(COj) dissolves calcium carbonate, and it

is pretty generally believed that the latter

passes over to a new substance, calcium

bi-carbonate with the formula Ca (HCOJ^-

But calcium bi-carbonate is not known in a

solid crystalline form because, when water

containing it in solution is allowed to stand

exposed, the carbon dioxide escapes and

the usual calcium carbonate immediately

separates out from the solution.

The water that issues from the formation

on the terraces of Mammoth Hot Springs

has been under pressure and is highly

charged with carbon di-oxide. It holds an

unusually large amount of calcium carbo-

nate in solution, a fact for which the bed

of Mesozoic limestone, through which the

boiling hot water passes on its way to the

surface, is responsible. When the water

emerges from the orifices of the hot springs

and spreads out in the shallow streams and

pools there is an immediate escape of car-

bon di-oxide from the supersaturated solu-

tion. The insoluble calcium carbonate is

then thrown down as the dazzling white

deposits of travertine. One may see the

results of this property of the hot water

illustrated by the absurd incrusted baskets,

pine cones and horseshoes that are on

sale at the hotels. This phenomenon is, of

course, in no way connected with the activ-

ity of the organisms, and there is no ques-

tion but that travertine would form and

terraces would be built up even if no plant

life were present in the water.

But the plant life undoubtedly hastens

the deposition of calcium carbonate in the
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following manner. The green plants re-

quire carbon di-oxide for the processes of

assimilation and they take it from the

water, which means, in this case, the depo-

sition of a certain amount of calcium car-

bonate. There are many plants that have

the power of taking calcium carbonate

from water. Chara, the stone-wort, the

marine algffi called Corallines, forms of

the group Siphonete inhabiting the coral

sands of Burmuda and Florida, are exam-

ples, and besides these. there are species of

Cyanophycefe closely related to the forms

actually found in these hot springs. If the

tufts and felts be teased out, one may find

innumerable crystals of calcium cai-bonate,

varying in size, held in the meshes of the

filaments. We have tried to show the ap-

pearance of such a preparation in Fig. 6.

One may observe this very significant fact

that the crystals at the bottoms of the tufts

and sheets of algfe are large, and there are

places where they have become cemented

together into flakes of mineral deposits. In

the middle region and towards the surface

of the felts the crystals are small and scat-

tered. It is evident that these expanses of

algal growth lay down sheets of calcium

carbonate and that the tufts build up little

mounds upon the generally smooth sur-

face.

It is altogether probable that the mineral

deposits follow the development of the

algse very closely and actually entomb the

older filaments at the bottom of the

growths in limestone crypts. It is inter-

esting to know that the first travertine

thrown down in these waters is probably

associated with the vegetation at the time

of the deposit. We say probably because

the fact cannot be proved in these hot

springs, but we can reason from analogy,

for the conditions here are quite similar

to those of the waters of Carlsbad, in Ger-

many. There the springs issue from

granite rocks and the travertine is not de-

posited until traces of vegetation appear in

the water. These interesting observations

were made by Ferdinand Colin. As all

the streams of Mammoth Hot Springs issue

from travertine deposits, it is impossible to

tell exactly where the deposition first

begins.

However important these algse may be

in their role as rock-formers, a greater in-

terest attaches to them because most of

the beautiful sculpturing and coloring of

Mammoth Hot Springs is directly due to

their presence. The rims on the pulpit

basins (see Fig. 7) are covered with a

growth of algfe. The interiors of the basins

are lined with sheets of green and yellow

on a white background, but it is the out-

side of the basins that exhibits the most

beauty. There are pillars and fiutings and
stalactite-like structures all colored brown
and orange and green. The algse are re-

sponsible for almost all these peculiarities.

If they were not present the water would

flow in shallow sheets and fresh deposits

of calcium carbonate would be laid down
like so many coats of whitewash with un-

relieved monotony.

But the algse change the conditions.

Here they grow in ropey welts down the

sides of the pulpits from the lips of the

basins; there they have formed a raised rim

upon some flat surface and partially dam
up some small pool or stream of water.

Here they hang down from some projecting

ridge as a slight fringe that drips water.

Everywhere the growth of vegetation is

but a thin veneer over a skeleton of mineral

deposits that follows closely the lines of

the algal slieet. The filaments project

from a granular and gritty deposit envelop-

ing the fibers that are not so fortunate as

to be at the immediate surface. Conse-

quently when, for some reason, the water

ceases to flow over a certain part of the

formation, and the colored vegetation dries

up and entirely fades out in the fierce glare
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of the sun, there is still left the form of

the growth in raised relief upon the traver-

tine.

In the shallow pools, only a few inches

deep, one may find the most delicate frost-

work creeping in from the side. Here the

algal network is a skeleton upon which is

laid a coating of calcium carbonate in the

form of delicate granules. The filaments

frequently have a beaded appearance, some-

what similar to cobwebs covered with mi-

nute drops of dew. The efi'ects are par-

ticularly striking when a stream of water

suddenlj'- spreads out over a flat surface.

Then the frosted growths radiate out from

a common point and the effect is sufficiently

prominent to give rise to the term ' fan '

that is applied to such figures. Of course,

the more delicate patterns upon the forma-

tion are not lasting. The wear and tear of

the summer tourist season, and the freeze-

up in the winter, break the lace work, but

it is quickly renewed every spring. Indeed,

there is opportunity for the exhibition of

taste in the judicious distribution of the

hot streams over the older portions of the

formation. They could readily be kept in

repair, for fresh deposits are laid down
with astonishing rapidity.

We now pass to the consideration of the

silicious formations of the geyser basin and

here we encounter some peculiar problems.

The water comes forth boiling hot and

supersaturated with silicious matter. There

is no question but what some of this must

be thrown down from the solution as the

water cools. Indeed, one may sometimes

find soft deposits of a gelatinous nature

around the vents of various springs and

geysers, apparently thrown out by a sudden

discharge. Evaporation alone would make
possible the gradual building-up of the in-

interesting cones around the orifices of

geysers. However, the deposition as a rule

must go on very slowly, and the calculation

has been made that in certain instances not

more than one-sixteenth of an inch is de-

posited each year.

But our problems are concerned with the

beautiful transparent pools scattered over

the formation. Their water is as clear as

crystal and the mineral matter on the slop-

ing sides is as firm and hard as chalcedony.

There is no vegetation in the hottest of

these pools, but where the water has cooled

down a few degrees one may find abundant

growths of algse. There are membranous
patches of various shades of green and

masses of yellowish jelly- and also tufts of

very delicate filaments that hold many
bubbles of ga& entangled in their meshes,

making them rise up like small balloons

held down by numerous cords. There are

many peculiarities about these pools that

make them very interesting. The sides

are frequently moulded into curious figures,

giving reasons for such names as ' The Oak-

leaf Spring,' 'The Aquarium,' etc.

But the most peculiar structures are pil-

lars that stand up from the bottom of the

basin. They are of various sizes, some

merely slight cones that roughen the stony

floor of the pools, others finger-like projec-

tions. In its fully developed state the col-

umn rises to the surface of the water. As
it grows older it becomes gradually thicker

until the mass of deposit resembles a small

island in a miniature sea of hot water.

Fig. 7 shows one of these shallow pools

from which the water had been drained.

There are many columns, large and small,

present in this instance, and the figure

illustrates a characteristic peculiarity,

namely : that often the top of a pillar

spreads out at the surface of the water in a

form that resembles the umbrella-like top

of a toadstool.

How are these columns and the figures in

raised relief formed ? Have they any con-

nection with the algal vegetation ? Indi-

rectly there is a very important relation.

It is not probable that these algse secrete
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silica. There are comparatively few plants

that have this power and among the algse

the forms called diatoms are the only ex-

amples. They are not found in these hot

silica distributed among the filaments. It

is a principle well known to the physicist

that matter in solution is often far more

likely to be thrown down when foreign

pools. The writer has never heard that bodies are in the fluid. The mere presence

any member of the Cyanophycese has this

power, and the specimens that he has ex-

amined from the hot springs gave no evi-

dence that silicious matter was secreted di-

rectly around the fibers, for the deposits

were in the form of granules of amorphous

of such material offers surface or otherwise

disturbs the equilibrium and hastens the

appropriate physical changes. Thus the

phenomenon of crystallization will take

place much more quickly and completely

from a solution if there be strings or other
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bodies present upon which the crystals may
form.

It seems probable that in these facts we
have an explanation of the influence which

vegetation appears to have upon the de-

posit of silicious material in the pools of the

geyser basins. The mere presence of the

algal filaments as foreign bodies encourages

the deposition of silica, and it naturally

follows that the greatest amount of silica is

thrown down where the vegetation is

thickest. This gives us the entire secret of

the peculiarities of columns and mouldings.

As has been before described, it is the habit

of algse in quiet water to grow up in tufts.

A tuft once established leads to the deposi-

tion of more silica at that particular spot,

and soon there will be formed a little mound
or cone, capped and covered by a mass of

filament. The algal filaments always tend

to grow upward in quiet water, if for no
other reason because of the numerous
bubbles of oxygen thrown off, which, be-

coming entangled in the threads, tend to

buoy them up. As the algal cap on top of

a cone grows upward, more silica is laid

down at its base, and so a column of de-

posit gradually rises. When the cap of

vegetation reaches the surface of the water,

there is, after the habit of such forms, an
immediate radiation of the filaments in all

directions. Consequentlj', when the final

deposit of silica is left upon the top of the

column, it extends on all sides as an over-

hanging capital. As the shaft of the pillar

is covered with the sheet of vegetation, we
can readily understand why it should

thicken and why there might be irregular

protuberances or even smaller columns
rising at different levels along the sides of

the larger. Of course, the algal gi-owth will

not be uniform on all sides of the pillars,

any spot that is especially vigorous leaving

a record for itself through a larger amount
of mineral deposit.

Much more must be known about the ex-

act conditions of growth in these thermal
waters, before the many peculiarities of the

mineral deposits are explained. But a new
interest is added to the hot springs of Yel-
lowstone Park and their deposits when one
thinks of the parts these simple organisms
play in the construction.

Children o£ steam and scalded rock, a story you have
to tell,

"Writ in the glare of sunshine bright,

Sculptured and etched in marble white,

Illuminated in colors bold,

Kicher than ever parchment old.

Children of steam and scalded rock, what is the story

you have to tell ?

Our legends are old, of greater age than the moun-
tains round about.

We have kept our secrets epochs long.

They are not to be read by the passing throng.

It is nothing to us what men may say.

If they wish our story the price they must pay
In hard brain work, ere the tales are told. We chal-

lenge mankind to draw them out.

Children of steam and scalded rock, your challenge

must rest for the present age.

I have scarcely broken the outer crust

That covers the greater truth, but I trust

Some man will follow and therein find

Knowledge, that to the Present shall bind

The Past with cords wherein entwine

Threads of the perfect truth, divine.

Children of steam and scalded rock, some man to

come will accept thy gage.

Bradley Moore Davis.
University of Chicago.

BAEEFIED AND CONDENSED AIR.

After reading Paul Guessfeldt's enthusi-

astic description of ' mountain-ecstasy,' as

he calls it, which the rarefied air of high al-

titudes produces and which he describes as

consisting of ' an increased sense of joy

caused by an increased muscular activity,

and a wonderful buoyancy of the feelings

which at moments rises to ecstasy,' we are

tempted to follow him to those heights in

order to experience these feelings which

can be so easily obtained with a little phys-

ical exertion.
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A different point of view is presented to

us by D'Orbigny (1S26) in an account of the

sensations he experienced while crossing

the highest pass of the Cordillera in Bolivia,

which is 4,500 meters (about 15,600 ft.)

high, on his way from the coast of Peru to

La Paz. For several days before reaching

the highest part respiration was difBcult.

His driver, the mule he was riding and his

dog suffered so much that they were com-

pelled to halt every 20 or 30 meters to re-

gain their breath. While crossing the

crest of the ridge he suffered intensely from

pains in the temples, vei-tigo, and extreme

difficulty in breathing. Every movement of

the body produced palpitation of the heart,

followed by a feeling of general debility,

until bleeding of the nose finally relieved

him. During this attack of ' mountain-

sickness ' he saw two natives, who had over-

taken him, hurry on their way, climbing

the rocks with the greatest ease.

It is evident that D'Orbigny did not be-

long to an Alpine club, and did not have

the necessary training, or else he would not

have suffered so intensely at an altitude

which has no effect upon those who now
ascend Mount Blanc.

A man who has had no practice in moun-
tain climbing is apt to experience sensations

similar to those which D'Oi-bigny described,

while yet under the ordinai-y atmospheric

pressure. For instance, in hurrying up a

steep incline, say in the winter, when you

sink into the snow with every step, you
will very likely become short of breath,

since the rapid climb prevents the full ex-

pansion of the lungs. This disturbs the

circulation of the blood, which, being no

longer freely admitted into the contracted

lungs, collects in the veins. They swell

up, the face becomes purple, the pulse-beats

are accelerated, and palpitation of the heart

sets in. In case the exertion is continued,

an attack of nausea is imminent, together

with a feeling of faintness in the lower

limbs, as the overworked muscles are de-

prived of their requisite supply of oxygen.

A few long drawn breaths usually suffice to

i-emedy the disorder. By graduallj^ becom-

ing accustomed to walking and breathing

slowly and regularly a further attack is

prevented.

These symptoms, as they manifest them-

selves in the rarefied air of high altitudes,

constitute what is known as mountain-

sickness, and persons unaccustomed to

mountain-climbing are frequently affected

by it even while resting or when not exert-

ing themselves. Here, again, the cause of

the disorder is the insufficient expansion of

the lungs, caused by the diminished atmos-

pheric pressure which renders respiration

difficult.

But, it may be objected that the energy

with which we inhale the air is the same at

high altitudes as below, and the rarefied air

ought to penetrate into the lungs more

easily. This is perhaps true, but, although

we expand the chest during inhalation, the

expansion of the lungs is only accomplished

by means of the atmospheric pressure. The
lungs are not attached to the inner surfaces

of the thorax and can move freely. A
wound in the thorax which admits the pas-

sage of air causes the lungs to contract, and

all the exertions of the breathing apparatus

will be powerless toward relieving this con-

traction.

As long, however, as the cavity of the

chest remains closed and contains no aii-,

the pressure of the air in the lungs acta

from within outwardly and by expanding

the lungs will cause them to remain in con-

tact with the sides of the chest as it expands

during the process of inhalation. The ease

with which the lungs are expanded depends

upon the amount of atmospheric pressure

which is brought to bear upon their elastic

power of resistance, and this action conse-

quently becomes more difficult as the lighter

pressure of higher altitudes is reached. Let
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us suppose that the usual pressure is reduced

to one-half, then the rapidity with which the

lungs are expanded, although still greater

than the usual rate of the chest expansion,

is yet only half as rapid as when under the

customary atmospheric pressure, and under

certain circumstances this may seriously

disturb inhalation.

Exhalation, on the contrary, is accelerated

by the lighter pressure of a rarefied atmos-

phere. It generally takes place without

the aid of the muscles which assist in the

process of inhalation. The expanded parts,

as the lungs, diaphragm, etc., contract to

their original size and position by reason of

their elasticity, as soon as the muscular

force which was applied during inhalation

is relaxed. The employment of the ab-

dominal and intercostal muscles as an aid

to exhalation is exceptional.

The only obstacle which retards the con-

traction of the lungs is the pressure of the

outer air, which resists the outflow of the

air from the windpipe and is diminished

as the atmosphere becomes rarefied. Con-

sequently the contraction of the lungs is

greater and more rapid in a rarefied atmos-

phere. Exhalation is, therefore, in general,

a mechanical process, and as such is subject

to a certain law acording to which it can

be performed on the summit of Mount
Blanc in -^-^ of the time required under the

ordinary atmospheric pressure.

Humboldt tells us that newcomers in the

vicinity of Quito, Ecuador, where the alti-

tude is between 2,600 and 3,600 meters

(11,800 ft.), have considerable difficulty in

breathing, especially when talking rapidly.

This is explained by the fact that the supply

of breath usually reserved for the formation

of sound escapes more rapidly and is there-

fore sooner expended. It has also been

observed that some persons are unable to

whistle where the pressure has only been

diminished from 760 mm. (ordinary atmos-

pheric pressure) to 500 mm. The whistling

sound is produced by placing the lips in a

certain position, and depends upon the

rapidity with which the air is forced out of

the lungs by means of the abdominal mus-

cles. Naturally, the amount of muscular

force so expended is still suited to the re-

quirements of the denser air to which one

has been accustomed. As the atmospheric

pressure is diminished, the air escapes more

rapidly and the expected sound is not

formed. In order to learn again how to

whistle, it is necessary to place the lips in

another position and to apply the muscular

force differently, which always requires

considerable time and practice.

Physicians who have made a short stay

at Davos, which lies at an altitude of only

1,600 meters (5,200 feet), state that during

that time their respiration was much ac-

celerated, while there was an inability to

breathe deeply. The explanation of this

phenomenon is the diminished atmos-

pheric pressure which also causes an ac-

celeration of the pulse -beats—the inevit-

able result of insufficient lung-expansion.

Accelerated breathing at high altitudes

affects metabolism by aiding in the re-

moval of gaseous excretions, such as carbon

dioxide.

Aeronauts observed the acceleration of

the pulse to be the first physiological

change. They can reach a much higher

altitude than mountain climbers without

having any difficulty in sustaining respira-

tion, as their muscular exertion is not so

great. But the transition to the rarefied

air is more sudden, and the increased,

difficulty in breathing, which now appears

although the aeronaut is generally uncon-

scious of it at first, results from an insufifi

cient expansion of the respiratory organs,

which renders them incapable of admitting

the requisite amount of rarefied oxygen

The strength of his respiratory muscles is

diminished; he finally loses control of his

limbs, and his senses are dulled. This
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was the experience of Eroce Spiuelli, Sivel

and Tissandier, who, on August 15, 1875,

reached an altitude of 7,000 m. (23,750 ft.)

with an atmospheric pressure of only 300

mm. in two hours. They followed Paul

Bert's advice and inhaled oxygenated air,

as a result of which their strength immedi-

atelj' revived.

After a longer sojourn in regions of high

altitude the symptoms of mountain -sick-

ness pass away, as respiration is gradually

regulated to suit the conditions of the

rarefied atmosphere. The change which

this necessitates is easily explained. In

order to breathe deeply it is necessary to

expand the lungs more slowly, and this is

only accomplished by means of continuous

unconscious practice which strengthens the

respiratory muscles. The members of

Alpine clubs who make high ascents keep

in practice by repeating their excursions

frequently. Hence they are far less sub-

ject to mountain-sickness than those who
have had no previous training.

The wonderful feats of Paul Guessfeldt,

which are described in the Grerman Rund-
schau of 1892, are a good illustration of the

benefits to be derived from such a training.

He breathed and moved without any in-

convenience at an altitude of about 5,500

meters, where the atmospheric pressure is

equal to only one-half of the ordinary pres-

sure. In ascending Mt. Aconcagua, in

Chile, he had no difiiculty in breathing until

after the altitude of 6,000 meters had been

reached, and even then he was finally able

to ascend to the summit, which has an ele-

vation of nearly 7,000 meters, or 23,910 ft.,

an altitude at which aeronauts are com-

pelled to have recourse to their supply of

oxygenated air.

A distinguishing characteristic of the air

of high altitudes as compared with that of

lower regions is its freedom from moisture.

The atmosphere is so dry on the plateaus

of the Andes in Peru and Bolivia, where

the altitude ranges from 3,600 to 3,900

meters, that the flesh of butchered cattle

can be dried in the open air. The two ex-

plorers, D'Orbigny and Wedell, both re-

port that the sheep which are killed there

are split open and salted, after which they

are hung up in the open air, and are dried

in four or six days.

The ocean is the chief source of the mois-

ture contained in the atmosphere; conse-

quently the interior of the continents is

drier than the coast regions, and in the

same way the moisture decreases as we rise

above sea level. The lower stratum of

air up to about 2,000 meters (6,500 ft.)

contains one-half of the whole amount of

aqueous vapor in the atmosphere, and here

the cloud-formations are densest and most

frequent, while above this altitude the sky

is much clearer.

It is a well-known fact that extreme dry-

ness of the atmosphere stimulates the nerv-

ous system, making one feel brighter and

more inclined for both physical and mental

activity. The inhabitants of very dry re-

gions, according to the reports of explorers,

are free from any tendencj^ to obesity.

In trying to escape from the hot air of

the cities in the summer we look for a

place which is situated higher above sea

level, because we know it to be cooler. In

the torrid zone, resorts with an elevation of

from 2,000 to 3,000 m. are popular. In

spite of being nearer to the sun, the air is

cooler, as the sun's rays have practically no

effect upon it. The air allows the raj's to

pass through it freely, but receives its

warmth from the dark heat rays which are

reflected from the earth after the sun has

warmed it. The lower strata of air are,

therefore, always warmer than the upper.

But the plateaus of the highlands are cooler

too, as well as the summits and crests, for

their rarefied atmosphere is incapable of

absorbing as much of the heat reflected by

the earth as the denser atmosphere of the
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lowlands. Althougli the surface of the

earth receives more heat at high elevations,

it is immediately reflected back into space

without heating the air to a corresponding

degree. This is evidenced by the fact that

at high altitudes the difference of the tem-

perature in the sun and in the shade is

greater than in the lowlands. But the effect

of the sun's rays is felt more keenly at a

high elevation, so much so that persons

staying at Davos can enjoy a sun-bath in a

sheltered spot even in the cold of winter,

although wearing much thinner clothing

than at home.

It takes a visitor at Cerro de Pasco, in

Peru, which lies at an elevation of 4,500

meters, ten or twelve days to thoroughly

regulate his respiration to the conditions of

the atmosphere. In case his suffering is

greater at first, it often happens that he is

compelled to make a temporary change of

residence to a point some 1,000 meters

nearer the level of the sea. Even during

the descent he begins to breathe more easily

and feels brighter and stronger.

The inhalation of air which has been

artificially condensed, as in a pneumatic

cabinet, produces quite similar sensations.

An asthmatic patient placed in an atmos-

phere where the pressure has been aug-

mented by nearly one-half will immediately

be enabled to breathe more freely; respira-

tion becomes slower; his excited nerves are

quieted, and he feels imbued with renewed

vigor.

The mechanical action of condensed air

as it affects respiration is the reverse of

the action which takes place in rarefied

air. A higher atmospheric pressure facili-

tates the expansion of the lungs, and the

condensed atmosphere, by delaying the

egress of the air expelled during exhalation,

finally effectuates a distended condition of

the lungs. The pulse-beats become slower

at the same time, and the veins, which were
surcharged with blood under a diminished

pressure, are now emptied more thoroughly.

This is the cause of the decrease of conges-

tive conditions in a pneumatic cabinet.

The amount of oxygen which we inhale is

increased in proportion to the increased

condensation of the atmosphere, thereby

enriching the blood. If the treatment is

continued, this soon makes itself manifest

by an increased appetite and a healthier

complexion. The invalid gains in strength

and vitality. Respiration is facilitated

even outside of the cabinet, and by such

observations we perceive that the employ-

ment of condensed air has after-effects,

which supposition the spirometer confirms.

A deeper and more quiet respiration has

been observed in some cases after the elapse

of one and even two years.

The air which is admitted into the pneu-

matic cabinets by means of air pumps can be

kept at any degree of condensation. The
cabinets, which are of various sizes, are

arranged to admit from three to fourteen

persons, and naturally great care is taken

to have a good ventilation. They gener-

ally stand in the center of a lighted hall

;

their walls are composed of sheet iron and

provided with windows which admit ample

light for reading. The cabinets are used

exclusivelj'' for the cure of catarrhal dis-

eases, to facilitate the respiration of asth-

matic patients, and to improve the condi-

tion of the blood of anaemic persons, in

which cases the condensed air frequently

proves beneficial after all other remedies

have failed.

The first pneumatic cabinet was estab-

lished somewhere in the thirties, at Montpel-

lier, by a physicist named Tabarie, who later

gave the management of it into the hands

of a physician. Pravaz soon followed his

example at Lyons, and the reports of the

two scientists as to their observations made
on healthy and diseased persons were pre-

sented before the French Academy and to

the medical world in quick succession.
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About thirty years later the idea of put-

ting condensed air to this use spread from

France to other countries of Earope, and

the largest institution of this kind at pres-

ent is at Reichenhall, the property of E.

Mack, in which 53 persons can make use of

the heightened pressure at the same time.

In 1841 M. Triger, a civil engineer, in-

troduced in France the idea of using a

heightened atmospheric pressure in build-

ing sub-aqueous works, and this gave an

opportunity to observe what effect an at-

mospheric pressure which was much higher

than that of a pneumatic cabinet would

have upon the workmen. The work under

pressure is carried on in an iron shaft, the

sides and top of which are air-tight. It is

sunk to the bottom, like a diving-bell, while

the upper end protrudes above the surface

of the water. The fresh air which is con-

tinuously pumped in from above expels the

water below, leaving the bottom free to be

worked upon. The shaft sinks deeper and

deeper as the earth is removed, until there

may be a pressure of 3i or nearly 4 atmos-

pheres. A pressure of ten meters of water

is equal to about one atmospheric pressure.

The effect of the condensed air upon the

laborers was found to be surprisingly favora-

ble up to a pressure of two atmospheres.

The hard work was accomplished more

easily and with less fatigue than in the open

air, and in such exertions as running up a

ladder they did not get out of breath. Even
after working hours the men felt stronger

and in better spirits.

But when the pressure exceeds that of

two atmospheres the men begin to have

certain unpleasant sensations, such as itch-

ing and pains and swelling of those muscles

which are strained the most. These symp-

toms do not, however, appear while under the

heightened pressure, but make themselves

felt during the time that the men are under

the normal pressure, and pass away again

as they return to their work. The over-

seers are exempt from these effects. They
receive instead a mental stimulus which

is manifested by an increased impulse to

talk.

If the atmospheric pressure is still further

increased, the resistance against exhalation

becomes stronger. The action of the re-

spiratory apparatus is weakened by the in-

creased distension of the lungs until it final-

ly becomes almost imperceptible ; speech is

difficult, and whistling impossible. The
result of the too rapid contraction of the

lungs under a diminished pressure which

prevents whistling is the same as that which

follows when the egress of the air expelled

by the lungs is delaj^ed.

The enlivening influence on the workmen
is diminished as soon as the pressure ex-

ceeds that of three atmospheres. The slow

and imperfect performance of the respira-

tory function begins to have a detrimental

effect upon the gaseous interchange which

takes place in the lungs by causing the

carbon dioxide to be retained in the blood.

The laborers become more easilj^ fatigued,

and a decrease of appetite is followed by

loss of flesh, if they continue the work.

We find, therefore, that there is a limit to

the condensation of air which a man can-

not overstep without detriment to himself,

but there is a wider limit in this direction

than in that of rarefied air.

Experience proves that a temporary

change from the normal pressure to an

increased or diminished pressure is pleas-

ant and also benefits vitality in various

ways. We are able to ascend to any

altitude at which the air is rarefied to the

desired degree, but the privilege of choos-

ing a denser atmosphere in which to live

is denied us. It is only from a few places

at very high elevations that convalescents

can be sent down to a lower altitude where

thej' quickly recover by inhaling air which is

moi-e condensed and contains a larger pro-

portion of oxygen. The inhabitants of the
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lowlands are confined to the pneumatic

cabinet in their search for these benefits.

From what has been said regarding the

mechanical change which respiration under-

goes we gather that a temporary employ-

ment of condensed air, besides its various

other effects, would be a good preparation

for the proper performance of the respira-

tory function in a more rarefied atmosphere.*

G. VON LlEBIG.

University of Munich.

NOTES ON THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE
WILMINGTON REGION.

A BRIEF collecting trip to the vicinity of

"Wilmington, N. C, made about the middle

of April, greatly impressed me with the

natural history advantages of the region.

I publish these few notes in the hope that

they may be of service to other naturalists

who think of visiting the Southern coast.

In Wilmington itself no one can fail to

notice the admirable shade tree, the laurel

oak {Querms laurifolia Michx.), so common
along the streets. This tree in "Wilmington

passes under the name of water oak ; in

South Carolina it is known as the Darling-

ton oak. Its straight bole, symmetrical

top and moderate size give it an elegance

of shape well suited to city streets, and the

impression of finish is heightened by the

glossy aspect of the foliage.

From the city there runs a most excellent

road, eight miles long, to "Wrightsville, a set-

tlement on the coast. The road is a well-

kept shell road, smooth, hard, and good for

bicycling. Scrub oaks, elms, long-leaf pines

and cypresses edge it, and near the sound

the full green heads of the live oaks are

seen on all sides. In the open meadow-

like places (savannahs) to the right and

left of the road there grow in great abun-

dance insectivorous plants, the most inter-

esting members, to the general biologist at

* Translate! from the author's MS. hy Henriette

Weber, Columhus, O.

least, of that rich Wilmington flora made

known through the labors of Curtis, Wood
and other systematic botanists. The yel-

low-flowered pitcher plant, Sarracenia ^/^a^va,

dots the savannahs in all directions; its

great flower (four inches wide) upheld by a

scape one to two feet, making it a con-

spicuous object. The fly-trap, Dioncea, and

sun-dew, Drosera, neither in flower at the

time of my visit, are scattered thickly

about. Intermingled with these are a

blue and yellow species of butterwort,

Pinguicula, their bright flowers standing

out clearly against the (at this time)

brownish savannah and often leading one to

patches of Dioncea and Drosera, which oth-

erwise would have been passed by unno-

ticed. These flve insectivorous plants may
sometimes be found growing together in a

little patch of ground, scarcely larger than

a square foot.

The topography of the Wrightsville dis-

trict is that characteristic of the Carolina

coast, and in a less degree of the Southern

coast in general. A sound separates the

mainland from a seaward strip of land,

known as the 'banks.' Wrightsville, largely

made up of houses occupied only during

the summer, is on the mainland. Opposite

it, on the banks, is a newer summer settle-

ment. Between the two, the sound is

crossed by a railroad trestle, the piles of

which afford good collecting.

The sound something less than two miles

wide, is divided into a narrow outer portion,

adjoining the banks and known as the banks

channel, and a wider inner portion, studded

with sandy-mud shoals. The banks channel

is anarrowbut pretty boating ground, open-

ing out to sea through two inlets, one re-

cently made in a heavy storm. Along the

inner edge of the channel lie some islands,

the ' hammocks,' wooded with live oaks,

about which jackdaws (Quiscaliis major)

were flying. This bird is said to spend

the winter here.
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At high water one can sail over many of

the shoals of the inner part of the sound,

but at low water the course from the main-

land to the banks channel is a meandering

one. The shoals are alive with worms,

Arenicola, Diopatra, Chjmenella and other

annelids, along with the great Balanoglossus,

were dug up in quick succession. The red-

dish egg masses of Arenicola lay about in

abundance on the flats. The low water col-

lecting in the shoal part of the sou.nd is

very easy. Pushing along in a skiff through

the shallow channels between the flats, one

finds starfish (Asterias) , the red and white

sea-urchins(^r6acia and Toxopneustes),ahnji-

dant crabs and other common bottom forms.

Scattered about over the bottom in great

numbers is the interesting anemone, Ceri-

anthus americanus. The tubes that were dug
up were something over a foot in length

;

they contained animals, which of course had
greatly contracted, about six inches long.

This distinctively Southern actinia, origin-

ally found on the South Carolina coast by
Professor Louis Agassiz (Verrill, Eevision

of the Polypi of E. Coast of U. S., p. 32.

Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. I.), has

been observed by Mr. Wm. Stimpson and
Professor McMurrich at Beaufort, N". C,
where I have seen it myself. It is, how-
ever, far more abundant at "Wrightsville,

and any one wishing to work Out the life-

history of this remarkable form could find

no better locality than the latter place.

I may add that the reproductive organs of

the specimens I collected were very small.

The breeding season probably comes on
later.

Just before high water I towed in the

neighborhood of the old inlet. As I had
anticipated from previous experiences in

Beaufort harbor at this time of year, not

much of interest was in the water. Small

hydromedusa;, crustacean larvre, abundant
Sagittas, make up the tow stuff. Later in

the year, doubtless as at Beaufort, the

towing is excellent. I am told that abun-

dant large jelly-fish and Portuguese men-of-

war make their appearance in August and

September.

The sea-beach has a very gentle slope,

and judging in part from specimens sent me
by Mr. Chas. M. Whitloek, of Wilmington,

many things of interest are to be had just

beyond the line of breakers, where the sea is

frequently calm enough to permit collecting.

In the main the Wrightsville fauna is evi-

dently very similar to that of Beaufort (see

the lists in Studies of Biol. Lab. Johns Hop-
kins Univ., Vol. IV., No. 2, and the list

of annelids by Professor Andrews, Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus. Vol. XIV., No. 852). I

may add that some of the local collectors

would recognize, from a description, many
of the striking forms, such as Chcetopterus,

Chalina arbuscula, Leptogorgia virgulata, all of

which may be had here.

H. V. Wilson.
Univeesity of North Carolina.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

PETEIE's ' NEW EACE ' IN EGYPT.

Two years ago (Science, August 28,

1895) I described the discovery by Mr.

Flinders Petrie in Middle Egypt of remains

which he attributed to an invading race

about the twelfth dynasty, and which he
was inclined to believe were Libj'an stock.

Since then there has been considerable

discussion of the subject, the general trend

of which was in favor of Petrie's view.

Dr. G. Schweinfurth, however, in the Ver-

handlungen of the Berlin Anthropological

Society for January, attacks this theory,

and claims that the remarkable stone arte-

facts unearthed in the tombs of the ' New
Eace ' are such as are made to-day by the

Ababde in the Theba'is. He is inclined to

the belief that the ancestors of these tribes

in prehistoric times were the so-called ' New
Eace ' and came from the Bedcha stock,

near the coast of the Eed Sea.
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There are, however, a number of facts

overlooked by Schweinfurth which indicate

that the ' New Eace ' were conquerors of

an older Egyptian civilization ; nor is it

likely that the Bedchas would have occti-

pied so exclusively the left bank of the

Nile, when their homes were east of its

right bank. Petrie's supposition is still the

most probable of any offered.

A PHILOSOPHIC SECT.

In the May number of the Journal of

the Anthropological Institute, Mr. H. Balfour

describes the sect of the Aghori fakirs in

India. Their doctrine and their practice

are based on the philosophic principle of

the fundamental equality of all things, and,

therefore, they are sticklers for absolute

indifferentism. They disregard caste and

creed, and receive accessions from the vo-

taries of all religions. Thej^ are mendicants

and despise property and labor. They eat

with indifference carrion, oiial or excre-

ment, and as a cup or dish they use a frag-

ment of a human skull, often quite fresh.

In creed they are monotheists, believing in

one god only, and have no respect for

persons except the teacher or guru, who
has initiated them into the sect. He gives

each disciple a name, thus blotting out his

past self.

It seems somewhat inconsistent that they

should have a form of marriage, but other

writers speak of their women as prostitutes.

Originally, they seem to have been wor-

shippers of Devi, the wife of Siva, in whose

cult obscenity and bestiality were pushed to

their furthest extremes.
D. G. Brinton.

University of Penk-sylvania.

NOTES ON INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

An account is given in Nature of the

meeting of the International Congress on

Technical Education held in London, June

15th-17th. The opening day was devoted

to the teaching of chemistry. In one paper

Dr. Otto N. Witt, of the Polytechnic School

of Berlin, said he could not admit any

fundamental difference in the methods of

research of pure and applied chemistry;

consequently he could not admit the neces-

sity for a diiference of instruction for the

two. A well-organized instruction in pure

chemical science would be the best prepa-

ration of any young chemist for his future

career. Schools for producing specialists

are not wanted ; specialism comes as a

matter of course in later life. Chemists

are needed who embrace their science as a

whole, and who are incapable of separa-

ting either practice from theory or theory

from practice. Dr. Gladstone, speaking of

evening schools, said that when the school

was situated in the neighborhood of fac-

tories it would be allowable and even de-

sirable that the illustrations should be

chosen with some reference to the prevail-

ing industry. This is a principle capable

of wider application.

In a paper by Professor Lunge, of Zurich,

the writer held that, to raise English chemi-

cal industry to the foremost rank, it is

necessary that the technical management

of chemical factories should not be left in

the hands of ' rule-of-thumb ' men, but

should be entrusted to real chemists. These

men should have a much fuller education

than the majority of chemists seem to ob-

tain at present in Great Britain, which

means that they must spend more time and

money on their training than they gener-

ally do. At college the student should

receive a thorough training in scientific

chemistry, taking this in its widest mean-

ing, not merely as a ' testing ' exercise.

Next to this, but not to the same extent,

he should be taught physics, mineralogy,

technology, mechanics and the elements of

engineering. Professor Lunge held that it

was unwise for the common workmen or

even the foremen to have a knowledge of

chemistry or technology, as it is their duty
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to simply carry out instructions, and not to

meddle with the chemical process itself.

Professor Silvanus P. Thompson, in dis-

cussing Professor Lunge's paper, urged that

where a great industry is localized, science

should be applied to that industry, and an

institute should be put there devoted to

monotechnical rather than polytechnical in-

struction. Training in research is abso-

lutely necessary, and specific research

should not be undertaken too soon by stu-

dents who have not been taken through an

all-round course in chemistry. Sir Henry

Eoscoe pointed out that England suffers

chieiiy from the failure of her manufac-

turers to see, as they ought to see, the

importance of the highest scientific training

for their employes. Scientific teaching has

taken up a sound position already, and if

manufacturers will only appreciate its value

England can turn out scientific men as well

as any country in the world.

The last Berichte of the German Chemical

Society contains a series of observations of

the amount of carbon dioxid in the air of

Sheffield, by W. Carleton Williams. The
mean amount found in 142 determinations

in the suburbs is 3.266 parts per 10,000,

the maximum being 5.14 and the minimum
2.16. The average of 22 determinations in

the center of the city is 3.9, with a maxi-

mum of 6.22 and a minimum of 2.80. These

figures are higher than those observed in

Paris (2.85), Dieppe (2.94) and Odessa

(3.04), and only equaled by those in

Dundee (3.9). As regards the conditions

pertaining at the time of the experiment

the following conclusions are drawn. Dur-

ing mist and snow the amount is increased;

no difference is shown in rainy weather

(previous observations on this point differ);

a maximum (3.6) is reached in January,

decreasing to a minimum (2.59) in April

;

the amount decreases with the increase of

temperature—below 0°, 4.06 ;
0°-5°, 3.31

;

5°-10°, 3.22 ;
10°-15°, 2.98—possibly due

to increased fuel consumption in cold

weather ; increase with very high or very

low barometer. These observations con-

tribute to the view that the amount of

carbon dioxid in the atmosphere is by no

means constant under varying conditions.

G. Spezia contributes to the Atti of the

Turin Academy an investigation on the

action of water on quartz under pressure.

Pfaff had shown, using quartz powder, that

at 18° and 290 atmospheres' pressure one

part of quartz dissolved in 4,700 parts of

water; using plates of quartz, Spezia finds

that at 25° and 1,750 atmospheres (in one

experiment 1,850 atmospheres) in the space

of over five months absolutely no quartz

went into solution.

J. L. H.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

The subject of Professor W. P. Mason's ad-

dress as Vice-President of the American As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science (Sec-

tion C. , Chemistry) will be ' Expert Testimony.'

The subject of Vice-President L. O. Howard's

address (Section F., Zoologj') will be 'The

Spread of Land Species by the Agency of Man
with especial reference to Insects. ' The subjects

of the other addresses have already been an-

nounced in this Journal.

The party from the zoological department

of Columbia University reached Puget Sound,

Washington, in the latter part of June, and

gave a fortnight to the further exploration

of the waters of the Sound. Upon July 8th

they started for Sitka, Alaska, where they will

remain from four to six weeks, returning t»

Port Townsend at the close of the season. The

party includes Professor Wilson, Dr. Calkins,

Professor Lloyd and five others.

PROFE.SSOE OsBORN has recently returned

from a visit to the various parties sent out by

the American Mueum of Natural History. The

systematic collection of vertebrates this year

is extended for the first time among the reptilia,

and two parties are working in Kansas and

Wyoming. Professor Osborn and Dr. Wort-
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man made a survey of the Huerfano Tertiary-

Lake Basin, in southern Colorado, discovered in

1888 by Professor R. C. Hills, of Denver. The

main Museum party has been stationed in the

Equus Beds of northwestern Nebraska, where

a very complete Pleistocene collection has al'

ready been obtained. ' This department of the

American Museum has prepared an exhibit of

enlarged photographs of eight mounted fossil

skeletons in the Museum, and of twelve resto-

rations designed by Charles Knight, for the In-

ternational Exposition at Brussels. A similar

series will be exhibited at the Geological Con-

gress at Moscow, and at the meetings of the

American and British Associations in Detroit

and Toronto.

"We learn from Nature that the Sydney expe-

dition to Funafuti, to make borings in the coral,

projected and led by Professor David, started

on June 2d, going by steamer to Fiji, and thence

by sailing vessel to Funafuti. This expedition

has been made possible by the liberality of the

mining department of the government of New
South Wales, which has supplied all the boring

plant free of cost, and by the munificent gift from

Miss Walker, of Sydney, of £500, and from the

Hon. Ealph Abercrombie of £100, towards the

expense of the expedition.

The Park Board of New York City have

finally adopted the plans of the managers of

the Botanical Society for the Botanical Gardens

in Bronx Park. R. W. Gibson and the Lord

& Burnham Company have been appointed ar-

chitects. The Board of Estimate has been re-

quested to issue bonds to the amount of $500,-

000 to defray the cost of erecting the buildings.

During a lecture by M. Lacaze-Duthiers,

professor of zoology at the Sorbonne, the oxy-

hydrogen generating apparatus exploded and

two of the assistants, MM. Brumpt and Lan-

cepaline were injured, the latter somewhat

seriously.

The Council of the Zoological Society of Lon-

don have conferred the silver medal of the So-

ciety on Mr. Alexander White for his contribu-

tions to our knowledge of the fauna of Nyassa-

land.

On the occasion of his retirement from the

chair of practical chemistry in the School of

the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain,

Professor John Attfield, F.R.S., has been the

recipient of a testimonial consisting of an auto-

graph album and silver plate. The former con-

tained the names of eminent scientific men of

England and the Continent.

Me. James F. Babcock died at Dorchester,

Mass., on July 19th, at the age of fifty-three

years. He was formerly professor of chemistry

in Boston University. During his terms of

office as State Assayer and Inspector of Milk

he made great improvements in methods of

testing. He was the inventor of the fire extin-

guisher which bears his name, and was well

known as a lecturer on popular scientific

subjects.

Me. Chaeles F. Ceockee, whose death in

San Francisco has been announced, was a regent

of the University of California and had made

many gifts to public and scientific institutions,

including Lick Observatory. His will does not

contain public bequests.

The death is announced of Professor W.
Preyer, the eminent physiologist, at Wiesbaden,

at the age of 56 years.

We regret to record the following deaths

:

M. Chudzinski, professor in the Paris School of

Anthropology ; Dr. E. Le Gros, professor of

physiology at the new University of Brussels,

known for his contributions to ophthalmology,

aged 36 years ; Professor W. Marm6, director of

the Pharmacological Institute of Gottingen ;
Dr.

Giuseppe Fissore, sometime professor of pa-

thology in the University of Turin, aged 82

years, and Dr. M. Josef Oertel, professor of

medicine at Munich.

The United States Civil Service Commission

announces a competitive examination to fill the

vacancy in the position of Supervising Archi-

tect of the Treasury. The salary of this posi-

tion, which is one of the most important and

responsible under the government, is $4,000

per annum, and it is hoped that architects of

high attainments and reputation may be induc-

ed by these considerations to enter the compe-

tition. It is the desire of the Department to

secure a practical architect of high administra-

tive ability to direct and supervise the work of

the office force as well as the contract work
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done on public buildings throughout the coun-

try.

It is reported that the Secretary of Agricul-

ture will ask Congress at its next session to

authorize the establishment of an Agricultural

Experiment Station in Alaska. Suitable scien-

tific experiments would be of great value in

showing what agricultural products and do-

mestic animals could be introduced to advan-

tage.

AccoBDiNG to the New York Evening Post,

George A. Brill of Poughquog, Dutchess county,

who was graduated from Cornell University in

1888, recently received a cable despatch from

Li Hung Chang offering him a liberal sum to

organize and manage a model farm in China

under the government. He will accept the

offer, and will soon leave for China to enter

upon his duties.

Professor Bessey writes in the American

Naturalist that he knows from many years of

personal experience, and this not in an old and

wealthy community, that the purchase of good

compound microscopes (duty free), and the in-

stallation of small but efiScient laboratories in

secondary schools, is as easily accomplished for

botany as is the purchase of necessary apparatus

and the fitting-up of proper laboratories for

chemistry. In the new State of Nebraska

nearly every accredited high school is now using

the compound microscope in the study of plants

selected as types of all the greater groups of the

vegetable kingdom.

At the request of Mr. Melvil Dewey, on be-

half of the American Library Association, the U.

S. government has agreed to issue postal cards

of the standard library size for index cards.

The second International Library Conference

was opened on July 13th in London by the

Lord Mayor. Sir John Lubbock gave the

presidential address. Papers were subsequently

presented by Mr. J. T. W. MacAlister, of the

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society of Lon-

don; by Mr. Henry Tedder, Mr. Herbert Jones,

Mr. Alderman Rawson, Mr. Melvil Dewey and

others.

At the recent conversatzione at University

College, London, apparatus to be used in a

course in experimental psychology was ex-

hibited. The course will be given under the

direction of Professor James Sully and Dr. W.
H. R. Rivers.

Lord Kelvin has written a letter to the

London Times stating that in his address at the

Pender memorial meeting (quoted in the last

issue ofthis Journal) he inadvertently did seri-

ous injustice to the late Sir Curtis Lampson when
he said that it was owing to Mr. Pender alone

that the Atlantic Telegraph Company was kept

afloat from 1858 to 1864. In fact, a large part

of the heavy burden of keeping the original At-

lantic Telegraph Company alive in the dis-

heartening circumstances of the failure of the

1858 cable, after the short time of its successful

working, was voluntarily undertaken by Mr.

Lampson when he and Mr. Pender continued

to act as directors and nearly all the others, in-

cluing Lord Kelvin himself, resigned.

The new underground railway in London, ex-

tending from Liverpool street to Bayswater, has

been an engineering feat of considerable scientific

interest. The tunnels are steel tubes 11 feet 6

inches in diameter driven through the clay,

each tunnel containing one track. The electric

equipment, including the elevators, is supplied

from America.

The Railway and Engineering Beview, one of

the best of the technical journals, publishes in

its issue of July 3d an editorial article two

columns in length advocating the use of the

metric system and maintaining that no great

inconvenience would be caused in its practical

application.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

The Pennsylvania Legislature appropriated

$200,000 to Lehigh University, and Governor

Hastings has signed bills granting $150,000.

The funds of Lehigh Universitj' are chiefly in

stocks of the Lehigh Valley Railroad left by the

late Asa Packer and no dividends have been

paid for three years.

The will of the late Alexander Wheelock

Thayer gives $30,000 (subject to a small an-

nuity ) to Harvard University as an endowment

fund to assist poor students.
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Me. D. a. Beamer has given $10,000 to the

Laman Missouri Educational Association. The

Boston Transcript, in announcing this gift, re-

marks: " The Association has a capital of $20,-

000, fully paid up, and will establish and ope-

rate an up-to-date college of a high order!"

The following advancements and new ap-

pointments in the scientific departments of the

University of Texas for the year 1897-'98 have

been made : Thomas U. Taylor has been ad-

vanced from the grade of associate professor

of applied mathematics to that of professor

;

Dr. Sidney E. Mezes from the grade of adjunct

professor of philosophy to that of associate

professor ; Dr. Henry Winston Harper from the

grade' of adjunct professor of chemistry to that

of associate professor, and W. W. Norman from

the grade of adjunct professor of biology to

that of associate professor. Dr. Joseph Bald-

win, the venerable professor of pedagogy, has

been made emeritus professor, and Mr. Wil-

liam S. Sutton, City Superintendent of the Hous-

ton Schools, has been elected professor of peda-

gogy
;
Mr. E. P. Schoch returns to the Univer-

sity as instructor in chemistry.

At the Oshkosh Normal School the following

appointments have been made : H. Fling,

Ph.D., Chicago, to the chair of biology and

chemistry ; Frank A. Mitchell to the chair of

geography; F. D. Sherman, Ph.D., Leipzig, to

the chair of pedagogy and psychology.

At a meeting of the electors to the Savilian

professorship of geometry held on July 8th,

Mr. William Esson, M. A., F. R. S., fellow of

Merton College, was elected professor in the

room of the late Professor Sylvester.

Me. Eenest William MacBeide, fellow of

St. Johns College, Cambridge, and senior dem-
onstrator in the zoological laboratory of the

University, has been appointed to the new chair

of zoology in McGill University, endowed by
Sir Donald A. Smith. Mr. MacBride has held

the Hutchinson studentship for research at

Cambridge and was awarded the Walsingham
Medal in 1895. He has published an impor-

tant series of Monographs on the Echinoder-

mata.

Under the will of Mrs. Gee, widow of the

late Robert Gee, lecturer on the diseases of

children in the medical school associated with

University College, Liverpool, that college re-

ceives over £7,000 for the purpose of advancing

the medical department and promoting study

and research in medical science. It has been

decided by the medical faculty to institute a,

Robert Gee fellowship in anatomy of the value

of £100 for one year, and four entrance scholar-

ships of £25 each for one year.

The Council of St. Hugh's-hall, Oxford, has

recently accepted from Miss Clara Evelyn

Mordan a donation of £1,000 to found a scholar-

ship to be called by her name.

The Lancet states that Professor Engelman,

in taking the late Dr. Du Bois-Reymond's chair

at Berlin, is arranging certain changes in the

Physiological Institute and its four depart-

ments. The first, for microscopical and bio-

logical work, will remain under the charge of

Professor Fritsch. Similarly, the second, for

chemical physiology, will continue under its

present director. Professor Thierfelder. The
third, for special physiology, will be greatly

enlarged, and the professor himself will take

part in its work in conjunction with the present

director. Dr. Immanuel Munk. The fourth

department, for physical physiology, will also

be largely increased ; it will be called the De-

partment for the Physiology of the Sensory

Organs and will remain under the direction of

Professor Konig. In addition to extensive new
buildings, the supply of apparatus will be largely

augmented. The lectures will be given by the

professor in a course running through two
semesters, but during the last four weeks in

the summer Professor Konig will lecture on the

sensory organs, and during the first four weeks

of the winter Professor Thierfelder will lecture

on physiological chemistry.

Peesident Andeews, of Brown University,

has been requested by a committee of the Board

of Trustees not to discuss the question of the

free coinage of silver, and has consequently

been compelled to resign from the presidency

of the University. The trustees did not base

their action on the supposed evil effects of Presi-

dent Andrews' teaching, 'but on the alleged

ground that the University had, through the
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expression of his views, lost gifts and legacies

and might lose more. The occurrence is ex-

tremely regrettable. It might have been bet-

ter if President Andrews had not felt called

upon to advocate the views of a political party

unpopular in Khode Island, but if the trustees

have by their action increased ' gifts and lega-

cies ' to Brown University they have done

harm to the cause of education. The first part

of President Andrews' letter of resignation is

as follows :

Believing that, however much I might desire to do

so, I should find myself unable to meet the wishes of

the corporation as explained by the special commit-

tee recently appointed to confer witli me on the in-

terests of the University veithout surrendering that

reasonable liberty of utterance which my predecessors,

my faculty colleagues and myself have hitherto en-

joyed, and in the absence of which the most ample

endowment for an educational institution would have

but little worth, I respectfully resign the presidency

of the University, and also my professorship therein,

to take effect not later than the first day of the ap-

proaching September.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

AMPHIBIA OE BATRACHIA.

Professor Gill in his excellent address

'Some Questions of Nomenclature,' delivered

at the Buffalo meeting of the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science,* makes
the following remarks about the name Amphibia

(p. 600): " Why should the name Amphibia dis-

appear and Batrachia and Reptilia usurp its

place ? Amphibia is a far better name for the

Batrachia, and in every way defensible for it.

The name had especial relation to it originally,

and it was first restricted to it as a class." In

the Editor's Table of the American Naturalist,

December, 1896, p. 1027, we read the following

from the pen of Professor Cope :
" It is difficult

to eradicate from scientific literature a name or

word which has become current, even after it has

been found to be an expression of ignorance or

error. Thus some names introduced into zool-

ogy die hard. Perhaps the most pestilent pre-

tender of the list is the word Amphibia, which

is so frequently used instead of the proper

• Science, N. S., Vol. IV., No. 95, Oct. 23, 1896,

p. 581-601.

name of the class Batrachia. The name Am-
phibia was originally applied to a combination

of the Reptilia and Batrachia, before the funda-

mental differences between the two were known.

When the Batrachia were first separated from

the Reptilia the new name was naturally ap-

plied to the new division, and the name Am-
phibia would have been more applicable to the

larger division of its former self, i. e., the

Reptilia. As, however, its definition accorded

with neither the Reptilia nor Batrachia, it was
not used for either ; nor was it introduced to

take the place of Batrachia with a definition,

until a few years ago by Huxley. This was

done in defiance of the universal usage of

naturalists at the time, and probably in igno-

rance of the real state of the case, since it fre-

quently happens that men engaged in the real

work of biological science find questions of

names irksome and stupid. Nevertheless it is

a distinct advantage always to have but one

name for one thing, and that name should be

the oldest which was applied to the thing in

question as determined by the definition given.

Applying this principle, the name Batrachia

has a quarter century priority over Amphibia. '

'

I shall show that the opinion of Professor

Gill is the only one that can be accepted.*

In the 10th edition of Linnef we have the

following :

Classis III. Amphibia.

I. Reptiles os rfspirans : Pedes quattuor.

103, Testudo ; 104, Draco ; 105, Lacerta 106,

Rana.

II. Serpentes, os respirans, Pedes Pinnseve

nullse.

107, Crotahis ; 108, Boa ; 109, Coluber 110,

Anguis ; 111, AmpJiisixna ; 112, Cmcllia.

III. Nantes, Spiracula lateralia. Pinnae nata-

torise.

113, Petromyzon ; 114, Raja ; 115, Squalus ; 116,

Chimsera ; 117, Lophius ; 118, Acipenser.

The next author of importance to be men-

tioned is Alexandre Brogniart. His 'Essai

*Nine years ago I followed Cope (Beitriige zur

Morphogenie des Carpus und Tarsus der Vertebraten

I. Tbeil. Batrachia. Jena, Gustav Fischer), but later

I found that I was mistaken.

t Caroli Linnsei Systema Naturte. Tomus I. Editio

Decima, Eeformata Holmite. 1758. Pp. 194-238.
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d'une classification naturelle des Reptiles '. was

published in 1799.*

Brogniart divides the Reptiles into four

orders : ChSloniens, Sauriens, Ophidiens, Batra-

ciens, and gives the following characters : (Bull.

Sciences Soc. Philom, No. 35, pp. 81-82. 1800) :

" 1" Ordre: Les Cheloniens (il renferme les

tortues). Ces Reptiles n'ont point de dents

enchassees, mais leurs miichoires sont envelop-

pees de gencives corndes tranchantes, leur corps

est convert d'une carapace. II est bomb6. lis

ont deux oreilettes au cceur, un estomac plus

volumineux que les autres reptiles, un canal

intestinal garni d'un caecum, ils s'accouplent

et pondent des oeufs a coquille calcaire solide.

Ils SB nourissent en' grande partie de v6g6taux."

2" Ordre:.Les Sauriens (renfermeut les croco-

diles, iguane, dragon, stellion, gecko, camel6on,

lezards, sinque, chalcide).

Tous ces animaux ont des dents enchassees,

deux oreilettes au coeur, des c6tes et un ster-

num, le male n'a un organe exterieur de genera-

tion; ils s'accouplent reellement, pondent tlterre

des oeufs a coquille calcaire, d'ou sortent des

petits qui ne subisent pas de metamorphoses,

lis ont des plaques ecailleuses ou des 6cailles

sur le corps.

S^ Ordre: Les Ophidiens (renferment les genres

connus sous le nom general de serpents).

lis se rapprochent plus des reptiles des pre-

miers ordres que de ceux du quatrieme, comme
eux ils ont de longues cotes arquees, le mTile

a un organe exterieur de generation, ils s'ac-

couplent reellement et pondent des oeufs il

coquille calcaire d'ou naissent des petits en

*Brogniart, Alexandre, Essai d'une classification

naturelle des Reptiles. Magazin encyclopBdique ou

Journal des Sciences, des Lettres et des Arts, redige

par A. L. Millla. TomeV., pp. 184-201, 1799, re-

printed iu Bulletin des Sciences, par la Societe Philo-

matique, No. 35, I'" Partie, pp. 81-82, Paris,

Pluviose, an 8 de la Eepublique. IP Partie No. 36,

pp. 89-91, pi. VI. Ventose, an 8 de la Eepublique.

(January 21st-Marcb 19th, 1800.) The same paper,

more extensive, was published in Memoires presentees

a I'lnstitut des Sciences, Lettres et Arts, par divers

Savans, et dans les Assemblees. Sciences mathe-

matiques et physiques. Vol. I., pp. 587-637, 2 pL,

Paris, XIV.—1805; also separate, Paris, Baudouin,

Imprimeur de I'lnstitut National. Prairial An XIII.

—

1805.

tout semblable 5, leurs parents; mais ils differ-

ent des Sauriens, parce qu'ils n'ont qu'une oreil-

lette au coeur, point de sternum, que les males

ont une verge double, quils pondent des oeufs a

coquille calcaire molle et qu'ils n'ont point de

pattes.

4= Ordre : Les Batraciens, (contenant les ora-

pauds, les raines, les grenouilles et les sala-

mandres).

Ces animaux different autant des trois pre-

miers ordres, qu'ils se convienneut entre eux, et

I'auteur prouve que les salamandres qu'il a

placees dans cet ordre, n'ont d'autre analogic

avec les Mzards, parmi lesquels on les avait

mises, que d'avoir comme eux le corps allong6,

des pattes et une queue.

Tous ces reptiles ont d'ailleurs une seule oreil-

lette du cceur, points de cotes ou seulement des

rudiments de ces os, la peau nue et des pattes,

le male n'a aucun organ exterieure de g6n6-

ratiou et il n'y a point d'accouplement reelle,

la plus part du temps les oeufs, sont fecondes hors

du corps de la femelle. Ces oeufs sont sans co-

quille et poudus dans I'eau ; les petites qui en

sortent ont des branchies a la maniere des pois-

sons, et different de leurs parents pendant les

premiers moments de leur vie, ils se rapprochent

par cela meme des poissons ; ces animaux

doivent done etre places dans I'ordre naturelle

de la fin de la classe des Reptiles et imm^diate-

ment avant celle des poissons."

The close relationship between the frogs and

toads and the salamanders had already been ob-

served by Laurenti (1768) and Lacepede (1788-

89), but they did not make any use of this fact

iu their classifications. It is the merit of Brog-

niart to have united these forms in a single

order of his reptiles, which he called Batraciens.

At the same time it is evident that he did not

oppose the order Batraciens to the rest of the

Reptiles, but gave it the same value as to the

single orders Cheloniens, Sauriens and Ophid-

iens.

The first Latin names were given to these or-

ders by Treviranus in 1802 and by Shaw in the

same year.

Treviranus* uses the name Amphibien for the

* Treviranus, Gottfried Eeinhold, Biologie, oder

Philosophie der lebenden Natur fiir Naturforscher und

Arzte. Bd. I., pp. 260-265 Gottmgen, 1803.
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whole group, and following Brogniart he divides

it in four orders :

I. Schildkriiten. Testudines.

II. Eidechsen. Lacertse.

III. Schlangen. Serpentes.

IV. Frosohe. Eanse.

Shaw * uses the same names for the four or-

ders of his Amphibia in the following order :

I. Testudines. II. Banx. III. Lacerlx. IV.

Serpentes.

We see the Latin name Batrachia was not used

at all by Brogniart, as stated by Professor Cope

in 1889 (Batrachia of North America, p. 17).

The first Latin name for the order is Banie,

ders Chelonii {Testudines, Treviranus, Shaw,

1802), Saurii {Lacertse Treviranus, Shaw), and

Ophidii {Serpentes Treviranus, Shaw) ; the sec-

ond one the order Batrachii* {Banae Trevi-

ranus, Shaw).

Two years later, in 1806, C. Dum6ril f used

the Latin names : Class, Beptilia, with the or-

ders, Chelonii, Saurii, Serpentes, Batracii.

Gravenhorst,! in 1807, calls the orders:

Chelonia, Sauria, Ophidia, Batrachia.^

Oppel
II

opposed the ' Batraciens ' to the

other Reptilia, as can be seen from his diagnosis,

but he did not give any special names to the

combined opposed orders.

Classis Eeptilia. Animalia vertebrata
;
pulmonibus ; sanguine frigido

;
pilis, mammellis, plumisque

carentia.

testa, sternoque I. Testudinata (Klein).

Corpus

°"™''™'°
t squamis, costis proprie dicti. II. %m»7!a/a (Oppel)

nudum, i. e., nee testa, necsquarais
;
genitalia exteriora nulla ;

metamorphosis... III. Nuda
(Klein).

Treviranus, and if we would follow Cope's

opinion about this question we should have to

call the class Amphibia Banse.

In 1804 Latreille f published his ' Tableau

methodique des Reptiles.'

Classe troisieme.

Reptiles, Reptilia.

I. Des pattes, ayant des doigts onguicul6s, ou

point des pattes
;
jamais de branchies ni de

metamorphose.

Ordre I. Cht'loniens, Chelonii. Des pattes ;
corps

envelopp6 dans

une boite osseuse.

Ordre II. Sauriens, Saueii. Des pattes ; corps

nu.

Ordre III. OpMdiens, Ophidii. Point des pattes.

II. Doigts des pattes n'ayant pas d'ongles ; des

branchies, du moins pendant un temps ; de

metamorphose.

• Ordre IV. Batraciens, Bateachii.

We see, that Latreille divides the Reptilia

in two groups, without giving special names

to them. The first group contains the Or-

*Sliaw, George. General Zoology or Systematic

Natural History, Vol. III., Part I., Amphibia, p. 5.

London, 1802.

fin the Nouveau Dictlonnaired' Hist. Nat., Vol.

24, p. CI.

Oppel was also the first one who placed the

Ccecilians in the Amphibia ; he also placed

Anguis in the Lacertilia. The affinity between

Anguis and the Lacertilia had been recognized,

however, already one year before by Lehmann.%

Now follows the important paper of de Blain-

ville,** published in 1816. He divides the rep-

tiles into two classes or subclasses, as will be

seen from his diagram.

*This is the first occurrence of the Latin form of

Batraciens Brogniart.

t Duraeril, Constant. Zoologie Analytique ou

Methode Naturelle de classification des Animaux.

Paris, MDCCCVI., pp. 74-95.

i Gravenhorst, I. L. C. Vergleieliende Ubersicht

der Linneisohen und einiger neueren zoologischen

Systeme. GOttingen, 1807, p. 397.

2 This is the first use of the name Batrachia.

II
Oppel Michael. Die Ordnungen, Familien und

Gattungen der Reptilien als Prodrom einer Naturge-

schichte derselben. Miinchen, 1811, 86 p.

1[ Lehmaun, C. D. W. Uber die Zerbrechliclikeit

der Blindschlangen und die Ubereinstimmung des

inneren Baues derselben mit den Eidechsen. Magaz.

derGesellsch. Naturf. Freunde. I-Berliu. Jahrg. IV.,

pp. 14-31, 1810.

**Blainville, H. de. Prodrome d'une nouvelle dis-

tribution systematique du regue animal. Bulletin

des Sciences par la Soeiete Philomatique de Paris.

Annee 1816, pp. 113-124.
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Classes III. et IV. Reptiles Hetero ou Erpetozoaires

O. I. Cheloniens ou Tortues.
O. II. Emydo-Sauriens, ou Crocodiles.

f I" Sous-0. Sauriens.
O. III. Bispeniens <

I IP Sous-0. Ophydiens.

I. Batraoiens, ou Grenouilles.

O. II. Pseudosauriens, ou Salamandres.

Squammiferes et Nudipelliferes.

r° Sous-Classe
Ornitlioides,

Ecailleux.

ou IIP Classe

Squammiferes.
IP Sous-Classe f q

Ictyoides

Nuds
ou IV° Classe

Nudipelliferes

O. III. Amphibians, ou les Protees et les Sirenes.

O. IV. Pseudophidiens, ou Coecilies.

De Blainville makes the following very in-

teresting remarks :

Les noms d' Ornithoides et d' Ictyoides em-

ployes dans le cas ou les reptiles seraient

consideres comme une seule classe, indiquent

que les premiers sont formes d'apres le plan

des oiseaux, et les seconds d'apres celui des

poissons. P. 119.

Merrem * (1820) divides the Amphibia Linne

into two classes

:

1. Pholidota : Corpus pJwlide tectum.

The Pholidota contain the orders : Testudi-

nata, Lorieaia, Squamata.

2. Batracliia: Corona glabrnm ant verrucosum.

The Batrachia the orders : Apoda, Salientia,

Gradientia.

The group Amphibia Linne is still retained,

but it is divided into two classes : Pholidota and
Batrachia.

Two years later, in 1822, de Blainville f sep-

arated completely the Amphibia from the Rep-

tilia. Here is his general classification of Ver-

tebrates (plate 2):

Type I.

OSTEOZOAIEES ou A. VEETEBEES.

Sous—Type I. Vivipares.

Homme.
Piliferes.

Sous—Classe I.

Sous—Classe II.

Sous—Type II.

Penniferes.

Squammiferes.

Nudipelliferes.

Pinniferes.

Mammifeees.
3Ionodelphes.\

Didelphes.

Ovipares.

Oiseaux.

Keptiles.

Amphibiens.

Poissons.

The special classification of the Beptilia and

Amphibia is given in the following (plate 5).

Type!, OSTEOZOAIEES.
Sous-Type II, Ovipaees.

Classe III"; les Keptiles.

CHELoNDiNS, OU Tortues. Les doigts

EEPTILES ^ jjc ijggj.^ d'organisation
ou ordre

Emydosaukiens, ou Crocociiles. Le i

IIP degr(5 d'organisation f ler Sous-Ordre
ou ordre Les Sauriens

Saueophiens
ou Bisp6niena

' Sous-ordre
iLes Ophydiens

f r^unia en moignon, les T. ierresires (Tortue)

J
distinct, pen palm^s, les T. de marais {Emyde, Chelyde)

1 distinct et bien palm^s, les T. de fleuves (Trionis)
irfiunis en nageoir les, les T. marines (Ch^loniJe, Democh^lyde;

(large et cour, Les Caimans
u -; un peu long, les Crocodiles

(tres long, les Gavials

I

Les Geckdides Cnormaux, Agame, Basilic, etc.

Les Agamo'ides < i p. grimper
li&^\Iguanoides (anomaux -| Camel^on
Les Tubinambis

fTStrapodes
I, Les Lacertoides i Dipodes

(Apodes
f Dipodes Bimanes
I (

Amphisb^ne
J

fconique -^ Grimpeurs ouBoas
] fsang dents vtoimJ (Couleuvres

I
La quesu (. comprimie, Pe/amidcs

< uameieon
{ p. voler Dragon

LApodes
poruvus

de dents v6nim
La queue

I"
comprimie Hydrorhides

Viperes
LUM/€res

'

j
conique

* Merrem, Blasius. Tentamen Systematis Amphibiorum. Marburgi, MDCCCXX.
t Blainville, Oucrotay de, De L'organisation des Animaux, ou Prinoipes d'Anatomie Compared. Tome I.

Contenant la Morphologic et l'Aist<5sologie Paris, 1822 (pi. 2 and pi. 5 at the end of the volume). This is

the only volume that has been published.
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Amphibiens

Classe IV ; les Amphibiens

I"' degre d'organisatiou

ou ordre fl. Aquipares. Rainette, grenouille,

Bateaciens Sous-ordre
i'

Crapaud
(. II. Dorsipares. Pipa.

IP degre d'organisation,

ou ordre

PSEUDOSAUEIENS, OU Salamandres.

Ill'' degrd d'organisation,

ou ordre
SUBICIITHYENS. Les Protees, Sirenes.

IV° degr6 d'organisation

ou ordre
PSEUDOPHYDIENS, OU CoCCilieS.

Three years later Latreille* used the Latin

names Beptilia and Amphibia for de Blainville's

classes Reptiles and Amphibiens, and these names

ought to be used. Grayf in the same year, but

later used the same names as distinct classes.

This name is used to-day all over Europe,

France excepted.

Latreille's characters are the following;

P. 90. '^Premiere Classe. Eeptiles. Kep-

TILIA.

" lis ne respirent, et en tout temps, que par

des poumous. Le cceur a deux ventricules et

deux oreillettes. Les males out une verge

quelquefois double ou fourchue et s'accouplent.

Plusieurs sont sujets A des mues completes, ou se

defont de leur peau, mais aucun n'eprouve de

metamorphose. Le corps est plus souvent

garni d'ecailles ou emboite; les pieds sont

toujours armes d'ongles tres-sensibles. La coque

des oeufs est dure ou du moins coriace."

P. 103-14. " Seconde Classe. Amphibiens.

Amphibia.
" Ici les deux poumons sont accompagnes,

soit dans le jeune age, soit pendant toute la vie,

de branchies. Le cceur n'a qu'un ventricule et

qu'une oreilette, tant que les branchies per-

sistent, un tronc artoriel et dorsal tient lieu du

ventricule qui manque, savoir la gauche il est

remplac6, lorsqu' elles disparaissent, par une

* Latreille, Pierre Andre, Families naturelles du

r6gne animal, Paris, 1825, pp. 90-103.

fGray, John Edward. A synopsis ot the genera

of Reptiles and Amx>hil)ia with a description of some

new species. The Annals of Philosophy, New. Ser.,

Vol. X. London, Sept., 1825, pp. 194-213.

artere dorsale. Les males n'ont point de verge.

L'accouplement n'est que similue, c'est-a-dire

qu'il ne consiste que dans de simples embrasse-

ments, diirant lesquels les males fecondent les

oeufs, a mesurequ'ilssortent. Les petits nais-

sent sans pattes, et subissent de veritables

metamorphoses. La peau est toujours nue, et

les ongles des pieds sont nuls ou rarement sen-

sibles. Les oeufs sont reunis, et leur coque

est membraneuse. Ces animaux vivent pour la

plupart dans leseaux ou les lieux humides."

February 14, 1897. G. Baue.

CORRECTION CONCERNING ME. RHOADS' USE OF

THE NAME BASSAEISCUS EAPTOE (BAIRD).

In a recent paper in the Proceedings of the

Biological Society of Washington* I quoted two

statements, which were in . part contradictory,

from a paper by Mr. S. N. Rhoads respecting

the proper name for the Oregon Bassarisk. In

so doing I made a stupid blunder, for one of the

statements in question was quoted by Mr.

Rhoads, whose own remarks in this particular

were not inconsistent.

C. Hart Merriam.

SCIENTIFIC LITERA TUEE.

Report on Vital and Social Statistics in the United

States at the Eleventh Census, 1S90. Part II.

,

Vital Statistics. Cities of 100,000 Population

and Upward. By John S. Billings, M.D.

Washington, 1896 [Received May, 1897],

pp. 1181.

Now that statistical studies of variation and

*Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XI., 186, July 1, 1897.
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the phenomena of life are coming into so much
favor among students of evolution, the present

volume possesses a distinct value as a biological

treatise, in addition to its obvious practical

utility. It may serve at once as an encour-

agement and a warning to ardent statisticians,

because, while many otf the facts it sets forth

are important and interesting, the closer it is

studied the stronger grows the conviction that

vital statistics need to be examined with ex-

traordinary caution before being accepted at

their 'face-value.' Homo sapiens is an animal

whose habits are better known to us than those

of any other, and we have exceptional facilities

for estimating the factors which control his de-

velopment and evolution. Accordingly, we
readily perceive the more important probable

sources of confusion in the statistics, as, for ex-

ample :

(1) The 28 cities of the size indicated in the

title had an aggregate population of 9,697,960,

of which 4,850,653 were males and 4,847,807

females. Thus it might be inferred that the

males of the human species were more numer-
ous than the females, but for the recollection

that large cities attract great numbers of men
who either have no families or leave them else-

where. Taking the cities separately, the ma-
jority had more females than males, but the

following eleven had an excess of males : Buf-

falo, Chicago, Cleveland, Denver, Jersey City,

Kansas City, Minneapolis, Omaha, Pittsburg,

St. Louis (white) and St. Paul. It is signifi-

cant that while Omaha had a population of

80,108 males and only 60,344 females, those

under one year of age consisted of 1,411 males
and 1,422 females, showing an excess of female

births, in accordance with current expectations.

It is, however, very remarkable to find that

in a number of cities there was an excess of

male babies under one year of age, showing ap-

parently an excess of male births. Thus Jer-

sey City had 2,007 males and 1,966 females un-

der one year; Chicago had 15,281 males and
14,823 females under one year. But this re-

sult is further complicated by the fact that

there was a considerable excess of male mortal-

ity under one year
;
thus in Chicago the deaths

under one year were 233.95 males and 190.72

females per 1,000 population of corresponding

age. In every city the male mortality under
one year exceeded the female, often greatly ex-

ceeding it. Thus including still-births, we get

the following striking results .•

Total deaths under one year.

Females.

817
835

3,055

Males.

Buffalo, 1,069
Cleveland, 1,155
Philadelphia, 3,707
New Orleans, 1,(

and so forth.

Now how are we to account for an excess of

male births, combined with a remarkable excess

of male mortality, during the past year? I

have heard it stated that the slightly larger

average size of the male head leads to an in-

crease of the number of still-births, but this ob-

viously will only account for a small proportion

of the facts here before us. It seems to the

present writer that some light may be thrown
on the problem by the theory, adopted by some
biologists, that the sex is determined at an

early age by the conditions of the nutrition of

the germ, favorable conditions producing a pre-

ponderance of females, unfavorable of males.

If this is so, immediately we see the meaning
of the above statistics. Omaha, which was the

most healthy of the towns discussed, according

to the data given, had an excess of female

babies
; other cities, notoriously containing un-

healthy and crowded wards, show an excess of

male babies. Further, if disadvantageous con-

ditions lead to an excess of males, it is easy to

understand why those males, on the average,

should be less able to survive the first year.

Hence the excess of male deaths, even when
there was an excess of female births. It is to

be supposed that those families and wards in

which occurred the greater part of the male
deaths would show an excess also of male

births, though the city as a whole might not

show it.

(2) Comparing 1880 with 1890, there is shown
a great increase of infant mortality. Thus, for

example

:

Proportion of deaths under 1 year per 1000 births.

Newark, tinder 150 in 1880, over 250 in 1890

Jersey City, " 175" " " 225" "
Denver, " 125 " " " 200 " "
Eochester " 100 " " " 150 " "
and so forth.
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Only three or four cities showed improve-

ment, the most marked being St. Louis.

In studying these facts, there seems to be no

escaping the conclusion that infant mortality in

the large cities is largely on the increase, but it

is probable that meteorological conditions may
have affected the statistics, e. g. , it was perhaps

wetter in 1890 than in 1880. However, on ex-

amining the causes of mortality for the two

years, we get clearer evidence. 1890 shows a

decided increase in 'inanition,' and also 'de-

bility and atrophy.' There is also a marked

increase in bronchitis and pneumonia. There

is a decrease in convulsions and also in cholera

infantum as compared with 1880.

(3) It appears that the colored have an al-

most uniformily higher death-rate than the

whites ; and this, as a general rule, is no doubt

true ; but the negro is known to be less sus-

ceptible to malaria than the white, yet, owing

to his mode of life, his mortality from this cause

is much greater in the cities discussed. Again,

it appears from the tables that the death-rate

of the native whites is greater than that of the

foreign whites in most cities, but, as Dr. Billings

points out, this must be connected with the

fact that the native whites include a much
larger proportion of young children. It is in-

teresting to note that in New Orleans the death-

rate of the foreign whites was much greater

than in any other of the cities, while that of

the native whites was less than in many of the

cities. In connection with this we observe that

the death-rate from malaria in New Orleans

was more than double that in any other of the

cities, and that it was much greater among the

foreign whites ; hence it is fair to assume that

the native whites of New Orleans exliibit the

results of evolution against this disease.

It may be here remarked that the mortality

from typhoid fever was greater in the great

cities of the United States than in those of Eng-

land, France or Germany ; and in the United

States the foreign-born suffered markedly more

from this disease than the native-born. Hence

perhaps we may assert that the natives of the

United States exhibit the results of evolution

against typhoid an evolution more marked than

that of European nations.

The death-rate of the colored from consump-

tion was more than twice as great as that of

the whites. Curiously, it was about twice as

great among the children of mothers born in

Ireland as among those of mothers born in Ger-

many, and more than three times as great as

among those of mothers born in the United

States. This may be largely due to the man-

ner of life of the Irish, but it does appear

that they are naturally more susceptible to this

disease than Germans or Americans. Errone-

ous conclusions might be drawn from the fact

that Denver has a much higher death-rate

from consumption than Pittsburg or Kansas

City, did we not remember that very many con-

sumptives go to Denver and die there.

In another part of the book are given colored

maps of the cities, showing by different degrees

of shading the death-rates in the several wards.

Information is also given which enables one to

form some opinion as to the causes of the re-

markable differences between the healthfulness

of the wards in all of the cities. These and

many other matters might be discussed at

length, but enough has been said to show that

Dr. Billings' volume should be of great value

not only to social reformers, but also to biolog-

ical students. It may be that in the study of

the facts these different classes of individuals

will find a common ground, and the teachings

of science will ultimately be heard in no uncer-

tain way from the political platform, setting

forth truths which will surprise many comfort-

able and self-satisfied individuals.

T. D. A. COCKERELL.

Mesilla, N. M., June 25, 1897.

GEOLOGIC ATL.4S OF THE UNITED STATES.

FOLIO 24, THREE FORKS, MONTANA, 1S96.

This tolio, by Dr. A. C. Peale, consists of 5

pages of text, a topographic sheet (scale 1:250,-

000), a sheet of areal geology, one of economic

geologjf, one of structure sections, and one giv-

ing a generalized columnar section for the dis-

trict.

The area covered comprises the square de-

gree which lies between the meridians 111° and

112° and the parallels 45° and 46°, in the south-

western, mountainous portion of Montana, and

includes 3,354 square miles. In the extreme
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southeast corner the Yellowstone National Park

barely falls within the area. The folio derives

its name from the valley in which the JeflFerson,

Oallatin and Madison rivers unite to form the

Missouri. The ' Three Forks ' Valley is im-

portant from an historic standpoint, as being

the point which Lewis and Clark reached in

July, 1805, when they named the three conflu-

ent branches of the Missouri.

The text begins with a general description of

the geography and topography of the region,

and then takes up the general geology. The
oldest rocks in the region are the crystalline

schists and gneisses, designated as of Archeau

age, which in pre-Cambrian time formed a land

mass comprising nearlj'' all the area included

in the map. While the Algonkian beds were

being deposited to the extent of from 6,000 to

12,000 feet, there was a gradual subsidence of

the whole region, and shallow seas for the most

part prevailed. During the Paleozoic age there

were many minor oscillations of the surface,

which were more frequent during Cambrian

time than during the deposition of the Devonian

and Carboniferous limestones. Toward the

close of the Cretaceous period a general eleva-

tion began,which was accelerated after the depo-

sition of the Laramie formation. The forma-

tion of the mountain ranges, together with the

subsequent erosion, resulted in many valleys,

which eventually were occupied bj' fresh-water

lakes. These lakes attained their greatest ex-

tent in the Neocene period, lasting in all prob-

ability until the Pleistocene period was well

advanced, and during their earlier stages im-

mense bodies of wind-carried volcanic dust

were deposited in their waters, and are now
seen as beds of pure white dust. At the same

time the dust fell upon the surrounding country,

from which it was afterward washed into the

lakes, forming an upper series of j'ellowish and

rusty-colored beds. These dust showers de-

stroyed both animal and vegetable life, and the

remains carried into the lakes were buried in

their deposits, where they are now found as

fossil bones and opalized and silicified wood.

Under the ' Description of Rock Formations
,

are outlined all the formations from the Archean

gneisses up through the Algonkian, Cambrian,

Devonian, Carboniferous, Juratrias, Cretaceous,

Eocene, Neocene and Pleistocene. The rocks

of more than half of the area are of sedimentary

origin, while the crystalline rocks occupy ap-

proximately 1,000 square miles, the remaining

third of the area being covered with igneous

material. Prominent among the latter are the

andesitic breccias which form the main part of

the Gallatin Eange, the great porphyritic lac-

colite occupying the center of the Madison

Range, and the basaltic plateau which lies

west of the Madison Valley.

Under the heading 'Structural Geology,'

after a general consideration, the vertical and

horizontal movements are discussed, and the

development of the lake basins is described.

The arrangement of the rock masses is com-

plex, the structure being complicated by lacco-

lites, dikes and surface flows of igneous ma-

terial. Unconformities exist, showing that

areas previouslj^ raised to land surfaces and

worn down have subsided, have been crossed

by an advancing shore, and later have passed

beneath the sea.

The lake basins are now the floors of exten-

sive valleys separating the detached mountain

ranges, which rise about 6,000 feet above their

bases. As the lake deposits are at least 2,000

feet in thickness, the difierence of elevation

between the bottoms of the lake basins and the

summits of the peaks must be at least 8,000

feet. The region was a mountainous one before

the development of the lakes; but in the evolu-

tion of the existing relief, movements and ero-

sion have both operated to accent the topo-

graphic differences.

The principal economic resources of this re-

gion are gold, silver, iron ore, copper, lime-

stone and coal. The occurrence of coal in De-

vonian rocks on the north side of Jefferson

Caiion is of geologic interest, although not

of much economic importance. The fine

pumiceous volcanic dust found in the old lake

basins has been utilized to a very limited extent

as a polishing material. Brick clays occur and

are used to a small extent in a number of locali-

ties, especially near Bozeman. In addition to

the economic resources just referred to, the

sheet of economic geology has indicated upon it

the localities of building stone and mineral

springs.
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GEOLOGIC ATLAS OF THE UNITED STATES.

FOLIO 30, YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL
PARK, WYOMING, 1896.

The Yellowstone Park folio, recently issued,

consists of sis pages of descriptive text, three

pages of illustrations, four topographic sheets

(scale 1 : 125,000), and four sheets delineating

the areal geology of the region.

The general descriptive text, giving a succinct

narrative of the geological history and develop-

ment of the Park country from the time of the

earliest continental land surfaces up to and in-

cluding the hydro-thermal phenomena as seen

to-day, was written by Arnold Hague, geologist

in charge. It is followed by an account of the

sedimentary rocks from the earliest Cambrian

deposits to the Tertiary conglomerates, by

Walter Harvey "Weed, and a detailed petro-

graphical description of the igneous rocks, by

Joseph Paxson Iddings.

The area of country covered by the Yellow-

stone National Park folio lies between parallels

44° and 45°, and meridians 110° and 111°.

It is situated in the extreme northwest corner

of Wyoming. By far the greater part of the

Park is included within the area of the four

atlas sheets, but a narrow strip lies to the

northward in Montana, and a still narrower

strip extends westward into Idaho and Mon-
tana. In the organic act establishing the Park,

Congress declared that the reservation was'dedi-

cated and set apart as a public park and pleas-

ure ground for the benefit and enjoyment of

the people.' Owing to the marvelous display

of geysers and hot springs of the region, and

such remarkable physical features as the Grand
Canon and Yellowstone Lake, this folio possesses

more than ordinary interest to geologists.

The central portion of the Yellowstone Park

is a broad volcanic plateau with an average

elevation of 8,000 feet, surrounded on nearly all

sides by mountains rising from 2,000 to 4,000

feet above its general level. The continental

watershed crosses the Park, separating the

waters of the Atlantic from those of the Pacific,

the Missouri and the Columbia, by the way of

the Yellowstone and the Snake, finding their

sources on this plateau.

The oldest rocks of this region are granites,

gneisses and schists regarded as of Archean

age. They occur in all the mountain uplifts

that encircle the Park, but are unknown in the

central portion. Around these ancient conti-

nental land masses there was deposited a con-

formable series of sandstones, limestones and

shales, extending from the time of the middle

Cambrian, the lowest beds exposed through the

upper Cambrian, Silurian, Devonian, Carbonif-

erous Juratrias and Cretaceous, including the

Laramie sandstone. Nearly every one of these

great divisions of Paleozoic and Mesozoic time

is characterized by a typical fauna. With the

close of the deposition of the Laramie sand-

stone the conformable series of sediments came

to an end. The entire region was elevated

above the sea, the elevation being accompanied

by plication and folding of strata. This primary

orographic uplift which blocked out the main

ranges of the northern Rocky Mountains has

been designated the post-Laramie movement.

Tertiary sedimentary rocks occupy only small

areas in the Park, the greater part of the re-

gion being covered by extensive flows of lava.

A heavy mass of coarse conglomerate, desig-

nated the Pinyon conglomerate, has been re-

ferred to the Eocene, and Pliocene conglomerate

and coarse sands are well exposed in the escarp-

ments of the Grand Canon.

Volcanic energy, which has played a great

part in the geological development of the coun-

try, was connected with the post-Laramie

movement and followed closely upon the eleva-

tion of the mountains and the accompanying

dislocation and compression of strata. The

eruptive masses in forcing their way upward

sought egress along lines of least resistance, or

wherever strain had been greatest in the crum-

pled sediments. Volcanic outbursts continued

on a grand scale throughout Tertiarj"^ time.

During the Eocene and Miocene periods

enormous volumes of fragmental ejectamenta,

largely composed of andesitic breccias, were

thrown out. The Absoraka Range was almost

wholly built up of volcanic material. Evidence

of this long-continued action is shown in the

well-preserved fossil floras of Eocene and both

lower and upper Miocene age. The famous

fossil forests of the Yellowstone are of

Miocene age. After a period of great ero-

sion the depressed basin lying between
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the encircling ranges was transformed into

the present Park Plateau by the extravasa-

tion of immense flows of rhyolite of Pliocene

age. Still later the recent basalts, the last of

the igneous extrusions, poured out over the

rhyolite along the ridges of the plateau. A
vertical section accompanies the text, showing

the order of succession of the extrusive flows

from the earliest outbursts to the final dying-

out of eruptive energy. It is shown that long-

continued currents of heated waters and acid

vapors have acted as powerful agents in de-

composing the igneous rocks of the plateau, and

date back to Pliocene time
;
at least they were

active before glacial ice covered the country.

Hot springs, geysers and solfataras are closely

associated with the rhyolite, and in fact thermal

activity is confined almost exclusively to areas

of this rock.

The illustrations relate mainly to the occur-

rence of both active and dormant geysers and

hot springs, or some phase of volcanic geology.

The Grand Canon, well shown in the illustra-

tions, is a profound gorge cut in the Pliocene

rhyolite, the brilliant coloring being due to the

action of thermal waters.

An Illustrated Flora of the Northern United States,

Canada and the British Possessions. By Na-
* THANiEL Lord Beitton and Hon. Addison

Brown. Volume II. Portulacacese to Men-
yanthacese. New York, Charles Scribner's

Sons. Pp. 643. S3. 00.

The elaborate review of the first volume of

Britton and Brown's 'Illustrated Flora of the

Northern United States,' which was given by
Professor Conway MacMillan in Science, ren-

ders necessary only a brief notice of the second

volume, which has now appeared.

Following the Engler and Prantl sequence,

the first volume was made up chiefly of the

monocotyledonous plants, which, compared

with the other large groups of flowering plants,

are probably the least attractive. In the present

volume are included such large and well-known

families as the Pink family. Crowfoot family,

Mustard family, Rose family, Pea family. Car-

rot family, and the Heath family. As a whole

the volume exceeds in interest and attraction

the earlier one.

In running through the book a leading fea-

ture of excellence impressed upon one is that

there are brought together here for the first

time in a systematic manner the results of all

the recent scattered special papers on our North-

eastern plants. For example, the critical work
done in the past few years on Amelanchier Cana-

densis, Cardamine hirsuta, Rammculus repens

and Agrimonia Eupatoriais here found carefully

collated and systematized, full consideration

being given to the conclusions of those who
have done the work and whose opinions are

therefore most to be depended upon.

A liberal view has been maintained regarding

the delimitation of species, the work in this re-

spect standing alone among our recent manuals.

There has been a tendency among our manual

writers, in case of any difficulty in the definition

of specific types, to follow the antique British

method of giving up any attempt at segregation

and putting a number of diverse forms under

one name. The results of the endeavor to give

full consideration to valuable critical work is

exceedingly gratifying, and will certainly serve

to encourage in botanists habits of close obser-

vation on our supposedly well-known Eastern

flora. No better example of judicious segre-

gation could be cited than the separation from

the old Banuncxdus repens of three additional

species, B. septentrionalis, B. hispidus and B.

macounii.

In the matter of generic treatment this vol-

ume gives a similar impression of liberality, the

limitation of genera corresponding very closely

in this work with that of continental European

authors. As extreme examples of the extent

to which the generic segregation has been car-

ried may be cited CEnothera, which is here

divided into eleven genera. It is clearly a

recognized principle throughout the work not

merely that a genus is a group which can

always be recognized by some one or more in-

variable technical characters fitting nicely in a

key, but that it is a group of plants which re-

semble each other in what is perhaps best rep-

resented in English bj^ the word style, and that

the question of an arbitrary mark, as it were, is

of secondary, not of primary importance.

The drawings, for which the book is most

likely to be criticised by botanists of critical
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training, are usually excellent, and to the ordi-

nary student, for whose guidance they were

evidently more especially intended, they must

always prove valuable. The drawings of the

violets, for example, are excellent and helpful

representations of the different species of that

group. In the case of the genus Myriophyllum in

which the drawings have less of sharpness and

more of the character of sketches, the species,

which everyone has had difiBculty in under-

standing from mere descriptions, can be readily

recognized from the drawings.

Probably the principal fault in the general

make-up of the work lies in the separation of

the Latin and English indexes, a system which if

carried through the third volume would some-

times make it necessary for one unfamiliar with

botanical names to look in six different indexes

in order to find a particular plant. It is to be

hoped that the third volume will contain a

single combined Latin and English index to all

three volumes.

The impression is strengthened by this second

volume that this work marks an epoch in the

development of systematic botany in America,

combining, as it does, the best of the new ideas

which have been current in this country for

twenty years and which had their source in the

new method of systematic research in which

the younger generation had been educated,

based on the Darwinian ideas of genetic de-

velopment.
F. V. COVILLB.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

TEEEESTEIAL MAGNETISM FOE JUNE.

The first article, by Dr. J. A. Fleming, on
' The Earth a Great Magnet,' gives a popular

exposition of the jirincipal phenomena of the

earth's magnetism. For many years it has

been the custom to have a popular experimental

or illustrated lecture delivered during the meet-

ing of the British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science, addressed especially to the

artisans of the town in which the meeting takes

place. This article gives the text of the dis-

course delivered by the author before the work-

ingmen of Liverpool at the last meeting of the

British Association. Dr. Fleming's most ad-

mirable lecture was profusely illustrated by ex-

periments, and was presented before a very

large audience in the Picton Hall. It appears

in Terrestrial Magnetism in full for the first time.

Professor IMcAdie reviews and summarizes

the present state of our knowledge with regard

to 'The Electrification of the Atmosphere,' as

set forth in the recent publications of Chree,

Elster, Geitel and Schuster. The author thinks

that there are good grounds for believing that

the twentieth century will number among its

triumphs a complete electrical survey of the at-

mosphere. He regards the question as to the

relation between the magnetic elements and

the atmospheric electric currents as the coming

one.

Mr. Littlehales gives an abstract of his re-

cent researches with respect to the establish-

ment of ' Secular Variation Expressions of the

Magnetic Inclination .

' This investigation is pre-

paratory to a future article which will give the

secular change in the direction of a freely sus-

pended magnetic needle at each of twenty-two

stations distributed over the globe.

Dr. Bauer, in the next article, ' A Eemark-

able Law,' presents formulae giving the diurnal

range of the magnetic declination and inclina-

tion as simple functions of the magnetic incli-

nation. The formulas were first found empir-

ically and then deduced theoretically by assum-

ing that the component of the deflecting force

producing the angular deflection of the needle

from its mean position is inversely proportional

to the force exerted on the needle by the earth's

permanent magnetism. The formulse would

imply that the lines of equal magnetic incli-

nation represent closely the lines of equal

diurnal range. The author finds that the same

functions hold with regard to some of the seen-'

lar and distribution phenomena of the earth's

magnetism.

In ' Letters to Editor' is a communication

from Professor Hellman regarding Stevins's

' AIMENTPETIKH ;' another from Dr. van Bem-

melen discussing the non-cylic phenomena of

the diurnal variations, and a third from Drs. von

Eijckevorsel and van Bemmelen giving the re-

sults of their magnetic observations on the

Eigi, made in 1895 and 1896.

Abstracts, Keviews, List of Publications and

Notes close the number.
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THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE AD-

VANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

The meetings of tlie American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science at De-

troit next week and of the British Associa-

tion at Toronto on the following week are

events of more than ordinary moment.

The visit of the British Association to

Montreal in 1884 gave a considerable im-

pulse to science in America. The meeting

of our own Association in that year was

attended by three hundred British men of

science, the total attendance, 1249, being

the largest in its history. In the thirteen

years that have since elapsed science in

America has made a great forward move-

ment. The scientific research accomplished

at our universities now surpasses that of

the British universities; the work done

under our government is greater than in

any other country; our scientific journals

have doubled in number and increased in

influence. If our Association Las scarcely

kept abreast of the great progress of

science, this is the proper time to give it a

due place in the scientific economy.

It is certainly the duty as well as the

privilege of every American man of science

to try to attend the meetings at Detroit and
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Toronto. The places aud times have been

arranged so that this can be done con-

veniently. The scientific programs and

social arrangements for both meetings

promise ample reward for those who are

able to be present. "We must not fail to

give British men of science a cordial wel-

come, and we have much to learn from

their meeting. Our own Association de-

serves support. Every motive of public

spirit and self-interest should lead us to

make the meeting at Detroit worthy of the

present position of science in America and

a stepping-stone in its progress.

We do not at all sympathize with the

idea sometimes expressed that ISTational

Associations for the Advancement of Science

have outlived their usefulness. There is

nothing more typical of modern social con-

ditions than combinations and trade-unions.

Human development depends less than

formerly on natural selection of the indi-

vidual and more on competition between

groups. It will fare ill with men of science

if they cannot unite to maintain and for-

ward their common interests. With them

not only selfish instincts of self-preservation

are concerned, but also moral sentiments,

for they believe that the interests of science

are in large measure conterminous with the

interests of civilization.

The objects of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science " by peri-

odical and migratory meetings, to promote

intercourse between those who are culti-

vating science in different parts of Amer-

ica, to give a stronger and more general

impulse and more systematic direction to

scientific research, and to procure for the

labors of scientific men increased facilities

and a wider usefulness," are as valid and as

important now as they were when the con-

stitution was adopted fifty years ago. In-

deed, as the magnitude of the interests in-

creases, the need of caring for them becomes

more urgent. With the growth of special-

ization and the scattering of men of science

over the whole area of America, the need

of cultivating intercourse between them be-

comes more pressing. The greater popular

interest in science requires direction into

proper channels. As science grows, it needs

more workers and more money. The work-

ers must be secured from students at school

and college, the money from private gifts and

from the State. The magnitude of scientific

work is now such that in many cases it can

only be accomplished by united effort con-

tinuing for years. Witness what the Royal

Society has accomplished in inaugurating

international cooperation in the catalogu-

ing of scientific literature ; the Zoologische

Gesellschaft in the publication of 'Das

Tierreich,' the British Association in the

work of its committees. The American

Association should not only maintain its

present position, but should make itself a

still more important factor in the advance-

ment of science.

It must not be forgotten that as the en-

vironment alters, the organization that will

survive must accommodate itself to the new

conditions. Science in America is very dif-

ferent to-day from what it was fifty years

ago. There is reason to doubt whether the

Association has in like measure enlarged its

range and increased the nicety of its ad-

justments. Methods suitable to a small gath-
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ering from a limited area, representing

sciences undeveloped and undifferentiated,

may have been outgrown.

It seems evident that the permanent

organization of the Association, both at

and between the meetings, should be

strengthened. Even a congress or legis-

lature whose professed object it is to legis-

late must leave the real work to com-

mittees. The democratic character of a

scientific association is sufiBciently guarded

by the election of representatives who will

carefully consider and decide questions of

policy. It is, indeed, possible that the pres-

ent Council of the Association is too cum-

bersome. Then there is need of a strong

interim organization, and we think that

this should be extended to the sections.

A permanent secretary and a committee or

council for each section would give greater

continuity and efficiency.

' It is not possible to divide the field of

science into nine sections, each homoge-

neous and independent of the others. Sec-

tion A is for mathematics and astronomy,

but there are portions of astronomy less

closely related to mathematics than are por-

tions of physics, of chemistry and of engi-

neering. The International Congress of

Mathematicians meeting this summer will be

divided into six sections. On the other

hand, there are subjects that would natu-

rally fall in or between two or more sections,

and others that would include several sec-

tions. Modern science is marked by great

specialization, and this itself gives rise to

nearly all possible combinations of the

sciences and leads us back to the ultimate

unity of science.

The solution for the Association seems to

be that there should be, on the one hand,

sub-sections—consisting perhaps ofsocieties

with separate organizations—for the read-

ing and discussion of papers, important only

for a limited group of students ; and, on the

other hand, joint meetings of two or more

sections or of the whole Association for the

consideration of subjects of general scien-

tific interest, and to promote the organiza-

tion and advancement of science as a whole.

For example, during the past year two

of the most important contributions made to

the theory of evolution for a long time have

come from America. These are that indi-

vidual variations set the line of organic

evolution and that variations and heredity,

respectively, have been confused by attribu-

ting the former to the environment and the

latter to the organism. These advances

have been proposed by a psychologist, a

zoologist, a botanist and a geologist. They

are not yet acknowledged nor understood

by men of science abroad, and would have

been a suitable subject for a session of the

whole or a large part of the Association.

Taking next an example of desirable spec

ialization, it may be noted that there meet

during the Christmas holidays four socie-

ties for which there are no places in the

Association ; these are the American Physi-

ological Society, The Association of Amer-

ican Anatomists, The Society of Morpholo-

gists and The American Psychological As-

sociation. Each of these societies is com-

posed exclusively of those devoted to re-

search in the sciences represented. At the

last meetings an aggregate of over 100 pa-

pers was presented, representing one-half
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as many papers as are annually read before

the Association. It is evident that the

Association cannot represent the whole

of American science while such important

developments are ignored. Only a small

percentage of the members of these socie-

ties are fellows of the Association.

Indeed, we must admit that a large pro-

portion of those most actively engaged in

advancing science in America do not attend

the annual meetings, and many are not

even fellows of the Association. We may

appeal to the public spirit of these men of

science and probably with success. It

would, however, be far better to make the

meetings so fruitful that each would like to

attend, and, if possible, to give those unable

to attend some return for membership in

addition to the annual volume of proceed-

ings. Election as fellow should be an

honor that no one would decline. The

fellows should not be elected exclusively

from the members, but those who are doing

the most for the advancement of science in

America should be the fellows of the Asso-

ciation. It would probably be desirable to

limit the number of fellows to one thousand

and to fill vacancies each year as, they oc-

cur. As soon as the fellows of the Associ-

ation were acknowledged to be the thous-

and leading men of science in America,

election would, be an honor only less in

degree than election to membership in the

National Academy of Sciences. In this

case an added interest would be given to

the annual meetings. With the National

Academy as the ' upper house ' and the

American Association the ' lower house

'

of American science a great improvement

in organization would be effected. It would

be a natural courtesy for the Academy to

elect its members from the Association and

for the Association to elect its President

from the Academy. We may view with

great satisfaction the fact that the Presi-

dent of the National Academy is this j'ear

President of the Association.

In conclusion, we may once more urge

the importance of attending the Detroit

meeting of the Association and of proceed-

ing thence to Toronto. Those taking part

in these meetings will receive a stimulus

in scientific activity, and by making the

meetings noteworthy will contribute greatly

to the advancement of science in America.

Questions affecting the future of the As-

sociation will be considered at Detroit,

and arrangements will be made for ade-

quately celebrating the fiftieth anniversary

of the Association. There is no doubt but

that during the next fifty years science

will be the leading factor in the progress

of the world, and probably more depends

on America than on any other country.

The American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science has great opportunities

and great responsibilities.

THE INTERNATIONAL CATALOGUE OF SCIEN-

TIFIC LITERATURE.

The International Bibliographical Con-

ference held in London, July 14-17, 1896,

was the most important step ever taken

toward international cooperation in scien-

tific and bibliographical work. This ac-

count of the meeting is derived, unfortu-

nately, not from personal knowledge, as I

was not present. I have had, to aid me in

its preparation, the two official publications
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of the Conference, the so-called Acta and

a verbatim report of the proceedings issued

by the Koyal Society, as well as informa-

tion derived from the United States dele-

gates, and the official correspondence of

the Smithsonian Institution.

Before taking up the Conference itself,

it might be well to consider briefly the

history of the movement toward an inter-

national catalogue of scientific works. It

is no small satisfaction to us that the incen-

tive to this work came from America.

Professor Joseph Henry first conceived a

plan for a scientific bibliography in 1854,

and when he sought the cooperation of

the British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science, the subject was referred

to a committee consisting of Fellows of

the Eoyal Society who approved the sug-

gestion. Ten years later the Eoyal So-

ciety aided by goyernment grant under-

took the publication of a catalogue of

scientific papers since 1800, 11 volumes

,of which have now appeared. In the

preface to the first volume we read :
" The

present undertaking may be said to have

originated in a communication from Dr.

Joseph Henry, Secretary of the Smithso-

nian Institution, to the meeting of the

British Association at Glasgow in 1855,

suggesting the formation of a catalogue of

philosophical memoirs."*
* " A communication from Professor Henry, of

Washington, having been read, containing a proposal

for the publication of a Catalogue of Philosophical

Memoirs scattered throughout the Transactions of

Societies in Europe and America, with the oSer of

cooperation on the part of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion, to the extent of preparing and publishing, in

accordance -with the general plan Tvhich might be

adopted by the British Association, a Catalogue of all

the American Memoirs on Physical Science, the Com-
mittee approve of the suggestion and recommend

that Mr. Cayley, Mr. Grant and Professor Stokes, be

appointed a committee to consider the best system of

arrangement, and to report thereon to the Council."

(Eept. of the 25th meeting of the British Association

for the Advancement of Science, held at Glasgow in

September, 1855, p. LXVI.)

In March, 1894, the Royal Society issued

a circular to learned societies throughout

the world, which called attention to the

fact that the catalogue of scientific papers

was limited to periodical scientific litera-

ture, taking no account of monographs and
independent books and that titles were ar-

ranged solely by authors' names. Further,

that the catalogue was confessedly incom-

plete. The development of scientific litera-

ture had been so great and the need for a

subject catalogue so apparent that the

President and Council of the Royal So-

ciety appointed a committee "to inquire

into and report upon the feasibility of such

a Catalogue being compiled through Inter-

national Cooperation . " A circular embody-

ing these statements was sent to learned

societies in correspondence with the Royal

Society and elicited very general and favor-

able response. At the same time the fol-

lowing letter was addressed to the Smith-

sonian Institution

:

"My Dear Professor Langley : The
Smithsonian Institution is, on historical

grounds, so closely connected with the ef-

forts of the Royal Society in cataloguing

scientific papers that I am directed to add

to the circular letter herewith sent, a few

words expressing the hope of the Commit-

tee of the Royal Society which has the mat-

ter in hand that they may have, in a

special way, the assistance of your valuable

body in coming to a decision on so impor-

tant a question. Believe me, yours very

truly,

[Signed] M. Foster,

See. R. S."

"This index of all the physical papers in the

transactions of learned societies and in the scientific

periodicals restrlted from a letter addressed to the

British Association in 1855, by the Secretary of this

Institution, setting forth the advantages to science

of such a work. The matter was referred to a com-

mittee of the Association, reported favorably upon,

and recommended for execution to the Royal Society. '

'

(Smithsonian Eeport for 1867, p. 58.)
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The matter occasioned much discussion

both in this country and abroad. The
circular was published in full in Science,*

and there appeared in the same number
a report of a committee of the Faculty of

Harvard University to the University

Council expressing its sympathy, making
some suggestions and recommending that

the corporation of Harvard University

contribute a certain sum toward carrying

out the enterprise.

Professor Henry A. Todd,f of Columbia

University, made some suggestions in re-

gard to a card catalogue of scientific

literature with annotations. He proposed

that the Smithsonian Institution should

assume the leaderehip in America, and

that publishers should be asked to co-

operate.

Mr. W J McGeeJ discussed certain of

the practical sides of the question, and

announced that the Geological Society of

America had concurred in the report of

the Harvard University Council. The
Franklin Institute, of Philadelphia, also

expressed itself favorably. §

Doctor G. Brown Goode|| laid down a

ii'ost careful plan of operations. He held

that the catalogue should be international

in name and scope, should be exhaustive

within its own limits, and that it should

be published in book form, as a card cata-

logue would, in his opinion, be too bulky.

He also suggested a broad classification of

science which, it may be said by way of

anticipation, included economic science,

mechanical science and engineering, phil-

ology and institutional history, all of

which were excluded by the Conference.

Numerous other bodies responded favor-

*N. S., Vol. I., pp. 182-184.

t Science, N. S., Vol. I., p. 297.

t Science, N. S., Vol. I., p. 353.

^The Library Journal, Vol. XX., p. 172.

II
Science, N. S., Vol. I., p. 433 'Ideal Index of

Scientific Literature.

'

ably and many articles were written on

the subject.

The next step in the matter was taken

when the Eoyal Society issued a circular in

August, 1S95, containing a report made to

the President and Council in July, 1895,

by the Special Committee. This circular

stated that more than one hundred replies

had been made to the original circular and
that in no single instance was any doubt

expressed as to the value of the work pro-

posed. The cordial letter of the Secretary

of the Smithsonian Institution and the re-

plies received from the United States were

especially dwelt upon, and the holding of an

international conference as a first step in

the matter was recommended by many
Societies.

Accordinglj^, on August 15, 1895, the Sec-

retary of the Royal Society addressed a

letter to the Marquis of Salisbury, Premier

and H. M. Minister for Foreign Affairs, in

which he reviewed the matter and pointed

out the advisability of a conference in Lon-

don looking to international cooperation.

He suggested that such a conference be

called by the British government and that

certain governments named should be in-

vited.

In pursuance of this suggestion, the De-

partment of State at "Washington (and

it may be assumed that a similar course

was followed with regard to other coun-

tries) received from the British Ambassador,

in October, 1895, a copy of the letter of

the Royal Society, with the expression,

on the part of Lord Salisbury, of the hope

that the United States government would

be represented at the conference. This

matter was referred by the Secretary

of State to the Secretary of the Smithsonian

Institution, who recommended that the

United States government should take part

and suggested that Dr. John S. Billings and

Professor Simon Newcomb should serve as

delegates for the United States, a recommen-
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dation which was adopted. The conference

was formally held at London, July 14-17,

1896.

With this brief introduction I will now
give: (1) a list of the governments rep-

resented by delegates
; (2) a condensed

account of such portions of the debates as

would seem to be of especial biblio-

gi-aphical and scientific interest; (3) for

the sake of clearness, a recapitulation of

all of the resolutions agreed to with

the exception of such as related purely to

matters of detail concerning the holding

of meetings, and (4) the report of the

United States delegates, together with ofiB-

cial documents relating thereto.

The following delegates attended :

Austria.—Prof. Ernst Mach (Mitglied der Kaiser-

lichen Akademie der "Wissensohaften, Vienna). Prof.

Edmund Weiss (Mitglied der Kaiserlichen Akademie
der Wissensehaften, Vienna).

Belgium.—M. H. La Fontaine (Membre de I'lnsti-

tut International de Bibliographie, Brussels). M.
Paul Otlet (Membre de I'Institut International

de Bibliographie). M. de Wulf (Membre de I'In-

stitut International de Bibliographie).

Denmark.—Prof. Christiansen ( Universitet, Copen-
hagen).

France.—Prof. G. Darboux (Membre de 1' Institut

de France). Dr. J. Deniker ( Bibliothecaire, Museum
d' Histoire Naturelle, Paris).

Germany.—Prof. Walther Dyck (Slitglied der K.
Bay. Akad. der Wiss. zu Miinchen). Prof. Dziatzko

{Direktor der Universitiits Bibliothek, Gottingen).

Prof. Van't HoS (Mitglied der K. P. Akademie der

Wissencbaften zu Berlin). Prof. Mobius (Mitglied

der K. P. Akademie der Wissensehaften zu Berlin).

Prof. Sohwalbe (Direktor, Berlin).

Greece.—M. Avierinos M. Averofi (Greek Consul at

Edinburgh).

Hungary.—'Prot August Heller (Librarian, Ungar-
isohe Akademie, Buda-Pesth). Dr. Theodore Duka
(Membre Aoademie Hongroise des Sciences, Buda-
Pesth).

/to^.y.—General Annibale Ferrero (Italian Ambas-
sador in London).

Japan.—Assistant Prof. Hantaro Nagaoka (Univer-
sity, Tokio). Assistant Professor Gakutaro Osawa
(Medical College, Tokio).

Mexico.—Senor Don Francisco del Paso Y Troncoso.

NetherJands.—Fiot D. J. Korteweg (Universiteit,

Amsterdam).

Norway.—Dr. Jorgen Brunchorst (Secretary, Bergen
Museum )

.

Sweden.—Dr. E. W. Dahlgren (Librarian, Kongl,
Svenska Vetenskaps Akademie, Stockholm).

Switzerland.—M. C. D. Bourcart (Swiss Minister in

London). Prof. Dr. F. A. Forel (President du Com-
ity Central de la Societe Helvetique des Sciences Nat-

urelles).

United Kingdom.—Eepresenting the government :

Eight Hon. Sir John E. Gorst, Q. C, M. P. (Vice-

President of the Committee of Council on Education).

Eepresenting the Royal Society of London : Prof.

Michael Foster (Sec. E. S.). Prof. H. E. Armstrong,

F. E. S. Mr. J. Norman Lockyer, C. B., F. E. S.

Dr. Ludwig Mond, F. E. S. Prof. A. W. Eiicker,

F. E. S.

United States.—Dr. John S. Billings (U. S. Army).
Prof. Simon Nevecomb, For. Mem. E. S. (U. S. Nau-
tical Almanac Office).

Canada.—The Hon. Sir Donald A. Smith, G.C.M.G.
(High Commissioner for Canada).

Cape Colony.—Eoland Trimen, Esq., F.E.S. Dr.

David Gill, C.B., F.E.S.

India.—Lieut.-General Eichard Strachey, E.E.,

F.E.S.

AWaZ.—Walter Peace, Esq., C.M.G. (the Agent-

General for Natal).

Nev) South Wales.—Prof. Liversidge, F.E.S.

Neiv Zealand.—The Hon. W. P. Eeeves (Agent-

General for New Zealand )

.

Queensland.—Chas. S. Dicken, Esq., C.M.G.
(Acting Agent-General for Queensland).

The verbatim report of the debates, which
accompanied the introduction of the resolu-

tions, is much too voluminous to give even

in abstract, but it would seem worth while

at least to epitomize a few of the more sa-

lient points in the discussion which took

place.

The attitude of the Eoyal Society to-

ward the whole subject was sketched at the

opening of the meeting by Professor Arm-
strong. The Society, he said, had felt for a

number of years that in publishing a cata-

logue of scientific papers " it was not doing

nearly enough to supply the needs of scien-

tific workers ; that the production of a cat-

alogue arranged only according to the au-

thors' names was altogether insufiicient,

and that it was essential that much more
should be done, and that work should be
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done much more quickly. * * * The great

object before us is to produce a catalogue

available for use by scientific investigators

throughout the world. It is not a mere

bibliographical work that we are seeking to

perfect."

An interesting discussion took place on

the motion of Professor Michael Foster,

" that each delegate should have a vote in

the deciding of questions before the Confer-

ence." Professor Simon Newcomb stated

that it was not inappropriate that he should

second the resolution, inasmuch as the

United States would apparently be among
the nations placed at the greatest disad-

vantage by this method of voting. Profes-

sor G. Darboux, a member of the Institute

of France, representing the French govern-

ment, said that he had sought instructions

upon this subject, but had not received

any ; that in congresses of this sort votes

were usually taken by nations and that if

the other method was to have prevailed it

should have been made known, so that more

delegates could have been sent. General

Ferrero, the Italian Ambassador at Lon-

don, representing Italy, agreed that the ob-

servations of Professor Darboux were most

important. He added, however, that with

regard to questions which really are mat-

ters of science pure and simple it was

the opinion of the delegates, not of nations,

which was desired ; while questions which

were without the realm of science could

readily be left to the governments to settle.

In the question of classification, for ex-

ample, there was no question of national in-

terest ; it was a question of science pure

and simple.

Professor Mobius, representing Germany,

said that the German delegates were sent

by the German government or by learned

societies to assist in the discussions, and to

represent either the government or so-

cieties in order that they might determine

in what manner they should participate in

the work. He held, therefore, that they

should take part as individuals, which

was agreed to by Professor Edmund Weiss,

representing Austria.

Professor Darboux accepted this explana-

tion, remarking that the matter was
cleared up in his mind that the meeting

was not a diplomatic conference, but a

congress of scholars charged to examine

into the best methods of accomplishing a

certain proposition, and that the final

questions of finance and participation were

to be referred to the respective govern-

ments. The motion was then unanimously

agreed to.

Professor Armstrong moved " that it is

desirable to compile and publish, by means
of some international organization, a com-

plete catalogue of scientific literature ar-

ranged according both to authors' names
and to subject-matter." This was adopted,

with the last clause reversed, to read " both

to subject-matter and to authors' names,"

in accordance with the suggestion of Pro-

fessor Forel, representing Switzerland. M.

Otlet, one of the Belgian representatives,

took the introduction of this resolution as

the occasion for the presentation of a

note on behalf of the Belgian delegates.

This note was in the nature of a discussion

of the entire subject of international biblio-

graphical work, with special reference to

the establishment of an oiEce at Brussels

some 3'ears previous. The introduction of

this note occasioned some discussion with

regard to the decimal system of classifica-

tion. Opinions against its practicability

were expressed by Professor Schwalbe, of

Germany; Professor Heller, of Hungary;

Professor Dziatzako, of Germany, and Pro-

fessor Darboux. The discussion, however,

was brought to a close by the Italian

representative calling attention to the fact

that it did not bear directly on the resolu-

tion before the Congress.

The next resolution which occasioned
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discussion read as follows :
" That the ad-

ministration of such a catalogue be en-

trusted to a representative body hereinafter

called the International Council, the mem-
bers of which shall be chosen as hereinafter

provided by the several countries (herein-

after spoken of as the constituent countries)

who shall declare their adhesion to the

project."

Professor Korteweg, representing Nether-

lands, proposed an amendment, which was,

in substance, that the preparation of the

subject catalogue should be entrusted to an

international commission representing the

different branches of science and that this

commission should nominate the Interna-

tional Council. He argued that different

branches of science had different needs

;

that under this proposal it is possible that

certain branches of science would not be

represented at all, or at best very un-

equally. Professor Armstrong suggested

that it would be well to settle the question

in brief, leaving the further details until

afterwards. Lieutenant-General Strachey,

representing India, pointed out certain

other difficulties in the wording of this

resolution. Dr. J. S. Billings, of the

United States of America, stated that the

point raised by Professor Korteweg was
so important that he should prefer to see

it written down and be able to consider it.

Professor Korteweg then withdrew his

amendment. The form suggested by Dr. Bil-

lings was objected to by Professor Foster, on

the ground that it did not provide that rep-

resentatives of the several countries should

be on this Council, to which Dr. Billings re-

plied: " We are not trying so much to get

representation of the countries in the first

place. It would be a representation of the

different branches of science. The countries

come in as secondary to the sciences in this

representative body." After some further

discussion, the resolution, as amended by
Dr. Billings, was adopted.

The next resolution read was :
" That the

final editing and the publication of the cat-

alogue be entrusted to an organization

hereinafter called the Central International

Bureau, under the direction of the Inter-

national Council." This resolution. Pro-

fessor Armstrong explained, would only

pledge the Conference to the organization of

a central office and in no way preclude the

establishment of branch offices. The dis-

cussion of this resolution, in connection

with the following one, brought out the

question from Professor Schwalbe as to

what should be done to catalogue the litera-

ture of those countries which did not con-

tribute or failed to adhere to the scheme

;

to which Professor Armstrong replied that

in this event he thought the central office

should carry out the work. Professor

Dyck, representing Germany, thought that

there should be a central office, but he

raised the question as to whether the sub-

ordinate councils should not be consid-

ered by sciences instead of by countries.

Professor Forel pronounced most emphat-

ically for the arrangement by nationalities.

M. Otlet, representing Belgium, was strongly

in favor of a division into the sciences in-

stead of by nationalities. He argued, first,

that it would be very difficult for the smaller

countries to organize a commission em-
bracing all the sciences, and, secondly, that

the various sciences were already so well

organized, through national and interna-

tional societies, that if the matter were

arranged in this way these organizations

would prove powerful auxiliaries. M. Dar-

boux was strongly in favor of an arrange-

ment by nations, pointing out that if the

matter were left to some special organiza-

tions great difficulties would arise, as the

limits between the sciences were hardly de-

cided; " if, for example," he said, " you sepa-

rate physics and chemistry you run the

risk of entirely sacrificing the region inter-

mediate between the two sciences, which is,
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moreover, precisely tlie one in -wliicli the

most interesting discoveries are being

made." Professor Scliwalbe gave as a

further reason for adhering to nations that

it would be easier for a national commis-

sion to get the material and, moreover,

that in countries in which different lan-

guages were employed it would be easier to

arrange for classifying the material in that

way. The resolution was unanimously

agreed to.

The next resolution proposed read as fol-

lows :
" That any constituent country which

shall declare its willingness to undertake

the task shall be entrusted with the duty

of collecting, provisionally classifying, and

transmitting to the Central Office, in accord-

ance with the rules laid down by the Inter-

national Council, all the entries belonging

to the scientific literature of that country,

the work of the Central Bureau being in

such cases limited to revising and incor-

porating into the catalogue the entries so

received."

Dr. John S. Billings moved an amend-

ment to have the word ' constituent

'

stricken out and have it read ' any country.'

Dr. Ludwig Mond proposed that the

words " the work of the Central Bureau

being, in such cases, limited to revising and

incorporating into the catalogue the entries

so received " be omitted. This motion, as

amended, was unanimously agreed to.

The next resolution was :
" That, in the

classification according to subject-matter,

regard shall be had not only to the title (of

a paper or book) , but also to the nature of

the contents." Professor Armstrong ex-

plained that this meant that papers would

have to be read and studied in order that

proper indexes might be prepared. He said,

further, that it was his belief that in the

future it would be necessary to insist that

the author of every paper supply with his

paper the material for a subject-index,

which, of course, could be revised at the

headquarters and subsequently at the Cen-

tral Office. Dr. Billings moved that the

word ' indexing ' be substituted for ' classi-

fication,' which word he thought had been

used wrongly. M. Deniker, representing

France, pointed out that, while it was a

comparatively simple matter to furnish

titles, it was extremely difBcult to analyze

the contents. He asserted that a single

article on zoology describing new species

might require two hundred cards. M. Dar-

boux seconded this observation. It is very

necessary to zoology, he said, to know
whether families or species were to be re-

corded. If the latter the number of cards

would reach immense proportions, and he

thought the success of the catalogue de-

pended upon the solution of this question.

The next resolution was: " That the cata-

logue shall comprise all published original

contributions to science, as hereinafter de-

fined, whether appearing in periodicals or

in the publications of societies, or as inde-

pendent pamphlets, memoirs or books."

Professor Armstrong pointed out that the

object of this resolution was to include in

the catalogue of the future all original sci-

entific literature. He stated that in the

past it had been the habit of the Eoyal So-

ciety to take note only of periodicals and of

the publications of societies, so that the

whole of Darwin's work which had not ap-

peared in the publications of a society had

been omitted, which was obviously absurd.

Professor Newcomb objected to the words
' to science as hereinafter defined,' and sug-

gested, ' to the branches of science herein-

after mentioned,' which suggestion was ac-

cepted. Professor Dziatzko pointed out a

difiBculty. Periodicals, he said, can be pro-

cured through exchange, but the matter of

books is a much more serious problem, as in

the larger countries it would be difiicult to

get all the titles of books, not to speak of

copies of the books themselves; in England,

the United States and France this matter
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could be arranged through the copyright,

but in Germany the copyright had been left

to the different states of the Empire and the

regulations were different. In Saxony,

which included the great publishing town

of Leipzig, copies of books were not required

to be furnished, and the same difficulty ex-

isted in Switzerland. Professor Schwalbe

thought that absolute completeness would

probably be impossible, mentioning by the

way that even the daily newspapers occa-

sionally contain articles of high value

which would have to be considered. Pro-

fessor Mach pointed out that in Austria it

was compulsory to register and deposit

books, and he expressed the hope that if the

Congress came to a successful issue the

various governments would enact laws

making the deposit of books compulsory-

professor Korteweg suggested that one diffi-

culty would be to make the proper distinc-

tion between original works and those

which had only a pedagogical value. The
elementary book must be omitted, yet there

were among such books many that deserved

a place. At all events, he thought it desi-

rable to state the principle that pedagogical

books on popular science should be ex-

cluded. Professor ISTewcomb thought that

the necessary omissions would not materi-

ally detract from the value of the catalogue.

" Naturally," he said, " every author, if he

knows that this is the only way of making
his work known, will send a copy to the

Bureau, or take some means of making the

Bureau aware of his work." Professor

Armstrong thought that there would be no

difficulty, because the proposed catalogue

would serve as the best possible advertise-

ment for the books. This resolution was
unanimously agreed to.

The next resolution was a most impor-

tant one, being designed to bring out the

distinction between pure and applied

science. As introduced it reads as follows

:

" That a contribution to science for the pur-

poses of the catalogue be considered to

mean a contribution to any of the following

sciences : mathematics, astronomj^, physics,

chemistry, geology, zoology, botany, physi-

ology and anthropology, to the exclusion

of what are sometimes called the applied

sciences, the limits of the several sciences

to be determined hereafter." Professor

Schwalbe raised the question whether

geography was to be considered one of the

natural sciences. In Germany, he said, it

was regarded not simply as an auxiliary to

natural science, but as a science which of

itself had relations to the whole series of

natural phenomena, being related to an-

thropology and astronomy as well as to

land surveys. He thought that geography

was as much a science as chemistry or

physics, and that even anthropology be-

longed to geography, except that portion or

it which was related to anatomy. He was

himself of the opinion that anthropology

and geography had best be treated to-

gether. Professor Heller proposed, as a

title, the 'physics of the earth,' stating

that geography, meteorology and aU
sciences which had to do with the knowl-

edge of the earth could be included under

this title, excepting physics and astronomy.

Mineralogy, he thought, could be treated as a

separate science, while geography appeared

to be only a portion of the science of the

physics of the earth. Professor Christiansen,

of Denmark, thought that it would be very

difficult to define the different sciences, and

that it would be best to take simply mathe-

matics, astronomy, chemistry and botany.

Professor Armstrong called attention to the

fact that the question under discussion

really was whether applied science was to

be included. Professor Forel suggested

that the phrase be simply ' physical and nat-

ural sciences, mathematics,' etc., which

was agreed to by Professor Mobius, who re-

marked that historical studies would have

to be omitted. Dr. Billings suggested
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that the resolution should run: "mathemat-

ics, astronomy, phj'sics, chemistry, geol-

ogy and the biological sciences, including

zoology, botany, morphologj^, physiologj^,

anthropology, ethnology,'' etc. Dr. Billings

did not think the term ' applied science

'

clear. In a sense astronomy is applied

mathematics. He thought that some
phraseology should be employed which in-

dicates the application of sciences to pro-

fessional and commercial purposes. He
also called attention to statistics, which

might be considered from a scientific point

of view, and thought it well that the

broader term biology should be introduced,

instead of physiology or anthropology.

Professor Mobius, after some further discus-

sion of this resolution, pointed out that the

term biology did not have the broad signifi-

cance in Germany which Dr. Billings as-

cribed to it. The discussion of this resolu-

tion was adjourned for the day.

When the Conference met on the follow-

ing day, July 15th, the mover of the resolu-

tion concerning the scope of the cata-

logue withdrew it by permission for the

purpose of amendment. The discussion of

this subject, which is reallj^ ofmuch signifi-

cance to scientific men, continued, and it

was apparent that no conclusion could be

reached. There seemed to be a tendency

to use the words natural and physical

sciences, thus leaving the whole matter in-

definite. This Dr. Billings very stronglj^

opposed on the ground that the statement

as to the general scope of the catalogue

should be in such form as to be perfectly

clear to all scientific men. But it was

evident that the question could not yet be

settled, and it was finally decided to refer

the terms of the resolution to a committee

consisting of Professor Armstrong, Dr. Bil-

lings, Professors Mobius, Korteweg and

Schwalbe.

The next matter that was of interest was

a resolution which read :
" That in judging

whether a publication is to be considered

as a contribution to science, suitable for

entry in the catalogue, regard shall be had

to its contents, irrespective of the channel

through which it is published." It is in-

teresting to note that there was no dissent

from this proposition, and that the impor-

tance of it was emphasized by the German
delegates, several of whom pointed out the

fact that trade journals, as, for instance,

that devoted to the beet sugar industry, or

even the AUgemeine Zeitung, often contain

scientific articles of great value.

The next resolution, which was one of

great importance, read :
" That the double

system ofauthors' names and subject-matter

being always maintained, the Central

Bureau shall issue the catalogue in the form

'

of ' slips or cards,' the details of the cards

to be hereafter determined and the issue to

take place as pi'omptly as possible. Cards

corresponding to anj' one or more of the

branches of science, or to sections of such

branches, shall be supplied separately upon

such demand." Dr. Ludvvig Mond thought

that the issuing of cards should be at the

discretion of the International Council.

Dr. Billings preferred that they should be

at the discretion of the Central Bureau.

He pointed out that it was a purely com-

mercial detail, and that its advisability de-

pended upon the number of subscriptions

received in advance. He hardly thought

that a double system was necessarj' in case

of the cards. There was a lengthy discus-

sion over various forms of amendment, that

of Dr. Billings being finally carried by the

rather close vote of IS to 14.

The next resolution related to the issue

of a catalogue in book form and this,

too, being modified, was passed, as fol-

lows :
" That the Central Bureau shall

also issue the catalogue in book form from

time to time, the .titles being classified ac-

cording to the rules to be hereafter deter-

mined ; that the issue in the book form
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shall be in parts corresponding to the sev-

eral branches of science, the several parts

being supplied separately, at the discretion

and under the direction of the Central

Bureau."

The President of the Conference next in-

vited expressions of opinion as to where the

Central Bureau should be situated. After

a brief address, in which he referred to the

fact that the International Bureau of

Weights and Measures was established at

Paris and the International Bureau of

Geodesy at Potsdam, General Ferrero, rep-

resenting Italy, proposed that the Central

Bureau should be established at London.

M. Darboux stated, on behalf of the French

delegates, that they had been charged by

their country to make the same proposition.

Professor ^obius made a similar statement

on behalf of the German delegates, and

Professor Heller for Hungary, Professor

"Weiss for Austria, Professor ISTewcomb for

the United States; and the representatives

of Belgium, Switzerland, Denmark, Sweden

and Netherlands agreeing, the resolution

to have London as a central ofiQce was car-

ried by acclamation. Professor Foster, Sec-

retary of the Eoyal Society, acknowledged

the extremely sympathetic manner in which

this resolution had been proposed and car-

ried.

The President of the Conference ex-

pressed his thanks on behalf of the British

government for the unanimous action of

the Conference, assuring them that nothing

would be wanting in his country in the

endeavor to make this international work
a success.

He then invited an expression of opinion

as to the constitution of the Council. Pro-

fessor Foster remarked that there were

several ways of electing a council. One
was that there should be an appointment

of international committees corresponding

with the various branches of science and

that these international committees should

nominate the council. Another plan was
that each nation should nominate its mem-
bers for the council directly. The German
delegates stated that they had been direc-

ted, by the bodies they represented, to

refer back to them the choice of persons

for the international bureau. Professor

Schwalbe agreed to this view, asserting

that the right should be reserved to each

government to name the persons who
would represent it in carrying on the enter-

prise. Dr. Duka, representing Hungary,

thought that this was a matter to be re-

ferred to the respective governments.

Various delegates followed this idea, sug-

gesting a postponement of the whole sub-

ject, but Professor Wewcomb pointed out

that inasmuch as this Conference had de-

cided to appoint an international council

it could not adjourn without indicating

in some way the steps to be taken in the

formation of the council. As a tentative

proposition he, therefore, proposed the

following resolution: " The International

Council shall consist, in the first place, of

members, one of whom shall be appointed

by the government of each country taking

part in the preparation of the cata-

logue. The Council as thus formed

shall have power to choose such addi-

tional members as it shall deem nec-

essary for the efficiency of its organi-

zation." Dr. Billings noted a difficulty in

the use of the word government. He said

it might very well happen in the United

States that the government might have

nothing to do with the preparation of the

catalogue ; that it might come under such

bodies as the National Academy of Sciences

or the Smithsonian Institution, which could

not be said to be the government of the

United States. General Ferrero agreed with

the suggestion of Dr. Billings, thinking that

it might be better for the enterprise if the

choice of the delegates were left to some

scientific body. M. Darboux thought that
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everybody would agree that the nomination

should be by the government. Professor

Dziatzko proposed that the Conference

should appoint a provisional committee,

which should enter into communication

with various governments and learned so-

cieties and thus prepare for a second con-

ference which would settle all details.

General Ferrero thought that the Royal So-

ciety could itself take the place of the

provisional committee suggested by Pro-

fessor Newcomb, but no definite agreement

was arrived at on this point, and the Con-

ference adjourned for the day.

On Thursday, July 16th, the Conference

again assembled, and the special order was
the report of the committee for the purpose

of considering a resolution to indicate the

nature of the subjects to be admitted to the

catalogue. This committee reported as fol-

lows :
" That a contribution to science for

the purpose of the catalogue be considered

to mean a contribution to the mathemat-

ical, physical, or natural sciences, such as,

for example, mathematics, astronomy,

physics, chemistry, geology, mineralogy,

zoology, anatomy, botany, physiology, gen-

eral and experimental pathology, experi-

mental psychology, and anthropology, to

the exclusion of what are sometimes called

the applied sciences, the limits of the several

sciences to be determined hereafter." Pro-

fessor Mobius called attention to the fact that

experimental psychology was known in Ger-

many as psycho-physics, and it was agreed

to insert that word in the German text.

Professor Forel and the Italian Ambassador

favored the inserting of mathematical and

physical geography, which was agreed to.

M. Otlet suggested the insertion of paleon-

tology, but several members insisted that

this was included under zoology.

This matter, which threatened to cause

considerable trouble being disposed of, the

resolution of Professor Newcomb respecting

the constitution of an International Council

was taken up, and with the permission of

the Conference his resolution was with-

drawn in order that another one, which had
received fuller consideration, should be ad-

mitted. Professor Foster said that he un-

derstood it to be the view of the Conference

to remit the question to the Royal Society.

He said that while the Society would be

very proud to accept any duty which might

be imposed upon them they would shrink

from any executive power in connection

with the matter. It had been suggested

that this organizing committee of the

Royal Society should report to a future

meeting of the Conference, but this was ob-

jected to by several persons on the ground

that when the Conference was adjourned it

ceased to be, so that a future Conference

was suggested. One of the longest discus-

sions of the entire meeting now followed,

but it related largely to questions of diplo-

macy and policy and may well be omitted

here. After many amendments the resolu-

tion read: "That the Royal Society be re-

quested to form a committee to settle the

questions relating to the catalogue referred

to it by the Conference, or remaining unde-

cided at the close of the present sittings of

Conference, and to report thereon to the

governments concerned."

The next important matter was the intro-

duction of the following resolution: " That

whatever system of classification be ulti-

mately adopted for the catalogue it is im-

possible to accept the Dewey sj^stem en hlocJ"

By way of explanation of this resolution

Professor Armstrong said that he had put

it in this form because the International

Conference of Bibliography at Brussels had

accepted the Dewey sj'stem and because it

was so widely used in certain librai-ies.

The Roj'al Society, while not denying the

merits of the system for the librarian's use,

held that it was impossible to accept it for

the purpose of scientific workers. M. Otlet

favored the Dewey system. Professor
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Heller thought it not practicable for the

purpose and favored the remission of the

whole question to the committee. Professor

Mach stated that as soon as he had

thoroughly learned the Dewey system he

had become a supporter of it and was of

the opinion that some modification of the

decimal system would be the best. Pro-

fessor Dziatzko asserted that the Dewey
system was not practicable even for large

libraries. M. Otlet then spoke in favor of

the Dewey system and explained the reason

for its adoption by the Brussels Biblio-

graphical Bureau.

Dr. Billings then spoke on the subject,

delivering the longest address of the Con-

ference. He said that the decimal system,

known as the Dewey system, was a device

for putting books in order on the shelves

and a rapid method of finding them. It

was simply a shorthand method of finding

a book. The application of it to system-

atic catalogues was a difi'erent proposition.

He asserted that the Dewey system is not

accepted in any government library in the

United States, or in any university library

in the United States except Albany and

Columbia, in both of which Mr. Dewey has

been librarian. He said that less than 100

libraries were using the Dewey system and

only about 32 the Cutter system. The
Dewey system, however, was likely to grow

because many young women who had been

trained in Mr. Dewey's library school had

taken charge of the catalogues of the smaller

libraries in the United States, and the Li-

brary Bureau which had been founded by

Mr. Dewey was providing a large series of

useful appliances for librarians. He added:
" I, for one, am disposed to award the great-

est credit and admii-ation to Mr. Dewey,

not only for the ingenuity which he has

shown in this and other matters pertaining

to library economy, but also for the cease-

less energy, zeal and persistence in getting

the matter before the world and in having

his ideas adopted as far as possible. I like

to see a man believe himself, and in his own
opinions, and do the best he can to put

them into operation." He added, however,

that the New York libraries, the Boston

Public Library and the Boston Athenaeum

did not use the system and that it was not

practicable for a systematic catalogue, even

admitting its usefulness for the arrange-

ment on the shelves.

Professor Schwjalbe pointed out that even

for library work the decimal system had

many opponents, and he thought that some

alphabetical system would be found the most

practicable. Dr. Gill, representing Cape Col-

ony, said that while the motion had brought

out a good deal of condemnation of the

Dewey system he had noticed that no

other system had been put forward as per-

fect. Professor Armstrong said in reply

that he did not think any other system was

perfect, but that the object of the resolution

was to put the matter in such shape as to

leave entire freedom for action. Some con-

siderable discussion followed without re-

sult, and Dr. Billings suggested that he

would like to have a resolution of more

practical value than the mere condemna-

tion of one particular man's system. A long

discussion followed on this point without

result until Dr. Billings suggested that his

object was to " get a declaration on the part

of the conference that minute classification

by means of symbols is not desirable in a

catalogue. It is my opinion that no ar-

rangement of the decimal system which you

can propose, whether formed by Dewey or

by others, is desirable." After some further

discussion it was decided to adjourn until

the next day, and on the morning of July

17th the resolution of the previous day was

withdrawn and the following substituted

:

" The Conference, being unable to accept

any of the systems of classification recently

proposed, remits the study of classification

to the Committee on Organization." This
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resolution -was seconded by Dr. Billings,

who remarked that, inasmuch as one or two

of his remarks of the day previous had

been misunderstood by some members of

the Congress, he wished distinctly to say

that he did not condemn the Dewey decimal

system for the classification and location of

books, but he did not think it well adapted

to the catalogue which it was proposed to

publish. This resolution was now agreed

to unanimously, the Belgian delegates de-

siring it to be placed on record that they

abstained from voting.

Professor Deniker, representing France,

now proposed: " That the catalogue accord-

ing to the authors' names be in the Eng-

lish language, all titles to be also in their

original language, unless otherwise desired

by the Bureau of the country concerned."

This resolution was seconded by General

Ferrero, the Italian Ambassador. Pro-

fessor Forel said that the question of lan-

guage was one of very great importance,

and he thought it should be remitted to the

Committee of Organization, suggesting the

following proposition :
" With the questions

of classification and form, the questions of

the employment of four languages, German,

English, French and Italian, shall be re-

mitted to the Committee of Organization."

Professor Mach, representing Austria,

favored the employment of English as the

only language, asserting that English is so

widely spoken over the civilized world that

it would be most proper to employ that

language. " Every one," he said, " should

respect his own nationality and his own
language, but before that he should con-

sider the universal interest of mankind."

General Fen-ero said that he supported the

motion to use the English language because

of precedent and of practicability. The
official language of an international bureau

should be the language of the country in

which it is established ; the Commission of

Weights and Measures at Pa(ris issued its

publications in French, the Geodetic com-

mission at Berlin in German. Professor

Newcomb did not think it necessary to

translate the titles of papers written in

German, French or Italian into English.

The discussion continued, many delegates

taking part, until finally the following form

was agreed upon :
" That English be the lan-

guage of the two catalogues authors' names

and titles being given only in the original

languages, except when this belongs to a

category to be determined by the Interna-

tional Committee."

There was some little discussion as to

whether the catalogue should begin Jan-

uary 1, 1900, or 1901, but the date 1900 was

finally agreed to.

Professor Forel now made the following

motion : "That when the organization for the

catalogue is finally established it will be de-

sirable to take in hand the publication of

retrospective catalogues, carried out on the

same plan, going back from centurj^ to cen-

tury, as far back as the invention of print-

ing." Dr. Billings objected to this resolution

He held that it was not the business of the

Conference to say what was desirable, but

what was possible; that the Conference

wanted to have the reputation of being a

fairly sensible set of men who had not pro-

posed to do anything which was bej'ond the

reach of human effort properly organized.

After further expressions of disapproval this

resolution was withdrawn. The Conference

then adjourned, with the customary votes ot

thanks.

Having adjourned, all the delegates pre-

sumably returned to their respective coun-

tries and made reports to their govern-

ments. The American delegates, Profes-

sor Simon Nev.'comb and Dr. John S.

Billings, presented their report to the

Secretary of State on October 15, 1S96.

On the following day the Secretary of State

referred this report, in accordance with
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the suggestion of the delegates, to the

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution,

and asked for his views as to the propriety

and feasibility of the work in question

being undertaken by the Smithsonian In-

stitution, and as to the probable cost, with

a view to the departments taking the nec-

essary action. A reply was forwarded to

the Secretary of State and these documents

transmitted by him to the Senate and

House of Eepresentatives. This was done

on December 17, 1896.* Naturally enough

no result has been reached. ISTo money
will be required until the year 1899-1900.

But, in accordance with the terms of one

of the articles, it is necessary that the

countries which intend to adhere to the

scheme should make their intention known
before 1898. It is, therefore, most desi-

rable that the first regular session of the

55th Congress should place itself on rec-

ord as pledging the government of the

United States to adhere to this plan, than

which none has ever been proposed better

calculated to promote the interest of

science.

I cannot conclude without expressing my
gratification, which I feel sure all your

readers will share, in the honorable part

taken by the United States in initiating this

enterprise. It is but due to Dr. Billings

and Professor Newcomb to recognize the

great usefulness of their presence in aiding

in the deliberations. Dr. Billings's long ex-

perience in bibliographical work gave his

numerous recommendations great weight

and they were uniformly adopted. The
honor of American science demands that

this country shall do its share toward

bringing the proposed International Cata-

logue of Scientific Literature to a successful

issue.

Cyrus Adlek.
Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D. C.

* The documents are appended.

APPENDIX.

The following is a selection from the resolutions

agreed to :

4. That each delegate shall have a vote in deciding

all questions brought before the Conference.

5. That English, French and German shall be the

official languages of the Conference, but that it shall,

be open for any delegates to address the Conference in

any other language, provided that he supplies for the

proces verbal of the Conference a written translation

of his remarks into one or other of the official lan-

guages.

6. General Ferrero moved that Sir John E. Gorst

be the President of the Conference. The motion hav-

ing been unanimously accepted,

7. Sir .John Gorst nominated as Vice-Presidents

:

General Ferrero, Professor Darboux, Professor Mach,

Professor Mobius, Professor Newcomb. It was further

resolved :

8. That Professor Armstrong be the Secretary for

the English Language ; that Professor Forel be the

Secretary for the French language ; that Professor

Dyck be the Secretary for the German language.

9. That the Secretaries, with the help of shorthand

reporters, be responsible for the proces verbal of the

proceedings of the Conference in their respective lan-

12. That it is desirable to compile and publish by
means of some international organization a complete

Catalogue of Scientific Literature, arranged according

to both subject-matter and to authors' names.

13. That in preparing such a catalogue regard

shall, in the first instance, be had to the require-

ments of scientific investigators, to the end that these

may, by means of the catalogue, find out most easily

what has been published concerning any particular

subject of inquiry.

14. That the administration of such a catalogue be

entrusted to a representative body, hereinafter called

the International Council, the members of which

shall be chosen as hereinafter provided.

15. That the final editing and the publication of

the catalogue be entrusted to an organization, herein-

after called the Central International Bureau, under

the direction of the International Council.

16. That any country which shall declare its will-

ingness to undertake the task shall be entrusted

with the duty of collecting, provisionally classifying,

and transmitting to the Central Bureau, in accord-

ance with rules laid down by the International Coun-

cil, all the entries belonging to the scientific litera-

ture of that country.

17. That in indexing according to subject-matter

regard shall be had, not only to the title (of a paper

or book), but also to the nature of the contents.
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18. That the catalogue shall comprise all published

original contributions to the branches of science here-

inafter mentioned, whether appearing in periodicals

or in the publications o£ societies or as independent

pamphlets, memoirs, or hooks.

20. That in each country the system of collecting

and preparing material for the catalogue shall be

subject to the approval of the International Council.

21. That in judging whether a publication is to be

considered as a contribution to science suitable for

entry in the catalogue, regard shall be had to its

contents, irrespective of the channel through which

it is published.

22. That the Central Bureau shall issue the cata-

logue in the form of 'slips' or 'cards,' the details of

the cards to be hereafter determined, and the issue

to take place as promptly as possible. Cards corre-

sponding to any one or more branches of science, or

to sections of such sciences, shall be supplied sepa-

rately and under the direction of the Central Bureau.

23. That the Central Bureau shall also issue the

catalogue in book form from time to time, the entries

being classified according to the rules to be hereafter

determined.

That the issue in the book form shall be in parts

corresponding to the several branches of science, the

several parts being supplied separately, at the discre-

tion and under the direction of the Central Bureau.

24. That the Central Bureau be located in London.

Tlie resolution was seconded by M. Darboux, sup-

ported by Messrs. Mobius, Heller, Weiss, Simon,

Newcomb, Otlet, Duka, Boureart, Dahlgreeu and

Korteweg, and accepted by acclamation.

25. That a contribution to science for the purpose

of the catalogue be considered to mean a contribution

to the mathematical, physical, or natural sciences,

such as, for example, mathematics, astronomy,

physics, chemistry, mineralogy, geology, botany,

mathematical and physical geography, zoology,

anatomy, physiology, general and experimental

pathology, experimental psychology and anthro-

pology, to the exclusion of what are sometimes called

the applied sciences—the limits of the several sciences

to 1)e determined hereafter.

26. That the Royal Society be requested to form a

committee to study all questions relating to the cata-

logue referred to it by the Conference, or remaining

undecided at the close of the present sittings of the

Conference, and report thereon to the governments

concerned.

27. Since it is probable that, if organizations be

established in accordance with Resolution 16, the

Guarantee Fund required for the Central Bureau can

be supplied by \oluntary subscriptions in various

countries, this Conference does not think it necessary

at present to appeal to any of the governments repre-

sented at the Conference for financial aid for the

Central Bureau.

28. The Conference being unable to accept any of

the systems of classification recently proposed, remits

the study of classifications to the Committee of

Organization.

29. That English be the language of the two cata-

logues, authors' names and titles being given only in

the original languages except when these belong to a

category to be determined by the International

Council.

30. That it be left to the Committee (of the Royal

Society) to suggest such details as will render the

catalogue of the greatest possible use to those un-

familiar with English.

31. That it is desirable that the Royal Society

should be informed, at a date not later than January

1, 1898, what steps (if any) are being taken, or are

likely to be taken, in the countries who^e govern-

ments are represented at the Conference, towards

establishing organizations for the purpose of securing

the end had in view in Resolution 16.

32. That the delegates in reporting to their respec-

tive governments the proceedings of the Conference

should call immediate attention to Resolutions 16

and 31.

33. That .Tanuary 1, 1900, be fixed as the date of

the beginning of the catalogue.

34. That the Royal Society be requested to under-

take the editing, publication and distribution of a

verbatim report of the Proceedings of the Conference.

35. That the prooes verbal of the Conference be

signed by the President and Secretaries.

Letter from the Secretary of Slate, transmitting with the

draft of a proposed joint resolution and inclosures from

the Secreiary of the Smitlisonian Institution, recom-

mendations for an appropriation to enable the United

States to participate in the work of malting an Interna-

tional Catalogue of Scientific TT'octs.

Depaetment of State,

Washington, Deceinher 17, 1896.

Sir : I have the honor to transmit, herewith, the

report o£ Professor Simon Newcomb and Dr. John S.

Billings, delegates from this countrj' to the Interna-

tional Conference on a Catalogue of Scientific Litera-

ture, held in London in July last by request of the

Roj'al Societ}', and having for its object an interna-

tional agreement as to the steps necessary to the

preparation, editing and continuous publication of

the current scientific literature of all countries.

It will be seen that by the thirty-second resolution

formulated by the Conference the delegates were es-

pecially requested to bring the following two resolu-
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tions to the attention to their respective govern-

ments:

16. That any country which shall declare its -will-

ingness to undertake the task shall be entrusted Tvith

the duty of collecting, provisionally classifying, and
transmitting to the Central Bureau, in accordance

with rules laid down by the International Council,

all the entries belonging to the scientific literature of

that country.

31. That it is desirable that the Royal Pociety

should be informed, at a date not later than January

1, 1898, what steps, if any, are being taken, or are

likely to be taken, in the countries whose govern-

ments are represented at the Conference, toward the

establishing of organizations for the purpose of secur-

ing the end had in view in Resolution 16.

In the opinion of Professor Newcomb and Dr. Bill-

ings, it is desirable that the government of the United

States should take its part in the proposed work by

providing for the continuous cataloguing of scientific

papers published in the United States, and they sug-

gest the propriety and feasibility of the work being-

undertaken by the Smithsonian Institution.

Professors. P. Langley,Secretary of that Institution,

to whom I have submitted the report of the dele-

gates, concurs in their view as to the great importance

of a successful execution of the conclusions of the

Conference, and as to the propriety of this govern-

ment taking its share of the proposed work by pro-

viding for the cataloguing of scientific publications of

the United States. He recognizes the propriety also

of the suggestion that this government should employ

the Smithsonian Institution as an agent in the mat-

ter, but points out that the work if assigned to the

Smithsonian would require a person of special quali-

fications to immediately assist the Secretary, together

with a number of trained clerical assistants, and that

the salaries of these persons, and the expenses inci-

dent to the work, would require an appropriation of

not less than §10,000 per annum. I enclose a copy

of Professor Langley's letter on the subject.

The most efficient means for the purpose would

seem to be a joint resolution of both Houses of Con-

gress, and I have the honor to suggest the inclosed

draft as embodying Professor Langley's views.

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,

KrcHAED Olney.
Hon. Thojias B. Peed,

Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Washington, D. C, Odder IS, 1S9G.

Sir : The undersigned having been appointed by

the Honorable the Secretary of State delegates to the

International Conference on a Catalogue of Scientific

Literature, held in London in July last by request of

the Eoyal Society, and having performed the duty

thus devolving upon them, have the honor to submit

the following report on the subject

:

The object of the Conference was to reach an inter-

national agreement as to the steps necessary to the

preparation, editing and continuous publication of a

catalogue of the current scientific literature of all

countries. The need of such a catalogue has been felt

from the time that the volume of published scientific

researches began to assume its present colossal pro-

portions. About 1860 the Royal Society undertook

to supply this need by the preparation of a general

catalogue of scientific papers. The first volume of

this work appeared in 1867. In the preface it is

stated that the undertaking originated in a com-

munication from Dr. Joseph Henry, Secretary of the

Smithsonian Institution, to the meeting of the

Britisli Association at Glasgow in 1855, suggesting

the formation of a catalogue of philosophical memoirs.

This work has been completed by the Royal So-

ciety up to the year 18S3. In the meantime, owing

to the constant increase of the volume of published

researches, the task of continuing the catalogue has

become so heavy that the Eoyal Sooiet}' should no

longer be expected to bear the entire burden of its

continuance. Moreover, in its present form, the

catalogue is arranged solely according to authors'

names. In order that the work of the future should

be entirely satisfactory it is necessary that the cata-

logue should also be arranged according to subjects.

Under these circumstances, the Eoyal Society last

year moved the British government to make applica-

tion to the governments of those countries most in-

terested to send delegates to an international confer-

ence on the subject, to be held in London in July,

1896 At this meeting nearly all the leading coun-

tries of the world were represented. From the be-

ginning the views were found to be substantially

harmonious so far as general conclusions were con-

cerned, and the disciassion turned rather upon the

form than upon the substance of the proposition sub-

mitted. The conclusions as finally formulated are

embodied in the enclosed copy of the acta.

It will be seen by the thirty-second resolution the

delegates were especially requested to bring the fol-

lowing two resolutions to the attention of their re-

spective governments :

16. That any country which shall declare its will-

ingness to undertake the task shall be entrusted with
the duty of collecting, provisionally classifying, and
transmitting to the Central Bureau, in accordance
with rules laid down by the International Council,

all the entries belonging to the scientific literature of

that country.
31. That it is desirable that the Royal Society

should be informed at a date not later than January
1, 1896 (1897),* what steps, if any, are being taken,

* The report of the Conference gives the date Janu-

ary 1, 1898.
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or are likely to be taken, in the countries whose gov-
ernments are represented at the Conference, toward
establishing organizations for the purpose of securing
the end had in view in Resolution 16.

Under these circumstances it seems especially de-

sirable that the government of the United States

should take its part in the proposed work by provid-

ing for the continuous cataloguing of scientific papers

published in the United States. It can for this pur-

pose call to its aid a national institution well prepared

to direct and supervise the undertaking. The Smith-

sonian Institution, founded bj' private munificence

for the increase and diffusion of knowledge among
men and placed in trust under the government of

the United States, was the original proposer of the

undertaking now under consideration, and has been

made the agent of the government in the direction

of important scientific enterprises. We would, there-

fore, respectfully suggest that the Department of

State communicate with the Secretary of the Smith-

sonian Institution upon this subject, more especially

as to the propriety and feasibility of the work being

undertaken by that Institution and as to the probable

expense, and that when these facts are ascertained

the matter will be laid before Congress with such rec-

ommendation as the Department, in its wisdomj

may deem appropriate.

Very respectfully, your obedient servants,

SlMOX Newcomb,
John S. Billings.

The Seceetaey of State,

Department of State, WasJungton, D. C.

Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, October 37, 1S96.

Sie: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt

of your communications of the 16th and 21st instant,

inclosing copies of a report of the delegates of this

government to the International Conference on a

Catalogue of Scientific Literature, summoned in

London by the British government at the request of

the Royal Society in July last, and inviting an

expression of my opinion as to the propriety and
feasibility of the United States taking part, through

the Smithsonian Institution, in the proposed work

by providing for the continuous cataloguing of scien-

tific literature published in the United States, as

suggested by the delegates, and further requesting

an estimate of the probable expense atteudautthereto.

I fully concur in the view of the delegates as to the

great importance of a successful execution of the con-

clusions of the Conference, and as to the propriety of

this government taking its share of the proposed

work by providing for the cataloguing of the scientific

publications of the United States. This opinion is

strengthened by the fact that the recommendations

made are due to results emanating from the Inter-

national Conference, at which the United States was
officially represented, and by the further consider-

ations that the benefits to be derived from this under-

taking are not only great and far-reaching for the

scientific progress of America, but also of universal

value, and that all the great and many of the smaller

nations will take part in the work.

I recognize also the propriety of the suggestion that

the government should employ the Smithsonian In-

stitution as an agent in this matter, particularly since

the Institution, as the delegates have pointed out,

first suggested this subject in 18.35, and since it has

been from its earliest organizat on interested in

scientific bibliogrophj'.

I should, however, be reluctant to commit the In-

stitution to the appearance of soliciting Congress in

this matter in any case, or to the undertaking of the

enterprise, however worthy, unless provision could

be made for the necessary expenses of the work. After

considering the subject, it seems to me that the work,

if assigned to the Smithsonian Institution, would
require a person of special qualifications to imme-
diately assist the Secretary, together with a number
of trained clerical assistants, and that the salaries for

these persons and the expenses incident to the work
would require an appropriation of not less than

$10,000 per annum.

Expenditures on this appropriation would probably

not need to be available before the fiscal year com-
mencing July 1, 1899, though it would seem to be ad-

visable that if the government is to cooperate in the

proposed work there should be some earlier assurance

of this.

Should the views here given meet with your ap-

proval, I venture to express the hope that the Depart-

ment of State will bring this matter to the attention

of the President for transmission to Congress, as was
done on a previous occasion wheu the Institution was

requested to assume the care of the international

exchange of publications in behalf of the government.

I have, etc.,

S. P. Langley,
Sccrctarij.

Hon. Richaed Olney,

Secretary of State.

Resolved hy the Senate and the House of Representatives

of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

That for the purpose of carrying out on the part of

the United States the recommendation of the Inter-
national Conference on a Catalogue of Scientific

Literature, held in London in July, eighteen hundred
and ninety-six, the sum of ten thousand dollars, or
so much thereof as may be necessary, be, and the
same is hereby, appropriated, out of anj' money in

the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the
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expense of clerk hire and the other expenses incident

to the work of cataloguing the scientific publications

of the United States, the same to be expended under

the direction of the Secretary of the Smithsonian

Institution.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION, TORONTO 3IEETIN6.

The second Canadian meeting of the

British Association will commence in

Toronto August 18th, and will continue for

eight days. Present indications are that a

very large number of British visitors will

be in attendance, amongst whom will be

found some of the most representative men
of British science. About twenty Conti-

nental savants, also of representative char-

acter, will attend.

Arrangements have been made by the

Council of the British Association whereby

the members of the American Association

are entitled to become annual members

of the British Association on the payment

of a fee of $5.00. Those who are not

members of the American Association

can become annual members on the pay-

ment of $10.00 or associate members on

payment of S5.00. Arrangements are now
made whereby the application for mem-
bership can be made to one of the local

Treasurers of the Association, Mr. James

Bain, British Association office. For the

convenience of Americans who propose to

attend the Toronto meeting, a list of

lodgings and apartments as well as a list

of hotels has been published and copies

of these may be had upon application to

the local Secretaries at Toronto. American

members of the British Association are

entitled to travel in Canada east of Port

Arthur at half the usual charge for first-

class tickets, this privilege beginning on

July 1st and expiring on September 30th.

In order to enable the members to receive

this privilege they must be provided with

what is called a railway certificate, which

can be had on personal application to the

local officers at Toronto or to the railway

officers at Montreal. The presentation of

this certificate at any office will at once

enable the holder of it to receive reduced

railway rates. Such members also will be

entitled to reduced rates for a trip over the

Canadian Pacific Eailway from Toronto to

points in western Canada. The rate from

Toronto to the Pacific coast and return

varies from 861.80 to 70.30, according to

the route selected. This does not include

the Pullman fare, for which an extra charge

will be made.

The various excursions which are ar-

ranged for will take place either during the

meeting from Saturday, August 21st, to

Monday, August 23d, or immediately after

it, on Thursday, 26th, 27th and 28th, and

will be made at reduced rates. The excursion

to Muskoka, which will be for about four

hundred, embracing a run of a hundred

and ten miles by rail, with a sail over the

Muskoka lakes, will cost $1.65. The excur-

sion from Toronto to Niagara will cost $1.25.

The office of the British Association, will

be in the University of Toronto building.

All the meetings of the Association except-

ing those for the President's address and

the two evening lectures, will be held in the

lecture rooms and laboratories of the Uni-

versity of Toronto. The President's ad-

dress is to be delivered in Massey Hall,

where also will be given the two evening

lectures by Professor John Milne and Pro-

fessor Koberts-Austen. The free lectures

on Borneo to artisans will be given by Dr.

H. O. Forbes, in the Horticultural Pavilion.

According to the scheme of the local

provisional program, the time of the

members will be pretty fully occupied.

The first General Committee meeting of

the Association will take place on the after-

noon of Wednesday, August 18th. The

President's address will be delivered on the

evening of the same day. The Sections

will meet on Thursday, August 19th, and

the addresses of the Presidents will be then

given. In the afternoon of the same day
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there will be a large garden party given at

the Eoj'al Canadian Yacht Club, Toronto

Island. His Excellency, the Governor-

General, and the Countess of Aberdeen

will in the evening give a reception to the

members in the Parliament buildings of the

Province of Ontario. On Friday there will

be meetings of the Sections until about

three o'clock, when there will be a Convo-

cation of the University of Toronto to con-

fer the Honorary Degree of Doctor of Laws
upon Lord Kelvin, Lord Lister, Sir John

Evans and the President of the American

Association, Professor Wolcott Gibbs. After

Convocation is over there will be several

garden parties for the members. In the

evening will be the lecture of Professor

Roberts-Austen, P. E. S., on 'Canada's

Metals. ' This will be illustrated by dem-

onstrations of electric furnaces in the re-

duction and separation of the various

metals. On Saturday morning the Sections

will meet and adjourn early, in order that

the members may take the various excur-

sions which are arranged for from Saturday

to Monday. The members will be offered

a choice in these, there being four routes,

one to Muskoka, the lake region of Can-

ada, a second to Niagara Falls, a third to

Hamilton and Dundas, thence to Niagara

Falls, a fourth to Georgian Bay. The mem-
bers of the Geological Section are to visit

and examine the Niagara Gorge, under the

guidance of Messrs. G. K. Gilbert, J. W.
Spencer and F. B. Taylor, all of whom have

given special attention to the geology of

the Niagara region. Arrangements are be-

ing made whereby members of this party will

have an opportunity of going up by the

Gorge Railway and returning by the Ni-

agara Falls and Victoria Park Railway or

vice versa. These two trips will enable

them to cover all the special points of in-

terest in connection with the much debated

geology of Niagara Falls.

Members of the Section for Mechanical

Science will also visit Niagara to examine

the Hydraulic Companies' works and the

plant for the manufacture of carborundum.

The various Hydraulic Power Compan-
ies have extended a special invitation

to the members of the Association, and

it is expected that a large number will

avail themselves of the privilege ac-

corded. It is probable that amongst the

visitors on this occasion will be a large

number of the most eminent electricians

and engineers.

The excursionists to Muskoka will stay

at the various hotels and lodging houses in

the Muskoka region over Sunday. Another

party will have an opportunity of visiting

the many thousand islands in Georgian Bay.

This group will go partly by rail to Pene-

tang, thence by boat through Georgian Bay
to Parry Sound, returning on Monday
morning. On Monday the majority of the

Sections will again meet. On Monday
afternoon the Geological Section will ex-

amine the glacial region of Scarboro'

Heights and the Don Valley, which are of

special interest to students of the glacial

age, the deposits there being very extensive

and of great thickness. A number of

garden parties are also arranged for the

members during this afternoon.

In the evening Professor John Milne,

F.R. S., recently of the University of Tokyo,

will deliver an illustrated lecture with dem-

onstrations on ' Earthquakes and Vol-

canoes.' On Tuesday morning the Sec-

tions will again meet. In the afternoon

there will be a Convocation of Trinity

University to confer the Honorary Degree

of D.C.L. on Lord Lister, Sir John Evans

and Professor Forsyth, this ceremony being

followed by several garden parties. In the

evening there will be a Conversazione with

music and refreshments in the main build-

ing of the University of Toronto for all the

members of the Association. On Wednes-

day the Sections will meet for their con-
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cludiBg meeting, and in the afternoon the

second and last general meeting of the

Association will take place. In the evening

a banquet will be given in honor of Lord
Kelvin, Lord Lister and Sir John Evans,

at which there will probably be in all about

four hundred guests. It is proposed to re-

serve a number of tickets, about seventy-

five, for those who may not have an

opportunity of claiming one at an earlier

date.

The full number of Sections will meet at

Toi'onto. Within the last few years the

number has increased from eight to ten, the

increase being due to the removal of Physi-

ology and Botany from Section D (Biology),

which is now called Zoology. Section I

(Physiology) onlj' meets where there is a

physiological laboratory, and consequently

it will be in session at Toronto. The
Presidents of the various Sections have

been specially chosen for the Toronto meet-

ing : Professor Forsyth, D.Sc, F.R.S., of the

University of Cambridge, for Mathematics

(Section A); Professor William Eamsay,
Ph.D., F.R.S., for Section B (Chemistry);

Dr. G. M. Dawson, C.M.G., F.E.S., Direc-

tor of the Dominion Geological Survey for

Section C (Geology); Professor L. C. Miall,

F.R.S., F.L.S., for Section D (Zoology);

Dr. J. Scott Keltic, Sec. R.G.S, for Section

E (Geography); Professor Gonner, M.A.,

for Section F (Economic Science and Sta-

tistics); G. F. Deacon, M.Inst.C.E., for

Section G (Mechanical Science); Sir Wil-

liam Turner, F.R.S., for Section H (An-

thropology); Professor Michael Foster, Sec.

E.S., for Section I (Physiology); Professor

H. Marshall Ward, F.R.S., for Section K
(Botany)

.

Amongst the British mem^bers who have
promised to attend are the following :

Professor W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S., City and Guilds
of London Institute.

Professor Henry E. Armstrong, Ph.D., LL.D.,
F.E.S, City and Guilds of Loudon Institute.

E. W. Erabrook, F.S.A., London.

Colonel F. Bailey, Sec.R.Scot.G.S., F.E.G.S., Edin-
burgh .

Professor F. 0. Bower, D.Sc, F.E.S., The Univer-
sity, Glasgow.

Professor W. F. Barrett, F.R.S.E., M.E.I.A.,
Eoyal College of Science, Dublin.

j. T. Bottomley, D.Sc, F.R.S., The University,
Glasgow.

Professor T. Hudson Beare, M.Inst.C.E., F.E.S.E.,
University College, London.

Professor Francis Gibson Bailey, Heriot Watt Col-
lege, Edinburgh.

Professor C. V. Boys, F.R.S., Eoyal College of Sci-

ence, London.
The Right Hon. James Bryce, M. P., London, Eng.
Professor Hubert Boyce, M.D., University College,

Liverpool.

G. F. Deacon, M.Inst.C.E., London, Eng.
Harold B. Dixon, M.A., F.R.S., F.C.S., Owens

College, Slanehester.
Sir John Evans, K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., D.Sc,

Treas. E.S., F.S.A., F.L.S., F.G.S., etc, Nash Mills,

Hemel Hempstead, Eng.
Professor J. A. Ewing, M.A., B.Sc, F.E.S.,

F.E.S E., M.Inst. C. E., University of Cambridge.
Professor A. E. Forsyth, M.A., D.Sc, F.E.S.,

University of Cambridge.
Professor C. Le Neve Foster, B.A., D Sc, F.E.S.,

F.G.S., Eoyal College of Science, London.
Professor G. Carey Foster, F.E.S., F.C.S., Univer-

sity College, London.
Professor Michael Foster, M.A., M.D., LL.D,

D.C.L., Sec.E.S., F.L.S., F.C.S., University of Cam-
bridge.

Hon. Sir. C. W. Fremantle, K.C.B., London.
Henry O. Forbes, LL.D., F.Z.S., The Museums,

Liverpool.

Professor George F. Fitzgerald, D.Sc, F.E.S.,
Trinity College, Dublin.

Professor J. Eeynolds Green, B.Sc, F.E.S., F.L.S.,

Professor of Botany to the Pharmaceutical Society of

Great Britain.

Walter H. Gaskell, M.D., LL.D., F.E.S., Cam-
bridge.

Professor A. G. Greenhill, M.A., F.E.S., Artillery

College, Woolwich, Eng.
Professor E. C. K. Gonner, M.A., University Col-

lege, Liverpool.

E. Sidney Hartland, F.S.A.,
Henry Higgs, LL.B., F.S.S.

Professor W. H. Heaton, University College, Not-
tingham.

Professor W. A. Herdman, F.E.S., D.Sc, F.E.S.E.,
University College, Liverpool.

Alfred C. Haddon, M.A., F.G.S., Cambridge.
Professor W. 0. Halliburton, M.D., F.E.S., King's

College, London.
A. Vernon Harcourt, D.C.D., LL.D., F.E.S., Cow-

ley Grange, Oxford.

L. F. Vernon Harcourt, M.A., M.Ins.C.E., Lon-
don, Eng.

J. Scott Keltic, LL.D., Sec E.G.S., London.
The Eight Hon. the Lord Kelvin, M.A.; LL.D.,

D.C.L., F.E.S., F.E.S.E., University of Glasgow.
Prince Kropotkin, South Acton, London.
G. W. Lamplugh, F.G.S., Geological Survey Office,

London Eng.
The Right Hon. the Lord Lister, D.C.L., Pres.E.S.,

etc., London, Eng.
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Professor Oliver J. Lodge, D.Sc, LL.D., F.G.S.,
University College, Liverpool.

Hugh Kobert Mill, D.Sc, F.E.S.E., London, Eng.
Professor Henry A. Miers, F.E.S., F.G.S., Magdalen

College, Oxford.
Professor John Milne, F.R.S., F.G.S., Isle of Wight.
Robert Munro, M.A., M.D., Edinbnrgh.
L. C. Miall, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S., Yorkshire Col-

lege, Leeds.
Professor Raphael Meldola, F.E.S., F.E.A.S., Fins-

bury Technical College, London.
Professor Meslans, University of Nancy, France.

Dr. Donald Macalister, M.A., M.D., Cambridge.
John L. Myres, M.A., F.S.A., Oxford.
Professor Edward B. Poulton, F.R.S., F.L.S., Uni-

versity of Oxford.
W. H. Preece, C.B., F.R.S., M.Iust.C.E., Wim-

bledon Common, Surrey.
Professor W. C. Roberts-Austen, C.B., Royal Mint

London.
E. G. Ravenstein, F.R.G.S., F.S.S., London.
Wm. Ramsay, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.C.S., University

College, London.
Arthur W. Rucker, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor

of Physics in the Royal College of Science, London.
Robert Saundby, M.D., F.E.S.P., Birmingham.
A. C. Seward, M.A., F.G.S., Cambridge, Eng.
Professor C. S. Sherrington, M.D., F.E.S., Univer-

sity College, Liverpool.

Sir William Turner, M.B., LL.D., D.C.L., F.E.S.,

Universit}' of Edinburgh.
Professor W. H. Thompson, M.D., Queen's College,

Belfast.

Professor William Cawthorne Unwin, F.E.S.,

M.Inst.C.E., City and Guilds of London Inst.

Professor F. E. Weiss, B.Sc, F.L.S., Owens Col-

lege, Manchester.
Professor H. Marshall Ward, D.Sc, F.E.S., F.L.S.,

Cambridge, University.

Professor W. G. Adams, M.A., F.E.S., F.G.S.,
King's College, London.

Profe.=sor Henrici, Ph.D., F.E.S., City and Guilds
of London Institute.

Professor Major P. A. McMahon, R.A., F.R.S.,
Artillery College, Woolwich.

H. AV. Seton-Karr, Esq., Wimbledon, Surrey.

Professor John Perry, D.Sc, F.R.S., Loudon, Eng.
Walter Garstang, M.A., F.Z.S., Marine Biologieal

Laboratory, Plymouth.
The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Berkeley, Abingdon.
Professor E. M. Crookshank, King's College,

London.
G. Griffith, M.A. (Asst.Gen.Sec), Harrow.
Professor H. McLeod, F.R.S., F.C.S., Royal Indian

Civil Engineering College.

Professor C. Lloyd Morgan, F.G.S., Principal,

University College, Bristol.

Professor S. P. Thompson, B.A., F.R.S., D.Sc,
F.R.A.S., City and Guilds of London Technical Col-

lege.

Dr. A. W. Waller, F.E.S., London, Eng.
W. T. Blanford, LL.D., F.E.S., F.G.S., Loudon,

Eng.
F. C. Selous, Esq., Wargrove, Bucks.
Sir Malcolm Fraser, General Agent for Western

Australia.

Dr. D. Noel Paton, Edinburgh.
John A. Campbell, M.D., F.R.S., Carlisle, Eng.
Sir Georges. Robertson, K.C.S.I., London, Eng.

Professor Anderson Stuart, University of Sydney,
New South Wales.

Major-General Webber, C.B., R.E., M.Inst. C.E.

The following men of science from the

Continent are to be present

:

Professor Dr. Anton Dohrn, Zoological Station,

Naples.
Professor Yves Delage, University of Paris.

Gustave Gilson, University of Louvain, Belgium.
A. Gobert, Brussels.

Professor Dr. Albert Ladenburg, Breslau.

Professor Meslans, University of Nancy, France.

Professor P. Magnus, University of Berlin.

Dr. Ph. Pauli, Frankfurt-am-Main.
Dr. van Rijokevorsel, Netherlands.
Professor C. Eunge, Hannover.
Professor Charles Richet, Paris.

Professor Bohnslav Brauner, University of Prag.

Professor Braun, LTniversity of Strassburg.

Professor Fittica, University of Marburg, Germany.
Professor K. Hiirthle, LTniversity of Breslau.

Professor Penck, University of Vienna.

A. B. Macallum.

DE VOLSON WOOD.

Peofessok Db Yolson Wood, whose

death was recently noticed in this Jour-

nal, was a man of unusual attainments

and was for nearly half a century identi-

fied with the promotion of that systematic

technological education which has come to

play so important a role in the civilization

of the present day. He was born in 1832,

and passed the years of his youth on the

farm of his father near Smyrna, N". Y.

He early displayed the capacities of a suc-

cessful student and teacher of mathematics.

The neighbors used to say that " the stones

on Mr. Wood's farm are covered with iig-

ures which his son De Yolson had used in

the solution of problems;" and he began

teaching school at the age of 17. After

some preliminary studies in a private acad-

emy and at Cazenovia Seminarj', he went

to Albany State Normal School in 1852 and

was graduated from that Institution at the

end of the following year. During 1853-4

he was principal of the public school of

Nopanoch, IS!". Y.; and during 1854-5 he

served the Albanj- Xormal School as assist-

ant professor of mathematics. He then
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•went to the Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti-

tute of Troy, N". Y., where, after two years'

work as student and instructor, he was
graduated with the degree of civil engineer.

Immediately thereafter he became con-

nected with Michigan University, in which

he served as assistant professor of civil en-

gineering from 1857 to 1859, as professor of

physics and engineering from 1859 to 1860

and as professor of civil engineering from

1860 to 1872. At the end of the latter

academic year he resigned his professorship

in Michigan University to accept the pro-

fessorship of mathematics and mechanics

in Stevens Institute of Technology, which
had been founded the same year. He re-

mained with this institution until his death,

holding the professorship of mathematics

and mechanics until 1885, and from that

year on the professorship of mechanical

engineering.

It is an interesting circumstance, which

in some measure undoubtedly determined

Professor Wood's career, that he went to

Michigan University shortly after President

Henry Philip Tappan began his remarkable

educational work in tliat institution. Tap-

pan, considering the time in question, was
a man of very broad and liberal views con-

cerning educational affairs, and was one of

the first to introduce in this country the

German ideas of the functions and adminis-

tration of a university. He was also one

of the first of our educators to recognize the

value of technological studies, and under

his guidance there was established in Michi-

gan University as early as 1855 a four

years' course in engineering, to the conduct

of which Professor "Wood was called two
years later. Two other brilliant men of the

same institution into whosa association

Professor Wood was thrown at this time

were the distinguished astronomers Francis

Brilnnow and James C. AVatson. A more
stimulating intellectual environment than

that furnished by these three men could

not have been found in this country at that

time.

From the time he went to Michigan Uni-

versity, in 1857, to the end of the present

academic year Professor Wood was actively

engaged in the work of instruction, rarely

missing a day from his class-room in forty-

one j'-ears. During the earlier part, espec-

ially, of this long interval, before the differ-

entiation of studies now common had been

attained, he gave instruction in a variety

of subjects, embracing in fact nearly all

those of the mathematico-physical sciences

in the engineering curriculum. He was
thus brought into intimate contact, and in

many cases into prolonged association, with

a large body of students who have borne

abundant testimony to the exceptional

value of his instruction and influence by
the range and efficiency of the work they

have accomplished. The peculiar merit of

his teaching lay in his capacity to make
men think laboriously and enthusiastically

with their own heads. He was usually

able to get students to devote willingly to

his subjects three to five times as much
labor as thej^ would give to the subjects of

other instructors. Being also himself a

man of untiring industry, full of suggestions

and enquiries, and animated always by a

robust and transparent love of the truth,

only the dullest students could fail to make
creditable progress under his guidance.

This genius for industry and this capacity

for self-help are the elements of character

he succeeded in planting firmly in the long

list of engineers who had the good fortune

to come under his instruction.

Professor Wood was a frequent contribu-

tor to scientific periodicals, particularly

those devoted to mathematics and engineer-

ing. He was also the author of several

text-books widely used in schools of engi-

neering. In this work, as in teaching, his

activity was indefatigable to the last, a re-

vised and enlarged edition of his important
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work on water motors having been brought

out shortly before his death.

In appearance Professor "Wood was a

striking figure. His large, erect frame and

his energetic manner at once commanded
attention and respect. Socially he was a

most genial and kindly man, full of patience

and encouragement, especially for young

men. He was of a somewhat retiring and

domestic disposition, however, and mingled

less with men of the world than might have

been expected. Though honored by elec-

tion to office in the scientific societies to

which he belonged, he never sought per-

sonal advancement. He was content with

his chosen work in the class-room, and the

remarkable success he attained in that

work amply justifies the singular fidelity

with which he devoted his life to it.

R. S. W.

CURRENT NOTES ON PHYSIOGRAPHY.

THE LABRADOR PENINSULA.

Much interesting information about Lab-

rador is to be found in an article by Low
in the Annual Report of the Geological

Survey of Canada for 1S95 (Ottawa, 1897).

The fiords of the Atlantic coast are de-

scribed as valleys of denudation of very

ancient origin, eroded when the elevation

of the peninsula was greater than now.
" Their remote antiquity is established by

the deposition in their lower levels of un-

disturbed sandstones of Cambrian age."

A similar explanation is given to the greater

river valleys. The ' banks ' for some fifteen

miles off the coast are shallower than many
of the fiords ; they are explained as a

terminal moraine, somewhat flattened out by

floating ice and currents. At least a fourth

of the plateau area is occupied by lakes

of small depth confined in shallow val-

leys by barriers of drift. Some of the

larger and deeper lakes occupy ancient

basins, floored with Cambrian strata. There

is a lakeless plain of marine sands and

clays carved by deep stream channels,

extending inland for a hundred miles east-

ward from James bay. Much is told about

Hamilton river, with its Grand Falls, and

Bowdoin* Caiion below them, from which a

clear picture of the plateau region may be

gained. Erosion by ice is given a small

measure ; its chief result being to rub down
hills and fill neighboring depressions, thus

decreasing local relief. " There is no evi-

dence to show that the glacier ever hollowed

or scooped out deep depressions, as has been

often stated to have occurred elsewhere."

The till is frequently arranged- in long low

ridges, like drumlins, with nearly driftless

tracts between them. Eskers are greatly

developed, one having a length of nearly a

hundred miles. They are ascribed to

streams flowing on or below the ice when
the glacial sheet had become practically

stagnant.

It is difficult to reconcile the statements

noted above as to the age of the fiords, the

greater valleys and the deeper lakes, with

the rates of denudation in resistant rocks

elsewhere, unless it be supposed that for

most ofgeological time the Labrador plateau

has been covei'ed by an inert ice sheet, pro-

tective of very ancient forms rather than

productive of new forms; or unless it be

supposed that the depressions were long

ago made and filled and rather lately re-

excavated. In any case, it is hardly pos-

sible that '•' the process of formation of these

valleys has continued slowly from [Cam-

brian time] to the present day by the agency

of falling water and of frost." Does the

earth's surface exhibit any rocks resistant

enough to retain significant slopes after so

long an attack of the destructive subaerial

forces ?

THE CHICAGO AREA.

Leveeett describes the Pleistocene fea-

tures and deposits of the Chicago area

*Bowdoin is \infortunately misspelled Bodwoin in

the report and on tlie accompanying map of Labrador.
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(Bull. II., Geol. and ISTat. Hist. Survey,

Chicago Acad. Sciences, May, 1897), in-

cluding the Valparaiso moraine, the chan-

nel cut by the former outlet of Lake Michi-

gan through the moraine and down the

Illinois river valley, and the beaches of the

former lake. The moraine is concentric

with the present lake shore ; it is a hilly

belt, about ten miles wide and a hundred

or more feet higher at the ' crest ' than

at the borders ; its mounds frequently en-

close hollows and lakelets. The channel

cut by the former lake outlet follows a

drift-clogged valley of preglacial origin

below Hennepin (where the Illinois river

turns from west to south), but is of glacial

or post-glacial origin above that point. It

is from one to five miles wide, and from 20

to 70 feet deep ; its marginal bluffs are

steep, like a river bank, throughout the en-

tire length of 300 miles, as if the lake out-

flow had great volume, filling the channel

from bluff to bluff. Three beaches are de-

scribed, marking the lake shore at the time

of the westward outflow. It should here be

remembered that the slight difference be-

tween the level of the old outlet and of the

present lake is not due simply to a slight

withdrawal of the waters, but is due to a
strong rise of the waters after a strong fall,

as has been well shown by several students

of the glacial history of the Great Lakes
;

the fall resulting from the adoption of east-

ern outlets, and the rise resulting from

an elevation of the land in the northeast.

So close a return to the Illinois outlet is

portentous of the future.

STUDIES IN INDIANA GEOGRAPHY.

Several papers on the geography of In-

diana by various authors have been pub-
lished in the Inland Educator during the

past year, and some of them have been re-

ferred to in these notes. The whole series

is now edited by C. E. Di-yer, professor of

geography in the Indiana State Normal

School, and published in book form (In-

land Publishing Co., Terre Haute, Ind.,

1897). ' Fii-st series ' appears on the title

page, as if more essays are to follow ; and
it is to be hoped that such is the case, for

much educational good must result from

the careful use of such material by teachers.

The book is notable in being the first of a

kind that should have great extension over

the country, as an encouragement and as-

sistance in the study of home geography.

There is to-day no similar series of essays

even for States as prosperous and as im-

portant as Ohio and Pennsylvania. Indeed,

it is a difficult matter for the inquiring

teacher to find available geographical litera-

ture for her work. Professors of geography

in other normal schools might well follow

the example set by Dryer.

W. M. Davis.
Haevaed University.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

ANTIQUITY OF MAN IN SWITZERLAND.

The thirty-fifth volume of the Memoirs
of the Societe Helvetique des Sciences Natu-

relles is taken up with a thorough an-

alysis of cave exploration near the Khine,

by Dr. Jacob ISTuesch and his collaborators.

The conclusions he reaches are the more
noteworthy because they were obtained

after the most exhaustive investigations

and comparisons of the fauna, flora and
human remains exhumed from the cave-

floors. They may be briefly summed up
as follows:

The oldest faunas found were sub -arctic

and post-glacial. Man was contemporaneous

with these, and at that time his industries

were distinctly palseolithic. This period

lasted about 8,000 years. A long period

then elapsed, 8,000 to 12,000 years, during

which the fauna changed to modern types,

but man seems to have been absent. The
neolithic and lake-dwelling period then
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began and continued about 4,000 years, clos-

ing with the introduction of bronze about

4,000 years ago.

This makes about 28,000 years since man
first appeared on Swiss soil; but it must be

borne in mind that he may have flourished

in milder parts of the continent for indefi-

nite ages before that. The vast Alpine

glaciers rendered the climate of Switzerland

uninviting long after the continental glacial

period had ceased.

MOKI CEREMONIALS.

An instructive article for the student of

primitive religions is that by Dr. J. "Walter

Fewkes on ' The Group of Tusayan Cere-

monials called Katcinas.' (15th Rep. Bureau

of Ethnology.) It is a faithful narration

of the strange religious performances, amply

illustrated, and the native terms preserved

wherever possible.

The word Katcina is a vague term for

spiritual beings of an inferior class to the

highest deities of the tribe, but who are

credited with much power over the welfare

of the community. They may include the

ancestral souls, but are not exclusively

these. The ceremonies in their honor are

frequent, and distributed throughout the

year in a ritual calendar devised by the

priestly class. Both men and women par-

ticipate in them, and they have the charac-

ter of a sacred drama, as have most primi-

tive rituals. Masks, costumes and tradi-

tional songs and chants are prominent

features.

Dr. Fewkes finds noticeable resemblances

between these ceremonials and those of

other Pueblos, but also marked differences.

He is impressed with their analogies to

those of the ancient Aztecs, and it is likely

that throughout America numerous coun-

terparts could be discovered.

D. G. Beinton.

Univeesity of Pennsylvania.

NOTES ON INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

Leon Feanck details in the Bulletin of the

French Chemical Society some interesting

experiments on the formation of metallic

sulfids by mechanical action. "When a mix-

ture of fine aluminum powder and flowers

of sulfur is rubbed between two sheets of

paper, hydrogen sulfid is evolved, owing to

the formation of aluminum sulfid and its

subsequent decomposition. The same reac-

tion takes place between magnesium powder
and flowers of sulfur. If an aluminum plate

be rubbed with flowers of sulfur, or even

with vulcanized rubber, the odor of hydro-

gen sulfid is distinctly perceptible. With
those metals whose sulfids are not decom-

posed in the air the reaction is different.

When a plate of silver is rubbed with flow-

ers of sulfur it gradually darkens, owing to

the formation of silver sulfid, and if the ac-

tion is continued, little prominences of sil-

ver sulfid are formed, which can be removed

by a knife. Copper and lead give the same
reaction as silver.

This reaction corresponds to the well

known darkening of silver coins when car-

ried in the pocket with sulfur matches. In

the case of blackening of silver spoons by

eggs the reaction is somewhat different, as

the sulfur is in combination and in solution.

The layer of sulfid must in this case be

exceedingly thin, for silver spoons which

have been used sometimes for more than a

generation have been cleaned again and
again, perhaps weekly, each time the layer

of sulfid being rubbed off, and yet the

spoons show apparently little diminution

of weight.

In the Covq^tes Eeiulus, Leon Lemal de-

scribes the coloring of glass by the direct

penetration of metals or metallic salts,

analogous to the cementation process of

steel making. If glass is covered with a

silver salt, even in small quantity and

heated to 500°-550°, on cooling it shows a
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yellow to orange-red color, according to the

length of time of heating. The depth of

penetration of the color depends upon the

duration of the reaction. Such glass is

yellow by transmitted light, but by reflected

light shows a yellowish-green to violet-blue

fluorescence. By using a silver photo-

graphic plate on red glass colored with cop-

per, it is possible to obtain a picture, visible

by reflected light, but not by transmitted

light, since the yellow of the picture is ob-

scured by the red glass. Gold, copper and

iron give results similar to silver; indeed, all

metals experimented with, except manga-

nese, were absorbed by the glass imparting

to it color.

A coNTEiBUTioN to the efiect of light upon

the union of hydrogen and chlorin is made
by A. Gautier and H. Heller in the Comptes

Rendus. A mixture of cai'efully purified

chlorin and hydrogen was kept in sealed

tubes in absolute darkness for over fifteen

months. No trace of hydrochloric acid was

found, and the result was the same, whether

the mixture was dry or moist. Similar

experiments were tried, but the mixtures

were exposed to the light of a candle, four

meters away from the tube, and again one

meter away. At the end of ten days it was

found there had been no hj'drochloric acid

formed, showing that sunlight, or some

source of light containing the more re-

frangible rays of the spectrum, is necessary

for the union of hydrogen and chlorin at

ordinary temperatures.

J. L. H.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

AN INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION.

The meeting of the British Association iu

Canada in 1884 was thought a favorable op-

portunity for the proposal of an International

Scientific Association, and the plan was edi-

torially commended in this Journal and sup-

ported by Professors Newcomb, Hunt, Minot

and other American men of science. At that

time Mrs. Elizabeth Thompson gave a fund to be

administered by the Association when organized.

The second meeting of the British Association

in America and the plans for an exchange of

courtesies between it and the American Asso-

ciation and between the British and French

Associations in 1899, together with the develop-

ment of international congresses for the sepa-

rate sciences, seemed to make it desirable

again to call attention to the importance of an

international association for the advancement
of science, and this was done in an article pub-

lished in the issue of this Journal for October

9, 1896.

The plan was approved in editorial articles

in the Scientific American and Appleton's Popu-

lar Science Monthly and was quoted and dis-

cussed in foreign scientific journals. For rea-

sons which we need not repeat, the advantages

of an international conference seem to out-

weigh the difficulties, and we should like to see

steps taken at the meetings of the American
and British Associations for the organization of

a congress to meet in 1900. Should it, how-
ever, be thought that the time has not yet come,

then we should be glad to see the National Asso-

ciations undertake in alternation to give their

meetings an international character. This will

to a certain extent be accomplished this year

by the British Association. Arrangements

should be made next week to secure the repre-

sentation of foreign associations and societies

by delegates at the next meeting of the Ameri-

can Association on the occasion of its fiftieth

anniversary.

THE NEW TARIFF LAW.

The tariff bill, now printed, fortunately con-

tains none of the provisions inimical to sci-

ence and education, against which we protested

when the bill was first presented to the House
of Eepresentatives. The present bill does not

materially alter the regulations in force during

the last four years. The sections of the free

list which concern apparatus, books, etc. , read

as follows :

Philosophical and scientific apparatus, utensils,

instruments and preparations, including bottles and
boxes containing the same, specially imported in

good faith for the use or bj the order of any society

or institution, ncorporated or established solely for

religious, philosophical, educational, scientific or lit-
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erary purposes, or for tlie encouragement of the fine

arts, or for the use or by order of any college, acad-

emy, school or seminary of learning in the United

States, or any State or public library, and not for

sale, subject to such regulations as the Secretary of

the Treasury shall prescribe.

Books, maps, music, engravings, photographs,

etchings, bound or unbound, and charts, which shall

have been printed more that tvpenty years at the date

of importation, and all hydrographic charts and

scientific books and periodicals devoted to original

scientific research, and publications issued for their

subscribers or exchanges by scientific and literary

associations or academies, or publications of individ-

uals for gratuitous private circulation, and public

documents issued by foreign governments.

Books and pamplets printed exclusively in lan-

guages other than English ; also books and music, in

raised print, used exclusively by the blind.

Books, maps, rousic, photographs, etchings, litho-

graphic prints, and charts, specially imported, not

more than two copies in any one invoice, in good faith,

for the use or by order of any society or institution

incorporated or established solely for religious, philo-

sophical, educational, scientific, or literary purposes,

or for the encouragement of the fine arts, or for the use

or by order of any college, academy, school, or semi-

nary of learning in the United States, or any State or

public library, and not for sale, subject to such regu-

lations as the Secretary of the Treasury shall pre-

scribe.

It may also be noted that the free list in-

cludes specimens of natural history, when im-

ported for scientific public collections and not

for sale, and wild animals imported for zoolog-

ical gardens. Personal effects of travellers pur-

chased abroad are limited to the value of $100,

but professional books, implements, instruments

and tools of trade, occupation or employment,

in the actual possession at the time of persons

arriving in the United States are free of duty.

THE GOLD RESOURCES OF THE YUKON REGION.

Those interested in the gold resources of the

Yukon region in Alaska should secure, from

the Geological Survey, the report of the expe-

dition made under the direction of Mr. J. E.

Spurr last summer, a brief account of which

was published in this Journal on November

27, 1896. The party crossed the Chilkoot Pass,

about the middle of June, to the headquarters

of the Yukon, and proceeded down the river

to the chief gold-bearing localities. The prin-

cipal producing districts, those of Forty-Mile

Creek and Birch Creek, were thoroughly ex-

plored, as well as other less important localities.

The party then continued down the Yukon, ex-

amining the younger sedimentaries which over-

lie the gold-bearing formation, as far as Nulato.

One of the principal results of the expedition

was the recognition of the gold-bearing rocks

from which the gold in the river gravels is de-

rived. These gold-bearing rocks constitute a

distinct broad belt running northwest into

Alaska from British territory. They are in

their lower portions schists and gneisses, with

intrusive rocks, and in their upper portion

somewhat altered sedimentaries. They are all

older than Carboniferous, for the Carboniferous

and younger rocks overlie them on both sides

of the gold-bearing belt. In this belt the gold

occurs partly in quartz veins, partly in deposits

formed along shear-zones ; in both occurrences

it is contained in pyrite, and becomes free on

weathering. The quartz veins are distinctly

older than the shear-zone deposits, and were

formed before the alteration of the enclosing

rock to a schist ; they have, therefore, partaken

of this shearing, and have been broken and

sheared so that they are typically non-persist-

ent. The deposits along shear-zones are, how-

ever, of later date than the shearing, and can

be continuously followed. The younger beds

which overlie the gold-bearing belt consist in

part of conglomerates, and some of these con-

glomerates are fossil placers, which give promise

of being productive.

GENERAL.

The French Association for the Advance-

ment of Science is holding its annual meet-

ing simultaneously with that of the Amer-

ican Association. The meeting is at Saint Eti-

eune, under the presidency of M. Marey, the

eminent phj^siologist.

At a meeting summoned by the Lord Provost

of Glasgow, and attended by representatives

from the magistrates, the University, St. Mun-
go's College, the Philosophical and other sci-

entific societies, it was unanimously decided to

invite the British Association to meet in Glas-

gow in the autumn of 1901.
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The German Botanical Society will this year

hold its annual meeting at Brunswick, begin-

ning September 21st, in conjunction with the

sixty-ninth meeting of the German Society of

Men of Science and Physicians.

We have published programs of the meet-

ing of the British Medical Association at Mon-

treal, beginning August 31st. The Sections of

the Association devoted to scientific subjects

will undoubtedly attract to Montreal many of

the British and American men of science at-

tending the Toronto meeting of the British As-

sociation. The annual business meeting of the

Medical Association was held In London on

July 27th and 28th, and the reports of the

Council and of the committees have been pub-

lished in the British Medical Journal, the offi-

cial organ of the Association, to which journal

its great success is in large measure due. The
membership of the Association is now 16,955,

and the revenue for the past year amounted to

$190,000.

We are requested by the Secretary of the

American Society of Naturalists to publish the

following communication, read at the last meet-

ing of the Society :

Toronto, December 24, 1896.

To the Secretary of the American Society nf Naturatists.

Dear Sir : The Local Executive Committee of

British Association respectfully calls attention to the

fact that the next meeting of the Association will be

held in Toronto, August 18-25, and the members of

the American Society of Naturalists are invited to

become members of the Association for the occasion.

A large number of representative British scien-

tific men have thus early promised to attend and the

Local Committee are endeavoring to secure the at-

tendance also of large numbers of distinguished Con-

tinental (European) scientific men at the meeting.

Permit me to assure the members of the Ameri-

can Society of Naturalists that everything will be

done to make their visit to Toronto an extremely

pleasant one.

Yours sincerely,

A. B. Macallum,
President of the Local Execative Committee.

The daughters of Joseph Henry, the first

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, have
presented to the Institution for the National

Museum an interesting collection of electrical

models devised by Henry, and of decorations,

etc., conferred upon him.

The late Sir Augustus Wollaston Franks,

formerly keeper of British and mediseval anti-

quities of the British Museum, has bequeathed

to the Museum his valuable collection of works
of art, ornaments and curiosities.

It is proposed to collect a fund for a memo-
rial at Glasgow to John and William Hunter, the

great physiologists. An executive committee

for this purpose was appointed at a public meet-

ing recently convened at Glasgow. The move-
ment originated with the late Dr. Mather, and
Mrs. Mather, who was present at the meeting,

stated that she had a sum of £850 with which

to head the subscription list.

Professor Edgar McCluee, of the Oregon

State University, fell 300 feet over a precipice

on the Muir Glacier while descending Mount
Eainier on July 27th and was killed. Two
other members of the Mazama Mountain Climb-

ing Club, Mr. George Rogers and Mr. H. Ains-

lee, of Portland, Ore., fell into a crevasse on

Mt. Rainier forty feet deep, a.nd the former may
not recover from his injuries.

Sir John Bucknell, F. R. S. , the author of

important contributions to neurology and in-

sanity, formerly editor of the Journal of Mental

Science and one of the editors of Brain and of the

British Medical Journal, died at Bournemouth
on July 20th, aged 79 years.

Mr. A. J. MuNDELLA, the English states-

man, who as Vice President of the Council on

Education and President of the Board of Trade
took an active interest in science and education,

died on July 21st, aged 72 years. He was a,

fellow of the Royal Society and of the Royal

Statistical Society.

We regret also to announce the deaths of the

following men of science : Professor Arminio

Nobile, professor of geodesy in the University

of Rome ; Professor Oscar Boer, of Berlin,

known for his work on infectious diseases, and

Professor Johann Ritter von Leich, formerly

dean of the medical faculty of the University of

Vienna, at the age of eighty-four.

Dr. Radclipfe's trustees have decided to

appoint to the post of Radclifle Observer at

Oxford, vacant by the death of the late Mr. E.
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J. Stone, Dr. Arthur A. Eambaut, of Dunsink

Observatory, Dublin. Dr. Eambaut is Andrews

professor of astronom5' in the University of

Dublin and Royal Astronomer of Ireland.

De. Bruno Hofer, docent in zoology at the

University of Munich, has been appointed direc-

tor of the recently established institute for the

study of diseases of fishes.

At a recent meeting of the Council of the

British Institute of Preventive Medicine, Dr.

Allan Blacfadyen was appointed Director of the

Institute.

M. Gayon has been elected a member of the

Paris Academy of Sciences in the room of the

late Professor Hellriegel.

The official delegates to the recent Inter-

national Library Conference were as follows

:

France, M. Omont; Germany, Dr. Milkau; Italy,

Signor Biagi ; Sweden, Dr. Lunstedt ; Hungary,

Dr. Erdelyi ; Japan, Enjiro Yamazo
;
of the

Anglo-Saxon race

—

Great Britain, Sir Horace

Walpole, Mr. C. H. Tawney ; United States, Dr.

Justin Winsor, Mr. Melvil Dewey, Mr. Herbert

Putnam
; Canada, Mr. A. D. de Celles ; Ketv

So2ith Wales and Victoria, Mr. H. C. L. Ander-

son ; New Zealand, Mr. W. P. Eeeves ; Jamaica,

the Rev. Dr. Gillies.

The chairmen ofthe committees of the House
of Representatives having more or less connec-

tion with scientific subjects, appointed by the

Speaker before the adjournment of the House,

are as follows : Coinage, Weights and Meas-

ures, Mr. Stone, of Pennsylvania ; Agriculture,

Mr. Wadsworth, of New York
;
Public Lands,

Mr. Lacey, of Iowa ; Railways and Canals, Mr.

Chickering, of New York ;
Manufacturers, Mr.

Faris, of Indiana ; Mines, Mr. Grosvenor, of

Ohio ; Education, Mr. Growe, of Pennsylva-

nia ; Patents, Mr. Hicks, of Pennsylvania.

Professor Chas. D.Walcott, Director of the

U. S. Geological Survey, has gone west to inspect

and direct the field work of his bureau, more

especially the survey and examination of the

forest reserves, for which Congress, at its last

session,made a special appropriation of $150, 000.

Mr. Walcott expects to be absent until October.

In his absence. Colonel Rizer, the Chief Clerk,

is acting as Director.

Mr. Geo. H. Eldeidge, of the U. S. Geo-

logical Survey, has gone to Utah, at the in-

stance of the Secretary of the Interior, to re-

examine, in greater detailjthan was possible at

the time of his reconnaissance a year ago, the

deposits of Gilsonite and allied Hydrocarbons

within the Uncompahgre and Ute Indian res-

ervations.

The daily papers report that Professor Wil-

liam Libbey, on July 23d, succeeded in scaling

the 'Mesa Encantada,' near the Indian village

of Acoma, New Mexico. By means of a can-

non and rocket apparatus similar to that used

by life-savers, a cord was shot over the table-

land, and the ropes required in making the

ascent were pulled up. All that was found on

top which indicated that the tableland might

have been inhabited was a pile of rocks

which looked as if it had been erected by man.

Professor Libbey is said to be convinced that

the legends which made the place the site of

an ancient village are unfouuded.

The London correspondent of the Evening

Post cables that the Egyptian government is in-

creasing the staff engaged on the geological

survey of upper Egypt for the coming winter so

as to keep five distinct parties at work. The

survey may possibly develop in time into a

scientific bureau of Egyptian natural history.

A vote of 100,000 francs has been passed by the

French Chamber of Deputies for explorations

in Persia this autumn. The convention signed

by the Shah gives a monopoly of researches

throughout Persia to the French, the conditions

being that one-half of the objects found shall

pass to the state. M. De Morgan, well known
through his investigations in Egypt, will con-

duct the operations.

Mr. George Murray and Mr. Y. A. Black-

man have gone to the West Indies for the pur-

pose of studying the Plant-Plankton of the

Atlantic ocean.

Advices from Sydney state that the search

party under the leadership of Mr. L. A. Wells

has found the bodies of Charles Wells and

George L. Jones, who, it will be remembered,

were lost nearly two years ago from the main

body of the Calvert expedition, engaged -in the

exploration of West Australia.
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Great Britain has accepted the proposal of

the United States for an iuternatioual confer-

ence on the question of pelagic sealing in the

Bering Sea, to be held in Washington during

the coming autumn.

The fourth congress for the study of tuber-

culosis will be held at Paris during the last

week of July, 1898, under the presidency of M.

Nocard. The following four questions are pro-

posed for discussion : Sanitaria for consump-

tives, serums and toxins, the X-rays in diag-

nosis and treatment, and tuberculosis in the

lower animals.

In connection with the Brussels Exposition,

there will be held, from August 9th to 14th, a

Congress of Hygiene and Medical Climatology

of Belgium and the Congo.

At the last monthly general meeting of the

London Zoological Societj' it was reported

that the additions to the Society's menagerie

during the month of June had amounted to 178.

Special attention was called to two fine adult

King Penguins (Aptenodytes pennanti) jDurchased

on June 23d, and a young female Orang-outang

(Simla sotyrus), brought home from Sumatra,

and presented by Dr. H. Dohrn, on June 30th.

Mrs. Virginia Monroe has given $30,000 to

the Pequot Library Association, the building of

which was the gift of the late Albert B. Monroe.

Mr. Andrew Carnegie has offered the town
of Stirling, Scotland, the sum of £6,000 for a

public library building.

The issue of Nature for July 15th contains

an appreciative review, by Professor A. G.

Greenhill, of the text-book of higher mathemat-

ics edited by Professors Merriman and Wood-
ward : "This is a style of mathematical treatise

to which we are not accustomed in this coun-

try, from the luxury of the print and size of

page, as well as for the refreshing novelty and
interest of the contents. Till recently it was
thought that the study of mathematics was not

likely to flourish in America as trop vieux jeu

by the side of the new physical and biological

sciences. To-day, however, it is the American
student who is the most enthusiastic follower of

recent mathematical development, while we in

this country are being left far behind. *****
The account, given by the editors in the preface,

of the work expected of the average American

student, shows that the standard of requirement

is much higher than in this country and not

hampered by traditional prejudice."

The anatomical departments of the Journal

of Anatomy and Fhysiology will hereafter be

edited by Professors Turner, MacAlister, Cun-

ningham and Thane. Professor M'Kendrick
will continue to edit the physiological depart-

ment.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

The University of London Bill has been in-

troduced into the House of Lords by the Duke
of Devonshire and has been read for the second

time.

The United States Circuit Court at Baltimore,

on July 29th, handed down a decision that the

Johns Hopkins University and other holders of

first preferred 6 per cent, stock of the Balti-

more and Ohio Railroad are not preferred

creditors. The trustees of the University hold

nearly $2,000,000 of the preferred stock, be-

queathed by the founder of the University, the

late Johns Hopkins, and this decision, if up-

held by the higher Courts, will seriously and

permanently curtail the income of the Univer-

sity.

As was stated in this Journal last autumn,

it is proposed to draw up plans for buildings

such as the University of California hopes ulti-

mately to erect. We fear, however, that the

sum of $4,000,000, which the daily papers re-

port to have been subscribed for the erection

of these buildings, has not as yet been secured.

It is reported in the daily paper that Dr. E.

Benjamin Andrews, who resigned the presi-

dency of Brown University for reasons given in

our last issue, has accepted the presidency of a

new ' university ' to be founded by Mr. John

Brisben Walker, proprietor and editor of the

Cosmopolitan Magazine, and to be known as the

' Cosmopolitan University.' It is to be modelled

after the Chautauqua School and to be conducted

by correspondence.

Professor Henry Kraemer, of the North-

western University, has been called to the

chair of botany and microscopy in the Phila

delxshia College of Pharmacy, and Dr. Albert
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Schneider, Ph.D. (Columbia), has been called to

the chair in Northwestern University vacant

through the resignation of Professor Kraemer.

De. L. Schlesinger, of Bonn, has been

appointed full professor of mathematics at

Klausenburg
;

Dr. Detmer, associate professor

of botany in the University of Jena, has been

promoted to a full professorship ; Dr. Lassar

Cohn, professor of chemistry in the University

at Konigsberg, has been elected director of the

Liebig Akademie of Munich ; Dr. A. O. Kihl-

man has been appointed associate professor of

botany at Helsingfors, and Dr. G. J. Ptaschicky,

professor of zoology in St. Petersburg ; Dr.

F. V. Luschan, docent in the University of

Berlin, has been promoted to a professorship of

anthropology ; Dr. Seelhorst, director of the

Agricultural Experiment Station at Gottingen

has accepted a professorship in the Agricultural

College at Hohenheim.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

COLOR STANDARDS.

It is a matter for congratulation that the

subject of color standards and definitions has

been brought before the public for discussion in

Science* Education in any branch of knowl-
edge becomes simple and successful in propor-

tion as its terminology is definite and intelligible.

It would be quite interesting to set forth the

plans that have been offered for obtaining color

standards
;
one proposes to take an orange as

the type of that color, and in like manner to let a

lemon, an olive, etc., be the ultimate definition

of those hues. One has even suggested a col-

lection of wines of various colors as standards,

and the matching of other colors by mixing the

wines, an operation as dangerous as it is un-

scientific.

In the search for standards we must first be

able to define completely a colored surface ; not

by saying that it resembles or differs to a certain

extent from some other arbitrary surface, but it

must be defined in terms of certain invariable

and readily reproducible standards.

To describe completely a surface we must
give value to four factors which go to affect the

impression which it produces upon the normal

*See article in Science, July 16, p. 89.

observer: First, the predominating wave-length

or wave-lengths of the light coming from it

;

second, its total luminosity, as compared with

some standard ; third, its saturation, or the

ratio of the colored light to the total luminosity
;

fourth, its texture.

The matter of texture may be eliminated by
placing the surface far enough from the eye, or,.

better, by rotating it so rapidly that the eye

cannot distinguish the texture ; consequently a

standard of texture is unnecessary. A standard

of total luminosity is easily obtained by holding

a cold surface over burning magnesium or zinc
f

the coating of oxide thus produced has been

adopted as ' white ' by Rood, Mayer and others.

In other words, the luminositj^ of such a surface

is taken as 100 JJc. A box about five feet in

length and one in cross-section, lined with black

velvet and provided with an opening about four

inches in diameter in one end, when so mounted

that light cannot shine directly into the open-

ing, will furnish an admirable standard black,

or ^ luminosity. Between these two ex-

tremes fall all surfaces not incandescent.

White cardboard and lamp-black form very

convenient 'practical units,' and their relation

to the standards can at any time be easily and

accurately determined. The question of satu-

ration, or the ratio of the energy of the predomi-

nating characteristic wave-lengths to the total

visible energy, is serious. In fact, for the pres-

ent we must be satisfied to agree upon some
temporary standards which may ultimately be

absolutely determined.

As to the predominating or characteristic

wave-length or wave-lengths we might, of

course, refer everything to the spectrum and de-

fine by it directly, but it would be a very

elaborate and inconvenient method. It is, how-

ever, customary to adopt a few typical wave-

lengths and define by combinations of these.

Theoretically three such colors are sufiBcient,

but practical convenience makes it desirable to

have five or six. Then a mixture of these, with

the addition of black and white when necessary,

enable the observer to match any color, shade,

tint or hue.

What shall govern the choice of the five or

six working standards? Of course, we expect

red, green and blue
;
probably yellow, and pos-
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sibly orange and violet. At first the scientific

method would seem to be to choose from the

spectrum itself and locate those colors ideally,

but we wish concrete surfaces of paper or

similar material for our working standards, and

if we choose our colors thus can we match

them in practice ? Chromolithography can do

wonders and can nearly match a spectrum

color. The objection, however, to such work-

ing standards is that each lithographer, and

indeed the same one at different times, will

succeed to difierent degrees, so that a slight

variation in color, luminosity and saturation is

inevitable.

Moreover, practically all the lithographic inks

used in such work will fade, and fade surely and

badly, a fatal objection to their use as stand-

ards. Another way to choose the working

colors is to have in mind the pigment to be used

in representing the color, as well as the par-

ticular wave-length desired.

It was the apparent advantages of the latter

method, as well as the advice of good authori-

ties, which led us to follow it in the choice of

our working standards when we were asked to

prepare the material in the ' Standard Diction-

ary.' In our choice we were influenced by the

following considerations : Emerald green (Paris

green) is of the desirable color, is very uniform

and is easily obtained ; similar advantages

recommend artificial ultra-marine blue. For a

red, evidently a vermilion should be taken,

and in selecting ' English vermilion ' we may
have erred, but believe it the most uniform and

best suited. Mineral orange seemed very nearly

identical in different samples, and was adopted

since its color was that desired. As to chrome

yellow it may be very truly urged that there are

great variations, but when the samples are

chosen by wave-length the character of the

yellow is identical. The lack of a good, per-

manent violet pigment, as well as the apparent

lack of the necessity of having a violet standard

induced us to omit it. These pigments can be

obtained everywhere, and for most purposes true

enough to wave-length. They fade but slightly,

if at all, and when mixed with thick gum arable

solution and applied like an oil paint to com-

pletely cover the surface their total luminosity

and saturation is always practically the same.

They thus furnish working standards which can

be reproduced by anybody in auj' part of the

world with great accuracy if necessary. To-

gether with white cardboard and lamp black car-

ried in shellacthey enable an observer to produce

practically any color, shade, hue or tint, by

combining them as Maxwell disks.

Other pigments, other colors,may finally prove

more worthy of general and final adoption, but

it seems to us that the considerations which in-

fluenced us most seriously influence the final

selection.

No doubt Mr. Pillsbury regretted that his

system was not adopted for the ' Standard Dic-

tionary', but that should not have induced him

to insinuate that we copied his system, or to

refer to a typographical error as ' an uninten-

tional blunder.' We have no desire to be-

little the work of Milton Bradley or Mr. Pills-

bury, for they are doing much for the introduc-

tion of scientific methods into color study, but

it did not seem best to us to attempt to define

all colors, using only two colored discs at a time,

and we do not believe that any lithographed

surfaces should be adopted as ultimate stand-

ards, even though they may prove best adapted

to educational purposes.

W. Hallock,
E. Gordon.

THE TERM 'INTERNAL SECRETIONS.'

To THE Editor of Science : At the begin-

ning of his interesting paper on ' The Physiology

of Internal Secretions,' Science, No. 132, Dr.

Howell says: '

' We owe the term ' internal secre-

tions ' to Brown-Sequard, by whom it was first

used in published communications dating from

1891." It may be worth while to note that

Claude Bernard in his famous ' Rapport sur les

progres et la marche de la physiologie generale

en France,' 1867, says, at page 73, " La cellule

secretoire, au contraire, attire, cree et elabore

en elle meme le produit de secretion, qu'elle

verse soit au dehors sur les surfaces muqueuses,

soit directement dans la masse du sang. J'ai

appele secretions externes celles qui s'ecoulent

en dehors, et secretions internes celles qui sont

versees dans le milieu organique iuterieur. '

'

C. B. Daa^enpobt.

Mus. CoMP. ZOOL., July 26, 1897.
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SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Vorlesimgen uher die Elektromagnetische Thcorie

des Lichts, von H. von Helmholtz. Heraus-

gegeben von Arthur Konig imd Carl
RuNGE. Hamburg and Leipzig, Verlag von

, Leopold Voss. 1897.

Since the experiments of Hertz proved the

existence of electro-magnetic waves propagated

through dielectrics, the attention of an increas-

ing number of physicists has been turned to the

careful study of Maxwell's 'Electro-magnetic

Theory of Light,' and the belief has become
practically universal that this theory, in its

general outlines at least, corresponds closely to

physical facts. Several hundred important

papers on matters more or less nearly related

to the theory have been published during the last

ten years, and the results of investigation have

been made fairly accessible to students through

the books of Boltzmann, Drude, Hertz, Poin-

care, J. J. Thomson and others. When, how-

ever, a great university teacher, who has had

much to do with the creating of a new branch

of science, writes a systematic treatise on the

subject for the use of his pupils, the event must

always be of interest to the scientific world,

and this is especially true when the subject is

so important and in some respects still so ab-

struse as the Electro-magnetic Theory of Light

is. The lectures, which are now published

under the editorship of Professors Konig and

Runge, were delivered substantially in their

present form by Helmholtz in the Winter Sem-

ester of 1892-93. An accurate stenographic re-

port of the words of the lectvirer was made by

Dr. Borchardt, and-this report, with slight edi-

torial changes, made in part by Helmholtz him-

self, and with some additions, made by his

directions, to the chapters on Geometrical Op-

tics, is reproduced in a beautifully printed royal

octavo volume of about 370 pages.

The lectures begin with a short account of the

Newtonian and the Huyghenian Theories of

Light and of the objections to each of them. A
discussion of the conditions which the propaga-

tion of plane lougitudiual and transverse waves

through elastic media presupposes, makes clear

the necessity of ascribing to the ether the elastic

properties of a solid, if it is to transmit trans-

verse vibrations mechanically, and leads nat-

urally to a preliminary presentation of Max-
well's theory based on Faraday's conceptions

of magnetic and dielectric polarizations. After

this introduction, a long chapter is devoted to

a very simple and clearly written but very

complete discussion of electro-magnetic oscilla-

tions, intelligible to any person who already

has a fair knowledge of the meaning of polari-

zation and of the differences between 'real,'

'apparent' and 'induced' magnetic and
electric densities. This discussion calls atten-

tion anew to the fact that the nomenclature and
the notation of the subject are in a very un-.

satisfactory state. Helmholtz himself some-

times defined inductivity so as to make that of

the ether 1 and sometimes so as to make it 4 17,

and the editors of these lectures were obliged

to change the notation in some places so as to

make the whole book consistent. The subject

will be needlessly difficult for students so long

as different writers give the name 'polarization,'

without any modifying clause, to three very

different quantities.

In transforming Maxwell's equations for elec-

tro-magnetic fields, Helmholtz treats the princi-

ples first elucidated in his own great paper on

Vortex Motion, published in 1858, simply as

analytical devices useful in integrating differ-

ential equations of a certain form. Neither

here nor elsewhere in the book does the lecturer

make any reference to his own contributions to

the subject. In the third chapter the properties

of spherical waves are studied in detail, and

Huyghens's Principle is put into a very satisfac-

tory shape by the help of an extended form of

Green's Theorem in which the time and the

space coordinates appear as independent vari-

ables. This makes it possible to treat Diffraction,

Interference and Geometrical Optics in the next

two chapters very much as they are treated in

older books on the Undulatory Theory of Light.

The final chapter is devoted mainly to Polari-

zation, Absorption and Dispersion, and is especi-

ally interesting since it gives the author's the-

ory of Dispersion in its latest form. This theory

assumes that every molecule of matter is made
up of two ions, one charged positively and the

other negatively. The amounts of these two

charges in any molecule are very large and nu-

merically equal, and each depends only upon
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the valency of the ion in that molecule and not

upon the chemical nature of the ion. Under the

influence of electric force, the ions in any mole-

cule may be made to take up a new position

while their center of mass remains fixed. If the

force varies periodically, a part of the energy of

the field is used in keeping up the oscillations

of the ions about this center of gravity in the

face of heat losses. Helmholtz applies Ham-
ilton's Principle to the equation of energy and

arrives at results which correspond fairly well

to observed facts.

The whole book is written in delightfully

simple language and seems to be quite free from

typographical errors. We merely note, in pass-

ing, that George Green held a fellowship in

Cambridge from 1839 until his death in 1841,

but never a professorship there. These lectures

form one of a projected set of six volumes of

Helmholtz' s Vorlesungen iiber Theoretische

Physik which will be extremely useful to stu-

dents of phj'sics all over the world.

Haevaed Univeesity. B. O. Peiece.

THE A3IEBICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE AD-
VANCE3IENT OF SCIENCE.

GENEEAL PROGEAM.

The regular meeting of the Council will be at

the Hotel Cadillac ( hotel headquarters ) at noon

on August 7th.

On Monday, August 9th, at 9 a. m., the

Council will meet in the Council Room, Central

High School.

The first General Session of the Association

will be held at 10 a. m., in the Auditorium of

the Central High School. Owing to the death

of Professor Edward D. Cope, the President of

the Association, Professor Theodore Gill, of

Washington, D. C, as Senior Vice-President,

will call the meeting to order and introduce

the President-elect, Professor Wolcott Gibbs, of

Newport, R. I. Addresses of welcome will be

made by his Honor Mayor William C. Maybury
and Hon. Thomas W. Palmer, and President

Gibbs will reply. Announcements by the Gen-

eral, Permanent and Local Secretaries will then

be made.

The Addresses of the Vice-Presidents will be

given in the afternoon as recorded below. In

the evening Professor Theodore Gill, of Wash-

ington, D. C, will give a memorial address

on the life and work of the late President, Pro-

fessor Edward D. Cope. Following this address

there will be a reception given by the citizens

of Detroit.

On Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Fri-

day the regular meetings of the Council will be

held at 9 a. m. and of the general session at 10

a. m., followed in the mornings and afternoons

by the meetings of the sections.

On Friday morning ofiicers will be elected

and an agreement reached on the place of meet-

ing for 1898, the fiftieth anniversary of the Asso-

ciation. The concluding exercises and adjourn-

ment of the sections of the Association and a
social reunion and reception by the Ladies' Re-
ception Committee will take place in the evening.

On Saturday there will be an excursion to

Ste. Claire Flats.

It is expected that the members of the Asso-

ciation at Detroit will go in a body to Toronto to

join in welcoming the members of the British A.s-

sociation to America. For this purpose special

rates will probably be secured by steamer and
train from Detroit to Toronto.

The programs of the sections are given below.

These are as complete as possible up to the

time of issue of this number of Science, but
other papers will be presented at the meeting
and entered on the daily programs.

SECTION A.—MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY.

Address of the Vice-President : A Chapter in

the History of Mathematics. By Professor W.
W. Beman, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

Mich.

1. A Problem in Substitution-groups. By
Dr. G. A. Miller, Ann Arbor, Mich.

2. Continuous Groups of Spherical Transfor-

mations in Space. By Professor H. B. Newson,
Lawrence, Kans.

3. The Treatment of DiflTerential Equations
by Approximate Methods. By Professor W.
F. Durand, Ithaca, N. Y.

4. Commutative Matrices. By Professor J.

B. Shaw, Jacksonville, 111.

5. On the Theory of the Quadratic Equation.

By Professor A. Macfarlane, Lehigh Univ.,

South Bethlehem, Pa.

6. A New Principle in solving certain Linear
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Differential Equations that occur in Mathemat-

ical Physics. By Professor A. Macfarlane,

Lehigh Univ., South Bethlehem, Pa.

7. Condition that the Line common to n-1

planes in an ?i-space may lie on a given Quad-

ric Surface in the same space. By Dr. Virgil

Snyder, Ithaca, N. Y.

8. The Psychology of the Personal Equation.

By Professor T. H. Safford, Williamstown,

Mass.

9. Compound Determinants. (Preliminary

Communication.) By Professor W. H. Metzler,

Syracuse, N. Y.

10. Waters within the Earth. By W. S.

Auchincloss, C.E., Philadelphia, Pa.

11. On the Secular Motion of the Earth's

Magnetic Axis. By Dr. L. A. Bauer, Univ. of

Cincinnati, Cincinnati, O.

12. Simple Expressions for the Diurnal

Range of the Magnetic Declination and of the

Magnetic Inclination. By Dr. L. A. Bauer,

Univ. of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, O.

13. The Theory of Perturbations and Lie's

Theory of Contact- transformations. By Dr.

E. O. Lovett, Baltimore, Md.

14. On Rational Right Triangles. No. I.

By Dr. Artemas Martin, U. S. Coast Survey,

"Washington, D. C.

15. Some Results in Integration expressed by

the Elliptic Integrals. By Professor James

McMahon, Cornell Univ. , Ithaca, N. Y.

16. Modification of the Eulerian Cycle due to

Inequality of the Equatorial Moments of Inertia

of the Earth. By Professor R. S. Woodward,
Columbia Univ., New York.

17. Integration of the Equations of Rotation

of a Non-rigid Mass for the case of Equal Prin-

cipal Moments of Inertia. By Professor R. S.

Woodward, Columbia Univ., New York.

18. General Theorems concerning a certain

class of Functions deduced from the properties

of the Newtonian Potential Function. By Dr.

J. W. Glover, Ann Arbor, Mich.

19. The Importance of Adopting Standard

Systems of Notation and Coordinates in Mathe-

matics and Physics. By Professor Frank H.

Bigelow, U. S. Weather Bureau, Washington,

D. C.

20. A Remarkable Complete Quadrilateral

among the Pascal Lines of an Inscribed Six-

point of a Conic. By Professor R. D. Bohan-

nan, Columbus, Ohio, j^^^^^ McMahon,
Secretary of the Section.

Cornell University.

section b.—physics.

Address of the Vice-President : Long Range

Temperature and Pressure Variables in Physics.

By Dr. Carl Barns, Brown University, Provi-

dence, R. I.

1. Screening Effects of Induced Currents in

Solid Magnetic Bodies in an Alternating Field.

By Mr. Charles P. Steinmetz, General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

2. The Design, Construction and Test of a

12-50 Watts Transformer. By Professor Henry

S. Carhart, Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor, Mich.

3. Electrolytic Action in a Condenser. By
Dr. K. E. Guthe, Instructor in Physics, Univ.

of Mich., Ann Arbor, Mich.

4. On the Velocity of Light in a Magnetic

Field. By Professor E. W. Morley, Cleveland,

Ohio ; Professor H. T. Eddy, Minneapolis,

Minn. , and Professor D. C. Miller, Cleveland,

Ohio.

5. The Magnetic Survey of Maryland. By
Dr. L. A. Bauer, Univ. of Cincinnati, Cincin-

nati, Ohio.

6. The Transmission of Radiant Heat by

Gases at Varying Pressures. By Mr. Charles F.

Brush, Cleveland, Ohio.

7. On the Rate at which Hot Glass absorbs

Superheated Water. By Professor Carl Barus,

Brown Univ., Providence, R. I.

8. A New Method of determining the Specific

Heats of Liquids. By Robert L. Litch, A.M.,

Bethlehem, Pa.

9. On the Coefficient of Expansion of Certain

Gases. By Professor Edward W. JNIorley,

Cleveland, Ohio, and Professor Dayton C.

Miller, Cleveland, Ohio.

10. The Effect of Heat on the Elastic Limit

and Ultimate Strength of Copper Wire. By
Professor Frank P. Whitman, Adelbert College,

Cleveland, Ohio, and Mary C. Noyes, Ph.D.,

Lake Erie Seminary, Painesville, Ohio.

11. A Method of obtaining Capillary Canals

of Specified Diameter. By Professor Carl

Barus, Brown Univ., Providence, R. I.

12. Kites and their Use by the Weather
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Bureau in Explorations of the Upper Air. By

Professor C. F. Marvin, U. S. Weather Bureau,

Washington, D. C.

13. Experiments upon the Acetylene-Oxygen

Standard of Light. By Dr. Clayton H. Sharp,

Cornell Univ. , Ithaca, N. Y.

14. Arc Spectra. By Professor Arthur L.

Foley, Univ. of Indiana, Bloomington, Indiana.

15. On the Brightness of Pigmented Surfaces

under Various Sources of Illumination. By
Professor Franlc P. Whitman, Adelbert College,

Cleveland, Ohio.

16. Note on the Construction of a Sensitive

Radiometer. By Professor Ernest Fox Nichols,

Colgate Univ., Hamilton, N. Y.

17. Photographs of Manometric Flames. By
Dr. Edward L. Nichols, Cornell Univ. , Ithaca,

N. Y., and Professor Ernest Merritt, Ithaca,

N. Y.

18. The Discharge of Electrified Bodies by

X-rays. By Dr. C. D. Child, Cornell Univ.,

Ithaca, N. Y.

19. A Final Determination of the Relativa

Lengths of the Imperial Yard of Great Britain

and the Meter of the Archives. By Professor

William A. Rogers, Colby Univ., Waterville,

Me.

20. The Electric Conductivity of certain Speci-

mens of sheet Glass, with reference to their

Fitness for Use in Static Generators. By Pro-

fessor Dayton C. Miller, Case School of Applied

Science, Cleveland Ohio.

21. Graphical Treatment of Alternating Cur-

rents in Branch Circuits in case of Variable

Frequency. By Professor H. T. Eddy, Min-

neapolis, Minn.

22. On Simple Non-Alternating Currents. By
Professor Alexander Macfarlane, Lehigh Uni-

versity, South Bethlehem, Pa.

23. Exhibition of Instruments for determin-

ing the Frequency of an Alternating Current.

By Professor George S. Moler, Ithaca, N. Y.,

and Dr. Frederick Bedell, Cornell University,

Ithaca, N. Y.

24. The predetermination of Transformer

Regulation. By Dr. F. Bedell, Cornell Uni-

versity, Ithaca, N. Y. ; Professor R. E. Chandler,

Salem, Va., and Mr. R. H. Sherwood, Jr.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

25. The effect of Pressure on the Wave-

lengths of the lines of the Emission Spectra of

the Elements. By Dr. W. J. Humphreys,

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

26. A New Form of Coal Calorimeter. By
Charles L. Norton, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Boston, Mass.

27. Notes on the Recent History of Musical

Pitch in the United States. By Professor Chas.

R. Cross, Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology,

Boston, Mass.

28. A New Form of Harmonic Analyzer. By
Dr. Frank A. Laws, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Boston, Mass.

29. A Comparison of Rowland's Thermome-

ters with the Paris Hydrogen Scale, and the

Corresponding Correction to his Value of the

Mechanical Equivalent of Heat. By Dr. W.
S. Day, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,

Md.
30. The Determination of the Surface Tension

of Water, and of Certain Aqueous Solutions, by

means of the Method of Ripples. By Dr. N.

Ernest Dorsey, Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, Md.

31. The Series of International Cloud Obser-

vations made by the U. S. Weather Bureau, and

their relation to Meteorological Problems. By
Professor Frank H. Bigelow, U. S. Weather

Bureau, Washington, D. C.

32. The Effects of Tension and Quality of

the Metal upon the Changes in Length pro-

duced in Iron Wires by Magnetization. By
Byron Briggs Brackett, Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity, Baltimore, Md.

33. Measurement of Small Gaseous Pressures.

By Charles Brush.

Frederick Bedell,

Secretary of the Section.

Cornell Ustiveesity.

SECTION C.

—

chemistry.

Address of the Vice-President : Expert Tes-

timony. By Professor W. P. Mason, Rens-

selaer Polytechnic Inst. , Troy, N. Y.

The meetings of the Section will be held in

conjunction with those of the American Chemical

Society.

The papers of the Section will be divided into

sub-heads with following committee in charge:

A. B. Prescott, Organic Chemistry ; W. A.
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Noyes, Inorganic Chemistry ; L. M. Dennis,

Analytical Chemistry ; H. W. Wiley, Agricul-

tural Chemistry ; Wm. McMurtrie, Industrial

Chemistry.

The departments of Physical Chemistry and

of Physiological Chemistry are not, as yet,

filled.

Papers Presented io Secretary, A. A. A. S.

1. Recent Progress in Agricultural Chemistry.

By Professor H. W. Wiley, Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

2. Calculations of Calorimetric Equivalents

of Agricultural Products from Chemical Analy-

ses. By Professor H. W. Wiley and W. D. Bige-

low, Department of Agriculture, Washington,

D. C.

3. A Study of the Methods of Starch Deter-

mination in Agricultural Products. By Professor

H. W. Wiley and W. H. Krug, Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

4. The Action of Oxide of Manganese on

Potassium Permanganate. By Chas. L. Reese,

Baltimore, Md.
5. The Chemistry of Methylene. By Professor

J. U. Nef, University of Chicago, 111.

6. The Poisons of the Tuberculosis Bacillus.

By Dr. E. A. de Schweinitz, Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

7. The Action of Nitric Acid upon Aluminium
and the Formation of Aluminium Nitrate. By
Professor J. B. Stillman, Stevens Institute of

Technology, Hoboken, N. J.

8. On the Action of Nitric Acid on Metals.

By G. O. Higley.

9. Street Washings. By Professor L. P.

Kinnicutt, Polytechnic Institute, Worcester,

10. Plastering and Mortar. By Professor L.

P. Kinnicutt, Worcester, Mass.

11. Qualitative Analysis
; a point in teaching

that was not a full success. By Professor A. L.

Green, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.

12. Annual Report on Indexing Chemical

Literature. By Dr. H. C. Bolton, Washington,

D. C.

13. On the Action of Sodium on Methylpro-

pylketon and on Acetophenon. By Professor

Paul C. Freer, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Mich.

14. On the Constitution of some Hydrazones.

By P. C. Freer, Ann Arbor, Mich.

15. Position in the Periodic Law of the Im-

portant Elements found in Plant and Animal

bodies. By Professor Harry Snyder, University

of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

16. On two polymeric series of Phosphorus-

Nitrogen compounds and on the Stereochemistry

of Phosphorus and Nitrogen. By Dr. H. N.

Stokes, United States Geological Survey, Wash-
ington, D. C.

17. The Chemical Composition of Cement
Plaster. By Prof. E. H. S. Bailey, University

of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan.

18. Recent Progress in Analytical Chemistry.

By Professor L. M. Dennis, Cornell University,

Ithaca, N. Y.

19. Alkyl Bismuth Iodides. By Professor A.

B. Prescott, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Mich.

20. Kola tannin. By Professor A. B. Pres-

cott, Ann Arbor, Mich.

21. A new form of Discharger for Spark

Spectra of Solutions. By Professor L. M.
Dennis, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

22. Recent Progress in Industrial Chemistry.

By Professor Wm. McMurtrie, New York City.

23. On Solutions of Silicates of the Alkalies.

By Dr. Louis Kahlenberg and A. T. Lincoln,

University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Papers Presented to the Secretary of the American Chem-

ical Society.

1. The Law of Solution. By Willis R.

Whitney.

2. A New Thermostat. By Willis R. Whit-

ney.

3. A Lecture Experiment illustrating the

Law of Reactions of the First Order. By Willis

R. Whitney.

4. Contributions to the Chemistry of Didym-

ium. By L. M. Dennis and E. M. Chamot.

5. A Comparison of Methods for Determining

Carbon Dioxide and Carbon Monoxide. Bj- L.

M. Dennis and C. G. Edgar.

6. Some New Compounds of Hydronitric

Acid. By L. M. Dennis and C. H. Benedict.

7. A Preliminary Thermo-Chemical Study of

Iron and Steel. By E. D. Campbell and Firman

Thomj)Son.
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8. Further Study on the Influence of Heat-

Treatment and Carbon upon the Solubility of

Phosphorus in Steel. By E. D. Campbell and

S. C. Babcock.

9. The Action of Certain Bodies on the Diges-

tive Ferments. By Frank D. Simons.

10. The Decomposition of Heptane and

Octane at High Temperatures. By A. W. Bur-

well.

11. Calculation of Calorimetric Values from

Analytical Data. By H. W. Wiley.

12. The Chemical Composition of Cement

Plaster. By E. H. S. Bailey.

13. Bacterial Products of Hog Cholera and

Swine Plague. By E. A. de Schweinitz.

14. Detection of Foreign Fats in Butter and

Lard. By C. B. Cochran.

15. Distillation in General. By Leon Labonde.

16. Apparatus for Photometric Determina-

tion of Lime and Sulphuric Acid. By J. I. D.

Hinds.

17. The Composition of Humus. By Harry

Snyder.

18. An Electrical Laboratory Stove. By M.

D. Sohon.
P. C. Freer,

Secretary of the Section.

University of Michigan.

section d.—mechanical science and
engineering.

Address of the Vice-President: The Ground-

work of Dynamics. By Professor John Gal-

braith, School of Practical Science, Toronto.

1. Development of Engineering Industries

by Scientific Research. By Professor W. S.

Aldrich, W. Va. University, Morgantown, W.
Va.

2. The Cement Laboratoi-y as a Field for In-

vestigation. By Professor F. P. Spalding, Cor-

nell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

3. The Effect of Spark Losses on the Effi-

ciency of Locomotives. By Professor W. F.

M. Goss, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.

4. A New Apparatus for Testing Indicator

Springs. By Professor M. E. Cooley, Univer-

sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

5. Flue Gas Analysis in Boiler Tests. By
Professor D. S. Jacobus, Stevens Institute, Ho-
boken, N. J.

6. Efiect of Temperature on the Strength of

Steel. By Professor R. C. Carpenter, Cornell

University, Ithaca, N. Y.

7. The Properties of Aluminum Alloys. By
Professor R. C. Carpenter, Ithaca, N. Y.

8. Analysis of Composite, Concrete and Iron

Beams. By Professor J. B. Johnson, "Wash-

ington University, St, Louis, Mo.

9. Definition of Elastic Limit for Practical

Purposes. By Professor J. B. Johnson, St.

Louis, Mo.

10. Theories of some Planimeters without

the aid of Calculus. By Professor Forest R.

Jones, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

11. The Production of X-Rays by Means of

the Plante Accumulator, in which voltage is

chiefly concerned, the eifect of current being

largely eliminated (Illustrated by Stereop-

ticon.) By Professor W. A. Rogers, Colby

University, Waterville, Me.

12. A Universal Alternator for Laboratory

Purposes. By Professor Henry S. Carhart,

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

13. Calculation of the Energy Loss in Arma-

ture Cores. By Professor W. E. Goldsborough,

Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.

14. A New Formula for Determining the

Width of Leather Belting. By Professor John

J. Flather, Purdue University, Lafayette,

Ind.

15. A Graphical Solution of Belting Prob-

lems. By Professor John J. Flather, Lafayette,

Ind.

16. On Engineering Conditions connected

with the Mounting of Instruments used on

Eclipse Expeditions. By Professor David P.

Todd, Amherst College, Amherst, Mass.

John J. Flather
Secretary of the Section.

Purdue University.

section b.—geology' and geography.

Address of the Vice President: The Pittsburg

Coal Bed. By Professor I. C. White, University

of West Virginia, Morgantown, West Va.

1. Stylolites. By Professor T. C. Hopkins,

State College, Centre Co., Pa.

2. A Suggestion in Regard to the Theory of

Volcanoes. By Professor William North Rice,

Wesleyan Univ., Middletown, Ct.
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3. The Ores and Minerals of Cripple Creek,

Colorado. By H. P. Parmelee, Charlevoix,

Mich.

4. Observations on the Genus Barrettia. By
Professor R. P. Whitfield, American Museum
of Natural History, New York, N. Y.

5. Changes of Level in Mexico. By Dr. J.

W. Spencer, Washington, D. C.

6. An Account of the Researches relating to

the Great Lakes. By Dr. J. W. Spencer, Wash-
ington, D. C.

7. Lake Chicago and the Chicago Outlet.

By Frank Leverett, U. S.' Geological Survey,

Denmark, Iowa.

8. The Lower Abandoned Beaches of South-

eastern Michigan. By Frank B. Taylor, Fort

Wayne, Ind.

9. Recent Earth Movement in the Great

Lake Region. By G. K. Gilbert, U. S. Geolog-

ical Survey, Washington, D. C.

10. Pre-glacial Topography and Drainage of

Central-Western New York. By Professor H.

L. Fairchild, University of Rochester, Roches-

ter, N. Y.

11. Progress of Hydrographic Investigations

by the U. S. Geological Survey. By F. H.

Newell, U. S. Geological Survey, Washington,

D. C.

12. The Geological Age and Fauna of the

Huerfano Basin in Southern Colorado. By
Professor Henry F. Osborn, Columbia Univer-

sity.

13. A Supplementary Hypothesis respecting

the Origin of the American Loess. By Profes-

sor T. C. Chamberlin, University of Chicago.

Other papers will be read before the Geo-

logical Society of America.

C. H. Smyth, Jr.,

Secretary of the Section.

Hamilton College.

section f.—zoology.

Address of the Vice-President : The Spread

of Species by the Agency of Man, with especial

reference to Insects. By Professor L. O. How-
ard, Department of Agriculture, Washington,

D. C.

1. On the Relationships of the Nematognaths.

By Professor Theo. Gill, Columbian University,

Washington, D. C.

2. Remarks on the Distribution of Scale-

insect Parasites. By Dr. Leland O. Howard,
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

3. On a collection of Cephalopoda from the

'Albatross ' Expedition. By Professor William

E. Hoyle, Owens College, Manchester, England.

4. On the Characters of the Brains of Nema-
tognaths and Plectospondyls. By Dr. Benjamin

T. Kingsbury, Ithaca. N. Y.

5. The Insect Fauna of Cereus giganteus.

By Henry Guernsey Hubbard, Washington,

D. C.

6. On the Sarcostyles of the Plumularidse.

By Professor C. C. Nutting, State University of

Iowa.

7. Skeletons and Restorations of Tertiary

Mammalia. By Professor Henry F. Osborn,

Columbia University, New York.

C. C. Nutting,

Secretary of the Section.

University of Iowa. .

section g.—botany'.

Address of the Vice-President : Experimen-

tal Morphology. By Professor George F. Atkin-

son, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

1. Trillium grandiflorum (Michx.) Salisb.; its

Variations, normal and teratological. By Pro-

fessor Chas. A. Davis, Alma College, Alma,

Mich.

2. Contributions on Wild and Cultivated

Roses of Wisconsin and Bordering .States. By
J. H. Scbuette, Green Bay, Wis.

3. A Discussion of the Structural Characters

the Order Pezizineie of Schroeter. By Dr. E.

J. Durand, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

4. The Taxonomic Value of Fruit Characters

in the Genus Galium. By K. M. Wiegand,

Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

5. Changes during winter in the Perithecia

and Ascospores of certain Erysiphex. By B. T.

Galloway, Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C.

6. The Erysiphess of North America : A pre-

liminary account of the distribution of the

species. By B. T. Galloway, Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

7. Some Contributions to the Life-History of

Hivmatococcus. By Professor L. R. Jones, Uni-

versity of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont.
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8. ' Bacteriosis ' of Carnations. By Albert

F. Woods, Department of Agriculture, Wash-

ington, D. C.

9. Wakker's Hyacinth Bacterium. By Dr.

Erwin F. Smith, Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C.

10. Notes on some new genera of Fungi.

By Professor George F. Atkinson, Cornell Uni-

versity, Ithaca, N. Y.

11. Reproductive Organs and Embryology of

Drosera. By C. A. Peters, Normal School,

Edinboro, Penn.

12. Development of some seed coats. By
Dr. J. O. Schlotterbeck, University of Michi-

gan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

13. Morphology of the Flower of Asdepias

cornuti. By Fanny E. Langdon. Reported by

Professor V. M. Spalding, University of Michi-

gan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

14. Comparison of the Pollen of Pinus, Taxus

and Peltandra. By Professor George F. Atkin-

son, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

15. Report upon the Progress of the Botan-

ical Survey of Nebraska. By Professor Charles

E. Bessey, University of Nebraska, Lincoln,

Neb.

16. Are the Trees receding from the Ne-

braska Plains ? By Professor Charles E. Bessey,

University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.

17. Some Characteristics of the Foothill Vege-

tation of western Nebraska. By Professor

Charles E. Bessey, University of Nebraska,

Lincoln, Neb.

18. On the Distribution of Starch in Woody
Stems. Ry Professor Bohumil Shimek, Uni-

versity of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.

19. Mechanism of Root Curvature. By Dr.

J. B. Pollock. Reported by Professor V. M.
Spalding, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

Mich.

20. The Toxic Action of Phenols on Plants.

By Professor R. H. True and C. G. Hunkel,

University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

21. Cellulose-Ferment. By Professor F. C.

Newcombe, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

Mich.

22. Is the characteristic Acridity of certain

species of the Arum Family a mechanical or a

physiological property or effect ? Chas. Porter

Hart, M.D., Wyoming, Ohio.

23. How Plants flee from their Enemies. By
Professor W. J. Beal, Michigan Agricultural

College, Agricultural College P. O., Mich.

24. Movements of Phyllanthus. By Profes-

sor D. T. McDougal, University of Minnesota,

Minneapolis, Minn.

25. Stomata on the Bud-scales of Abies pecti-

nata. By Dr. Alex. P. Anderson, Exp. Station,

Clemson College P. O., S. Carolina.

26. Comparative Anatomy of the Normal
and Diseased Organs of Abies balsamea (L.) Mil-

ler, affected with Aecidium elatinum (Alb. et

Schwein.). By Dr. Alex. P. Anderson, Exp.

Station, Clemson College P. O., S. Carolina.

P. C. Newcombe,
Secretary of the Section.

Univeesity of Michigan.

section h.—anthropology.

Address of the Vice-President : The Science

of Humanity. By Professor W J McGee,

Bureau of American Ethnology, Washington,

D. C.

1. The Rite of Adoption as practiced by the

Osage Tribe. By Alice C. Fletcher, Peabody

Museum, Cambridge, Mass.

2. The Superstitious Beliefs and Practices of

the Ancient Mexicans. By Zelia Nuttall, Pea-

body Museum, Cambridge, Mass.

3. Koreshanity : a Latter-day Cult. By Dr.

Anita Newcomb McGee, Washington, D. C.

4. Micmac Mortuary Customs. By Dr. Stans-

bury Hagar, Brooklyn, N. Y.

5. Report of the Committee on the Eth-

nography of the White Race in America. By
Dr. Daniel G. Brinton, Chairman, Media, Pa.

6. Recent Researches by George Byron Gor-

don, on Ulloa River, Honduras. By Professor

F. W. Putnam, Peabody Museum, Cambridge,

Mass.

7. Surveys of Ancient Cities in Mexico. By
Professor W. H. Holmes, Field Columbian Mu-
seum, Chicago.

8. An Ancient Figure of Terra-Cotta from the

Valley of Mexico. By M. H. Saville, Amer.

Mus. Nat. History, New York.

9. The Serpent Symbol in Nicaragua and
Yucatan. By Rev. Stephen D. Peet, Good
Hope, Illinois.

10. A Case of Trephining in Northeastern
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Mexico. By Dr. Carl Lumliolz, Amer. Mus.

Nat. History, New York.

11. Notched Human Bones from a Prehistoric

Tarascan Tomb in Michoaean. By Dr. Carl

Lumholz and Dr. A. Hrdlicka, New York.

12. A Cranium and Skeleton from an Ancient

Burial Place in the Valley of Mexico. By Dr.

A. Hrdlicka, New York.

13. An Archseologic Map of Ohio. By War-
ren K. Moorehead, Ohio State University,

Columbus, Ohio.

14. Early Man of the Delaware Valley. By
Professor F. W. Putnam, Peabody Museum,
Cambridge, Mass.

15. Archffiologic Researches in the Trenton

Gravels. By Professor W. H. Holmes, Field

Columbian Museum, Chicago.

16. Geologic Age of the Relic-bearing De-

posits at Trenton. By Professor R. D. Salis-

bury, Chicago University, Chicago.

17. Prehistoric Implements from Charlevoix,

Michigan. By H. P. Parmalee, Charlevoix,

Mich.

18. Decoration of the Teeth in Ancient

America. By M. H. Saville, American Museum
Natural History, New York.

19. The Origin of Art as manifested in the

Work of Prehistoric Man. By Dr. Thomas
Wilson.

20. The Import of the Totem—A Study of

the Omaha Tribe. By Alice C. Fletcher, Wash-
ington, D. C.

21. The Jessup Expedition and the Asiatic-

American Problem. By Professor F. W. Put-

nam, Americam Museum Nat. Hist., New York.

22. Evidence of contact with Polynesia and
the Asiatic Coast. By Rev. Stephen D. Peet,

Good Hope, 111.

23. The Ethnologic Arrangement of Archseo-

logic Material. By Harlan I. Smith, American
Museum Nat. Hist., New York.

24. The Tagbanna of the Philippines. By
Dean C. Worcester, Ann Arbor, Slich.

25. The Mangyane of the Philippines. By
Dean C. Worcester, Ann Arbor, Mich.

26. The Artificialization of Animals and
Plants. By Professor O. T. Mason, National

Museum, Washington, D. C.

27. Report of Committee on Anthropologic

Teaching.

28. A Statistical Study of Eminent Men. By
Professor J. McKeen Cattail, Columbia Uni-

versity, New York.

29. Mental Conditions determining the Rate

of Movement. By Professor Lightner Witmer,

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

30. Genesis of Implement-making. By Frank
Hamilton Cushing, Bureau of American Ethnol-

ogy, Washington, D. C.

SECTION I.—SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC SCIENCE.

Address of the Vice-President : Improvident

Civilization. By Mr. R. T. Colburn, Elizabeth,

N. J.

Beginning on Tuesday, August 10th, the fol-

lowing papers will be read
;

1. The Civil Service Reform. By Dr. Wm.
H. Hale, Brooklyn, N. Y.

2. Civic Ownership of Public Works. By
Dr. Wm. H. Hale, Brooklyn, N. Y.

3. Racial Deterioration : the Increase of Sui-

cide. By Lawrence Irwell, Buffalo, N. Y.

4. Wheat Consumption in the United States.

By Henry Farquhar, Dep't of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C.

5. The Municipal System of Ontario. By C.

C. James, M.A., Toronto.

6. The New Canadian Tariff. By Professor

James Mavor, Toronto.

7. Suggestions for an International Confer-

ence on Diversity of Languages. By R. T.

Colburn, Elizabeth, N. J.

8. The ' Social Mind,' or ' Social Conscience ;'

its origin and persistence. By .

9. Tariffs and Trade. By Archibald Blue,

Bureau of Mines, Toronto.

10. The Course of Ontario Agriculture dur-

the past ten years. By C. C. James, M.A.,

Toronto.

11. The U. S. idea in laying out the Public

Lauds and the Evils resulting therefrom. By
B. W. DeCourcy, Tacoma, Wash.

12. Labor Restrictions as Potent Factors in

Social Evolution. By Dr. Charles Porter Hart,

Wyoming, Ohio.

18. International currency. By H. P. V.

Bogne, Avon, N. Y.

Archibald Blue,

Secretary of the Section.

Bureau of Mines, Toronto.
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EDWARD DRINKER COPE, NATURALIST—

A

CHAPTER IN THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE*

Bitter conitraint, and sad occasion dear

Compels me to distnrb your season due

;

For Lycidas is dead, dead ere his time

Our Lycidas, and hath not left his peer.

On the morning of the 13th of April, in a

car on my way from a funeral in 'New

* Address by the retiring President of the Ameri-

can Association for the Advancement of Science at the

Detroit Meeting, August 9th.

York to Washington, a newspaper notice of

the death, the day before, of my old friend,

E. D. Cope, caught my eye. Shocked by
the intelligence, I dropped the paper, and

memory recalled various incidents of our

long acquaintance.

The threnody of Milton* in commemora-
tion of his friend Edward King also rose to

recollection, and the lines just quoted

seemed to me to be peculiarly fitted for the

great man just dead. He was, indeed, no

longer young and had attained his prime,

f

but he had planned work for many years to

come and had well advanced in the execu-

tion of some of it. He had truly died be-

fore his time and had left no peer ; the

greatest of the long line of American natu-

ralists was prematurely snatched from sci-

ence and from friends.

My acquaintance with Cope began in

1859. While looking through the part of

the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural

Sciences of Philadelphia for the month of

April, in which my first paper published by

the Academy had appeared, I found one by
E. D. Cope ' On the primary divisions of the

Salamandridfe.' It seems that the papers

by Cope and myself had been passed on by
the Committee on Publications on the very

same day (April 26th) and appeared in

print in j uxtaposition. I had not previously

* Milton, Poems XVII.

t In the extract from Milton's poem, time has been

substituted for prime and our for young.
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heard of the new devotee of science and read

his article with as much interest as my own.

A well-equipped man had evidently come

upon the field and this was the first of the

numerous articles that were destined to ap-

pear in an uninterrupted flow for nearly

four decades. A few months afterwards I met

the author in Philadelphia at the Academy.

A young man, nineteen years old, about

5 feet 9 or 10 inches high, with head carried

somewhat backwards and of rather robust

frame, stood before me ; he had an alert,

energetic manner, a pronounced, positive

voice, and appeared to be well able to take

his part in any trouble. His knowledge

was by no means confined to herpetology,

but covered a wide range of science, and'

his preliminary education had been good.

"We afterwards met from time to time in

Philadelphia and Washington and found we
had many sympathies in common and some

differences.

In one of our first interviews we had

quite an argument on the nature of the

family group in zoology, resulting from criti-

cisms I made on the extended scope he had

given to that category in the classification

of the Salamanders. Another controversy,

I remember, had reference to the vertebral

theory ofthe skull. In an article on the veno-

mous serpents, published in the Proceedings

of the Academy for 1859, he had defined

the group in terms involving the adoption

of that theory, and I ventured to dissent

from its reality. I had myself been much
impressed with it in former days and when
16 years old had copied in colors an illus-

tration of Owen's so-called archetype repro-

duced in Carpenter's Physiology. Subse-

quently, however, the fact that there was
only an approximation to the realization of

it in the most specialized of fishes and not

at all among the lower or higher vertebrates,

with other considerations, turned me from

it, and I gave my reasons for dissent to

Cope. Ultimately he admitted the force of

the argument and also abandoned the theory

at one time so popular in England and
America.

Our acquaintance, thus begun in 1859,

continued uninterruptedly till death di-

vided us. We rarely met, indeed, that we
did not express difference of opinion respect-

ing some subject, but the difference was

never of a serious nature and generally lit-

tle more than sufficient to enliven inter-

course.

II.

The future naturalist was born in Phila-

delphia on the 28th of July, 1840, and the

name Edward Drinker was given to him.

He was the descendant of a prosperous line

long established in Pennsylvania. His

father, Alfred, was a man of cultivated lit-

erary taste and did much to train his son's

mind in early youth. He had retired from

active business and lived in luxurious ease

in Germantown, a suburb of Philadelphia.

There he had formed an arboretum con-

taining most of the American trees which

would thrive in the climate of that region.

Amidst such sui'roundings the youthful

Cope grew up.

An active and intelligent interest in Na-

ture became manifest at a very early age.

When only about seven years old, during a

sea voyage to Boston with his father, the

boy is said to have kept a journal which

he filled with drawings of 'jelly fish, gram-

puses and other natural objects seen by the

way. ' When eight and a half years old he

made his first visit to the Museum of the

Academy of Natural Sciences of his native

city ; this visit was on the "21st day of the

10th Month, 1848," as entered in his journal.

He brought away careful drawings, measure-

ments and descriptions of several larger

birds, as well as of the skeleton of an Ich-

thyosaurus. His drawing of the fossil rep-

tile bears the explanatory legend in Quaker

style :
" two of the sclerotic plates look at

the eye—thee will see these in it."
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At the age of ten lie was taken upon a

voyage to the "West Indies.* What were

the impressions he derived from that voyage

we have not been told. But what has been

communicated amplyjustified Professor Os-

born in his declaration that " the principal

impression he gave in boyhood was of in-

cessant activity in mind and body, reaching

in every direction for knowledge, and of

great independence in character and action."

His school education was mostly carried on

in the Westtown Academy, a Quaker insti-

tution about 23 miles west of Philadelphia.

One of his instructers was Dr. Joseph

Thomas, a well known literary worker of

Philadelphia and future author of a ' Uni-

versal Pronouncing Dictionary of Biography

and Mythology ' (1870), and said to be an

'excellent linguist.' Under his guidance

Cope obtained a passing knowledge of Latin

and Greek. He appeared to have had no in-

struction in any biological science and had
no regular collegiate training. He did,

however, enjoy the advantage of " a year's

study (1858-9) of anatomy and clinical

instruction at the University of Pennsyl-

vania," in which the illustrious Leidy was
professor of anatomy. Bat, in the words of

his literary executor (Professor H. F.

Osborn), "it is evident that he owed far

more to paternal guidance in the direct

study of nature and to his own impulses as

a young investigator than to the five or six

years of formal education which he received

at school. He was especially fond of map
drawing and of geographical studies."

While a school boy he relieved his studies

of the classics and the regular course in

which boys of his age were drilled by ex-

cursions into the fields and woods. Eeptile

life especially interested him, and he sought

salamanders, snakes and tortoises under
rocks, stones, fallen trees and layers of

leaves, as well as in the ponds and streams

of his vicinage. The trophies of his excur-

* Osborn in Science, n. s., V., 706.

sions were identified from descriptions in

the works in which they were treated, as

well as by comparison with identified speci-

mens in the museum of the Academy. He
early and almost without guidance learned

to use the library and collection of the

Academy, although he did not become a

member until he came of age in 1861.

Cope's first contribution to the Proceed-

ings of the Academy appeared in the part

covering April and was ' On the Primary

Divisions of the Salamandridse, with de-

scriptions of the New Species.'* In this

maiden paper he instituted important modi-

fications of the systems previously adopted

in the United States. He soon afterwards

catalogued the serpents preserved in the

museum of the Academy of JSTatural Sci-

ences and likewise improved upon the sys-

tems previously in vogue. He continued

with various papers, describing new species

and giving synopses or brief monographs

of sundry genera of lizards and anurous

amphibians.

For five years his publication was confined

almost exclusively to the reptiles and am-
phibians. (The continuity was only inter-

rupted once in 1862, when he described a

new shrew caught by himself in ISTew

Hampshire.) Not until 1864 did he be-

gin to extend his field. In that year he

described various fishes and a supposed new
whale, and gave his first contribution to

paleontology in the description of the

stegosaurian amphibian called Amphihamus

grandiceps. But although his attention

had become thus divided, he never lost

his interest in herpetology and continued

to the end of his life to devote much
attention to that department. His studies

extended to every branch of the subject,

covering not only specific details and gen-

eral taxonomy, but also the consideration of

anatomical details, the modifications of dif-

ferent organs, geographical distribution,

*Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, pp. 122-128.
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chronological sequence, genetic relations

and physiological consequences. So numer-

ous were his memoirs, so entirely did he

cover the field of herpetology, and so

marked an impression did he make on the

science, that he was well entitled to apply

to himself the boast of the Vergilian hero,

' Pars magna fui.

'

In his earliest essays he manifested the

independence and critical spirit which were

so characteristic of him later. One know-

ing all the circumstances of the case may
he amused in coming across a passage ex-

pressed in the tones of a veteran published

by him when 20 years old :
" In proposing

the name Zaocys * * * we are giving ex-

pression to an opinion long held by us as to

the unnatural association of species in the

so-called genus Coryplwdon * * *. In it

we find cylindrical terrestrial species united

with compressed subarboricole species, upon

a peculiarity whose value as an index of

nature appears to us entirely imaginary.

The very nature of the coryphodontian type

of dentition, as distinguished from the iso-

dontian and syncranterian, would lead us to

infer its inconstancy ;

" and so on. * Bold as

was the criticism of such herpetologists as

Dumeril, Bibron and Giinther, it was justi-

fied by the facts, and the young author's

conclusions have received the endorsement

of the best succeeding herpetologists, in-

cluding even the latest author criticised.

In 1863 he paid a visit to Europe, partly

for the benefit of his health which had suf-

fered from overwork, and partly for the

purpose of seeing the great museums of

England, France, Holland, Austria and

Prussia. Notwithstanding his ailments, he

made good use of his time abroad and sys-

tematically examined the collections of rep-

tiles in the chief centers of science. He
did not even restrict his studies to herpe-

tologj^, but extended them to various other

subjects.

*Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 18G0, p. 563.

On his return from Europe, in 1864, he
was appointed professor of natural science

in Haverford College, an institution chiefly

supported by Quakers, but retained the po-

sition only three years. During this time,

in 1865, he married Miss Annie, daughter of

Mr. Andrew Pim, of Chester county. Pa.

In and after 1864, too, he enlarged the

range of his studies and publications and

also extended them to ichthyology, mam-
malogy and paleontology. He had always

been interested in the philosophical aspects

of science and early adopted the conception

of descent with modifications to account

for the variations of animals and the differ-

entiation into species and higher groups,

and in 1869 began to give expression to his

peculiar views.

On the death of his father he became

heir to a considerable fortune. Part of this

was invested in mines which for a short

time gave promise of good returns, but, it is

said, the majority of the stock was held by
others, and owing to the incapacity of super-

intendents and the operations of the con-

trolling stockholders he lost his interests.

"While in the enjoyment of his fortune he

spent large amounts in collections and per-

sonally conducted or sent out expeditions

to various places. One of the most impor-

tant was sent to South America. He filled a

large house from cellar to topmost story

with his collections and resided in an ad-

joining one.

In 1871 he conducted an expedition to

Kansas and especially investigated the Cre-

taceous beds of that State and collected

their fossils. In 1872 and 1873 he became

connected with the U. S. Geological Survey

and for the fossils visited Wyoming in the

former year and Colorado in the latter. In

1874 he joined the survey under the com-

mand of Lieut. "Wheeler, of the Engineers,

and exploi-ed 'New Mexico.

The collections made during these expe-

ditions were large and the unwearied in-
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dustry and energy, as well as cares, of Cope

were rewarded with many well-preserved

fossils. These were described in many
communications to the Academy of Natural

Sciences and the American Philosophical

Society, and later in large volumes pub-

lished by the general government as re-

ports of the respective surveys with which

he was connected.

The various investigations thus opened

were continued through the succeeding

years. His collections continued to grow

in spite of reduced means. He refused

even to sell portions for which he was of-

fered liberal sums and, at the cost of per-

sonal discomfort, held on to them and made
his home, for much of the time, in the

midst of them, having sold his residential

house but kept his museum.
In 1878 he purchased the rights of the

proprietors of the American Naturalist and
removed it to Philadelphia. Professor

Packard, one of the original proprietors,

cooperated with him in the editing of it

for some years, and he was also assisted by
various eminent specialists. In this journal

numerous articles of all kinds, including

reviews and editorial comments, were pub-

lished by him. His last words appeai'ed in

numbers issued after his death, the leading

article in the number for June having been

written shortly before his death ; it treats of

the remarkable mammals of South America,

known as Toxodontia.

In 1886 he received an appointment to

a chair in the University of Pennsylvania

and became professor of geology and
paleontology. Such a man naturally awak-
ened the interest of apt pupils, and he was
a facile and entertaining lecturer. From the

stores of a rich memory he could improvise

a discourse on almost any topic within the

range of his varied studies. His views

were so much in advance of those in any
text-book that for his own convenience, no
less than for the benefit of his pupils, he

felt compelled to prepare a ' Syllabus of

lectures on geology and paleontology,' but

only ' Part III., Paleontology of the Verte-

brata,' was published. It appeared in 1891

and is still a valuable epitome of the classi-

fication of the vertebrates, recent as well

as fossil, giving in dichotomous tables the

essential characters of all the groups above

families and also the names of all the fami-

lies. His own industry and investigations

did much to render this antiquated in even

six years and a new edition or work became
necessary. " Upon the Tuesday preceding

his death he sent to the press an elaborate

outline of his University lectures contain-

ing his latest ideas of the classification of

the Vertebrata."*

The enormous mass of publications con-

stantly flowing from his own pen might

lead one unacquainted with the author to

suppose that he was probably a recluse,

but there were few men of his intellectual-

ity who were less disposed to seclude them-

selves. He enjoyed and gave enjoyment

to intellectual company and was a brilliant

conversationalist. He was especially fond

of academical meetings and was an unusu-

ally frequent attendant at the meetings of

the American Association as well as of the

National Academy of Sciences. His elec-

tion to the Presidency of the American As-

sociation was highly esteemed by him and

doubtless his address would have been a

notable one.

In February (1897) Cope's health be-

came seriously affected by nephritic disor-

der, which, it is said, ' might possibly have

been remedied by a surgical operation,'

but this he would not submit to. Notwith-

standing failing health, he continued active

almost to the last. Finally the insidious

disease invaded his entire system and he

died on the 12th of April, in the room he

had long used as a study, surrounded by
the objects of his life-long attentions.

* Osborn in Science, May 7, p. 705.
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Such were the chief episodes of Cope's

individaal life ; the facts known are few

and the record belongs rather to his family

than to us. But Cope's real life was in his

work and to the consideration of that work

we may now proceed. Let us adopt the

order in which he took up the subjects of

his investigations and successively look

into his contributions to herpetology (III)

,

ichthyology (IV), mammalogy (V) and

paleontology (VI); we may then examine

his philosophical views and especially those

relating to evolution (VII) ; finally we may
attempt to forecast the position he is des-

tined to enjoy in the history of science

(VIII) . To know him as he was we must

recognize his weakness as well as his

strength. He himself has wished this and

has asked in the spirit of the Moor :

Speak o£ me as I am ;
nothing extenuate,

Nor set down aught in malice.

III.

The extent of Cope's contributions to her-

petology have been referred to. Herpetology

was his first love and continued to be the

favorite branch of science to his life's end.

His impress on it was, in some respects at

least, greater than on any other of the sci-

ences he cultivated, and doubtless the sys-

tems he introdilced, with some modifica-

tions, will be the most lasting. He found

herpetology an art ; he left it a science
;

he found it a device mainly for the naming

of specimens; he left it the expression

of the coordination of all structural fea-

tures. The reformations he effected in the

classification of the anurous amphibians and

the saurian reptiles were especially notable.

The anurans had been chiefly differen-

tiated in groups on account of the most su-

perficial characters. Such were the modes

of fixation of the tongue or its absence, the

development of disk-like expansions of the

tips of the toes, or simply attenuated toes,

and the presence or absence of teeth in a

jaw. Cope proceeded to investigate the

group in an anatomical manner and reached

entirely new conclusions. He found that

important differences existed in the struc-

ture of the sternum, and especially in the

connection of the lateral halves. In the

common toads and tree toads of Europe and
North America the so-called clavicle and
coracoid of each side are ' connected by a

longitudinal arched cartilage which over-

laps that of the opposite side,' while in the

common frogs the clavicles and coracoids of

both sides are connected by a single median
cartilage. The former type is now known
as the arciferous and the latter as the firmi-

sternal. Although Cope was the first to

appreciate the significance of those charac-

ters, he did not at once fully realize their

morphological value, the name Arcifera

having been originally applied by him only

to types of that group having teeth. Ulti-

mately he did so, and his views have stood

the test of time and the latest critical inves-

tigations. He also found that the charac-

ters so revealed served to fix the places in

the system of the groups in question. In

their early stages the Firmisternials (or

frogs and their relations) have the shoulder-

girdle movable, and thus resemble the Ar-

cifers (toads, etc.), which have the opposite

halves movable during their whole life-

time ;
thus it became evident that the latter

are the lowest or most generalized forms,

and the former more advanced and higher

in the system. The development of teeth,

which had been supposed by the earlier sys-

tematists to be of paramount value, and

which Cope, following in their footsteps,

had also originallj^ unduly valued, has been

found to be of quite subordinate impor-

tance.

The lizards were also in former times

distributed into families and other groups

on account of variations in superficial or

external characters, such as the form of the

tongue, the arrangement of the scales and

the development of legs and feet. Cope
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dissected examples of all the types he

could obtain and found that such super-

ficial characters were often misleading, and

he proceeded to arrange them with refer-

ence to the preponderance of all characters.

The structure of the cranium especially

was analyzed, and the variations and con-

cordances in the development of various

bones were tabulated. These characters

were supplemented by others derived from

the vertebrae, the shoulder girdle, the teeth,

the tongue and the pholidosis. Familiarity

with his subject enabled him almost in-

stinctively to assess the relative values of

the different characters, and he obtained

fitting equations which resulted in a system

which has received the approbation of the

most competent judges to the present time.

The extent of Cope's influence on herpe-

tology may be to some extent inferred

from the catalogues of the richest collec-

tion of reptiles and amphibians in existence

—the British Museum's. Descriptive cata-

logues of both the Anurans and Saurians

have been published at different times. In

the early catalogues are adopted the views

current at the dates of publication—1845

for the lizards; 1858 for the batrachians.

New editions were published many years

later and the systems of Cope were adopted

with slight modifications. In his catalogue

of the Batrachia salientia Mr. Boulenger,

the author, remarked that it appeared
" undeniable that the principles of classifi-

cation laid down by Mr. Cope are more in

accordance with the natural afiinities of

the genera of tailless Batrachians than

those employed by other authors; this is

amply proved by all we know of their geo-

graphical distribution, development and

physiology."

In an article* published in advance of

his catalogue of the lizards, Boulenger

states that the old classifications are, ' on

* Synopsis of the families of existing Laoertilia.

Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIV., 117,

the whole, as unnatural as can be' and

that, " like Cope, whose lizard families I re-

gard as the most natural hitherto proposed,

I shall lay greater stress on osteological

characters and on the structure of the

tongue."

It was a long time, however, before Cope's

views became popular. Even anatomists

of repute refused to follow him. One* of

them, for example, admitted that " skeletal

characters are, indeed, most valuable ones

in leading us to detect the deepest and tru-

est affinities of vertebrate animals, but [he

urged] these affinities once found, it is very

desirable that zoological classification should

not, if it can possibly be avoided, repose upon

them only, but rather on more external and

more readily ascertainable characters."

He, therefore, ventured ' to propose a classi-

fication derived from that. of Dr. Giinther.'

Cope repliedf by a fierce review of the

work of Dr. Giinther, and concluded with

the utterance that such views ' will only in-

terfere with the progress of knowledge if

sincerely held and believed.'

But such views were evidently sincerely

believed and they did retard the progress

of science. An eminent Eussian herpetolo-

gist objected to the use of anatomical char-

acters. He especially protested against

those employed by Boulenger after Cope to

the grouping of the lizards, and Mr. Boulen-

ger considered it incumbent on him to

defend the practice of using such charac-

ters; X he aptly replied that the use of

' purely external characters * * * does

not meet the requirements of modern sci-

ence,' and that classifications are not made
simply ' for the convenience of beginners.'

At last, however, the principles of classi-

fication adopted by Cope have become gen-

*Mivart in Proo. Zool, Soc, London, 1869, p.

281.

t Cope in Am. Journ. Soi. (3), I., p. 203.

JBoulengerin Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIX.

'

385.;
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erally accepted, and doubtless this was in

no small degree hastened by their applica-

tion to all the amphibians and reptiles by

Boulenger.

Cope's attention to the extinct reptiles

was excited by the examination and consid-

eration of a Carboniferous lizard-like am-

phibian which he was requested in 1865 to

report upon. It was a new species which

he named Amphibamus grandiceps and con-

sidered to be the type of a new order to

which the name Xenorachia was applied,

but which he subsequently referred to the

new comprehensive order Stegocephali.

He sought for specimens of the extinct

species with as much enthusiasm as he had

for the recent. Extinct and living he con-

sidered together and light was mutually

reflected from the two to guide him in the

perfection of the entire sj'stem. In 1869

he gave expression to the results of his

studies in a well illustrated ' Synopsis of

the Extinct Batrachia, Eeptilia and Aves

of North America.' This was supple-

mented in 1874 by addenda and a ' Cata-

logue of the air-breathing Vertebrata from

the coal measures of Ohio.'

A rich field was opened to him in 1877,

when he received the first instalment of rep-

tilian remains from Texas,which were at first

considered to be of Triassic age, but subse-

quently determined to be Permian. Succes-

sive instalments of amphibian as well as rep-

tilian skeletons enriched his collection, and

his investigations revealed a new and won-

derful fauna rich in species and often dif-

fering widely from any previously known.

These were described in many articles. The
results for the amphibians werfi summarized

in 1884 in a memoir on the ' Batrachia of

the Permian period of North America.'

The Permian amphibians were found to

vary much in the composition of their

backbones. Instead of having single cen-

tra arranged in a continnous row as in ex-

isting Vertebrates, they had distinct bones

on which were devolved portions of the

functions fulfilled by the centra of higher

Vertebrates. Some had ' the vertebral

bodies represented by three segments each,

a basal intercentrum and two lateral pleu-

rocentra;' these were named ' Ganocephali

'

and ' Ehachitomi.' Some " differ remark-

ably from all other Vertebrata in having

between the centra another set of vertebral

bodies, so that each arch has two corre-

sponding bodies ;
" these were called ' Em-

bolomeri.'

In tracing the development of these

bones, Cope came to the conclusion that

they were only partially represented in

higher or more specialized types ; they did

not become consolidated, but one or the

other became reduced and finally lost or at

least greatly atrophied. In the living

amphibians the vertebral centra are homol-

ogous only with the intercentra, while, on

the conti'ary, the centra of the reptiles,

birds and mammals are represented by the

pleurocentra of the Ehachitomes.

The studies of Cope on those classes

which had earliest attracted his attention

were more nearly completed than for any

others. Many years ago he had contem-

plated the publication of monographs of

the amphibians and reptiles of North

America and happily he had at last

finished his work.

In 1889 his monograph of the ' Batrachia

of North America ' was given to the world

as a Bulletin of the United States National

Museum (No. 34). It forms a goodly

volume of 525 pages illustrated by 86*

plates and 120 figures inserted in the text.

No large country has a more elaborate and

scientific exposition of the class than is

given in this volume. A synopsis is fur-

nished of all the families and genera

wherever found, and detailed descriptions

are supplied for all the groups and species

* The last plate is numbered 86, but five -were can-

celled, 80, 81, 82, 84 and 85.
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represented in the zoological realm of

North America, 31 genera and 107 species

are recognized, and of these Cope had first

made known about a quarter, 7 of the

genera and 27 of the species having been

described by himself. Shortly before his

death, and during his last visit to AVashing-

ton he delivered to the National Museum
the report on all the reptiles of North

America which he had been long prepar-

ing. This was prepared on the model of

his ' Batrachia of North America,' but

will, of course, be a much larger work,

inasmuch as there are nearly three times

as many reptiles as Batrachians.* His

last elaborate memoirs dealt with special

anatomical features of the serpents and

lizards, which he examined with the view

of perfecting the system of those groups.

IV.

In 1864 he became especially interested

in the fresh-water fishes of the United

States, and then as well as in succeeding

years published enumerations and descrip-

tions of many species. His first papers

in 1864 and 1865 were ' On a Wind Silurid

from Pennsylvania ' and a ' Partial cata-

logue of the cold-blooded Vertebrata of

Michigan;' in 1868 he publishefl 'On the

distribution of fresh-water fishes in the

Allegheny region of southwestern Vir-

ginia,' and in 1869 appeared a ' Synopsis

of the Cyprinidse of Pennsylvania.' Id

addition to these, various minor papers

were published and in some of them marine

forms were considered.

"When in Europe Cope had purchased a

large collection of skeletons of fishes from,

all parts of the world prepared by Professor

Joseph Hyrtl, of Vienna, one of the most

skillful practical anatomists of the day.

He had a number of other skeletons made

* Cope's monograpli of the reptiles will not in-

clude the tortoises, those having heen left to Dr. Gr.

Baur to monograph.

to represent missing types. With these as

a basis he proceeded to recast the classifi-

cation of fishes. The first contribution to

the subject was embodied in an introduc-

tory chapter of his ' Contribution to the

Ichthyology of the Lesser Antilles,' pub-

lished early in 1871.

The same chapter, with the same title,

' Observations on the Systematic Relations

of Fishes,' but with some modifications and
additions, was later published in the Pro-

ceedings of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science for 1871. This

was a notable paper and replete with origi-

nal observations of value. It was not, how-

ever, up to the standard of his work on am-
phibians and reptiles. The subject, indeed,

was too vast and only a superficial exami-

nation was made of special parts. It was
not a classification based on the examina-

tion of the entire structure, but rather an

exposition of the development of a few par-

ticular characters, which more experience

subsequently convinced him were of less

value than he had supposed. Nevertheless,

in some respects the proposed classification

was much in advance of those previously

adopted, and useful hints were given for the

further improvement of the system.

Later Cope followed up this attempt at

the reformation of the ichthyological system

with several others especially treating of

extinct types. One of them, ' On the classi-

fication of the extinct fishes of the lower

types,' was published in the Proceedings of

the American Association for 1877. The
results of his studies were summarized, in

1889, in ' A synopsis of the families of Ver-

tebrata,' and two years afterwards (1891)

with modifications, in an article 'On the non-

actinopterygian Teleostomi. ' These results

were very valuable and attention was for

the first time directed to the importance

and morphological significance of the skel-

etal fin structures of the ancient fishes

long confounded under the name of Gan-
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Olds. Instead of this single order (or sub-

class) of the old systematists, he named
four superorders of the Teleostomi or true

fishes,' and recognized seven orders, includ-

ing the old ganoids after eliminating the

Lepidosteids and Amiids, which were refer-

red to the Actinopterygians. Only two of

the seven orders are represented by ex-

isting forms

—

one (^Cladistia) by the bichirs

of Africa and the other ( Chondrostei ) by

the sturgeons.

His work on the extinct fishes was in-

comparably better than any that had been

done before in the United States. He far

surpassed all his predecessors, not only by

his knowledge of morphological details

manifest in the extinct as well as living

forms, but by his keen philosophical instinct

and taxonomic tact. But this philosophical

instinct was sometimes at fault, and oc-

casionally he indulged in the wildest specu-

lations, for which he has, not unjustly, been

taken to task. But even his blunders were

the result of the facility of his mind in

seizing and adapting the latest utterances

of science. One notorious case may be

given. The great Russian embryologist

Kowalevsky published a memoir sustaining

the thesis that the Tunicates were mem-
bers of the vertebrate phylum and that the

larval stage of most of the species had the

homological equivalent of the backbone

of the true vertebrates. Cope foresaw the

morphological consequences of this view

and sought the vertebrates nearest the

Tunicates. He settled upon some strange

forms of the Silurian and Devonian times

known as Pteraspids and Cephalaspids.

They were the earliest known of vertebrates

and therefore likely to be the most primi-

tive in structure. Most of them had a shell-

like encasement, composed of bone-like

plates. He happened to find illustrations

of the living Chelyosoma, a true Tunicate

having a system of plate-like indurations of

the integument, somewhat similar in ap-

pearance to those of some of the ancient

fishes . It was assumed that this mere super-

ficial similarity indicated genetic relation-

ship. To those acquainted with the struc-

ture of Chelyosomathis approximation seemed

strange indeed; its anatomy was known
and the form is simply a well marked re-

lation of the typical ascidiids, but highly

specialized by the development of integu-

mentary plate-like horny indurations. His-

tologically and otherwise they were very

diiferent from the plates of the extinct

armored vertebrates. Cope's guess was
simply the result of the tendency to jump
at conclusions which he was constantly

obliged to curb, and unfortunately he rushed

into print before he had time to think. He
soon reconsidered the case with calmer

mind, and abandoned his hypothesis. Few
men were ever more willing to reconsider

evidence and retrace false steps than he.

In spite of errors of detail and somewhat

hasty generalization the ichthyological

labors of Cope were unusually valuable

contributions to science, and the progress

of ichthj'ology has been much accelerated,

not only by these labors, but by the in-

vestigations they challenged.

V.

Cope's attention was early drawn to the

mammals. His first published article

( 1863 ) was a description of a supposed

new Shrew found in New Hampshire, and

in 1865 he described various cetaceans.

In 1868 he began the collection and inves-

tigation of the fossil mammals of the west-

ern territory, and thenceforward devoted

the larger share of his attention to the de-

scription and restoration of the numerous

new species which he from time to time

brought to light. The previous investiga-

tors of the extinct mammals of America

had almost exclusivelj'' confined themselves

to descriptions and illustrations of the cra-

nia and dentition, but a new era was intro-
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duced when Marsh and Cope sent out ex-

ploring expeditions or themselves collected.

No parts of skeleton were neglected ; all

were collected. Gradually the numerous

bones from different parts of the skeleton

were identified, and finally many of the

beasts of old were resurrected into skeletons

almost as complete as those just divested

of muscles.

The discoveries resulting from such thor-

ough work quite modified or even over-

turned old conceptions. It became evident

that there was a great contrast between the

development of the mammals and that of

invertebrates, and even, though in a less de-

gree, of fishes. It appeared that there was

a much more rapid process of evolution for

the mammals than for the lower classes.

All the mammals ofthe oldest ofthe Tertiary

periods were strange and very unlike those

of recent times, and no descendants of even

the same families lived to be the contempo-

raries of civilized man. The views of the

founder of vertebrate paleontology were

also to a considerable extent subverted.

Cuvier taught that there was always a co-

ordination between the various systems of

the animal frame and that from the remains

or impress of one part the approximate

structure of the other parts could be in-

ferred. He even pushed this doctrine to

such an extreme that he overlooked some

obvious counter-facts. One such case is so

remarkable because it orginated with Cu-

vier and was endorsed by Huxley* that it

is worthy of mention here, and Huxley's in-

troduction to it and translation of it may
be given. Huxley himself protests against

the too literal application of Cuvier's law

and recalls Cuvier's own reserve :

"Cuvier, the more servile of whose imitators are

fond of citing his mistaken doctrines as to the nature

of the methods of paleontology against the conclu-

*Huxley, ' Introduction to the Classification of Ani-

mals,' 1869, in first chapter ' On Classification in Gen-

eral. '

sions of logic and of common sense, has put this so

strongly that ^I cannot refrain from quoting his

words.*

"But I doubt if any one would have divined, if

uritaught by observation, that all ruminants have the

foot cleft, and that they alone have it. I doubt if

any one would have divined that there are frontal

horns only in this class ; that those among them
which have sharp canines for the most part lack

horns.
'

' However, since these relations are constant,

they must have some sufiicient cause ; but since we
are ignorant of it, we must make good the defect of

the theory by means of observation. It enables us to

establish empirical laws, which become almost as cer-

tain as rational laws, when they rest on sufficiently

repeated observations ; so that now, whoso sees

merely the print of a cleft foot may conclude that the

animal which left this impression ruminated, and
this conclusion is as certain as any other in physics or

morals. This footprint alone, then, yields to him
who observes it, the form of the teeth, the form of

the jaws, the form of the vertebrae, the form of all the

bones of the legs, of the thighs, of the shoulders, and

of the pelvis of the animal which has passed by. It

is a surer mark than all those of Zadig. '

'

The first perusal of these remarks would

occasion surprise to some and immediately

induce a second, more careful reading to

ascertain whether they had not been mis-

understood. Some men, with much less

knowledge than either Cuvier or Huxley,

may at once recall living exceptions to

the positive statements as to the coordina-

tion of the ' foot cleft ' with the other char-

acters specified. One of the most common
of domesticated animals—the hog—would

come up before the ' mind's eye,' if not the

actual eye at the moment, to refute any

such correlation as was claimed. Never-

theless, notwithstanding the fierce contro-

versial literature centered on Huxley, no al-

lusion appears to have been made to the

lapsus. Yet every one will admit that the

hog has the ' foot cleft ' as much as any

ruminant, but the ' form of the teeth' and

the form of some vertebrte are quite differ-

ent from those of the ruminants, and of

course the multiple stomach and adaptation

*Ossemens fossiles, ed, 4""=, tome, 1'', p. 184. ...
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for rumination do not exist in the liog.

That any one mammalogist should make
such a slip is not very surprising, but that

a second equally learned should follow in

his steps is a singular psychological curi-

osity.

I need scarcely add that the law of cor-

relation applied by Cuvier to the structures

of ruminants entirely fails in the case of

many extinct mammals discovered since

Cuvier's days. Zadig would have been

completely nonplussed if he could have seen

the imprint of an Agriochcerid, a Unita-

therid or a Menodontid.

I have given this quotation for two rea-

sons : first, to indicate how the increase of

our knowledge has revolutionized old con-

ceptions; and second, to show how even the

ablest of men may stumble.

Cope has been much criticised for the

mistakes and false generalizations he made.

Unquestionably he did make many. But

error seems to be inseparable from investi-

gation, and if he made more than the other

great masters he covered more ground and

did more work. He was also, it must be

admitted, more hasty than some others in

that he availed himself of the more fre-

quent means of publication he enjoyed.

The great merit of Cope's work on mam-
mals is that he always considered the old

and new—the extinct and recent—forms

together. He refused to be bound by con-

sistency or by precedent, either set by him-

self or others. Fresh discoveries opened

new vistas to him, and he modified his views

from time to time and as often as he re-

ceived new evidence.

He introduced many new families in the

system and sought to improve the system

by the comparison of all the elements of the

skeleton. He came to the conclusion that

the afiBnities of the ungulate quadrupeds

was best expressed by the manner of ar-

ticulation of the bones of the carpus and

tarsus; he associated .those having the ' car-

pal and usually tarsal bones in linear series

'

in a great order which he called Taxeopoda,

and contrasted them with the Proboscidea

and typical Ungulata, which he named anew
Diplarthra. In the Taxeopoda he gathered

many extinct families and associated with

them forms of the existing fauna known as

the Hyracoidea, Daubentouioidea, Quadru-

mana and Anthropomorpha. I cannot al-

together assent to this collocation inasmuch

as I think the common characteristics of the

three groups last mentioned—especially the

structure of the brain and the development

of the posterior cornua of the ventricles as

well as calcarine sulci—justify the old order

Primates. Nevertheless an important char-

acter was first appreciated in the composi-

tion of the podial bones, and fresh insight

was obtained into the relations of ancient

types.

I can only name a few more of Cope's

discoveries in this connection. One was the

generalization of 'trituberculy,' or the origi-

nal development of three tubercles to mo-

lar teeth, and that subsequent modifications

of the corresponding teeth were based on

this original plan. Another was the re-

markable Phenacod'us of the Eocene, which

was considered to be nearly in the line of

descent for the ungulates as well as the

series culminating in man and which led him

to the conception of the taxeopodous group.

The past history and genealogy of the

Camels and their relations were likewise

elucidated. In the present epoch only two

nearly related types exist separated b}^ half

the globe—the true camels of central and

northern Asia and the llamas of the Peru-

vian Andes. Cope i-evealed numerous spe-

cies from various Tertiary beds and showed

that the type was originally richly devel-

oped in America.

VI.

Paleontology from more than one point of

view may be divided into Invertebrate and
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yertebrate. The subjects of the former are

generally to be found in an approximately

complete condition so far as the exterior is

concerned, and early attracted the attention

of investigators, often little familiar with

recent zoology, and received names. The
subjects of the latter—especially the higher

types, as mammals, birds and reptiles—are

rarely found, except in a fragmentary con-

dition. Special knowledge of osteology,

even to its minutest details, is requisite to

successfully deal with such remains. Con-

sequently the fossil vertebrates of the United

States were neglected and left to the few

who had cultivated the requisite knowledge

to deal with them.

Another reason existed for the tardy at-

tention to Vertebrate paleontologj'^, which

continued till nearly the last quarter of our

present century in the United States. ISTo

deposits containing many fossil vertebrate

remains had become known in the East.

Zoologists interested in the past and in the

genealogy of existing forms lamented the

poverty of the United States, which con-

trasted with the richness of some parts

of Europe. It was even thought that there

was no hope of finding here such trophies

of the past as the beds of the Paris Basin or

those of Grecian Pikermi had yielded to

European paleontologists. But all this was
to be changed. Rumor had long before

hinted that numerous skeletal remains could

be found in certain parts of the wild West,

but the information was very vague.

Enough was known, however, to induce

Professor Marsh to visit certain deposits he

had heard of. In 1870 he explored an
Eocene lake-basin in Wyoming, drained by
the Green river, the main tributary of the

Colorado, and therein found numerous bones

belonging to almost all parts of the skele-

ton, of some remarkable gigantic mammals
which he called Dinocerata. The results of

this exploration interested Cope in the

highest degree. He visited the same region

in 1872, and thenceforth his attention to the

Vertebrate paleontology of the Western
States and Territories was never interrupted.

An intense rivalry arose between Professor

Marsh and himself which in time, it must
be confessed, became very bitter. Never-

theless, as in most quarrels respecting facts,

investigations were provoked by mutual re-

criminations which resulted in a more
speedy accumulation of data and a more
critical examination of those data than

would have been likely under less perturbed

conditions. Most of those data relate to

morphological and anatomical considera-

tions, and therefore belong rather to mam-
malogy and herpetology than to geology.

The relations of the ancient forms to each

other in point of time ; to those of other

lands; and to those whose remains were em-
bedded in other rocks, had necessarily to be

investigated. The earliest conclusions of

Cope were brought together and published

in 1879 in a memoir on ' The Relations of

the Horizons of Extinct Vertebrata of

Europe and North America.'* He at-

tempted therein to synchronize, or, rather,

homotaxially correlate the various ancient

fauna of North America and ' West Europe '

from the ' Primordial ' to the ' Pliocene.'

Naturally the greater part of the memoir
was devoted to the consideration of the Ter-

tiary divisions ; of these he admitted for

the American form six primary divisions,

and four of these were dichotomously sub-

divided for the time. Of the primary di-

visions three were referred to the Eocene,

one (White River) to the Oligocene, one

(Loup Fork) to the Miocene, and one to

the Pliocene. The exposition thus made
represents views not very different from

those now held, although, of course, modi-

fications in details have since been nec-

essary.

The evolution of the various animal, and

especially mammalian types, was also con-

*Bull. U. S. Survey Terr., V., 33-54.
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tinually the subject of Cope's researches,

and he attempted to trace the passage from

those of the most ancient periods to those

of later ones.

VII.

Cope was not satisfied with the study of

moi'phological details or simple taxonomy.

He aspired to know how animals came into

existence ; why they varied as they did, and

what laws determined their being. His was

an eminently philosophical mind, but at

the same time with a decided tendency to

metaphysical speculation. In one of his

earliest papers he manifested this tendency

and it persisted through life. It is with

much hesitation that I venture to give an

exposition of his most salient views, for I

must confess I do not altogether like his

philosophy and am able to subscribe to it

only in part. I cannot but wish that one

of his numerous disciples could have been

chosen for this task. But I cannot pass it

by, for it is the most characteristic feature

of Cope's work and the one he most

esteemed.

Cope began his public scientific career,

it will be remembered, in the same year in

which Darwin's long studies had fructified

into his ' Origin of Species.'

As was quite natural with his keen in-

stincts. Cope early adopted the doctrine of

transmutation of species and recognized the

truth that all the animals of the present

epoch are descendants from those of past

times with modifications which separate

them as species, and eventually as repre-

sentatives of genera, of families and orders

differing from the earlier ones as we retrace

the steps of Time farther and farther back.

He was not, however, satisfied with Dar-

win's theory, and denied that natural selec-

tion was a sufficient factor for differentia-

tion. He would not admit that animals were

passive subjects and that the slight varia-

tions which were manifest in the progeny of

species were sufficient to enable nature to

select from and to fit for future conditions.

He contended that the volition and en-

deavors of an animal had much to do with

future progeny as well as its own brief life.

In short, he claimed that characters ac-

quired by animals through their own efforts

or forced on them by various external

agencies or accidents might be transmitted

to their offspring. He further, first in a

in a chapter in his ' Synopsis of the Cypri-

nidffi of Pennsylvania ' outlined, and later, r
in ' The Origin of Genera,' he elaborated, a

peculiar theory characterized mainly by

what he called (with Professor Hyatt)
' the law of acceleration and retardation ' in

development. Darwin complained that he

could never understand this law, and Cope

complained that Darwin had not stated his

views correctly in an attempted abstract.

I therefore give Cope's views, restated in his

own language, summarizing them years

afterwards. " The following doctrines," he

he says, " were taught :"

'

' First, that the development of new characters has

been accomplislied by an acceleration or retardation in

the growth o£ the parts changed. This was demon-

strated by reference to a class of facts, some of which

were new, which gave ground for the establishment

of the new doctrine.

Second, that of exact parallelism between the adult

of one individual or set of individuals and a transi-

tional stage of one or more other individuals. This

doctrine is distinct from that of inexact parallelism

which had already been stated by von Baer. And
that this law expresses the origin of genera and higher

groups, because,

Third, they can only be distinguished by single

characters when all their representatives come to be

known.

Fourth, that genera and various other groups have

descended, not from a single generalized genus, etc.,

of the same group, but from corresponding genera of

one or more other groups. This was called the doc-

trine of homologous groiq>s.

Fifth, the doctrine that these homologous groups

belong to different geological periods, and,

Sixth, to different geographical areas, which, there-

fore, in some instances, are.

Seventh, related to each other in a sucoessional way

like the epochs of geological time.
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"Of these doctrines it may be observed that the first

and second are now the common property of evolu-

tionists, and are recognized everywhere as matter of

fact. The names which I selected to express them
have, however, only come into partial use. The
author believes that, although the doctrine was
vaguely shadowed out in the minds of students prior

to the publication of tins essay, it had not previously

been clearly expressed, nor been reduced to a demon-
stration. Of the truth of the doctrine the author is

more than ever convinced, and he believes that pale-

ontologioal discovery has demonstrated it in many in-

stances, and that other demonstrations will follow.

The fourth proposition (that of homologous groups)

is now held as a hyiiothesis explaining the phylogeny

of various groups of animals. For the descent of one

homologous group from another, the term polyphyleHc

has been coined. It remains to be seen whether the

doctrine is of universal application or not. That ho-

mologous groups belong to different geological hori-

zons, as stated under the fifth head, has been fre-

quently demonstrated since the publication of the es-

say. That the sixth proposition is true in a certain

number of cases is well known, and it follows that

the seventh proposition is also true in those cases.

The latter hypothesis, which was originally advanced

by Professor Agassiz, is, however, only partially truej

and the advance of paleontological study has not dem-
onstrated that it has had a very wide application in

geological time.

"A proposition which was made prominent in this

essay was that the prevalence of non-adaptive charac-

ters in animals proves the inadequacy of hypotheses

which ascribe the survival of tj'pes to their superior

adaptation to their environment. Numerous facts of

this kind undoubtedly indicate little or no activity

of a selective agency in nature, and do point to the

existence of an especial developmental force acting by

a direct influence on growth. The action of this force

is the acceleration and retardation appealed to in this

paper. The force itself was not distinguished until

the publication of the essay entitled ' The Method of

Creation' [1871], where it was named growth-force,

or bathmism. The energetic action of this force ac-

counts for the origin of characters, whether adaptive

or non-adaptive, the former differing from the latter

in an intelligent direction, which adapts them to the

environment. The numerous adaptive characters of

animals had by that time engaged the attention of

the author, and he found that they are even more
numerous than the non-adaptive. Some of the latter

were accounted for on the theory of the ' comple-

mentary location of growth-force. '
'

'

We can only consider the ' law of accel-

eration and retardation.' Again it behooves
us to seek his own definition:

"a. The succession of construction of parts of a
complex was originally a succession of identical repe-

titions; and grade influence merely determined the

number and location of such repetitions.

" i. ^cceZera/ton signifies addition to the number
and location of such repetitions during the period

preceding maturity, as compared with the preceding

generation, and retardation signifies a reduction of the

number of such repetitions during the same time.*

His meaning may best be inferred from
his application to mankind. This was done
in the following terms in 1872 :f

" Let an application be made to the origin of the

human species It is scarcely necessary to point out

at the start the fact, universally admitted by anato-

mists, that man and monkej's belong to the same order

of Mammalia, and differ in those minor characters,

generally used to define a ' family ' in zoology.

" Now, these differences are as follows : In man we
have the large head with prominent forehead and
short jaws

;
short canine teeth without interruption

behind (above)
;
short arms, and thumb of hand. not

opposable. In monkeys we have the reverse of all

these characters. But what do we see in young
monkeys ? A head and brain as large relatively as

in many men, with jaws not more prominent than in

some races ; the arms not longer than in the long-

armed races of men, that is, a little beyond half way
along the femur. * * * At this age of the individual

the distinctive characters are therefore those of liomo,

with the exception of the opposable thumb of the

hind foot, and the longer canine tooth. * * *

" Now in the light of various cases observed, where

members of the same species or brood are found at

adult age to difl'er in the number of immature charac-

ters they possess, we may conclude that man origi-

nated in the following way : that is, by a delay or

retardation of growth of the body and fore limbs as

compared with the head ; retardation of the jaws as

compared with the brain case, and retardation in the

protrusion of the canine teeth."

There is good reason for thinking that

fallacy is involved in this argument and
that quite a different interpretation should

be put on the evolution of the characters in

*Proc. Am. Phil. Soc, 1871; Origin of Fittest, p.

182.

tPenn. Monthly Mag., 1872; Origin of theFittest,

-p. 11, 1887.
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question. It is not the fore limbs that are

retarded in man, but the hind limbs have

become enlarged (compare the adult and

the infant). There is not retardation of

the jaws, but a special teleological adapta-

tion. Man has for the most part at least

discontinued the use of his teeth for war-

fare, and as a result of diminished use the

canines have become reduced and the dia-

stemata of the dental series been obliterated.

The brain has grown after birth and become

enlarged, and as a consequence the brain

case has extended forward—the reverse of

what occurs in the apes. Concomitantly

with the diminished use of the teeth and

jaws, the masseter and temporal muscles

have become reduced, and the sagittal and

lambdoidal ridges have consequently became

atrophied. The ecarinate rounded volu-

minous calvarium is the result.

It has been claimed that the young of

higher species ' are constantly accelerating

their development.' In many, however, de-

velopment is retarded, inasmuch as infancy

and juvenility are prolonged far beyond the

periods observed in our simian relatives.

Such examples as this give cause to be-

lieve that the ' law of acceleration and re-

tardation ' has been at least unduly extend-

ed. Acceleration and retardation are,

however, to a large extent, terms which

express facts ofevolution ; whether the word

law is applicable may depend on the mean-

ing one gives the word.

The transmission of acquired characters

was one of the accepted and most cherished

dogmas of Cope, and the belief in trans-

missibility of such characters is an essential

of the creed of so many who have become

his followers in America that a special

school came into existence known as the

Neo-Lamarckian and also as the Amer-

ican School. My own pi'ejudices have in-

clined me to that school. Nevertheless,

when I have divested mj'self of such preju-

dices as well as I could, I have been com-

pelled to admit that the evidence of the

heredity of acquired characters was rather

weak. There was, indeed, evidence for,

a well as against, but that against the doc-

trine of the transmissibility of acquired

characters seems to be the most weighty.

It is to be understood that the acquired

characters considered in this connection are

such as have been developed during post-

natal life as a result of endeavors of the ani-

mal or of the influence of external agencies.

The evidence presented has been mostly in

support of the contention that the characters

acquired have been directly inherited by
offspring, and consequently the transition

from the form not possessing the character

to one having it is rapid. The evidence ad-

duced has not been conclusive, to say the

least. There is, apparently, a germ of truth

in the proposition that acquired characters

are transmitted, but in a modified sense, and

the case has been weakened rather than

strengthened by the evidence offered.

The evidence for inheritance of acquired

characters was frequently given by Cope

and in his last published work— ' The Pri-

mary Factors of Organic Evolution,'—he

marshalled the testimonies of many wit-

nesses with his accustomed skill. He
evoked ' evidence from embryology,' ' evi-

dence from paleontology,' ' evidence from

breeding;' he considered the 'characters

due to nutrition,' ' characters due to exer-

cise of function,' ' characters due to dis-

ease,' ' characters due to mutilation and

injuries,' and ' characters due to regional

influence
'

; he inquired into ' the con-

ditions of inheritance,' and he fought

against the ' objections to the doctrine of

inheritance of acquired characters.' I

have gone over all this evidence and yet I

have not been convinced that the conten-

tion has been sustained that character ac-

quired during the external life of an ani-

mal are transmitted. Many cases are al-

leged to sustain the ' inheritance of charac-
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ters due to mutilation and injuries.' Some

of these may be considered as mere coinci-

dences ; others provoke skepticism for one

reason or other. To discuss them would be
' out of place here. But at least we may-

meet evidence with counter-evidence.

On the one hand, all the data and ex-

periments recapitulated in the cases enumer-

ated concern only two, or at most very few,

generations of the animals in question, and

were within the compass of a single man's

life-time.

On the other hand, we have data and ob-

servations of the most reliable nature, and

of an extraordinary compass. These have

resulted not from experiments for the de-

termination of a specific question, but from

observances of a religious character. They

were really in the nature of surgical oper-

ations, but for our purpose may be looked

upon as experiments and have the value of

contrived experiments. In no other field

has such a series of disinterested experi-

ments been available. They were conduct-

ed on countless millions of mankind and

for thousands of years. The subjects ex-

perimented upon were kept isolated from

others alike by their own prejudices and

the prejudices of their neighbors. Circum-

cision is the term applied to the experi-

ments in question.

For about 4,000 years circumcision has

been practiced on a gigantic scale. Every

male child among the Jews was operated

upon, not only in Palestine, but wher-

ever representatives of the race had wan-

dered and adhered to their religion; reli-

gion itself was involved in the operation

and it was regarded as a holy rite ; the most

scrupulous attention was paid to details.

The operation was performed eight days

after birth, and consequently there could

be no functional activity of the tissues con-

cerned. But after 4,000 years the new-

born boys of the race come into the world

with the special integument developed as

much as in those of other races. Even the

principle of atrophy through disuse has not

become manifest in the case.

Other evidence, it seems to me, is the re-

sult of confounding the potentiality of a

function with its manifestation. I allude

to one set of examples on account of the

interest of the cases, and I do so with the

deference due to the eminence and ability

of the gentleman who has furnished the evi-

dence. That evidence has been collected

under the head of ' inhei'itance of characters

due to the exercise of function.' The evo-

lution of the American trotting horse was

considered. It was recorded that " by 1810

the taste for trotting as a sport had * * *

increased here, and in 1818 it became a

recognized sport under specific rules." * * *

" At the end of 1824, six years after the first

accepted three-minute record, the record

had fallen to 2:34." * * * " By 1848

the record was lowered to 2:29^; the next

decade lowered the record five seconds."

Finally, at the close of 1895, the record had

been furthered lowered to 2:08J. * * *

It is deduced from these premises that "there

is nothing whatever in the actual phenom-

ena observed anywhere along the line of this

development of speed that would lead us

to even suspect that the changes due to ex-

ercise of function had not been a factor in

the evolution." But to me it seems that

there is no evidence to show that the speed

attained was other than would have re-

sulted from taking the same animals un-

trained and then speeding the last. The
speed is, of course, simply the expression of

functional adaptation, and the horses were

selected merely because, by their manifes-

tation, they showed that they had the co-

ordination of structural and psychological

characters needed for the manifestation of

the function. The manifestation guided

the breeder to the selection of the animals.

The successful animals were the pick of

thousands unknown to fame.
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But there is much in the history of the

development of animals that seems to lead

to the belief that eventually modifications

may be due in part to acts of representatives

of the phylum to which they belong. It is

difficult to believe that some structural

features are simply the result of natural se-

lection operating on chance variations. An
application of the doctrine of chances to

some such cases appears to be adverse to

the conception that they represent the in-

fluence of natural selection unaided.

A feature characteristic of most cave an-

imals of widely diverse groups and classes

is the atrophy of the eyes, and it seems to

be most logical to attribute this to disuse of

those organs in remote progenitors, and to

assume that the atrophy may have resulted

from a failure of nourishment by the nutri-

ent fluid of the organs on account of the

loss of functional activity rather than to se-

lection by nature of forms with successively

diminishing eyes. The presence of eyes in

most cases certainly would scarcely be an
element of disadvantage to animals, and it

may be allowable to invoke some other

agencj'^ than chance selection. "We may be

justified in postulating that the continuous

disuse of the organs would in time react on

the nutrition of the parts affected, and
finally atrophy or disappearance would re-

sult. Like explanation would be applicable

to the innumerable cases of atrophy of parts

known to the naturalist.

But if cessation of nutrition culminates

in final atrophy, increased nutrition of parts

may result in hypertrophy and increased

nutrition may be the concomitant of in-

creased activity of parts. The exercise of

such parts continued for many generations

may react on the organization and the prog-

eny at length be affected thereby. Of
such cases Cope adduced many examples.

The feet of the horse line furnish il-

lustrations. The existing horse has the

median toes and hoofs greatly hypertro-

phied and the lateral ones atrophied, but

the remote ancestors had feet of nearly the

same general pattern as the rhinoceroses

and tapirs. Atrophy of the lateral digits

has progressed inversely to hypertrophy of

the middle ones. An analogous line of de-

velopment culminating in feet superficially

much like those of the horse was followed

by another quite remote family of hoofed

mammals, the Prototheriids of South Amer-
ica.

The idea of acceleration and retardation

were associated by Cope with the idea that

the course of evolution was determined

from the beginning of things, and that life,

to use his own words, is ' energy directed hy

sendhility or hy a mechanism wldcli has origi-

nated under the direction of sensibility.' He
maintained that ' consciousness as well as

life preceded organism,' and he called this

conception ' the hypothesis of archsesthet-

ism.' This idea I refer to especially be-

cause it was broached in his vice-presiden-

tial address, delivered at the meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement
of Science in Philadelphia in 1884.*

I am myself unable to comprehend con-

sciousness except as a product or result of

organization, and those who wish to learn

more about Cope's views respecting the ques-

tion must refer to one of his many papers.

Whatever may be thought of Cope's

philosophical views, his presentation of

them is always interesting and some of

them are illustrated with a wealth of facts

that renders his communications valuable as

repertories of well digested information. His

first special paper, on 'The Origin of Genera,'

published as early as 1868, is especially

noteworthy for the mass of morphological

data contained in it and for the apt man-

ner in which they are tabulated.

VIII.

I venture to conclude with some reflec-

* Origin of Fittest, p. 425.
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tions on the rank that may be assigned to

Cope in the world of science.

Among those that have cultivated the

same branches of science that he did—the

study of the recent as well as the extinct

Vertebrates—three naturalists have ac-

quired unusual celebrity. Those are Cuvier,

Owen and Huxley.

, Cuvier excelled all of his time in the ex-

tent of his knowledge of the anatomical

structure of animals and appreciation of

morphological details, and first systemat-

ically applied them to and combined them

with the remains of extinct Vertebrates,

especially the mammals and reptiles. He
was the real founder of Vertebrate paleon-

tology.

Owen, a disciple of Cuvier, followed in

his footsteps, and, with not unequal skill

in reconstruction and with command of am-

pler materials, built largely on the structure

that Cuvier had begun.

Huxley covered as wide a field as Cuvier

and Owen, and likewise combined knowl-

edge of the details of structure of the recent

forms with acquaintance with the ancient

ones. His actual investigations were, how-

ever, less in amount than those of either of

his predecessors. He excelled in logical and
forcible presentation of facts.

Cope covered a field as extensive as any

of the three. His knowledge of structural

details of all the classes of Vertebrates was
probably more symmetrical than that of

any of those with whom he is compared

;

his command of material was greater than

that of any of the others ; his industry was
equal to Owen's; in the clearness of his

conceptions he was equalled by Huxley
alone ; in the skill with which he weighed

discovered facts, in the aptness of his pres-

entation of those facts, and in the lucid

methods by which the labor of the student

was saved and the conception of the nu-

merous propositions facilitated he was un-

equalled. His logical ability may have

been less than that of Huxley and possibly

of Cuvier. He has been much blamed on

account of the constant changes of his

views and because he was inconsistent.

Unquestionably he did change his views

very often. Doubtless some of those changes

were necessitated by too great haste in

formulation and too great rashness in pub-

lication. The freedom to change which he

exercised, and which was exercised too

little by at least one of his predecessors,

was an offset to his rashness. He exercised

a proper scientific spirit in refusing to be

always consistent at the expense of truth.

His reputation at present is much inferior,

at least among the people at large, to those

of the men with whom he has been com-

pared. Immediate reputation depends on

various circumstances, some of which are

quite adventitious, and it is often long be-

fore men find their true levels. It is

scarcely premature to prophesy that Cope's

reputation will grow and that in the future

history of science his place will be at least

as large as that of any of his predecessors.

Theo. Gill.

Washington.

EXPERT TESTIMONY*

It will be remembered that a would-be

facetious barrister once remarked that pre-

varicators might be properly arranged in

an ascending series, to wit : ordinary fib-

bers, liars and experts ; an arrangement

which I fear meets with the approval of

many members of the bench and bar to-

day. The cause for such harsh classifica-

tion is not so very far to seek. It is based

upon ignorance on the part of the bar, and

at times upon what is worse than ignorance

on the side of the ' expert.' With the

culpable acts of the pseudo scientist we
cannot waste our time. That he merits

* Address of the Vice-President and Chairman of

Section C (Chemistry) at the Detroit meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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prompt condemnation is axiomatic, but a

word is wanted touching upon what may
be termed the ignorance of the Court.

" "When I take my place upon the witness

stand," said a prominent toxicologist once

to me, " I can never predict in what shape

I shall be upon leaving it;" a feeling with

which most of us can, I fancy, sympathize

pretty keenly.

Is it that we fear exposure of the weak
points in our professional armor? Do we
dread to say in public, " I do not know? "

Hardly that, I take it. "We are now pos-

sessed of so very little of that which one

day may be known that no true scientist

hesitates for an instant to plead legitimate

ignorance. "What really troubles us upon
cross-examination is that the Court does

not speak our language, a language often

quite difficult of direct translation ; that it

is but rarely schooled in the principles of

our science ; and that, in consequence, it

frequently insists upon categorical answers

to the most impossible kind of questions.

The hypothetical questions showered

upon the expert witness are sometimes

veritable curiosities, so peculiar are they in

their monstrosity. "Who among us but has

felt that the layman, who has simply to

testify to observed facts, has an easy time

of it, indeed, when compared with him from

whom there is expected an opinion under

oath?

All scientific men are willing and anxious

to have their work scrutinized carefully by
their peers ; but to be exposed to the one-

sided criticism frequently encountered at

the bar is quite another matter ; for it must
be remembered that, after the adverse

counsel has opened up what appears to be

a glaring inconsistency in the testimony,

the re-direct examination may utterly fail

to repair the breach, because of a lack of

familiarity with a technical subject on the

part of the friendly attorney.

This leaves the witness in the uneviable

position of disagreeing with the general

drift of his own testimony, while it de-

prives him of suitable means of insisting

upon its revision and correction.

According to the writer's view, there is

but one way to escape such dilemma, and
that is by direct and immediate appeal to

the Judge, urging that the oath taken

called for a statement of the whole truth,

and not the misleading portion already

elicited.

To illustrate how serious a matter the

partial testimony of an expert witness may
be, and to show also to what extent lawyers

may go who look only to the winning of

their causes, permit me to refer to an al-

ready reported poison case in which I was
employed by the people. It may be roughly

outlined as follows

:

Much arsenic and a very little zinc were

found in the stomach.

The body had not been embalmed, but

cloths wrung out in an embalming fluid

containing zinc and arsenic had been spread

upon the face and chest.

Medical testimony showed that no fluid

could have run down the throat. Know-
ing the relative proportions of zinc and

arsenic in the embalming fluid, the quan-

tity of arsenic found in the stomach was
twelve times larger than it should have

been to have balanced the zinc also there

present, assuming them to have both come
from the introduction of the said embalm-

ing fluid bj' cadaveric imbibition. Other ci»-

cumstantial evidence was greatly against

the prisoner.

At the time of my appearing for the

people, on the occasion of the first trial

of the case, my direct testimony brought

out very strongly the fact that a fatal quan-

tity of arsenic had been found in the stom-

ach, but no opportunity was given me to

testify to the presence of the zinc found

there as well, although the fact of its exist-

ence in the body was known to the prose-
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cution through my preliminary report.

Through ignorance of the nature of such

report on the part of the defence, no change

was made in the character of the testimony

during the cross-examination, and I was
permitted to leave the witness stand with

a portion of my story untold. ISTo witnesses

were called for the defence, and the case

was given to the jury with the darkest of

prospects for the prisoner.

For many reasons, unnecessarj^ to recount

here, I was distinctly of the opinion that

murder had been committed, but I felt

nevertheless that common justice demanded
that the prisoner should have been entitled

to whatever doubt could have been thrown

upon the minds of the jury, no matter how
far-fetched the foundations for such doubt

might have been.

The first trial having resulted in a dis-

agreement of the jury, I was pleased to

learn, before the second hearing of the case

began, that the defence was prepared to go

into the question of the embalming fluid

;

for the responsibility of permitting only a

part of what I knew to be drawn from me,

to the entire exclusion of the remaining

portion, was greater than I wished to as-

sume. The nature of my report to the Cor-

oner having been established, and certain

opinions relating thereto having been fully

ventilated, the jury were possessed of 'rea-

sonable doubt ' and acquitted the prisoner.

What now were the duties of the expert

upon the occasion of the first trial of this

case and how should he have construed the

meaning of his oath ?

One eminent legal light, to whom the

question was referred, held that the expert

was distinctly the property of the side em-
ploying him, and that his duty was simply

to answer truthfully the questions put to

him, without attempting to enlighten the

Court on facts known to him, but not

brought out by the examination, no matter

how vital such facts might be.

Another held that although the above

course would be proper in a civil case, yet,

in a matter involving life and death, the

witness should insist upon the Court be-

coming acquainted with his whole story.

Do not such differences in legal opinion

make it very desirable that the expert, at

least in capital cases, should be an employee

of the bench rather than of the bar, in order

that whatever scientific investigations are

made may be entirely open to public knowl-

edge and criticism ?

Although the expert should earnestly

strive to have what he has to say presented

in the best form, he must remember that to

secure clearness, particularly before a jury,

technicalities should be reduced to a mini-

mum. To a degree they are unavoidable,

but let them be as few as possible. Illus-

trations should be homely and apt ; capable

of easy grasp by the jury's minds, and, if

possible, taken from scenes familiar to the

jury in their daily lives.

It is an unfortunate fact that the expert

must be prepared to encounter in the court

room not only unfamiliarity with his spe-

cialty, but also deep-rooted prejudices and
popular notions hoary with age and not to be

lightly removed from the mind by the words

of a single witness. As President Jordan

has well said, " There is no nonsense so un-

scientific that men called educated will not

accept it as a science;" and, let me add, they

will calmly attempt to shove the burden of

proof upon the scientific man who is opposed

to their views. Sanitary experts, in par-

ticular, run up against all sorts of popular

superstitions and are inveighed against as

' professors ' by those who consider them-

selves the ' practical ' workers of the time

;

and, let it be noted, the burden of proof is

uniformly laid upon these ' professors'

'

shoulders, while the most astounding and

occult statements made by the ' practical

'

men may be received without verification.

One source of trouble, which perhaps is
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peculiar to the water expert, lies in the im-

possibility of utilizing analj'tical results

such as were made many years ago.

Those who are not chemists fail to grasp

the fact that the examinaton of water may
not be looked upon from the same point of

view as the analysis of an iron ore. The

statement that water analysis is of recent

birth, and that it is yet in its infancy, is

hard for them to appreciate, holding, as

they naturally do, that what was true

twenty years ago must be true to-day, if

science does not lie.

A pit into which many an expert witness

falls is prepared for him by insidious ques-

tions leading him to venture an opinion

on matters outside of his specialty. It is a

fatal error to attempt to know too much.

Terse, clear answers, well within the nar-

row path leading to the point in question,

are the only safe ones ; and when the line

of inquiry crosses into regions where the

witness feels himself not trulj^ an expert,

his proper course is to refuse to testify out-

side of the boundaries of his legitimate

province.

Unfortunately, the expert is as often in-

vited to take these collateral flights by the

side employing him as by the opposition.

Affidavits in submitted cases are com-

monly written by the lawyers and not by

the expert," although they are, of coui'se,

based upon his reports. In the strength of

his desire to win the case, the lawyer often

prepares a much stronger affidavit than his

witness is willing to swear to.

The writer has had no little difficulty

just at this point, and has had plenty of

occasion to observe the irritation displayed

by counsel upon a refusal to endorse state-

ments which have been ' too much ex-

panded.'

Every expert witness, especially in his

early cases, is sure to have adverse author-

ities quoted against him ; therefore it be-

hooves him to be so familiar with the litera-

ture of his subject as to be capable of point-

ing out that such and such a writer is not up

to date, or that such and such a passage, if

quoted in full, would not bear the adverse

construction that its partial presentation

carries. When the expert reaches a position

of such prominence that he can state a

thing to be so because he says it, irrespec-

tive of whatever may be written on the sub-

ject to the contrarjr, his course then is greatly

simplified ; but long before he attains that

altitude he will have put himself upon rec-

ord in many cases, and happy for him if

the record so made be such as cannot be

quoted to his disadvantage.

" If I had only not written my first book,"

is the reflection of many a distinguished au-

thor; while one of the great masters of mu-

sic, referring to an opera, said :
" It is one

of my early crimes."

Above all things, the expert should '

' pro-

vide things honest in the sight of all men."

It is well for him to be deeply interested

in his case, to feel in a measure as if it were

his own, but it is unwise in him to become so

partisan as to let his feelings affect his good

judgment, and it would be indeed criminal

should he permit his interest in any way to

contort the facts.

Before the case is brought to a final hear-

ing, it may be apparent that experiments

before the Court are possible and they may
be demanded by the counsel in charge of

the case. If such experiments be striking,

easy of execution, and not too long, by all

means make them.

Practical illustrations, particularly such

as involve some fundamental principle, have

great weight with the Court ; but these il-

lustrations must not be such as would turn

the court room into a temporary laboratory

and involve the loss of much time in vexa-

tious waitings.

Such experiments as are determined upon

should be thoroughly rehearsed beforehand,

no matter how simple they may be ; for, of
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all failures, the court-room experiment

whicli declines to 'go off' is perhaps the

most dismal.

This brings to mind a kindred topic upon

which there should be a word of caution
;

laboratory experiments which work to per-

fection may utterly fail when expanded to

commercial proportions, so that it is wise

to bear in mind the danger of swearing too

positively as to what will happen in large

plants, when the opinion is based only upon
what is observed to occur upon the smaller

scale. Like conditions will, of course, pro-

duce like results, but it is marvellous how
insidiously unlooked-for conditions will at

times creep into one's calculations, and how
hard it is even to recognize their presence.

When preparing his case for presentation,

the expert often errs in not dwelling more
largely upon certain points because he thinks

them already old and well known. To him
they may be old, but to the public they may
be of the newest. Not only is the public

unequally posted with the specialist, but

what it once knew upon the subject may
have been forgotten. Is is well, therefore,

to insert, in a special report, matters that

would be properly omitted from a paper pre-

pared for a professional audience.

Sanitary problems are of especial interest

to the public, but the amount of ignorance,

or rather false knowledge, displayed con-

cerning them is surprising and often diifi-

cult to combat. The sanitarian is not un-

frequently called upon suddenly to defend

a position involving complex statistics; an d,

because the data cannot be forthwith pro-

duced, the inference is drawn that his points

are really without facts to support them
and that they are consequently not well

taken.

Long before he gets into Court, particu-

larly if the time for preparation of the case

be short, the expert may well ' pray to be
delivered from his friends.' He may re-

ceive a peremptory order by telegraph to

' determine the mineral qualities of this

rock,' when the telegram should have read
' Assay this ore for silver;' and later it may
be a matter of surprise that a quantitative

knowledge of the copper present was not

obtained while passing along the line for

the determination of the silver ; for it is

generally not known that the complete anal-

ysis of anything is quite rare and corre-

spondingly tedious and expensive.

Toxicologists who hear me may call to

mind some case involving a search for the

presence of an alkaloid, strychnia for ex-

ample, during which search the District

Attorney, in his eagerness for information

may have asked to know what the indica-

tions were as to the presence of the poison,

at a time when the extraneous organic

matter was not nearly removed. He may
have wished no final report, but only

the simple probabilities, whereon to base a

possible arrest. Such requests are very

common, and are akin to a demand for a

proof of the pudding during the early

baking, when we all know that such proof

comes at a much later stage of the proceed-

ings.

Finally, " When doctors disagree who
shall decide?"

This question is often very vigorously

settled by the jury, as was instanced in a

recent celebrated murder trial in New
York City. In that case what the experts

had to say on either side was simply thrown

overboard as a whole, and the finding was
based upon the testimony of the remaining

witnesses.

What can be said upon this ques-

tion of the disagreement of expert wit-

nesses? First, it must be noted, they

are far from being the only class of

people who fail to agree, and that

too on very important subjects. Do my
hearers think it would be a very difiicult

task to find a small army of men who
would testify very variously and very posi-
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tively upon questions of politics or religion ?

"Would it be hard to find ' good men and

true ' who would give under oath greatly

dififering opinions concerning the propriety

of instituting free trade or establishing an

inheritance tax ? Experts are subject to

the same errors of judgment as befall the

rest of professional humanity, and when
their opinions clash they are entitled to

the same respect that we grant to the mem-
bers of the bench when they hand down
the decision of a divided Court.

One fruitful opportunity for disagree-

ment always arises when questions are

brought into Court touching upon matters

newly discovered and apart from the well

beaten path of common professional knowl-

edge. Doubt is often left upon the minds

of those seeking the light, even when the

testimony is given by the specialist who
originally developed the new point in ques-

tion, for one cannot be expected to be

thoroughly educated in that which he has

himself but recently discovered.

Many of us have dreaded to see the
' ptomaines,' or putrefactive alkaloids, make
their way into Court with their mysti-

fying influences upon Judge and jury and
their tendency to protect crime. Now
they are in, what is to be the end ? Even
with no ' Ptomaine theory ' possible, the

ptomaine form of argument is not un-

known. The writer was once asked in

an arsenic case whether he was willing

to swear that at some future time an

element would not be discovered giving

the stated reactions now called arsenical.

Such nonsense is, of course, instituted to

impress the jury, and is suggested by
similar questioning in the alkaloid cases.

A recent and somewhat amusing instance

arose from an attempt to introduce the

rather new conception of ' degeneracy ' into

a murder trial. The defence sought to

show that the piisoner was a ' degenerate

'

and offered expert testimony as to the

meaning of the term and as to the signs

whereby such a condition was to be recog-

nized, whereupon the prosecution called

attention to the fact that the defendant's

experts themselves exhibited every one of

the signs in question.

Having said all that he was to say, and

having stated it to the best advantage,

should the expert depend upon the stenog-

rapher so recording it as to allow of its

being used in future without correction?

Decidedly not.

The average stenographer is unfamiliar

with technical terms, especially such as

are chemical, and the witness who fails

to supervise the minutes may find out later

that he has sworn to a most remarkable

array of 'facts.' The writer once dis-

covered that he had recommended, as a

very efficient method of purifying a city

water, the filtering of the entire supply

' through a layer of black mud.' Not to

take your time further, let us summarize

what has thus been briefly said :

The expert witness should be absolutely

truthful, of course ; that is assumed, but

beyond that he should be clear and terse

in his statements, homely and apt in his

illustrations, incapable of being led beyond

the field in which he is truly an expert,

and as fearless of legitimate ignorance as

he is fearful of illegitimate knowledge.

Mounting the witness-stand with these

principles as his guide, he may be assured

of stepping down again at the close of his

testimony with credit to himself and to

the profession he has chosen.

William P. Mason.

Eensselaee Polytechnic Institute,

Tboy, N. Y.

CUBRENT NOTES ON ANTBROPOLOGY.

AKAXJCANIAN STUDIES.

De. Rodolfo Lenz continues his excel-

lent studies on the Araucanian dialects and

folk-lore, in the ' Anales de la Universidad
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de Chile.' His last contribution embraces

seven semi-mythical tales in the Pehuenche

dialect, the original text and a Spanish

translation. They offer much curious

material, and often leave it doubtful

whether the story is of native origin or

borrowed from European sources. The
first, for example, tells of a dead lover who
came from his grave to claim his bride and
carried her to his tomb. In spite of the

striking similarity of this to the legend

embodied in Burger's ballad ' Lenore,' the

editor believes it to have been from native

sources.

Unfortunately, like so many other tribes,

the Araucanians were little studied by the

early settlers, and the knowledge we have

of their mythology is vague and slight.

Dr. Lenz very properly observes that it

is all the more important to collect what
still survives in their songs and stories

;

and, it may be added, the scholarly manner
in which he presents his researches to the

reader renders them models of work of

this kind.

THE 14TH EEPORT OF THE BUREAU OF ETH-

NOLOGY.

This report (for 1892-93) has just been

distributed. It is in two parts or volumes

counting up to over twelve hundred pages!

The contributions are three in number,

the first an exceedingly interesting paper

by Mr. James Mooney on the ghost dances

of our Western tribes ; the second a study

of the Menomini Indians, by Dr. Walter
J. Hofman, containing a mass of accurate

observations; and the third an erudite

treatise on the expedition of Coronado to

New Mexico in 1540, by Mr. George

Parker Winship.

It is needless to dwell on the value of

these contributions to the history and
ethnography of our country. Every future

student of these subjects will owe a debt

to this and previous reports of the Bureau.

No series of publications by our govern-

ment has been edited with more conscien-

tious care, and none can show a list of

articles of a higher class, or of more per-

manent importance, than the Bureau of

Ethnology. It should be a matter of

patriotic pride, based on the recognition of

solid merit, for the government to render

liberal aid to this scientific department

and increase the means of its usefulness.

D. G. Beinton.
TJniveesity of Pennsylvania.

NOTES ON INORGANIC CSE3IISTBY.

A LECTURE by Professor William Crookes

on 'Diamonds' was delivered June 11,

1897, at the Eoyal Institution. It has been

reprinted in the Ch&inical News and is per-

haps the best brief treatise on the diamond
ever written. The latter part of the lec-

ture was devoted to the origin of the

diamond as illustrated by the diamond
' pipes ' of the Kimberley field. According

to Professor Crookes the diamonds crystal-

lized out of molten iron containing carbon

in solution and at sufficient depth below

the surface to give great pressure. Water
finding its way down to this iron, the gas

generated bored out the ' pipes ' which were,

"at the subsidence of the great rush, filled

with a water-borne magma in which rocks,

minerals, iron oxid, shale, petroleum and
diamonds are churned together in a veri-

table witch's cauldron," a mud volcano. "It

may be that each volcanic pipe"—of the

South African fields—"is the vent for its own
special laboratorj'^—a laboratory buried at

vastly greater depths than we have reached

or are likely to reach—where the tempera-

ture is comparable with that of the electric

furnace ; where the pressure is fiercer than

in our puny laboratories and the melting

point higher ; where no oxygen is present,

and where masses of carbon-saturated iron

have taken centuries, perhaps thousands of

years, to cool to the solidifying point. Such
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being the conditions, the wonder is, not that

diamonds are found as big as one's list, but

that they are not found as big as one's head.

The chemist arduously manufactures infini-

tesimal diamonds, valueless as ornamental

gems ; but Nature, with unlimited temper-

ature, inconceivable pressure and gigantic

material, to say nothing of measureless

time, produces without stint the dazzling,

radiant, beautiful crystals I am enabled to

show you to-night."

Professor Mourelo, of Madrid, has in-

vestigated the preparation of a strongly

phosphorescent strontium sulfid. The pure

compound shows no phosphorescence, but

the presence of a small quantity of alkali

seems necessary, and a trace of subnitrate

of bismuth is of advantage. When the

mass which has been strongly heated is

very slowly cooled, it shows after the ac-

tion of even very little light, a strong phos-

phorescence. This property is lost on

pulverization, but may be restored by long

heating with starch.

In the Zeitschrifi far Angewandte Chemie

Th. Bokorny gives the results of a study of

the antiseptic action of various substances.

A culture medium of half per cent, egg al-

bumen or peptone, with one-tenth per cent,

potassium phosphate, two-tenths per cent,

magnesium sulfate and a trace of calcium

chlorid was infected with the bacteria of

decay, and after addition of the substance

to be tested, placed for several days in an

incubator. Among inorganic compounds

silver nitrate and mercuric chlorid have

about the same value, 0.002 %, killing all

organisms in two days. The antiseptic

limit with silver nitrate is 0.0002 % ; with

mercuric chlorid 0.001 to 0.0002 %. Cop-

per sulfate is nearly as active, 0.005 %
killing all organisms in twenty-four hours,

and 0.001 % preventing decomposition.

Zinc sulfate 0.01 % kills infusoria in

eighteen hours, but 0.1 % is not completely

antiseptic, while cadmium sulfate toward

algiB and infusoria is weaker than the zinc

salt, but toward bateria stronger, 0.02 %
being antiseptic. Lead acetate and nitrate

in 0.1 % solution only delay decay, while it

is prevented by the same strength of iron

sulfate solution. The fluorids are not

strong antiseptics, the limits being for hy-

drofluoric acid 0.02 %, barium fluorid 0.3

fo, aluminum fluorid 0.1 %, calcium

fluorid 0.03 %, ferric fluorid 0.06 %, mag-

nesium fluorid 0.05 fo Ammonium fluorid

0.1 'fo is without action, but sodium fluorid

0.1 % is antiseptic; potassium fluorid is

rather more active. J. L. H.

NOTES ON ENGINEERING.

A COMMITTEE of the British Institution of

Civil Engineers, appointed a year ago or

more, have reported th6 following recom-

mendations on steam engine efficiency, and

they have been adopted by the Council

:

(1) That the statement of the economy of a steam-

engine in terms of pounds of feed-water per I.HP. per

hour is undesirable.

(2) That for all purposes except those of a scientific

nature it is desirable to state the economy of a steam-

engine in terms of the thermal units required per

I.HP. per hour (or per minute), and that if possible

the thermal units required per brake HP. should also

be given.

( 3 ) That for scientific purposes the thermal units

that would be required by a perfect steam-engine

working under the same conditions as the actual en-

gine should also be stated.

The proposed method of statement is applicable

to engines using superheated steam as well as to

those using saturated steam, and the objection to

the use of pounds of feed-water, which contain more

or less thermal units according to conditions, is obvi-

ated, while there is no more practical diificulty in ob-

taining the thermal units per I.HP. per hour than

there is in arriving at the pounds of feed-water.

For scientific purposes the difference in the thermal

units per I.HP. required by the perfect steam-engine

and by the actual engine shows the loss due to imper-

fections in the actual engine.

A further great advantage of the proposal is that

the ambiguous term ' efficiency ' is not required.

In the contest which has now been so long
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waged over the disputed originality of in-

vention of the high explosive ' cordite,' Mr.

Hiram Maxim, one of the contestants, and

one in whom his fellow-countrymen in the

United States feel much interest, is, for the

time at least, defeated. Eeferring to this

important case, one of the English technical

journals, Industries and Iron, makes the fol-

lowing remarks :
" The appeal of the

Maxim-N"ordenfelt Guns and Ammunition
Company against the judgment delivered by

Mr. Justice Wright in the Cordite case has

been, as was generally anticipated would

prove to be the case, against the appellants.

The judgment of the Court was couched in

somewhat uncompromising language, and

it is doubtful whether the Maxim-!N"orden-

felt Company will consider it advantageous

to carry the matter any further. Although

the Court is no doubt perfectly right in its

definition of the nature of the invention

comprised in Mr. Maxim's patent, as against

that of Sir Frederick Abel and Professor

Dewar, none can deny the fact that Mr.

Maxim was the undoubted pioneer in

smokeless powders as we now know them,

and it will be conceded by most that the

recent decision involves a certain degree of

hardship. Mr. Maxim's invention of a

smokeless powder was not an accidental

discovery ; he was forced into the course of

the investigation he took up by the necessity

of procuring a. powder which would be

suitable for the rapid-firing gun which he

had invented. He found that the use of

the ordinary powder practically destroyed

the utility of his gun, by surrounding it

with such clouds of smoke that it was im-

possible to take aim. Mr. Maxim then de-

liberately set himself to the purpose of pro-

ducing a powder which should be almost,

if not altogether, smokeless. In this he

was absolutely successful, and he has only

shared the fate of many other inventors in

seeing the fruits of his invention taken away
from him through legal technicalities."

A FOREIGN exchange makes the following

very unequivocal statement relative to our

later systems of procedure in the Patent

Office. A recent change in the law pre-

vents any such delay, whether intended or

otherwise on the part either of the holders

of the patent or of the ofiicer of the Patent

Office :
'' The amazing circumstances which

characterized the issue of the Berliner

patent, to which is due the controlling inter-

est in the United States of the Bell Tele-

phone Company, have been paralleled by
the well-known Bradley patents, which are

now creating a good deal of stir among the

manufacturers of aluminium and carbide of

calcium. In the former case, the patent

lay in the Patent Office for a period of no
less than thirteen years before it was form-

ally issued to the public. The Bradley

patents were similarly interred for nine

years before they were resurrected for the

purpose of being used against the Pittsburg

Eeduction Company. It must be a gratifj'-

ing reflection to those interested in patents

and inventions in the United States that

the singular course of procedure suggested

by the foregoing instances will not be

allowed to characterize the American Patent

Office much longer. On January next the

new regulations come into force, by which

it is enacted that the issue of a patent shall

be compulsory within a certain definite

period from the date of application ; and,

under these circumstances, it seems likely

that the familiar legend ' Patent applied

for ' on American manufactures will shortly

become effete."

R. H. T.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

In view of the International Congresses of

Geology and Medicine, meeting in Moscow dur-

ing the present month, the tenth meeting of

Russian men of science and physicians, which
was to have been held at Kief during the same
month, has been postponed until 1898.

The President of the local executive commit-
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tee of the British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science announces that McMaster Uni-

versity, a college residence, has been selected

as the headquarters of the American Physio-

logical Society during the Toronto meeting of

the British Association. Rooms and board may
be obtained there at $1.50 to $2.00 per day.

The French Association for the Advancement
of Science will meet next year at Nantes. At
the meeting being held this week at St. Eti-

enne the public lecture was to have been given

by M. Gariel, on the Eontgen rays. Subjects

proposed for special discussion were : Section

of Physics, ' Atmospheric Electricity ;' Sec-

tion of Meteorology, ' The Study of Clouds;'

Section of Geology, ' The Formation of the Fos-

siliferous Basins of the Central Plateau ;
' Sec-

tion of Hygiene, ' The Part played by Leaves of

Absence from School in the Spread of Conta-

gious Diseases.'

A MEETING of the Council of the Australasian

Association for the Advancement of Science was
held at the Koyal Society's House, Sydney, on

June 17th, with fifteen members in attendance.

Letters were read from the Eoyal Society of

Tasmania, the Melbourne Branch of the Royal

Geographical Society and the Medical Society

of Queensland, suggesting a memorial to the

late Baron von Miiller. A preliminary commit-

tee was appointed to make arrangements for the

meeting to be held at Sydney in January next.

A large number of papers have been promised

for the several sections; Section G., Economic

Science and Agriculture, leading with twenty-

eight papers, followed by Section F., Ethnol-

ogy and Anthropology, and Section J., Mental

Science and Education, each with eighteen pa-

pers.

James Hammond Trumbull, LL.D., the

well-known philologist, died in Hartford,

Conn., August 6th, aged seventy-six years. For

many years he paid especial attention to the

subject of the Indian languages of North

America. He was a member of the National

Academy of Sciences and of many other

learned societies.

We regret also to record the death of Cap-

tain Bertram Lutley Sclater, son of the eminent

zoologist, who died at Zanzibar on July 24th,

at the age of thirty-one years, of fever con-

tracted while making surveys and explorations

in British Central Africa ; of Dr. Golowkinskie,

formerly professor of mineralogy and geology

in the Universities of Kasan and Odessa, at

Kastel, on June 9th, and of M. ifitienne

Vacherot, formerly professor of philosophy and

assistant to Cousin, and the author of numerous

contributions to philosophy, political economy
and science, at the age of eighty-six years.

M. Vacherot took a prominent part in French

politics, having been one of the Mayors of

Paris during the siege.

De. Wilhelm Thierry Preyer, whose

death we recently noticed, was a man of un-

usual versatility and originality. He was born

in Manchester, England, in 1841, and received

his education in that country until he was six-

teen years old. After studying at various Ger-

man universities and at Paris, he qualified as

decent in the University of Bonn, first in

zoology and afterwards in physiology. His

first work was in zoology, and he published

several books treating of problems in which

zoology and physiology are both concerned,

such as- 'The Struggle for Existence' (1869),

' Hypotheses regarding the Origin of Life

'

(1875), and ' Spontaneous Generation and the

Conception of Life ' (1879). In 1869 Preyer was

made professor of physiology at Jena, but re-

moved to Berlin in 1880 and qualified as decent

In the University. He was not promoted to a

professorship at Berlin and removed to Wies-

baden in 1893. In addition to the works men-

tioned above , Preyer wrote numerous articles

and at least two volumes concerning the

general problems of science, partly of a popular

character. He published an ' Elements of

General Physiology ' in 1883 and had earlier

published a book on the ' Five Senses of Man,'

translated into English in the International

Scientific Series. He also made many contri-

butions to the physiology of the senses and to

experimental psychology, and was one of the

Board of Editors of the Zeitschrift fur Psycholo-

gie. His volume on ' The Child's Mind ' (1879)

has been the starting point of numerous similar

observations, though it is interesting to note

that the first scientific biography of a child was

written by Darwin. Preyer's versatility is
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further illustrated by the fact that his last

volume was on graphology.

The statue of Darwin at the entrance to the

public library and museum of Shrewsbury, to

the erection of which, by the Shropshire

Horticultural Society, we have already called

attention, was to have been unveiled on August

10th. The statue, in bronze, is by Mr. Horace

Montford.

On the eleventh of July a monument was un-

veiled at Bresches to Velpeau, the eminent

French surgeon.

A MEDALLION portrait of Pasteur, by M.
Patey, after the medal by M. Eoty, has now
been placed on the wall of the Ecole Normale

Superieure, the site of the former laboratory of

Pasteur. The inscription previously inscribed

on the tablet reads :

ICI FUT LE LABOEATOIEE DB PASTEUE.

1857.—Fermentations.

1860.—Generations spontan^es.

1865.—Maladies des vins et des bieres.

1868.—Maladies des vers a soie.

1881.—Virus et vaccins.

1885.—Prophylasie de la rage.

The position of Assistant Chief of Division

of Soils, Department of Agriculture, salary

$1,800 per annum, is to be filled by the Civil

Service Commission. Applicants must submit,

not later than September 1st, original essays,

either printed or in manuscript form, consisting

of not less than 5,000 words, and containing a

thorough treatment of the subject, ' Environ-

ment as affecting the yield, quality and time of

ripening of crops.

'

De. Johannes Maetin has been appointed

Director of the Natural History Museum of Ol-

denburg, and Dr. Philippi, assistant in the Nat-

tural History Museum in Berlin.

The Prince of Wales has been elected a fel-

low of the Royal College of Physicians, Lon-

don, or, as the English papers put it, he has

complimented the profession bj' accepting the

fellowship. As a non-mediCal fellow, the Prince

has only three predecessors, the Marquis of

Dorchester in 1658, the Duke of Manchester in

1717, and the Duke of Richmond in 1729.

The Legislature of Uruguay has conferred

honorary citizenship and the sum of $10,000 on

Dr. Sauarelli as a recognition of his discovery

of the yellow fever microbe.

The Faculty of Philosophy of the University

of Strasburg has conferred the honorary de-

gree of Doctor of Philosophy upon Professor

Flinders Petrie, the celebrated Egyptologist.

At the annual general meeting of the British

Medical Association, on July 27th, the gold

medals for distinguished merit were awarded to

Sir Walter Foster and Mr. C. G. Wheelhouse.

The Stewart prize was awarded to Dr. G. S.

Woodhead, and the Middlemore prize to Dr.

Alexander Hill Griffith.

The Yerkes Observatory of the University of

Chicago will be dedicated on October 1st. The
program is not yet announced, but it is planned

to hold a series of conferences as part of the

ceremonies, and it is hoped that a large number

of astronomers and other men of science will be

present.

Replying recently to a committee asking for

the earlier opening of Kew Gardens, Mr.

Akers-Douglas said the raison d'etre of the ex-

istence of Kew Gardens was the valuable

scientific work it did, and he could not be ex-

pected to do anything in the way of extending

the hours during which the Gardens were open

to the general public if it would interfere with

that work. The financial question did not

weigh with him at all, for if he were convinced

that the interests of science would not suffer by

the earlier opening he should endeavor to per-

suade the Treasury to grant any extra money
required. The sole question for consideration

was whether the interests of science could be

combined with the desire of the people for the

earlier opening, and he regretted to say that

the scientific men whose opinions he had ob-

tained were entirely opposed to the proposal.

From a scientific point of view the experiment

had not been a success in Edinburgh, and they

had no reason to anticipate any better result at

Kew.

We have published several notices of the ex-

pedition in Central Asia under the direction of

the Swedish traveler, Dr. Sven Hedin. He is

now preparing the results of his explorations for

publication, and is expected to present these be-

fore the Royal Geographical Society of London
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early in the autumn. The Russian Geograph-

ical Society will confer its gold medal upon him.

It is stated in Natural Science that under the

directorship of Dr. T. Kochibe, the Geological

Survey of Japan has been making good progress,

and the staff has been increased. There has

for some time been accumulating a collection

chiefly illustrative of practical geology, and it

is now proposed to build a proper geological

museum in Tokyo. A short time ago some

valuable phosphatic beds of Tertiary age were

discovered along the northeast shore of the

province of Kyushu, and Dr. Tsuneto, of the

Agronomic division of the Survey, has been ex-

perimenting with the material so as to make it

available for the small Japanese peasant farmers

to use as manure. The organic remains in the

deposit are those of marine invertebrates.

Dr. W. L. Abbot, of Philadelphia, who has

made valuable donations to the Smithsonian

Institution, has now given a collection of birds

from the Malayan peninsula containing 1,100

birds representing over 200 species.

Stanford University has been given by

the brother of the late Senator Stanford, now
residing in Australia, a collection of books re-

lating to Australia, including especially works

on the geography, geology and anthropology.

It consists of 2,500 bound volumes and 3,000

pamphlets.

Mr. Fortesque Flanneey, M. P., has an-

nounced his intention to move in the House of

Commons :
" That in the opinion of the House

it is desirable that a department of public

health be constituted and that the same be un-

der the charge of a responsible Minister having

a seat in Parliament."

A committee, consisting of Lord Crawford,

Sir Edward Thompson, Sir Benjamin Stone,

Professor Meldola, Captain Abney and others,

has been appointed for the purpose of forming

a National Photographic Record Association,

the object of which is to be the collecting and

making photographic historical records of the

British Isles.

An International Congress is being arranged

at Paris for the discussion of the means of pre-

venting fires in theatres and other places of

public resort.

The New York Evening Post states that an

extensive robbery of art works and other articles

of great value has taken place at the museum of

the Canton of Vaud. The museum is located

in the College near the Cathedral of Lausanne,

and contains natural-history collections from

Aventicum and Vidy, the ancient Lausanne,

and interesting antiquities from lake-dwellings,

coins, medals, etc. It also contains the

Cantonal Library of 60,000 volumes.

A CURIOUS robbery has occurred in Paris, a

number of rabbits inoculated with the germs

of diphtheria, cholera, typhus, etc., having

been stolen from the Aubervilliers Hospital.

These are thought to have been sold to dealers,

and there was a general panic in Paris among
those who had eaten rabbit

!

The British Home Oflice will only allow five

pounds of carbide of calcium to be kept without

a license. It must then be kept in separate,

substantial, hermetrically closed metal vessels

containing not more than one pound each.

The New York State Commission on Voting

Machines, consisting of Philip T. Dodge, Pro-

fessor R. H. Thurston and Mr. H. de B. Parsons,

held their first meeting at Albany on July 10th,

for the examination of machines to be adopted

by the State.

Arrangements have been made in Boston

to give members of the fire department in-

struction in the nature of electricity and the

uses of electrical appliances.

A new fire-proof building will be erected for

the collections of the Pathological Institute at

the University at Berlin.

At its meeting in Washington in May, 1897,

the American Physiological Society appointed

a committee to consider whether the time had

come for the publication of an American Jour-

nal of Physiology. The committee have re-

ported in favor of the plan and it will undoubt-

edly be adopted at the next meeting of the So-

ciety. The journal, which will be devoted to

investigations in physiology and allied sciences,

will probably begin publication in January

next and will be edited by a committee of the

Society, with Dr. W. T. Porter, Harvard Med-

ical School, as Secretary.

The American Naturalist has been purchased
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from the estate of the late Professor Edward D.

Cope and will, beginning with the next num-
ber, be edited by Dr. Robert P. Bigelow, instruc-

tor in biology in the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, assisted by an editorial committee

and a board of associate editors whose names

are not yet announced.

The Zoological Society of Tokyo has begun

the publication of Annotationes Zoologicm Japon-

ensis, under the editorship of Professor K. Mit-

sukuri, intended for contributions shorter than

those contained in the Journal of the Univer-

sity. Professor Mitsukuri contributes an in-

teresting introduction on the development of

zoology in Japan, making due acknowledg-

ment of the great services of Professors Morse

and Whitman.

We have received the first number of the

second volume of the Bulletin of the Par4

Museum of Natural History and Ethnology.

The number, published in May of the present

year, is largely devoted to the somewhat belated

report of the director. Dr. Emilis A. Goldi, for

1895. There are attached to the museum a

Zoological Garden and a Botanical Garden, a

Library and a Meteorological Bureau. Numer-
ous additions to these various institutions are

reported during the year, the annual appropria-

tion for the museum in 1895 being $70,000, and

$12,000 each for the zoological and botanical

gardens. The museum is visited daily by be-

tween 500 and 600 persons. The Bulletin

further contains an account of an expedition,

chiefly for archgeological research on the Eio

Marac4 by A. P. de Lima Guedes, and four

scientific papers.

The manuscripts of the late Julius Sachs, the

eminent botanist, will be edited by Professor

Noll, of Bonn.

D. Appleton & Co. announce that they will

have ready for publication in the autumn the

biography of Huxley prepared by his son.

Longmans, Green & Co. will shortly pub-

lish a new edition of ' Ancient Stone Imple-

ments, Weapons, and Ornaments of Great Brit-

ain ' by Sir John Evans, President of the Brit-

ish Association. The work will be thoroughly

revised, as much new material has been dis-

covered since the first edition was published

in 1872.

The Civil Tribunal at Paris dismissed, on

July 22d, the claim for 5,000f. damages preferred

by the publisher of the French translation of

Dr. Nansen's book against the Correspondant,

in which Mme. Marie Dronsart reviewed Dr.

Nansen's career and gave many extracts from

the English version of his book.

Professor R. Lydekker contributes to the

issue of Nature for July 15th an extended arti-

cle entitled 'Species and Subspecies,' based

upon the articles contributed to this Journal
by the Hon. Theodore Roosevelt and Dr. C.

Hart Merriam. Professor Lydekker concludes

his article with the following suggestion ; "The
question of the distinction between species and

subspecies is undoubtedly one bristling with

difficulties, and it is therefore one which in

many cases is incapable of being definitely set-

tled by an individual opinion. Although per-

sonally convinced of the advisability of using

specific names in a wide sense, and employing

trinomials for the designation of the nearly re- _

lated forms, it may be suggested that an inter-

national committee of zoologists should be

formed to discuss the question in all its bear-

ings. Needless to say, such a committee should

include representatives of both the ' splitting

'

and ' lumping ' interests ; and if the points at

issue were fairly debated, with a full determina-

tion to give and take on both sides, it is difii-

cult to believe that a working compromise be-

tween the extreme views could not be ar-

ranged. Almost anything is better than the

present condition of uncertainty and discrep-

ancy."

The Plague Commission sent by the Austrian

government to Bombay to study the disease has

presented a provisional report to the Vienna

Academy of Science. According to the British

Medical Journal the Commissioners state that

they had opportunities of investigating the

plague clinically in 70 cases, and that they had
opportunities of making pathological and bac-

teriological investigations on 47 bodies of per-

sons who had died of the disease. Patholog-

ically they say that three forms of plague can

be distinguished : a septicsemic-htemorrhagic
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form, in which the whole lymphatic apparatus

appears to be diseased in a peculiar manner ; a

septico-pyaamic form, with metastases to internal

organs ; and primary plague-pneumonia, a lob-

ular pneumonia with quite characteristic ap-

pearances. The mode of entrance of the infec-

tion seems mostly to be the skin, more rarely

the lungs and the tonsils, never the intestinal

canal. The Yersin-Kitasato bacillus is certainly

the exciting cause of the disease ; it can be ob-

tained pure from the organs as well as from the

blood. The Commissioners were unable to satisfy .

themselves that HafFkine's serum injections had
any effect. They considered it improbable that

the plague could find a footing in Europe.

The commission on the plague under the

direction of Professor Koch has also issued its

report. It states, according to the London
Times, that the plague bacillus outside the

human body or certain animals has very brief

vitality. Pure cultures with which experiments

were made were killed by sublimates at boiling

temperature immediately, by mineral acids in

five minutes, by a solution of 1 per cent, of car-

bolic acid in ten minutes, and by milk of lime

exposed to sunlight in one hour. The duration

of the life of the bacillus was found to be from

eight to ten days at the most. Rats were found

to be in the highest degree susceptible and to

be spreading the plague germs and communica-

ting them to human beings. For experiments

on immunity Yersin serum was used with apes.

Its protective power in the case of brown apes

did not exceed eight days. Strong injections of

serum proved to be of unquestionable curative

efficacy. Haffkine's system of inoculation,

which was applied to 1,400 patients, is said,

contrary to the report of the Austrian Commis-
sion quoted above, to have showed undoubted

protective results, although a number of the

patients were taken ill in consequence of the

inoculation.

Regulations have been issued by the Ger-

man government for the sale of Professor

Koch's new tuberculin, under which name the

new specific will be sold by chemists in phials

containing one millilitre at Marks 8.50 and in

phials containing five millilitres at Marks 42.50.

The tuberculin will only be given to certified

medical men or to those provided with an au-

thorization from such.

A RESOLUTION has been submitted to the

municipal council of Paris requiring families

to furnish every two months a medical certifi-

cate stating that infants under one year have

been cared for in accordance with hygienic

rules.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

The full text of the government bill with re-

spect to the University of London is published

in the issue of the Times for July 24th. The
Commissioners are Lord Davey, Dr. Mandell,

Lord Bishop of London, Lord Lister, Sir Wil-

liam Roberts, M.D., Sir Owen Roberts, Pro-

fessor Jebb and Mr. E. H. Busk. The Com-
missioners are required to make statutes and

regulations for the University of London in

general accordance with the recommendations

of the Cowper Commission. The Commission-

ers are to be superseded at the end of 1898 by

a Senate of the University consisting of the

Chancellor and other representative members.

The Senate has entire conduct of the University,

it only being provided that

:

(a) No religions test shall be adopted, and no ap-

plicant for a University appointment shall be at any

disadvantage on the ground of religious opinions
;

(6) No procedure to a higher degree shall be al-

lowed vpithout examination or other adequate test,

nor shall any honorary or ad eundcm degree be con-

ferred unless the Senate, in exceptional cases, think

fit to confer such a degree on a teacher of the Uni-

versity
;

(e) No disability shall be imposed on the ground

of sex.

A LAW passed by the last Legislature of the

State of Illinois appropriated to the State Uni-

versity the sum of $456,000, lost to the Univer-

sity by the defalcation of the former Treasurer.

The faculty of sciences of the University of

Paris has been authorized to give a certificate

for higher studies in physical geography.

A NEW technical school at Northwich, built

by Sir Joseph Verdin at a cost of £12,000, was

formerly opened on July 24th.

It is proposed to establish at Shanghai a uni-

versity for the education of the Chinese in West-

ern art, science and literature.
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De. R. S. Curtis, of the University of Chi-

cago, has been elected professor of chemistry

in Hobart College.

Mr. John P. Hylan has been appointed in-

structor in experimental psychology in the Uni-

versity of Illinois.

Dr. Hope, lecturer on hygiene at University

College, Liverpool, has been made professor.

Dr. Traube, Privatdocent at Berlin, has

been appointed to the newly established pro-

fessorship in the Technological Institute at

Charlottenburg, and Dr. Adalbert Kolb, Privat-

docent in chemistry in the Technological Insti-

tute at Darmstadt, has been promoted to a

professorship.

DISCUSSION AND COBEESPONDENCE.

CEREBRAL LIGHT.

In Science for July 23d, p. 138, 1 find a letter

from Dr. Scripture in which he makes some

very acute observations on the the origin of the

figures, usually irregular and obscure, but some-

times quite definite, which are seen in the dark

field of the closed eyes. In past years I have

spent many hours in studying these figures and

they are briefly described in my little volume

on Sight, pp. 66 and 67 of last edition. They
are usually considered as of retinal origin and

sometimes spoken of as 'retinal light;' but Dr.

Scripture gives what he thinks conclusive rea-

sons for thinking that they are of cerebral origin,

and therefore proposes the name 'cerebral light.

'

Now, as to the question of origin, I am not pre-

pared to say anything. I wish now only to

show that his supposed tests are not valid.

1. He says that with the eyes closed there is

but one dark field, instead of two, as there

ought to be if its origin is retinal ; for there are

two retinse. Now, if he means the simple field

without i-eference to the figures in it, I would

ask : How could there be more than one ? Even
with the eyes open, there seems to be but one

field. Only by close observation can we see

that there are really two partly overlapping

fields forming a common field bounded on the

two sides by the faint images of the nose. But

in the dark field there are no images of the

nose. But if, on the other hand, he means that

the two retinse could not be expected to be

similarly aflfected in all parts, and therefore

there ought to be different figures for the two

retinse in the same dark field, then I would

ask again : How are we to distinguish the fig-

ures belonging to each retina in the one dark

field?

2. But, in further proof, he says : These

figures do not move with the movements of the

eye ;
while after-images, which are admittedly

retinal affections, do thus move. Now, I find,

on the contrary, that these figures behave ex-

actly as the after-images do. I find that, in look-

ing in a difl^erent direction in the dark field,

they may indeed disappear, but only to reap-

pear at the new point of sight. After-images

do the same. Unless they are very strong,

they also, on changing the point of sight, dis-

appear to reappear at the new point.

It is possible, however, that we are talking

about different things. It is possible that there

are two different kinds of figures in the dark

field, one retinal and the other cerebral.

3. But, again, he says that these figures

do not change place when the axis of the eye

is displaced by pressure in the corner, whereas

after-images do change place under these con-

ditions. Now, on the contrary, I find that

after-images under these conditions do not

change place. It is true that with the eyes

open they may seem to move, but this is only

an illusion, the result of the contrary motion

of all objects in the field of view. Real ob-

jects move because their images change their

places on the retina while we look in the same

direction, but the retinal brands which cause

after-images cannot change their places on the

retina. But now shut the eyes, so that there

are no objects to plague us
;
then we find that

after-images do not move by displacement of

the axis of the eyes. There is only one case

(that of the previous head) in which after-

images follow the motions of the eye, although

it is the commonest case. It is that in which

the two eyes move together in the same direc-

tion. In other words, they follow the direction

of looking, not the direction of the individual

eye. But in displacement of the eye-axis by

pressure we do not change the direction of the

looking of the observer.
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A convenient method of proving the above

is as follows : Darken the experimental room
slightly by closing the windows, but leave a

crack between the shutters, showing a strip of

bright sky. Now gaze with one eye, say the

right, on the crack until its image is branded

on the retina. If we now turn about and look

at the wall in various directions the after-im-

age, of course, follows all the motions of the

eye. Even if we shut the eye and look about

the field of darkness the after-image follows

all the motions of the eye. But if, with eyes

still shut and looking straight in front, without

changing the direction of looking, we press in

the external corner of the branded eye the

after-image does not move. It still remains di-

rectly in front.

We have given this experiment as most con-

venient, but we may use a retinal brand pro-

duced by the setting sun with still more con-

spicuous results.

One more experiment to show the behavior

of after-images in the movements of the eye.

Gaze with both eyes on the crack of the previous

experiment, until its image is strongly banded
on the vertical meridian of both retinte. On
turning about and looking at the wall the

after-image is distinctly seen and follows with

exactness all the motions of the eyes in looking

about. But now converge the eyes until they

look at the root of the nose. Of course, each

eye changes its direction at least forty-five

degrees, but the direction of the after-image

does not change. It is still directly in front.

The reason is that, while each eye individually

changes its direction, the binocular observer

looks in the same direction, though at a nearer

point. The two external images of the retinal

brands cannot separate, as the images of an

object do, because the brands are on corre-

sponding points and have the same spatial

representative and, therefore, must be seen

single. This is the reason, as I have fully ex-

plained in my volume 'Sight,' pp. 199 and 200,

why after-images cannot be used to test the

motions of the eyes by rotation on the optic

axis in convergence, although they are such

accurate tests in parallel motion.

Joseph Le Conte.

Berkeley, Cal., July 29, 1897.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Leitfaden der Praktischen Phyaik, mit einem An-
hange, Das absolute Maas-system. VoN P.

KOHLKAUSCH. Achte Auflage, B. G. Teub-

ner, Leipzig,

Each new edition of this book has been char-

acterized by such considerable additions that

the modest guide to elementary laboratory

work in physics, which first appeared under

this title more than twenty-five years ago, has

become a reference volume of some five hun-

dred pages, as valuable to the advanced worker

as to the beginner.

A laboratory manual should cover the entire

field without undue specialization in any one

direction, and without any omissions. Kohl-

rausch's book does this for physics more satis-

factorily than any other. In fact, the manuals

edited in America are too evidently, and often

avowedly, nothing more than a compilation

from the course given at the particular institu-

tion at which the author is teaching, and hence

possess all the peculiarities and limitations of

the work at that laboratory, and too often are

of slight value elsewhere, with diflferent condi-

tions and facilities.

Kohlrausch sets forth not what is done at

Wiirzburg or Strasburg, or even at Berlin, but

what ought to be done under ideal conditions

in a complete laboratory. The book is a guide

to the instructor as to what experiments should

be performed, as well as to the student as to

how they are to be performed.

As regards the explanation of the operations,

the author seems to have followed most suc-

cessfully the principle laid down in the preface

to this edition, "to carry the scheme, the ex-

planation, and the setting-up of the apparatus

for an experiment no further than is rendered

necessary for the successful operation of a

laboratory attended by a large number of stu-

dents." He has achieved the happy mean be-

tween allowing the pupil to flounder too long

in the working out of an experiment, and giv-

ing him such minute instructions that the neces-

sity for originality of thought on his part is

entirely eliminated.

It is diflicult to select parts o'f this book as

worthy of special mention, and yet certain sub-

jects are treated in a manner in especially
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agreeable contrast to that found in similar man-

uals. The calculation of corrections and the

discussion of the effect of the errors of obser-

vation upon the result, as well as the methods

of least squares and of approximation, will be

found particularly clear, complete and useful.

Indeed, much of the unique value of the book

lies in its many suggestions as to simple ma-
nipulative methods, receipts and general good

advice. It is these little ' tricks of the trade '

that distinguish the successful experimental in-

vestigator from the helpless theorizer.

The body of the book contains concise, clear

instructions for the determination of about

every quantity that may be of interest to the

experimental physicist, together with numerous
demonstrations and illustrative examples. An
excellent feature of this part is the frequent

reference to the original investigations from

which the methods were derived.

The absolute system of units is happily not

the novelty to-day that it was when Kohlrausch

introduced it into the Leitfaden ; nevertheless

his clear and complete exposition of its princi-

ples, its units and their values is very accepta-

ble even now, and gives in some twenty pages

the essentials of the whole matter.

The thirty pages of carefully selected tables

form a very agreeable and striking contrast to

some similar books recently offered in this coun-

try.

Some teachers have lamented the absence of

pictures of instruments, but it would appear

inconsistent with the general nature of the book
if specific pieces of apparatus were represented.

It is better and probably easier for a pupil to

specialize from a diagram to any corresponding

instrument than from one instrument to another

of radically different appearance, though simi-

lar in principle.

The English translation of the last edition of

Kohlrausch is very good, but not so good as

the original because the translator has permit-

ted himself to make changes.

A Systematic Treatise on Electrical Measurements.

By Herschel C. Parker. Spon & Chamber-
lain, London and New York.

Mr. Parker, confining himself to a smaller

field, and rather to the technical than the

theoretical aspect of the subject, has succeeded

in following the good example of Kohlrausch

and sets forth what such a course should teach,

rather than what is taught under the conditions

at Columbia.

Particularly valuable is the strictly sys-

tematic way in which the subject is treated,

enabling the student to see at a glance the rela-

tive merits of different instruments and methods
for the various measurements of the same class,

and to choose the apparatus and method best

adapted to his particular determination. Al-

though giving the principle and construction of

the latest forms of electrical measuring instru-

ments, the author has done better than some
others, who could not resist the temptation to

use old cuts or introduce trade pictures of ap-

paratus. His diagrams and ou.tline cuts show
the fundamental parts most satisfactorily and
enable the reader easily to imagine the brass

and hard-rubber accompaniments. The book

is sure to be useful to the electrical engineer, as

well as to the investigator, who will gladly

welcome future editions with the revision and
additions which the author seems to feel desi-

rable.

William Hallooe.

Bibliography—A Study of Resources. Charles
Sbdgavick Minot. In Biological Lectures de-

livered at the Marine Biological Laboratory of

Wood's Holl in the summer session of 1895.

Boston, Ginn & Company. 1896. P. 149-168.

Short surveys of the present standpoint of

bibliography from the point of view of the

special sciences should prove advantageous

both for the specialist and for the bibliographer.

To the former such surveys would be mainly

useful in giving him a systematic guide through

the mass of publications which he must work
over to find the particular literature needed for

his investigations. To the latter—I am here

thinking especially of the librarian—they would
make plain the connection of bibliography with

the special sciences of which bibliography is the

handmaid. Professor Minot's account of biolog-

ical bibliographical literature is a good example

of what such a survey should be. He does

not drown his subject in enumeration of de-

tails, but describes and considers the main
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guides to biological literature. One could wish

to have as au appendix to the lecture a list,

with full bibliographical details, of the publica-

tions treated, showing especially the connection

and succession of the numerous German Jahres-

berichfe and Anzeiger. As it is, however, the

lecture makes not only an admirable introduc-

tion to biological bibliography, but also very

interesting reading. The bulk of the lecture

is devoted to the bibliographical publications

in question, which are divided into four classes:

(1) Standard bibliographies
; (3) Incidental

bibliographies; (3: a.) Current bibliographies

appearing annually
;

(3: b.) Current bibliogra-

phies appearing at intervals of less than a

year. As an introduction Professor Minot gives

an interesting account of his own methods of

dealing bibliographically with his literary ma-

terial and with his library. In connection here-

with he also gives some few rules for dealing

with a scientific subject from the point of view

of the bibliographer, emphasizing that the title

of an article ' should be as brief as possible and

nevertheless indicate the contents ;' that a table

of contents should be used in longer articles,

say of 40 to 100 pages ; that reprints should

have the paging of the original publications

;

and that references to other authorities should be

carefully arranged,

Aksel G. S. Josephson.

The John Ceeeak Libeaby, Chicago.

Indiana—A Century of Changes in the Aspects

of Nature. A. W. Btjtlee. President's Ad-
dress. From Proceedings Indiana Academy
of Sciences, No. V., 1895.

This pamphlet of a dozen pages gives an in-

teresting account of the changes in the natural

conditions in Indiana, brought about by the

advent of the white man, the passing away of

the virgin forests, the destruction of the herds

of buffaloes, the elk, the flocks of wild turkeys,

the pigeons and many more.

In the valleys of the Wabash and Whitewater
there were magnificent forests ofdeciduous trees,

which probably could not be surpassed any-

where in America. Forty-two trees in the

Wabash valley attained a height above one hun-

dred feet, the tallest recorded being a tulip

'po'^lax {Liriodendrontulipifera L.), 190 feet high.

The bison or buffaloes had M'ell marked road-

ways in some of the river valleys, along which

countless thousands passed annually, chiefly on

their journey to and from the Big Bone Lick, in

Kentucky. Elk and deer were common, bear

and wolves quite abundant, beaver were found

in many localities, while the wild cat Canada

porcupine and panther were numerous. Wild
turkeys and pigeons and the beautiful little

Carolina paroquets were more than abundant,

but have been almost, or in a great measure,

exterminated. The hog assisted in the killing

of the rattlesnakes and copperheads.

Thus, with the aid of the gun, of fire and the

axe, was the land, all things being considered,

speedily made ready for the plow, and a new
life of sparrows, of little snakes, humble bees

and grasshoppers took possession of the fields.

More than half of humanity will declare that

the destruction was unavoidable and even com-

mendable, but we trace a spirit of regret run-

ning through all of Mr. Butler's admirable ad-

dress, and this speaks for the rest of mankind,

who would fain have saved a tract of virgin

forest where they might resort to contemplate

some of the wonders of the world.

W. T. Davis.

- NEW BOOKS.

System der Bahterien. W. Migula. Jena,

Gustav Fischer. 1897. Pp. viii + 368 and

6 plates.

Citizen Bird. Mabel Osgood Weight and

Elliott Coues. New York and London,

The Macmillan Company. 1897. Pp. xiv

-f419. $1.50.

Some Unrecognized Laivs of Nature. IGNATIUS

Singer and Lewis H. Berens. New York,

D. Appleton & Co. 1897. Pp. xvi + 511.

$2.50.

Les huiles Min&rales. FRAN501S Miron. Paris,

Gauthier-Villars et fils. Pp. 194.

Bulletin de la Societe Beige de Oeologie de PalSon-

tologie et Eydrologie. Ann:6e. 1895. Vols.

IX and X. Brussels, Polleunis et Centerick.

1895, '96, '97.

The University Geological Survey of Kansas.

Erasmus Haworth. Topeka. 1897. Vol.

IL Pp. 318.
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ALFRED MARSHALL MAYER.

A MAN of science, vrhose vrork was unique

in the domain which he had selected, and

who will long be held in warm remembrance

by a large circle of friends, has lately passed

away.

In 1784 there emigrated to America a

young German, Christian Mayer, a mem-
ber of an ancient family in the city of Ulm,

in Wiirtemberg. He made his home in

Baltimore, where, by strong intelligence

and well directed industry, he amassed a

fortune. To his two sons, Charles F. and
Brantz, he gave the best educational ad-

vantages of the day. The former became

a prominent lawyer, well known in the

best social circles of Baltimore on account

of his refinement and broad literary cul-

ture, while the latter traveled and wrote

extensively, his historical work, especially

in connection with Mexico, being of high

authority and acknowledged value.

On the thirteenth day of N"ovember, 1836,

a son was born to Charles F. Mayer. At
an early age the boy exhibited great me-
chanical ingenuity and a lively interest in

the external world of nature. At St.

Mary's College, in Baltimore, he was af-

forded all the usual facilities for an ele-

mentary liberal education, and especially

for classical training ; but this did not suit

his native bent. At the age of sixteen

years he gave up the school room, and the

following two years were spent chiefly in

the workshop and the draughting room of

a mechanical engineer. Here was abun-

dant opportunity for acquiring familiarity

with the use of tools and developing ma-

nipulative skill. At the same time there

was a continual stimulus to private study

in connection with the daily application of

the laws of physics and mechanics. This

course of study in applied science was a

natural precursor to the resumption of

more systematic work, not in the class

room, but in the laboratory. A course of
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cliemistry was undertaken, and two years

were spent largely in mastering the prin-

ciples and processes of quantitative analysis.

It was duping these years of private

study and practical work that young Mayer

attracted the attention of a man whose

personal influence was chiefly instrumental

in determining the future direction of the

student's energies. Joseph Henry was at

this time Secretary of the Smithsonian In-

stitution, and for thirty years he had been

identified with the advancement of pure

science in America. Industrial science

needs no advocates. Its importance is

recognized by all. Its immediate connec-

tion with material progress and its quick

response to commercial demands are suffi-

cient to bring within the ranks of its

devotees the great majority of those who
undertake laboratory work with a definite

purpose. Henry had never underrated the

value or the need of industrial science, but

he had emphasized the importance of in-

vestigation from the more unselfish stand-

point of one who regarded intellectual

acquisition as a priceless good in itself

apart from all commercial recompense. He
apprehended the brightness, the alertness,

the originality of the Baltimore student,

and accorded him that sympathetic recog-

nition which constitutes the greatest stimu-

lus that a young man can receive. The
friendship of an acknowledged master

makes a willing and easily directed pupil.

Ideals of excellence are thus formed for

life. Subsequent experience may some-

times modify these, but they are rarely ever

discarded.

At the early age of twenty years Mayer

was appointed to the chair of physics and

chemistry in the University of Maryland.

He had already during the previous j'ear

published his first contribution to sciencei

the description of a ' new apparatus for the

determination of carbonic acid.' This

was soon republished in Germany. His

new duties absorbed now most of his time,

but a second paper appeared in the Ameri-

can Journal of Science, in 1857, on the esti-

mation of the weights of very small por-

tions of matter. In this he showed that

by the deflection of a fine glass fibre it is

possible to estimate a variation in weight

so small as the thousandth part of a milli-

gram. In 1859 he accepted a chair in

"Westminster College, Missoui'i, where two

years were spent ; but the equipment of

this institution was insignificant and no

original work was accomplished. The
breaking out of the Civil War determined

his return to Baltimore, and in 1863 he

went to Paris, where two years were occu-

pied in special study, chiefly under the

direction of Regnault. The influence of

the great French physicist, and the general

atmosphere of the University of Paris,

strengthened the bias in favor of pure

science which had been received in youth

from Henry.

Soon after his return to America, in 1865,

Professor Mayer was called to the chair of

physics and chemistry at Pennsylvania

College, in Gettysburg, which he gave up, in

1867, to accept that of physics and astron-

omy in Lehigh University. This in turn

was renounced in 1871 for the purpose of

joining in the upbuilding of the new Stev-

ens Institute of Technology, at Hoboken,

with which his connection continued up to

the time of his death, July 13, 1897. It is

with this institution, therefore, that his

name will always be chiefly identified,

though his researches were for the most

part in channels somewhat removed from

those that are usually characteristic of an

engineering school. Its instrumental equip-

ment was unusually good, and proximity

to a great metropolis afforded the intellec-

tual stimulus and the prompt recognition

of merit which are wanting in isolated in-

stitutions of learning.

While connected with Lehigh Universitj^,
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Professor Mayer designed an astronomical

observatory and superintended its construc-

tion. He erected the instruments and,

without assistance, finished the tedious

work of adjusting them. A series of obser-

vations on Jupiter followed, and its publi-

cation was reproduced in England. During

the summer vacation of 1869 he was deputed

by the United States government to take

charge of a party of astronomeis at Bur-

lington, Iowa, where the solar eclipse of

August 7th was observed. During the

eclipse more than forty successful photo-

graphs were taken, each exposure lasting

0.002 second. Four of these were during

the eighty-three seconds of totality. This

was in the early days of instantaneous pho-

tography and was accounted an unusual

feat. An abstract of the results of meas-

urements on these photographs was pub-

lished in the Journal of the Franklin Insti-

tute. In the same journal, about this

time, he published a number of articles on

physical and astrophysical subjects. At
the Salem meeting of the Scientific Associa-

tion, 1869, a paper was read 'On the thermo-

dynamics of waterfalls.' At Trenton Falls

and at Niagara Falls careful observations

had been made on the temperature of the

water at the top of the cataract and just

beyond the point of impact at the bottom.

The arrest of motion develops heat, and this

was found to be manifested in a measurable

rise of temperature, when the air was

charged with moisture and not much warm-
er or colder than the water, the change

being in accordance with calculation based

on Joule's equivalent. But under other

conditions this effect was masked to such

an extent by the cooling eflfect of evapora-

tion and conduction that there was some-

times a lower temperature at the bottom

than at the top.

Soon after entering upon his duties at

Hoboken, Professor Mayer began the series

of investigations in acoustics for which he is

perhaps best known, and which made him
decidedly the leading authority on this sub-

ject in America. In the first of his papers he

showed how the co-vibration of two nearly

unisonant tuning forks may be utilized to

demonstrate Doppler's well-known princi-

ple that wave-length may be modified by

translation of the vibrating body. This

was soon followed by another paper in

which he gave a method of detecting the

phases of vibration in the air surrounding

a sounding body. Two resonators respond-

ing to the pitch of the source were em-

ployed, each connected with a manometric

capsule. One of these resonators being

fixed and the other movable, the recurring

changes in the compound^flame image gave

the means of measuring wave-lengths

directly in the vibrating air and exploring

the form of the wave surface. A simple

and precise method was developed from

this for measuring wave-lengths and ve-

locities of sound in gases at various tem-

peratures ; and an acoustic pyrometer was

devised by which furnace temperatures were

capable of measurement with a degree of

accuracy approaching that of the air ther-

mometer. The same optical method of

interference was then further applied to

the determination of the relative intensities

of sounds. The range of application of

this method is somewhat limited, but

within this range it is more precise than

any other method devised for the same

purpose. One application was to the

measurement of the powers of various sub-

stances to transmit and to reflect sonorous

vibrations. An investigation of the rela-

tive absorbing powers of different media

for sound led to an approximate determina-

tion of the mechanical equivalent of an

aerial sonorous vibration. The energy per

second given forth in aerial vibrations by

an Utj fork (256 vd.), set in motion by

intermittent electro-magnetic action and

placed before an appropriate resonator, was
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found to be about one millionth of Joule's

unit, or enough to raise one gram through

a height of ten centimeters. This result

was accomplished by measuring the rela-

tive intensities of the sound given forth by

the same fork, first when vibrating freely,

then when the motion of its prongs was
damped by the expenditure of part of its

energy on india rubber. The rise of tem-

perature of the rubber was measured by use

of thermopile and galvanometer, and its

specific heat determined by ordinary meth-

ods. The difBculties attendant upon such

an experiment are very great, and no one

but an experimentalist of exceptional skill

and patience would be apt to undertake it.

These strictly physical investigations led

Professor Mayer into the domain of physi-

ology in its bearing upon the phenomena of

audition. The most important principle in

acoustics is that of harmonic motion, sim-

ple and compound, as embodied in Fourier's

theorem. Helmholtz was the first to apply

this to the analysis of musical quality, and
in doing so the subjective method of resona-

tors was utilized with great skill. Profes-

sor Mayer sought objective methods and
devised several of these, the most striking

of which was that of employing tense threads

as media for the conveyance of energy from

a vibrating membrane to mounted tuning

forks adjusted in pitch to respond to the

components of the compound sound under

examination. Recognizing the capacity of

the ear, when sufficiently trained, to ac-

complish this analysis to a considerable

extent without instrumental aid, he sought

to learn the mechanism of the auditory

apparatus of some of the lower types of

animal life. Some new and interesting

facts were thus discovered in relation to

the function of the antennre of the mosquito

in audition, and he showed how an insect

may determine the direction of sounds by
means of its antennae. In this connection

good reason was found for the belief that

the terminal auditory nerve fibrils in the

human ear vibrate just half as often in a
given time as the membrane of the tym-
panum and the ossicles. This hypothesis

partially accounts for the marked differ-

ence in quality when the same sound is

successively heard, first directly through

the open ear and then through the medium
of the bony portions of the head.

Professor Mayer's most important acous-

tic research was his determination of the

law connecting the pitch of a sound with the

duration of the residual sensation in the

ear. An explanation of the method
adopted cannot be here given without en-

tering unduly into details. This law gave

a quantitative character to results which
Helmholtz had attained only qualitatively.

It is of fundamental importance in its appli-

cation to musical harmony. It explains

why certain combinations of tones which
are harmonious in the upper portions of the

musical scale become rough and discordant

in the lower portions. This mere fact the

musical composer was long compelled to

recognize, though hitherto it had been inex-

plicable. The labor involved in this work
was greab, and before its completion the in-

vestigator's power of audition in one ear

was thereby permanentlj^ impaired. The
first experiments were published in 1874

;

a redetermination was made in 1875, and
again with improved apparatus in 1893.

He received the assistance of the most
accomplished musical experts, including

Madame Seller, who had been associated

with Helmholtz for a somewhat similar pur-

pose, and Dr. Rudolph Koenig, of Paris,

whose training in the detection of musical

beats is unrivaled. Dr. Koenig, in 1893,

rendered important service in ascertaining

the limitations of what may now be prop-

erly called 'Mayer's Law.' This law is

expressed by an equation in which the

duration of the residual sensation is given

as a function of vibration frequency, and
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this equation is readily translated into a

curve. Between the limits of 100 and

4,000 vibrations per second there is closer

accordance between the results of calcula-

tion and observation than in the case of

Fechner's law, or indeed any other physio-

logical law for which the attempt has been

made to express sensation mathematically.

Between 200 and 2,000 vibrations, includ-

ing the range most constantly resorted to

in music, the accordance is satisfactory,

even when measured by physical rather

than physiological standards. Due recog-

nition of these important contributions to

acoustic theory have been made by Mr.

Ellis in his translation of Helmholtz's

^ Tonempfindungen,' and by Professor Zahm
in his recent book (1892) on ' Sound and

Music' Mr. Ellis gave a special lecture in

London for the purpose of explaining these

discoveries and their application to the

principles of musical harmony.

It was natural for Professor Mayer to

apply acoustic methods in work primarily

undertaken for other purposes. In 1876 he

devised improvements in what is now gen-

erally known as the electrographic method

for the measurement of the velocity of pro-

jectiles and the determination of pitch. He
utilized the spark from an induction coil for

the purpose of marking seconds upon the

sinuous trace of a tuning fork on smoked

paper, and attained results of great accu-

racy. He studied with care the laws of

vibration of tuning forks, and was the first

to give accurately the correction to be ap-

plied in all such determinations on account

of variation in temperature of the fork.

Between 1889 and 1894 he conducted an

elaborate research on the variation of the

modulus of elasticity of various materials

with change of temperature, as indicated

by the transverse vibration of bars. From
the observed pitch the velocity of propaga-

tion of sound in the bar is found, and this

gives the modulus of elasticity. For the

accurate determination of pitch it was
necessary to visit Paris, where access was
had to Dr. Koenig's grand tonometer, and
where this accomplished acoustician freely

gave his time and skill in furtherance of

the work. The remarkable regularity in

the results shows that this acoustic method,

as conducted, is worthy of the greatest re-

liance. Among the materials thus studied

was aluminum. Its modulus was found to

be subject to large variation, and in every

respect it is far inferior to steel for acoustic

purposes.

Among the acoustic discoveries of Pro-

fessor Mayer may be mentioned his obser-

vation that the sensation of a sound may be

obliterated by the simultaneous action on

the ear of another sound of greater volume

and lower pitch, but that the converse is

not true. The higher pitch, even when in-

tense, cannot obliterate the sensation of

another sound of lower pitch. This does

not imply that the higher pitch is thus al-

ways completely obliterated. Its presence

modifies the compound perception after the

possibility of singling it out has vanished.

The apprehension of this truth caused him
to suggest certain changes in the method of

conducting orchestral music, but they were

not adopted on account of counter-balancing

inconveniences in practice.

In 1876 Professor Mayer discovered that

the air pressure on the inner surface of the

bottom of a resonator in action exceeds that

on the corresponding outer surface. This led

to the construction of the ' sound mill,' com-

posed of pairs of resonators so balanced

and pivoted on their supports as to be set
'

into rotation by reaction on sounding near

them a tuning fork to which they are

adapted. This phenomenon of acoustic

repulsion was shortly afterward discovered

independently by Dvorak in Austria. An-
other application of resonators by Professor

Mayer was in the invention of the topo-

phone, an instrument with which the direc-
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tion of sound at sea, such as that of a fog

horn, could be determined with a close ap-

proximation to accuracy. His last publi-

cation in acoustics was on the production

of audible beat tones from two vibrating

bodies whose frequencies are so high that

the separate tones are inaudible. This

paper was read at the Oxford meeting of

the British Association in 1894. The ex-

istence of such beat tones has been doubted

by some. In the present case I was asso-

ciated with Professor Mayer during some

of his experiments, and had previously had

considerable experience in the use of the

sources of sound which he employed. As
to the reality of the results he claimed

there cannot be the least doubt on the part

of any person possessing ordinarily acute

powers of hearing, who will take the trouble

to repeat the experiments.

The study of the physiology of sensation

tempts to the investigation of the problems

of vision in connection with those of audi-

tion. During the winter and spring of 1893

Professor Mayer became much interested in

the phenomena of simultaneous color con-

trast, of which it may yet be said that no

satisfactory explanation is provided by any
existing theory of color vision. It has been

common to assume that the modification of

color perception induced by contrast is due

to unconscious motion of the observer's

eyes, to error or fluctuation ofjudgment, or

to incipient retinal fatigue. Professor

Mayer devised a variety of methods of pre-

senting these phenomena with unexampled

vividness, and on so large a scale as to en-

able him to arrive at quantitative state-

ments of such subjective color by compari-

son with standard hues with which they

were matched on the revolving color disk.

Vivid contrast hues were readily percepti-

ble when the illumination was secured by
means of a momentary electric flash, and

with entire accordance between difi'erent

observers who had been purposely misled

to expect something different from what
they actually perceived. The hypothesis of

retinal fatigue, or fluctuation of judgment,

or ocular motion, is excluded under such

conditions. This psychological element of

color contrast led to the development of a,

disk photometer for measurement of the

brightness of colored surfaces. In the use

of it a degree of accuracy was attained in

excess of that usually found possible with

the Bunsen photometer.

"While still at the Lehigh University Pro-

fessor Mayer began investigations on elec-

tricity, on magnetism and on heat, which

were resumed from time to time during

subsequent years in the intervals between

his acoustic researches. His lecture notes

on physics were published serially in the

Journal of the Franklin Institute, and, sub-

sequently, put into book form. He devised

a zero-method of comparing the strengths

of electro-magnets and electrical conductiv-

ities, made many observations on magnetic

declination, and improved on previously

known methods of fixing and photograph-

ing magnetic spectra. He undertook an
elaborate research on the effect of magnetiza-

tion in changing the dimensions of iron and
steel bars, an effect discovered by Page in

1837, investigated by Joule in 1842, and
then neglected for thirty years. It was
about this time that an unusually large

electro-magnet was constructed for the

Stevens Institute of Technology, and waa
employed with much effect in public lec-

tures. One of these, entitled 'The Earth ai

Great Magnet,' was given by invitation of

the Yale Scientific Club and, subsequently,

published. In connection with it a special

form of lantern galvanometer was devised for

vertical projection,which attracted much no-

tice. Another lecture demonstration which

a few years afterward attracted general at-

tention was that ofthe configurations formed

by magnets floating vertically and subjected

to the attraction of a superposed magnet.
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The multiple or oscillatory character of

the electric discharge from a Leyden jar

was discovered by Henry in 1842. It was
carefully studied afterward by Feddersen,

who used a revolving mirror, and yet more
fully by Eood, who employed several

methods, but more particularly that of the

revolving disk with radial slits. Professor

Mayer, in 1874, took advantage of centrifu-

gal action to give steadiness to a disk of

blackened paper rotated rapidly between

the electrodes employed for transmission

of the spark. The perforations were then

subjected at leisure to micrometric measure-

ment. Since the rotation of the disk is

known, the means is thus afforded for

measuring the duration of the discharge

and the intervals between the successive

sparks which compose it. The conditions

were then studied for securing the most

nearly simple dischai-ge possible. This

served as the necessary antecedent to the

successful employment of the induction coil

in conjunction with a method previously

devised for measuring minute intervals of

time with the tuning fork, or rating a

tuning fork by comparison with a standard

clock. The combination formed an admi-

rable chronoscope for a variety of purposes,

but more especially for measuring the

velocity of projectiles.

On the general subject of heat Professor

Mayer published several articles. The first

of these, in relation to waterfalls, has been

already mentioned. In 1872 he devised a

method of tracing the progress and deter-

mining the boundai-y of a wave of conducted

heat by taking advantage of the variation

in color with change of temperature which

is characteristic of certain double iodides.

The same method was applied three years

afterward to the securing of thermographs

of the isothermal lines of the solar disk. In

1890 he gave publication to a paper on the

determination of the coefficient of cubic ex-

pansion of a solid from the observation of

the temperature at which water in a vessel

made of this solid has the same apparent

volume as it has at 0° C, and on the coef-

ficient of cubic expansion of a substance

determined by means of a hydrometer made
of it. The method was applied to several

different substances, including brass and

vulcanite. This led to a general investiga-

tion of the properties of vulcanite, which

was published soon afterward. One of

these properties is its remarkably large co-

efficient of expansion, exceeding that of

mercury

.

Soon after the publication of Eontgen's

discovery of a new species of radiation

Professor Mayer's interest in this was

aroused, and in June, 1896, he published the

outcome of his investigation of herapathite,

which had been employed by him to test

the possibility of polarizing the Rontgen

rays. Formulfe were deduced for the trans-

missive powers of several substances for

these rays, including tourmaline, hera-

pathite, glass, aluminum and platinum.

Professor Mayer's last scientific work was

an experimental investigation of the equilib-

rium of the forces acting in the flotation of

discs and rings of metal, and an application

of such rings to the determination of the

measure of surface tension of liquids. The
method was wholly new, and the agreement

among results was remarkable. At best, it

has been difficult in the past to secure relia-

ble results in work of this kind, and the

present work is fully equal, if not superior,

to the best hitherto accomplished by Pla-

teau and Quincke. It was done during the

intervals between periods of acute physical

suffering, and its appearance in the American

Journal of Science for April of the present

year preceded by only a few days the para-

lytic stroke which demonstrated that the

investigator's life work was already ended.

In this brief sketch of Professor Mayer's

labors but little has been said of his numer-

ous happy devices for lecture demonstxa-
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tion. His restless ingenuity was ever ready

for any demand, and his mechanical apti-

tude was so directed by a delicate sesthetic

sense that he could never be satisfied with

any objective proof which was not neat and

simple, as well as adequate. A few of these

he published from time to time. Among
them may be mentioned methods of meas-

uring the angle of inclination of the mir-

rors employed in Fresnel's interference ex-

periments; of obtaining a permanent trace

of the oscillation plane of the Foucault

pendulum; of registering and exhibiting the

vibration of rods; of deducing the funda-

mental laws of electric repulsion by means
of the pendulum; of measuring potentials

and specific inductive capacities with the

spring balance electrometer ; of proving

Ohm's law, and of expressing electric po-

tential as work. Many of his demonstra-

tions in acoustics were gathered into a small

volume on 'Sound,' and have thence been

copied into the elementary text-books of

to-day. The same may be said of a little

volume on ' Light,' prepared with the co-

operation of Mr. Charles Barnard. In the

student laboratory he was as efficient as in

the lecture room, fertile in devices and ever

insistent upon a high standard of accuracy.

No one knew better than he that demon-
stration and practice work are of insignifi-

cant value in comparison with investiga-

tion ; but he kept always in mind the fact

that, in America at least, the physical in-

vestigator is nearly always compelled to be

in some way a teacher, and that in teaching

physical science demonstration and theo-

retic instruction must go hand in hand.

He was conscious of his skill and, naturally,

took keen pleasure in exercising it success-

fully. That in so doing he gave pleasure

and help to others is manifested by the ex-

tent to which his methods have served as

models.

The manipulative skill and tactile deli-

cacy which are so necessary as adjuncts to

independence and ingenuity in the labora-

tory were applied with no less success by

Professor Mayer in out-door recreation.

Early in life he became an accomplished

marksman ; and during manhood, as long

as good health lasted, he was an ardent

and exceptionally successful sportsman.

His field and laboratory interests were

combined in his application of the tuning

fork to the problems of gunnery. In the

Century Magazine he published a number
of articles on sporting subjects. These

were incorporated, along with contributions

from other sources, in a volume entitled

' Sport with Kod and Gun in American

"Woods and Waters.' This volume was

edited by Professor Mayer, and for it he

specially prepared two valuable articles,

one on ' The Shot Gun,' and another on

'The Blow Gun.'

In addition to these literary labors, Pro-

fessor Mayer contributed many articles to

the Cyclopedias of Appleton and Johnson,

besides occasional popular articles on scien-

tific subjects for other media of publication.

In acknowledgment of his earlier contribu-

tions to science the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy was accorded him in 1866 by

Pennsylvania College. He was admitted

to membership in the National Academj^

of Sciences in 1872, and was a member of

each of the leading scientific societies of

America, besides being a corresponding

member of the British Association. He
served during one year, 1873, as an asso-

ciate editor of the American Journal of

Science, and during the first eight months

of that year five articles from his pen ap-

peared in its pages. The partial failure of

his eyesight then necessitated cessation

from all work, and a considerable part of

the next scholastic year was spent in Eng-

land, where his reputation had preceded

him and where hospitable entertainment

was accorded by the most prominent repre-

sentatives of science.
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In the closer circle of personal friendship

it is hard to speak with impartiality while

the sense of bereavement is still fresh. A
man's personality penetrates into all that

he does, into his writings quite as un-

mistakably, if less positively, than into his

conversation and the atmosphere of his

home. In a eulogy on Joseph Henry, to

which I listened at Cam.bridge just seven-

teen years ago, Professor Mayer said

:

" His best eulogy is an account of his dis-

coveries ; for a man of science, as such,

lives in what he has done, and not in what
he has said, nor will he be remembered for

what he has proposed to do." In compar-

ing Henry with Faraday he remarked

:

" Each loved science more than money,

and his Creator more than either." Mayer
proved himself a worthy pupil ofHenry, and

their friendship grew in strength until bro-

ken by the last great Destroyer. His words

may now be properly applied to himself.

The characteristics of the gentleman, the

high-toned man of honor, were born in him.

They needed no cultivation beyond the nat-

ural development and confirmation which

accompany the attainment of maturity.

Those who were favored with his friend-

ship need no reminder of his generosity,

his ready sympathy, his quick insight and
hearty appreciation, his enthusiasm verging

sometimes almost upon that of boyhood.

The value of Mayer's work will be tested

by time. For some parts of it he will un-

questionably be long referred to as an

authority by stranger as well as friend. He
dwelt in an atmosphere essentially un-

favorable to the spirit which directed his

work, for nowhere in the world can there

be found so high a degree of general civil-

ization conjoined with so small a degree of

general appreciation of pure science as in

America. This may be said with full

recognition of the abundant rewards here

accorded to science successfully applied in

industrial fields, and of the rich endow-

ments given by wealthy individuals to some
of our educational institutions. But the

man who advances theoretical science in

America receives not a tithe of the recogni-

tion given to the inventor who puts on the

market a merchantable device which pleases

the multitude. Professor Mayer would have
done his scientific work to better advantage

in France or Germany. But be this as it

may, we who knew him in his work must
now know him only in memory. To have

had him as a co-worker and friend is now a
sad pleasure, and one that nothing can take

'' W. LeConte Stevens.

ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT OF TEE BRIT-
ISS ASSOCIATION FOR TEE ADVANCE-

MENT OF SCIENCE.*

Once more has the Dominion of Canada
invited the British Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science to hold one of the

annual meetings of its members within the

Canadian territory, and for a second time

has the Association had the honor and
pleasure of accepting the proffered hospi-

tality.

In doing so the Association has felt that,

if by any possibility the scientific welfare

of a locality is promoted by its being the

scene of such a meeting, the claims should

be fully recognized of those who, though

not dwelling in the British Isles, are still

inhabitants of that Greater Britain whose

prosperity is so intimately connected with

the fortunes of the Mother Country.

Here, especially, as loyal subjects of one

beloved sovereign, the sixtieth year of

whose beneficent reign has just been cele-

brated with equal rejoicing in all parts of

her Empire ; as speaking the same tongue,

and as, in most instances, connected by the

ties of one common parentage, we are bound

together in all that can promote our com-

mon interests.

* Delivered by Sir John Evans at Toronto, August

18, 1897.
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There is, in all probability, nothing that

will tend more to advance those interests

than the diiTusion of science in all parts of

the British Empire, and it is towards this

end that the aspirations of the British As-

sociation are ever directed, even if in many
instances the aim may not be attained.

We are, as already mentioned, indebted

to Canada for previous hospitality, but we
must also remember that, since the time

when we last assembled on this side of the

Atlantic, the Dominion has provided the

Association with a President, Sir William

Dawson, whose name is alike well-known

in Britain and America, and whose repu-

tation is indeed world-wide. We rejoice

that we have still among us the pioneer of

American geology, who, among other dis-

coveries, first made us acquainted with the

'Air-breathers of the Coal,' the terrestrial,

or, more properly, arboreal, Saurians of the

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia coal-

measures.

On our last visit to Canada, in 1884, our

place of assembly was Montreal, a city

which is justly proud of her McGill Univer-

sity ; to-day we meet within the buildings

of another of the universities of this vast

Dominion, and in a city the absolute fitness

of which for such a purpose must have been

foreseen by the native Indian tribes when

they gave to a small aggregation of huts

upon this spot the name of Toronto— ' the

place of meetings.'

Our gathering this year presents a feature

of entire novelty and extreme interest,

inasmuch as the sister Association of the

United States of America—still mourning

the loss of her illustrious President, Profes-

sor Cope—and some other learned societies

have made special arrangements to allow of

their members coming here to join us. I

need hardly say how welcome their pres-

ence is, nor how gladly we look forward to

their taking part in our discussions and

aiding us by interchange of thought. To

such a meeting the term ' international

'

seems almost misapplied. It may rather

be described as a family gathering, in

which our relatives more or less distant

in blood, but still intimately connected

with us by language, literature and habits

of thought, have spontaneously arranged to

take part.

The domain of science is no doubt one in

which the various nations of the civilized

world meet upon equal terms, and for

which no other passport is required than

some evidence of having striven towards

the advancement of natural knowledge.

Here, on the frontier between the two
great English-speaking nations of the

world, who is there that does not in-

wardly feel that anything which conduces

to an intimacy between the representa-

tives of two countries, both of them ac-

tively engaged in the pursuit of science,

may also, through such an intimacy, react

on the affairs of daily life, and aid in pre-

serving those cordial relations that have

now for so many years existed between

the great American Bepublic and the

British Islands, with which her early

foundations are indissolubly connected ?

The present year has witnessed an inter-

change of courtesies which has excited

the warmest feelings of approbation on

both sides of the Atlantic. I mean the

return, to its proper custodians, of one of

the most interesting of the relics of the

Pilgrim Fathers, the Log of the ' May-
flower.' May this return, trifling in it-

self, be of happy augury as testifying to

the feelings of mutual regard and esteem

which animate the hearts both of the

donors and of the recipients !

At our meeting in Montreal the Presi-

dent was an investigator who had already

attained to a foremost place in the domains

of physics and mathematics, Lord Ray-

leigh. In his address he dealt mainly

with topics, such as Light, Heat, Sound
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and Electricity, on wliicli lie is one of our

principal authorities. His name and that

of his fellow-worker, Professor Kamsay, are

now and will in all future ages be associ-

ated with the discovery of the new element,

Argon. Of the ingenious methods by which

that discovery was made and the existence

of Argon established, this is not the place

to speak. One can only hope that the ele-

ment will not always continue to justify its

name by its inertness.

The claims of such a leader in physical

science as Lord Eayleigh to occupy the Presi-

dential chair are self-evident, but possibly

those of his successor on this side of the

Atlantic are not so immediately apparent.

I cannot for a moment pretend to place

myself on the same purely scientific level

as my distinguished friend and for many
years colleague. Lord Eayleigh, and my
claims, such as they are, seem to me to rest

on entirely different grounds.

"Whatever little I may have indirectly

been able to do in assisting to promote the

advancement of science, my principal efforts

have now for many years been directed to-

wards attempting to forge those links in the

history of the world, and especially of

humanity, that connect the past with the

present, and towards tracing that course of

evolution which plays as important a part

in the physical and moral development of

man as it does in that of the animal and
vegetable creation.

It appears to me, therefore, that my elec-

tion to this important post may, in the main,

be regarded as a recognition, by this Asso-

ciation, of the value of archseology as a

science.

Leaving all personal considerations out of

question, I gladly hail this recognition,

which is, indeed, in full accordance with

the attitude already for many years adopted

by the Association towards anthropology,

one of the most important branches of true

archseology.

It is no doubt hard to define the exact

limits which are to be assigned to archse-

ology as a science and archseology as a
branch of history and belles-lettres. A
distinction is frequently drawn between
science, on the one hand, and knowedge or

learning, on the other; but translate the

terms into Latin, and the distinction at once

disappears. In illustration of this, I need
only cite Bacon's great work on the ' Ad-
vancement of Learning,' which was, with
his own aid, translated into Latin under the

title ' De Augmentis Scientiaruin.'

It must, however, be acknowledged that

a distinction does exist between arehfeology

proper and what, for want of a better word,

may be termed Antiquarianism. It may be
interesting to know the internal arrange-

ments of a Dominican convent in the Middle

Ages ; to distinguish between the different

mouldings characteristic of the principal

styles of Gothic architecture ; to determine

whether an English coin bearing the name
of Henry was struck under Henry II.,

Eichard, John or Henry III., or to decide

whether some given edifice was erected in

Eoman, Saxon or Norman times. But the

power to do this, though involving no small

degree of detailed knowledge and some ac-

quaintance with scientific methods, can
hardly entitle its possessors to be enrolled

among the votaries of science.

A familiarity with all the details of

Greek and Eoman mythology and culture

must be regarded as a literary rather than

a scientific qualification; and yet when
among the records of classical times we
come upon traces of manners and customs

which have survived for generations, and
which seem to throw some rays of light

upon the dim past, when history and
writing were unknown, we are, I think,

approaching the boundaries of scientific

archseology.

Every reader of Virgil knows that the

Greeks were not merely orators, but that
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with a pair of compasses they could de-

scribe the movements of the heavens and

fix the rising of the stars ; but when, by

modern astronomy, we can determine the

heliacal rising of some well-known star

with which the worship in some given

ancient temple is known to have been

connected, and can fix its position on the

horizon at some particular spot, say, three

thousand years ago, and then find that

the axis of the temple is directed exactly

towards that spot, we have some trust-

worthy scientific evidence that the temple

in question must have been erected at a

date approximately 1100 years B. C. If on

or close to the same site we find that more

than one temple was erected, each having

a different orientation, these variations,

following, as they may fairly be presumed

to do, the changing position of the rising

of the dominant star, will also afford a

guide as to the chronological order of the

different foundations. The researches of

Mr. Penrose seem to show that in certain

Greek temples, of which the date of founda-

tion is known from history, the actual

orientation corresponds with that theo-

retically deduced from astronomical data.

Sir J. Norman Lockj^er has shown that

what holds good for Greek temples ap-

plies to many of far earlier date in Egypt,

though up to the present time hardly a

sufficient number of accurate observations

have been made to justify us in foreseeing

all the instructive results that may be

expected to arise from astronomy coming

to the aid of archjeologj'.

The intimate connection of archfeology

with other sciences is in no case so evident

as with respect to geology, for, when con-

sidering subjects such as those I shall

presently discuss, it is almost impossible to

say where the one science ends and the

other begins.

By the application of geological methods

many archaeological questions relating even

to subjects on the borders of the historical

period have been satisfactorily solved. A
careful examination of the limits of the

area over which its smaller coins are found

has led to the position of many an ancient

Greek city being accurately ascertained;

while in England it has only been by treat-

ing the coins of the ancient Britons, belong-

ing to a period before the Eoman occupa-

tion, as if they were actual fossils, that the

territories under the dominion of the

various kings and princes who struck them
have been approximately determined. In

arranging the chronological sequence of

these coins, the evolution of their types

—

a process almost as remarkable, and cer-

tainly as well defined, as any to be found

in nature—has served as an efBcient guide.

I may venture to add that the results ob-

tained from the study of the morphology

of this series of coins were published ten

years before the appearance of Darwin's

great work on the ' Origin of Species.'

When we come to the consideration of

the relics of the early Iron and Bronze

Ages the aid of chemistry has, of necessity,

to be invoked. By its means we are able

to determine whether the iron of a tool or

weapon is of meteoritic or volcanic origin,

or has been reduced from iron-ore, in which

case considerable knowledge of metallurgy

would be involved on the part of those who
made it. With bronze antiquities the na-

ture and extent of the alloys combined with

the copper may throw light not only on

their chronological position, but on the

sources whence the copper, tin and other

metals of which they consist were origi-

nally derived. I am not aware of there be-

ing sufiieient differences in the analyses of

the native copper, from different localities

in the region in which we are assembled,

for Canadian archteologists to fix the sources

from which the metal was obtained which

was used in the manufacture of the ancient

tools and weapons of copper that are occa-
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sionally discovered in this part of the

globe.

Like chemistry, mineralogy and petrology

may be called to the assistance of archseol-

ogy in determining the nature and source

of the rocks of which ancient stone imple-

ments are made ; and, thanks to researches

of the followers of those sciences, the old

view that all such implements formed of

jade and found in Europe must, of necessity,

have been fashioned from material imported

from Asia can no longer be maintained. In

one respect the archaeologist differs in opin-

ion from the mineralogist, namely, as to the

propriety of chipping off fragments from

perfect and highly finished specimens for

the purpose of submitting them to micro-

scopic examination.

I have hitherto been speaking of the aid

that other sciences can afford to archaeology

when dealing with questions that come al-

most, if not quite, within the fringe of his-

torj', and belong to times when the surface

of our earth presented much the same con-

figuration as regards the distribution of

land and water, and hill and valley, as it

does at present, and when, in all proba-

bility, the climate was much the same as it

now is. When, however, we come to dis-

cuss that remote age in which we find the

earliest traces that are at present known of

man's appearance upon earth the aid of

geology and paleontology becomes abso-

lutely imperative.

The changes in the surface configuration

and in the extent of the land, especially in

a country like Britain, as well as the modi-

fications of the fauna and fiora since those

days, have been such that the archteologist

pure and simple is incompetent to deal with

them, and he must either himself under-

take the study of these other sciences or

call experts in them to his assistance. The
evidence that man had already appeared

upon the earth is afforded by stone imple-

ments wrought by his hands, and it falls

strictly within the province of the archaeol-

ogist to judge whether given specimens

were so wrought or not ; it rests with the

geologist to determine their stratigraphical

or chronological position, while the paleon-

tologist can pronounce upon the age and
character of the associated fauna and fiora.

If left to himself the archaeologist seems

too prone to build up theories founded upon
form alone, irrespective of geological condi-

tions. The geologist, unaccustomed to

archaeological details, may readily fail to see

the difference between the results of the

operations of nature and those of art, and
may be liable to trace the effects of man's

handiwork in the chipping, bruising and
wearing which in all ages result from natu-

ral forces ; but the united labors of the two,

checked by those of the paleontologist,

cannot do otherwise than lead towards

sound conclusions.

It will, perhaps, be expected of me that I

should on the present occasion bring under

review the state of our present knowledge

with regard to the antiquity of man ; and
probably no fitter place could be found for

the discussion of such a topic than the

adopted home of my venerated friend, the

late Sir Daniel Wilson, who first introduced

the word ' prehistoric ' into the English lan-

guage.

Some among us may be able to call to

mind the excitement not only among men
of science, but among the general public,

when, in 1859, the discoveries of M. Boucher

de Perthes and Dr. EigoUot in the gravels

of the valley of the Somme, at Abbeville and
Amiens, were confirmed by the investiga-

tions of the late Sir Joseph Prestwich,

myself and others, and the co-existence of

man with the extinct animals of the Qua-

ternary fauna, such as the mammoth and
woolly-haired rhinoceros, was first virtually

established. It was at the same time pointed

out that these relics belonged to a far earlier

date than the ordinary stone weapons found
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upon the surface, whicli usually showed

signs of grinding or polishing, and that in

fact there were two Stone Ages in Britain.

To these the terms ^"eolithic and Paleo-

lithic were subsequently applied by Sir John

Lubbock.

The excitement was not less when, at the

meeting of this Association at Aberdeen in

the autumn of that year, Sir Charles Lyell,

in the presence of the Prince Consort, called

attention to the discoveries in the valley of

the Somme, the site of which he had him-

self visited, and to the vast lapse of time

indicated by the position of the implements

in drift-deposits a hundred feet above the

existing river.

The conclusions forced upon those who
examined the facts on the spot did not re-

ceive immediate acceptance by all who were

interested in geology and archaeology, and

fierce were the controversies on the subject

that were carried on both in the newspapers

and before various learned societies.

It is at the same time instructive and

amusing to look back on the discussions of

those days. While one class of objectors

accounted for the configuration of the flint

implements from the gravels by some un-

known chemical agency, by the violent and

continued gyratory action of water, by frac-

ture resulting from pressure, by rapid cool-

ing when hot or by rapid heating when

cold, or even regarded them as aberrant

forms of fossil fishes, there were others who,

when compelled to acknowledge that the

implements were the work of men's hands,

attempted to impugn and set aside the evi-

dence as to the circumstances under which

they had been discovered. In doing this

they adopted the view that the worked flints

had either been introduced into the con-

taining beds at a comparatively recent date,

or if they actually formed constituent parts

of the gravel then that this is a mere mod-

ern alluvium resulting from floods at no

very remote period.

In the course of a few years the main
stream of scientific thought left this con-

troversy behind, though a tendency to cut

down the lapse of time necessary for all the

changes that have taken place in the con-

figuration of the surface of the earth and in

the character of its occupants since the time

of the Paleolithic gravels, still survives in

the inmost recesses of the hearts of not a
few observers.

In his address to this Association at the

Bath meeting of 1864, Sir Charles Lyell

struck so true a note that I am tempted to

reproduce the paragraph to which I refer

:

" When speculations on the long series of

events which occurred in the glacial and

post-glacial periods are indulged in, the

imagination is apt to take alarm at the im-

mensity of the time required to interpret

the monuments of these ages, all referable

to the era of existing species. In order to

abridge the number of centuries which

would otherwise be indispensable, a disposi-

tion is shown by many to magnify the rate

of change in prehistoric times by investing

the causes which have modified the animate

and inanimate world with extraordinary

and excessive energy. It is related of a
great Irish orator of our day that when he

was about to contribute somewhat parsi-

moniously towards a public charity he

was persuaded by a friend to make a more
liberal donation. In doing so he apologized

for his first apparent want of generosity by

saying that his early life had been a con-

stant struggle with scanty means, and that

' they who are born to aifluence cannot easily

imagine how long a time it takes to get the

chiU of poverty out of one's bones.' In like

manner, we of the living generation, when
called upon to make grants of thousands of

centuries in order to explain the events of

what is called the modern period, shrink

naturally at first from making what seems

so lavish an expenditure of past time.

Throughout our early education we have
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been accustomed to such strict economy in

all that relates to the chronology of the

earth and its inhabitants in remote ages, so

fettered have we been by old traditional be-

liefs, that even when our reason is con-

vinced, and we are persuaded that we ought

to make more liberal grants of time to the

geologist, we feel how hard it is to get the

chill of poverty out of our bones."

Many, however, have at the present day

got over this feeling, and of late years the

general tendency of those engaged upon

the question of the antiquity of the human
race has been in the direction of seeking

for evidence by which the existence of man
upon the earth could be carried back to a

date earlier than that of the Quaternary

gravels.

There is little doubt that such evidence

will eventually be forthcoming, but, judg-

ing from all probability, it is not in north-

ern Europe that the cradle of the human
race will eventually be discovered, but in

some part of the world more favored by a

tropical climate, where abundant means of

subsistence could be procured, and where

the necessity for warm clothing did not

exist.

Before entering into speculations on this

subject, or attempting to lay down the

limits within which we may safely accept

recent discoveries as firmly established, it

will be well to glance at some of the cases

in which implements are stated to have

been found under circumstances which

raise a presumption of the existence of

man in pre- Glacial, Pliocene, or even Mio-

cene times.

Flint implements of ordinary Paleolithic

type have, for instance, been recorded as

found in the eastern counties of England,

in beds beneath the chalky boulder clay;

but on careful examination the geological

evidence has not, to my mind, proved satis-

factory, nor has it, I believe, been generally

accepted. Moreover, the archseological dif-

ficulty that man, at two such remote epochs

as the pre-Glacial and the post-Glacial, even

if the term Glacial be limited to the chalky

boulder clay, should have manufactured

implements so identical in character that

they cannot be distinguished apart seems

to have been entirely ignored.

Within the last few months we have had

the report of worked fiints having been dis-

covered in the late Pliocene Forest Bed of

Norfolk, but in that instance the signs of

human workmanship upon the flints are by

no means apparent to all observers.

But such an antiquity as that of the

Forest Bed is as nothing when compared

with that which would be implied by the

discoveries of the work of men's hands in

the Pliocene and Miocene beds of England,

France, Italy and Portugal, which have

been accepted by some geologists. There

is one feature in these cases which has

hardly received due attention, and that is

the isolated character of the reputed dis-

coveries. Had man, for instance, been

present in Britain during the Crag Period,

it would be strange, indeed, if the sole traces

of his existence that he left were a perfo-

rated tooth of a large shark, the sawn rib of

a manatee, and a beaming full face, carved

on the shell of a pectunculus !

In an address to the Anthropological

Section at the Leeds meeting of this Asso-

ciation in 1890 I dealt somewhat fully with

these supposed discoveries of the remains

of human art in beds of Tertiary date, and

I need not here go further into the ques-

tion. Suffice it to say that I see no reason

why the verdict of ' not proven ' at which

I then arrived should be reversed.

In the case of a more recent discovery

in Upper Burma, in beds at first pronounced

to be Upper Miocene, but subsequently

' definitely ascertained to be Pliocene,'

some of the fiints are of purely natural and

not artificial origin, so that two questions

arise : First, were the fossil remains associ-
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ated witli the worked flints or with those

of natural forms? And second, were they

actually found in the bed to which they

have been assigned, or did they merely lie

together on the surface?

Even the Pithecanthropus erectus of Dr.

Eugene Dubois from Java meets with some

incredulous objectors from both the physio-

logical and the geological sides. From the

point of view of the latter the difficulty

lies in determining the exact age of what

are apparently alluvial beds in the bottom

of a river valley.

When we return to Paleolithic man it

is satisfactory to feel that we are treading

on comparatively secure ground, and that

the discoveries of the last forty years in

Britain alone enable us to a great extent

to reconstitute his history. We may not

know the exact geological period when first

he settled in the British area, but we have

good evidence that he occupied it at a time

when the configuration of the surface was
entirely different from what it is at present

;

when the river vallej's had not been cut

down to anything like their existing depth
;

when the fauna of the country was of a

totally dififerent character from that of the

present day ; when the extension of the

southern part of the island seaward was in

places such that the land was continuous

with that of the continent, and when in

all probability a far more rainy climate

prevailed. We have proofs of the occupa-

tion of the country by man during the long

lapse of time that was necessary for the

excavation of the river vallej^s. We have

found the old floors on which his habita-

tions were fixed ; we have been able to

trace him at work on the manufacture of

flint instruments, and by building up the

one upon the other the flakes struck oS"

by the primseval workman in those remote

times we have been able to reconstruct the

blocks of flint which served as his material.

That the duration of the Palseolithic

Period must have extended over an almost

incredible length of time is sufficiently

proved by the fact that valleys, some miles

in width and of a depth of from 100 to

150 feet, have been eroded since the deposit

of the earliest implement-bearing beds.

Nor is the apparent duration of this period

diminished by the consideration that the

floods which' hollowed out the valleys were

not in all probability of such frequent oc-

currence as to teach Palteolithic man by
experience the danger of settling too near

to the streams, for had he kept to the

higher slopes of the valley there would
have been but little chance of his imple-

ments having so constantly formed con-

stituent parts of the gravels deposited by
the floods.

The examination of British cave-deposits

affords corroborative evidence of this ex-

tended duration of the Paleolithic Period.

In Kent's Cavern, at Torquay, for instance,

we find in the lowest deposit, the breccia

below the red cave-earth, implements of

flint and chert corresponding, in all respects,

with those of the high level and most an-

cient river gravels. In the cave-earth these

are scarcer, though implements occur which

also have their analogues in the river de-

posits ; but, what is more remarkable, har-

poons of reindeer's horn and needles of

bone are present, identical in form and

character with those of the caverns of the

Reindeer Period in the south of France,

and suggestive of some bond of union or

identity of descent between the early trog-

lodytes, whose habitations were geograph-

ically so widely separated the one from the

other.

In a cavern at Creswell Crags, on the

conflnes of Derbyshire and Nottingham-

shire, a bone has, moreover, been found

engraved with a representation of parts of

a horse in precisely the same style as the

engraved bones of the French caves.

It is uncertain whether any of the river-
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drift specimens belong to so late a date as

these artistic cavern-remains, but the great-

ly superior antiquity of even these to any

Neolithic relics is testified by the thick

layer of stalagmite which had been de-

posited in Kent's Cavern before its occupa-

tion by men of the JSTeolithic and Bronze

Periods.

Towards the close of the period covered

by the human occupation of the French

caves there seems to have been a dwindling

in the number of the larger animals consti-

tuting the Quaternary fauna, whereas their

remains are present in abundance in the

lower and, therefore, more recent of the

valley gravels. This circumstance may
afford an argument in favor of regarding

the period represented by the later French

caves as a continuation of that during

which the old river gravels were deposited,

and yet the great change in the fauna that

has taken place since the latest of the cave-

deposits included in the Paleolithic Period

is indicative of an immense lapse of time.

How much greater must have been the

time required for the more conspicuous

change between the old Quaternary fauna

of the river gravels and that characteristic

of tbe Neolithic Period !

As has been pointed out by Professor Boyd
Dawkins, only thirty-one out of the forty-

eight well-ascertained species living in the

post-Glacial or River-drift Period survived

into pre-historie or Neolithic times. We
have not, indeed, any means at command
for estimating the number of centuries

which such an important change indicates;

but when we remember that the date of the

commencement of the Neolithic or Surface

Stone Period is still shrouded in the mist of

a dim antiquity, and that prior to that com-

mencement the River-drift Period had long

come to an end ; and when we further take

into account the almost inconceivable ages

that even under the most favorable condi-

tions the excavation of wide and deep val-

leys by river action implies, the remoteness

of the date at which the Paleolithic Period

had its beginning almost transcends our

powers of imagination.

We find distinct traces of river action

from 100 to 200 feet above the level of ex-

isting streams and rivers, and sometimes at

a great distance from them ; we observe old

fresh-water deposits on the slopes of valleys

several miles in width; we find that long

and lofty escarpments of rock have receded

unknown distances since their summits were

first occupied by Paleolithic man ; we see

that the whole side of a wide river valley

has been carried away by an invasion of the

sea, which attacked and removed a barrier

of chalk cliffs from 400 to 600 feet in height

;

we find that what was formerly an inland

river has been widened out into an arm of

the sea, now the highway of our fleets, and

that gravels which were originally deposited

in the bed of some ancient river now cap

isolated and lofty hills.

And yet, remote as the date of the first

known occupation of Britain by man may
be, it belongs to what, geologically speaking,

must be regarded as a quite recent pei'iod,

for we are now in a position to fix, with some

degree of accuracy, its place on the geolog-

ical scale. Thanks to investigations ably

carried out at Hoxne in Suffolk, and at

Hitchin in Hertfordshire, by Mr. Clement

Reid, under the auspices of this Association

and of the Royal Society, we know that the

implement-bearing beds at those places un-

doubtedly belong to a time subsequent to

the deposit of the great chalky boulder clay

of the eastern counties of England. It is,

of course, self-evident that this vast deposit,

in whatever manner it may have been form-

ed, could not, for centuries after its deposi-

tion was complete, have presented a surface

inhabitable by man. Moreover, at a dis-

tance but little farther north, beds exist

which also, though at a somewhat later date,

were apparently formed under glacial con-
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ditions. At Hoxne the interval between the

deposit of the boulder clay and of the im-

plement-bearing beds is distinctly proved to

have witnessed at least two noteworthy

changes in climate. The beds immediately

reposing on the clay are characterized by

the presence of alder in abundance, of hazel

and yew, as well as by that of numerous

flowering plants indicative of a temperate

climate rery different from that under which

the boulder clay itself was formed. Above
these beds characterized by temperate

plants comes a thick and more recent series

of strata, in which leaves of the dwarf

arctic willow and birch abound, and which

were in all probability deposited under con-

ditions like those of the cold regions of

Siberia and North America.

At a higher level and of more recent date

than these—from which they are entirely

distinct—are the beds containing Paleo-

lithic implements, formed in all probability

under conditions not essentially different

from those of the present day. However
this may be, we have now conclusive evi-

dence that the Paleolithic implements are

in the eastern counties of England of a date

long posterior to that of the great chalky

boulder clay.

It may be said, and said trulj^, that the

implements at Hoxne cannot be shown to

belong to the beginning rather than to some
later stage of the Paleolithic Period. The
changes, however, that have taken place at

Hoxne in the surface configuration of the

country prove that the beds containing the

implements cannot belong to the close of

that period.

It must, moreover, be remembered that

in what are probably the earliest of the

Paleolithic deposits of the eastern counties,

those at the highest level, near Brandon in

Norfolk, where the gravels contain the lar-

gest proportion of pebbles derived from

Glacial beds, some of the implements them-

selves have been manufactured from mate-

rials not native to the spot, but brought

from a distance, and derived in all proba-

bility either from the boulder clay or from

some of the beds associated with it.

We must, however, take a wider view of

the whole question, for it must not for a

moment be supposed that there are the

slightest grounds for believing that the

civilization, such as it was, of the Paleo-

lithic Period originated in the British Isles.

We find in other countries implements so

identical in form and character with British

specimens that they might have been manu-
factured by the same hands. These occur

over large areas in France under similar

conditions to those that prevail in England.

The same forms have been discovered in the

ancient river gravels of Italy, Spain and
Portugal. Some few have been recorded

from Africa, and analogous types occur in

considerable numbers in the south of that

continent. On the banks of the Nile, many
hundreds of feet above its present level, im-

plements of the European types have been

discovered ; while in Somaliland, in an an-

cient river valley at a great elevation above

the sea, Mr. Seton-Karr has collected a

large number of implements formed of flint

and quartzite, which, judging from their

form and character, might have been dug

out of the drift deposits of the Somme or

the Seine, the Thames or the ancient

Solent.

In the valley of the Euphrates imple-

ments of the same kind have also been

found, and again farther east, in the lateritic

deposits of southern India, they have been

obtained in considerable numbers. It is

not a little remarkable, and is at the same

time highly suggestive, that a form of im-

plement almost peculiar to Madras reap-

pears among implements from the very

ancient gravels of the Manzanares at Mad-

rid. In the case of the African discoveries

we have as yet no deflnite paleontological

evidence by which to fix their antiquity,
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but in the ISTarbada valley of western In-

dia Paleolithic implements of quartzite

seem to be associated with a local fauna of

Pleistocene age, comprising, like that of Eu-

rope, the elephant, hippopotamus, ox and

other mammals of species now extinct. A
correlation of the two faunas with a view

of ascertaining their chronological relations

is beset with many dif&culties, but there

seems reason for accepting this Indian

Pleistocene fauna as in some degree more

ancient than the European.

Is this not a case in which the imagina-

tion may be fairly invoked in aid of science ?

May we not from these data attempt, in

some degree, to build up and reconstruct

the early history of the human family?

There, in eastern Asia, in a tropical climate,

with the means of subsistence readily at

hand, may we not picture to ourselves our

earliest ancestors gradually developing from

a lowly origin, acquiring a taste for hunt-

ing, if not indeed being driven to protect

themselves from the beasts around them,

and evolving the more complicated forms

of tools or weapons from the simpler flakes

which had previously served them as

knives ? May we not imagine that, when
once the stage of civilization denoted by
these Paleolithic implements had been

reached, the game for the hunter became
scarcer, and that his life, in consequence,

assumed a more nomad character? Then,

and possibly not till then, may a series of

migrations to ' fresh woods and pastures

new ' not unnaturally have ensued, and
these, following the usual course of ' west-

ward towards the setting sun,' might event-

ually lead to a Paleolithic population find-

ing its way to the extreme borders of west-

ern Europe, where we find such numerous
traces of its presence.

How long a term of years may be in-

volved in such a migration it is impossible

to say, but that such a migration took place

the phenomena seem to justify us in be-

lieving. It can hardly be supposed that

the process that I have shadowed forth was

reversed, and that man, having originated

in northwestern Europe, in a cold climate,

where clothing was necessary and food

scarce, subsequently migrated eastward to

India and southward to the Cape of Good

Hope! As yet, our records of discoveries

in India and eastern Asia are but scanty
;

but it is there that the traces of the cradle

of the human race are, in my opinion, to

be sought, and possibly future discoveries

may place upon a more solid foundation

the visionary structure that I have ven-

tured to erect.

It may be thought that my hypothesis

does not do justice to what Sir Thomas
Browne has so happily termed ' that great

antiquity, America.' I am, however, not

here immediately concerned with the im-

portant Neolithic remains of all kinds with

which this great continent abounds. I am
now confining myself to the question of

Paleolithic man and his origin, and in con-

sidering it I am not unmindful of the Tren-

ton implements, though I must content

myself by saying that the ' turtle-back

'

form is essentially different from the ma-

jority of those on the wide dissemination

of which I have been speculating, and,

moreover, as many here present are aware,

the circumstances of the finding of these

American implements are still under care-

ful discussion.

Leaving them out of the question for the

present, it may be thought worth while to

carry our speculations rather further, and

to consider the relations in time between

the Paleolithic and the Neolithic Periods.

"We have seen that the stage in human
civilization denoted by the use of the or-

dinary forms of Paleolithic implements

must have extended over a vast period of

time if we have to allow for the migration

of the primeval hunters from their original

home, wherever it may have been in Asia
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or Africa, to the west of Europe, includ-

ing Britain. We have seen that, during

this migration, the forms of the weapons
and tools made from silicious stones had
become, as it were, stereotyped, and fur-

ther, that, during the subsequent extended

period implied by the erosion of the valleys,

the modifications in the form of the imple-

ments and the changes in the fauna asso-

ciated with the men who used them were

but slight.

At the close of the period during which
the valleys were being eroded comes that

represented by the latest occupation of the

caves by Paleolithic man, when both in

Britain and in the south of France the rein-

deer was abundant ; but among the stone

weapons and implements of that long trog-

lodytic phase of man's history not a single

example with the edge sharpened by grind-

ing has as 5'et been found. All that can

safely be said is that the larger implements

as well as the larger mammals had be-

come scarcer, that greater power in chip-

ping flint had been attained, that the arts

of the engraver and the sculptor had con-

siderably developed, and that the use of the

bow had probably been discovered.

Directly we encounter the relics of the

Neolithic Period, often, in the case of the

caves lately mentioned, separated from the

earlier remains by a thick layer of under-

lying stalagmite, we find flint hatchets

polished at the edge and on the surface, cut-

ting at the broad and not at the narrow end,

and other forms of implements associated

with a fauna in all essential respects iden-

tical with that of the present day.

Were the makers of these polished weap-
ons the direct descendants of Paleolithic

ancestors whose occpation of the country

was continuous from the days of the old

river gravels ? or had these long since died

out, so that after western Europe had for

ages remained uninhabited it was re-

peopled in Neolithic times by the immigra-

tion of some new race of men ? Was there,

in fact, a ' great gulf fixed ' between the

two occupations ? or was there in Europe a

gradual transition from the one stage of

culture to the other?

It has been said that "what song the Sy-

rens sang, or what name Achilles assumed
when he hid himself among women, though

puzzling questions, are not beyond all con-

jecture ;
" and though the questions now

proposed may come under the same cate-

gory, and must await the discovery of many
more essential facts before they receive defi-

nite and satisfactory answers, we may, I

think, throw some light upon them if we
venture to take a few steps upon the seduc-

tive if insecure paths of conjecture. So
far as I know, we have as yet no trust-

worthy evidence of any transition from the

one age to the other, and the gulf between

them remains practically unbridged. We
can, indeed, hardly name the part of the

world in which to seek for the cradle of

Neolithic civilization, though we know that

traces of what appear to have been a stone-

using people have been discovered in Egypt,

and that what must be among the latest of

the I'elics of their industry have been as-

signed to a date some 3,500 to 4,000 years

before our era. The men of that time had
attained to the highest degree of skill in

working flint that has ever been reached.

Their beautifully made knives and spear-

heads seem indicative of a culminating

point reached after long ages of experi-

ence; but whence these artists in flint came
or who they were is at present absolutely

unknown, and their handiworks afford no
clue to help us in tracing their origin.

Taking a wider survey, we may say that,

generally speaking, not only the fauna, but

the surface configuration of the country

were, in westei'u Europe at all events,

much the same at the commencement of

the Neolithic Period as they are at the

present day. We have, too, no geological
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indications to aid us in forming any chrono-

logical scale.

The occupation of some of the caves in

the south of France seems to have been

carried on after the erosion of the neighbor-

ing river valleys had ceased, and so far as

our knowledge goes these caves offer evi-

dence of being the latest in time of those

occupied by man during the Paleolithic

Period. It seems barely possible that,

though in the north of Europe there are no

distinct signs of such late occupation, yet

that, in the south, man may have lived on,

though in diminished numbers ; and that

in some of the caves, such, for instance, as

those in the neighborhood of Mentone,

there may be traces of his existence during

the transitional period that connects the

Paleolithic and ISTeolithic Ages. If this

were really the case we might expect to

find some traces of a dissemination of JSTeo-

lithic culture from a north Italian center,

but I much doubt whether any such traces

actually exist.

If it had been in that part of the world

that the transition took place, how are we
to account for the abundance of polished

stone hatchets found in central India ? Did

Neolithic man return eastward by the same

route as that by which in remote ages his

Paleolithic predecessor had migrated west-

ward ? Would it not be in defiance of all

probability to answer such a question in

the affirmative ? We have, it must be con-

fessed, nothing of a substantial character to

guide us in these speculations ; but, pend-

ing the advent of evidence to the contrary,

we may, I think, provisionally adopt the

view that, owing to the failure of food,

climatal changes or other causes, the oc-

cupation of western Europe by Paleolithic

man absolutely ceased, and that it was not

until after an interval of long duration that

Europe was re-peopled by a race of men im-

migrating from some other part of the globe

where the human race had survived, and

in course of ages had developed a higher

stage of culture than that of Paleolithic

man.

I have been carried away by the liberty

allowed for conjecture into the regions of

pure imagination, and must now return to

the realms of fact, and one fact on which I

desire for a short time to insist is that of

the existence at the present day, in close

juxtaposition with our own civilization, of

races of men who, at all events but a few

generations ago,.lived under much the same

conditions as did our own Neolithic prede-

cessors in Europe.

The manners and customs of these primi-

tive tribes and peoples are changing day by

day, their languages are becoming obsolete,

their myths and traditions are dying out,

their ancient processes of manufacture are

falling into oblivion, and their numbers are

rapidly diminishing, so that it seems inevi-

table that ere long many of these interest-

ing populations will become absolutely ex-

tinct. The admirable Bureau of Ethnology

instituted by our neighbors in the United

States of America has done much towards

preserving a knowledge of the various na-

tive races in this vast continent, and here

in Canada the annual Archfeological Re-

ports presented to the Minister of Educa"

tion are rendering good service in the same

cause.

Moreover, the committee of this Associa-

tion appointed to investigate the physical

characters, languages and industrial and

social conditions of the Northwestern tribes

of the Dominion of Canada is about to pre-

sent its twelfth and final report, which, in

conjunction with those already presented,

will do much towards preserving a knowl-

edge of the habits and languages of those

tribes. It is sad to think that Mr. Horatio

Hale, whose comprehensive grasp of the

bearings of ethnological questions, and

whose unremitting labors have so materi-

ally conduced to the success of the com-
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mittee, should be no longer among us. Al-

though this report is said to be final, it is

to be hoped that the committee may be

able to indicate lines upon which future

work in the direction of ethnological and
archseological research may be profitably

carried on in this part of Her Majesty's

dominions.

It is, however, lamentable to notice how
little is being or has been officially done

towards preserving a full record of the

habits, beliefs, arts, myths, languages and
physical characteristics of the countless

other tribes and nations more or less

uncivilized which are comprised within

the limits of the British Empire. At the

meeting of this Association held last year

at Liverpool it was resolved by the General

Committee " that it is of urgent importance

to press upon the government the necessity

of establishing a Bureau of Ethnology for

Greater Britain, which, by collecting infor-

mation with regard to the native races

within and on the borders of the Empire,

will prove of immense value to science

and to the government itself." It has

been suggested that such a bureau might,

with the greatest advantage and with the

least outlay and permanent expense, be

connected either with the British Mu-
seum or with the Imperial Institute, and
the project has already been submitted

for the consideration of the trustees of

the former establishment.

The existence of an almost unrivalled

ethnological collection in the Museum, and
the presence there of oflflcers already well

versed in ethnological research, seem to

afford an argument in favor of the pro-

posed bureau being connected with it. On
the other hand, the Imperial Institute was
founded with an especial view to its being

a center around which every interest con-

nected with the dependencies of the Em-
pire might gather for information and sup-

port. The establishment, within the last

twelve months of a scientific department
within the Institute, with well-appointed

laboratories and a highly trained staff,

shows how ready are those concerned in

its management to undertake any duties

that may conduce to the welfare of the

outlying parts of the British Empire ; a

fact of which I believe that Canada is

fully aware. The Institute is, therefore,

likely to develop, so far as its scientific

department is concerned, into a bureau of

advice in all matters scientific and techni-

cal, and certainly a Bureau of Ethnology,

such as that suggested, wbuld not be out of

place within its walls.

Wherever such an institution is to be es-

tablished, the question of its existence must,

of necessity, rest with Her Majesty's gov-

ernment and treasury, inasmuch as without

funds, however moderate, the undertaking

cannot be carried on. I trust that in con-

sidering the question it will always be borne

in mind that in the relations between civil-

ized and uncivilized nations and races it is

of the first importance that the prejudices,

and especially the religious or semi-religious

and caste prejudices, of the latter should

be thoroughly well known to the former. If

but a single ' little war ' could be avoided

in consequence of the knowledge acquired

and stored up by the Bureau of Ethnology

preventing such a misunderstanding as

might culminate in warfare, tlie cost of such

an institution would quickly be saved.

I fear that it will be thought that I have

dwelt too long on primeval man and his

modern representatives, and that I should

have taken this opportunity to discuss some

more general subject, such as the advances

made in the various departments of science

since last this Association met in Canada.

Such a subject would, no doubt, have afford-

ed an infinity of interesting topics on which

to dilate. Spectrum analysis, the origin

and nature of celestial bodies, photography,

the connection between heat, light and elec-
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tricity, the practical applications of the

latter, terrestrial magnetism, the liquefac-

tion and solidification of gases, the behavior

of elements and compounds under the influ-

ence of extreme cold, the nature and uses

of the Eontgen rays, the advances in bac-

teriology and in prophylactic medicine,

might all have been passed under review,

and to many of my audience would have

seemed to possess greater claims to atten-

tion than the subject that I have chosen.

It must, however, be borne in mind that

most, if not indeed all, of these topics will

be discussed by more competent authorities

in the various Sections of the Association by

means of the Presidential addresses or

otherwise. Nor must it be forgotten that I

occupy this position as a representative of

archaeology, and am therefore justified in

bringing before you a subject in which every

member of every race of mankind ought to

be interested—the antiquity of the human
family and the scenes of its infancy.

Others will direct our thoughts in other

directions, but the farther we proceed the

more clearly shall we realize the connection

and inter-dependence of all departments of

science. Year after year, as meetings of

this Association take place, we may also

foresee that ' many shall run to and fro and

knowledge shall be increased.' Year after

year advances will be made in science and

in reading that Book of Nature that lies,

ever open before our eyes ; successive stones

will be brought for building up that Temple

of Knowledge of which our fathers and we
have labored to lay the foundations. May
we not well exclaim with old Robert Ee-

corde ?

—

" Oh woorthy temple of Goddes magnifi-

cence : Oh throne of glorye and seate of

the lorde : thy substance most pure what
tonge can describe? thy signes are so

wonderous, surmountinge mannes witte,

the efiects of thy motions so diners in kinde:

so harde for to searche, and worse for to

fynde—Thy woorkes are all wondrous, thy

cunning unknowen : yet seedes of all knowl-

edge in that booke are sowen—And yet in

that boke who rightly can reade, to all

secrete knowledge it will him straighte

leade."*

A3IEBICAN ASSOCIATION FOB ADVANCEMENT
OF SCIENCE: FORTY-SIXTH MEETING,

DETROIT, AUGUST 7-13, 1S97.

The second Detroit meeting of the Amer-
ican Association for the Advancement of

Science began on Saturday, August 7, 1897,

with a slimly attended meeting of the

Council at the Hotel Cadillac. As last

year, the first general session was held

Monday morning, and the last on Friday

evening. The general sessions and all

meetings of sections were held in the new
Central High School building, which is ex-

cellently adapted for the purpose. Super-

intendent Bliss and the school authorities

made every effort to assist the Association.

Monday evening a reception to the As-

sociation was given at the High School by
the local committee. Thursday afternoon

Section G, together with the ofiicers and

guests of the Association, were invited to a

garden party by Mr. Joseph Berry, of

Grosse Pointe. Friday evening there was

a reception at the High School building

after the final session, and Saturday,

August 14th, was given to an excursion to

the Ste Claire flats.

The arrangements and management of

the local committee were excellent in every

respect, and the Detroit meeting, which it

was feared would be a failure, was a very

successful one. On account of the meeting

of the British Association at Toronto, the

attendance at Detroit was small, the total

registration being only 291. There were

present a number of foreign guests, among
them being Messrs. A. G. Greenhill, "W". E.

Hoyle, A. W. Scott, J. Thorp, D. H. Mar-

*Preface to Eotiert Eecorde's Castle of Knmoledge,

1556.
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shall, W. Doberck, E,. Munro, R. Gowing,

A. B. Macallum, A. G. Vernon-Harcourt,

W. Duddell, J. L. Myres, A. Penck, E. B.

Poulton and Prince Krapotkin. There

were elected 126 new members, and 50

members were made fellows.

On account of the death of retiring Presi-

dent Cope, the Monday morning session was

opened by Dr. Theodore Gill, the senior

Vice-President of the Buifalo meeting. He
introduced W J McGee, acting President

of the Detroit meeting and serving in the

place of Dr. Wolcott Gibbs, who was ill

and was forbidden by his physician to be

present. The vacancies in the chairman-

ships of Sections F and E, Zoology and

Geology, caused by the decease of G.

Browne Goode and the absence of Professor

"White, were filled by the selection of L. O.

Howard and E. W. Claypole.

Besides the morning meetings, the Coun-

cil held three long evening sessions. It

was urged very strongly that the methods

of business procedure of the Association

needed to be simplified, and as the first

step in this direction certain amendments

proposed before the general session in 1896

were recommended for passage by the As-

sociation and after presentation to it wer6

passed. These amendments leave the se-

lection of ofiicers and the fixing of the place

of meeting wholly in the hands of the

Nominating Committee. Also, the power

of Council was somewhat extended, the

plan being to give it still further powers.

Section H, Anthropology, was granted

permission by the Council to hold a winter

meeting.

Messrs. Colburn, Morse, Prescott, "Wood-

ward and Howard were appointed a com-

mittee to secure uniform nomenclature in

scientific terms used in commerce. A
report prepared by Mr. Colburn was ac-

cepted by the committee, and the Council

ordered the report to be printed by the

Permanent Secretary.

The movement to raise funds for a statue

of Gallileo Ferraris was recommended to

the favorable consideration of the Associa-

tion.

The action taken at the Bufialo meeting,

whereby the annual volume was consider-

ably abridged, was repealed.

A grant of $100 from the research fund

was made to the marine biological labora-

tory at "Woods Holl, the committee on the

laboratory for 1898 to consist of the out-

going and incoming Vice-Presidents of Sec-

tions F and G, together with the director of

the laboratory.

• The following were appointed a com-

mittee on extending the influence of the

Association into the secondary schools : E.

S. Morse, W. Orr, Jr., T. C. Chamberlin.

The special committees of the Association

were continued, the personnel of 4, on the

policy of the Association, being changed

slightly, so as to consist of the President,

Permanent Secretary and Treasurer, ex-

officio, together with Messrs. L. O. Howard,

W. H. Brewer, T. C. Mendenhall and

Mansfield Merriman. No report was re-

ceived from 6, on standard colors and

standard nomenclature of colors, but it

^vas understood that much work had been

done by the committee.

On Friday morning, in general session,

the resignation of Permanent Secretary

Putnam was announced. Also, the selection

of Boston as the place of meeting for 1898,

the jubilee year of the Association. Also,

the choice of the following ofiicers for 1898 :

President—F. "W. Putnam, Cambridge,

Mass.

Permanent Secretary—L. O. Howard,

"Washington, D. C.

General Secretary—D. S. Kellicott, Co-

lumbus, O.

Council Secretary—F. Bedell, Ithaca, N".

Y.
Treasurer— R. S. "Woodward, New York.

Vice-Presidents—Mathematics and As-
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tronomy, E. E. Barnard, University of

Chicago ; Physics, Frank P. Whitman,
Adelbert College, Cleveland ; Chemistry,

Edgar F. Smith, University of Pennsyl-

vania ; Mechanical Science and Engineer-

ing, M. E. Cooley, University of Michigan
;

Geology and Geography, H. L. Fairchild,

Eochester University ; Zoology, A. S. Pack-

ard, Brown University, Providence, R. I.;

Botany, W. F. Farlow, Harvard University;

Anthropology, J. McKeen Cattell, Colum-

bia University; Economic Science and Sta-

tistics, Archibald Blue, Director of Bureau

of Mines, Toronto, Canada.

Secretaries of the Sections—Mathematics

and Astronomy, Alexander Ziwet, Univer-

sity of Michigan ; Physics, E. B. Eoss, Wes-
leyan University ; Chemistry, Charles Bas-

kerville, University of North Carolina

;

Mechanical Science and Engineering, Wm.
S. Aldrich, University of West Virginia;

Geology and Geography, Warren Upham,
St. Paul, Minn ; Zoology, C. W. Stiles, De-

partment of Agriculture, Washington, D . C.

;

Botany, Erwin F. Smith, Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C; Anthropol-

ogy, M. H. Saville, American Museum of

Natural History, New York City; Economic

Science and Statistics, Marcus Benjamin,

U. S. National Museum, Washington, D. C.

On Friday evening there was a general

session at which the usual complimentary

resolutions were passed, after which the

46th meeting of the Association was de-

clared adjourned. As has been said, this

was an unusually good meeting. The scien-

tific papers were above the average, and
the sections were well attended by citizens

of Detroit as well as by members. A num-
ber of the distinguished foreign guests gave

papers and took part in the discussions.

During the Association week meetings

were held by the American Chemistry So-

ciety, the Society for the Promotion of

Agricultural Science, the Society of Eco-

nomic Entomologists and the Michigan

Academy of Sciences. Some of these meet-

ings were held jointly with sections of the

American Association. It is believed that

by offering proper courtesies to the affiliated

societies more of these joint meetings can be

held, to the great advantage of the Associa-

tion and of the societies themselves.

Asaph Hall, Je.,

General Secretary

.

CURRENT NOTES ON PHYSIOGRAPHY.

THE ATHABASCA REGION.

Tyrrell's report on the country between

Athabasca lake and Churchill river (Geol.

Surv. Canada, Ann. Eep., VIII., for 1895-

1897) divides the region into Arch?ean and
Cambrian areas. The first is occupied by
low rocky hillg and ridges from fifty to a

hundred and fifty feet in local relief, sep-

arated by drift-covered depressions, wooded
or interrupted by small irregular lakes.

The second is a monotonous district of

horizontal sandstones, forming a sterile

plain, thinly wooded, with few lakes. The
absence of deep valleys and the occurrence

of lakes and rapids shows that the drainage

is very new. It is suggested that Atha-

baska lake occupies a pre-glacial valley, ex-

cavated along the northern boundary of the

sandstone area, when the land thereabouts

stood higher or sloped more to the west.

Till is scanty on the Archsean area, but

more plentiful on the sandstone plain.

Eugged moraines are found further south-

west, like Duck and Eiding mountains, in

Manitoba. The most interesting drift hills

of the region are steep, narrow ridges, half

a mile or more in length, averaging 120 feet

in height, standing parallel to the line of

glacial motion and rounding down gently

at both ends. Unlike drumlins, they con-

sist of unassorted rock flour mixed with

boulders, and they all lie on the floors of

large post-glacial lakes, now drain ed. They
are explained as deposits in quiet water oc-

cupying ice gorges, and Tyrell calls them
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' ispatinows,' the Cree work for a conspicu-

ous hill. They seem to be similar to the

' paha ' described by McGee in Iowa, The

prefix ' Hyper ' is used with the name of ex-

isting lakes, to indicate their glacial expan-

sion to greater height and area.

SENECA COUNTY, N. Y.

The Annual Eeport of the State Geolo-

gist of New York for 1894 (lately re-

ceived) contains an account of Seneca

county by D. F. Lincoln. The north-

ern part of the county includes a part

of the Ontario plain, varied chiefly by long

narrow drumlins. Southward from the

plain a gradual ascent is made to the up-

land, here dissected by the deep sub-parallel

troughs of Cayuga and Seneca lakes. Near

the southern border, great • flat hills rise

several hundred feet above the upland,

these beiilg outliers of Portage strata from

the higher Allegheny plateau further south.

The slope from the upland into the lake

troughs is notably smooth, being furrowed

only by post-glacial ravines in which cliifs

and falls are picturesquely developed ; but

in pre-glacial time the slopes must have

been more furrowed, inasmuch as several

side valleys now appear to be obliterated

by drift filling.

DRAINAGE MAP OF RHODE ISLAND.

The 18th Annual Eeport of the Rhode

Island Board of Health contains a contour

map of the drainage areas on a scale of

four miles to an inch, based on the topo-

graphical State map and prepared by

D. W. Hoyt. The terminal moraine near

the south coast forms a divide by which the

Pawcatuck and its tributaries from among

the hills are turned westward, instead of

flowing directly to the ocean. It is noted

that Moshassuck valley, west of Provi-

vidence, was probably the pre-glacial course

of the Blackstone, which now flows east of

the city into the head of Narragansett bay.

The present course of the river is inter-

rupted by ledges, furnishing water power
that is actively employed at Valley Falls

and Pawtucket ; the inferred pre-glacial

course is obstructed by drift, in which

driven wells are supplied with water from

a 'subterranean Blackstone.'

POPOCATAPETL AND IXTACCIHUATL.

A SERIES of interesting and well illus-

trated observations on the two great Mexi-

can mountains, by O. C. Farrington, forms

publication 18 of the Field Columbian Mu-
seum, of Chicago (Geol. Series, Vol. I.,

No. 2) . The upper cone of Popocatapetl,

clothed with sand and snow, has a nearly

uniform slope; the middle portion is carved

by numerous channels ;
" the lower portion

is involved in the tortuous folds which make
up the Sierra." The summit crater is a pit,

2,000 feet in greater diameter, 1,300 feet in

lesser diameter, and from 800 to 1,500 feet

deep, from whose walls of discordant lava

beds and breccia rocks continually fall to

the bottom. The cumulus clouds that fre-

quently envelop the mountain flank in the

afternoon are (erroneously?) ascribed to

cooling caused by snow. Ixtaccihuatl is

described as of more massive and uniform

structure, and without distinct crater, as if

the product of fissure erruption ; but as

mention is made of lava beds on its flanks,

weathered to deep soil near the base and

dissected into ragged spurs on the slopes,

it seems possible that long continued ero-

sion may be the chief cause of its unlike-

ness to volcanoes of more ordinary form.

The snow reservoirs near the summits sug-

gest the same conclusion.

WADIS OF TRIPOLI.

Further notes on the Tripoli hill range,

by H. S. Cowper (London Geogr. Journ.,

IX., 1897, 620-638), contain, among other

items, a number of illustrations and brief

descriptions of the wadis that descend

toward the Mediterranean coast. They

dissect the hill country, emerging by gate-
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like outlets in its north-facing escarpment,

and then traverse a sloping plain that de-

scends to a barren sandy strip before reach-

ing the sea. They form the natural paths

of travel by which the hill tribesmen al-

ways go to and from the coast.

W. M. Davis.
Harvard University.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

STUDIES IN MAYAN HIEROGLYPHS.

It is as agreeable as it is rare to find a

sane student of the Mayan hieroglyphs.

For that reason among others it is pleasur-

able to mention several articles which have

appeared lately from the pen of Mr. Lewis

W. Gnnckel, of Dayton, Ohio.

Two of these are in the American Anti-

quarian for the present year. They are

entitled, ' The numeral signs in the Pa-

lenque tablets,' and 'An Analysis of the

day-signs in the Palenquen inscriptions. ' A
third is in the Ameriean Anthropologist for

May on, ' The direction in which Mayan
inscriptions should be read.' All of these

indicate thorough investigation and calm

judgment, as well as a good acquaintance

with what his predecessors in the field have

accomplished. The method pursued is

scientific and the presentation of the re-

sults temperate.

Of course, some of such results may have
to be modified by future research, and they

may not be good in all cases, that is, in

other parts of the field ; but the plan which
Mr. Gunckel has adopted of approaching

these intricate problems is one sure to be

productive of additions to our positive

knowledge concerning them.

PEIMITIVE DECORATIVE ART.

For the analysis of primitive art-motives

no paper has appeared for a long while

more instructive than that by Dr. Franz
Boas in the Bulletin of the American
Museum of Natural History, Vol. IX., en-

titled ' The decorative art of the Indians of

the North Pacific Coast.' The tribes whom
he has in view are celebrated for the

abundance of their painting and sculpture,

their totem poles, colored dishes and carved

pipes, and all are somewhat familiar with
their strange and perplexing designs. These
are analyzed in the article referred to with
masterly skill, and the text is furnished

with ample and accurate illustrations,

which enable the reader to follow the dem-
onstration step by step.

Certain general principles furnish the
key to these primitive art-motives. It was
the aim of the artist to bring into promi-
nence the most specific feature of the animal
he drew, and yet to show as much of the
whole of it as he could. As he knew noth-

ing of perspective, he resorted to the most
curious devices to accomplish his aim. He
represented his subject in sections and dis-

tortions, and sometimes by its specific

feature reduced to a mere symbol, as a
beaver by its incisor teeth only. Many of

these devices belong to primitive art gen-

erally, and hence this paper will efficiently

aid the student in other fields than the

Northwest Coast.

D. G. Bkinton.
University of Pennsylvania.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.
We publish elsewhere a full report, by the

General Secretary, of the Detroit meeting of the
American Association for the Advancement of
Science. Although the attendance was small,

the scientific programs were in many sections

unusually strong and promise well for the
future of the Association. A notable meeting
on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of
the Association next year at Boston, with Pro-
fessor Putnam as President and Mr. Howard
as Permanent Secretary, is assured.

We are glad to be able to publish in this

issue the address of the President of the British

Association, given on Wednesday of this week.
The addresses of the Presidents of the Sections
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were of great interest. These were in most cases

on general topics, and in accordance with the

custom of the Association a special title was

not given to most of the addresses and the

subjects were withheld until they were deliv-

ered. The programs promise the discussion of

many interesting topics, American men of sci-

ence being well represented.

The French journals publish the programs

for the meeting of the French Association for

the Advancement of Science, held last week at

Saint-Etienne. There were fifteen papers pre-

sented in mathematics, fifteen in the physical

and chemical sciences, seventy-two in the

natural sciences and twenty-eight in the eco-

nomic sciences. Many interesting topics were

brought forward, but, contrary to the usual

programs of the British Association, there is a

noticeable absence of the names of French men
of science having an international reputation.

The Association appears, however, to be in a

flourishing condition as regards number of

members and finances, the annual receipts

amounting to nearly $20,000.

The British Treasury has appointed a com-

mittee "to consider and report upon the desir-

ability of establishing a National Physical

Laboratory for the testing and verification of

instruments for physical investigation, for the

construction and preservation of standards of

measurement, and for the systematic determi-

nation of physical constants and numerical data

useful for scientific and industrial purposes, and

to report whether the work of such an institu-

tion, if established, could be associated with

any testing or standardizing work already per-

formed wholly or jjartly at the public cost."

The members of the committee are : Lord

Rayleigh (chairman), Sir Courteuay Boyle, Sir

Andrew Noble, Sir John Wolfe Barry, W. C.

Roberts-Austen, Esq., Robert Chalmers, Esq.,

A. W. Riicker, Esq., Alexander Siemens, Esq.,

and T. E. Thorpe, Esq.

The bill regarding the use of the metric sys-

tem in Great Britain has been passed by the

House of Lords.

The American Museum of Natural History,

New York, has been presented with two fine

collections of butterflies. Mr. William Shaus,

formerly of New York, but now resident in

London, has given his collection of tropical

butterflies, said to contain over 10,000 speci-

mens and valued at $20,000. Dean E. A. HoflT-

man, of the General Theological Seminary,

New York, is the other donor, and his collec-

tion is said to be complete with regard to North

American species.

The Arnold Aboretum, Harvard University,

has received from Miss Abbey A. Bradley, of

Hingham, Mass., a gift of $20,000. The money

has been given in memory of her father, the

late William L. Bradley, the income to be used

in scientific investigations on arboriculture.

The British House of Commons has voted

£809,992 for the Department of Science and

Art and £162,439 for the British Museum.

M. FALGtrifeRE has now completed his model

for the statue of Pasteur. It is expected that

the Municipal Council will permit the erection

of the statue on the space between the Pantheon

and I'Od^on.

Dr. Joseph J. Kinyoun, of the U. S. Ma-

rine Hospital Service, has been designated by

the Secretary of the Treasury as a delegate to

the International Conference on Leprosy, to be

held at Berlin during October, and has also

been directed to visit the Continental bacterio-

logical laboratories for the information of the

Marine Hospital Service.

Mb. T. I. PocKOCK has been appointed As-

sistant Geologist in the British Geological Sur-

vey. Dr. W. F. Hume and Mr. L. Gorringe

have been appointed assistants of the Geolog-

ical Survey of Egypt, the work of which, as

we announced last week, has been greatly en-

larged.

The Brooklyn Institvite announces that Dr.

Fridjof Nansen is one of the lecturers engaged

for the coming season.

The Royal College of Physicians, London,

has conferred the Moxon gold medal on Sir

Samuel Wilks, President of the College, for his

work in clinical medicine, and the Baly medal

on Professor Schafer, for his work in physi-

ology.

The Civil Service Commission announce a

vacancy in the position of computor in the
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office of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, and
several vacancies in the position of fish cultur-

ist. Details can be obtained by application to

the Commission.

Peofbssoe Langley was present at the

meeting of the Paris Academy of Sciences on

August 2d, and was welcomed by the Presi-

dent and M. Berthelot. Professor Langley

gave an account of the results of his experi-

ments with the aerodrome.

Lord Kelvin arrived in New . York last

Friday on the 'Campania.' He will return

to New York on his way home after the meet-

ing of the British Association and a visit to

Nova Scotia.

The second International Bibliographical

Conference opened its proceedings, under the

presidency of M. le Chevalier Descamps David
and M. Lafontaine, at Brussels on August 2d.

At the opening session the delegates gave an
account of bibliographical progress in their re-

spective countries.

The conference of South African States on
the rinderpest was opened at Pretoria on

August 2d, with Mr. Schutte as chairman.

Rinderpest is reported to have destroyed the

buffalo in North Matabeleland. The natives

state that since the disappearance of the buffalo

the tsetse fly has been unknown in the fly belt.

The British Institute of Mechanical Engi-

neers celebrated, beginning on July 29th, the

fiftieth anniversary of its foundation. The
meeting was at Birmingham, where the Insti-

tute was founded and where it had its head-

quarters until 1877, when it was removed to

London. The President, Mr. E. Windsor
Richards, gave an account of the history of the

Institute, with special reference to the presi-

dents, beginning with George Stevenson. A
gift of £3,000 was voted to the retiring Secre-

tary, Mr. Bache, in recognition of his services

which have contributed so greatly to the suc-

cess of the Institute.

The Third International Congress of Soci-

ology met at the Sorbonne, Paris, during the

last week in July, under the presidency of M.
Paul de Lilienfeld, Senator of the Russian

Empire.

We learn from the Revue Scientifique that M.
Louis Adrien Levat, President of the Ligue

Frangaise orniihophile, having its headquarters

in Aix-en-Provenfe, is engaged in organizing

an international congress for the protection of

insectiverous birds. It is proposed to hold the

congress in October next and foreign societies

are invited to send delegates.

The Sixteenth Congress of the Sanitary In-

stitute of Great Britain will be held at Leeds
from the 14th to the 18th of September, under

thepresidency of Dr. Robert Farquharson, M. P.

An exhibition will be held in connection with

the Congress.

The commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851

have made appointments to Science Research

Scholarships for the year 1897, on the recom-

mendation of the authorities of the respective

universities and colleges. The scholarships are

of the value of £150 a year, and are ordinarily

tenable for two years in any university at

home or abroad. The scholars are to de-

vote themselves exclusively to study and re-

search in some branch of science, the extension

of which is important to the industries of the

country. A limited number of the scholarships

are renewed for a third year where it appears

that the renewal is likely to result directly in

work of scientific importance. This year three

scholars have been reappointed for a third term,

fourteen have been reappointed for a second

term, and nineteen new appointments have been

made. The Scholarships Committee consisted

of Sir Henry Roscoe, chairman, Lord Rayleigh,

Lord Kelvin, Lord Playfair, the late Mr. Mun-
della, Dr. William Garnett and Sir J. Norman
Lockyer.

The John Lucas Walker studentship of pa-

thology at Cambridge is vacant and candidates

are invited to send applications to Dr. A. A.

Kanthack, Cambridge, not later than October

15th. The scholarship is for original research

in pathology and is of the annual value of £250,

tenable for three years. It is open to women as

well as men.

It is well known that before the success of

the Atlantic Cable a company was formed to

establish communication with Europe by an

overland telegraph line via Alaska and Siberia,
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and surveys in Alaska were made for this pur-

pose. Mr. K. A. Fessenden contributes an

article to the Electrical World raising the ques-

tion of reviving the plan for such a telegraph

line. He maintains that commerce with the

East would justify the cost and that high speed

systems of telegraphy would give it a great

advantage over sub-marine cables even in com-

munication between America and Europe.

The Appalachian Mountain Club of Boston,

has arranged an excursion to the Isle of Shoals,

N. H., leaving Boston by special car at 9:40 a. m.

on September 4th, returning on September 7th.

It is reported that the biological expedition

of Columbia University returning from Alaska

lost its specimens and instruments in the wreck

of the steamship Mexico. It was also reported

that the anthropological expedition of the Field

Columbia Museum had lost the extensive col-

lections secured in Alaska, but this appears to

be incorrect.

It is stated in the Scientific American that Mr.

H. P. Flower, Mayor of New Orleans, has just

returned from Paris, where he went in order to

study the Bertillon system for the identification

of criminals. The system will be adopted in

New Orleans, and will be taught to the police

captains by Mr. Flower.

We recorded last spring the sale of a great

auk's egg for £294. Though the subiect has,

perhaps, no greater scientific interest than that

of the sale of a rare postage stamp, it may
be noticed that another of the eggs, slightly

cracked, has been sold in London for £168.

The purchaser, Mr. Middlebrook, has now three

specimens in his collection.

The recent French motor-car race from Paris

to Dieppe showed an advance, in that the car-

riages were not entered by the makers, but by

the owners. Fifty-nine carriages started, the

winner traversing the distance of ninety-three

and tliree-fourths miles in scarcely more than

four hours. There was only one steam-carriage

and none with electrical motor, oil being used

in fifty-eight of the fifty-nine carriages.

The issue of the Scientific American for Au-

gust 7th very properly criticises another jour-

nal for publishing a story about an English

lady who lost her diamond ring in the dough

of a cake and found it by means of X-rays, re-

marking that "this very improbable story

doubtless originated in the brain of some re-

porter. '
' It happens, however, that a few pages

further on in the same issue the Scientific

American publishes a long article translated

from a French illustrated journal on the X-rays

in the custom house. The article contains

elaborate illustrations of the radioscopic exami-

nation of a valise, of the detection of a smug-

gler, etc. The facts of the matter are that M.

Pallin, the Director of Customs, has considered

the possibility of using X-rays in certain special

cases, but the detailed accounts and the alleged

photographs of the article evidently ' originated

in the brain of some reporter.'

Jacob Noeth & Company, Lincoln, Neb.,

announce that they have in press the Phyto-

geography of Nebraska, by Dr. Roscoe Pound,

Director of the Biological Survey of Nebraska,

and Mr. F. E. Clements, assistant instructor

in botany in the University of Nebraska. It is

the first volume of a series intended to present

in a number of volumes the results of the in-

vestigation of the floral covering of Nebraska,

which has been in progress for the past five

years in the Botanical Survey of that State.

The volume deals primarily with phytogeo-

graphical problems in Nebraska, but gives a

general treatment of the phytogeographical

principles relating to distributional statistics,

regional limitation, vegetation forms, habitat

groups, plant formations, etc.

A ciECULAE has been issued announcing a

journal entitled Intermediare des biologistes, in

tended to be an international organ for zoology,

botany, physiology and psychology. The

journal will be edited by M. Alfred Binet, the

well-known French psychologist, with the help

of two of his psychological assistants, MM. Vic-

tor Henri and N. Vaschide, and will be pub-

lished on the 5th and 20th of each month by

Schleicher Freres, Paris. The date when the

publication will begin and the price are not

given. The journal proposes to cover six de-

partments : A bulletin of notes and news, ques-

tions and answers, abstracts, preliminary no-

tices, one short original article and new ap-

paratus.
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The Zeitschrift fur Psychologie und Physiologie

der Sinnesorgane, edited by Professors H. Eb-

binghaus and Arthur Konig, and published since

its foundation by Leopold Voss, Hamburg, will

hereafter be published by J. A. Earth, Leipzig.

The same publisher will also assume the publi-

cation of the continuation of Professor J. von

Kries' 'Abhandlungen zur Physiologie der Ge-

sichtsempfindungen ' and of Helmholtz's ' Vor-

lesungen iiber Theoretische Physik,' of which

latter work they hope to publish two further

volumes during the coming year.

We are glad to note the establishment of a

monthly scientific journal at DeLand, Fla., en-

titled Studies from Nature. Although the sub-

scription price is only 50 cents per annum, we
fear that the publishers will not succeed in se-

curing the 50,000 subscribers that they expect.

Such local journals devoted to the natural sci-

ences as they appeal to amateurs are healthful

signs of an interest in what the conductors of

this journal call ' The Wonders and Beauties of

Nature.'

De. W. Fdindees Peteie, the Egyptologist,

has sent, according to the daily papers, to Dr.

Breasod, of the University of Chicago, a valu-

able collection of relics excavated along the

Nile. Among these are statues of Nen Khefea,

a wealthy nobleman, and his wife, which are

said to be nearly 5,000 years old. They are of

limestone and are remarkably well preserved.

They will go to the Haskell Oriental Museum
of the University.

We learn from Natural Science that the

Zoological Museum of the Royal Academy of

Science, St. Petersburg, has acquired thirty-

three specimens of fossil bones and numerous
remains of Post-Tertiary mammals collected

by J. Savenkov at Krasnoyarsk. Among them
are some bones and apiece of skin oi Rhinoceros

tichorhinus, which were taken from a well-pre-

served specimen of a rhinoceros, covered with

skin, found 60 versts east of Kasatschje, on

the bank of the Charaula, a left tributary of the

Tomskaia. Dr. G. Stefanescu, the eminent

Roumanian geologist, has discovered two por-

tions of the mandible of a species of Camelus in

an undoubted Quaternary gravel, six meters

below the surface on the river bank of the Olt

at Milcovul-de-jos, near Slatina, Roumania.

He regards the species to which they belong as

new, and names it Camelus alutensis.

We learn from Nature that at a meeting of

the Essex Field Club, on July 21st, a discussion

was held for the consideration of practical

methods for the protection of our native fauna

and flora from the destruction and actual ex-

termination which now threaten many interest-

ing species. Mr. C. G. Barrett (Hon. Secre-

tary to the Committee of the Entomological

Society for the Protection of Insects in danger

of extermination) opened the subject by a short

address on ' Insect protection ; its necessity,

means and objects.' Mr. J. E. Harting spoke

with respect to birds and mammals ; Professor

Boulger referred to the wholesale collecting

which was exterminating many rare plants

;

and Professor Meldola urged that children

should be taught to respect the sacredness of

life. The following resolution of Professor

Boulger' s was adopted unanimously, and the

Club resolved to assist the scheme of the Ento-

mological Society in every possible way :

'

' That

in view of the danger of extermination threaten-

ing many beautiful, rare and interesting plants,

all lovers of nature should do their best to avoid

this danger: (a) By abstaining from wholesale

collecting, collecting for merely individual prir

vate collections, needless rooting-up of speci-

mens, attempting to cultivate wild specimens

of refractory species, and purchasing such wild

specimens from itinerant or other dealers
;

(b)

by endeavoring to persuade others, especially

school children, cottage gardeners, and dwellers

in large towns, to a similar abstention."

A Reuter telegram from Stockholm says

that in a letter to the Aftonblad, Dr. Nils Ek-

holm, who accompanied Herr Andr^e to Spitz-

bergen last year with the intention of taking

part in his aerial voyage, offers some remarks

on the prospect of the expedition based on the

full details now received of Herr Andree's as-

cent. Herr Ekholm declined to go this year

because he considered that the impermeability

of the balloon was unsatisfactory. In his letter

he points out that from the day the balloon was
fully inflated it lost 51 cubic meters of gas

every 24 hours, representing a diminution in
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carrying capacity of 56 kilogrammes per day.

This, he says, shows that the imperviousness of

the balloon had not been essentially increased

since last year. Besides this daily escape, vari-

ous circumstances led to a certain loss of gas in

the ascent itself, necessitating a corresponding

sacrifice of ballast. After making allowance

for these losses of gas, and taking into considera-

tion the fact that in the ascent part of the drag-

ropes were lost and that the balloon at once rose

to a height of 15,000 ft. to 25,000 ft., which was

more than had been reckoned upon, Dr. Ek-

holm comes to the following conclusions : The

longest time for which the balloon would remain

in the air would be from 22 to 24 days, and less

if mountains exceeding the height attained at

the start had to be crossed. As the duration

of the projected voyage may be estimated in

ordinary conditions as regards wind at 24 days,

remarkable good fortune would be necessary

for success.

Lieutenants Vannutelli and Caterni,

the surviving officers of the Bottego expedition,

have sent in a report to the Italian Geographical

Society, which is summarized in a dispatch to

the London Times. The expedition set out

on February 2, 1895, from Sanourar, and after

touching Vollamo visited Pogadesen (?), and

arrived on June 1, 1896, at Omo. In conse-

quence of continuous fighting with the warlike

tribes inhabiting these regions, the members of

the expedition were obliged to spend the months

of July and August, 1896, on the shores of Lake

Rudolf. At this point Dr. Sacchi left the expe-

dition, taking with him some valuable mineral-

ogical and zoological collections and proceeded

to Lugh. The main expedition proceeded up

to the Ethiopian plateau, stopping at Sajo,

whence a letter was forwarded to the Galla

chief Degiasmac. In consequence of the friend-

ly assurances given by the latter, the expedition

continued its forward march, arriving on March

16th of the present year in the neighborhood of

Gabo. The chief, notwithstanding his friendly

assurances, behaved treacherously and caused

the party to be surrounded, so that they had no

course left but to attempt to cut their way out.

Of the 86 members of the expedition, 66, in-

cluding its leader, were killed, the survivors

being taken prisoners and having many hard-

ships to endure. On June 6th last the captives

were sent by order of the Emperor Menelik to

Shoa, where they arrived on June 22d and were

handed over to Major Nerazzini. The docu-

ments belonging to the expedition were saved,

only the collections intrusted to Dr. Sacchi

having been lost. It is thought probable that

the latter was killed.

The British Society of Inspectors of Weights

and Measures recently held its annual general

meeting in London. The total membership

of the Society is now upwards of three hun-

dred, and sixty cities and towns were rep-

resented at the meeting. Sir Henry Roscoe,

the Vice - President, made an address on the

subject of the metric system of weights

and measures. He reminded the members

that he was the Chairman of the Select Com-

mittee of the House of Commons, appointed

two sessions ago, to report on the question of

how far it was desirable to alter our system of

weights and measures and adopt the metric

system, which, he said, was almost universal

throughout civilized, and to some extent un-

civilized countries. He joined with the

members of the Society in the hope that

the bill would soon pass into law. It

did not do all that they had hoped for,

but they must, he thought, accept it as an

installment. Sir John Hutton reported that of

one and three-quarter million scales examined in

London, one-third had proved defective. The

members ofthe Society visited the Victorian Ex-

hibition of the Crystal Palace, where a Section

of Weights and Measures had been organized

by the Society, and subsequently went to Paris

to view the standards and appliances of the

French government at the Bureau central.

The Berlin Town Council has decided to ap-

point a municipal ' hydrologist ' for the hygienic

supervision of the water supply of the city.

SiGNOR Cesaeesco writes to the London

Times asking for the suppression of the export

of quails and small birds from Italy to England.

It is said that millions are sent to England from

Egypt and from the south of Italy, part of

which are caught in defiance of such protective

laws as exist, while the rest are netted in the

spring and autumn and are kept in more or less
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misery till the time comes for their despatch to

meet the requirements of the London season,

which coincides with the natural nesting time.

The French government for some years pro-

hibited the transit of quails through France in

the close season, but as this simply led to their

being sent through Germany and Belgium the

prohibition has been removed, notwithstanding

the protests of the Union des Societes des

Chasses. Millions of small birds called 'larks,'

though they include every variety, and espe-

cially robbins, killed largely during the breeding

season, are also annually exported to England,

and it is feared that they will be entirely ex-

terminated in Italy.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

A LAEGE majority of the professors of Brown
University have signed an open letter address-

ing to the corporation a protest against at-

tempting to curtail the freedom of speech of

the President. The letter gives a straightfor-

ward expression to the views which university

professors should unite in maintaining and re-

moves from Brown University the stigma put

by the corporation in claiming that they can

control the freedom of speech of its faculty.

President Andrews, however, in accepting the

presidency of a magazine 'university ' confuses

the friends of academic freedom.

The London University Commission bill has

been postponed by the government until next

year.

It is reported in the daily papers that Mr.
Washington Corrington, of Peoria, 111., now
eighty-five years old, has appointed trustees to

have control of his property, to be used after

his death to found a university at Peoria. His
property is estimated at over $1,000,000.

The Bradley Polytechnic Institute, of Peoria,

will be dedicated on October 8th, the principal

address being made by the Secretary of the

Treasury, Hon. Lyman J. Gage.

The trustees of the University of Illinois

have decided to admit women to the College of

Physicians, Chicago.

At a recent meeting of the Council of the

University of Paris it was resolved that, as soon

as financial resources permitted, the following

courses should be added : Experimental phy-

siology, objective psychology and astronom-

ical physics, and additional courses in paleon-

tology and histology.

It is intended that the name of Croom Kobert-

son, late Grote professor in University College,

London, to whom psychology in England is

greatly indebted, shall be connected in some

way with the new psychological laboratory

established at University College. The princi-

pal contributors to the fund are Mr. Haldane,

Q. C, Mr. A. J. Balfour, Professor H. Sidg-

wick, Mr. F. Galton, Dr. Savage, Sir John Lub-

bock and Mr. Shadworth Hodgson.

The London Times reports that at Dewsbury,

after the funeral of Dr. Hinchlifie, it was
announced that the deceased, after providing

for his housekeeper and servants, had be-

queathed property and shares, with about £50,-

000, toward higher education, but the purposes

of the bequest are not stated.

De. H. V. Neal, Harvard University, has

been elected professor of biology at Knox Col-

lege, Galesburg, 111.

M. IzouLET has been appointed to the newly

established professorship of social philosophy

in the College de France.

Mr. W. W. Watts, Assistant Geologist at the

British Geological Survey, has been appointed

assistant professor of geology at Mason College,

Birmingham.

De. Hermann Thomes, decent in pharma-

ceutical chemistry in the University of Berlin,

has been promoted to a professorship. Profes-

sor George Huge, of Amsterdam, has been ap-

pointed professor of anatomy and director of

the Anatomical Institute at Zurich. Dr. Ossan,

associate professor of mineralogy at Heidelberg,

has been called to a chair in the School of

Chemistry at Miihlhausen.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

THE ANTECEDENT COLORADO.

To THE Editor of Science : In addition to

the doubts brought forward by Davis (Science,
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April 23, 1897) and Emmons (Science, July

2d), as to the antecedent origin of the Green

river in its passage through the Uinta moun-
tains, I would suggest an independent and con-

firmatory argument for the consequent origin

of the Green-Colorado in its passage across the

plateaus of the Grand Canyon region, where it

has been regarded as antecedent by Powell and
Button. My argument is based on the curva-

ture of the river and especially on its meanders.

The meanders are surprising in themselves

from the steepness of the river and their deep
incision

;
yet more surprising is the location of

strong meander reaches just up stream from
structural displacements. It is the latter rela-

tion that I wish to point out.

In general, a river meanders when its de-

clivity is low. The Mississippi below Memphis
falls less than five inches to the mile and has a
typical meandering course (See Table of Mean-
ders). Yet the Colorado, falling more than
seven feet per mile in the Canyon region, has

stretches of even greater sinuosity and the dis-

tribution of these winding reaches suggests that

the river is not antecedent, but dependent on
the dislocations for its path.

The following table shows the rate of meander
for measured stretches of the river, the rate

being expressed in miles of actual stream to

100 miles along a mean course traced evenly
through the meanders, without departing more
than a mile from the water at any point. In
the first column is the name given by Powell
to the stretches of river, in the second the miles

of mean course, in the third the actual course,

while the fourth contains the rate of meander:

Desolation and Gray Canyons—
Uinta R. to Book Cllflfs, ....

Gunnison's Valley—to San Rafael R
Labyrinth Canyon—to Grand R . .

Cataract Canyon — to N 37°37',

W110°3fi'

Glen Canyon and above—to PariaR
Marble and Grand Canyons— to

Grand Wasti

Thence to California boundary. . .

Mississippi — Memphis to Baton
Rouge

2
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In this connection I would call attention to a

striking feature of the Grand Canyon faults, as

described by Button in bis monograph. He
says the ends of the down-thrown strata are

commonly turned doivn in this region, the beds

on the other side coming undisturbed to the

fault. This is specifically described for the

West Kaibab and Hurricane faults, both with

up-throw to east.

The phenomenon of the down-turned edges is

puzzling, but it might result from the following

history. All the steps assumed to follow in suc-

cession are found in the region to-day

:

1. Western beds flexed up, giving a western

high level passing through a monocline to an

eastern low level.

2. Flexure becomes a fault at the foot (east

end) of the monocline, giving western high level

passing down a monocline to an east-facing

fault cliff, below which lie the horizontal beds

of the undisturbed side.

3. Reversal of fault, giving upthrow on east

and the structure existing to-day—low level on

west passing to a west-facing fault cliff by a

down-turn (monocline perhaps partly obliter-

ated by friction during the reversal).

In confirmation is the fact that both faults

are greatest in the north and steadily diminish

southward, the Hurricane having at the river

less than a sixth of its northern value, while

the West Kaibab disappears just where it crosses

the chasm. Button thinks it reappears to the

south of the canyon, but reversed, giving an

east-facing cliff. So if the observation of But-

ton is good, reversal of fault has occurred in

one case and there is a suggestion of it in the

other. Now the significance of this fault his-

tory is that the river seems conscious of some-

thing of the sort. It turns south on the second

V of the Grand Canyon at the Hurricane fault,

as if to avoid the early western uplift, now re-

corded only in the down-turned strata-ends

;

while at the Kaibal the reversal-point has been

selected by the river to return northward from

the deviation about the uplift here. The pecu-

liar grouping of meanders is readily seen on the

map, as also the relation of bends in the river

to the displacements at the Uinta, junction of

Grand and Green, Kaibab (East and West), and
Hurricane. '

In explaining these latter events as repre-

sented in effect on the present river, I have

founded my suggestion on that simple and

diagrammatic character that Powell and Button

have described in this region.

Are not these additional grounds for ques-

tioning the Colorado's antecedence ?

Maek S. W. Jefferson.

GiLMANTON, N. H.

AMPHIBIA OR BATEACHIA.

To THE Editor of Science : As a teacher

ofzoology, but without claim to expert authority

upon taxonomic points, I read the article of Br.

Baur under the above title (Science, July 30,

1897, 170-174), with the hope and expectation

of being able to decide which name to employ
hereafter. I regret to confess myself still un-

convinced. Br. Baur shows that the French

word Eatraciens was applied to the frogs, toads

and salamanders by Brogniart in 1799, and that

the Latin forms Batrachii and Batrachia were
not introduced until 1804 and 1807, by Latreille

and Gravenhorst respectively. But does not

Br. Baur lay undue stress upon the distinction

between the French and the Latin form.

Eatraciens is not (like crapaud, etc.) a vernacu-

lar word; it is the French form, or Galloparonym,

of the Latin Batrachia, and the employment of

the former would seem to constructively sanc-

tion the use of the latter. In anatomy the

employment of either of the national forms,

hippocamp, Hippokamp, hippocampe, or hip-

pocampo, would be tantamount to the intro-

duction of the international form, hijjpoeam-

pus. The principle involved in both cases

has been formulated by me in two passages in

my ' Neural Terms, International and National

{Jour. Comp. Neurology, VI., 274, 329), as fol-

lows : "The introduction of any derivative,

oblique case, or national paronym, practically

renders the introducer responsible for the actual

or potential Latin antecedent of such words, in

accordance with the usual rules of derivation

and paronymy." I trust the discussion may
continue until all doubts are removed. The
case is the more urgent in view of the confusion

of students in finding not merely that Amphibia

and Batrachia are synonyms for the entire class,
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but also that in Huxley's writings the latter is

applied to an ordinal subdivision of the former.

BUET G. "WiLDEE.

SCIENTIFIC LITEBATUBE.

Beport on the Valley Regions of Alabama. By
Heney McCallby, Assistant State Geolo-

gist. Part I. , on the Tennessee Valley Region,

pp. 436. Part II. , on the Coosa Valley Re-

gions, pp. 862. Geological Survey of Ala-

bama, Montgomery, 1896-97.

The aim of this report is to give a complete

account of the geology and mineral resources

of that part of Alabama which is occupied by

known Paleozoic formations. This includes

approximately the northern third of the State,

with an area of about 18,000 square miles. It

is limited on the southeast by the metamorphic

series of undetermined age and on the south-

west by the unconformable post-Paleozoic for-

mations. The term 'valley regions' in the

title is somewhat misleading, since all the moun-

tains of Alabama, such as they are, are included

in the region described and are as fully treated as

the adjacent valleys. Except to one already fa-

miliar with the topographic features of the State,

the title conveys no idea of location whatever.

The region outlined above is about equally

divided between the Tennessee and Coosa

drainage basins, and this division is a natural

one from geologic and economic points of view.

It is, therefore, taken as the basis for subdividing

the report into two parts which treat respectively

of the Tennessee and Coosa Valley regions.

Each part is again subdivided into two sections.

In the first is given a general account of the to-

pography, geology and mineral resources, and

in the second each county is described in de-

tail. This method of treatment is, perhaps, nec-

essary where the county is the all-important

unit in the political and social organization, but

its defects are serious as seen in the present

case. It involves endless repetition and dis-

tributes through a volume details which should

be in a compact body. Thus there are 275

more or less extended but entirely distinct ref-

erences to the limonite deposits, containing

sufficient observations for an exhaustive mono-

graph on the subject if brought together and

properly arranged. Yet one seeks in vain for

any systematic classification of the deposits or

a statement of their essential characteristics.

In reading the report one is continually ham-

pered by the lack of maps. It is true the State

geological map, published in 1894, is referred

to, but its scale is entirely too small for repre-

senting details of structure, and in numerous

respects it does not correspond with the state-

ments in the report. The crudest sort of sketch

maps would be of the greatest assistance to an

understanding of the complicated structural

relations found in parts of this region. In fact,

no amount of verbal description, even from a

master of English, can supply their place, and

the present case is hopeless for reasons which

the following quoted sentence will readily sug-

gest: " The northeast end of the belt, just to

the northwest of the Terrapin or Ladiga IMoun-

tains, or the portion of that belt within this

county, is a portion of the counterpart of the

belt last described, or is a portion of the south-

east rim of the badly faulted, broad, broken, un-

symmetrical synclinal of which the belt last

described is the major part of the northwest

rim." The reader cannot rid himself of the

suspicion that among other reasons for the

absence of maps and diagrams is the lack, on

the author's part, of a sufiiciently clear concep-

tion of the structure for their preparation.

In the descriptions of topographic features

the principles of modern geography or physi-

ography are entirely ignored. Hence there is a

vagueness and uncertainty about the descrip-

tions which might have been excusable twenty

years ago, but for which no excuse can be found

at the present time. It borders on the absurd

to speak of ' high rugged mountains with lofty

peaks ' in Alabama, where the greatest relief is

barely 2,000 feet above the sea-level.

By far the most valuable portion of the report

is found in the detailed county descriptions,

especially those of mineral deposits. Here is a

vast mass of facts, poorly digested and arranged,

it is true, but given in such a way that they

will be of great service in the economic develop-

ment of the region. All locations are given by

land numbers, so that, while they convey little

meaning to the general reader, they are in the

best possible form for use by the prospector

upon the ground. C. W. Hayes.
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOB THE AD VANCE-
3IENT OF SCIENCE.

A CHAPTER IN THE HISTORY OF 3IATHE-
MA TICS*

On the 10th of March, 1897, a hundred
years after its original presentation, the

Eoyal Academy of Sciences and Letters of

* Address by the Vice-President before Section A,

Mathematics and Astronomy.

Denmark published a French translation

of a memoir by Caspar Wessel, entitled

Om Direktionens analytiske Betegning, et For-

sog, anvendt fornemmelig til plane og sphae-

riske Polygoners Oplosning, or an Essay on

the Analytic Representation of Direction,

with Applications in Particular to the De-

termination of Plane and Spherical Poly-

gons.

This paper, which deals with the geomet-

ric representation of imaginary quantities

;

which was read and printed several years

before the famous essay of Argand and con-

tains fully as exact a treatment of the sub-

ject, lay buried for nearly a century until

attention was again drawn to it in 1895 by
a thesis of S. D. Christensen upon the de-

velopment of mathematics in Denmark and

Norway in the eighteenth century.

Inasmuch as this memoir of Wessel's is

still comparatively unknown, I have thought

thab it would not be uninteresting at this

time to present a sketch of the development

of the geometric treatment of the imagi-

nary, particularly in the latter part of the

eighteenth century and the first part of the

nineteenth.

"We find the square root of a negative quan-

tity appearing for the first time in the Stere-

ometria of Heron of Alexandria, 100 B. C.

After having given a correct formula for the

determination of the volume of a frustum of

a pyramid with square base and applied it

successfully to the case where the side of
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the lower base is 10, of the upper 2, and
the edge 9, the author endeavors to solve

the problem when the side of the lower base

is 28, of the upper 4, and the edge 15. In-

stead of the square root of 81-144 required

by the formula, he takes the square root of

144-81 and calls it equal to 8 less -jJg-, i. e.,he

replaces v^—1 by 1, and fails to observe

that the problem as stated is impossible.

"Whether this mistake was due to Heron or

to the ignorance of some copyist cannot be

determined.

In the solution of the problem to find a

right angled triangle whose perimeter is 12

and area 7, Diophantus, in his Ariihmetica,

300 A. D., reaches the equation 336a;^-f 24

= 172.t; and says that the equation cannot

be solved unless the square of the half co-

efficient of X diminished by the product of

24 and the coefficient of x^ is a square. No
notice is taken of the fact that the value of

X in this equation actually involves the

square root of a negative quantitj'.

Bhaskara, born 1114 A. D., in his chapter

Vija Ganita, was able to go a step further.

He gave the rule :

The square of a positive number as also of a nega-

tive number is positive and the square root of a posi-

tive number is twofold, positive and negative. There

is no square root of a negative number, for this is not

a square.

The first mathematician who had the

courage actually to use the square root of

a negative number in computation was
Cardano. At an earlier period ha had de-

clared such a quantity to be wholly impos-

sible, but in the Ars Magna, 1545, he

discusses the problem of dividing 10 into

two parts whose product shall be 40 and

obtains the values 5+ x/— 15, 5—s/— 15.

These he verifies by multiplication. Such

quantities he calls sophistic, since it is not

permissible to operate with them as with

pure negative numbers or others, nor to

assign them a meaning.

Bombelli, in his Algebra, 1572, gives a

number of rules for the use of such quan-

tities as a+h\^— 1, but makes no endeavor

to explain their character.

Girard knew that every equation has as

many roots as its degree indicates and con-

sequently recognized the existence of im-

aginary roots. In his Invention nouvelle en

V algehre, 1629, while discussing the roots of

the equation .x*—4a; -f 3=0 he asks what pur-

pose is subserved by such roots as—1+ \^—

2

and —1—\/'—2 and says that they show
the generality of the law of formation of

the coefl&cients and are useful of themselves.

Descartes, in his Geometria, 1637, gives

us no new ideas upon the subject, but is the

first to apply the terms real and imaginary

by way of contrast to the roots of an equa-

tion.

Wallis, in his Treatise of Algebra, 1685,

leads the van in his endeavor to give a geo-

metric interpretation to the square root of

a negative number. In chapter LXVI we
read:

These Imaginary Quantities ( as they are commonly
called) arising from the Supposed Root of a Negative

Square ( when they happen, ) are reputed to imply

that the Case proposed is Impossible.

And so indeed it is, as to the first and strict notion

of what is proposed. For it is not possible that any

Number (Negative or Affirmative) Multiplied into it-

self can produce (for instance) —4. Since that Like

Signs (whether + or •— ) will produce + ; and there-

fore not —4.

But it is also Impossible that any Quantity (though

not a Supposed Square) can be Negative. Since that it

is not possible that any 3Tag>iiiude can he Less than

Nothing or any Number Feioer than None.

Yet is not that Supposition ( of Negative Quantities,

)

either Unuseful or Absurd ; when rightly understood-

And though, as to the bare Algebraick Notation, it

import a Quantity less than nothing. Yet, when it

comes to a Physical Application, it denotes as Eeal a

Quantity as if the Sign were + ; but to be interpreted

in a contrary sense.

He illustrates this by distances measured

forward and backward upon a straight line

in the usual way, and continues

:

Now what is admitted in Lines must, on the same

Reason, be allowed in Plains also.
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Having thus justified the existence of

negative planes, he goes on :

But now (supposing this Negative Plain, —1600

PeroheSj to be in the form of a Square ;) must not

this Supposed Square he supposed to have a Side?

And if so, what shall this Side be?

"We cannot say it is 40, nor that it is —40 * *_

But thus rather that it is 1^—1600, or * * 10 /—IS,

or 20 \/^A, or 40 /—I.
Where j/ implies a Mean Proportional between a

Positive and a Negative Quantity. For like as vhc

signifies a Mean Proportional between +6 and -fc
;

or between —6 and —o ;
* * So doth V—6c signify a

Mean Proportional between +5 and —e, or between

—6 and +e.

In chapter LXVII Wallis gives a geo-

metric exemplification of a mean propor-

tional, interpreting \^bG as a sine in a circle

whose diameter =h+ c, and v^—6eas a tan-

gent in a circle whose diameter = —5+ c.

He then finds the base of a triangle when

the two sides and the angle opposite, and

hence the altitude, are given. Assuming

AP=20, PB=W, and the altitude PC= 12,

by the use of the triangle B CP, right-angled

at C, he obtains two values for the base AB.
Then taking ylP=20, PP=12, and the alti-

tude PC=15, he finds imaginary values for

the base.

These he interprets by saying :

This Impossibility in Algebra argues an Impossi-

bility of the case proposed in Geometry ; and that

the Point B cannot be had, (as supposed, ) in the Line

AC, however produced (forward or backward,) from

A.

Yet there are Two Points designed(out of that Line

but) in the same Plain ; to either of which, it we
draw the Lines AB, BP, we have a Triangle ; whose

Sides, AP, PB, are such as were required: And the

Angle PAC, and Altitude PC, (above AC, though not

above AB,) such as was proposed :

In this case he takes the triangle BCP to

be right angled at jB. Further

:

And (in the Figure,) though not the Two Lines

themselves, AB, AB, (as in the First case, where they

lay in the Line AC:) yet the Ground-Lines on which

they stand, AjS, AP, are equal to the Double of ^ C

:

That is, if to either of those AB, we join Ba, equal to

the other of them, and with the same Declivity ; ACa

(the distance of Aa) will be a Straight Line equal to

the double of ^ C ; as is A Ca in the First case.

The greatest difference is this ; that in the first Case,

the Points B, B, lying in the Line AC, the Lines AB,

AB, are the same with their Ground-Lines, but not so

in this last case where B, B are so raised above /3 /J

(the respective Points in their Ground-Lines, over

which they stand), as to make the case feasible
;
(that

is, so much as is the versed sine of CB to the Diameter

PC:) But in both ACa (the Ground-Line of ABa) is

equal to the Double of AC.

So that, whereas in case of Negative Roots, we are

to say,The Point B cannot be found, so as is supposed

in .40 Forward, but Backward from A it may in the

same Line : We must here say, in case of a Negative

Square, the Point B cannot be found so as was sup-

posed, in the Line AC; but Above that Line it may in

the same Plain. This I have the more largely in-

sisted upon, because the Notion (I think) is new; and

this, the plainest Declaration that at present I can

think of, to explicate what we commonly call the

Imaginary Boots of Quadratic Equations. For such

are these.

From these extracts it is evident that

Wallis possessed, at least in germ, some

elements of the modern methods of addition

and subtraction of directed lines.

For the next hundred years no advance

of importance was made. Euler, for ex-

ample, makes large use of the imaginary,

but in his Algebra, 1770, he observes

:

All such expressions as V — 1, V — 2, etc., are

consequently impossible or imaginary numbers, since

they represent roots of negative quantities
;
and of

such numbers we may truly assert that they are

neither nothing, nor greater than nothing, nor less

than nothing, which necessarily constitutes them im-

aginary or impossible.

On the 10th of March, 1797, a surveyor

named Wessel presented to the Eoyal

Academy of Sciences and Letters of Den-

mark a memoir ' On the Analytic Repre-

sentation of Direction,' which was printed

in 1798 and appeared in Vol. V, of the

Memoirs of the Academy in 1799.

Caspar Wessel was born June 8, 1745, at

Jonsrud, in Norway, where his father was a

pastor. Though one of thirteen children,

he had a good education, for in 1757 he

entered the high school at Christiania and
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in 1763 went to Copenhagen to pursue

further studies. In 1764 he was engaged

by the Academy of Sciences as an assistant

in the triangulation and preparation of a

map of Denmark. Till 1805 he remained
in the continuous employ of the Academy
as surveyor. Wessel was highly esteemed

by his contemporaries, and for some special

work done after leaving the service of the

Academy he received the Academy's silver

medal and a full set of its memoirs. In

1819, when many of its maps were declared

out of date, the trigonometric determina-

tions of Wessel were made a special excep-

tion. In 1778 he passed an examination in

Roman law. In 1815 he was made a
Knight of the Danebrog. He died in 1818.

"While Wessel was always well spoken of

as a surveyor, he was never mentioned as a

mathematician. Still the fact that his

paper was the first to be accepted by the

Academy from one not a member argues in

his favor. This acceptance was due to

Tetens, Councillor of State, to whom the

MS. had been shown and whose assistance

in improving it was acknowledged. In the

History of the Academy of Sciences of

Denmark published in 1843 Professor Jiir-

gensen classes Wessel with others in the

statement, " The treatises of the other

mathematicians are monographs of no con-

siderable scientific value," or " They are too

special to be discussed more at length."

In the introduction to his memoir Wessel

says:

The present essay has for its object to determine

how to express segments of straight lines when we
wish by means of a unique equation between a single

unknown segment and other given segments to find

an expression representing at once the length and di-

rection of the unknown segment.

To be able to answer this question I shall employ

two considerations which seem to me evident. In

the first place, the variation of direction which may
be produced by algebraic operations ought also to be

represented by their symbols. In the second place

we submit direction to algebra only by making its

variation depend upon algebraic operations. Now

according to the ordinary conception we can trans-

form it by these operations only into the opposite di-

rection, that is, from positive into negative and re-

ciprocally. It follows that these two directions only

would be susceptible of an analytic representation

adapted to the usual conception and that the solution

of the problem would be impossible for other direc-

tions. It is probably for this reason that nobody haa

given attention to this subject. Doubtless nobody

has felt at liberty to change the definition of these

operations once adopted. To this there is no objec-

tion so long as the definition is applied to ordinary

quantities
; but there are special cases where the pe-

culiar nature of the quantities seems to invite us to

give particular definitions to the operations. Then
if we find these definitions advantageous it seems to

me that we ought not to reject them. For in passing

from arithmetic to geometric analysis, that is to say,

from operations relative to abstract numbers to-

operations upon segments of a straight line, we shall

have to consider quantities which may have to one

another not only the same relations as abstract num-
bers, but also a great number of new relations. Let

us try then to generalize the signification of our

operations
; let us not restrict ourselves, as has been

done hitherto, to the employment of segments of a

straight line in the same or opposite senses, but ex-

tend a little the notion of the way in which they are

applied not only to the same cases as heretofore, but

to an infinite number of other cases. If at the same
time that we take this liberty we have respect to the

ordinary rules of operations we in no way contravene

the ordinary theory of numbers, but we merely de-

velop it, we accommodate ourselves to the nature of

the quantities and observe the general rule which re-

quires us to render a difficult theory little by little

more easy to comprehend. It is not then absurd to

demand that in geometry operations be taken in a

broader sense than in arithmetic. We shall admit

without difficulty that it will be possible to vary

the direction of segments in an infinite number of

ways. Precisely by this means { as we shall show

later) we succeed not only in avoiding all impossible

operations and in explaining the paradox that it is

necessary sometimes to resort to the impossible to ob-

tain the possible, but we also succeed in expressing

the direction of line-segments situated in the same

plane quite as analytically as their length, without

the memoir being embarrassed by new symbols or

new rules. Now it must be agreed that the gen-

eral demonstration of geometric theorems often be-

comes easier when we express direction in an analytic

manner and submit it to the rules of algebraic opera-

tions than when we are compelled to represent it by

figures which are applicable only to particular cases.
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For these reasons I have proposed to myself :

1° to give the rules of operations of this nature
;

2° to show by examples the application to cases

where the segments are found in the same plane
;

3° to determine by a new method not algebraic the

direction of segments situated in different planes
;

4° to deduce the general solution of plane and

spherical polygons
;

5° to deduce in the same way the known formulae

of spherical trignometry.

This, in brief, is an outline of the present memoir.

I was led to write it by my desire to find a method

which would enable me to avoid impossible operations

;

having discovered it I have made use of it to con-

vince myself of the generality of certain known
formulae.

How well the author succeeds in carrying

out his plan is shown by the memoir itself.

Wessel says :

The addition of two segments is effected in the

following manner : we combine them by drawing the

one from the point where the other terminates
;
then

we join by a new segment the two ends of the broken

line thus determined.

He extends the deiinition to more than

two segments and affirms

:

In the addition of segments, the order of terms is

arbitrary and the sum always remains the same.

His definition of the product of two seg-

ments is especially noteworthy

:

The product of the two line-segments ought in

every respect to be formed with one of the factors in

the same way as the other factor is formed, with the

positive or absolute segment taken equal to unity
;

that is to say ;

] ° The factors ought to have such a direction that

they can be placed in the same plane as the positive

unit

;

2° As to length the product should be to one of

the factors as the other is to the unit

;

3° As to the direction of the product, if we draw

from the same origin the positive unit, the factors

and the product, the latter ought to be in the plane

of the unit and the factors, and ought to deviate from

one of the factors by as many degrees and in the same

sense as the other deviates from the unit so that the

angle of direction of the product or its deviation with

respect to the positive unit is equal to the sum of the

angles of direction of the factors.

Let us designate by -|-1 the positive rectilinear

unit, by -\-e another unit perpendicular to the first

and having the same origin ; then the angle of direc-

tion of -fl will be equal to 0°, that of —1 to 180°,

that of +e to 90° and that of —e to —90° or to 270°
;

and according to the rule that the angle of direction

of the product is equal to the sum of the angles of the

factors, we shall have: (-f-l). (+l)=+l, (+1).
(-1)=-1, (-l).(_l)=+i, (+1) , (_e)=_f,
(-1).(+E)=-., (_l).(_.)=+£,(+e).(+e)=
—

1, (-|-e)-(—0=+l, (—f)l(—f)=—1. Henceit

follows that £ is equal to \/—1 and that the devia-

tion of the product is determined so that we violate

none of the ordinary rules of operation.

It is interesting to note that while Wes-
sel makes the addition and multiplication

of directed lines a matter of definition, Ar-

gand, in his famous memoir of 1806, Essai

sur une maniere de representer les quantites

imaginaires dans les constnidions geomctriques,

says :
" Inasmuch as these principles de-

pend upon inductions which are not se-

curely established, they cannot as yet be

considered as other than hypotheses whose

acceptance or rejection should depend upon

either the consequences which they entail

or a more rigorous logic," although in hia

last contribution to the Annales de Gergonne

he grants that this difficulty will vanish if

with M. Frangais we define what is meant

by a ratio of magnitude and position be-

tween two lines.

After explaining that if v represents

any angle, and sin v a segment equal in

length to the sine, positive when the meas-

uring arc terminates in the first semicir-

cumference and negative when it termi-

nates in the second, e sin v will express the

sine of the angle v in direction and magni-

tude, Wessel shows that any radius making

the angle v with the positive unit will equal

cos v+e sin V. In the multiplication of two

radii cos !;+£ sin v, cos xt+s sin u, he es-

tablishes the distributive law by reference

to the formulae,

sin (v-\-u) = sin v cos u -f cos v sin u,

cos (v+u) = cos V cos M— sin v sin u,

in contrast to Argand, who assumes the dis-

tributive law and then derives the trigono-

metric formulae.
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A statement in this connection is note-

worthy :

But if we have to multiply line segments Tvhich

are not both in the plane passing through the absolute

unit we cannot apply the preceding rule. For this

reason I do not consider the multiplication of such

segments.

The treatment of division follows in a

natural manner, and it is proved that indi-

rect quantities share with direct quantities

the property that if the dividend is a sum
we obtain by dividing each term of the sum
by the divisor several quotients whose sum
is the quotient sought.

Then comes a discussion of powers and

roots establishing the fact that (cos 1;+
1

e sin 'y)" has m different values and only m.

In the next paragraph Wessel shows that

the m'" power of a line-segment may be put

in the form e'"°+"'''' "\ where e"" represents

the length and mh the angle of direction,

and that thus we have a new method of rep-

resenting the direction of line-segments in

the same plane by the aid of natural loga-

rithms. This last is not again referred to,

but it is readily seen that Wessel was in

possession ofall three of the present methods

of representing the complex number,

a+h^—1,t{cos<p+ '</—1 sin y) and re* ~\

At the close of this section the author

remarks

:

At another time, with the permission of the

Academy, I will present the complete proofs of these

theorems. Having given an account of the way in

which we must, in my judgment, understand the

sum, the product, the quotient and power of line seg-

ments, I shall restrict myself to a few applications of

the method.

The first application is to a demonstration

of Cotes's theorem in which the fundamen-

tal theorem of algebraic equations is as-

sumed as previously established. The
second is to the resolution of plane poly-

gons. In this certain characteristic nota-

tions occur. The first side of the quadri-

lateral considered is taken equal to the

absolute unit ; the sides in order beginning

with the first are designated by the even

numbers II, IV, VI, VIII, while I, III, V,
VII, represent their deviations (in degrees)

each with respect to the preceding side pro-

longed, regarding these deviations as posi-

tive or negative according as they have the

same sense as the diurnal motion of the

sun or the opposite; I', III', V, VII' de-

note the expressions cos I+ £ sin I, etc.,

while I~', III~', V~', VII~' denote the ex-

pressions cos (— I) + e sin (—1) or cos I—

e

sin I, etc.

The author then deduces the two for-

mulae,

II -f IV . iir+ VI . iir •v -I-VIII • iir •

V'.vir=o,
II . iir •v . VII' + IV . v . vir -f vi •

vir -f viii=o,

and proves that two equations of this form

will suffice for the solution of any polygon

in which the only unknown parts are three

angles, or two angles and a side, or an

angle and two sides.

Wessel next attacks the problem of repre-

senting the direction of any line segment

in space \>y taking it as the radius, r, of a

sphere. Assuming three perpendicular

radii as axes and denoting positive unit

lengths upon these, to the left by 1, for-

ward by £ and upward by ij respectively,

where e^ = —1, and r^ = —1, he concludes

that a radius whose extremity has for co-

ordinates x,riy, e z will be properly desig-

nated hy X + riy + sz. Defining the plane

of r and er as the horizontal plane and that

of r and jjr as the vertical plane, he ex-

amines the effect of moving the extremity

through an arc of I degrees parallel to the

horizontal plane and obtains for x -\- rjy -\- ez

the new value,

Tjy + (a; -f ez) (cos I -f £ sin 1) = rjy +
X cos I

—

z sin I -\- £x sin I + ez cos I,

in which the term r^y remains unchanged.

This operation he indicates by the use of
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the sign ,, as {x + r/y -\- ez) „ (cos I +
£ sin I) and says that it has only imper-

fectly the signification of a sign of multi-

plication, for the operation leaves unchanged

that one of the segments occurring in the

multiplicand which is outside of the plane

corresponding to the rotation indicated by

the multiplier. He calls attention to the

fact that the factors must be used in order

from left to right. Similarly when the ex-

tremity of the radius moves through an arc

of II degrees parallel to the vertical plane

we have

(x + r/y -\- $z) „ (cos II + v; siu II ) =
ez -^ X cos 11 — y sin II + vj.-c sin II +

^ly cos II.

It follows at once that

(x -{- yjy + ez) „ (cos 1 + s sin I ) ,,

(cos III + e sin III ) = (a; + r^y 4- ez)
,,

(cos (I + III ) + c- sin (I + III ) )

and

(x + y]y -\- es) „ (cos II + 57 sin II ) „

(cos IV 4- ^ sin IV ) = (x + viy -{- ez) „

(cos (11 + IV ) + £ sin (II + IV ) )

also that

X + r/y -\- £Z= {x + Tjy -\- £Z )„ (cOS I +
£ sin I)

,, (cos I — £ sin I) = (x + r^y + £2),,

(cos II + ij sin II ) „ (cos II — 1 sin II ).

Wessel then studies the effect of alternate

horizontal and vertical rotations. Repre-

senting the radius in its first position by s

and in its final position by S, and denoting

the arcs in order by I, II, III, * * * 7/, he
obtains the formula

s=s„ I' „ II' „ III' „ IV' „v „ vr.

In this connection he observes that such

factors as V ,, VI' can be transferred to

the first member by using their reciprocals

in inverse order, as

S „ VI-' „ V-' „ IV-'=s „ I' ,, II' „ III',,

.

These results are applied to the solution

of spherical polygons and the determination

of the properties of spherical triangles. As
in the case of plane polygons, I, II, III, etc.,

represent the exterior angles and sides in

order, the odd numbers the angles, and the

even numbers the sides. Supposing the

angles and the sides of a polygon known
except one angle and two sides, or two an-

gles and a side, or three angles, or three

sides, the unknown parts can be deter-

mined by the equation

s „I'„II'„III'„IV'„V'„
vr, N'=s,

where s is indeterminate, and may be sup-

posed equal to r, er, or -/jr. The effect of

the rotations indicated by this equation is

to submit the sphere alternately to rota-

tions about the axis of the horizon and the

axis of the vertical circle so that each point

of the sphere describes first a horizontal arc

which measures the first exterior angle of

the polygon, then a vertical arc containing

as many degrees as the first side of the

polygon, then a new horizontal arc which

measures the second angle, etc. The sphere

finally returns to its original position, while

each of its points has described as many
horizontal arcs as the polygon has angles

and as many vertical arcs as it has sides.

While Wessel's results, as obtained by

these alternate rotations, are correct so far

as they go, he fails to observe that a gen-

eral rotation must be compounded of three

rotations about the axes e, tj, £ or vj, £, yj.

Stranger still he makes no study of rota-

tions about the real axis. Thiele, in his in-

troduction to "Wessel's memoir, shows how
easy it would have been to go a few steps

further and arrive at the notion of quater-

nions. But be that as it may, Wessel de-

serves great credit for having devised the

only successful method of dealing with line-

segments in space previous to the work of

Hamilton beginning in 1843.

Unmindful of Euler's demonstration of

the real value of (v^—1)'~' Argand en-

deavors to show that such an expression

may be used to represent a directed line in
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space. Frangais tries to solve the problem
by the use of imaginary angles, but frankly

acknowledges his failure. Servois sees with

remarkable clearness what is needed, but
is unable to reach it. He says :

The table of double argument which you (Ger-

gonne) propose, as applied to a plane supposed to be
so divided into points or infinitesimal squares that each

square corresponds to a number which would be its

index, would very properly indicate the length and
position of the radii vectores which revolve about the

point or central square corresponding to ±0 ; and it

is quite remarkable that if we designated the length

of a radius vector by a, and the angle it makes with
the real line

, —1, ±0, +1 by a, the

rectangular coordinates of its extremity remote from the

origin by x, y, the real line being the axis of .r, the
point would be determined by x-\-y v'—-i It is

clear that your ingenious tabular arrangement of

numerical magnitudes may be regarded as a central

slice {tranche centrale) of a table of triple argument
representing points and lines in tri-dimensional space.

You will doubtless give to each term a trinomial
form

;
but what would be the coefScient of the third

term ? For my part I cannot tell. Analogy would
seem to indicate that the trinomial should be of the
form p cosa+(7 cos/3+r cos7, «, /3, and y being the
angles made by a right line with three rectangular
axes and that we should have

{p cosa -(- J cos/3 + r cosy) [p' cos a. -\-

q'cosp + 7-' COS}')

= cos^ a-f cos^ /3+cos ^y= 1.

The values of p, q, r, p', g', r' satisfying this con-

dition would be absurd, but would they be imagi-
naries, reducible to the general form A + B ,/— 1?

As we all know now, these non-reals which
Servois could not determine may be identi-

fied with the +i, +j, +k, —i, —j, —k, of

Hamilton's Quaternions.

In 1799, in his first published paper,

Demonstratio nova theorematis omnemfunctionem
algebraicam rationalem integram unius varia-

bilis in Jactores reales primi vel secuncli gracilis

resolvi posse, the celebrated Gauss, then only

twenty-two years of age, says :

By an imaginary quantity I always understand

here a quantity contained in the form <i+J V—1,

so long as ft is not zero. * * * If imaginary quantities

are to be retained in analysis (which for many reasons

seems better than to abolish them, provided they are

established on a sufficiently solid foundation) it is

necessary that they be considered as equally possible

with real quantities, on which account I should pre-

fer to include both real and imaginary quantities

under the common designation possible quaiitities.

* * * A vindication of these (;. e., imaginary quan-

tities), as well as a more fruitful exposition of the

whole matter, I reserve for another occasion.

This occasion, however, does not seem to

have come till more than thirty years later.

In the Gottingische gelehrte Anzeigen of April

23, 1831, in an account by Gauss of his own
paper Theoria residuorum biquadraticorum,

Commeniatio secunda, we read :

Our general arithmetic, so far surpassing in extent

the geometry of the ancients, is entirely the creation

of modern times. Starting originally from the notion

of absolute integers, it has gradually enlarged its do-

main. To integers have been added fractions, to ra-

tional quantities the irrational, to positive the nega-

tive and to the real the imaginary. This advance,

however, has always been made at first with timor-

ous and hesitating step. The early algebraists called

the negative roots of equations false roots, and these

are indeed so when the problem to which they relate

has been stated in such a form that the character of

the quantity sought allows of no opposite. But just

as in general arithmetic no one would hesitate to admit

fractions, although there are so many countable things

where a fraction has no meaning, so we ought not to

deny to negative numbers the rights accorded to

positive simply because innumerable things allow

no opposite. The reality of negative numbers is

sufficiently justified since in innumerable other cases

they find an adequate substratum. This has long

been admitted, but the imaginary quantities—for-

merly and occasionally now, though improperly,

called impossible—as opposed to real quantities are

still rather tolerated than fully naturalized, and ap-

pear more like an empty pla}' upon symbols to which

a thinkable substratum is denied unhesitatingly by

those who would not depreciate the rich contribution

which this play upon symbols has made to the treas-

ure of the relations of real quantities.

The author has for many j'ears considered this

highly important part of mathematics from a different

point of view, where just as objective an existence

may be assigned to imaginary as to negative quan-

tities, but hitherto he has lacked opportunity to pub-

lish these views, though careful readers may find

traces of them in the memoir upon equations which

appeared in 1799 and again in the prize memoir upon

the transformation of surfaces. In the present paper
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the outlines are given briefly; they consist of the fol-

lowing :

Positive and negative numbers can only find an ap-

plication when the thing counted has an opposite

which when conceived of as united with it has the

effect of destroying it. Accurately speaking, this

supposition can only be made where the things

enumerated are not substances (objects thinkable in

themselves), but relations between any two objects.

It is postulated that these objects are arranged after

a definite fashion in a series, e. g., A, B, C, D, * * *

and that the relation of ^ to .B can be regarded as

equal to that of B to (7, etc. The notion of opposi-

tion involves nothing further than the inierclimige of

the terms of the relation so that if the relation of (or

transition from) J. to B is considered as +1 the rela-

tion oi B to A must be represented by —1. So far

then as such a series is unlimited on both sides, every

real integer represents the relation of a term arbi-

trarily taken as origin to a definite term of the series.

If, however, the objects are of such a kind that

they cannot be arranged in one series, even though

unlimited, but only in series of series, or, what

amounts to the same thing, they form a manifoldness

of two dimens'ons ; if there is the same connection

between the relations of one series to another, or the

transitions from one to another, as in the case of the

transition from one term of a series to another term

of the same series, we shall evidently need for the

measurement of the transition from one term of the

system to another, besides the previous units -|-1 and

—1, two others opposite in character -\-i and —i.

Obviously we must also postulate that the unit i

shall always mark the transition from a given term

of the one series to a definite term of the immediately

adjacent series. In this way the system can be ar-

ranged in a two-fold manner in series of series.

The mathematician leaves entirely out of considera-

tion the nature of the objects and the content of their

relations. He has simply to do with the enumera-

tion and comparison of the relations. So far as he

has assigned sameness of nature to the relations des-

ignated by -f-l and —1, considered in themselves, he

is warranted in extending such sameness to all four

elements +1, —1, -\-i, —i.

These relations can be made intuitive only by a rep-

resentation in space and the simplest case, where there

is no reason for arranging the obj eots in any other than

quadratic fashion, is that in which an unlimited plane

is divided into squares by two systems of parallel lines

intersecting at right angles, and the points of inter-

section are selected as the symbols. Every such

point has four adjacent points, and if we designate the

relation .4 to a neighboring point by +1, the relation

to be denoted by —1 is determined of itself, while we

can select which of the two others we please for -\-i,

or can take the point to be denoted by -)- i at pleas-

ure on the rigM or left. This distinction between

right or left so soon as we have fixed (at pleasure)

upon forwards and backwards in the plane, and above

and below with respect to the two sides of the plane

is completely determined in itself, although we can

convey our own intuition of this difference to others

only by reference to actually existent material things.

But when we have decided upon the latter we see

that it is still a matter of choice as to which of the

two series intersecting at one point we shall regard as

the principal series and which direction in it shall be

considered as having to do with positive numbers.

We see further that if we wish to take -|-1 for the re-

lation previously expressed by -)-i, we must neces-

sarily take -\-i for the relation previously expressed

by —1. In the language of mathematicians this

means that -\-i is a mean proportional between -fl

and —1, or corresponds to the symbol i/—1. "We

say purposely not the mean proportional because —i

has just as good a right to that designation. Here

then the demonstrability of an intuitive signification

of j/—1 has been fully justified and nothing more is

necessary to bring this quantity into the domain of

objects of arithmetic.

We have thought to render the friends of mathe-

matics a service by this brief exposition of the princi-

pal elements of a new theory of the so-called imagi-

nary quantities. If people have considered this sub-

ject from a false point of view and thereby found a

mysterious obscurity, this is largely due to an unsuit.

able nomenclature. If +1, — 1, \/—1 had not been

called positive, negative, imaginary (or impossible)

unity, but perhaps direct, inverse, lateral unity, such

obscurity could hardly have been suggested. The
subject which, properly enough, in the present trea.

tise has been touched upon only incidentally the au.

thor has reserved for a more elaborate treatment in

the future where also the question will be answered

as to why the relations between things which present

a manifoldness of more than two dimensions cannot

furnish still other classes of magnitudes admissible

in general arithmetic.

Such was Gauss's masterly presentation

of the underlying principles of the treat-

ment of the imaginary. In Germany the

impulse given by his commanding influence

is felt even to the present day.

Buee's memoir Sur les Quantites Imaginaires,

read before the Royal Society of London in

1805 and covering 65 pages of the Philo-

sophical Transactions of 1806, is somewhat
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vague and disappointing. He describes

1/ — 1 as follows :

^— 1 is the sign of perpendicularity y — 1

is not the sign of an arithmetical operation, nor of an

arithmetico-geometric operation, but of an operation

purely geometric. It is a purely descriptive sign

•which indicates the direction of a line without regard

to its length.

Near the close of his paper he investi-

gates what becomes of the conic sections

when their coordinates become imaginary

and decides that the circle passes into an

equilateral hyperbola in the plane perpen-

dicular to the plane of the circle and simi-

larly for the other conies.

A further discussion of the justly cele-

brated epoch-making memoir of Argand

and the contributions of himself, Frangais-

Gergonne and Servois to the Annales de Ger-

gonne from 1813 to 1815 is rendered the less

necessary by reason of Houel's republica-

tion of all these papers in 1874 and their

translation into English by Hardy in 1881.

It is interesting to note the early view of

imaginaries entertained by so distinguished

a mathematician as Cauchy. In his Cours

d' Analyse, 1821, we read :

In analysis we apply the term symbolic expression

or symbol to every combination of algebraic signs

which signifies nothing by itself or to which we at-

tribute a value different from that which it naturally

ought to have. * * * * Among the symbolic expres-

sions whose consideration is of importance in analysis

we ought especially to distinguish those which are

called imaginary. * * * * We write the formula

cos (a-\-b)+\^—i sin (0+6)=

(eosa+/^ sino) (cos6+v'—1 sin 6).

The three expressions which the preceding equation

contains * * * * are three symbolic expressions

which cannot be interpreted according to generally

established conventions and represent nothing real.

* * * * The equation itself, strictly speaking, is in-

exact and has no meaning.

In 1849, however, in a paper Stir les quan-

tites geometriques, in which he gives suitable

credit to Argand, Frangais and others, he

acknowledges

:

In my Analyse algelrique, published in 1821, I was

content to show that the theory of imaginary expres-

sions and equations could be rendered rigorous by

considering these expressions and equations symbolic.

But after new and mature reflections the better side

to take seems to be to abandon entirely the use of the

sign i/ZTJ and to replace the theory of imagi-

nary expressions by the theory of quantities which I

shall call geometric.

Having defined the term geometric quan-

tity exactly as we now define the term vector

and shown when two geometric quantities

are equal, he continues

:

The notion of geometric quantity will comprehend

as a particular case the notion of algebraic quantity,

positive or negative, and a fortiori the notion of arith-

metic quantity. * * * We must further define the

different functions of these quantities, especially their

sums, their products and their integral powers by

choosing such definitions as agree with those ad-

mitted when we are dealing with algebraic quanti-

ties alone. This condition will be fulfilled if we

adopt the conventions now to be given.

Then follow the definitions called for, to-

gether with a treatment of the whole sub-

ject fully up to modern demands. Cauchy

observes that a large part of the results of

the investigations of Argand and others

would seem to have been discovered as early

as 1786 by Henri Dominique Truel, who
communicated them about 1 810 to Augustin

Normand, of Havre.

In 1828 there appeared in Cambridge,

England, a remarkable work by Rev. John

Warren, entitled A Treatise on the Geomet-

rical Representation of the Square Roots of Neg-

ative Quantities. Though this book has lat-

terly received scant credit, its merits were

fully recognized by De Morgan and ac-

knowledgments of indebtedness were frank-

ly made by Hamilton.

Throughout Warren's work the term

quantity, like Cauchy's geometric quantity,

indicates a line given in length and direc-

tion. Some of his definitions are as follows

:

Tlie sum of two quantities is the diagonal of the

parallelogram whose sides are the two quantities.

The first of four quantities is said to have to the
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second the same ratio which the third has to the

fourth ; when the first has in length to the second the

same ratio which the third has in length to the fourth,

according to Euclid's definition
;
and also the angle

at which the fourth is inclined to the third is equal to

the angle at which the second is inclined to the first,

and is measured in the same direction. Unity is a

positive quantity arbitrarily assumed from a compari-

son with which the values of other quanties are de-

termined. If there he three quantities such that unity

is to the first as the second to the third, the third

is called th% product, which arises from the multiplica-

iion of the second by the first. If there be three

quantities such that the first is to unity as the second

is to the third, the first quantity is called the quotient,

which arises from the division of the second by the

third.

The fundamental laws of algebra as gov-

erning these quantities are established in

their utmost generality with a rigor of

reasoning that has probably not been sur-

passed. The author even goes so far as to

deduce the binomial formula, to develop

many series and to apply the methods of

the differential and integral calculus to

quantities of the class defined. In form

Warren's work is intensely algebraic and
fairly bristles with formulge.

To sum. up :

Caspar Wessel, in 1797, published the

first clear, accurate and scientific treatment

of directed lines in the same plane, as rep-

resented by quantities of the form a +
b \^—1 , establishing the laws governing their

addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division, and showing these quantities to be

of practical value in the demonstration of

theorems and solution of problems ; he also

worked out a partial theory of rotations in

space, so far as they can be decomposed
into rotations about two axes at right an-

gles.

Not very much later, 1799, Gauss indi-

cated that he was in possession of a method
of dealing with quantities of the form a-f

h\/—1 which would consider them as

equally possible with real quantities, but

its fuller exposition was deferred till 1831.

Buee's paper of 1805 lays great empha-
sis upon >/—1 as the sign of perpendicu-

larity, but fails to give any satisfactory in-

terpretation of the product of directed

lines.

Argand's famous memoir of 1806 is hard-

ly in danger of receiving too much credit.

Though written after Wessel's paper there

is not the slightest probability that Argand
had any knowledge of the Norwegian sur-

veyor, and, in fact, certain of his theorems

are established less rigorously than by "Wes-

sel. Argand gave numerous applications

of his theory to trigonometry, geometry

and algebra, some of which are very note-

worthy, especially his demonstrations of

Ptolemy's theorem regarding the inscribed

quadrilateral and of the fundamental prop-

osition of the theory of equations.

The contributions of Frangais, Gergonne
and Servois, 1S13-1815, served to do away
with some of the errors into which Argand
had fallen and thus to give a clearer insight

into the fundamental notions of the subject.

Though Warren's book of 1828 contains

definitions diifering but little from those of

Wessel and Franjais and a notation which

seems only a modification of that of Fran-

gais, his generalized treatment of directed

lines in the plane must be regarded as high-

ly original.

Cauchy's work lay in the extension and
development of the labors of his predeces-

sors rather than in the introduction of new

Such were the beginnings of the study of

the geometric representation of the imagi-

nary which has led in modern times to the

establishment of such great bodies of doc-

trine as the theory of functions on the one

side and quaternions on the other, with the

Ausdehnungslehre occupying a position be-

tween. Who can tell whafe the next century

will bring forth ?

W. W. Beman.

Univeesity of Michigan.
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EIMEB'S EVOLUTION OF BUTTEBFLJES*

The criticism, by Professor Minot, of the

second part of Eimer's work, 'Arthildung

unci Venvandtschaft hei den Schmetterlingen,'

which appeared in Science at the beginning

of last year (January 3, 1896, Vol. III.,

No. 53), gives me occasion to again explain

Eimer's evolutionary theory, which, so far as

I can see from Minot's article, has in many
respects been misunderstood. It seems as

though Minot were not well acquainted with

Eimer's earlier works on the markings of

animals, works in which questions of evolu-

tion were already discussed. And, as Ei-

mer's present views on this subject are

chiefly founded on the results of these earlier

works, it is easy to understand why many
assertions which need these results for their

proof, seem incomprehensible to Minot.

Minot calls Eimer ' an enthusiastic oppo-

nent of Darwin's theory of natural selec-

tion.' It is true that through his investi-

gations on the markings of different groups

of animals Eimer became more and more

confirmed in his opinion that natural selec-

tion was of no moment for the origin of

species. This view is expressed in the

' Butterflies,' with the distinct reservation

(see p. 68) that he acknowledges the effi-

ciency of natural selection in preserving

and intensifying such characters as have

previously been developed by other agen-

cies to such an extent as to become useful

to the oi'ganism in question. Eimer, then,

occupies the same position that Mivart

defended against Darwin (see ' Origin of

Species', Germ, ed., 1876, p. 249 £f.) and he

is a decided opponent of the teleological

views spread by some of Darwin's follow-

ers rather than by the latter himself.

According to Eimer species originate by

organic growth, a term first defined by him
in his ' Origin of Species.' In the constitu-

* Die ArtbilduDg und Verwandtschaft bei den

Sobmetterlingen, II. Teil., von Dr. G. H. Th. Eimer,

und Dr. C. Fickert. Jena, 6. Fiscber, 1895.

tional changes which organisms undergo
during life in consequence of external in-

fluences, such as climate, food, etc., he sees

the first agents that cause the development

of new characters. These changes first re-

veal themselves as growth-phenomena. It

is the struggle for existence that gives rise

to selection from among these changes,,

that rejects or adopts. I must consider it

a misrepresentation to call this view of the

origin of species a bold hypothesis. It is

merely the result of investigations which

prove plainly that, in the more sensitive

representatives of a species, external influ-

ences can and do produce individual varia-

tions, and that we find these as aberi-ations

in contiguous districts and as species in

those that are more distant. Eimer first

mentions this thesis in his work on 'Das

Variiren der ilauereideehse''* and makes it

probable by his observations ; more striking

proofs, however, are given in his work on

the ' Evolution of Butterflies.' Our native

horadimorph butterflies, such as Vanessa-

levana and V. prorsa, Pieris hryoniae and

nafi, make it sufficiently obvious that ex-

ternal influences are no indifferent factors

in the formation of organisms. A variation

of temperature to which the chrysalis is

exposed produces, from the eggs of one and

the same species, butterflies which differ so

much in their external structure that for a

long time they were held to be separate

species. Dorfmeisterf and WeismannJ

* Eimer: Untersncbungen iiber das Variiren der

Mauereidecbse, ein Beitrag zur Theorie von der Ent-

stebung aus konstitutionelleu Ursacben. Arcbiv. f.

Naturgescbicbte (und selbstiindig). Berlin, Nicolai,

1881.

t Dorfmeister: Uber die Einwirkung verscbiedener

wiibrend der Entwicklungsperioden angewendeter

"Wiirmegrade auf die Fiirbung und Zeichnung der

Scbmetterlinge. !Mitteilungen d. naturw. Vereins

fiir Steiermark, 1864.

J A. Weismann: Studien zur Descendenztbeorie I.

Uber den Saisondimorphismus d. Scbmetterlinge,

1875.
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showed by experiment—they let the chrysa-

lids of the prorsa generation develop at

low temperature, those of the levana at

high temperature—that both butterflies be-

long to one and the same species. Similar

experiments have of late been made by

Merrifield* and Standfussf and have re-

vealed still more astonishing phenomena
in a great number of butterflies. They all

tend to prove that the forms developed in

heat or in cold respectively, always possess

those qualities which characterize varia-

tions and nearly allied species of these but-

terflies living exclusively in warmer or

colder climates. And not only the mark-

ings, but also the form of the wings and the

whole coniiguration of the animal change.

In his criticism Minot does not so much as

mention these facts, which Eimer regards

as a proof that the views on which his

theory is based are correct; on the contrary,

he particularly emphasizes that Elmer's

theories are founded only on the study of

the markings of animals and the geograph-

ical distribution of forms. It is true that,

guided by the results of his earlier re-

searches, Eimer regards these markings as

the most characteristic signs of affinity be-

tween the various species. J And he con-

siders as a further proof of the correctness

of this assumption the results of the artifi-

cial development of butterflies in lower or

higher temperatures in their relation to the

geographical connection of forms.

*F. Merrifield: Transactions of the Entomolog.

Soc. of London, 1893-94.

fStandftiss: tjber die Griinde der Variation und
Aberration des Falterstadiums bei den Schmetterling-

en mit Ausblicken auf die Entstehnng der Arten.

Leipzig, 1894. Tlie same: Handbuch fiir Sammler der

europaischen Grosscbmetterlinge. Ziirich, 1891.

J Darwin also came to the same conclusion, as he

says: " "We shall hereafter see, especially in the chap-

ter on Pigeons, that coloured marks are strongly in-

herited and that they often aid ns in discovering the

primitive forms of our domestic races. '

' Animals and
Plants under Domestication, Vol. I., p. 29. London,

1868.

Elmer's theory further materially differs

from that of Natural Selection in its explana-

tion of liabilities and tendencies to changes.

Natural selection presupposes the most

varied liabilities to changes, in order to be-

come efficient in the production of forms

;

Eimer, on the contrary, is of opinion that

individuals can only follow prior deter-

mined, i. e., definite tendencies of evolution

(not predetermined tendencies, as Minot

wrongly understands) . This 'Orthogenesis,'

in opposition to Niigeli's view, does not al-

ways tend towards perfection, but often to-

wards simplification and retrogression. In

its rudiments this law shows itself in the

markings of animals, inasmuch as the primi-

tive form of longitudinal stripes becomes

spots, transverse stripes, and uniformity of

color. This rule, which Minot wishes to be

'proved, not proclaimed ex cathedra,' is fol-

lowed, as is shown by Elmer's researches, by

the ontogenesis and phylogenesis of rep-

tiles,* birds,t and mammalia. SimrothJ

found this law confirmed in Limaces, I my-
self in the markings on the shells of marine

gastropods. § Although the physiological

cause and, therefore, the necessity of this

curious phenomenon has not yet been as-

certained, yet, as it repeats itself in so many
different groups of animals, it cannot be de-

nied the importance of a fact. Hyatt's
1

1

* Eimer : ZoologisoheStudien auf Capri II., Laceria

muralis coendea. Leipzig, Engelmann, 1874.

t Tlie same : Die Zeichnung d. Vogel und Siiuge-

tiere. Wiirttemb. Naturwiss. Jahreshefte, 1883.,

The same: tJber die Zeichnung der Tiere ; Zool. An-

zeiger, 1882, 1883, 1884, and in the Zeitschrift Hum-
boldt, 1885-88. The same: Mitteilungen iiber die

Zeichnung der Siiugetiere, Schmetterlinge u. Mollus-

ken. Tageblatt der 28. Versammlung deutscher Na-

turforseher u. Aerzte in Strassburg, 1885, p. 408.

X Simroth : Versuch einer Naturgeschichte der

deutschen Nacktsohneoken und ihrer europaischen

Verwandten, Zeitschrift. f. wiss. Zoolog. Bd. XLII.

J Griifin von Linden : Die Entwicklung der Sknlp-

tur u. der Zeichnung bei den Gehiiuseschnecken des

Meeres : Zeitschrift f. -wiss. Zoologie. Bd. LIX.

II
A. Hyatt: Genesis of the Arietidae. Smithsonian
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and Wiirtenberger's* works and my own
investigations of the shells of Molluscs

have shown that other morphological

characteristics apart from the markings

produce regular changes in a definite

direction. Taking this into considera-

tion I do not consider it a ' bold hypoth-

esis ' on Elmer's part, when he believes

he has found a confirmation of his law

of markings in the case of butterflies, for

" any hypothesis which explains various

large and independent classes of facts rises

to the rank of a well-grounded theory."

(See Darwin, Animals and Plants under

Domestic. Vol. I., p. S, 1868.) In the sys-

tematic part of his two volumes on ' Butter-

flies ' Eimer shows how seemingly insignifi-

cant variations of the markings from the

original form invariably develop into defi-

nite characteristics of new aberrations and

species, the changes being dependent upon

physiological conditions. It can therefore

not be asserted that butterflies are subject

to the most multifarious liabilities to

change. The markings of Segelfalter and of

Swallow-tails can be reduced to one common
scheme, which, as the illustrations show, is

most simply represented by the markings

of Paiiillo Fodalirius. This scheme of mark-

ings consists of eleven bands which extend

over the wings in a fixed direction parallel

to the axes of the body. They are called

longitudinal bands and are always con-

nected with certain veins of the wings.

These eleven bands can undergo several

variations. They can become broader

and vanish altogether by means of lateral

combination, become shorter in the direc-

tion from the abdomen or head, and some-

times quite disappear, or develop into single

spots and form a transverse marking by

Contrb. to Knowledge, 1889. The same: Phylogeny

of an Acquired Cbaraoteristio. Proceedings of tlie

Amer. Philosoph. Soc., Vol. XXXII., No. 143, 1895.

*Wiirtenberger: Studien iiber die Stammesge-

Bchichte der Ammoniten, Leipzig, 1880.

means of dark colored scales which show
themselves on the transverse veins of the

wings. In this way the Segelfalter, as well

as the Swallow-tails, develop new forms,

which, from showing only slight aberra-

tions from the original form in the begin-

ning of the Evolutional series, diifer ma-

terially from it in the end. The same

law which thus determines the evolution

of the members of a group also determines

that of the groups themselves. Each suc-

ceeding one begins its development at a

somewhat higher stage than its predecessor.

Variations which are an exception in the

lower groups become the rule in the higher

ones. This is the reason why the repre-

sentatives of the first groups of the Segel-

falter " have markings very similar to the

original form, while the third group con-

tains butterflies which closely resemble the

Swallow-tails."

The primitive Swallow-tails have attained

a much higher degree of development than

the primitive Segelfalter, but still it is not

difiicult to recognize that, although they

are not immediately allied to the Segelfalter,

yet their development follows the same

direction. The Swallow-tails still possess

indications of a separation of bands, which

in the Segelfalter have coalesced. Further-

more, fragments of markings which still

occur in forms closely related to the Swallow-

tails show that the development of their

markings depends on the same conditions

as those of the Segelfalter. It would lead me
too far to describe in detail the directions of

evolution which manifest themselves in the

various groups. I will only mention that

the tendency of the bands to broaden and

to coalesce can be traced throughout the

entire groups of Segelfalter and has pro-

duced almost melanotic forms in the group

of Asterias of the Swallow-tails. Further,

the shortening of the bands from abdomen

to head is characteristic of both Segelfalter

and Swallow-tails. In both groups the
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bands become spots and combine into a

transverse marking by the agency of dark

colored scales on the transverse veins. If

we neglect secondary differences of mark-

ings in the two groups of Papilio, we have

to assume that they originated in complete

independence of each other—a direct rela-

tionship cannot be proved—according to

the same definite laws of development.

In entire groups as well as in single spe-

cies, no matter whether they live in the

same or in different districts, the law of a

definite direction of evolution is shown in

homogenesis, or independent similarity of

evolution. As examples, Eimer cites the

North American Turnus and the south Eu-

ropean Alexanor (which is also found in

Asia Minor) , of Segelfalter the South Ameri-

can Agesilaus, Protesilaus and the European

Podalirius.

The phenomenon of homogenesis is of

importance as a proof that it is not geo-

graphical distribution in the sense of local

separation on which the development of dif-

ferent directions of evolution depends.

This short exposition of the direction of

evolution in the genus Papilio seems to me
to show that it was not arbitrariness on

Eimer's part to select Pcqnlio Podalirius as

the ancestral form of his group of butter-

flies. He has shown, by his study of the

markings of one series of forms, that those

of all its members can be reduced to one

and the same scheme, and that aberrations

from the forms which are nearest to this

original scheme of markings vary so as to

form transitions to nearly allied species,

which again are connected with more dis-

tant species, and the conclusions drawn
from the study of these phenomena are con-

firmed by the results of geographical distri-

bution. This being so, I cannot under-

stand how Minot can doubt that Eimer's

assertions are correct.

Neither does Minot agree with the ex-

planation of the sudden appearance of a

second perfectly dark-colored form of the

feminine Papilio Turnus by ' development

by jumps ' (Halmatogenesis) . This singu-

lar form of feminine Turnus called var.

Glaucus, which occurs exceptionally in

the North and regularly as a summer gen-

eration in the South of the United States,

seems not to be connected by any transi-

tions with the normal feminine animal.

Minot, however, believes it possible that

in former times transitional forms existed.

It seems to me a matter of course that a

highly developed form like Papilio Turnus

var. Glaucus has to undergo several varia-

tions of markings during the chrj'salis

stage before it can leave it in its present

form. But in comparison with the differ-

ence between the variation of another spe-

cies and its original form, that between

Turnus and var. Glaucus remains just as

striking, whether we know that during the

chrysalis stage forms of transition tempo-

rarily occur or that in former times forms

existed which made the transition from the

normal feminine Turnus to the var. Glaucus

somewhat more gradual. As it at present

appears, var. Glaucus is a form produced

by Hahnatogenesis. Eimer's theory neces-

sarily leads to the conviction that qualities

produced by external influences are trans-

mitted to the descendants of those who have

acquired them, an assumption for which

Minot demands proofs. The experiments of

Weismann on Polyommatus phkeas, which are

mentioned in the Zoologische JahrbiicJier, 1895,

Ahteilung fur Systematih, show that this

transmission of qualities from their posses-

sor to his descendants really occurs.

It is by no means every individual that

undergoes a change through the influence

of unaccustomed external influences. Sev-

eral preserve the parental aspect. And as

the parental characteristics were not from

the beginning such as they are at present,

but are, as is shown by experiment, the re-

sult of certain conditions, the transmission
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to the descendant of these parental charac-

teristics which have also been acquired is

the clearest proof of the heredity of acquired

characteristics.

In spite of all his objections to the theo-

retical part of Eimer's work, Minot allows

that the ' Butterflies ' are " valuable from

the standpoint of the systematic entomolo-

gist, since his groups are natural ones and

his grouping of the species is in the main

correct."

In his grouping of the butterfly species

Eimer was guided by those laws which his

study of the markings of other groups of

animals had caused him to regard as the

general rule, and which he therefore con-

siders himself entitled to apply hypothetic-

ally to butterflies. The grouping of species

being admitted by Minot to be natural, this

is sufficient proof of the correctness of those

theories which this grouping presupposes.

In designating those groups as natural ones

in which longitudinally striped forms de-

velop into spotted, transversely striped and

unicolored ones, Minot acknowledges the

law of evolution of markings in its full sig-

nificance.

Darwin, himself, in his ' Origin of Species,'

employs similar proofs to show that the

same groups of pigeons are descendants of

Cohimba livia. Their phylogenetic connec-

tion is to him proved bj' the fact of elements

of the markings of Columba livia appearing

in the plumage of our tame pigeons.

The ontogenetic development of those

groups of animals the markings of which

Eimer has studied is to him a valuable

argument for the correctness of the law laid

down for their phylogenesis. Similar in-

vestigations made by E. Haase on the evo-

lution of the markings on the wings of the

chrysalis of Paj^ilio Podalirius, in so far as

his limited materials permitted decisive

conclusions, completely confirm Eimer's as-

sertions.

These and other researches on the same

subject led me to make similar investiga-

tions, the results of which I am about to

publish. They furnish the best proofs for

the laws found by Eimer. My specimens

showed that not only single characteristics

develop in the way described by Eimer, but

that the markings of Papilio Podalirius or

llachaon, as a whole, undergo an evolution

in which the degrees of Alebion, Glyeerion

or the Turnus group are clearly distin-

guishable.

It would be of great interest to investi-

gate the American forms of Papilio in order

to see whether Eimer's ' bold hypotheses,

'

as Minot calls them, apply here. On the

basis ofarguments which have hitherto been

considered customary and convincing in

biology, I believe I have shown that Eimer
far from rejecting Darwin's theory as a
whole, because ' it does not explain the

origin of variations.' He knows as well as

Minot that Darwin does not even attempt

an explanation of their origin. As, how-
ever, the theory of the origin of species

demands an explanation of the origin of

new characters, Darwin has not, as Eimer
shows, explained that which he wished to

explain. Eimer, on the contrary, shows in

the ' Butterflies ' how new qualities develop;

he explains the causes of their formation

and traces the laws of their development.

This necessarily led to his well founded

theory of the origin of species by means of

variations and their propagation. The
arguments contained in the ' Butterflies '

must convince anybody who examines them
somewhat more closely than Minot, that,

as Eimer shows, variations and, therefore,

the origin of species do not take place arbi-

trarily in the most varied, but accord-

ing to Orthogenesis in a few absolutely

definite, directions, not influenced by
any sort of natural selection and with-

out any reference to teleolog}'. Eimer's

theorj'- of orthogenesis, proved as it is by

facts, certainly negatives the function of
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natural selection as a transforming factor,

but acknowledges its preserving and in-

tensifying power. This is the only conces-

sion that can be made to the theory of

natural selection as long as the results of

Elmer's investigations have not been re-

futed by facts, not, as heretofore, by words.

Till then, I believe, one cannot deny to

Elmer's work the appreciation contained in

Minot's introductory sentences: " If Pro-

fessor Elmer's claims are correct, his re-

searches mark one of the great epochs of

biological discovery."

I wish to state that this is merely a pre-

liminary exposition of Elmer's views, in-

tended for rectifying the erroneous judg-

m.ent expressed by Mlnot. Elmer's work
on organic evolution (Macmillan, 1889)

gives a detailed account of his theoretical

views and of the facts on which they are

based. His work on Butterflies, which was
criticised by Minot, serves to furnish

further corroboration of the theory ad-

vanced in the above work on evolution. In

Tils lecture at Leyden he has also given a

•complete exposition of his ideas in their re-

lation to the theory of selection and of

"Weismannism ; against the latter Eimer
takes a most decided stand (see ' Extract

from Comte Rendu des Seances du 3"° Con-

gres international de Zoologie, Leyde, 16-

21 Sept., 1895). This lecture includes the

programme of Eimer's most recent exposi-

tion of ' Orthogenesis ' embodied in a work
that is just about to appear.

Countess Dr. M. von Linden.
Zoological Institute, Halle.

The Countess von Linden's article pre-

sents the arguments in favor of Eimer's

theory. A reply seems unnecessary and
•others will judge of the value of the theory.

Eimer's earlier papers I knew ; whether I

understood them or not I cannot decide.

All of Eimer's evidence is essentially that

lie asserts that of a group of living species a

certain form or certain forms are ancestral

types. If one denies that assertion Eimer
cannot prove that it is correct, but unless he
proves it his deductions remain hypotheses.

The reader is asked to consider whether

Countess von Linden offers proof that a
certain species in any given case is the an-

cestral race.

For the sake of a fair discussion I am
glad that the preceding communication
from Professor Eimer's assistant appears in

Science.

Charles S. Minot.

PEOGEESS OF PEOFESSOE KITASATO'8 IN-

STITUTE FOE INFECTIOUS DIS-

EASES AT TOKIO*

Among the changes in the general condi-

tion of Japan, due to the introduction of

Western civilization, one of the most note-

worthy is the entire revolution in the sys-

tem of medicine; the old Chino-Japanese

school has been superseded by the scientific

system of the "West, and the striking feature

of the new medicine in this empire is the

ascendency of the bacteriological element.

The center of this movement is seated at

the ' Institute for Infectious Diseases,' di-

rected by Dr. Kitasato.

To Mr. Fukusawa belongs the credit of

having initiated the introduction of this

branch of medical science into this country

by building, at his own expense, a labora-

tory for Dr. Kitasato, upon the latter's re-

turn from Germany in 1892. I do not

mean to ignore what has been done at the

University and elsewhere ; I only empha-
size the great impetus that the study of the

micro-organisms has enjoyed since the es-

tablishment of the above mentioned labora-

tory. Subsequently the Institute became
connected with the ' Sanitary Society of

Japan.' The ensuing year the Imperial Diet

* This article was prepared at the request o£ the

Editors. Dr. Nakagawa is a graduate of Princeton

University.
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granted the sum of 20,000 yens ($10,000) for

the building and equipment of the Institute,

and also yearly the subsidy of 15,000 yens,

which was to be continued for three years.

At the expiration of the term the same sub-

sidy has been renewed for the same num-

ber of years. Thus the Institute has no re-

lation with the Imperial University of To-

kio and is directly under the patronage of

the Minister of the Interior.

The work of the Institute is divided be-

tween the scientific and clinical depart-

ments ; the scientific department is subdi-

vided into the laboratory for original re-

searches and the didactic branch for the

postgraduate course in practical bacteri-

ology,

(a) Laboratories for Original Researches.

It is here that Dr. Kitasato continues his

investigations, and I take this opportunity •

to recapitulate some of the more important

reports issued from his laboratory.

(1) Tsutsugamushi.—This malady, which

is endemic in certain parts of this country,

presenting the clinical feature resembling

that of the typho-malarial fever, has been

ascertained to be the pathological condition

due to the parasitic invasion of the red

blood corpuscles analogous to that which

obtains in malaria. Moreover, the Plasmo-

dia of tsutsugamushi is described as being

morphologically very nearly related to that

found in malaria, but differing from the

latter parasites in this important respect

:

viz., that the tsutsugamushi parasites are

refractory to all the staining procedure now
in use.

(2) Bacillus Pestis.—The discovery of the

plague bacilli is too well known to need

mentioning in this connection were it not

for the fact that it seems to be utterly un-

known to the world that the bacilli claimed

to be the specific germ of the plague by Dr.

Yersin is absolutely different from that de-

scribed by Dr. Kitasato. Dr. Kitasato's ba-

cilli are almost exactly like those of chicken

cholera (in shape), i. e., each bacillus pre-

sents the appearance of a pair of diplococcif

and is, as a rule, considerably smaller than

Dr. Yersin's bacillus. Kitasato's bacilli can

be stained according to Gram's methode,

while the other is decolorized by the regular

procedure. Kitasato's bacillus is surrounded

by a distinct capsule which is wanting with

Yersin's. Moreover, Kitasato's bacilli are-

motile, but Yersin's bacilli are not. There

are thus at present two distinct bacilli held

to be the setiological factor of the disease in

question. It is to be hoped that the mem-
bers of the commission sent out to Bombay
will help to clear up the confusion.

(3) Anti-diphtheritic serum

.

—The prepara-

tion of the serum has been carried on in

this Institute previous and up to the open-

ing of the Imperial Government Serum In-

stitute, in June, 1896. I might mention in

this connection that Dr. Kitasato is the

chief advisor of the Serum Institute.

(4) Anti-cholera serum.—I have had oc-

casion elsewhere to make a brief report of

Kitasato's work on this subject (iJrii. 3£ed.

Jour., July, 1896). I shall only mention

here that the result was in so far encourag-

ing that it justifies making fui'ther trials-

of this remedy in the future epidemics,

Neither shall I enter into detail concerning

the experimental part of the work in which

Dr. Kitasato seeks to prove the anti-toxic

property of the cholera-serum; suflice it to

say that the conclusion he has reached is-

at variance with that of the Berlin school.

(5)iepm.—Dr.Kitasato has been engaged

in the most thoroughgoing investigation in-

to the treatment of leprosy. It is reported

that he is in possession of the remedy which

goes under the name of 'Leprine,' though I

am unable to say that its preparation is, in

anj' way, analogous to that of tuberculine,

as its name seems to suggest. It is ex-

pected that Dr. Kitasato will favor the

world by publishing his full report in the

near future.
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(6) Investigations concerning the ty-

phoid and erysipelas serums, as well as va-

rious other researches in all the fields of

micro-biology, are being pursued by the

Professor himself, as also by the assistants

under his supervision. There are 6 assistants

and nearly 10 'extra-ordentliche' assistants.

The studio for micro-photography has

recently been built and is equipped with

Zeiss's complete apparatus.

The library, though in its infancy, contains

most of the works on infectious diseases,

bacteriology and hygiene, and is supplied

with the medical periodicals in the English,

French, German, Italian and Japanese

languages. I take this opportunity of ac-

knowledging the receipt of the following

ofl&cial publications from America : U. S.

Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Ani-

mal Industry; Bulletins U. S. Treasury De-

partment, Marine Hospital Service, Health

Reports, etc.; City of Brooklyn, Department

of Health, Annual Eeport. We should be

glad to receive more of the American pub-

lications,

(b) Practical Course in Bacteriology.

The utility of the knowledge of micro-or-

ganisms being admitted, it was deemed de-

sirable to give a practical course of bacteri-

ology for the benefits of the licentiates in

medicine. The first course was given in

March, 1894. The course is of three months'

duration and is conducted by Professor

Kitasato, who gives a series of lectures on

the pathogenic bacteria. The assistants

take their turn and serve as demonstrators.

The laboratory for instruction accommodates

50 students and is provided with all neces-

sary appliances. Over 200 physicians have

gone through the course. It is with great

pleasure that we mention in this connection

that the American naval surgeon and an
English naval surgeon have availed them-

selves of the facilities of the Institute and
have pursued their investigations for a con-

siderable length of time.

(ll.) THE CLINICAL DEPARTMENT.

The wards in all are capable of holding

50 patients. The admission is limited to

cases of contagious diseases (except cholera

and smallpox). Diphtheria, tuberculosis,

typhoid, tetanus and relapsing fever are

the principal maladies on the list. I

may mention in this connection that 180

cases of leprosy have been treated in the

out-patient department with the injection

of 'Leprine,' and 4 cases of complete re-

covery, beside several cases of improvement,

have been reported. The diphtheria statis-

tics show a mortality of 9,44%.

A. Nakagavfa.

Institute foe Infectious Diseases, Tokio.

NINTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ASSOCIA-
TION OF ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGISTS,
DETROIT, MICH., AUG. 13-13,1897.

The Association met in room 212, Cen-

tral High School building, immediately fol-

lowing the adjournment of Section P.

Thirteen active members were present, to-

gether with many visitors, prominent among
the latter being Dr. C. A. Dohrn, Professor

E. B. Poulton and Dr. C. S. Minot. The
attendance for the four sessions averaged

about 35. The address of the retiring

President, Professor P. M. Webster, Woos-
ter, Ohio, treated of ' The Present and the

Puture of Applied Economic Entomology

in the United States,' and contained, among
other very interesting features, an admirable

tribute to the value of the systematist and

a somewhat caustic criticism of the ' species

maker,' helpful suggestions for the experi-

ment station worker, and a very frank dis-

cussion of the unfortunate results which

attend the attempts sometimes made to com-

bine politics and science.

The following were elected to active mem-
bership : G. B. King, Lawrence, Mass.

;

Gerald McCarthy, Raleigh, N. C. ; E. P.

Pelt, Albany, IST. Y. ; A. P. Burgess, Mai-
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den, Mass. ; "W. B. Barrows, Agricultural

College, Michigan ; R. H. Pettit, Agricul-

tural College, Michigan ; W. S. Blatchley,

Indianapolis, Ind.

The following were elected foreign mem-
bers ; Claude Fuller, Eichard Helm, both of

Perth, West Australia. These additions

increase the members of this Association to

93 active and 31 foreign members.

The following papers were read and dis-

cussed :
' Additional Observations on the

Parasites of Orgyia leucostigma ;' 'Tempera-

ture Effects as Affecting Received Ideas on

the Hibernation of Injurious Insects;' 'A
Valuable Coccid;' ' Notes on the Common
House Fly,' L. O. Howard ;

' Notes on Cer-

tain Species of Coleoptera that attack Useful

Plants ' (abstract), F. H. Chittenden ;
' An

Experience with Paris Green,' T. D. A.

Cockerell ; 'Insects of the Year,' E. A.

Onerod ;' ' A Fungus Disease of the San

Jose Scale,' P. H. Rolfs ;
' The San Jose

Scale in Michigan;' 'A Malodorous Cara-

bid, Nomius pygmaeus,' W. B. Barrows ;
' A

Study of Lepidopterous Insects at Light and

at Sugar;' ' Vernacular Names of Insects,'

C. P. Gillette ;
' A Study of the Possible

Origin and Distribution of the Chinch Bug,'

F. M. "Webster ;
' Notes on Cape of Good

Hope Insects,' C. P. Lounsbury ;
' The

Giant Cactus and Its Fauna,' H. G. Hub-
bard ;

' Insects of the Year in Ohio,' F. M.

Webster-C. W. Mally ;
' On the Preparation

and Use of Arsenate of Lead,' A. H. Kirk-

land. A number of papers, the authors of

which were not present, were read by title

and will be included, probably, in the

published proceedings of the Associa-

tion. Among these papers were the follow-

ing :
' Notes on Insecticides,' ' The Peach

Twig Borer, Anasia lineatella,' G. L. Mar-

latt ; Ledra perdita va. Centruchus liebeckii,'

F. W. Goding ;
' Notes sur les Insectes

Nuisibles observes en Algerie et en Tunisie

pendant I'annee 1896-97,' 'Notes sur les In-

sectes Nuisibles observes en France,' Paul

Marchal; 'Notes on Injurious Insects of

Norway and Sweden,' W. M. Schoyen.

Several resolutions were passed, among
which were ( 1 ) a resolution requesting the

publication of the proceedings as a bulletin

of the Division of Entomology, U. S. Dept.

of Agriculture and (2) expi-essing familiar-

ity with the efforts of the State of Massa-

chusetts to exterminate the gypsy moth
and commending the results already ac-

complished.

The election of ofl&cers resulted as fol-

lows : President, Herbert Osborn, Ames,
Iowa ; First Vice-President, Lawrence
Bruner, Lincoln, Neb.; Second Vice-Presi-

dent, C. P. Gillette, Ft. Collins, Colo.;

Secretary-Treasurer, C. L. Marlatt, Wash-
ington, D. C.

The next meeting of the Association will

be held at Boston, Mass., August 19-20,

1898.

A. H KiRKLAND,

Secretary p)ro tern.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

THE ANCIENT SLAVONIC TYPE.

There prevails considerable uncertainty

as to the appearance of the ancient Slavs.

Professor Lubor Niederle, of Prague, how-

ever, in a recent work, and also in Globus,

No. 24, advances what seems sufficient rea-

sons to pronounce them to have been blonde

and dolichocephalic. He quotes the earli-

est authentic references in classical authori-

ties, all of which refer to the fair complexion

and reddish blonde (^a^Ou^) hue of the Slavic

peoples. In these respects the descriptions

ai'e the same as of the early Goths.

It is true that at present, and also in

many interments of ancient dates, brachy-

cephalic skulls are found in considerable

numbers ; and persons with dark complex-

ions and dark hair are numerous in Slavic

countries. Professor Niederle explains this

change of type bj' two agencies, intermix-

ture with other stocks, and by civilization.
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About the latter he writes :
" We cannot

demonstrate the connection, but there is a

striking parallelism between advancing

civilization and the gradual increase of the

skull in width." This is an interesting

statement, and it is to be hoped that Pro-

fessor Niederle will make it the subject of

a special study in the future.

THE LANGUAGE OB' THE MAMS.

The Mams lived in the northwestern

part of Guatemala and enjoyed an advanced

indigenous civilization. Their capital was
Zakeleu, the "White Land, meaning the

place of culture ; for in all the Maya dialects

white is a metaphorical expression for

civilized conditions. By some the Mams
have been held to be the earliest of the

Mayas to become sedentary and city build-

ers. Their ancient native name was Zak-

lohpakap, the White Cultivators.

A vocabulary of their tongue was printed

by Father Eeynoso, at Mexico, in 1644,

but is now so scarce that it is inaccessible

to students. The Comte de Charencey has,

therefore, conferred a favor on American-

ists by republishing it in the Ades de la

Soeiete Philologique, Tome XXV. It con-

tains nearly three thousand words, and
offers ample material for comparisons with

the other dialects of the stock. It is closely

akin to the Quiche, and is still spoken in a

number of villages. The volume may be

had from C. Klincksieck, 11 Eue de Lille,

D. G. Beinton.
Univeesity of Pennsylvania.

KOTES ON INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

In 1887 Professor Chroustchoff an-

nounced the discovery of a new element in

the monazite sand of North Carolina, to

which he gave the name 'russium.' This

discovery has not been confirmed by any
other chemist, but, induced by the supposed

discovery of ' lucium,' Professor Chroust-

choff has again gone over his work, pub-

lishing a short report in the Journal of the

Eussian Chemical Society. According to

Nature he has from 25 kilos of rare earths

extracted 35 grams of russium. It has an

atomic weight of 70.5 and its spectrum is

characterized by a group of green and violet

lines. He also claims to have resolved

cerium into five components, differing in

physical properties, and having atomic

weights respectively of 138, 140, 142, 146

and 156.5. He also finds, in addition to

Auer's neodj'mium and praseodymium, a

third new constituent of didymium to which

he gives the name glaukodymium. A de-

tailed account of his work is promised at

an early date.

In the last Berichte, W. Hentschel gives

an account of further investigations on the

chloride of nitrogen, in which he finds the

compound normally formed to have the

formula NCI3, confirming the work of Gat-

termann and of Balard. He also finds that

this compound can take up more chlorin

until its composition seems to be ~^G\^, but

this is really a solution of chlorin in the

chloride of nitrogen. His method of form-

ing this exceedingly explosive and danger-

ous compound is to bring together solutions

of ammonium chlorid and sodium hypo-

chlorite, and dissolve the chlorid of nitrogen

formed, which partly separates out and

partly remains in solution, in benzine.

In the P/iann. J. Trans., C. H. J. Warden
describes the method used in the Calcutta

Medical Depot for the production of a pure

silver nitrate from coin silver. The silver

used contains copper and is dissolved in

nitric acid and a portion of the silver ni-

trate crystallized out in the usual way. As
soon as the mother liquor is so concentrated

that the silver nitrate crystallizing out is

contaminated with copper it is evaporated

to dryness, finely powdered and placed in a

glass funnel stopped by an asbestos plug.

It is then washed with pure concentrated
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nitric acid until perfectly wiite. The cop-

per nitrate is very easily soluble in the

nitric acid, while the silver nitrate is almost

wholly insoluble. Any trace of silver dis-

solved by the nitric acid can be recovered

by treating with salt. This is by far the

simplest method proposed for obtaining

pure silver salts from coin or plate, and de-

serves trial in our laboratories.

H. Tryllee describes in the Beriehte a new
turbine for laboratory use, which lays claim

to the advantages of steadiness, noiseless-

ness and economy of water. To the axle

is attached a circular piece of wire gauze,

rotating in a thin cylindrical space. The
jet of water strikes the edge of the gauze

at a tangent and escapes by a pipe in the

center opposite the end of the axle. A
speed of four thousand revolutions is easily

attained. The turbine is to be manufac-

tured byM. Koehler and Martini, of Berlin.

J. L. H.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

The meeting of the British Association at

Toronto has proceeded in accordance with the

program. The members in attendance, about

1,200 in all, have been received with great hos-

pitaUty, and many important papers have been

given before the sections. The meeting is still

in progress as we go to press, and we shall de-

fer an account of the proceedings until nest

week.

The British Medical Association will meet in

Edinburgh in 1898, under the presidency of

Professor T. Grainger Stewart.

According to the latest lists about 5,000

members had expressed their intention of at-

tending the 12th International Medical Congress

meeting this month in Moscow; about half of

the number are Russians, 800 are from Ger-

manj', 600 from Austria, 500 from France, 250

from England and from Italy, and 100 from

America.

The sixty-ninth meeting of German Men
of Science and Physicians will, as we have al-

ready noted, be held at Brunswick from the

20th to the 25th of September. The social

arrangements begin on the preceding day with

a reception, a banquet and an exhibition of

sports. The first general meeting opens on the

20th with the reports of oflScers, followed by

two addresses, one by Professor Richard Meyer,

of Brunswick, on the relations between chem-

ical research and technical chemistry
;
the other

by Professor Waldeyer, of Berlin, on fertiliza-

tion and inheritance. At the second general

session Professor Orth, of Gottingen, will speak

on medical instruction and the practice of medi-

cine, and Dr. Hermann Meyer, of Leipzig, on

central Brazil. Several joint meetings of the

sections have been arranged, one of special

interest being a discussion of scientific photog-

raphy in its applications to the natural sciences

and to medicine.

The Scientific Society of Argentina, says Na-

ture, is organizing a Congreso Cientlfico Latino

Americano, to be held at Buenos Ayres in April

next, in commemoration of the twenty-fifth an-

niversary of its foundation. The Congress will

be under the patronage of the President of the

Argentine Republic and the Ministers of Jus-

tice, Foreign Affairs, and Public Instruction.

There will be seven sections, dealing respec-

tively with exact sciences (pure and applied

mathematics, astronomy, geodesy and topog-

raphy), engineering, physics and chemistry,

natural science, medical sciences (including hy-

giene and climatology), anthropology and so-

ciology.

We noticed sometime since the appointment

of a committee to investigate the condition of

the Coast and Geodetic Survey. This committee

has now presented a report which will not be

made public. The Washington Star, however,

states that it is practically decided that a suc-

cessor to the present Director of the Survey will

be appointed, and that the selection will be

made without reference to political considera-

tions and on the grounds of scientific standing.

Professor C. B. Howes, writing Dr. Thurs-

ton to inform him of the condition of the work

of the Huxley Memorial Committee, states that

the statue is now in progress, in the hands of

Mr. Ford, the sculptor, and promises to be most

excellent. It is to be a seated figure in a gown,
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to be placed at the bottom of the steps in the

Hall of the Natural History Museum leading

up to the statue of Darwin. It is in white

marble. The design for a medal for the Eoyal

College of Science is thought admirable, and

the medal is in preparation. It is further possi-

ble, if subscriptions continue, that a medal may
be instituted, open to the world of biologists,

and awarded by the Royal Society. The Messrs.

Macmillan, as a memorial, also, are publishing

a fine edition of Huxley's scientific papers ; the

first volume being now well in hand. There

are on the list many subscriptions from America

and it is not too late for others to be sent.

The monument to Darwin to which we have

several times referred was unveiled on August

10th. It is in his native town of Shrewsbury

and in front of the school which for nine years

he attended. The monument, the work of Mr.

Horace Montford, represents Darwin seated in

a chair holding some manuscripts from which

his face is turned as if deep in thought, while

at the foot are a number of volumes represent-

ing his finished works.

De. Victoe Meyerj professor of chemistry

at the University of Heidelberg, died at Heidel-

berg of apoplexy on August 8th, aged 49 years.

Meyer filled chairs of chemistry at Stiittgart,

Zurich and Gottingen and finally succeeded

Bunsen at Heidelberg in 1889. His work was
in organic chemistry, more especially relating

to the nitro-compounds and the vapor density

of volatile compounds.

We regret also to record the deaths of M.
Quantin, assistant in the taxidermic laboratory

of the Paris Museum of Natural History, and of

Dr. W. Petzold, a writer on geography and
astronomy.

We learn from Cosmos that the new buildings

of the Paris Museum of Natural History have not

been completed as soon as was expected, the

work of construction having been stopped for

three months owing to the delay in voting funds

for its completion. Work has, however, now
been resumed and it is hoped that the galleries

will be open to the public by the beginning of

next year. The lower floor contains the collec-

tions of comparative anatomy which are being

arranged under the direction of MM. Filhol and

Jarvis. The collections of anthropology and
paleontology are being put in order on the

upper floor. The collections have hitherto

been badly arranged in crowded quarters, but

will now be exhibited to great advantage. New
catalogues giving full details are also being

prepared.

An exhibition has been opened in the zo-

ological galleries of the Paris Museum of Nat-

ural History containing the collections in nat-

ural history made by M. Chaffanjon on his

expedition to Siberia and Central Asia.

An exhibition of navigation instruments was
opened in London on August 5th, intended es-

pecially to illustrate the progress that has been

made in the art of navigation during the

Queen's reign. There are in all about two
hundred exhibits including a sextant by Bird,

said to have been used by Captain Cook, lent

bj'' the Eoyal Astronomical Society, Lord Kel-

vin's deflector for adjusting the compass, his

sounding machine and other instruments of

historical or scientific interest.

We learn from Die Natur that the committee

for the introduction of the produce of German
colonies held its general meeting in Hamburg,
recently. The committee has founded a journal

called Der Tropenpflanzer, and has established

in Berlin a permanent exhibition of colonial

imports. The committee offers prizes for the

development in the African colonies of new re-

sources, such as the making of wine, the culti-

vation of coca and quinine, the production of

gum arable, etc.

The Hungarian government has completed

the necessary arrangements for the construction,

without delay, of a subway beneath the Danube
at Budapest on the same principle as that of

the new Blackwall tunnel under the Thames in

London.

A TELEGEAM from San Francisco states that

Commissioner-General Herman, of the United

States Land ofiice, has arrived there for the

purpose of conferring with Professor Hilgard

and other members of the State Forestry Com-
mission upon the subject of the forest reserves,

of which about 6,000,000 acres are located in

California.
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There has been established in Switzerland a

weather bureau. A dispatch is sent each even-

ing from Zurich giving the weather probabilities

for the next twenty-four hours. The predic-

tions are based on data received from the prin-

cipal meteorological stations of Europe com-

bined with experience of local conditions. The
dispatch is further distributed by telephone to

those communes prepared to subscribe 10 frs.

per month for the service.

The Royal ' Institut fiir Pflanzen Physiologie

and Pflanzen Schutz,' in Berlin, offers to give,

without charge, information and advice regard-

ing diseases and injuries of cultivated plants.

It is also prepared to send agents to examine

the plants without charge beyond the railway

ticket which, in certain cases, will also be paid

by the Institute.

An International Conference of Legal Medi-

cine convened at Brussels on August 2d. It

was welcomed by the Belgian Minister of Jus-

tice, and Dr. Veleminckx, the Honorary Presi-

dent of Committee of Organization, gave an

account of preceding conferences. A number
of topics were discussed concerning the rela-

tions of medicine and law—among them the

treatment of insane criminals, regarding which

a series of recommendations was passed by the

Congress.

The Eighth Annual Congress ofFrench-speak-

ing Neurologists met at Toulouse on August 2d.

Addresses were made by Dr. Ritti and Dr.

Labeda, on Esquirol, who was born at Toulouse,

and Pinel, who was born near by, as the in-

auguration of memorials to be erected in their

memory. Pinel and Esquirol, as is well known,

were leaders in the reforms in the treatment of

the insane. Before their time it was usual to treat

the insane as intermediate between criminals and
wild animals. They first showed that insanity

is a disease, and in many cases a curable

disease.

We noted last week the loss, in the shipwreck

of the City of Mexico, of the collections and ap-

paratus of the zoological expedition sent by
Columbia University to Alaska. Word has just

been received by mail that the party lost all

the results of their season's work. They left

Sitka in the City of Mexico, of the Alaska S. S.

Co., on August 4th, taking the outside pas-

sage. At 4:20 a. m. on the 5th, in a heavy fog,

the vessel attempted to enter Queen Charlotte

Sound, through Dixon's Channel, and ran upon

a reef known as Devil's Rock, sinking in two
hours. The crew and passengers were trans-

ferred to life boats and after seventeen hours of

exposure reached the Indian village at 11 p. m.,

where they were hospitably cared for until the

arrival of the City of Topeka, three days later.

The Columbia party lost all their collections,

drawings, notes and apparatus, excepting three

microscopes. They will reestablish the old sta-

tion at Port Townsend, Puget Sound, for the re-

mainder of the season.

M. Robert Wurtz, professor at the Paris

School of Medicine, one of the leading French

bacteriologists, has been chosen for a mission

in Abyssinia. He will go to Adis Abeba,

where, after having organized a department of

vaccination, he will study the rinderpest and

similar infectious maladies.

The steamer Belgica, with the Gerlache

Antarctic expedition on board, sailed from

Brussels on August 16th. The Belgian Chamber
of Representatives has made an additional ap-

propriation of 60,000 frs. for the expedition.

A message has been received from Turnavick,

on the coast ofLabrador, dated July 2Sth, stating

that the steamer Hope, with Lieutenant R. E.

Peary's expedition abroad, had touched there

that day and sailed again on its way to Green-

land. All on board were well.

A SERiotrs epidemic of small-pox is feared at

Montreal. The city has been divided into

twenty-four districts, and there will be a house-

to-house vaccination.

Dr. Marten, chief of Dr. Roux's laboratory

of the Pasteur Institute, has been awarded an

honorary gold medal by the French government

for his work in epidemiology.

Senor Canovas, by his will, has left to the

National Library, at Madrid, a collection of

30,000 books, many of which are very rare.

A BUILDING for a free library and historical

society, to cost $20,000, has been given by Mr.

Spalding, of Chicago, to Athens, Pa., his native

town.
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An explosion occurred recently in a labora-

tory at Saint Michael-de-Maurienne, where car-

bide of calcium was being manufactured. The
building was destroyed and one workman was
killed and three others were seriously injured.

The unpublished journals of the great nat-

uralist Audubon, written in French, are being

translated for publication in English by his

granddaughter, Miss Maria Audubon.

GiNN & Co. announce that they will publish

at once ' Stories of Insect Life, ' by Professor

Clarence M. Weed, of the New Hampshire
College of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts.

The book is designed to give information to the

child regarding the lives of the insects, and to

stimulate pupils to fuller observation of insects

out-of-doors.

The trustees of the Boston Public Library

have authorized the publication, in their bulle-

tins, of an exhaustive ' Bibliography on the An-
thropology and Ethnology of Europe,' prepared

by Professor William Z. Ripley, of the Massa-

chussetts Institute of Technology, lecturer in

anthropo-geography at Columbia University.

This list of references will include about 1,500

titles, taken in every instance from the original

sources. It embodies the raw materials of the

papers on the Racial Geography of Europe now
appearing in successive numbers of the Popular

Science Monthly, afterward to be published in

book form. Every precaution has been taken

to insure completeness and accuracy ; most of

the living authorities will have corrected and
supplemented the lists of their own works in

proof. The bibliographical systems of Minot
and Wilson will be employed, with a complete
subject index. A special feature will be the

reference to original maps, whether linguistic,

somatological or ethnographical. It is worthy
of note that practically all of the titles in this

recent field of investigation are upon the

shelves of the Boston Library, proof positive

of the possibilities for research from original

sources which are now afforded by our great

American collections.

We are glad to welcome a new edition of the
'Dynamic Sociology,' of Professor Lester F.

Ward, published by the Appletons. The first

edition, issued in 1883, was very fully reviewed

in four articles included in the second volume
of this Journal, and no material changes have
been made in the present edition. There is

much to be said for not attempting to recast a
work that represents a given epoch in the his-

tory of a new science. The further develop-

ment of the author's views on psychology have
been given expression in a separate volume
(the ' Psychic Factors of Civilization,' 1893), and
this is a better plan than re-writing a standard

book. An interesting preface to this edition of

the ' Dynamic Sociology ' notes that fourteen

years ago,when the work was first published, the

word sociology was used but rarely ; there were
but few books on the science, no journals, and
no university chairs. Now all is changed ; the

word is on the lips of everyone, and the science,

if given as wide a range as Professor Ward's
book, bids fair, as he says, to become the lead-

ing science of the twentieth century. The
preface gives some account of the suppression

of the Russian translation of the book, which
was widely commented on in the daily papers

several years ago. The suggestion is made
that the title suggested socialism and dynamite
to the Council of Ministers, a very dangerous
combination from their point of view. A Polish

translation appears also to have been suppressed,

but four Russian translations of the ' Psychic

Factors of Civilization ' have been made.

Peofbssor Bailey's 'Principles of Fruit

Growing ' (The Macmillan Co) is both practical

and scientific. As all that the author writes

—and it is not little—the book is worth read-

ing, both by the practical gardener and by the

student. After an introduction covering the

kinds of fruits, the geography of fruit growing
and its methods, chapters are devoted to loca-

tion and climate, the tillage of fruit lands, their

fertilization, their planting and their care, fol-

lowed by chapters on disease and insects, and
on harvesting and marketing. Professor Bailey

makes many acute remarks, as when he calls

spraying ' insurance ' and gives as one of its

uses 'waking up the horticulturist.' This vol-

ume is the fifth in this 'Rural Science Series,'

edited by the author of this volume, which has

fulfilled the promise of the publishers to be
' readable, simple, clear-cut, practical, up-to-

date, and thoroughly scientific and reliable.

'
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We have received from "W. B. Saunders,

Philadelphia, a bulky volume by Drs. George M.

Gould and Walter L. Pyle, entitled "Anom-
alies and Curiosities of Medicine: Being an

encyclopedic collection of rare and extraordi-

nary cases, and of the most striking instances of

abnormality in all branches of medicine and

surgery, derived from an exhaustive research

of medical literature from its origin to the

present day, abstracted, classified, annotated

and indexed." We should scarcely suppose

that the compilation of this volume would

repay the labors of the compilers and the

costs of publication. A miscellany like this

can scarcely be regarded as a contribution,

such as Geoflfroy Saint-Hilaire made, to-

ward an explanation of the formation of

monstrosities in its relation to zoological the-

ory. Still the study of variations is of the ut-

most importance for zoology, and extreme

cases of human abnormality may prove useful

to the student of the theory of evolution. The

cases given in the work are treated critically,

full references being given and a fairly conserv-

ative attitude being adopted. But one modern

instance is worth more than many old saws,

and it is rather a contribution to folk-lore than

to medicine to relate stories, qualified as incred-

ible, such as that of Countess Margaret and her

365 infants.

The fifty-eighth anniversary meeting of the

Fellows of the Royal Botanic Society was held

on August 10th, in the Society's gardens at

Regent's Park, Mr. C. Brinsley Marlay presid-

ing. According to the report in the London
Times six new Fellows were elected and eleven

candidates were nominated for election at the

next meeting after the vacation. The annual

report of the Council to the Fellows stated,

among other things, that tentative arrange-

ments had recently been made for taking

visitors round the gardens by members of the

staff to point out objects of special interest.

Free tickets had been granted during the year

to about 800 students. About 50,000 specimens

of plants had been given for educational pur-

poses. The Council had decided to open a

school of practical gardening and to hold ex-

aminations and grant certificates for gardeners.

The new school had already been officially

recognized by the Technical Education Board,

which was sending pupils to attend its classes

and had voted an annual grant of £100 to the

Botanic Society in aid of the scheme. The
number of Fellows on the books had risen from

1,700 in 1887 to 2,000 in 1897. The report

having been presented, a discussion followed

in which Sir Blundell Maple, M. P., proposed

that the Society should build in the gardens a

club-house to which the Fellows could have

access. He volunteered to lend the Society a

sum of £3,000 for this purpose, the money to

be repaid by easy instalments. He anticipated

that such a club would be a large source of in-

come to the Society, and he added that if it

should eventually prove to be a loss the loss

should be his. Eventually the report was

adopted unanimously. The chairman an-

nounced that the promise of a new lease of the

gardens, to commence on the termination of

the present one, had been definitely given by

her Majesty's Commissioners of Woods and

Forests for a fresh term of 31 years, and that

the Society's outlook was now most promising.

The research scholars of the British Medical

Association (the scholarships being of the value

of $750 each) have handed in their reports.

Dr. J. B. Leathes has been engaged in a re-

search into the nature of mucin-like proteids

contained in ovarian cysts. Dr. J. S. R. Rus-

sell has been studying the tracts of the medulla

oblongata and the cervical nerves. Dr. Swale

Vincent has been studying the physiology of

the suprarenal capsules.

According to the British Medical Journal the

new State Institute for researches with Ront-

gen rays, or ' actinography ' ( as the new term

runs ) has been opened under the direction of

Professor Grunmach. It is close to the Charit6

Hospital and its clinical institutions, and has

every convenience for the transport of severe

cases. Needless to say, the Institute is fur-

nished with all the newest appliances
;

it con-

tains a laboratory, a lecture theatre, photo-

graphic rooms, and a room where the patients are

examined according to the usual methods be-

fore being subjected to the X-rays. In the first

week after the opening of the new Institute,
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two of the rare cases of inversion of the viscera

were sent from the Charity, actinography re-

vealing the inverted displacement of the organs,

their size and motions, with the greatest dis-

tinctness.

Professor Gotch, Waynflete professor of

physiology at Oxford, in his annual report states

that the following research work has been in

progress during the present year : (1) The Pro-

fessor and Mr. G. J. Burch. Upon the Electro-

motive properties of Malapterurus electricus,

being a continuation of previous work on the

subject. (2) The Professor. On the Tendon Ef-

fect and on the Influence of Temperature upon
Excitability and Conductivity. (3) The Regius

Professor of Medicine. On Muscular Contrac-

tion. (4) Dr. J. S. Haldane and Professor Lor-

rain Smith. On the Oxygen Tension of Arterial

Blood, the Detection of Carbonic Oxide in Air

and Blood, the Action of Nitrites upon Blood,

etc. (5) Dr. Mann. On the Changes in Nerve
Cells Associated with their Activity. (6) Mr.

W. H. Vernon. On the Respiratory changes

of Cold-blooded Animals. (7) Miss Huie. On
the Changes in the Cells of Drosera. (8) Pro-

fessor Sherrington and Mr. J. S. Macdonald.
On the Neuro-muscular Mechanism of Respira-

tion. (9) Mr. Buddicom. On the Effect of

Ether and other Gases upon Nerve Excitability,

etc. (10) Mr. W. E. Stainer. On the peptic

properties of Pitcher-plant liquid.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.
The University of Berlin has set an example

in maintaining academic freedom by electing as

Rector for the coming year Professor Gustav
Schmoller, who is supposed to have incurred the

enmity of the Emperor by the character of his

lectures on political economy.

The Paris correspondent of the London
Times states that under the law of July 10, 1896,

decrees have been issued for the government of

universities. Each university is to have a

council consisting of the rector, the heads of

faculties, and two delegates of each faculty

elected triennially by the professors. The
council, subject in certain cases to the approval

of the supreme education council, will have
control over the teaching, discipline, and
property of the university. It will, however,

have merely a consultative voice on the

finances, and on the creation, abolition or

transformation of professorships, for the State

will continue to pay the stipends. The main-

tenance of buildings, on the other hand, will

fall on the university, and must be defrayed

from students' fees or from endowments. The
State takes the fees for examinations and State

diplomas, but all other fees go to the university

treasury. It will, therefore, be to the interest

of each university to attract as many students

as possible. The receipts of Paris University

are estimated at 600,000f. and of Lyons at 130,-

OOOf , but Besangon and Clermont have at pres-

ent only 700f. or 800f , and will obviously have

to solicit subsidies either from the State or from

local bodies. Failing this, the smaller univer-

sities are likely to succumb. One of the features

of the new system is that a student will, as in

Germany, be able to migrate from one university

to another without lengthening his studies or

delaying his degree.

The Swiss government has for several years

offered courses de vacanee or university extension

courses at Lausanne and Geneva, which have
been attended by numbers of American, Eng-
lish and other foreign students. The Department

of Public Instruction has now decided to supple-

ment the courses given by the Faculty of Let-

ters by adding to the program scientific and
historical excursions, with lectures given gra-

tuitously by university professors.

At the meeting of the London County Coun-
cil on July 20th the Technical Educational

Board presented their report for the preceding

quarter. It stated that arrangements had been

made with King's College and University Col-

lege for evening courses of instruction, to be

given to persons who are engaged during the

day, in civil engineering, mechanical engi-

neering, architecture, natural philosophy, pure

mathematics, electrical engineering, magnetic

and electric currents, the strength of materials,

the principles of practical physiology, experi-

mental physics, and the teaching of mathe-

matics. Arrangements had also been made for

a Saturday morning course to teachers to be

held at Bedford College. In the teachers'

courses the aim would be to explain the best

educational methods of teaching the respective
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subjects to their pupils and not to prepare the

teachers to pass examinations. The payments
made by the Board during the quarter amounted
to about $100,000.

Degbees of a ' Chicago National University

'

have been for sale in London. The Times states

that it has "received a telegram from Mr.

Francis Harkins, the Chancellor of the Chicago

National University, stating that that univer-

sity repudiates agents who offer degrees on

payment of a guinea." There are five hun-

dred colleges and universities in the United

States entitled to confer degrees, but the ' Chi-

cago National University ' is not one of them.

Miss Martha Veeder has been appointed

professor of mathematics at Huguenot College,

Cape Colony.

M. JuMELLE has been made assistant pro-

fessor of botany, and M. Beaulard assistant

professor of physics in the faculty of sciences

of Grenoble, and M. Brunhes has been made
professor of physics in the faculty of sciences

of Dijon.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS DtfRING AN

ATLANTIC VOTAGE.

To THE Editor of Science : A few notes of

meteorological interest, made during a recent

voyage from New York to Rio de Janeiro, may
not be unwelcome to the readers of Science.

The trip itself is one which cannot fail to inter-

est anyone who has a knowledge of meteorology

,

for the steamer route crosses several of the

great wind and calm belts of the world, and
the characteristic features of each belt are

brought into striking contrast as the ship

passes from prevailing westerlies into ' horse

latitudes,' and then successively through N.

E. trades, ' doldrums ' and S. E. trades, the

voyage ending in the ' horse latitude ' belt of

the southern hemisphere. A teacher of meteor-

ology who has the good fortune to take this voy-

age must constantly feel how grand an opportu-

nity the trip would give him to teach the great

facts of this science to a class of students, if he

could only take his class with him. It would
indeed be field-work, if such an expression may
be used, on a magnificent scale.

The formation of cumulus clouds over is-

lands has been noted by many observers in dif-

ferent parts of the world, but is always of inter-

est. On June 8th, early in the afternoon, the

ship was some distance to the eastward of

Bermuda. The sky, except in the west, was
covered with strato-cumulus clouds, and the

wind was light from S. S. W. On the west-

ern horizon the sky was lighter, and the sun

was shining on the low clouds. In this direc-

tion, which was that in which Bermuda lay,

could be seen a considerable number of cu-

mulus clouds, radiating from below the west-

ern horizon, and moving across the sky to the

N. E. These were evidently coming from the

island, for in no other part of the sky were
there any other cumulus clouds to be seen.

The cumuli diminished rapidly in size as they

increased their distance from their place of

origin, and they were lost sight of as the ship's

course took her farther away from the island.

Another observation of cumulus clouds formed

over land was made on the morning of June 23d,

when about 10 miles off shore north of Bahia.

There was a splendid development of cumuli

over the land, the shore-line to the north and

south being outlined in the sky by the clouds,

while over the ocean there were only a few

scattered trade cumuli.

On June 9th (noon position 29°43' N.,

59°23' W.), between 3 and 4 p. m., there was
a fine opportunity to study the growth and
mechanism of an advancing thunderstorm.

These storms, as the writer has pointed out in

an account of the thunderstorms of New Eng-

land, advance, when well developed, in a long

line (storm-front), but their activity is not the

same all along this line. In some places where

there is more active convectional ascent the

rain and thunder and lightning are more severe,

while at other points along the same storm-

front there may be no rainfall, and the clouds

may even seem to break away. It is these

apparent breaks along the storm-front which

give rise to the common statement that thunder-

storms ' divide ' over an observer, when in

reality there is no true division. On the day

in question the thunderstorm when first noted

was a single large cumulo-nimbus cloud to the

west, and the heaviest rain could distinctly be
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seen falling below those portions of the cloud

which showed the most lofty tops. These extra

heavy rains were seen falling in three places

under the main mass of the cloud, and over

each of these places the height of the cloud

was noted as being especially great. While

watching this cumulo-nimbus it was noticed

that to the south of it there were some cumulus

clouds developing rapidly into cumulo-nimbus

and becoming part of the same cloud as that

first observed. In this way the storm-front was

seen to be extending itself gradually farther

and farther to the south, new cumulus clouds

continually developing into cumulo-nimbus and

joining themselves to the parent storm-cloud.

Thus, in an hour, more or less, a long storm-

front was developed, extending with a N. E.-

S.W. front across the greater part of the western

sky. The movement was to the N. E. Careful

observation ofthe storm-front showed distinctly

the centers of extra heavy rainfall and the

lighter portions in between these centers. In

these lighter portions either no rain or light

rain was falling.

At sunset on June 18th, in the S. E. trade

(noon position, 0°16'N., 38°47'W.), some obser-

vations of degrading cumuli were interesting.

The afternoon sky was fairly well covered with

trade cumuli, some of the clouds almost reach-

ing the cumulo-nimbus stage. Just after sunset

careful observation of these clouds showed them
dissolving and toppling over in a very striking

manner. The clouds were in shadow, and

were clearly outlined against the bright sunset

sky behind them. The process of disintegra-

tion was of two kinds. In the first the top of

the cloud, bending forward in the direction of

the prevailing wind, simply toppled over to the

northwest, breaking off, so to speak, at the

point where it joined the main cloud mass.

The upper part, after toppling over, quickly

evaporated, and a long line of trade cumulus

would thus lose their typical form and become
flattened out into a long band, which, in time,

also broke up and faded away. In the second

kind of disintegration the shape of the top of

the cloud remained unchanged during the pro-

cess, the cloud particles simply dissolving as

they kept their position with relation to the

cloud base. Thus, in a few minutes, only the

skeleton of the top of the cloud was left, and
this also soon evaporated, leaving, as in the

first process, a long flat band of cloud. The
two processes were quite distinct, although they

were both processes of disintegration. In ex-

planation of these phenomena, it appeared that

the second kind of disintegration occurred only

when the clouds were large and well devel-

oped, i. e., where the supply of water vapor

from below was probably still active, and the

effect of the faster-moving upper air in blowing

forward the top was not so strong in conse-

quence. For this reason, the cloud kept its

shape well, dissolving without being toppled

over, while in the first case the cloud was
probably in a stagnant condition, and its top

offered less resistance to being blown over.

In conclusion, a few directions of cloud

movement may be of interest, although com-

ment on them is omitted by reason of lack of

time at the present writing.

June 10. Lat. 26°58'N., Long. 55°41'W.

Cirro-stratus from N. W. June 11. Lat. 23°

45'N., Long. 52°30'W. Cirrus from S. W. June

13. Lat, 16°35'N., Long. 47°34'W. Lowfracto-

cumulus from E. N. B. (wind direction) ; alto-

cumulus from N. E. June 17. Lat. 3°29'N.,

Long. 40°44'W. Cirro-cumulus from E. ; cumu-

lus from S. E. (wind direction). June 18. On
equator. Cirrus and cirro-cumulus from E. by

S. June 19. Lat. 2°42'S., Long. 36°43'W.

Cirro-stratus from E. by S.

R. De C. Ward.
Buenos Ayees, July 14, 1897.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Travels in West Africa. By Maey H. Kingsley.

The Macmillan Co. 1897. 16 plates, 29 il-

lustrations in the text. Pp. xvi. + 743.

Cloth $6.50

An interesting book in spite of some defects.

It takes Miss Kingsley 120 pages to get settled

down to the subject of her 'beloved southwest

coast ;
' and the 400th page is passed before you

reach the valuable portion of the book.

There is little, past, present, or even future,

in connection with West Africa that does not

get a touch from her facile pen. There is how-

ever an easy flippancy of manner in the story
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which carries you on, in spite of a knowledge

that the writer is ' on very thin ice ' a great

deal of the time. The off-hand way in which

some rather serious problems are treated is

hardly fair, even if we should agree with the

sarcasm of some of her criticisms of isolated

cases. For example, much space is devoted to

the discussion of the subject of the need of

proper training for the natives. And where

the mission schools go to work along the lines

of tailoring, printing, bookbinding, etc., many
of which West Africa is certainly not in the

most urgent need of, we should agree that they

could employ their time much better upon such

subjects as smithwork, carpentering or, best of

all, agriculture. Our young lady, however, is

never tired of quoting Dr. Nassau, for his great

learning on the subject of the blacks, and then

pokes fun at his efforts and those of some of his

colleagues, forgetting that the seamy side of the

garment of civilization as applied to the West
Coast is probably just as apparent to them as

to her, during her rather picnic-like excursions

into these regions.

As an example, "even sewing, washing and
ironing are a little ahead of time. When the

girl goes back to her husband with her two
dresses she will soon be reduced to a single

dirty rag, which will answer for dress, sheet,

towel and dish cloth, and then think of the

envy and jealousy of the other wives, and the

state of feeling induced by such style. Wash-
ing and ironing become parlor accomplishments

when your husband does not wear a shirt, and
when household linen is non-existent." One
might ask the question. What is the use of try-

ing to do anything?

Some of the writer's conclusions form very

interesting reading. One of the new reasons

given for polygamy is that the man of the

house is liable to 'get enough to eat.' But
when, after getting fast on a sand bank, and

trying to haul off by fastening a line to the

trees on the main bank, and succeeding in pull-

ing away the bank, trees and all, she reaches

the conclusion that 'Africa is a rotten Conti-

nent,' we cannot help but admire the stoical

cheerfulness which is certainly the prime

requisite for a good traveller.

One of her ' hints to travellers ' is worthy

of a wide circulation, namely, to always learn

the word or words meaning 'I don't know!'

as instances are given where four villages and

two rivers have been graced with words bear-

ing this interpretation, which does not tend to

geographical clearness. Another feature might

be added, drawn from the fact that rivers are

sometimes called by one name going up, and

by another going down the current.

The really valuable portion of the book is

that devoted to the subject of fetichism. Here

the inspiration of Dr. Nassau is plainly visible,

though there is a great deal of clear insight

and common sense used in the interpretation of

some of these difficult problems. It is a valu-

able contribution to our knowledge of the sub-

ject.

There are five appendices to the work. The

first two are by the authoress upon Trade and

Labor on the West Coast and upon Labor.

These are followed by a chapter by Dr. Giin-

ther describing her collection of fish and rep-

tiles. Appendix IV. is by Mr. Kirby, of the

British Museum, on the insects obtained from

the Ogowe region. The last is a legend of the

origin of the cloth loom.

William Libbbt.

Princeton University.

The Microscope and Microscopical Methods. By
Simon Henry Gage. Sixth edition. Re-

written, greatly enlarged. Comstock Publish-

ing Company, Ithaca, New York. 1896.

Octavo; pp. xii+237 ; 165 figures, 1 plate.

The appearance of a new edition of Professor

Gage's work on 'The Microscope' calls for

notice, since the addition of a large number of

figures and about 90 pages of new material

have made it practically a new book. As stated

in the preface, the plan of the work is: ' Actual

experiments carried on by the student himself;'

and in this respect the book is probably unique

in its field, and, it is needless to say, thoroughly

in accord with the modern scientific method.

In the preparation of the book Professor Gage

has drawn upon his long experience and numer-

ous publications on microscopic technique,

and in particular subjects has taken pains to

consult specialists whose authority would not

be questioned and to whom due ackuowledg-
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ment is made in various places. The extensive

scope of the book is yvell shown by an outline

of the various chapters : (1) The naicroscope

and its parts. (2) The manipulation of the

same. (3) The interpretation of images. (4)

Magnification and measurement. (5) Drawing.

(6) Micro-spectroscope and polariscope. (7)

Technique of the obj ect. (8) Photo-micrography.

To these are added a copious appendix on

methods of testing and on preparing figures for

publication, while the whole is terminated by

an extensive bibliographical list and by a good

index. The bibliography is to be especially

commended for its accuracy and complete-

ness. A careful review of its five pages of

closely printed type discloses only one omission,

though that is rather a striking one, the Zeit-

schrift fiir angewandte Mikroskopie.

The book is full of valuable information, not

only for the student, but for those of consider-

able experience in microscopic technique, and
the number of good hints which .,are given is

very large. Of course, every man has his own
ideas with reference to details of technique, and
undoubtedly no one would agree with the exact

plan outlined by the author. For instance,

some would undoubtedly criticise the state-

ments that balsam mounts should be sealed, as

also that collodion is the most generally avail-

able imbedding material. Many will find fault

with the detail of instruction given for the use

of the mathematical tables. These are, however,

particulars in which the manual is suited to the

course given by Professor Gage, and easily

capable of omission by those who use the book

with other ideas in mind.

It may be fairly questioned whether the

amount of space given to the microscope and
its accessories from an optical standpoint is not

excessive ; as compared with Behrens, Kossel

& SchiefFerdecker, for instance, the extent of

space devoted to this branch of the topic is

rather striking. In the latter work about 30

per cent, of the space is devoted to the instru-

ment, while 50 per cent, is spent in the consid-

eration of the preparation of the object.

In Professor Gage's book the microscope and
its accessories occupy about 80 per cent, of the

entire work
;
and even when one considers that

some parts are discussed here more fully in the

light of recent development in certain branches

of the subject, it is still questionable whether

the technique of the object has not been slighted

in favor of the technique of the instrument.

As the reviewer has pointed out elsewhere, it is

undoubtedly by the development in the manipu-

lation of the object that recent years have ad-

vanced so far, and it is to this advance that we
are indebted for our rapidly growing knowl-

edge with reference to more fundamental phe-

nomena of biological science. Some years ago

in his address, ' A Plea for Phj'siological His-

tology,' Professor Gage himselfemphasized this

side of the question. The various methods of

reconstruction are, in the opinion of the re-

viewer, of much greater general importance to

the student in every branch of biological science

than some of the difl[icult mathematical discus-

sions of optics which are treated at length in

the book, and yet the topic of reconstruction

has not even been mentioned. This is all the

more striking when one recalls that we are in-

debted to Mrs. Gage for a most admirable and
inexpensive method ofreconstruction, and when
the various methods have been so largely ap-

plied both by her and by the author in their vari-

ous researches.

The treatment of the microscope as an op-

tical instrument, with its various accessories, is

exceedingly complete
; so much so that Profes-

sor Gage gives us fourteen full pages of cuts of

microscopes, in which good, bad and indiflTerent

stands are mixed with rare impartiality. There

is no discussion of the principles on which the

construction of the various types is based, and

no choice expressed with reference to which are

the most reliable or would best perform certain

sorts of work. The beginner, or even a stu-

dent of some experience, would sit dazed be-
"

fore this collection of figures in his efforts to

decide which he needed. The inclusion of so

many cuts was, perhaps, a necessity of the case,

seeing that the electrotypes were donated by
the manufacturers and it would have been un-

wise to have slighted any particular firm ; and

yet it might have helped a little to have dis-

cussed briefly the general principles of con-

struction involved.

Among minor defects one might mention a

lack of care in type-reading, which shows itself
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in the use of both m.m. and mm. several times

on the same page, and in the recurrence of

various misspelled names. It is certainly

amusing to learn that an article can easily be

made by a tin smith. One notices, also, an

occasional slip of the pen, as a result of which

figure and text do not always agree. Thus,

the mechanical stage, shown in figure 69, does

not possess verniers, despite the statement in

the description of the cut, and the absence of

this feature is undoubtedly a serious defect in

the construction of the stage as compared with

that of another maker which is shown in the

adjacent figure. The excessive number and

length of the foot-notes in the book mar the

beauty of the page, and many of them might

easily have been incorporated in the text. It

is further true that the constant use of vulgar

fractions, which have no place in a scientific

text-book, is another point to be justly criti-

cised. Their employment also is not limited to

such as are difficult to translate into decimal

figures, but J^, -j-|^ mm., etc., are of constant

occurrence.

While it would be manifestly unfair to give

an idea of the book based merely on these criti-

cisms of minor details, it is evidently impos-

sible to do more than hint at some of the many
advantageous features which it contains. The

synopses of the steps in the preparation of par-

afiin and collodion sections are of exceeding

value to any student and will doubtless save

much time and many errors. Throughout the

book one finds very complete cross references

and satisfactory bibliographical notes which

will be of constant use to the worker. Every

topic is completely and concisely discussed
;
the

order is clear and logical, and one is at a loss

to suggest points that have been overlooked.

The chapter on Photo-micrography deserves

especial mention. It includes much that can-

not be found elsewhere and is altogether the

best concise statement of the subject which is

accessible. This chapter is worth more than

the price of the entire work. Like the rest of

the book, it is copiously illustrated ; the figures

are fexceptionally well chosen, and among them

are a couple of splendid photo-microgi-aphs from

the work of Mrs. Gage, who also drew all the

original figures by which the work is illustrated.

As a whole, the work is a useful and valuable

addition to the manuals accessible to the

American teacher and is destined to be widely

and generally used.

Henry Baldwin Wabd.

The Chances of Death and other Studies in Evo-

lution. Karl Pearson. Edward Arnold,

London and New York. Vol. I., pp. ix-|-

388 ;
vol. IL, pp. 460. $8.00.

Professor Pearson's essays and lectures fall

into three groups. One of these is concerned

with the theory of deviations from the mean in

its application to vital and social phenomena,

another with a criticism of certain popular

writers who have exploited science for the

benefit of religion and politics, and the third

with studies in folk-lore and folk-customs,

viewed from the light they cast on the evolu-

tion of society. All of the essays are of great

contemporary interest, and have to a consider-

able degree the unity claimed by the author,

' the endeavor to see all phenomena, physical

and social, as a connected growth, and describe

them as such in the briefest formula possible.'

The essays on variation in this volume, and

the series of papers on the mathematical theory

of evolution published in the Transactions and

Proceedings of the Royal Society since 1894,

represent a scientific advance of great impor-

tance. Modern science pursues two main meth-

ods ; it is either quantitative or genetic. The

exact sciences have found in measurement a

method of description so efficient, economical

and universal that it must be regarded as the

goal ofthose sciences in which description is only

qualitative. The genetic method has, however,

since the publication of the ' Origin of Species

by Means of Natural Selection,' demonstrated

its validity. Could we add to the genetic

method of natural science the quantitative

method of exact science a great advance would

be assured.

It is not possible to describe in a few words

what has in fact been accomplished since Quet-

elet applied the Gauss theory of the distribu-

tion of errors to vital phenomena. If any trait,

such as the height of men, depends on a great

number of small causes, some tending to make
them smaller and an equal number tending to
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make them larger, then theoretically the de-

viations from the mean will be distributed in a

certain symmetrical fashion, and measurements

show that such a distribution does in fact ap-

proximately obtain. According to the Darwin-

ian theory such chance variations as proved

useful have by natural selection been preserved,

and have given rise to new species and to or-

ganic evolution. The quantitative study of

these variations, Especially in their relations to

heredity, is, I believe, the most pressing prob-

lem of biological science. The small amount
of work hitherto accomplished has been chiefly

carried out in England by Mr. Galton, Mr.

Weldon, Mr. Bateson and Mr. Pearson. Mr.

Galton has assumed the validity of the theo-

retical distribution. Mr. Pearson has shown
that the distribution may be complex and non-

symmetrical, and has subjected it to mathe-

matical analyses.

Turning now to the essays in this book, which

are of special value because the scientific papers

ofthe author are of such a technical character, as

to make them unintelligible to many naturalists,

we find the first to be on ' The Chances of

Death.' Mr. Pearson explains the theory of

deviations from the mean, and shows how mor-

tality statistics may be analyzed into five 'skew'

curves. Thus ' old age ' mortality includes

about one-half of all deaths. The maximum of

the curve is at about 71 years, but it has a
' skewness ' toward youth of 0.345. The mean
is at about 65 years, with a ' standard devia-

tion ' of about 13.5 years and a limit on the

old age side of 106.5 years. Components are

then found representing the mortality of middle

age, of youth, of childhood and of infancy. In

the last case Mr. Pearson found that to secure

a frequency curve it was necessary to take ac-

count of antenatal mortality, and that the

curve discovered corresponds fairly well with

the facts.

It is quite evident that the regular frequency

curve does not represent mortality statistics or,

indeed, most social and vital statistics. I have
in several publications claimed that the ordi-

nary frequency curve can in all actual cases be

but an approximation. Mr. Pearson's skew
curves allow us to express the facts with greater

approximation, just as the orbits of planets are

more nearly ellipses than circles. But, in fact,

the orbits of the planets are endlessly complex,

and so are the distributions of errors or devia-

tions. Mr. Pearson claims to give a simple

curve for infancy, but the material is not homo-

geneous. Antenatal mortality is due to causes

diflPerent from those of infant mortality. The
mortality of infants of the two sexes, of differ-

ent races, of different classes, of those born at

different seasons of the year, of those legitimate

and those illegitimate, of those nursed by the

mother and those brought up by hand, etc., has

each a different distribution. In antenatal mor-

tality there is a maximum at each four weeks, a

greater maximum in the second and third

months, etc. The curve for infancy would, in

my opinion, need to be further broken up, quite

beyond the possibility of mathematical analysis,

in order to express the facts.

The second essay analyzes certain alleged

results of Monte Carlo Roulette, and shows that

they are deficient in short runs to an almost

impossible degree. Presumably the published

figures do not represent the actual falls of the

ball, or it would be easy to ' break the bank.

'

The author does not give this explanation, and

apparently does not notice that in one case the

zeros ( where the money goes to the bank ) are

only 499 instead of a most probable 840, a re-

turn perhaps intended to encourage the gam-

bler. I must admit that I do not think that

Mr. Pearson has made the best possible use of his

time in tossing shillings 25,000 times, etc., in

order to test the laws of probability. He
might as well measure the sides of 25,000 right-

angled triangles in order to see whether the

square of the hypotheneuse is really equal to

the sum of the squares of the other two sides.

The third essay, entitled ' Eeproductive Se-

lection,' is concerned with a statistical study of

the size of families. The material is of much
theoretical interest and of the greatest practical

importance. If there is a complete correlation

between fertility of parent and offspring, we
might expect those having large families to

supplant quickly all others, whereas it is not

commonly supposed that those most fertile are

those most fit for society. From 4,390 families,

mostly of middle and upper Anglo-Saxon stock,

Mr. Pearson finds that the most frequent
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family, the 'mode,' is between two and three;

the median family is about 3;} and the mean

family one larger. The median fertility is,

however, about 5^, and it follows from this that

the most fertile quarter of the parents produce

one half of the nest generation. The same

general relations hold for the extensive statis-

tics of Copenhagen families collected by Eubin

and Westergaard, but the fertility is greater. In

both cases there is a deficiency, according to

the theoretical distribution, of families of five

and six children, due probably, as Mr. Pearson

holds, to voluntary control. I cannot, however,

agree with him that the curve shows that con-

trol is not exercised in the case of families of

other sizes, or that in the case of no children it

is excessive. In the latter case there are special

anatomical and physiological causes producing

sterility, which would not be factors in the

amount of fertility.

Mr. Pearson finds that there is a selective

death-rate increasing with increased fertility,

but it would only slightly check ' reproductive

selection,' and he concludes that in the case of

civilized man natural selection at present ap-

pears to be quite secondary to reproductive

selection as a factor of progressive evolution.

An extreme Neo-Darwinian might, indeed, find

it difficult to tell us why families do not in-

crease indefinitely in size, or why infant mor-

tality does not eliminate itself We must be-

lieve that deviations from the mean are not

always stable hereditarily and are in definite

directions. The degree to which individual

fertility is a stable variation can only be deter-

mined by statistics not yet collected. It is,

however, clear that race or class fertility,

whether due to physiological or psychological

causes, will in a comparatively short time pro-

duce great changes in every race and in the

survival of races. Thus the Bretons are sup-

planting other French stocks, and our New
England stock is in danger of extermination.

The essay on ' Variation in Man and Woman '

occupies one-third of the first volume. As the

result of some 155 cases of variation for both

sexes, covering a wide field, Mr. Pearson finds

that woman is, relatively to size, not less, but

probably slightly more, variable than man.

This is contrary to the common opinion, but

had been proved previously by Mr. Galton for

sensation-areas. The variation in brain-weight

is of special interest, but the data are so con-

flicting that they are not of great value ; the

coefiicient of variation is, however, sensibly

the same for the two sexes. Mr. Pearson criti-

cises somewhat bitterly those who have as-

sumed, on insufficient evidence, the greater

variability of the male and drawn therefrom

sociological conclusions. I think, however,

that the experience of those who have taught

both men and women will favor the greater in-

tellectual variability of the male. The colla-

tion of examination papers marked without

reference to these matters would be of interest.

Supposing the male to be more variable in in-

tellect and character, as seems sufficiently evi-

dent from the history of civilization, it would

still remain undecided whether this were due

to ' nature ' or ' nurture, ' and sociological in-

ferences can only be drawn with caution.

This volume contains three essays criticis-

ing, respectively, Mr. Kidd's ' Social Evolution,'

Lord Salisbury's 'President's Address' before

the British Association and Mr. Balfour's

' Foundations ofBelief ' Mr. Pearson has rather

an easy task. Mr. Kidd's book received abun-

dant attention and was lauded by Mr. Wallace

in Nature, but it is already half forgotten. Mr.

Pearson's arguments for the comparative unim-

portance of intra-group selection for human
progress are, however, deserving of considers

ation. Most men of science will agree with

Mr. Pearson's arraignment of Lord Salisbury

and Mr. Balfour. It is a particularly futile

form of argument to pass from ignoramus to

ignorabiinimus and thence to credendum est. Mr.

Pearson holds that the comparative orthodoxy

of the Conservative leaders was of much ad-

vantage to them in the last elections. The

writing of books on science and philosophy is,

however, a kind of demagogy of which we
should be glad to see some trace in America.

Mr. Pearson is undoubtedly correct in stating

that thoughtful men of science do not hold the

materialistic views attributed to them by Mr.

Balfour, but I am not sure that his own ideal-

ism helps greatly in treating the problems of

physical science. When it is said that in

science we are concerned not with phenomena,
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but with ' a rational analysis of the contents of

the human mind, ' this is a statement that does

not essentially affect the methods of science
;

but it seems somewhat dangerous to attempt to

lessen the diflBculties in the way of correlating

atoms and the ether with other physical phe-

nomena by regarding them as ' conceptual

limits.

'

The only essay in the first volume not yet

noticed is concerned with the place of women in

society, and with the relations of individualism

and socialism—subjects which are more or less

distinctly brought forward in many places.

The second volume is, indeed, chiefly concerned

with them, though indirectly, from the point of

view of folk-customs and folk-lore. The four

essays included in it are entitled ' Woman as

Witch,' ' Ashiepattle, ' 'Kindred Group-Mar-

riage ' and ' The German Passion-Play. ' Limits

of space do not permit me to give an account

of these, and limitations of knowledge make me
incompetent to criticise them. Mr. Pearson at-

tributes great importance to a mother-age and
its customs, and emphasizes the fact that medi-

aeval Western Christianity was a product of the

Teutonic folk-spirit.

Mr. Pearson's essays and lectures are acfuel to

an unusual degree. The scientific and social

problems treated by him are those most press-

ing for solution and those most likely to be-

come predominent in the course of the next

twenty years. It is not too much to say that

these volumes should be read by every man of

science.

J. McKeen Cattell.
Columbia Uh"iveesity.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

AMERICAN CHEMICAL JOUENAL, AUGUST.

On the Oximes of Mucophenoxychloric and

Mucophenoxybromic Acids : By H. B. Hill and
J. A. WiDTSOE. On the Action of Aluminic

Chloride and Benzol upon Mucochloryl Chloride,

Mucohromyl Bromide, and the Corresponding

Acids : By H. B. Hill and F. L. Dunlap.
These papers contain the results of investiga-

tions which have been carried out under Pro-

fessor Hill' s directions. It had been shown that

mucochloric and mucobromic acids, when
treated with hydroxylamine, formed normal

oximes, which would indicate the presence of

an aldehyde group in the acids. On the other

hand, the bromanhydrides could be converted

into crotonolactones by reduction, indicating an

anhydride structure. The tautomerism of these

acids has been the basis of the present work.

Hill and Cornelison had attempted to discrimi-

nate between the two forms by a study of the

action of hydroxylamine on the methylester of

the acid, expecting to find that one of the forms

would react readily, the other with difficulty.

Although the free acids acted very quickly, the

action with the methylester was very slight.

When, however, one hydrogen of the acid was
replaced by the phenoxy group, a substance

was obtained whose ester acted readily and
formed a substance identical with the ester

made from the oximes by the action of methyl-

iodide on the silver salt. The oximes and their

derivatives were prepared and studied during

the course of this investigation. The simplest

explanation that could be offered to explain the

conversion of the acids through their broman-

hydrides into crotonolactones was that the

acids were oxylactones. This was tested as

follows : If the acid has an aldehyde structure it

should, on treatment with aluminic chloride and

benzol, yield an aldehyde phenylketone, while

a substance belonging to the class of oxylac-

tones should form a dichlorphenylcrotonic acid.

The latter product was, in fact, the one obtained,

and the authors consider the evidence sufficient

to warrant the conclusion that the acid and its

chloranhydride have the lactone structure.

On Certain Derivatives of Brommaleio and

Chlormaleic Acid-Aldehydes : By H. B. Hill
and E. T. Allen. The authors repeated the

experiments of Limpricht which led to the for-

mation of an acid-aldehyde of fumaric acid

;

but were unable to isolate any crystalline com-

pound. The viscous liquid which they obtained

had, however, the properties of an aldehyde.

In attempts to prepare some derivative of this

they obtained a product which they showed to

be brommaleic acid aldoxime. As this substance

had not been previously prepared, its properties

and many of its derivatives were studied. All

attempts to prepare the acid itself failed. The

corresponding chlorine compound can be made
by the action of chlorine upon pyromucic acid.
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Several interesting transformations were also

studied.

On the Absorption of Oxygen by Tetrahromfur-

furan: By H. A. ToREEY. Although a-di-

bromfurfuran is readily oxidized by exposure

to the air, tetrabromfurfuran, which likewise

contains two bromine atoms in the a-position,

undergoes no change under like conditions.

Exposure to direct sunlight, however, produces

a change which the author has shown to be due

to oxidation. The product formed was shown

to be dibrommaleyl bromide and the conditions

most favorable for the action were studied.

On Halogen Addition-Products of the Anilides :

By H. L. Wheelek, B. Barnes and J. H.

Peatt. The authors have continued their

work on the perhalides and compared them, as

regards their crystallographic form, with the

alkali perhalides. They found, however, that

the perhalides of the anilides were not analo-

gous in crystal form, and other facts also showed

that the compounds from which the perhalides

were prepared were not, as was supposed, sub-

stituted ammonium compounds. All these are

derived from two molecules of an anilide with

one of a halogen acid. Several structural for-

mulas are suggested as theoretically possible
;

but they consider the evidence to favor the di-

ammonium structure of which the following is

an example :

;>"
I

Cl\ /COCH3

A number of perhalides were prepared and

their properties studied, both from a chemical

and physical standpoint.

On the Permeation of Hot Platinum by Gases

:

By Wyatt W. Randall. After giving a his-

torical resume of the work that has a bearing

on this point the author gives the results ob-

served in the preparation of pure hydrogen.

The form of apparatus used, in which every

possible precaution was taken to insure the

purity of the hydrogen before it came in con-

tact with the hot platinum, is given in detail.

In these experiments the passage of the hydro-

gen was very slow as compared with the results

obtained by Graham. Under the same condi-

tions oxygen and nitrogen do not permeate the

tube, and experiments made with marsh gas,

which has a density only half that of oxygen,

have so far given negative results. The hydro-

gen was examined spectroscopically, as this

method was the most delicate for detecting the

presence of other gases. The photographs all

showed the so-called ' compound ' spectrum.

Whether this is evidence of some contamination

can not yet be decided, as the evidence is not

sufficient to settle this point.

On Some Malonic Acid Derivatives : By R. S.

CuRTiss. When ethylchlormalonate is treated

with cold alcoholic ammonia a compound is

formed in which the chlorine atom remains

intact ; whereas if the action is carried on in a

sealed tube at 140° the chlorine atom is dis-

placed. On treating ethylbrommalonate with

aniline, a weaker base than ammonia, he ob-

tained, as he expected, a compound in which the

bromine was substituted, without affecting the

carbethoxyl group. By treating ethylanilido-

malonate with mercuric oxide he obtained ethyl-

dianilidomalonate and also studied the action

of sodium ethylate on ethyldibrommalonate.

The Action of Nitric Acid on Triphenylmethane :

By E. S. Smith. In attempting to prepare

trinitrotriphenylmethane by the action of fum-

ing nitric acid on triphenylmethane the author

obtained in one case a compound which was
shown to be triphenylcarbinol. This substance

is usually made by the use of chromic acid as

the oxidizing agent, but in the case mentioned

the nitric acid acted in a similar manner.

Reviews of the following recent publications

are also contained in this number of the Jour-

nal : Das Studium der technischen Chemie an

den Universitaten und technischen Hochschulen

Deutschlands und das Chemiker-Examen, F.

Fischer ; Water and Public Health, J. H.

Fuertes ; Friihling und Schulz's Anleitung zur

XJntersuchung der fiir die Zucker-Industrie in

Betrachtkommenden Rohmaterialien, Producte,

Nebenproducte und Hiilfssubstanzen, R. Friih-

ling
; Tabellarische Uebersicht der Pyrazolderi-

vate, G. Cohn ; The Chlorination Process, E.

B. Wilson
; Tabellen fiir Gasanalysen, gasvolu-

metrische Analysen, Stickstoffbestimmungen,

etc., G. Lunge.
J. Elliott Gilpin.
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THE TORONTO MEETING OF THE BRITISH
ASSOCIATION.

The Britisli Association decided to meet

in Montreal in 1884, with some hesitation.

but after the great success of that meeting

an invitation presented at Oxford in 1894,

urging the Association to meet at Toronto
in 1897, was accepted by the general com-
mittee with unanimity. Elaborate arrange-

ments were made by the Dominion, by
the City of Toronto and by the University,

for the reception of the Association, and
steamship, railway and cable companies
united to offer unusual facilities to visitors.

The chairman of the local committee, Pro-

fessor Macallum, was especially self sacri-

jBcing in devoting himself for more than a
year to the work of arrangement. A visit

of the leaders of British science to Canada
is an event of no common importance for

the Dominion, and the enthusiasm was this

year intensified by a United States tariff

law and a British Jubilee.

The members and associates in attend-

ance at Toronto numbered somewhat over

1,300, about 400 fewer than at the Montreal

meeting. Science has already published

an article by Professor Macallum giving a

list of the more distinguished British and
Continental men of science who expected to

attend, and with a few exceptions, such as

Lord Eayleigh, they were present. Men of

science from the United States were well

represented. The attendance from Great

Britain, the Continent, Canada and the

United States can best be indicated by
giving the officers and committees of the

various sections, which were as follows

:
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SECTION A.—MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL

SCIENCE.

President: Prof. A. E. Forsyth, D. So., F.E. S.

Vice-Presidents: Prof. W. E. Ayrton, F. E. S.

;

Prof. G. C. Foster, F. E. S. ; Prof. Henrici, F. E. S.

;

Dr. G. W. Hill; Prof. A. Johnson, Lord Kelvin,

F. R. S. ; Prof. O. J. Lodge, F. E. S. ; President

London ; Prof. A. A. Miohelson ; Prof. S. Newuomb.

Secretaries : Prof.W. H. Heaton, M. A.; {Recorder);

J. C. Glashan; J. L. Howard, D. Sc. ; Prof. J. C.

McLennan, B. A.; Prof. J. G. McGregor, D. Sc.

Committee : Prof. W. G. Adams, F. E. S. ; Prof. A.

Baker; Prof. G. F. Barker; Prof. Carl Barns; Prof. F.

Bedell; Prof. W. "W. Beman; Dr. J. T. Bottomley,

F. E. S.; Prof. C. V. Boys, F. E. S.; Prof. Braun;

Prof. O. Bolza; Prof. Eddy; Prof. H. L. Callen-

dar, F. E. S.; Prof. Carhart; Prof. Cross; Prof. A. T.

DeLeury; Prof. Ewing, F. R. S. ; Prof. Fitzger-

ald, ;F. E._S.; Prof. T. Gray; Prof. Greenhill,

F. E. S.; Dr. Harris Hancock; Prof. T. Holgate;

Prof. "W. H. H. Hudson; J. Hopkinson; Prof.

J. V. Jones, F. E. S.; Prof. Hale; Prof. W. J.

Loudon; Dr. D. MaoAIister; Prof. A. Macfarlane;

Major McMahon, F. E. S.; Dr. E. McClintock; Prof.

McKay; Dr. M. Maclean; Prof. H. McLeod, F. E.S.;

Prof. H. Masohke; Prof. E. Merritt; Prof. W. H.

Metzler; Dr. Morley; Prof. Nichols; Prof. S. New-

comb; Prof. Newson; J. A. Paterson; Prof. J. Perry,

F. E. S.; W. A. Price; Prof. Eiicker, F. E. S. ; Prof.

C. Eunge; Dr. Van Eijokevorsel; Prof. A. W. Scott;

E. F. Stupart; Prof. S. P. Thompson, F. E. S. ; A.

E. "Western; E. T. Whittaker; Prof. Woodward; Prof.

Ziwet.

SECTION B.—CHEMISTRY.

President : Prof. W. Eamsay, F. E. S.

Vice-Presidents: Prof. G. F. Barker; Prof. F. "W.

Clarke; Prof. H. B. Dixon, F. E. S.; W. E. Dunstan,

F. E. S.; Prof. B. J. Harrington; Prof. E. W. Mor-

ley; Prof. W. H. Pike; Prof. I. Eemsen; Prof. W.
C. Eoberts-Austen, F. E. S.

Secretaries : Prof. W. H. Ellis; Arthur Harden

(Becorder); Charles A. Kohn; Prof. E. F. Euttan.

Committee: Prof. W. W. Andrews; Prof. H. E.

Armstrong, F. E. S. ; Prof. B. Brauner; Prof. E. A.

Fessenden ; Prof. C. Le Neve Foster, F. E. S. ; Prof.

P. C. Freer; Prof. W. L. Goodwin; A. Vernon Har-

court, F. E. S.; 0. S. James; F. B. Kenrick; Prof.

A. E. Leeds; Prof. Loeb; Prof. H. McLeod, F. E. S.;

Prof. Meldola, F. E. S., Prof. Meslans; "W. L.

Miller; Prof. J. U. Nef; Prof. W. A. Noyes ; H.

Eamage; W. W. Eandall; Prof. T. W. Eichards;

F. T. Shutt; F. J. Smale; Prof. A. Smith; A. Stans-

field; W. M. Watts; Prof. W. C. Williams; Prof. H.

W. Wylie.

SECTION C.—GEOLOGY.

President: Dr. G. M. Dawson, C. M. G., F. R. S.

Vice-Presidents: Dr. W. T. Blanford, F. E. S.;
Prof. C. LeNeve Foster, D. Sc, F. R. S. ; Prof. G. K.
Gilbert; Prof. H. Alleyne Nicholson, F. R. S.

Secretaries: Prof. A. P. Coleman, M. A., Ph. D.

;

G. W. Lamplugh; Prof. H. A. Miers, F. E. S.

{Becorder).

Committee: Prof. F. D. Adams; Dr. H. M. Ami;
The Et. Hon. James Bryce, M. P.; Prof. T. C. Cham-
berlin; Dr. F. W. Clarke; Dr. W. H. Dall; Sir J.

Evans, K. C. B., D. C. L., F. E. S.; Dr. H. O. Forbes;

W. F. Ferrier, B. A. Sc; Prof. J. B. Harrington; J.

Hopkinson; Prof. L. C. Miall, F. E. S. ; Prof. John
Milne, F. R. S.; J. L. Myres; Prof. Albrecbt Penck;

Prof. E. B. Poulton, F. R. S. ; Dr. A. R. C. Selwyn,

C. M. G., F. R. S.; Prof. J. C. Smock; Dr. J. W.
Spencer; A. C. Seward, M. A.; B. B. Walker; J. W.
Woodall.

SECTION D.—ZOOLOGY.

President : Prof. L. C. Miall, F. R. S.

Vice-Presidents: Prof. W. A. Herdman, D. So.,

F. R. S. ; Prof. R. Meldola, F. R. S. ; Prof. E. B.

Poulton, D. C. L., P. R. S. ; Prof. E. Eamsay Wright.

Secretaries : Walter Garstang, M. A. ; Prof. E. E.

Prince, B. A.; W. E. Hoyle, M. A. (Recorder).

Committee: Senator G. W. Allan; Prof. Mark
Baldwin; Dr. T. Bethune; Dr. Anton Dohrn; Dr.

Eigenmann; Dr. Theodore Gill; Prof. Gnstave Gil-

son; Dr. L. 0. Howard; Prof. Malcolm Laurie; Prof.

J. P. MoMurrioh; Prof. C. S. Minot; Prof. C. Lloyd

Morgan: Prof. E. S. Morse; Prof. H. F. Osborn; J.

F. Whiteaves.

SECTION E.—GEOGRAPHY.
President: J. Scott Keltie, LL. D.

Vice-Presidents : Dr. Burwash ; E. G. Ravenstein

;

Prof. A. Penck; F. C. Selous: Coutts Trotter.

Secretaries: Colonel F. Bailey; Dr. H. E. Mill

{Recorder); Captain Deville; J. B. Tyrrell.

Committee: Slarcus Baker; W. M. Beaufort; Dr.

W. T. Blanford, F. E. S.; Et. Hon. James Bryce;

Prof. W. M. Davis; Prof. E. E. Dodge; Dr. H. 0.

Forbes; General A. W. Greely; Otto J. Klotz; Prince

Krapotkin; Prof. John Milne, F. E. S.; Prof. Willis

L. Moore; E. Delmar Morgan; Sir G. S. Eobertson,

K. C. S. I.; A. Laurence Eotoh; Sir John Swinburne,

Bart; J. White.

SECTION F.—ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS.

President : Prof. E. C. K. Gonner, M. A.

Vice-Presidents : Prof. W. Clark, M. A., LL. D.;

Prof. J. Mavor; The Hon. Sir C.W. Freemantle,K.C.B.

Secretaries: E. Cannan, M. A.; Prof. A. Shortt,

M. A.; Henry Higgs, LL. B. {Recorder).

Committee: Archibald Blue; The Rt. Hon. James

Bryce, M. P.; R. E. Ely; Sir Malcolm Eraser; Prof.
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N. P. Oilman; Prof. A. T. Hadley; J. A. McLean;

W. H. Moore; Prof. Simon Newcomb; Prof. Goldwin

Smith; B. E. Walker; S. M. Wickett.

SECTION G.—MECHANICAL SCIENCE.

President : G. F. Deacon, M. Inst. C. E.

Vice-Presidents: Prof. "W. E. Ayrton, F. R. S.

;

Prof. H.T. Bovey, M. A. ; Prof. John Galbralth, M.A.

;

Prof. G. Lanza; Prof. W. C. Unwin, F. E. S.

Secretaries: Prof. T. Hudson Bears, F.E.S.E. {Be-

corder); Prof. Dupuis; W. A. Price, M.A.; Prof. Cal-

lendar, M.A., F.E.S.

Committee: J. G. "W. Aldridge; Prof. Baily; J. T.

Bottomley; Bryan Donkin; Prof. E. C. Carpenter;

E. K. Clark; J. Coates; Prof. Ewing, F.E.S. ; Prof.

Vernon Harcourt; C. Hawksley; W. T. Jenning;

Lord Kelvin, G.C.V.O., F.E.S. ; H. S. Maxim
;

Prof. Perry, F.E.S.; Prof. S. P. Thompson, F.E.S;

W. G. Walker; Magor-General Webber, C.B., E.E.

SECTION H.—ANTHEOPOLOGY.

President: Prof. Sir W. Turner, M.D., LL.D.,

F.E.S.

Vice-Presidents : E.W. Brabrook, C.B., Pres. Anthr.

Inst.; Prof. A. Macalister, M.D., F.E.S. ; E. Munro,

M.D., F.E.S.E.; Dr. W J McGee; Prof. F. W. Put-

nam, D.Sc.

Secretaries: A. F. Chamberlain, Ph.D.; H. O.

Forbes, LL.D.; Prof. A. C. Haddon, D.Sc; J. L.

Myres, M.A., F.S.A. (Pecorder).

Committee : David Boyle ; Dr. G. M. Dawson,

C.M.G.; F. T. Elworthy; A. F. Hunter; Prof. E. S.

Morse; E. Sidney Hartland, F.S.A. ; Prof. Lightner

Witmer, Ph.D.

SECTION I.—PHYSIOLOGY.

President: Prof. Michael Foster, M.A., LL.D.,

See. E.S.

Vice-Presidents: Lord Lister, P.E.S.; Dr. J. S. Bil-

lings; Prof. H. P. Bowditch, M.D.; W. H. Gaskell,

M.D., F.E.S.; Prof. A. B. Macallum, M.B., Ph.D.;

Prof. W. Osier, M.D.; Prof. C. Eichet, M.D.; Prof.

A. D. Waller, M.D., F.E.S.

Secretaries: Prof. Eubert Boyce, M.B. (Becorder);

Prof. C. S. Sherrington, M.D., F.E.S.; A. Kirsch-

mann, Ph.D.; L. E. Shore, M.D.
Committee: Prof. Cushny; Prof. E. M. Crookshank;

Prof. W. D. Halliburton; Prof. Carl Hnber; Dr. K.

Huerthle; Dr. D. McAlister; Dr. J. H. Kellogg;

Prof. F. S. Lee; Prof. J. Loeb; Prof. W. P. Lom-
bard; Prof. Wesley Mills; J. J. Mackenzie; Dr. Noel

Paton; Prof. W. T. Porter; Prof. Waymouth Eeid;

Prof. Anderson Stuart; Prof. G. N. Stewart; Prof.

W. H. Thompson.

SECTrON K.—BOTANY.

President: Prof. Marshall Ward, Sc.D., F.E.S.

Vice-Presidents: Prof. D. P. Penhallow, M.A.

;

Prof. Farlow, M.D., LL.D.; Prof. F. 0. Bower, Sc.D.,

F.E.S.

Secretaries: E. C. Jeffrey, B.A.; Prof. Bretland

Farmer, M.A.; A. C. Seward, M.A. ; Prof. F. E.

Weiss, B.Sc. {Becorder).

Committee: Prof. Arthur; Prof. Atkinson; Prof.

Barnes; Prof. Bessey; Prof. Britton; Prof. Campbell;

Prof. Coulter; Dr. Fletcher; Dr. Galloway; Prof.

Eeynolds Green; Prof. Greene; Arthur Lister; Prof.

MacDougal; Prof. Magnus; Dr. Saunders; Harold

Wager; H. J. Webber.

ISTearly all these scientific leaders and

many others were present at Toronto when
the Association was received by the civic

authorities, at four o'clock on the afternoon

of Wednesday, August 18bh. Addresses of

welcome were made by Lord Aberdeen, the

Governor-General, and by the Mayor of the

city. Replies were made by the retiring

President of the Association, Lord Lister,

by the incoming President, Sir John Evans

and by Lord Kelvin. The Premier of the

Province and the Minister of Education also

made remarks. In the evening Lord Lister

resigned the presidency to Sir John Evans,

who gave the address already published in

Science (page 269). Remarks thanking

the President for his address were made by

Lord Aberdeen, Lord Kelvin and Mayor
Shaw.

Other general meetings of the Association

were held to listen to the evening addresses

by Professor W. 0. Eoberts-Austen and by

Professor J. Milne. Professor Austen, on

August 20th, lectured on 'Canada's Metals'.

He reviewed the discovery and prospects of

Canadian gold fields, illustrating the sub-

ject by a series of photographs, and called

special attention to the nickel deposits of

the Dominion. Illustrations were also

shown of the speaker's interesting experi-

ments on the splash of metals, and a

demonstration was given showing on the

screen the action of the electric furnace.

Professor Milne, on Monday evening,

lectured on a subject in which he is the

leading authority, ' Earthquakes and Vol-
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canoes.' He discussed especially the causes

leading to the display of seismic and vol-

canic activity and the benefits to be derived

from studying the phenomena. Dr. H. O.

Forbes gave, on Saturday evening, the usual

lecture to artisans, taking as his subject

' Borneo.' Meetings were also held for the

conferring of degrees on several of the

prominent members both by Toronto Uni-

versity and by Trinity College.

The arrangements for social intercourse

and entertainment were numerous and at-

tractive. A reception was given by the

Governor-General and the Countess of

Aberdeen on Thursday evening; there was
a conversatzione in the University building

on Tuesday evening and a banquet in

honor of Lord Kelvin, Lord Lister and Sir

John Evans on Wednesday evening. There

were garden parties daily in the afternoons

and many luncheons and dinners. Ex-

cursions were made on Saturday to N'iagara

Falls and in other directions, and for the

Thursday following the meeting excursions

were arranged to Montreal, Ottawa and
elsewhere. Finally elaborate excursions

were planned under the most favorable

conditions to the maritime provinces and
to Manitoba and the Pacific coast.

The business of the Association is trans-

acted by the General Committee, chiefly on

advice of the Council. This year part of

the arrangements, including the election of

oflicers for next year, were deferred until an
autumn meeting in Great Britain. Pro-

fessor Eoberts-Austen was made General

Secretary in succession to Mr. Vernon Har-

court, and in the room of the five members
of the Council who retired there were
elected F. Darwin, Esq., Sir C. W. Free-

mantle, Professor W. D. Halliburton, Pro-

fessor S. P. Thompson and Sir W. H.
White. Dr. F. Kohlrausch, Berlin ; Dr.

Van Rejckovorsel, Eotterdam, and Pro-

fessor E. Zacharias, Hamburg, were made
corresponding members.

The report of the Council adopted by the

General Committee contained reports of

two important committees appointed at the

Liverpool meeting. The committee ap-

pointed to bring before the government the

question of the establishment of a national

physical laboratory has been in so far suc-

cessful that the Treasury is taking the mat-

ter into consideration and has appointed a

committee to report on such a laboratory.

The committee appointed to urge upon
the government the importance of estab-

lishing a Bureau of Ethnology for Greater

Britain, consisting of the President and
General Ofiicers, with Sir John Evans, Sir

John Lubbock, Mr. C. H. Read and Pro-

fessor Tylor, made the following report

:

A central establishment in England, to which

would come information with regard to the habits,

beliefs and methods of government of the primitive

peoples now existing would be of great service to

science and of no inconsiderable utility to the gov-

ernment.

1. The efforts of the various societies which have,

during the last twenty years, devoted themselves to

collecting and publishing ethnological information

have necessarily produced somewhat unequal, and

therefore unsatisfactory, results. Such societies had,

of course, to depend upon the reports of explorers,

who usually travelled for another purpose than that

in which the societies were interested ; and such re-

ports were naturally unsystematic, the observers be-

ing mostly untrained in the science. Again, whole

regions would be unrepresented in the transac-

tions of the societies, perhaps from the absence of

the usual attractions of travellers, e.g., big game
or mineral riches. This has been to some extent cor-

rected, at least as to the systematic nature of the re-

ports, by the publication of ' Anthropological Notes

and Queries, ' by the Anthropological Institute, with

the help of the British Association.

If it be admitted that the study of the human race

is an important branch of science, no further argu-

ment is needed to commend the gathering of facts with

regard to the conditions under which aboriginal races

now live, and if this work is worth doing, it should

be done without delay. With the exception, i^erhaps,

of the negro, it would seem that none of the lower

races are capable of living side by side with whites.

The usual result of such contact is demoralization,

physical decline and steady diminution of numbers
;
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in the case of the Tasmanians, entire disappearance.

Such will probably soon be the fate of the Maories,

the Andamanese, the North American Indians and

the blacks of Australia. While these exist it is pos

sible to preserve their traditions and folk-lore and

to record their habits of life, their arts and the like,

and such direct evidence is necessarily more valuable

than accounts filtered through the recollection of the

most intelligent -white man.

It is scarcely necessary to enlarge upon this point,

as no one will seriously question the value to science

of such information. But it does seem necessary to

urge that no time be lost.

2. As to the benefit, to the government, of these in-

quiries, the history of our relations with native tribes

in India and the colonies is rich in examples. No
one who has read of the ways of the African can

doubt that a thorough study of his character, his be-

liefs and superstitions is a necessity for those who
have to deal with him. And what is true of the na-

tives of Africa is also true, in a greater or less degree,

of all uncivilized races. Their ideas of common things

and common acts are so radically different from those

of civilized man that it is impossible for him to under-

stand them without a special training.

Even in dealing with the highly civilized natives

of India it is most necessary that an inquirer should

be familiar with their religion and with the racial

prejudices which the natives of India possess in

common with other civilized nations.

A training in knowledge of native habits is now
gone through by our officers, traders and missionaries

on the spot; and by experience—sometimes dearly

bought—they, after many failures, learn how to deal

with the natives. By the establishment of such a

bureau as is here advocated much might be done to

train our officers before they go out, as is now done

by the Dutch government, who have a handbook and

a regular course of instruction as to life, laws, re-

ligion, etc., of the inhabitants of the Dutch Indies.

The experience thus gained would then mature

rapidly, and they would become valuable servants to

the state more quickly.

The collecting of the necessary information for the

Bureau could be done with but little expense and

with a very small staff only, if the scheme were recog-

nized and forwarded by the government. If instruc-

tions were issued, for instance, by the Colonial Office,

the Foreign Office, the Admiralty, and the Intelli-

gence Branch of the War Office, to the officers acting

under each of these departments, not only that they

were at liberty to conduct these inquiries, but that

credit would be given to them officially for good work

in this direction, there is little doubt that many ob-

servers qualified by their previous training would at

once put themselves and their leisure at the disposal

of the Bureau.

The Bureau itself, the central office, would be of

necessity in London—in no other place could it

properly serve its purpose—and preferably for the

sake of economy and official control, it should be

under the administration of some existing govern-

ment office. But the various interests involved make
it somewhat difficult to recommend where it should

be placed. The Colonial Office would obviously

present some advantages. The British Museum has

been suggested, with good reason, and there appears

to be no insuperable difficulty if the Trustees are

willing to undertake the responsibility of controlling

such a department.

The staff would not be numerous. A Director

accustomed to deal with ethnological matter would

necessarily direct the conduct of the inquiries, and
until the material assumed large proportions two or

three clerks would probably suffice. If the value of

the results were considered to justify it, the increase

of the area of operations over the world would prob-

ably call for additional assistance after the Bureau

had been at work for a few years.

The Bureau of Ethnology in the United States aims

chiefly at publishing its reports, but its area is limited

to Americ:i. The scope of the present proposal is so

much wider that the Committee think it better not

to deal with the question of publication at present.

If this report be adopted by the Council it will be

necessary to approach the government and impress

upon them the importance of having such an organi-

zation for carrying out these recommendations. For

this purpose a deputation should be appointed, and

it would be well to invite the Council of the An-

thropological Institute to appoint two members."

The Council resolved that the Trustees

of the British Museum be requested to con-

sider whether they could allow the pro-

posed Bureau to be established in connec-

tion with the Museum ; and if they are

unable to sanction this proposal, that the

authorities of the Imperial Institute be

requested to undertake its establishment.

The matter is now under the consideration

of the Trustees of the British Museum.
The Report of the Corresponding So-

cieties Committee for the past year, together

with the list of the corresponding societies

and the titles of the more important papers,

and especially those referring to local
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scientific investigations, published by those

societies during the year ending June 1,

1897, was received.

One of the most important functions of

the Association is represented by the work

of its committees. In addition to the three

reports to the Council many very valuable

reports were presented at Toronto before

the sections, which will be noticed in

special articles on the work of the sections

to be published in subsequent issues of

Science.

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE AD-
VANCEMENl OF SCIENCE.

LONG RANGE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
VARIABLES IN PHYSICS*

METHODS OF PTROMETRY.

The endeavor to provide suitable appara-

tus for high temperature measurement is

one of long standing. The student of the

subject is fairly overwhelmed with the

variety of devices which have been proposed.

There are few phenomena in physics which

have not in some way or other been im-

pressed into pyrometric service, often in-

deed by methods of exquisite physical tor-

ture. I cannot, of course, even advert to

many of these this afternoon, as my pur-

pose will have to be restricted to such de-

vices as have usefully survived. Thus a

whole group of ' intrinsic thermoscopes,' as

Lord Kelvin calls them— apparatus in

which some property of the substance is

singled out for measurement—will be over-

looked. Pyrometry will some day receive

substantial aid from the phenomena of solid

thermal expansion, dear to the hearts of

old Wedgewood, of Professor Daniells, of

the citoyen Guyton-Morveau, and recently

to Professors Nichols, Joly and others ; but

even the ' meldometer,' which has received

Ramsay's encouragement and recent heroic

attempts to measure the expansion of plati-

* Address by Professor Carl Barus, Vice-President

and Chairman of Section B (Physics).

num, have not yet entered the arena to

stay.* The same may be said of vapor

pressure, ebullition and certain dissocia-

tions, of which the former is entirely too

liberal in dispensing pressure, and the lat-

ter too negligent in readjusting it. Little

has been done with heat conduction re-

garded as subservient to the measurement

of high temperatures ; little with color and
the spectrum, even though Draper and
Langley in this country and many others

abroad have paid tribute ; little with polari-

zation. The wave-length of sound has told

Cagniard Latour and our own A. M. Mayer
much about high temperature, but it did not

tell them enough.

Throughout the history of pyrometry,

fusion seems to have come forward for jour-

neyman duty. What is more convenient

than to find whether the degree of red heat

is too low or too high from the fusion of

prepared alloys. As far back as 1828 Prin-

sep, aware of the golden opportunity, with

his golden air thermometer determined the

melting point of some equally precious al-

loj's of gold, silver and platinum, and de-

termined them very well. Other alloys

were afterwards substituted and graded

mixtures made of quartz, chalk, kaolin and
feldspar for the purpose. Efforts to obtain

more accurate values are due to Becquerel
;

but the absolute values most widely used

until quite recently, namely, the melting

points of silver (958°), gold (1035°), cop-

per (1054°), palladium (1500°), platinum

(1775°), iridium (1950°), are dae to the re-

searches of Violle.

Interest in high temperature fusions has

of recent date rather increased than abated.

The demand for more accurate data has

been met by the Eeichsanstalt, and we have

now a set of values for silver, copper, gold,

nickel, palladium and platinum in terms of

* Noteworthy attempts to replace mercury by a

liquid potassio-sodium alloy in glass thermometers

are among the novelties.
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the air thermometer standard of that insti-

tution. Data have also been supplied by
Callendar. Among these values there is as

yet considerable confusion and the end is

not yet. Long ago I suspected that the

VioUe melting points were probably too low,

whereas the assumed zinc boiling point is

probably too high. This surmise has been

partially borne out by the Reichsanstalt,

though Le Chatelier even now prefers

Violle's values. *

Thermoscopes based on a specific heat have

an advantage over fusion thermoscopes in

rot being -discontinuous. They are quite

as ' intrinsic ' and much less convenient in

practice. Guyton-Morveau, at the begin-

ning of the century, pointed out the pyrome-

ter importance of specific heat, and a host

of observers followed him. But the critical

discussion of the subject is due to Pouillet

(1836), who determined the thermal capac-

ity of platinum between and 1200° abso-

lutely, and found a value so nearly constant

as to place this method of pyrometry in a

very favorable light. Other observers fol-

lowed with new data, and the bulk of our

knowledge to-day is again due to VioUe.

VioUe used Deville and Troost's exhaustion

air thermometer and determined the law of

variations of specific heat and temperature

throughout a large pyrometric interval,with

a number of metals, silver, gold, copper,

palladium, platinum, iridium, among them.

It was by prolonging this law as far as

fusion that the melting points of the metals,

to which I have already alluded, were ob-

tained. This verges on extrapolation, but

it is not extrapolation gone mad.
The importance of calometric high tem-

perature measurement has recently been
accentuated in connection with the remark-

* The following table contains a brief summary :

Ag. (Violle) 9540 (Baru8)9860-9850 (Callendar) 9820(H.&W.)971°
Au. 1045° 10910-1093° 1037° 1072°

Cn. 10540 10960-1097° 1082°

m. 14760-1517° 1484°

Pd. 1500° 1585°-ie43° 1587°

Pt. 17750 17570-1855° 1780°

able high temperature accomplishments of

Moissan. Furnace temperatures in the

case of such technological operations as are

used in connection with iron, glass and
porcelain manufacture rarely exceed 1,400°,

except perhaps in the Bessemer process,

where the temperatures are wont to exceed

1,600° and even reach 2,000°. In Moissan's

furnace, which is essentially an electric arc

enclosed by non-conducting lime, a totally

new order of high temperatures is impressed.

There was thus a call for at least an
approximate measurement of their values,

which was answered by Violle, assuming

that the specific heat of carbon above

1,000° approaches a limit. The sufBciency

of this hypothesis is not unchallenged,

however; for instance, Le Chatelier finds

that, up to 1,000°, the specific heat of

carbon continually increases, having no
certain limit. Admitting Violle's results,

Moissan's furnace temperatures exceed

2,000° even at 30 amperes 55 volts; at

360 amperes and 70 volts tin and zinc

oxides melt and boil ; they exceed 3,000° at

500 amperes and 70 volts, where lime melts,

and often boils. Moissan, however, went
as far as 1,000 amperes at 50 volts.

The striking novelty of Moissan's work
is rather of chemical interest, and a large

part of it is so fresh in our memory that, in

view of Moissan's forthcoming book,* I

need merely glance at it. A range of fusi-

bilities, among which platinum lies lowest,

while chromium, molybdenum, uranium,

tungsten, vanadium, follow in order, and
of ebullitions beginning with silica and
zinc oxide, is rather breath-taking. Finally,

his structural investigations on the occur-

rence of carbon, and his long series of car-

bides, many of them commercially valuable,

have staggered even the sensational press.

Leaving other intrinsic thermoscopes for

the moment, I will ask your attention in

* Le four 6Ieotrique, par Henii Moissan ; Paris,

Steinheil.
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this place to the development of the only

fruitful method of absolute pyrometry

which has yet been devised. I refer, of

course, to the gas thermometer, or, in other

words, to the manometric methods of meas-

uring the thermal expansion of gases.

Efforts have, indeed, been made to use

gaseous viscosity for absolute high tem-

perature work. It has been definitely

pointed out, inasmuch as viscosity in gases

is independent of pressure, while both

viscosity and volume increase with tem-

perature, that the transpiration rates of

gases through capillary tubes of platinum,

glazed externally would necessarily be

an exceedingly sensitive criterion of the

variation of high temperatures. The small

volume of the transpiration pyrometer as

compared with the clumsy fragile bulb and

appurtenances of the air thermometer is

further to the point. But modern kinetics

has as yet failed to fathom the law of varia-

tion of viscosity with temperature, and even

the researches of O. E. Meyer in this direc-

tion do not seem to have quite touched

bottom. Gaseous transpiration pyrometry

is thus still much in the air, surveying the

horizon of a glorious future.

Returning from this digression to the

air thermometer, we find the first thorough-

going piece of high temperature work car-

ried out by Prinsep (1829), by the aid of

a reservoir of pure gold to which I have

already alluded. Prinsep's manometer was

filled with olive oil, and the volume issuing

at constant pressures was found by the bal-

ance. In view of the pure olive oil, proba-

bly available in 1829, these experiments

must have been comfortably appetizing, and

I dare say Prinsep's good humor in the

matter may have contributed to the remark-

able excellence of his results. Prinsep's

researches were not superseded until

Pouillet, in 1836, published his paper on

pyrometry. Pouillet constructed an air

thermometer bulb of platinum and was

thus able to reach the farthest pyrometric

north of the day and long after. His re-

sults are many sided ; they contain the first

definite data in radiation pyrometry and in

calometric pyrometry. His constant pres-

sure manometer, afterwards further per-

fected by Eegnault, is the best apparatus

for the purpose to-day. Pouillet did not

suspect, indeed he remained quite unaware

of, the permeability of platinum to furnace

gases
;
perhaps for this and other reasons

he failed to detect the thermo-electric anom-

alies in the platinum-iron couple which

he so carefully calibrated.

It was thus a great step in advance when
Deville and Troost long after replaced plati-

num by glazed porcelain, availing them-

selves (1857-60) of Dumas' famous vapor

density method for measuring temperature.

Unfortunately for the rapid progress of

pyrometry, Deville and Troost used iodine

vapor in their bulbs, a heavy gas indeed,

but a gas, as was afterwards found, whose

low temperature molecule dissociates at

higher temperatures. Thus they unwit-

tingly committed an even greater error

than Pouillet in gliding over permeable

platinum, and their data for the boiling

points of zinc and of cadmium were about

100° too high. In fact, these results were

challenged not long after by Becquerel

(1863), who had fallen heir to Pouillet's

platinum air thermometer, had used it to

calibrate a platinum-palladium thermo-

couple of his own, and had found data for the

boiling points of zinc and cadmium up-

wards of 110° below those of Deville and

Troost. I cannot here enter upon the dis-

cussion which thereafter arose between

these active observers further than to state

that in the course of it both parties fre-

quently repeated their measurements (Bec-

querel even substituting a porcelain bulb

for Pouillet's thermometer) without remov-

ing the decrepancy between their values.

Later researches have decided in favor
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of Becquerel's results, and his original re-

search, with its applications to fusion, to

radiation, to thermo-electrics, etc., is one

of the noteworthy accomplishments in the

history of pyrometry. Nevertheless, it must

not be forgotten that to the investigation

of Deville and Troost our knowledge of the

perviousness of iron, platinum and other

metals to gases is due. We are also in-

debted to Deville for the great discovery of

dissociation, the very phenomenon which

he was here so loth to acknowledge. This

is the case of a man stumbling in his own
footprints. Victor Meyer was, I believe,

the first to point out the probable dis-

sociability of the iodine molecule, suggest-

ing a fruitful subject of research which has

since been extended to many other mole-

cules.

In 1863 Deville and Troost began a new
series of high temperature researches, the

feature of which is the perfected form of

porcelain bulb. This was a hollow sphere

and long capillar^' stem adapted for use

with Regnault's standard air thermometer.

Great difficulties were encountered in the

endeavor to glaze the bulbs within. They
were finally overcome by making bulb and
stem separately and then soldering them
together with feldspar before the oxy-hy-

drogen blow pipe. Elaborate measure-

ments on the thermal expansion of Bayeux
porcelain accompany these researches which,

undertaken together with M. Gosse of the

Bayeux works, occupied them intermit-

tently for about seven years. A full sum-
mary of their data did not appear, however,

until 1880, when, together with a new
vacuum method of high temperature air

thermometry, they communicated the re-

sults of twenty-seven measurements on the

boiling point of zinc. Their new results

are in good accord with the data of Bec-

querel already cited and the more recent

results of Violle and others for the same
landmark in the region of high tempera-

tures. Measurements between 0° and
1500° had thus reached a degree of pre-

cision of about 15° in 1000°.

The further development of pyrometry

took a somewhat different direction. Eeg-

nault (1861) had already made use of a

displacement method, in which the meas-

uring gas is removed bodily into the meas-

uring apparatus by an absorbable gas. But
the method was independently revived by
Professor Crafts, of the Boston Institute of

Technology. These methods are not of

especial excellence below 1500°
; but above

that temperature, when most solids tend to

become viscous, their importance increases

(as Crafts duly pointed out) in proportion

to the rapidity with which the measuring

operations can be completed. One or two
minutes may suffice and different gases

may be tested consecutively. It is in this

way that Victor Meyer and his pupils,

after demonstrating the dissociation of

iodine and chlorine molecules, succeeded in

penetrating quantitatively to very much
less accessible heights of temperature. A
particular desideratum was a rigid test as

to the stability of the molecule of the

standard measuring gases (oxygen, hydro-

gen, nitrogen). The results were favorable,

inasmuch as for these and for many gases

like COj, SOj, HCl, Hg, etc., the expansions

obtained were linear functions of each other.

In their final work, temperatures as high

as 1700° were reached, the air thermometer

for this purpose being tubular in form, con-

sisting of very refractory fire clay with an
interior and exterior lining of platinum and
with two end tubulures of platinum for in-

flux and efflux of gases. Among many re-

sults of great chemical interest their re-

searches showed that metallic vapors, phos-

phorus, sulphur, etc., at high temperatures

tend to pass into the monatomic or the dia-

tomic molecular structure.

Sometime after (1887) a series of experi-

ments furthering the line of research of
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Deville and Troost were made, witli a geo-

logic aim in view, in the laboratory of the

TJ. S. Geological Survey. Finally, porcelain

air thermometry was taken up with great

vigor by the Eeichsanstalt. These results,

due to Holborn and Wien, are now almost

exclusively quoted and carry the stamp of

the great institution from which they ema-

nated. They have been wisely made com-

mercially available by the deposition, with

Heraus, in Hanau (Germany), ofaplatinum

rhodium alloy definitely calibrated for a

temperature range of 1400°.

Apart from this, these researches contain

no essential novelty, except, perhaps, a more

detailed attempt to investigate the stem

error of the thermometer bulb ; their pro-

cedure otherwise is identical with the

method developed in this country. I am
not, therefore, inclined to yield to it the un-

hesitating deference which has become cus-

tomary. There can be no doubt, in view of

the splendid facilities due to the cooperation

of the Eoyal Prussian porcelain works— fa-

cilities which those who have been baffled

by porcelain technology, or have had to

coax unwilling manufacturers into reluctant

compliance, will appreciate—that the data

of the Eeichsanstalt will eventually be

standard. For the present, however, I

should be more impressed by some sterling

novelty either in the direction of a larger

range of measurement or of method. Con-

ceding that an accuracy of 5° at 1000° has

been reached, all results above 1500° re-

main none the less subject to increasingly

hazardous surmise.

A beautiful method of absolute thermom-

etry, albeit as yet only partially developed,

is due to Topler. In this the densities of

communicating columns of gas are com-

pared very much as in Dulong and Arago's

classical methods for liquids, by the gravi-

tation pressures which correspond to these

unequally hot columns. To accomplish

such extremely fine pressure measurement,

Topler invented the ' Druck libelle,' an in-

version, as it were, of the common level, in

which, therefore, the motion of the bubble

(or of a thread of liquid) indicates a change

of pressure conditioned by the invariable

horizontality of the instrument.

The development of the practical forms

of continuous intrinsic thermoscopes (the

radiation, the thermo-electric and the elec-

tric resistance methods) went, more or less,

hand in hand with the development of the

air-thermometer, although the latter is de-

cidedly the more recent. Aside from pio-

neering experiments of Miiller (1858) and
others, the well-known Siemens resistance

pyrometer (1871) was the first instrument

in the field. It was based upon data ob-

tained from platinum, copper and iron by
the calometric method of calibration. This

instrument has been remarkably perfected

by Callendar and Griffiths, using specially

pure platinum calibrated by comparison

with the air-thermometer as far as about
600° . Notwithstanding these improvements,

the resistance pyrometer is inferior, in my
judgment, to the thermo-electric pyrometer,

from the greater bulk and fragility of the

exposed parts and the tendency ofplatinum

to disgregate or waste itself gradually at

high temperatures. Its upper limit of tem-

perature measurement is thus limited ; for,

even if the difficulty of selecting suitable

terminals for the coil is set aside, the diffi-

culty of finding an insulator at very high

temperatures would remain. According to

Holborn and Wien resistance is seriously

subject to the influence of furnace gases, and
permanence of the low temperature con-

stants does not imply a like permanence of

the high temperature constants of the

metal.

Eadiation pyrometry, curiously enough,

is the most venerable method within the

whole scope of the subject. It was intro-

duced by Newton (1701) in his scala grad-

uum caloris in connection with his well-
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known law of cooling. Not to mention

minor workers, it was successively at-

tacked and revived in most of the note-

worthy high temperature investigations.

Poaillet and Draper have studied it; Bec-

querel, Crova, Violle, Le Chatelier, Lang-

ley, Nichols, Paschen and others have ad-

vanced it. It remains to-day the most

promising as well as puzzlingly fascinating

subject for pyrometric research. One needs

merely advert to its broad scope in relation

to the temperature of the heavenly bodies

to acknowledge this. Here I can only al-

lude to Becquerel's principle that the radi-

ation of opaque bodies is spectrometrically

alike at the same temperature, a result

which has Crova's more recent assent; to

Violle's photometric measurements of the

total emission of platinum ; to the more re-

cent work in the same direction of Violle

and Le Chatelier, in which consistent re-

sults were obtained for oxide of iron and

platinum as far as 1500° to 1700°; to Ste-

fan's law as proved by Boltzmann, and the

variety of discussion ithas elicited ; to H. F.

"Weber's collateral equation ; to the Johns

Hopkins measurements, etc. Another

school of observers, including Langley,

Paschen and others, has undertaken the

promising but much more laborious method

of bolometric measurement of the distribu-

tion of spectrum energy in its relation to

temperature. Without doubb, however, the

whole subject is yet in primis rudimentis;

the results are confessedly ' intrinsic' In-

deed, vagueness in the nature of the radia-

ting source lowers with sufiBciently threaten-

ing aspect to chill the fondest hopes. When
one is told by Violle working on Mont
Blanc that the temperature of the sun is

2500° ; thereupon by Eossetti that it is

9965°, by Le Chatelier that it is at least

7600°, by Paschen that it is below 5000°,

by Wilson and Gray that it is 8000°, etc.,

one wisely concludes that more may yet be

learned about it. Our sympathies naturally

go with those who, like Lummer and Wien
and the Johns Hopkins people, are begin-

ning fundamentally with the search for an

absolutely black body. Less superstructure

and more sub-cellar is, perhaps, the watch-

word in radiation pyrometry.

Turning, now, to the last and most im-

portant of the methods of practical pyrom-

etry, we find a curiously meandering

evolution apparent. I have already indi-

cated that Pouillet (1836) was the first to

complete a legitimate piece of calibration

work. Pouillet might have condemned the

method, but for some reason Tait's thermo-

electric anomalies of red-hot iron were not

detected. Regnault (1847), who was the

next to take up the subject as it happened

with the same couple, made his condemna-

tion sweeping enough. It was not the real

perversity of the platinum iron couple

which provoked Eegnault, for of this

neither he nor Pouillet became aware.

Eegnault's objection (as we should put it

to-day) lay in the fact that the thermo-

couple obeyed Ohm's law, which in that

early day lay somewhat beyond the great

physicist's range of interest. Fortunately,

but none the less long after, Becquerel fol-

lowed with his palladium and divers plati-

num couples, carefully calibrated and

efficiently used. What these platinum

couples were is not stated. They cannot

have been very sensitive or they would

have been preferred to the palladium-plati-

num couple. Indeed, the metallurgy of

platinum alloys did not reach a degree of

refinement until Deville and Debray (1875)

overhauled the chemical separation of

platinum metals with particular reference,

both to iridium and to rhodium. Recently

Mylius and Forster at the Reichsanstalt

further contributed to platinum metallurgy.

But in view of the toils in which the whole

subject of high temperature measurement

languished in Becquerel's day, his results

were not sufficient to remove the discredit
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which Eegnault had thrown upon thermo-

electric pyrometry. And so it happened
that the return to the method in recent

date was of the nature of a resuscitation.

It is amusing to note, as we pass on, the

pranks of custom as it bore down upon
pyrometry. Following Deville and Troost,

every worker (I might mention at least

five) felt in duty bound to redetermine

the boiling point of zinc—^rather a difficult

feat in its way. Thus we find boiling zinc

inseparably associated with the destiny of

the calibrated thermo-couple. Le Chatelier

broke this law of fateful sequence by igno-

ring the need of calibration at the outset,

and then using the couple so dignified to

determine the melting points of silver, gold,

palladium and platinum. But these are

VioUe's melting points. Hence the py-
rometric feature of Le Chatelier's platinum-

rhodium couple was in its inception due to

Violle.

Meanwhile, accompanying the geologic

inquiries of Clarence King, an extensive

series of pyrometric investigations which
had been in progress in this countrj"- since

1882 were completed (1887). These con-

tained a full examination of divers efficient

methods of pyrometry and a study of the

porcelain air-thermometer with particular

reference to the calibration of thermo-

couples. In the course of this work the

admirable pyrometric qualities of the plati-

num iridium alloy were exhibited by de-

tailed and direct comparisons with the air

thermometer. It was shown that the cali-

bration could be made permanent by refer-

ring the thermo-electromotive forces to a

Clark's cell ; that the character of their

variation with temperature is uniformly

regular, and that the thermal sensitiveness

of the couples increases as the higher de-

grees of red and white heat are approached.

Finally, it was pointed out that couples

destroyed by silicate corrosion or in similar

ways could be restored by fusing over again

on the lime hearth with merely negligible

changes of constants. Elsewhere, Le Chate-

lier's clever combination of the platinum

rhodium couple with the D'Arsonval

galvanometer, then a comparatively new
instrument in the laboratory, secured im-

mediate favor. Professor Koberts-Austen,

ever on the watch to waft good things across

the channel from Gaul into Albion, hailed

the new comer with no uncertain sound.

Sometime after, the platinum-rhodiunj.

couple entered Germany and was there de-

finitely calibrated (1892) for the first time,

as already stated, at the Reichsanstalt.

Of the three available couples, palladium,

platinum-rhodium and platinum-iridium,

the former is excluded from competition by
reason of its low fusibility. Between plati-

num-iridium and platinum-rhodium, the

latter has been more extensively advertised,

but is otherwise inferior to the older plati-

num-iridium alloy. In other words, plati-

num-iridium, when suitably alloyed, can

be made more sensitive than platinum-rho-

dium in the ratio 100 to 76. Beyond this

the alloys are much alike ; both are tena-

cious, resilient, refractory metals, and their

thermo-electric forces under like conditions

of temperature show a constant ratio even

at extreme white heats. The thermo-elec-

tric activity of these two alloys is exceed-

ingly remarkable. Among over fifty differ-

ent platinum alloys examined no similarly

sensitive combinations were found. More-

over, whereas platinum alloys of extremely

large electrical resistance are not unusual,

such metals are not apt to be distinguished

thermo-electrieally.

To conclude: the small dimensions of

the sensitive point of the thermo-couple,

the independence of the intermediate tem-

peratures between the junctions (apart

from small corrections due to the Thomson
effect) and therefore the removal of the

terminal difficulty, the high upper limit of

the measurable temperatures, the perma-
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nence of its constants in relatioQ to Clark's

cell in the lapse of time, the instantaneity

of its indications, the easy reproduction of

destroyed couples, their relative insensitive-

ness to furnace gases, the regular and sim-

ple character of the temperature function,

the sustained sensitiveness throughout all

temperature ranges even quite into the fu-

sion of platinum—all these facts are a suf-

ficient if not overwhelming recommendation

of the method.

In speaking of long range temperature

variables one is hardly permitted to over-

look the remarkable work which has re-

cently been done in the direction of low

temperature, but with these subjects I am
less familiar and can therefore only refer to

in passing. The progress made in the

subject is sufficiently evidenced by the

growth oflarge low temperature laboratories

throughout the world, laboratories which

undertake 'the cold storage' of 'cold storage,'

as it were, like those of Pictetin Berlin and

Paris, of Dewar in London, of Kamerlingh

Onnes in Leyden, of Olezewski in Krakau,

and others. Dewar and Fleming have

added to our knowledge of the probable

constitution of bodies at the absolute tem-

perature. Olezewski has found the critical

temperature of hydrogen at—230° and its

atmospheric boiling point at —243°. Dewar
and Moissan have liquefied fluorine. There

is much here which I must reluctantly

forego. The hydrogen thermometer, the

platinum balance (Callendar) and the

thermo-couple are again doing excellent

work in thermometry.

APPLICATIONS OF PYROMETRY.

Turning now to the applications of recent

pyrometry, we meet first many series of val-

uable data on melting points and similarly

valuable data on the dissociation tempera-

tures of chemical compounds. To these I

merely refer, not being qualified to enter

into chemical interpretations. High tem-

perature boiling points have also been

treated, and I will especially consider the

case of the variation of metallic ebullition

with pressure. The relation of vapor pres-

sure to temperature has thus far defied the

counsels of the wise, even though such men
as Bertrand and Dupre have given the mat-

ter close scrutiny. One would suspect the

simplest relation to hold for metallic boil-

ing points, and investigations have there-

fore been undertaken in which the temper-

ature of ebullition of Hg, Cd, Zn, Bi, were

studied for pressures decreasing from one

atmosphere down indefinitely.

The results so obtained show an effect of

pressure regularly more marked as the nor-

mal boiling point is higher, so that the at-

tempt to express the phenomenon for all

these bodies by a common equation is

roughly successful. By far the most rapid

reduction of boiling point occurs when the

pressure decreases from -^ atmosphere in-

definitely. For the case in which the nor-

mal boiling point is to be predicted from a

low pressure value in case of a metal which,

like bismuth, boils with great difficulty,

very high exhaustion is essential.

Igneous fusion, by which I mean the fu-

sion of rock-forming magmas, is particularly

interesting in its relation to pressure. This

has been again recently pointed out by

Clarence King in his discussion of the age

of the earth. If the earth is solid within,

as is now generally admitted, such solidity

can only result from superincumbent pres-

sure withholding fusion. To study the re-

lation of melting point to pressure directly

is out of the question when white heat is

the condition of fusion. In this respect

the laboratory in the interior of the sun or

even of the planets has some salient advan-

tages, but we cannot comfortably put such

a laboratory under strict surveillance of

protoplasm.

Fortunately, the Clapeyron equation, suc-

cessively improved by James Thomson and
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by Clausius, is here usefully available. To
measure the melting point, the difference

of specific volumes of the solid and the

liquid body and the latent heat of fusion

at this temperature, with the aid of Joule's

equivalent, is to measure also the relation

of melting point to pressure implicitly.

Based on the first and second laws of ther-

modynamics, this equation is generally true,

no matter what specific properties may
characterize the body. The process has

thus far been completely pushed through

for diabase only. Thermal change of vol-

ume may be measured by enclosing the

rock in a platinum tube of known expan-

sion, and the contraction of the contents

from liquid to solid found by an electric

micrometer probe reaching within the tube.

Given a furnace fully under control, then,

as experiment has shown, the cooling can

be made to take place so slowly that plati-

num remains rigid relatively to its charge

of red-hot magma, and under these condi-

tions the contraction can actually be fol-

lowed into the solid state. At the same
time the temperature at which marked
change of volume occurs is the melting

point. Apart from difficulties of manipu-

lation, the latent heat may be found from

measurement of thermal capacity on either

side of the temperature of fusion by a

modification of known methods.

The rate at which fusion is retarded by
pressure computed from these data in the

manner specified showed an increase of the

melting point of a silicate of about 0.025°C.

per superincumbent atmosphere. But this

datum falls within the margin (.02 . . . .04)

of corresponding data much more easily

and directly derived for organic bodies.

One may, therefore, argue that if the melt-

ing point pi'essure rate is so nearly constant

on passing from the class of silicious to the

thoroughly different and much more com-

pressible class of organic bodies the rate

would probably be more nearly constant

in the same body (silicious or organic),

changed only as to temperature and pres-

sure. This surmise was verified for naph-

thalene within an interval of 2,000 atmos-

pheres.

The endeavor to interpret the change

during fusion of the volume of the chem-

ical elements in terms of the periodic system

has been begun with much success by Max
Topler for low temperatures. It would be

of great interest to complete this diagram

for high temperatures in view of the spe-

cifically molecular character of the fusion

phenomenon, by repeating such experiments

as have just been described for rock mag-
mas.

The heat conduction of rocks has been

investigated in many cases for temperatures

lying below red heat. Among recent ob-

servers we need only instance the extensive

investigations of Ayrton and Perry. N"o

trustworthy experiments, however, have

yet been carried into the region of essen-

tially high temperature ; and yet what is

chiefly of interest in the geological applica-

tions of such experiments is the change of

conduction which accompanies changes of

physical state, whether induced by pressure

or by temperature.

Experiments in heat conduction are diffi-

cult under any circumstances. They be-

come insuperably so when conduction at

white heat is to be studied under pressure,

and that is what the geological conditions

actually imply. Some notion of a body re-

spectively solid and liquid at a given tem-

perature may be obtained by observing the

behavior of bodies which are capable of

being undercooled. A number of such

bodies are known, thymol being a conspic-

uous example. Experiments with this

body were made by measuring the volume

expansion, specific heat and heat conduc-

tion in parallel series both for the solid and

liquid state at like temperatures. They

showed, for instance, that the increment of
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absolute heat conduction, encountered in

passing isothermally from the solid to the

liquid state, when referred to solid conduc-

tivity is about 15%, and when referred to

a liquid conductivity is about 15%. Simi-

larly the change of thermometric conduc-

tivity under like conditions is an increment

of 36% and 56% respectively. Now, since

in most questions relating to thermal flow

thermometric conduction enters exclusively,

the importance of this large coefficient is

obvious whenever a body passes from the

solid to the liquid state.

Solid conduction is thus 40 or 50% in ex-

cess of liquid conductivity for the same body
at the same temperature and pressure. It is

reasonable to infer that a corresponding de-

crement of conduction will accompany any
rise of temperature of a solid body. Meas-

urements which have somewhat recently

been made for relatively small intervals at

Zurich, at Glasgow and at Harvard, upon
typical rocks, all bear out this surmise. The
immediate incentive to these experiments

was a strong paper by Professor Perry in

which Lord Kelvin's estimate of the age of

the earth is shown to be insufScient for an
earth in which the interior conductivity is

systematically greater than the surface con-

ductivity. Indeed, he deduces the percent-

age increment of the square root of the

age of a Perry earth over that of a Kelvin

earth to be one-fifth of the percentage de-

crement of conduction for each 100° C.

So far as the effect of terrestrial tempera-

ture alone is concerned, the measurements

just mentioned show that Perry's correction

is negative or that Perry's earth would be

less long-lived than the 100 x 10" limit of

years set by Lord Kelvin.*

To estimate the effect on heat conduction

of the increase of pressure which accompa-
nies the increase of temperature with the

* The text of Kelvin's recent address at the Vic-

toria Institute, in which an age of thirty million

years is maintained, has not yet reached me.

depth below the surface is a much more
serious matter. In the laboratory, pressure

experiments are limited to 3,000 or 4,000

atmospheres; compared with earth pres-

sures these scarcely amount to a scratch on
the surface

;
yet even for this limit the de-

termination of heat conduction at high

temperatures is out of the question. A
tentative method of arriving at a conclusion

is given by Clarence King in his discussion

of the age of the earth, the consequences of

which have been quite overlooked. What
King endeavored to accentuate long before

Perry's contribution to the subject was pre-

cisely the fact we cannot assume greater

conductivity for the interior than for the

surface. Since heat conduction decreases

isothermally from solid to liquid, it is as-

sumed that in one and the same substance

the viscosity could be taken as an index of

the thermal conduction. Therefore, if tem-

perature and pressure were made to vary in

such a way (both increasing) as to leave

viscosity constant, it was inferred that heat

conduction would also remain constant.

Now the isometrics or lines of constant vis-

cosity ofa viscous body for variable pressure

and temperature are much more easily found
than the isometrics of conduction. In fact,

it has been shown that a burden of at least

200 atmospheres would have to be brought

to bear in order to wipe out the decreased

viscosity due to the rise of a single degree

(Centigrade) of temperature. The depth

at which this ratio is reached, as King
points out, for a given surface gradient

of temperature and depth, depends on the

initial excess of the temperature of the earth

considered, and on the age of the tempera-

ture distribution resulting. But no matter

whether the Kelvin earth with an initial

excess of 3,900° and an age of 100 x 10"

years, or whether King's solid earth with

an initial temperature of fused platinum

and 25 x 10" years of life be taken, in all

cases the temperature effect predominates
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throughout those depths within which

change of temperature with depth is the

marked feature of the temperature distribu-

tion. In other words, if, for example, we
consider the Kelvin earth, the strata above

.035 of earth radius will be strata of smaller

conduction than the surface strata. From
the surface downward as far as .035 radius,

conduction will decrease to a minimum.
Below this, conduction will increase again,

due to preponderating pressure, finally to

exceed the surface value. But the com-

puted temperature distribution of Kelvin's

earth is such that at .035 radius the initial

temperature excess of 3,900° has been

reached to within one or two per cent. Be-

low this in depth Perry's correction will be-

gin to apply, but the further changes of

temperature are so nearly negligible that

the consideration of conduction is superflu.

ous. From this point of view, therefore,

the staggering force of Perry's clever argu-

ment is removed. Of course, I am fully

aware that an argument from the supposed

parallelism of physical properties of a given

body (in the present case heat conduction

and viscosity) is not inevitably convincing;

but in physical geology, for some time to

come I dare say, the question will be] not

one of rigorous proof, but rather one of form-

ing a rational opinion.

In passing I will indicate the importance

of an increased knowledge of the isometrics

of liquid and solid matter, relations which

have thus far been found simpler in charac-

ter than other thermo-dynamic properties

as I shall again point out in the course of

the address.

I want finally to add a few words on the

electro-chemistry of magmas. The physical

chemistry of molten rock has already been

somewhat extensively considered, but I am
hardly competent to review it. In this

country, Joseph Iddings and, more recently

George F. Becker have discussed the

natui-al differentiation of magmas from dif-

ferent points of view. Here I will merely

include certain pyrometric experiments on

the electric conduction of fused glasses

which seem to give promise of throwing

light on the chemical constitution of com-

plex silicates and to be suggestive in other

ways. In such measurements, if the magma
is made to pass from the solid to the liquid

state, the observed electric conduction con-

tains no evidence either of a melting point or

of polymerism. The law of thermal varia-

tion is easily derived and it agrees closely

with the corresponding behavior of a zinc

sulphate solution, for instance, observed

through a range of temperature. In a

general way, electric resistance decreases in

geometric progression when temperature in-

creases in arithmetical progression. Con-

sidered relatively to the composition of the

magmas, electric conduction shows a

marked and regular increase with the de-

gree of. the acidity of the magmas. The less

fusible acid magmas are better conductors

than the basic magmas at the same tempera-

ture. Curiously enough, conduction thus

runs in an opposite direction to fusibility.

However viscous a magma may be, there-

fore, and however cogent the arguments,

such as those launched by Becker against

the differentiating importance of ordinary

diffusion may prove, it is fair to conclude

that a thorough change of chemical struc-

ture through ionic diffusion, whether di-

rected by an electric field or otherwise,

must be an easy possibility for a sufficiently

hot but otherwise solid magma. The re-

sults point specifically to the desirability of

repeating Hittorf's brilliant experiments on

the migration of the ions for a silicious

medium. This ought not to be difiicult,

seeing that such a menstrum need not even

be liquid to be compatible with a high or-

der of electric conduction.

Further consideration of the subject

shows the probable passage of conduction

through a maximum when acidity is con-
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tinually increased. Finally quartz appears

like an insulator in the same role as water

in ordinary aqueous solutions. In all these

cases I wish to keep in mind the results of

Alexeefif and their recent repetition for me-

tallic alloys, together with the interpreta-

tion of these results due to Masson. In a

crust subject to variable magnetism, trav-

ersed by earth currents, sustained by semi-

metallic carbides of the MendeleefF-Moissan

type, containing piezo-electric and thermo-

electric sources, who can say that electric

fields are absent ? Again, the character of

the changes contemplated in Gibbs' famous

'phase rule,' as interpreted by Le Chatelier,

would here be ionic rather thaa molecular.

A question of somewhat allied interest in

the action of hot water under pressure on

rock-forming silicates. Investigations of

this kind have been described in the well-

known and fascinating book of Daubree.

Daubree's work, however, is qualitative in

character, like that of many others in the

same line, and the furtherance of the subject

is to be looked for in the quantitative direc-

tion. Some time ago Becker suggested ex-

periments on a huge mass of granulated rock

under the action of steam at exceptionally

constant temperature. But no thermal

effect of the action of water could be de-

tected. True, the boiling point of water is

a temperature comparatively low for the

purpose
;
yet similar experiments made

with liquid water at over 200° under pres-

sure were equally negative as to results.

Experiments of this kind are not very con-

clusive. The insufficient sensitiveness of

the measuring apparatus, the rate at which

heat is carried off compared with the rate

of generation and other obscure causes mar
the results. The question may, however,

be approached in a somewhat different way :

If water is heated under pressure in glass

tubes, the volume of water contained de-

creases as the square, whereas the chem-

ically active area, i. e., the inside surface of

the tube, decreases as the first power of the

diameter. Hence, in proportion as the tube

is more capillai-y, the action of water on
the glass will produce accentuated volume
effects. Thus it was shown that the be-

havior of hot water is profoundly modified

by its continued action on glass, inasmuch
as its compressibility increases at a very

rapid rate with the time of action even at

180°, until, with the approach of solidifica-

tion, the observed compressibility is fully

three times its isothermal value at the in-

ception of the experiment. Even more
striking is the simultaneous and continual

decrease of the length of the column of

water. Clearly, therefore, the confined

volumes of glass and included water must
undergo contraction at 180° in forming an
eventually solid aqueous silicate, while in-

creasing compressibility is due to the in-

creasing quantity of silicate dissolved.

Now, in nearly all cases the effect of solu-

tion is a decrease of compressibility. Hence
the increased compressibility observed is to

be referred to a precipitation of the dis-

solved silicate, in response to the action of

pressure, a result borne out by the appear-

ance of the tube and by varied correlative

experiments. It is, however, the volume
contraction which is particularly interest-

ing, because of its far-reaching geological

application. In the first place the measure-

ments show that about .025 cubic cm. of

liquid water is absorbed per square centi-

meter of glass surface at 180° C. per hour.*

The effect of this absorption is a contraction

of bulk amounting to 18% per hour. So

large and rapid a contraction is presumably

accompanied by the evolution of heat.

Hence, under conditions given within the

first five miles of the earth's crust, i. e., if

water at a temperature above 200° and un-

der sufficient pressure to keep it liquid be

so circumstanced that the heat produced

* This is an initial rate of about 180 kilograms per

square meter per year.
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cannot easily escape, the arrangement in

question is virtually a furnace whose ef-

ficiency accelerates with rise of tempera-

ture or increase of terrestrial depth,

PIEZOMETRY.

It is not feasible to make much progress

in pyrometry without feeling the need of a

corresponding development in high pressure

measurement. This has already appeared

in the preceding parts of my address. It

will not be expedient to look into the his-

tory of the subject as comprehensively as I

did in the case of pyrometry, partly.because

the literature is more diffuse, and partly be-

cause the real development of piezometry is

of recent date and virtually begins with

pressures of the order of several thousand

atmospheres. So understood, although we
gladly pay homage to Oersted, to Eegnault,

to Grassi and many others, our historical

summary may be abridged.

As is often the case in physics, the great

advances in the subject are associated with

the name of one man ; for, though many
able investigators have contributed effect-

ively to the progress of piezometry, the

overshadowing importance of the results of

Amagat have superseded all researches co-

extensive with his own. For over twenty

years Amagat has been laboring on this defi-

nitely circumscribed subject. Year after

year his prolific experimental ingenuity has

put forth results, each of which in its turn

constituted the highest attainment in accu-

racy and the greatest breadth of scope

which high pressure measurement had

reached at the time. It is impossible to

give any adequate view of this sustained

labor in an address. The subject is highly

specialized and demands special treatment

;

but we owe to Amagat the bulk of our

knowledge of the properties of a gas re-

garded not as an ideal fluid, but as a phys-

ical body ; some of the most far-reaching

results in the thermo-dynamics of liquids,

and some of the best data in the elastics of

solids.

Amagat investigated gases within an in-

terval of pressure which at times reached

4,000 atmospheres, with a view to interpret-

ing their divergence from the laws of ideal

gaseiiy. Indeed, we may note in passing that

just as the advanced astronomy of the day is

being enriched with unexpected discoveries

from a discussion of mere errors of observa-

tion, so refined physical measurement gleans

new harvests in carefully tracing out the

all but rigorous sufiBciency of established

laws. The product of pressure and volume,

nearly constant in the ordinary isothermal

behavior of gas, shows, under higher pres-

sures, a well-marked passage through a

minimum in the case of all gases except hy-

drogen. Hence, below a certain definite

pressure, varying with the character of the

body (say 40 atm.), gases are more com-

pressible than Boyle's law asserts, and

above this pressure they are continually less

compressible and begin to resemble hydro-

gen in this respect. The sharpness of the

minimum diminishes as temperature in-

creases, and probably ultimately vanishes.

Cailletet, it is true, had undertaken a study

of the same subject simultaneously, but his

results were not in the same degree correct.

Again, the coefiicient of expansion of gases,

considered in its isopiestic behavior for tem-

peratures not too far above the critical

point, increases with pressure to a maxi-

mum, which seems to occur at the same

pressure for which the volume-pressure

product is a minimum. This thermal max-

imum also decreases with temperature and

finally vanishes. To specify the conditions

further than this would be to exceed the

limits beyond which verbal statement ceases

to be lucid. The value of Amagat's work,

however, is not merely the formulation of

such general laws for gases as a whole, but

rather the investigation of sharp and spe-

cific results for each gas individually. Thus,
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if one uses these data for a given gas to

compute the contestants in Van der Waal's

law, one is actually able to predict remote

critical conditions of the gas in question

with a fair order of accuracy.

Whenever pressure measurements are to

be made through such large intervals as are

here in question, the elastic constants of the

apparatus become of increasing moment.

Amagat, however, treated these incidental

measurements as of like importance with

the rest of his labors. The starting point

of his investigation into high pressures was

the open mercury manometer first erected

along a staircase near Lyons, finally in the

shaft of the St. Etienne mine, about 380

meters deep. This apparatus was used for

graduating the closed manometer, prefer-

ably containing nitrogen. In later experi-

ments for excessively high pressures the

closed manometer was replaced by the

' manometre a pistons libres,' a sort of in-

verted Bramah press, in which the small

pressures of an open mercury manometer
acting on a large piston compensate the rel-

atively large pressures of the piezometer

acting on a small piston. The ingenious

feature of Amagat's apparatus is the rota-

tion of both pistons just before measure-

ment, a device by which friction is rendered

harmless. Equipped with this instrument

direct determination of the bulk modulus

for glass and metal was actually feasible.

In the case of glass no serious variation of

the compressibility could be ascertained

within 2,000 atmospheres, and even 200°, an

observation of great value in practical re-

search. Poisson's ratio was similarly de-

termined and the data used in computing

Young's modulus. But the most important

result of these researches, a result to which

Professor Tait also contributed, is the

datum found for the absolute compressi-

bility of mercury. This will enable all fu-

ture observers in piezometry to standardize

the apparatus with ease and nicety.

Time prevents me from dwelling upon

the remaining investigations of Amagat in

a measure commensurate with their value.

These contain a counterpart for the liquid

state of the results already announced for

gases. The change of volume throughout

enormous pressures and about 200° of

temperature is considered in detail for a

number of important liquids. Only in one

case, and that the rather remarkable one of

carbon tetrachloride, are evidences of solidi-

fication encountered and the conditions de-

termined. Amagat believes the absence of

solidification to be due to the occurrence of

the lower critical temperature below the

isothermal of compression. In my own
judgment, however, the pressures necessary

to reach this lower critical point will be

enormous even in units of 1,000 atmos-

pheres, for which reason it is not in any

case liable to be an easy conquest.

Special mention finally is due to the

thermal position of the maximum density

of water, which Tait had already studied.

Amagat shows definitely that the tempera-

ture of maximum density moves towards

the freezing point with increasing pressure,

so that at high pressures, as well as at high

temperatures, the behavior of water loses

its anomalous character. In general, com-

pressibility and expansion decrease with

pressure for all normal liquids, and expan-

sion increases rapidly with temperature.

Other anomalous properties of water have

been investigated, among which the dimin-

ished viscosity of water under pressure at

ordinary temperature studied by Eontgen,

Cohen and others may be stated.

After this cursory and wholly inadequate

mention of the work of Amagat and the

physicists who, like Tait, Cailletet and

others, have been engaged in closely allied

researches, it will repay us to look at some

of the other as yet less splendidly developed

contributions to piezometry. At the outset

it is well to make mention of the forms of
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pressure gauges wMch have come into use.

As far as 1,000 atmospheres, the Bourdon

gauge, if well constructed, does good ser-

vice, though in a somewhat rough way.

The corrected nitrogen closed manometer is

more accurate for a smaller range. A
theoretically simpler pressure gauge was
proposed by Tait and Cailletet. In this

case a straight cylindrical elastic tube

under internal or external pressure is sub-

stituted for the Bourdon tube and the ex-

pansion or compression is directly measured.

With due precautions against changes of

temperature and the choice of a solid of

constant bulk modulus and rigiditj', this

gauge can be used as far as about 2,000

atmospheres with convenience.

Above 2,000 atmospheres Amagat's Bra-

mah press manometer, already mentioned)

is the only reliable gauge, and, though some-

what cumbersome, has the advantage of

giving absolute results. However, a gauge

based on the change of electric resistance

of mercury with pressure, a constant now
fairly well known from Palmer's measure-

ments, will, in myjudgment, do good service

for pressures which exceed even the range

of the manometer. With regard to methods

for producing high pressures, the force pump,

with a small steel plunger and the screw

advancing bodily into a closed barrel filled

with a liquid, have not yet been superseded.

The efficiency of such apparatus depends

essentially on the means used for obviating

leakage. These must, of course, be very

perfect.

Amagat's work with liquids was extended

chiefly in the direction of high pressures

Experiments have since been made by
others throughout higher temperatures

(310°) and, of course, a smaller range of

pressures (500 atm.). Leaving out the less

perspicuous results, I will here merel}' al-

lude to the probable existence of a remark-

able law which these researches have de-

veloped. Dupr6 (1869) and afterwards

Levy (1878), reasoning from thermo-dy-

namic premises, were the first to suspect that

the isometrics or lines of equal volume of

liquids are straight. In other words, if

there is to be no change of volume then

pressure increments must vary proportion-

ately to the temperature increments {p=
a — J), a result which implies that the in-

ternal pressure of a, body kept at constant

volume is proportional to its temperature.

L6vy's deduction was, however, declared to

be theoretically unwarrantable by Clausius,

Boltzmann and others. Sometime after,

the same law reappeared in experimental

form in a series of brilliant researches on

critical temperatures due to Ramsay and
Young. Fitzgerald, reasoning from Ram-
say and Young's results, then proved that

for such liquids as possessed straight iso-

metrics specific heat is a temperature func-

tion only, and energy and entropy are each

exj)ressible as the sum of a mere tempera-

ture function and a mere volume function.

This is curiously like the position from

which Dupre and Levy started. Ramsay
and Young's work, however, applied spe-

cifically to vapors, and for high tempera-

tures (200°) their pressures did not exceed

60 atmospheres. The law has since been

tested for liquids as far as 1500 atmospheres

and over 200° conjointly, and found in

reasonable accordance with exjDeriment.

Hence we infer that if the thermo-dynamic

change of a bodj^ is such that volume re-

mains constant, pressure and temperature

will vary lineai-ly with each other, the in-

crements being about 0.1° C. per atmos-

phere. Now, although anj' law relating to

the liquid state would be welcome, these

volume isometrics are particularly so. In

the geology of the earth's crust, for in-

stance, they would, in a great measure, de-

termine the conditions of possible convec-

tion ; and it is curious to note that, from the

known values of bulk modulus and of the

expansion of solid glass, the isometrics
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would here again be given by corresponding

increments of about .1° per atmosphere.

For solid metals the isometrics are of a

different order.

Another line of research for liquids to

which I attach supreme importance has

only just been begun : I refer to the system-

atic study of the entropy of liquids.

Among the first results on the heat pro-

duced in suddenly compressing a liquid are

those of Tait. They are of too limited a

range, however, and not in good accord

with the more recent and extended data of

Galopin. Generally speaking, the change

of temperature produced per atmosphere of

compression increases with temperature in

Sh marked degree, as one may infer from

Kelvin's equation. For organic bodies this

increment at ordinary temperatures is of

the order of -^-^° = .020° per atmosphere.

In case of liquid metals the order of values

is decidedly different, being about -jij this

value, recalling correspondingly divergent

results observed for the isometrics of vol-

ume. Quite recently (1896), the same

subject has been taken up by Tammann (to

whom we also owe results for the correla-

tive compressibility) particularly for solu-

tions and with reference to the theory of

solutions. Tammann's data are of the

order .001° per atmosphere at 0°, and in

better keeping with the thermo-dynamics

of the subject than the earlier experiments.

Much more, however, must be done before

anything like a degree of critical accuracy

is approached or a broad survey taken.

Pressure intervals are to be chosen wider

and the temperature measurement given

with greater certainty.

Finally, I wish to touch upon the rela-

tions of melting point and pressure in their

more recent development. Obviously, the

classical work of Andrews on the continu-

ous passage of a liquid into the gaseous

state will find some counterpart in the

manner in which the analogous passage

from the solid into the liquid state takes

place. The character of these phenomena

may be shown from direct observations of

melting point and pressure, as was done by
the earlier observers. Full knowledge,

however, can be obtained only by mapping

out the isothermals throughout the region

of fusion very similarly to the method pur-

sued by Andrews himself for vaporization.

This has thus far been attempted for a

single body only, naphthalene, within 130°

and 2,000 atmospheres. Six isotherms (63°,

83°, 90°, 100°, 117°, 130°) were traced

within these intervals, along each of which,

excepting the first, the body passed from

the liquid to the solid state under the in-

fluence of pressure only. An exhibit of

these data sliows strikingly that in all cases

the change of physical state takes place in

accordance with a cyclic law, i. e., a larger

pressure is necessary to change the body

from the liquid to the solid state, at a given

temperature, than the pressure at which

the body at tlie same temperature again

spontaneously melts. Freezing almost al-

ways seems to take place at once ; the cor-

responding fusion is apt to be prolonged,

and in its gradual occurrence traces the

contours of James Thomson's well-known,

doubly-inflected isothermals much more

fully than does the allied case of vaporiza-

tion.

The appearance of the cyclic parts of

these isothermals is suggestive, and may be

described in terms of their dimensions in

the direction of volume and of pressure re-

spectively. The former dimensions indi-

cate the probable fate of the volume incre-

ment. They show that, as pressure and

temperature increase, the volume increment

tends more and more fully to vanish, and

they thus imply a lower critical tempera-

ture at which the solid would change into

the liquid continuously as far as volume is

concerned. It does not follow that other

properties of the body would here also vary
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continuously. For naphthalene this point

would lie in a region of several thousand

atmospheres and several hundred degrees

Centigrade—therefore, in a region too re-

mote to admit of actual approach.

Again, the breadth of the cycles, meas-

ured along the pressure axis, decreases

from the center of the field both in the

direction of increasing and decreasing pres-

sures. The tenor of these results is an ad-

ditional indication of the recurrence of a

lower critical temperature at which cycles

must necessarily vanish. The decrease of

the breadth of the cycles in the direction of

decreasing pressure suggest the possible oc-

currence of a point in the region of nega-

tive external pressure, so circumstanced

that beyond it the substance would solidify

at a lower pressure than that at which it

fuses. This may be interpreted as follows:

The normal type of fusion changes contin-

uously into the ice-type of fusion through

a transitional type characterized by the ab-

sence of volume lag.

An independent discussion more search-

ing in character has quite recently been

given by Tammann. Tammann points out

that for the normal case of fusion and for

increasing pressure the two determinative

factors of the Clapeyron equation—the vol-

umes and latent heat of fusion—will not in

general simultaneously become and remain

zero. He argues that the volume constant

will at the outset decrease with pressure

passing through zero to negative values.

Hence the curve representing the relation

of melting point to pressure must initially

rise to a maximum when the melting point

pressure ratio is zero, and then decrease.

Contemporaneously, the latent heat of fu-

sion, decreasing continually with pressure,

eventually also reaches zero, but at a much
later stage than the volume constant. At
this stage, therefore, since the melting point

and the volume constant now have definite

values (the latter negative), the melting

point and pressure ratio is negatively infi-

nite. Hence the curve expressing the re-

lation of melting point to pressure decreases

with increasing pressure from the maxi-

mum specified, as far as the pressure at

which latent heat is zero, and there drops

vertically downward. Thus Tammann's
melting point pressure curve, with its ini-

tial and final ordinate in the direction of

temperature, maps out a field of pressure

and temperature within which the body is

solid. Outside of this region the body is

liquid and cannot by pressure alone be con-

ceivably converted into the solid state.

Any thermo-dynamic change involving a

march through the boundary of this region

is accompanied by the discontinuity of fu-

sion, of viscosity, etc. A march through

the final ordinate (for which latent heat is

zero) is probably not accompanied by such

discontinuity. For a given temperature

there may be two fusion pressures. At a

temperature sufficiently below the melting

point the continued increase of pressure

should, therefore, move the normallj^ fusing

body from the solid into the liquid state

continuously. This is a somewhat anoma-

lous result of close reasoning, but it must

not be forgotten that in the depth of our

ignorance of the actual occurrences above

several thousand atmospheres the term

anomaly is a misnomer. Indeed, if we re-

gard the melting pressure curve beyond the

stated maximum as characterizing the ice

type of fusion (which Tammann does not

do) our difficulties would in a measure be

reconciled.

Tammann finally points out that the

term lower critical temperature is not justi-

fied by the character of the phenomenon.

Data for melting point and pressure due to

Damien seem directly to corroborate the

occurrence of zero values in the ratio of

melting point and pressure increments, but

Damien's tests are restricted to a pressure

interval much too small to be trustworthy.
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Of the two bodies which have been tested

throughout long pressure intervals, naph-

thalene shows a linear melting point and

pressure ratio for 2,000 atmospheres, while

the carbon tetrachloride of Amagat, though

initially concave upward, soon also becomes

linear. Clarence King has, therefore, in geo-

logical considerations so represented it. To
conform with Tammann 's inferences the in-

terior of the earth would have to be a fluid.

One point of issue, however, in these

cases is clear : At Andrews' critical tem-

perature both the difference of specific vol-

umes and the latent heat of fusion vanish

simultaneously wherever observed. Under
corresponding conditions of change from

liquid to solid the internal pressures are of

tremendously greater value for both states,

and the passage of the solid into the liquid

molecule may involve an immense transfer

of energy without any corresponding change

of volume, for the density of the molecule

itself eludes observation. The manner of

this isothermal change from one state to

the next is in all cases along the character-

istic doubly-inflected contour first pointed

out by Thomson for vapors, and since elab-

orated by Van der Waals, Clausius and
others, "We may, for brevity, call this a

volume lag and measure it in terms of the

pressure or the volume interval subtended.

The liquid can exist even above the critical

temperature, which would mean that even

here pressure must be reduced below the

critical pressure in order to rupture the

liquid molecule.

Pronounced as these phenomena are for

the change from gas to liquid, they become
much more remarkable, indeed often formi-

dable, for the change from liquid to solid. In

this case a volume lag subtending more
than 100 atmospheres is the rule. In other

words, it takes much greater pressure to

solidify a liquid at a given temperature

than to liquefy the solid. Among all these

cases there is a group of well-known bodies

in which, while the solidification pressure

is of marked intensity, the isothermal pres-

sure of spontaneous fusion may even be be-

low zero or be in the region of negative

pressure. Take the single example of

thymol among many : This body between

zero Centigrade and its melting point at

53° can be kept in either the solid or the

liquid state of pleasure. Given at about

50° in the liquid state it would require

more than 2,000 atmospheres to solidify it.

If solid it must obviously remain so even

if pressure be wholly removed. But thymol

may be similarly treated beginning with

the undercooled liquid state at 28°, i. e.,

25° below its melting point. Even here at

least one thousand atmospheres are needed

to condense it (400 have been tried quite

ineffectively). Once solid it would require

about 1,000 atmospheres of negative external

pressure again to melt it. In other words,

it could not be melted again on the same
isothermal.

If we but knew more about the physical

constants involved in these transformations

we could predict the results along the lines

of J. W. Gibbs' splendid theory of the

equilibrium of heterogeneous mixtures; but,

with the dearth, of our concrete knowledge

of long range physical phenomena relating

to liquids and solids, we must be content

with humbler methods.

I have always regarded the significant

behavior instanced for the case of thymol

as capable of a broad interpretation. Pro-

fessors J. J. Thomson and Fitzgerald

abroad, and Elihu Thomson in this country,

have recently sought for atomic dissociation

in the electrolyzed vacuum of a Crookes'

tube. Speaking to the same point, I would

venture to assert that we may reasonably

look to the volume lag for a rational account

of the genesis of atoms. We have already

met with two orders of volume lag : the

first at the mergence of gas into liquid being

usually a few atmospheres in isothermal
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value ; the second at tlie mergence of liquid

into solid, a hundred or even one thousand

times as large in isothermal value, and

characterized by the fact that, whereas

freezing pressures may be enormous, the

corresponding isothermal melting .pressure

may even be markedly negative.

If, then, we further inquire as to what will

happen if we indefinitely compress the solid

along a suitable isothermal, I think it is

logicallj^ presumable that, with the succeed-

ing and profoundly accentuated volume

lag, we shall reach the next atom in a scale

of increasing atomic weights.

However enormous the condensation

pressure for this purpose may be, it is sup-

posable, in the light of the examples already

given, that along an accessible isothermal

the disintegrating external pressure of the

new atom may be permanently negative.

Hence the new atom will persist within the

pressure and temperature range available

in the laboratorj^

But the last stage is virtually identical

with the first, or the inherent nature of

these changes is periodic. The inference

is therefore that, under suitable thermal

conditions and continually increasing pres-

sure, the evolution of atoms, of molecules,

of changes of physical state, again of atoms

and so on indefinitely, are successive stages

of periodically recurring volume lag.

Gael Baeus.
Brown UNivEEsiTy.

THE AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY.

The American Mathematical Society held

its fourth annual meeting at Toronto, Can-

ada, on Monday and Tuesday, August 16th

and 17th. All conditions were exception-

ally favorable for the success of the meet-

ing, but the result far exceeded all antici-

pations. Forty-four members of the Society

were registered as in attendance, forming

by far the largest body of mathematicians

ever brought together on this continent.

Among those present were Professor Simon

Newcomb, President of the Society, and

former Presidents Dr. G. W. Hill and Dr.

Emory McClintock. Several distinguished

visitors also attended the meeting, among
them Professors A. E. Forsyth, A. G. Green-

hill and 0. Henrici. Twenty-three papers

were presented, all by members of the So-

ciety. Although the great length of the

program necessitated a severe limitation of

time for the reading of each paper, the

hearty cooperation of the authors with the

plans of the committee enabled the Society

to conclude the sessions in the two days

allowed without the least friction. The

meeting was characterized not only by

great scientific interest, but also by a cor-

dial spii-it of good feeling between hosts

and guests.

At the meeting of the Council on Mon-

day evening three persons were elected to

membership in the Society and three nom-

inations were received. It was decided to

hold the next summer meeting of the So-

ciety at Boston, Mass., at or about the time

of the meeting of the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science.

Resolutions were adopted bj'^ the Society in

recognition of the generous hospitality of

the University of Toronto and its officers.

A portion of the afternoon session on

Tuesday was devoted to a general discus-

sion of the topics mentioned below. The

members of the Society were afterward re-

ceived by President and Mrs. Loudon, of

the University of Toronto. On Tuesday

evening the members of the Council were

entertained at the Toronto Club by Profes-

sor Alfred Baker.

The following is a complete list of the

papers presented:

MONDAY MORNING.

1. Upon the representation liy ruled surfaces of the

curves drawn hy mechanisms. Preliminary report, illus-

trated hy models: Dr. Edwin M. Blake, Purdue

University.
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2. A contribution to tJie theory of plane eurves : De.
L. "Wayland Bowling, University of Wisconsin.

3. A Canadian discoverer of the non-Euclidean Geom-
etry : Professor George Bruce Halsied, Uni-

versity of Texas.

4. Note on the Folium of Descartes: Professor
Ellen Hayes, Wellesley College.

5. A geometrical locus connected with a system of

coaxal circles: Professor Thos. F. Holgate, North

-

Tvestern University.

6. On the solution of the map-color problem : Pro-
fessor P. Wernicke, State College of Kentucky.

7. On the Biemann-Helmliolz-Lie problem of the

foundations of geometry : Professor H. B. Newson,
University of Kansas.

MONDAY afternoon.

8. Quaternion invariantive operators: Professor
James Byenie Shaw, Illinois College.

9. Tlie geometry of some differential expressions in

hexaspherical coordinates : Dk. Virgil Snyder, Cor-

nell University.

10. On certain differential equations of the second

order allied to Hermite's equation : Professor E. B.

Van Vleck, Wesleyan University.

11. Concerning the cubic involution and the cubic

transformation of elliptic functions : PROFESSOR OSKar
Bolza, University of Chicago.

12. The determination of the rational function in the

reduction of the general Ahelian integral to the sum of a

ra'ionalfunction and a fundamental system of elementary

integrals : Dr. J. C. Fields, Berlin, Germany.
13. On the reduction of hyperelUpticfunctions {p^2)

to ellipticfunctions by a transformation of the second de-

gree : D. J. I. Hutchinson, Cornell University.

TUESDAY morning.

14. Further researches in the theory of quintic equa-

tions: Dr. Ebiory McClintock, New York, N. Y.
15. A theorem concerning the coefficients of lineal sub-

siitutiytg groups of finite order xoiih n variables: PRO-
FESSOR H. Maschke, Chicago University.

16. On the commutator groups : Dr. G. A. Miller,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

17. Collineations in a plane with invariant conic or

cubic curves: Professor H. S. White, Northwestern
University.

TUESDAY afternoon.

18. Concerning regular triple systems : Professor
E. H. Moore, University of Chicago.

19. TJieory of discrete manifolds : Mr. F. W. Frank-
LAND, New York, N. Y.

20. Certain transformation problems of canonical

equations of dynamics: Dr. EdgaR Odell Lovett,
University of Chicago.

21. 77(6 true transition curve: Mr. P. H. Phil-
BRICE, Lake Charles, La.

22. About sixth power numbers vjliose sum is a sixth

power : Dr. Artemas Martin, Washington, D. C.

23. Preliminary report on alternate functions of com-

plex numbers : PROFESSOR A. S. HATHAWAY', Rose
Polytechnic Institute.

General discussion of the following topics:

1. Tlie accurate definition of the subject-matter of mod-
ern mathematics.

2. The vocabulary of mathematics. The possibility of
correcting and enriching it by cooperative action.

F. N. Cole,

Secretary.

CURRENT NOTES ON PHYSIOGRAPHY.

ARTESIAN WELLS OF IOWA.

A COMPREHENSIVE report on the artesian

wells of Iowa by W. H. Norton (Iowa Geol.

Surv., VI., 1896, 113-428) brings clearly

forward the favorable conditions there ob-

taining for this important source of water

supply. The paleozoic strata have a gentle

southward inclination, and also a sag over

the northern part of the State from the

eastern and western boundaries towards

a median line. Numerous water-bearing

strata, or aquifers, occur, from the basal

sandstone that lies on the buried hills and
valleys of the Algonkian floor to the sand-

stones of the coal measures. Cretaceous

strata in the northwestern part of the State

lead water away westward. Some impor-

tant wells are supplied from aquifers in the

glacial drift, ijiree artesian wells were

mentioned in thu State Survey Report for

1870, and no sy:J^ems of water works had
been then constrtfcted. About a hundred

systems are now iii operation, many of them
depending on artesian supplj^. At certain

points, where rjiany wells have been sunk,

the first yield lias slightly decreased, as if

the limit of local supply had been reached;

but great stores of subterranean water re-

main unexhausted beneath most of the

State.

FORESTS AND DESERTS OF ARIZONA.

The variation of climate with altitude
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and the redemption of the desert along ir-

rigated vallej's aiford material for an enter-

taining narrative by Fernow (Nat. Geogr.

Mag., VIII., 1897, 203-226). Much of the

lower ground is desolate, unless exceptional

rains allow a temporary growth ; but the

few valleys of streams large enough to feed

irrigating canals contain green groves, or-

chards and fields. The higher plateaus and
volcanoes bear forests of open growth!

about Flagstaff 12,000,000 feet of lumber

are cut annually. The open grouping of the

trees is ascribed to variation in water stor-

age by the soil. Although millions of pine

seedlings spring up after the rains, all o^

them perish from frost, unless the season is

exceptionally favorable. The young tree

growth does not follow in annual genera-

tions, but in irregular periods of from three

to ten years. Open grassy glades of fine

black loam seem to mark the site of ex-

tinguished lakes. Brief account is given

of an ascent of San Francisco mountain and
of a visit to the Grand Canyon of the Colo-

rado, but it seems rather negligent of the

rest of the world to speak ofeven the unrival-

led canyon as ' a thought of God on earth ex-

pressed.'

TEAJSrSVEESE VALLEYS IN THE JUEA.

A NEW contribution to the above mnch-
discussed question is made by Dr. Fr. Jenny
(Das Birsthal : ein Beit',.^,g zur Kenntniss
der Thalbildung in Fal\.engebirge, Basel,

1897), with the conclusif^-a that the several

transverse valleys or cluses of the Birse are

the result of backward A'osion along lines

of local distortion in the anticlinal ridges,

whereby the river course h;),s become more
or less adjusted to the structure of the re-

gion. It is argued that in the early stages

of folding, the drainage was consequent,

and that several temporary lakes were then

formed. Local deformation in the growing

arches defined the river course. " The
Birse has gained its present course bj' a

change from its original path through ad-

justment to the structure of the mountains

that it traverses."

It is not clear whether the author advo-

cates the diversion of early consequent

streams to transverse courses by the head-

water growth of diverting streams or not

;

no explicit statement being made on this

point. The antecedent origin of the rivers,

advocated by Foerste and Eollier, is dis-

carded. Yet a qualified antecedent origin

is implied, for the present river course is

given an early date, before the folding was
nearly completed ; as if consequent on the

early folding and antecedent to the rest.

The value of adjustment to internal struc-

tures in locating the river seems exaggerated.

Even if essentially antecedent, the slight

adjustments now found within the cluses

might have taken place as the valleys were

deepened. Moreover, it is highly probable

that slight irregularities of structure, such

as those to which Jenny ascribes the loca-

tion of the existing cluses, would have been

found wherever the cluses had been cut

down across the anticlines. The frequent

occurrence of cluses near the end of pitch-

ing anticlines is quite as suggestive of a

course consequent upon initial folding and

antecedent to later and greater folding as

of dependence on slight local deformations.

SUB-OCEANIC CHANGES.

Milne draws attention to sub-oceanic

changes (London Geogr. Journ., X., 1897,

129-146) caused by slides of detritus down
the marginal slopes of continental plateaus.

Cables are there broken in consequence of

their burial beneath such slides. The cause

of the movement is ascribed to the accumu-

lation of land-worn detritus. In Japan a

large number of earthquakes come from the

deep sea off the mouth of the Tonegawa,

the largest of Japanese rivers, which crosses

an alluvial plain in its lower course. Many
other shocks on those islands have similar
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origin. Where long continental slopes

descend beneath the ocean at a steeper

gradient than 1 in 35, slips and earthquakes

of this kind may be expected. The western

boundary of the Tuscarora deep, in the

North Pacific, is a source of many earth-

quakes, among them the destructive disturb-

ance of June 15, 1896. There Milne

infers ' sudden sub-oceanic changes along

the basal frontier of a continent, the mag-

nitude of which it is difficult to estimate.'

Certain ' unfelt earthquakes ' recognized by

the horizontal pendulum are recorded at

widely separated stations, ' and it is fair to

assume that in these instances the whole

world has been shaken.' Their source

cannot have been on any land, for then

they must have been observed in the or-

dinary manner; they are therefore ascribed

to submarine movements.

If the occurrence of sub-oceanic slides be

verified, they afford a new argument for

the permanence of continents and oceans
;

for nowhere do the sedimentary strata of

the continents exhibit so confused a struc-

ture as must be thus produced along the

slope and basal frontier of a continental

mass.
W. M. Davis.

Haevaed TJniveesity.

CUBBENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

STONE IMPLEMENTS FROM THE POTOMAC DIS-

TRICT.

Professor William H. Holmes con-

tributes to the Fifteenth Annual Report

of the Bureau of Ethnology one of

his excellent and beautiful papers, this

one on the ' Stone Implements of the

Potomac Chesapeake Tidewater Province,'

152 pages, with 104 full-page plates, and
36 figures in the text. The geograph-

ical and geological relations of the area

are carefully explained, and the arte-

facts themselves are examined under the

classification of flaked, battered or abraded,

and incised or cut stone implements and
utensils. The typical forms and characters

are illustrated, the processes of manufacture

are set forth, and the extensive quarries

where the material was obtained are de-

scribed.

The conclusion of the author, after years

of patient research with reference to the

antiquity of man's work in this region,

may be given in his own words (p. 146):

" The art remains preserved to our time

indicate the prevalence of extremely simple

conditions of life throughout the past, and

exhibit no features at variance with those

characterizing the historic occupancy." So

that we shall have to go elsewhere to find

' paleolithic man.'

ETHNOGRAPHY OF THE CALCHAQUIS.

In Science, May 7th, I referred to some
interesting art remains discovered by Am-
brosetti in the territory of the ancient Cal-

chaquis. Ethnographers have been unable

to identify these with any modern tribe (see

' The American Race,' p. 319). The latest

effort is by Dr. Ten Kate. He availed him-

self of a series of skeletons in the Museo de

La Plata, exhumed from old graves in Cal-

chaqui territory. Some were deformed,

and of the normal there were a number of

types ; but the characteristic features were

extreme brachycephaly and a short stature.

In both respects these ancient difiered from

the modern natives of the place. Looking

around for similarities, Dr. Ten Kate found

them among the Huarpes of the province

of La Rioja, where skeletons with the same
traits occur. He does not, however, iden-

tify them with the Huarpes (or AUentiacs),

who are probably related to the Chaco

tribes, but rather with the Araucanian

stock, so far as one can judge from the

synopsis of his conclusions in the Central-

Matt fur Anthropologie.

These analogies are not borne out by the

linguistic evidence of the proper names in
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Calchaqui territory, which rather points to

Aymara or Kechua afBnities as undoubt-

edly to the arts of this extinct population.

D. G. Brinton.

Univebsity of Pennsylvania.

NOTES ON INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

MODERN ALCHEMY.

Dr. H. Carrington Bolton contributes

to the last Chemical News an article entitled

'Eecent Progress of Alchemy in America.'

It is largely devoted to such details as are

known of the claims of Dr. Stephen H.
Emmens, of New York, and of Edward C.

Brice, of Chicago, together with the Mint

Report on the Brice process. Dr. Emmens
is the inventor of the high explosive Em-
mensite, and the author of the 'Argentau-

rum Papers.' It is perhaps worth while to

give a brief abstract of his claims, taken

from his own publications. He states that

he was led to his present study by the in-

vestigation in 1892, at the instance of Com-
modore Folger, of a specimen of rustless

nickel steel, which it was proposed to tise

for torpedo netting. He says that he found

in both nickel and iron, and subsequently

in cobalt, 'a certain product which seemed

to differ from anything recorded in the text

books.' Inferring that, if such a substance

were found common to the metals of the

fourth series of Mendeleeflf's group eight,

similar results would be found in other

groups, he began the study of gold and

silver. 'By certain physical methods and

by the aid of certain apparatus' he claims

to have succeeded in bringing about an ex-

tremely minute subdivision of silver, and

was 'surprised to find that the substance

obtained differed so far from ordinary silver

that it could no longer be regarded as the

same elementary substance.' His alleged

substance, which he calls argentaurum, sym-

bol Ar, he considers to be the missing ele-

ment between silver and gold in the second

subdivision of Mend6elefl's group two. "Ar-

gentaurum can be aggregated into molecules

having a density considerably superior to

that of silver molecules, and, we think,

identical with that of ordinary gold mole-

cules. Whether we are right as to this or

not, the condensed argentaurum presents

the appearance and is endowed with the

properties of ordinary metallic gold." Dr.

Emmens estimates that 'one ounce of silver

will produce three quarters of an ounce of

gold' at a profit of at least three dollars an
ounce. He operates on Mexican dollars,

and has sold to the U. S. assay office six

ingots of an alloy of silver and gold aggre-

gating in value §954.80. Dr. Emmens re-

marks: "The gold-producing work in our

argentaurum laboratory is a case of sheer

mammon seeking ; it is not being carried on
for the sake of science, or in a proselytizing

spirit ; no disciples are desired and no be-

lievers are asked for. I have every confi-

dence that the production of argentaurum

gold will be brought up to 50,000 ounces

monthly within a year." Should this re-

sult be attained, the problem of bimetallism

will be happily solved.

Regarding the Brice process, three gov-

ernment experts worked for three weeks

imder Mr. Brice's direction, and officially

report :
" "We have seen not the slightest ev-

idence of any ' creation ' or transmutation.

On the contrary, the claimant failed in

every instance to recover the entire amount
of silver and gold known to be present in

the materials. The claimant seems to have

devised a variety of irrational and wasteful

methods for recovering a portion of the

silver and gold known to metallurgists as

being present in many commercial metals,

such as antimony and lead." Mr. Brice's ap-

plication for a patent has been again re-

jected. Incidentally, the assay office in-

vestigation revealed that commercial anti-

mony contains a very small percentage of

gold, which is recovered by the Brice pro-

cess.
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Apropos of argentaurum, Dr. Emmens
and JS"ewton W. Emmens publish in the

Chemical News a short article on ' Migrant

Matter,' describing an experiment in which

a disc of pure lead connected with a disc of

pure silver by a copper spiral was kept in a

wide-mouthed bottle for twelve weeks. At
the end of this period the lead disc on cu-

pellation is said to have given a silver bead

weighing 0.00003 gram. " It would appear

from this experiment that what is com-

monly recognized as solid silver is, in part

at least, a migrant mode of matter * * *.

We use the term ' migrant matter ' because

the traveling particles to which we refer are

(in common with odors generally) much
more akin to Crookes's ' fourth form ' than

to gases."

J. L. H.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS.

The New York Medical Record, with great

enterprise, secured by cable a report, extending

to a number of pages, of the Twelfth Interna-

tional Medical Congress, which opened at Mos-

cow on August 19th. After the Congress had
been opened by the Grand Duke Sergius and

welcomed by the Minister of Public Instruction,

Hospodin Dyhanov, Professor Sklifosovsky, the

President of the Committee of Organization,

made an address in which he dwelt especially

on the relations of Eussia to the rest of Europe in

regard to medical and scientific work. He said

that one great obstacle to medical progress was
the want of a common medium of communica-

tion between the men of science of different

nationalities. Nowhere was this almost fatal

lack so fully realized as in Russia. The great

mass of Russian medical literature was a sealed

book to Western peoples, and few outside of the

country had any conception of the enormous

amount of scientific work that was being done

there. Russians recognized that their language

was too difiicult ever to become universally

known, and they were therefore the more
keenly alive to the necessity of the adoption of

some international speech. He would suggest

the appointment of a committee to draft a pre-

liminary agreement on the subject, which should

be laid before the next congress for considera-

tion. The General Secretary, Professor Roth,

reported an attendance of 7,300 members in

Moscow. Of this number more than 3,500 were
from Russia, 800 from Germany, as many from

Austria, 400 from France, 800 from Italy, 300

from England, 120 from the United States, 30

from Mexico, 10 from Japan and 4 from China.

Prince Gallitzin, the Mayor of Moscow, then

greeted the members of the Congress on behalf

of the municipality and announced that the city

of Moscow had decided to establish a prize of

5,000 francs, to be awarded at each interna-

tional congress, to the person who in the interval

since the preceding congress shall have done

that medical work which shall be deemed of

the greatest benefit to humanity. Addresses

were then made by the national delegates, and
the honorary presidents were announced as

follows: Germany—Virchow, Leyden, Ziems-

sen and Waldeyer ; Austria— Gussenbauer,

Hlawa and Rudiger; Great Britain—Stokes,

MacCormac and Simpson; United States—Senn
and Thayer (Billings, it was announced, would
have been one of this number had he not been

absent); Spain—Robert; France—Lannelongue,

Le Dentu, Grasset and Pinard ; Italy—D'An-
tona, Bottini and Lombroso.

General addresses were given by Professor

Virchow on the continuity of life; by Professor

Lannelongue on the sclerogenic treatment of

surgical tuberculosis; by Dr. T. Lauder Brunton

on the relationship of physiology, pharma-

cology, pathology and practical medicine; by

Professor von Krafft-Ebing on etiology of pro-

gressive general paralysis ; by Dr. Senn on

classification and surgical treatment of acute

peritonitis ; by Dr. MetchnikoflF on the plague,

and by Dr. Robert on the mutual relations of

pathology and therapeutics.

The next international congress will be held

at Paris in the summer of 1900, with Professor

Lannelongue as President of the Committee of

Organization.

THE SEAL FISHERIES.

Dr. David Stark Jordan, Commissioner-in-

chief of the fur seal investigations for the United
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States, with Mr. George Clark, Secretary of the

Committee,arrived at San Francisco on the 25th.

Mr. Macoun, the Canadian Commissioner, had

already left the Pribyloff Islands, and the

British Commissioner, Professor Thompson, was

about to leave on H. M. S. 'Amphion.' Mr.

Lucas, of the United States Commission, re-

mained behind for a week. President Jordan

is reported in a press dispatch to have said that

the breeding grounds showed a shrinkage of

about 15 per cent, over the conditions of last

season, and the hunting grounds a shrink-

age of 33 per cent. This is about what was
predicted by the American Commission last

year. The primary cause of the shrinkage of

females on the breeding grounds is the pelagic

catch of last fall and this spring. To this is

added the loss due to starvation of orphaned

pups in 1894, which should this year have lived

to give birth to their first pups. This starva-

tion in 1894, affecting, as it did, in a like meas-

ure the male herd, is the cause of the diminu-

tion of the killable seals on the hunting

grounds. The decline of the herd is every-

where more distinctly marked than it was last

year, owing to the effects of the resumption of

pelagic killing in Bering Sea after the modus

Vivendi of 1893. For 1898 the shrinkage will

be still greater, through the destruction, in 1894,

of unborn pups with females killed. Branding

of young female seals, which will be begun

after September 1st, will be carried on by
Colonel Murray, chief agent on the islands,

and E. F. Farmer, electrician. The skins of the

branded cows which returned this year to the

islands show clearly the permanency of the

mark and its efficiency to render the skins un-

salable, without injury to the animal or to the

herd.

The London Times has published a letter two

and a-half columns in length from Mr. Herman
Liebes, one of the lessees of the Prybiloff Islands

seal rookeries, in which he presents the case

for the United States in a tempei-ate and reason-

able manner, much more likely to prove con-

vincing than the recently published letter of

Secretary Sherman. The communication should

make it clear to the ordinary reader that the

decrease of the herd is not due to the loss of the

seals killed on land, which are only young

bachelors not serving harems, but to pelagic

sealing, where at least 80 per cent, of those

killed are females which are both pregnant and
leave young to die of starvation on the islands.

Since 1890 the annual catch of seals by the

pelagic sealers amounts to an average of 88,916,

as compared with an average of 15,770 from the

islands.

THE MISSOURI GEOLOGICAL STJEVBY.

The following editorial comment appears in

the Journal of Geology :

"The State of Missouri has recently had deep

disgrace thrust upon it by the removal of the

efficient director of the Geological Survey, and
by the appointment of men to its care and con-

duct who possess, according to information that

we deem trustworthy, not only no competency

to perform their duties, but not even a plausible

semblance of competency. These appointments

have ajDparently no other motive than the con-

ferring of personal or political favors. No
causes of complaint, we are informed, were

even alleged against the previous conduct of

the Survey, or against the officials in charge of

it. The scientific public has had ample demon-
stration of the vigor and energy with which the

Survey has been prosecuted, the promptness

with which its results have been published, and

the adaptation of the work to the development

of the economic as well as the scientific re-

sources of the State. It appears, therefore,

that the moneys appropriated by the State of

Missouri for the laudable purpose of investiga-

ting and advertising its resources, and of in-

forming its people concerning their own
sources of material and intellectual wealth, are

being virtually diverted from the purposes

specifically indicated by the statutes of the

State, and are being used for the personal and
political interests of the Governor and his

friends in the form of payment for worthless

services. We are not sufficiently informed in

the technicalities of law and the processes of the

Courts to know how legal action in a case of

this kind can be instituted and maintained, but

if the appointees are as obviously incompetent

as information indicates, they are simply con-

suming the funds of the State to no purpose

save their own, and we think that an effort
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should be made to procure a formal declaration

by the Courts whether this is not a virtual embez-

zlement, and, if so, to secure the award of the

proper punishment. If there is now no way of

compelling a Governor to respect the laws of a

State and the purposes of its statutes, a way
should be provided."

The International Mathematical Congress,

which closed its meetings at Zurich on August
11th, decided tha:t its next meeting be held in

Paris iu 1900. A committee of five members
was appointed to report on mathematical prog-

ress in different countries and to promote the

establishment of mathematical depai-tments in

academic and other libraries. A resolution

was passed favoring the institution of a cen-

tral correspondence bureau in order to main-
tain closer relations between teachers and stu-

dents of the higher mathematics in different

countries.

The attendance at the recent meeting of the

French Association for the Advancement of

Science at Saint-Etienne was smaller this year
than usual, amounting to scarcely 400.

Prince Luigi, of Savoy, and his party suc-

ceeded in reaching the summit of Mt. St. Elias

at noon on July 31st. The altitude was deter-

mined to be 18,120 feet ; no indications of

volcanic action were found. It is said that the

expedition under Mr. Bryant reached an alti-

tude of 14,500 feet—the height reached by
Professor Russell in 1891—and was compelled
to return owing to illness.

It will be remembered that Congress appro-

priated $5,000 for a continuation of the survey
of the gold resources of Alaska, but the bill

containing this item was passed too late to make
it available this year. The expedition under
Mr. J. E. Spurr will go next year, and it is pro-

posed to ask for an increase of the appropriation

to $25,000 im order that a complete survey may
be made and a geological map of the region pre-

pared.

Professor Corfield has been elected an hon-
orary member of the Royal Society of Public

Health of Belgium, of which he has been a cor-

responding member for some years.

Professor Belajeff has been appointed di-

rector of the Botanical Gardens in Warsaw.

In addition to the degrees conferred on Lord
Kelvin, Lord Lister and Sir John Evans by the

two universities located at Toronto, McGill

University will this week confer on them the

doctorate of laws. The convocation of McGill

University will be held in recognition of the

meeting of the British Medical Association and
will confer the degree on Dr. L. L. Barnes,

President of the Association, and probably' on
others in attendance.

A special number of the Rendiconti della B.

Accademia dei Lincei announces, says Nature, the

award of the following prizes, besides others for

essays of a literary character : The royal prize

for physics to Professor Adolfo Bartoli, of

Padua, for his two monographs on the specific

heat of water between the tempei-atures of 0°

and 35°, and on the heat of the sun and for

other investigations. For the ministerial prize

for physical and chemical science eight compet-

itors entered, and the judges have awarded a

prize of 1,000 lire to Professor Carlo Bonacini,

of Modena, for his essays on orthochromatic

and color photography, and on the reflection

and other properties of Rontgen rays ; also

awards of 250 lire each to Professor Carlo Cat-

taneo, of Turin, for his notes on the conductiv-

ity of electrolytes and on the velocity of ions,

and to Professor Pietro Bartolotti for chemical

investigations relating to the compound Rottler-

ine and other derivatives.

We learn, with much regret, of the death of

Professor J. E. Humphrey, which occurred

about the middle of August at Jamaica, where

he had charge of a biological expedition from

the Johns Hopkins University. Professor

Humphrey was a graduate of Harvard Univer-

sity and was a young man, having been pro-

moted only last year to an associate professor-

ship of botany at Johns Hopkins University.

He had made important contributions to our

knowledge of the algse and in other directions,

and was building up a strong department of

botan5' in the Johns Hopkins University.

We regret also to announce the death, at the

early age of 23 years, of Mr. Joseph G. C. Cot-
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tier, fellow of Columbia University. Mr. Cot-

tier had been traveling in France since the first

of July, and died from typhoid fever at Paris

on the 17th of August. He was a student of

exceptional ability in the mathematico-phj'sical

sciences and gave promise of a brilliant career.

The deaths are also announced of Mr. Albert

Marth, fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society

and the author of many valuable contributions

to astronomy, at the age of 69, and of Mr. S. E.

Peal, of Assam, a writer on astronomical topics.

A CABLEGRAM to the daily press reports that

the British steamer Windward, which left Eng-

land on June 10th last, for Franz Josef Land,

to bring back from the Arctic regions the mem-
bers of the Jackson-Harmsworth expedition,

who have spent three winters near Cape Flora,

passed Aberdeen on Aug. 28th on her return trip

and signalled that all were well on board. Dur-

ing the present summer the expedition was to

make an attempt to reach the highest point

north through an opening in Queen Victoria's

Sea, the open water discovered by Jackson.

Reutek's agency announces that M. Nossi-

lofF, the explorer, has arrived at Tinmen from

the Kara Sea. He has made important discov-

eries connected with intercourse between Siberia

and Europe, especially a direct waterway which

is considerably shorter than the old one and is

not affected by the sea ice. M. Nossiloff also

announces that he has investigated the hitherto

unexplored Yalmal peninsula.

Professor W. W. Campbell will have
charge of the expedition of the Lick Observa-

tory to India to observe the total eclipse of the

sun on January 21st of next year. As we have

already stated, this expedition has been made
possible through the generosity of the late Col.

C. F. Crocker.

The Boston Transcript states that Mr. Edward
Kemeys, the animal sculptor, will probably re-

ceive a commission for the decoration of the

zoological park in Washington. It is proposed

to decorate the park with bronze figures of In-

dians and wild animals, of life size or a little

larger, to preserve the types of animal life

which are rapidly vanishing. The Indians will

be represented in some pieces as alone and in

some pieces as riding or hunting the animals.

The animals will sometimes be separate and
sometimes grouped together, as in the case of

a leopard killing a deer.

It is reported that as soon as the new library

of the Moscow University is completed, the

well-known savant. Dr. Luginin, has promised

to make it a present of his fine collection of

books on chemistry, embracing 12,000 volumes,

besides adding a sum of money for purchasing

new books on that subject.

The annual meeting of the corporation of the

Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Holl

was held at that place on August 26th. The
chief business was the election of a board of

trustees and the enactment of some changes in

the by-laws. Seventy members were in attend-

ance. A resolution was adopted ratifying certain

changes in the constitution proposed at a spe-

cial meeting in Boston on August 16th. Among
the more important amendments adopted were

those providing that the number oftrustees be in-

creased from twenty to twenty-four, and that ex-

ofiicio members be made members of the board

of trustees. Trustees were elected as follows :

Clerk, Professor H. C. Bumpus, Brown Univer-

sity ; Dr. E. G. Gardiner, Professor Clark,

Williams College ; Dr. J. P. McMurrich and L.

L. Nunn, University of Michigan ; Professor

H. F. Osborn and Professor E. B. Wilson, Col-

umbia ; Professor William Libbey and W. B.

Scott, Princeton ; Professor W. C. Sedgwick,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology ;
Profes-

sor Sydney W. Smith, Yale ; Dr. William Tre-

lease, Missouri Botanical Gardens ; Professor

W. P. Wilson, Philadelphia Museum ;
Professor

B. Ramsey Wright, University of Toronto

;

Professor J. M. McFarlane and E. G. Conklin,

University of Pennsylvania ; Professor E. P.

Mall, Johns Hopkins University ;
Professor B.

L. Mark, Harvard
;
Samuel P. Scudder, Cam-

bridge ; Lawrence Minot, Boston ;
Professor T.

H. Morgan, Bryn Mawr; C. G. Kidder, New
York ; Professor M. M. Metcalf, the Woman's

College of Baltimore ;
Professor William Pat-

ten, Dartmouth ; Professor D. P. Penhallow,

McGill University.

Nature learns from the Brisbane Courier that

Hon. R. Barr-Smith, of Torrens Park, South

Australia, has offered to subscribe the amount
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necessary for the establishment of a tentative

meteorological station at the summit of Mount
Kosciusko, in the southeastern extremity ofAus-

tralia, at a height of about 8,000 feet. Mr.

Wragge hopes that the comparison of the re-

sults with those obtained from low-level stations

will insure a permanent observatory being

established in the interest of Australasia.

M. Janssen was expected, says the Paris cor-

respondent of the London Times, to leave Paris

on August 21st to inspect his Mont Blanc ob-

servatory. The scientific caravan will start

from Chamonix at the beginning of September

to take meteorological readings at an. altitude

of 14,000 feet, the highest station in the world,

and to study solar radiation. M. Perrotin,

director of the Nice observatory, will, it is said,

join the party in order to study the morning

elongation of Venus and to ascertain the period

of the planet's rotation. Foreign men of science

wishing to make the ascent will enjoy the hos-

pitality of the establishment.

At the monthly general meeting of the Zoo-

logical Society of London, held on August 19th,

at their oflBces in Hanover-square, it was stated

that the number of additions to the Society's

menagerie during the month of July had been

102, among which special attention was called

to a young pair of Babirussas {Babirussa al-

funis), from Celebes, presented by the Duke of

Bedford ; to an example of the thick-billed pen-

guin {Eudyptes pachyrhynchus), from Stewart Is-

land, New Zealand, deposited by the Hon.
Walter Rothschild

;
and also to a very large ex-

ample of Daudin's tortoise {Testudo daudini),

deposited by the same gentleman. The Presi-

dent delivered the silver medal of the Society

to Mr. Alexander Whyte, F.Z.S. , in acknowl-

edgment of the valuable services he had ren-

dered to zoological science by the large collec-

tions he had made in every branch of natural

history in British Central Africa, while acting

as chief scien^fic officer to Sir Harry Johnston.

The second International Conference on Rail-

way and Marine Hygiene will, as we have al-

ready announced, meet at Brussels on September
6th, 7th and 8th. Several governments and
societies have appointed official delegates, and
numerous papers have been promised. There

will be three sections: (1) Organization of the

Medical Services
; (2) Guarantees of Personal

Fitness
; (3) Hygienic Rules and Regulations.

The officials and medical officers of foreign rail-

way companies can obtain free passes upon the

Belgian state railways. Dr. J. De Lantsheere,

56, Rue de 1' Association, Brussels, will supply

further information.

The British Pharmaceutical Conference,which

has recently concluded its sessions at Glasgow,

will next year meet at Belfast, Dr. Symes, of

Liverpool, being reelected President. One of the

more interesting papers presented to the Con-

ference was by Professor Atkinson, of London,

showing that the people of Great Britain ex-

pend annually £3,000,000 on patent medicine.

In 1872 the annual revenue from patent medi-

cine stamps was £82,000 ; ten years later that

amount was doubled, and in 1892 the tax pro-

duced £240,000. He thought that the govern-

ment should exercise more control over the sale

of these secret nostrums.

The Progres medicale publishes a somewhat

extended account of the International Biblio-

graphical Conference which met in Brussels on

August 2d, 3d and 4th. A special discussion

took place on the Dewey decimal system of

classification, which was opposed by M. Funck-

Brentano and defended by M. Baudouin and

others. Dr. Haviland Field announced that

the delayed Concilium hibliograpliicum for zool-

ogy would soon begin the issue of cards. M.
Baudouin stated that within three years nearly

200,000 bibliographical cards with analyses, re-

lating especially to the biological sciences, had

been prepared for the Paris Institute of Bibliog-

raphy.

Mr. Moses P. Handy, special commissioner

to the Paris exhibition of 1900, has gone to

Paris to make arrangements for the space and

location of exhibits from the United States.

He is reported to have said before leaving that

he thought 500,000 square feet of space would

be required by American exhibitors, or more

than four times as much as was in the exposi-

tion in 1889. The exhibits in electrical and

railway appliances are expected to be especially

complete. A thorough educational exhibit will

also be prepared.
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The exhibition now open at Brussels contains

a feature of interest to anthropologists. Two
hundred natives of the Congo tribes have been
brought from Africa and are exhibited in a

replica of a Congolese village. The greater

number are Batatelas, but other tribes are rep-

resented, including two of the forest dwarfs de-

scribed by Stanley.

The first number of the Zoological Bulletin,

edited by Professors C. O. Whitman and W.
M. Wheeler, of the University of Chicago, has
now been published by Giun & Co. The title

page gives the names of seventy-three Ameri-
can students of the zoological sciences who
have given their cooperation. This number
contains articles by Edward Phelps Allis, Jr.,

on ' The Morphology of the Petrosal Bone and
of the Sphenoidal Eegion of the Skull of Amia
Calva;' by Charles W. Hargitt on 'Recent
Experiments on Regeneration ;' by Charles
Lawrence Bristol on ' The Metamerism of

Nephelis,' and by G. Baur ' On the Question of

Intercalation of Vertebrse.' The number ex-

tends to fifty-three pages and it is expected to

publish at least six numbers of this size yearly.

The Bulletin has the same form and size of page
as the Journal of Morphology, and will apparently
differ from that journal only in that the articles

will be as a rule shorter and not illustrated.

A QUAETERLY botanical journal, entitled

Bollettino del Beale Orto Botanico di Palermo,

will hereafter be published, under the editor-

ship of Professor Borzi.

Heney Holt & Co. announce for early pub-
lication ' The Elements of Comparative Zool-

ogy,' by Professor J. Sterling Kingsley, of

Tufts College
;

' Laboratory Directions in Gen-
eral Biology,' by Harriet Randolph, instructor

in Bryn Mawr College
;
an ' Outline Introduc-

tory to Kant's Critique of Pure Reason,' by Pro-

fessor R. M. Wenley, of the University of Mich-

igan, and a new and much enlarged edition of

Hall and Bergen's ' Text-Book of Physics.'

We are glad to note the full reports in the

American daily press of the recent meeting of

the British Association at Toronto, even though
some of these papers did not mention the meet-

ing at Detroit. We hope that all the papers

will remember next year that there is an Amer-
ican Association for the Advancement of

Science.

The fourth International Scientific Congress

of Catholics opened its sessions at Freiburg,

Switzerland, on the loth of August. Mgr.

Dernaz, Bishop of Lausanne and Geneva, was

the president of honor, and Baron Hertling,

professor of philosophy in the University of

Munich, was made president of the Congress.

The Congress met in ten sections, and there

were 500 members in attendance.

The Engineering News Publishing Company
have republished three articles on the floods of

the Mississippi River contributed to the journal

in the course of the past two years by Mr. Wil-

liam Starling, Chief Engineer of the Lower
Yazoo Levee District. The articles describe the

levees of the Mississippi river and the floods,

especially that of 1897, and should prove useful

in disseminating knowledge of the cause of the

floods and the proper means to be used in com-

batting their ravages.

The Electrical World reports a paper by M.

Pierard describing an application of the phono-

graph iu Spain. It appears that the telephone

is there used in place of the telegraph, and it

was found that the speed of transmission was
greally limited by the operators at the receiv-

ing end, who could not transcribe the messages

suflRciently rapidly ; at present the receiving

operator repeats the message into a phono-

graph, from which it is then transcribed ; this

repetition is also heard at the transmitting end

and therefore serves as a control for the cor-

rectness of the received message ; the speed is

86 words per minute, which means double this

amount if the return message is included. It

is thought that this is the first time the phono-

graph has been put to this use.

A British Parliamentai'v paper has been

issued given a report of the efforts to check the

locusts in Cyprus during the past year. The
High Commissioner, Sir W. J. Seudall, states

that the system of purchasing eggs and living

locusts, which has now been pursued for four

years, has appreciably diminished the number
of locusts.

The first quarterly report, says the New
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York Medical Becord, since the appointment of

medical inspectors of schools in this city has

been made by Dr. Blauvelt, the chief medical

inspector. The report includes a table show-

ing the different kinds of diseases for which

children were excluded from the schools.

Parasitic diseases of the head appear to have

been the most prevalent, 2,627 cases having

been discovered among the children examined.

Contagious diseases of the eye come next on

the list, over 700 cases being reported. Skin

diseases claimed 175 victims, and diphtheria 91.

Measles was responsible for the exclusion from

school of 51 children, and 20 cases of genuine

scarlet fever were discovered. Croup was of

comparatively rare occurrence, but 26 scholars

were compelled to forego school attendance for

a short time on account of whooping-cough.

The report gives the number suffering from

mumps as 117, and from chicken-pox as 93.

It appears from an article in Machinery that

the Stockholm Exhibition, which has attracted

but little attention in the daily press, is of con-

siderable scientific interest. The exhibition

grounds cover an area of about 220,000 square

yards—a space which is about doubled if the

mountain plateau, which is given up to a real-

istic reproduction of Swedish country life from
the Laplander's hut to the thriving farmer's

homestead, with all the fauna and flora of the

country, is added to it. The most imposing

building in the grounds is the Industrial Hall,

which is said to be the largest wooden structure

in the world, a forest of about 34,000 trees hav-

ing been used up in its elevation. The exhibits

in this building are selections from the ordinary

products of the industries of Sweden, Norway,
Denmark and Russo-Finland. Not far from it

is the Machinery Hall, and in close contiguity

are mining exhibits, forest exhibits, electric

works and numerous private pavilions illustra-

tive of the industrial works of the country.

Professor Raphael Meldola writes to the

London Times regarding the case of death from

an inflammable hair wash which has excited

much discussion in Great Britain. "It is, of

course, well knovi'n to those who are in the

habit of dealing with low boiling-point liquids

giving off inflammable vapors, such, for ex-

ample, as ether, that the presence of a naked
flame, even at a distance of many yards, is at-

tended with great danger. But in the present

case Professor Meldola corroborates by personal

experience the contention of Lord Kelvin that

an electric spark, although in itself feeble, is

quite sufficient to ignite an explosive mixture

of hydrocarbon vapor and air. Some years ago
he was consulted by a manufacturer who had
an extensive business in what is called the ' dry

cleaning ' of wearing apparel. In this process

the goods, previously well dried, are immersed
in a vessel of benzine, in which they are kept
in motion by means of mechanical stirrers. In

spite of every precaution to insure the absence

of naked flames in the building in which the

operation was conducted, fires were constantly

occurring, and at one time the process threat-

ened to become a failure on account of this

apparently spontaneous inflammability of the

hydrocarbon vapor. It was only when the pos-

sibility of the generation of electricity and the

passage of sparks were suggested that precau-

tions were taken to exclude air from the upper
portions of the vessels and that the process be-

came practicable. The experience afforded by
this process points most conclusively to the cor-

rectness of the electric spark theory of the

ignition, and on this ground alone the use of

such inflammable hydrocarbons for cleaning

the hair—apart from the very doubtful ques-

tion of their efficacy—should be absolutely con-

demned."

The Executive Committee of the Interna-

tional Medical Congress has followed the ex-

ample of its predecessors at earlier gatherings

in publishing descriptions of the medical insti-

tutions of the country. The British Medical

Journal gives an account of one of these, con-

taining a full description of the medical societies

of Russia. The oldest Russian medical society

was founded in Moscow in the year in 1804
and is still in existence. It is attached to the

University of Moscow, and is known as the

Physico-Medical Society. A year later the

Vilna Medical Society was instituted; it also

still exists, but owing to the chequered career

of the University of Vilna (which was removed
to Kief after the Polish rising of 1833) this

society has lost something of its former prestige.
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The institution of these two societies was al-

most coincident with the opening of the three

Universities of Kharkof, Kazan and Vilna by

the Emperor Alexander I. Before his reign

there had been but one university in the Empire,

that of Moscow. Towards the close of his

reign, in 1819, still another university, that of

St. Petersburg, was opened ; and in the same

year the Society of German Practitioners in St.

Petersburg was formed. This was followed a

year later by the formation of a similar society

in Warsaw. A gap of over thirty years, corre-

sponding to the reign of the Emperor Nicholas

I., succeeded, during which but one medical

society was instituted in Russia. This was the

Society of Russian Practitioners in St. Peters-

burg. From the date of the accession of Alex-

ander II. the number of these societies has

rapidly increased. There are now no fewer

than 120 in the whole of the Empire, the total

capital of which amounts to over $600,000.

The majority of Russian medical societies have

libraries attached to them; while some have

museums, laboratories and even free dispen-

saries.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

It is announced that M. Eulogius GeorgiefF,

the founder of the Sofia University, who died

recently, bequeathed 20,000,000 fr. to the Bul-

garian government for public purposes, includ-

ing 6,000,000 fr. for a technical school to be es-

tablished at Sofia.

Me. S. B. Brownell has presented Barnard

College, New York, with a building for a dor-

mitory to cost $150,000, which will be erected

at once.

The endowment left by Patrick B. O'Brien,

of New Orleans, for establishing chairs of chem-

istry, of physics and of Roman law in the Cath-

olic University of America will be available this

autumn. The Rev. Father "W. J. Kirby has

been appointed professor of sociology.

A COMMITTEE of the Trustees of the Univer-

sity of Missouri has been appointed to investi-

gate the political views of Professor C. H.

Hicks, since 1892 professor of political economy

in the University. The report of the committee

will probably result in the removal of Professor

Hicks, and it is said that Dr. W. G. Brown,

professor of chemistry, is likely to share the

same fate.

The Council of the University of Lyons has

devoted the sum of 42,000 fr. to complete the

construction of the laboratory of biology of

Tamaris, near Toulon, and it is expected that a

sum will be appropriated to the support of the

laboratory.

The School of Applied Chemistry, founded

last year under the auspices of the faculty of

science of the University of Paris, has celebrated

its first anniversary. M. Darboux presided, and

an address was made by M. Friedel, director of

the laboratory.

The University of Berlin offers holiday

courses for teachers of science in the higher

schools from the 29th of September to the 9th

of October of the present year. Lectures will

be given by Drs. van't Hoflf, Dames and other

leading professors, and excursions and visits of

scientific interest have been arranged.

De. Kihlman- has been appointed associate

professor of botany in the University at Hel-

singfors. Dr. Theodor Petersen and Dr. Josef

Epstein, of the Physical Institute of Vienna,

have been appointed to professorships. Mr.

Stanley Dunkerley, of the department of ap-

plied mechanics, Cambridge, has been appointed

professor of applied mechanics at the Royal

Naval College, Greenwich.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

'the present evolution of man.'

In Science of July 2d, pp. 33-35, Professor

T. D. A. Cockerell published a kind and appre-

ciative review of my book ' The Present Evolu-

tion of Man,' for which I am more than grateful.

He disagreed with me, however, as to several

matters, and as on these precisely I have failed

to carry conviction to many critics I am forced

to believe either that I am wrong or that my
explanations have not as yet been adequate nor

sufficiently clear. I would fain hope the latter,

and therefore am glad to seize the opportunity

Professor Cockerell' s review affords of making

some reply in the pages of Science.

Professor Cockerell does not entirely agree

with my theory of retrogression. Put very
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briefly, that theory is as follows : It is known
that the ontogeny recapitulates the phylogeny,

though in a rapid, blurred and indistinct way.*

In other words, almost every individual reca-

pitulates the traits of all his ancestors, beginning

with those of the first (as, for convenience, we
may call the unicellular organism) and ending

with those of the last. I use the word 'almost'

because, though the earlier stages must, of

course, be recapitulated, for otherwise the indi-

vidual would not develop, yet sometimes (indeed

often) the very last steps made in the evolution

of the race fail to be reproduced by the indi-

vidual in his development. He then resembles

some remote ancestor more than he does his

parents, and presents, in fact, an example of

what is known as atavism. When the evolu-

tion of the race has been rapid, reversion to

any given ancestor results, of course, in a much
greater and more observable degree of retro-

gression than when the evolution has been

slower, and therefore, while offspring of race

horses often exhibit far-reaching reversion to-

wards the ordinary horse, and while the seed-

lings of various garden plants (apple, peach,

rose, etc.), which have been evolved under ex-

cessively stringent selection, generally revert

to the ancestral type, the offspring of wild

plants and animals generally 'breed true.'

An individual may vary from his parent in

two ways—towards the ancestry when some of

the last steps made in the phylogeny are omitted

in his ontogeny, or away from it, the former

variation being atavistic, the latter evolution-

ary; and so far as we are aware the chances of

his doing the one or the other are equal. But
while every variation towards the ancestry,

that is, every failure to repeat in the ontogeny

the last steps made in the phylogeny, produce

atavistic retrogression, every variation from it

need not be an extension of the previous evolu-

tion ; it may constitute a reversal of it (as will

be seen presently) or be in some other different

direction, whence it follows that in the absence

of selection a species must always undergo
retrogression.

Up to this point, or nearly up to it (for as to

*I have given reasons why the recapitulation is

blurred and indistinct, but these need not detain ns
here.

this I am not very clear), my critic and I seem
to be in agreement; but beyond this we differ,

for while he thinks that such atavism can result

in very limited retrogression only, I am of the

opinion that in the entire and continued ab-

sence of selection it must result in absolutely

unlimited retrogression. Before dealing with
his objections I ought to say that in my book I

quite reject the Lamarckian doctrine of the

transmissibility of g,cquired traits, and since

Professor Cockerell is good enough to say that

he regards the arguments there used as conclu-

sive, the matter is not in dispute between us.

Moreover, he seems to agree with me in attrib-

uting evolution to the accumulation of small
' normal ' variations, not to the accumulation
of great and abnormal variations, for the reason

that the latter tend to be swamped, owing to

their infrequency. I should also make it clear

that by atavism I do not necessarily mean ata-

vism of the whole organism. Such wholesale

reversion to the ancestral type must be ex-

tremely rare in the case of all species slowly

evolved under the ordinary conditions of na-

ture; it occurs only, so far as I am aware, in

such species as have evolved under very strin-

gent artificial selection. Under natural condi-

tions an individual may exhibit evolution in

some particulars and atavistic retrogression in

others, but these latter, owing to the slowness
of the antecedent evolution, must generally be
minute in amount, and, therefore, when asso-

ciated with evolutionary changes, unrecogniz-

able in the individual, though recognizable after

the lapse of generations in a line of individuals.

Thus, while selection may result in evolution in

the legs of a bird to which fiight has become use-

less, atavistic reversion in the absence of selec-

tion as regards them would result in the retro-

gression of its wings. But here again, the wings,
being complex organs, would not equally retro-

gress in all their parts, and, therefore, would
never very closely approximate to the ancestral

type.

Professor Cockerell says : "I cannot see, with
Mr. Beid, that there would be unlimited ata-

vism, because when the atavistic changes had
proceeded from B to A the B features would be-

come ancestral and a new atavism from A to B
would appear. " (The italics are mine.) It is
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this sentence whicli leads me to suppose that I

have not adequately explained myself, for

clearly Professor Cockerell does not understand

my theory as I understand it. Supposing, as

regards any character, A B C D represent a

line of individuals, then, if D reverts to B, that

is, if D varies from C so that in his ontogeny he

repeats the life history of the race only up to

the point reached by B, omitting the additional

characteristics of C, my contention is that C
disappears altogether from the series, which,

from the point of viev7 of heredity, becomes

A B D and, therefore, if the characters of C
ever reappear in E, or any subsequent member
of the series, they must do so (as they did in

C's case) as a result of evolution (variation

away from the ancestry), not as a result of re-

trogression, of atavism (j. e. , variation towards

the ancestry).* To test the truth of the theory

we must consider a species in which evolution

has been very rapid, as in that case atavistic

changes can easily be observed with compara-

tive ease ; for example, any one of the various

garden plants which are propagated by means

of slips, it being probable that but a few semi-

nal generations iijitervene between these widely

divergent types and the ancestral wild varieties.

The seeds of such a cultivated plant usually

give origin to plants, which, in the great ma-

jority of instances, resemble much more nearly

the wild than the cultivated variety. Now, if

Professor Cockerell is right, the continual semi-

nal propagation of such reverted plants should

often result in a ' reversion ' to the cultivated

type ;
whereas, if I am right, this ' reversion '

should never occur, since (for purposes of hered-

ity) the cultivated variety has been eliminated

from the ancestral line. Such reappearance

would purport, therefore, not reversion, but a

fresh evolution, which evolution would be too

great to be accomplished in a single generation.

So also the race horse, in the absence of selec-

tion, would revert to the ordinary horse, after

which a race horse should be as rare among the

*For the sake of simplicity I do not here consider

such a case as -when T> repeats the life history up to C
and then reverts bade to B, hut it is dealt with to some
extent in my book, and the process is of importance

when considering the phenomena connected with ' re-

versed selection.

'

progeny as it is at present among the progeny

of ordinary horses.

It follows as a logical conclusion from the

foregoing that cessation of selection, as regards

any structure or character, during unlimited

time must result in unlimited atavism. First

recent ancestors would be approximated to,

then ancestors more remote, and lastly that re-

mote ancestral condition when the structure or

character did not exist. It would then disap-

pear as utterly as have done, from this cause,

the limbs of serpents. In fact, atavism effects the

same result as disuse is said to do by Neo-La-

marckians, and, unless we accept the Lamarck-

ian doctrine, I confess I am unable to perceive

any other probable reason for retrogression.

Professor Cockerell further writes :
'

' The
germ, it must be supposed, contains units rep-

resenting many phases of existence, while

others are new. When one of the latter de-

velop we say the variation is a progressive one
;

when the former develop we call the result

atavism. It is reasonable to suppose that envi-

ronmental and germinal selection are the factors

which determine which of its possible develop-

ments the germ shall undergo." Here, again, is

proof that I have not made myself clear on this

point to Professor Cockerell. He has been kind

enough to speak with some approval of my
theory, but he has not perceived that it is ab-

solutely incompatible with the theory of ger-

minal selection. Surely in the present state of

our knowledge it is too much to aflirm that

the germ must contains units ' representing

phases of existence.' During the ontogeny

many phases of existence are represented in

fleeting but orderly succession, but again, surely

it is not essential to suppose that the develop-

ment of each is due to one or more units; and,

moreover, does not the regular recapitulation

of the phylogeny during the ontogeny negative

the idea that any ' units ' are ' held over?'

I must be brief in my comments on the rest

of Professor Cockerell's review. He says that

in considering man's present evolution I have
neglected to take into account what Mr. B.

Kidd has called ' social efficiency. ' If he turns

to my work (pp. 178-200) he will find that I

have not altogether neglected the matter.

Briefly, I have attributed diflerences in social
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efficiency to differences in acquired mental

characters, that is, to differences in educa-

tion. Mr. Kidd attributes social efficiency,

which he derives from the greater or lesser de-

velopment of the altruistic feeling, to natural

selection
; but natural selection implies elimi-

nation of the unflttest, and he has failed to re-

cord a single death as due to the absence of

this feeling in him who perished and the pres-

ence of it in him who survived. If it be main-

tained, as is sometimes done, that ' social effi-

ciency ' has been evolved, not through selec-

tion of individuals, but through selection of

communities, then I can only say that such a

contention appears to me to involve a complete

misconception. Evolution can result only from

the selection of individuals, never from the se-

lection of communities ; except, indeed, in the

case of such communities (e. g. ,
ants, bees, ter-

its) as are the progeny of a single pair of indi-

viduals, when the parent individual is selected

in the person of the progeny. Supposing a su-

perior community (of men, for instance), with-

out individual selection within itself, causes^the

elimination of an inferior community, then, as

a consequence, the former spreads, but does un-

dergo evolution. Its superiority (if inherent,

and not acquired) arises from an antecedent se-

lection of individuals within itself. Professor

Cockerell says that sanitary arrangements ' do

select the citizens of one town, state or country

as against others, or those of the rural districts

as against the towns.' But surely sanitary ar-

rangements do not come under the head of hu-

man evolution, but under what has been called

'Evolution in the Environment.' The knowl-

edge of it is acquired. If New York now val-

ues sanitation more than it did fifty years ago,

or more than Baltimore does at the present

time, is this not due, beyond doubt, to a differ-

ence in education {i. e., acquired mental char-

acters), not to an inborn intellectual difference ?

I now come to the last of Professor Cocker-

ell's objections and I wish exceedingly I had
more space to deal with it. I have shown that

certain powerful narcotics (e. g., alcohol and
opium) are great causes of elimination

; that

races (e. g., Greeks, Italians, South Frenchmen,
Spaniards, Portuguese) which have long pos-

sessed a cheap and abundant supply of alcohol,

for instance, are the least prone to excessive in-

dulgence of all races on earth ; that other

races, (e. g., Anglo-Saxons, Scandinavians,

Russians, etc.), which have had a less extended

experience are more prone to intemperance

;

that yet other races (e. g., savages of all kinds,

whether inhabiting the frigid, the temperate or

the torrid zones), who have had little or no ex-

perience of alcohol, crave for that narcotic so

intensely that, in the presence of an abundant

supply and the absence of prohibitory laws,

they perish of excessive indulgence ; and have

argued, firstly, that the craving for narcotic in-

dulgence was inborn in man as a by product of

mental evolution ;* secondly, that the Italian,

for instance, is more temperate than the Amer-
ican Indian, as a result of natural selection,

i. e. , alcoholic selection
;
and thirdly, that to

render a race more temperate we must elim-

inate, not drink, but the excessive drinker,

for compulsory temperance must lead to the

survival of the unfit and consequent retrogres-

sion of the race to the ancestral type, when the

craving was stronger than it now is in a race

which has undergone alcoholic selection.

Had I proved my facts and used this line of

argument as regards any physical structure I

think all the world would have agreed with

me
; but, because I dealt with the burning ques-

tion of intemperance, I have met with numerous
objectors ranging from a clerical gentleman,

who found distinct points of resemblance be-

tween Satan and me, and argued that, therefore,

my theory 'must be a lie,' through Professor

Ray Lankester, who, while admitting the truth

of the theory, apparently thought that a ten-

dency to get excessively drunk might be neces-

sarily correlated to extremely valuable quali-

* Just as the paresis which accompanies excessive

fear is inborn, e. g., in frog when attacked by snake,

as a by product, a correlated variation, ot the life

saving faculty of fear. Of course, I do not mean that

an American Indian, for instance, who has never

tasted alcohol, craves knowingly for it ; I merely

mean that he has an inborn love for such feelings as

are induced by deep indulgence, just as he has an in-

born love for such feelings as may be induced by eat-

ing a delicious food. Till he tastes a peach, for in-

stance, of course he does not knowingly crave for it,

yet nevertheless the love for the peach is born and in

like manner is that for alcohol.
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ties, up to Mr. Alfred Russell "Wallace and to

Professor Cockerell, who thinks "that the

human race has no natural craving for alcohol

at all, but it has a craving for excitement and

other states of mind which may be induced

artificially, and that when the natural exercise of

highly valuable faculties is denied, as is so often

the case in our present civilization, artificial

means, often highly injurious, will be resorted

to." But it is the absolute savage who is most

prone of all races on earth to excessive indul-

gence, and surely, living, as he does, in a ' state

of nature,' the natural exercise of ' highly val-

uable faculties ' is not denied to him. More-

over, if Professor Cockerell is right, what is the

difference between the civilization of the South

and North of Europe, which permits in the

former case the natural exercise of valuable

faculties, but forbids them in the latter, for the

north Europeans are much more drunken than

the south Europeans.

Let the reader think awhile. Why does he

not get drunk '? Is it because he constantly re-

sists the craving, or because the craving does

not exist in him ? I think he will say, ' the

latter.' But has he no acquaintance, reared

and living under much the same conditions,

who drinks, to excess, though all his interests

call him to abstain ? I think he is sure to have

such an acquaintance. Now, in this respect

nations like the Italians or the Spaniards are

mainly composed of individuals like my reader,

while nations like the American Indians or the

native Australians are mainly composed of in-

dividuals like his unfortunate acquaintance.

Here is a significant fact: old records seem to

prove that the classic races were anciently much
more intemperate than at the present time.

For instance, the temperance question was
formerly a burning one in Greece, where un-

happy Helots were made to furnish ' awful

examples ' to the aristocratic youth. Here is

another: the deadly narcotic opium has been in

use for some hundreds of years in India, and

never or very rarely does a native of that

country take it to excess ; it has been in use for

about two hundred years in China, and most of

the Chinese are temperate, though some take

it to excess ; it has been recently introduced

into Burmah, and, practically speaking, all

Burmans take it to such excess that they perish

of it, and, therefore, in their own country the

English have forbidden the use of opium to

Burmans alone, while permitting it to all other

peoples, just as in Canada alcohol is forbidden

to the aborigines alone. Here is a third

:

tobacco causes little or no eliTnination, and,

therefore, the craving for it is as strong in races

that have longest used it as among races to

which its use is comparatively strange.

G. Akchdall Reid.

LouTHSEA, England.

AMPHIBIA OB BATEACHIA.

Peofbssob, Buet G. Wildee has made some
remarks in the last number of Science (August

20, 1897) about the French word Batraciena.

He says :

'

' Dr. Baur shows that the French

word Batraciens was applied to the frogs, toads

and salamanders by Brogniart in 1799, and

that the Latin forms Bairachii and Batrachia

were not introduced until 1804 and 1807, by

Latreille and Gravenhost. But does not Dr.

Baur lay undue stress upon the distinction be-

tween the French and the Latin form ? Batra-

ciens is not (like crapaud, etc.) a vernacular

word ; it is the French form, or, galloparo-

nym (
!
), of the Latin Batrachia, and the em-

ployment of the former would seem to con-

structively sanction the use of the latter."

Professor Wilder ' as a teacher of zoology, but

without claim to expert authority upon taxo-

nomic points,' seems to be absolute! jf ignorant

of the fundamental rule in nomenclature ( pub-

lished in all Codes of Nomenclature ), that all

vernacular names, of genera, families, orders,

classes, even if formed from a classical root,

are never accepted. Such vernacular names

have especially been used in France by Cuvier,

Lesson, de Blainville and notably other French

writers of the early part of the present cen-

tury. Such names have in many cases been

later adopted into the science under a proper

classical form, and should take date only from

tliis later introduction. I should like to recom-

mend to Professor Wilder the study of ' The

Code of Nomenclature adopted by the Ameri-

can Ornithologists' Union, 1892.' This code

is followed by all American naturalists. The

case of hippocampus referred to by Professor
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Wilder has nothing to do with zoological no-

menclature. ^ g^^^_

THE SOURCE OF METENCEPHALON AND OTHER
LATIN NAMES FOE THE SEGMENTS

OF THE BEAIN.

To THE Editor of Science : In my paper,

' The definitive encephalic, segments and theii-

designations,' read hefore the Association of

American Anatomists last May, were oflfered

objections to the action of the Anatomische

Gesellschaft* in designating the region between

the cerebellum and the myel (spinal cord), not

by metencephalon, as in the last three editions of

Quain's 'Anatomy,' huthy myelencephalon. This

last was proposed by Owen for the entire neuron

(central nervous system) in 1866 or earlier, and,

so far as I know, its application to a single seg-

ment was made by Huxley in 1871. Before

printing the paper above named, I desire to as-

certain when and by whom that region of the

brain was first called metencephalon ; inciden-

tally, also, the source and date of the other

words, prosencephalon, diencephalon, thalanien-

cephalon, mesencephalon and epencephalon, that

have been oflfered as equivalents for von Baer's

names, Vorderhirn, Zwischenhirn, Mittelhirn,

Hinterhirn and Nachhirn. Information through

your columns or directly will be very wel-

come.

Ithaca, N. Y.
Burt G. "Wilder.

ANDREE's NORTH POLE BALLOON VOYAGE.

In Science for August 20th, p. 291, occurs a

copy of a telegram purporting to come from Dr.

Nils Ekholm regarding the Andree balloon

which is attracting so much attention. One
serious error in the transcription should be

corrected. It is stated that the balloon at the

start rose to a height of 15,000 to 25,000 ft.

The original may have been 150 to 250 metres

(490 to 820 ft.), but could not possibly have been

as given. To ascend 25,000 ft., over 3 tons of

ballast would have to be thrown out, and this,

of course, is not thinkable. At 25,000 ft. two-

*His. W. Die Anatomische Nomenclatur. Arcliiv.

iiir Anat. u. Physiol., Anat. Abt., Supplement-Band,

1895, p. 156.

thirds of the gas would have been lost and the

voyagers would have been in great danger of

freezing to death.

It is a little difllcult to understand Dr.

Ekholm's figures. Admitting that 1,800 cubic

feet of gas leaked out each 24 hours, entailing a

loss in buoyancy of 123 pounds, as he gives it,

there should still be enough gas for over 70

days, instead of 22 to 24 days, as given. A
leakage of 1,800 cubic feet would be about 1 fo

,

which is not excessive, though about 2 times

as much as was expected. There are very few

balloons built that have a leakage less than

3 fe . The very best 'caecum' balloons ever

made have a leakage of J fo in 24 hours. The
total buoyancy of the gas was 12,000 pounds.

The 3 men would weigh 500 and the balloon

probably not over 1,700 pounds. Very tight

balloons have been made in this country that

would weigh for the same size about 900 pounds.

This would give 80 days' flotation. It is prob-

able that the computation calls for even a

heavier balloon and also for carrying the car

all the way. It is customary, however, to

prepare the car so that it can be used as ballast

and at the last use the ring of the balloon.

It is a great pity that more experience was
not gained in a long voyage before attempting

the extremely hazardous voyage to the Pole.

The fact that the balloon was beyond control at

the very start is very significant. It is doubt-

ful if any aeronaut living can release safely a

balloon of 170,000 cubic feet capacity in a

twenty-five-mile wind. Those who were present

at St. Louis on June 16, 1887, will remember

the extreme difSculty experienced in sending off

the World balloon 160,000 cubic feet in a

twenty-mile wind.

If plans had been made to keep the balloon

at 6,000 feet or so the success of the voyage

would have been better assured. By using a

small pilot balloon it would have been easy to

send the overflow into the smaller balloon and,

after the larger had leaked out enough, the gas

in the smaller balloon could have been sent

into the larger and the smaller used as ballast.

At 6,000 feet the danger of rain and sleet freez-

ing on the balloon would have been avoided

and the currents which are far steadier and
more rapid would have reduced the voyage by
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one-half or even one-third. It is not generally

known that this country holds the record for a

long-distance voyage.

On July 1, 1859, La Mountain and three

others sailed from St. Louis, Mo., to Hender-

son, N. y., 870 miles in nineteen hours. Such

constancy and velocity of air currents is seldom

thought of and could have been found only, as

in this case, at a height of 6,000 to 8,000 feet.

The balloon route would seem the ideal

method of reaching the Pole and the French

are already planning for such a voyage in 1898.

Let them first bring their balloon to this country

and make the Atlantic voyage in the track of

steamers where the least untoward event will

not be absolutely fatal. Also, by all means,

let the balloon be placed at a height of at least

6,000 feet. It is just as easy to keep a balloon

there as close to the earth. At Mt. Washing-

ton (6,300 feet) there have been frequent cases

of west winds of 100 miles and over per hour

for 36 hours, and this would mean less than 40

hours for the trip.

Of course, the great question is as to the oc-

currence of storm and high-area conditions at

the Pole similar to those in more southerly lati-

tudes, and the evidence from weather maps
made near the Pole seems to show a great simi-

larity. If so, any steady wind near the Pole

would give a straight course to the Pole and

the same wind would give a straight course

back to civilization. It is a pity that with

so much interest centered in this enterprise

there should be so many fakes of carrier

pigeons, etc., started. It is very rare, indeed,

that a carrier has been known to fly 1,000

miles and then only after being taken over

some part of the course half a dozen times.

For a carrier to go 1,500 or 2,000 miles is an

unheard-of feat.

H. A. Hazen.
August 21, 1897.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATUBE.

Agriculture in Some of its Relations with Chem-

istry. By F. H. Storbk. New York,

Charles Scribner's Sons. 1897. Pp. 1901.

$5.00.

The new edition of Storer's 'Agriculture' is

in three volumes ; it is accompanied by a very

full and well-arranged index, which adds to its

value as a reference work. The author is mod-
est in his title, for not only is agriculture dealt

with in its relations to chemistry, but very

largely in its relations to the allied sciences,

physics, physiology, botany and zoology.

For example, the contents of Volume I. in-

clude thirteen chapters, and in the first six the

relations of physics and plant physiology to

agriculture are discussed quite as fully as are

the relations of chemistry in the remaining

chapters. In Chapter III. ' Relations of Water
to the Soil' is discussed, and in Chapter IV.,

' Movement of Water in the Soil ;" Chapter V.

is devoted to a study of the principles of ' Til-

lage,' and Chapter VI., ' Implements and Ope-

rations of Tillage.' In these branches chem-

istry is not the primary science involved. In

Chapter I. ' The General Influence of Soil and

Air to the Plant ' is treated, and in Chapter II.

,

'The Atmosphere as a Source of Plant Food.'

In the discussion of these subjects the impor-

tance of the relations of plant physiology are

fully recognized.

I note the above in order to show the general

scope of the work; it is not limited to a setting

forth of the relations of chemistry, as it could

not well be and give a broad view of scientific

agriculture.

That the author regards the question of ma-

nure to be of very great importance is shown

by the elaboration of the various topics en-

tered into, especially concerning the sources of

supply, the modes of action and methods of us-

ing the various products. Seventeen chapters,

seven in Volume I. and ten in Volume II., ag-

gregating over 750 pages, are devoted to this

one branch of scientific agriculture, and in

which chemistry is the primary science in-

volved.

His method of treating of the artificial fer-

tilizers is worthy of particular mention. Not

only is the theoretical consideration concern-

ing the composition and character of the various

fertilizing materials and their modes of action

given, but numerous experiments from leading

authorities are cited, thus putting before the

student the original source of the information;

a point often greatly desired by those who have

not had a broad training in these lines, and
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are thus not fully acquainted with the literature

of the subjects involved.

Particular attention should also be called to

Chapters XVIII., XXVI. and XXVII., con-

cerning ' Humus or Vegetable Mould, '
' Lime

and Lime Compounds,' and 'Sodium Com-

pounds." It is eminently desirable that the

information given in these chapters should be

more generally disseminated, in view of the

useless dissertations on these subjects by irre-

sponsible writers. Humus, particularly, is an

engaging topic for discussion by those who do

not understand what it means. The same is

true of lime—fruitless discussions are entered

into, largely because of the lack of knowledge

concerning the principles involved. So, too,

with the matter of sodium as a fertilizer

;

papers teem with articles that are calculated to

lead astray rather than to fix valuable truths in

the mind of the farmer. Such articles also

seem to possess a peculiar attraction for the

general reader, and the result is ' confusion

worse confounded.'

In Chapter XV. of Volume II. the subject of

' Symbiosis, or Blended Growth,' is discussed in

the light of the recently acquired facts concern-

ing this very important subject

That the legumes may and do, under proper

conditions, use atmospheric nitrogen, is one of

the most important recent discoveries in agri-

cultural science, and the matter in its scientific

and practical relations is fully and clearly set

forth.

Volume III. contains fourteen chapters. It

treats more particularly of ' The Theory and

Practice and Systems of Crop Rotations,' the

principles involved in and the advantages of

'Irrigation,' 'The Use of Sewage,' and 'The

Growth and Management of Cereal Crops,' hay

and pastures and the 'Making of Silage.' In

the handling of these subjects, not only are the

principles of chemistry as applied to agriculture

well traced and made plain, but important

practical suggestions are made concerning the

economical principles involved in the general

management of farms and in the growth of the

various crops. The chapter on irrigation, while

written from ' the point of view of a New
Englander,' is, in view of the necessity of fully

utilizing the natural advantages of the East,

very timely, since it calls attention to the sub-

ject and points out conditions which are

necessary for successful irrigation. Much of

historical interest is included, also. The chapter

on 'Ensilage'—it should be 'Silage'—is also

up-to-date and includes much of value not

otherwise readily accessible.

On the whole, the work may be regarded as

of very great value to students and farmers

alike, and should be in the library of every pro-

gressive man. The reader or student who takes

up these volumes cannot fail to be impressed

not only with the vastuess of the subject in-

cluded under the title ' Scientific Agriculture,'

but also with the very great necessity to farmers

of the present day of a knowledge of the princi-

ples upon which agriculture is based.

It may, perhaps, seem strange to the average

person, that so little of the work of American

investigators is cited by the author, for, with the

exception of the Chapter on 'Silage,' compara-

tively few references are made to experiments

conducted in this country. This is, doubtless,

due in part to the fact that our experiment

stations are'comparatively new institutions, and
that thus far but few workers are engaged upon

purely scientific problems ; much, however, of

scientific interest, and that would add to the

value of the work, has been overlooked.

While the^work is a veritable storehouse of

information, there is a profuseness of statement

and an elaboration of details which seriously

detracts from its usefulness, either as a ready

work of reference or as a text-book for the

student or progressive farmer. Sharp, clear-

cut statements of principle and of fact are at-

tractive, and appeal quite as strongly to the

general reader in works of a scientific nature

as in other lines of literature.

Edward B. Vooehbes.

EuTGEES College,

New Beunswice, N. J.

The Sense of Beauty, being the Outlines ofEsthetic

Theory. Geoege Santayana. New York,

Charles Scribner's Sons. 1896.

So much has been written upon the theory of

.Esthetics which, from the point of view of the

trained intelligence, is nonsense pure and

simple that the appearance of so noteworthy a
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book on the subject as that of Dr. Santayana

ought to receive special mention in the pages

of Science. For the scientific man must ever

have before him as a warning, the sad loss of the

aesthetic and literary sensibilities which befell

Darwin—a loss which, however much one may
be given up to an absorbing pursuit, it is easily

possible to prevent if one will but give oneself

now and then a full and unrestrained bath, of

short duration it may be, in some form of aes-

thetic enjoyment or of aesthetic speculation. If

the college professor can spend his summers in

painting pictures, as more than one college pro-

fessor in this country is known to do, he will be

reasonably sure to keep himself a happy human

being and at the same time to detract nothing

from his sum-total of scientific energy. But

without so much of a draft upon time and native

powers as this implies, a degeneration of the

{esthetic faculty can be warded off in simpler

yjrays—by a few months' absorption now and

then in European picture galleries or in Swiss

mountain scenery, by attaching to oneself a few

artist friends if opportunity permit, by a breath

of vigorous English poetry before going to

sleep at night, or by many another similar de-

vice. While Darwin is the great example of a

confessed total atrophy of the aesthetic feeling,

it cannot be denied that in England the scientific

man is more frequently a man of wider culture

and experience, that scientific society is less

likely to be unbearably monotonous and dull,

than in this country. No doubt there is a

larger number of cultivated families in England

out of which the scientific contingent may be

recruited, but at the same time that peculiar

American energy which enables many a poor

boy to become a master in his chosen field of

intellectual activity would enable him at the

same time to do something more, if he were

once to be convinced that the charm of living,

and hence the only pleasure of living (aside

from the low pleasure of a gratified ambition),

is indissolubly connected with the development

of the aesthetic sensibilities.

The point to be particularly insisted upon in

connection with the book before us is that

reading about art is sometimes no less effective

than the work of art itself, not only in turning

the attention to such appeals to artistic enjoy-

ment as may fall within one's field of view, but

also in producing an actual sharpening of those

senses through which the art appeal is made.*

The follower of scientific pursuits will do

well, therefore, if he does not fail to make him-

self acquainted with so keen and luminous an

imparting of the nature of the feeling of the

artist in the presence of the work of art as this

book contains.

In gratitude for so much that is of value, the

dispassionate reader will doubtless be able to

overlook, or at least not to lay up against the

author, the passages of a silly and sickly senti-

mentality, in]which he maintains, that a zealous

philanthropy and a pure love of science are but

the fires of stifled sexual pa,ssion bursting out in

a different form. A thesis so wide of the mark

as this will be as repugnant to the true artist

as it is to the clear-brained psychologist, and it

will find its audience only with those who have

been made blind to the healthy aspects of

human lifeby the novelist of degenerate Prance.

C. L. F.

Baltimoee,

* The present reviewer has a definite experience to

communicate upon tliis point. Upon one occasion I

had spent the whole afternoon in reading Charles

Auchester (a marvellous book, when we consider that

its author was only seventeen years old when it was

written). I had been completely absorbed in the

book, and had had no other thoughts for several

hours. I then dressed quickly, and went out to

dinner. The people at the dinner table were all wel

known to me and I was not expecting anything un-

usual, but I found to my surprise that I heard them

with new ears. I perceived that their voices had a

thousand shades of meaning, revealed a thousand

qualities of character and mood, that I had hitherto

been deaf to. It even seemed to me a kind of im-

modesty to perceive their bare souls so plainly as I

now did through their voices. I had to use, in order

to describe this experience, phrases similar to those

which are common for vision—my ears were opened

;

I felt that hitherto I had heard as through a fog dim-

ly, my ears had become unveiled; it seemed as if a lot

of obstructing layers had been peeled off from my
organ of hearing. It I could only have kept up this

high tension of the aural intelligence and the aural

sensitiveness I should, no doubt, liave become easily

a person of better capacity for the enjoyment of music

that I am now, as well as a keener critic of my fellow
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THE 3IEETINGS OF TEE A3IEBICAN AND
BRITISH ASSOCIATIONS FOB THE AD-

VANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

The current progress of science and the

activity of scientific thought in the civiliza-

tion of the present day have been signalized

in a noteworthy manner by the meetings of

"the American and British Associations for

the Advancement of Science, and of kin-

dred societies, held recently at Detroit and

Toronto. As might have been expected,

the meeting of the American Association

at Detroit and that of the British Associa-

tion at Toronto both fell somewhat short of

the average numbers in attendance; but,

on the other hand, both meetings were

above the average in the number and qual-

ity of the addresses and papers presented

and in the enthusiastic interest of the par-

ticipants. The meetings of the affiliated

societies were marked likewise by the high

order of the papers read and by the pro-

found interest of the discussions and con-

ferences of the members and foreign guests

in attendance. To one present at these

meetings and cognizant of the zeal, fidelity

and good cheer of the delegates assembled,

it would hardly appear that scientific men

are seriously disturbed by those publicists

who think that science will soon overreach

itself, if it has not already fallen into

' bankruptcy.' K"or could one who heard a

number of the scholai'ly addresses deliv-

ered at these meetings, addresses remark-

able for their literary finish as well as for

the value of their contents, entertain the

scholastic fear that the perfume of the
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Attic violet is likely to be stifled by the

mephitic odors of the laboratory.

The sessions of the American Association

at Detroit were held during the week be-

ginning August 9th, under the favorable

auspices presented by a beautiful city and

by the admirable facilities of the Detroit

Central High School. The ample accom-

modations of this building, the generous

hospitality of the citizens of Detroit, and

the assiduous labors of the local committee,

aiforded an ideal environment, and one to

which the Association will doubtless be

pleased to return in due time.

Owing to the death of Professsr E. D.

Cope, the duties of the retiring President

fell upon Dr. Theodore Gill ; while the

absence, by reason of illness, of the Presi-

dent-elect, Professor Wolcott Gibbs, threw

the labors of the presidency of the Detroit

meeting on the next senior Vice-President,

Dr. W J McGee. It was commonly and

justly remarked that the fidelity and ability

with which Dr. Gill and Dr. McGee exe-

cuted the arduous trusts thus unexpect-

edly brought upon them contributed in a

most marked degree to the success of the

meeting.

The opening session of the Association

was held in the spacious auditorium of the

high school and proceeded with the usual

invocation and addresses of welcome from

representatives of the city. Perhaps there

is still need of this formula in introducing

to a community a national scientific or-

ganization whose work and aims are but

little known. But its use sometimes leads

to inconsistencies and absurdities which

are very depressing to men of science. The

invocations are not infrequently tanta-

mount to an apology for the existence and

to a plea fot the toleration (within due

limits) of science which are at once need-

less and undignified ; while the labored

efforts of unscientific men to welcome sci-

ence as the ' handmaid of religion ' are often

painful episodes in an otherwise pleasant

greeting.

In spite of the small attendance the meet-

ing must be regarded as one of the most

successful in the history of the Association.

This happy outcome may be ascribed to a

number of causes. Among these may be

mentioned the carefully prearranged pro-

grams of the sectional committees ; the

continuity of the meetings, which now run

from Monday to Friday without interrup-

tion by excursions, etc.; the joint meetings

of Sections C and E with the American

Chemical Society and with the Geological

Society of America, respectively ; and the

accessions of fresh enthusiasm from the

younger members of the Association. The

presence and participation of a number of

foreign guests added greatly also to the

interest of the sessions. The presence, like-

wise, of a number of past Presidents of the

Association was an inspiring feature which

ought to be more prominent in the future

than it has been in recent years.

As usual, the labors of the Council were

wearisome, consuming about eighteen hours

per day throughout the week, and leaving

but little time for science to those charged

with ofiicial duties. Some constitutional

amendments whose object is to shorten and

simplify the business afiairs of the Associa-

tion were adopted. Other changes looking
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toward the same end must be considered,

doubtless, in the near future, especially in

connection with the question of the relations

of the Association to the vigorously active

affiliated societies.

The election of Professor F. "W. Putman

to the presidency of the Association was

the highest tribute that could be paid him

for his long and indefatigable labors as Per-

manent Secretary. The cordial unanimity

of this election was fitly supplemented by

the hearty acceptance of the graceful invita-

tions of Boston to hold the semi-centennial

meeting of the Association in 1898 in that

city. All interested in the advancement of

science in America should aim to be pres-

ent at this next meeting. The Association

has a great work to perform, and every

friend of science should aid that work by

his presence and good fellowship at the

meetings even should he not contribute to

the formal proceedings.

On Monday, Tuesday and "Wednesday,

August 16th-18th, the American Mathe-

matical Society and the American Society

for the Promotion of Engineering Education

held their meetings at Toronto. The

spacious accommodations of the beautiful

buildings of the University of Toronto were

placed at the disposal of the societies, and

the University authorities, individually and

collectively, were most gracefully attentive

to the needs and pleasures of the delegates.

The rapid growth and the productive ac-

tivity of these societies— each now count-

ing more than 200 members, and each

printing 300 to 500 octavo pages of proceed-

ings—are at once surprising and gratifying.

Their history, which cannot be entered

into here, is similar to that of the Geolog-

ical Society of America. Their work is in

many respects allied to that of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science,

and a closer affiliation with the latter

through mutual concessions seems to be the

logical and desirable outcome of existing

conditions. The meetings held at Toronto

were characterized by the well digested

contents of the papers presented and by

the clearness of exposition shown by the

authors. Much interest was given to these

meetings also by the presence of a number

of foreign guests and members of the so-

cieties.

On the afternoon of Wednesday, August

18th, the British Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science was welcomed to the

Dominion of Canada, to the Province of

Ontario, and to the City of Toronto, by the

Governor-General, the mayor of the city,

and other ofiicials. In these ceremonies

the intense patriotism of the jubilee year

and the devotion of our British cousins to

the work of their Association were alike

pleasantly and prominently manifest.

On the following evening Sir John Evans,

President-elect of the meeting, read his

address, printed in a recent issue of this

Journal, before a large and brilliant audi-

ence. The formal addresses of the Sec-

tional Presidents were given during the

forenoon of Thursday, after which the sec-

tions proceeded to the presentation and

discussion of less formal communications.

Daily or more frequent sessions were held

by the various sections, and the meeting

continued until August 25th. The well-

planned excursions and social events con-
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tributed greatly to the enjoyment and profit

of all.

Delegates from the United States were

present in large numbers and participated

in the proceedings of this meeting of the

British Association. Many of them were

courteously invited to sit with the sectional

committees and to join them in their delib-

erations. The formation of new and the re-

newal of old acquaintanceships, and the free

interchange of thought thus afforded, made

the meeting seem, to quote the language of

the admirable address of Sir John Evans,

like a ' family gathering in which our rela-

tives, more or less distant in blood, but still

intimately connected with us by language,

literature and habits of thought, have spon-

taneously arranged to take part.

'

In its management of business details the

British Association presents some instruct-

ive points of contrast with our own or-

ganization. Without entering here upon a

discussion of these points, it may be useful

to mention three wherein the British Asso-

ciation appears markedly superior to the

American. The first of these is the absence,

at the summer meetings, of repeated and

prolonged sessions of the Council, or govern-

ing body. Secondly, no sessions affording

opportunity for miscellaneous debate by

members in general are held. The entire

energy of the members in attendance may
thus be turned toward the object of the As-

sociation—the advancement of science.

Thirdly, there is the advantage which

comes from the greater freedom and powers

of the sectional committees. These virtu-

ally control the proceedings of their respec-

tive sections at any meeting, and the work

of a section goes on with the vigor and ef-

fectiveness which characterize our inde-

pendent or affiliated societies. In addition

to these administrative matters, one cannot

help noting the greater enthusiasm of our

British kin for science and for scientific men,

and the larger proportion of attendance at

their meetings of their best men. With

them the meeting of the British Association

is one of the most important events of the

year. With us, widely separated over a

continent, there is less opportunity for the

cultivation of enthusiasm and greater difii-

culty in coming together; but who shall

say that these are insurmountable obstacles

in the way of a worthy scientific zeal and

enterprise ?

INTERNATIONAL A3IENITIES AT DETROIT
AND TORONTO.

In accordance with action taken at Buf-

falo last year, members of the British Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science at-

tending the meeting of the American Asso-

ciation at Detroit were made honorary

members of the latter body for the 1897

meeting. Perhaps a score of British and

Continental scientists availed themselves of

this privilege; several of them took part in

the work of the Sections, joining freely in

discussion and in some cases participating

also in the labors of the presiding officers

;

and it was a general opinion that the pres-

ence of these distinguished representatives

of science from over seas contributed ma-
terially to the success of the Detroit meet-

ing. Especially noteworthy, as an indica-

tion of the comity between the two Associa-

tions, was the presence of Professor A. B.

Macallum, the Local Secretar}' of the British

Association for the Toronto meeting, who
came specially to extend in person the cour-

tesies of this body and to make arrange-
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ments for transportation, etc., on behalf of

Americans desiring to visit Toronto. Tlie

Detroit meeting was unexpectedly success-

ful ; it is true that the attendance was
barely 300 and therefore below the average,

but in number and quality of papers, in

value of discussions, and in attendance at

sectional meetings it ranked, in the judg-

ment of most of the old-time members pres-

ent (including four past-Presidents), as one

of the best meetings in the history of the

Association. The pleasure of the meeting

was enhanced by exceptional local interest,

displayed not only by the local committee

but by the citizens generally, and also by

the notably excellent press of Detroit ; but

a large measure of the pleasure, as well as

the success, of the meeting must be as-

cribed to the presence of so many promi-

nent members of the British Association.

In the opinion of old-time members, the

Toronto meeting of the British Association

was well above the average in number and
quality of communications and in the dis-

cussions, while the attendance (about 1.360)

,

though less than the average, was fully up

to expectations. To this meeting American

scientists, and particularly members of the

American Association, contributed freely.

This participation was encouraged by the

older Association in making the general

and sectional officers of the American As-

sociation honorary members, and in plac-

ing members of the American body on ex-

actly the same footing as their own mem-
bers, i. e., admitting them to the privileges

of the Association on payment of the cus-

tomary membership fee. Some 250 Amer-
ican scientists, including about a score of

ofiBcers of the American Association, availed

themselves of these privileges ; of these

something less than 100 went directly

from Detroit, leaving fully 150 Americans,

nearly all members of the American Asso-

ciation, who chose Toronto rather than De-

troit as a place foi' scientific association and

discussion, thereby paying the highest pos-

sible compliment to the older organization.

They were made welcome in the Sections

and general meetings ; many of them were

placed on sectional committees (which are

more important in the British body than

in the American), and several of them
were elected to vice-presidencies; they pre-

sented numerous formal communications,

joined freely in discussion, aided in admin-

istration even to the extent of actually pre-

siding in the absence of the sectional presi-

dents, and contributed in due measure to-

ward shaping the scientific character of the

meeting. A noteworthy feature was the

attention given in the Section of Geography

to a series of papers prepared expressly for

this meeting by representatives of our Na-

tional Geographic Society. In the general

meetings and public functions special atten-

tion was shown to the American Associa-

tion collectively as well as to the individual

members; the officers were invited to occupy

platform seats, and at the closing banquet

two representatives of the American body

were among the rather limited number of

speakers. At this banquet, as on other

occasions, the members of the two Associa-

tions had the same footing; some officers of

both were guests, the list including the

general officers, Vice-Presidents, and past-

Presidents of the American Association.

In thus extending courtesies to the younger

organization of similar aims, the British

Association departed considerably from its

traditions and its eminently conservative

custom; and it cannot be doubted that the

departure must be credited in the first

place to the good offices of the local com-

mittee, and in the second place to the ex-

ceptionally large common membership,

growing out of the fact that in Canada the

fields of the two Associations overlap.

The near conjunction of the two meetings

in time and place has undoubtedly been

most beneficial ; it has extended individual
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acquaintance between investigators pursu-

ing related lines of research ; it has made
each Association better acquainted with the

character and purposes of the other ; it has

increased mutual esteem between the men
and institutions ; and it strengthened both

bodies in attendance and in quality and

quantity of work, and has been especially

beneficial in diffusing knowledge of and

interest in scientific matters among the

people of two countries. Some of the bene-

fits were felt at the meetings; yet it seems

fair to regard these as but the germs of

greater benefits to come as the personal

and collective relations begun at Detroit

and Toronto mature and strengthen.

It seems specially desirable to note the

international amenities characterizing the

Detroit and Toronto meetings, since minor

misapprehensions have come to the surface.

For example, it has been alleged in the

newspapers that certain members of the

American Association were treated with

discourtesy at the Toronto meeting. It

must be evident, in view of the prevailing

harmony and the unprecedented warmth of

the courtesies extended by each of the As-

sociations, that the sources of individual

criticism are to be found in personal mat-

ters and not at all in general feeling. It

may not be amiss to add that the Local

Secretary of the British Association has ex-

plained, through the public press, that cer-

tain Americans, who complained, through

the medium of associated press despatches,

of discourtesy at Toronto, were not regis-

tered as members of the British Associa-

tion, and therefore occupied the precise

footing of the general public, which, in the

British Association, is not entitled to ad-

mission to the meetings or other participa-

tion in the w^ork of the body. The great

and significant fact is that the relations be-

tween the two Associations at Detroit and

Toronto were most cordial, sympathetic

and beneficial ; this fact assuredly over-

shadows any and all petty misapprehen-

sions, and must serve to render the meet-

ings memorablfe.

W J McGee.

THE SPREAD OF LAND SPECIES BY THE
AGENCY OF 31AN; WITH ESPECIAL

REFERENCE TO INSECTS.

Among the many influences which dur-

ing the last century or two have been affect-

ing that unstable condition of life which is

expressed in the words 'the geographical

distribution of animals and plants ' none

has approached in potency the agency of

man exerted both purposely and unwit-

tingly or accidentally.

Natural spread was for centuries the rule.

Species dispersed under natural conditions

along the line of least resistance. Winged
animals and seeds were spread by flight

and by the agency of winds, and at their

stopping places thrived or did not thrive

according as conditions were suitable or

not suitable. Aquatic animals and plants

and small land animals and plants were dis-

tributed by the action of rivers and streams

and by the ocean itself. Wonderful migra-

tions have occun-ed, commonh' with birds,

more rarely with other animials; icefloes

and driftwood have carried animals and

plants far from their original habitats and

even volcanic action has taken part in the

dispersal of species. Smaller animals, espe-

cially moUusks and insects, and the seeds of

plants have been carried many hundreds of

miles by birds and lesser distances by mam-
mals.

With the improvement of commercial in-

tercourse between nations by land and by

sea another factor became more and more

prominent, until in the present period of

the world's history the agencj^ of man in

the spread of species, taking all plant and

animal life into consideration, has become

the ijredomiuating one. Potentiallj^ cos-

mopolitan forms, possibly even insular in-
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digenes, have by this important agency be-

come dispersed over nearly all of the civil-

ized parts of the globe, while thousands of

other species have been carried thousands

of miles from their native homes, and have

established themselves and flourished, often

with a new vigor, in a new soil and with

a novel environment.

It is obvious that this agency is readily

separable into two divisions : a, intentional;

h, accidental.

a. Intentional Importations. Since early

times strange plants and animals have been

carried home by travelers. Conquering

armies have brought back with the spoils

of conquest new and interesting creatures

and useful and strange plants. With the

discovery of America and with the era of

circumnavigation of the globe such intro-

ductions into Europe of curious and useful

species, plants in particular, increased many
fold, while with the colonization of America

and other new regions by Europeans there

were many intentional return introductions

of Old "World species conducive to the wel-

fare or pleasure of the colonists. Activity

in this direction has been increasing and

increasing. Public botanical gardens and

many wealthy individuals in all quarters of

the globe have hardly left a stone unturned

in their efforts to introduce and acclimatize

new plants, particularly those of economic

importance and aesthetic quality, not failing

occasionally, it must parenthetically be

said, to establish some noxious weed, or

some especially injurious insect; while it

is safe to say that probably the majority of

the desirable plants of Eui'ope which will

grow in the United States have already

been introduced, and that there has been

an almost corresponding degree of a.ctivity

in the introduction of desirable plants from

the United States into Europe. In all this

host of valuable introductions there have

been comparatively few which have turned

out badly, aside from failures of establish-

ment. The wild garlic {Allium mneale) , that

ubiquitous plant which gives its taste to

milk, butter, and even to beef during the

spring aud summer months in many of our

States, is said to have been intentionally

introduced by the early residents of Ger-

mantown, Pennsylvania. The water hya-

cinth {Piaroinis crassipes), originally grown
for ornament in a pond near Palatka,

Florida, escaped into the Saint John's river

about 1890, and has multiplied to such an ex-

tent as to seriously retard navigation and to

necessitate government investigation. The
distribution ofthe orangehawk-weed (i?^e?-a-

cium aurantiacuni) , a dangerous species which

has ruined hundreds of acres of pasture land

in New York of recent years, was originally

aided by a florist as a hardy ornamental

plant. The European woad-waxen (Genista

tinctorium) was early introduced at Salem,

Mass., in fact about thirty years after the

settlement of the colony. It has apparently

not been used as a dye plant, but for garden

and ornamental purposes only. During the

last few years it has become a noxious weed
throughout Essex and the adjoining coun-

ties. Standing on a rock at Swampscott on

July 9th, last, the writer was able to see that

the country for miles around was colored a

bright yellow with enormous masses of this

plant. Similar instances are fortunately

rare and the majority of our noxious weeds

have been accidental introductions.

Intentional introductions of animals,

however, have by no means resulted as ad-

vantageously as intentional introductions

of plants, with the exception of the truly

domesticated species, such as the horse, ass,

cow, sheep, pig, dog, cat, poultry, honey

bee and silk worm of commerce. Even
with such species, the grazing ranges of

Australia have been overrun by wild horses

to such an extent that paid hunters shoot

them at a small sum per head, and the

European rabbit has become a much worse

plague on the same island continent.
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Intentional introductions of wild species,

however, have almost without exception re-

sulted disastrously.

At various intervals between 1850 and

1867 a few pairs of English sparrows were

introduced into our northeastern States to

destroy canker worms, and to-day this

species is an ubiquitous and unmitigated

pest throughout all the austral and transi-

tion regions of North America, finding its

limit only at the borders of the boreal zone,

while the place of the injurious insect it

was imported to destroy has been taken by
another and worse insect pest which it will

not touch.

.In 1872 Mr. W. Bancroft Espeut im-

ported four pairs of the Indian mongoos

from Calcutta into Jamaica for the purpose

of destroying the 'cane-piece rat.' Ten
years later it was estimated that the saving

to the colony through the work of this ani-

mal amounted to £100,000 annually. Then
came a sudden change in the aspect ofaffairs.

It was found that the mongoos destroyed all

ground-nesting birds, and that the poultry

as well as the insectivorous reptiles and

batrachians of the island were being exter-

minated by it. Injurious insects increased

in consequence a thousand fold ; the tempo-

rary benefits of the introduction were speed-

ily wiped away, and the mongoos became a

pest. Domestic animals, including youDg

pigs, kids, lambs, newly-dropped calves,

puppies and kittens were destroyed by it,

while it also ate ripe bananas, pine apples,

young corn, avocado pears, sweet potatoes,

cocoas, yams, peas, sugar cane, meat and

salt provisions and fish. Now, we are told,

nature has made another effort to restore the

balance. "With the increase of insects due to

the destruction by the mongooses of their

destroyers has come an increase of ticks

which are destroying the mongoos and all

Jamaicans rejoice.

The flying foxes of Australia (Pteropus

Bp.) are animals which are very destruc-

tive to fruit in their native home. Fre-

quently some well-meaning but misguided

person will arrive on a steamer at San
Francisco with one or more of those crea-

tures as pets. While it is not probable

that any of the flying foxes will thrive in

northern California or in fact in Austral

regions, the experience is too dangerous a

one to try, and the quarantine officer of the

California State Board of Horticulture has

always destroyed such assisted immigrants

without mercy.

Less than thirty years ago (in 1868 or

1869) Professor Trouvelot imported the

eggs of the gypsy moth (Porthetria disjmr)

into Massachusetts. The insect escaped

from confinement, increased in numbers,

slowly at first, more rapidly afterwards,

until in 18S9 it attracted more than local

attention, with the result that in 1890 the

State began remedial work. This work has

steadily progressed since that time and the

State has already expended something over

a half million of dollars in the effort to ex-

terminate the insect, and it is estimated

that one million five hundred and seventy-

five thousand dollars more must be used

before extermination can be effected.

Contrast with this a single intentional

importation which has had beneficial re-

sults. The Australian ladybird ( Vedalia

cardinalis) was introduced into California

in 1889 with the result of saving the whole

citrus growing industry of the State from

approaching extinction through the ravages

of the cottony-cushion scale (Icerya pur-

chasi) . Later importations of the same in-

sect into South Africa and Egj'pt also

resulted beneficiallj^.-

We have thus had sufiicient experience

with intentional importations to enable us

to conclude that while they may often be

beneficial in a high degree they form a

very dangerous class of experiments and

should never be undertaken without the

fullest uuderstandiug of the life history and
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habits of the species. Even then there may
be danger, as with a new environment habits

frequently change in a marked degree.

h. Accidental introductions. The agency of

man, however, has been more potent in ex-

tending the range of species and in chang-

ing the character of the faunas and floras

of the regions which he inhabits by means
of accidental importations.

The era of accidental importations began

with the beginning of commerce and has

grown with the growth of commerce. The
vast extensions of international trade of

recent years, every improvement in rapidity

of travel and in safety of carriage of goods

of all kinds, have increased the opportuni-

ties of accidental introductions, until at

the present time there is hardly a civilized

country which has not, firmly established

and flourishing within its territory, hun-

dreds of species of animals and plants of

foreign origin, the time and means of in-

troduction of many of which cannot be ex-

actly traced, while of others even the origi-

nal home cannot be ascertained, so wide-

spread has their distribution become.

These accidental importations would at

first glance seem to have been more abun-

dant with plants than with animals, since

the opportunities for the carriage of seed,

especially flying or burr-like seed, and es-

pecially when we consider the vitality of

this form of the plant organism, are plainly

manifold, but I shall later show that pos-

sibly even this obvious generalization must
be modified in view of the multitudinous

chances for free travel which the smaller

insects have under our modern systems of

transportation.

The agencies which have mainly been in-

strumental in the accidental distribution of

plants are

:

1. Wind storms. It is obvious that light

flying seeds may be carried many hundreds

of miles by hurricanes and may fall in new
regions.

2. Water. This is a very important

agency in the distribution of plants upon
the same continent, but less important as

affecting intracontinental distribution. Still

they may be carried by this means from one

island to another adjoining island, and when
lodged in the crevices of the driftwood they

undoubtedly travel greater distances.

3. Birds. Seeds are frequently carried

great distances by birds. Many of the

larger seeds will germinate after passing

through the alimentary canal of a bird, and
may thus be eaten at one point and voided

with the excrement at a widely distant

point. It has been shown, for example, that

the local distribution of Rhus toxicodendron

is greatly afiected by the carriage and dis-

tribution of the seed in this way by the com-
mon crow. Smaller seeds are carried in

earth on the feet of birds. Darwin's ex-

ample of a wounded red-legged partridge

which had adhering to its leg a ball of earth

weighing 6^ ounces, from which he raised

32 plants of about five distinct species, is an
evidence of the possibilities of this agency,

while his experiment with 6| ounces of mud
from the edge of a pond which produced 537

distinct plants, an average ofa seed for every

6 grains of mud, is still more conclusive.

4. Ballast. This is the first of the distri-

bution methods which may be combined
under the head of ' agency of man.' The
discharge of earth ballast by vessels com-
ing from abroad has been a notable means
of distribution of plants by seed. We have
just seen how many seeds may germinate

from a very small lump of earth, and the

possibilities in this direction of the many
thousands of pounds of discharged ballast

are very great. In fact the ballast grounds

in the neighborhood of great cities are in-

variably favorite botanical collecting spots;

they have usually a distinctive flora of their

own, and from these centers many intro-

duced plants spread into the surrounding

country.
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5. Impure seed. The great industry in

the sale of seed which has grown up of late

years is responsible for the spread of many
plant species, principally, it must be said,

undesirable species. Mr. L. H. Dewey says

:

"It may be safely asserted that more of

our foreign weeds have come to us through

impure field and garden seeds than by all

other means combined."

6. The packing material of merchandise.

The hay or straw used in packing crockery,

glassware or other fragile merchandise is a

frequent carrier of foreign seeds. Such

goods frequently reach the retailer without

repacking, and the hay or straw is thrown

out upon the fields or used as bedding for

domestic animals and carried out with the

manure.

7. Nursery stock. Plants are often acci-

dentally introduced by means of seeds,

bulbs and root stocks attached to nursery

stock or among the pellets of earth about

the roots of nursery stock. The extraordi-

nary development, oflate years, ofcommerce

in nursery stock has undoubtedly been re-

sponsible for the intracontinental carriage

of many species of plants in this way.

Instances of the accidental spread of

larger animals by man's agency are neces-

sarily wanting. Of the smaller mammals
the house rat and the house mouse have

been accidentally carried in vessels to all

parts of the world and have escaped and

established themselves, the former practi-

cally everywhere except in boreal regions,

or only in its southern borders, and the

latter even as far north as the Pribyloff

Islands, as I am informed by Dr. Merriam.

Small reptiles and batrachians are often

accidentally carried by commerce from one

country to another, but although there are

probably instances of establishment of such

species none are known to me at the time

of writing.

Land shells are often transported acci-

dentally across the ocean in any one of the

many ways in which the accidental trans-

portation of plants and insects may be

brought about, and by virtue of their re-

markable power of lying dormant for many
months are able to survive the longest

journeys. The conditions which govern the

establishment of species in this group, how-

ever, seem somewhat restrictive, whence

it follows that comparatively few forms have

become widespread through man's agency,

although Binney mentions a number of

European species which have been brought

by commerce into the United States and

have established themselves here, mainly

in the vicinity of the seaport towns of

the Atlantic coast.

With the earthworms a striking situa-

tion exists. It has been shown that, " with-

out a single exception, the Lumbricidse

from extra-European regions are identical

with those of Europe ; there is not a vari-

ety known which is characteristic of a for-

eign country."* Careful consideration of

the evidence seems to show that this is due

to accidental transportation by the agency

of man.

Comparatively little has been done in

the study of the geographical distribution

of insects. In the words of Wallace :

" The families and genera of insects are

so immensely numerous, probably exceed-

ing iiftyfold those of all other land ani-

mals, that for this cause alone it would be

impossible to enter fully into their distribu-

tion. It is also quite unnecessary, because

many of the groups are so liable to be

transported by accidental causes that they

afford no useful information for our subject,

while others are so obscure and uninterest-

ing that they have been very partially col-

lected and studied, and are for this reason

equally ineligible."

Nevertheless,the time has ah-eady arrived

with some groups, and is not far distant

*F. E. Beddard, Text Book of Zoogeography,

Cambridge, 1895, p. 153.
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-even with the others which Mr. Wallace

has termed ' obscure and uninteresting,'

when, owing to the indefatigable industry

of entomologists as a class, important facts

can be gained along distribution lines from

the group of insects. Thus it is only within

the past few months that the publication

of Mr. W. F. Kirby's ' Catalogue of the

Odonata of the World ' has made it possible

for Mr. G. H. Carpenter, of the Eoyal Dub-
lin Society, to prepare a comprehensive

paper on the geographical distribution of

the dragon-flies, a group in which a com-

paratively few workers have interested

themselves. It is in a measure true to-day,

as it was entirely true when Wallace wrote,

that " many of the groups are so liable to

be transported by accidental causes that

they afford no useful information for our

subject," yet even with the group in which

the greatest obscurity as to the original

home of the species has existed, owing to

a very easy and most frequent commercial

transportation—the Coccidse or scale-in-

sects—the continued discovery and char-

acterization of new forms from all parts of

the world, and especially of those existing

in wild regions, away from the influence of

man, are gradually giving us an insight

into the probable character of the original

coccid faunas of more or less restricted re-

gions.

By reason of the drawbacks mentioned,

Wallace considered only "a few of the larg-

est and most conspicuous families which
have been so assiduously collected in every

part of the globe and so carefully studied

at home as to afford valuable materials for

comparison with the vertebrate groups."

These groups included 16 families of diur-

nal Lepidoptera and six of the families of

Coleoptera. Even with this restriction

among the beetles, however, he must have
had some difficulties with the accidental

importations, for among the beetles are

hundreds of examples of this class of intro-

ductions. For example, writing later in

his Island Life, the great naturalist shows
that in 1880 the total number of species of

beetles known in the Azores amounted to

212, of which 175 were European. Out of

these, however, no less than 101 were be-

lieved to have been introduced hy human
agency. ConcerningSt. Helena he quotes

Mr. WoUaston's opinion that 74 of the 203

species have certainly been introduced by
the agency of man.

In considering the question as to the re-

gions with which an interchange of forms

is m.ost likely to occur, it is obvious that

they are those which have the greatest sim-

ilarity of climate, and, most nearly, iden-

tity in point of time of seasons, those in

fact which are most likely to afford similar

environmental conditions. A study of the

similarity of faunas and floras already ex-

isting will lead us to the same result.

Wallace has pointed out that with the Cole-

optera the best marked affinities between

regions are those between the ISTearctic and
the Palearctic, the Oriental and Australian,

the Australian and the Neotropical, all of

which appear to be about equal in each case.

Next comes that between the Ethiopian and
the Australian on the one hand and the

Ethiopian and the Neotropical on the other,

which also appear about equal. Then fol-

lows that between the Nearctic and Neo-

tropical regions, and lastly, and by far the

least marked, that between the north tem-

perate and south temperate regions.

Further, in the consideration of acci-

dental commercial importations, theamount
and frequency of commercial interchange

and the rapidity of the journey are most
important factors.

From all of these considerations com-

bined we arrive at the conclusion that the

regions with which accidental interchange

of species should be most frequent are

Europe and North America, and this is

with insects to a certain extent borne out
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by the facts. The introduction of species

from Europe into North America is of

every-day occurrence and their establish-

ment is far from rare. The carriage of

American species to Europe is an equally

frequent matter, but their establishment is

much less frequent.

I have studied in this connection—my
profession being that of an economic ento-

mologist—principally the species which are

prominent as injurious to horticulture or

agriculture or in other ways inimical to

man. Listing the insects ofprime economic

importance in the United States, the species

each of which almost annually causes a loss

of hundreds of thousands of dollars, we find

that they number seventy-three. Of these

thirty are native, while thirty-seven species

have been introduced, six species being of

doubtful origin. Of the thirty-seven intro-

duced species, thirty have come to us from

Europe, all, with one exception, as acci-

dental importations.

Of the prominent European injurious in-

sects, on the other hand, but three are said

to have come from America ; the grape-vine

Phylloxera {Phylloxera vastatrix), the woolly

root-louse of the apple or ' American blight

'

(Schisoneura lanigera), and the Mediter-

ranean flour moth {EjAestia hthniella). Of

these but one is certainly American—the

Phylloxera. The origin of the Scbizoneura

is somewhat doubtful, while the Mediter-

ranean flour moth is not American, but

probably came to us from Europe, although

originally it is probably Oriental.

As with these insects of prime economic

importance, so it is with other less noted

species. There have been rather frequent

establishments of European species in

America, but practically none of American

species in Europe. The reason for this

curious condition of affairs is difiScult to

find. The general trend of accidental im-

portations seems to have been westward,

and it is doubtless a fact that certain of our

now cosmopolitan forms were originally

Asiatic and have traveled westward,

through Europe, to and across America,

and thence to Hawaii, New Zealand and
Australia. The existence of such a law is

borne out in the study of plants as well.

The statement just made regarding insects

of prime economic importance is almost ex-

actly paralleled with the plants classed as

weeds. It has thus been shown that, out of

two hundred American weeds, one hundred

and three are introduced, of which ninety-

six are from Palearctic regions, sixty-eight

being native to Europe, while it seems that-

less than half a dozen American species

have become troublesome in Europe. A
number of American species, however, have

been carried to Australia and flourish there

with vigor.

This general trend from east to west has

always been in the direction of the newer

civilization—from the older civilization to

the newer. That this in itself is significant

cannot be doubted, and in the case of the

insect and plant enemies of agriculture the

facts surrounding this condition are al-

most in themselves suflBcient to account for

this directive movement. I have shown in

another paper that the denser population

of the older countries and the resulting

vastly smaller holdings in farms, the

necessarily greatly diversified crops, the

frequent rotations of crops, together with

the clean and close cultivation necessitated

by the small size of the holdings, and the

cheaper and more abundant labor, will all

operate as a barrier against the establish-

ment of injurious species, while the reversed

conditions in a newer country at once

liberate an introduced species from the re-

pressive conditions which afiected it in its

original home and encouraged its establish-

ment, multiplication and spread. But

there are deeper causes than this at work.

It has been suggested that the flora and

fiiuna of America, the older continent, have
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become degenerate througli age and cannot

successfully resist competition with the

more vigorous forms introduced from the

younger continent ofEurope,* and that there

are not-yet-formulated climatic differences

favorable to the development of Palearctic

forms on the American continent ; but these

theories seem insusceptible of proof, and

for the present we must content ourselves

to accept the facts as we find them.

The insects which are accidentally im-

ported are carried in three main ways.

Either (1) they are unnoticed or ignored

passengers on or in their natural food,

which is itself a subject of importation, such

as nursery stock, plants, fresh or dried fruit,

dried food stuffs, cloths, lumber or domes-

tic animals; or (2) their food being the

packing substances used to surround mer-

chandise or the wood from which cases are

made, they are thus brought over; or (3)

they may be still more accidental passen-

gers, having entered a vessel being loaded

during the summer season, and hidden

themselves away in some crevice. The
coleopterists (Hamilton and Fauvel) make
a distinction by name among these classes,

calling the first group ' insects of commerce '

and the latter ' accidental importations.'

It would appear on the face that these

more strictly accidental importations must

be rarer than those which are termed com-

mercial importations, yet of the 156 intro-

duced Coleoptera recorded by Dr. Hamilton

in 1889, sixty only were considered by that

writer as insects of commerce, while 96 he

thought had been brought over in this

accidental way.

The remaining Coleoptera common to

North America and the Palearctic region,

278 in all, Dr. Hamilton considers to bo

practically circumpolar species, or at least

not imported. Fauvel in his remarks and

* The spread of European species in Australia has

faeen explained hy the superior energy of the younger

races of the Palearctic region.

additions to Hamilton's catalogue raises

the number of non-introduced or circum-

polar species to 366, leaving 125 as im-

ported, of which only 28 appear to have

been imported from temperate Europe, the

rest being cosmopolites or subcosmopolites.

Of the latter class he thinks that 59 origi-

nally came from the temperate Europeo-

Siberian fauna, 10 from the Oriental fauna,

15 from the Ethiopian, 4 from the Neo-

tropical, 7 being uncertain and 2 unknown.*

It should be noted, however, that there

is grave room for difference of opinion re-

garding a niimber of the European species

considered by him as indigenous to North

America. Seolytus rugulosus, Uylastinus tri-

folii, Anthrenus scroiohularice, Sitones hispidu-

lus, Cryptorhynchus lapathi, and a number of

others which might be specified, have un-

doubtedly been imported from Europe and
were quite possibly originally imported.

There are obstacles in the way of the

establishment and spread of species which

are imported quite by accident which usual-

ly da not exist in the case of the so-called

commercial importations. In many cases,

entering the vessel by accident, they exist

there as single individuals, and upon libera-

tion, even should the conditions be favor-

able, only gravid females could perpetuate

the species. Then also the majority of

such specimens are liberated, upon the un-

loading of the vessel, upon the wharves.

The water front of a seaport city is not a

favorable place for the establishment of a

species which feeds on living vegetation.

Frequently, even when it is a species well

fitted for acclimatization, it will have to fly

or be carried for miles inland before it can

find a place possible for the establishment

of the species. So it happens that while

foreign insects are frequently found in liv-

ing condition about the wharves of our

* Hamilton, in his 1894 paper, raises the number

of Coleoptera common to the two countries to 594,

making the number of introduced species 216.
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larger seaports during the summer months,

almost none have succeeded in getting a

foothold in the vicinity. Mr. Otto Lugger,

vrhen living in Baltimore, Md., made a col-

lection of many species of foreign insects

found upon the wharves, yet he has record-

ed the establishment of but a single species,

viz, Aphodins erraticus, an European dung-

beetle, vphich managed to get to Druid Hill

Park, where it bred in the dung of the tame

deer, afterwards spreading into the sur-

rounding country and breeding in the dung

of sheep and other domestic animals.

Practically, therefore, after many years

of the most active commerce, the insect

faunas of the immediate vicinity of the

larger seaports, like New York, Boston,

Philadelphia and Baltimore, have not been

greatly changed by the introduction of

foreign elements.

All of the household insects and true city

insects are, of course, exceptions, to this con-

clusion and the strong flying, vigorous, and

simple living dipterous insects—the very

ones most likely to enter a loading -vessel

and to escape on the discharge of its cargo

—

will many of them find proper places for

breeding. It is likely that a much larger

proportion of the many species of Diptera

common to Europe and ISTorth America

have been brought over in this accidental

manner than is the case with the Coleoptera.

But often these purely accidental species

are carried inland in packing cases, into the

cracks of which they may have crawled, or

even in the trunks of passengers, and they

may then be liberated in more favorable

localities. For example, Mrs. H. G. Hub-
bard, after spending the summer on Prince

Edward's Island, returned in the autumn to

Detroit, Mich., and in unpacking her trunks

her husband found two specimens of

Plnjtonomus punctatus, a species not pre-

viously known to occur in Michigan, al-

though found there in injurious numbers a

year or so later. It is altogether likely

that the imported elm leaf-beetle ( Galerucella

luteola), an insect which enters houses for

hibernating purposes, was first brought to

America in this manner.

It is, however, the accidental commercial

importations which theoretically stand the

best chance of establishingthemselves, since^

in the first place, they are generally im-

ported in or upon their natural food. In

the second place, they generally occur in

considerable numbers, instead of as isolated

individuals, as with the more purely acci-

dental importations; and, in the third

place, they are usually carried as originally

packed, far from the port of entry.

With insects brought over on plants or

nursery stock the conditions could not well

be much more favorable. Their supply of

food is looked after with care, the host

plant is soon put in the ground in the

best of surroundings, and the greatest care

is taken of the choice importation. Upon
or in importations of this kind are carried

CoccidEe in all stages of growth, and often,

fortunately, their enclosed parasites, the

eggs of Aphididse, the larvte of wood-boring

Coleoptera, the eggs of many other insects,

the cocoons of small Lepidoptera, and prob-

ably even in rare cases the larvfe of Lepi-

doptera, since it now seems likely that

Euprodis chrysorrhcea was imported into

Massachusetts on nursery stock in its larval

hibernacula. The Coccidse, however, are

most abundantly carried in this way.

Under natural conditions these insects have

usually a rather restricted distribution, but

by means of this commercial distribu.tion

many of them have become of almost world-

wide range, and the end will certainly not

be reached until every country possesses

every species of scale insect which can

possibly live in its climate. A few instances

drawn from a recent paper by Mr. Cockerell

will illustrate this fact

:

Diasjns amygdali, or lanatus, was described

from Australia in 1889. To-day we know it
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from Australia, Ceylon, Hong Kong, Japan,

several localities in the United States,

Jamaica, San Domingo, Grand Cayman,

Barbadoes, Martinique, Trinidad and Cape

Colony.

Aulaca&pis rosce was described from

Europe, but is now found also in the United

States, Australia, New Zealand, the Sand-

wich Islands, China and Jamaica.

Chionasjiiis citri was described from Louis-

iana and Cuba in 1883 and is now known
from Trinidad, Antigua, Demarara, Ber-

muda, Mexico, Tonga, New Zealand and

Australia.

Howardia biclavis was described in 1883

from specimens on hothouse plants in

"Washington, D. C. Now it is known out-

of-doors from Trinidad, Mexico, Tahiti,

Sandwich Islands and Ceylon.

Lecanium olece is found in Europe, the

United States, the West Indies, Mexico,

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand, Australia

and Cape ColonJ^

The hymenopterous parasites of the Coc-

cidffi, by virtue of their mode of life, have

spread almost equallj^ with their hosts by

means of this commercial transportation.

I have been able to show recently that by

this means a number of species of the

Chalcidid subfamilies Aphelininse and En-

cyrtinse have, in comparatively recent

years, become cosmopolites. For example

:

Aspidiotipliacjus citrinus, originally de-

scribed from California in 1891, Is now
found in many other portions of the United

States, in the West Indies, Italy, Austria

Ceylon, China, Formosa, Japan, Cape Col-

ony, Queensland, South Australia and Ha-
waii. Practicallj^ the same remarkable dis-

tribution is followed by Prospalta aurantii,

Aphelinus mytilaspidis, A. diaspidis and A.fus-

cipennis, while the remarkable and system-

breaking Encyrtine

—

Arrhenophagus chiona-

spiidis, described by Aurivillius from Swed-

ish specimens in 1888, has since been found

in Austria, Italy, several portions of the

United States, Cejdon, Japan, Formosa and
China.

Only second to the Coccidfe in the facility

with which they are transported in this

way are the Aphididse. These insects,

however, are fragile, soft-bodied and un-

protected. They are readily carried, how-

ever, in the winter-egg condition and many
species are rapidly becoming cosmopolitan.

They have not been studied, however, else-

where than in Europe and the United

States, and the extent to which this com-

mercial distribution has been carried can

only be surmised. A suggestion of this

extent, however, occurred to me when
within the past few weeks specimens of

Aphelinus mali, a common parasite of Aphid-

idse in Europe and North America, were

received from such a comparatively out-of-

the-way corner of the world as Passaroean,

Java.

Other still smaller and still less studied

insects are undoubtedly carried by this

method of transportation, as the recently

discovered identity of certain North Amer-
ican Thysanoptera with those of Sweden
and Eussia would seem to show. The
small plant-feeding mites of the family

Phytoptidse are particularly subject to this

form of commercial distribution, and when
they are fully studied, it will doubtless be

found that many forms have become sub-

cosmopolitan.

Of larger insects, nearly all of the wood-

boring beetles common to Europe and the

United States have probably been brought

over in this way. Zeiczera piyrina, the large

wood-boring cossid moth, also probably

came over on living plants ; and, as I have

just stated, the newly imported brown-tail

moth, Euproctis chrysorrJiaea, was probably

at Boston with nursery stock.

Careful observations on the insects trans-

ported with this class of merchandise have

never been made, except, possibly, at the

port of San Francisco. At this port the
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State Board of Horticulture has established,

under State laws, a quarantine for all in-

coming plants and fruit. The entomolo-

gist and quai-antine officer, Mr. Alexander

Craw, has entire jurisdiction over such

articles consigned to points within the

State, and examines, destroys and fumi-

gates at his discretion. He has not, how-

ever, in his reports, given us complete lists

of the insects collected in this work, al-

though I understand, from persons who have

visited his office, that he has preserved col-

lections of the more important species from

an economic standpoint. The vessels ex-

amined have, almost without exception,

come from Pacific ports, and the difficulty

of naming insect material thus received

would be very great. It is this fact which

has probably hitherto prevented the publi-

cation of a general list. A list of the scale

insects, however, has been published.*

Between July 2, 1894, and August 29,

1896, Mr. Crew inspected 232 vessels carry-

ing plants or other articles liable to be in-

fested with living insects, and consigned to

California individuals or firms. 122 lots he

found clean and passed ; 40 lots he admit-

ted after fumigation ; 20 lots he destroyed

and 78 lots he destroyed in part. One lot,

consisting of 1,000 boxes of apples, he sent

back on the refusal of the owner to allow

them to be fumigated.

Living plants and nursery stock afford,

then, perhaps, the most certain means for

the accidental transmission and subsequent

establishment of many kinds of insects.

Commerce in objects of this class is rapidly

increasing and has already assumed con-

siderable proportions, the imports into the

United States alone in the fiscal year end-

ing June 30, 1896, having reached a value

of nearly §1,000,000, while the previous

year they amounted to something over

$600,000.

*Bull. 4. Teob. Ser. Div. Entom. U. S. Dept.

Agric, 1896, pp. 40-41.

'No great elaboration will be needed con-

cerning the importation of foreign insects

upon fruits, fresh and dry; other dry food

stuffs; cloths; lumber, or domestic animals.

Fruits were imported into the United States

in the fiscal year 1895-6 to the value of

nearly $20,000,000, and, unquestionably,

upon imported fruits are carried many in-

sects. The opportunities for the establish-

ment of species coming with fresh fruit,

however, are obviously slight as compared

with those which come on living plants or

in dried food-stuffs, and, as a matter of

fact, it appears that already nearly all of

the dried-food insects have become cosmo-

politan. The same may be said of the in-

sects which affect domestic animals. The
forms which are truly parasitic in the larval

stage have most of them been carried every-

where, while the other forms which attack

domestic animals only as adults have some
of them been carried far and wide. As an

example, we may recall the European

Hmmatobia serrata, which was brought to

New Jersey probably in 1886, and which

has spread over the entire country from

Maine to California.

The fact that insects may be, and doubt-

less are, transmitted in the material used

in packing heavy or delicate merchandise

must not be overlooked. We have already

shown that dangerous weeds- have been

transmitted in this way, and when the ma-
terial is hay or straw the danger of import-

ing certain injurious insects becomes great.

Cecldomyia destructor, the well-known Hes-

sian flj', is supposed to have first been

brought to the United States from Europe

in straw bedding on troop vessels during

the War of the Kevolution, and to have re-

cently been carried from Europe to JSTew

Zealand in the straw packing of merchan-

dise. Laws recently proposed in New
Zealand, Australia and Cape Colony pro-

vide that such straw or hay packing shall

be burned immediatelj"^ the case is opened.
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Dr. H. Loew, in liis well known paper,

* Ueber die Diptern-fauna des Bernsteins,'

has shown that several of the species of the

genera Oscinis and Chlorops have gained a

wide distribution through commerce, and

this probably happened through their oc-

currence in hay or straw used as packing,

since they live in the stems of grains and

grasses. Dr. Loew, by the way, considered

the Diptera, by virtue of the simple condi-

tions required for their existence, to be

peculiarly susceptible to commercial and

accidental distribution, and was inclined to

believe that the majority of the many
species common to Europe and North

America have been imported into the latter

country. He understood, however, the ex-

istence of a circumpolar fauna and wrote

wisely and learnedly about the common
ancestry of what he called analogous

species. Whatever may be the cause, the

Diptera seem fitted in the individual to

withstand widely differing environmental

conditions. The group, as a whole, has ap-

parently little faiinistic value either along

broad lines or in a more restricted way.

There are comparatively fewer character-

istic genera in the main faunal regions of the

world than in other groups of animals, and

in our own country there are comparatively

few species of restricted distribution. Very
many individual species range through the

Lower and Upper Austral, through the

Transition and into the Boreal regions.

Aside from the Diptera, grains and

grasses all over the world are subject to the

attacks of a host of insects of all kinds,

many of which hibernate on or within the

stems, so that the proposed legal provisions

of the English colonies mentioned are by

no means unwise. The substitution of the

wood material known as 'excelsior,' the

use of which is becoming so common in this

country, or of some other packing material,

will shortly do away with a large share of

this danger.

There are, of course, other less important

methods by which insects may be trans-

ported, such as in earth or damp moss about

the roots of plants and in sand used for

ballast. These methods, however, are not

very important as a rule, although it is

stated that the destructive chigoe {Sar-

copsylla penetrans) was carried in ballast in

1872, on a vessel from Eio Janeiro to the

coast of Guinea, where it has established it-

self most perfectly, having been found 200

miles inland by Stanley.*

There remains one more source of acci-

dental introductions and it is one which

has been reasonably prolific as regards in-

sects on several occasions. I refer to inter-

national expositions, which are now becom-

ing of almost annual occurrence. At the

Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia, in

1876, the insects occurring in the exhibits,

especially of foreign grains, received some

study by Dr. Eiley, who published a short

note in the Proceedings of the St. Louis

Academy of Science for October 2, 1876.

A special committee of the Philadelphia

Academy, consisting of Drs. Horn, Leidy

and Le Conte also prepared and published

a report at this time, but none but well

known and cosmopolitan forms were found.

I am not familiar with the results of any

studies of a similar nature made at the

Paris Exposition Universelle of 1889, bub

have seen the title of a paper by M. Decaux

which reads 'Etudes sur les insectes

nuisibles receuillis a I'Exposition Uni-

verselle,' Paris, 1890, which, however, I

have not been able to consult.

In 1893, however, careful observations

were made at the "World's Fair at Chicago

by Mr. F. H. Chittenden, the results of

which were published by Dr. Riley in Vol-

ume VI. of Insect Life. Insects to the

number of 101 species were found in grain

and other stored vegetable products. Seven

species were found affecting animal products

* ' Die Umsohau,' July 17, 1897, p. 523.
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and 13 wood-feediEg species were found in

the foi'estry building. Tlie interesting and

significant fact is mentioned in this article

that there was an exchange of seed samples

between the representatives of different

countries, which would, of course, greatly

facilitate the spread of seed-inhabiting in-

sects, and it was further shown that thous-

ands of samples were taken away from

open bags by visitors from all parts of this

country and probably from other parts of

the world. Moreover, at the close of the

Exposition the sheaves of cereals used in

the decorations were taken away by arm-

fuls by visitors. After summarizing the

habits and countries of origin of the differ-

ent species, however, Dr. Riley expressed

the opinion that no dangerous importations

were made at this time. It seems alto-

gether likely, however, that Phyllotreta ar-

moracice, a European species which has es-

tablished itself in northern Illinois, Iowa
and Wisconsin since 1893, and which was
found by Mr. Chittenden in that year in

vacant lots near the exposition grounds,

was an exposition importation. Moreover,

an interesting Calandrid of ' the genus

Tranes, the species of which are all Aus-

tralian, has established itself injuriously in

greenhouses in St. Louis as the result of

the introduction of two plants of Zamia

spiralis which were bought at the World's

Fair. With these instances in mind we
cannot but admit that other species hereto-

fore overlooked probably escaped and have

become acclimatized as the result of this

exposition, and that such occasions, occur-

ring as they do more and more frequently

and drawing constantly increasing material

from all parts of the world, will, unless pre-

cautionary measures are instituted, afford

more and more frequent opportunities of a

very favorable kind for the spread of in-

jurious species.*

* During the later months of the World's Fair pre-

cautionary measures Tvere instituted under Mr. Chit-

We have thus seen how great the oppor-

tunities are under our modern conditions

for the transportation, in proper condition

for establishment, ofinsectsofmany groups,

and from this point of view it seems-

strange, in view of the very numerous im-

portations, that more species do not become
acclimatized even in North America, where,-

perhaps, we reach the greatest possi-

bilities in this direction. Our most inti-

mate commercial relations are with the

great faunal region most like our own, and
these relations are rapidly growing both

with Europe on the east and with Asia on

the west, although our Asiatic importations

are more abundant from the Oriental region

than the Palearctic, and from the Oriental

we are not so likely to receive species which

will acclimatize themselves. We have al-

ready pointed out that the faunistic rela-

tions with the Colaoptera (and undoubtedly

with other groups) are least marked be-

tween the north temperature and south

temperate regions, and this distinction is

never likely to be disturbed by imported

species on account of the diametrically op-

posed seasons. A species starting from Ar-

gentina in the height of summer will reach

the United States in the dead of winter at-

a time least likely to favor its acclimatiza-

tion. This point was first suggested by my
colleague, Mr. E. A. Schwarz, in his paper

entitled 'The Coleoptera common to North

America and other Countries' (Proc.

Entom. Soc. Wash. I., 1S2-194).

It appears from what we have shown
that very many species are constantly

being imported which do not become accli-

matized. Mauj' of the European species-

which we should most expect to take hold

in this country have not done so, while

tenden's supervision. Milch dry food material Tvas

fumigated Tvith bisulphide of carbon, and many
samples which were very badly infected were burned.

At least four new and dangerous species of insects

were destroyed in this way.
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witli others it is the unexpected which has

happened. As Osten Sacken says, speaking

of the Diptera : "Importation will not oc-

cur for centuries in cases where it might be

expected from day to day; and, again, it

will sometimes take place under circum-

stances most improbable, and, a priori im-

possible to foresee." (Proc. Entom. Soc.

Lond., 1894, p. 489.)

Why should the well-known Pieris rupee

have made its appearance in this country

and spread far and wide, while the equally

common and injurious Pieris brassicce and
P. napi have never been found here? Why
should Phytonomus puiictatus have flourished

with us when it is hardly known as a

clover enemy in Europe, and when the

congeneric Phytonomus meles of Europe has

never been found here ? Why should Cole-

opJiora laricella have established itself here,

and none of the other European Coleoph-

oras (some of them of much greater dis-

tribution and hibernating in cases of pro-

tective coloration and shape, and attached

to plants) have acclimated themselves

amongst us? Why should Cctlliphora vomi-

toria, Crytoneura stahulans and Stomoxys calci-

trans have been brought over at an early

date and flourished to excess in America
and many other countries, while Sarcophaga

carnaria is unknown in any of them ?

Mr. Schwarz has phrased it :
" We stand

here before some great unknown factor,

viz, the individual character and inmost

nature of the species which governs the

introduction or non-introduction of each

species—a factor which is variable accord-

ing to each species * * * ." But there is

is no reason why a mystery need be made
of this condition. In a word, it is the ca-

pacity of the individual species to accommo-
date itself to a more or less novel environ-

ment. Nowhere in the whole animal
kingdom do we find the natural environ-

ment more complicated than with insects.

Conditions are frequently dependent upon

conditions in an almost endless chain. The
phenomena of fatal parasitism are of vital

importance as determining the abundance

of the species and are curiously complicated.

I have recently proved the existence of

several fatal tertiary parasites and the

probable existence of quaternary parasites

with Orgyia leucostigma in Washington.

Upon the condition of this chain of inter-

dependencies rests the welfare of the

primary host. If adverse conditions affect

the quaternary parasite, the primary host

suffers, for the tertiary parasites increase

and kill off the secondary parasites, allowing

an increase of the primary parasites which

kill off the Orgyia. The famous instance

of Darwin in which he showed that in a
measure cats are responsible for the produc-

tion of clover seed in England through the

intei'relations of cats, field mice and

bumble-bees, is paralleled and outdone again

and again among insects. Further, in no
group of animals are the characteristics

termed special protective resemblance and
special aggressive resemblance, to say

nothing of protective and aggressive mim-
icry, so well marked and so important in the

life of the species as with the insects. It is

upon the degree of simpilicity of its life—the de-

gree of simplicity of its normal environment as a

whole—that the eapaeity of a species for trans-

portation and acclimatization, even into a parallel

life zone, depends.

Nevertheless, I am fully convinced that

very many more species will stand trans-

portation from the Palearctic to the

Nearctic, from the Australian to the Ori-

ental and the Neotropical regions, than

would be supposed from a consideration of

these points and from a knowledge of the

comparatively few forms which have as yet

been transported and acclimatized. Aside

from the forms brought in with their food

and thus under the most favorable condi-

tions for establishment, it is only by a,

lucky chance with the average accidental
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insect immigrant that it finds conditions

for reproduction—a chance which may not

occur once in very many times. Osten

Sacken has pointed out that Eristalis tenax

must have been brought here many times

during four hundred years before it suc-

ceeded in establishing itself. Undoubtedly

many of these immigrants die upon our

wharves when a lucky chance like crawling

upon the clothes of a person and thus being

carried out into the country might have re-

sulted in the establishment of the species.

Given the most favorable conditions and many
species will be able not only to accommo-

date themselves to a new environment, but

certain of them will thrive better in the

new than in the old. The effort to trans-

port beneficial species from the Australian

region and acclimatize them in the Nearctic

region seemed a rash and unprofitable ex-

periment on its face, and I confess that I

for one had little hope of its success, yet it

was successful with several species and
transcendently successful with one.

Much has been written of late about the

success of the work in the introduction of

beneficial insects by Mr. Albert Koebele

into Hawaii, under the auspices of the

Hawaiian government. Some of the in-

troductions seem, without doubt, to have

been strikingly successful. Mr. E. E. C.

Perkins has reported at some length upon
this success and, in commenting upon its

reasons, says

:

" It becomes natural to ask why the suc-

cess of the imported beneficial insects has

been so pronounced here, while in other

countries it has been attained in a compara-

tively small measure. The reason, I think,

is sufBciently obvious. The same causes

which have led to the rapid spread and ex-

cessive multiplication of injurious introduc-

tions have operated equally on the bene-

ficial ones that prey upon them. The
remote position of the islands, and the

consequently limited fauna, giving free

scope for increase to new arrivals, the

general absence of creatures injurious to

the introduced beneficial species, and the

equability of the climate, allowing of almost

continual breeding, may well afford results

which could hardly be attained elsewhere

on the globe. The keen struggle for ex-

istence of continental lands is comparatively

non-existent, and, so far as it exists, is

rather brought about by the introduced

fauna than by the native one."

Mr. Perkins' reasons are all good, but he

has not mentioned one prime reason of

success, and that is that the most success-

ful of the imported species have come from

another portion of the same great faunal

region, while others have been received

from the region most closely allied, viz,

the Oriental.

Wallace took the view that the effectual

migration of insects is, perhaps, more than

with any other class of animals, limited

by organic and physical conditions. " The
vegetation," he says, " the soil, the tempera-

ture, and the supply of moisture, must all

be suited to their habits and economy;

while they require an immunity from ene-

mies of various kinds, which immigrants

to a new country seldom obtain."

There is much truth in this statement,

but it must be remarked that, in practical

experience, immunity from enemies of va-

rious kinds is what insect immigrants find,

not what they leave behind them. It takes

some time before they weave a new chain

of organism preying upon organism. Our

insect importations from abroad when they

are of economic importance, and those

from Europe are very likely to be of such

importance, leave their old insect enemies

behind them and frequently are not readily

attacked by native ones. These last ac-

commodate themselves to the new comer in

time, but for a while he enjoys comparative

immunity. The rapid multiplication and

spread of Pieris rapcc, of Hxmatobia serrata
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of Phytonomus pundatus, of Porthetria d:ispar,

of Antlionomus grandis, of leerya purchasi

and many others may probably be princi-

pally laid to this cause.

I should be remiss did I not refer to an-

other aspect of the accidental introduction

of species, viz, that it not only adds

species to a native fauna, but also that it

often causes the disappearance of native

forms. Since the establishment, within our

boundaries, of Pieris rapce, our native Pontia

oleracea has almost entirely disappeared in

localities in which it formerly abounded,

and in some sections has entirely disap-

peared. Since Doryphora 10-lineata came
east and multiplied upon the cultivated

potato in such prodigious numbers, the

formerly common eastern Doryphora juncta

has become a rare species. Walsh pointed

out 30 years ago that one effect of the

westward spread of the European Myiilaspis

piomonmi was to cause the gradual local dis-

appearance of the native Chionaspis furfiirus.

Hubbard has shown that the increase of

the imported Mytilaspis citricola in Florida

was followed by the decrease of Mytilaspis

gloverii, which, though not native, was an
earlier importation—a most interesting,

and, so far as records go, unique case. In-

stances might be multiplied which will

show that the establishment of foreign

species thus often produces at least a dual

effect on the character of the fauna as a

whole.

In closing, it will not be inappropriate to

point out that the accidental importation

of species is only one of the ways in which
the agency of man is altering the character

of native faunas, and that, in spite of its

extent, it is really the least of the ways.

The influence of civilization is immediately

destructive to natural floras and faunas.

It is already too late to gain an adequate

idea of natural conditions in even recently

settled portions of the globe. Wallace has

dwelt upon the comparatively scanty and

unimportant results to natural history of

most of the great scientific voj^ages of the

various civilized governments during the

present century, from which it has resulted

" that the productions of some of the most

frequently visited and most interesting

islands on the globe are still very imper-

fectly known, while their native plants and
animals are being yearly exterminated.

* * * Such are the Sandwich Islands,

Tahiti, the Marquesas, the Phillippine

Islands and a host of smaller ones ; while

Bourbon and Mauritius, St. Helena and

several others have only been adequately

explored after an important portion of

their productions has been destroyed by
cultivation or the reckless introduction of

goats and pigs." (' Island Life,' p. 7.)

Elsewhere he shows that the introduction

of goats into St. Helena utterly destroyed a

whole flora of forest trees, and with them
all the insects, mollusca, and perhaps birds

dependent upon them. And further, that

" cattle will, in many districts, wholly pre-

vent the growth of trees ; and with the trees

the numerous insects dependent on those

trees, and the birds which feed upon the

insects, must disappear as well as the small

mammalia which feed on the fruits, seeds,

leaves or roots." Many local American in-

stances have been brought together by Mr.

F. M. Webster in an important paper

entitled ' Biological effects of civilization on

the insect fauna of Ohio,' which comes to me
as I write these closing lines.

But the purpose of this address has been

to dwell solely upon the question of the

spread of species, and I must not touch upon

other topics, however closely akin. It

seems to me that the practical point to

which we must come, after summarizing all

that has been shown, is that since so many
species have been imported by pure accident,

and have succeeded perfectly in becoming

acclimatized, may not much be accomplished

by wisely planned and carefully guarded
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introductions ? The somewhat haphazard

but none the less important and skillful

work of Albert Koebele, first for the United

States government, afterwards for the State

of California, and now for the Hawaiian

government, is certainly an indication,

taken in connection with what we have

shown, that thorough experimental work

with predaceous and parasitic insects

promises, in especial cases, results of possibly

very great value.

We wish no more destructive birds like

the English Sparrow ; we have no desire to

make an American resident of the Indian

Mongoos, nor have we any desire to import

the Australian flying fox as a pet. Neither

do we desire to allow any more European

plants to escape from cultivation and

emulate the Russian Thistle. But there are

m^any absolutely beneficial insects of Pale-

arctic regions which might flourish amongst

us, and whose intentional introduction could

not be harmful from any point of view, while

they might be of the greatest service.

L. O. Howard.
Washington, D. C.

FHYLOGENY AND TAX0N03IY OF THE AN-

GIOSPERMS*

It is unnecessary for me to state at the

outset, what is evident to every botanist,

that it is as yet impossible to present a

complete phylogeny of the angiosperms.

Phytopaleontology is too young a science,

and the materials with which it deals are as

yet far too scanty to have given us direct

evidence as to the phylogeny of all families

of plants. No one can trace with great

certainty from the fossil remains of plants

yet discovered the genealogy of any con-

siderable portion of the vegetable kingdom.

It will be many a year before the direct

evidence we so much desire will leave no

*An abstract of tbecidclressof the retiring president,

delivered before the Botanical Society of America,

Toronto meeting, August 17, 1897.

considerable gaps to be filled by skillful in-

terpolation. However, after making all

due allowance for the imperfection of the

record, there are many facts as to past

vegetation which are well established.

Thus we know that the earliest plants

were simple, homogeneous-celled, aquatic

organisms. We know that ferns and gym-

nosperms preceded angiosperms. We know
that the angiosperms which first appeared

were of lower types, and that the highest

types known to-day were wanting until

very late in geological time.

It is true, moreover, that we are not

confined to the direct evidence furnished

by the pal'eontological record. In the indi-

vidual development of every plant (its

ontogenesis) there is a recapitulation of ita

ancestral development (phylogenesis). A
critical study of the development of the

individual must throw light upon the past

history of the species. When we know
every step in the formation of each plant

we shall be able to trace the phylogeny of

every species. Here, again, we have to face

the fact that our knowledge is still quite

fragmentary and that on this account the

results are not as definite as we could wish,

and yet, when we bring together what we
know of the ontogeny of plants here and

there in the higher groups, we are able to-

make oiit with much certainty not a little

as to their phylogeny. To the details re-

garding these results I will advert some-

what later.

There is still another line of inquirj' open

to us, namely, the morphological, in which

account is taken of the varying develop-

ment of homologous tissues, members and

organs. Rightly interpreted, the results of

morphological studies are of very high im-

portance in determining genetic relation-

ships. When differences in homologous

parts are regarded as but the expression of

variation from a common form they be-

ome indices of relationship, and when
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these indices, obtained from all the tissues,

members and organs of a group of plants,

are judiciously considered they mark out

lines of descent with great distinctness.

We have thus open to us three lines of

investigation in the study of the phylogeny

of plants, namely : (1) the historical, in

which the materials are supplied by phyto-

paleontology
; (2) the ontogenetic, in which

the development of the individual supplies

us with the necessary data ; and (3) the

morphological, in which the different de-

velopment of homologous parts is our index

of relationship. In this paper I propose to

bring these three lines of investigation to

bear upon the problem of the phylogeny of

the angiosperms. * * * *

From all the foregoing we may pretty

safely proceed to construct the hypothetical

phylogeny of the angiosperms, to serve as

the basis of their taxonomy. And let it be

fully understood that this is not presented

as final, ov as entirely satisfactory ; it is

merely a working hypothesis which claims

no other merit than that ofan attempt at con-

formity to the suggestions, sometimes faint,

sometimes doubtful, from paleontology, from

embryology (ontogeny) and from morphol-

ogy. That some of these suggestions have

been misinterpreted or that others have

been overlooked is altogther likely, but in

this I beg the indulgence of systematists,

who may well realize the difficulties sur-

rounding the problem here undertaken.

HYPOTHETICAL PHYLOGENY OF ANGIOSPEKMS,

The angiospermous phjdum parted very

early into two sub-classes, the Monocotyle-

dons and Dicotyledons. This separation

took place while the flower strobilus was
still apocarpous, and before any of the

strobilar leaves had undergone much if

any modification. At this stage, the vege-

tative characters of the sporophyte were so

well established that no profound modifica-

tions have been undergone since.

The modifications which gave us the

main lines of monocotyledons were, first, the

fusion of the carpels with one another and

the production of a syncarpium, and sec-

ond, the progressive fusion of the syncar-

pium with the other strobilar leaves. These

resulted in the phylum which begins with

Apocarpje and passes to Coronariese, Epig-

ynse and Microspermse. In some Apocar-

pie and many plants of the type of the

Coronariese the perianth has been more or

less reduced (by aphanisis), in some cases

amounting to complete suppression, as in

palms, aroids, and sedges and grasses.

The primitive dicotyledons were apocar-

pous plants which soon developed along

two diverging lines, characterized in the

one case by the tendency of the leaves of

the strobilus to fuse with each other in a

transverse direction (transverse symphy-

sis) , while in the other the tendency was

to a fusion of the leaves in two directions

(transverse and longitudinal symphysis).

The phylum resulting from the predomi-

nance of transverse symphysis began with

the apocarpous Ranales, soon developing

into the syncarpous Garyophyllales and Mal-

vales. The type of the Caryophyllales be-

came slightly modified in the Primulales

by the transverse symphysis of the inner

perianth-whorl, resulting in gamopetaly.

In the Polemoniales the type of the

Primulales began to undergo modification

by aphanisis, resulting in a reduction of

the microsporophylls to five, and the car-

pels in the syncarpium to two or three.

Increasing aphanisis produced the Person-

ales and Lamiales with their four or two

microsporophylls and irregular perianth,

and in the latter group with each carpel re-

stricted to the production of but one or

two macrosporangia.

The phylum in which both transverse

and longitudinal fusion are well marked

proceeds from the apocarpous roseworts to

the syncarpous saxifrages of the Eosales,
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to the Celastrales in wliicli epigyny is some-

times attained, thence to the TJmbellales,

where epigyny is constant, and to the Ru-

biales in which gamopetaly has become a

fixed character, culminating in the group

of the Asterales with its greatly reduced

bicarpellary syncarpium.

Early predominance of aphanisis in

some members of the Ranale phylum
soon gave rise to the apetalous laurels

and nutmegs from the buttercup type.

A somewhat later appearance of aphani-

sis gave rise to the willows, amaranths

and buckwheat from the pink type, and

the spurgeworts and nettleworts from the

mallow type. Similarly, early predom-

inance of aphanisis in the Eosale phylum

gave rise to the apetalous plane-trees from

the rosewort type, while its later appear-

ance gave rise to the proteads, daphnads,

oleasters, sandalworts and loranths from

the holly type, and the walnuts, oaks and

galeworts from the horsechestnut type.

Early predominance of symphysis gave

rise to the peculiar group of the myrtles

from the rosewort type, in which by later

aphanisis came the hippurids, birthworts

and vine-rapes. The Parietales and Poly-

galales are later developments more or less

parallel to the Caryophyllales, while the

Geraniales and Guttiferales stand in a sim-

ilar relation to the Malvales.

TAXONOMY OP ANGIOSPEEMS.

As a result of the investigation of phy-

logeny along the lines of paleontology, em-

bryology and morphology, the following

suggestions as to the classification of angi-

osperms are made :

The angiosperms are separable into two

diverging sub-classes, the monocotjdedons

(Monocotyledonete) and the dicotyledons

(Dicotyledonete), the first ranking struc-

turally lower than the second. The mono-

cotyledons are well divided by Bentham
and Hooker into seven series, and these we

may accept unchanged with the single ex-

ception that the waterworts (Hydrochari-

tacese) should probably be removed from the

Microspermte, to constitute an additional

coordinate group. These eight groups,

which appear to be deserving of no more
than ordinal rank, should then be re-ar-

ranged so as to have the following sequence,

namely : Apocarpse, CoronarieEe, Nudiflorse,

Calycinse, Glumaceae, Hydrales, Epigynae,

Microspermffi. Here it must be understood

that the Nudiflorje, Calycinte and Gluma-
cese are separate orders radiating from the

present order Coronariese, and that the Hy-
drales constitute a diverging order from the

base of the Epigynte.

The choripetalous and gamopetalous di-

cotyledons are divided by Bentham and
Hooker into six 'series,' one of which, the

Disciflorte, should be broken up and its

families distributed elsewhere. The re-

maining 'series,' which appear to have the

rank of orders, form two somewhat diverg-

ing genetic lines or phyla, each beginning

with apocarpous, hypogynous, choripetalous

plants, and both attaining syncarpy and

gamopetaly, one remaining hypogynous, the

other becoming epigynous. An attempt

has been made to distribute all the apeta-

lous plants, these having been assigned

places in the lower two orders. Since gam-

opetaly has evidently been attained at

more than one point, it is no longer desira-

ble to retain tke Gamopetalse as a distinct

group. It must constantly be borne in

mind that these orders and their sub-orders,

as well as the families, are diversely related

to one another, sometimes serially, but

more commonly divergently, as the twigs

of a tree are related, now by direct exten-

sion, and then by lateral branching.

Class ANGIOSPEKM^E.

Sub-class MONOCOTYLEDONE.1;.

Order Apocarpoa (3 families).

Order Coronarie« (8 families).

Order Nudiflora; (5 families).
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Order Calyciiife (3 families).

Order Glumaceai (5 families).

Order Hydrales (1 family).

Order Epigynoe (7 families).

Order Microsperrase (2 families).

Sub-class DicotyledonEjE.

Order Thalamiflorse.

Sub-order Eanales (12 families).

Sub-order Parietales (12 families).

Sub-order Polygalales (4 families).

Sub-order Caryopbyllales (13 families).

Sub-order Geraniales (11 families).

Sub-order Guttiferales (6 families).

Sub-order Malvales (11 families).

Order Heteromerje.

Sub-order Primulales (4 families).

Sub-order Erioales (7 families).

Sub-order Ebeuales (4 families).

Order Eioarpellatfe.

Sub-order Polemoniales (5 families).

Sub-order Gentianales (6 families).

Sub-order Persouales (8 families)

.

Sub-order Lamiales (4 families).

Order Calyciflorse.

Sub-order Eosales (12 families).

Sub-order Myrtales (9 families).

Sub-order Passiflorales (6 families).

Sub-order Celastrales (13 families).

Sub-order Sapindales (8 families).

Sub-order Umbellales (3 families).

Order Inferse.

Sub-order Eubiales (2 families).

Sub-order Campanales (3 families).

Sub-order Asterales (4 families)

.

Charles E. Bessby.
The Univeesity of Nebeaska.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA.

The most successful meeting -which this

yoiing but flourishing society has yet held

has just closed at Toronto. Although only

three years old, both the attendance at the

meeting and the great variety and strength

of the papers read would be worthy of a
much older organization. Every facility

was afforded to the Society, through the

courtesy of the Local Committee of Ar-
rangements for the meeting of the British

Association. The sessions, presided over

by Dr. John M. Coulter, were held in the

lecture hall of the handsome Biological

Building in which this department of the

University of Toronto is quartered. Be-

sides the members, there were present a
considerable number of Bi-itish, Canadian
and United States botanists. Foreign bot-

anists had been invited by the Council to

sit as associate members of the Society for

this meeting. Among those present were
Professor H. Marshall Ward, Professor F.

O. Bower, Mr. Harold Wager, Mr. J. Bret-

land Farmer and Mr. J. Eeynolds Green.

The officers of the Society are elected by
ballots distributed by the Secretary by mail,

and returned to him by the members. The
Council canvassed the vote for officers and
announced at the first meeting of the So-

ciety that the following had been elected

for the year 1898 : President, N. L. Brit-

ton, of ISTew York ; Vice-President, J. C.

Arthur, of Lafayette, Ind. ; Secretary, C. R.

Barnes, of Madison, Wis.; Treasurer, Ar-
thiir Hollick, of New York ; Councillors,

B. L. Eobinson, of Cambridge, Mass., and
F. V. Coville, of Washington.

A very cordial invitation was sent by the

Director and Trustees of the Missouri Bo-
tanical Garden urging the Society to hold a
meeting in the spring of 1898 at the Gar-

den, as their guests. The Society was
obliged reluctantly to decline this invita-

tion, inasmuch as it desires to cooperate

with the A. A. A. S. at its semi-centennial

next August in Boston, and it was not felt

expedient to hold two meetings so close to-

gether.

The proposal to amend the constitution

so as to reduce the dues met with no favor.

It was unanimously laid upon the table, as

was also the proposition to establish one or

more medals to be awarded for valuable re-

search. The discussion over the last propo-

sition brought out the fact that the Society

prefers to expend such funds as it receives

for the promotion of research rather than

for its reward.

Nine new members were elected. To
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secure membersliip a candidate is first pro-

posed by three members of the Society, who
vouch for his eligibility under the constitu-

tion, which requires that he be actively en-

gaged in research and the author of at least

three contributions to knowledge in botan-

ical lines. After notice of his candidacy

has been sent to all members of the Society,

written objections to him may be filed with

the Secretary bj' any member. The Council

then considers the candidates pi-oposed and
recommends such as it thinks proper.

These names are then presented to the So-

ciety. One-fifth of the votes cast, ifnegative,

will defeat any candidate.

The address of the retiring President, Dr.

Charles E. Bessey, of the University of

Nebraska, was delivered on Tuesday even-

ing. A full abstract of the address is

printed elsewhere in this number.

The following papers were read at the

opening sessions on AVednesday :

B. L. Robinson : A case of ecblastesis

and axial prolification in lApidiiim a]^etalum.

J. C. Aethue : Movement of p^-otoplasm

in coenocytic hyphaj.

John M. Coultee : Pollen grains and
antipodal cells.

Peedeeic E. Clements (presented by
C. E. Bessey) : The transition region of the

Carj'ophj'llales

.

D. P. Penhallow : A revision of the

species Plcea occurring in northeastern

America.

Edward L. Geeene : Bibliographic'Diffi-

culties.

William Fawcett : The botanical gar-

dens of Jamaica. Bead by title.

Mr. Fawcett, finding himselfunable to be

present, sent his paper by post, but it un-

fortunately was not received in time to be

presented. The Council had invited Drs.

D. T. MacDougal and D. H. Campbell to

present, in connection with this paper, their

report upon the island of Jamaica as a site

for the proposed tropical laboratorJ^ It

was intended that Dr. Fawcett's account of

the botanic gardens should present, by
means of lantern illustrations, an idea of the

facilities already provided there. Although

obliged to forego this. Dr. MacDougal spoke

of the phjrsical features and climate of the

island, and Dr. Campbell discussed its

botanical resources. The great interest

with which the report was listened to indi-

cates the desire which every botanist feels

to have this proposed laboratory in early

operation.

The Council also invited Mr. Herbert J.

Webber to present before the Society an
account of his remarkable discoveries in

connection with the fertilization of Zamia.

Mr. Webber spoke of the development of

the pollen tube and of its spermatozoids

and of the way in which they effect the

fertilization of the egg. After the meeting

Mr. Webber displayed the preparations in

which he had made his discoveries. These

were examined with the greatest interest.

It will be seen by an inspection of the

foregoing list that the papers presented

touched all of the great fields of botanical

science, with the exception of phyto-geog-

raphy. Sessions of two hours in the morn-

ing and three and a-half in the afternoon

were barely sufficient for the completion of

the program. At the next meeting, which
is to be held in Boston in connection with

that of the A. A. A. S., the reading of

papers will probably have to be begun a day
earlier. /-i -o t>

C. R. Baenes,

Secretary.

TEE INTERNATIONAL MATEEMATICAL CON-
GRESS.

The meeting at Zurich, August 9th-llth,

of the International Congress of Mathema-
ticians was in every waj^ a success. More
than two hundred members took part.

America sent seven representatives, includ-

ing, however, three Cambridge graduates,

now transplanted to Pennsylvania, Profes-
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sors Harkness, Morley and Charlotte Scott.

The greatest mathematician in the world,

Sophus Lie, was not expected; and the

greatest French mathematician, Poincare,

though down for a speech, did not come
;

but the actual program was particularly

rich and interesting.

It is very noteworthy that the Congress

was divided into five sections : (1)

Arithmetic and Algebra
; (2) Analysis, and

Theory of Functions
; (3) Geometry

; (4)

Mechanics and Mathematical Physics
; (5)

History and Bibliography.

The program of the first section con-

tained the only title in English :
' On

Pasigraphy, its present state and the pasi-

graphic movement in Italy,' by Ernst

Schroeder, of Karlsruhe, author of ' Algebra

der Logik.'

The second section contained a title from

Z. de Galdeano, whose heroic efforts gave

Spain a Journal of Mathematics, now un-

fortunately dead in the decadence of that

beautiful, priest-ridden land.

The program of the third section, the

only one consecrated wholly to a single title,

Geometry, contained two titles on the non-

Euclidean geometry.

Burali : Les postulats pour la geom^trie d'Euclide

et de Lobatschewsky.

Andrade : ' La statique non euclidienne et diverges

formes m^caniques du postulatum d'Euclide.

In Section IV. Stodola treated an impor-

tant subject, ' Die Beziehungen der Technik

znr Mathematik.'

In the fifth section Enestrom gave an
important discussion of bibliography, a

point where the Congress can and will

render aid of fundamental importance.

In the first general assembly Rudio spoke

on the aim and organization of interna-

tional mathematical congresses.

It was determined that the next Congress

should take place at Paris in 1900, under
the auspices of the Soci6te math^matique

de France.

As aims were specified : (1) to promote
personal relations between mathematicians

of difierent lands; (2) to give, in reports or

conferences, an apergu of the actual state

of the divers branches of mathematics, and
to treat questions of recognized importance;

(3) to deliberate on the problems and or-

ganization of future congresses; (4) to treat

questions of bibliography, of terminology,

etc., on subjects where an entente interna-

tional appears necessary.

Rudio mentioned the yearly issue of an
address-book of all mathematicians of the

world with indication of their specialties

;

also of a biographic dictionary of living

mathematicians with portraits; also of a
literary journal for mathematics.

At the second general assembly Peano
gave a conference :

' Logica matematica ;'

and Felix Klein a conference on teaching

higher mathematics.

Three important resolutions were intro-

duced by Vasiliev, of Kazan; Laisant, of

Paris, and G. Cantor, of Halle, constituting:

(1) a commission for preparation of gen-

eral reports
; (2) a standing bibliographic

and terminology commission
; (3) a com-

mission to give the congress a permanent
character by archives, libraries, stations for

correspondence, editing or publishing note-

worthy works, etc.

Surely this Congress has proven that it

came only in the fullness of time, and that

the world moves

!

George Bruce Halsted.
Austin, Texas.

CUBSENT NOTES ON ANTSBOPOLOGT.

NEW MUSEUM PUBLICATION.

In May appeared ' Bulletin Number 1,'

of the Free Museum of Science and Art,

Philadelphia, a neat octavo of fifty pages,

with illustrations. The announcement
states that it will be published four times a
year, at the subscription price of one dollar
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a, year. It will contain ' a resume of the col-

lections made by the Museum, notices of

publications referring to museum work, and

brief papers by the ofBcers of the Museum.'

The present number contains two such

papers, both by myself, one on ' The Pillars

of Ben,' which are some curious monoliths

in Chiapas, and the other on the Greek

Mimnex (referred to in Science, April 16,

1897). The notes on the accessions to the

Museum are edited by Mr. Stewart Culin,

the Director, and are arranged geographic-

ally. They present descriptions with cuts

of a curious carved pebble from the Dela-

ware valley, a horn arrow-straightener from

the Pueblo Indians, name tablets from

Corea, an inscribed stone from the thir-

teenth Egyptian dynasty described by the

curator, Mrs. Sara Y. Stevenson, and a

number of other interesting specimens.

Such a publication will be not only cred-

itable to the Institution, but will prove a

valuable reference work for students in ar-

chseology and ethnography.

BOTANY OF THE KLAMATHS.

A EECENT publication of the United

States Department of Agriculture is a

paper on the plants used by the Klamath

Indians of Oregon, by Mr. Frederick V.

Coville. It well illustrates how closely

the aborigines studied their plant environ-

ment and drew their supplies from the

vegetable world to the full extent that it

was capable of furnishing. Mr. Coville

gives the native names for more than a

hundred species, all of which were utilized

for food, clothing, dyeing, tool-making,

' medicine,' smoking, etc. He succeeded in

identifying all the plants in use, and also

obtained the native designations from edu-

cated Klamaths. He gives these with the

diacritic marks used in the Century Dic-

tionary ; though it would have been better

to have had recourse to the orthography

adopted in the Klamath-English Diction-

ary, published by the United States Geo-

graphical Survey in 1890.

D. G. Brinton.

University of Pennsylvania.

NOTES ON INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

The Revue Vniverselle des Mines con-

tains in the last number an article by

Franz and Biittgenbach on the saline

deposits of northern Germany in which

a very full description is given of the

Stassfurt salt beds. Twenty-five differ-

ent mineral species are found in these

deposits, of which the most important are

the sylvine and kainite, so extensively used

as fertilizers. The mean thickness of the

potassium salt beds is at least twenty

meters, and the quantity is estimated at

ten billion tons. About three million tons

are mined annually, so that at the present

rate the supply would last thirty-three

centuries.

The British Home Ofl&ce has issued an

amendment to their order of February last,

regarding the keeping of calcium carbid.

The new order permits the keeping of

quantities less than five pounds provided

it is hermetically sealed in closed metal

vessels containing not more than one pound

each. Unless so kept no quantity what-

ever may be held without a license. Such

restrictions, which are not peculiar to Great

Britain, illustrate one method of powerful

corporations to stifle competition. It ap-

pears that these orders result not so much

from the intrinsic danger in calcium car-

bid as from a fear, on the part of those

interested in gas, oil and electric lighting,

of rivalry in the use of acetylene.

G. P. Drossbach discusses in the Journal

filr Gasbele^ichtimg the fact that, while pure

thorium oxid has a feeble glow in the

Bunsen flame, when a per cent, or less of

cerium oxid is present the light is increased

ten or twelve fold. He attributes the ac^
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tion of the cerium oxid to ' resonance ;
' the

vibrations of the thoria molecules are not

synchronous with those of the Bunsen flame,

but the presence of a small amount of ceria

brings them in accord, as a bit of wax will

bring into accord two tuning forks of

slightly different pitch. This, Drossbach

thinks, is the reason that the mantles for

the Welsbach burner must contain ceria as

well as thoria.

In the Ztsch. angewante Chemie, Lunge and
Millberg add a fresh chapter to the contro-

versy regarding the solubility of quartz

powder in alkalies. They find that the

solubility depends very largely on the fine-

ness of the powder ; if fine enough the

quartz dissolves completely in both caustic

soda and caustic potash on boiling, and the

carbonates exercise a decided solvent action.

Since clays and similar derived material

contain crystallized silica in a state of ex-

tremely minute subdivision, there is hence

no method now known of accurately deter-

mining the proportions of crystallized and
amorphous silica present.

In January last at Hannover, after a pe-

riod of cold weather, there fell on the ris-

ing temperature a snow in the form of com-

pact balls. Many of these balls were

simple and completely transparent, and
consisted of single, simple, spherical crys-

tals. These are described by F. Rinne in the

Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie. Apparently they

were crystallized rain drops, but all efforts

to make them artificially were without re-

sult. They resembled the chondrites of

many meteorites, and these also Dr. Rinne
finds it impossible to form artificially.

W. Stelzee in the Pharm. Centr.-Halle

records the examination of several solvents

for ozone. Olive oil dissolves 100 volume
per cent, of ozone, and this preparation is

manufactured by Spranger, of Berlin, under
the trade name of ' electron.' Codliver

oil takes up 200 volume per cent, ozone,

and loses thereby its disagreeable taste and

odor. Spranger's ' tincture of ozone ' is

a solution of ozone in terpene and is prob-

ably a chemical compound. One sample

examined had lost little of its ozone in fif-

teen months. Fats and oils which contain

no oleic acid and which do not absorb

iodin, such as vaseline and other petro^

leum oils, do not dissolve ozone.

J. L. H.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

The prize established by the city of Moscow
to be awarded at each International Medical

Congress for the medical work of greatest bene-

fit to mankind has been bestowed by the pres-

ent Congress on M. Henri Dunant, the founder

of the Red Cross Society.

Pkofessor VON KoLLiKER, of Wiirzburg, who
recently celebrated his eightieth birthday and

the fiftieth anniversary of his appointment as

professor, has been awarded the gold Comenius

medal of the Imperial Leopold-Carolina Acad-

emy of Halle.

It is proposed to erect a tablet in honor of

Professor Giuseppi Sanarelli, the discoverer of

the microbe of yellow fever, at the University

of Sienna, of which he is an alumnus.

The death is announced, at the age of sixty-

nine years, of Dr. Jules Bernard Luys, known
for his researches on the brain and nervous sys-

tem, and less favorably for his publications on

hypnotism and telepathy.

"We regret also to record the death of Mr.

Isaac N. Travis, taxidermist and naturalist in

the American Museum of Natural History, New
York.

Mr. W. W. Woolen proposes to present to

the city of Indianapolis fifty-six acres of land

for a botanical garden and an ornithological

preserve.

The late Marshall Harris bequeathed $60,000

for a public library in Oshkosh, Wis., on condi-

tion that an equal amount be collected, and ex-

Senator Sawyer, of Wisconsin, has subscribed

$25,000 towards the amount.

Emperor Francis Joseph, of Austria, has

given bis consent to the union of the two great
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imperial libraries at Vienna, the Hofbibliothek

and the Private Imperial Library. The latter

has not hitherto been opened to the public. It

possesses a famous collection of portraits, said

to exceed 200,000 in number.

As many of the fish brought to the New York
Aquarium have died from the effects of injuries

received in transit, it has been decided to estab-

lish a fish hatchery as one of the departments

of the aquarium.

Mr. James Perry has brought suit against

the American Museum of Natural History to

recover a balance of $400,612.75 with interest,

which he alleges to be due him for an archse-

ological and ethnological collection purchased

by the Museum.

Dr. Chaerin has been appointed director of

a laboratory of experimental medicine which
has just been established in the College de

France.

A Bacteriological Institute has been estab-

lished at Mons, Belgium, by the Provincial

Council, which gives it a subsidy of 6,500 fr.

10,000 fr. have been given to the Institute by an
anonymous donor.

The ninth International Congress of Hygiene
and Demography will be held at Madrid from
the 10th to the 17th of April of next year.

The Australasian Chamber of Mines in Lon-
don are making arrangements for an. Inter-

national Mining Machinery and Metallurgical

Exhibition to be held in London in 1899, in

time for the exhibits to be forwarded to the

Paris Exposition in 1900.

The partial cessation of the plague at Bom-
bay has been followed, by an epidemic of chol-

era, which seems not to have attracted much
attention. During the last week for which ad-

vices have been received there were 220 deaths

from cholera. There were still during that

week 18 deaths from the plague.

The British Medical Association held its

sixty-fifth annual meeting at Montreal last

week, following the program which has been

already published in this Journal. At the

first session, on the afternoon of Tuesday, Au-
gust 31st, addresses of welcome were made by

Mr. Wilson Smith, mayor of the city ; by Mr.

Adolphus Chapleau, Lieutenant-General of the

Province of Quebec, and by the Earl of Aber-

deen, Governor-General of Canada, and Dr. T.

G. Eoddick delivered the President's address.

Dr. Eoddick, after welcoming the members and

guests, referred to the history of the Associa-

tion from its foundation at the initiative of Sir

Charles Hastings in 1832, and then considered

especially the Canadian climatic conditions and

health resorts, and concluded with a review of

medical education and medical legislation in

Canada. On the following afternoons, Wednes-

day, Thursday and Friday, the general ad-

dresses were given. The address in medicine

was given by Professor William Osier, of Johns

Hopkins University, who, it appears, is still a

Canadian citizen. His address was entitled

' British Medicine in Greater Britain,' and took

a wide survey, including a comparison of the

Greek and British races and the influence of the

former on the latter. The address in surgery

was by Dr. W. Mitchell Banks, Liverpool, who

confined his address to the work accomplished

by military surgeons. The address on public

medicine, given on Friday afternoon, was by

Dr. H. M. Biggs. A general address was given

by Professor Charles Eichet, who chose as his

subject ' The work of Pasteur and the Modern

Conception of Medicine.' During the mornings

sessions of the Sections were held. The Pro-

ceedings, to be published in the British Medical

Journal, will bear witness to many important

addresses, papers and discussions. At a special

session of convocation McGill University con-

ferred the honorary degree of LL.D. on Lord

Lister, Sir W. Turner and Drs. Broadbent,

Gaskill, McAllister, Watson Cheyne, Henry

Barnes and A. G. Wheelhouse.

The continuity of national associations for the

advancement of science is exemplified by the

fact that the German Association, which meets

in Brunswick in September, has been invited to

make an excursion to Pyrmont, where its seven-

teenth meeting was held in 1839.

Eight hundred geologists were in attendance

at the recent International Geological Congress,

of whom about two hundred and fifty were Eus-

sians. No reports of the meetings have been

cabled to the daily papers, but we hope to pub-
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lisb shortly an article on the work of the Con-

gress.

The American Social Science Association held

its general meeting in Saratoga last week. Mr.

Frank B. Sanborn, who for more than twenty-

years has been Secretary of the Association, on

resigning, presented a report tracing the history

of the Association, which he thought was not

accomplishing as much as it should. A number

of interesting papers were, however, presented

at the Saratoga meeting. Judge Simeon E.

Baldwin, New Haven, was elected President

and Mr. F. Stanley Root, New Haven, Secre-

tary.

The French government proposes to send an

oificial expedition to Egypt, starting from Mar-

seilles on October 28, 1897, and returning in

the month of December. The expedition will

be under the direction of Professor Revillont.

Volunteers willing to pay their own expenses

will be allowed to join. The arrangements are

in the charge of M. Maurice Junot, of Eue de

Home, Paris.

We learn from Natural Science that Mr.

George Murray and Mr. V. H. Blackman have

returned from their trip to Panama, after a

successful and profitable voyage. They have

obtained a large quantity of plankton contain-

ing many new specimens, which will shortly

be worked out, and have made numerous inter-

esting observations on living forms. They
spent two or three days in Jamaica on the way.

Peofessoe Koch, so it is reported, is about

to return to South Africa to carry out further

experiments in relation to rinderpest.

Peofessoe Chaeles S. Peossee, of Union
College, has been engaged during the past sum-

mer in mapping and describing the Upper De-

vonian formations of southeastern New York
for the New York Geological Survey.

The Botanical Gazette states that Drs. Farlow

and Coulter will make, during the winter, a

further examination in the West Indies with a

view to finding a suitable site for a botanical

tropical laboratory.

An illustrated monthly of popular botany,

The Plant World, will be published by Willard

N. Clute & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., begin-

ning October 1st. The editor is Dr. F. H.

Knowlton, United States National Museum.

On September 3rd Professor Nef gave a pub-

lic address at the University of Chicago on

'The Problems of Organic Chemistry,' and on

September 7th and 8th Professor Lester F.

Ward was announced to give two lectures, one

on ' The Founder of Sociology, Auguste Comte,'

the other on ' Nature and Nurture.'

Peofessoe Sklaeek, Halle, calls our atten-

tion to the fact that among the publications

of the late W. Preyer, given on page 2.52 above,

' The Five Senses of Man ' was included. The
book is by Professor J. Bernstein, of Halle.

We are glaxl to receive the information that

' The Louisiana Society of Naturalists ' was
organized on July 22d. The Society will not only

undertake to encourage and advance the study

of natural science, but will also establish a

library and a museum, and will publish its pro-

ceedings. The Society is to be incorporated

and starts with about 45 members, nearly all of

whom are workers in some branch of natural

science. The first officers are :

President, Professor J. H. Dillard, Tulane Univer-

sity ; Vice-Presidents, Mr. G. R. Westfeldt, Professor

H. A. Morgan, Louisiana State University, Eev. A.

B. Langlois ; Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. E. Foster ; Ex-

ecutive Committee, Professor J. H. Dillard, Professor

G. E. Beyer, Mr. G. E. Westfeld, Dr. O. Joachim,

Professor H. A. Morgan, Mr. J. C. Smith, Eev. A.

B. Langlois, Mr. E. Foster.

Mr. H. C. Faiebanks, of Sibley College,

while reconstructing a gas-engine, observed a

singular though probably not exceptional phe-

nomenon which, so far as known, has not been

previously described. The machine exhibited

a great loss of heatei'-efficiency, which was un-

accounted for and was not affected by any

changes made in the process of general repair.

Finally it was suspected that the conductivity

of the metal of the cast iron ' fire-pot ' had

been impaired by oxidation or otherwise, and it

was replaced by a new one. The engine

at once started off at full power and regained

its original efficiency.
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At the request of the daughters of George

Bond, Professor Holden, Director of the Lick

Observatory, has undertaken to arrange the

manuscript material in their hands in an orderly

form. The work will be entitled ' Memorials of

William Cranch Bond, Director of the Harvard

College Observatory, 1840-59, and of his Son,

George Phillips Bond, Director of the Harvard
College Observatory, 1859-65,' and will be

sold for two dollars by C. A. Murdock &. Co.,

532 Clay Street, San Francisco, and by Lemcke
& Biichner, 812 Broadway, New York City.

The contents are : Chapter I. , Life of

W. C. Bond, 1789-1859; IL, Life of G. P.

Bond, 1824-1865 ; III., Selections from the Di-

aries of George Bond ; IV. , Selections from the

Correspondence of George Bond
; V., Account

of the Scientific Work of the Bonds ; Appen-

dices, giving a complete list of their published

writings
;
and Index of Proper Names. The

book will be well illustrated. It is hoped by the

kindness of Professor E. C. Pickering, Director

of the Harvard College Observatory, to repro-

duce two fine steel engravings of the Great

Comet of 1858 and of the nebula of Orion, from

the plates of the Annals H. C. O.

The British Museum (Natural History) has

acquired, says Natural Science, the Savin col-

lection of vertebrate remains from the Norfolk

forest-bed and other deposits of that coast.

A collection of gault fossils from the 300-feet

level of the shaft of the Dover coal-fields has

also been received, and it is understood that

the whole of the remains from this very inter-

esting and important shaft will be preserved

for the national collections, as a typical refer-

ence series for the underground geology of the

southeast of England.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

At the meeting of the corporation of Brown
University on September 1st statements were
presented by the Conference Committee and by
President Andrews. He states that he has

been reticent and careful in expressing views

on the free coinage of silver by the United

States
;
that he would discountenance any pro-

posal which, in his judgment, bids fair to place

the country's finances on a monetary basis

of silver alone
;
that he has always insisted that

the principal and interest of our public debt

should be paid in gold, and that he had only

publicly advocated that form of bimetallism

which was a part of the Republican platform in

the last election. He states further that his

resignation was made on account of his desire

to regard the University's interests and that

the publication of the Committee's minutes did

not proceed from his motion. As President

Andrews simply cleared himself from the

charges made by the Conference Committee

and did not attempt to defend reasonable free-

dom of speech, we are especially glad that the

corporation, in asking him to withdraw his

resignation, stated that they did this "espe-

cially desiring to avoid, in the conduct of the

University, the imputation even of the consid-

eration of party questions, or of the dominance

of any class, but that in the language of its

charter, ' In this liberal and catholic institution

all members whereof shall enjoy full, free, ab-

solute and uninterrupted liberty of conscience,''

which includes freedom of thought and expres-

sion, it cannot feel that the divergence of views

upon the ' silver question ' and of its efiects

upon the University between you and the mem-
bers of the corporation is an adequate cause of

separation between us." President Andrews
has not yet made a reply to the letter from the

corporation, but it is understood that he will

not withdraw his resignation.

The executor of the will of the late Mrs.

Lucy Fayerweather has brought suit in the

United States Courts with a view to setting

aside the decision of the State Courts awarding

the estate of the late Daniel B. Fayerweather

to the colleges to which it was bequeathed.

The heirs-at-law are also contesting the will

of the late William Lampson, who left most of

his estate to Yale University, alleging that he

was of unsound mind. We wish that the moral

insanity which leads people to make these con-

tests disqualified them at law from inheriting

any money.

De. D. K. Pearson has presented Beloit

college with a dormitory costing $30,000.

Yale University receives $5,000 by the will
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of the late Miss Julia Lockwood for the founda-

tion of a scholarship.

Funds given by friends of Smith College for a

new dormitory will, it is said, be used for a

chemical laboratory. It is hoped to secure

some $30,000 for the building.

We regret that the announcement made to

the effect that Mr. S. B. Brownell had pre-

sented Barnard College with a building for a

dormitory is incorrect. It had its origin prob-

ably in the fact that plans have been filed for

the west wing of the new buildings of Barnard

College, given by Mrs. Fiske, which will be tem-

porarily used as a dormitory.

The sixth annual summer school held at the

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, has just

closed one of the most successful sessions of

its history. The school is organized in two sec-

tions, an elementary section and a university

section. The enrollment of the university sec-

tion in the several scientific subjects was as

follows

:

General Chemistry ; Professor Frankforter 40

Entomology ; Mr. Oestlund 14

General Geology ; Professor Hall 38

Physiology ; Professor Nachtrieb 18

Plant Physiology ; Mr. Eamaley 12

Physics; Professor Jones 30

At the recent Zionist conference for the coloni-

zation of Palestine by the Jews at B^le, a com-

mission was appointed to report upon the

establishment of a university at Jerusalem.

A SPECIAL commission will meet shortly at St.

Petersburg to discuss the introduction of uni-

versal and compulsory education in Russia.

DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE.

OBSERVATIONS OP THE PASSAGE OF MIGEATING

BIEDS ACEOSS THE LUNAR DISK ON THE
NIGHTS OF SEPTEMBER 23 AND 24, 1896.

The time is at hand when records of the tran-

sit of migrating birds across the moon's face

may be secured, and I desire to put on record

the following measurements, made last year,

which may be of assistance to observers. All

records show that the migration takes place at

night, at least in the case of the smaller birds,

and the dates immediately preceding and follow-

ing the full of the Moon, with probably a cer-

tain amount of latitude for weather and tem-

perature, are the ones chosen.

The instrument used in these observations

was the finder of the equatorial of the Ladd

Observatory. Its aperture is 4 inches, and the

magnifying power was 40 diameters. When
focussed on the Moon, the eye-piece had to be

pulled out 1.74 inches, and the principal focal

length was 4 ft. 9.59 ins.

The observations may be divided into three

groups

:

a. 7:45 to 8:15 Eastern M. T., Sept. 23d.

1). 8:15 to 9:15 " " "

c. 7:45 to 8:15 " " " 24th.

The apparent altitudes and azimuths of the

Moon were :

Sept. 23, 7 : 45, altitude= 19°. 0, azimuth N. 88°. E.

" " 8:15, " 24°. 6, " S. 87°. 1 E.

" " 9:1.5,
" 35°. 4, " S. 76°. 8 E.

Sept. 24, 7:45, " 14°. 6, " N. 79°.9 E.

" " 8:15, " 19°.8, " N. 82°.3E.

The mean altitudes were :

Period a ( \ hour ) 21°. 8 above the true horizon.

6 ( 1 hour ) 30°.0 " " " "

e ( i hour ) 17°.2 " " " "

Journal of Observations.

The flights were so rapid that it was thought

best to attempt nothing more than hasty com-

parisons with prominent lunar features in order

to get estimates of the apparent size of the

birds. Three points were selected for this pur-

pose :

Aristarohns (longer inside diam. ) approximately 0'.3

Copernicus " " " " 0'.6

Mare Crisium " " " ' 3'.0

Times were estimated by a chronometer audi-

bly beating half seconds.

First night, September 23d. From 7 : 45 to

8 : 15 scarcely a minute passed without the pas-

sage of several birds, in groups numbering from

one to five or six in immediate succession. It

was obvious that the birds traveled in little

companies. After perhaps a minute without

any, one would appear, followed by four or five

more in the next ten seconds—perhaps mem-

bers of one family keeping near each other to

relieve the loneliness of the long journey. The

great majority traveled from north to south.

Few deviated more than 20° or 30° from this
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direction, and none were seen to move in the

opposite direction. Tlie majority were less than

one-half second in crossing the Moon's disk

(diameter = 29'. 5). Quite a considerable num-
ber traversed the disk in 0.1 or 0.2 second.

Few were as slow as 1 second and only one re-

quired 2 to 3 seconds. In this case the trajec-

tory may have approached the line of sight.

A majority appeared very small, not larger

than Aristarchus (or 0'.3) ; few equaled Coper-

nicus (or 0'.6) ; one only had a spread of wings

equal to the longer diaineter of the Mare Cris-

ium (or 3'.0). In this case the wings were

sharply seen when the focus was 0'.21 longer

than the principal focal length. For most of

the birds the focus scarcely required changing

from that for the Moon's surface. Some of the

swiftest flights were made by birds of the

smallest apparent size.

After 8:15, as the moon rose higher (altitude

25? to 35°), the number of birds diminished

;

and at 9: 15 intervals of 2 to 5 minutes elapsed

between successive birds. The travelers no

longer came in groups. Evidently the angular

area of the Moon no longer filled the distance

between the mean trajectories of the members

of a group. The average size was larger,

more nearly that of Copernicus; one bird, badly

out of focus, equaled the Mare Crisium in size.

At 9:15 the observations were discontinued, as

the intervals were continually getting longer.

Second night, September 24th. The watch

was commenced at 7:45 with the Moon at a

lower altitude than on the previous evening.

The birds were less numerous, and after a half

hour at 8:15, clouds began to gather, which

soon completely covered the sky. In this half

hour not over a dozen birds were seen. Two
of these moved from south to north, traversing

the diameter of the lunar disk in about 3

seconds. These were the only birds seen fly-

ing north on either evening, and the slowness

of their speed indicates that they were prob-

ably moving more nearly in the line of sight

{ or east and west ). Every flutter of the wings

was plainly visible with the telescope at its lu-

nar focus. One bird, of an expanse equal to

that of the Mare Serenitatis, was blurred be-

yond recognition, and was evidently close at

hand. One had the wavering flight of the

goldfinch, and a diameter equaling that of

Aristarchus (or o.'3).

It seems possible that the prospect of cloudy

weather may have deterred the migrating birds

from starting on this evening. The interval

from sunset to moonrise was also longer (48

minutes as against 24 minutes on the previous

evening).

I now proceed to the reduction of these es-

timates, taking first the case of the single bird

whose motion was slow enough to permit an

exact adjustment of the focus, the focal length

having to be increased for the bird from 57.59

inches to 57.80 inches. The bird was nearly

end on. Assuming its real spread to have been

12 inches, and comparing its estimated angular

diameter with the radius of a circle we have its

distance =3 —^-^ = 1146 feet.

Reversing the process, we have from the law of

lenses,

Conjugate focal length = 1321 feet,

which would make the spread

1321
=1-^ + 12= 13. 8 inches.
1146

The spread of a robin is 16 inches, and the

bird may have been of the size of a thrush.

The majority of the flights were at right

angles to the line of sight, and the lengths of

our smaller birds (warblers, flycatchers, etc.)

being from 5 to 7 inches, I shall assume an

average true size of 6 inches, and an apparent

(angular) dimension of 0'.3 in periods a and c,

with a mean altitude of 20°
;
while towards the

close of period b, the altitude had increased to

35°, and the mean apparent angular diameter

began to approach 0'.6. This gives for dis-

tances

3437.7 .

0.3

3437.7 .

0.6

and for the heights of the birds above the ob-

server's level (235 feet above sea-level,

(a) and (c) 5729.5 X sin 20° = 1959.6 feet,

(b) 2864.8 X sin 35° ^ 1643.2 feet.

These measurements indicate an altitude of

about 200 feet above sea-level as the average

(a) and (c)

(b)

Xl — 5729.5 feet,

X J = 2864.8 feet.
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height of the migratory flight of the smaller

birds. Of course, if the dimensions were

greater than those assumed, the altitudes must

be correspondingly increased, but the largest

bird, whose distance was determined by the fo-

cal adjustment already described, had an alti-

tude above sea- level of

(1321 X sin 20°) + 235 = 687 feet,

and was certainly much lower than the smaller

birds.

The speeds can be roughly estimated from the

times of transversing the lunar diameter (29'. 5).

This time was on the average about one-half

second, giving

, ., 29.5 ^^ , ,, ,
velocity= --— X J it- per i sec.

= 98.4 feet per second,

= 67 miles per hour.

But the swiftest flights, with every allowance

for the difficulty of their estimation, were at

least twice as rapid, which, if the distance were

the same, would imply a velocity of at least 134

miles per hour. Some of the swifter trajectories

may have belonged to very small birds at lower

altitudes and smaller distances, but I have al-

ready assumed a size which is nearly that of our

smallest birds. Any increase in the estimate of

size enlarges that of distance and velocity. I

am not ready to admit the probability of an er-

ror ofjudgment in the estimation of apparent

sizes of as much as 100 per cent, and I have al-

ready increased the more vulnerable time-esti-

mate for the swiftest flight from 0.15 to 0.25

seconds. Judging from the appearance of many
of these darting specks, and with every allow-

ance for errors of estimation, I am of the

opinion that some of these apparent velocities

are real, and that certain small birds (not the

swifter swallows, humming birds and swifts,

for these have all gone a month before the

dates in question) can maintain a flight of 100

miles per hour without being stripped of their

feathers.

In Science for January 1, 1897 (Vol. 5 N.
S., p. 26), Mr. H. H. Clayton gives the height

of a flock of ducks, flying southwest in Decem-
ber, as 958 feet above the Neponset valley, and
the velocity as 47.8 miles per hour

; and in

Science for April 9, 1897 (Vol. 5 N. S., p. 585),

the same observer gives the height for a flock

of geese, migrating northeastward in March,

as 905 feet above the Neponset valley, or 960

feet above sea-level, and the velocity of flight

as 44.3 miles per hour. It thus appears prob-

able that the larger birds migrate at a lower

altitude than the smaller ones, and at not over

half the speed of the swiftest flights.

Even more remarkable than the speed of

migration are the psychological problems in-

volved in these semi-annual movements of enor-

mous multitudes of creatures. There was, to

me, something awe-inspiring in this spectacle

of a thi-ong of tiny beings launching out into

the unknown deep, in pale moonlight and

through the hours commonly given to sleep,

flitting swiftly and unerringly to a far-ofi"goal,

while beneath, and heeding them not, slum-

bered a dreaming world. What mighty im-

pulse of daring is this which can transform a

timorous sparrow, content all day to hop from

bough to bough near to its nest and mate, into

a bold adventurer, starting out, Columbus-like,

on a voyage of discovery ? If it were a matter

of individual courage and wisdom, we men
might shrink from the comparison—the ardor,

the inerrancy, are so superhuman. Eather

must we liken the migratory impulse to an ir-

resistible force, drawing the winged wayfarers

into its current, and bearing them they know
not whither. It must not be forgotten that for

the young birds, constituting no small number

of the host, this journey is absolutely new, and

not the resvilt of experience. If the movement
were the result of knowledge and trust, we
might well exclaim ; Oh to be as confident of

eternal beneficence, and as full of foresight as

are these little wanderers

!

Frank W. Very.
Ladd Observatory,

Providence, E. I., September 3, 1897.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Year-book of the United States Department of

Agriculture, 1896. [1897.]

In the preface to this volume, Mr. Charles

W. Dabney, Jr., remarks that it falls far short

of the ideal set for it, and regrets that it was

not possible to give it more ' editorial revision '

than it has received. We may all hope with
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Mr. Dabney that each year-book will be better

than its predecessors ; but it seems to us that

there is nothing to apologize for in the present

work- and as for 'editorial revision,' we be-

lieve the mostly eminent writers of the articles

it contains know perfectly well what they are

about, and that revision of any sort would be

an injury to them and a detriment to the

volume. It is the proper work of the editor to

obtain, select and arrange suitable articles for

the volume, and this Mr. Dabney has done In

a most admirable manner ;
but the time has

come for scientific workers to insist on having

their manuscripts printed as written, instead of

being changed and even interlarded with gross

errors, as is sometimes the case.*

The frontispiece of the year-book appro-

priately consists of the portraits of Senator

Morrill and Hon. "Wm. H. Hatch; the fine face of

Senator Morrill is especially welcome, and will

not easily be forgotten, even by those who have

only seen the picture. The first part of the

book, the report of Secretary Morton, has long

"been before the public, and need not be specially

discussed now. It is, however, a document

that should be read by all who take any interest

in agriculture or agricultural science. The

observations on the free distribution of seeds,

and on the affairs of the experiment stations,

will be endorsed by nearly all those who are

not connected with the 'political machine.'

Whatever opinion one may hold as to the pro-

priety of the free distribution of seeds by the

government, the present system must be con-

demned as wasteful and unjust. Whatever

views one may have as to the desirability of

local control, it cannot be permitted for experi-

ment station authorities to break the letter or

the spirit of the law, or waste the funds en-

trusted to them. The people of the United

States, after all, are partners in business, and

cannot wholly escape responsibility for one

* Some readers -will think this too strong a state-

ment, but we could readily give the facts of the cases

we have in mind. It may be added that those re-

sponsible tor the errors were scientific experts of ex-

cellent st^inding, as learned as any that could he

obtained, hut they did not happen to know every-

thing. The publications were not those of the De-

partment of Agriculture.

another's actions. It is, besides, a serious

injury to the majority of stations, which are

admirably applying their fuuds, that the minor-

ity should be able to drag the name of the

experiment stations in the mud.

The body of the book consists of thirty arti-

cles bearing on as many problems of agriculture

and kindred arts, and while probably no living

person is competent to sit in critical judgment

on such a varied assortment, it will not be

questioned that each essay is of great value.

We think that any educated citizen of this

country, turning over the pages, cannot fail to

feel very proud of the volume, as afibrding evi-

dence of the highly satisfactory condition of at

least one of the great departments of the gov-

ernment. If he is acquainted with the official

agricultural publications of other countries he

will have the further satisfaction of knowing

that the United States is leading, not follow-

ing, in the matter of educating the agricul-

tural population, for the year-book is as truly

an instrument of education as any college or

university.

Mr. H. J. Webber's article on the ' Infiuence

of Environment in the Origination of Plant

Varieties ' is very interesting, though he does

not directly meet the question whether acquired

characters are transmissible, while apparently

being of that opinion. Dr. C. W. Stiles' essay

on ' The Country Slaughterhouse as a Factor in

the Spread of Disease ' is very opportune. Mr.

Marlatt's ' Insect Control in California ' is an

extremely valuable article and will help to set-

tle some hot disputes between entomologists

and horticulturists. 'The Superior Value of

Larger Heavy seed,' by Messrs. G. H. Hicks and

J.C. Dabney, is not only of much practical value,

but of considerable theoretical interest. It is

impossible now to discuss the remaining articles,

but special attention must be called to 'An Ideal

Department of Agriculture and Industries,' by

M. E. Tisserand, Councillor of State and Direc-

tor of Agriculture in France. This is a most

suggestive and interesting article, and we should

express our thanks to Mr. Dabney for arrang-

ing for its publication in the year-book.

t. d. a. cockerell.

Mesilla, N. M.,

August 10, 1897.
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THE SCIENCE OF HUMANITY*
I.

Humanity is a favorite theme of poet and
philosopher, novelist and historian, drama-
tist and moralist. The changes rung on the

theme run the entire gamut of human feel-

ing and thinking ; its burden is caught in

song and story and crystallized in books,

and no sweeter strains have ever been sung,

no grander scenes enacted, no nobler lines

penned, than those fertilized by the touch

of human (and solely human) nature that

makes the whole world kin..

The chief subject of thought among all

races is humanity in some of its numberless

aspects ; the chief part of the literature of

civilized nations relates to humanity ; the

chief activities of all men are inspired by
humanity. Yet—and this is a modern
marvel—for the greater part the thought is

vague, the literature random, the activity

unorganized ; i. e, this most important of all

subjects-matter and objects-matter in hu-

man ken has hardly been brought into the

domain of that definite knowledge called

science. It is meet to inquire why this is so
;

and, to the end that the inquiry may be

answered clearly, it is needful first to define

humanity and then to consider what knowl-

edge is and the way in which science has

come to be ; later the half-formed science

*Vice-Presidential address before Section H of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science,

delivered at Detroit, August 9, 1897.
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of that which is proper to intellectual man
and most important to his kind may be out-

lined.

II.

According to the lexicographer, humanity

denotes : (1) the condition or quality of be-

ing human
; (2) the character of being hu-

mane
; (3) the character of being well bred

;

{4) mankind collectively, and (5) secular

learning or litei'ature.* The fourth of these

definitions connotes Man—the genus Homo,
object-matter of the broad science of an-

thropology—viewed in a distinct way, i. e.,

as a mass or composite body rather than

discrete individuals. The fifth definition

oonnotes but a limited field in a vast do-

main, and is scholastic, if not archaic ; with

this sense the term is chiefly used in oppo-

sition to divinity, often in the plural form

(though there is good precedent for the use

of this plural form in a more general and at

the same time a more definite sense).f The
first three definitions connote a wide range

of attributes of Man which, albeit well rec-

ognized by all intelligent people, are rarely

reckoned among the objects-matter of an-

thropologj^, seldom included within the pale

of science
;
yet it is these attributes that es-

pecially distinguish Man and set him apart

from the mineral, vegetal and animal

worlds, and exalt him above the rocks and

plants and beasts of simple nature.

Although commonplace, these definitions

are worthy of careful consideration in that

they summarize the substance of intelligent

thought since the beginning of writing—in-

deed, since its own beginning in the remote

unwritten past—and particularly during the

era of unprecedented intellectual activity

and scientific progress dating from the

issue of Bacon's iVovwm Organum; they carry

* Condensed and rearranged from the ' Standard

'

and ' Century ' Dictionaries.

t JE^. (/., in 'The Humanities,' by J. W. Powell
;

Science, New Series, Vol. I., 1895, pp. 15-18.

the wisdom of the ages, and especially of

these later days during which wisdom pre-

vails as never before. Viewed separately

or in connection with contemporary defini-

tions relating to mankind, they indicate

general (although vague) recognition of

certain specific attributes of Man, not as an

animal, but as an ill-defined something

known as a human being. When the his-

tory of thought condensed into the set

phrases of the lexicographer is scanned, it is

found that bitter controversy has been en-

gendered by the diverse aspects of Man as

seen from opposite sides ; the disputants,

like the storied knights of old, have ad-

mired the object, one as silver and the other

as gold, and have done doughty battle in

defense of their one-sided vision ; the biol-

ogist, with eyes trained by observation and

reason sharpened by long study of living

things, sees the silvern side and sounds

trumpet for man as an animal, while the

litterateur and statesman and philanthropist

are half- dazzled by the golden glory of Man
as a thing supernal. The fair conclusion is

that both are right as to what they see and

both wrong as to what they fail to see ; and

in the light of this conclusion it is clear—if

the general judgment of the body of think-

ers is worth anything—that man has an an-

imal basis on which a noble superstructure is

borne. The definitions of the lexicographer,

who voices the thought of the world, show

that among general thinkers the idea of hu-

mauitj- prevails over the idea of animality,

while the current literature of science indi-

cates that the idea of animality is dominant

in scientific circles ; indeed, some writers on

anthropology, the Science of Man, restrict

the term to knowledge of the mammalian
order Bimana, a limitation excluding the

essential characteristics of Man as a thought-

ful and emotional being and as an integral

part of a collective and interdependent as-

semblage. Anj' attempt to harmonize these

opposing ideas must begin with definite
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statements of the meaning attached to the

essential term by more catholic anthropol-

ogists. So Humanity may be defined, by

exclusion, as the condition or quality or

character of possessing attributes distinct

from those of animals, vegetals and miner-

als; or, by inclusion, as (1) attributes or

characteristics confined to human beings,

comprising (a) the condition or quality of

being human, i. e., of acting, feeling and

thinking after the manner of human beings,

(6) the character of being humane, and (c)

the character of being well bred
; (2) man-

kind collectively
; (3) secular learning and

literature.

The supreme importance of humanity as

thus defined is indicated by the fact that it

is the foremost subject-matter of thought

and speech and literature among all peo-

ples, its prominence increasing from sav-

agery through barbarism and civilization

and culminating in enlightenment. The
essential distinctness of humanitj^ as thus

defined appears when its serial relations to

the other primary objects-matter of knowl-

edge are considered. Just as living things

rise above the mineral world by the pos-

session of vitalitj^, and just as animals rise

above plants bj^ the possession of motility,

so do human beings rise above all other

things by the possession of specific attri-

butes rooting in mentality and maturing in

the complex activities of collective life; or

just as inorganic matter is the basis for the

essentially distinct organic existence, so or-

ganic matter and processes form the basis for

the essentially distinct superorganic activi-

ties ofhuman existence. The importance and

distinctness of humanity are, iudeed, such

that it behooves naturalists to recognize a

fourth realm or world—to extend science

from the great realms of the mineral, the

vegetal and the animal into the incom-

parably broader and richer realm of the

purely human ; and this extension is the

chief end of modern anthropology.

III.

Human knowledge is constantly increas-

ing. The body or aggregate of knowledge

is imponderable, and may not be counted

or measured or weighed
;

yet it is an

entity of prime importance and of univer-

sal recognition. Itself indefinite and vary-

ing from mind to mind, the sum of knowl-

edge may be divided, albeit roughly, and!

analyzed, albeit crudely, and the days and
years and centuries of its progress among;

men and peoples may be so studied that its

tendencies, and perhaps even the laws of its

growth, may be followed, albeit slowly and

uncertainly. Although so indefinite, it is

well worth while to try, and try again and
still again, to analyze knowledge and trace

its progress ; for knowledge is the end and

aim of intelligence, and human progress is

measured not more by increase in knowl-

edge of things than by increase in knowl-

edge of knowledge.

Many students have found it convenient

to divide or classify knowledge as individual

and common, general and special, empiric

and scientific, deductive and inductive, etc.,

according to the point of view ; and these

divisions are of use in that they represent

first steps in analysis, though it is to be

remembered that they are more or less

vague or arbitrary, one or both. It may
not be bootless slightly to extend this pro-

visional analysis in order to trace more
clearly the lines and stages in the growth of

intellectual product.

For the sake of gaining clear ideas of re-

lation, it is sometimes useful to project per-

ception by the aid of mental imagery, and

thereby to visualize the invisible in the eye

of the mind. So the great aggregate of

knowledge is often likened unto a numer-

ical sum, or a reservoir or river fed by
many affluents ; but a better figure may be

found in scientific ideation, and the impon-

derable body may be pictured as an

indefinite nebula or plasma, constantly
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growing by accretion and constantly under-

going internal change. This plasma may
best be portrayed as for the most part un-

organized, with partially or completely

organized nuclei and nodes and processes

here and there ; and there is a certain fit-

ness in conceiving the organized tracts as

near the surface where the interactions be-

tween external and internal are direct and

continuous. In this way the intellectual

product of the world may be likened unto a

nebula, a cloud gathering in a super-

saturated solution, an amceba, or a brain;

it may be viewed as a chaos more or less

advanced on the way toward cosmos. The

image is ideal ; it serves merely as an aid

in grasping and formulating widespread

notions concerning knowledge as an elusive

and intangible yet vigorously real and im-

portant something ; but it is not essential

to correct understanding of the main facts

in the growth of knowledge.

Knowledge is born of the individual

brain fertilized by indirect contact with

other brains, and is given unto others with

a degree of freedom varying with the dis-

position of the individual and the perfec-

tion ofhis mechanism for conveying thought

—gesture, picture, speech, writing, print-

ing ; the growth of knowledge keeps even

pace with the acquisition of structures and

devices for its expression ; and it is a

pleasant and significant fact that in general

the disposition to dispense knowledge grows

strong and active just as the dispensing

mechanism improves, though usually lag-

ging a little behind, much as the verdure

follows the vernal shower. So the stage of

individual knowledge is initial, the stage of

common knowledge consequent ; so also

individual knowledge is barren and un-

productive until tm-ned into the general

fund to increase and multiply an hundred-

fold; and so, too, there is progressive growth

from the initial stage of individual dis-

covery or invention, through many ill-de-

fined yet successively higher and higher

steps, well toward the mature stage of

general possession. It is needful to observe

that the body of general knowledge can

never quite equal the aggregate knowledge

possessed by individuals ; although stimu-

lated by others, each active individual

knows something more than he is able to

tell, be he never so free in disposition and

facile in expression ; and it is the never-

ending process of coining and issuing and

exchanging the precious product of the

cerebral crucible that gives rise to intel-

lectual property-right, and at the same time

enriches the great plasma of knowledge and

maintains the activity essential to its ex-

istence. It follows—and this scientific

certitude may be commended to a certain

class of socialistic schemers—that the rela-

tion between individual knowledge and

general knowledge is asymptotic, in that,

although the latter constantly approaches,

it never can reach the former ; indeed, if

general knowledge were ever to overtake

individual knowledge, through suspension

of the laws of intellectuality (undoubtedly

immutable as those of vitality) , the special

province of mental activity would be anni-

hilated and the body of knowledge would

sink into quiescence—and, in the intellec-

tual as in the vital, quiescence is death.

As knowledge is produced and given unto

others, the freedom of giving is governed by

numberless conditions, including the per-

fection or imperfection of the mechanism

for expression, the avidity or indifference

of the chosen beneficiaries, and the price

fixed by custom ; and so it happens that

certain discoveries and inventions are di-

rectly communicated only to limited groups

of individuals, who thereby accumulate

special knowledge. In this way cliques

and trades and guilds arise and the germ of

caste is planted; in this way, too, specialists

grow up through the indifl'erence of the

masses and their inability to keep pace
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with the investigator whose energies are

<3irected along a single line; and eventually,

among the most enlightened peoples, special

societies are formed for the purpose of fos-

tering or diffusing discovery and invention

and thereby rounding out the fecund plas-

ma of human knowledge. It may be noted

that special knowledge is nearly as barren

and unproductive as individual knowledge,

and is soon blasted by the poison of its own
egoism, unless the richer part of its sub-

stance is guided toward the general mass,

to do work as it advances ; for it is by no

means to be forgotten that the activity of

the great body of knowledge culminates in

the province or zone of special knowledge,

and that herein lies the leaven that leavens

the whole.

During recent centuries, and especially

during recent decades, specialists engaged

in creating knowledge have studied knowl-

edge itself in the hope of learning its nature

and origin ; and most of these students have

become convinced that the basis of real

knowledge is found in the facts of the cos-

mos as revealed by observation or estab-

lished by experimentation. Bo the acquisi-

tion of knowledge begins with noting par-

ticular facts and advances to assembling or

grouping these facts, i. e., proceeds from ob-

servation to generalization; the second pro-

cess involves the elimination of the unlike

or incongruous, and this leads to discrim-

ination and to the recognition of analogies.

In general terms, and somewhat provision-

ally, it may be said that the analogies so

recognized constitute laws of occurrence,

which may themselves be generalized, and
that the requisite discrimination of anal-

ogies leads to the recog-nition of homol-

ogies, or laws of occurrence and sequence

combined; the framing of analogies and
homologies being legitimate inference,

which develops in hypothesis and matures

in theory or doctrine to be finally formu-

lated in laws or principles. Knowledge

produced in this regular and simple man-
ner is commonly called inductive, though

there is always a deductive element coming

over from that general intellectual posses-

sion by which even the closest specialist is

guided in greater or less measure. Now,
it is to be noted that acquisition of knowl-

edge is largely spontaneous and uncon-

scious; that apperception lags far behind

perception, and that only the adolescent

and mature among men and peoples are

clearly conscious of their own mental pro-

cesses, or, indeed, of the existence of mental

process; it follows that most of the processes

just outlined are ill-recognized or not recog-

nized at all, even by the very makers of

knowledge. Moreover, the later steps in

intellectual acquisition are commonly the

first to be consciously noted, so that the

majority of men, even unto the present

day, have failed to recognize the true source

of real knowledge, and have appealed to

all manner of mysterious and extravagant

sources for part or all of the intellectual

wealth of the world ; for while the more
complex processes alone were recognized

inference was exalted and observation was
contemned, subtle imagining ran riot and
overshadowed sober reason, and scholastic

learning—which the practical makers of

progress fortunately ignored or repudiated

—grew into a labyrinth of deductions from

vain postulates and hazy lucubrations. A
new epoch dawned when Bacon formulated

the inductive method, though he knew not

that the method was old as the human
mind and that he but recognized that which

all men do, whether consciously or un-

consciously. Reviewing the course of in-

tellectual acquisition from observation

through generalization and inference and
theory unto laws of occurrence and se-

quence, knowledge may be classified by de-

gree of development, and the simpler and
more primitive (whether burdened by as-

sumption or not) may be called empiric,
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while the more definitely organized product

of special study may be called scientific;

and, remembering that the processes of ac-

quiring knowledge are partly unconscious,

that portion which is organized uncon-

sciously may be classed as common sense,

or sagacity, or the wisdom of experience,

while the consciously organized portion

may be called science. This summary

of the mode of organizing knowledge may
be trite, yet it serves to show that the

methods of the student of humanity are in

no wise different from those pursued in the

physical and natural sciences.

In brief, knowledge is ever passing from

the individual to the common and from the

special to the general, and thereby its

quantity is constantly increased and its

utility extended ; during recent times it is

passing also from the empiric to the scien-

tific, and therefore its quality is improved

and its beneficence multiplied.

IV.

When the history of the class of knowl-

edge called science is scanned certain ten-

dencies or directions of growth are per-

ceived, and scrutiny shows that these ten-

dencies are in harmony with the course of

development of knowledge in general.

1. In general, observation and research

begin with the rare or remote and proceed

toward the common and the near. This

tendency is revealed when the several

branches of science are compared. Perhaps

the oldest science is Mathematics, which

began before history, so that its origin is

obscure and cannot certainly be traced to

definite objective basis ; but the nearly

contemporary and closelj^ related science of

Astronomy rested on observation of the

celestial bodies, though the observation

was long clouded hj the mysticism of as-

trology. Then, as wits were sharpened by

mathematical research and astronomical

observation, exact knowledge was gradually

brought down to nearer bodies and under

the guidance of everyday observation, and

thus the science of Physics arose so gradu-

ally and inconspicuously that its early his-

tory is lost. Later, shrewd hermits and

beldams wrought magic by means of rare

substances, and alchemy grew up; and as

time passed the manipulations were ex-

tended to common things and the ban of

secrecy was gradually broken, and so Chem-

istry arose. These four branches of knowl-

edge concerning the inorganic interacted

with mutual benefit, and for several cen-

turies constituted science, in contradistinc-

tion from the vast body of vague thought

comprised in scholasticism and folk-lore

and from the more useful body of common-
place knowledge not yet consciously organ-

ized. Still later, attention was attracted

by things nearer to mankind in place and

character, and first plants and afterward

animals were studied systematically, and

Botany and Zoology arose ; but for a long

time the most attractive organisms were

the unusual and therefore striking, or speci-

mens brought by travelers from distant

lands; indeed, even during the present half

century scientific museum administrators

are embarassed by the tendencj'^ of the col-

lector to neglect the common and collect

the unusual in his own locality, and it is

only within a generation or two that the

ordinary plants and animals supplying man-

kind with food and clothing and other

everyday commodities have been subjected

to scientific research. In like manner, the

science of Geologj' began, soon after botany

and zoologj', with the study of rare minerals

and the ancient rocks of remote mountains
;

gradually the research extended to the

nearer hills and valleys and the later forma-

tions, and it is only within the present gen-

eration that the soil-making deposits on

which human life so largely depends have

been brought under scientific examination.

Last of all, the scientific research beginning
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with the stars and passing to minerals and

plants and animals, and through the soil

on which plants and animals live, reached

man himself; yet the studied observation

began not so much with fellow-citizens or

fellow-subjects bound to the student by ties

of consanguinity and affinity as with the

abject savage or half-clad barbarian of dis-

tant lands; and even to-day, and in the

most enlightened nations of the earth, the

pictures brought up in most minds by the

term Anthropology are those of alien and
inferior peoples, or of human curiosities

and monstrosities exhibited in midway
plaisances, if not in circuses and dime mu-
seums. Even in scientific circles—yea,

among those ranked as anthropologists

—

there are many who habitually restrict the

term to the purely animal side of Man, and
and ignore that broader and nobler side

which distinguishes mankind from all other

things. So, whether science be viewed in

general or detail, it is found that its progress

is toward the ego—toward the everyday

and commonplace, perhaps, yet ever toward

the more important because nearer, the

more useful because the commoner ; and
the more nearly it approaches the more
clearly it is seen that science dignifies both

student and object of study—that exact

knowledge, with Midas touch, turns dross

to gold.

2. In general, research begins with the

abnormal and proceeds toward the normal.

Judging from the habits of present-day

barbarians among whom the tempest is

studied and the zephyr ignored, the comet

remembei-ed and the planet forgotten, the

pre-Chaldean astronomers based their first

celestial observations on the erratic wander-

ers rather than the orderly travelers of the

sky ; and in all ages prodigies—-the bizarre

and ill-formed, the gigantic and dwarfish —
have been the first to catch and the longest

to hold attention, among casual observers

and specialists alike. This tendency toward

noting the abnormal, like that of regard-

ing the rare rather than the common, is the

easily besetting sin of the touring naturalist

and local museum collector, the joy of the

unscientific and the despair of the scientific

among museum administrators. Clearly

seen in geology and zoology and botany as

the vestige of a primitive past, this tendency

to perceive only the abnormal is still strong

—indeed almost dominant—in the j^ounger

science of anthropology ; to-day distorted

or wounded or cachectic skulls from the

ancient ossuaries of Africa or the huacals of

Peru are esteemed far above normal crania

of a normal people who have by normal
activities aided in making civilization and
ennobling the world; to-day the platycnemic

tibia and perforate humerus of questionable

significance are exalted above the normal

members occupied in the march of progress

and the conquest of lower nature ; to-day

there are a flourishing sub-science called

criminology and a fantastic fad of extolling

and magnifying degeneracy, while the up-

right in mind and the sotmd in body are

relatively neglected
;
yet this apparently

morbid taste but reflects a tendency of the

human mind, and is the promise of better

things when the intellect awakened by the

abnormal acquires the power of appreciating

the normal. Unremembered milleniums of

mystical shamanism were required to pro-

duce pathology and therapeutics, and
centuries of pathology were needed to pro-

duce sound physiology and etiology, and in

like manner there were generations of

mystical and irrational psychomancy before

students were able to recognize a basis for

the modern and most promising science of

psychology. It smacks of the paradox to

say that the beginning with the abnormal

is the normal course in the making of

science; yet the history of each and all of

the sciences shows that observation on the

abnormal has always led attention to the

normal, just as observation on the remote
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has ever guided attention toward tlie near

;

and it is but natural that the youngest of

the sciences should j'et retain vestiges of

undue magnification of the abnormal.

3. In general, scientific determination

proceeds from the qualitative to the quanti-

tative. The tendency is displayed by every

branch of science, and so conspicuously

that it may be deemed characteristic. It

is in accordance with this tendency that

estimate precedes weighing and recon-

naissance goes before surveying ; and it is

under the same tendency that scientific

progress involves constantly-increasing re-

finement in observation and ever-growing

accuracy in definition.

4. In general, scientific interpretation

proceeds from the formal to the physical,*

from the material or the inert or the static

to the dynamic. The positions and move-

ments of the moon and planets were de-

termined with fair accuracy before Newton

discovered that the paths of these and all

other celestial bodies are fixed by gravity
;

when this discovery afibrded the means for

determining position and movement with

Incomparably greater accuracy. The phys-

ical and chemical effects of heat were recog-

nized for generations, and were ascribed to

the hypothetic element phlogiston or the

imaginary fluid caloric long before Juole

and others found it to be merely a manifes-

tation of molecular motion; whereupon

physics and chemistry were revolutionized

and the forces of nature were gradually

harnessed many times more efiectively than

before.

The ancients recognized vitality and

ascribed it usually to a material something

joined to the matter of the bodj^ Some
twenty-four centuries ago sagacious Hera-

clitus conceived life as a universal fire, and

*As defined by Le Conte in a notable article ' On
the Structure and Origin of Mountains,' American

Journal of Science, third series, Vol. XVI., 1878,

page 107.

less than five centuries ago Paracelsus, and

after him van Helmont, wrote of the anima

mundi, or archeus, having in mind a

vaguely imponderable thing akin to the

so-called astral body which votaries of an

oriental belief imagine themselves able to

materialize out of the depths of transcen-

dental revery ; two centuries ago Hoffmann

and other anatomists spoke habitually of

the vital fluid'as contemporary physicists of

of phlogiston, and within a hundred years

leading physiologists, like Hunter, thought

and wrote of a ' difli"used vital material;

'

less than a quarter- century ago Barker was

deemed bold unto recklessness for under-

taking to correlate vital and physical

forces,* and many heads were shaken

doubtfully when, in his presidential ad-

dress before the American Association at

Boston in 1880, the same brilliant experi-

mentalist argued from the applications of

Mosso's plethysmograph that mental force

also may be weighed and measm-ed, so that

it must be regarded as inter-convertible

with other forms of energy ;t yet half a

generation of organic chemistry and

physics has established these revolutionary

propositions beyond peradventure, and in-

troduced a new era of biologic research.

The tendency toward dynamic interpre-

tation is well shown, too, in geology. In

the infancy of the science, formations and

the extinction of faunas were ascribed to

extra-natural cataclysms, the opening of

valleys and the shaping of hills to ill-con-

ceived or inconceivable catastrophes ; with

Lyell—a personal associate of scientific men
now living—came the doctrine of uni-

formism, under which it is recognized that

existing rains and rivers and silt-distribu-

ting waves are competent to produce the

*'The Correlation of Vital and Physical Forces,'

University Series, Number 2 (Van Nostrand), 1875.

t Proceedings of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, Volume XXIX., 1881, page

12 et sequentia.
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land-forms and formations of the earth,

provided time enough be allowed them ; the

present generation of geologists, beginning

with Powell and including two score others;

have scanned the pages of the Great Stone

Book, so well laid open by Colorado and

other rivers, and have learned to read

earth-history from land-forms as well as

formations, and have shown that at least a

portion of those earth-crust movements

which were sheer mystery to Lyell result

from the slow transfer of rock-matter by

the action of running water. As interpre-

tation grew definite and the mystery of

earth-making dissolved, the classification

gradually changed from chiefly material or

static to chiefly dynamic; for a time the

formations were classified by the processes of

accumulation; and now the foremost geol-

ogists classify earth-science primarily by

the great agencies of earth-making.

In anthropology interpretation has not

yet grown definite and there are nearly as

many modes of interpreting as there are

men to interpret, yet even in the short and

complex history of this youngest of the sci-

ences the general tendency appears ; for the

earlier classifications were based on bodily

or somatic features, while the more ad-

vanced among current classifications rest

either on collective attributes or on the ac-

tivities of the human groups

—

i. e., the

older classifications indicate what men are,

the newer indicate what men do. Only halfa

generation past was it definitively suggested

that human mentality is a form of energy,

but already the testimony of the plethysmo-

graph has been corroborated in so many
ways and so widely extended that most sci-

entific students of mental phenomena as-

sume, either explicitly or implicitly, the es-

sentially physical character of intellectual

action ; and in this writing it is assumed

that intellectual energy is paramount in

that it is able to control other forms of en-

ergy and make conquest of nature through

invention and construction, and the facul-

ties and works of man are classified and in-

terpreted accordingly.

So in astronomy and physics and chem-

istry, and equally in biology and geology,

the progress of science may be measured by

the ever-increasing recognition of the dy-

namic aspect of phenomena, of the physical

forces by which the material things are

moved; with the recognition of inherent

energy or motion, observation progresses

from the merely qualitative to the quantita-

tive, and constantly increases in refinement;

and in view of this progress in other sci-

ences it can hardly be regarded as prema-

ture to attempt the extension of quantitative

measure and dynamic interpretation to that

side of anthropology which deals with the

purely human attributes.

5. In general, scientific interpretation

progresses from the stationary to the se-

quential ; for the idea of action engenders

the idea~of succession. The Chaldean shep-

herd, the Egyptian soothsayer and the

Peruvian priest, like the earlier oriental

astrologer, probably first took note of the

celestial bodies as striking features of the

cosmos, and later observed their rhythmic

procession with such care that cycles were

established and eclipses and other prodigies

were foretold long before the true structure

of the solar system was understood. These

ancient observations and interpretations

must have implanted that idea of the uni-

formity of nature which has borne so

splendid fruit during the present century

;

the budding notion found poetic expression

in pleasing fancies of firmaments of crystal

and the music of the spheres
;
yet it was

not until the germinal idea was fertilized

by the JSTewtonian law that the marvelous

measure of celestial rhythm came to be

known. Led by the planless experiments

of daily toil, the mechanic—forerunner of

the physicist—was the next to lay hold on

the notion of uniform succession ; it grew
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with the centuries and spread into the

neighboring domain of chemistry, where it

vitalized the dynamic interpretation of

chemic union and aided in producing Avo-

gadro's law, which, according to Cooke,
' holds the same place in chemistry that the

law of gravitation does in astronomy '* and

forms the basis of what has justly been

called the New Chemistry. This law, like

all others in science, afforded a means of

prevision, or of presaging the unknown in

terms of the known, and thus of testing its

own validity ; and as test followed test the

idea of orderly succession grew until, with

the aid of refined observation and the guid-

ance of special experiment, it matured in

the doctrine of the persistence of motion,

the keynote of modern science. Here was
a vantage point from which the astronomer

was enabled to study the celestial bodies,

especially our own sun, not merely as

masses, but as chemical and physical as-

semblages
; and so arose the line of research

sometimes called celestial physics, but de-

fined and dignified by Langley as the New
Astronomy,! which has already afforded a

means of analyzing the constituents and
measuring the movements of several among
the myriads of other suns than ours. True,

each of these strides in the advance of

physical science represents progressive ap-

preciation of cosmical forces
;
yet still more

fully do they represent progress in recog-

nizing orderly sequence and causal succes-

sion in the movements of molar and molec-

ular bodies.

Borrowing from physical science trench-

ant ideas concerning force and succession,

even the earlier biologists analyzed the

mechanism of living things and slowly

stripped away the primitive panoply of

mystery or divinity in which the infantile

imagination, whether of men or races, has

* "Tlie New Chemistry' (International Scientific

Series, VI.), 1875, page 13.

t ' The New Astronomy, ' 1888, chapter 1.

always enveiled vitality. Lamarck was one

of the first to extend the idea of orderly

succession to organisms, and, although his

special hypothesis of development has fallen

into abeyance, it has features which anthro-

pologists do well to remember; then came
patient Darwin and doughty Huxlej' and
studious Spencer with the definite doctrine

of organic evolution, which spread from

man to man and from land to land, produc-

ing the greatest and quickest intellectual

revolution in the history of the world. Al-

beit revolutionary, the Darwinian doctrine

was but the biotic complement of the phys-

ical doctrine of the persistence of motion,

and the two doctrines are twin buttresses

on which the symmetric structure of modern
science is supported. Through the latter

doctrine the world and the things thereof

were transfigured in a new beauty and per-

fection, the universe was invested with a
new glory, and the narrow notion of breaks

in the uniform course of nature by special

fiat lost hold on the scientific mind forever.

It chanced that while the ferment of evo-

lution was still fresh a trio of American
geologists (Powell, followed by Gilbert

and Dutton) entered the inspiring region

traversed by Colorado Canyon, and be-

fore their work was done the germ of

geomorphy, or the New Geology, was
planted. It was realized more clearly than

ever before that the hills are not everlast-

ing but everchanging, and that the features

of every landscape tell an eloquent tale of

continental evolution in which competent

cause and commensurate effect follow ever

in ceaseless succession through the eons of

earth-making. The task of the geologist is

not ended, indeed is only well begun
;
yet

here as in other sciences the reign of law is

realized, and the day of appeal to cliance is

past.

When Huxley sought ' Man's Place in

Nature,'* and still more when Darwin
* First publication in 1863.
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traced ' The Descent of Man,'* the fruitful

idea of the uniformity of nature was pushed

into the domain of anthropology, and has

now guided for a generation those branches

of the science which deal with the animal

side of Man ; it is true that the rhythmic

sequence of cause and effect has hardly

been extended so far as to cover the deli-

cate and elusive attribute of humanity, but

this extension is the motive of many in-

vestigators, the aim of the present writing.

Already the broad realm of humanity is

fairly defined, and the distinctive form of

developmental succession proper to this

realm is fairly outlined, so that the distinct-

ness of the science of human attributes has

been made clear ; for while stellar and

molecular and organic development are

evolutionary in that the main tendency of

change is toward differentiation, the de-

velopment of humanity is involuntary in

that the main tendencies are toward inte-

gration and combination. Conformably to

the fundamental facts of the great realms

of nature the earlier sciences are largely,

perhaps chiefly, analytic, while the science

•of humanity is largely, perhaps chiefly,

synthetic; and its votaries seem to find

reason for figuring it as the central dome
crowning and conjoining the separate

columns in the ideal pantheon of science.

If the confidence of the votaries is just, the

youngest of the sciences may be expected

to repay with interest all that it received

from the several branches of knowledge

whence it sprang ; already, indeed, it has

thrown light on the course of organic

development through researches on the

human body, and has begun to guide the

acquisition ofknowledge through researches

on the human brain and its functions

;

already it is contributing to the physical

sciences, e. g., through the refreshing

Powellian doctrine of conservation, or of

* The first edition of this notable -work appeared in

1871.

common persistence of motion and matter

in the ultimate particle, whereby ideas

concerning the mechanism of the universe

would seem to be immeasurably simplified

and extended ; and there are other ways in

which the youngest science is daily con-

tributing to the stock of definite knowledge;

their name is legion.

So it is that science has always progressed

from the rare to the common, from the re-

mote to the near, from the abnormal to the

normal, from the merely qualitative to the

quantitative, from the merely material

aspect to the physical aspect, from the prim-

itive faith in fixity to living realization of

causal succession. At first sight this prog-

ress may seem puzzling, even paradoxical;

yet the general course is but an expression

of the order of intellectual operations pur-

sued in scientific research. The first step is

observation, which is easy when the objects

observed are isolated or distinct, increas-

ingly difficult as the objects increase in

number and similarity ; the second step is

generalization, which is relatively easy

when the objects examined are few, rela-

tively difficult when they are many ; while

the ancillary process of discrimination of

the incongruous likewise grows laborious

with the multiplication of objects and simi-

larities. Accordingly it is easy to study the

rare, the remote and the abnormal, and as

faculty is strengthened by exercise, it grad-

ually becomes easy to progress toward the

common, the near and the normal. So, also,

qualitative determination is easy, quantita-

tive determination difiicult ; indeed, exact

quantitative work is impossible without

careful training, as numberless surveyors

and teachers can testify. In like manner,

interpretation in terms of the material,

coupled with appeal to the supernatural

when obstacles are encountered, is relatively

easy and characteristic of the indolent or

immature mind, while the firm grasp of
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analog}' and homology, and the clear recog-

nition of energy and sequence, require both

native capacity and systematic training.

Accordingly, scientific interpretation in

terms of action and succession is the end of

mental effort and may be regarded as the

highest expression of intellectuality. This

correspondence between the method of re-

search and the history of science through-

out the centuries amply attests the excel-

lence of the method. Yet it is not

to be forgotten that just as intellectual

grasp strengthens, so interpretation is sim-

plified, partly through the elimination o^

that question-begging mysticism which

pervades all primitive philosophies, partly

through clearer arrangement of facts and

relations ; and as interpretation grows

simple three especially noteworthy effects

follow : (1) Each step in interpretation

makes the later steps easier; (2) as the

labor lightens, more energy is left for the

next task, and the mind of the student

pushes into new fields of study and from

time to time organizes new branches of

inquiry ; and (3) with each extension of

inquiry mental faculty is stimulated and

strengthened. These tendencies are clearly

indicated by the birth and growth of new
sciences recorded in the history of research;

beginning with the celestial bodies it has

extended to mechanical bodies, vegetals,

animals, the earth itself, then to the human
body, individual and collective ; and now
it is reaching out toward the special attri-

butes of mankind, the things nearest to

human welfare and happiness.

V.

The domain of Anthropology is vast, and,

partly by reason of its very magnitude, is

sometimes deemed indefinite
;
yet in the

light of the history of science in general its

limits and subdivisions may easily be out-

lined.

History and analogy combine to show

that the study of Man began with wounds
and diseases and grew into surgerj' and

medicine, which were at first thaumaturgic,

but gradually became rational or scientific;*

and in this way definite knowledge of the

human body gradually accumulated and

Anatomy and Physiologj^, with various an-

cillary sciences and sub-sciences, took form

and function. Meantime the organs of the

human body were compared and identified

with those of beasts and birds (which were

long the better known), and comparative

anatomy was established ; but it was not>

until observation and generalization were

fertilized by scientific zoology that the study

of structures in their functional aspect took

shape in Morphology. Under the influence

of humanitarian therapy and the unprece-

dented stimulus of the Darwinian doctrine

of development the investigations of the

last century, and particularly of the last

quarter-century, have extended from struc-

tures to functions, and these, through the

fruitful science of Embryology, to human
ontogeny and phylogeny—to the individual

and generic evolution of Man considered as

an animate organism. Accordinglj^ there

are several branches of science which deal

alike with the human organism and the

various other animal and even vegetal

organisms of the great vital series in which

Man is usuallj', though not invariably, con-

sidered the culminating and crowning form.

Here anthropology and biology blend ; but

it is convenient and desirable to dis-

tinguish that division of the Science of Man
which deals with the organic features of the

order Bimana, and this science or sub-

science is frequently called Somatology. Al-

though the oldest and the simplest among

the divisions of anthropologic science Soma-

*The genesis and development of surgery, and in-

cidentally of medicine, are discussed in a memoir on
' Primitive Trephining in Peru, ' Sixteenth Annual

Keport of the Bureau of American Ethnology, 1897,

especially on pages 19 and 72.
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tology comprises various special brandies

of knowledge commonly classed as sciences,

including Pathology, Physiology, Etiology,

etc., representing the specific methods and

purposes of particular classes of investiga-

tion.

The early boobs and maps of civilized

nations show that explorers and pioneers

were profoundly impressed by the far-away

peoples encountered in their wanderings

;

there are not only accounts but pictures of

headless men with faces in their chests, of

Cyclops with single eyes set skyward, and

of other impossible monstrosities in human
semblance ; even since zoology became fairly

definite, accounts of ten-foot giants in Pata-

gonia and three-foot pygmies in Central

Africa and other lands remote or hidden

have gained currency and credence. As

exploration continued, the unconscionable

extravagancies of vision were gradually

corrected, and the explorers came to see

alien races in proper form and something

like proper stature
;
yet the interest in the

stranger peoples remained unabated and

led to systematic observation and record.

Borrowing methods from biology, the ob-

servers or their interpreters sought to

classify the men of different continents and

provinces and islands by somatic characters

—by stature, color of skin, color and tex-

ture of hair, color and attitude of eyes, form

of feature, form and size of skull, peculiar-

ities of long bones, etc.; and, as the re-

searches became definite and fruitful, they

were combined in a science of races called

Ethnology. This science has much in com-

mon with biology, and is a direct outgrowth

from that group of sciences pertaining to

the human body combined under the term

Somatology.

After centuries of unscientific and unsuc-

cessful search for the seat of the soul

through baseless deduction and blind intro-

spection, certain thinkers began to profit

by contemporary researches in anatomy and

physiology ; and as eye and mind were

trained—even as the eye and mind of the

traveler were trained not to make mon-

strosities out of unfamiliar races—the form

and function of the nervous system were

gradually recognized, and the dominance of

the brain was finally established. Only

within a generation or two has the brain

been investigated in a scientific way and

with due appreciation of the importance of

that marvelous structure preformed in the

articulates, potentialized throughout the

long line of vertebrates, and perfected in

the ultimate mammalian form of the genus

Homo
;
yet during the present quarter-

century the research has been organized in

a science already cultivated in many lands

and taught in most of the leading universi-

ties. The earlier promoters of this science

approached the subject haltingly from the

speculative or deductive side, and perhaps

for this reason the science is named not so

much from the organ itself as from its

product. Psychology. This modern science

is not to be confounded with certain fantas-

tic notions sometimes foisted under the

same designation which do little more than

obstruct progress ; the parent stock of the

science was indeed speculative—as is most

knowledge in the beginning—but so soon as

the graft of somatology was affixed it be-

came fruitful. It is to be noted that while

Somatology is essentially biotic, and Eth-

nology is biotic in so far as it rests on bodily

features. Psychology pushes beyond the

domain of biology proper, partly in that the

human brain owes its perfection of develop-

ment to the essentially human attributes,

partly in that the science, as commonly de-

fined, embraces both brain and mind—both

organ and product.

So there are three well-established and

and widely recognized sciences whose ob-

ject-matter is Man considered as an organ-

ism ; by some students, especially those of

past decades, they are held to constitute
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the whole of anthropology ; by others they

are combined as physical anthropology and

regarded as including only the animal side

of man, but excluding nearly the whole of

the essentially human side—nearly, but not

quite, the whole, since the field of psychol-

ogy is common ground. This is the view

of several modern anthropologists, and is

that held in this writing.

VI.

Passing from that portion of the domain

of anthropology which deals with man as

an animate genus, there is found another

and still broader portion occupied by that

which man does as a sentient, volitient and

intelligent being; it is true that this portion

of the domain is less definite than the

other, yet, in the light of intellectual prog-

ress, its limits and subdivisions also may
be outlined, albeit in some measure provi-

sionally.

The early explorers who came home
laden with travelers' tales sometimes

brought also more tangible cargo in the

form of strange wares : and so the handi-

work of the world gradually came under

the observation of students, and in time

museums were built largely to accommodate

the constantly increasing collections of

primitive and alien arts. Meantime ob-

servant persons in many countries were at-

tracted by relics of archaic culture in the

form of implements, weapons, ornaments,

apparel and habitations, as well as burial

places sometimes containing the bones of

the ancient artisans, and these, too, were

collected, and museums were built to ac-

commodate them in connection with the

artificial material gathered among the liv-

ing peoples of distant lands. As collectors

and collections multiplied, the work was

organized ;
and, although the initial stimu-

lus came from observation in remote coun-

tries, the interest grew inward—as is the

way of advancing knowledge—and the local

research for the rare relics of past ages was
the first to receive name and character as

the science of Archseology. As observa-

tions multiplied, resemblances were found

between the culture-products of remote

times and remote places ; the arts of prim-

itive peoples were found to vary in a man-
ner corresponding more or less closely to

race, and thereby ethnic research gained

new impetus and served in turn to guide

research in the prehistoric. So archseology

and ethnology became mutually helpful and
grew apace and came to be intimately asso-

sociated in most minds, despite the fact

that the one is concerned primarily with

what man is, the other with what man
does ; and in some circles these branches of

inquiry came to be regarded as constituting

the whole of anthropology.

At first the products of ancient and alien

handiwork were accepted at their token

value, much like the chemic elements be-

fore Avogadro, the planetary movements
before ISTewton, our sun and others before

the doctrine of the persistence of motion,

the organic species before Darwin ; but

within a generation or two it has come to

be realized that they possess an innate

value as exponents of intellectual activity

—as medals of human creation collectively

attesting the birth and growth of discovery

and invention, design and motive, and all

other human faculties. Perhaps the time

has not come for defining this stage in the

progress of anthropology; it may be that

the transition is not j^et complete, or that

the relations are too complex for easy grasp;

yet it seems clear that when the anthro-

pologist first saw in the implement of shell

or stone an index to the mental operations

of the implement-maker hardly less definite

than the written page to the thought of the

writer, the Science of Man rose to a higher

plane with a bound comparable to those

marking great epochs in the development

of the other sciences.
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Now, in science, each advance gives a

new standpoint from which a broader view

may be gained ; and tvith the recognition

of what may be called the dynamic aspect

of artificial objects the way was prepared

for further progress. It was soon perceived

that the simplest devices are supplements

to or substitutes for bodily organs—that

the knife of shell or tooth or stone is a sup-

plement to teeth and nails; that the ham-
mer-stone multiplies the efficiency of blows,

and that the missile is equivalent to an in-

definite prolongation of reach ; and accord-

ingly it was realized that, in so far as he is a

maker and user of implements and weapons,

even the lowest savage rises above the

plane of purely animal life. It was next

perceived that even the simplest devices

react on the organism in various ways.

The substitution of the shell knife for nails

and teeth diminishes the exercise and hence

the vigor of these organs and removes them
from the category of characters subject to

development through the survival of the

fittest in the strife for existence, so that in

so far as he employs devices in lieu of organs

the savage passes beyond the realm of or-

ganic development by natural selection ; at

the same time the exercise of making and
using artificial devices in lieu of natural

organs tends to develop distinctively intel-

lectual or cerebral characters, so that the

effect of competition in the use of devices is

not only to remove Man from the realm of

the biotic, but to set him on a new course

in a different realm—the realm of the arti-

ficial or essentially human. As the view

of the artificial continued to broaden it was
perceived that while the simpler devices

may appertain to individuals they are not

integral parts of the individual, like the

organs which they supplement, but may and
do pass from hand to hand and from group

to group; also that the use of a device by
one person prompts others to acquire and

use similar devices, which they are able to

do immediately through mere exercise of

individual volition (rather than slowly

through generations of natural selection),

so that each discovery or invention is at

once the germ of a line of devices and a
stimulus to intellectual power ; and thus it

was recognized that there is a strong com-
munal tendency in the realm of the arti-

ficial—that the development of devices

tends toward interchange and cooperation,

yet ever of such sort as to augment in-

tellectual power and elevate the human
above the sub-human.

In the light of the dynamic interpretation

of devices it is easy to perceive the trend of

superorganic succession, or development of

the artificial, and to contrast it with the

course of biotic evolution. The substance

or substratum of the latter is living matter;

that of the former any matter, living or

dead, with which man chooses to deal ; the

mode of this is slow elimination of the unfit

and unpremeditated survival of the fit, the

method of that is immediate imitation and
designed iniprovement of the ingenious

;

the tendency of biotic evolution is toward

organic differentiation, that of artificial de-

velopment mainly toward organic persist-

ence with endless multiplication and inte-

gration of devices ; the efiect of the one is

individual or egoistic, that of the other

communal and altruistic. With the recog-

nition of the dynamic and successional

aspects of artificial devices, anthropology

gained a new significance ; for to its objects-

matter in the form of the human body and
human races and the human brain there

was added the whole series of artificial de-

vices and the exceeding potent intellectual

activities which these devices represent

;

and this addition is the basis of what is here

styled the Science of Humanity. *

* The enlargement of the domain of Anthropology

as here set forth is regarded as marking the most

important epoch in the development of this sci-

ence, one of the most important in the development
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VII.

When artificial devices were interpreted

in terms of activities a new classification

of human handiwork arose. At the same

time the activities themselves became

objects of research, which soon passed be-

yond the collections and extended to the

multifarious material devices in daily use

among living peoples in the various stages

of civilization from savagery to enlighten-

ment ; still later the research was extended

to the intellectual or non-material devices

which preeminently distinguish mankind,

such as law and letters and learning in their

numberless aspects. The study of the

activities is now sufficiently advanced to

indicate, at least provisionally, their re-

lations among each other and to the merely

organic processes ; they may be arranged in

the order of their affinity with the vital.

The primary activities of mankind are

connected with more or less spontaneous

sensations of pleasurable character. They
arise and expand in fairly definite order;

among known primitive peoples they ap-

peal chiefly to the senses, and among more

advanced peoples they appeal largely to

the emotions and the purely intellectual

faculties; they root in sports, games and

decorations, and mature in the fine arts of

painting, sculpture, the drama, poesy and

miusic, i. e., they constitute the esthetics.

The artificial devices growing out of these

activities go far toward filling those mu-
seums of the world devoted to archaic and
ethnic material, and nearly a third part

of current anthropologic literature is de-

voted to this class of objects and the ac-

tivities which they represent. The activi-

of science in general. Several investigators have

contributed to it
;
perhftps the earliest, cue of the

most voluminous, and certainly the mjst original, of

these contributors is J. W. Powell, whose preliminary

writings have appeared in a large number of addresses,

oflBcial reports and minor papers, though his final

conclusions are not yet published.

ties and activital products form the object-

matter of a broad and fruitful field of

inquiry known of late as Esthetology.

2. Intimately connected with the pri-

mary activities, and also originating in

spontaneous vital processes, though becom-

ing dominant only by organization through

exercise and volition, there are other ac-

tivities tending toward the maintenance of

physical welfare. From a simple beginning

in occupations akin to those of the beasts,

they arise and expand with each step in

cultural advancement from savagery to

enlightenment; at first confined to food-

getting, they extend also to the making of

apparel, the building of habitations, and
eventually to the supply of intellectual

demands, i. e., they constitute the indus-

tries of common parlance. The material

devices growing out of the industrial ac-

tivities have enriched anthropologic mu-
seums almost equally with those growing

out of esthetic activities, and probably a

fourth part of the current literature of

anthropology is devoted to them and the

activities by which they are produced.

Together they form the object-matter of a
large and rich science commonly called

Techiology.

It is to be noted that the greater part of

the material investigated by the archseol-

ogist pertains also to the fields of Esthe-

tology and Technology, though these are

far broader in that they extend not only to

a greater variety of activital products, but

to the activities themselves. It may also

be noted that both esthetics and industries,

originating as they do in vital processes,

are primarily individual, though they be-

come collective partly through combination

with higher activities ; while the higher ac-

tivities of the series are primarily collective.

It is noteworthy, too, that the two lower

classes of essentially human activities rest

on a material basis and are represented

primarily by material devices, while the
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activities of higher planes rise above the

material in their essential character and

are only incidentally represented by ma-
terial devices.

3. The activities of the third class are

connected with collective relations ; and,

since they grow out of consanguinity or

family relation, they may be said to have a

biotic germ. In general, the products of

these activities originate as customs which

grade into regulations and later into laws,

and are perpetuated in tribal, national and
other institutions. The activities and their

products are most intimately connected

with, and indeed form the chief basis of,

cultural progress. In the iirst culture stage,

corresponding to what is commonly called

savagery, the collective or social relation is

based on kinship traced in the maternal

line ; in the stage commonly called barbar-

ism, social relation rests on kinship traced

through the paternal line, these stages

forming tribal society. In the third stage

the social organization passes from patri-

archy, through feudalism, or an equivalent

intermediate condition not yet formulated,

to that stage of individual property-right in

lands and goods which is commonly called

civilization ; and men are now passing into

the stage characterized by intellectual

property-right which is commonly called

enlightenment, the organization in the last

two stages being essentially non-consan-

guineal and constituting what is sometimes

called national society. The several activ-

ities and activital products belonging to

this class form the object-matter of a fecund

science commonly called Sociology, though

the day of final agreement concerning the

definition of the term is not yet.

4. In some measure the activities of the

fourth class are an outgrowth of those of

the third, since, although essentially super-

organic, they may be regarded as a means
of establishing and maintaining relation

;

they comprise expression, pantomimic, oral

and graphic. Like the other activities, they

arise and expand in a certain order ; begin-

ning with what is somewhat incongruously

called gesture- speech and with rudely artic-

ulate language, they mature in oratory and
literature ; and it is significant that the lines

of development, so far as ascertained, run
counter to those of biotic evolution in that

they are almost wholly convergent instead

of divergent; so that these activities per-

tain, in every essential respect, to the su-

perorganic realm of humanity. The prin-

cipal activities are speech and writing ; the

tangible products are legend and literature;

but the rich and ever-growing content of

these products is knowledge. The activi-

ties of expression and their products are

commonly combined as the object-matter of

another science frequently called Philology,

though in this case, too, there is diversity

in definition, and also in designation.

5. There remains a class of elusive and
protean, yet immeasurably potent, activi-

ties which come so near the ego and are so

hard to grasp and difiicult to convey that it

would seem almost hopeless to attempt to

define them ; they are the essentially intel-

lectual activities which form the motive

and burden of expression, and their prod-

ucts comprise beliefs, opinions, knowledge,

wisdom and all other purely intellectual

possessions. These activities also arise in

a definite order, which is set forth incident-

ally in earlier paragraphs ; and by most

systematic thinkers they are considered to

mature in science. The activities and their

products are so obscure and so diverse that

they have not been combined and named in

the vernacular
;
yet they are by some stu-

dents regarded as the object-matter of one

of the broadest of the special sciences, So-

phiologyJ^

So there are five classes of essentially

human activities and activital products, each

* Sixteenth Animal Report of the Bureau of Amer-
ican Ethnology, 1897, page xviii.
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SO rich in phenomena and principles and so

far distinct from all other classes of things

as to constitute an adequate basis for a sci-

ence; they are the fine arts, or esthetics,

giving basis for Esthetology; industries,

forming the object-matter of Technology;

organizations or institutions, affording foun-

dation for Sociology ; language and litera-

ture with their science of Philology ; and

the great plasma of knowledge, forming the

ill-defined but all-important object-matter

of Sophiology. The five fields of research

pertain primarily to Man and thus repre-

sent Anthropology
;
yet even casual survey

of their extent and character renders it evi-

dent that they pertain not at all to the ani-

mal side of Man, but wholly to that side

which intellectual Man alone possesses

;

they are five sciences of Humanity. Partly

to distinguish them from the three distinct

branches of knowledge concerning animal

man, partly to fix their place in the body of

knowledge, they have recently been com-

bined under the term Denionom?/ ;* and this

system of organized knowledge concerning

wholly human things may fitly be desig-

nated the greater Science of Humanity.

VIII.

As knowledge arises it is applied to the

promotion of happiness and welfare ; this

has been true of unorganized and uncon-

sciously organized knowledge throughout

the history of mankind, and is especially

true of definitely organized knowledge

which therebj^ becomes applied science.

Now knowledge concerning the human
activities, even while unconscious or half

conscious only, reacts upon and shapes

the activities in such manner as constantly

to increase their potency. Some of the

ways in which the science of humanity

stimulates and strengthens human activi-

ties are especially noteworthy.

*Fifteentb Annual Report of the Bureau of Eth-

nology, 1897, page xix.

1. While the great domain of Anthro-

pology is divisible into an animal side

comprising three broad sciences and a

human side made up of five still broader

fields of research, other classifications are

possible, and indeed of special utility when
directed toward the practical application

of the science to every day affairs ; for any

assemblage of facts and relations may be

classified in as many ways as there are

purposes of classification. Experience

shows that there is a peculiar advantage

in classifying certain sciences by method

of research rather than by the objects

under investigation. Classified in this

way, anthropologj' comprises: (1) demog-

raphj% i. e., the enumeration and descrip-

tion of men, activital products, etc.; (2)

human geography (or anthropogeography),

dealing with the geographic distribution

of peoples and their artifacts
; (3) political

economj^ which is concerned primarily with

applied social forces and their products

;

(4) history, which deals with the rise and

fall of peoples and nations
; (5) philosophy,

which scrutinizes materials and forces and

sequences, and seeks the causes of growth

and decadence among human things.

This classification traverses the same do-

main as the more general one, and serves

to bring out the same facts and relations

in somewhat different light, i. e., it is arti-

ficial rather than natural, technical rather

than logical, subjective rather than ob-

jective, directive rather than creative ; in

brief, it pertains to aj^plications rather than

original research. For certain purposes it

is desirable to combine the classifications

and define special fields of inquiry by the

coincidence between the two, as has re-

cently been done happily bj' Giddings * and

others; for the lines of thought represented

in the two systems are strengthened by

interaction ; the one represents science,

while the other may stand for statecraft or

*' The Principles of Sociology,' 1896, page 49.
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learning, and the two combine to advance

mankind in knowledge and power.

2. At the outset the science of ethnology

was closely affiliated with zoology, repre-

senting indeed little more than the concen-

tration of biologic inquiry on a single order

of animate organisms ; but with the recog-

nition of human activities this science was

raised to a new plane. The applications of

demonomy in the classification of peoples

and races are many and sweeping; already

the natives of the western hemisphere are

classified primarily by language and inci-

dentallj'^ by other demotic features rather

than by any or all biotic characters; already

the great stages in human progress from

savagery to enlightenment are seriated in

terms of social organization in lieu of those

of the bodily features with which the biol-

ogist is wont to deal ; already the present-

day ethnologist gives first thought to the

arts, industries, institutions, languages and

ideas of the races rather than to any or all

of those individual features comprised in

stature and form and color; already, indeed,

the recognition of human activities and the

course of human development has served

to revolutionize the science of races no less

comijletely than the older sciences were

revolutionized by recognition of force and

sequence ; and just as the New Astronomy,

the ISTew Chemistry and the New Geology

are distinguished, so it is meet to distinguish

a New Ethnology as a science of artificially

organized groups rather than of mere up-

right animals.

3. With the rise of knowledge concern-

ing activities, it was perceived that the

primary function and ultimate end of de-

vices have always been to extend and in-

crease human power, to enable man to con-

trol plants and subjugate animals, and to

evade or utilize sun and storm, i. e., to make
conquest of lower nature ; accordingly it was
recognized that, while the human charac-

ters reflect environment measurably, as the

purely biotic characters do fully, it is the

essential tendency and character of man to

control, rather than to be controlled by,

his environment. This human power did

not spring into being full-fledged—indeed,

science knows no Minervan birth—but

grew up slowly through the exercise and

gradual strengthening of volition and the

evolution of design ; so primitive peoples

are partially controlled by their environ-

ment, while the control diminishes with

successive culture stages up to that of en-

lightened man who dominates by multifari-

ous devices nearly every physical force.

Examination of the successive stages in

emancipation from environment brings to

light many significant relations ; thus it is

found that when two or more primitive

peoples of similar culture are subjected to

similar conditions of environment their

minds respond in similar ways, so that

similar devices are discovered or invented
;

and recognition of this law of human prog-

ress has served to correct some of the

most persistent misapprehensions by which

anthropology, like all other sciences in their

infancy, has been burdened. At the same

time the recognition of progressively in-

creasing conquest over the inorganic, and

the organic merely, has served to define

and dignify man's estate at the head of all

nature.

4. Although certain human charactei'S

and characteristics were already under in-

vestigation, it can hardly be said that man-

kind in general came into the domain of

scientific inquiry until the Darwinian doc-

trine of evolution was accepted ; accord-

ingly, anthropologists at first regarded Man
as subject to the law of organic develop-

ment through the survival of the fittest.

Then came the recognition ofactivital devel-

opment in contradistinction from organic

development, and the pendulum of opinion

swung back so far as the most modern an-

thropologists implicitly assumed the human
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form—the form of the order Bimana, genus

Homo, and species sapiens—to be fixed and

final. It now appears that the pendulum
swung too far ; for a long series ofhighly sig-

nificant yet but half appreciative observa-

tions indicate that, just as the human mind
dominates the materials and forces of lower

nature, so may it measurably control and
fashion the organism in which it is em-
bodied ; alreadj'- hygiene and gymnastics

have improved unnumbered physiques and
lengthened the days of thousands ; already

leading educational institutions maintain

physical departments in which they under-

take so to shape and strengthen the limbs

and lungs and even the heart and bone ofthe

matriculate that he may be graduated sound
in body as strong in mind

;
yet these indica-

tions would seem only to point the way of

progress, and promise still better things in

human development as later generations

rise.

5. The most elusive attributes of hu-

manity are those manifested in conduct and
feeling and thought

;
yet, paradoxically, it

was these obscure products of intellectual

activity that men first sought to guide and
control, for in every generation, in each

stage of culture from the lowest savagery

to the highest enlightenment, parents have
essayed to train their children, while first

the tribal leaders and later the sages and
statesmen have semi- consciously or in full

consciousness striven ceaselessly to shape

the minds of the masses. So education, or

the voluntary control of individual men-
tality for the common good, has affected

profoundly the entire course of human de-

velopment, and has served ever to widen
the chasm separating man from the beasts.

In the earlier stages of culture, as indicated

by the customs of savages still living, educa-

tion was limited to the lowly esthetic and in-

dustrial activity of the prime ; for the primi-

tive thinker ascribes motive,complex feel-

ing,and all but the simplest actions to ill- con-

ceived extraneous potencies against which
it were bootless to strive. In higher

savagery and in barbarism the sphere of

education extended to those features of

conduct involved in the maintenance of

tribal relations, and was effected partly

by means of habitual appeal to the ex-

traneous potencies which were gradually

crystallized in mythic systems themselves

arising in a certain order determined partly

by educational practice ; for in much of

savagery and in all of barbarism the sources

of sentiment and motive are sought outside

the individual and largely beyond the realm

of the real. "With the birth of civilization

education extended to feeling and thought,

partly through appeal to ideal potencies,

and there was a tendency to exalt the es-

thetic and neglect the industrial ; and cer-

tain educational systems rose so high into

the supernal or passed so far into the meta-

physical as to lose sight alike of individual

conduct and the sources of real knowledge.

In modern enlightenment—especially in

America—the methods and purposes of

training are shaped by science, and, de-

spite the struggle of the scholastics, educa-

tion is becoming revolutionized. With the

recognition of an actual universe knowable

through sense and reason, training becomes

definite in plan and useful in purpose ; with

the recognition of cerebral function and of

the influence of exercise in developing the

brain, the scientific psychologists of the

present decade have gone far in erecting a

new platform for pedagogy ; and with the

recognition of the relations among the

activities and the activital products of man,

the normal course of intellectual develop-

ment would appear to have been made clear;

for it seems manifest that just as obser-

vation begins with the simple and proceeds

toward the complex, and just as activity be-

gins with the spontaneous and passes into

the volitional, so individual and collective

mentality must arise in simple and perhaps
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spontaneous action, to grow, through habit,

into sentiment, and to mature, through un-

conscious or conscious thought, in definite

motive. It is heterodox, perhaps in more

senses than one, to afi&rm that motive—the

noblest character of humanity—buds in

spontaneous action, blossoms in subcon-

scious habit, and attains fruition in the

highest intellectual activitj^, -whether un-

conscious or conscious, of which the

individual or group is capable ; certainly

the affirmation represents complete inver-

sion of a notion prevalent in savagery,

dominant in barbarism, and gradually

weakening through civilization
;
yet it is

sustained by all that is known of the pro-

cesses of acquiring knowledge, by the history

of the growth of knowledge in general, and,

indeed, by nearly all applied statecraft and

most applied priestcraft throughout human
history. The recognition of the genesis and

antecedents of motive must afford a vantage

point for a clearer survey of the vast field of

human emotion, aifection, passion, aspira-

tion, disposition ; and, at the same time, it

cannot fail to give a key-note for improved

education—for the still more complete con-

trol of mind.

These are but a few of the many ways=i=

in which the great science based on human
activities tends to bring order out of that

vast chaos of action and thought which has

so long resisted analysis and synthesis

—

that last citadel of the unknown.

IX.

Hitherto Humanity has been the theme

of poesy and romance rather than of sober

science. All men have perceived that their

kind possess attributes distinguishing them
from the rocks and plants and beasts of

lower nature, yet for the most part these

attributes were either ignored or transfig-

* One of these is the control of society itself for the

common good, as shown by Ward in his masterly

memoir on ' Dynamic Sociology, ' which it mnst suf-

fice to mention merely.

ured into a dazzling halo which defied anal-

ysis none the less by reason of its subjective

character ; even to-day and in the most en-

lightened circles of the most enlightened na-

tions there are few willing to consider, and

content to consider dispassionately, the

purely human attributes ; but to these few

the chaos of industries and ideals, of emo-

tions and passions, of conduct and motive,

and of all other things human, falls into a

simple order nearly as definite as the order

recognized in each of the older sciences

—

the order of human activities and activital

products.

Exact knowledge began with the remote

and progressed toward the near ; with every

stage of progress it has been a power for the

conquest of natural forces and conditions,

has exalted intellectual mankind above all

brainless or small-brained creatures, and

has made continually for human welfare and

happiness ; and now, that the methods and

purposes of science are extending to the

human body and brain, it cannot be doubted

that these, like all other material things,

will be controlled and reconstructed for the

good and the glory of intelligent Man.

This is the end of the Science of Humanity.

^Y J McGee.
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Sectional Committee : L. 0. Howard, Vice-

President, 1897; C. C. Nutting, Secretary,

1897 ; Theodore Gill, Vice-President, 1896

;

D. S. Kellicott, Secretary, 1896; Charles

Sedgwick Minot, Henry F. Osborn, "Wm.
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Ashmead.
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Committee to Nominate Officers of Section

:

The Vice-President and Secretary and
Charles Sedgwick Minot, Theodore Gill, F.

M. AVebster.

The scientific papers presented were as

follows

:

27(6 Spread of Land Species by the Agency of

Man with special Reference to Insects. Ad-
dress of Vice-President Dr. L. O.

Howard. Printed in Science, Sept. 10th.

(1) On the Relationships of the Nematognaths.

By Theodore Gill, M.D., LL.D., Pro-

fessor of Zoology, Columbian University,

Washington, D. C.

The Nematognaths have been considered

by most ichthyologists to be most nearly

related to the Ganoids or even associated

with them in the same order. Their entire

structure, however, indicates that they are

most nearly related to the Plectospondyls,

and they may even associate in the same
superorder for which the name Ostariophysi

of Sagenmehl may be adopted.

(1) On a Collection of Cephalopoda from the

Albatross Expedition. By Wm. E. Hoyle,
Owens College, Manchester, England.

(6) On the Sarcostyles of the Plumidaridm.

By Professor C. C. Nutting, A.M., Iowa
City, Iowa.

The morphology of the Sarcostyles has

been investigated by various writers from

the middle of the century to the present.

They are composed of ectoderm, endoderm
and, according to most writers, a solid

axial rod.

A body cavity was described by one of

the earliest writers and redescribed by the

present writer. The Sarcostyles are un-

doubtedly degraded ' persons ' of the hy-

droid colony.

The function of these structures is not

well understood. It appears to be partly

defensive, partlj'- prehensile and partly of-

fensive. The function of scavengers and

digestive organs has also been ascribed to

,
them.

(8) Notes on the Development of Drasteria

erechtea. By Professor P. M. Webster,
Wooster, Ohio.

The paper gives the results obtained

from rearing larvae from the eggs to adults,

and shows the individual variation of each,

both in habit and appearance, the latter

being the object of the studies.

(9) Brood XVI. of Cicada septendecim in Ohio.

By Professor F. M. Webster, Wooster,

Ohio.

The paper deals with the occurrence

of Brood XVI. of Cicada septendecim in

Ohio, in 1897. The area over which it

has been observed is indicated
; the in-

fluence of natural enemies is discussed

and the probabilities of its becoming ex-

tinguished are explained.

(10) Notes on the Embryology of the Pig. By
Dr. Charles Sedgwick Minot, Eead-

ville, Mass.

(1) Tlie Hypophysis. There is a true

infundibular gland, which is homolo-

gous with the saccus vasculosus of Tele-

osts, and is identical in form and connec-

tions with the embrj'onic saccus. The duct

of the gland becomes a solid stalk.

There is also a true hypophj'sis, which
develops a vestibule and gland-tubes ho-

mologous with the same parts throughout

the vertebrate series.

(2) The Cardinal Vein. It is a striking

peculiarity of transverse sections of pig-

embryos that in the region of the Wolffian

bodj^ no distinct vein appears, correspond-

ing to the cardinal vein, usually found on

the dorsal side of the Wolffian body. This

is due to the fact that in the pig the cardi-

nal vein, after entering the cephalic end of

Wolffian bodj^, breaks into a multiplied

sinus, in which are lodged the Wolffian

tubules. Another peculiarity of the cardi-

nal vein is that it does join the jugular to
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form the transverse Ductus buvieri, but

joins instead the great hepatic vein (Ductus

arantii) not far from the heart.

(3) Allantoic Villi. The stalk of the Al-

lantois begins to form on its cephalad side

within the abdomen a series of lobulated

outgrowths, which gradually increase until

they occupy a relatively considerable space

in the abdomen. These villi consist of a

cuboidal mesothelium covering a mass of

matricial or ground substance, in which are

scattered a few cells of mesenchymal char-

acter. The villi are beginning their devel-

opment in embryos of 14.0-17.0 mm., and

are already reduced in embryo of 24.0 mm.
The author has no surmise to offer as to

their function. Nothing similar to them is

known in other mammals.

(11) Harvard Emhryological Collection. By
Dr. Charles Sedgwick Minot, Kead-
ville, Mass.

The collection consists mainly of se-

ries of sections of vertebrate embryos.

It is expected iiltimately to have repre-

sentatives of several divisions of the

Mammalia, and of the principle types of

non-Mammalian vertebrates.

The work of forming the collection is

going forward with the following forms :

Man E'ecturus

Dog Amia
Pig Amiurus
Rabbit Batrachus

Chick Acanthias

Lacerta Torpedo

Frog Petromyzon

Amblystoma Amphyoxus

The plan is to select for each form a care-

fully graduated series of stages, and to make
of each stage three complete series of sec-

tions in three planes, the transverse, the

sagittal and the frontal, or if the embryo is

curved or twisted the three planes are

chosen at right angles to one another. A
drawing of each stage is made. A double

catalogue is kept ; the first, in book form, is

the entry-catalogue, and records all details

of preservation, cutting, staining and
mounting. The series of sections are num-
bered according to their order of entry.

The second catalogue is on cards, which are

arranged first according to species, second

under each species according to stage.

Every series of sections has a separate

entry number and a separate card. Every

section is counted and the sections of every

series numbered. At the present time there

are about one hundred series completed.

The collection is intended primarily for

investigators, and is open to all competent

investigators working in the Emhryological

Laboratory. It is hoped that it will in-

crease during years to come, in size and
still more in usefulness. So far as known
to the writer, it is the first collection of the

kind to be started.

(12) Organic Selection. By Professor H.

F. OsBORN, Columbia University, and

Professor E. B. Poultojst, Oxford Uni-

versity. Duplicate title (see E"o. 25).

(14) Characters for Distinguishing the North

American Species of Ceresa. By Wm. H.

AsHMEAD, United States National Mu-
seum, Washington, D. C.

An explanation of the application of re-

cently discovered morphological characters

to the classification of the Homopterous

genus Ceresa. The author points out the

fact that many of the genera in the Mem-
bracidse are merely dimorphic forms of other

genera.

(23) Reconstruction of Phenacodus primcevus,

the most Primitive Ungulate. By Professor

Henry F. Osborn, Columbia University,

New York.

This paper is accompanied by the re-

mounted skeleton of Phenacodus and a wax
model executed by Charles Knight. As orig-

inally mounted in Professor Cope's labora-

tory, the famous skeleton of Phenacodus pri-
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mcevus conveyed a very imperfect impression

of its actual form and proportions. Several

serious errors were committed by the re-

storer, the most important of which was the

implanting of two of the cervical vertebrse

in the tail. The author, therefore, consid-

ered it advisable to completely remount the

animal, and this has been done by Mr. Adam
Herman and Mr. Martin, of the American

Museum, at an expenditure of five months'

time.

The animal is placed as nearly as possible

in a natural position. It shows that the

feet were not plantigrade, or soled upon the

ground, but digitigrade, as in the Tapir.

The body is characterized by the great con-

vexity of the back, characteristic of the

carnivore and of all early ungulates. A
further carnivorous feature is the great de-

velopment of the hind quarters and of the

tail. The disproportion between the hind

and the forequarters is heightened by the

extremely small size of the head, containing

a brain which was about the size of that of

the opossum, which has been fully de-

scribed by Cope.

(24) Homologies and Nomenclature of the Ele-

ments of the Molar Teeth. By Professor

Henry F. Osborn, Columbia University,

New York.

After a brief review of the tritubercular

theory of Cope, the writer spoke of his

hypothesis advanced at the American Asso-

ciation meeting in 1891, that the multitu-

bercular teeth of the Multituberculata and

Monotremata were also of tritubercular

origin. This hypothesis seems now to be

confirmed by the teeth of Gomphodontia,

especially of the genus Diadermodon, by

Professor Seeley in the Narvo Beds of South

Africa, of Permian age.

The various Gomphodonts in these beds

present molar teeth of more or less regular

tritubercular pattern. Belated to them in

skull structure is Tritylodon—a typical

multituberculate. This indicates that from

the trituberculate Gomphodonts Tritylodon

and other multituberculates may. have

taken their origin. The paper was dis-

cussed by Professor Minot and Dr. Gill.

(25) Modijieation and Variation and the

Limits of Organic Selection. By Professor

Henry F. Osborn, Columbia University,

New York, and Professor Edward B.

PouLTON, Oxford University, England.

[An account of these papers will be pub-

lished in a subsequent issue of Science.]

(26) Geographical Distribution of the Golden

Warblers. By Harry G. Oberholsbr,

Biological Survey, United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

The so-called Golden Warblers form a

group of some twenty-five species and sub-

species in the genus Dendroica, and are dis-

tributed over almost all the Nearctic region,

together with the Antillian, Colombian and

Central American subregions of the Neo-

tropical. The greatest diff'erentiation of

forms occurs in the West Indies, where the

distribution of many of the species is some-

what anomalous.

(27) Modern and Older Theories of Mimicry

Illustrated by Butterflies of the Genus Hijpol-

ininas. By Professor Edward B. Poul-

TON, Oxford University, England. [To

be published in Science in abstract. ]

Wm. H. Ashmead,

Press Secretary.

FIELD WORK OF THE UNITED STATES COAST
AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

Most of the reports from the field parties

of the United States Coast and Geodetic

Survey are now in, and it is possible to sum-

marize the work for the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1897.

The operations have been, as usual,

widely distributed, and cover localities on

the Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific coasts, in-

cluding Alaska. Much work has also been
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done in the interior. Thirty land and ten

parties operating on the sea were on duty

during the year. The results of the labors

of the land parties were as follows :

The new topographical survey of the shores of

Buzzard's Bay, Massachusetts, finished.

San Francisco Harbor and Bay, nearly finished.

The Los Angeles base line in California, connected

with the existing triangulation and a scheme de-

veloped by means of which a grand scheme of trigo-

nometrical figures may be carried northward. This

base, although measured years ago, had never been

adequately transferred to the triangulation.

The chronometrio determination of the longitude of

Unalaska and Kadiak Islands, on the Aleutian Pe-

ninsula, Alaska.

The determination of the magnetic elements (decli-

nation, dip, and horizontal intensity) in nine Western

States, principally in California, Montana, North and

South Dakota and Nebraska.

Precise levelling in Kansas and Mississippi.

Trigonometrical work in Maryland and Delaware

completing the last direct [triangulation on the

Transcontinental Arc from Cape May to San Fran.

Cisco.

Measure of a base at Salt Lake City with the new
Duplex base apparatus.

Topography on Long Island.

Base measures in Kansas.

Triangulation at the mouth of Chesapeake Bay.

Topography and triangulation at the mouth of the

Patapsco Eiver, and on the Chester Eiver, Maryland.

Eeconnoissanoe in Nebraska.

Telegraphic longitude in Massachusetts, New York,

Washington and Canada.

Hydrography, topography and triangulation of

Lake Pontchartrain, Louisiana.

Traverse line across the Peninsula of Florida from

Fernandina to Cedar Keys to connect the Gulf and
Atlantic Coast triangulation.

Continuation and completion of the oblique arc

along the Appalachian Chain from Maine to Mobile.

New survey of the Pribilof Islands, Bering Sea.

Connection of longitude station at Montreal with

primary triangulation in New England.

Other unimportant operations were also

carried on, the above being a general sum-

mary of the greater divisions of the work.

The work of the parties operating from

vessels was :

Hydrographic work on the New England coast and
on the Chesapeake Bay.

Special surveys on the outer bar at Brunswick,

Georgia, and Long Island Sound.

Examination of Savannah Eiver Entrance and the

mouth of Elizabeth Eiver.

Survey of Lake Pontchartrain, Louisiana
, and

Brazos Eiver, Texas.

General Hydrographic work in Alaska and in San

Francisco Baj'.

Special work has also been done in laying

out speed trial courses for testing the battle-

ships and torpedo boats of the navy

;

soundings for new positions of light ves-

sels, current observations, etc., etc.

As will be seen, the greatest activity in

the land parties has been displayed in

the fields of Topography, Triangulation

and Magnetism. The original scheme of

primary telegraphic longitudes has now
been completed and the definitive values of

the standard longitudes of the United States

have been deduced.

The principal work of the sea parties has

been on the coast of New England, in

Alaska and in San Francisco Bay.

The operations during the fiscal year just

closed have been productive of important

results from both commercial and strategic

standpoints. The completion of the survey

of Buzzard's Bay, the beginning of the

work near Baltimore and the rapid progress

made at San Francisco are all in the inter-

est of national defense, while the accurate

determination of the longitude of Unalaska

and Kadiak Islands furnishes a check to

the reckoning of all vessels bound from

Sitka to the mouth of the Yukon. The

new speed trial courses are valuable auxil-

iaries to the navy, and examinations for

new positions of light vessels are necessary

alike to the naval and merchant marine.

The aid given to the Seal Fishery Com-
missioners in the way of transportation,

etc., to the Guadaloupe Islands, and the co-

operation with the engineer department of

the army on the Brazos River, Texas, must

be reckoned as not the least important in-

cidents of the work from a commercial and
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practical point of view. The progress made
in all branches of the work, although com-

paring favorably with the operations of pre-

vious years, has not been as apparent as

usual on account of many pieces of patch

work made necessary by the rapid strides in

the past. The work across the peninsula

of Florida from Fernandina to Cedar Keys
was broken oif at the beginning of the Civil

War and remained untouched until last

winter. It will be completed during the

coming season. The Transcontinental Arc

begun in 1871 has just been completed by

the direct chain of triangulation from

Washington to Cape Maj', thus cutting off

the older and less reliable work by way of

Delaware Bay. This work, of the highest

importance in international geodesy, to-

gether with the completion of the oblique

arc from Maine to Mobile, ah-eady men-

tioned, marks an era in American geodesy

and contributes new and valuable informa-

tion as to the size and shape of the earth.

CURRENT NOTES ON PHYSIOGRAFBY.

THEEE DRIFT SHEETS OF IOWA.

The work of Calvin on lowan drift is

continued by Bain (Iowa Geol. Survey,

VI., 1896, 429-476), whose report is of

much geographical interest. The Kansan
drift forms the surface of rather more than

the southern half of the State ; it is deeply

weathered, the granite boulders being badly

rotted and the limestone leached out; the

surface is well carved by streams and holds

no lakes. The lowan drift occupies some-

what less than the northern half of the

State ; it is also well dissected, but less

comj)letely than the Kansan, and sloughs

remain here and there on its surface. No
moraine is found along its margin ; but ex-

tensive loess deposits are spread forward

from it over the dissected surface of the

Kansan sheet. The Wisconsin drift is well

developed in a strong lobe that invades the

State to a little south of its center, and

thus overlaps both the older sheets. Its

surface is much less dissected by valleys,

and many lakes remain upon it. Its border

is marked by a strong moraine, from which

extensive gravel trains are prolonged down
the outer valleys. The diversity of the

glacial period and the considerable value of

inter-glacial ejiochs thus find much support

from the lowan geologists.

A special discussion of erosion curves

accompanies the account of the Kansan
drift topography ; and it is pointed out

that many of the rivers of to-day, although

occupying valleys carved in the drift,

nevertheless follow preglacial or intergla-

cial courses, and are therefore to be called

resurrected, following McGee's use of this

term.

MOUNT ST. HELENS.

Lieut. C. P. Elliott, U.S. A., gives an

interesting account of Mount St. Helens

(Nat. Geogr. Mag., VIII., 1897, 226-230),

from which many items appropriate to its

class may be gathered. The mountain

stands west of the Cascade range divide, its

truncated cone reaching a height of 8,608

feet. Its scopes have been dissected by ra-

vine streams and repaired by lava streams,

the latter often interfering with the escape of

the former and producing lakes and swamps.

The ravines have the radial course usual

on dissected volcanoes. The flows of lava

and volcanic sand descend from near the

mountain summit, running around hills as a

river passes islands, and ' filling up the

country ' in their course. Spirit lake, five

miles northeast of the summit, occupies a

valley dammed by sand, ashes and pumice,

which are there verj^ plentiful. A flow that

descends five miles to the southwest of the

summit first nearly fills in the depression

toward Green buttes ; then passing around

the buttes, the lava unites and fills in be-

tween Goat mountain and a ridge northeast
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of it, forming a large swamp ; further on it

obstructs a valley on the south, forming

Lake Merrill, and finally Kalama river

falls over the end of the flow. Many large

springs emerge from beneath the lava flows.

MAAEE OF THE EIFEL.

Halbpass presents the results of sound-

ings and temperature observations in the

eight Eifel maare ( Petermann's Mitt.,

XLIIL, 1897, 149-153; with more detail in

Verh. Naturh. Vereins, Bonn, 1897). A
ninth maar (AVanzenboden) is only two or

three m. deep, and in part thickly occupied

with reeds ; the Hinkelsmaar and many other

basins are now converted into dry meadows.

Those which still hold water deepen from

margin to center ; at first gradually, then

more rapidly with slopes of 20-30°, and

again gently near the center. Only the

Laacher See is large enough to have a well

defined flat central floor. The Pulver maar
is the deepest (74 m.) of all German lakes

outside of the Alps. The shore lines ap-

proach a circular outline, but the Meerfel-

der maar is like a half moon, occupying

only half of its circular basin. Much sta-

tistical statement of fact with arithmetical

comparison of the different maare is given.

The life-history of the lakes is not directly

considered.

THE EASTERN AECTIO SEA.

SupAN gives a review of Hansen's polar

expedition, from which the following notes

on the eastern Arctic sea (the northern

part of the 'eastern hemisphere') are

taken (Petermann's Mitt., VII., 1897, 158-

163) . Sheets of ice occupy much of the sur-

face, continually drifted by currents and
winds ; now torn apart and opening water

channels, uow pressed together and forming

walls and ridges. The latter reach heights

of nine m. , and offer the greatest obstacles

to sled travelling. The remnants of former

ridges drift about in berg-like masses with

steep walls. The drift ice here is contrasted

with the much thicker pack ice west of

Greenland. The winter snow began melting

in June, and the firm drift ice was not re-

vealed till the end of summer. Its color is

then a dirty brown, caused chiefly by min-

eral dust. Fresh water pools are formed

on the ice surface, surprisingly rich in mi-

croscopic organisms. The ice increased in

thickness slowly through the winter to June,

varied until August, and decreased to early

winter. Thickening in summer is ascribed

to freezing underneath of fresh water sup-

plied by melting snow above. In early

spring the ice was coldest, from —16° to

—30°C. In summer it approached the

melting point, and then became plastic, so

that crushing took place without sound

;

bending frequently replaced breaking.

The discovery of the great depth of the

Arctic, 3000-3900 met., where traversed by
the Fram, is regarded as the most important

geographical result of the expedition. Polar

lands are, therefore, not to be expected. A
sample of serial temperature soundings gives

a surface layer 200 m. deep at —1°C.; a

second layer, 660 m. thick, with mean tem-

perature of 4-0°. 22 C, and about 3000 m.
of deep water with mean temperature of

—0°.57 C. The surface layer has least salt,

and the intermediate layer most. The lat-

ter is supplied from the N'orth Atlantic,

dipping beneath the Arctic surface layer

because its density is determined by salin-

ity rather than by temperature.

W. M. Davis.
Harvard University.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

AEEEST OF DEVELOPMENT IN HUMAN GROUPS.

On this subject Professor Schrader has a

curious article in the Revue Mensuelle of the

Paris School of Anthropology. His conclu-

sion is that the failure to advance or the

actual retrogression of peoples and societies

is a question of lack of adaptation to en-

vironment. This is not new ; indeed, it is
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quite old. His novel proposition is that,

given a better environment, tlie most in-

ferior race may become superior to all

others. " That which we are to-day, others

may be to-morrow." He also claims that

a race long resident in a given Milieu be-

comes best suited to it, and, granted equal

facilities, is sure to surpass all other races

there. He quotes the native population of

Mexico in illustration. Conquered by

Cortes, beaten into the dust by brutal

European rule, it has seized the arms of its

conquerors, and now is rising in its might

above its ancient invaders. " Is it an illu-

sion," he asks, " that reveals to us in the

physiognomy of the Yankee the hard, bony

face of the Eed Skin ?"

PRINCIPLES OF THE STUDY OF MYTHOLOGY.

In a recent number of the monthly

journal Nord %ind Sud, Dr. Thomas Achelis

has a suggestive article on the relations of

mythology to ethnography. He advocates

and illustrates the principle now constantly

gaining ground among advanced anthro-

pologists, that if we learn accurately the

daily life of primitive peoples, understand

the impressions they receive from their en-

vironment and the mental impulses they

gain from language and the interchange of

ideas, then psychology is prepared to ex-

plain their religious perceptions according

to definite and fixed principles. Similari-

ties or identities between remote tribes will

no more call for the theory of unity of source

than the mere similarity of the sound of

words would justify the etymologist in

adopting the same theory for its explanation.

In all of his writings Dr. Achelis has

pi;rsued this same line of thought, and,

although this has not recommended him to

those of his reviewers who adhere to a more
antiquated philosophy, there can be no

question but his is the ' party of the future.'

D. G. Brinton,
Univeesity of Penissylvania.

NOTES ON INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

The seventh article of the series by
Alfred Werner in the Zeitschrift filr anorgan-

ische Cheinie, on the constitution of inorganic

compounds, describes molecular weight de-

terminations of a large number of salts in

organic solvents, such as piperidin, pyridin,

methyl sulfid, etc. In the case of many
salts regarding which there has been con-

siderable doubt, the results were in accord

with the monomolecular formula, as AICI3,

reC]3, FeCl,; also CoCl,, CoBr,. Tin (stan-

nous) and lead salts were also found to be
monomolecular. Cuprous salts were in

general normal (CuCl, Cul, etc.), but

showed considerable tendency to polymerize

by doubling. Cuprous cyanid appeared only

in dimolecular form, Cu^CClSr)^. The silver

halogen salts showed a strong tendencj' to

polj'merization, the iodid having a molec-

ular weight corresponding to (Agl)^, while

the chlorid (and bromid) were between

(AgCl), and (AgCl)3. Silver nitrate, how-
ever, had the normal formula AgNOj. Pro-

fessor Werner is of the opinion that in the

polymerized molecule the metal atoms are

not united together, but that the union is

between metal and non-metal, as

.Cl\
Cu . Cu.
\C1

It would seem possible, however, that the

union might subsist through the medium of

the non-metallic atoms, which would ac-

count for the greater tendency to polymeri-

zation on the part of the cyanids.

Boric acid has a quite extended use as a

food preservative, but the data as to its

effect on health are very meagre. E. A.

Cripps, in the Analyst for Juljr, recounts a

series of experiments on the action of boric

acid on the digestive ferments. His results

are the following: With malt-extract in

presence of 0.01% to 1% boric acid, starch

was dissolved completely in 12 minutes, not
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completely in 10 minutes. With saliva,

starch was dissolved in the presence of 1%
or less boric acid in from 8.5 to 11.5

minutes; with no boric acid 11.5 minutes

was required. With pepsin, the digestion

of egg albumen was not retarded in the

presence of 1% boric acid. With zymin,

milk albumen with 1% boric acid was com-

pletely peptonized in 2^ hours. With

Blumenthal's chymosin, a far larger amount

of boric acid than was necessary for pres-

ervation of food did not aflFect the

fermenting action unfavorably. While

boric acid thus does not retard digestion,

its physiological action still remains to be

finally settled.

J. L. H.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

THE ' ENCHANTED MESA ' OF NEW MEXICO.

A SURVEY has just been made of the ' En-

chanted Mesa,' or Mesa Encantada, of New
Mexico, by a party sent out by the Bureau of

American Ethnology.

This mesa was brought into prominence sev-

eral years ago through the work of Bandelier,

who ascertained that the neighboring Acoma
Indians have a tradition that their ancestors

formerly occupied the summit, but abandoned

it, together with a part of the tribe, in conse-

quence of the destruction of the pathway lead-

ing up one of its precipitous sides ; the catas-

trophe, which was doubtless due to a cloud-

burst, being ascribed to supernatural agency.

The same tradition was subsequently obtained

by C. F. Lummis, a well-known student of the

Southwestern Indians, and also ( with some con-

firmatory evidence) by F. W. Hodge, of the

ethnologic bureau. The traditional catastro-

phe was so magnified by repetition and so en-

veloped in mystery that the Indians, and after

them the white settlers, had come to regard the

mesa as inaccessible.

Two years ago Mr. Hodge, then studying the

Acoma Indians, planned to visit the summit in

order to seek for traces of the alleged occu-

pancy in prehistoric times ; but he was deter-

red by regard for the sentiments of the Indians,

who held the eminence sacred. During the

present season. Professor William Libbey, of

Princeton University, after elaborate prepara-

tions, ascended the mesa, without finding (so

far as the accounts published in the newspapers

indicate) evidence of occupancy. Reports of

this failure duly reached the neighboring

Indians ; they were annoyed by the suggested

impeachment of their tradition, and were

thereby the more easily induced to permit the

ethnologic party to visit their holy place. So,,

on September 8d, Mr. Hodge, accompanied by
Major George H. Pradt, of Laguna, New Mex-
ico, a U. S. Deputy Surveyor ; Mr. A. C. Vro-

man, a photogropher of Pasadena, California

;

Mr. H. C. Hayt, of Chicago, and two Laguna

Indians, proceeded from the Indian pueblo of

Acoma to the foot of the mesa, three miles dis-

tant, where they were joined by three Acoma
Indians. After measuring the eminence by

triangulation ( the mean of two determinations

is 431 feet above the plain on the west), the

party at once ascended along the ancient route,

and encamped on the summit for the night. Dur-

ing the afternoon and the next day Mr. Hodge
examined the ground critically, while Major

Pradt made a survey of the mesa, and Mr. Vro-

man secured a number of photographs. Several

potsherds, two stone axes (broken), a fragment

of a shell bracelet and a stone arrowpoint were

the chief evidences of former occupancy found

on the narrow storm-swept crest ; but abun-

dant potsherds, etc., were found in the talus

swept down from the summit. All vestiges of

the ancient trail ascending the talus, and con-

tinued thence to the summit by hand and foot

holes in the solid rock, have been obliterated
;

but some traces of the holes remain. This ver-

ification of an Indian tradition notable for in-

herent evidence of accuracy is peculiarly grati-

fying to students of anthropology.

Except for the easily-removed opposition of

the Acoma Indians, no difficulty was found in

ascending the mesa, save for a space of a few

feet at the top of the cleft ; this was easily

crossed on a light extension ladder carried to

meet emergencies, and might have been passed

with the aid of a geologic hammer to cut a few

hand-holes in the steepest part of the rock.

W JM
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GENERAL.

We record with much regret the death of

Mr. Theodore Lyman, the only honorary mem-
ber of the National Academy of Sciences, for-

merly member of Congress and a distinguished

ofiicer in the army during the Civil War. Col-

onel Lyman was born in 1833 and died on the

night of September 9th, at his summer home,

at Nahant, Mass. He studied under Louis

Agassiz, whose daughter he married. Colonel

Lyman was a zoologist and geologist of distinc-

tion. He was the representative of a class

more common in Great Britain than in the

United States—a man of wealth, public spirit

and wide culture, who contributed both directly

and indirectly to the advancement of education,

science and civilization.

The membership of the National Academy
of Science is now eighty-three. The deaths

and elections to the Academy during the last

six years have been as follows :

1891.

Deaths.

Julius E. Hilgard,
John Le Conte,
Joseph Leidy,
Miers F. Longstreth.

T. Sterry Hunt,
Joseph Lovering,

J. S. Newberry,
Lewis M. Rutherfuid,
Williara P. Trowbridge,
Serene Watson.

]

W. H. C. Bartlett,

F. A. Genth.

Charles E. Brown-Sequard,
Josiah P. Cooke.

189E
James D. Dana,
John Newton,
James E. Oliver.

Tliomas L. Casey,

G. Brown Goode,
Benjamin A. Gould,
H. A. Newton.

Elections.

None.

Carl Barus,

S. F. Emmons,
M. Carey Lea.

E. D. Cope,
M. Carey Lea,

A. M. Mayer,
J. H. Trumbull,
P. A. Walker,
Theodore Lyman.

1897.

None.

W. L. Elkin,
C. S. Sargent,
W. H. Welch,
C. 0. Whitman.

C. D. Walcott,
E. S. Woodward.

E. W. Morley,
C. S. Minot,
W. H. Call,

F. A. Goooh.

The original act incorporating the National

Academy, in 1863, limited the number of ordi-

nary members to fifty, but this restriction was
removed in 1870. A wise conservatism has re-

garded one hundred members as a suitable

limit, but there appears to be no reason why
the membership should decrease while the

scientific activity of the country increases.

Fifteen new members of the Royal Society are

elected annually.

The seventh annual directory of the Scien-

tific Alliance of New York, for the year ending

1897, has been published by the Council. The
number of members is 1,055, an increase of

forty over last year. The membership of the

several societies comprising the Alliance is as

follows :

The New York Academy of Sciences, resident

members and fellows, 284

Torrey Botanical Club, active members, 221

New York Microscopical Society, active mem-
bers, 88

The Linnsean Society of New York, resident

members, 169

The New York Mineralogical Club, total mem-
bership, 65

American Mathematical Society, local member-
ship, 47

The New York Section of the American Chemi-

cal Society, active members, 282

The New York Entomological Society, active

members, 48

About fifty members of the British Associa-

tion from Great Britain, including Lord Kelvin,

Lord Lister and Sir John Evans, have taken

part in the extended excursion to the Pacific

Coast following the Toronto meeting of the As-

sociation.

The item, circulated by the newspapers, to

the effect that four Ohio men of science had

been treated with scant courtesy at the meet-

ing of the British Association, is entirely with-

out foundation. The complaint comes from

only one of the number, a collector of fossils

and a manufacturer of casts of the same, who
failed to secure an announcement, concerning

his specimens, in the geological section. There

was, of course, no international feeling involved

in the matter. The other three, professors in

Cleveland and Oberlin, whose names were used
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without their knowledge, repudiate any re-

sponsibility for the complaint, and say that

they experienced nothing but perfect courtesy

while at the Toronto meeting. Indeed, the

original report contains numerous errors, for

which the original complainant himself does

not wish to be held responsible.

Feanz Pulszky, formerly director of the

National Hungarian Museum and superintend-

ent of the public museums and libraries of

Hungary and a writer on arehseological sub-

jects, has died, aged 82 years. He took an im-

portant part in the attempts to establish Hun-

garian independence, and visited America with

Kossuth, being long under sentence of death

for treason against Austria.

The Hon. Charles D. Walcott, Director of

the U. S. Geological Survejr, left San Francisco

on September 7th, for the Yosemite Valley, ac-

companied by Assistant F. B. Weeks. Accord-

ing to a dispatch to the New York Evening Post

he proposes to make topographical maps, on a

two-mile scale, of all the forest reserves in Cali-

fornia, which, including recent additions, com-

prise no less than 6,647,000 acres. On these

maps the distribution of forests will be pointed

out, showing the commercial and the non-com-

mercial timber, the agricultural lands included

in the forest reserves, and all settlements, roads,

houses and other improvements uj>ou the na-

tional forest domain. Since leaving Washing-

ton on July 23d Mr. Walcott has inspected the

forest reserves in Wyoming, Montana, Idaho,

Washington and Oregon.

The Jackson-Harmsworth expedition duly

reached London on September 3d. The results

of three winters spent in scientific work in

Franz Josef Land will doubtless include valu-

able contributions not only to Arctic geography

and meteorology, but also to geology, zoology

and botany.

Me. Walter Wellman, the journalist and

Arctic explorer, has returned to New York af-

ter a visit to Norway for the purpose of mak-

ing arrangements for his proposed Arctic expe-

dition. According to statements in the daily

papers, he proposes to sail from Bergen in a

staunch steamship on June 13th of next year

for Franz Josef Land. He expects to estab-

lish a supply station at Cape Flora and to reach

Cape Fligely before the winter sets in. Then,

in 1899, he intends to try to traverse on sleds

the 550 miles to the Pole.

Me. a. W. Geabau, of Boston, is continuing

the field excursions for the study of natural

history begun last year and made possible by

the generosity of an anonymous donor. He
met applicants for membership at the Museum
of Natural History on September 11th and

gave an account of the course in marine zool-

ogy which will take the class to the seashore

near Boston. At two o'clock the party left for

Beverly. Other excursions have been arranged

as follows : September 15th, Revere Beach

;

September 18th, Nahant ; September 22d, Mar-

blehead ; September 25th, Swampscott ; Sep-

tember 29th, Bass Point.

The New York Evening Post reports that the

Chabot Observatory, of Oakland, Cal., has de-

cided to send a special expedition to India to

observe the total eclipse of the sun. It will be

headed by astronomer Burckhalter, whose ex-

penses will be paid by William Pearson, of San

Francisco. Dr. George C. Pardee will provide

a new lens for the use of the observers. The

expedition is, of course, entirely distinct from

that to be sent out by the Lick Observatory,

the funds for which were provided by the late

Mr. Crocker.

The Prince of Monaco, in his steam yacht,

the Princess Alice, is said to have completed a

season's researches in the Azores.

In view of the outbreak of yellow fever at

Ocean Springs, the Surgeon- General has in-

structed Dr. Wasdin to investigate the disease

in accordance with Dr. Sanarelli's methods and

has forwarded him the necessary outfit.

The "daily papers report Dr. H. B. Guppy, an

English naturalist, returned to Napoopee, Ha-

waii, on September 1st, after spending twenty-

three days alone on the summit of Mauna Loa,

at an elevation of 13,000 feet above sea level.

He carefully explored the crater of the volcano

and made collections of the fauna and flora.

An Engineers' Club has been established in

Chicago, the object of which is to be the ad-

vancement ofengineering in its several branches,

the professional improvemeni of its members,
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and the eucouragemeut of social intercourse

among men of practical science. It is proposed

to publish proceedings, to maintain a library

and a collection of drawings and models.

A Natural Science Association was organ-

ized in Jersey on August 5th, with Dr. A. C.

Goodfrey as the first President.

The French Society of Civil Engineers ap-

pointed some time since a committee to con-

sider the propositions that have been made for

the decimalization of time and angles. This

committee has made its report adverse to the

proposed reform but recommending the num-
bering of the hours of a day continuously up to

twenty-four.

In connection with the Brussels Exposition

there was held an International Congress ofCom-
merce and Industries from September 7th to 11th.

The library at Massillon, Ohio, has recently

received generous gifts. The residence of the

late Mr. Nahum Eussell, valued at $30,000, has

been presented to the city by his daughters,

and Mr. J. W. McClymonds has given an en-

dowment fund of $20,000.

The British 'blue-book,' recently issued re-

lating to the nature and extent of the trade of

Australia and adjacent colonies, contains some

interesting and useful information for American

manufacturers. It appears that, in New Zea-

land, for example, Germany and Belgium, not

Great Britain, send in the greater part of the

supply of firearms. Glassware comes from

Belgium ; saws, almost exclusively, from the

United States. Axes come exclusively from

the United States, and carpenters' hammers
from the same source mainly, though England

still furnishes the heavier and ruder sorts, such

as are used by blacksmiths and machinists.

Germany and Belgium supply nails, and the

former is gradually encroaching upon the mar-

ket for machine tools, formerly controlled by

England. All the agricultural machinery is

fui-nished by the manufacturers of the United

States, who produce the most remarkable com-

bination of lightness and strength, and yet sell

at lower prices than even Continental nations

can yet attain. The reasons for Great Britain's

' temporary decline ' are said to be : Conserva-

tism, lack of versatilty and adaptability, dis-

dain of methods successfully adopted by com-

peting vendors, stringency in calling for pay-

ment and ' a general haughtiness in trading

transactions.' As one of the London trade

papers says : "When a wealthy London cor-

poration builds and equips a London railroad

with American plant it is time for English manu-
facturers to see themselves as others see them."

It is stated in Machinery that Acetylene is

now in use in several of the Paris omnibuses.

The generator weighs about 29 lb. , and is carried

under the front steps. Each load of carbide

is about 0.71 lb., and produces about 3 cubic

feet of gas, which is enough for 6.V hours, with

a light of 16 candles. The pressure is regu-

lated so as not to exceed 4 inches of water.

The cost is less than that of petroleum. Elec-

trical accumulators to do the same work

weighed nearly 3 cwt., and did mischief, so that

they were glad to give them up.

The Philosophical Review, edited by President

Schurman and Professors J. E. Creighton and

James Seth, of Cornell University, and pub-

lished since its foundation by Ginn & Co., will

next year be published by The Macmillan Com-

pany.

The Principles of Sociology, by Professor

Franklin H. Giddings, of Columbia University,

of which a third edition has recently been

published by The Macmillan Company, has

been translated into French and German, and

a Spanish translation is announced for early

publication.

Volume two of the Maryland Geological Sur-

vey Reports, which will contain a description

of the building and decorative stones of the

State, is well advanced and will be issued the

coming winter.

President C. G. Wilson, of the New York

Board of Health, has made a report showing

the remarkable decrease in the death-rate of

New York City since 1823. Figures for the

first eight months for each of the last six years.

Deaths,
Estimated Jan. to Aug., Death
Population. inclusive. rate.

1893 1,758,010 31,982 27.3

1891 1,809,353 29,397 24.4

1895 1,879,]95 30,699 24.5

1896 1,934,077 30,307 23.5

1897........ 1,990,562 26,866 20.2
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The report of the committee of the British

Council on Education on schools for the blind

and deaf, for the past year, has been published

as a Blue-book, signed by the Duke of Devon-

shire and Sir John Gorst, and is abstracted in

the London Times. During the year ending

August 31, 1896, the number of certified schools

increased from 84 to 91. These schools provide

accommodation for 1,476 blind children (268

day scholars and 1,208 boarders), and for 3,004

deaf children (1,699 day scholars and 1,305

boarders). The total grants paid for the year

amounted to £15,629 12s. A general report by

the Rev. T. W. Sharpe, Senior Chief Inspector,

follows, covering the year ended March 31,

1897. He states that the year has been marked

by steady progress, and pleads for higher pay-

ment of teachers, both for the blind and deaf.

The hope is expressed that a recent return

called for by the department will produce some

result. This return requires each school au-

thority to give the name of every blind and

deaf child in its district between the ages of 5

and 16 and 7 and 16 respectively. The address

of the parent or guardian and the provision

made under the statute for the education of the

child are also required. With regard to deaf

children, Mr Sharpe states that the teaching on

the oral system in some institutions is very im-

perfectly carried out, and that oral teaching is

in danger of being discredited from the fact

that, however excellent the school teaching

may be, the continued practice of speech out-

side the schoolroom is either left to chance or

so mixed with signs that it receives very little

care.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

De. Andeews has withdrawn his resignation

from the presidency of Brown University.

We should be glad to welcome a ' Cosmopoli-

tan ' reading circle or Correspondence School,

even though its standard should be no higher

than that of The Cosmopolitan magazine. But

the projectors of the ' Cosmopolitan University '

cannot make silver equal to gold by debasing a

name. Fortunately, the performance is illegal

in the State of New York. Section 33, Chapter

378, of the laws of the State reads as fol-

lows :

No individual, association or corporation not hold-

ing university or college degree-conferring powers by

special charter from the Legislature of the State or

from the regents shall confer any degrees, or after

January 1, 1893, shall transact business under or in

any way assume the name university or college, till

it shall have received from the regents under their

seal written permission to use such name.

The minimum requirements for a degree-con-

ferring institution have been carefully defined

by the regents, and it is scarcely needful to

state that these cannot be met by an annex to

a magazine.

An editorial in the last number of the Edu-

cational Review on the Brown University inci-

dent concludes with the moral :

'

' What a com-

ment this occurrence is on the project for a

national university at Washington, that is still

kept alive by earnest but, we believe, misguided

men !
'
' The article was written on the assump-

tion that '
' Rhode Island and Providence will

not support an educational institution in which

an officer of prominence holds views antago-

nistic to their own on an economic question that

is under present discussion." The frank and

wise declaration of the corporation of Brown

University for academic freedom, even under

aggravating circumstances, shows that the Edu-

cational Review is needlessly pessimistic in its

point of view. It would, indeed, be better to

have a struggle for academic freedom in a na-

tional university and lose than not to have the

university and the struggle. The effect on

other universities and on the education of the

Ijeople would be beneficial, and the defeat would

be but temporary. Neither pedagogy nor poli-

tics is at present a science, and they only come

within the scope of this Journal in so far as

they concern the advancement of science. But

an affiliation of the national scientific institu-

tions at Washington, with power to grant de-

grees for research, would be the basis for a

university in which science and investigation

would have the place now held at Oxford, e. g.,

bythe classics and information. It is a scientific

experiment that all men of science should ad-

vocate.

The Educational Review, however, appears to
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be also pessimistic regarding those whom it calls

'natural scientists,' for the editorial quoted

above says :
" Devotees of natural science are,

as a rule, the most intolerant of all university

teachers, especially toward differences of opin-

ion within their own sphere." "We have pub-

lished a number of articles on scientific educa-

tion, but none of these have betrayed a preju-

dice against the classics equal to that against

modern scientific education shown recently by

Professor Wilson, of Princeton; Professor Peck,

of Columbia, and President Stryker, of Hamil-

ton, nor equal to that against the classics in the

recent program of President Andrews, himself

formerly a teacher of classics.

While engaged in promulgation we may re-

mark that President Stryker, who had much to

say last winter in regard to ' debasing ' the

A. B. degree by granting it for scientific stud-

ies, has allowed Hamilton College to give the

degree of Ph. D. eaiisa honoris. This, we be-

lieve, is illegal in the State of New York.

The will of Charles T. Wilder, of Wellesley,

Mass., gives more than $100,000 to charitable

and educational institutions, including $10,000

each to Robert College at Constantinople, the

Armenian School for Girls at Constantinople,

the Colorado College at Colorado Springs,

Whitman College at Walla Walla, Wash., and

Charleston College, Northfield, Mass. In a

codicil dated July 27, 1897, Mr. Wilder be-

queathed $15,000 to the trustees of Amherst

College for the purchase of land for an observa-

tory. The residue of the estate, both real and

personal, is left to the executors in trust to be

distributed among charitable, educational and

religious institutions.

There is offered this year at Amherst Col-

lege a prize of $500 for the best prepared fresh-

man in the classical division and a similar prize

of $300 in the scientific division.

Three new associate professors have been

appointed at Oberlin College, Charles Edward
St. John, Ph.D. (Harvard), in physics and
mathematics; Herbert Lyon Jones, M.S. (Deni-

son), A.M. (Harvard), in Botany, and S. F.

McLennan, A.B. (Toronto), and Ph.D. (Chi-

cago), in psychology and pedagogJ^

At Williams College, Mr. Edward V. Hunt-

ingdon (Harvard) has been appointed instructor

in mathematics and Mr. Frank H. Williams,

assistant in chemistry.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

AMPHIBIA OR BATRACHIA.

As Professor Wilder * has expressed the hope

that the discussion on the proper name of the

class variously known as Amphibia or Batrachia

' may continue until all doubts are removed,' I

venture to add my contribution. Dr. Baurf

has treated the history of the nomenclature in

his usual thorough manner, but perhaps has

not laid sufficient emphasis on one point (al-

though fully recognizing it himself), which has

influenced me more than any others and prob-

ably will appeal to Professor Wilder more than

the others.

The principle of priority of nomenclature

should guide us in the selection of names of

large groups as well as those of genera and

species, provided there is no counteracting ele-

ment or objection. It is especially important

to retain the names of Linnteus as much as

possible.

Linnaeus introduced into the system six

classes—Mammalia, Aves, Amphibia, Pisces,

Insecta and Vermes. These have all been gen-

erally retained by succeeding naturalists except

Amphibia. While many have adopted Am-
phibia, however, still more, perhaps, have em-

ployed Batrachia. But there appears to be no

good reason for this use of Batrachia at the ex-

pense of Amphibia.

Amphibia should be retained as a class name,

as it was at first given as such, and the fact that

the class as originally constituted contained

diverse elements should weigh no more against

the adoption than the analogous extensions in

the case of Insecta and Vermes or innumerable

genera. The name should be restricted to the

typical subdivision of the primitive Amphibia.

The name Amphibia, doubtless, expresses the

concept of Linnseus derived from his own
observations of living animals, and he must

have been most impressed with the metamor-

phosis of some which he mentions first among

* Science, August 20, 1897, p. 295.

t Science, July 30, 1897, pp. 170-174. :
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biological attributes of tbe class (' aliis metamor-

phosin subire '). But however this may be, the

name was first limited to the forms undergoing

metamorphosis by De Blainville, and there is no

reason why that restriction should not be re-

spected.

The name Batraciens, or Batrachia, was given

as an ordinal name. It was not used as a class

name till long after Amphibia had been duly

restricted to the class still so called.

If the name Batrachia were usable at all it

should only be as an ordinal designation, as

Huxley has done. But it cannot be legiti-

mately used as such, because many years before

the name Salientia had been introduced by

Laurenti for the same order, and most of the

best herpetologists of the present time (Cope,

Boulenger, et al.), have revived or accept the

name for the order so designated.

The name Amphibia was first used as a class

name by Linnseus for a group which was cer-

tainly very heterogeneous, inasmuch as it in-

cluded not only the typical Amphibians and
reptiles, but also the Marsipobranchs and Sela-

chians, as well as certain true fishes (Lophius,

Acipenser, etc.). The class was divested of the

fish-like forms by the editor of the Systema

Naturte (Gmelin, 1788), and with these limits it

was long retained.

The essential point in the case under consid-

eration is that Linnffius first recognized a class

intermediate between fishes and birds, whose
typical representatives pass part of their life in

water and part on land, and the apt name Am-
phibia was given to that class. (The name is

eminently suggestive and expressive for the

class as now limited.) Batrachia was given

long afterwards both as an ordinal and class des.

ignation. (The name is quite inapt for many
of the species.)

Theo. Gill.

survival of the aet of illuminating
manusceipts among the germans

in eastern pennsylvania.

Among the interesting objects included in the

collection of tools, utensils and paraphernalia,

representing the life of the American pioneer,

recently made for the Historical Society of

Bucks County, Pennsylvania, two curious

paint boxes, for a time defying explanation,

have at last led to an interesting observation.

By degrees, after a series of investigations, be-

ginning on August 20th, I learned that these

boxes had contained, in their wooden compart-

ments, the paints and colored inks by which

the masters of the German schools in upper

Bucks County (discontinued about 1850),

taught the art of Fractur, or illuminative hand-

writing done in colors for permanent preserva-

tion. The liquid colors mixed in whiskey were

contained in the little glass bottles still occupying

their pigeon holes in one of the boxes. Other

bottles contained inks, and one the varnish,

consisting of the gum of the cherry tree diluted

in water. A long compartment held the brushes

and quill pens.

With these implements the masters of Frac-

Uir, generally Mennonites (who sometimes in-

structed pupils in the art as an addition to the

ordinary tuition of a schoolmaster), illuminated

the title pages of numerous Mennonite manu-
script song books still extant in the county,

produced elaborate title pages for Bibles, name
cards, marriage and death registers, and Scrip-

tural texts. A striking example in the posses-

sion of Henry K. Gross, of Doylestown, is a

transcription of the 18th verse of the 19th

chapter of John with decorated letters and
floriated capitals in red, green, brown, blue

and black, set above a bar of music, and
twelve lines of cursive manuscript, upon which
are placed two birds in red, green and black.

A pious admonition in red and black text edges

transversely the left end, while the lower mar-

gin is filled with an alphabet in various text.

The borders are floriated and plain red or blue.

Further examples are: A, Title page to Church
song book (Lieder Buch, printed in German-
town, by Michael Villmeyer, in 1811), name
Susanna Fretz upon heart, from which springs

a tree with conventional tulips ; deep beaded

borderings, 1814, colors red, brown, yellow and
black, red predominant. B, Title page to manu-
script song book, name Susanna Fretz (spelled

Fretzin for feminine) in red circle with date

1810
;

stalks with black leaves and conven-

tional tulips to right and left ; foliated border

with red leaves on black and yellow ground.

C, Title page to manuscript hymnbook
;
name.
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Joseph Gross, illuminated letters, foliated capi-

tals ; date, April 20, 1830 ; double tulips in

foliate on yellow ground. D, Title page to

manuscript hymn book, name Sarah Wismer
;

foliated capitals, conventional flowers on heavy

stalks ; date 1827 ;
colors red, yellow, brown

and blue. E, Title page to ditto
;
name, Eliza-

beth Nesch (Neschin), with words Dieses Sing-

Noten Buchlein Gehoret Mir ; Sing Schuler In

Der Bedminster Schule ;
Gesehrieben Septem-

ber 6—ten im Jahr 1799, with three tulips and

several colors. Other examples are within easy

EEMAEKABLE HAILSTONES.

About 5 o'clock in the afternoon of August

10th I was at Manassas depot, in Prince Wil-

liam County, Va. , near the famous battlefield,

waiting for a train. There was some pretty

severe thunder and lightning for a half hour or

so, and then came a heavy shower of rain, dur-

ing which there was the most remarkable fall

of hail I have ever witnessed. I hurried out

in the rain to examine the stones and picked

up several. These were nearly square flattish

blocks, say from f to 1 inch in length and

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Outline of Hailstones that fell at Manassas, Va., August 10, 1897.

reach of the writer. And it has appeared evi-

dent that the art thus preserved by Mennonites

in a remote part of Bucks County until about

1850, and represented by the old paint boxes in

possession of the Historical Society, is a survival

in America of the medifeval art of manuscript

illumination. Much more remains to be said

upon this subject which reveals the early rela-

tion of Germany to the United States in one of

its most interesting aspects.

Henry C. Meecer. •

Indian House, August 30, 1897.

breadth, and from J to 1 an inch in thickness.

They suggested, by both shape and size, the

ordinary 'chocolate caramels,' of the confec-

tioner. There were some 8 or 10 persons, I

think, in the station house with me, and sev-

eral of these, observing my interest and enthu-

siasm, began to pick up the larger stones and

bring them in to me and to to my friend. Pro-

fessor Hargrove, of Luray, Va. Soon larger

and larger ones were thus collected, and I

sought for means of measuring or weighing

them. No rule or scales could be found, and
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so we set ourselves, several of us, conjointly

and carefully to estimate the dimensions. I

recorded at the time one as being, honestly

estimated, ' 2 inches long, IJ inches wide and

f of an inch thick,' these being rather the aver-

age than the extreme dimensions.

It then occurred to me to make an outline

drawing of the largest by laying it flat upon a

page of my pocket memorandum and carefully

running a pencil around it. I secured, in this

way, a rather rough but fairly accurate outline

of two. These outlines have been exactly

copied (including some lines due to a slipping

of the block or to a different inclination of the

pencil) and are given in the accompanying

cuts. The extreme lengths of these will be

found to be, respectively, about 2J and 3 inches
;

their extreme breadths about IJ and 2 inches.

The thickness of No. 1 was recorded at the

time as being by estimate f inch ; that of No. 2

as being one inch. I estimate their volumes as

about 1 J cubic inches for No. 1 and nearly 3 cu-

bic inches for No. 2. The drawing of No. 2 was

done more hastily, as just in the midst of

it my train rushed in and I had to leave. But

I took my trophy with me, and, with perhaps

pardonable enthusiasm, paraded it through the

cars, and, exhibiting it to the passengers, asked

expressions of opinions from them as to its size

relatively to that of a popular object of com-

parison, a guinea egg. Perhaps 20 [or 30 pas-

sengers agreed, without dissent, that it was as

large or larger. Some said, ' It is as large as a

hen's egg ;' all agreed, also, that they had

never seen so large a hailstone before. Upon
breaking it to pieces, I found a sort of nucleus,

of somewhat less transparent ice at the center,

but observed no concentric layers or other

marked structure of any kind
; it was quite

solid and tolerably transparent throughout.

Both of these stones were characterized by

blunt points or projections, as shown in the

figures
;
and the sides also, while flat in the

main, were uneven with low, rounded elevations

and depressions of the same sort, the general

thickness being fairly uniform.

I think that very few of these stones or

blocks fell. Perhaps they would have been a

yard or two apart as they lay on the ground.

I think it likelv also that the storm of hail was

of brief duration, say 10 or 15 minutes, and that

it embraced a very limited area.

It was, perhaps, about over when I took the

train, as I infer from the fact that I have seen

no account of it in the papers ; and I found at

the next station, only 5 miles off', that the road

was dry and dusty.

I regret exceedingly that no more accurate

observations seem to have been made of what
must have been a most notable hailstorm, and

I diffidently submit my own crude and imper-

fect account in the hope that thereby something

further may be elicited in regard to it.

Chas. H. Winston.
Richmond College, Va.,

« August 25, 1897.

THE DEATH OF VICTOR MEYER.

Many years will pass before Heidelberg en-

tirely recovers from the shock produced by the

recent sudden death of Victor Meyer. That

so great a man should depart in such a way,

and in the prime of his life, seems to be the re-

gret of all who knew his accomplishments.

The work of the semester was practically at

an end and the majority of the students had
left for the long vacation. It had been a very

busy and fruitful period for the department.

Every desk had been taken and many applicants

turned away. Each student seemed proud of the

privilege to work under such distinguished pro-

fessors, chief among whom was Victor Meyer.

His masterly leadership, scholarly attainments

and genial manner were the constant inspira-

tion of every one. On the 5th of August he had

drawn to a close his annual course of lectures on

experimental chemistry. After lingering foi» a

moment to discuss the composition and decay

of organic matter, and thanking his listeners for

their faithfulness, he left the hall amid deafen-

ing and prolonged applause.

Returning from a social gathering rather late

Saturday evening, he retired to his room, with

the request that he be not disturbed on the fol-

lowing morning. When the door was forced

open at noon by the anxious family he had
already been dead some time, and the cyanide

bottle by the bedside told the story.

When it was first reported that the beloved

teacher had died by his own hand, not even his
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most intimate friends would believe it, and to

many the matter is still an enigma. He seemed

too great a philosopher to countenance such an

act. It is not improbable that temporary insanity

shattered his mind. No expert opinion has

been published. Although the fact was seldom

noticeable, the great chemist was a very nervous

man and had for an extended period been under

medical treatment, but without great avail.

During the previous winter he was forced to

reduce the number of his lectures, but he per-

sisted to the last in assuming all the responsi-

bilities that fall upon a director of so large an

institution. The strain was too great. For

the last four days he was unable to sleep at all,

and the man whose face was still as quiet and

pleasant as ever was probably distracted by

the fear that the physical forces which had

served him so well were threatened with de-

struction. Only those who have suffered as he

did can rightly judge the man. Certain it is that

the annoying rumors, circulated by irresponsi-

ble reporters, are without any foundation. Of

the two letters found on his desk, one expressed

his love for his family in most endearing terms.

The other was a farewell to his close friend,

Kuehne, the famous physiologist.

On account of his expressed wish and because

the semester had closed, elaborate ceremonies

were avoided. As the quiet assemblage, includ-

ing many famous scholars, stood around the

grave, wreath after wreath was laid at its head.

The venerable Bunsen, to whom Victor Meyer
went at the age of sixteen to learn chemistry,

sent a laurel from his home near by. Adolph

von Baeyer came from Munich with a wreath

'to his best friend.' The German Chemical

Society paid a tribute to its lost President, and

the grand-ducal family of Baden sent a token.

Among the many other wreaths was one bear-

ing the words, ' Dem grossen Lehrer in Dank-
barkeit, Seine Amerikanischen Schiiler.' Hei-

delberg suffers a great loss, not only as a

university, but as a city, for Victor Meyer was

a citizen, as well as a scientist, and, while he

was profoundly versed in every department of

chemistry, he found time to encourage the de-

velopment of the fine arts.

It is fortunate that there remain such splendid

representatives of his school as those who have

been his assistant professors. The vacant chair

may not be filled for some months. Tempo-
rarily the direction of the laboratory is in the

hands of Professor Gattermann, who is pushing

so rapidly to the front of his science. The other

professors, Jannasch, Auwers, Goldschmidt and
Knoevenagel are all well-known investigators,

and have their own large circles of admiring

students.

H. C. Cooper.
Heidelberg, August 15, 1897.

THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL SESSION AT TORONTO.

It may be worth a few lines in Science to

say a word in correction of the many erroneous

and even ludicrous newspaper reports of the

above meeting which suggest to the memory
the famous definition of the crab by the French

Academy before it was criticised by Cuvier.

The paleolithic or neolithic age of the New
London stone axe was not a subject of discus-

sion, as reported, simply because there was no

room for two opinions on the matter. It is be-

yond all question neolithic, as every archaeolo-

gist would be ready to assert at a glance.

Nor was any attempt made to prove that

American man was older than European man,

because again the evidence is so far absolutely

conclusive on the other side. The paleoliths

of Europe antedate all relics yet known from

this continent.

Nor, thirdly, was any attempt made to prove

the existence of preglacial man in America.

The speakers who claimed the greatest an-

tiquity advocated nothing more than a late gla-

cial date for the oldest traces of human handi-

work in this country.

As these three points formed the chief part

of many of the reports of the meeting, it is easy

to see how far short they fell of correctly repre-

senting the speakers.
E. W. Claypole.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

THE GENESIS OP THE DIAMOND.

There has recently been published a volume

of small size, but of especial interest and im-

portance, in regard to the origin of diamonds.

This is none other than the posthumous issu»

of the full papers of the late Professor H. Car-
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vill Lewis, edited by his friend. Professor T. G.

Bouney, of London.*

It will be remembered that Professor Lewis

was the first to present a clear and definite theory

of the origin of the South African diamonds, as

resulting from the intrusion of igneous rocks into

and through carbonaceous shales, and the crys-

tallization of the carbon throughout the rock as

it cooled, from hydrocarbons distilled from the

shale that had been broken through. These

views, now for the most part accepted, and sub-

sequently confirmed by other and very interest-

ing parallel discoveries, he presented in two

papers read before the British Association for

the Advancement of Science at its meetings held

in 1886, at Birmingham, and in 1887, at Man-

chester. Before he was able, however, to pre-

pare them for publication and carry them to the

greater completeness that he desired. Professor

Lewis succumbed to an attack of typhoid fever,

which removed one of the most brilliant and

capable of the rising scientists of this country.

Agreeably to his expressed wishes, his material

was entrusted to his friend and co-laborer. Pro-

fessor George H. Williams, of Johns Hopkins

University ; but, by a strange fatality, before

the latter had time to arrange and edit these

papers this distinguished scientist also fell a vic-

tim to the same disease, in 1894. The work was
then committed to Professor Bonney and is at

last given to the scientific world.

The book consists of an introductory note by

Mrs. Lewis
;
a preface by Professor Bonney ; the

two papers of Professor Lewis himself, with

some later notices and references by the editor
;

a brief account of similar material from other

localities, belonging to Professor Lewis—also by

the editor ; a closing note on some other MSS.
of Professor Lewis, and a full index. There

are also two plates and a number of smaller il-

lustrations, the latter from Professor Lewis' own
drawings.

* Papers and notes on the ' Genesis and Matrix of

the Diamond.' By the late Henry Carvill Lewis

M.A., F.G.S., Professor of Mineralogy in the Acad-

emy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, Professor of

Geology in Haverford College, U. S. A. Pages xvi-f-

72. 2 Plates. Edited from his unpublished MSS.,

by Professor T. G. Bonney, D.Sc. LL.D., F.R.S., &c.

Longmans, Green & Co., London and Bombay. 1897.

The first paper, ' On a diamond-bearing peri-

dotite and on the history ofthe diamond ' (1886),

is brief, dealing with the general character and

occurrence of the diamantiferous rock at Kim-
berley, and outlining Professor Lewis' theory.

The second paper, ' The matrix of the

diamond ' (1887), is more extended and goes

into an exhaustive discussion and comparison of

the various aspects, contents and alterations of

the rock, which he finds to be different from any

previously described, and, therefore, proposes

for it the name of Kimberlite. Its main charac-

ter is that of a highly basic porphyritic perido-

tite, filled with olivine crystals and grains, more
or less altered, and various other minerals

—

serpentine, tremolite, etc. , with bronzite, rutile,

perovskite, pyrope garnets, micaceous minerals

and other forms, and at times brecciated in

structure, filled with fragments of carbonaceous

shale brought up from below. The shales are

of Triassic age, the ' Karoo beds ' of that

region, and the intrusion of the peridotite in

the great ' pipes ' or chimneys that constitute

the mines is therefore proved to be of a later,

though not exactly determined period.

The question has sometimes been raised

whether the diamonds themselves may not have

been carried up from a deeper source in rocks

below, instead of originating in the peridotite
;

and the occurrence of broken crystals has been

cited in support of this view. Professor Lewis,

however, disposes very completely of this idea

in two ways : He refers to the well-known fact

that each of the great mines or 'pipes ' yields

diamonds that have, in some respects, a type of

character peculiar to that one and different from

the others, so that African experts, and even

those who have never been there, can recognize

from which mine any diamond has come.

Further, as to the broken crystals, he shows

that breakage not unfrequently occurs after the

diamonds are removed from the rock, and

points out that this is a result of strain in their

formation, as indicated by microscopical and

optical examination, and that such a condition

is known to produce ruptures and explosions in

other minerals. It may be added here, al-

though Professor Lewis does not speak of it,

that many crystals must be broken in the blast-

ing of the rock, the shoveling and the carting
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of the looseued material, and the various me-

chanical processes employed at the mines, and

that pieces of such broken crystals would be

separated and scattered to various parts of the

immense dumping and weathering floors, never

to be recognized as fragments of the same one

when finally recovered, perhaps at very differ-

ent times.

The rock itself is a dark green, compact ma-

terial, resembling serpentine and containing a

large proportion of olivine, in grains and crys-

tals ; several green minerals that are not con-

spicuous, from the resemblance of their color

to the ground-mass (enstatite, chrome-diop-

side, smaragdite and bastite); a mica, probably

biotite, more conspicuous and quite abundant,

and frequent grains of pyrope garnet, sometimes

of gem quality and great beauty, and miscalled

'Cape Rubies.' Of smaller disseminated min-

erals are to be noted perovskite, quite frequent,

and magnetite, chromite, ilmenite and picotite,

less so, though common. Rare and minute oc-

currences are apatite, epidote,orthite, tremolite,

tourmaline, rutile, sphene, leucoxene. As de-

composition products there are serpentine and

calcite, abundant, and zeolites, chalcedony and

talc ; also cyanite (?) These, with diamonds

and included fragments of carbonaceous shale,

make up the contents of this remarkable rock.

Professor Lewis then goes into a detailed

account of the mode of occurrence of these

minerals, beginning with the most conspicuous

species—the olivine—which is remarkable for

its fine cleavage-surfaces and very interesting

in its alterations. These are chiefly (1) into

serpentine, proceeding from without inward,

and penetrating along crevices and fractures,

also sometimes in the form of chrysotile, pro-

ducing a velvety border or coating to the grain;

(2) tremolite, more internal, the fibrous struc-

ture developing parallel to the vertical axis

and domes of the olivine crystals
;

(3) when

both these alterations are present and have

gone so far as to obliterate most or all of the

olivine, a talc-like substance intervenes be-

tween them in which are developed minute

needles of rutile, arranged parallel to the faces

of the olivine crystal. The rock contains every

stage of these changes from pure bright unal-

tered olivine to those forms that have borders

of serpentine or chrysotile, or incipient tremo-

lite fibers within, to the complete alteration

just described. The relation of all these to

similar phenomena in other rocks, and in

meteorites, is discussed with much fulness.

Professor Lewis then takes up the smarag-

dite, chrome-diopside, bastite and enstatite (or

bronzite, for it is just on the line between the

two varieties). The two first named are, in

some cases, fine enough in color and clearness

to yield gems, and also sometimes the bronzite
;

all are colored by chromium. The diopside oc-

casionally gives rise to calcite by alteration.

The mica is next considered ; as all who are

familiar with the rock are aware, it is the most

prominent of the contained minerals to the eye.

It is somewhat anomalous in character, being

chemically a biotite, but optically nearer to

phlogopite. It occurs in several distinct ways:

(1) as included crystalline masses or plates,

apparently an original ingredient of the rock
;

(2) surrounding grains of pyrope
; (3) rarely,

as a result of the alteration of enstatite
;
and

(4) as a metamorphic product from the included

fragments of shale; and the first form has pro-

duced, by hydration, the vermiculite variety

called vaalite, which occurs freely in the de-

composed peridotite so largely known as the

'blue-ground.'

After referring to the pyrope garnets, and

suggesting that the various garnetiferous ser-

pentines are doubtless derived from the decom-

position of similar peridotites, as further indi-

cated by their likewise containing olivine, bron-

zite, chrome-diopside, etc., he mentions another

variety of garnets as found in this rock, very

small, very brilliant, very hard, colorless or

greenish, and extremely diSicult to distinguish

from small diamonds. These Professor Lewis

is inclined to refer to demautoid. (?)

An interesting part of this discussion next

follows, in relation to the perovskite, which is

prettj"- abundant in small crystals, of cubical

habit. Professor Lewis gives much attention,

and a number of drawings, to the optical fea-

tures of this species, and strongly inclines to

the view that regards perovskite as a highly

twinned orthorhombic mineral and not isomet-

ric save in external aspect. This has long been

a mooted point, and these observations are an
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important contribution. Of mucli interest also

are the cliemical and genetic relations of this

species as here presented
;
the crystals often

enclose grains of what Professor Lewis tei-ms a

titanic spinellid, perhaps a titaniferous magne-

tite, perhaps ilmenite, indicating a derivation

therefrom'; they also, in some cases, lie in a

curious manner, upon or around partially al-

tered olivine crystals. The remark is made

that, while perovskite is familiar in various

nou-feldspathic igneous rocks, it has not been

found in peridotite until Professor Williams

recognized it in the peculiar rock from Syra-

cuse, N. Y., and that later Professor Lewis

identified it in the similar rock from Isom's

Creek, Kentucky, where it had been previously

regarded as anatase. These three rocks, those

just named and the African, are the only'known

occurrences of what is here named Kimberlite.

The article goes on to show that in basic

eruptive rocks the titanium takes the form

of perovskite, while In acid rocks it forms

spheue ; in intermediate ones it develops

ilmenite or titanic iron ; and these deductions

harmonize precisely with important experi-

ments of Bourgeois, in the artificial produc-

tion of titanium minerals.

After going into some particulars as to the

minor minerals found in this rook. Professor

Lewis then takes up the base or ground mass

and discusses it minutely. He terms it ' a

more or less homogeneous serpentinous mass,'

very difficult to study by reason of its decom-

posed condition, consisting now of a mixture of

serpentine with calcite and some other prod-

ucts of alteration, the original structure being

wholly lost.

Fragmental enclosures are frequent, ' both

of the adjoining shale and diabase, and also of

more deeply seated granite, gneiss, eclogite,

and other related rocks.' Of these the shale

predominates, sometimes making the rock a

breccia. The shale itself is highlj^ charged with

carbon, so as to be quite combustible
; but the

included fragments are altered, having lost their

carbon and become harder, sometimes even

metamorphosed to a micaceous structure, as

before referred to. In size they vary from

large masses, in the upper part of the mines,

called by the workers ' fl.oating-reef,' to small

fragments, diminishing in number and size in

descending.

Professor Lewis goes into very detailed petro-

graphical and chemical discussion as to the

original character of the rock, in which it is

hardly possible to follow him in a review, and

finding no known rock that presents identical

characters, he proposes for it the name of

Kimberlite. This he designates as ' a porphy-

ritic volcanic peridotite of basaltic structure,'

and notes three forms of its occurrence : (1)

Kimberlite proper, a typical porphyritic lava
;

(2) Kimberlite breccia, the same rock broken

and crushed by volcanic movements and

crowded with included fragments of shale
; (3)

Kimberlite tuflf, the fragmental and tufaceous

portion of the same rock. These varieties

graduate into each other, and all occur together

in the same neck or crater, the second, how-

ever, being most abundant and most productive

of diamonds.

He treats of the origin of the brecciated

structure, which has caused much discussion,

some geologists regarding the whole rock as a

sort of tufa or volcanic mud, while others hold

that it is a true outpouring lava that has car-

ried up fragments of the rocks broken through

it its course, and has since been largely decom-

posed. Professor Lewis urges the latter theory

strongly, and supports it by many arguments
;

while the editor, Professor Bonney, evidently

inclines to the other view, advocated by Pro-

fessor W. H. Hudleston, in 1885, and by

some others. There is not space here to review

Professor Lewis' several arguments for the true

igneous character of the Kimberlite and against

the tufaceous theory. The one to which Pro-

fessor Bonney accords the chief importance is

the identity of the rock with that from Syra-

cuse, New York, and Elliott county, Kentucky,

where it occurs in actual dikes, such as are not

found in tufas. The brecciated character,

which is so marked, is referred by Professor

Lewis to three causes, acting either separately

or perhaps together. These are (1) rapid cool-

ing and shrinkage; (2) 'friction brecciation,'

from contact with the wall-rock ; and (3) sub-

sequent movements and explosions in the crater

itself, below. He illustrates and parallels the

first of these from meteorites, to some of which
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this rock bears marked resemblance both in

structure and contents, and the others from

well-known occurrences in terrestrial volcanic

rocks.

The third section of the volume is occupied

with a detailed account, from specimens and

notes of Professor Lewis, of the two other

known occurrences of Kimberlite, at Syracuse,

N. Y., and Willard, Ky. The identity of these

with the African rock, in almost all particulars,

is remarkable, and as they form definite eruptive

dikes. Professor Lewis' view as to the latter is

strongly conBrmed.

It remains only to call attention to other and

later facts which tend to bear out the views pre-

sented in this remarkable posthumous article.

The presence of a residual hydrocarbon in the

rock of the African diamond mines was shown

by an interesting and important observation of

Sir Henry E. Roscoe (Proc. Lit. and Phil. Soc.

of Manchester, XXIV., 1885, p. 5), which is al-

luded to by Professor Lewis in his second paper,

and has frequently been cited in discussions of

the subject. He found that the 'blue-ground'

on treatment with hot water yielded an aro-

matic hydrocarbon, which he was able to sepa-

rate by digesting the ' blue-ground ' with ether

and evaporating the solution. It then appeared

as a crystalline aromatic solid, burning with a

smoky flame (showing it rich in carbon), volatile,

and melting at 50° C.

The bearing of this fact upon Professor Lewis'

theory is clear. It indicates that the igneous

rock, breaking through the highly carbonaceous

Karoo shales (37.50 p. c. of carbon ; Whitfield,

U. S. Geological Survey ;
Gems and Prec. Stones

North America, 1889, p. 33) became charged

with volatilized hydrocarbons distilled from the

shale, and that in cooling these had crystallized

partly into diamonds and partly into the many
carbonadoes, larger and smaller, which are dis-

tributed through the rock. Professor Roscoe'

s

material strongly suggests this theory, which,

indeed, he himself independently propounded.

In 1886 a meteorite fell at Novo Urei (Sep-

tember 22d) in the province of Pensa, Russia,

which was found to contain about 1 per cent, of

diamond carbon, in the form of gray particles.*

*Daubre<3's discussion of the analogy of the occur-

rence of the diamond in the meteorites and in the

In 1887 Mr. Fletcher {Mineralogical Magazine,

7, 121) described the new mineral ' Cliftonite

'

—a black substance with a hardness of 2.5 and

a density of 2.12, occurring in cubes with faces

of the dodecahedron or tetrahexahedron in the

meteorite of Youndegin, West Australia. This

suggested a graphitic alteration of diamond—

a

view taken by Brezina {Ann. Mus. Wien, IV.,

102, 1889) regarding this new species and cer-

tain graphitic crystals of cubic type, observed

long before in the Arva meteorite and regarded

as pseudomorphs after pyrite by Haidinger

(Pogg., 67, 437, 1846), but later by Rose, as after

diamond {Beschr. Meteor., 40, 1864). Similar

crystals were also knowu in the Sevier iron of

Cocke county, Tenn.

In 1891 the discovery of diamond, or at least

of diamond carbon, in some quantity in the

meteoric iron of Caiion Diablo, Arizona, was

announced by the late Professor A. E. Foote

{Amer. Jour. Science, Vol. XLII., July, 1891, pp.

413-417) and Dr. George A. Koenig. In July,

1892 (Science, p. 15), Dr. O. W. Huntington

gave further experiments on the same material,

confirming the decisions of Professors Foote and

Koenig ;
and in December of the same year

similar results were published by M. C. Friedel

{Bulletin de la Soc. Francaise de Mineralogie, No.

9, p. 258). A crucial test was then proposed

by G. F. Kunz, of New York, and carried out

in the presence of Dr. Huntington, at the

World's Fair at Chicago, September 11, 1893,

viz. , the cutting of polished faces on pieces of

diamond with some of the carbon powder from

the cavities of the Caiion Diablo meteorite

{Amer. Jour. jSci. , Vol. XLVI. , December, 1893;

and Min. Resources U. S., 1893, pp. G83-685).

In the meantime Professor Henri Moissan,

of Paris, had been making his now celebrated

experiments on the artificial production of

diamonds from the cooling, under extreme

pressure, of highly carbonated iron fused in a

specially constructed electric furnace (Mineral

Resources U. S., 1895, pp. 903-904).

All these facts taken together form a remark-

able series of confirmatory evidence of the

views advocated by our late countryman in re-

South African IvimberUte was the next important

paper on this subject. (Comptes Rendus, 110-18,

1890.)
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gard to the production of this most precious of

gems, the origin of which has heen so obscure a

problem in mineralogy and geology. Another

point ofgreat scientific interest developed in the

course of these investigations is the close simi-

larity, both in composition and in structure,

existing between some of these rarer igneous

rocks of our globe and the extra-terrestrial vis-

itants that come to us from space.

Mr. G. r. Becker, in a recent letter, takes a

different view of this subject and holds that I

have misinterpreted Professor Lewis, and that

he did not regard the diamonds as due to car-

bonaceous matter taken up from the shales.

He claims that "Lewis over and over again

says that the diamond is as much a part of the

Kimberlite as its other component minerals."

It is true that he did use such an expression of

' the Kimberley rock ' (p. 44) ; but this is in

summing up his argument that the diamonds

are in their original matrix, as against the early

notion of their having been washed into the

'kopjes' from above, or the later theories of

their having been carried up with the igneous

rock from some deeper source below. The
statement relates merely to ' the matrix of the

diamond'—the subject of the article—not to

the source of the carbon. Moreover, diamonds

are not present in the Kimberlite of Syracuse,

N. Y., or of Elliott Oounty, Kentucky,* which

Professor Lewis recognized as the same rock.

He says (p. 56) : "In mineral composition, in

eruptive character, in structure, in enclosures,

the three rocks are identical. '
' It is plain, there-

fore, that he did not regard diamonds as an essen-

tial ingredient of Kimberlite. As to their source

being carbon derived from the shales, it is true

that Professor Lewis does not in these papers

distinctly so assert, though he refers frequently

and pointedly to the association of diamonds

with the penetrated and included shales. But
in personal conversation, at a period between the

dates of his two papers, and before he had even

heard of the very suggestive experiment of Sir

Henry Roscoe, Professor Lewis expressed to

the writer his definite belief that such was their

origin. The knowledge of this fact may have

* Is there a diamond field in Kentucky ? J. S. Uil-

ler-G. F. Kunz, Science, Vol. X., 1887, pp. 140-

142.

led me to state this view as held by Professor

Lewis more clearly than appears on the face

of his paper, and doubtless explains the perplex-

ity that Mr. Becker expresses as to how he and

I can read the article differently.

Mr. Becker says: " I consider the diamonds

as much a part of the Kimberlite as zircons are

a part of granites." This may be Mr. Becker's

view ; and he is a high authority, with whom I

would not lightly disagree ; but it can hardly

be claimed as the view of Professor Lewis,

when he asserts (as above noted) the absolute

identity of the diamond-bearing Kimberlite of

Africa with the non-diamond-bearing rocks of

Syracuse and Kentucky. The question is not

whether the diamonds (in Africa) are ' a part

of the Kimberlite.' Undoubtedly they are so,

there ; but how came they to be so at tha,t lo-

cality and not at the others? This subject was

fully discussed by the writer in 'Gems and

Precious Stones of North America,' pp. 32-34,

in connection with the examinations made by

Mr. Diller and myself in 1887, as to the possi-

ble occurrence of diamonds in Kentucky, as

suggested by the similarity of the rock. It was
there shown that, while the shales penetrated

by the African Kimberlite had 37.50 per cent,

of carbon, those traversed by the Kentucky

Kimberlite contained but 0.68 per cent. The
same rock breaks through a body of shale in

two localities, the one rich in carbon, the other

poor ; the intruding rock is fitted with dia-

monds in the former case and none appear in

the latter. And why did Lewis search every-

where for localities where serpentines and per-

idotites occurred associated with coal forma-

tions?

Professor Lewis observes (p. 8) : "The rock

(at Kimberley) appears in two types, one not

bearing diamonds, the other diamantiferous,

and the distinction between them is suggestive.

Both occur in the same mine and are dark,

comjjact, heavy rocks, closely resembling one

another and differing mainly in the fact that

one is free from enclosures of foreign substance,

while the other is full of fragments of shale and
other impurities. It is the latter which is dia-

mantiferous." On p. 46 he notes the fact that

the fragments of shale included in the igneous

rock have lost their carbonaceous matter: and
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on p. 51 he cites as of great interest the observa-

tion and experiment of Professor Roscoe, else-

where noted, as to the extraction of a hydro-

carbon from the 'blue ground.' These refer-

ences alone would indicate Professor Lewis'

views, even apart from his own statement of

them to the writer.

Mr. Becker also alludes to the broken crystals,

as repeatedly seen by him in separate frag-

ments enclosed or embedded in the rock, and as

not being considered rarities at Kimberley.

These occurrences, however, may well be due

to the very causes treated of by Professor

Lewis in explaining the brecciated character of

the rock (p. 54 and above noted), especially the

first and third, the latter in particular, ' subse-

quent explosions and movements in the crater

'

below. Any such action suflcient to break up

the Kimberlite into the likeness of a breccia

would easily shatter the highly cleavable dia-

mond crystals and bring about the condition

seen and described by Mr. Becker.

It may not be out of place here to recall an

instance where, in another locality, the occur-

rence of diamond may be connected with a

similar outbreak of igneous rock through beds

containing carbon. In a paper, ' On Bohemian

Garnets,' read by me before the American

Institute of Mining Engineers, and published in

their Transactions for February, 1892, mention

was made of a diamond crystal found in 1870

at Dlaschkowitz, Bohemia, among a number of

the pyrope garnets which are derived from the

decomposition of peridotite rock. After being

disputed and identified, it was deposited in the

public museum at Prague, where I examined

it, as well as the locality where it was found.

The decomposed serpentinous rock has evi-

dently been transported from the north (prob-

ably by glacial action) and there are found, at

a distance of twenty or thirty miles in that di-

rection, basaltic outflows that have broken

through the coal measures. Here, again
,
is a

suggestion of similar conditions, and the occur-

rence of this single crystal is not without in-

terest in such a connection, as may be a TJral

crystal at Chitanka, where I identified serpen-

tine and pyrope, but not any carbonaceous ma-

terials, as my time was very limited.

It is a matter for national pride that this re-

markable investigation should have been made
by an American scientist ; and a debt of grati-

tude is due both to the great English meteor-

ologist—the editor. Professor Bonney—for his

labor of love, alike to science and to a deceased

friend, and also to Mrs. Lewis, who has so care-

fully sought to prepare and make public these

papers of her brilliant and lamented husband.

George F. Kunz.
New York.
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THE GROUNDWORK OF DYNAMICS."^

The subject of dynamics is too often

treated as if its chief value consisted in

the opportunities it affords for familiarizing

the student with the operations of the dif-

* Address by the Vice-President before Section D.

of the Detroit Meeting of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science.

ferential and integral calculus. It is re-

garded as a department of applied mathe-

matics rather than of mechanical science.

That this should be the case is unfortunate;

at the same it is not in the nature of things

altogether avoidable. The student cannot

afford the time involved in deferring the

study of dynamics until he has acquired a

working knowledge of the calculus. As a

consequence he becomes confused respect-

ing the origin of his difiQculties, and pos-

sibly attributes to his ignorance of mathe-

matics misconceptions the nature of which
may be purely dynamical. It would be of

great benefit to him to have the oppor-

tunity of attending, before the close of his

studies, a short course of lectures on the

fundamental principles of the subject, that

is to say, the conceptions springing directly

from experience, upon which the science is

founded. The mind of the individual re-

sembles in its mode of growth tha mind of

the race. The study of the historical de-

velopment of mechanical ideas will go a

great way in clearing up difficulties which
arise from adhering too closely to one line

of thought. Many of the greatest advances

in science are the result of changes of the

point of view. Such changes correspond in

some measure with the process known to

the mathematician as the transformation of

coordinates, a process which often trans-

forms a mass of brain-wearying symbols

into ordered groups, instinct with life and
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meaning. It will be well, therefore, for

the student of dynamics occasionally to

make the endeavor to transform his co-

ordinates and view the subject from different

standpoints. For this purpose it is un-

necessary that he should be an expert in

refined mathematical analysis. It is requi-

site, on the other hand, that he should pos-

sess, in some degree, what may be called

the mechanical instinct. The whole power

of modern analysis has not proved sufiScient

to solve, in its generality, the problem of

the three bodies; a problem extremely use-

ful, nevertheless, as an illustration of dy-

namical principles.

The science of statics, or the laws of

composition of forces and couples, was de-

veloped from rude experiments made with

springs and with strings and weights ; the

tensions of the strings being measured by

the weights. The conditions necessary in

these experiments were that the body to

which the springs or strings were fastened

should be maintained by them at rest, and

that all changes of shape and size should

have ceased. Statics was thus established

without the introduction of the ideas of

mass and acceleration. In this stage, how-

ever, its laws were supposed to apply only

to rigid bodies at rest. The facts to be

noted are, that force was recognized as a

fundamental conception, and that methods

of measuring it and the laws of composition

of forces were discovered, without reference

to motion except in the respect that rest

was supposed to be a necessary condition.

The connections between force and mo-

tion, the subject-matter of dynamics, were

established by observing the motions of

falling bodies, pendulums, bodies rolling

and sliding down inclined planes, colliding

spheres, bodies connected by strings run-

ning over pulleys, etc. In making these

experiments it was necessary to know the

forces acting. As the only scientific knowl-

edge of force at the time was contained in

the laws of statics, the assumption was
made that these laws were true, even

though the bodies were moving and

whether the velocities were increasing,

decreasing, or changing in direction. This

was a change of the point of view which

was fruitful in important results. It was
found, however, that while the above

assumption was justified in the case of

the composition of forces, and in the case

of weights when considered as forces

acting on the heavy bodies themselves, it

was not true to assume that the tension of

a string in motion is measured by the at-

tached weight. The true indication of the

tension in a string was recognized to be the

same as in the case of a spring, viz., the

elongation. Again, while in statics, the

principal objects were the strings and

weights, and the bodies to which they were

attached were of little or no account, in the

dynamical experiments the bodies assumed

importance. The conception of mass was

introduced, and was found to correspond

with the commercial idea of quantity of

material, as determined by the balance and

weights. The results of these experiments

are contained in the laws of dynamics, or

the laws of motion, as they are usually

called, which may be summarized as fol-

lows :

I. That no change in a body's motion of

translation takes place except by the action

of external forces.

II. That external forces impress on a

body changes of momentum in their own
directions at rates proportional to their

magnitudes.

III. That action and reaction are equal

and opposite, and in the same line.

It seems to be a matter of doubt whether

Newton, in his statement of the laws of mo-

tion which I have thus paraphrased, in-

tended to afiirm that action and reaction

are in the same line. Whether there be

ground for this doubt or not, the idea is
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implied in D'Alembert's principle and is

accepted as true.

The third law is a law of force, the value

of which is seen when the mutual actions of

bodies are to be considered. Without this

law the laws of statics and of motion would

refer to actions on one body only.

It was evident that the laws of com-

position of forces could be considered as

corollaries of the laws of motion, so that

from the latter a more comprehensive view

of the measurement of force was gained

than from the statical experiments. Thus

the statical method of nieasuring force

by balancing the tension of one string or

spring against that of another was in-

terpreted dynamically, by assuming that

the body upon which the springs acted re-

mained at rest in consequence of receiving

from the forces opposite changes of mo-

mentum at the same rate. It followed that

if the springs were to act singly they would,

other things being equal, produce equal

rates of change of momentum. Thus dy-

namics furnished a new method of measur-

ing forces which agreed with that by means
of springs.

Further investigation in the light of the

new principles showed that the method of

measuring forces by weights agreed with

the spring measurement and with the dy-

namical measurement when the condition

was observed that the weights were kept

in the same locality, but in general not

otherwise. Dynamics gave an explana-

tion of this anomaly by showing that the

forces of the weights were due to gravity,

which evidently might change in intensity

from place to place, although the masses of

the weights remained unaltered. The
measurement of force by weights was thus

shown to be a special case of the general

dynamical method. Also it resulted that

the measurement of force by weights was
in principle the same as the measurement
by springs, the weight and the earth to-

gether constituting a spring whose elastic

force is gravity.

It is of little use in the early dynamical

training of a student to dwell on the fact

that the unit of force in dynamical measure

is a force which produces unit acceleration

in unit mass. It may even do harm. It

may have the effect of leading him to be-

lieve that the refined methods of measur-

ing force by means of weights and springs,

which are the only methods used in the

laboratory, are wrong and that the testing

machines and pressure gauges of the en-

gineer are beneath contempt. It ought to

be impressed upon him that all the methods

of measuring force approved by experience

are equally scientific and equally absolute,

and will give exactly the same results, aside

from unavoidable experimental error, pro-

vided that the proper conditions in each

case are observed ; also that the choice

of the method depends, just as in the case

of everything else in life, upon the objects

in view and the circumstances.

We now come to the period of the de-

velopment and extension of the laws of

motion. While proved in the case of small

bodies and motions of limited range, it by

no means followed that they applied to the

motions of the tides or of the planets. New-

ton, by the aid of his happy intuition, the

law of gravitation, put new meaning into

them and extended their jurisdiction over

all visible and measurable motions within

the solar sji'stem.

All motion is, so we are taught, relative
;

and the motion which is uniform and in a

straight line with reference to one set of

axes may be varying and in a very

crooked line when referred to another set,

and perfect rest with regard to a third set.

The question then is, for what axes are

the laws of motion true ? It is very certain

that the stresses in the springs by which

forces are measured are in no wise affected

by the choice of axes of reference.
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Imagine a cube of rubber, with several

points marked ou its faces, and consider

the lines joining one of these points with

the others. The angles between these lines

measure the relative directions of the ter-

minal points from the initial point. ISTow

set the cube in motion ; stresses and strains

are generated, in consequence of which the

relative directions of the lines undergo

smaU alterations. Why do these changes

of direction remain within small limits?

Evidently on account of the nature of the

material connecting the points.

Consider now another system of points

whose relative directions as time goes on

remain almost unchanged, viz., the fixed

stars. Is it possible that they may be

moving like the points on the rubber cube ?

Observational astronomy indicates that they

are at immense distances from the earth and
from each other. If the law of gravitation

holds for them their mutual attractions

must be so feeble that they form a practi-

cally unconnected system. The constancy

of their relative directions cannot there-

fore be accounted for as in the former

case by the action of the matter between

them, but must be attributable to some other

cause. The distinction between the two
cases, which is very real, is recognized by

assuming that a line may have absolute

direction ; and the stars are said to pre-

serve their absolute directions from the

earth. Again, the assumption that both

the law of gravitation and the laws of

motion are true for the solar system leads

to the result (in consequence of its vast

distance from the stars) that its center of

mass has little or no acceleration ; in other

words, is either at rest or in uniform mo-

tion in a straight line.

Now, although the ideas of absolute di-

rection and absolute rest or uniform motion

in a straight line may from the kinematical

point of view be incomprehensible, yet in

dynamics these terms indicate very defi-

nite facts. It is only by the choice of the

center of mass of the solar system as origin

and by using the stars to fix the directions

of the axes that it is possible to make the

observed motions of the planets fit, at the

same time, the law of gravitation and the

laws of motion. It is unnecessary to enter

into the details of the work ; suffice it to

say, it is a process of trial and error, of

assumption, computation and check by
observation.

The following dynamical consideration

enables, in certain cases, a more convenient

origin to be used than the center of mass of

the solar system.

If equal accelerations are impressed on

the bodies whose motions and mutual

forces are under consideration, by the at-

traction of the remainder of the solar sys-

tem, it is evident that their motions re-

ferred to an origin at their common center

of mass, with axes fixed in direction by the

stars, will be affected only by their mutual

actions. Also assuming the laws of motion

to apply, these motions so measured will

show the whole efiect of their mutual ac-

tions, since the latter have no effect on the

motion of their center of mass. It is thus,

possible, in discussing the lunar tides, to use

as origin the center of mass of the earth and

moon, and in the case of terrestrial bodies

the center of mass of the earth. It may
be noted that whether the primary origin

or such subsidiary origins be used, the

equations for the mutual forces under con-

sideration are the same ; the efiect of the

change of origin appearing only in the con-

stants of integration. It will be conven-

ient to term all such sets of axes, including

the primary set, absolute axes.

It now remains to determine whether the

absolute axes will give results agreeing

with those already obtained in the small

scale experiments, with axes fixed in the

earth ; and if thej^ do not, whether the dis-

crepancies can be explained.
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If no explanation could be given of such

discrepancies it is evident that the science

of dynamics would be resolved into a bun-

dle of empirical rules, describing the vari-

ous axes of reference that applied in dif-

ferent cases, and the range of applicability

in each case.

In order to make the comparison, it will

be necessary to obtain the data required

for transformation from the absolute set of

axes with origin at the earth's center, to

axes iixed in the earth with origin in the

locality of the experiments. These data

are furnished by astronomical observations.

When the transformation is made there

appear on the left-hand side, let us say, of

the equations the rate of change of momen-

tum of the body relative to the axes fixed

in the earth, and on the right-band side the

attractions, tensions and other impressed

forces, together with certain terms involv-

ing the relative motion of the two sets of

axes.

In the equations of the original experi-

ments no terms of the latter kind occurred.

There are three ways of accounting for the

difference. Either the forces are different

in the two sets of equations, or the new
terms are so small as to be within the limit

of experimental error, or each experiment

or class of experiments requires its special

set of axes.

Experience shows that the explanation

lies in the first or second alternative ;
the

the third is not true.

These terms are generally negligible in

laboratory experiments. It is necessary to

consider them in the theory of winds and

ocean currents. Their presence in the

equations has suggested certain experiments

with pendulums and gyrostats, which con-

firm their truth. We are justified by ex-

perience, for instance, in believing that in

the northern hemisphere moving bodies

tend to the right, in the southern hemi-

sphere to the left ; bodies moving eastward

tend to rise, westward to fall ; and that

bodies, whether at rest or in motion, tend to

move outwards from the polar axis. All

such tendencies are represented by the terms

under consideration. They may be re-

garded when written on the force side of

the equations as representing relative or

fictitious forces ; fictitious because they cor-

respond to no actions of matter, but are the

consequence simply of the motion of the

axes of reference relative to the absolute

axes.

Sometimes it happens, as has been indi-

cated, that the discrepancy lies in the fact

that the forces in the two sets of equations

are different, although referring to the same

experiment. Consider the case of a body

suspended from a spring. Referred to axes

fixed in the earth it is at rest, and the in-

ference is that the attraction of the earth

is equal and opposite to the tension of the

spring. Eeferring, however, to the same

axes by transformation from the absolute

axes, there appears, in addition to the terms

representing the tension of the spring and

the attraction of the earth, a new term, a

relative or fictitious force, known as the

centrifugal force. The inference now is

that the attraction of the earth is greater

than the tension of the spring, instead of

being equal to it. If this inference be ac-

cepted as the true one the question arises,

which of the original forces was wrong, or

were both astray ? Remembering that the

intrinsic indication of the force exerted by

the spring is its elongation, and that of at-

traction the acceleration caused by it, also

that acceleration depends on the choice

of axes of reference, while the elongation of

a spring does not, there can be no hesita-

tion in deciding that the error lay alto-

gether in the estimate of the attraction.

The fictitious force, while itself invisible,

also rendered invisible a portion of the

earth's attraction. By using proper axes of

reference its true character is revealed and
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its power for evil destroyed. Ifthe mechan-

ism of attraction were not concealed, or if

it had some distinguishing mark other than

acceleration, and it were possible to experi-

ment with it as with springs, such an error

could not be made, even with improper

axes of reference.

A convenient way of regarding the laws

of motion is to consider, as before, the

second law as affirming the relation be-

tween force and change of momentum, and

the third and first as asserting the princi-

ple of conservation ofmomentum ; the third

implying that momentum passes from one

body to another without change, and the

first that the only way by which the mo-
mentum of a body can suffer alteration is

by part of it passing into another body.

Again, if it be assumed that the third law

implies that action and reaction are in the

same sti-aight line the principle of the con-

servation of angular momentum will follow.

The statement is sometimes made that

the ' bodies ' of Kewton's laws must be

regarded as particles. I cannot take this

view ; they are real bodies, of all sizes, and
with all the qualities known and unknown
of such bodies. They are not the imaginary

bodies of the mathematician, the dramatis

personte of the algebraic theatre, possessing

only the qualities arbitrarily assigned to

them for the special purpose of the investi-

gation in hand.

The laws of dynamics thus hold for all

bodies within the solar system whose
masses, forces and motions have hitherto

been observed and measured ; but the

motions must be measured with essential

reference to only one set of axes, namely, a

set whose origin is in the sun and whose
directions are fixed by the stars.

Kinematics deals with relative motion;

Dynamics with the ' Motus Absolutus ' of

the Principia.

We now pass to the consideration of the

laws of energy in their dynamical relations.

In the discussion of statics as the fore-

runner of dynamics, attention was directed

mainly to the springs and strings and
weights by which the forces were measured.

The original statical experiments may also

be regarded as the source of the principles of

energy in connection with mechanical sci-

ence. From this point of view the bodies

upon which the forces act come into promi-

nence, not because of their masses as in dy-

namics, but on account of their shapes, sizes

and rigidity. Thus the experiments were

made with levers, pulleys, inclined planes,

wedges, etc.—in fact, with instruments for

doing work, the mechanical powers of the

text-books. In the statical principle of vir-

tual velocities we have the origin of the prin-

ciple of the equivalence of work and energy.

To men of all times the most natural way
of regarding force has been, as the action

by which material is stretched, bent,

twisted, broken or displaced, i. e., whereby

work is done. Even the word momentum,
in the language of ordinary life, implies the

power of doing work. It is worth consid-

eration whether it may not be better in the

instruction of students to work up to the

ideas of dynamics through elementary ex-

amples of the equivalence of work and ki-

netic energy, rather than by taking the

ordinary balloon passage to the laws of mo-

tion. While less systematic and formal,

this procedure would be more natural and
probably more useful.

The laws of energy may be summarized

as follows. When work is done on a body

an equivalent amount of energy is partly

transformed and partly transferred without

transformation. It is in general partly

transmitted to other bodies with which the

given body may be in physical connection.

Its transformations are into stored energy

and dissipated energy. Examples of

stored energy are the potential energies

due to gravitation, the forces of elasticity,

magnetic and electrical attractions and
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molecular forces. Sucli forces are termed

conservative. Kinetic energy is another

form of stored energy. Energy is dissi-

pated by means of the forces of viscosity

and friction, known as dissipative forces.

Energy is also stored and dissipated in cer-

tain electrical, electro-magnetic, thermal,

chemical and other actions which have not

been identified with force and which, there-

fore, are not dynamical.

In order that work may be done there

must be a source of energy, or place from

which it comes, and a sink, or place to which

it goes, together with an energy stream

from the source to the sink. When work

is done continuously the energy stream is

accompanied by a circuit or system of

stored energy which acts automatically as

a moderator of its fluctuations.

The principle of conservation affirms that

energy can neither be created nor destroyed,

so that its changes are changes in form but

not in amount.

The principle of the equivalence of work

and energy is analogous to the second law

of motion, considered as expressing the

equivalence of impulse and momentum; that

of the conservation of energy has its ana-

logue in the third and first laws of motion

regarded as affirming the conservation of

momentum.
Newton notices this analogy in his scho-

lium to the laws of motion in the words,

"just as bodies in cases of collision have

the same effect, whose velocities are in-

versely as their masses, so in putting ma-

chines in motion agents have the same

effect, whose velocities in the directions of

their forces are inversely as these forces."

The now well known reference in the same
scholium to the action of machines, the im-

portance of which was pointed out in

Thomson and Tait's Natural Philosophy,

was in continuation of the same line of

thought.

The impulse or time integral of a force

is fully accounted for by the change of mo-

mentum, while the work or displacement

integral is only partially accounted for by

the change in kinetic energy, in all cases of

real bodies. The reason for the difference

is that the laws of motion are a complete

statement of our experience of force in re-

lation to the motion of a body as a whole,

i. e., the motion of its center of mass. On
the other hand, the laws of energy require

the consideration not only of this motion,

but also of all internal motions and forces.

The principle of the equivalence of work

and energy is a statement of an effect of

force essentially different from its effect in

producing change of momentum. It might

be supposed, therefore, that this princi-

ple would be useful in affording another

means of measuring force. The impossi-

bility, in general, of measuring the whole

change of energy due to an unknown force

acting through an observed distance ren-

ders this idea to a great extent fruitless.

If the laws of energy are true such a

method of measuring force must give the

same result as the dynamical method. The
measurement of force by springs is based

on this principle, and not on the second

law of motion. Although no attempt is

made to measure the change of energy due

to the work of extending a spring, yet ex-

perience goes to show that the energy

changes due to given extensions made in

the same order are constant, and hence the

corresponding forces are constant.

The connection between the laws of en-

ergy and those of motion may be stated as

follows : Energy and work, like force, are

fundamental conceptions gained from expe-

rience and having various relations with

phenomena which can be discovered only

as a result of experiment and observation.

One of these relations is that work is pro-

portional to the product of force into dis-

placement. This relation is, therefore, a

natural law, of the same order of impor-
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tance as the second law of motion, and not

a mere verbal definition. Experience thus

gives a dynamical measure of work as well

as of force.

The law of equivalence of work and en-

ergy then establishes work as a dynamical

measure of energy.

The laws of motion, combined with this

law of energy, establish the result that

kinetic energy is proportional to the prod-

uct of momentum and velocity, and thus

furnish a dynamical method of measuring

energy in its kinetic form. This is the sole

contribution of the laws of motion to the

science of energy.

It is only in the case of bodies whose in-

ternal forces and motions are known, or

determinable from assumed data, in other

words, imaginary bodies, that the laws of

energy, as far as they are considered in dy-

namics, are included in the laws of motion

and therefore become unnecessary, except

for the purpose of convenience in mathe-

matical analysis, or economy of thought.

Even in such cases the expressions for work
and energy retain a flavor of their original

meaning and do not altogether degenerate

into mere mathematical symbols.

The science of dynamics, as it is under-

stood at the present day, includes among its

fundamental principles, in addition to laws

of motion, the principle of the equivalence

of work and energy, and the principle of the

conservation of energy ; energy being meas-

ured, however, only in terms of force and

displacement, or momentum and velocity.

The only actions known in dynamics are

force and its integrals, impulse and work.

To identify with these all other actions in-

volving the transfer and transformation of

energy, such as the conduction of heat,

chemical reactions, induction of electric

currents, etc., forms to-day the severest

task of mathematical physics.

John Galbeaith.
School of Pbaciical SciencEjJToeonto.

MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS AT THE
BBUISH ASSOCIATION.

Meeting this year at Toronto in the week
immediately succeeding the meeting of the

American Association at Detroit, the Brit-

ish Association had the advantage of secur-

ing the attendance of a number of distin-

guished American scientists, who added

greatly to the strength and interest of the

proceedings. Taking Section A alone, it is

sufiQcient to mention the names of Dr. Hill,

Professors Michelson and Newcomb, as Vice-

Presidents ; and of Professors Barker, Carl

Barus, Bedell, Carhart, Merritt, Nichols,

Rosa, and many others who attended the

meetings and assisted at the discussions in

the work of the Section.

It is generally conceded, even by the rival

sections, that A is not only the first but also

the most strongly represented section, if not

always in the number of its rank and file,

at least in the distinction of its leaders and

in the vigor and extent of its work. This

year, in spite of the distance from home,

formed no exception to the rule. Although

some familiar faces were absent, the section

formed a very strong and representative

gathering of mathematicians and physicists.

There were no less than fifty names on the

committee, but it would have been easy to

add to this number without going beyond

the list of those attending the meeting

whose work was already known.

In many waj's, the extremely varied in-

terests which the Section A represents are

doubtless a great element of strength, but

there are certain drawbacks in its excessive

vitality. It brings together men from a

number of diiferent but closely allied de-

partments of knowledge, who, if they did

not possess some such common meeting

ground, would be less able to keep in touch

with each other, and to assist in the general

advancement of science. At the same time

it cannot be denied that the section is some-

what overburdened with an excess of com-
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munications which are too good to refuse,

and that in consequence of the press of

work and of the extremely mixed character

of the audience, the discussions on the

various papers, which should be the most

valuable and interesting part of the pro-

ceedings, are generally of a very perfunctory

and almost casual order. Similar consider-

ations lead to the curtailment of the papers

as well as of the discussion. Many of the

authors are influenced by an undue regard

for the feelings of the more popular part of

the audience, and are thus impelled to omit

technical details of the highest interest and

importance for the due appreciation of

their work by those competent to j udge.

Upwards of 60 communications, out of

many more that were sent in, were accepted

and read in the course of the five days on

which the section met. In order to get

through this program, it was necessary

to sit till 3 p. m., on many of the days,

without any intermission for lunch. On
two of the days the section divided into

two departments, Mathematics and Meteor-

ology on Monday, Electricity and General

Physics on Tuesday. This plan has been

found to work well in previous years, but is

not without its defects. Professor Eosa, for

instance, was engaged in reading a paper in

one department at a time when another of

his communications was due in the other.

He was thus compelled to miss the reading

and discussion of a number of papers

closely allied to the subject of his second

communication, and those present in the

electrical department were compelled to

miss the description of his most ingenious

and complete electrical calorimeter as ap-

plied to the verification of the law of con-

servation of energy in the human body.

Under any system of subdivision, it is prob-

able that similar difficulties must' occasion-

ally arise, but the question is now under
the consideration of a special committee,

and it is hoped that some more perfect ar-

rangement may be evolved in time for the

next meeting.

An audience of over four hundred as-

sembled in the Chemical Lecture Theatre to

hear the address of the President, Professor

A. E. Forsyth, who succeeded Cayley in

the chair of pure mathematics at Cam-
bridge. His address was an eloquent and
convincing vindication of the importance of

studying mathematics for its own sake with
the single aim of increasing knowledge, and
not, as some would have it, from a utili-

tarian point of view, as an instrument for

the use of the engineer, the physicist or the

astronomer. The path of practical utility,

as he justly remarked, is too narrow and
irregular, not often leading far. It is evi-

dent from the demeanor of the audience

that they were all thoroughly interested

and engrossed in the subject of the address,

which, it is to be hoped, may do something

to moderate the utilitarian and technical

spirit, and to check its inroads upon the

sanctuaries of university education.

The ventilation of the Chemical Lecture

Theatre appears to have been overlooked in

its construction; but, in spite of a somewhat
asphyxiating atmosphere, the larger, and,

we may also say, the wiser part of the

audience, remained behind to hear the

presidential address of Professor Eamsay to

the Chemical Section, on ' An Undiscovered

Gas.' Professor Eamsay is a physicist no
less than a chemist, and his search for the

undiscovered member of the triad of which
helium and argon are the extremes, raised

many questions of the widest general in-

terest to the physicist as well as to the

chemist. The methods which he was com-
pelled to adopt in treating these substances,

which have no chemical properties, were
also physical rather than chemical, depend-

ing on differences of density, refractivity,

and rate of diffusion. Helium appears to

be unique among elements in possessing an
extremely low refractivity in proportion to
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its density. The physical methods of dif-

fusion, and of measuring and comparing the

refractivities of different gases and mixtures

of gases, appear to have been carried to the

highest degree of refinement which has yet

been obtained, in this nominally chemical

research.

After adjourning to the Physical Lecture

Theatre, the section took up the ordinary

business of the meeting. A paper was read

by J. A. Paterson, ' On the Unification oi

Time,' a question of considerable interest to

Canadians. In the discussion, it was pointed

out by Professor Rucker that, for the present,

international agreement was hopeless. The

question had recently been considered by an

influential committee of the Eoyal Society,

who had decided that the present was not

a suitable time for action. A committee

was subsequently appointed by Section A
to consider what action could be taken in

the matter.

Professor Eucker, assisted by Forsyth and

Sowter, showed some photographic records

which had been obtained of objective Com-

bination Tones, which were of great interest

in connection with certain disputed points

in the theory of such tones.

The report of the Committee on Seismo-

logical Observations was read by the Secre-

tary, Mr. J. Milne. Among the points

specially discussed were the greater fre-

quency of sub-oceanic disturbances as com-

pared with land-quakes, the large number

of such movements originating in Tuscarora

Deep being taken as a special example. It

had also been shown by means of observa-

tions of earthquakes taking place in various

parts of the earth, and registered by means

of one of Milne's horizontal recording pen-

dulums for unfelt earth-movements, that the

velocity of propagation of such movements

was much higher through the lower strata.

The nearer the path to the center of the

earth, the higher the velocity. By means

of several of these instruments, which are

now being set up in difi"erent parts of the

globe, it is hoped to obtain important in-

formation with the regard to the interior

constitution of the earth. Such records

have also been proved to be of great prac-

tical utility in connection with the breaking

of submarine cables, and other effects of

suboceanic disturbances.

On Friday a paper was read by Dr. N.

E. Dorsey, ' On the Determination of Sur-

face Tension by the Method of Ripples.'

Dr. Dorsey had applied the method used

by Lord Rayleigh with great refinement to

the measurement of the surface tension of

water and of dilute aqueous solutions. He
found that the surface tension was approxi-

mately a linear function of the concentra-

tion.

Professor H. L. Callendar and H. T.

Barnes, of McGill College, Montreal, de-

scribed their new method of determining

the ' Specific Heat of a Liquid in terms of

the International Electrical Units.' The
practical details of the method have already

been completely worked out, and several

sets of observations have been taken in the

case of water and mercury. The method

consists in passing an electric current

through a current of liquid flowing in a

fine glass tube enclosed in a glass vacuum
jacket, which is exhausted as perfectly as

possible, and then hermetically sealed.

The electric energy is measured by the

potentiometer method in terms of the

Clark cell and the Standard Ohm. The
heat generated is measured by observing

the flow of liquid and the steady difference

of temperature between the ends of the fine

tube. The time of flow is automatically

recorded on an electric chronograph on

which a standard clock is marking seconds.

The difference of temperature is given by a

single reading on a pair of differential

platinum thermometers.

The method was primarily devised for

the purpose of investigating the question of
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the rate of variation of specific heat with

temperature, which could be determined in-

dependently of the absolute value of the

€lark cells used in the work. It is also of

special interest in connection with the re-

cent proposal of the Electrical Standards

Committee of Section A to adopt the Joule

or Watt-Second as the absolute unit of heat.

According to the most recent reductions,

the result of Eowlaud by the mechanical

method, and of Grifliths and Schuster by
the electrical method, for the specific heat

of water differ by about one part in 400.

This discrepancy is possibly due to an error

in the value assumed for the Clark cell, but

it is interesting to verify the comparison by
a. totally dififerent method of calorimetry, to

avoid any possible errors which may have

remained unsuspected in the ordinary

method, in which a known mass of water is

heated through a certain range of tempera-

ture. In the method of Callendar and
Barnes the temperature conditions are ex-

tremely steady, and observations can be

taken under the most favorable conditions.

The external loss of heat is reduced to a

minimum by means of a vacuum jacket,

and can be very accurately measured by
varying the electric current and the flow of

liquid in a suitable manner. Since there is

practically no change of temperature, the

correction for thermal capacity of the

calorimeter is negligible.

A crowded audience assembled to hear

Lord Kelvin on the ' Fuel and Air Supply

of the World.' The address, which lasted

about half an hour, was very characteristic,

especially in the humorous attack on the

English system of measures. Assuming
that the earth was originally at a high tem-

perature, and that there was at first no free

oxygen in the atmosphere, it may be con-

cluded with a high degree of probability

that the present store of oxygen has been

evolved by the action of sunlight on vege-

tation. To every three tons of oxygen there

corresponds on the average one ton of coal

or of fuel derived from vegetation. As there

are at present two tons of oxygen to every

square meter of the earth's surface, the total

oxygen supply may be estimated at about

one thousand million million tons, and the

total fuel supply at 340 million million tons.

According to the estimates of the Coal Sup-

ply Commission of 1831, it appears that Eng-
land, with an area equal to one two-thous-

andth part of the earth's surface, possesses

more than its share of fuel, the greater part

of which is available for working. As the

coal is used up, if it were not for increasing

vegetation, we should be more likely to die

from want of air than from want of coal.

Dr. Alexander Johnson, of McGill Col-

lege, followed with a plea for an Imperial

Hj'drographic Survey. A committee of the

British Association appointed at his sugges-

tion in 1884 had succeeded in inducing the

Canadian government to make a grant for

the promotion of tidal observations. This

grant has recently been reduced, and there

was some risk that it might be discontinued

altogether at a time when such observations

were of special importance. At Professor

Johnson's request an influential committee

was again appointed to seek the cooperation

of the Admiralty in establishing a perma-

nent department.

Professors Ewing and Dunkerley, of Cam-
bridge, England, contributed a paper on
the ' Specific Heat of Superheated Steam.'

They adopted the method of the throttling

calorimeter, which is not so well known in

England as in America, but instead of de-

termining the wetness of the steam in terms

of the degree of superheating observed they

used a separator, and assuming the steam

to be dry, deduced the value of the specific

heat. A roll of silk was used, following

Thomson and Joule, instead of an aperture

for throttling the steam.

Professors Runge and Paschen contrib-

vited a note in continuation of their well-
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known spectroscopic investigations. They

find that the spectrum of oxygen consists of

six series of lines, two principal groups each

with two subordinate groups, having har-

monic relations to each other. The spec-

trum of oxygen is thus analogous to that of

helium. At one time it was supposed that

this character of the spectrum might indi-

cate that the substance examined was really

a mixture of two different elements closely

resembling each other in properties. Many
elements, such as sodium and lithium, give

only one series of lines. This hypothesis

has, however, been recently abandoned.

"W. J. Humphreys next read a paper on
' Changes in the Wave-Lengths of the Lines

of Emission Spectra of Elements.' The

changes examined were caused by increas-

ing the pressure of the air surrounding the

electric arc up to six or twelve atmospheres,

which was found to produce a shift of the

line towards the red end of the spectrum,

the amount of the shift being nearly in di-

rect proportion to the pressure, and never

exceeding a tenth of an Angstrom unit for

the pressure employed. The shifts were in

general proportional to the wave-length,

but different series of lines were differently

shifted. Shifts of similar lines of different

elements are said to be inversely as the ab-

solute temperatures of the melting points of

the substances, proportional approximately

to the products of the coeflBcients of linear

expansion of the solid and the cube root of

the atomic volume. The effect is, there-

fore, like the atomic volume, a periodic

function of the atomic weight. It is con-

sidered that some of these relations may be

accidental, as most of the time was spent in

measuring the lines and not in hunting

after empirical relations.

In making the measurements, the best

spectroscopic equipment of the Johns Hop-

kins laboratory was used. Besides a num-
ber of eye observations, several hundred

photographs were taken, and almost every

known metallic element examined. The
shifts due to pressure may be distinguished

from those due to the Doppler effect, be-

cause different lines of the same element

are differently shifted, and the direction of

the shift is always to the red. The largest

shift observed would correspond to a veloc-

ity of recession of some four miles a second.

A communication from Professor Schuster,
' On the Constitution of the Electric Spark,'

described measurements of the velocity of

translation of metallic particles in the

spark. The velocity found was from 400 to

2,000 metres per second.

Professor S. P. Thompson showed some

experiments on varieties of cathode rays,

which he classified according to their

powers of exciting X-rays, of producing

fluorescence, and of being deflected or not

by a magnet. The ordinary cathode rays

after reflection from the anticathode were

found to be still fluorescifiant and deflect-

able, but to have lost their power of excit-

ing X-rays. A third variety was produced

by passing the cathode rays through a

negatively electrified spiral or sieve, which

changed the nature of the fluorescence and

rendered them non-deflectable. A fourth

variety was found in the funnels of a Holtz

tube. Under the hurried conditions of the

section meeting, it was not very easy to

follow and observe these several effects.

Among the other papers on Friday were

two by Professor S. P. Thompson, on a

' Tangent Photometer,' and on an 'Experi-

ment with a Bundle of Glass Plates.' There

were also two important contributions from

John Hopkins on the comparison of the

thermometers used by Eowland in his de-

termination of the mechanical equivalent of

heat (1) with the Paris Hydrogen Scale,

and (2) with the scale of one of Callendar

and GrifiRths' platinum thermometers. The

results of these experiments were to show

that, when reduced to the same thermo-

metric scale, the results of Eowland for the
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rate of variation of the specific heat of

water were iu agreement with those of

Griffiths, but there was a diiference of about

one part in 400 in the absolute value at any

point- This point was particularly referred

to in the Eeport of the Electrical Standards

Committee, and it was suggested that the

discrepancy might be due to an error of

0.1 % in the assumed value of the electro-

chemical equivalent of silver.

The last paper read was by Professor H.

L. Callendar and N. JST. Evans, 'On the Be-

havior of Argon in X-E.ay Tubes.' The
authors had expected to find that pure

argon, in consequence of its inertness and
its supposed monatomic character, would
give a very constant vacuum in such tubes.

They found, however, that if the gas were

very carefully dried, the resistance of the

tube increased very suddenly, and the elec-

trodes were melted or spattered over the

walls as the vacuum approached the X-ray

stage. The presence of residual hydrogen

appeared to be necessary to enable the dis-

charge to pass from the cathode to the gas.

These effects were substantiated by experi-

ments with other gases.

On Saturday the majority of the mem-
bers dispersed on excursions to Niagara and
various other places of interest, and with

the exception of the Geological Section

there were no meetings.

On Monday the section divided into two
departments, Meteorology and Mathe-

matics, and those specially interested in

electrical work repaired to Section G, which

devoted itself on this day to electrical ques-

tions. In the meteorological department

papers were read by John Hopkinson ' On
Monthly and Annual Rainfalls at Ten Sta-

tions in the British Empire, 1877 to 1896.'

It appears doubtful, however, whether so

listed a series of observations can be taken as

representative of the pluviology of the Em-
pire. By Dr. Van Eijckevorsel 'On the Tem-
perature of Europe.' From certain peculiar

maxima and minima exhibited by the

curves of daily temperature, he considers

that the continent may be divided into two
regions in which a different type of weather

prevails. E. F. Stupart, the Director of the

Meteorological Service of Canada, con-

tributed a paper on the ' Climatology of

Canada.' F. Napier Denison, from a com-

parison of simultaneous records of changes

of level in the Great Lakes and of smaller

undulations in the atmospheric pressure by

by means ofa sensitive barograph, concludes

that the larger difi'erences are due to differ-

ence of atmospheric pressure over the ex-

tremities of the lake, but may be greatly

augmented by the action of the wind on the

surface of the water. The smaller undula-

tions appear to be due to atmospheric

waves caused by currents in different strata

traveling in opposite directions, as shown by
Helmholtz. Papers were also contributed

by Eoteh and Marvin ' On the Exploration

of the Air by Kites,' showing how it was
possible by means of recording instruments,

sent up to great elevations attached to a

kite to obtain information with regard to

the temperature and hygrometric condition

of the air, which would be of use in forecast-

ing. It would appear, however, that there

is still much to be done in improving the

recording hygrometer.

In the department of mathematics there

were several papers of esoteric interest.

Alexander Macfarlane made an application

of hyperbolic analysis to the solution of the

cubic equation. Dr. Harris Hancock dis-

cussed the history of the Abelian Functions.

Professor O. Henrici proposed a convenient

notation in Vector Analysis, upon which it

would be difficult to express an opinion

without extended use by different workers

and authorities in the subject. Professor

Michelson and A. W. Stratton described

some new Harmonic Analyses, in which they

had succeeded in carrying the process as far

as 80 terms. Papers were also contributed
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by Major MacMahon on 'Partitions of

Numbers;' by J. C. Glashan on the ' Quin-

quiseetion of the Cyclotomic Equation,'

and by Dr. Larmor on 'Jacobi's Last Multi-

plier.'

On Tuesday the section divided along

the lines of Electricity and General Phy-

sics, and many members regretted that they

were unable to be present in both sections

simultaneously. In the electrical depart-

ment there were a number of papers on

electrical waves and oscillations of differ-

ent forms. Professor Braun showed how,

by the action of a magnet on a small pen-

cil of cathode rays directed on to a fluores-

cent screen, it was possible to demonstrate

the form of the wave, either by developing

the oscillating line of light into a curve

with the aid of a revolving mirror or by

using a second magnet to give the corre-

sponding Lissajou figure. The frequency

of the coil used was not, however, suitable

to show the effects in a sufficiently clear

manner to an audience. Professor Rosa

exhibited an extremely ingenious mechan-

ism for automatically plotting the form of

an alternate current wave by the periodic

contact method. At each point of the

cycle the instantaneous difference of poten-

tial to be measured was found by shifting a

contact point on a potentiometer wire till

the galvanometer indicated a balance. On
depressing a key the point so found was

recorded on a cylinder, which was moved
forward automatically in step with the

periodic contact brush on releasing the

key. By this means from twenty to thirty

points could be recorded in a minute. The
curves exhibited showed in a very remark-

able manner small waves due to armature

teeth and commutator segments, which

could not be obtained with any slower

method, owing to the necessarily limited

number of points. Taking special precau-

tions to secure very steady running of the

machines, he had been able to analyze these

curves with great accuracy as far as the

fifteenth term of the harmonic series.

W. D. B. Duddell exhibited an instru-

ment of a totally different character which

could be applied to secure instantaneous

photographs of the forms of these curves

even under conditions of rapid change such

as occur in studying the alternate current

arc. He had succeeded in so reducing the

period and adjusting the damping of a gal-

vanometer with a pair of strips stretched

between the poles of an electro-magnet and

immersed in oil, on the plan suggested by
Ayrton and Mather, that he was able to ob-

tain very beautiful records of current and

potential simultaneously at the ordinaiy

rates of alteration on a falling plate. So

far as could be judged from an inspection

of the numerous specimens shown, the effect

of inertia was practically eliminated. It

would not, of course, be possible to meas-

ure the these curves with the same degree

of accuracy as those obtained by the point-

to-point method, but instantaneous photo-

graphs can be secured in cases where the

slower method would be totally inappli-

cable.

After the reading of the Report of the

Committee on Electrical Standards, to

which reference has alreadj"^ been made,

Professor J. V. Jones explained a method
of calculating the coeiEcient of mutual in-

duction of a circle and co-axial helix, by
which the labor may be considerably short-

ened. This calculation is required in the

Lorenz method of determining the ohm.

Professor Ayrton next gave an account of

the experiments in which he had been en-

gaged with Professor Jones in redetermin-

ing the ohm by means of the Lorenz appa-

ratus constructed for Professor Callendar,

of McGill Universitj'. This apparatus has

been made by Nalder Brothers, under the

personal supervision of Professor Jones,

and is considered to be the most perfect ap-

paratus of its kind. The value found for
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the ohm was nearly one part in 2,000 smaller

than that usually accepted, but the uncer-

tainty of the measurements was due rather

to discrepancies in the comparisons of the

standard coils than to want of consistency

in the readings given by the instrument.

Professor Ayrton also communicated a

paper by Mrs. Ayrton on the ' Relations be-

tween Arc Curves and Crater Ratios with

Cored Positive Carbons,' which is being pub-

lished elsewhere. Mrs. Ayrton is well-

known as an authority on these subjects,

but the paper is one which cannot be ade-

quately explained without the curves by

which it was illustrated. Papers were also

contributed by Cerew and Basquin, ' On the

Arc;' by Willard E. Case, on ' Gas Bat-

teries,' and Professor J. C. MacGregor, on

the ' State of Ionization of Solutions.'

In the department of general physics,

there were a number of interesting papers

on acoustics and on astronomical and mag-

netic observations, but the writer was unable

to obtain any adequate abstracts or reports.

On "Wednesday, Professor Ramsay read a

paper on the refractivity of mixtures of

gases. According to his observations, the

refractivity of a mixture could not be de-

duced by the usual mixture formula. The
discrepancy between theory and observation

in the case of a mixture of hydrogen and

helium amounted in some proportions to as

much as 3 % , with oxygen and nitrogen to

0.355^. These differences were systematic,

and appeared to be too large to be due to

observational errors. They indicate that

the refractivity is not accurately propor-

tional to the partial pressure, but that there

is a deviation analogous to the deviations

from Boyle's law, and apparently in a sim-

ilar direction. It must be remembered,

however, that the refractivity of helium is

BO phenomenally low as to make these

measurements extremely difficult.

Professor 0. Lodge introduced a discus-

sion on ' Zeeman's Discovery of the Effects

of Magnetism on Spectral Lines.' These

effects have been recently described in a

communication by Professor O. Lodge to

the Royal Society of London, but it would

appear from the discussion which took place

in Section A, that the effects are so small

even in the strongest fields, and are so diffi-

cult of study, that the physical explanation

of the effect is still a matter of speculation.

Professor Ayrton communicated three

papers by himself and J. Mather, on the

use and sensibility of galvanometers, a sub-

ject upon which they are universally recog-

nized as leading authorities. He explained

the principle of the constant total current

shunt, as applied to ballistic galvanometers,

proposed a standard method of measuring

the sensibility, and discussed the question

of short versus long-period galvanometers

for very sensitive zero-tests. He also ex-

hibited a very simple and sensitive galva-

nometer of the D'Arsonval type, with a coil

resistance of only 1.9 ohms, time of com-

plete oscillation 7.5 sees., which gave a

deflection of 36 millimetres at 2 metres for

one microvolt.

A paper on the comparison of certain

Thermocouples with the platinum resist-

ance pyrometer was read by Mr. H. M.

Tory, of McGill College. He showed that

the parabolic formula could be regarded

only as a rough approximation to the law

of variation of the E.M.F. of a thermo-

couple. Using a platinum-rhodium couple

enclosed in the same tube as the platinum

pyrometer, he obtained very consistent re-

sults up to 1,000° C, showing deviations

from the parabola of the same type as with

the copper-iron couple at low temperatures.

He showed that the assumption ofa straight-

line formula for the platinum-rhodium

couple, which is often taken as sufficiently

correct, may lead to errors of the order of

100° C.

Professor Callendar read a paper by him-

self and H. T. Barnes, of McGill College, on
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' A Simple Modification of the B.O.T. Form
of Staudard Cell.' In this cell the usual

construction is reversed, and the materials

are introduced in the inverse order, namely,

zinc amalgam, sulphate of zinc crystals,

mercurous sulphate paste, platinum wire.

The cell is portable and free from diffusion-

lag, and is much easier to make and more
convenient to use than the H-form. Owing
to its shape, which permits of immersion in

a water-bath, it is more suitable than the

H-form for very accurate work, in which an

exact knowledge of the temperature of the

cell is required. The same construction is

also applied with equal facility to the cad-

mium cell, but it appears that the latter

cells are less consistent than the Clark cells

at temperatures between 0° and 10° C.

There was a general consensus of opinion

that the meeting had been as well up
to the average in the quality and quantity

of the work submitted, as it had been thor-

oughly enjoyable and successful from a so-

cial point of view. With so many commu-
nications to get through, it is to some extent

inevitable that the discussions should be

curtailed, but the authors of papers are

themselves chiefly to blame in many cases

if the discussion appears inadequate. It

may be possible in future years to exact

more stringently that the author should

submit an intelligible abstract in advance,

which might be obtainable at an early hour

on the day on which the paper is read. In

the few cases in which the printed abstracts

are available they are frequently allowed to

lie on the table, and were of no practical

assistance to the discussion, as no one knew
of their existence. It is to be hoped that

the wide range of the work of Section A
will not be allowed to detract from its use-

fulness, and that the committee appointed

to consider the question will succeed in de-

vising some scheme of departmental organi-

zation to mitigate the overcrowding of pa-

pers in future. Hugh L. Calle^'dae.

THE BOTANY OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

There are few opportunities when it be-

comes possible for the botanists of America
and Europe to exchange views and gain

that personal knowledge of co-workers in

which lies the real essence of acquaintance

among scientific men, beyond those afforded

by individual effort. It is true that a large

number of American botanists have prose-

cuted more or less extended studies abroad,

both in England and on the continent, and
this number appears to be annually increas-

ing. The majority, however, are denied

such privileges, and for them it becomes a

matter of first importance that occasions

should arise when they are able to gain

direct acquaintance with those who have
been known to them in other ways for

years. In 18S4 the British Association for

the Advancement of Science departed from

its time-honored custom and held its first

colonial meeting at Montreal. So rare an
opportunity was eagerly taken advantage

of by a large number of representative

botanists from both sides of the Atlantic,

and, although it was impossible at that time

to fully measure the value of the results to

be obtained, it was nevertheless felt that

the work accomplished must be productive

of great benefit, not only in a general ad-

vance of botanical science, but in a far

better understanding between the botanists

of Europe and America. The lapse of years

has fully justified this view, and when it

was announced that the British Association

intended once more to visit Canada, after a

period of thirteen years, the prospect was
generally hailed with delight bj^ American

botanists, who would gladly see these oppor-

tunities for scientific conference become
more frequent.

The sixty-seventh annual meeting of the

British Association, recently closed at

Toronto, will be remembered as a notable

one in the history of botanical progress on

this side of the Atlantic. The great ac-
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tivity and interest which centered in the

Botanical Section were largely due to the

able and energetic manner in which the

President conducted the work in hand. To
the botanists of the United States, however,

is also due no small credit for their share

in this happy result. The determination

had evidently been reached on their part

to make the botanists of Great Britain feel

that, although they were to be within their

own domain during the progress of the

meeting, there is a brotherhood in science

which ignores all geographical and political

limitations, and that on these grounds the

most cordial sympathy and support should

be extended. This was made evident not

only in the very fortunate arrangement

whereby the Botanical Society of America

met at Toronto instead of at Buffalo, and

concluded its proceedings as the work of

the British Association began, but also in

the fact that the majority of the botanists

in attendance were Americans, and that a

very large proportion—about one-half—of

the papers presented were from the same
source.

The Section met under the very able

presidency of Professor H. Marshall Ward,
of Cambridge, England, who was supported

by Professor D. P. Penhallow, of McGill

University; Dr. W. G. Farlow, of Harvard,

and Professor F. 0. Bower, of the Uni-

versity of Glasgow, as Vice-Presidents.

The attendance was not large, although

representative. Of English botanists only

eight were present, including, in addition

to those already named, Mr. A. C. Seward,

of Cambridge ; Professor F. Weiss, of

Owens College, Manchester ; Professor J.

B. Farmer, of the Royal College of Science,

London ; Mr. Harold Wager, of Leeds, and
Professor J. E. Green and Miss D. F. M.
Berts, of Cambridge.

Among those representing American
botany were noted : Dr. W. G. Farlow, Dr.

Britton, Dr. Coulter, Professor Barnes, Pro-

fessor Penhallow, Dr. GalloM^ay, Dr. T. J.

W. Burgess, Dr. Bessey, Dr. Arthur, Mr.

Webber, Professor Green, Mr. Jeffrey and
others. Exceptional interest was added to

the proceedings by the presence of Professor

P. Magnus, of Berlin, who also contributed

a valuable paper ' On the Mycelium of a

Witches' Broom Fungus ' and otherwise

assisted in the work of the Section.

There were twenty-one papers in all

presented to the Section, representing

original research in nearly all the numerous

branches of botanical science. These con-

tributions were, in most cases, of a notable

character, and drew forth animated and

valuable discussions. The report submitted

by Professor Farmer, respecting certain in-

vestigations on the ' Fertilization of the

PhEeophycese ' conducted under his super-

vision, already indicates that new and im-

portant facts bearing upon the relationships

of this group have been obtained. The in-

vestigations continue for another year

under a renewed grant from the British

Association.

Mr. Harold Wager gave an account of

some recent studies of the yeast plant and
other species of Saccharomyces, with re-

spect to the presence of a nucleus and its

constitution in various stages of develop-

ment. The nucleus in yeast has been a

subject of study for the past six or eight

years, and its presence, as demonstrated by

some seventeen observers, is abundantly

confirmed by the results obtained by Mr.

Wager. The author has not been able to

reach final conclusions respecting the ques-

tion which has been for some time in con-

troversy as to whether the nucleus possesses

a nucleolus or not, but his researches tend

to the belief that certain granular bodies in

constant association with the nucleus, and

which present very different conditions of

aggregation at various stages of growth,

may represent the nucleolus. It was fur-

ther shown that, in the process of budding
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the nucleus extends into the neck, where it

undergoes direct division, one-half remain-

ing in the mother cell, while the other half

enters the bud ; and that, in the process of

spore formation, the nucleus breaks up into

two, and then into four, nuclei by a very

simple process of karyokinesis. Some of

the phenomena observed appeai'ed to be

new in the history of nuclear division and

require more extended observation, but the

paper as a whole offered an important ad-

dition to our knowledge of cell life, and

proved to be particularly opportune in con-

nection with the joint discussion on the

cell held by the botanists and zoologists.

The efforts originally made by Hartig,

and later by Brefeld, to study the develop-

ment and action of wood-destroying fungi

as represented by Stereum hirsutum, met with

failure either through lack of pure cultures

or imperfect methods of treatment. Pro-

fessor Ward
,
presented an account of his

own recent studies of this plant, in which
he employed blocks of sterilized wood,

whereby he succeeded in securing a perfect

fructification and observing the plant in all

stages of development. The details of the

progressive destruction of the woody tissue

were also dealt with, and it was shown that

the lignified structure gradually yielded to

the action of the fungus and passed into the

condition of cellulose-like bodies, giving the

characteristic iodine reaction, before final

consumption. The paper was illustrated

by a series of beautifully prepared lantern

slides, from photographs and drawings.

Professor Penhallow contributes the re-

sults of recent studies of the species of

Picea occurring in the eastern United

States and Canada, in the course of which

he showed that the red spruce which had

been abandoned as a distinct species since

the time of Pursh, and regarded as a form

of the black spruce, must once more be re-

stored to the status of a valid species as

maintained by Lawson and later by Brit-

ton. He also pointed out that there is a

well defined variety of the white spruce,

hitherto unrecognized, the chief character-

istics of which are to be found in the

strongly glaucous, rigid, often broad and
cuspidate leaves, and distinctly fetid odor

which has long led lumbermen and others

to designate it by the name of ' Cat ' or
' Skunk Spruce.' He proposes to distin-

guish it by the variety name of fmtida.

Mr. Francis Darwin gave a preliminary

account of a new method of investigating;

the behavior of stomata, in which he de-

tails the use of a new form of hygroscope

made of thin sheets^ of specially treated

horn or ' Chinese sensitive leaf.' One
end of a narrow strip is secured to the

lower surface of a block of cork, and the

angle to which the free end rises becomes

the index of transpiration. In application,

if the leaf have stomata oa the under sur-

face only, the index of the hygroscope ap-

plied to the upper side remains at zero,

while on the lower side it instantly rises to

an angle varying with the condition of the

stomata. If these organs are widely open,

the angle will be 30°-4:0° to a horizontal

line ; if the stomata are closed, the reading

will be zero on both surfaces of the leaf.

With this instrument a number of well

known facts in the physiology of the sto-

mata can be easily demonstrated.

Mr. H. J. Webber, of the U. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture, detailed the results of

recent studies on the spermatozoids of

Zamia. By means of a series of beauti-

fully prepared sections he demonstrated

the occurrence of unusually large sperma-

tozoids, which, together with their flagellse,

may be seen without difficulty with an or-

dinary pocket lens. The paper throws

new light upon our conception of the sexual

elements of the Gymnosperms, and will

doubtless serve as a powerful incentive to

greater activity in the study of this group

of plants.
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Among other notable features of the

meeting were a joint discussion, together

with the zoologists, on the Cell; a public

lecture on Fossil Plants by Mr. A. 0. Sew-

ard, who, since the death of "Williamson,

has been recognized as the leading paleo-

botanist in Great Britain ; and joint action

with the Sections of Zoology and Physiology

for the establishment of a biological station

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. While it is

intended that such a station shall be pri-

marily designed for economic ends in con-

nection with the fisheries, it is hoped that

opportunities may be offered for a limited

number of students to pursue special inves-

tigations relative to both animal and plant

life, and thus to supplement the work of

larger stations, such as that at Woods HoU.

The special interest of the Section cen-

tered in the presidential address, which

dealt in a very masterly manner with the

progress of botanical science during the

latter half of the Victorian reign. The
address was a very noteworthy one from

several points of view, though chiefly as

an important historical summary. While
it would be difficult and altogether unsatis-

factory to attempt an abstract of a paper

so rich in facts, it may be pointed out that

it gave the strongest evidence to show the

great dependence of important commercial

undertakings and economic processes upon
data derived from modern scientific botany,

as also the very close relations which exist

between chemistry and botany as now
known. The address will form a useful

key to a much wider literature, and de-

serves the careful perusal of the specialist

as well as the general morphologist.

D. P. P.

MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY.

A STATEMENT TO THE CORPORATION FROM
THE TRUSTEES.

The annual meetings of the Corporation

will hereafter be held at Woods Holl in

August instead of at Boston in November,

and absent members can now vote by proxy.

The Board of Trustees has been enlarged to

twenty-seven members, and the new Board,

it is believed, fairly represents nearly all

sections of this country and Canada. The
closer cooperation of all institutions of

learning is actively encouraged.

These changes will make possible the at-

tendance of a large number of members, at

annual and special meetings, who have

been unable to reach Boston during the

month of November, and there are already

signs of increasing interest in the institu-

tion over a much wider area. The mem-
bers will be glad to learn that, at the re-

cent meeting of the British Association in

Toronto, Dr. Dohrn, head of the unrivalled

station at Naples, took occasion to speak as

from personal knowledge in terms of warm
commendation of the work at Woods Holl.

The past summer has been highly satisfac-

tory; but the Trustees have been hampered

by lack of funds for needed repairs and re^

newals, and, to some extent, for current ex-

penses. At least $1,000 should be raised

before resuming work next summer, and

there remains a debt of about $4,700 incur-

red for the erection of new buildings. This

debt should be cancelled in order that a

clear balance sheet may be shown before

undertaking several most desirable exten-

sions of the plant, some of which are ur-

gently needed. Salaries should be increased,

and greater inducements ofTered to the

strong corps of instructors and workers

whose collaboration has enabled the insti-

tution to attain its present position in the

scientific world. Moreover, there is no as-

surance of permanence in an institution of

this nature until it shall have acquired a

suflScient endowment or maintenance fund,

independent of its land, buildings and

equipment (which now represent an invest-

ment of over $33,000), to relieve it from

danger of extinction by one or more sea-
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sons of small attendance. The Endow-
ment Fund now amounts to over $3,500

and has been carefully husbanded, but it

should be increased to at least $50,000.

And the special funds, the Lucretia Crock-

er Fund for Scholarships and the Library

Fund, may profitably be added to.

One effect of the recent changes in the

By-laws will be, or may be, to diminish the

special interest in and sense of responsi-

bility for the Laboratory heretofore shown

in the city of Boston and its immediate

vicinity, to which, as is well known, the

institution owes its initial impulse and

much continuous and generous support.

In appealing, as they do now, to a wider

constituency, the Trustees are in no wise

unmindful of the debt which the cause of

science and of sound learning owes to this

intelligent and kindly support in the past,

some of which support, as they are assured,

will hereafter be extended, with unwearied

generosity, from the same locality. The
Laboratory now looks to the country at

large for its main sources of income and

upon all the corporate members, in whose

hands the recent changes have placed the

entire control, rests the correlative duty of

supporting the work. "With power comes

responsibilitj''.

The Trustees, therefore, have decided to

raise the annual dues of members of the

Corporation to two dollars ($2.00). The
fiscal year now begins on the second Tues-

day in August, and this sum is due for

the j^ear ending August 9, 1898. Members
of the Corporation will kindly forward it, to-

gether with all back dues, to the Treasurer,

D. Blakeley Hoar, 220 Devonshire St., Bos-

ton, Mass.

For the reasons given above, the Trustees

also appeal to the members of the Corpora-

tion to send with their annual dues such

further sums, however small, as the means
and interest of each in the work may in-

spire. All contributions will be duly noted

in the annual report which is in course of

preparation and will be issued early in the

coming year. A contribution of not less

than $100 entitles the donor to a life mem-
bership, exempt from annual dues, or, at his

option, to nominate a person to occupy a

private room in the Laboratory, free of

charge, during one season. A contribution

of $50 entitles the donor to a free scholar-

ship, exempt from tuition fees, during one

season. Contributions of smaller amounts

will be gratefully received and duly ac-

knowledged.

The forthcoming report will show fully

all the recent changes in the organic law of

the Association, and will be sent to all

members in good standing.

By order of the Trustees,

Henry F. Osboen, President,

H. C. BuMPUs, Secretary,

D. Blakeley Hoae, Treasurer,

C. 0. Whitmaist, Director.

Edwaed G. Gaedlnee, Chairman

of Executive Committee,

James I. Peck, Assistant Director,

Executive Committee,

Camillus G. Kiddee, Executive

Committee.

All matters relating to scientific adminis-

tration should be addressed to Professor C.

O. Whitman, University of Chicago, Chi-

cago, 111. All applications for membership,

to the Secretary, Professor H. C. Bumpus,
Brown University, Providence, R. I. All

dues and subscriptions, to the Treasurer,

D. Blakeley Hoar, 220 Devonshire St., Bos-

ton, Mass.

A NEW LABOBATOBY DISH.

In the laboratory of the college we use

for routine work the paraffin method al-

most exclusively. The blocks of tissue are

infiltrated in the usual manner, and the

sections cut with the Ryder or Minot micro-

tome. The student cuts his sections and

fastens them on to the slide bj"^ means of Ole-
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macher's combined water albumen method,

a combination, with certain improvements,

of the methods of Gaule and Mayer. These

are then placed in the drying oven at a

temperature of 37° C. for from 12 to 24 hours,

until all the water is evaporated, the par-

affin and section having, during the evap-

oration of the water, straightened out per-

fectly. The slide is now gently warmed
until the parafiSn, which has a melting-

point of 45° C, begins to melt, when it is

thrust into kerosene, which in ten min-

utes completes the removal of the parafi&n.

The excess of kerosene is wiped off, the slide

washed with a few drops of alcohol and

then placed in a dish of alcohol ; from this

dish of alcohol the stain is proceeded with as

usual. If the tissue has been hardened in

corrosive sublimate it is necessary to carry

the cemented section through diluted tinc-

ture of iodine to remove the mercurial salt

;

this is followed by washing in alcohol when
the section is ready for staining. The
stains are conveniently kept in large salt-

mouthed bottles into which the slides ai-e

placed for staining, mordanting, dehydra-

ting and clearing. It is usual for the stu-

dent to take from 5 to 10 slides through the

various solutions, at one time, and, in so

doing, he not uncommonly scratches the

section off of one slide by rubbing it against

another. This diflSculty arises, no matter

whether the method of Gaule, Suchannek's

modification of Gaule's method, Gulland's

modification of Gaule's method, or, what is

better, Heidenhain's water method, be used.

Even using any of the collodion methods

does not permit us to escape this danger.

In order to overcome this, the writer sought

very carefully through the dishes which

have been designed by various workers, but

failed to find anything which was ideally

available. True, Ranvier has designed a

rack upon which a number of slides may
be supported, but this is entirely too cum-

bersome for general laboratory use, and

besides iuvolves a large amount of fluid,

which makes it an expensive luxury. With
these points in view, I have devised a dish

which is expected to overcome some of the

above diflSculties.

The inside measurements of the dish are

SJ inches in height, 1 inch square at the

bottom. If inches square—three inches

from the bottom, and If inches in diameter

at the top, which is round and closed by

means of a ground, grooved, Stender cover,

which, of course, fits air-tight. In order to

render the dish stable, the base is the

broadest and heaviest part, measuring

nearly 2^ inches in diameter. Extending

upward from the bottom of the inside of the

dish, on two opposite sides, are eight ribs,

four on each side, forming between them

three grooves sufficiently wide to admit, in

each groove, two slides of ordinary thick-

ness. There can, also, be placed in the out-

side groove, between the outside ribs on

each side and the inside of the dish two

slides. This gives the dish, for ordinary

purposes, convenient and not crowded, ac-

commodation for eight slides standing on

end; or, if the sections be not large and the

slides not thick, four slides may be placed

outside of the ribs, two on each side back

to back.

An ordinary Stender dish requires about

120 cc. of fluid to immerse a slide suf-

ficiently to cover a section cemented to its

center. The above dish requires less than

^ of that amount to secure an equivalent

degree of immersion. Of course, these

dishes vary slightly in their capacity, as all

pressed glassware does ; such a variation,

however, does not amount to more than

from 10 to 15 cc.

Where, for reasons of economy, or other-

wise, it may be desirable to close the top of

the dish by means of a cork or rubber

stopper, the expense may be materially re-

duced. When closed by means of a glass

cover, as described above, and shown in the
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illustration, the cover and the dish will

each bear the same number cut] in glass, so

that the student, working at his desk, may
easily avoid mixing the covers which would

not only be detrimental by mixing incom-

patible fluids ; but, as each lid can be ground

only to fit the dish which accompanies it,

exchanged lids will not lit tightly.

In order to facilitate cleaning and to

avoid inaccessible corners, all the corners

are rounded.

* CO

Fig. 1.—This cut is about f of the exact size of

the dish. At A can be seen ten (10) slides, placed

back to back and passing down between the ribs at B.

Since this figure was drawn the width of the base has

been increased, so that the base is now the width as

shown in Fig. 2.

The advantages claimed for the dish are:

(1) Convenience, in that a number of

slides can be safely handled at one time.

(2) Great economy in the reagents ; not

only is the amount used less than is re-

quired by the use of Stender dishes, but in

case, as will not uncommonly happen with

students, anything occurs which ruins the

contained fluid the loss may be materially

less. (3) Solidity : no other dish of the

same height and the same capacity possess

the same solidity. (4) Contained fluids

are prevented from evaporating by the

tight-fitting top. This is not secured in the

Naples dish.

Fig. 2.—This represents a transverse section of the

dish at the point marked B in Fig. 1. In this view

we are looking down into the dish from above ; the

ribs and the intervening grooves are shown. The twO'

arrows mark the position in which the ribs are lying

and the two points, between which it is exactly 1 inch.

Just to the left of the arrow is shown a transverse sec-

tion of two slides placed back to back, as is usually

done for staining.

I desire to express my appreciation of

the help given me by Messrs. Queen & Co.

in securing working drawings from which

the above cuts have been made.

W. M. L. CoPLiN.

Jeffeeson Medical College.

NOTES ON INOBGANIO CHEMISTRY.

The address of Professor William Ram-
say, President of the Chemical Section of

the British Association at Toronto, was out

of the usual order. It was entitled 'Aik
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undiscovered gas,' and narrated a search

for an element with the atomic weight of 20,

lying in the periodic system between helium

and argon. Many ' triads ' are found in the

periodic system, with a difference in atomic

weight of about 36 between the extremes,

viz.: fluorin, chlorin, manganese, 19-55
;

oxygen, sulfur, chromium, 16-52
; nitro-

gen, phosphorus, vanadium, 14-51.4, etc.

If argon has an atomic weight of 40 and

helium of 4 there might be expected a triad

here, with a middle element of atomic

weight about 20. Professor Kamsay and

his assistant, Mr. Travers, made a diligent

search for this element, which would, like

argon and helium, probably be an indif-

ferent gas. The gases from various min-

erals and mineral springs were carefully

examined in vain. Helium was then frac-

tioned by diffusion through porous plates.

After 180 diffusions two fractions were ob-

tained, the larger portion having a constant

density of 1.98, that is pure helium, while

the smaller portion had a variable density,

and was finally proved to be helium with a

small portion of argon. This search also

proved fruitless. The non-existence of the

gas is, however, not proven; helium itself in

fergusonite, one of the minerals which

yields it in reasonable quantity, is present

only to the extent of 33 parts in 100,000^

and if the new gas, as is by no means im-

probable, occurs far less abundantly than

helium it will be a work of extreme difS-

culty to separate it from helium or argon.

In the last Chemical News, G. G. Boucher

describes a possible new element in cast-

iron. He has found it to the extent of a

few thousandths per cent, in the residues

left after dissolving iron in sulfuric acid.

The metal seems to possess some of the re-

actions of tungsten and of antimony, but

has not yet been identified with any known
element.

J. L. H.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

MEETING OF THE TRUSTEES OP THE MARINE
BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY,

A MEETING of the Trustees was held at

Woods Holl, Mass., upon Friday, September

10th. Thirteen members of the Board were

present, including the Director, Professor Whit-

man
;
Professor Clarke, of Williams

; Professor

Macfarlane, of Pennsylvania
; Professor Osborn,

of Columbia ; Mr. E. G. Gardiner, of Boston
;

Professor Bumpus, of Brown ; Professor Penhal-

low, of McGill; Professor Metcalf, of Baltimore
;

Professor Patten, of Dartmouth; Professor Conk-

lin, of Pennsylvania; Professor Morgan, of Bryn
Mawr ; Professor Peck, of Williams

; and Mr.

C. G. Kidder, ofNew York. The first business

was the election of a President in place of Profes-

sor Farlow, of Harvard, resigned, and Professor

Osborn, of Columbia, was chosen by ballot.

Mr. D. Blakeley Hoar, of Boston, was elected

Treasurer in place of Mr. Laurence Minot, re-

signed, and a resolution was passed gratefully

acknowledging Mr. Minot' s long and generous

services to the Laboratory during the past four

years. Professor Bumpus, clerk of the corpo-

ration, was elected Secretary. According to

the new By-Laws, the business of the Trustees

will be largely transacted by an Executive

Committee, which consists of the principal of-

ficers of the Association and three members at

large. This Committee was constituted for the

coming year as follows : at large, Messrs. Gar-

diner, Peck and Kidder ; and ex officio, Messrs.

Osborn, Whitman, Bumpus and Hoar. The
powers of the Executive Committee were care-

fully defined and limited, and this Committee

was instructed to keep formal record of all its

business and report to the Trustees at each

meeting. A very full report of the financial

condition of the Laboratory was received from

the retiring Treasurer, Mr. Laurence Minot,

and presented, with an analysis of the receipts

and expenditures of the last season, by Mr.

Kidder. It was shown that the Laboratory is

practically self-supporting, but that the inter-

est and other general charges cause an annual

deficiency, which must be met by special sub-

scription. The report of the Director was de-

ferred until the next meeting of the Board.

Two important Committees were chosen,
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namely, upon Collegiate Cooperation as fol-

lows: Professor Libbey, of Princeton, Chair-

man ;
Professors Whitman, Macfarlane, Pen-

hallow, Gardiner, Mall and Osborn ; also a

Committee upon Admission to Membership in

the corporation, Professor T. H. Morgan, of

Bryn Mawr, Chairman ; Dr. E. G. Conklin, Dr.

J. P. McMurrich, Dr. W. F. Ganong, Dr. E.

G. Gardiner and Miss Katharine Foot. It was

decided to hold the next full meeting of the

Board at Ithaca, during the meeting of the

American Society of Naturalists in December,

and to issue the annual report immediately

thereafter.

THE JOHNS HOPKINS BIOLOGICAL STATION IN

JAMAICA.

We have received from Mr. J. E. Duerdon,

curator of the Jamaica Institute at Kingston,

some notes regarding the researches undertaken

this summer at the Marine Laboratory at Port

Antonio under the charge of Professor J. E.

Humphrey, whose sad death we were recently

compelled to record. The party, twelve in

number, secured two well-lighted rooms in the

Titchfield Hotel of the Boston fruit company
for a laboratory which aiTorded accommoda-

tion for eight tables, the necessary apparatus

and reagents being brought from the University

Laboratory. From the shallow waters around

the harbor collections have been made in most

of the various groups of animals, while the

land has also been scoured for representatives

of the fauna and flora. It was not found pos-

sible to carry on much dredging. In the facili-

ties for collecting and in the richness of forms

met with, the locality has been shown to sur-

pass Port Henderson in many ways; though,

owing to the continuous absence of a smooth

sea about the margin of the coral reefs. Port

Antonio compares unfavorably for reef work
with the conditions to be met with, for some

hours each morning, at the Port Royal Cays

near Port Henderson.

Professor Humphrey was giving special atten-

tion to the shell-perforating algae or sea-weeds

and to the embryology of certain groups of the

flowering plants, particularly among the latter

to those of the pepper and ginger families. Dr.

F. S. Conant continued investigations begun by

him last summer upon the Cubo-medusie, a rare

group of jelly-fish of which two species have

been found in extraordinary abundance in Ja-

maican waters. The chief object of investiga-

tion this season has been the function of the

sensory organs of the jelly-fish, and mate-

rial has been prepared with especial reference

to a study of the changes, under the influence

of light and darkness, in the pigment or color-

ing matter of the retina of the eyes. Dr. H.

L. Clark has been engaged in a continuation of

the work which he also began last summer on

the Echinoderms (star-fish, sea-eggs, sand-dol-

lars, sea-cucumbers, etc.), of the island, giving

especial attention to the Holothurians or ' sea-

cucumbers,' forms of life which are very abun-

dant around Jamaica. Over fifty species of the

group of the Echinoderms have now been col-

lected by him and other workers, some of

which are possibly new to science. Mr.

Sudler has been studying the life history of

Lucifer, one of the small Crustacea; ; Mr.

Greve, Ophiurius, or sea stars, and Mr. Berger,

especially pseudo-scorpions. Collections have

been made by Mr. A. Fredholm, of the Smith-

sonian Institution, Mr. Wilson and others.

Mr. Duerdon was allowed the facilities of the

laboratory and made a study of the Actiniaria.

THE CONFERENCE ON THE SEAL FISHERIES.

The British Foreign Oflice has issued a blue

book of 130 pages containing the correspond-

ence with the United States government re-

specting the seal fisheries in Behring Sea.

Lord Salisbury, replying to Secretary Sher-

man's despatch of May 10th, sent a short note

to Ambassador Hay on July 28th. We repro-

duce this note, as it shows that the conference

in Washington is intended to be strictly scien-

tific in character.

"I have to state that her Majesty's Government

are -willing to agree to a meeting of experts, nominated

by Great Britain, Canada and the United States, in

October next, when further investigations to be made
on the islands during the present season will have

been completed.

"The object of the meeting would be to arrive at

correct conclusions respecting the numbers, condition

and habits of the seals frequenting the Pribylov Is-

lands at the present time, as compared with several

seasons previous and subsequent to the Paris award.
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"It seems to her Majesty's Government tliat Wash-

ington would be the most suitable place for such

meeting.

"The other portions of Mr. Sherman's despatch,

in so far as they require any reply from her Majesty's

Government, have been answered by anticipation in

despatches which I addressed to her Majesty's Ambas-

sador at Washington on April 2 and May 7 last, and

which have been communicated to the Government of

the United States."

Russia and Japan have signified their intention

of being represented at the conference on the

invitation of the United States. The United

States will be represented by ex- Secretary John

W. Foster and ex-Assistant Secretary Charles S.

Hamlin. It has been arranged that President

Jordan, of Stanford University, and his assist-

ants, as well as the British scientific experts,

shall appear personally before the conference to

give the results of their investigations.

The Tenth Annual Winter Meeting of the

Geological Society of America will be held at

McGill University, in the city of Montreal, on

December, 29, 30, 31, 1897. Details of the

meeting will be announced in a circular to be

issued by the Secretary, Professor Herman
LeRoy Fairchild, about November 1st.

The Berlin Academy of Sciences has made
an appropriation of 3,000 Marks to Professor B.

Hagen, Frankfurt, for the publication of an

anthropological atlas; one of 1,500 Marks to

Professor Kohen, Greifswald, for mineralogical

researches, and one of 800 Marks to Professor R.

Bonnet, Greifswald, for anatomical researches.

The Dutch Academy of Sciences at Harlem

has proposed seventeen subjects for papers to

be presented before the beginning of next year.

A gold medal is offered in each subject, or, in its

place, 500 florins, with an addition of a further

500 florins in special cases. The essays may be

in English. The details may be secured from

the Secretary of the Academy, Professor Bos-

scha, Harlem.

Lord Kelvin has returned to New York
from the Pacific coast and is at present the

guest of Mr. John Bottomley, at Southampton,

L. I. He proposes to make another short visit

to Canada, and after visiting Mr. "Westinghouse

at Lennox will return to Great Britain.

We learn from Natural Science that Dr. Henry
Woodward, keeper of the department of geology

in the British Museum (Natural History), has

been permitted by the Treasury to retain his

ofiice for another two years. According to the

rules of retirement in the civil service, his term

of service would have expired next November.

Mr. Percy Emaey has been elected Secretary

of the Geologists' Association, of London.

Me. Henry W. Sage, President of the Board

of Trustees, of Cornell University, died at

Ithaca, on the night of September 17th, at the

age of eight-three years. Mr. Sage had given

more than one million dollars to Cornell Uni-

versity and had been a generous donor to other

educational and public institutions.

We regret to record the death, in Assam, on

July 29th, of Samuel Edward Beal, at the age

of sixty-two years. He had made contributions

to a wide range of sciences, including geogra-

phy, astronomy, philology and agriculture.

Sir Everett Millais, the author of numer-

ous publications on scientific dog-breeding, and

at one time editor of the Stockkeeper, died at

Shepperton, on Tuesday, 7th. Sir Everett in-

troduced into England the Basset hounds whose

pedigrees Dr. Galton recently used for his im-

portant study on heredity.

Mr. R. T. Gtjnthee has gone to Lake Uru-

miya, on the Persian frontier, with a view to

studying the fauna of the lake.

The extensive collections of fossils made by

Mr. F. E. Gurley, Danville, 111., formerly State

Geologist, is oflTered for sale.

There has just been added to the Philadel-

phia Museums a laboratory of tests and tech-

nology for the examination and analysis of raw

and manufactured products.

Col. Young, United States Army, acting

Superintendent of the Yellowstone Park, has

made a report to the Secretary of the Interior,

stating that black bears and coyotes have mul-

tiplied so rapidly in the Park as to become an-

noying, and recommends capturing some of the

bears for zoological gardens and killing some of

the coyotes. He states that some of the people
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living near the Park object to the protection of

wild animals in their vicinity.

Mr. J. G. Jack opened, on September ISth,

a course of lectures at the Bussey Institution,

Arnold Aboretum. The lectures are popular

in character and are followed by field meetings

in the Aboretum. Subsequent lectures will be

given on the following subjects: September

22d, maples and cherries; September 29th,

thorns, locusts and hollies ; October 2d, ashes

and sumachs ;
October 6th, walnuts and hick-

ories ;
October 9th, cornels and viburnums

;

October 13th, elms
; October 16th, oaks.

The September number of the American Nat-

uralist is the first to be edited by Dr. Robert P.

Bigelow, of Boston, assisted by an Editorial

Board, the names of whose members are not

given, and a number of associate editors. To
these have been added since the last issue of the

journal, Messrs. G. Baur, C. E. Beecher, D. H.

Campbell, J. H. Comstock, W. M. Davis, D. S.

Jordan, C. Palache, H. M. Richards, W. E.

Ritter, F. Russell, W. Trelease, S. Watase.

The strong hand of Professor Cope will be

greatly missed in the Naturalist as elsewhere,

but the continued usefulness of the journal ap-

pears to be assured under its new management.

There is undoubtedly room in America for a

monthly journal devoted to the natural sciences,

in addition to the special journals devoted to a

single science. With the American Journal of

Science occupied more especially with the phys-

ical and geological sciences, the American Natu-

ralist for the natural sciences and specialjournals

for each of the sciences, America is admirably

provided with the means of publication so essen-

tial for the advancement of science.

We quoted recently an editorial article from

the Journal of Geology, on the debasement of

the Missouri Geological Survey. The current

number of the American Geologist also contains

an editorial on the subject, from which it ap-

pears that Governor Stevens appointed a board

consisting of political workers of the lowest

type. Professor E. M. Shepard, of Drury Col-

lege, Springfield, the only scientific member of

the board, having resigned, and that the State

Geologist appointed by them has no scientific

qualifications of any sort. The records and

cabinets of the Survey, which have been accu-

mulating for the past eight years, under the pres-

ent law have been consigned to the attic of an

old building ; all field work has been abandoned

and several pieces of work, almost ready for

publication, have been thrown aside. The
work of the Survey at present appears to con-

sist of drawing the usual salaries from the State

Treasury. We believe that public sentiment,

when expi-essed, is sufficient to prevent the sub-

version of science and education to politics, but

it is often difiicult to secure the expression of

this sentiment, especially in cases which appear

to be local in character.

From the Sydney Morning Herald, Natural

Science condenses the following information re-

garding the second expedition to make deep

borings into the coral atoll of Funafuti, which

set sail from Sydney on June 3rd : Toward the

expense of the expedition. Miss Eadith Walker,

of Yaralla, has contributed £500 ; the govern-

ment of New South Wales has lent a diamond

drill ; the Hon. Ralph Abercromby has furnished

an oil-engine at a cost of £100 ; the Hon. H.
C. Dangar and Professor T. P. Anderson Stuart

have provided a fine boat ; the Royal Society,

London, contributes £100 directly, and proba-

bly another £100 through its coral-boring com-

mittee
;
finally, the London Missionary Society

has offered to bring the party back to Sydney
in September. The expedition is under the

auspices of the Royal Geographical Society of

Australasia, and its leader is Professor T. W.
E. David, of Sydney. He and Mr. G. Sweet,

of Melbourne, are going at their own expense,

and will take charge of the borings. Mrs.

David accompanies them as store-keeper and

botanical collector. Mr. W. Poole, an engineer

of Sydney University, will manage the light

boring apparatus, and will be aided by Mr.

Woolnough, who also takes charge of the zo-

ological collecting. These gentlemen give their

services free. The large diamond drill is in

charge of Mr. Hall, a foreman of considerable

experience, who has under him two sub-foremen

and three drill-workmen. In view of the diffi-

culties already met with at Funafuti, a special

boring plant has been provided under the di-

rection of Chief-Inspector W. H. J. Slee, and
weighs over 25 tons. The main bore, on the
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central island of Funafuti, will be begun witb

a standpipe having an inside diameter of 6

inches, and the lining pipe at first is to be 5

inches inside diameter. If, at two or three hun-

dred feet, the friction should become too great,

4-inch pipes will be lowered inside these. It is

thought that the foundations of the atoll will

be reached between 200 and 500 feet, but the

apparatus taken permits of a depth of 1,000 feet

being reached. The core obtained will be for-

warded first to the Royal Society of London,

which will return one-half to the Royal Geo-

graphical Society of Australasia. The expe-

dition will also make smaller borings on the

sand cay in the middle of the lagoon, will con-

duct dredging operations for Sydney University

and the Australian Museum, and will collect

samples of sea-water for Professor Liversidge

to examine for gold.

The Philadelphia Normal School has this

year established a psychological laboratory

equipped for studying the senses and mental

processes. Ten years ago there were only two
psychological laboratories in America ; at pres-

ent they form an integral part of nearly all our

universities and larger colleges. Their exten-

sion to normal schools is a forward step of im-

portance in educational methods.

Psychological laboratories will probably also

be established soon in hospitals for the insane,

in asylums for the defective classes and in pris-

ons. A beginning has been made in several

places, but the first well equipped laboratory is

now being established in the Illinois Eastern

Hospital, under the direction of Dr. William O.

Krohn, lately professor of psychology in the

University of Illinois. A laboratory of this

character will be of great practical value to the

patients in the asylum, and may also be ex-

pected to make valuable contributions to psy-

chology. As an organ for the publication of its

scientific work, the Illinois hospital is about to

establish a laboratory bulletin, which will ap-

pear at least four times a year. Subscriptions,

$2.00, may be sent to the Hospital at Hospital,

111.

Among papers announced to, be read at the

next meeting of the Australasian Association for

the Advancement of Science at Sydney next

Christmas are the following :
' The Classifica-

tion of Eucalypts, ' by J. G. Luckman ;
' A

Statistical Account of Australian Fungi,' bj^ D.

M' Alpine; 'The Algte of Victoria,' by H. T.

Tisdell ;
' Flowers of the Order Proteaceae,' by

J. Shirley ;
' Underground Fungi of Tas-

mania, ' by L. Rodway
;

' Australian Ocean-

ography,' by T. W. Fowler; 'On the For-

mation and Structure of Coral Reefs,' by J. J.

Wild ;
' The Dialectic Changes of the Indo-

Polynesians, ' by the Rev. S. Ella ; 'The Oceanic

Peoples,' by E. Tregair ; 'The Ancient Geog-

raphy of the Maoris ' and the ' Geographical

Knowledge of the Polynesians,' by S. Percy

Smith ;
' The Mythology of the Efotese,' by the

Rev. Dr. Macdonald ;
' Old Samoa ' and

'Australian Cave Paintings,' by the Rev. J. B.

Stair ;
' The Pankuma Natives, ' by the Rev. F.

J. Paton ;
' Notes from Ambrom,' by the Rev.

Dr. Lamb ;
' The Tongans ' and ' The Tongan

Language,' by the Rev. J. E. Moulton

;

' Ancient Maori Rites and Customs, ' by Mr.

Elsdon Best ;
' The Food of the Ancient Maoris,'

by the Rev. J. G. Hammond
; 'Anthropometric

Data, taken from School Children at Randwick,

'

by Jas. A. Dick ;
' The Characteristics of Aus-

tralian and other Diamonds,' byE. W. Streeter.

The sub-committee of the council appointed to

consider the matter of excursions, entertain-

ments, visits to works, etc. , has not yet com-
pleted its arrangements, but a harbor excursion

had been decided upon, and two popular lec-

tures, with possibly a third one, for working-

men, also a concert, at the University, and a

conversazione by the Royal Society.

An International Congress against alcoholism

met at Brussels from August 30th to September

3d. It was under the patronage ofKing Leopold,

and was presided over by the Minister of Agri-

culture.

The sixth session of the International Insti-

tute of Statistics was opened at St. Petersburg

by the Grand Duke on August 30th, holding its

sessions simultaneously with those of the In-

ternational Geological Congress. Numerous
papers were presented dealing with military

anthropometry, criminal statistics, the produc-

tion of the precious metals, agricultural prod-

ucts, etc. Dr. Korosey, director of the statis-
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tical bureau at Buda-Pesth, presented a plan for

a simultaneous census of the population of the

world in 1900.

The steamship Hope, with Lieutenant Peary

and the several scientific parties who accom-

panied him, arrived at Sj'dney, C. B., on Sep-

tember 20th. Lieutenant Peary has secured

the large Cape York Meteorite destined for the

American Museum of Natural History.

A PROPOSITION has been made for the estab-

lishment of an agricultural experiment station

in Madagascar for the introduction of foreign

plans of economic value and the study of those

native to the island.

It is stated in Nature that Mr. C. Michie-

Smith, the Government Astronomer at Madras,

in his reports for the year ending March

31st, says that, as regards the staff, the gov-

ernment has sanctioned the revival of the ap-

pointment of a chief assistant. The past

year has been conspicuous by the great amount

of heavy rain, and both the director's and as-

sistants' houses have suffered considerably. Ob-

servations for time have, as usual, been carried

on, and the investigation for the determination

of the divisions error of the Meridian Circle^^has

been completed, no less than 72,192 micrometer

readings being employed. The Madras Cata-

logue has further advanced, and the mean
places for the first sixteen hours have been de-

duced. Proposals have been sanctioned for

observing the total eclipse of the sun next Jan-

uary, and Karad has been fixed upon as the

most suitable station.

In an address on ' Medical Botany,' presented

before the Section of Materia Medica, at the

recent meeting of the American Medical Asso-

ciation, and printed in the Journal of the Asso-

ciation, Professor Trelease states that while

botany is still taught, to a certain' extent, in

medical colleges and schools of pharmacy, an

analysis of the appropriateness of this study in

the curriculum of either school has led him to

the conclusion that for the physician it is to be

regarded as an accomplishment rather than a

necessity, inasmuch as in the medical practice

of to-day prepared drugs and fluid extracts are

prescribed, rather than the crude material,

which in any event rarely comes under the

physician's own observation, his knowledge

dealing with the physiological rather than the

physical properties of the remedial agents em-

ployed by him. While the pharmacist still has

some occasion for discriminating between crude

drugs, Professor Trelease concludes that even

for him the botanical knowledge required is

rather that of pharmacognosy than of botany in

the ordinary sense ; and the opinion is ex-

pressed that a knowledge of medical botany, in

the old sense, is to-day essential rather to the

expert of the manufacturing house than to either

the physician or the pharmacist. Attention,

however, is called to that branch of medical

botany which has recently come into nearly all

of the better equipped medical schools, dealing

with the bacteria of disease, although even here

it is argued that the study is rather for the ex-

pert than for the everyday practicing physician.

The committee of the British Association ap-

pointed to report on the elucidation of the life

conditions of the oyster under normal and ab-

normal environment, including the effect of

sewage matters and pathogenic organisms, pre-

sented at Toronto a report on the green dis-

ease, drawn up by Professor Herdman and Pro-

fessor Boyce. They conclude by stating that

there can by no doubt that Eyder, in America,

about 1880, investigated the same kind of green

oyster with which they are dealing. He showed
that the green coloring matter was taken up
by the amoeboid blood-cells, and that these

wandering cells containing the pigment were

to be found in the heart, in some of the blood-

vessels and in aggregations in ' cysts ' under the

surface epithelium of the body. He describes the

color (in the ventricle) as a ' delicate pea-green,'

and states that it is not chlorophyll nor diato-

mine ; he suggests that it may be phycocyanin or

some allied substance. The committee have

now shown that it is due to a copper compound,

and consider that Ryder came nearer to what
they now consider to be the truth than any pre-

vious investigator has done. He was trying to

show that the color was derived from the food.

Carazzi has recently suggested that the color

( this, it must be remembered, is in the

Marennes oyster), due to iron, is derived

from the bottom on which the oyster is ly-

ing. The committee have tried numerous

experiments in feeding oysters on iron and
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copper salts, both soluble and insoluble,

of various strengths, and also in keeping

oysters on a bottom of iron or copper salts

—including rusty iron, old copper and copper

fillings—but in none of these experiments (the

full details of which will be published later)

have they got sufficiently consistent and contin-

uous results to enable them to determine whether

or not the animal obtains its copper from the

contents of the alimentary canal or from the

water through the surface of the body. These

experiments and observations are still being car-

ried on. They add that the green oysters

containing copper are found in some localities

where there can be no question of copper mines

or old copper from ships' bottoms, and suggest

that the pigmentation may be due to a dis-

turbed metabolism whereby the normal copper

of the body becomes stored up in certain cells.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

It will be possible for Columbia University to

open its academic year at its new site on No-

vember 4th, though there may be some delay

in certain of the laboratory courses. It is note-

worthy that of the six buildings now erected,

two are for general university purposes, a li-

brary and university hall (which at present con-

tains only the powerhouse and gymnasium),

while the four other buildings are for the sci-

ences, Schermerhorn Hall for the natural

sciences, Havermeyer Hall for chemistry, and

halls for physics and engineering. These build-

ings for the sciences have been erected at a cost

of over $1,200,000, and demonstrate the im-

portance of the place now occupied by science

in a modern university.

At the opening exercises of Dartmouth Col-

lege, President Tucker stated that the plans are

well formulated for the proposed new physical

laboratory, the result of the $75,000 bequest of

the late Charles T. Wilder, of Lebanon, N. H.

The committee has set apart $50,000 for its

erection and $20,000 for maintenance. Addi-

tional appropriations have been made for an

observatory, foundations for which will be laid

at once.

Of the colleges that opened last week, Dart-

mouth, Lafayette and Dickinson report increases

in the entering classes, which are 185, 106 and

60 respectively. The classes at Union and Be-

loit are smaller than usual.

The Hon. William L. Wilson, formerly mem-
ber of Congress and Postmaster-General, was

inaugurated as President of Washington and

Lee University, Lexington, Va., on September

15th. Addresses were made by President Gil-

man, Johns Hopkins University ; Chancellor

Kirkland, Vanderbilt University, and Professor

Cameron, in the place of President Patton,

Princeton University. President Wilson made

an inaugural address.

The Rev. James G. K. McClure, a Presbyte-

rian clergyman, has been elected President of

Lake Forest University.

At Union College Mr. Frank S. Thompson,

A.B. (Princeton), has been appointed assistant

in physics, and Dr. A. A. Tylor, A.B. (Lafay-

ette) and Ph.D. (Columbia), instructor in bi-

ology.

Dr. W. E. Thomson has been appointed pro-

fessor of physiology at Anderson's College, Glas-

gow.

Professor Carl Friedheim, of Berlin, has

been appointed professor of inorganic chemistry

in the University at Bern, and Dr. Rodet pro-

fessor of bacteriology at the University at Lyons.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

types in natural history and nomencla-

ture op rodents.

To THE Editor of Science : Three commu-

nications have recently appeared in Science,

directly or indirectly relating to work of my
own, and I would ask your permission to say a

few words concerning them.

The first two are Mr. Charles Schuchert's

paper on ' Types in Natural History*, and Dr.

Merriam'sf critique on it, and it is to the latter

I would first refer.

With characteristic emphasis Dr. Merriam

scorns Mr. Schuchert's suggestions for further

names to represent diflferent classes of types,

and incidentally speaks of ' several obsolete

Science, V., p. 636, April 23, 1897.

tSciENCE, v., p. 731, May 7, 1897.
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terms which have never been used, as far as I

am aware, even by the man who proposed

them.' This statement is not quite correct.

'The man who proposed them,' myself, has

already used them several times in print, oftener

still in labeling and registering specimens, and
has every intention of continuing the practice.

Nor is he the only one who has done so. More-

over, had none used them as yet, in print, four

years is rather a short time in which to con-

sider obsolete terms admittedly proposed only

for occasional use. The clear expression by
such words of the exact relations of the speci-

mens under discussion to the original descrip-

tion has been found of so much value by
those who have used them that it is easy to

sympathize with any one dealing with the

classes of types that Mr. Schuchert refers to,

wishing to have equally handy names by which

to speak of them.

Mr. Schuchert has proposed to alter the defi-

nition of a paratype so that it should only apply

to such specimens as are described or measured
in the original description. This seems by no
means an improvement, as the idea of a para-

type is that it is one of the specimens whose
examination induced the author to found a new
species. In what way he worded his descrip-

tion, which specimens he mentioned and which
he did not, in no way aflFect this central idea.

Moreover, it is just the more aberrant individ-

uals, and the extremes in measurement, that

would be likely to be mentioned, while those

that are best and most representative as para-

types would tend to be passed over in silence.

Probably Mr. Schuchert's 'plastotype' will

be of use to paleontologists and others having

occasion to deal with casts, but I fail to see the

benefit of his terms hypotype and genotype, of

which the former is too general to be of much
definite use, while the latter is based on a con-

fusion of ideas, as while the type of a species is

a specimen, that of a genus is a species, so that

no specimen can be typical of a genus.

Tlie objection to ' hypotype ' as being too

general and covering too many specimens of

different origins applies even more strongly to

Lord Walsingham and Mr. Durrant's proposed

extension* of metaiype to cover any specimen
* Merton Rules of Nomenclature, p. 13, 1896.

named by the original author, whether topo-

type or not. Many a museum worker, who
has to name large series of specimens from all

sorts of localities, must constantly put under one

of his own names specimens which may be

anything but typical, and it would be absurd to

call the whole of a museum series of a common
animal ' metatypes ' merely because the name
of the species happened to have been proposed

by the person who determined the specimens.

Probably this result of their proposal had not

presented itself to the authors referred to.

But after reducing ' metatype ' to its original

sense, Walsingham and Durrant's term ' homo-

type ' might suitably be employed for any

specimens that had been compared with the

type, such specimens being, I believe, looked

upon by entomologists with a respect which, in

view of the difficulty of a proper comparison,

mammalogists find a little hard to understand.

But, as in other cases, if entomologists find the

word useful, by all means let them use it, and

let not those who don't want the word object

to its use by those who do.

Lastly, may I express my pleasure at the ad-

vantage mammalogical nomenclature has gained

by Mr. Palmer's critique* on my recent arrange-

ment of rodents. Every zoological paper now-

adays has two sides, a real and a nomenclatural,

and it so happens that the nomenclatural side

of the paper discussed is particularly suscep-

tible of improvement, partly owing to the fact

that the prospect of the appearance of Mr. Pal-

mer's own list of mammalian genera made it

obvious that any labor expended in this direc-

tion would be largely wasted, and partly be-

cause my own views of nomenclature under-

went a radical change just as the paper was be-

ing printed, so that some names could be altered

in accordance with the newer views, and others

not.

To the omitted genus Fiber, Dasymys Petersf

may be added, and may be placed at 43a, while

Nectomys, also of the same author, should, as

elsewhere pointed out, be restored to full rank,

coming at 74a. It also proves that Chiruromys

Thos. , should give way to Pogonomys M. Edw.

* Science, VI., p. 103, July 16, 1897.

tMB. AK. Berl., 1875, p. 12.
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which, instead of being a synonym of Uromys,

should take the former's place at 52.

One change which I myself pointed out in

1895, but forgot in 1896, has escaped the lynx

eyes of Mr. Palmer, namely, that Pygeretmus

Gloger * (1841) antedates and supersedes Platy-

cercomys Brandt (1844), No. 117 of the list.

In what has been called the real part of the

paper, I doubt if Mr. Palmer's criticisms on

the suppression of the Lophiomyidse and the

separation of the Spalacidse and Bathyergidse

would have been made had he ever compared

the teeth—practically identical—of Lophiomys

and Cricetus criceius, or realized to what an

extent similar fossorial habits may mask real

differences by a superficial resemblance, so that

the two families referred to, really incomparably

more different in essentials than the Americen

Geomyidse and Seieromyidse, have yet become

so alike externally that zoologists of an earlier

generation naturally thought them to be nearly

allied.

But on these and other points further criticism

is much to be desired, and I can only repeat

how fortunate it is that my mistakes and omis-

sions in the nomenclatural part of the paper

should have had the advantage of revision by
such an authority on the subject as Mr.

Palmer.
Oldfield Thomas.

marriage by capture in arabia.

Antar is a Bedouin romance reputed to have
been written by Asmai, one of the learned men
of the court of Haroun-al-Easchid, shortly be-

fore the beginning of the ninth century. f From
the translation by Terrick Hamilton (London,

8vo., 1820), Vol. IV., pp. 388-9, the following

description of an early Arabian marriage cus-

tom is quoted. The custom is a well known
one. Asmai's explanation of it is new to me.

'
' Now, there was a certain curious custom

current among the Arabs at that period. The
night on which a bridegroom should wed his

wife they brought a quantity of camel pack-

saddles and heaped them one upon another,

decorating them with magnificent garments.

Here they conducted the bride, and having

*Naturgesch., p. 106.

t It is, in fact, a compilation of the Xllth century.

seated her on high, they said to the bridegroom,

"Come on, now, for thy bride!" And the

bridegroom rushed forward to carry her off,

whilst the youths of the tribe, drawn up in

line, right and left, with staves and stones in

their hands, as soon as the bridegroom rushed

forward, began beating and pelting him and do-

ing their utmost to prevent his reaching his wife.

If a rib or so were broken in the affair it was
well for him ; if he were killed it was his des-

tiny.

" But should he reach his wife in safety, the

people quitted him and no one attempted to ap-

proach him. (' I inquired about this circum-

stance,' says Asmai, ' and what it was they were

about.' 'Asmai,' they answered, 'the meaning

of this is to exhibit the bride to the warriors,

that should her husband die, anyone else might

take a fancy to her and take her off.')"

So far as my reading goes, the explanation of

marriage by simulated capture, which is given

in the last sentence, is entirely novel.

Edward S. Holden.
Lick Observatory,

August 15, 1897.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

The Foundations of Geometry. By B. A. W.
BussELL. Cambridge : The University Press.

1897. Pp. xvi+201.

Here is a book especially opportune, on a

subject of transcendent interest. The author's

mathematical equipment is refreshingly sound,

and his metaphysical results are delightfully

suggestive, even where the mathematician may
feel constrained to return as verdict ' not

proven.' So much the more to be regretted is

it that the Chapter I. , 'A Short History of

Metageometry,' should open with a glaring

error, as follows: " The liquefaction of Euclid-

ean orthodoxy is the axiom of parallels, and
it was by the refusal to admit this axiom

without proof that Metageometry began. The
first effort in this direction, that of Legen-

dre, was inspired by the hope of deducing this

axiom from the others."

Mr. Russell cites Halsted's Bibliography of

Hyper-Space and Non-Euclidean Geometry

(1878), but can evidently never have seen it,

since its first page speaks of ' The enormous
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number of unsatisfactory attempts to prove

this postulate,' and states that Sohncke gives

a list of 92 authors on the subject before 1837,

and that Perronet Thompson gave in English

an account of like attempts before 1833, the

very year our author cites for Legendre.

Mr. Eussell goes on to say :

" Parallels are defined by Legendre as lines in the

same plane, such that, if a third line cut them, it

makes the sum of the interior and opposite angles

equal to two right angles. He proves without diffi-

culty that snch lines would not meet."

But so had every school boy in the subject,

since this is part of Euclid, Book I, Prop. 28:

" Similarly he can prove that the sum of the angles

of a triangle cannot exceed two right angles, and that

if any one triangle has a sum equal to two right

angles all triangles have the same sum."

But these very demonstrations were published

just a century before Mr. Russell's 'first effort,'

in 1783, by Saccheri.

Mr. Russell proceeds to speak of ' The origi-

nator of the whole system. Gauss,' and then

says : "In 1799, writing to W. Bolyai, Gauss

enunciates the important theorem that in hy-

perbolic geometry there is a maximum to the

area of a triangle."

How utterly misleading, naj', fantastic, is this

statement will appear on quoting the letter

from ' Halsted's Science Absolute of Space,' 4th

edition, Austin, 1896, which our author cites.

Gauss says

:

"I very much regret that I did not make use of

our former proximity to find out more about j'Our in-

vestigations in regard to the first grounds of geometry

;

I should certainly thereby have spared myself much
vain labor, au'l would have become more restful

than any one, such as 1, can be, so long as on such a

subject there yet remains so much to be wished for.

" In my own work thereon I myself have advanced

far (though my other wholly heterogeneous employ-

ments leave me little time therefor), but the way,

vrhich 1 have hit upon, leads not so much to the goal

which one wishes and which you assure me you have

reached, as much more to making doubtful the truth

of geometry.

"Indeed, I have come upon much, which with most
no doubt would pass for a proof, but which in my
eyes proves as good as nothing.

" For example, if one could prove that a rectilineal

triangle is possible, whose content may be greater

than any given surface, then I am in condition to

prove with perfect rigor all geometry.
" Most would, indeed, let that pass as an axiom ; I

not ; it might well be possible that, how far apart

soever one took the three vertices of the triangle in

space, yet the content was always under a given limit.

"I have more such theorems, but in none do I find

anything satisfying."

From this letter it is perfectly clear that in

1799, so far from having the remotest idea of a

hyperbolic geometry, or any non-Euclidean

geometry, Gauss was still trying to prove that

Euclid's is the only non-contradictory system

of geometry and that it is the system of the ex-

ternal space of our physical experience. The
first is false ; the second can never be proved.

But that both Gauss and W. Bolyai continued

for the next five years to pound away in at-

tempts to do the impossible, we have now ob-

tained demonstrative evidence, in recovering a

treatise finished and sent to Gauss by W. Bol-

yai in 1804.

In a great casket at Maros-V&s&rhely all the

unpublished papers of Bolyai J4nos are pre-

served. All were placed freely at my disposal

on my pilgrimage to this shrine of the non-

Euclidean geometry. There, with extended

researches anticipating the discoveries of Cay-

ley and Klein in this subject, is an autobiog-

raphy of Ji'mos containing extracts from two
letters written by Gauss to W. Bolyai (Farkas)

and of transcendent importance as freeing J&nos

forever from the calumny again repeated by

Mr. Russell where he says:

p. 12. "Gauss was, as we have seen, the inspirer

of "Wolfgang Bolyai. Wolfgang appears to have left

to his son, Johann, the detailed working out of the

hyperbolic system."

Nothing could be more false.

Jilnos, wholly unaided, discovered by himself

the non-Euclidean geometry and taught it to

Wolfgang, who transmitted it to Gauss. The
two letters quoted by J4nos are one before and

one after this transmission.

This cry from the dead for tardy justice has

since been shown exactly accurate by my friend,

Fr. Schmidt, of Budapest, finding that the

originals of these letters in the handwriting of

Gauss still exist at Gottingen. The first is

dated November 25, 1804, in answer to a letter
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from W. Bolyai of September 16, 1804, accom-

panied by a Latin treatise, Theoria parallelarum.

It read as follows : "Now * * * yet somewhat

about your geometric communication. I have read

through your treatise with great interest and atten-

tion, and am right delighted at its really profound

keenness. But you do not wish my empty praise,

which also might seem in a measure partial because

your train of ideas has very great resemblance to the

way I formerly sought the untieing of this Gordian

koot and vainly seek till now. You wish only my
candid, open judgment. And this is, that your pro-

cedure does not give me satisfaction. I will seek,

with as much clearness as I can, to bring to light the

stone of stumbling which I still find therein (and

which also again pertains to the same group of rocks

wheron my attempts have hitherto been wrecked).

"I have indeed yet ever the hope that those rooks

some day, and even before my end, will grant a thor-

oughfare. Meanwhile I have now so much other

business on hand that I at present cannot think

thereon, and, believe me, it will heartily delight me
if you precede me and attain to overmaster all ob-

stacles. I would, then, with inmost joy, do all in my
power to make your service current and put it in the

light.

Could you prove dlce = eJcf^fkg, etc., then would

the thing be perfect. But this theorem is inleed true,

only difiScult to prove rigorously without already

presupposing the theory of parallels. * *

You have my candid judgment. X have given it,

and I repeat that it would genuinely delight me if

you overcome all difficulties."

Here we see, with startling clearness, that in

1804 both Gauss and W. Bolyai (Bolyai Farkas)

believe that Euclid's Parallel-Postulate can be

proven, and indeed are racing to demonstrate it.

Before the next letter the unaided genius of

the son, Bolyai J4uos, has created the new uni-

verse, has found out all about it, mappedit, and
proved Euclid's Postulate forever indemon-

strable.

In transmitting in print to Gauss the im-

mortal treatise of his son Janos, the most mar-

vellous two dozen pages in the whole history of

human thought, the father, Farkas, writes on

June 20, 1831 :

'

' My son is already First Lieutenant in the Engi-

gineeriug Corps, and will soon be Captain, a hand-

some youth, a virtuoso on the violin, a fine fencer

and brave, but has often dueled, and is still alto-

gether too wild a soldier—but also very refined—light

in darkness and darkness in light, and an impassioned

mathematician with very rare gifts of mind. At
present he is in the garrison at Leraberg—a great

admirer of you—capable of understanding and appre-

ciating you. At his desire, I send you this little

work of his. Have the goodness to judge it with

your sharp, penetrating eye, and to write your high

judgment unsparingly in your answer, which I ar-

dently await. It is the first beginning of my work,

which is under the press. I would gladly send with

this the first volume, but it is not yet out.

"According to my view, is in the work of my son,

u- (namely, where a first does not cut the 6) geometri-

cally constructed ; whence, however, is not deter-

mined how great u is, from on up to B (that ex-

cluded, this included).

"Yet everything in geometry is either dependent on

u or not
;

{e. g.) spherical trigonometry is in ^ 26 set-

tled as independent of it. * * *

" At the end he also shows that if u not = E, then

the circle can be squared."

Thus we see that the treatise sent to Gauss

ou June 20, 1831, was the immortal Appendix

just as published. The Gordian knot, at which

Gauss himself had for years tried in vain, was

here forever gloriously untied.

After waiting six months the anxious father

tries again, and on January 16, 1832, once more

sends Gauss the work of Jduos, saying in the

accompanying letter :

"My son was not present when his little work was

printed. He had printed the errata (which follow)
;

in order to be less burdensome to you, I have cor-

rected the most with a pen.
'

' He writes from Lemberg that he has since simpli-

fied and made more elegant many things, and has

proven the impossibility of determining a priori

whether Axiom XI be true or not."

To this, on March 6, 1832, comes from Gauss

at length an answer as follows :

* * * " Now somewhat about the work of your

son :

' 'If I thus begin ' that I dare not praise it ' you will

a moment wonder ; but I cannot otherwise
; to praise

it would mean to praise myself. For' the whole con-

tent of the book, the way your son has hit out and

the results to which he is led, are identical almost

throughout with my own meditations, made in part

already 30-35 years ago. In fact, I am thereby ex-

tremely delighted. My intention was to let nothing

be known during my lifetime of my own work, of

which moreover until now little has been put on

paper. Most men have not at all the right sense for
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what is here in question, and I have found only few

people who received with special interest that which

I communicated to them. In order for that one must

first have felt right keenly what really is lacking, and

about that most men are wholly indistinct.

" On the other hand, my intention was, with time,

to put all on paper, so that it at least would not

hereafter perish with me.
" Therefore am I greatly pleased that this trouble

can now be spared me, and it is most highly delightful

to me that the son of just my old friend is he who in

so remarkable a way has anticipated me.

"I find his notations very pregnant and abridging.-

Yet I believe it would be good to establish for many
chief ideas not merely symbols or letters, but definite

names, and I have already since long thought of some

such names.

"So long as one thinks through the thing only in

immediate intuition, one needs no name or symbol;

these are first necessary, if one wishes to be compre-

hensible to others. So, for example, the surface

which your son calls F could be called a Parasphere,

the line L a Paracykle: they are, in fact, spheres or

circles of infinite radius. Hypercykle could be

named the complex of all points which have like dis-

tance from a straight with which they lie in a plane
;

even so Hypersphere. Yet those are all only unim-

portant incidents; the main thing is the matter, not

the form.******
" Just exactly in the impossibility to decide apriori

between S and yb' lies the clearest proof that Kant

was wrong to maintain. Space is only Form of our

intuition."

About the other independent discoverer of the

non-Euclidean geometry, Lobachevski, Gauss

writes to Schumacher, November 28, 1846,

without a word of reference to Bolyai, as fol-

lows:

" I have lately had occasion to reread the opuscule

of Lobatschewsky, intitled: Geometrische Uniersveh.

ungen zur Theorie der ParalleHinien. This opuscle

contains the elements of the geometry which would
exist and development of which would form a

rigorous chain,_ if the Euclidean geometry were

not true. * * * You know that since fifty-four

years (since 1792) I share the same convictions, with-

out speaking here of certain developments which my
ideas on this subject have since received. Therefore;

I have not found in the work of Lobachevski any fact

new to me ; but the exposition is wholly different

from that which I had projected, and the author has

treated the matter with a master hand and with the

veritable geometric spirit. '

'

How reconcile these letters with that of 1804 f

And since one says that Bolyai's exposition is

identical with that of Gauss, while the other

declares Lobachevski's wholly different from

that, how reconcile them with the statement of

Mr. Eussell, p. 11 : "Very similar [to Lobachev-

ski's] is the system of Johann Bolyai, so simi-

lar, indeed, as to make the independence of the

two works, though a well-authenticated fact,

seem all but incredible ?'

'

This letter of 1846 shows no hint of that other

sort of non-Euclidean geometry which Riemanu

gave in his wonderful Probevorlesung, ' Ueber

die Hypothesen welche der Geometric zu Grunde
liegen,' June 10, 1854.

But this dissertation was not published until

1867, so that the waters of oblivion seemed to

close over it as over the works of Bolyai and
Lobachevski.

Mr. Russell should not have omitted in his

text all mention of Hoiiel, for Hoiiel it was who
resurrected the non-Euclidean geometry, be-

ginning with his own essay on the fundamental

principles of geometry, published in 1863 at

Greifswald. (See his life in the Amer. Math.

Monthly, April, 1897.)

But not to give too much space to actual slips

in history we must jump to the second of Mr.

Russell's four chapters, 'Critical account of

some previous philosophical theories of geom-

etry :'

"The importance of geometry in the theories

of knowledge which have arisen in the past can

scarcely be exaggerated."

The author believes that the usual forms of

non-Euclidean geometry, the hyperbolic, the

double elliptic and the single elliptic are the

only logically self-consistent systems, and so

says: "I shall contend that those axioms,

which Euclid and Metageometry have in com-

mon, coincide with those properties of any form

of externality which are deducible, by the prin-

ciple of contradiction, from the possibility of

experience of an external world."

We see at once that pure projective geometry

must be of supreme weight for him.

It is a treat to see our author overwhelm the

apparent subordination of the non-Euclidean

spaces by the introduction of different measures

of distance. This was the painful mistake of
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Emory McClintock in his article ' On the non-

Euclidean geometry ' iu the Bulletin of the N.

Y. (Amer.) Math. Soc, Vol. II., pp. 21-33,

which reached the pitiful conclusion (p. 32) :

" The chief lesson to he obtained from all non-

euclidian diversions (sic) is that the distinguish-

ing mark of euclidian geometry is fixity of dis-

tance—measurement."

Mr. Russell,with equal deftness, puts in pillory

the gross blunder made by Andrew W. Phillips

and Irving Fisher, professors in Yale Univer-

sity, in the note on p. 23 of their Elements of

Geometry, where they say :

'
' Lobatchewsky in

1829 proved that we can never get rid of the

parallel axiom without assuming the space in

which we live to be very different from what we

know it to be through experience. '

'

By experience, of course, we can never know
or prove our space to be other than a non-

Euclidean space with a comparatively large

constant. How unexpected, then, the error of

Professor H. Schubert, of Hamburg, in the

Monist, Vol. VI. , No. 2, p. 295, where he says

:

"Let me recall the controversy which has been

waged in this century regarding the eleventh axiom
of Enclid, that only one line can be drawn through a

point parallel to another straight line. The discus"

sion merely touched the question Tvhetber the axiom
was capable of demonstration solely by means of the

other propositions, or whether it was not a special

property, apprehensible only iy sense-experience, of that

space of three dimensions in which the organic world

has been produced."

After 20 years' study of writers on the non-

Euclidean geometry, the present reviewer can-

not recall even one who was ever silly enough
to think that the exact equality of the angle-

sum of a rectilineal triangle to two right angles

was apprehensible by sense-experience, or could

ever be known through experience.

This new Yale geometry also makes the old

petiiio principii of defining a straight line as the

shortest distance between two points. This our

author treats in his third chapter, p. 167:

"We are accustomed to the definition of the

straight line as the shortest distance between two
points. * * * Unless we presuppose the straight

line, we have no means of comparing the lengths of

different curves and can, therefore, never discover the

applicability of our definition."

In projective geometry any two points

uniquely determine a line, the straight. But

any two points and their straight are, in pure

projective geometry, utterly indistinguishable

from any other point-pair and their straight.

It is of the essence of metric geometry that two
points shall completely determine a spatial

quantity, the sect. If our author had used for

this fundamental spatial magnitude this name,

introduced in 1881, his exposition would have

gained wonderfully in clearness.

Both the accepted popular and the accepted

mathematical definition of ' distance ' make it

always a number, as, e. g., the Cayley-Klein

definition :
" The distance between two points

is equal to a constant times the logarithm of the

cross ratio in which the line joining the two
points is divided by the fundamental quadric."

It is the misfortune of our author to use the

already overworked and often misused word
' distance ' as a confounding and confusing

designation for a sect itselfand also the measures

of that sect, whether by superposition, ordinary

ratio, indeterminate as depending on the choice

of a unit, or projective metrics, indeterminate

as depending on the fixing of the two points to

be taken as constant in the varying cross ratios.

This whole book might be cited as an over-

whelming vindication of the only American

treatise on Projective Geometry against the

attack on it made by a critic iu Science, be-

cause, forsooth, it was founded and developed

us pure projective geometry, without any quan-

titative ideas whatever.

Into the fourth and last chapter, ' Philosoph-

ical Consequences,' we will not here go. Sufiice

it to say that Projective and Metric Geometry,

though eternally separate in essence, and each

unable ever to absorb the other, are happily

wedded, and expand joyfully ever after.

George Bruce Halbtbd.

Adstin, Texas.

Sight : An Exposition of the Principles of Monoc-

ular and Binocular Vision. Joseph Le
CoNTE. New York, D. Appleton & Co.

1897. Second edition, revised and enlarged.

Pp. xvi+318. $1.50.

A revised and enlarged edition of Professor
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Le Conte's book on ' Sight ' is extremely wel-

come. It remains true now, as it was in 1880,

wlien the first edition was published, that there

is no other book in the English language cover-

ing this field. During the past year two excel-

lent American contributions have, indeed, been

made to the subject—Professor Bowditch's sur-

vey in the ' American Text-book of Physiology '

and the various articles in the ' Systems of Dis-

eases of the Eye,' by Norris and Oliver. But

Professor Le Conte's book is the only treatise

covering the subject of vision in English, and,

in fact, in any language, with the exception of

the more technical works of von Helmholtz

and Aubert. While it is surprising, and not

altogether creditable to the 'new psychology,'

that we have only one book on the subject, it

is fortunate that it is so excellent.

Professor Le Conte devotes two-thirds of his

book to binocular vision. This is excessive for

a text-book, but it is justified by the interest of

the subject and by the important original contri-

butions of the author. Following an introduc-

tion on the senses, the part on monocular vision

includes sections on the general structure of the

eye, the formation of the image, the perfect

eye, defects of the eye, structure of the retina,

space perception and color perception. In this

part should, perhaps, be included the final chap-

ter on the evolution of the eye, added in this

edition, which, however, appears as the 7th

chapter of the third part, entitled in the table

of contents, ' Some abstruser points, especially

in binocular vision,' and in the text, ' On some

disputed points in binocular vision.'

The author has added some new matter to

this first part, especially on color blindness and

color perception, including a full statement of

the Donders-Frankliu theory. I regret the omis-

sion or brief treatment of subjects so important

as the intensity of sensations, their time rela-

tions, the field of vision, illusions, the combina-

nation of colors,* etc. It is in any case evident

that everything cannot be included in 100

pages, and it is a wonder that Professor Le
Conte has been able to give with such clearness

so much. There are several points on which I

*Fortunately some of these topics are fully treated

in another admirable book in this same series, Pro-

fessor Eood's ' Modern Chromatics.'

should differ with the author. For example,

the explanation of 'upright vision,' which has

been discussed in this Journal. Professor

Stratton, a colleague of Professor Le Conte's at

the University of California, has since made the

ingenious experiment of wearing, for several

days, glasses that inverted the normal retinal

image and shows how quickly adjustment is

made. But it is still easier to stand on one's

head and notice that the landscape is not seen

inverted.

The two parts on binocular vision contain

clear and concise accounts of experiments

largely devised by Professor Le Conte. Mak-
ing these experiments would, as the author says,

be for any one an admirable culture in scientific

method. Many of the experiments are valuable

contributions to science, but the details are

somewhat complex and cannot be made clear in

a review. The reader must turn to Professor

Le Conte's book, with its many new and in-

genious illustrations, in order to appreciate the

importance of a study of binocular vision and
the great value of the author's contributions to

the subject. I may note that I have recently

been told by an eminent oculist that the con-

flicting results in the case of Listing's law

found by von Helmholtz were due to unrecog-

nized astigmatism in his eyes.

There are some points where Professor Le
Conte's statements do not seem to me quite ac-

curate. For example, he says, "We always see

things double, except under certain conditions."

This is scarcely correct psychology
;
we must

learn by practice to see things double, and then

usually see them double only while the experi-

ment lasts. Professor Le Conte says, "I be-

lieve that the existence of the central spot is

necessary to fixed, thoughtful attention, and this,

again, in its turn, is necessary for the develop-

ment of the higher faculties of the mind." But

may not the mental faculties of those born blind

be developed? There are further many sub-

jects, such as the horopter, that I cannot regard

as finally solved by Professor Le Conte, but his

researches have accomplished much toward

their solution and should be accepted as the

basis of future work.

J. McKeen Cattell.

Columbia University.
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AN UNDISCOVERED GAS*

A SECTIONAL address to members of the

British Association falls under one of three

heads. It may be historical, or actual, or

* Address to the Chemical Section, British Associ-

ation for the Advancement of Science, Toronto, 1897,

by the President of the Section.

prophetic ; it may refer to the past, the

present or the future. In many cases, in-

deed in all, this classification overlaps.

Your former presidents have given some-

times a historical introduction, followed by
an account of the actual state of some

branch of our science, and, though rarely,

concluding with prophetic remarks. To
those who have an affection for the past,

the historical side appeals forcibly ; to the

practical man, and to the investigator en-

gaged in research, the actual, perhaps, pre-

sents more charm ; while to the general

public, to whom novelty is often more of

an attraction than truth, the prophetic as-

pect excites most interest. In this address

I must endeavor to tickle all palates ; and

perhaps I may be excused if I take this

opportunity of indulging in the dangerous

luxury of prophecy, a luxury which the

managers of scientific journals do not often

permit their readers to taste.

The subject of my remarks to-day is a

new gas. I shall describe to you later its

curious properties ; but it would be unfair

not to put you at once in possession of the

knowledge of its most remarkable property

—it has not yet been discovered. As it is

still unborn, it has not yet been named.

The naming of a new element is no easy

matter. For there are only twenty-six let-

ters in our alphabet, and there are already

over seventy elements. To select a name
expressible by a symbol which has not al-
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ready been claimed for one of the known
elements is difficult, and the difficulty is

enhanced when it is at the same time re-

quired to select a name which shall be de-

scriptive of the properties (or want of prop-

erties) of the element.

It is now my task to bring before you the

evidence for the existence of this undiscov-

ered element.

It was noticed by Dobereiner, as long ago

as 1817, that certain elements could be ar-

ranged in groups of three. The choice of

the elements selected to form, these triads

was made on account of their analogous

properties, and on the sequence of their

atomic weights, which had at that time only

recently been discovered. Thus calcium,

strontium and barium formed such a group;

their oxides, lime, strontia and baryta are

all easily slaked, combining with water to

form soluble lime-water, strontia-water

and baryta-water. Their sulphates are all

sparingly soluble and resemblance had been

noticed between their respective chlorides

and between their nitrates. Regularity

was also displayed by their atomic weights.

The numbers then accepted were 20, 42.5

and 65 ; and the atomic weight of stron-

tium', 42.5, is the arithmetical mean of those

of the other two elements, for (65+20)/2
^42.5. The existence of other similar

groups of three was pointed out by Dober-

einer, and such groups became known as
' Dobereiner's triads.'

Another method of classifying the ele-

ments, also depending on their atomic

weights, was suggested by Pettenkofer, and
afterwards elaborated by Kremers, Glad-

stone and Cooke. It consisted in seeking

for some expression which would represent

the differences between the atomic weights

of certain allied elements. Thus, the differ-

ence between the atomic weight of lithium,

7, and sodium, 23, is 16 ; and between that

of sodium and of potassium, 39, is also 16.

The regularity is not always so conspicu-

ous ; Dumas, in 1857, contrived a some-

what complicated expression, which, to some
extent, exhibited regularity in the atomic

weights of fluorine, chlorine, bromine, and

iodine, and also of nitrogen, phosphorus,

arsenic, antimony and bismuth.

The upshot of these efforts to discover

regularity was that, in 1864, Mr. John New-
lands, having arranged the elements in

eight groups, found that when placed in

the order of their atomic weights, ' the

eighth element, starting from a given one,

is a kind of repetition of the first, like the

eighth note of an octavo in music' To this

regularity he gave the name ' The Law of

Octaves.'

The development of this idea, as all chem-

ists know, was due to the late Professor

Lothar Meyer, of Tiibingen, and to Pro-

fessor MendeleeflT, of St. Petersburg. It is

generally known as the ' Periodic Law.'

One of the simplest methods of showing

this arrangement is by means of a cylinder

divided into eight segments by lines drawn
parallel to its axis ; a spiral line is then

traced round the cylinder, which will, of

course, be cut by these lines eight times at

each revolution . Holding the cylinder ver-

tically, the name and atomic weight of an

element is written at each intersection of

the spiral with a vertical line, following the

numerical order of the atomic weights. It

will be found, according to Lothar Meyer

and MendeMeff, that the elements grouped

down each of the vertical lines form a

natural class ; they possess similar proper-

ties, form similar compounds, and exhibit a

graded relationship between their densities,

melting points, and many of their other

properties. One of these vertical columns,

however, differs from the others, inasmuch

as on it there are three groups, each consist-

ing of three elements with approximately

equal atomic weights. The elements in ques-

tion are iron, cobalt and nickel
;
palladium,

rhodium and ruthenium; and platinum,
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iridium and osmium. There is apparently

room for a fourth group of three elements

in this column, and it may be a fifth. And
the discovery of such a group is not un-

likely, for when this table was first drawn

up Professor Mendeieefi" drew attention to

certain gaps, which have since been filled

up by the discovery of gallium, germanium

and others.

The discovery of argon at once raised the

curiosity of Lord Rayleigh and myself as to

its position in this table. With a density

of nearly 20, if a diatomic gas, like oxygen

and nitrogen, it would follow fluorine in

the periodic table; and our first idea was

that argon was probably a mixture of three

gases, all of which possessed nearly the

same atomic weights, like iron, cobalt and

nickel. Indeed, their names were sug-

gested, on this supposition, with patriotic

bias, as Anglium, Scotium and Hibernium !

But when the ratio of its specific heats had,

at least in our opinion, unmistakably shown

that it was molecularly monatomic, and

not diatomic, as at first conjectured, it was

necessary to believe that its atomic weight

was 40, and not twenty, and that it followed

chlorine in the atomic table and not fluo-

rine. But here arises a difiQculty. The
atomic weight of chlorine is 35.5, and that

of potassium, the next element in order in

the table, is 39.1 ; and that of argon, 40,

follows, and does not precede, that of potas-

sium, as it might be expected to do. It

still remains possible that argon, instead of

consisting wholly of monatomic molecules,

may contain a small percentage of diatomic

molecules ; but the evidence in favor of

tWs supposition is, in my opinion, far from

strong. Another possibility is that argon,

as at first conjectured, may consist of a

mixture of more than one element ; but, un-

less the atomic weight of one of the ele-

ments in the supposed mixture is very high,

say 82, the case is not bettered, for one of

the elements in the supposed trio would

still have a higher atomic weight than po-

tassium. And very careful experiments,,

carried out by Dr. Norman Collie and my-
self, on the fractional diifusion of argon r

have disproved the existence of any such

element with high atomic weight in argon,

and, indeed, have practically demonstrated

that argon is a simple substance and not a

mixture.

The discovery of helium has thrown a

new light on this subject. Helium, it will

be remembered, is evolved on heating cer-

tain minerals, notably those containing

uranium ; although it appears to be con-

tained in others in which uranium is not

present, except in traces. Among these

minerals are cleveite, monazite, fergusonite,

and a host of similar complex mixtures,

all containing rare elements, such as

niobium, tantalum, yttrium, cerium, etc.

The spectrum of helium is characterized by

a remarkably brilliant yellow line, which

had been observed as long ago as 1868 by

Professors Frankland and Lockyer in the

spectrum of the sun's chromosphere, and

named ' helium ' at that early date.

The density of helium proved to be very

close to 2.0, and, like argon, the ratio of its

specific heat showed that it, too, was a

monatomic gas. Its atomic weight, there-

fore, is identical with its molecular weight,

viz., 4.0, and its place in the periodic table

is between hydrogen and lithium, the atomic

weight of which is 7.0.

The difierencebetween the atomic weights

of helium and argon is thus 36, or 40 — 4.

Now there are several cases of such a dif-

ference. For instance, in the group the

first member of which is fluorine we have :

Fluorine 19

Chlorine 35.5 ^

Manganese 55

In the oxygen group

—

Oxygen 16

Sulphur 32
2Q3

Chromium 52.3
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In the nitrogen group—
Nitrogen 14 y^
Phosphorus 31 ^q \
Vanadium 51.4

And in the carbon group

—

Carbon 12 ^g g
Silicon 28.3

^^ g
Titanium 48.1

These instances suffice to show that ap-

proximately the dijBFerences are 16 and 20

between, consecutive members of the corre-

sponding groups of elements. The total

differences between the extreme members

of the short series mentioned are

—

Manganese—Fluorine 36

Chromiura—Oxygen 36.3

Vanadium—Nitrogen 37.4

Titanium—Carbon 36.1

This is approximately the difference be-

tween the atomic weights of helium and
argon, 36.

There should, therefore, be an undis-

covered element between helium and argon,

with an atomic weight 16 units higher than

that of helium, and 20 units lower than

that of argon, namely 20. And if this un-

known element, like helium and argon,

should prove to consist of monatomic mole-

cules, then its density should be half its

atomic weight, 10. And pushing the

analogy still farther, it is to be expected

that this element should be as indifferent to

union with other elements as the two allied

elements.

My assistant, Mr. Morris Travers, has

indefatigably aided me in a search for this

unknown gas. There is a proverb about

looking for a needle in a haystack ; modern
science, with the aid of suitable magnetic

appliances, would, if the reward were suffi-

cient, make short work of that proverbial

needle. But here is a supposed unknown
gas, endowed, no doubt, with negative prop-

erties and the whole world to find it in.

Still, the attempt had to be made.

We first directed our attention to the

sources of helium—minerals. Almost every

mineral which we could obtain was heated

in a vacuum, and the gas which was
evolved examined. The results are inter-

esting. Most minerals give off gas when
heated, and the gas contains, as a rule, a

considerable amount of hydrogen, mixed

with carbonic acid, questionable traces of

nitrogen , and carbonic oxide. Many of the

minerals, in addition, gave helium, which

proved to be widely distributed, though

only in minute proportion. One mineral

—

malacone—gave appreciable quantities of

argon ; and it is noteworthy that argon was

not found except in it (and, curiously, in

much larger amount than helium), and in

a specimen of meteoric iron. Other speci-

mens of meteoric iron were examined, but

were found to contain mainly hydrogen,

with no trace of either argon or helium.

It is probable that the sources of meteorites

might be traced in this manner, and that

each could be relegated to its particular

swarm.

Among the minerals examined was one

to which our attention had been directed

by Professor Lockyer, named eliasite, from

which he said that he had extracted a gas

in which he had observed spectrum lines

foreign to helium. He was kind enough to

furnish us with a specimen of this mineral,

which is exceedingly rare, but the sample

which we tested contained nothing but un-

doubted helium.

During a trip to Iceland, in 1895, I col-

lected some gas from the boiling springs

there ; it consisted, for the most part, of

air, but contained somewhat more argon

than is usually dissolved when air is shaken

with water. In the spring of 1896 Mr.

Travers and I made a trip to the Pyrenees

to collect gas from the mineral springs of

Cauterets, to which our attention had been

directed by Dr. Bouchard, who pointed out

that these gases are rich in helium. We
examined a number of samples from the
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various springs, and confirmed Dr. Bou-

cliard's results, but tliere was no sign of

any unknown lines in the spectrum of these

gases. Our quest was in vain.

We must now turn to another aspect of

the subject. Shortly after the discovery of

helium its spectrum was very carefully ex-

amined by Professors Eunge and Paschen,

the renowned spectroscopists. The spec-

trum was photographed, special attention

being paid to the invisible portions, termed

the ' ultra-violet ' and ' infra-red. ' The
lines thus registered were found to have a

harmonic relation to each other. They ad-

mitted of division into two sets, each com-

plete in itself. !N"ow, a similar process had

been applied to the spectrum of lithium and

to that of sodium, and the spectra of these

elements gave only one series each. Hence,

Professors Eunge and Paschen concluded

that the gas, to which the provisional name
of helium had been given, was, in reality,

a mixture of two gases, closely resembling

each other in properties. As we know no

•other elements with atomic weights between

those of hydrogen and lithium, there is no

chemical evidence either for or against this

supposition. Professor Eunge supposed

that he had obtained evidence of the sepa-

ration of these imagined elements from each

other by means of diffusion; but Mr.

Trayers and I pointed out that the same
alteration of spectrum, which was appar-

ently produced by diffusion, could also be

caused by altering the pressure of the gas

in the vacuum tube ; and shortly after Pro-

fessor Eunge acknowledged his mistake.

These considerations, however, made it

desirable to subject helium to systematic

diffusion, in the same way as argon had
been tried. The experiments were carried

out in the summer of 1896, by Dr. Collie

and myself. The result was encouraging.

It was found possible to separate helium

into two portions of different rates of dif-

fusion, and consequently of different

density by this means. The limits of sep-

aration, however, were not very great.

On the one hand, we obtained gas of a

density close on 2.0 ; and on the other, a

sample of density 2.4 or thereabouts. The
difficulty was increased by the curious be-

havior, which we have often had occasion

to confirm, that helium possesses a rate of

diffusion too rapid for its density. Thus,

the density of the lightest portion of the

diffused gas, calculated from its rate of dif-

fusion, was 1.874 ; but this corresponds to

a real density of about 2.0. After our

paper, giving an account of these experi-

ments, had been published, a German in-

vestigator, Herr A. Hagenbach, repeated

our work and confirmed our results.

The two samples of gas of different den-

sity differ also in other properties. Differ-

ent transparent substances differ in the rate

at which they allow light to pass through

them. Thus, light travels through water

at a much slower rate than through air,

and at a slower rate through air than

through hydrogen. Now Lord Eayleigh

found that helium offers less opposition to

the passage of light than any other sub-

stance does, and the heavier of the two por-

tions into which helium had been split

offered more opposition than the lighter

portion. And the retardation of the light,

unlike what has usually been observed, was
nearly proportional to the densities of the

samples. The spectrum of these two sam-

ples did not differ in the minutest particu-

lar ; therefore it did not appear quite out of

the question to hazard the speculation that

the process of diffusion was instrumental,

not necessarily in separating two kinds of

gas from each other, but actually in remov-

ing light molecules of the same kind from

heavy molecules. This idea is not new.

It had been advanced by Prof. Schiitzen-

berger (whose recent death all chemists

have to deplore), and later, by Mr. Crookes,

that what we term the atomic weight of an
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element is a mean ; that when we say that

the atomic weight of oxygen is 16 we
merely state that the average atomic weight

is 16 ; and it is not inconceivable that a cer-

tain number of molecules have a weight

somewhat higher than 32, while a certain

number have a lower weight.

We therefore thought it necessary to test

this question by direct experiment with

some known gas ; and we chose nitrogen, as

a good material with which to test the

point. A much larger and more conven-

ient apparatus for diffusing gases was built

by Mr. Travers and myself, and a set of

systematic diffusions of nitrogen was car-

ried out. After thirty rounds, correspond-

ing to 180 diffusions, the density of the

nitrogen was unaltered, and that of the

portion which should have diffused most

slowly, had there been any difference in

rate, was identical with that of the most

quickly diffusing portion, i. e., with that of

the portion which passed first through the

porous plug. This attempt, therefore, was
unsuccessful ; but it was worth carrying

out, for it is now certain that it is not pos-

sible to separate a gas of undoubted chem-

ical unity into portions of different density

by diffusion. And these experiments ren-

dered it exceedingly improbable that the

difference in density of the two frac-

tions of helium was due to separation of

light molecules of helium from heavy

molecules.

The apparatus used for diffusion had a

capacity of about two litres. It was filled

with helium, and the operation of diffusion

was carried through thirty times. There

were six reservoirs, each full of gas, and

each was separated into two by diffusion.

To the heavier portion of one lot the

lighter portion of the next was added, and

in this manner all six reservoirs were suc-

cessively passed through the diffusion ap-

paratus. This process was carried out

thirty times, each of the six reservoirs hav-

ing had its gas diffused each time thus in-

volving 180 diffusions.

After this process the density of the more
quickly diffusing gas was reduced to 2.02,

while that of the less quickly diffusing had
increased to 2.27. The light portion on re-

diffusion hardly altered in density, while

the heavier portion, when divided into

three portions by diffusion, showed a con-

siderable difference in density between the

first third and the last third. A similar

set of operations was carried out with a
fresh quantity of helium, in order to accu-

mulate enough gas to obtain a sufiicient

quantity for a second series of diffusions.

The more quickly diffusing portions of both

gases were mixed and re-diffused. The den-

sity of the lightest portion of these gases

was 1.98, and after other 15 diffusions the

density of the lightest portion had not de-

creased. The end had been reached ; it

was not possible to obtain a lighter portion,

by diffusion. The density of the main body
of this gas is therefore 1.98 ; and its refrac-

tivity, air being taken as unity, is 0.1245.

The spectrum of this portion does not differ

in any respect from the usual spectrum or

helium.

As re-diffusion does not alter the density

or the refractivity of this gas, it is right to-

suppose that either one definite element has

now been isolated or that if there are

more elements than one present they pos-

sess the same, or very nearly the same, den-

sity and refractivity. There may be a

group of elements, say three, like iron, co-

balt and nickel ; but there is no proof that

this idea is correct and the simplicity of the

spectrum would be an argument against

such a supposition. This substance, form-

ing by far the larger part of the whole

of the gas, must, in the present state of our

knowledge, be regarded as pure helium.

On the other hand, the heavier residue is-

easily altered in density by re-diffusion,

and this would imply that it consists of a
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small quantity of a heavy gas mixed witli

a large quantity of the light gas. Repeated

re-diffusion convinced us that there was

only a very small amount of the heavy gas

present in the mixture. The portion which

contained the largest amount of heavy gas

was found to have the density 2.275, and

its refractive index was found to be 0.1333.

On re-diffusing this portion of gas until

only a trace sufficient to fill a Pliicker's

tube was left, and then examining the

spectrum, no unknown lines could be de-

tected, but, on interposing a jar and spark

gap, the well-known blue lines of argon be-

came visible ; and even without the jar the

red lines of argon and the two green

groups were distinctly visible. The amount

of argon present, calculated from the den-

sity, was 1.64 per cent., and from the re-

fractivity 1.14 per cent. The conclusion

had therefore to be drawn that the heavy

constituent of helium, as it comes off the

minerals containing it, is nothing new, but,

so far as can be made out, merely a small

amount of argon.

If, then, there is a new gas in what is

generally termed helium, it is mixed with

argon, and it must be present in extremely

minute traces. As neither helium nor argon

has been induced to form compounds, there

does not appear to be any method, other

than diffusion, for isolating such a gas, if it

exists, and that method has failed in our

hands to give any evidence of the existence

of such a gas. It by no means follows that

the gas does not exist ; the only conclusion

to be drawn is that we have not yet stum-

bled on the material which contains it. In

fact, the haystack is too large and the

needle too inconspicuous. Eeference to the

periodic table will show that between the

elements aluminium and indium there oc-

curs gallium, a substance occurring only in

the minutest amount on the earth's surface;

and following silicon, and preceding tin,

appears the (element germwium, 9t bodj^

which has as yet been recognized only in

one of the rarest of minerals, argyrodite.

Now, the amount of helium in fergusonite,

one of the minerals which yields it in rea-

sonable quantity, is only 33 parts by weight

to 100,000 of the mineral ; and it is not

improbable that some other mineral may
contain the new gas in even more minute

proportion. If, however, it is accompanied

in its still undiscovered source by argon

and helium, it will be a work of extreme

difficulty to effect a separation from these

gases.

In these remarks it has been assumed

that the new gas will resemble argon and

helium in being indifferent to the action of

reagents, and in not forming compounds.

This supposition is worth examining. In

considering it the analogy with other ele-

ments is all that we have to guide us.

We have already paid some attention to

several triads of elements. We have seen

that the differences in atomic weights be-

tween the elements fluorine and manga-

nese, oxygen and chromium, nitrogen and

vanadium, carbon and titanium, is in each

case approximately the same as that be-

tween helium and argon, viz., 36. If ele-

ments further back in the periodic table be

examined, it is to be noticed that the differ-

ences grow less, the smaller the atomic

weights. Thus, between boron and scan-

dium, the difference is 33; between beryl-

lium (glucinum) and calcium, 31 ; and be-

tween lithium and potassium, 32. At the

same time, we may remark that the elements

grow liker each other the lower the atom-

ic weights. Now helium and argon are

very like each other in physical proper-

ties. It may be fairly concluded, I think,

that in so far they justify their position.

Moreover, the pair of elements which show

the smallest difference between their atomic

weights is beryllium and calcium ; there is

somewhat greater difference between lithium

ftnd potassium. Audjit is in accordauc^
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with this fragment of regularity that he-

lium and argon show a greater difference.

Then, again, sodium, the middle element of

the lithium triad, is very similar in proper-

ties both to lithium and potassium ; and we
might, therefore, expect that the unknown
element of the helium series should closely

resemble both helium and argon.

Leaving now the consideration of the

new element, let us turn our attention to

the more general question of the atomic

weight of argon, and its anomalous posi-

tion in the periodic scheme of the elements.

The apparent difficulty is this : The atomic

weight of argon is 40 ; it has no power to

form compounds, and thus possesses no

valency ; it must follow chlorine in the

periodic table, and precede potassium ; but

its atomic weight is greater than that of

potassium, whereas it is generally contended

that the elements should follow each other

in the order of their atomic weights. If

this contention is correct, argon should

have an atomic weight smaller than 40.

Let us examine this contention. Taking

the first row of elements, we have

:

Li= 7, Be= 9.8, B=ll, C= 12, N=14, = 16,

F= 19, ?= 20.

The differences are

:

2.8, 1.2, 1.0, 2.0, 2.0, 3.0, 1.0.

It is obvious that they are irregular.

The next row shows similar irregularities.

Thus:

(?=20), Na=23. Mg=24.3, A.\—-21, Si=28, P=31,
S =32, 01=35.5, A=40.

And the differences :

3.0, 1.3, 2.7, 1.0, 3.0, 1.0, 3.5, 4.5.

The same irregularity might be illus-

trated by a consideration of each succeed-

ing row. Between argon and the next in

order, potassium, there is a difference of

—0.9 ; that is to say, argon has a higher

atomic weight than potassium by 0.9 unit

;

whereas it might be expected to have a

lower one, seeing that potassium follows

argon in the table. Farther on in the table

there is a similar discrepancy. The row is

as follows

:

Ag=108, Cd=112, In=114,Sn=119, Sb =120.5,

Te=127.7, 1=127.

The differences are

:

4.0, 2.0, 5.0, 1.5, 7.2,-0.7.

Here, again, there is a negative difference

between tellurium and iodine. And this

apparent discrepancy has lead to many and
careful redeterminations of the atomic

weight of tellurium. Professor Brauner, in-

deed, has submitted tellurium to methodical

fractionation, with no positive results. All

the recent determinations of its atomic

weight give practically the same number,

127.7.

Again, there have been almost innumer-

able attempts to reduce the differences be-

tween the atomic weights to regularity, by
contriving some formula which will express

the numbers which represent the atomic

weights, with all their irregularities. Need-

less to say, such attempts have in no case

been successful. Apparent success is al-

ways attained at the expense of accuracy,

and the numbers reproduced are not those

accepted as the true atomic weights. Such

attempts, in my opinion, are futile. Still,

the human mind does not rest contented in

merely chronicling such an irregularitj"^ ; it

strives to understand why such an irregu-

larity should exist. And, in connection

with this, there are two matters which call

for our consideration. These are: Does some

circumstance modify these ' combining pro-

portions ' which we term ' atomic weights '?

And is there any reason to suppose that

we can modify them at our will? Are

they true ' constants of Nature ' unchange-

able, and once for all determined ? Or are

they constant merelj'' so long as other cir-

cumstances, a change in which would modify

them, remain unchanged.

In order to understand the real scope of
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such questions, it is necessary to consider

the relation of the ' atomic weights ' to other

magnitudes, and especially to the important

quantity termed ' energy.'

It is known that energy manifests itself

under different forms and that one form of

energy is quantitatively convertible into

another form, without loss. It is also

known that each form of energy is express-

ible as the product of two factors, one of

which has been termed the ' intensity fac-

tor,' and the other the ' capacity factor.'

Professor Ostwald, in the last edition of his

' Allgemeine Chemie,' classifies some of

these forms of energy as follows :

Kinetic energy is the product of Mass into the

square of velocity.

Linear energy is the product of Length into force.

Surface energy is the product of Surface into sur-

face tension.

Volume energy is the product of Volume into pres-

sure.

Heat energy is the product of Heat-capacity (en-

tropy) into temperature.

Electrical energy is the product of Electric capac-

ity into potential.

Chemical energy is the product of ' Atomic weight'

into aiBnity.

In each statement of factors, the ' ca-

pacity factor ' is placed first, and the ' in-

tensity-factor ' second.

In considering the ' capacity factors,' it

is noticeable that they may be divided into

two classes. The two first kinds of energy,

kinetic and linear, are independent of the

nature of the material which is subject to the

energy. A mass of lead offers as much
resistance to a given force, or,* in other

words, possesses as great inertia as an

equal mass of hydrogen . A mass of iridium

,

the densest solid, counterbalances an equal

mass of lithium, the lightest known solid.

On the other hand, surface energy deals

with molecules, and not with masses. So

does volume energy. The volume energy

of two grammes of hydrogen, contained in

a vessel of one litre capacity, is equal to

that of thirty-two grammes of oxygen at

the same temperature and contained in a

vessel of equal size. Equal masses of tin and

lead have not equal capacity for heat ; but

119 grammes of tin has the same capacity

as 207 grammes of lead, that is, equal

atomic masses have the same heat capacity.

The quantity of electricity conveyed

through an electrolyte under equal differ-

ence of potential is proportional, not to the

mass of the dissolved body, but to its equiva-

lent, that is, to some simple fraction of its

atomic weight. And the capacity factor of

chemical energy is the atomic weight of the

substance subjected to the energy. We see,

therefore, that while mass or inertia are im-

portant adjuncts of kinetic and linear en-

ergies all other kinds of energy are con-

nected with atomic weights, either directly

or indirectly.

Such considerations draw attention to

the fact that quantity of matter (assuming

that there exists such a carrier of properties

as we term ' matter '.) need not necessarily

be measured by its inertia, or by gravita-

tional attraction. In fact, the word ' mass

'

has two totally distinct significations. Be-

cause^we adopt the convention to measure

quantity of matter by its mass, the word
' mass ' has come to denote ' quantity of

matter. ' But it is open to anyone to meas-

ure a quantity of matter by any other of

its energy factors. I may, if I choose, state

that those quantities of matter which pos-

sess equal capacities for heat are equal, or

that ' equal numbers of atoms ' represent

equal quantities of matter. Indeed, we re-

gard the value of material as due rather to

what it can do than to its mass ; and we
buy food, in the main, on an atomic, or,

perhaps, a molecular basis, according to its

content of albumen. And most articles de-

pend for their value on the amount of food

required by the producer or the manufac-

turer.

The various forms of energy may, there-
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fore, be classified as those which can be re-

ferred to an ' atomic ' factor, and those

which possess a ' mass ' factor. The former

are in the majority. And the periodic law

is the bridge between them ; as yet, an im-

perfect connection. For the atomic factors,

arranged in the order of their masses, dis-

play only a partial regularity. It is un-

doubtedly one of the main problems of

physics and chemistry to solve this mys-

tery. What the solution will be is beyond

my power of prophecy
; whether it is to be

found in the influence of some circumstance

on the atomic weights, hitherto regarded as

among the most certain ' constants of Na-

ture,' or whether it will turn out that

mass and gravitational attraction are in-

fluenced by temperature, or by electrical

charge, I cannot tell. But that some

means will ultimately be found of reconcil-

ing these apparent discrepancies, I firmly

believe. Such a reconciliation is necessary,

whatever view be taken of the nature of

the universe and of its mode of action
;

whatever units we may choose to regard as

fundamental among those which lie at our

disposal.

In this address I have endeavored to ful-

fill my promise to combine a little history,

a little actuality and a little prophecy.

The history belongs to the Old World ; I

have endeavored to share passing events

with the New ; and I will ask you to join

with me in the hope that much of the

prophecy may meet with its fulfilment on

this side of the ocean.

Willi A.M Ramsay.

ADDRESS BY THE PBESIDm^NT BEFORE THE
SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF

ENGINEERING EDUCATION.

In opening the proceedings of this fourth

annual meeting of the Society for the Pro-

motion of Engineering Education I wish,

first of all, to congratulate the Society upon
its great success thus far in accomplishing

the object for which it was founded, an ob-

ject fully expressed in its name. The vol-

umes of its proceedings already published

are filled with discussions and the ripe con-

clusions of the best thought that can be

expressed to-day upon many phases of en-

gineering education. No one who desires

to become informed upon these matters can

afford to neglect these volumes. It is be-

lieved that all interested in the object of

our Society will find it to their advantage

to unite with us.

One striking peculiarity of engineering

education seems to me to lie in the fact that

it has been determined so largely as to its

scope and the lines of its development by
the engineering colleges themselves in ad-

vance of the formulated demands of the

engineering profession and of the public in

general, and often, indeed, in opposition to

such demands. Through the wisdom and
foresight of these organizers of engineering

education the profession of engineering has

come forth during this generation into pub-

lic estimation as a learned and responsible

profession, quite the peer of law or medi-

cine. This is the work of the engineering

colleges, and from the deliberations of this

Society it is evident that they still have a

large work before them. The educational

institutions of our country are in a state of

flux. The present movement in education

is powerful. These times will be looked

back to in future daj's as those in which
mighty educational forces were inaugurated

and were adapted to the needs of the nation

just as it was coming to its full conscious-

ness as one of the great family of nations,

a consciousness of power and responsibility

that is causing it to depart somewhat from

the revered advice ofWashington,which was
to keep aloof from European affairs and en-

tanglements with other nations of the earth

and work out its own destiny by itself.

National growth and our multiplied facili-

ties for communication have greatly modi-
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fied our feeling as to this. The triumphs

of the engineer in applying steam and elec-

tricity are making of one blood all nations

•of the earth. But the one thing that is

making and will make of us a nation worthy

of our heritage is our educational life. Our
republican institutions, the pride of our

early national life, cannot continue such

except for the reinforcement and help to

come from the enlarged scope of education

to-day.

It has seemed to me that I could not,

perhaps, use the short time allotted to me
for this address better than in trying to

summarize some of the thoughts which have

appeared in the papers and discussions be-

foi'e this Society, which had its beginning

in the Engineering Congress of the Colum-

bian Exposition at Chicago. What I have

to say is called forth by the enlarged re-

sponsibilities and new conception of the

professional position of the engineer of to-

day, and the course of study necessary to

fit him for the responsibilities of his posi-

tion.

And, first of all, I think I am right in say-

ing that the demand is growing stronger

that courses of engineering instruction shall

include nothing else, that is, that they shall

be as completely professional in their char-

acter as are professional courses in law and

medicine.

This demand is not made by the general

public, nor to any great extent, I think, by
practicioners in the engineering profession.

These are greatly impressed with the ne-

cessity the engineer has for general culture,

and rightly so. The demand is one made

jpy the engineering colleges themselves.

At present the curriculum of our average

engineering college includes from 20 to 25

per cent, of culture studies, such as English,

French and German ; from 30 to 25 per

cent, ofindirectly technical study, as Mathe-

matics, Physics, etc.; and 50 per cent, of

•directly technical study.

The culture studies are of fundamental

importance to the engineer. He usually

obtains far too small an amount of such

study before graduation. He finds himself

poorly fitted in this respect for his subse-

quent career. His preparation in the use

of language for writing and speaking has

been too meager. He finds that his pro-

fessional work is not of a character to

supplement his education in this particular.

Yet culture studies are out of place in any
engineering course with strongly marked
technical tendencies. Both student and

instructor feel this. The two kinds of

study interfere with each other. The stu-

dent cannot fix his attention on culture

study while absorbed in the beginnings of

technical study. The instructor in the

culture studies feels the hopelessness of

the task and must perforce be content with

a lifeless, memoriter fulfilment of task work.

The instructors in the technical studies are

apt to be impatient at the time and atten-

tion demanded by the culture studies as

more or less of an obstacle and hindrance

to what is rightly regarded as the student's

main work.

Under such circumstances as these it

seems clear that the culture studies must

soon disappear from our engineering courses.

This change will, doubtless, come about

gradually and will occur in the more fully

developed courses first. It will not mean
that culture studies shall be omitted from

the education of the engineer. It will

simply mean that he must obtain them out-

side of the engineering course, preferably

before he enters it. The tendency, on every

hand, is to insist more strongly than hereto-

fore upon the culture studies as essential to

the engineer. To insure large success he

must be a man of broad culture. He is

to direct large enterprises as well as plan

the necessary structure and machinery of

the plant, and that man will succeed ^^ ho

by the influence of his personality, with
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tongue and pen, shows himself able to hold

his position as the peer of other great

organizers of our industrial life. The
highest success is to be quickly reached as

a rule only by those engineers who have

had adequate preliminary education in cul-

ture studies, which is another name for the

liberal arts. Such culture is now most

readily and suitably attained by pursuing

some part, more or less complete, of a reg-

ular college course. This will come to be

regarded more and more as the best prepa-

ration for a professional course in engineer-

ing, as it is now for a professional course in

law and medicine.

Following the consideration of the cul-

ture studies comes that of the indirectly

technical studies, such as mathematics, me-

chanics, physics, chemistry and drawing,

which at the present time occupy between

one-third and one-fourth of the time of the

average engineering course. These studies

rightfully have place in the course, but the

question whether the amount and qualitj' of

the wOrk at present accomplished is entirely

satisfactory is one which has been much de-

bated. It may be said fairly, I think, that

the standard of work in mathematics, mie-

chanics and phj^sics has been gradually but

surely advancing in all the engineering

colleges, against the opposition of a large

part of those engaged in engineering prac-

tice, who have been largely opposed to

teaching more mathematics, etc., than they

themselves were taught, saying that they

have had no use for much of that which

was taught them. This argument has

seemed perfectly conclusive to those who
have advanced it, and also to the student,

who naturally finds such studies hard, and
(as he thinks) much in the way of his

rapidly advancing to purely technical study.

This view has also often met acceptance

with the technical professors, who are

largely in sympathy with those engaged in

practice. But the argument is fallacious,

as I am convinced. The contrary view
has prevailed in the papers before this So-

ciety. We are to look upon this gradual

advance of the standard in mathematics,

etc., as a movement which has not as yet

ceased, but one still in progress.

Perhaps the point of greatest difBculty,

so far as mathematics^is concerned, has been

to have the differential and integral calculus

so incorporated into the engineering courses

as to really become part of the working

equipment of the student. That may not

have been completely accomplished as yet,

but that is the standard now regarded as

essential, and one which is more and more
nearly attained year by year. It is my
opinion that it will not be satisfactorily

reached until the course in calculus includes

the treatment of diiferential equations.

This conclusion is forced upon me, not

merely by the abstract consideration that

physical and mechanical questions find their

expression best by the use of differential

equations ; but the problems arising just

now in the theory of alternating currents

must evidently be treated on the basis of

their differential equations. Heretofore it

has been possible to satisfj' the student as

to the treatment and solution of the me-

chanical and physical problems in his

course without special study of differential

equations, though he was likely to meet a

number of points that were puzzling and

unsatisfactory by reason of his ignorance of

that subject. But now the matter can no

longer be avoided, I think, as no other

treatment can give the necessary insight

into the complicated phenomena which

must be fully mastered to-day by the stu-

dent in electricity.

Mechanics, too, and physics have taken

on a larger and larger significance. The
principles of mechanics underlie all phys-

ical phenomena and all engineering pro-

cesses. Their formal study has been found

to be of increasing importance in under-
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standing the strength and resistance of ma-

terials, the thermodynamics of steam- and

gas-engines, turbines, electrical generators,

motors and transformers.

As to physics and chemistry it is unnec-

essary for me to explain how small are the

opportunities compared with what is de-

sirable. The state of knowledge in these

sciences is steadily advancing. Hertz

waves and Rontgen rays are meeting tech-

nical applications, and new knowledge must

have place. The field constantly increases.

More time must be taken for such subjects.

We cannot escape it. It seems impractica-

ble to secure it by having more physics and

chemistry taught in the preparatory schools.

Such work is not satisfactorj'. It is pref-

erable to relegate more of the pure math-

ematics to those schools.

We are to look in the future, as I think,

for an increase in the amount and an im-

provement in the quality of the work in all

that part of the work in our engineering

courses, which, though but indirectly tech-

nical, affords the theoretical basis of the

strictlj^ technical studies of the course.

The improvement in the quality of the

instruction will lie, for one thing, along the

line of the illustrations and problems em-

ployed, in seeing to it that they have to do

with things tangible and in the direction of

practice. This will help secure the neces-

sary interest in theory and make it, as it

should be, the basis of practice.

We now come to the consideration of

those studies which are strictly and directly

technical. They occupy in most engineer-

ing courses at least one half of the course.

The improvements which have taken place

in engineering courses have occurred more

largely in this part of the work than else-

where, but great divergence of opinion has

naturally arisen as to what is best. In cer-

tain courses of mechanical engineering an

excessive amount of manual training and

shop work was at first introduced; inex-

pert opinion still lays undue emphasis upon

this part of the course in mechanical and

electrical engineering. But as the true

function of manual training and trades

schools comes to be better understood, and

their value to the community in developing

handicraft and in furnishing education to

the artisan as distinguished from the pro-

fessional engineer, not only will such

schools be well supported and greatly in-

creased ia number, but they will be sharply

distinguished in the minds Of all from the

engineering colleges. These last are not

intended to make skilled workmen, though

some seem still to think so. The engi-

neering student needs a comparatively

small amount of practice in wood working,

which shall be especially directed toward

pattern making; a short experience in the

blacksmith shop and foundry, and some-

what more of metal working by hand and

machine tools, together with the manage-

ment of boilers and steam engines. But

any effort to make prolonged exercises in

these subjects take the place of more theo-

retical study in an endeavor to make a

workman or a foreman instead of an en-

gineer.

The same is true of extended civil engi-

neering field practice with instruments. It

is quite possible to put too great emphasis

upon it and consume more time with it

than the study warrants. The temptation

to do that is strong. It must be remem-

bered, however, that surveying is not to-

day the principal occupation of most engi-

neers. The plan of putting shop practice,

field work and other like practical parts

of the course into the long vacations has

much in its favor and seems to be coming

more into vogue. The student should grad-

uate from the shop and the surveying corps

as soon as he has obtained a moderately

good acquaintance with tools and processes

and enter the testing laboratory. That is

the true field for extended practical work in
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the eegineei'ing course. In it the work
shouM be arranged with regular sets of

graded exercises covering tlie measure-

ment, proper records and working out the

results of tests on all the materials and pro-

cesses treated in the theoretical work of the

student as well as whatever he is likely to

encouuter in practice or inspection. It is

only by prolonged drill in testing that he

can acquire the necessarj' basis for that

professional and practical judgment which

will, make his opinion of value. While thus

insisting on testing laboratories as the best

and most important recent development of

oar engineering colleges as well as one of

the most costly parts of them, it is needful

to insist at the same time and with still

greater emphasis on the paramount im-

portance of the theoretic instruction in the

mathematical, mechanical and scientific

principles which should furnish the core of

every engineering course. This it is which

engineering colleges must teach and trades

schools may entirely omit. Engineering

colleges may leave out shops and labora-

tories, and some do so; they may omit cul-

ture studies, and have very imperfect in-

struction in drawing and design, without

forfeiting the claim to give engineering

courses of considerable value; but no engi-

neering college can afford, at the risk of im-

perilling its reputation and usefulness, to

neglect or slight, for any length of time, to

put forth its best efforts to thoroughly in-

doctrinate its students in as complete and

extended a theoretical treatment of the en-

gineering subjects it teaches as the time at

its disposal and the preparation of its stu-

dents will permit. Drawing and designing,

shop practice and testing, general culture

and professional information, all are sub-

sidiary and auxiliary to this one thing.

Engineering courses at first began with

little else in them of importance to the pro-

fession than this, and by it they have

proved themselves indispensable to it. It

is a mistake too frequently made by prac-

titioners, deeply immersed in the details of

their profession, to suppose that the most
important and fruitful field of instruction is

not just here.

Practice, experience, judgment will come
in time to the young engineer even if he
should not have it before graduation, but

study and theory he will not usually thus

attain to. That must be had before gradua-

tion or the engineering college has little

excuse for existence.

This being granted, the fact still remains

that the ultimate success of the engineer

as a professional man depends upon his char-

acter and force as a man among men, upon
his culture, upon his integrity, upon his tact

and social power. In other professions

such qualities receive continuous culture in

the practice of the profession. It is far

less so with the engineer. Here, then, is an
argument for broad preliminary culture

before entering upon engineering study,

but it likewise points to something with

which the engineering colleges have thus

far not busied themselves to any appreci-

able extent, but which in the future cannot

be neglected in justice to the position which

the profession is called to occupy. Every
engineering student has the right to careful

instruction in a recognized code of profes-

sional ethics which shall instruct his con-

science and fortify his will, and give him a

satisfying consciousness of duty done to his

professional brethren, to the ijublic and to

the judge of all the earth.

Until such instruction shall take its

place in our engineei-ing courses the public

can never rely upon organized professional

opinion to restrain unprofessional conduct,

nor can individual members of the profes-

sion be sustained in courses of right action

against the demands of corporations and
combinations of capital. It remains, then,

for engineering colleges to help organize the

profession and to furnish the basis of such
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organization in a code of professional ethics

which shall be worthy, unifying and eleva-

ting.

One step further in this direction is also

of importance, namely : Provision for such

instruction in the law of contracts as will

enable the engineer to discharge with con-

fidence his professional obligations and

protect the interests of his employers.

For, it is not only necessary that he should

have the scientific and technical knowledge

to adapt the forces of nature to the projects

in view, and exercise good judgment as to

the best means of doing this, as well as

have the ability fully and clearly to set

forth his plans in a manuer to carry con-

viction to those seeking his services ; but

it is also equally necessary that when en-

trusted with the responsibilities of actual

construction he should be able so clearly and
explicitly to set forth the rights and obliga-

tions of all parties, that disputes and legal

difiBculties may not arise, such as often are

more costly and troublesome than erroi's of

design. The place to obtain the necessary

legal knowledge of specifications and con-

tracts is during the professional engineering

course.

It has been urged by some]that economic

design, as dependent upon the market price

of materials, labor and power, should also

find place in the engineering course, but

the consensus of best opinion seems to draw
the line here between education and prac-

tice. While the attention of the student

should undoubtedly be drawn briefly, yet

pointedly, to the economic limitations under

which commercial work is done, the attempt

to make designs under such limitations

should be mostly left to the time when
judgment has ripened and the complex con-

ditions of practice are better known by ex-

perience. In fact, almost no undergraduate

work can usefully reproduce competitive

conditions, and the attempt to do this must
usually be regarded with distrust. The aim

of teaching is not an object lesson under
business conditions, but thorough instruc-

tion in underlying principles, especially

those theoretical and scientific principles

which cannot be correctly estimated by the

layman.

It will be noticed, in all the matters in

which I have attempted to ireflecfc the

opinions which are current in the papers

that have been presented to this Society and
published in its proceedings, the movement
and tendencies which I have sketched can
be traced, all of them, to a single souree,

namely, to the position of influence and re-

sponsibility which the professional eDgineer

has but recently come to occupy. That
position is what it is to-day in the esteem

and respect of the public largely throngh

the wise efforts of the managers and instme-

tors of the engineering colleges. Their

work in moulding and directing the engi-

neering education in the future will, I am
persuaded, be no less important than in the

past. That such guidance shall continne

to be wise, its progress healthful, and
costly mistakes be avoided, will be materi-

ally assisted by the deliberations and disras-

sions of this Society.

The valuable report of the committee

on entrance requirements, now in yonr
hands, is an important piece of work, taking

rank beside the other great educational re-

ports upon the various phases of secondary

education which have attracted such gen-

eral attention during a few years past and
have influenced so greatly the work of the

preparatory schools as well as the require-

ments of the colleges.

I regard it as a happy omen that we are

met to hold this meeting so early in our

history here in Toronto, thereby expressing

our interest in the promotion of engineering

education as a branch of applied science,

confined by no geographical boundaries or

limitations, as well as our conviction that

some of the most vital elements of human
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progress will be moulded by the conclusions

we shall reach. Let us address ourselves to

the work before us with the same fraternal

zeal that has characterized the meetings of

the Society in the past, and that in fact is

singularly characteristic of that noble body

of men who practice the profession of engi-

neering, a profession whose triumphs are

our pride and whose future greatness it is

the object of this Society to foster.

Henry T. Eddy.
XJniveesity of Minnesota.

ANTHROPOLOGY AT THE AMEBICAN ASSO-
CIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF

SCIENCE.

The section was organized August 9th, as

follows : W J McGee, Chairman ; Anita

Newcomb McGee, M. D., Secretary (elec-

ted to fill the vacancy caused by the

resignation of Harlan I. Smith); W. H.
Holmes, Councillor ; Alice C. Fletcher {ex

officio), M. H. Saville, Frank Hamilton

Cashing and Warren K. Moorehead, Sec-

tional Committee-at-Large ; Washington
Matthews, General Nominating Committee;

Lightner Witmer, Stephen D. Peet and

Alois Hrdlicka, Nominating Committee-at-

Large.

The meetings of the section were held in

the most spacious of the class-rooms in the

high school building, and were well at-

tended not only by members of the Asso-

ciation, but by citizens of Detroit; the

attendance ranged from 50 to 400, averag-

ing fully 200. Special interest attached to

the afternoon session of August 11th, which

was a joint meeting of Sections E and H,
in the room assigned to the latter, for dis-

cussion of the human relics from sand de-

posits in Delaware valley. A number of

foreign guests, members of the British As-

sociation, attended this and other meetings

of the section ; among them were Dr. and

Mrs. Robert Munro, of Edinburgh ; Pro-

fessor and Mrs. J. L. Myres, of Oxford
;

Prince Krapotkin, of Russia, latterly of

Kent, England ; Dr. Albrecht Penck, of

Vienna ; Professor Vernon Harcourt, of

Oxford, and Dr. H. P. Truell, of Wicklow,
Ireland.

The afternoon of August 9th was devoted

to the Vice-Presidential address, which

has appeared in this Journal ; and the

morning session ofAugust 10th was devoted

mainlj' to a summary and continuation of

the address, followed by a general discus-

sion of the anthropologic classification sug-

gested therein, in which Miss Fletcher, Dr.

Munro, Professor Myres, Dr. Peet, Pro-

fessor Witmer and others participated.

Later a report was presented by Miss

Fletcher on the Winter Conference of mem-
bers of Section H held in ISTew York last

December. The section then voted to re-

quest authority from the Council to hold a

formal meeting at Ithaca during the Christ-

mas holidays of this year. (This meeting

was duly authorized by the Council, and a

small appropriation was made to cover

cost of printing announcements, etc.)

The reading of the papers began with the

afternoon session of August 10th. The first

of these was an elaborate account of the

superstitions, beliefs and practices of the

ancient Mexicans, by Zelia Nuttall, read, in

the absence of the author, by Dr. Saville.

The material was mainly compiled from the

records of early Spanish missionaries among
the Aztecan Indians ; it derived importance

from the fact that these records are little

known, and have not hitherto been brought

to the attention of students of anthropology.

The discussion by Dr. Hrdlicka and others

indicated that many of the superstitions

and ceremonies of the ancient Mexicans are

duplicated among the more primitive peo-

ples of different countries, notably those of

central Europe.
' The Study of Ceremony,' by Dr. Wash-

ington Matthews, followed. The author

expressed the conviction that the ceremonies
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of primitive people are not merely worthy

of scientific study, but are of sufficient ex-

tent and importance to serve as a basis for

a distinct branch of science ; and he illus-

trated his idea by describing the elaborate

ceremonies of different Indian tribes and

discussing the rise and decadence of fiducial

practices among the American aborigines.

He suggested several terms suitable for

designating the study of ceremonj^, and in-

vited the appointment of a sectional com-

mittee to consider the subject of nomencla-

ture. After discussion of the paper by Dr.

Peet and others, the section voted to appoint

the committee suggested by Dr. Matthews,

and Eev. Stephen D. Peet, Miss Alice

Fletcher and Mr. Frank Hamilton Gushing

were appointed as such committee.

Dr. Peet followed with a suggestive com-

parison of Cherokee and European symbol-

ism, in which many curious parallels were

brought out.

The next communication was ' Kore-

shanity : A Latter-Day Cult,' by Anita

ISTewcomb McGee, M.D. The author de-

scribed briefly a cult or religious system

founded by Dr. Cyrus R. Teed, or Koresh
(the Hebrew form of the prename Cyrus),

and detailed the curious cosmogony bound
up with the religious teaching. Although

it gained foothold only within a dozen years,

the doctrine has spread with such rapidity

that the adherents number many hundred,

perhaps thousands, of whom about 150

have entered a communistic organization

with headquarters in Chicago and a colony

in southwestern Florida. The communi-
cation was discussed by Professor Morse,

Professor Witmer and others.

The work of the day ended with a paper

on the origin of the week and holy day

among primitive peoples, by Eev. R. J.

Floody. Beginning with an account of the

wide distribution of hebdomadal systems in

different parts ofthe world,the author passed

to explanations of the occurrence of such

systems, and finally enunciated the propo-

sition that such systems originated spon-

taneously among peoples in that culture-

stage in which adoration of the sun, moon,

etc., prevails ; he held that the lunation of

about 28 days is the simplest and most

convenient time-measure longer than the

day, and that it is naturally divisible, first

into semi-lunations of relative dark and
light, and then into quarter lunations de-

fined by wax and wane with respect to full

moon, 'dead ' moon and intermediate half

moon. An elaborate array of evidence in sup-

port of the idea, derived from primitive cus-

toms and also from folk-lore and even mod-
ern customs, was presented, and the easy

development of the sacred day in connection

with the moon- defined seven-day period

was pointed out.

The morning session of August 11th was

devoted to Mexican archaeology. The first

paper was a brief account, by Professor F.

"W. Putnam, of recent researches by George

Byron Goi-don on the banks of the Ulloa

River in Honduras, made for the Peabody

Museum. Professor W. H. Holmes fol-

lowed with an account of ' The Building of

a Zapotec City,' in which he sketched briefly

the history of the ruined city of Mitla, as

viewed from the standpoint of the builder's

art. He illustrated the subject by select-

ing an ordinary edifice and describing the

several stages in construction, beginning

with the preparation of the material by

quarrying and cutting the stone, passing to

the masonry construction and then describ-

ing the roofing and surface embellishment;

examples of the materials and of the quar-

rying and cutting implements— almost

wholly of stone^—were exhibited. Dr. Sa-

ville then noted ' The Geographic Distribu-

tion of a Certain Kind of Pottery found in

Mexico and Central America;' this ware

is characterized by a peculiar steel blue-

gray lustre, more nearly approaching a true

glaze than any surface finish heretofore
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known in ancient America, ofwhich twenty-

six specimens have been found in widely

separated localities from Tapec, Mexico, to

Copan, Honduras; he expressed the opin-

ion that the specimens were originally

made about Alta Very Paz, Guatemala.

Dr. Peet then discussed ' The Serpent Sym-

bol in Nicaraugua,' noting the great con-

trast with the corresponding symbol found

in the eastern part of the continent, and

pointing out that in the East the serpent

was generally regarded as evil or inimical

to mankind, while in Nicaraugua it was

considered a beneficent deity. The reasons

for this diversity in belief were examined

at length, and reference was made to the

serpent symbol and its meaning in other

parts of the world. The author expressed

the conviction that, while the theory of

parallel development (i. e., the doctrine of

activital coincidence, which has recently

grown prominent, especially among Amer-

ican anthropologists) was strongly sug-

gested by the facts, it could hardly be ac-

cepted as a full explanation of the similar-

ities and dissimilarities noted. The paper

was discussed by several members, notably

Dr. Munro, who expressed some skepticism

concerning the prevalence of serpent wor-

ship and mentioned instances of manifest

error in the interpretation of artificial and

even natural objects as serpent symbols.

Mr. Stansbury Hagar contributed remarks

concerning the Micmac and other Indians.

The afternoon was devoted to a sympo-

sium on the question of early man in Dela-

ware valley. The Section of Geology (under

Professor E. "VV. Claypole as Vice-Presi-

dent) participated. Brief papers by Messrs.

H. B. Kiimmel and G. G. Knapp were first

presented, in the absence of the authors, by

Professor E. D. Salisbury. Professor Put-

nam then gave a detailed account (illus-

trated by numerous diagrams, photographs

and specimens) of the work of his assistant,

Mr. Ernest Volk, in searching for human

relics in the deposits about Trenton, New
Jersey. It was shown that there is here a
relic-bearing deposit of sand containing

ferruginous bands, ranging from two feet or

less to three or four feet in thickness ; and
photographs and other records were ex-

hibited, showing the occurrence of artificial

chips, spalls, flakes, and more or less per-

fect implements of argillite, quartz, etc., in

this deposit to the depth of nearly or quite-

three feet, the abundance diminishing^

downward. Professor Putnam especially

pointed out that, so far as his observations

had gone, the artifacts of argillite predomi-

nate below, those of other materials above

;

he also held that these argillite objects-

were of the type known in Europe as paleo-

lithic, while he regarded the more superfi-

cial artifacts as neolithic. He was followed

by Professor G. F. AVright, who argued (1)

that the ferruginous bands in the sand are

marks of stratification, hence (2) that the-

deposit is water-laid, and (3) that its age

corresponds with that of the later glacial

deposits further northward in Delaware

valley, i. e., that it is Pleistocene.

Professor Holmes then exhibited a series

of diagrams and other illustrations repre- •

senting the geographic and geologic condi-

tions of the relic-bearing deposits about-

Trenton. He first described the extensive

deposit or series of deposits, reaching forty

feet or more in thickness and consisting of

gravel with some loam, which were un-

doubtedly formed during the glacial period.

He pointed out that these were the deposits

from which human relics were first re-

ported at Trenton, and dwelt on the ex-

tended researches of over a dozen skilled

archseologists and geologists who had been

unable to find artifacts in undisturbed por-

tions of these deposits, though they were

found in the talus which unskilled observ-

ers sometimes mistook for the undisturbed

deposits ; and on this body of negative, yet

abundant and cumulative, evidence he ex-
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eluded these older deposits from consider-

ation in connection with the question at

issue. Taking up the later sand deposit,

he showed that it is superficial and of lim-

ited extent, and of so slight depth as not to

preclude the probability that all of the ar-

tificial material might have worked its way
down from the surface ; he also pointed out

that this deposit appears to rest unconform-

ably ou the Pleistocene deposits, and gives

other indications of being much newer.

Passing then to the distribution of objects

and materials, he showed that the artifacts

diminish gradually and with fair uniform-

ity downward, the distribution following

the law displayed by organic matter and

other substances originating at the surface
;

he also noted that his observations and
those of his collaborators indicate no per-

ceptible dilference in frequency of argillite

and other materials at the surface and at

the greater depths, and exhibited photo-

graphs and specimens showing the occur-

rence of a finished quartz blade at about

the maximum depth of human relics. In

his introductory remarks and incidentally

later he pointed out that, whether the arti-

facts be regarded as paleolithic or neolithic,

they are precisely such as were found in

use among the Algonquian Indians living

on the site up to the time of white settle-

ment. A brief paper by Thomas Wilson
was read, in the absence of the author ; it

was chiefly an expi-ession of conviction that

a part of the argillite material should be

classed as paleolithic.

Speaking on behalf of the geologists. Pro-

fessor Claypole discussed the processes of

ferrugination, and pointed out that the fer-

ruginous bands illustrated in the diagrams

and photographs could not be regarded as

stratification lines, or as evidence of the

aqueous origin of the sand-beds. Professor

Salisbury, the geologist in charge of the

State and Federal Surveys in the district,

then discussed the geologic relations of the

deposits; he described the thick beds of

gravel and loam (which he had examined

repeatedly without finding artificial ma-
terial) as aqueo-glacial in origin and hence

Pleistocene, and observed that the local

and superficial bed of sand is younger, and
was probably formed after the present river

channel was excavated, at least in part,

in the older deposits; he held that there

was no decisive evidence that these sands

were water-laid, that all of their phenomena
could be explained otherwise, and that it

was at least equally probable that they are

eolian and perhaps quite recent. Professor

T. C. Chamberlain emphasized the uncer-

tainty as to the origin and age of the de-

posits developed by the elaborate studies of

Salisbury, Kiimmel, Knapp and others,

and counseled caution in basing sweeping

conclusions on so questionable premises.

Dr. Penck described a somewhat parallel

case in Europe, in which the question as to

the age of relic-bearing deposits was set at

rest by the finding of Eoman objects associ-

ated with the artifacts of stone. Dr.

Munro questioned whether any of the ob-

jects exhibited were paleolithic in the sense

in which that term is used in Europe, and

expressed doubt as to whether any trust-

worthy evidence of paleolithic man has

been found west of the Atlantic. In re-

sponse to a call, Mr. G. K. Gilbert ques-

tioned the validity of the supposed evidence

of paleolithic man in Delaware valley, and

mentioned cases coming under his own ob-

servation in which natural and artificial

m.aterial was commingled in recent deposits.

Rising in rejoinder, Professor Putnam
alluded to the discovery of an artifact be-

neath a large bowlder, apparently in place

in the older gravels, and mentioned the

finding of a human cranium, apparently of

Eskimoan type, in the same deposit ; and

he reiterated his confidence in the preva-

lence of argillite materials of paleolithic

character in the basal layers of the sand
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beds. Professor Salisbury reviewed the

geologic discussion, pointing out that the

relations were such that, if the objects un-

der consideration were fossils, no geologist

would think of regarding the association as

significant; and Professor Holmes recalled

attention to the fact that the argillite arti-

facts are indistinguishable from those pro-

duced by Indians living in that vicinity up

to the beginning of the present century.

The symposium was notable for the thor-

ough knowledge of the facts displayed by
several participants, as well as for the

courtesy with which it was conducted.

The morning session of August 12th was
opened with the exhibition ofan archseologic

map of Ohio by Warren K. Moorehead,

who described the methods pursued in his

archseologic survey of the State. The map
received favorable comment throughout the

section as representing the most ambitious

and successful work of the kind thus far un-

dertaken in America. Thenextpaper, 'The
Import of the Totem—a Study of the Omaha
Tribe,' by Miss Alice Fletcher, was a re-

remarkably full yet concise memoir repre-

senting the results of thorough study. It

was favorably discussed by Dr. Matthews,

Dr. Peet, Professor Myers and others (it

will appear elsewhere in this Journal).

The afternoon session commenced with

two elaborate papers illustrated by photo-

graphs, on the Tagbanua and the Mangyan
tribes of the Phillipines, by Professor Dean
C. Worcester; the tribes being discussed sep-

arately by reason of important differences

in their customs and beliefs. Their phys-

ical characteristics, their marriage and mor-

tuary customs, their arts and industries

and their beliefs were described in detail.

Then came a full account of the anthropo-

logic work of the New York Pathological

Institute, by Dr. Hrdlicka, the Superin-

tendent. The chief object of this work is

the establishment of average or normal

standards, physical, physiologic and psy-

chologic, especially of American-born peo-

ple; the methods or ancillary purposes were

fully set forth and the value of the work was
shown. This paper was followed by two
suggestive papei-s by Harlan I. Smith, viz.:

' The Ethnologic Arrangement of Archseo-

logic Material,' and ' Popular Anthropology

in Museums,' read, in the absence of the

author, by Dr. Saville.

On August 13th the session was opened by
an attractive paper, illustrated by numer-

ous diagrams and tables, entitled ' An Ex-

perimental Analysis of the Relations of

Rate of Movement to certain other Mental

and Physical Processes,' by Dr. Lightner

Witmer. The results of the investigations

described were full and far-reaching, and
will doubtless be presented in some de-

tail elsewhere. There followed ' A Sta-

tistical Study of Eminent Men,' by Pro-

fessor J. McKeen Cattell ; it was presented

by the Chairman in the absence of the

author. It involved the application of a

somewhat arbitrary method of measuring

eminence quantitatively on the basis of the

space devoted to individual biographies in

certain selected encyclopedias and biograph-

ical dictionaries ; and, after finding the

thousand most eminent men of the world

in this manner, their distribution was dis-

cussed by time, race, nation, etc. The re-

sults were illustrated by diagi-ams. The
paper was freely discussed by several mem-
bers. ' A Case of Trephining in North-

western Mexico,' by Carl Lumholtz, was
presented, in the absence of the author, by

Dr. Hrdlicka; it was deemed specially note-

worthy as one of the most northerly exam-

ples thus far known of a primitive art which

attained great development in Peru; and

also because of the suggestion, derived from

the form of aperture, that the operation was

performed by tubular drilling something

after the fashion pursued in the modern op-

eration. The next communication was ' A
Description of a Pre-Aztec Skeleton found
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in Adobe Deposits in the Valley of Mexico,'

by Dr. Lumholtz and Dr. Hrdlicka ; it was

presented by the junior author, and illus-

trated by photographs, diagrams and tables.

The skeleton presents several remarkable

features which were described in detail ; in

general it is of strikingly low somatic type.

The characters, particularly of the skull,

differ from those of the Aztec or Nahuatlan

and approach those of other ancient inhab-

itants of the same valley, especially the so-

called Toltecs. The paper was discussed

at length by Dr. Matthews, Professor Morse

and others, the former pointing out, by ref-

erence to many examples, the general fact

that supposedly low somatic characters fre-

quently result from the form of exercise de-

termined by the habits of life of certain

tribes ; he referred especially to the olecra-

non perforation, which he ascribes to the

custom of grinding on the metate. Several

papers were then read by title, and the sci-

entific work of the section was brought to a

close by a highly suggestive communica-

tion on ' The Genesis of Implement Mak-
ing,' by Frank Hamilton Gushing, which

will appear elsewhere in this Joxienal.

The session was brought to an end within

the last minute of the time allotted to the

sectional work at the Detroit meeting, ev-

ery moment of the working time having

been occupied. In a vote of thanks to the

presiding officer of the section, courteously

presented by Miss Fletcher, special refer-

ence was made to this activity ; and in

seconding the motion, ex-President Morse

observed that, during the many years of his

connection with the Association, he had

never seen the sectional work performed

with so great harmony and scientific zest.

Anita Newcomb McGee, Secretary.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY ZOOLOGICAL EXPE-
DITION OF 1897.

The results obtained by the zoological ex-

pedition sent out by Columbia University

in the summer of 1896 were so valuable as

to warrant a second expedition to continue

the examination of the waters of the north-

west Pacific coast. It was decided this

year to carry the exploration to Alaska and

to examine new regions on Puget Sound,

in the vicinity of Port Townsend.

As before, the party obtained the most

satisfactory rates from the Canadian Pacific

Railroad, and it gives me great pleasure to

say that the magnificence and grandeur

of the scenery along the route is not the

only recommendation for the road. The

great care taken for the safety of their

passengers, together with many courtesies

and polite attentions which we received

from every official with whom we came in

contact, added greatly to the pleasures of

the trip.

I also take this occasion to thank Lieu-

tenant Hetherington, U. S. IST., of the Brem-

erton Naval Station, for many courtesies

shown us both before and after our arrival

at Port Orchard.

The original members of the party were

G. N. Calkins (in charge), N. R. Harring-

ton, B. B. Griffin, J. H. McGregor and F.

P. Keppel. Professor E. B. Wilson and

Professor F. E. Lloyd joined the party

somewhat later. We reached Port Town-

send, which again was to be our headquar-

ters, on the morning of June 16th. There

was little to be done at this time, for

our experience last year had shown that

few of the marine forms were ripe so early

in the season. We added a few new spe-

cies, however, to our collection of last year;

among them were three siphonophores

(3Ionophyes, Diphyes and Physophora); one

ctenophore (Beroe); five meduste, one nu-

dibranch mollusc ; one turbellarian, a liz-

ard and a snake, but our attention was

turned mostly towards our anticipated ex-

cursions to Port Orchard, to Sitka, Alaska,

and to JSTeah Bay. Owing to the lateness

of the maturation-period in the cold waters
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of Paget Sound, we decided to go to Alaska

as soon as possible and to stay there as

long as favorable results could be expected.

We looked forward to this trip with great

expectations, for every one had spoken of

the richness of the fauna in Sitka harbor,

where the water is more shallow than in

Puget Sound and from six to ten degrees

warmer. Furthermore, through the kind

agency of Captain Young, of the Marine

Barracks at Sitka, Captain Symonds, of the

warship ' Pinta,' had offered us the use of

one of the Pinta's steam launches for dredg-

ing purposes. Everything, therefore, seemed

more favorable for good collecting than at

Port Townsend.

In the meantime the excursion to Port

Orchard was planned and executed. Port

Orchard lies across Puget Sound from

Seattle and consists of several bays con-

nected by deep channels of swiftly running

water characteristic of this inland sea. In

some of the pockets in these bays the tides

are so little felt that the water is practically

still and considerably warmer than the outer

waters.

The swift water of the channels promised

good dredging, but unfortunately we took

with us our lightest dredge which was
practically useless in the current ; one

fine brachiopod ( Terebratulina) alone could

hardly console us in our disappointment.

The best results were obtained on shore,

where Mr. Griffin found quantities of Tycho-

dera (a genus of Enteropneusta), while hy-

droids of many kinds were as characteristic

as their absence at Port Townsend. We
left Port Orchard with the intention of re-

turning in August, when, with a heavier

dredge, we might expect better results.

The trip to Sitka offered few chances for

zoological work. Happening to reach Fort

Wrangle, however, at low tide, two of the

party found a number of fine specimens of

Echiurus, a form which we had not found in

Puget Sound. On a previous trip to Alas-

ka, Mr. Calkins had found a large num-
ber of ice worms (Dendrobcena) on the top of

Muir Glacier. Although these interesting

forms have been repeatedly described, this

is the first time they had been found on the

Alaska glaciers. They were most numerous

in the clear water of pools in hollows of the

ice, although in many cases they were found

deeply imbedded in the solid ice, which

had to be shaved down before the animals

could be reached. This year the ascent of

the glacier was not only extremely dif&cult,

but, owing to the disappearance of the ice

bridge, it was impossible to get on the top of

the clear ice as last year. We accordingly

found comparatively few ice worms.

We reached Sitka July 14th, with the loss

of one package of collecting tools, which had

been dropped overboard at Port Townsend
during careless handling of the freight.

These tools were fished out and sent to us

by the next boat. A small house by the

water was soon fitted with shelves and

made into a somewhat cramped but con-

venient laboratory. We were much disap-

pointed to find that the ' Pinta,' having

been ordered south to the repair shops, 'had

indeed left her steam launches, but with no
one to run them. There was no other

steam launch available, and all dredging,

therefore, had to be abandoned, save such

as could be inefiectually done with a sail

boat. This deprivation was much more

serious than anj' we had yet encountered,

for we soon found that Sitka harbor itself

is poorly adapted for good dredging, having

an extremely rough, rocky bottom. The
good dredging grounds, i. e., bays with

sandy bottoms, such as Silver Bay, Crab

Bay, etc., were too far away to be reached

by sail boat, although a launch could have

made the round trip comfortably in one

day. We were thus forced to confine our

attention to low-water collecting. In this

we were very successful. The tides ran

out for a considerable distance, leaving
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great stretches of rock and sand exposed.

The most striking thing in regard to these

rockswas the richness ofmany-hued sponges,

of Brj'ozoa covering rocks and weeds with

fleshy or encrusting colonies ; while under

the rocks, in addition to the usual crabs,

star-fish and annelids, rarer forms of

nemerteans, echiurids and sipunculids

were frequently found. The small patches

of sand and shell between the rocks con-

tained quantities of gigantic Nepthys, Ain])hi-

trite, Synapta and sand anemones, while

in certain regions groups of Ediuardiia,

lamellibranchs and various annelids might

be dug up.

On the numerous rocky islands which

abound in Sitka harbor we found great

numbers of sea urchins, the large Sphcere-

chinus in particular, which were neatly dis-

sected for us by the noisy ravens whenever

left in the tide pools. Here, too, were found

many kinds of actinians, Thysanurans in

abundance, and various hydroids. Under

the wharf and on the piles were great for-

ests of campanularian hydroids ensnaring

quantities of copepods, nematodes, nndi-

branch molluscs and infusoria; while on

them, as parasites, gigantic acinetans were

abundant. Smaller single hydroids living

on mollusc shells and on the piles were

added to our collections, while an occa-

sional holothurian {H. Californica) might

be fished out with a long pole. Professor

Wilson and Mr. Harrington found this

echinoderm in great abundance on a sandy

bottom at Redoubt, some twelve miles from

Sitka, and in them an occasional Enio-

concha.

The rocks under the wharf were carpeted

with a thick velvet of Bryozoa, chiefly Al-

cyonidiidce, Cellidariidce and Diastoporidce,

and many different genera were well repre-

sented. Medusae were abundant near the

shores among the eel grasses and kelp.

These were chiefly anthomedusse and lepto-

medusse, although Haliclystus, of the order

stauromedusEe was occasionally found. The
' Elbowed ' medusa described by Agassiz

was especially abundant, while Polyorchis

cmruleus, scyphomedusse and several differ-

ent species of Thaumantias were less numer-

ous. Large specimens of Salpa sometimes

drifted in from the Pacific, but ascidians

were less numerous than at Port Town
send.

One of the most attractive methods of

collecting at Sitka was by skimming ; here,

at high water, the tow was wonderfully

rich, a single pipette full of the sediment

from one tow was found to contain quanti-

ties of pteropod larvEe, the Mitraria larva of

Metschnikoff, the Aetmotrocha larva, Poly-

gordius trochophores, a great species of Ap-

pendicularia, Pilidium larvse, a pelagic rhab-

docoel turbellarian, Auricularian and Bi-

pinnarian larvte, etc.

The collection and preservation of these

interesting and often rare forms was not the

onlj' line of research. Cytological material

for many different investigations was pre-

served. This included a series of matura-

tion and fertilization stages of Spharechinus,

maturation and fertilization of Ediuardsia,

maturation material of Thaumantias, mate-

rial for spermatogenesis of Nepthys, a fall set

of material for the development of medusa

buds of Plumularia, maturation material of

Echiurus, of ITolothuria, maturation and fer-

tilization of eggs of a lamellibranch, growth

and embryological material of atunicate, etc.

In addition to this, notes were kept on the

distribution of forms on rocks, piles or

pelagic, and of course many notes on the

habits, appearance and movements of the

living animals.

Taking all into consideration, however,

we are forced to the conclusion that, for

shore collecting at least, Sitka is less favored

than Port Townsend, where the great

stretches of tide flats, shaded by long lines

of wharves with innumerable piles, ofier

advantages for shore collecting hardly to be
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surpassed. What our impression of Sitka

might have been had we had the use of a

launch for dredging can only be inferred
;

from the nature of the littoral fauna, and

from the pelagic forms it seems as though

we might have found great richness at

depths from five to twenty fathoms.

Owing to our limited resources for col-

lecting at Sitka, and to the desire to get

back to Puget Sound in time for embryo-

logical investigations, we decided to return

to Port Townsend at the end of three weeks.

Here we were met by an unforeseen diffi-

culty. It was in the very midst of the

tourist season, and in addition to the usual

tourists many Christian Endeavorers had

taken the opportunity to visit Alaska. The
result was that the regular boats were over-

crowded, and our only chance of getting

away at the time desired was on some

steamer coming north with miners and re-

turning light. Such a chance was offered

by the ' Mexico,' an extra boat put on to

meet the rush to the Klondike. The
' Mexico ' arrived at Sitka August 3d, after

leaving about 300 miners at Skaguay and

Dyea, and, as anticipated, she was practi-

cally empty for the return trip.

The captain of the ' Mexico,' who had lost

time on the trip north, wanted to save time

on the return trip, and decided to take the

outside passage from Sitka, thereby saving

sixteen hours on the usual time of the in-

side passage. It was the intention at first

to enter the inside passage north of Mary
Island, but later it was decided to run down
to Dixon Entrance before leaving the open

Pacific. We reached the entrance about

midnight, but a light fog had settled, and
for some hours the pilot caused the vessel

to beat around at half speed or else to lie

quiet. The water was too deep to anchor,

and the effect of the strong currents on the

vessel's course was not properly reckoned,

for at four o'clock in the morning of August
5th the order was given to go ahead at full

speed, and twenty minutes later the 'Mexico'

crashed into West Devil Rock, a charted

rock some distance (3-7 miles) out of the

regular course. The hole made in the bot-

tom of the vessel was beyond question of

repair, and at 6.30 a. m. she sank out of

sight in 500 feet of water.

After eighteen or twenty [hours in the

open boats the passengers were landed at

the Indian village of I^ew Metlahkatlah,

where they were taken care of by the In-

dians and their chief. Father Duncan, until

the ' Topeka ' called for them, two days

later, and carried them back to Puget Sound.

Nothing was saved but the hand baggage;

most of the instruments and all of our sci-

entific material, reagents, notes, books and
theses, representing not alone the summer's

work, but unfortunately also much work of

the previous year, now lie at the bottom of

Dixon Entrance.

Without reagents and instruments and

feeling more or less upset by the shock of

the wreck, the entire party found it diffi-

cult to settle down again for work. A few

dredging trips, however, enabled Mr. Har-

rington to renew his supply of Entoconcha,

while turbellaria, molluscs and some ccelen-

terates were found in full maturity. The
party soon broke up, and the material col-

lected at Port Townsend and Port Orchard

alone represents the work of the expedition

of 1897. Gary N. Calkins.

SimiCRY IN BUTTERFLIES OF THE GENUS
BYPOLUINAS AND ITS BEARING ON
OLDER AND 3I0RE RECENT THE-

ORIES OF MIMICRY*

The theory of mimicry suggested by H.

W. Bates, in 1862, explained the superficial

resemblance of a rare to a common species

in the same locality by supposing that the

latter possessed some special means of de-

fence (such as unpleasant taste, smell, etc.),

* Abstract of a paper presented by E. B. Poulton

before the Section of Zoology of the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science.
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and that the former, without the special

defence, was mistaken by enemies for the

latter, and thus escaped a considerable

amount of persecution. The relation may
be compared to that existing between a

successful well-known firm and another

small unscrupulous one which lives upon

its reputation. On the other hand, Bates

thoroughly recognized the existance of re-

semblances between the specially defended

forms themselves. These he could not ex-

plain by his theory of mimicry, and sug-

gested that they were a result of the

influence of locality. Many years later

Fritz Miiller satisfactorily explained this

diificulty by suggesting that a common type

of appearance simplified the education of

enemies and thus was the means of saving

life. The lives of many individuals must

be sacrificed before enemies have learned to

recognize and to avoid the colors and pat-

terns which indicate some special means of

defence, and the fewer such patterns in any

locality the smaller the sacrifice. The re-

lation may be compared to that between

two successful firms which combine to use

a common advertisement.

This latter theory, although received

rather coldly at first, has gradually made
way, and seems now likely to occupy a good

deal of the ground formerly believed to be

covered by the former theory. Thus, Dr.

F. A. Dixey, of Oxford, has recently shown
that South American Heliconince are affected

by the color of certain Pierinae which have

hitherto been looked upon as true Batesian

mimics of the former.

The Old World Nymphaline genus Hy-po-

limnas has been regarded as one of the best

examples of mimicry, but an unbiased ex-

amination leads to the opinion that it af-

fords a case of Miillerian rather than Bate-

sian resemblance.

In India the female of the common spe-

cies H. bolina resembles Euplwa Gore, while

the male is a dark butterfly with a large

white spot shot with blue on each of the

four wings. Throughout the Malay Archi-

pelago representative species occur with

males like that of H. bolina and females re-

sembling the local Euplaas. Occasionally, as

in Ke Island and the Solomons, species of

the genus occur in which the male as well

as the female resembles a Eiipkea. In Fiji

the male is as in the Indian species, while

the female is extremely variable, ranging

from forms like the male through interme-

diate varieties to brown and straw-colored

individuals. The Eupkeas of Fiji are not

sufficiently known, but it is very improba-

ble that all the forms of the female JETypo-

limnas are mimetic. A still more' instruc-

tive case is that of the nerina form of female

found, with a male like that of H. bolina, in

Australia, Celebes, New Guinea and other

East Indian islands and in many of the

Polynesian groups. This conspicuous and

abundant butterfly has, in addition to the

four white-and-blue spots of the male, a

large reddish brown patch upon each fore-

wing. This well-marked form resembles

no other butterfly except the Danais chian-

ippe of Celebes, and, as this latter appears

to be very rare, it is far more probable that

the resemblance has come from the other

side, and that the Danais has approached

the Hypolimnas.

In Africa the subgenus Euralia is repre-

sented by several species which resemble in

both sexes species of the Ethiopian Danaine

genus Amauris.

Finally, there is a well-known and wide-

spread Hypolhnnas misippus, which accom-

panies Limnas chrysippus throughout its

range ; while the female of the former re-

sembles the latter very closely. In this

case it is certain that we have to do with no

struggling, hard-pressed form, for the Hypo-

limnas has recently established itself in some

of the West India Islands and in Demerara

—localities in which its model, L. chrysippus,

is as yet unknown.
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To Slim up, the genus Hypolimnas is dis-

tinguished among Nymphaline genera for

the extent to which its numerous and wide-

spread species resemble the local distasteful

forms of Euplceinfe or Danainse.

Upon the older theory of Bates this

would be explained by supposing that the

genus is very hard-pressed in the struggle,

and has thus been driven to mimicry

almost everywhere. Upon the newer Miil-

lerian theory it is supposed that the genus

is distinguished among Nymphaline genei-a

by some special defense, probably in the

way of taste or smell or indigestibilitj', and

that it has been to its advantage to adopt

the advertisement of still better known and

probably still more distasteful forms in its

locality.

The abundance of the various species, the

conspicuous nerina form of female, and the

resemblance of a rare Danaid to it, the

recent spread of H. misippus beyond the

limits of its model, all support this latter

interpretation.

NOTES ON ENGINEERING.

The cost of power in New England cot-

ton mills has been, of late, the subject of

some discussion in technical and lay jour-

nals. The lowest cost yet reported, with

one exception, is that given by Mr. Sheldon

for the case of a mill which, paying $1.76

per ton for coal, obtained the horse-power

for a total cost per annum, including all

items on the treasurer's books, interest,

depreciation, taxes, etc., of $11.64.

This figure was challenged and compared

with the items generally given for other

classes of engine which are usually two or

three times as great and often much more.

But the latest report comes from the War-
ren Steam Cotton Mill, where an engine of

1,950 horse-power, a cross-compound con-

densing machine, with cylinders 32 and 68

inches diameter and of five-feet stroke of

piston, making 74 revolutions per minute.

steam at 155 pounds at the boiler, supplies

power at the cost of 1.35 pounds of coal

per horse-power hour. The engine was
designed by Edwin Eeynolds, the boilers

built by the Heine Company. The follow-

ing are the figures certified to Dr. Thurs-

ton by the treasurer of the mill. The en-

gine replaces a quadruple-expansion engine,

destroyed by fire, after seven years of ex-

cellent service. The change illustrates

the fact that the cost of the higher grade of

machine may more than compensate its .ex-

ceptional economy ; a fact which has only

in late years come to be recognized.

In the following table of the costs of the

new engine the figures come from the treas-

urer's books. Coal costs $2.26 per ton, and

in the account includes all costs of all steam

used for all purposes, including banked
fires, nights and Sundays, and that sup-

plied the mill.

The following is a tabulated statement

of the cost of power :

Fuel per horse-power per year of 3,070 hours. ..$ 4 70

Labor. 1 88

Sui'pliesand repairs 42

Total operating expenses $ 7 00

Interest at 5 per cent $ 2 05

Depreciation, at 5 per cent 2 05

Taxes 41

Insurance 04

Fixed charges % 4 55

Totals cost of power per year $11 55

According to the Providence (R. I.) Jour-

nal: " This is lower than anything yet found.

It is due to the large size of plant, which

reduces the labor and supply account per

horse-power, and to low cost of fuel and in-

surance and low cost of plant, on account of

its size. The cost of plant includes a Green

economizer, chimney, boiler-house, engine-

house and foundations— all first class

—

and water-tube boilers, whose depreciation

ought not to be over 2h per cent. If steam

used for other purposes than power were

deducted, it would reduce the fuel 10 per
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cent., or 47 cents per year, per horse-power,

making the total $11.08. There is no way
of separating this amount from the total in

the regular accounts."

So far as known, this is the lowest cost

of steam-power in any New England textile

mill. The tons fuel per horse-power per

year is 2.08—the lowest noted; others

run about 2.20 tons per horse-power and

upward.
R. H. T.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

Peofessor Michael Foster will deliver

several lectures in Baltimore in October and

will visit Boston later to deliver a course of

lectures at the Lowell Institute.

Professor James E. Keeler, of the Alle-

gheny Observatory, has accepted an invitation

to make the dedicatory address at the open-

ing of the Yerkes Observatory.

Dr. Pridjof Nansen is expected to arrive

in New York on the steamer St. Paul, on

October 23d. After visiting Washington as

the guest of the National Geographic Society, he

will give his first lecture in Carnegie Hall, New
York, on October 28th. At the close of the

lecture a medal will be presented to him by the

American Geographical Society. The collections

now at Stockholm will be brought to America

and exhibited here.

Sir "William Turner, President of the An-

thropological Section, of the British Association

for the Toronto meeting sailed from Montreal

on the 22d. He will in future devote his time

less to histological and more to anthropologi-

cal researches.

We regret to notice the death ofDr. Holmgren,

since 1864 professor of physiology in the

University of Upsala, at the age of sixty-six

years.

The following deaths are also announced: Dr.

August Mojsisovics Edler v. Mojsvar, professor

of zoology in the Polytecnic Institute at Graz;

Mr. William Archer, F.R.S., librarian of the

National Library of Ireland ; Dr. T. Bogomo-

loflf, professor of medical chemistry in the Uni-

versity of KharkofiP ; Dr. John Braxton Hicks,

F.R.S., one of the pioneers of British work on

diseases of women, and a Fellow of the Royal

Society since 1862.

The British Association, at the recent Toronto

meeting, granted £1,350 for scientific i esearch.

We hope to give next week details o' the ap-

propriations.

The French Academy has accepted a legacy

from M. Pierre Lassere amounting to over

$100,000 ; the income from one-third of this sum
is to be awarded by the Academy of Sciences for

a scientific discovery.

A small fund, founded in memory of Sur-

geon-Major Arthur Barclay, is to be used for a

bronze medal to be awarded every third year

by the Asiatic Society of Bengal for the most

meritorious piece of work done in original re-

search in biology, with special reference to

India.

A bronze monument, erected in honor of

Marcello Malpighi, the eminent Italian anato-

mist and botanist of the seventeenth century,

was unveiled at Crevacore, near Bologna, on

September 8 th.

The new museum of the Brooklyn Institute

of Arts and Sciences will be dedicated on Octo-

ber 2d. Addresses will be made by President

Eliot, of Harvard University, and by Mayor
Wurster, of Brooklyn. There will be a recep-

tion in the evening in the Academy of Music.

It is reported that plans have already been

made for the new building of the American Ge-

ographical Society, New York, although the

site has not yet been decided upon. The pres-

ent building in West 29th street, purchased in

1875, has long been outgrown by the Society,

and it has assets amounting to nearly $400,000.

The Society owes its present position and great

growth to Judge Daly, who for thirty-three

years has been its President.

The Greek Archaeological Society has se-

cured possession of a quarter of Athens lying

immediately under the Acropolis. The inhabi-

tants will remove to the suburbs, and excava-

tions promising important discoveries will begin

shortly.

A SERIES of seven kites of the Hargrave type,

sent up from the Blue Hill Observatory on Sep-
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tember 19th, reached a height of 9,386 feet

above the summit of the hill, this being the

highest ascension thus far made. The kites

carried an aluminium box with instruments for

recording temperature, pressure and humidity,

and the records are a further demonstration

that kites may become a valuable addition to

the methods of meteorology.

A MICROTOME for making sections of the en-

tire human brain is being constructed by Messrs.

Bausch and Lomb on the pattern of the ' auto-

matic precision microtome,' recently described

in our pages. The manufacturers expect that

the new instrument will make large sections of

greater thinness and accuracy than it has been

possible to obtain hitherto.

The Atlantic Monthly, 'devoted to literature,

science, art and politics,' has completed its for-

tieth year with the current number and pub-

lishes an editorial retrospect eight pages in

length. Its scientific work is thus described

:

" In 1862 scientific articles by Agassiz began to

appear, and a long succession of his writings

was brought to an end by a paper published in

1874, just after his death. Even if the Atlantic

had done nothing else in the field of science

this record would be worth making ; but the

great achievements of these later years have

always formed an important part of its contents,

and have been related by men like Rodolfo

Lanciani, Percival Lowell, N. S. Shaler, G. F.

Wright and T. J. J. See, who has a notable

article in the present number." Compared

with the men of letters mentioned by the Atlan-

tic Monthly this list indicates that its devotion

to literature has exceeded its devotion to sci-

ence.

The New York State Library Association, at

its meeting in 1896, recommended the fifty

books of 1895, regarded as best for a village

library. The scientific books included are as

follows : Edward Clodd, ' Story of primitive

man;' Percival Lowell, 'Mars;' S. H. Scudder,

' Frail children of the air;' M. O. Wright,

'Birdcraft;' Philip Atkinson, 'Electricity for

everybody.'

The University of the State of New York has

published the report of the Public Libraries

Division for 1896, which gives a complete and

interesting survey of the growth of libraries in

the State. 806 libraries of 300 volumes or more

have sent in reports. These libraries contain a

total of 4,647,661 volumes, of which number
296,498 were added during the year. The
libraries in the State having over 100,000 vol-

umes are as follows

:

New York, N. Y., Public Library, Aster, Lenox

and Tilden foundations 367,808 ; New York, Mer-

cantile Library, 253,783 ; Albany, New York State

Library, 233,547 ; New York, Columbia University

Library, 223,000 ; Ithaca, Cornell University Li-

brary, 186,683 ; Brooklyn, Brooklyn Library, 124,-

299 ; New York, General Society Mechanics and

Tradesmen Library, 106,440.

The libraries that added over 10,000 books

during 1896 are as follows :

Columbia College Library, 20,580 ; New York

Public Library, 15,594 ; New York State Library,

14,570 ; Cornell University Library, 13,578 ; New
York Free Circulating Library, 11,201.

*

The Minnesota Child Study Association, or-

ganized in 1895, has published a hand-book of

60 pages, which may be secured for 30 cents from

the Secretary of the Association, Mr. E. A.

Kirkpatrick, Winona, Minn. The pamphlet

contains a number of suggestions and syllabi

for the study of children, which will prove

useful, more especially in view of the lack of a

systematic treatise on the subject.

In a letter, lately published, from Mr. Voor-

hes, Vice-President, to Mr. Charles H. Fahl, the

engineer of the train, the former gives the

figures for the runs of the train between Cam-

den and Atlantic City last season, and gives

deserved credit to the engineer. The facts are

most remarkable and creditable, and the action

of the Vice-President of the road is commend-

able in a remarkable degree. Were it an

ocean steamer of which the performance was

thus described the credit would have been

given solely, in the usual case at least, to the

commanding ofiicer ; the engineer would have

been forgotten. Mr. Voorhes says: "The
train record shows that for the fifty-two days

the train ran, from July 2d to August 31st, the

average time consumed on the run was forty-

eight minutes, equivalent to a uniform rate of

speed, from start to stop, of sixty-nine miles an
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hour." * * * " This performance, I believe,

has not been equaled in the history of railway

service, either in this country or abroad. It is

one of which the management is proud, and is

accredited to the track, the equipment, and, es-

pecially, to the skill with which you performed

the task entrusted to you." The distance was

fifty-five and a-half miles, and the train con-

sisted of five or six cars. It was always delayed

by its connections at starting, and always came

in ahead of schedule time ; the total thus being

brought four minutes under schedule time.

The thanks of the railway officials are tendered

Mr. Fahl.

The Congres Olympique recently held at

Havre has passed resolutions summarized in

the British Medical Journal as follows : Every

three months parents are to be informed of the

physical development of their children being

educated in schools and colleges. That hy-

giene, physical training and athletic sports

should be introduced in all schools, lycees and

colleges. In all schools, colleges and lycees a

service of hydrotherapy should be in working

order. That a diploma for gymnastics be

created, requiring a practical and oral ex-

amination.

The Eleventh International Congress of Ori-

entalists has held a successful meeting in Paris,

many important archaeological papers having

been presented and plans having been made for

further explorations in the East.

The Council of the Society of Arts have ap-

pointed the following Committee to investigate

the causes of the deterioration of paper : Major-

General Sir Owen Tudor Burne, G.C.I.E., K.

C.S.I., Chairman of the Council; Sir William

Anderson, K.C.B., F.R.S.; Mr. Michael Car-

teighe; Mr. C. F. Cross; Sir John Evans, K.C.

B., F.R.S.; Dr. Richard Garnett, C.B.; Dr.

Hugo Miiller, F.R.S.; Dr. J. W. Russell, F.R.

S.; Mr. W. L. Thomas; Professor J. M.
Thomson, F.R.S.; Mr. Henry R. Tedder;

Dr. Quirin Wirtz ; Sir Henry Trueman
Wood, Secretary. Nature states that, in the

course of a circular letter which has been sent

to those who are interested in the preservation

of paper, it is pointed out that many books of

an important character are now printed upon

paper of a very perishable nature, so that there

is considerable risk of the deterioration and

even destruction of such books within a limited

space of time. This is believed to be especially

true of books which are in constant use for

purposes of reference, and are therefore liable

to much handling.

According to the New York Tribune the

most interesting work now going on at the

Weather Bureau is the preparation of an ex-

hibit of this Bureau for the Paris exhibition in

1900. Professor Moore is taking a deep inter-

est in the matter, and, as planned, it will be one

of the largest and most complete expositions

of this character ever made. A feature of the

exhibit will be a daily weather chart of the

United States. A code has been adopted by

which the conditions of the weather in all parts

of the United States will be transmitted by

telegraph to Paris. From the material thus

obtained maps will be constructed on the order

of those now in general use. Professor Moore,

with five or six of his subordinates, will repre-

sent the Weather Bureau at the exposition,

and nothing is being left undone to make a

showing worthy of the United States Bureau,

which is acknowledged by scientific authori-

ties to be the finest in the world.

Lieutenant Peary, on arriving at Philadel-

phia, is reported to have said that in addition

to securing the meteorite he laid the plans for

next year's expedition, and when he leaves

again, which will be about the end of next July,

it will be to remain in the Arctic regions until he

reach the Pole or lose his life in the attempt,

even if it take five years to accomplish this ob-'

ject. Next summer he will take his vessel up to

Sherard Osborne Fjord and make that place

his base of supplies. On the last trip he made
arrangements with the Arctic Highlanders, a

tribe of Esquimaux consisting of 230 men,

women and children, known as the most

northerly tribe of human beings on the earth,

to spend this coming winter in obtaining bear,

seal and deer skins for clothing and in securing

all the walrus meat they can for dog food. He
has singled out eight young men of the tribe,

with their wives, canoes, dogs, sledges and

tents, to accompany him to Sherard Osborne
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Fjord, whicli is about three hundred miles

further north than their present abode. The
party will consist of a surgeon, possibly another

white man and Lieut. Peary ; the rest will be Es-

quimaux. The latter know how to drive dogs

;

they can go hungry and know how to get food.

The conditions under which he will make the

coming expedition are of the most satisfactory

character. The American Geographical Society

has assured $150,000 to meet all expenses.

Lieutenant Peary has five years' leave of

absence. He will probably buy a new ship for

next year, though he may possibly use the Hope
again.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

INSTITUTIONS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE
UNITED STATES.

The report of the Commissioner of Educa-

tion for the year 1895-6 reports that the total

number of universities and colleges for men and

for both sexes reporting during the year was

484, of which number 345 admit women to

undergraduate courses of study. There are

188 institutions which have not as yet any

endowment; 54 have endowment funds less

than §25,000, and only 4 institutions have

endowments exceeding $5,000,000. In a large

number of the institutions a comparatively

small part of the work is collegiate. There are

at present 278 institutions having less than 100

students in undergraduate collegiate courses.

The number of instructors reported by the 484

institutions was 12,277, while the number of

students of all classes, secondary and higher,

was 159,372. Of the latter number 47,014 were

in preparatory departments, 68,629 in collegi-

ate departments, 4,673 in graduate departments

and 25,438 in professional departments. The
property reported was as follows : Volumes in

libraries, 6,453,677 ; value of material equip-

ment, $134,093,435 ; endowment funds, $109,-

562,433. The benefactions for the year, so far

as reported, amounted to $8,342,728, and the

income, excluding benefactions, was $17,918,-

174.

The 162 colleges for women had, in lS94-'95,

2,552 instructors and 24,663 students. The

juateml equipment was valued at $15,568,508,

and the endowment funds amounted to $5,308,-

558. The income was $3,456,983, and the bene-

factions received during the year amounted to

$611,245.

The number of schools of technology, ex-

cluding technological departments of univer-

sities and colleges, was 48, having 1,118 in-

structors and 12,816 students. The total value

of all property was reported at $24,105,242, of

which amount $10,384,293 was reported as en-

dowment funds. The income of these institu-

tions was $3,526,018, of which amount $2,402,-

332 was appropriated by the General and State

governments. The gifts and bequests received

by the schools of technology amounted to but

$96,133.

The increase in attendance at these universi-

ties and colleges is shown in the accompanying

figure :

510
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It is reported that Harvard College and the

Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology will each

receive about $500,000 from the estate of the

late Henry O. Pierce, under whose will they

are, together with three other institutions, the

residuary legatees. The amount to be divided

has proved much larger than had been antici-

pated. The value of these bequests is much

increased by the fact that they are unaccompa-

nied by restrictions.

The will of the late Eliza W. S. P. Field

gives $80,000 to the University of Pennsylva-

nia, and makes the University residuary legatee

of her estate.

Mrs. Esther B. Steele, of Elmira, N. Y.,

has given $5,000 towards the cost of a physical

laboratory for Syracuse University. The build-

ing, which will cost about $25,000, will be

erected shortly.

Ftjbman University, at Greenville, S. C,

has been given by Dr. and Mrs. F. A. Miles

real estate valued at $20,000.

The will of Theodore Lyman, whose death

we were recently compelled to record, be-

queathes $10,000 to Harvard University and a

collection of valuable books to the Museum of

Comparative Zoology.

Ex-GovERNOB Flower has given $5,000 to

Cornell University for the purpose of a library

for the Veterinary College.

The will of the late Henry W. Sage, lately

President of the Board of Trustees of Cornell

University, to which institution he had given

about $1,250,000, disposes of property worth

$12,000,000, but makes no public bequests.

Dr. Elisha Gregory, Jr., formerly demon-

strator of anatomy at the University of St.

Louis, has returned, after a year's study in

Germany, to enter upon his duties as instructor

in histology and embryology at the Harvard

Medical School.

Professor Peter T. Austen has left the

department chemistry at the Polytechnic

Institute, Brooklyn, and is succeeded by

Professor Fay.

Mb. C. H. Benedict has been appointed

instructor and Mr. J. M. Talmage assistant in

chemistry in Cornell University.

At a meeting of the regents of the University

of the State of California the resignation of

Professor Colton from the staff of the Lick

Observatory was accepted.

The following appointments have been re-

cently made : Dr. Weiss, professor of mathe-

matics in the Institute of Technology at Prague;

Dr. Herzig, associate professor of chemistry in

the University of Vienna ; Dr. Zelinka, of Graz,

professor of zoology in the University at Czer-

nowitz; Dr. Zwaardemarker, professor of phys-

siology in the University of Utrecht ; Dr. Julius

Hann, directorofthe Vienna College of Meteoro-

logy, professor of meteorology at Graz, in Styria;

Professor Joseph Pernter, professor of cosmical

physics in Innsbruck University, appointed to

the vacancy caused by Dr. Hann's retirement

from the Vienna College ; Dr. W. Ernest Thom-

son, professor of anatomy in Anderson College,

Glasgow, and M. Brunhes, professor of physics

in the faculty of science at Dijon.

The Cambridge University Calendar shows

that the undergraduates in residence at the

University now number 2,928, of whom 664

are members of Trinity College and 264 of St.

John's.

The Athenseum says that a proposal is being

considered to establish at Swansea, as a great

manufacturing center, a branch University Col-

lege in association with either Aberystwith or

Cardiff, as the Newcastle College is associated

with Durham. The suggestion is that scientific

and technical courses might be taken at Swan-

sea in preparation for the Welsh University

degree.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

meteorology in south AMERICA.

To THE Editoe of SCIENCE : During the wri-

ter's present trip down the eastern coast of South

America, he has gathered a few facts regarding

meteorological work on this continent which

may interest the readers of Science.

The only complete meteorological service in
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South America is that of the Argentine Repub-

lic, with headquarters at Cordoba. The Argen-

tine meteorological office, established by the

late Dr. B. A. Gould, has, since the date of Dr.

Gould's resignation as its director (1883), been

under the direction of Mr. W. G. Davis. This

service has at the present time nine first-order

stations, fifty-eight second-order and one hun-

dred and twenty-six third order. Of the first

order stations, the most interesting in many re-

spects, is that on the Isla de los Estados (Staten

Island), off the southeastern extremity of South

America, where the meteorological conditions

present many unusual features. In addition,

Mr. Davis will soon have in operation six new
mountain stations, reaching from Patagonia

along the Cordilleras into northern Argentina.

These new stations will, in connection with the

Harvard meteorological stations in Peru, form a

splendid series along the western coast of South

America.

As yet the Argentine meteorological service

makes no attempt to publish a daily weather

map or to issue forecasts, the director believing

that his first duty is to establish and equip his

stations, and to study the general climatolog-

ical features of the region. The Anales de la

Oficina Meteorologica Argentina already number
nine large volumes, containing meteorological

data as to the climate of Argentina. Vols. X.

and XI. are now in press, and contain, among
other data, the observations made on the Isla

de los Estados, and a discussion of them. In

addition to the ordinary work directly con-

nected with the weather service, the director

has made studies of the climatic conditioas of

different parts of the country as bearing on the

raising of various crops, on the manufacture of

cotton, etc., and of the relation between atmos-

pheric conditions and disease in Buenos Ayres

and Cordoba. The physiological effects of dif-

ferent weather types have also been studied.

The forthcoming census of Argentina will con-

tain chapters on the climatology of the country,

illustrated by charts, also the work of the di-

rector. The observers of the Argentine metero-

logicRl service now receive ten dollars (paper) a

month for their services, and it is the policy of

the director to do all he can to keep them inter-

ested in their work and to secure as accurate

observations as possible from them. He accom-

plishes this by constant personal correspondence

with the individual observers, and by sending

them such meteorological books as they may
wish to see and which he is able to loan them.

At present, for instance, he is sending out eighty

copies of the new cloud atlas to the observers.

Such a policy is worthy of adoption by other

weather services.

In 1882 the capital of the province of Buenos

Ayres was removed from Buenos Ayres to the

new city of La Plata, in Latitude 34° 55' S.,

Longitude 57° 54' W. Here an observatory

was built for carrying on astronomical, mag-

netic and meteorological work, and a provin-

cial weather service has been organized under

the direction of V. Bo8uf. The headquarters

are at La Plata, and there are at present some

sixty stations in all. Sixteen of these take the

ordinary observations at 8 a. m. and 8 p. m.,

and report by telegraph to La Plata every

morning, while the remaining (pluviometer)

stations report wind direction, cloudiness and

rainfall. The La Plata Observatory publishes

a daily weather map, based on these data, and

this is the only map of the kind at present is-

sued in South America. This is no forecast,

and the map relates solely to the province of

Buenos Ayres, and not to the republic as a

whole. The chief office has a poor instru-

mental equipment, there being, at the time of

the writer's visit, no self-recording instruments

in operation. Cloudiness is estimated in quar-

ters of the sky covered, instead of in tenths, as

is usually the case. Hourly observations are

made at La Plata every hour from C a. m. to

8 p. m.

At Rio de Janeiro meteorological observations

are regularly made at the National Observatory,

situated on the most easterly hill of the city,

overlooking the harbor. The instrumental

equipment is good, and observations are made
eight times in every twenty-four hours (1, 4,

7 and 10 a. m. and p. m.). The observatory is

under the direction of L. Cruls, who also has

charge of the geographical and geodetic work

of the republic. The meteorological observa-

tions have been published in various volumes

of the Annalcs de I' Observatoire. M. Cruls has

lately been the chief of a commission appointed
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to inquire into and report upon the availability

of a new site for the national capital. Accord-

ing to the Federal Constitution the capital must

be removed from Eio de Janeiro to a more

healthy location in the interior province of La

Goyaz, at a considerable altitude above sea

level. The above-mentioned commission has

published an elaborate report, finely illustrated

with photographs and charts, in which the

geology, hydrography, climatology, etc., of

the new site receive consideration. The work

is a very interesting one.

Owing to the unfavorable atmospheric con-

ditions at Rio, where the cloudiness is very con-

siderable, there has for some years been a plan

to remove the Observatory to a new location

near Petropolis, in the Organ mountains, at an

altitude of over 2,700 feet. Petropolis is a

place much sought by the wealthier classes of

Rio during the summer months, when yellow

fever is most prevalent in the capital. It is

high enough to be above the yellow fever zone,

and its cool evenings and nights are much more

agreeable than the hot nights of Rio. Further-

more, it is above the fogs.which commonly hang

over Rio harbor at night, and is therefore a

much more favorable location for an astronom-

ical observatory. The necessary funds for the

removal are, however, lacking, and there is at

present no prospect that the location of the

Observatory will be changed.

There is a very common belief that the climate

of Rio is unhealthy. This is by no means the

case. The climate itself is a fine one in many
ways, the unhealthy character of the city being

due simply to the lack of attention to the sim-

plest sanitary measures. Rio harbor itself,

beautiful as it is, is the most deadly feature

about the whole place. The waters are so foul,

as a result of the improper disposal of the city's

sewerage, that they are a veritable storehouse

of disease. When the city adopts proper sani-

tary regulations and builds sewers to empty its

drainage into the open ocean, instead of into

the harbor, then Rio will become as healthy as

a city with its beautiful situation deserves to be.

This letter is mailed in the Falkland Islands.

Although the meteorology of these islands is

most interesting, regular observations are no

longer made here. Those made here in the

past have been discussed by Marriott (Quart.

Jour. Roy. Met. Soc, London, 1880), and by

von Dankelmann (Ann. d. Hydrog, Berlin,

1885). Mr. Davis, of the Argentine meteoro-

logical office, has sent two sets of instruments

to the islands, but has not yet succeeded in se-

curing regular observers. The climate of the

islands is particularly interesting by reason of

their far southerly position in the stormy pre-

vailing westerlies of the southern hemisphere.

Sunshine is so rare here in winter that, as an

old resident of Port Stanley said to the writer

to-day, "When we see the sun for an hour or

two everyone says ' what fine weather we are

having.' "

R. DeC. Ward.
Poet Stanley, Falkland Islands, July 29, 1897.
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Memoirs of the American Folk-Lore Society. Vol.

v., 1897. Navaho Legends, Collected and

Translated by Washington Matthews,

M.D., LL.D. With Introduction, Notes, Il-

lustrations, Texts, Interlinear Translations,

and Melodies. Boston and New York,

Houghton, Mifilin and Company. Pp. 299.

A study of aboriginal life from the pen of Dr.

Washington Matthews is always welcome, and

this volume of Navaho Legends is no exception

to the pleasant rule. Out of the abundant ma-

terial collected by the author he has selected

three legends for this publication : two incom-

plete rite-myths and the Navaho Origin Legend.

The latter ' divides itself into four very distinct

parts,' I. The Story of the Emergence; II.

Early events in the Fifth World ;
III. The War

Gods ;
and IV. The Growth of the Navaho Na-

tion. The term rite-myth is defined as 'a

myth which accounts for the work of a cere-

mony, for its origin, for its introduction among

the Navahoes, or for all these things.'

The Navahoes, we are told, "celebrate long

and costly ceremonies, many of which are of

nine days' duration. Each ceremony has con-

nected with it one or more myths, or legends

which may not be altogether mythical." These

rite-myths possess a degree of traditional value,

and the last chapter of the Origin legend, our

author says, ' is in part traditional or historical,

and is even approximately correct in many of
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its dates.' This group of legends, therefore, be-

longs to a class, the knowledge of which is in-

dispensable to a reconstruction of the past life

of a tribe, or to the understanding of existing

conditions of the people, or to the tracing of the

contact and interrelations of tribes prior to the

historic period of this continent.

The introduction, and more particularly the

volumious notes, in the preparation of which

the author had in mind their ' interest to the

ethnographer,' are replete with information.

They explain, more or less in detail, customs

mentioned incidentally in the legends, and cite

the evidence by which localities referred to in

the text have been identified. They also con-

tain extracts from varients of the legends, and
note other rites and myths in which figure the

divinities of the narrative, and give numerous

linguistic and other explanations of names,

rites, customs, etc., which put the reader in

possession of knowledge invaluable for the

study of these Indians. The breadth of view

of the subject treated is enlarged by abundant

cross references, both to matter within the

volume and to other writings of the author

upon the Navahoes, a complete list of which is

included in the Bibliographic Notes compiled

by Mr. P. W. Hodge, forming a part of the

book.

In presenting these legendsto the' public the

author has "not confined himself to a close

literal translation. Such translation would
often be difficult to understand, and, more often

still, be uninteresting reading. * * * The tales

were told in fluent Navaho, easy of comprehen-

sion, and of such literary perfection as to hold

the hearer's attention. They should be trans-

lated into English of a similar character, even

if words have to be added to make the sense

clear. * * * If he has erred in rendering the

spirit of the savage authors, it has been by di-

minishing rather than by exaggerating. * * *

In order that the reader may judge how closely

the liberal translation here offered follows the

original, the Navaho text of the opening pas-

sages—ten paragraphs—of the Origin legend,

with interlinear translations, are given in the

notes."

Fifteen pages or more of these interlinear

translations afford an opportunity to observe

the construction of the language and its use in

narrative, ritual and song.

The examples of Navaho songs are interest-

ing, not only in relation to the legends and the

use of the language with poetic intent, but be-

cause they show that the same device obtains

among the Navahoes which is common with the

Indians of the Siouan linguistic group, a device

to produce the effect of rhyme by means of

certain ' meaningless vocables ' at the close of

each sentence. In his introduction. Dr. Mat-

thews calls attention to the use of archaic

words in the songs, to which ' the priests assign

traditional meanings ;' and also to the ' numer-

ous meaningless vocables in all songs,' which
' must be recited with a care at least equal to

that bestowed on the rest of the composition.'

The same precision is required in the repetition

of the vocables in the songs of the Siouan

group. The writer having discovered that the

emotional prompting of the song decides the

choice of these vocables, it is especially inter-

esting to note that, making allowance for the

wide difference of language, the vocables given

in the Navaho songs seem to follow the same

rule that appears to govern their use among the

northern tribes.

The short essay by Professor John Comfort

Fillmore, upon the music—included in the

notes—is of peculiar interest. His extended

experience with Indian songs, added to his

scholarly attainments in music, makes whatever

he has to say upon this subject worthy the

careful consideration of those interested in this

phase of ethnological research. To quote from

Professor Fillmore, Note 272, speaking of the

songs transcribed from the phonographic rec-

ords taken by Dr. Matthews, "they have very

great scientific interest and value, inasmuch as

they throw much light on the problem of the

form spontaneously assumed by natural folk

songs. Primitive man, expressing his emo-

tions—especially strongly excited feeling—in

song, without any rules or theories, must, of

course, move spontaneously along the line of

least resistance. This is the law under which

folk-melodies must necessarily be shaped. The

farther back we can get toward absolutely

primitive expression of emotion in song, the

more valuable is our material for scientific
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purposes ; because we can be certain that it is

both spontaneous and original, unaffected by

contact witli civilized music and by any and all

theories. In such music we may study the

operation of natural psychical laws correlated

with physical laws, working freely and coming

to spontaneous expression through the vocal

apparatus.

' 'These Navaho songs are especially valuable

because they carry us well back toward the be-

ginnings of music making. One only needs to

hear them sung, or listen to them in the admi-

rable phonographic records of Dr. Matthews, to

be convinced of this from the very quality of

tone in which they are sung. In all of them

the sounds resemble howling more than singing,

yet they are unmistakably musical in two very

important particulars : (1) In their strongly

marked rhythm. (2) In the unquestionably

harmonic relations of the successive tones."

The limits of this article forbid following

Professor Fillmore in his treatment of these two

particular points, Rhythm and Harmonic
melody, or to recount the evidence leading to

his conclusion ' that the harmonic sense is the

shaping, formative principle in folk melody.'

Of the many interesting points brought for-

ward in this volume, only one or two can be

indicated, and these are selected not so much
to give the scope of the volume as to illustrate

its wealth of suggestion.

In accounting for the limited number of arts

practiced by the Navahoes, the author says : "In

developing their blanket making to the highest

point of Indian art, the women of this tribe

have neglected other labors. The much ruder

but allied Apaches, who know nothing of weav-

ing woolen fabrics, make more baskets than the

Navahoes, and make them in much greater

variety of form, color and quality. The Nava-

hoes buy most of their baskets and wicker water

jars from other tribes. They would possibly

lose the art of basketry altogether if they did

not require certain kinds to be used in the rites,

and only women of the tribe understand the

special requirements of the rites." It would
seem that special proficiency in the manufacture

of some one article, while it may limit the devel-

opment along other lines, leads to trade and the

peaceful intercourse between different peoples.

In introducing the subject of poetry and
music the author calls attention to the fact that

for many years the most trusted account of the

Navaho Indians was to be found in a letter

published in the Smithsonian Report for 1855.

The writer had lived three years in the heart of

the Navaho country, and was aided in prepar-

ing this letter by an officer in the United States

Army who had long commanded a post in the

vicinity, both being men of unusual ability.

From this letter the following statement is

taken: "Of their religion little or nothing is

known, as, indeed, all inquiries tend to show
that they have none. ' The lack of tradition is

a source of surprise. They have no knowledge

of their origin or of the history of the tribe.'

'They have frequent gatherings for dancings.

'

' Their singing is but a succession of grunts,

and is anything but agreeable.' In spite of the

evidence of these gentlemen, fifteen years ago

when the author first found himself among the

Navahoes he was not influenced in the least by
the authority of this letter. He had not been

many weeks with these Indians when he dis-

covered that the dances referred to were re-

ligious ceremonials, vying ' in allegory, symbol-

ism, and intricacy of ritual with the ceremonies

of any people, ancient or modern.' The 'suc-

cession of grunts ' reveal ' that besides impro-

vised songs, in which the Navahoes are adepts,

they have knowledge of thousands of significant

songs—poems, as they might be called—which

have been composed with care and handed
down, for centuries perhaps, from teacher to

pupil, from father to son, as a precious heritage,

through the wide Navaho nation.' "

The author's rich gleaning in a field pro-

nounced barren can be repeated elsewhere in

the land, but, to achieve results like his, similar

equipment is necessary. It is not enough, as the

incident just quoted shows, ' to live in the

vicinity ' of a people; to report accurately upon
them, one must have come so near to them and
in such manner as to draw from willing lips

their tribal lore.

It would be unjust to Dr. Matthews' s work,

and to the lesson it contains for us, not to call

attention to the characteristic which is an im-

portant factor in making him a trustworthy

authority in any field where he has studied,
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his hearty recognition of the claims of a common
humanity. This recognition malies him ap-

preciate the seriousness of interpreting the men
of one race to men of another race, and begets

a fairness of presentation that lifts his work to

a high standard of truthfulness. His manly
conscientiousness is evident throughout the

book in the choice of words, in the turn of a

sentence, in the "testimony in favor of the

Shamans, and the incidents related of Tall

Chanter, Torlino and others; it is also noticeable

in the illustrations of the book, particularly in

the portraits, which, while characteristic, are

without the brutal exaggerations of feature

so painfully common in Indian pictures. While

this may be regarded as the personal equation of

the author, it nevertheless indicates certain

qualities, the presence or absence of which in a

field investigator helps or mars his work."

The contributions to ethnology offered in this

volume are particularly timely, for the ques-

tions, " How have the tribes of North America

been built up? " and " what have been the di-

rective influences in determining their arts,

cults and organization ? '

' are of increasing im-

portance, as the study of our native peoples

passes beyond the initial stage. The student

is under great obligations to the author for the

perspicuous presentation of his material, due to

his grasp of the subject, power of classification

and concise statement, and his ability to rigor-

ously exclude extraneous matter.

The excellent workmanship of the book

—

the type and illustrations, three being in colors

—is worthy of the publishers, and reflects credit

upon the Folk-Lore Society.

Alice C. Fletcher.

botany of the azores.*

Since the publication of Hewett C. Watson's

chapters on botany in Godman's Natural His-

tory of the Azores, published nearly thirty

years ago, no important contributions have

been made to the botany of this group of ocean-

ic islands. The present paper, based on two

* Botanical Observations on the Azores. By Wil-

liam Trelease. From the Eighth Annual Report of

the Missouri Botanical Garden, St. Louis, Mo. Is-

sued September 9, 1897. 8vo, pp. 144, frontispiece

and 55 plates.

summers spent in the islands, is a catalogue of

all of the plants, cryptogamic as well as phane-

rogamic, heretofore recorded as Azorean, with a
reasonable attempt at the exclusion of syno-

nyms, especially in the higher groups. While
in the phanerogams comparatively few species

have been added to those previously recorded,

the distribution by islands is indicated much
more fully than ever before, and the list of

Thallophytes very considerably increased. It

is stated that, although the list of flowering

plants and ferns is believed to be nearly com-

plete, and perhaps relatively few additions to

the lichens will be made, the fungi are still

practically unstudied, and the algal flora, es-

pecially that of the wet sphagnum with which

the highlands are usually covered, is likely to

be very greatly increased by careful study. In

the catalogue a reference is given, under each

species, to places in which it has previously

been mentioned as Azorean, and an adequate

description and plate are cited. Where the

latter has not been practicable, the species has

been figured. In connection with this paper

should also be noted Cardot's recent paper on

the mosses of the Azores and of Madeira, pre-

viously mentioned in these columns.
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A STATEMENT CONCERNING TEE 3IABINE
BIOLOGICAL LABORATORYAT WOOD'S

SOLL, MASS.

The undersigned wish to state to the

public, and especially to those who have

contributed to the support of the Marine

Biological Laboratory, the circumstances

which have resulted in their separation

from the management of the institution of

which they were recently trustees.

1. The Laboratory was founded by the

Woman's Education Association, in cooper-

ation with the Boston Society of Natural

History at Annisquam in 1881, and in 1888

it was completely reorganized and changed
into a corporation under the laws of Massa-

setts. Its affairs have been managed by a
board of trustees, three of whom were mem-
bers of the Woman's Education Associa-

tion. All the members of the original

board resided in or near Boston. A few
years later the board was enlarged to take

in representatives of universities in various

States. The original board decided upon
the location, scope and organization of the

laboratory, bought the land at Wood's
HoU, designed and erected the first build-

ing, selected and purchased the original

equipment, and appointed Dr. Whitman
director to administer the laboratory.

The funds for the establishment of the in-

stitution came almost exclusively from Bos-

ton. During the following years additional

land was bought, and five important addi-

tions to the buildings were made, for all of

which the funds were secured through the

exertions of the Boston trustees, with, how-
ever, a few lesser contributions from else-

where. In 1896 another building was
erected at a cost of $3,500, and of this
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amount by far the larger part was raised

outside of Boston and its connections. The
total amount of money contributions is

$41,029, of which about nine-tenths was se-

cured through the Boston members of the

board of trustees. To the list of these

services to the laboratory must be added

the establishment and maintenance of the

large dining club, without which the labo-

ratory could not have grown to its present

size.

In consideration, then, of these facts, that

the plan of providing both for instruction

and for investigation, and the continued

life of the laboratory, have hitherto de-

pended primarily upon the efforts of the

Boston trustees, may it not be claimed that

they might reasonably have expected jus-

tice and consideration from those who alone

had any direct advantage from their efforts.

2. Dr. Whitman was appointed Director

and has ably carried out the original plans

of the trustees, and though the general plan

and scope of the Laboratory have remained

unchanged from the start. Dr. Whitman
has suggested and carried through valuable

modifications and he has devoted his sum-

mers and other time to the Laboratory for

nine years, and has served through the

whole period without remuneration. Under

these circumstances the trustees have al-

ways striven to meet Dr. Whitman's wishes

in every practical way, and have repeatedly

laid aside their own preferences and con-

victions in order to give the Director the

fullest expression of their recognition of his

services. There gradually arose, however,

a serious divergence of views upon im-

portant points between Dr. Whitman, upon

the one hand, and the trustees, as recorded

by the votes and discussions of the board,

on the other.

The first point related to the general

policy of the Laboratory. A large majority

of all the trustees who have ever attended

a meeting were convinced that the wisest

course was to plan at once a permanent
building, with first-class equipment, and
to endeavor to secure a permanent endow-

ment. Dr. Whitman wished first to erect

more temporary buildings, although the

debt of the Laboratory was thereby in-

creased. Out of deference to Dr. Whitman
the Board yielded more than once, but

last winter they showed a positive determi-

nation not to sanction the continuation of

the policy.

The second point concerned the financial

management. The trustees held that it

was their duty to exercise an effective con-

trol of the finances, in accordance with

their legal obligation under the act of in-

corporation, and, therefore, that they must
regulate the general appropriations, such

as those for salaries, for running expenses,

etc. Dr. Whitman, on the contrary, ap-

parently considered that the expenditures

were to be regulated solely by him, and

acted accordingly. He exceeded his appro-

priations for running expenses and spent

money necessary for certain uses for an un-

authorized purpose. The trustees adopted

the most generous and lenient view

possible of these occurrences, for they

attributed them to Dr. Whitman's igno-

rance of the ordinary rules of financial ad-

ministration, until thd violations became

so extreme that it was unavoidable to take

prompt and efficient steps to protect the

Laboratory.

The following instances illustrate the

character of Dr. Whitman's financial stand-

ards. In his report for 1895, p. 28, he pre-

sents figures to show that each time the

trustees acceded to his wish for a new
building the earnings of the Laboratory in-

creased faster than the expenses. But Dr.

Whitman's statement of the expenses for

five of the eight years was extremelj'' in-

correct, * as shown in the following table

:

* It is to be regretted that the errors were not ob-

served in time to withdraw them from publication.
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for the past season, but these belated fees,

amounting last year to several hundred

dollars, it has been the custom to reserve

to cover the expenses ofopening the Labora-

tory the following season. Under these

conditions it was impossible to plan to open

the Laboratory until funds were secured to

cover the deficit, and Dr. Whitman was so

informed. The Laboratory had, ia addition,

a debt ofabout $5,500. After several months

the $398.59 used by Dr. Whitman was re-

stored to the treasury by a payment made for

that purpose by Mr. ]S"unn. The trustees ap-

plied all the fees thej^ could collect to cover

the deficit and finally raised in Boston

$1,144, and thereupon immediately made
public announcement of the opening of the

Laboratory.

Dr. Whitman, who was the cause of

these difficulties, and therefore of the delay

in issuing the announcement for 1897,

blamed the trustees not only for their con-

servatism, but also for that delay and for

the appointment of a Bursar, which his de-

ficiencies had rendered indispensable.

A written offer was received in April,

1897, from Mr. L. L. ISTunn, of Telluride,

Colorado, a brother-in-law of the Director

and one of the trustees of the Laboratory

since January, 1896. This oifer substanti-

ally was as follows :

Mr. Nunn offered to pay the deficit in the

running expenses at Wood's Holl for the

season of 1897, after devoting towards the

payment of such expenses all proceeds ob-

tained from the operations at Wood's Holl.

These running expenses did not include in-

surance, interest on the debt, or the ex-

penses of the Treasurer's office. The offer

was made upon the conditiou that Dr. Whit-
man directed the Laboratory in accordance

with his best judgment and that Mr. Allen,

' or some other person acceptable to me

'

(Mr. Nunn's words), be employed as Assist-

ant Treasurer at Wood's Holl. Mr. Nunn
made himself responsible onlj^ for expenses

incurred mth consent of said Assistant

Treasurer or himself.

It is to be noted that Mr. Nunn offered

an uncertain amount and made no promise

of subsequent assistance, but did state ex-

pressly to the trustees, at a meeting, that

no large gift could be expected from him.

As the acceptance of this offer was condi-

tional on the discharge of the Bursar al-

ready engaged by the trustees, aud as the

trustees did not consider it wise to relin-

quish all responsibility, even for a limited

time, to one of their number, Mr. Nunn's
proposition was declined by a recorded vote

of nine to one, and the decision was com-

municated to him by the Treasurer in the

following terms :

April 15th, 1897.
L. L. NUNN, Esq.,

Dear Sir :

I have your letter of April 9th from Prove,

Utah , enclosing draft of your offer to the Trustees of

the Marine Biological Laboratory.

The Trustees, after giving your generous oSer care-

ful consideration since your visit to Boston, and after

a meeting at which the subject was fully discussed,

were with one exception of the opinion that it would
not be compatible with their duties as Trustees of the

Laboratory, to resign into the hands of Dr. Whit-
man the entire direction of its policy, even though

guaranteed by you against any financial loss during

the coming season.

Your first letter and draft were never received by
me ; I presume they miscarried in the mail, and your
second letter did not arrive until after the meeting,

but I do not find anything in it which materially dif-

fered from the proposition as originally made to the

Trustees by word of mouth. I shall transmit your

letter and offer to the Secretary, in order that they

may be submitted to the Trustees at their next meet-

ing, but I think we may regard the matter as defi-

nitely settled without awaiting further action.

Personally, I believe that the decision of the Trus-

tees was a necessary one ; at the same time, I confess

to gi-eat reluctance in foregoing on behalf of the

Laboratory your generous assistance, and we must cer-

tainly all be very grateful to you for the interest you
have taken in our project.

Yours trul3',

Laurence Minot.

4. The customary summer meeting of the
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board of trustees was held at "Wood's Holl

on August 6, 1897. At this meeting only

a small attendance is expected, as it is

known that many members are usually ab-

sent on expeditions or vacations, and, ac-

cordingly, until this year only routine busi-

ness had been transacted at this meeting.

Before this meeting began, Dr. Whitman
stated, deliberately, to the Acting Presi-

dent in response to a question, that there

was no important new business to be

brought forward. After the hour of the

meeting the four members of the board

who had come from Boston to attend were

kept waiting half an hour for the ar-

rival of the other members who were

then at Wood's Holl, although it was

known that most of the Boston trus-

tees must return by the last train in two

hours. On the motion of Dr. E. G. Gar-

diner some 150 new members of the

corporation were elected, most of them
students at the Laboratory. Without this

election it is doubtful if the subsequent

plans could have been carried through.

After all the business known to the Presi-

dent and Secretary had been transacted.

Dr. Whitman introduced an extended dis-

cussion on some matters of the past (about

which no action was possible) . Almost im-

mediately thereafter it became necessary

for three members to leave to take the last

train to Boston, and a protest against con-

tinuing the meeting was made but was
overridden. The meeting was continued by
Dr. Whitman, Dr. E. G. Gardiner, Profes-

sor J. P. McMurrich, Professor S. F.

Clarke and the Secretary, who remained.

The proposition to hold the annual meeting

at Wood's Holl, a piece of important new
business, for which there had previously

been ample opportunity was then brought

forward, and the following votes were

passed, the Secretary voting in the negative

in each case. The Secretary also made
strong protests against passing so revolu-

tionary measures after the Acting President

and two trustees had left the meeting.

Voted on the motion of Dr. E. G. Gardi-

ner : That the clerk be directed to call

a special meeting of the corporation to con-

sider the advisability of changing the by-

laws, the meeting to be held at the Parker

House, Boston, on August 16th.

Voted : That the temporary chairman

(Professor McMurrich) appoint a committee

of three to formulate the changes in the

by-laws.

The committee was constituted with Dr.

Gardiner, chairman ; Dr. Whitman and
Professor Clarke.

The purpose of the proposed changes wa^
to have the annual meetings of the corpora-

tion held at Wood's Holl, to change the

board of trustees from a body practically

self-perpetuating to an elective body, and

to place the control of the Laboratory in new
hands.

We consider the action taken entirely

unjustifiable, owing to the methods em-

ployed. There are also special reasons

which made it unsuitable for Dr. Whitman
and for Dr. Gardiner and Professor McMur-
rich to pursue the course taken.

In his Keport for 1895, p. 47, Dr. Whit-

man says :
" It still remains possible for a

minority of four to hold meetings at con-

venience in Boston and regulate the affairs

of the Laboratory, and that, too, in the ab-

sence of every one familiar with the needs.

It makes no difference whether this has or

has not been done; the possibility of its

being done is what jeopardizes vital interests

of the Laboratory."

We call attention to the fact that Dr.

Whitman, aided by Messrs. Gardiner, Mc-
Murrich and Clarke, is the first and only

person who has profited by the possibility

he so emphatically condemned, and that, by

utilizing it, he and his three supporters suc-

ceeded in setting aside the expressed wishes

of the board of trustees, and in changing
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tlie national character of the Labora-

tory.

In August 1895, the trustees appointed

a committee ' to take into consideration a

reorganization of the governing body.' In

1S96 Dr. Gardiner was made chairman

of this committee, of which Professor Mc-

Murrich was also a member. A resolve

proposing certain changes in the mode of

government of the Laboratory, introduced

by one of the trustees, was referred to the

committee.

We regret that the committee, in spite of

many repeated requests to its chairman,

made no report, and that Dr. Gardiner

and Professor McMurrich," instead of act-

ing in consultation with their fellow

trustees, adopted a plan to reorganize the

government of the Laboratory by other

means.

5. The special meeting was duly held at

the Parker House, Boston, on August 16th.

A large attendance from Wood's Holl was
secured, it is said, by hiring a special car

and offering to pay the i'ares of the members
of the Corporation, many of whom had been

elected only a few days before. It was
proposed by some of the Boston trustees to

ask for a hearing before this meeting, but

the gathering seemed to them so evidently

packed that they considered any attempt to

obtain a hearing useless. The proposed

changes in the by-laws were carried through.

The most important one of these is that

which fixes the annual meeting for the

summer at Wood's Holl. This change

seems well calculated to enable the Director

to maintain practically control over the

Corporation. Other changes made are

likely also to favor this result.

The newly appointed annual meeting of

the Corporation was held at Wood's Holl

on August 24th. A new board of trustees

was elected and five of the Boston trustees

were dropped. The Boston trustees could

make no defense, because they had never

heird any accusations and had no informa-

tion until the meeting of their projected

exclusion. Moreover, nearly all the under-

signed were necessarily absent from that

meeting.

Although without the labors of the five

trustees who were dropped from the board

the Laboratory might never have existed,

and although Dr. Whitman was under many
obligations to them, they were ejected from

the board by means which can only be con-

sidered underhand and dishonorable. We
believe that such a policy must injure the

Laboratory seriously and we are unable to

give it support or approval.

The main points of this statement are as

follows :

1. The recognition of the scientific abil-

ity of the Director, his devotion and ser-

vices to the Laboratory.

2. The utter lack of sound financial

standards shown by the Director.

3. The dishonorableness of the methods

employed to reorganize the government of

the Laboratory.

4. The ignorance of the facts on the part

of the members of the Corporation present

at the meetings of August 16th and 24th,

which helped to make this reorganization

possible.

Samuel H. Scuddee,

President, 1891-96

;

William G. Faelow,
Acting President, 1896-97;

Anna P. Williams,

Secretary, 1888-97;

Laurence Minot,

Treasurer, 1894-97

;

Charles S. Minot,

Trustee, 1888-97;

Georgiana W. Smith,

Trustee, 1891-97

;

Sidney I. Smith,

Trustee, 1891-97.
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THE JESUP EXPEDITION TO THE NOBTH
PACIFIC COAST.

It will be remembered that in the spring

of this year Mr. Morris K. Jesup, President

of the American Museum of Natural His-

tory, provided the means for a thorough

ethnological investigation of the northern

portions of the Pacific coasts of Asia and

North America.

It was decided to begin field work on

the American coast, and in May a party

consisting of Dr. Franz Boas, Dr. Liv-

ingston Farrand and Mr. Harlan I. Smith

left New York in order to carry on anthro-

pological investigations in British Colum-

bia. In previous years the Committee of

the British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science appointed for studying the

tribes of northwestern Canada had carried

on investigations in British Columbia. This

committee was about to conclude its field

work. Since the territory in which the

operations Of the Jesup Expedition are to

be conducted embraces the field of work of

the committee, it seemed desirable to have

the operations of both parties conducted on

a common plan. The committee was de-

sirous of completing its anthropometric sur-

vey of British Columbia and to obtain in-

formation on the Tinneh tribes of the

interior of that Province. This work was

entrusted to the party of the Jesup Expedi-

tion and has been done by Dr. Fai-rand and

Dr. Boas.

During the past season the work of the

Jesup Expedition was directed mainly to

an exploration of the prehistoric remains of

British Columbia, to a study of the Bella

Coola Indians and of the northern Kwakiutl

Indians. A special study of the art]^of the

Indians of the North Pacific coast was in-

cluded in the plan of work. In all these

directions good progress has been made.

The work was divided in the following

way. Mr. Smith was charged with the

archgeological investigations ; Dr. Boas and

Dr. Farrand collected anthropometrical

data, and Dr. Farrand undertook the study

of the Chilcotin for the British Association

for the Advancement of Science, and later

on carried on inquiries on the sociology of

the northern Kwakiutl. Dr. Boas investi-

gated the Bella Coola Indians and later on

studied the art of the northern tribes. He
concluded his work with a study of the

language of the northern Kwakiutl. In

British Columbia Mr. James Teit and Mr.

George Hunt joined the party, the former

to assist in work on the Thompson Eiver

Indians, the latter to assist in work among
the Kwakiutl tribes. Mr. Teit has prom-

ised to furnish for the expedition a descrip-

tion of the Thompson Eiver Indians. Mr.

Hunt's services were of the greatest value

on account of Ms intimate knowledge of the

Kwakiutl language and of the customs of

the people.

The result of this summer's work may be

summarized as follows : Mr. Smith inves-

tigated archaeological remains at four points

:

at Kamloops, Spence's Bridge, at the famous

burial ground at Lytton and at Port Ham-
mond.

The remains found at Kamloops belong

to a number of periods preceding contact

with the whites. In all the sites objects

made of shell, copper, bone and stone

were found. The general shape of these

objects suggest that the people using them

were the immediate ancestors of the tribes

inhabiting these regions at the present

day. Most of the material was found

buried in shifting sand, owing to which

fact the original order has been much dis-

turbed.

The remains found at Lytton were of a

character similar to those found at Kam-
loops. While a thorough investigation of

the finds may show that there existed dif-

ferences in the cultures of these regions,

the general characteristics of the mate-

rial are much alike. In both places the
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finds were made in ancient burials or in

caches.

At Port Hammond Mr. Smith investi-

gated a number of shell heaps. These have

a thickness of 4^ feet or less, aad the re-

mains found in the heaps were ascertained

to be not intrusive. A number of skeletons

and well-preserved artefacts were found.

There is no difference in the character of

the objects found in the lowest layers and

in the higher layers. Judging by the size of

trees growing on the shell heaps, these sites

must have been deserted for a considerable

length of time, but there is no evidence

pointing to a very great antiquity of the

remains. Further conclusions cannot be

drawn until the material obtained in these

locaUties has been subjected to a thorough

investigation.

Dr. Boas' investigations on the Bella

Coola gave some results of considerable in-

terest. Previous inquiries had shown that

the Bella Coola possess a highly devel-

oped mythology. Further studies have

shown that they are the only tribe on the

North Pacific coast that have systematized

their mythology. "While among them we
find most of the elements of the mytholo-

gies of the neighboring tribes, this material

has been so elaborated that instead of a

multitude of spirits we find a number of

deities, each with its proper functions. The
Bella Coola believe that there are five

worlds, an upper heaven over which rules

the supreme goddess Qamaits. The lower

heaven is the home of a number of deities

the most powerful of whom is the sun,

called by the Bella Coola ' Our Father' and
' The Sacred One.' The deities reside in a

house located in the zenith. It is called

' House of Myths.' The thoughts of these

deities are put into action by four brothers,

who live in a separate room in the rear of

the house. Here also reside ten brothers,

to whose care the winter ceremonial is en-

trusted. The sun walks from east to west

every day. In the east in heaven sits the

'Bear of Heaven,' watching the 'Place of

Dawn.' On the west is the pillar, which

prevents the sun from passing into the

lower world. Twenty-four watchmen are

appointed to look after the sky and to keep

it in good order. Three others fly around

the sun watching his course. At winter

solstice and summer solstice are stationed

two watchmen, whose duty it is to prevent

his tarrying at those places. Our own
world—the earth—is an island in the ocean.

In the far east a god is sitting, who holds

a strong bar in both his hands. Stone

ropes are tied to this bar by means of

which the earth is held in place. In the

far west is the salmon land. The world un-

derneath ours is that of the ghosts. Every-

thing there is the reverse of what it is

here. The ghosts walk on their heads.

"When it is winter here it is summer there,

When it is daylight here it is night-time

there. The deceased may return to life by

being born again. "When a ghost dies his

soul goes to the lowest world, from which

there is no return. The year is divided

into two periods. In summer the ' canoe

of the salmon ' stays in our world. In Oc-

tober it returns to the salmon country and

at the same moment the ' canoe of the win-

ter ceremonial ' arrives. As soon as this

canoe reaches the banks of the river the

whole tribe embark and are conveyed to

the ' House of Myths,' in heaven. At the

same time the female spirit of the winter

ceremonial, of which there is one for each

village, leaves her abode in the mountains

and shows herself. At the time of the win-

ter solstice the ' canoe of the winter cere-

monial ' returns and the ' canoe of the

salmon ' arrives from the salmon country.

These mythological ideas are the founda-

tion of the calendar of the people, which

has twelve months, two indefinite periods

around the solstices and five months be-

tween the solstices.
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The traditions of the Bella Coola are, to

a great extent, totemic. Only members of

the clan have the right to relate their

traditions and to use the carvings based

on their traditions. This has led to a

system of endogamic marriage which was
intended to prevent the acquisition of

clan rights by other clans. This sys-

tem is breaking down under the influ-

ence of the Kwakiutl system of exogamic

marriage.

Investigations on the art of the Indians

were mainly based on the consideration

that the process of conventionalization will

probably progress the farther the more diffi-

cult the treatment of the surface to be

decorated. It seemed that no surface offers

greater difficulties than the human face,

and for this reason a considerable number
of facial paintings were collected. The
results of this collection met the expecta-

tions, since a number of highly conven-

tionalized designs, some of purely geomet-

rical character, were obtained. In addition

to these a number of designs from house

fronts and from edges of blankets were ob-

tained.

The studies on the languages of the

Kwakiutl Indians cannot very well be

summarized in a few words. Texts were

obtained in two dialects, the Awikyenok
and the Kwakiutl proper, which will prob-

ably form a satisfactory basis for a full

treatment of these dialects.

On account of the difficulties encoun-

tered in previous work on the physical

characteristics of the tribes, it was deemed
desirable to base the work on better ma-
terial. Previous collections consisted of

measurements and brief descriptive notes

of types. These latter proved to be very

unsatisfactory on account of the vagueness

of the terms employed. Photographs ob-

viate this difficulty to a certain extent, but

not adequately, owing to the effects of per-

spective forshortening. For this reason it

was deemed desirable to try if the sub-

ject can be treated more advantageously

by means of a systematic collection of

plaster casts, which will facilitate com-

parison. This seemed particularly im-

portant, since the study of the physical

types of the coast of the North Pacific

Ocean must form one of the most important

subjects of investigation of the Jesup Expe-

dition. A series of one hundred casts have

been obtained, representing four distinct

types of British Columbia. The collection

will be subjected to a critical examination

in order to ascertain the usefulness of the

method of investigation. The collection

was made by all the members of the party.

Each cast is accompanied by four photo-

graphs of the subject on a scale of about

1:5, front view, two profiles and one half

profile. These photographs were taken by
Mr. Harlan I. Smith.

Dr. Farrand, in his work among the

Chilcotin, obtained considerable ethnolog-

ical information, both as regards mythology

and general customs. In both these fields

striking evidence of the influence of contact

with neighboring tribes was found ; thus in

certain myths details of clearly coast

origin, along with those bearing unmistak-

able marks of the interior, were found

grafted upon otherwise independent Chil-

cotin stories. In social organization the

Chilcotin, unlike the Tinneh ti'ibes imme-
diately to the north of them, show few

signs of coast influence. No traces of clan

organization were seen. Recognized rela-

tionship was regarded as a bar to marriage,

but this recognition was apparently not

carried further than cousins of the first de-

gree. The general condition and habits of

the tribe have been greatly changed during

the last thirty years, owing to the establish-

ment of reservations upon which most of

the people have been settled who thus aban-

doned the wandering life to which they

were formerly accustomed. A few families
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still decline to come in to tlie reservations

and keep up their old semi-nomadic life in

the mountains.

As to the social organization of the

Heiltsuk it was found that the tribe con-

tains four clans—the eagle, wolf, raven and

killer whale. There is nothing correspond-

ing to the phratries of tribes farther north,

but the individual clans are strictly esogam-

ous, and marriage is also forbidden with

members of corresponding clans in certain

other tribes. Descent is mixed, matei-nal

and paternal, but preference is shown for

the clan of the mother. In the case of a

single child it almost invariably takes the

maternal clan. There were formerly three

social classes—nobility, common people and

slaves. The nobility or chiefs were of dif-

ferent ranks, higher position being obtained

by means of the potlatch. A member of the

lower classes, however, could never obtain

nobility.

A very considerable number of specimens

were collected by the expedition which

will materially increase the scientific value

of the collections from the North Pacific

coast in the American Museum of Natural

History. The new material consists mainly

of archfeological collections from Kamloops,

Lytton and Port Hammond ; an ethnolog-

ical collection from Spence's Bridge, another

one from Chilcotin Valley. From the

northern part of the coast a very full col-

lection of masks and carvings illustrating

mythology of the Bella Coola was obtained.

Another collection illustrates the arts and

ceremonials of the Kwakiutl and of the

Nootka. Finally the large collection of

casts and photographs of Indians must be

mentioned.

Ethnology is deeply indebted to Dr.

Jesup for inaugurating this important in-

vestigation, which, we may hope, will help

to settle finally a number of the most diffi-

cult problems regarding the early history

of mankind.

EXPERIMENTAL MORPHOLOGY*

In looking at the progress which has

been made in the study of plant morphology

I have been as much impressed with the

different attitudes of mind toward the sub-

ject during the past 150 years as by the

advance which has taken place in methods

of study and the important acquisitions to

botanical science. These different view

points have coincided to some extent with

distinct periods of time. What Sachs in

his ' History ofBotany ' calls the 'New Mor-

phology ' was ushered in near the middle of

the present century by Von Mohl's re-

searches in anatomy, by Naegeli's investi-

gation of the cell and Schleiden's history of

the development of the flower. The lead-

ing idea in the study of morphology during

this period was the inductive method for

the purpose of discerning fundamental prin-

ciples and laws, not simply the establish-

ment of individual facts, which was es-

pecially characteristic of the earlier period

when the dogma of the constancy of species

prevailed.

The work of the ' herbalists ' had paved

the way for the more logical study of plant

members by increasing a knowledge of

species, though their work speedily degen-

erated into mere collections of material and

tabulations of species with inadequate de-

scriptions. Later the advocates of meta-

morphosis and spiral growth had given an

impetus more to the study of nature, though

diluted with much poetry and too largely

subservient to the imagination or idealistic

notions.

But it was reserved for Hoirmeister,-|-

whose Avork followed within three decades

ofthe beginnings of this period, to add to the

*Ad(li'ess of the Vice-President before Section G—

•

Botany—of the American Association for the Ad-

vanoenieut of Science, Detroit, 1897.

t Bibliograpliical details will be appended when
the address is published in the Proceedings of the As-

sociation.
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inductive method of research as now laid

•down the comparative method, and extend-

ing his researclies down into the Pterido-

phyta and Bryophj^ta, he not only estab-

lished for these groups facts in sexuality

which Camerarius and Robert Brown had

done for the Spermatophyta, but he did it

in a far superior manner. He thus laid the

foundation for our present conceptions of

the comparative morphology of plants.

Naegeli's investigations of the cell had em-

phasized the importance of its study in de-

velopment and now the relation of cell

growth to the form of plant members was

carried to a high degree, and an attempt

was made to show how dependent the form

of the plant was on the growth of the apical

cell in the Pteridophyta and Bryophyta,

though later researches have modified this

view, and how necessary a knowledge of the

sequence of cell division was to an under-

standing of homologies and relationships.

Thus in developmental and comparative

studies morphology has been placed on a

broader and more natural basis, and the

homologies and relationships of organs be-

tween the lower and higher plants are better

understood.

But the growth of comparative mor-

phology has been accompanied by the in-

terpretation of structures usually from a

teleological standpoint, and in many cases

with the innate propensity of the mind to

look at nature in the light of the old ideal-

istic theories of metamorphosis.

I wish now to enquire if we have not re-

cently entered upon a new period in our

study of comparative morphology. There

are many important questions on which

comparative studies of development under

natural or normal conditions alone cannot

afford a sufficient number of data. We are

constantly confronted with the problems of

the interpretation of structure and form,

not only as to how it stands in relation to

structures in other plants which we deal

with in comparative morphology, but the

meaning of the structure or form itself, and

in relation to the other structures of the

organism, in relation to the environment

and in relation to the past. This must be

met by an enquirjr on our part as to why
the structure or form is what it is, and what
are the conditions which influence it. This

we are accustomed to do by experiment, and
it begins to appear that our final judgments

upon many questions of morphology, es-

pecially those which relate to variation,

homology, etc., must be formed after the

evidence is obtained in this higher trial

court, that of experimental morphologij . While
experimental morphology as a designation

of one branch of research in plants, or as a

distinct and important field of study, is not

yet fully taken cognizance of by botanists,

we have only to consult our recent liter-

ature to find evidence that this great and

little explored field has already been en-

tered upon.

Experimental methods of research in the

study of plants have been in vogue for

some time, but chiefly by plant physiolo-

gists and largely from the standpoint of the

physical and chemical activities of the

plant, as well as those phases of nutrition

and irritability, and of histologic struc-

ture, which relate largely to the life pro-

cesses of the plants, and in which the physi-

ologist is therefore mainly interested. In

recent years there has been a tendency in

physiological research to limit the special

scope of these investigations to those sub-

jects of a physical and chemical nature. At
the same time the study of the structure and
behavior of protoplasm is coming to be re-

garded as a morphological one, and while

experimental methods of research as applied

to the morphology of protoplasm and the

cell is comparatively new there is already

a considerable literature on the subject,

even from the side of plant organisms

(Davenport, '97). While certain of the
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plienomena of irritability and growth are

closely related to the physics of plant life,

they are essentially morphologic, and it is

here especially that we have a voluminous

literature based strictly on the inductions

gained by experimentation, and for which

we have chiefly to thank the plant physiol-

ogists.

If we were to write the full history of ex-

perimental morphology in its broadest as-

pects we could not omit those important

experimental researches on the lower plants

in determining the ontogeny of polymorphic

species among the algse and fungi which

were begun so ably bj^ DeBary, Tulasne,

Pringsheim and others and carried on by a

host of European and American botanists.

The tone which these investigations gave to

taxonomic botany has been felt in the study

of the higher plants, by using to some ex-

tent the opportunities at botanic gardens,

where plants of a group may be grown

under similar conditions for comparison,

and in the establishment of alpine, subal-

pine and tropical stations for the purpose of

studying the influence of climate on the

form and variations of plants, and in studj^-

ing the effect of varying external condi-

tions.

"While experimental morphology in its

broadest sense also includes in its domain

cellular morphologj'' and the changes re-

sulting from the directive or taxic forces

accompanying growth, it is not these phases

of morphology with which I wish to deal

here.

The question is rather that of experi-

mental morphology as applied to the in-

terpretation of the modes of progress fol-

lowed by members and organs in attaining

morphologic individuality, in the tracing

of homologies, in the relation of members

associated by antagonistic or correlative

forces, the dependence of diversity of func-

tion in homologous members on external and

internal forces, as well as the causes which

determine the character of certain paternal

or maternal structures. I shall deal more
especially with the experimental evidence

touching the relation of the members
of the plant which has been repre-

sented under the concept of the leaf as

expressed in the metamorphosis theory of

the idealistic morphology. The poetry and

mystery of the plant world, which was so

beautifully set forth in the writings of

Goethe and A. Braun, are interesting and

entrancing, and the poetic communication

with nature is elevating to our ethical and

spiritual natures. But fancy or poetry

cannot guide us safely to the court of in-

quiry. We must sometimes lay these in-

stincts aside and deal with nature in a
cold, experimental, calculating spirit.

The beginnings of experimental mor-

phology were made about one century ago,

when Knight, celebrated also for the im-

pulse which he gave to experimental physi-

ology, performed some very simple experi-

ments on the potato plant. The under-

ground shoots and tubers had been called

roots until Hunter (77) pointed out the

fact that they were similar to stems.

Knight tested the matter by experiment,

and demonstrated that the tubers and un-

dergound stems could be made grow into

aerial leafy slaoots. This he regarded as

indicating a compensation of growth, and

he thought farther that a compensation of

growth could be shown to exist between the

production of tubers and flowers on the

potato plant. He reasoned that bj^ the pre-

vention of the development of the tubers

the plant might be made to bloom. An
early sort of potato was selected, one which

rarely or never set flowers, and the shoots

were potted with the earth well heaped up

into a mound around the end of the shoot.

"When growth was well started the soil was

washed away from the shoot and the upper

part of the roots so that the plant was only

connected with the soil by the roots. Th(p
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tubers were prevented from growing and

numbers of flowers were formed. This re-

sult he also looked upon as indicating a

compensation of growth between the flowers

and tubers. While we recognize Knight's

experiments as of great importance, yet he

erred in his interpretation of the results of

this supposed correlation between the tu-

bers and flowers, as Vochting has shown.

By repeating Knight's experiment, and also

by growing shoots so that tubers would be

prevented from developing, while at the

same litne the roots would be protected,

flowers were obtained in the flrst case while

they were not in the second, so that the

compensation of growth, or correlation of

growth, here exists between the vegetative

portion of the plant and the flowers instead

of between the production of tubers and

flowers as Knight supposed.

The theory of metamorphosis as expressed

by Goethe and A. Braun ('61) and applied

to the leaf regarded the leaf as a concept or

idea. As Goebel ('80) points out, Braun
did not look upon any one form as the

typical one which through transformation

had developed the various leaf forms, but

each one represented a wave in the march
of the successive billows of a metamorphosis,

the shoot manifesting successive repetitions

or renewals of growth each season, present-

ing in order the ' niederblatter, laubbliitter,

hochblatter, kelchblatter, blumenblatter,

staubblatter, fruchtblatter. Though it had

been since suggested from time to time, as

Goebel ('SO) remarks, that the foliage leaf

must be regarded as the original one from

which all the other forms had arisen

(though at that time Goebel did not think

this the correct view), no research, he says,

had been carried on, not even in a single

case to determine this point. Goebel

plainly showed in the case of Primus pad%is

that axillary buds which under normal

conditions were formed one year with sev-

eral bud scales could be made by artificial

treatment to develop during the first year.

This he accomplished by removing all the

leaves from small trees in April, and in

some cases also cutting away the terminal

shoot. In these cases the axillary shoot, in-

stead of developing a bud which remained

dormant for one j^ear as in normal cases, at

once began to grow and developed well-

formed shoots. Instead of the usual num-
ber of bud scales, there were first two stip-

ule-like outgrowths, and then fully ex-

panded leaves were formed, so that in this

case, he says, the metamorphosis of the leaf

to bud scales was prevented. For this re-

lation of bud scales to foliage leaves Goebel

proposed the term ' correlation of growth '

('80). In the case of Vicia faba removal

of the lamina of the leaf of seedlings when
it was very young caused the stipules to

attain a large size and to perform the func-

tion of the assimilating leaf. He here

points out that experimentation aids us in

interpreting certain morphological phe-

nomena which otherwise might remain ob-

scure. He cites the occasional occurrence

(Moquin-Tandon) in the open of enlarged

stipules of this plant which his experiment

aids in interpreting. In the case of Lathy-

rus aphaca the stipules are large and leaf-

like, while fjhe part which corresponds to

the lamina of the leaf is in the form of a

tendril, the correlation processes here hav-

ing brought about the enlargement of the

stipules as the lamina of the leaf became

adapted to another function. Kronfeld

('86, '87) repeated some of Goebel's ex-

periments, obtaining the same results, and

extended them to other plants {Pirus

inalus and Pimm sativum"), while negative

results attended some other experiments.

Hildebrand, in some experiments on seed-

lings and cuttings, found that external in-

fluences affected the leaves, and in some

cases, where the cotyledons were cut, foliage

leaves appeared in place of the usual bud

scales, and in Oxalis rubella removal of the
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foliage leaf, wliicli appears after the coty-

ledons, caused the first of the bulb scales,

which normally appear following the foli-

age leaf, to expand into a foliage leaf.

In some experiments on the influence of

light on the form of the leaves Goebel ('96)

has obtained some interesting results.

Plants of Campanula rotundifolia were used.

In this species the lower leaves are petioled

and possess broadly expanded, heart-shaped

laminse, while the upper leaves are narrow

and sessile, with intergrading forms. Plants

in different stages of growth were placed in

a poorly-lighted room. Young plants which

had only the round leaves under these con-

ditions continued to develop only this form

of leaf, while older plants which had both

kinds of leaves when the experiment was

started now developed on the new growth

of the shoot the round-leaved form. In the

case of plants on which the flower shoot

had already developed, side shoots with the

round leaves were formed. Excluding the

possibility of other conditions having an in-

fluence here, the changes in the form of the

leaves has been shown to be due to a vary-

ing intensity of light. The situation of the

plants in the open favor this view, since the

leaves near the ground in these places are

not so well lighted as the leaves higher up
on the stem. In this case the effect of

dampness is not taken into account by the

experimenter, and, since dampness does

have an influence on the size of the leaf, it

would seem that it might be at least one of

the factors here. An attempt was now
made to prevent the development of the

round leaves on the j'oung seedlings. For
this purpose the germinating seeds were

kept imder the influence of strong and con-

tinuous lighting. The round leaves were

nevertheless developed in the early stage,

an indication that this form of the leaf on

the seedling has become fixed and is hered-

itary. Hering ('96) found that enclosing

the larger cotyledon of Strejitocarpus in a

plaster cast, so as to check the growth, the

smaller and usually fugacious one grew to

the size of the larger one, provided the ex-

periment was started before the small one

was too old. Amputation of the large coty-

ledon gave the same results.

Other experimenters have directed their

attention to the efiect of light and gravity

on the arrangement of the leaves on the

stem, as well as the effect of light on the

length of the petioles and breadth of the

lamina. Among these may be mentioned

the work of Weisse ('95), Eosenvinge

('94), and others.

Goebel has shown experimentally that

dampness is also one of the external in-

fluences which can change the character of

xerophyllous leaves. A New Zealand spe-

cies of Veronica of xerophyllous habit and
scaly appressed leaves in the seedling stage

has spreading leaves with a broad lamina.

Older plants can be forced into this condi-

tion in which the leaves are expanded by
growing them in a moist vessel ('96).

Gain, Askenasy and others have shown
that dampness or dryness has an important

influence in determining the character of

the leaves.

The results of the experiments in showing

the relation of the leaf to the bud scales

Goebel regards as evidence that the foliage

leaf is the original foi'm of the two, and that

the bud scale is a modification of it.

Treub ('72) conducted some interesting

experiments for the purpose of determining

the homology of the pappus of the Com-
positte. Gall-insects were employed to

stimulate the pappus of Hieracium umbel-

latum, and it was made to grow into a normal

calyx with five lobes. (A recent letter from

Professor Treub states that he later re-

peated these experiments with other species

of Compositte with like results, but the

work was not published. ) Kny ( '94) found

in seedlings and cuttings which he ex-

perimented with that, while there was still
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stored food available for the roots and

shoots, there was little, if any, dependence

of one upon the other. Hering ('96) comes

to somewhat different conclusions as a re-

sult of his experiments, finding that in some

cases there was a slight increase of growth,

while in others growth of the one was

reciprocallj'^ retarded when the other was
checked in development. Numerous cases

of horticultural practice in pollination of

fruits show that the form and size of the

fruit and of the adjacent parts, as well as

the longer or shorter period of existence of

the floral envelopes, can be influenced by

pollination.

The investigations carried on by Klebs

('96) in the conjugation of Sjnrogyra sug-

gest how experimentation of this kind may
be utilized to determine questions which in

special cases cannot be arrived at easily by

direct investigation. If threads of Spiro-

gyra varians which are ready for conjuga-

tion are brought into a. (0.5%) solution of

agar-agar, in such a way that nearly

parallel threads lie at a varying distance in

their windings, where they are within cer-

tain limits, the conjugation tubes are de-

veloped and the zj'gospores are formed

;

but where the threads lie at too great a

distance for the influence to be exerted, the

cells remain sterile, and no conjugation

tubes are developed. If, now, these threads

be brought into a nutrient solution, these

cells, which were compelled to remain

sterile, grow and develop into new threads,

i. e., they take on the vegetative, though

they are fully prepared for the sexual func-

tion. Strasburger ('97) has pointed out

that this may be taken as excluding the

possibility of there being a reducing di-

vision of the chromosomes during the ma-

turing of the sexual cells, a process which

takes place in animals, and that the be-

havior of Spirocjyra in this respect agrees

with what is known to take place in the

higher plants, viz., that the reduction pro-

cess is not one which is concerned in the

maturity of the gametes. The same could

be said of Polyphagus, in which Nowa-
kowski ('78) found that before the zygo-

spore was completely formed the protoplasm

moved out and formed a new sporangium.

In the case of Protosiphon botryoides

Klebs was also able to compel the partheno-

genetic development of the motile gametes,

and the same thing was observed in the

case of the gametes of Ulothrix. If we are

justified in interpreting this phenomenon
as Strasburger suggests, the evidence which

Uaciborski ('96) gives as a result of his

experiments with Basidiobolus ranarum

would support the idea that there is no re-

ducing division in the chromosomes before

the formation of the nuclei of the gametes.

Raciborski found that in the case of the

young zygospores of this plant, in old

nutrient medium where the fusion of the

plasma contents had taken place, but be-

fore the nuclei had fused, if they were

placed in a fresh nutrient medium the

fusion of the nuclei was prevented, and
vegetative growth took place, forming a

hypha which possessed two nuclei, the pa-

ternal one and the maternal one. Raci-

borski interprets Eidam's ('87) study of the

nuclear division prior to the copulation of

the gametes as showing that the reducing

division takes places here as in the matura-

tion of the sexual cells of animals, and

looks upon the premature germination of

the zygospore as showing that a paternal

and maternal nucleiis possesses the full pe-

culiarities of a normal vegetative one.

However, we are not justified in claiming a

reducing division for the nuclei preceding

the formation of the gametes in Basidi-

obolus from the work of Eidam, since he was
not able to obtain sufficiently clear figures

of the division to determine definitely how
many divisions took place, to say nothing

of the lack of definite information as to the

number of chromosomes. Fairchild ('96)
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lias recently studied more carefully the

nuclear division, but on account of the

large number of the chromosomes was not

able to determine whether or not a reduc-

tion takes place. He points out, as others

have done, the similarity in the process of

the formation of the conjugating cells of

Basidioholus and Mougeotia among the

Mesocai'pecE, and to these there might be

added the case of Sirogonium iu which the

paternal cell just prior to copulation under-

goes division. The division of the copula-

tion cell in Basidiobolus, Mougeotia, Siro-

gonium, etc., suggest at least some sort of

preparatory act, but whether this is for the

purpose of a quantitative reduction of the

kinoplasm, as Strasburger thinks sometimes

takes place, or is a real reduction in the

number of the chromosomes, must be de-

termined by further study, so that the bear-

ing of these experiments on the question of

a reducing division must for the time be held

in reserve.

One of the very interesting fields for ex-

perimental investigation is that of the cor-

relation processes which govern the mor-

phology of the sporophylls (stamens and

pistils) of the Spermatopliyta. One of the

controlling influences seems to be that of

nutrition, and in this respect there is some
comparison to be made with the correlative

processes which govern the determination

of sex in plants.

Among the ferns and some others of the

Pteridophyta a number of experiments have

been carried on by Prantl, Bauke, Heim
('96), Buchtien ('87) and others to deter-

mine the conditions which influence the

development of antheridia and archegonia.

Prantl found that in prothallia of the ferns

grown in solutions lacking nitrogen there

was no meristem and consequently no ar-

chegonia, while antheridia were developed,

but if the prothallia were changed to solu-

tions containing nitrogen, meristem and
archegonia were developed. All the experi-

ments agree in respect to nutrition ; with

scanty nutrition antheridia only were de-

veloped, while with abundant nutriment

archegonia were also developed. Heim
studied the influence of light and found

that fern prothallia grow best with light of

20%-25%. Exclusion of the ultra violet

rays does not affect the development of the

sexual organs. He argues from this that

the ultra violet raj^s are not concerned in

the elaboration of the material for flower

production as Sachs had suggested. In

yellow light the prothallia grew little in

breadth ; they also grew upward, so that

few of the rhizoids could reach the sub-

stratum. Antheridia were here very nu-

merous. After seven months these pro-

thallia were changed to normal light, and
in four months afterward archegonia were

developed.

Among the algffi Klebs ('96) has experi-

mented especially with Vaucheria, such

species as V. repens and V. oniithoeejihala,

where the antheridia and oogonia are de-

veloped near each other on the same thread.

With weak light, especially artificial light,

the oogonium begins first to degenerate.

He never succeeded in suf)pressing the

antheridia and at the same time in produc-

ing oogonia.

High temperature, low air pressure or

weak light tend to suppress the oogonia,

and at the same time the antheridia may
increase, so that the number in a group is

quite large, while the oogonium degenerates

or develops vegetativel}'. Klebs concludes

from his experiments that the causes which

lie at the bottom of the origin of sex in

Vaucheria, as in other organisms, are

shrouded in the deepest mj-stery. In the

higher plants a number of experiments have

been carried on for the purpose of learning

the conditions which govern the production

of stamiuate and pistillate flowers, or, in

other words, the two kinds of sporophylls.

From numerous empirical observations on
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•dioecious Spermatophyta, the inference lias

generally been drawn that nutrition bears

an important relation to the development

of the staminate and pistillate flowers ; that

scanty nutrition produces a preponderance

of staminate plants, while an abundance of

nutrition produces a preponderance of pis-

tillate plants. For a period covering three

decades several investigators have dealt

with this question experimentally, notably

K. Miiller ('64), Haberlandt ('75, '77) and

Hoffmann ('85). These experiments in

general give some support to the inferences

from observations, yet the results indicate

that other influences are also at work, for

the ratios of preponderance eithei- way are

not large enough to argue for this influence

alone. In a majority of cases thick sow-

ings, which in reality correspond to scanty

nutrition, tend to produce staminate plants;

while thin sowings tend to produce pistil-

late plants. In the case of the hemp

( Cannabis sativa') Hoffmann found that

these conditions had practically no influ-

ence. He suggests that the character of

each may have been fixed during the de-

velopment of the seed, or even that it may
be due to late or early fecundation ('71).

In monoecious plants it has often been ob-

served that pistillate flowers change to

staminate ones and vice versa, and in dice-

•cions plants pistillate ones sometimes are

observed to change to staminate ones (the

hemp, for example; see ISTagel, 1879).

K. Miiller ('64) states that by scanty nu-

trition the pistillate flowers of Zea mays can

be reduced to staminate ones.

Among the pines what are called androg-

ynous cones have in some instances been

observed. In Finns rigida and P. thunbergii,

for example, they occur (Masters ('68).

Matsuda ('92) has described, in the case of

JPinus densiflora of Japan, pistillate and an-

•drogynous flowers, which developed in place

of the staminate flowers, and conversely

cstaminate and androgynous flowers in place

of pistillate ones. Fujii ('95) has observed

that where the pistillate or androgynous

flowers of Finns densiflora occur in place of

the staminate ones they are usually limited

to the long shoots which are developed from

the short ones of the previous year. The
proximity of these transformed short shoots

(Kurztriebe) to injuries of the long ones

suggested that the cutting away of the long

ones might induce the short ones to develop

into long ones and the flowers which were

in the position for staminate ones to become
pistillate.

Fujii says: "In fact, the injuries pro-

ducing such effect are frequently given by
Japanese gardeners to the shoots of the year

of Finns densiflora in their operations of an-

nual pollarding. But the ' Laugtrieb ' which

is transformed from a ' Kurztrieb ' of the

last year does not necessarily bear female or

hermaphrodite flowers in the positions of

male flowers." To determine the influence

of pollarding of the shoots he carried on ex-

periments on this pine in the spring of 1895.

He pollarded the shoots, so as, as he

terms it, to induce the nourishment to be

emploj'ed in the development of the flowers

and short shoots near the seat of injury ; in

other eases one or two shoots were pre-

served, while all the adjacent shoots of last

year's growth at the top of the branch

were removed, and, farther, both of these

processes were combined. Out of the 45

branches experimented on, and on which

there wei'e no signs of previous injurj^,

there were nine pistillate or androgynous

flowers in place of staminate ones ; in 21

branches with signs of previous injury five

were transformed, while in 2,283 not experi-

mented on, and with no signs of previous

injury, only seven were transformed. Such
abnormal flowers, then, are due largely to

the injuries upon the adjacent shoots, and,

Fujii thinks, largely to the increased amount
of nourishment which is conveyed to them

as a result of this.
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From the experiments thus far conducted

upon the determination of sex in plants or

upon the determination of staminate or

pistillate members of the flowers, nutrition

has at least some influence in building up

the nourishing tissue for the two different

organs or members. This can in part be

explained on the ground that antheridia

and staminate members of the plant are

more or less short lived in comparison with

the archegonia and pistillate members, the

latter requiring more bulk of tissue to serve

the purpose of protection and nourishment

to the egg and embrj^o. It is thus evident

that while some progress has been made in

the study of this question we are far from

a solution of it. Experiment has proceeded

largely from a single standpoint, viz., that

of the influence of nutrition. Other factors

should be taken into consideration, for

there are evidently other external influ-

ences and internal forces which play an im-

portant role, as well as certain correlation

processes, perhaps connected with the os-

motic activities of the cell sap.

The relation of the parts of the flower to

the foliage leaves is a subject which has

from time to time called forth discussion.

That they are but modifications of the foli-

age leaf, constituents of the leaf concept, is

the contention of the metamorphosis the-

ory, and that the so-called sporophylls are

modified foliage leaves, is accepted with

little hesitation by nearly all botanists,

though it would be very diflicult, it seems

to me, for any one to present any very

strong argument from a phylogenetic stand-

point in favor of the foliage leaf being the

primary form in its evolution on the sporo-

phyte, and that the sporophyll is a modern
adaptation of the foliage leaf. Numerous
cases are known of intermediate forms be-

tween sporophylls and foliage leaves both

in the Spermatophyta and Pteridophyta.

These are sometimes regarded as showing

reversion, or indicating atavism, or in the

case of some of the ferns as being contracted

and partially fertile conditions of the foli-

age leaf. There has been a great deal of

speculation regarding these interesting ab-

normal forms, but very little experimenta-

tion to determine the causes or conditions

which govern the processes.

In 1894 I succeeded in producing a large

series of these intermediate forms in the

sensitive fern (Onoclea sensihilis). The ex-

periments were cai-ried on at the time for

the especial purpose of determining whether

in this species the partially developed

sporophyll could be made to change to

a foliage leaf and yet possess characters

which would identify it as a transformed

sporophj'll. The experiments were carried

on where there were a large number of the

fern plants. When the first foliage leaves

were about 25 cm. high they were cut

away (about the middle of May). The
second crop of foliage leaves were also cut

away when they were about the same

height during the month of June. During

July, in which time the uninjured ferns were

developing the normal sporophylls, those

which were experimented upon presented a

large series of gradations between the nor-

mal sporophyll and fully expanded foliage

leaves. Among these examples there are

all intermediate stages from sporophyll*

which show very slight expansions of the

distal portion of the sporophyll and the dis-

tal portions of the pinnas, until we reach

forms which it is very difficult to distin-

guish from the normal foliage leaf. Accom-

panying these changes are all stages in the

sterilization of the sporangia (and the for-

mation of prothalloid growths), on some

more broadly expanded sporophylls there

being only faint evidences of the indusia.

The following year (1895) similar experi-

ments were carried on with the ostrich fern

( Onoclea struthiopteris) and similar results

were obtained. At the time that these ex-

periments were conducted I was unaware of
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the experiments performed by Goebel on

the ostrich fern. The results he reached

were the same; the sporophyll was more or

less completely transformed to a foliage leaf.

Goebel regards this as the result of the cor-

relation processes, and looks upon it as in-

dicating that the sporophyll is a transformed

foliage leaf, and that the experiment proves

the reality here of the modification which

was suggested in the theory of metamorpho-

sis, and thus the foliage leaf is looked upon

by him as the primary form. Another inter-

pretation has been given to these results,

viz., that they strengthen the view that the

sporophyll, from a phylogenetic standpoint,

is primary, while the foliage leaf is sec-

ondarJ^ What one interprets as a reversion

another regards as indicating a mode of

progress in the sterilization of potentially

sporogenons tissue and its conversion into

assimilatory tissue. It is, perhaps, rather to

be explained by the adaptive equipoise of

the correlative processes existing between

the vegetative and fruiting portions of the

plant, which is inherited from earlier times.

Rather when sj)ore production appears on

the sporophyte could this process be looked

upon as a reversion to the primary office of

the sporophyte, so that in spore production

of the higher plants we may have a con-

stantly recurring reversion to a process

which in the remote past was the sole func-

tion of this phase of the plant. In this way
might be explained those cases where spo-

rangia occur on the normal foliage leaf of

Botryehium, and some peculiar cases which
I have observed in Osmundacinnamomea. In

some of the examples of this species it would
appear that growth of the leaf was marked
by three different periods even after the

fundament was outlined, the first a vegeta-

tive, second a spore-producing, and third

a vegetative again ; for the basal portions

of the leaf are expanded, the middle por-

tions spore-bearing, the passage into the

middle portions being gradual, so that many

sporangia are on the margins of quite well-

developed pinnae. These gradations of the

basal part of the leaf, and their relation to

the expanded vegetative basal portion,

showing that the transition here has been

from partially formed foliage leaf to sporo-

phyll after the fundament was established,

and later the increments of the vegetative

part from the middle toward the terminal

portion, as shown by the more and more ex-

panded condition of the lamina and de-

creasing sporangia, indicate that vegeta-

tive forces are again in the ascend-

ency. This suggests how unstable is the

poise between the vegetative leaf and sporo-

phyll in structure and function in the case

of this species.

For two successive years I have endeav-

ored by experiment to produce this trans-

formation in Osmunda cinnamomea, but

thus far without sufficiently marked results.

The stem of the plant is stout, and this, to-

gether with the bases of the leaves closely

overlapping, contains considerable amounts

of stored nutriment, which make it difficult

to produce the results by simply cutting off

the foliage leaves. The fact that these

transformations are known to occur where

fire has overspread the ground, and, as I

have observed, where the logging in the

woods seriously injured the stools of the

plant, it would seem that deeper seated in-

juries than the mere removal of foliage

leaves would be required to produce the

transformation in this species. It may be

that such injury as results from fire or the

severe crushing of the stools of the plant

would be sufficient to disturb the equilib-

rium which existed at the time, that the

action of the correlative forces is changed

thereby, and there would be a tendency for

the partially developed foliage leaves to

form sporangia, then when growth has pro-

ceeded for a time this balance is again

changed.

The theory that the foliage leaves of the
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sporophyte have been derived by a process

of sterilization, and tliat tlie transformation

of sporophylls to foliage leaves in an indi-

vidual indicates the mode of progress in

this sterilization, does not necessarily in-

volve the idea that the sporophyll of any of

the ferns, as they now exist, was the primary

form of the leaf in that species, and that

by sterilization of some of the sporophylls,

the present dimorphic form of the leaves

was brought about. The process of the

evolution of the leaf has probably been a

gradual one and extends back to some an-

cestral form now totally unknown. One
might differ from Professor Bower in the

examples selected by him to illustrate the

course of progress from a simple and slightly

differentiated sporophyte to that exhibited

in the various groups of the Pteridophyta,

but it seems to me that he is right in so far

as his contention for the evolution of vege-

tative and assimilatory members of the

sporophyte can be illustrated by a compar-

ison of the different degrees of complexity

represented by it in different groups, and

that this illustrates the mode of progress, as

he terms it, in the sterilization of potential

sporangenous tissue.

On this point it appears that Professor

Bower has been unjustly criticised. The
forms selected to illustrate his theory were

chosen not to represent ancestral forms, or

direct phylogenetic lines, but solely for the

purpose of illustrating the gradual transfer-

ence of spore-bearing tissue from a central

to a peripheral position, and the gradual

eruption and separation of spore-bearing

areas, with the final sterilization of some

of these outgrowths.

To maintain that in phylogeny the sporo-

phyll is a transformed foliage leaf would ne-

cessitate the predication of ancestral plants

with only foliage leaves, and that in the

case of these plants the vegetative condi-

tion ©f the sporophyte was the primary one,

spore production being a later developed

function. Of the forms below the Pterido-

phyta, so far as our present evidence goes,

the sporophyte originated through what
Bower calls the gradual elaboration of the

zygote. All through the Bryophyta, wher-

ever a sporophyte is developed, spore pro-

duction constantly recurs in each cycle of

the development, and yet there is no indi-

cation of any foliar organs on the sporo-

phyte. The simplest forms of the sporo-

phyte contain no assimilatory tissue, but in

the more complex forms assimilatory tissue

is developed to some extent, showing that

the correlative forces which formerlj'^ were

so balanced as to confine the vegetative

growth to the gametophyte, and fruiting to

the sporophyte, are later changing ; that

vegetative growth and assimilation are

being transferred to the sporophyte, while

the latter still retains the function of spore

production, though postponed in the ontog-

enj of the plant.

If we cannot accept some such theory for

the origin of sporophj^lls and foliage leaves

by gradual changes in potentially sporoge-

nous tissue somewhat on the lines indicated

by Bower, it seems to me it would be nec-

essary, as already suggested, to predicate an

ancestral form for the Pteridophyta in

which spore production was absent. That

is, spore production, in the sporophyte of

ancestral forms of the Pteridophyta, may
never have existed in the early period of its

evolution and spore production may have

been a later development. But this, judg-

ing from the evidence which we have, is im-

probable, since the gametophyte alone

would then be concerned in transmitting

hereditarj' characters, unless the sporophyte

through a long period developed the game-

tophj'te stage through aposporj'. Bower

says in taking issue with Goebel's state-

ment that the experiments on Onoclea

prove the sporophyll to be a transformed

foliage leaf: "I assert, on the other hand,

that this is not proved, and that a good
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case could be made out for priority of the

sporophyte; in which event the conclusion

would need to be inverted, the foliage leaf

would be looked upon as a sterilized sporopliyll.

This would be perfect! j' consistent with the

correlation demonstrated by Professor Goe-

bel's experiments, as also with the interca-

lation of a vegetative phase between the

zygote and the production of spores." In

another place he says :
" To me, whether

we take such simple cases as the Lycopods

or the more complex case of the Filicineas,

the sporangium is not a gift showered by a

bountiful Providence upon pre-existent foli-

age leaves ; the sporangium, like other

parts, must be looked upon from the point

of view of descent ; its production in the

individual or in the race may be deferred,

owing to the intercalation of a vegetative

phase, as above explained ; while, in certain

cases at least, we probably see in the foliage

leaf the result of the sterilization of sporo-

phylls. If this be so, much may be then

said in favor of the view that the appear-

ance of sporangia upon the later formed

leaves of the individual is a reversion to a

more ancient type rather than a metamor-

phosis of a progressive order."

As I have endeavored to point out in

another place, if a disturbance of these

correlative processes results in the transfer-

ence of sporophyllary organs to vegetative

ones on the sporophyte " why should there

not be a similar influence brought to bear

on the sporophyte, when the same function

resides solely in the gametophyte, and a

disturbing element of this kind is intro-

duced? To me there are convincing

grounds for believing that this influence

was a very potent, though not the only one

in the early evolution of sporophy tic assim-

ilatory organs. By this I do not mean that

in the Bryophyta, for example, injury to

the gametophyte would now produce dis-

tinct vegetative organs on the sporophyte,

which would tend to make it independent

of the gametophyte. But that in the bryo-

phyte-like ancestors of the pteridophytes

an influence of this kind did actually take

place, appears to me reasonable.

" In the gradual passage from an aquatic

life, for which the gametophyte was better

suited, to a terrestrial existence, for which

it was unadapted, a disturbance of the cor-

relative processes was introduced. This

would not only assist in the stei'ilization of

some of the sporogenous tissue, which was

taking place, but there would also be a ten-

dency to force this function on some of the

sterilized portions of the sporophyte, and

to expand them into organs better adapted

to this office. As eruptions in the mass of

sporogenous tissue took place and sporo-

phylls were evolved, this would be accom-

panied by the transference of the assimila-

tory function of the gametophyte to some

of these sporophylls."

Because sporophytic vegetation is more

suited to dry land conditions than the game-

tophj'tic vegetation, it has come to be the

dominating feature of land areas. Because

the sporophyte in the Pteridophyta and

Spermatophyta leads an independent exist-

ence from the gametophyte, it must pos-

sess assimilatory tissue of its own, and this

is necessarily developed first in the ontog-

enj'^, but it does not necessarily follow,

therefore, that the foliage leaf was the pri-

mary organ in the phylogeny of the sporo-

phyte. The provision for the development

of a large number of spores in the thallo-

phytes, so that many may perish and still

some remain to perpetuate the race, is laid

hold on by the bryophytes where the mass

of spore- bearing cells increases and becomes

more stable, for purposes of the greatest

importance. Instead of jjerishing, some of

the sporogenous tissue forms protecting

envelopes, then supporting and conducting

tissue, and finally, in the pteridophytes and

spermatophytes, nutritive and assimilatory

structures are developed. Nature is prodi-
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gal in the production of initial elementary

structures and organs. But while making
abundant provision for the life of the or-

ganism through the favored few, she has

learned to turn an increasing number of the

unfavored ones to good account. Acted

upon by external agents and by internal

forces, and a changing environment, ad-

vance is made step by step to higher, more
stable and prolonged periods.

While we have not yet solved any one of

these problems, the results of experimental

morphology are sufficient to indicate the

great importance of the subject and the

need of fuller data from a much |,larger

number of plants. If thus far the results

of experiments have not been in all cases

sufficient to overthrow the previous notions

entertained touching the subjects involved,

they at least show that there are good

grounds for new thoughts and new inter-

pretations, or for the amendment of the ex-

isting theories. While there is not time for

detailing, even briefly, another line of ex-

periment, viz, that upon leaf arrangement,

I might simply call attention to the impor-

tance of the experiments conducted by

Schumann and Weisse from the standpoint

of Schwendener's mechanical theory of leaf

arrangement ('78). Weisse ('94) shows

that the validity of the so-called the-

ory of the spiral arrangement of the

leaves on the axis may be questioned, and

that there are good grounds for the opening

of the discussion again. It seems to me,

therefore, that the final judgment upon

either side of all these questions cannot

now be given. It is for the purpose of

bringing fresh to the minds of the working

botanists the importance of the experimen-

tal method in dealing with these problems

of nature that this discussion is presented

as a short contribution to the subject of ex-

perimental morphology of plants.

Geo. F. Atkinson.
COENELL XJNIVEESITY.

PHYSIOLOGYAT TEE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

During the Toronto meeting of the Brit-

ish Association for the Advancement of

Science the Section in Physiology lield

seven sessions under the presidency of Pro-

fessor Michael Foster (Cambridge). The
sessions were held in the Biological Build-

ing of the University of Toronto, and forty-

one papers and demonstrations were pre-

sented. The proceedings began iipoa

Thursday, August 19th, with the admirable

address of the President, which will be

printed in a future number of Science.

The sectional papers of that day related in

general to the subject of motion. Professor

H. P. Bowditeh (Harvard) discussed the

rhythm of smooth muscles. Eings from

the frog's stomach, when suspended, exhibit

sooner or later spontaneous contractions,

which continue for from forty-five minutes-

to twenty-four hours. The graphic curve

of such contractions seems to be compound,

being formed by the superposition of two
waves, which represent two rhythmic con-

tractions of different rates. Sets of con-

tractions are also repeated rhythmicall3\

Professor G. C. Huber (Michigan) gave the

results of further researches on the inner-

vation of motor tissues with especial refer-

ence to nerve-endings in the sensory mus-

cle-spindles. The main points in this

paper are given in Science, Vol. V., p. 908.

Mr. O. F. F. Griinbaum (Cambridge) dem-

onstrated by lantern slides the muscle-

spindles in pathological conditions. Pro-

fessor F. S. Lee (Columbia) discussed the

ear and the lateral line in fishes. These

two organs are equilibrative in function,

and the former is probably the phylogeuetic

derivative of the latter. Audition in the

customary sense of the word is wanting in

fishes, and first appears with the change

from an aquatic to a laud existence. Pro-

fessor W. P. Lombai-d (Michigan) spoke on

the effect of the frequency of excitations on

the contractility of muscles. Dr. J. H.
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Kellogg reported the results of a dynamo-

metric study of the strength of the several

groups of muscles and the relation of the

corresponding homologous groups of mus-

cles in man.

The session of Friday morning, August

20th, was devoted mainly to the presentation

of papers on the circulation. Professor G-.

N. Stewart (Western Eeserve) gave a large

number of measurements of the output of

the mammalian heart examined by a new
method. Professor W. T. Porter (Harvard)

reported his observations on the mamma-
lian heart concerning the cause of the heart-

beat, fibrillary contractions, the influence

of ventricular systole on the blood-flow

through the heart-muscle, and the circula-

tion through the veins of Thebesius. (See

Science, p. 905, 906.) Professor Karl

Hiirthle (Breslau) discussed the resistance

of the vascular channels. Resistance de-

pends on two factors—the internal friction

of the blood and the dimensions of the

tubular system. Measurements of the

former by the author's method give the re-

sult : internal friction of distilled water at

37°C. : that of blood : : 1 : 4.5 (dog), 4.1

(cat), 3.2 (rabbit). From this and certain

other data, the author calculates the resist-

ance expressed in terms of the dimensions

of a tube through which, under the given

conditions, the same quantity of blood could

flow. The resistance through the several

organs and over the entire vascular course

is now being measured. Dr. W. H. Gas-

kell (Cambridge) gave a comparative

resume of the physiology of the cardiac

branches of the vagus nerve in the five main
divisions of the vertebrates. Professor A.
E. Cushny (Michigan) discussed rythmical

variations in the strength of the contractions

of the mammalian heart. Professor W. H.
Thompson (Belfast) presented a report

upon the physiological effects of peptone

and its precursors when introduced into the

circulation. The research is in the hands

of a committee consisting of Professors

Schafer, Sherrington, Boyce and Thompson,
and the work of the past year has been car-

ried on by Professor Thompson. The effects

of "Witte's peptone, pure peptone, anti-pep-

tone and deutero-albumose were given in

detail. Professor E. W. Eeid (Dundee)
presented the results of experiments on the

absorption of serum in the intestine. Water
and organic and inorganic solids are ab-

sorbed against an excess of hydrostatic

pressure in the blood-vessels. The results

seem to exclude explanation by osmosis,

filtration into capillaries or lacteals, imbibi-

tion, electro- osmotic action, and aspiration

by the blood- current.

In the afternoon of Friday Professor An-
derson Stuart (Sidney) spoke upon a newly
discovered function of the canal of Stilling

in the vitreous humor in receiving lymph
during the accommodation of the eye. Pro-

fessor Stuart also described a number of

simple pieces of physiological apparatus

which he had found useful for demonstra-

tive purposes. Dr. Noel Paton (Edin-

burgh) discussed the phosphorus metabo-
lism of the salmon in fresh water, with

especial reference to the diminution of phos-

phorus in the muscle and its increase in

the reproductive organs. The loss of phos-

phorus from the muscle is barely sufiicient

to account for the gain in the ovary, and
amply sufficient for the gain in the testis.

But the phosphorus compounds—chiefly

lecithin and ichthulin in the ovary and nu-

clein in the testis—must be formed syn-

thetically. Lecithin is probably one of the

first stages in the construction of nucleo-

compounds. Professor J. Loeb (Chicago)

demonstrated and discussed certain electro-

statical stimulative effects upon nerves,

which might be mistaken for electro-mag-

netic effects. Professor G. Lusk (Yale)

gave the results of experiments on the gas-

tric inversion of cane sugar by hydrochloric

acid, which show that the acidity of the
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gastric juice is sufficient to produce such

inversion as takes place in the stomach.

The section held no session on Saturday,

the majority of the members making the ex-

cursion to Niagara.

Monday forenoon was devoted to the sub-

ject of neurology. Professor Carl Huber
(Michigan) gave an account of his study

of the comparative histology of the cells of

the sympathetic nervous system. (See

Science, Vol. M., p. 132.) Dr. J. J.

Mackenzie (Toronto) spoke on the micro-

chemistry of nerve-cells. Mr. W. B. War-
rington gave the details of an investigation

of the changes in nerve-cells in various

pathological conditions, the latter being

caused by various organic poisons, anajmia,

the division of peripheral nerves, and the

division of the posterior roots. Professer

A. Waller (London), who is a member of

the committee previously appointed by the

Association to investigate the changes which

are associated with the functional activity

of nerve-cells and their peripheral exten-

sions, and who has been working upon
the electro-physiology of isolated nerve,

made an elaborate and valuable report upon
the action of acids, alkalies, carbonic acid,

tetanization and temperature upon electro-

tonic currents in nerve. Such currents are

physiological, as well as physical. Normally
the anodic current (A) is greater than the

kathodic (K), in the proportion of 4 or 5

to 1. Rise of temperature to 40° causes

diminution of A and increase of K. K is

favored by acidification and tetanization,

disfavored by basification ; alterations of A
are less uniform and characteristic. Tetani-

zation and COj have similar effects upon the

electrotonic currents. In Dr. Waller's

opinion this proves that the tetanization of

an isolated nerve gives rise to a production

of CO^. In view of the impossibility here-

tofore of obtaining any evidence whatever of

metabolism in an acting nerve, this conclu-

sion is most important and suggestive, as

bearing upon the nature of the nerve im-

pulse. During the presentation of Dr. Wal-
ler's paper Miss AVelby demonstrated the

method used in his laboratory of applying

auEesthetics to isolated tissues, employing

for the purpose cardiac muscle. Professor

Charles Richet (Paris) announced his dis-

covery of a refractory period in the cerebral

and medullary nervous centers of the dog. If

these be rhythmically stimulated they will

respond to either every stimulus or only ev-

ery othei' one, according to the temperature

and rate of excitation. The duration of the

period is 0.1" at 30° C. Man has a refractory

period, since he cannot think at a greater

frequency than 10 to 12 per second. Hence
the psychological unit of time, or the ele-

mentary period of consciousness, is about

0.1", which, therefore, represents the dura-

tion of vibration of the nerve-center.

Monday afternoon was given up to dem-
onstrations. Professor W. P. Lombard
(Michigan) showed a cheap and simple

chronograph. Professor C. S. Sherrington

(Liverpool) demonstrated various new facts

regarding visual contrast and flicker. Pro-

fessor A. B. Macallum (Toronto) showed

microscopic specimens illustrating the dis-

tribution of iron in cells, and Professors

W. A. Herdman and R. Boyce (Liverpool)

microscopic specimens illustrating the pres-

ence of copper in cells.

On Tuesday morning the Sections in

,Physiology and Botany held a combined

meeting to discuss the chemistry and struc-

ture of the cell. This attracted a consider-

able avidience and was one of the most in-

teresting of the sessions. The discussion

was opened by Professor E. Meldola (Lon-

don), who spoke on the rationale of chem-

ical synthesis. Comments were made by

Professors J. R. Green (Cambridge), W. D.

Halliburton (London), I. Remsen (Johns

Hopkins), H. Marshall Ward (Cambridge),

and H. E. Armstrong (London) . Professor

J. R. Green (Cambridge) presented esperi-
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mental evidence of the existence in yeast of

an alcohol-producing enzyme. Professor

A. B. Macallum (Toronto) presented cer-

tain new views on the significance of intra-

cellular structures and organs. According

to him the centrosphere is the oldest part

of the cell. The nucleus and the cytoplasm

are secondary structures. This explains

the fact that in cell- division the division of

the centrosome precedes that of the rest of

the cell. These views were opposed by Mr.

H. Wager (Leeds), who gave strong evi-

dence for the presence of a nucleus in the

yeast-cell, and by Professor J. B. Farmer
(London).

The final session was held on "Wednesday

forenoon and was devoted to psychological

and miscellaneous papers. Professor W.
D. Halliburton (London), on behalf of

himself and Dr. Mott, discussed the action

of cholin, neurin and allied substances on

the circulation, in connection with the dis-

covery by them, in the cerebro-spinal fluid

in certain forms of insanity, of a substance

which appears identical with cholin and
depresses blood-pressure by acting upon the

heart. Professor R. Boyce (Liverpool), on

behalf of himself and Professor W. A.

Herdman (Liverpool), discussed the pres-

ence of copper in animal cells. Papers

were read by Dr. T. "W. G. McKay on in-

testinal absorption of hsemoglobin and fer-

ratin, by Mr. E. R. Bensley (Toronto) on

the morphology and physiology of gastric

cells, and by Mr. 0. F. F. Griinbaum (Cam-
bridge) on visual reaction to intermittent

stimulation. Professor Wesley Mills (Mc-

Gill) discussed the functional development

of the cerebral cortex in different groups of

animals (see Science, Vol. V., p. 134), and
the psychic development of young animals.

In the latter paper he presented the results

of a correlation of the psj'chic development

of the dog, cat, rabbit, guinea-pig, rat, and
bird with the development of the cortical

centers. Professor C. Lloyd Morgan (Bris-

tol) read a suggestive paper on the physi-

ology of instinct. The essential part of the

objective aspect of instinctive activity is

the coordination of outgoing impulses.

This activity is at first unconscious, but

later, by the coming in of afferent impulses,

consciousness may appear. Professor L.

Witmer (Pennsylvania) discussed the na-

ture and physical basis of pain. Pain is a

sensation, the central organ of which con-

sists of the sensori-motor centers ; no spe-

cial pain nerves exist.

On account of the full program compara-

tively little general discussion of the papers

was possible, and this constituted the one

drawback of the meeting. The sectional

committee, the membership of which has

already been printed in Science, p. 336,

held daily sessions, and the usual grants

for research were asked for.

Feedeeic S. Lee.
Columbia University.

THE PATAGONIAN EXPEDITION FB03I
PBINCETON UNIVERSITY.

This expedition, dispatched to Patagonia

from Princeton University in February,

1896, returned during August. It was un-

der the auspices of Professor W. B. Scott,

of the Department of Geology, and had for

its object the collecting of vertebrate fossils

from the Tertiary deposits, and the skins

and skeletons of recent birds and mam-
mals. It was directly in charge of Mr. J.

B. Hatcher and his assistant, Mr. O. A.

Peterson.

The objective point was the Port of Gal-

legos, on the east coast of southern Pata-

gonia, which was reached April 29, 1896.

From this point investigations were con-

ducted, first along the coast from Sandy
Point, in the Straits of Magellan, to Port

Desire, on the north. In this region many
interesting fossil forms were secured and a

nearly complete series of living birds, mam-
mals and plants. After spending several
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months in the coast region, an expedition

was made into the interior, into the little

known lake region about the head waters of

the Santa Cruz river and to the northward

into an absolutely unknown region of the

Cordilleros. Here many new glaciers were

discovered and important water courses lo-

cated.

The time spent in this region was most

enjoyable, and the results thei-e attained

contributed even more to the success of the

trip than those nearer the coast. Being an

unexplored country not only were new facts

relating to the geography of the region dis-

covered, but many animals and plants new
to science were also collected ; and the se-

ries of observations made, and facts ob-

tained, relating to the age of the Cordille-

ros and other geological phenomena of the

entire region, are of the greatest value.

Scattering over the plains region of the in-

terior were found numerous volcanic cones

hitherto unreported which were shown
to have been the source of the great lava

beds which in many places are spread in

great sheets over the surface of the country.

On account of the difficult travelling and
the length of time consumed on this trip

into the interior, it was absolutely impos-

sible to take any great supply of provisions,

so that it became necessary to limit the

personnel of the expedition to Messrs.

Hatcher and Peterson, who were gone five

months on this trip, during which time not

only was it impossible for them to receive

or dispatch any mail, but they never met
with or saw a single human being but their

two selves.

The result of the work done in Pata-

gonia may be briefly summarized as follows

:

The discovery of many new facts relating

to the geography of the region.

The discovery of several geological hori-

zons new to Patagonia.

The making of a complete geological sec-

tion from the igneous rocks forming the

mass of the Cordilleros to the uppermost
Tertiary rocks, and extending from the Cor-

dilleros to the Atlantic coast.

The collecting of a nearly complete se-

ries of the mosses, hepatical and flowering

plants, not including grasses ; of some 800

skins and skeletons of recent birds and
animals and about eight tons of fossils, in-

cluding more than 1,000 skulls and many
nearly complete skeletons—altogether, the

most valuable collection from that region to

be found anywhere in the world.

After spending a little more than a year

on the mainland, the expedition proceeded

to Tierra del Fuego and the adjoining

islands, where important collections were

also made, especially of the plants of that

archipelago, and observations were made
concerning the geology and paleontology

of the islands, which it is believed will

be of considerable importance. Some at-

tention was also given to the Indians of

this region, especially of the Channel and
Canoe Indians, who live almost entirely

in frail boats of their own manufacture

and subsist wholly upon shell fish, which

they are able to pick up in great abundance

along the shore. The great accumulation

of shell heaps observed at certain points

along the shores is believed to point to a

great antiquity for this exceedingly primi-

tive tribe.

Throughout their work the Argentine

government was very generous and cour-

teous to the expedition, giving to its mem-
bers transportation on its war vessels from

Buenos Aires to Gallegos and return, and

offering to place at its disposal a smaller ves-

sel for use in researches among the islands.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

GRANTS FROM THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.

As we have already noted, the British Asso-

ciation appropriated at the Toronto meeting

£1,350 (more than §6,500) to committees for
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scientific work. The sum was larger than usual,

as the the large attendance at the Liverpool

meeting left a surplus, and it was wished to

favor this year the inauguration or continuation

of special work in Canada. It is with reluctance

that we state for comparison that last year the

American Association appropriated $200 and
this year $100 for scientific work. It should

be remembered that such appropriations not

only contribute greatly to the advancement of

science, but also add much to the interest of

the meetings at which the reports of the com-
mittees are presented.

The responsible member of the committee,

the subject of the work and the amount in

pounds each of the appropriations is as fol-

lows:

Mathematics and Physics.—Professor Carey £
Foster : Electrical Standards 75

Mr. G. J. Symons : Seismological Obser-

vations 75

Dr. E. Atkinson : Abstracts of Physical

Papers 100

Eev. E. Harley : Calculation of Certain In-

tegrals 20

Mr. "W.N. Shaw : Electrolysis and Electro-

chemistry 35

Professor H. L. Callendar : Meteorological

Observatory at Montreal 50

Chemistry.—Sir H. E. Eoscoe: Wave-length

Tables of the Spectra of the Elements. . 20

Professor J. Emerson Eeynolds : Elec-

trolysis Quantitative Analysis l2

Dr. T. E. Thorpe : Action upon Light

Dyed Colours 800
Sir J. Evans : Promotion of Agricultnre. . 5

Geo7o(7y.—Professor E. Hull: Erratic Blocks 5

Professor T. G. Bonney : Investigation of

a Coral Eeef 40

Sir W. H. Flower : Fauna of Singapore

Caves (unexpended balance in hand, 401. ) —
Professor J. Geikie : Photographs of Geo-

logical Interest 10

Mr. J. E. Marr : Life-zones in British Car-

boniferous Eocks (unexpended balance

in hand) —
Professor W. Boyd Dawkins : Eemains of

the Irish Elk in the Isle of Man (unex-

pended balance in hand ) —
Mr. T. F. "Jamieson : Age of Eocks near

Moreseat • lo

Sir J. W. Dawson : Pleistocene Fauna and

t Flora in Canada 20

Zoology. — Professor W. A. Herdtoan :

Table at the Zoological Station, Naples . 100

Mr. G. C. Bourne : Table at the Biological

Laboratory, Plymouth 20

Sir W. H. Flower : Index Generum et

Specierum Animalium 100

Professor L. C. Miall : Biology of the Lakes

of Ontario 75

Professor W. A. Herdman : Healthy and
Unhealthy Oysters 30

Geography.—Mr. E. G. Eavenstein: Clima-

tology of Tropical Africa 10

Economic Science and Statistics.—Professor

H. Sidgwick : State Monopolies in other

Countries 15

Mr. L. L. Price : Future Dealings in Eaw
Produce 10

3Iechanical Science.—Mr. W. H. Preece :

Small Screw Gauge 20

Anthropology. — Professor E. B. Tylor :

Northwestern Tribes of Canada 75

Dr. E. Munro : Lake Village at Glaston-

bury 37 10

Mr. E. W. Brabrook : Ethnographical Sur-

vey (and unexpended balance in hand). 25

Mr. A. J. Evans : Silchester Excavation . . 7 10

Dr. G. M. Dawson : Ethnological Survey

of Canada 75

Sir W. Turner : Anthropology and Natural

History of Torres Strait 125

Physiology.—Dr. W. H. Gaskell: Investi-

gation of Changes associated with the

Functional Activity of Nerve Cells and
their Peripheral Extensions 100

Botany.—Professor J. B. Farmer: Fertiliza-

tion in Phseophycea; 15

Corresponding Societies.—Professor E. Mel-

dola : Preparation of Eeport 25

THE NEW YORK BOTANICAL GARDEN.

The New York City Board of Estimate and
Apportionment gave a public hearing on Sep-

tember 29th in the matter of the appropriation

for the Bontanical Museum for the Botanical

Garden in Bronx Park. Some persons have
been objecting to the plans approved by the

Park Board, but in the public hearing they only

took exception in a general way to the use of

a portion of a Park for a Botanical Garden.

The Board of Estimate and Appropriation

unanimously passed a resolution granting the

appropriation, after listening to a statement

from the trustees, which was as follows

:
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" The establishment of a Botanical Garden in the

city of New York has been actively prosecuted since

the year 1889, the necessary legislation having been

obtained in an act passed in 1891 and amended in

1894 and 1896. The project through all this period

received most cordial support from the city officials

and from the public. The present Board of Managers

was organized on March 21, 1895, and on June 18,

1895, the condition of the act of incorporation requir-

ing the subscription of $250,000 was fully met. At a

meeting of the managers, held on that date, a special

committee of five members veas appointed a committee

on plans, and this committee has been since con-

tinued. The securing of the necessary §250,500 as a

subscription fund was reported to the Commissioners

of Parks, as authorized and directed by the act of in-

corporation, and the selection of site was duly ac-

cepted by the Board of Managers. On October 30,

1895, the present Board of Estimate and Apportion-

ment authorized the issue of bonds to an amount not

exceeding $25,000 for surveys, plans, etc. ; but these

have not been issued. Prior to the organization of

the Board of Managers, many of the members of the

corporation bad given continuous study to the

project since its inception. Several of them have

made critical studies of botanical gardens in the Old

World.

"The committee on plans, appointed in June,

1895, studied the subject in all its aspects for a year,

with the aid of advice and suggestion from many
botanists, landscape gardeners, architects, and others

interested, in this country and in Europe, and de-

termined the principal ends desirable to be reached,

and the most economic, artistic and practical methods

of reaching them, having always in mind the beauti-

ful features of the grounds and the great value of

these to the institution; their preservation has been

determined on from the very first. On June 17,

1896, the preparation of a general plan to embody

the results reached after this long and careful consid-

eration was referred to a commission of experts, con-

sisting of N. L. Britton, director-in-chief; E. W. Gib-

son, architect; John R. Brinley, civil and landscape

engineer; Lucien M. Underwood, professor of botany,

Columbia University; Samuel Henshaw, landscape

gardener; Lincoln Pierson, secretary Lord & Burn-

bam Company, greenhouse architects. All these are

men well and favorably known in their professions,

and it is maintained that in this commission were in-

cluded all the elements necessary or desirable for the

purpose of the general study, the determination of

the detailed landscape treatment and special planting

being wisely deferred until the general scheme had

been approved; these will be taken up under the

best advice obtainable."

GENERAL.

The Eighth International Geological Con-

gress will meet in Paris in 1900. In 1903 the

place of meeting will be Vienna.

The New York Academy of Sciences is in

great need of a building for its meetings, for its

library and as a center for the scientific life of

the city. A university lecture room has not

been a satisfactory place of meeting, and in

view of the removal of Columbia University

the Academy will this year meet at the Mott

Memorial Library, 64 Madison Avenue. Visi-

tors interested in the subjects presented are

welcomed at the meetings, and citizens of New
York should remember that the sections meet

on Monday evenings as follows : Section of As-

tronomy and Physics, first Monday of the

month ; Section of Biology, second Monday

;

Section of Geology and Mineralogy, third Mon-
day ; Sections of Psychology, Anthropology and

Philology, fourth Monday.

Of the other societies composing the Scien-

tific Alliance of New York the Torrey Botanical

Club will meet at the College of Pharmacy,

the Linnsean Society and the Entomological

Society at the American Museum of Natural

History, the Chemical Society at the College of

the City of New York, and the Mineralogical

Club and the Microscopical Society at the Mott

Memorial Library.

The New York Section of the American

Chemical Society will hold its annual meeting

on October 15th. OflScers for the ensuing year

will be elected and the retiring President, Dr.

Wm. McMurtrie, will make an address on
' Some Records of Recent Progress in Industrial

Chemistry.' A special meeting of the Society

was held on the evening of October 1st, in

honor of Professor Henry E. Armstrong, of

London, who came to this country to take part

in the meeting of the British Association. An
address was made by Dr. H. Carrington Bolton.

The first section of the Brooklyn Museum
of Arts aud Sciences was dedicated on October

2d. Addresses were made by the President of

the Board of Trustees, Mr. A. A. Healy, and by

the Director of the Institute, Professor Franklin

W. Hooper, by Mayor Wurster, of Brooklyn,

and by President Eliot, of Harvard University,
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who spoke on ' The Functions of Education in

Democratic Society.' The present building,

which is already crowded by the collections of

art and natural history, was informally opened

at the beginning of June, and was visited during

August by 12,000 persons. The building as pro-

jected will be thirty-two times as large as the

present structure, erected by the city of Brook-

lyn as one of its last public works at a cost of

$300,000. The charter of the combined cities

composing New York at the beginning of next

year provides for the liberal maintenance of the

Brooklyn Institute, which will be one of the

chief centers of art, science and culture in the

great city.

In his address at the recent meeting of the

Associated Chambers of Commerce, Sir Court-

ney Boyle announced his intention of establish-

ing a museum of samples in connection with the

British Board of Trade. The scope and objects

of the museum would be similar to those of the

recently established commercial museums at

Philadelphia.

The sum of £442 has been collected in British

India as a contribution to the Pasteur Memorial

Fund.

The Maharaja of Patiala has presented the

Indian government with a site for the Pasteur

Institute to be established at Simla.

The American Public Health Association will

hold its twenty-fifth annual meeting at Phila-

delphia from the 26th to the 29th of October.

A SCHOOL of ethics and social philosophy has

been formed in London, with a general com-

mittee including the Master of Balliol, Mr.

Leslie Stephen, Mr. E. B. Haldane, Mr. W. L.

Courtney, Professor Sully and Mrs. Bryant.

The aim of the new school is to approach social

questions from the side of psychology and

ethics. Lectures have been promised by Pro-

fessor Henry Sidgwick, Mr. Sidney Webb, Mr.

F. W. H. Myers, Mr. Bosanquet, Professor

Lewis Campbell and others.

The first installment of a card catalogue of

the New York Public Library was put in use at

the Astor Library this week. Some twenty-five

assistants are working under Dr. Billings on the

catalogue, and it is hoped that it will be com-

pleted in about three years.

The prize lists of the Institution of Civil

Engineers for the session of 1896-97 awards the

Howard prize of 50 guineas to Mr. Hilary

Bauerman, in recognition of his work on the

metallurgy of iron. For original papers pre-

sented to the Institution, Telford medals, with

premiums of books or instruments, are awarded

to Messrs. H. A. Humphrey, for ' The Mond
Gas-Producer Plant and its Application; ' to

Colonel Pennycuick, K.E., for 'The Diversion

of the Parivar; ' to Mr. E. C. Shankland, for

' Steel Skeleton Construction in Chicago ; ' to

Mr. Dugald Drummond, for ' High Pressure in

Locomotives ; ' and to Mr. Thomas Holgate, for

'The Enrichment ofCoal Gas.' George Stephen-

son medals and Telford premiums are awarded

to Mr. Cruttwell, for ' The Tower-bridge Super-

structure,' and to Professor Unwin, for 'A
new Indentation Test for Determining the

Hardness of Metals; ' Watt medals and Telford

premiums to Messrs. Hay and Fitzmaurice for

their joint paper on ' The Blackwall Tunnel.'

The Koyal Society of New South Wales offers

its medal and ten guineas for the best commu-
nication (provided it be of sufficient merit) con-

taining the result of original research or ob-

servations on the following subjects ;
' On the

Iron-ore deposits of New South Wales' (time

limit. May 1, 1898) ;
' On the Life History of

the Australian Teredo and other specimens of

Australasian wood-eating Marine Invertebrata,

and on the means of protecting timber from

their attacks' (time limit. May 1, 1899). The
competition is not confined to members of the

Society, nor to residents in Australia. The So-

ciety is fully sensible that the money value of

the prize will not repay an investigator for the

expenditure ofhis time and labor, but it is hoped

that the honor will be regarded as a sufiicient

inducement and reward.

The United States Civil Service Commission

announces that on October 25, 1897, it will hold

examinations to establish a register from which

selections may be made to fill numerous minor

vacancies in special and technical positions in

the government service. A list of the exami-

nations which will be held, and of the cities at

which they may be taken, will be furnished on

request.
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Secretary Wilson, of the Agricultural De-

partment, will, in his annual report, ask Con-

gress to make an increase in the appropriation

for the Bureau of Animal Industry, the Farm-

ers' Bulletins and the Weather Bureau.

Professob Wiesner, of Vienna, has under-

taken during the past summer, says Nature, a

journey to Spitsbergen to complete his observa-

tions, previously made in the Tropics, as to the

effect of light and other external conditions on

the growth of plants.

The members of the Stanford University

party who have been engaged in branding seals

by electricity on Pribyloff Islands have, as we
learn from the daily press, arrived at Palo Alto.

They claim that the experiment was successful.

Besides the work of taking the seal census and

building a fence enclosing the salt lagoon to

prevent the redriving of bachelor seals, a num-
ber of bird skins, skeletons, insects and marine

invertebrates were collected. The party con-

sisted of Messrs. Greely, '98; Snodgrass, '99;

Edwards, 1900; Bristow and Adams, 1900, and

Instructor Farmer.

We learn from the London Times that Miss

Ormerod, of Torrington-house, St. Albans, con-

tinues to supply the leaflet on the common
sparrow, and that several of the largest Brit-

ish landowners are interesting themselves in

the endeavor to reduce the numbers of Pas-

ser domesiicus to within reasonable limits.

Since attention was first drawn to the matter a

few weeks ago Miss Ormerod has received ap-

plications for the pamphlet from most unex-

pected places—Stavanger, St. Petersburg and

Smyrna, for example. So great is the demand

that yet another edition of 5,000 copies has been

printed. Miss Ormerod sends the pamphlet

free on a receipt of a stamp for postage and

many copies should find their way to America.

A DESPATCH to the daily papers from Bom.
bay states that the latest health statistics show

that the bubonic plague is again active, having

crept unobserved from hamlet to hamlet until

a wide area is affected. The newspapers assert

that the withdrawal of the medical officers for

service with the troops on the frontier will en-

tail consequences more disastrous than any-

thing happening on the frontier.

As we learn from Nature, the Commission du
Mus6e d'Histoire Naturelle at Geneva has

formed itself into a committee having for its ob-

ject the erection of a monument to the memory
of Frangois Jules Pictet de la Kive. A site for

the monument has been granted in front of the

museum. Old students of the eminent investi-

gator, and all who are interested in the work
which he accomplished, are invited to send

subscriptions for the memorial fund to MM.
Lombard, Odier et Cie, Geneve.

The Icelandic Parliament has voted a subsidy

for the laying of a cable from Scotland to Ice-

land by way of Faroe Islands. The Great

Northern Telegraph Company will lay the

cable during the early summer next year.

A REFUGEE hut on the Zugspite, the highest

mountain in Germany (10,000 feet), near Gar-

misch, in the center of the Bavarian Highlands,

has been opened. It stands on the Grat between

the east and west peaks, affords accommodations

for twenty-two guests, and has been erected at

a cost of $10,000.

With the beginning of the next volume in

January The American Naturalist will be pub-

lished by Ginn & Co., Boston, New York and

Chicago.

The government of India and Lord George

Hamilton have offered hearty congratulations

to Sir Joseph Hooker on the occasion of

the completion of the 'Flora of British India,'

on which he has been engaged for twenty-five

years. Sir Joseph will now undertake to com-

plete the 'Flora of Ceylon,' left unfinished by

the death of Dr. Trimen.

We have received from John P. Morton &
Son, Louisville, a guide to°the Mammoth Cave,

of Kentucky, by Horace C. Hovey and R. Ells-

worth Call. Both of the authors have for years

been familiar with the Mammoth Cave and have

published works on American caverns. It is a

great advantage to have a guide book by men
of science, written with accuracy and without

exaggeration. Visitors to the cave using this

book will learn much of its geology and natural

history, and it will also prove useful to those who
are studying the scientific problems involved.

The three leading articles of the October

Monist deal with questions of evolution. The
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first is a posthumous essay by the late George

J. Romanes on ' Isolation as a Factor of

Organic Evolution,' -whereiu Mr. Romanes dis-

cusses the contributions of Mr. Gulick to the

theory of development, and gives it as his

opinion that isolation is to be ranked with

heredity and variability as ' the third pillar of a

tripod on which is reared the whole superstruc-

ture of organic evolution.' He contends that

even the principle of natural selection lies less

deep, and makes of the latter a special case of

isolation. Mr. Romanes also discusses his own
doctrine of physiological selection. The second

article, by Professor Eimer, of Tiibiugen, on

'The Origin of Species,' gives a concise digest

of his views of evolution and exemplifies them
by material and illustrations from his new
forthcoming researches on butterflies. Eimer
explains the origin of species, (1) by cessation

of development at definite stages, (2) by evolu-

tion per saltum, and (.3) by prevention of im-

pregnation, which is similar to Romanes's

physiological selection. He accords to natural

selection a subordinate role only, having

efficacy in the preservation but not in the origi-

nation of species. The transmutation of forms

is controlled by orthogenesis, or definite de-

velopment, and not by chance variation. The
article is substantially Professor Elmer's Leyden
address, which has not yet appeared in German.

The third article is by Dr. Paul Topinard, and
constitutes part of his series ' Man As a Mem-
ber of Society,' in which the French anthro-

pologist traces the influence of the factors

which have afiected social development from

the beginning of civilization to its highest con-

summation.

The following field meetings have been ar-

ranged by the Torrey Botanical Club, of New
York:

Oct. 2d.—Mosholu, N. Y., N. Y. & P. E. R. Leave

IS.'ith St. (Ninth and Sixth Ave. Terminal, Man-
hattan Elevated R. E.) at 9:30 a. m. Returning,

leave Mosholu at 12:37 p. m., or as desired. Ob-
ject: Asters and Goldenrods. i Excursion fare,

30 cts. Guide, Professor Burgess.

Oct. 9th.—Woodhaven, Long Island, L. I. R. E.

Leave foot E. 34th St. at 1:30 p. m. Returning,

leave Woodhaven as desired. Excursion fare,

35 cts. Guide, Mr. Hnlst.

Oct. 16th.—(3aryl, N. Y., N. Y. & P. R. R. Leave

155th St. at 1:00 p. m. Returning, leave Caryl at

5:17 or 5:47. Excursion fare, 30 cts. Guide, Mr.

Constantine.

Oct. 23d.—Tarrytown and Sleepy Hollow, N. Y.,

N. Y. C. & H. E. R. R. Leave Grand Central

Station at 1:00 p. m. Returning, leave Tarrytown
at 5:37 p. m. Excursion fare, $1.00 Guide, Dr.

Barnhart.

Oct. 30th.—Fort Lee, N. Y. Leave foot of 125th St.

at 1:00 p. m. Returning as desired. Fare, 10 cts.

Guide, Mr. Clute.

The Committee of Fifty has requested Pro-

fessor C. F. Hodge, Clark University, to gather

the testimony of physiologists upon two topics

relating to the practical teaching of the physi-

ology of alcohol, and he is asking the follow-

ing questions : First, as to the facts at our dis-

posal, will you please give a list of the points-

which you consider sufficiently well established

and of essential importance to the education

of medical and university students? We wish

to learn your own view of the physiology value

of alcohol as a food, condiment, stimulant and
medicine

;
its influence upon the tissues, organs

and upon physiological processes. Please give

also a list of the important points that you
think are not sufficiently well proved to form a
part of our teaching material, the points about

which there is too much present difference of

opinion. Second, to what extent do you think

it wise to introduce alchohol physiology into

elementary public school covirses? I refer to

the ' Scientific Temperance Instruction ' pro-

moted by the W. C. T. U., viz.: the require-

ment by law that the subject be given consider-

erable prominence throughout the school course.

Have you examined any of the ' approved and

endorsed' physiologies? If so, which ones?

What is your opinion of them? Finally, will

you give a list of the arguments which seem

most conclusive to yourself either for or against

this method of preventing alcoholism ?

Me. Joseph Collinson, writing to the Lon-

don Times, from Walsingham, Durham county,

after referring to the reports showing that three

golden eagles have been killed in Great Britain

within the last six months, and two last year,

says :
" Our country is being rapidly deprived

of some of the noblest of its feathered inhabit-
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ants. During the last few years a number of

species have become extinct, and other species

are fast disappearing. Most of us, unfortu-

nately, have never had the pleasure of seeing

many of these birds, and I agree with Hudson
as to the cause—the direct action of man, the

greedy collector mainly, whose methods are

as discreditable as his action is injurious. No
one wishes to preserve birds which are really

harmful, if such there be ; but all birds which

are merely curious and rare should be strictly

preserved by the legislature. There must be

a remedy for this state of things. In pointing

out that the Wild Birds Protection Acts should

be made general in tei-ms, I beg to suggest that,

if all birds cannot be protected, the right prin-

ciple is to enumerate just those species which

are to be outside the pale of protection, not

those which are to be within it."

In Argentina, Cyprus and many other

countries the locust is a formidable crop pest.

A successful series of experiments carried out

in Natal, a report of which has been published

in that colony as a government notice, and is

abstracted in the London Times, will prove of

interest in many parts of the world. All at-

tempts to suppress the locust scourge in Natal

have proved only partially successful, with the

exception of the plan of poisoning with arsenic,

which, it is asserted, has met with absolute and
unqualified success. The mixture used is pre-

pared by heating four gallons of water to boil-

ing point and then adding 1 pound of caustic

soda. As soon as this is dissolved, 1 pound of

arsenic is added, after which the liquid is well

stirred and boiled for a few minutes, care being

taken that the fumes are not inhaled. Being
poisonous the mixture is kept under lock and
key, but when required for use half a gallon of

it is added to four gallons of hot or cold water,

with brown sugar or treacle. Maize stalks,

grass, etc., dipped in the mixture are placed

along the roads and in the fields, and the ma-
terial can also be splashed with a whitewash
brush upon anything which the locusts are

known to have a liking for. Attracted by the

odor of the sugar or treacle over a distance of

as much as 100 yards, the locusts will eat of the

mixture and die. Arsenic is quite eiTective in

destroying flying locusts, but as they come and

go very suddenlj', it is difficult to have the

poison in readiness at the critical moment, and

hence the most deadly blow can be dealt at the

pest when it is in the hopper stage.

A MESSAGE to all interested in promoting the

education of the deaf in Europe has been sent

from the officers and directors of the Columbia

Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, at Washing-

ton, signed by William McKinley, Edward M.

Gallaudet and others. In the opening para-

graphs it is stated that the oldest school for the

deaf in the United States was established in

1817, eighty years ago. In 1857 there were

nineteen schools, the buildings and grounds of

which had cost $1,371,736, the annual support

of which involved an expenditure of S-85,416,

and in which 1,771 pupils were being educated.

At the present time there are eighty-nine

schools, with 11,054 pupils under Instruction

during 1896. Thirty-four of these fchools are

in private hands, or are day-schools connected

with the common-school system of some city or

town. No statistics are available as to the cost

ofbuildings and current expenses of these. For

the fifty-five public institutions more than $11,-

000,000 have been expended on buildings and

grounds,and nearly §2,000,000 are appropriated,

annually, for current expenses. In every State

of the Union public provision is made for the

education of the deaf, thirtj'^-nine States having

schools of their own, and the six States without

them providing for the education of their deaf

children in the schools of the neighboring

States.

It is safe to predict that the forests of Alaska

will be of greater value to the world than its

gold. Garden and Forest devotes the leading

article of the last issue to the subject, saying :

" Trees cannot be cut lawfully iu Alaska for

timber or fuel, for there is no law which permits

the sale of stumpage or timber-lands, and no

law relating in any way to the forests but the

one which forbids all shipment of wood from

the Territory. There are a few sawmills in

Alaska, however, and the number will soon be

increased, and a large quantity of firewood is

consumed at the salmon canneries and quartz

mines, but the government gets nothing for it,

and is powerless to prevent damage to the
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public domain. Fortunately, the climate of

southeastern Alaska is so humid that forest fires

are rare and never very destructive, and repro-

duction is sure and rapid. These forests, there-

fore, even with American methods, will not soon

or easily be destroyed; and here and to the south-

ward, along the coast ranges and islands of

British Columbia, through nine degrees of lati-

tude from Cross Sound, at the north of Chicago

Island, to the Straits of Fuca, is now the greatest

continuous body of coniverous timber in the

world, almost unmarked as yet by the axe, safe

from fire and of easy access, from which the

world will be able to draw great stores of ma-
terial when the Eedwoods and Douglas Spruces

of the South have fallen, and the south-Atlantic

and Gulf-shore pineries are only dim memories. '

'

UNIVEBSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.
The attendance at the American colleges and

universities will be larger this year than ever

before. The numbers given at present are

subject to revision, but nearly all institutions re-

port the largest entrance classes ever recorded.

At Harvard the Freshman class will be over 500.

At Yale the academic Freshmen number about

350 (a slight decrease as compared with last

year), and the Freshmen in the scientific de-

partment about 175. At Pennsylvania nearly

200 Freshmen were registered, about 35 more
than last year. The entrance class at Prince-

ton will number over 300.

The colleges for women—Bryn Mawr, Vassar,

Wellesley, Smith and others—also report an
increased attendance. It is noteworthy that

there are in the United States 139 colleges aud
universities exclusively for men and 162 ex-

clusively for women.

It is now stated that the estate of the late

Henry M. Pierce will yield $750,000 to each of

the five legatees, which include Harvard Univer-

sity and Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

By the will of the late Dr. Antoine Ruppaner
the Harvard Medical School will receive §10,-

000, to be called the Dr. Ruppaner Fund.

Mr. H. H. Hunnewell has given $5,000

towards the endowment of the Surgical Labora-
tory of the Harvard Medical School.

The Rev. Dr. Eliphalet Nott Potter, formerly

President of Union College and of Hobart Col-

lege, has accepted the presidency of the Cosmo-
politan ' University ' (Correspondence School).

Dr. Hans Reusch, director of the geological

survey of Norway, has been appointed for

1897-98 to the Sturgis-Hooper professorship

of geology in Harvard University, left vacant

since the death of Professor J. D. Whitney a

year ago. Dr. Reusch will lecture on Vulcan-

ism during the first half year, treating vol-

canoes and eruptive rocks in general; earth-

quakes and movements of the earth's crust.

In the second half year he will lecture on the

Geology of Northern Europe, and its relations

to general geology. The third hour of each

week will be set apart for seminary work. lu the

spring Professor Reusch proposes to take part in

the instruction of advanced students in the field.

In addition to a number of assistants, the

following instructors have been appointed at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology :

Carl H. Clark, S.B. , in meclianical engineering;

Frederick A. Hannah, S.B., in mechanical en-'

gineering; Charles M. SpoflTord, S.B., in civil

engineering. The following promotions have
also been made : Arthur A. Noyes, S.B., Ph.D.,

associate professor of organic chemistry
; Frank

A. Laws, S.B., assistant professor of electrical

measurements; Harry M. Goodwin, S.B.,

Ph.D., assistant professor of physics.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

RESULTS FROM THE HIGHEST KITE FLIGHT.

To THE Editor of Science : Aided by a

grant from the Hodgkins Fund of the Smith-

sonian Institution, the Blue Hill Observatory

is endeavoring to obtain meteorological records

in the free air at heights exceeding 10,000 feet,

and on September 19th such records were ob-

tained at the highest level which kites are

known by the writer to have attained.

The flight in question was conducted without

mishaps by my assistants, Messrs. Clayton,

Fergusson and Sweetland. On the day men-
tioned, the sky was clear and the wind blew

from the south in gusts of from 20 to 35 miles

an hour. The Richard baro-thermo-hygro-

graph, which weighs three pounds and was sus-

pended 130 feet below two large kites of Mr.
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Hargrave's form but of Mr. Clayton's coustruc-

tion, left the top of Blue Hill at noon. Similar

smaller kites were attached to the main wire

at intervals, so that the 20,670 feet of wire un-

reeled, which weighed 59 pounds, were sus-

tained in the air by seven kites, having a total

lifting surface of 213 square feet. Angular

measurements at the windlass of the meteor-

ograph enabled its height to be determined

at definite times. The greatest height was
reached at 4:17 p. m., when the meteorograph

was 9,2.55 feet above Blue Hill, or 9,885 feet

above the neighboring ocean. The meteoro-

graph remained more than a mile above the

sea during five hours. The reeliug-in by

means of the steam windlass occupied about

two hours, and at 6:40 p. m. the meteoro-

graph returned to the ground.

The automatic records were found to be

smooth and distinct, with the exception of a

portion of the barometer and hygrometer traces

which was lost, owing, perhaps, to the tem-

porary drying of the ink in the pens. The al-

titudes given by the barograph agreed closely

with those computed from the angular meas-

urements, showing that the barometric heights

were nearly correct for the mean temperature

encountered. The thermograph showed the

lowest temperature to have been 38° at 9,255

feet above the hill, whereas on the hill at the

same time the temperature was 63°, giving a

mean decrease of only 1° for each 370 feet of

ascent. The relative humidity varied greatly

with altitude, although on the Hill it remained

near 50 per cent, of saturation during the first

half of the flight, increasing to about 80 per

cent, at the end. Up to approximatelj"^ 3,000

feet above sea-level the relative humidity in-

creased, proving the existence of an invisible

vapor stratum near the level of the cumulus

cloud level. Higher it suddenly decreased, but

increased to over 80 per cent, at the height of

a mile, indicating the level of the alto-cumulus

clouds. Above 8,000 feet the humidity was
very low and probably less than 30 per cent,

of saturation. The wind veered to west as the

kites rose and became steadier, although its

velocity was probably greater than near the

hill top, since the pull on the windlass, which

was counteracted in part by the weight of the

suspended wire, exceeded 150 pounds when all

the kites were high in the air.

A. Lawrence Rotch.

Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory,

September 27, 1897.

'the present evolution of man.'

The discussion of my review of his work,

which is given by Mr. Archdall Eeid on pp.

368-372 of your issue of September 3d, deserves

some sort of reply. Yet I write with some re-

luctance, because I can only make such com-

ments as must already have suggested them-

selves to many readers, without attempting an

adequate treatment of the matters in dispute,

which would require a book.

As regards Mr. Reid's theory of retrogres-

sion, I certainly have to say that I think it is

wrong. The general statement ' that the ontog-

eny recapitulates the phylogeny ' was a brill-

iant generalization when first made, and with-

in reasonable limits accorded with the facts.

But surely it has since been made a fetish of,

and the version of it accepted in some quarters

reminds one of the not uncommon popular no-

tion that all animals are descended from one

another in a direct line ! According to Mr.

Reid's view, I do not quite see how a female

can transmit male characters, or vice versa, as

undoubtedly occurs. If, for example, the

beard is a comparatively new character, a wo-

man, having no beard, is so far atavistic. Yet

that beardless woman will have bearded male

offspring, independently of the hairiness of the

the father. But if such illustrations are ob-

jected to as being diflferent from those intended

by Mr. Eeid, we may take the case of a season-

ally dimorphic butterfly, which alternately

loses and gains a set of characters. Here we
have a series ABABAB, etc. If A is the old-

est phase, then B reverts to A, and the opposite

process should not be possible. When we con-

template the primary and secondary sexual

characters and all the phenomena of dimor-

phism and polymorphism, I do not see how we
can avoid the conclusion that germinal selec-

tion is a reality. At all events, the writer, af-

ter carefully reconsidering the matter in the

light of Mr. Reid's new statement, is more than

ever convinced of the validity of his former ar-

gument.
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Now, as to 'social efficiency,' I am equally

unconvinced of error. Is it not clear that so-

cial conditions powerfully affect the selection

of individuals, and therefore a society or nation

depends for its existence largely on its corpo-

rate virtue? It is a commonplace of history

that the success of nations has depended largely

on their laws and customs, those advancing and
spreading whose social conditions favored the

existence of brave and noble men. To the evo-

lutionist, the most discouraging feature of our

present day civilization is the survival of knaves

and fools, while good men and true so often go

to the wall. If this process is not checked, the

inevitable result is the breaking-up of society

and a return to some form of savagery.

Mr. Reid's argument about alcohol appears

to depend largely on his theory of retrogression

—a theory which I do not accept. Of course,

I do not deny that the general use of alcohol

will lead to a process of evolution against it,

but I do deny the desirability of any race un-

dergoing such a process. The practices of the

Spartans led to the survival of the strongest

among their children, while weaklings perished;

and while we should not now imitate them,

they were justified in so far as the survivors

were best fitted to defend the community in a
time when physical defense was of prime im-

portance and incapables were a serious hin-

drance. But the survivors of the pot-house

are not particularly valuable individuals in

•other respects, nor is the ability to remain un-
affected in the presence of whiskey a guarantee
of good citizenship. Those very nations which
are said by Mr. Eeid to drink heavily are the
leading nations of the world to-day. If Greece
was anciently drunken and now is temperate,

by all means give us drunken Greece !

There are three kinds of people, thus :

1. Those who have strong desires and keep
them within bounds or divert them into suit-

able channels for social reasons.

2. Those who have strong desires but do not
keep them within bounds or divert them into

suitable channels.

3. Those who have not strong desires.

Mr. Eeid's alcoholic evolution would appar-
ently give us the third class. Savages largely

belong to the second. I maintain that both the

second and third classes are wholly undesirable,

and that the first is the one to make a success-

ful nation and to prove itself the fittest in the

struggle for existence.* The second may be-

come the first more easily than the third, and
hence is more desirable. As missionaries will

say, give us a man who strongly believes some-
thing, however demoniacal, and we can do
something with him ; but give us a man with
no beliefs and we are almost helpless.

I fear Mr. Keid will feel strongly the inade-

quacy of my reply to his criticism, but he will

forgive me in view of the difficulty of express-

ing oneself on such subjects in a few words.

One's opinions are founded on the sum-total of

one's knowledge and experience, and cannot al-

ways find justification in a few paragraphs.

t. d. a. cockeeell.
Mesilla, New Mexico,

September 9, 1897.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Elementary Solid Geometry and Mensuration.

Heney Dallas Thompson, D.Sc, Ph.D.,

Professor of Mathematics in Princeton Uni-
versity. New York, The Macmillan Com-
pany. 1897. 8vo. Pp. vii-l-199.

* The best nation would be one which contrived

the fullest expressions of its desires ivith the mini-
mum of harm. Some repression would he necessary

because some of our desires or feelings were devel-

oped under different conditions. Thus the desire to

kill an enemy may formerly have been advantageous,

but could not be allowed full play under existing so-

cial conditions. I think we all at times would be
more pugnacious if we permitted ourselves absolute

freedom ! At the same time, there is no doubt that

under present circumstances excessive repression

works a great injury, as I stated in my former arti-

cle. One may compare the desires of the people to

water flowing through a valley ; if it is permitted to

flow where it will it may be useless for agriculture

and may even do much damage ; if it is merely
dammed up it is equally useless and is likely to

break loose and do more harm than in the first in-

stance; hut if, by skillful engineering, it is directed

into suitable channels it may all be made available for

mills and irrigation, while dangers of flooding are

avoided. Let those who are engineering the United
States remember this and aim neither to waste nor
repress the desires and energies of the people, but use
them all for the good of all.
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Professor Thompson's text-book on Elemen-

tary Solid Geometry will be received with

pleasure by American teachers of elementary

mathematics. It fills an almost unoccupied

place by confining itself to a narrow field. Col-

leges that do not require solid geometry for en-

trance will find it especially useful.

There are six chapters devoted to those parts

of the elementary solid geometry ordinarily

taught in our colleges and secondary schools,

one appropriate chapter on the conic sections

and one on mensuration. Each chapter, ex-

cepting the fifth, includes a large and well

selected set of exercises.

Of course plane geometry is assumed but

the first seven pages are given up to a careful,

though designedly not exhaustive, considera-

tion of certain fundamental notions. It is well

stated that postulates are propositions ' taken

without proof and upon which a train of reason-

ing is to be built,' and 'that it is no part of

geometry to justify their use except in so far

as their form is concerned.

'

The sequence of propositions is developed in

a scholarly and logical though decidedly con-

servative manner. The assumed construc-

tion is rigorously excluded. Many ofthe demon-
strations are informal or left entirely to the

student. The treatment of mensuration, apart

from the geometry proper, is a good feature.

Considering the completeness of the work as a

whole, the proof on pages 122 and 123 is notice-

able. The theorem is :
" The arc ofa great circle

less than a semicircle is the shortest line on the

surface of a sphere between two given points

not diametrically opposite." This proposition

can only be proved by the use of some such

postulate as the following: "The magnitude

of a curved line is the limit toward which a

broken line made up of consecutive chords of

that curved line approaches when the number
of chords is increased in such a manner that

the chords are all diminished without limit. '

'

(Thomas S. Fiske, Science, Vol. IV., p. 724.)

The words ' curved line ' and ' broken line '

are to be understood to mean respectively ' a

line no part of which is a great circle arc ' and
' a line made up of great circle arcs.' It seems

\mfortunate that such a postulate was not ex-

plicitly stated.

The terminology used is, on the whole, that of
the average text-book, but the author has ren-

dered a genuine service to the American
geometric vocabulary by the introduction of

Mr. Hayward's term 'cuboid' in place of the
clumsy expression 'rectangular parallelepipid.'

The pages have a different appearance from
those of the majority of our text- books, forthey

are solidly printed in the English style and no
abbreviations are used.

C. B. Williams.

Thirty Years of Teaching. L. C. Miall. Lon-
don and New York, The Macmillan Com-
pany. 1897. Pp. viii-1-250. $1.00.

There is at present in the educational systems

of all countries a circle—to call it a vicious cir-

cle would be over-emphatic—discriminating in

favor of the classical languages and against the

sciences. Those having a classical education

at college and university find positions in the

schools and in turn prepare boys for the classical

course at college. The circle tends to remain

unbroken. Teachers of the classics, being a

great majority of all teachers, are apt to

write most of the educational books. But from

the point of view of the man of science a new
era has begun when students of biology, such

as Huxley, Morgan and Miall, begin to write

on educational topics. The circle is broken

and adjustment will follow in accordance with

the physical principle of gravitation or the bio-

logical principle of the survival of the fittest.

Professor Miall's papers, reprinted with some
additions from the Journal of Education (Lon-

don), cover a wide range of subjects. He does

not hesitate to write on the teaching of history,

of geometry and of Latin grammar, as well as on

nature study and school musuems, but through-

out he urges by precept and by example the

methods of natural science, of nature. Treat

the child as a child, speak plainly, be interest-

ing—such maxims are sufficiently trite, but

they carry weight and influence when put in

a book that treats the teacher as a teacher, and

addresses him in a plain and interesting man-

ner. Professor Miall's book will repay reading

by the teacher, whether of the classics or of

science, whether in the kindergarten or in the

university.
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PROFESSOR FLINDERS PETRIE'S SCHEME OF
AN ETHNOLOGICAL STORE-HOUSE.

Of late years many scientiiic men have
realized that the function of museums has
been imperfectly understood. Some mu-
seum officials still regard museums more in

the light of cabinets of curiosities than as

serious teaching institutions. There are

two distinct ways of treating museums
from the educational point of view ; these

may briefly be described as the method of

the text-book or the plan of dictionarj^ ; a
combination of the two is always difficult

and often impossible.

To explain my meaning : The bulk of

people go to a museum for intellectual

amusement ; they are interested in natural

objects or in the works ofman, and they visit

the museum in a laudable spirit of curiosity

and with a desire to receive instruction.

"What these people require is a compara-
tively small number of objects suggestively

arranged, with descriptive labels and ac-

companied by carefully chosen drawings,

photographs and maps. In a properly ar-

ranged museum of this type it should be

impossible for any intelligent visitor to

leave it without having gained definite in-

struction. This is what I venture to call

the text-book museum.
The more serious student, he who is seek-

ing to advance knowledge, requires a very
different type of museum. It is necessary

that he should have access to a largenumber
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of specimens, and it is here that the recent

way of studying natural history and anthro-

pology makes itself felt. Formerly stu-

dents were satisfied if they could see one or

two specimens of any given species of plant

or animal, or an example of a shield or a

spear of a given tribe. Now they have

learnt that it is necessary to have long

series of representatives of a species or of

the various implements and weapons of

primitive races. The old order belonged

to the period when the fixity of species was

an article of faith. To-day the naturalist

is more interested in varieties and interme-

diate forms. Formerly the naturalist de-

lighted in clearly cut classifications ; now
he revels in tracing the infinite gradations

of nature and in endeavoring to learn their

significance. The same applies to the an-

thropologist ; those, for example, who study

the decorative art of savage peoples or of

pre-historic times have to visit as many
museums as possible in order to get a suf-

ficiently long series to enable them to trace

the origin and distribution of certain de-

signs. No museum is likely to be too large

for such students. This is what may be

termed the dictionary type of museum, and

the specimens contained within it require,

like the words in a dictionary, to be so ar-

ranged that they can be referred to with

the minimum amount of trouble.

Those who have seen the great stores of

duplicates in such museums as the Na-

tional Museum, of Washington, or the

Agassiz Museum, at Harvard, will recog-

nize that our American colleagues have real-

ized this need ; but there are many practical

difficulties. In large towns space is too

valuable to admit of the accumulation of

long series, unless they are to be so stored

as to be studied under great difficulties

;

and certain large objects, such as manj' an-

thropological specimens, would occupy so

much space as to preclude their being col-

lected. Further, the cost of the dust-proof

cases which are absolutely necessary in

cities is very great.

Appreciating the need for the collecting

of long series of anthropological specimens
;

for the desirability of having representa-

tives, or representations, of all the objects

made by vanishing tribes of natives ; and

for the advisability of keeping together as-

sociated objects from extensive archfeolog-

ical excavations, Professor Flinders Petrie

has devised a scheme which will give the

greatest possible storage space for a given

expenditure. This scheme, which he brought

before the meeting of the British Associ-

ation at Liverpool, is briefly as follows :

The conditions for a repository with such

a scope are so wholly different from those of

existing museums that the proportions of

expenditure are entirely changed. The es-

sential and primary condition is that space

shall be of minimum value ; and, as it is

desirable to keep down wages and the cost

of moving objects, it is needful that, what-

ever the amount of expansion, no rear-

rangement should be necessary.

The type of structure must, therefore, be

a long gallery, with lateral expansions to

be built as any section increases. The gal-

leries must be sufficiently wide apart to al-

low of any likely increase, however irregu-

larly distributed.

An economical type of gallery would be

one about 54 feet wide, divided into a nave

and two aisles, the latter being subdivided

into bays, 16 feet long. From these bays

lateral expansions would be added when-

ever necessarj\ The walls should be low

—say 10 feet—and about one-fourth of the

roof should be of glass, which would ensure

the galleries being well lighted.

The essence of the scheme is that the

site shall be ordinary agricultural or wooded

land, so that, however irregular the expan-

sion, the unoccupied land will continue to

be productive. Thus every possible need of

the future can be accommodated without
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incurring more immediate expense than is

now requisite, and without any loss of in-

terest on capital not utilized. For this

purpose it would not be unreasonable

to secure about 500 acres. On this land

galleries of 54 feet wide, built in blocks of

100 bays, or 1600 feet in length, should be

placed at about a furlong apart. This

would allow of each gallery expanding on

either side for about 250 feet of out-building.

Each gallery should have in the middle

of its length a policeman's cottage ( fire-

proof ) with its windows looking along the

inside of the gallery.

The site should be within a short journey

from London ; fairly dry and sandy if pos-

sible, and belts of trees should occupy the

spaces between the galleries and thus re-

duce the effect of wind and rain.

No glass cases would be required except

for a few objects that needed to be kept dry.

There would be little dust in a wooded

country, and the absence of any internal

heating and the filtration of all air passing

in would diminish the chance of dust.

Where glass was desirable, large loose

sheets could be laid over boxes or shelves,

and specimens could be put out of reach by
having strips of wood screwed down to se-

cure the glass.

In his memorandum on this ' Proposed

TJepository for preserving Anthropological

or other Objects, ' which was printed in the

Report of the Association for 1896 (p. 935)

Professor Petrie enters into further details

and offers suggestions concerning the con-

stitution of the trustees and the duties of

the keeper, as well as the disposition and

ownership of the specimens. He estimates

that the total cost per annum would be §2,450

iov'jk building equal to half the British Mu-
seum exhibiting area, and the securing of

space for future building up to50 or 100 times

the present exhibiting area. This amounts

to li per cent, on the present annual grant

to the British Museum at Bloomsburj'.

This scheme led to a lively discussion and

various objections were raised against more

or fewer of the details, the most serious

being that Professor Petrie had greatly un-

derestimated the prime cost and the annual

expenditure. In his reply he faced all the

objections and admitted that even if the cost

was greater than he had allowed for, some

such scheme as his would be vastly cheaper

than any museum as at present constituted.

It is first necessary to take a broad view

of the situation, and to decide whether it

is desirable to greatly increase our anthro-

pological and archaeological collections.

Anthropology is so recent a science that its

full importance is realized only by a few,

and there is a very real danger that by the

time the general public is educated to rec-

ognize its value a very considerable

amount of material will have disappeared.

All scientific anthropologists agree in as-

serting that it is desirable to collect ex-

amples of all objects made by vanishing

peoples, and to preserve them for future

generations. The next question is, whether

sufiiciently extensive collections can be

stored in existing museums, and whether

the cost of warehousing them and of pro-

viding suitable cases is not likely to be

somewhat excessive—so much so as to

cause the curators to limit the acquisition

of specimens. It is much to be feared that

this is what would actually occur; but

what is required is that the accommodation

should be of such a nature that no desirable

specimen should ever be refused.

If existing museums are unsuited for in-

definite expansion new ones must be built.

Professor Petrie has proposed a scheme

which may well form the basis of a discus-

sion until it is replaced by a better. The

great point to remember is that the prob-

lem is fast reaching an acute phase and it

must soon be faced.

A. C. Haddon.
Cambeidge. England.
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THE FUR-SEAL INVESTIGATION OF 1S97.

The result of this season's work has

mainly been to emphasize those of previous

years, and particularly of 1896, and to show
the futility of the suggestion that it is pos-

sible to pi'eserve the numbers of the seals

so long as pelagic sealing is continued . Care-

ful examination of the breeding grounds

and a count of the young made in several

places shows that there has been a decrease

of not far from fifteen per cent, among the

females and thirty per cent, among the

killable males. This loss is practically in

accordance with the conclusions reached

by the American commissioners in 1896,

when the total number of seals was com-

puted at between 450,000 and 500,000. It

is known that after the census of seals was
made 35,000, not less than eighty per cent,

of them females, were killed at sea and that

certainly 16,000 pups starved in conse-

quence of pelagic sealing in Bering Sea.

If to this is added the loss from natural

causes, which is believed to be high, it is

easy to see that a decrease of fifteen per

cent, would be well within the mark.

To one familiar with the seals the loss

shows itself in many ways ; the seals play-

ing in front of the breeding grounds, once

so numerous and still to a considerable ex-

tent present in 1896, have nearlj"^ disap-

peared
;
places filled by breeding seals last

year were this season occupied by old males

alone, who waited in vain for any females,

and localities which were inaccessible to

the investigator last summer could easily

be reached this summer. The average

number of females present in a harem was
also found to be smaller this year than last,

and wherever it was practicable to count

the live pups there was in every case a fall-

ing-ofif from the figures of 1896. The
greater proportional falling-oif of the bach-

elors, or killable males, was expected, and
is the result of the pelagic killing of 1892-

94, during which time over 100,000 seals

were taken on the nortwest coast and 31,000

in Bering Sea.

The evil results of the small quota of

seals killed on the Pribilof Islands between
1892-95 are geen in the superabundance of

full or nearly fall-grown males, hundreds

of these being turned away from almost

every drive. So numerous have the males

become that should it ever prove possible

to bring about a cessation of pelagic seal-

ing it will be necessary to kill several

thousands of the old bulls, whose relatively

great numbers led to continuous fighting

throughout the past summer, with a conse-

quent disturbance of the breeding grounds

and loss of many females.

Up to August 20th none of the yearlings

branded as pups last year had made their

appearance, nor was it expected that many
of them, possibly not any, would be seen

this year. This is partly for the reason

that the yearlings arrive late and also be-

cause all the seals branded were females

and few of these come on shore until they

make their appearance on the breeding^

grounds as two-year olds. As probably not

more than thirty per cent, of seals born

reach the age of two years, it will be seen

that comparatively few of the 377 pups

branded may be expected next year. Six

of the eleven adult females branded as an
experiment were, however, seen, a large

number when it is remembered that not

over half of the females are on shore at any

one time, that the total number of females-

is over 100,000 and that they are scattered

over eight miles of shore. In everj' case

the brands were plainly visible, although

the seals had shed their coats after the

branding was performed, and there is every

reason to believe that branding is a success.

It is scarcely necessary to say that reports

of branded seals being taken on the coast

of Japan have no foundation, as are the

mythical herds which have been driven

from the Pribilofs to parts unknown.
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"While tlie practical results of the season's

work have been to more firmly strengthen

the contentions of the United States, the

scientific results have been more than ex-

pected. The observations of Mr. Clark,

while throwing much light on the problem

of early starvation of young, have also done

much to explain the manner in which ha-

rems are formed and the massing of seals in

particular spots when there is plenty of

room and often better ground close at

hand.

The noticeable scarcity of three-year old

females indicates the truth of the supposi-

tion that the death rate is high, this being

the only class whose abundance or scarcity

could well be noted, owing to the great

similarity in the appearance of the older

seals. On only one point did the results of

this year's observations differ materially

from those of last year, and this is in re-

spect to the cause of death among young

seals. The conclusion reached last year

that the great majority of deaths among the

pups was due to their being trampled on by

the old seals is found to be erroneous and

that the mortality is caused by a parasite,

a species of Uncinaria, found in the small

intestine. This course of danger was pointed

out by Dr. Stiles as a result of the examina-

tion of a very few specimens obtained in

1896, and the matter will be discussed at

length later. It may be said that young

seals—and they alone seem to be affected—

•

dying from an attack of Uncinaria perish so

quickly that they lose little of their fat and

that the disease is practically over before

the end of August.

Finally, the past summer was unusually

dry and clear, these conditions greatly

facilitating the work of the party from the

U. S. Coast Survey which is engaged in

making a careful survey of the islands and

especially of the breeding grounds.

F. A. L.

A BOTANICAL EXCURSION TO MEXICO.

Mexico is a profitable place for the

botanist to visit on account of the rich-

ness of the flora, numerically speaking, and
because of the assemblage in one geo-

graphical region of many species peculiar

to a certain physical or meteorological zone.

The aquatic flora, the Alpine flora, the

desert and tropical floras, are all found as-

sociated within a radius of a few miles.

Altitude and the distribution of the rain-

fall explain this somewhat interesting fea-

ture of the flora. The problems presented

to the botanist for solution are very in-

tricate, and it is necessary for him in order

to solve the more dif&cult questions to

spend considerable time in the field where

the plants are to be found surrounded by
natural conditions.

Each of the plant communities into

which the flora of a country as vast as

Mexico can be divided can be distin-

guished by the component plants which,

together by their collective features, give

character to the vegetation of a particular

meteorological, geological or physical re-

gion of the earth's surface. Such a flora

as the Mexican can be classified into

several ecological* communities, as follows

:

1. Hydrophytic Community, composed

of Hydrophytes, or water-plants.

2. Xerophytic Community, composed of

Xerophytes, or desert-plants.

3. Halophytie Community, composed of

salt-loving plants.

4. Mesophytic Community, including

those plants found .in intermediate situa-

tions, such as plants of the tropical forests,

palm forests, bamboo thickets, temperate

deciduous forests, subtropical evergreen

forests and plants of the Arctic, Alpine and
prairie regions.

The valley of Mexico is especially suited

* Ecology is the study of plants with reference to

their environmental conditions and covers the field of

the so-called biology of plants.
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to ecological inquiries. It is an elevated

cii'cular valley, closed in by two distinct

ranges of hills, the oldest porphyritic rocks

to the north and east, which before vol-

canic disturbances began sloped gradu-

ally southward toward the Isthmus, and

the newer volcanic mountains to the south

and west built up in a later period and

closing oW to the south and east the gradu-

ally sloping plain, thus forming the basin-

shaped plateau known as the Valley of

Mexico. Ajusco, the oldest volcanic peak,

stands like a sentinel on the southern rim of

the basin, and from its summit to the base

. of the valley extends a lava bed known
locally as the Pedregal. On the southeast

rim of the valley rises the ice-capped

peak of Popocatapetl (17,780 feet), and to

the eastward, connected with the conical

volcano, the ridged backbone of Ixtacci-

huatl, also snow-capped, considered by ge-

ologists to be built of the older porphyritic

rocks. Along the base of the eastern

range three fresh-water lakes, Texccco,

Chalco and Xochimilcho, are found, while

the partiallj' drained basin of lake Texcoco

forms an alkaline plain stretching along

the Mexican railroad to the hills which
jut southward into the plain at Guadalupe.

The lakes and communicating ditches

furnish the hydrophytes, the alpine sum-

mits of Popocatapetl, Iztaccihuatl and
Ajusco (13,612 feet) the alpine plants; the

lava beds aiford a large number of xero-

phytes, while the alkali plain near lake

Texcoco grows a number of halophytes

which reach their greatest numerical de-

velopment on the Gulf coast. The rich

agricultural soil of the valley grows a

varied and luxuriant series of mesophytes.

It presents in its constricted area a veri-

table botanical garden, right at the doors of

the population of the capital.

Space will not permit a detailed account

of the plants found growing in the different

vegetable zones. Onlj' one or two plants

can be taken by way of illustration. The
xerophytes show very thick leaves, thick

cuticle and a hairy or spiny covering, and
are usually consolidated in structure. The
plants are peculiarly constructed so as to

store water by means of certain mucilagi-

nous substances which absorb moisture and
hold it tenaciously, giving it off very slowly

to the air. The Agave, Maguey or Century-

plant, commonly found cultivated on the

plateau of Anahuac, is a typical xerophyte.

It is to be seen growing wild in desert

places and on lava beds, and grows in one

or two forms to a large size (eight feet),

weighing sometimes 600 to 800 pounds. It

is a plant of considerable pharmaceutical

interest. It stores up in its tissues a sur-

prising amount of a sugary water, which

exudes when the plant is tapped, as the so-

called honey water or aguamiel. This

aguamiel when fermented yields the bever-

age called pulque, which is consumed in

large quantities by the poorer Mexicans,

who pay una cuartilla (3 cents Mexican,

li cents American) for a glass of this

yeasty-tasting alcoholic drink. It is ob-

tained from the plant in the following way:

When the Agave, which yields the liquid

honey water, reaches adult size, turns

slightly yellow and begins to shoot up a

flower stock, or before that time, it is

tapped by hollowing out a concavity in the

core of the plant at the base of the central

leaves, which stand upright and are not

yet fullj^ expanded. The pulque-gatherer,

with a long hollow gourd pierced at both

ends, draws the aguamiel by suction from

the concave place as it wells up from be-

neath. He is clad in cheap cotton clothes

and wears a hide apron fastened around

his waist and a thick leather knee pad on

his left leg. Then pressing the spiny leaves

aside with his left knee, he pushes one end

of his gourd with his right hand into the

tapped place and draws upon the other end

with his mouth, until he has filled the
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gourd with maguey liquid. He then trans-

fers it to a vessel made of pottery reinforced

by wicker work, or, as is the usual custom,

he pours it into a vessel made of a hogskin.

"When his skin vessel is full he carries it

to the shed, where for 36 hours the Agave
juice is allowed to ferment, changing during

this process from a yellowish-looking fluid

to a mUk-white, yeasty-looking fluid. It is

a very refreshing and wholesome drink for

those high altitudes, if taken in modera-

tion. Drunkenness is the result of its too

free use. It is laxative, and is reputed to

be antiscorbutic, and through its assisting

digestion quiets the heart's action. The
best pulque is obtained in country places,

the writer finding its use refreshing and
cooling, the city pulque being inferior to

that of the suburban towns, being watery

and sour. Pulque keeps its freshness but

a day, when it begins to sour. The sour

liquid is distilled and yields according to

the process used two or three powerful

alcohol drinks, mezcal, tequila and aguar-

diente de maguey. There are two or three

beverages or soft drinks in use, one made
from the pineapple and called pino, and
another tepache might be termed sugar-

cane cider. The latter drink, as a rule,

is to be had along most of the country

roads running from Mexico. The mezcal,

tequila and aguardiente are very powerful

in their effects. A Mexican Indian addicted

to their use can drink a glass of any one of

the three without effect; two or three glasses

will set him demoniacally crazy.

The alpine flora is interesting on account

of the dwarf, cespitose habit of the plants,

their hairy covering and brilliantly colored

flowers. The plants of this region are

mostly perennial, very few annual plants

being found in this zone. The lake flora is

interesting, as the plants are distributed in

the ditches and along the borders of the

lagoons and lakes. Eichornia crassipes, the

water hyacinth, Marsilia lieteropliylla, Rup-

pia, Agenipea, Escohedea linearis, Polygonum

ampliibium, NymphcBa mexicana, Lobelia splen-

dens, and a water lily with white flowers

and large leaves, are a few of the plants of

the hydrophytic community.

The Chinampas, or floating gardens, are

in lakes Chalco and Xochimilcho. At one

time they really did float, but now they are

anchored to the bottom by the roots of

trees and form little patches of garden

ground, separated by narrow canals. Here

are grown flowers and vegetables for the

city market The canoes of the Indians

bring the produce to the city by the Viga

Canal, where it is sold along the banks of

the canal, or in the markets, the principal

one of which is called the Volador, south

of the National Palace and occupying a site

that was included in the grounds of the

' new house ' of Montezuma, and, therefore,

after the Conquest was a part of the prop-

erty of Cortez. Here are sold all manner
of fruits and vegetables, apples, peaches,

peai's, pomegranates, mammees, figs, bana-

nas, tunas, quinces, tomatoes, corn, beans

and other agricultural products. The meat
and poultry stalls are equally important,

but it is to the sellers of herbs that a drug-

gist would turn with most interest.

An old Indian woman, knitting or sewing,

occupies a seat in an enclosed stall, sur-

rounded on all sides by dried herbs and

medicinal plants. For a small sum of

money she will prescribe for all the ailments

to which the flesh is heir, drawing upon

her supplies of drugs hanging about the

stall. These substances are compounded

into medicine, according to her directions,

and it seems that the peons have faith in

her skill, for numbers of them were seen

around the stall asking medical advice.

Casually, while inspecting the market, hasty

notes were made of a few of the remedies

which composed her stock of drugs. There

were panicles of Samhucus mexicana, dried

flowers of Datura arborea, dried plants of
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Achillea millefolia, a few Mammillarias, tops

ofDaturawith stems and pods, dried goui-ds,

bunches of unkown lierbs wrapped in corn

husk, bunches of the pepper tree (SeJiiiius)

molle, bunches of dried roots, sea beans

(Mucuna), hoofs ofa deer, ears of a donkey

dried, stuffed birds, carapace of a turtle,

dried alligator with skin removed, armadillo

skins and other remedies too numerous to

mention. I returned again and again to

this market and always found it a source of

information and amusement.

Mexico is a very rich and virgin field for

ecological study and is yet an unworked
field. Similar observations in other regions

have been made by Dr. Eugene Warming,
of the University of Copenhagen, several

years ago in Venezuela ; at Lagoa Santa,

by Dr. Scott, who explored the Cape region

of South Africa, in the Kalahari desert ; by
Professor Stahl in Java, and last year in

Mexico; and by Professor Trelease, of the

Missori Botanical Garden, on the Yuccas
of the southwestern United States and
northern Mexico.

John W. Haeshbeeger.
University of Pennsylvania.

BOTANY AT THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOB THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

Section G organized on Monday, August
9th, at 12 m., with about 18 persons in at-

tendance, the Vice-President and Secretary

both being in their places. After the elec-

tion of 3 fellows to serve on the Sectional

Committee further elections were post-

poned till the following morning, when the

full organization was completed. The at-

tendance on the meetings ran up each day

to about 50, except during the Vice-Presi-

dential address, when the room was
crowded with about 150 people. The list

of new oiBcers elected for the Section is

found elsewhere in this Jouenal, and need

not be repeated here.

Two invitations given to the Section were

quite generally accepted by its members';

the one being to a visit of inspection to the

immense pharmaceutical laboratory of

Parke, Davis & Co., in Detroit;; the other

being to a trolley ride and entertainment

by Mr. Joseph Berry, of Grosse Pointe,

where the fine grounds, extensive gardens

and conservatories were greatly enjoyed.

During its session the Section was hon-

ored with a brief visit from Professor H.
Marshall Ward, of Cambridge University,

England.

The papers read numbered a total of 26.

Several of the older botanists usually in at-

tendance at the meetings of the Associa-

tion were absent, and there was, therefore,

a predominance of younger members ; the

quality of papers was, however, good, the

most of them being narrative of original re-

search on the part of their authors.

The preliminary program has already

been published in Science (pp. 222-223

above) , and the following papers were sub-

sequently entered

:

' On a New and Improved Self-Eegistering Bal-

ance,' by Dr. Alex. P. Anderson.
' The Correlation of Growth under the Influence of

Injuries, ' by Dr. C. 0. Townsend.

'The Botanical Collection of the Cornell Arctic

Expedition of 189(3,' by Professor W. W. Eowlee and

K. M. AViegand. [Read by title.]

' Description of Bacillus Fhaseoli n. sp., with some

Kemarlis on Eelated Sjjecies,' by Dr. Erwin F. Smith.
' On the Nature of Certain Pigments produced by

Fungi and Bacteria, witli special reference to that pro-

duced by Bacillus solanaccarum,' by Dr. Erwin F.

Smith.

Since the address of the Vice-President

on ' Experimental Morphology ' has been

published in full in this Jouenal, comment
need not be given here, except to say that

the address, illustrated bj' lantern-slides was

a collaboration of results of many botanists

in experimental morphologj^ and was full

of suggestion for future research in this di-

rection.

Professor Davis' paper on the variation of
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Trillium grandiflorwn was accompanied by

numerous dried specimens presenting the

most remarkably monstrous forms. There

were forms without the usual leaves, but in

which all the floral organs except stamens

were transformed into green foliage ; acau-

lescent forms, forms with petioles 12 cm. to

15 cm. long, petiolated sepals and petals,

forms with doubled sepals and petals, and

forms without any stamens or pistils. In

one locality in eastern Michigan over 400

monstrous individuals were collected. Of

all organs the stamens vary least; they

usually contain pollen. The pistils are

commonly without true ovules, bearing

leafy outgrowths instead. The author did

not attempt to explain the teratology, but

suggested that it might be propagated by

fertilizing normal forms with pollen from

the monstrous ones. In the discussion

which followed the reading of the paper,

Dr. Smith reported making a similar collec-

tion of the same species near the same

locality and reporting it in the Botanical

Gazette fifteen or more years ago. The
Vice-President queried whether a preced-

ing burning over with fire might not call

forth the teratological forms. It was stated,

however, by several present that such forms

had been found where fire had not occurred

for many years. Mr. Day reported a con-

stant variety from Goat Island, Niagara

River. Professor Britton had had no re-

ports of these variations from the Appala-

chian region.

Mr. Wiegand reported variations in the

form of fruit in closely related species of

Galium. In some species the fruit is

saucer-shaped, in others cup-shaped, and in

others the edge of the cup is so narrowly

constricted as to leave but a pore connect-

ing the hollow interior with the exterior.

Professor Bessey reported the progress of

the Botanical Survey of Nebraska. The
Survey was organized in 1892 by the Bo-

tanical Seminar of the University of Ne-

braska, since which time it has brought

together more than 10,000 specimens
;
pub-

lished ' Eeports I., II., III. and IV.'
;
pub-

lished 'Parts I., II. and XXI.' of the
' Flora of Nebraska.' The total number of

species known to the State is about 3,400.

This same author considered the question

of the retreat of trees from Nebraska

plains, concluding that none are known to

be receding, while several species, such as

the bur-oak and the pines, are advancing.

Dr. Bessey also described the foot-hill

vegetation of western Nebraska. The
foot-hill region is an elevated plain 1,200

meters above sea-level, upon which are

Pine Eidge on the north, 1,500 meters above

sea-level, and Cheyenne Ridge on the south,

1,700 meters above sea-level. Upon Chey-

enne Ridge occur considerable bodies of

trees, mostly pines, with red-cedar, box-

elder and others. The Box Butte plains

are covered with a uniform grass-forma-

tion.

Mr. J. H. Schuette's extensive paper on

wild and cultivated roses of "Wisconsin was
read in brief abstract by Professor Bessey,

who expressed himself as of the opinion

that the author should make a wider study

of native roses in the United States before

publishing.

Professor Beal's paper, denominated
' How Plants Flee from their Enemies,'

consisted in the citation of numerous ex-

amples of plant distribution as affected by
hostile external conditions.

The ' Bacteriosis of Carnations,' as re-

portedby Mr. "Woods,is not due to abacterial

disease, as has been supposed, but to the

punctures of aphides and thrips. The cells

affected become oedemic, collapse and give

a whitish sunken spot. The dead tissue

may subsequently become infested by bac-

teria and fungi.

Dr. Erwin F. Smith reported the cor-

roboration of Wakker's claim that a certain

disease of the hyacinth is caused by a bac-
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terium. The author was able to produce

the disease by inoculation in healthy plants.

Owing to the care with which the Hollanders

inspect their exportations the disease is

unknown in this country.

Dr. Smith described another bacterium,

Bacillus Phaseoli, with related species, show-

ing that this organism is a serious disease

of garden and field beans. Thermal and

cultural relations were shown, likewise

drawings, photographs and macroscopical

preparations, all aiding in the identification

of the species.

The same author discussed the relations

of the brown color of humus soils to the

pigment produced by Bacillus solanacearum,

suggesting that this coloration of soils may
be due to the action of bacteria in splitting

up the carbohydrates of the humus. The
isolated pigment will not serve as nutrient

material for bacteria.

Mr. C. A. Peters' report of the formation

of the reproductive organs of Drosera

showed some details of pollen-origin and

structure differing from those in most di-

cotyledons.

Dr. Schlotterbeck reported that accord-

ing to his study the appendage to the seed

of Melmnpyrum pratense is not a strophiole,

nor a caruncle, nor an arillus, each of which

has been claimed, but is a part of the en-

dosperm which becomes constricted off from

the rest during development. The same

author has found the nucellus of Croton

Tiglium protruding far out of the micropyle,

the only other similar case known being

that of Croton flavens

.

In the development of the pollen of the

common milkweed, Asclepias cornuti, Profes-

sor Spalding reported the work of Miss

Langdon as showing some errors in the

published account by Corry, especially re-

garding the origin of the pollen-mother-

cells and the outer wall of the pollinia.

Peculiar changes in the protoplasm of the

tapetal cells were also discussed with ref-

erence to their physiological significance.

In the discussion which followed, the ques-

tion arose as to what cells are to be denomi-

nated pollen-mother-.cells in this plant

—

whether the cells that by division into four

give rise to the pollen-grains, or whether

these four daughter-cells themselves are the

pollen-mother- cells

.

Dr. Anderson reported the discovery o

stomata on the bud-scales of Abies pectinata.

What gives peculiar significance to this

discovery is the fact that heretofore stomata

have been thought never to occur on the

bud-scales of Gymnosperms.

The paper by the same author on the

comparative anatomy of normal and dis-

eased organs of Abies balsamea showed dif-

ferences in structures of leaves of the lateral

and erect branches ; the presence of 2 to 6

resin canals in the bud-scales from which

the resin, exuding through fringing hairs,

spreads in a layer 1 to 3 mm. thick over the

scale ; the formation of resin-vesicles in

the primary cortex by the growth of the

epithelial lining to the resin canals.

Dr. Townsend's paper on the correlation

of growth and injury narrated experiments

with seedlings, larger plants and with Phy-

comyces nitens. The injuries were given by

excising parts of the plant, or by incisions.

In Phycomyces there was a sudden retarda-

tion of growth after cutting, and the normal

rate was regained after 30 to 60 minutes.

In higher plants there ensues on severe in-

jury a gradual retardation, followed by a

gradual rega^in of normal rate, a period of

acceleration sometimes preceding. In seed-

lings, especially, a rather slight injury

caused an acceleration in 6 to 24 hours,

with a subsequent fall to the normal rate.

The distance through which the injury may
influence the rate of growth may amount to

several hundred millimeters. The amount

of variation in rate of growth may equal

80 % of the normal rate.

' The Mechanism of Eoot Curvature

'
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is a vexed question. Professor Spalding

reported work done in his laboratory from

which it would appear that not only one

side of the root is ijoncerned in producing

the bending, but both sides. As a result of

numerous experiments it is concluded that

the effect of the stimulus is not altogether,

as has been supposed, on cell-membranes,

nor upon the activity ofprotoplasm in manu-

facturing osmotic material, but is mani-

fested in a molecular change in the proto-

plasm by which it becomes more permeable

to water. The tense membranes conse-

quently contract, shortening the side that

thus becomes concave. It is claimed that, at

the same time, the effect of the stimulus is

to increase the length of cells on the side

becoming convex. An important difference

between this theory and its predecessors is

that this proposes to utilize the tensions

usually existing in straight roots to account

.

for the curving.

The action of a cellulose dissolving

enzyme extracted from cotyledons of seed-

lings of Lupinus albus was described by Pro-

fessor Newcombe.
Professor True's paper on the toxic ac-

tion of phenols on plants aroused consider-

able commendation and discussion. It has

been known quite generally that plants are

very sensitive toward certain substances, so

sensitive that they may be used as tests for

certain compounds diluted far beyond the

capacity for identification by the usual

chemical means. A study of the toxic ac-

tion of the group of substances known as

phenols has shown that living organisms

respond in a definite manner to substances

having a definite constitution, the reaction

of the protoplasm being thus far governed

by chemical laws. Electrolytic dissociation

of the molecules into ions plays a subordi-

nate role in the physiological action of these

compounds, the undissociated molecules,

therefore, determining to a large degree the

physiological properties of the substances.

Certain radicles seem to have specific prop-

erties when introduced into the molecule,

modifying the toxic value of the same.

Dr. Hart sought to prove that the acrid-

ity of the juice of Arum is not due, as

claimed, to the mechanical action of the

raphides. He exhibited preparations of

the extracted juice which had been filtered

and still preserved its acridity. He de-

scribed also a series of experiments upon
himself, detailing the physiological effects

of the administration of the juice.

Dr. Anderson described a self-registering

torsion balance—an improvement over the

one previously described by him. This in-

strument will record the increase or de-

crease in weight of any object that can be

placed upon the balance, changes of .5 gm.

being sufiScient to make a record.

In joint session of Sections F and G, Pro-

fessor Osborn and Professor Poulton pre-

sented a theory harmonizing to some extent

Darwinism and Lamarckism, which is

published in the present number (page 583)

of Science.

Feedeeick C. ISTeavcombe,

Secretary Section G.

ANTHROPOLOGY AT THE TORONTO MEETING
OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

Section H was perhaps the best attended

of all sections of the Association, the large

West Hall of the University of Toronto,

where the sessions were held, being filled

on several occasions, while on Wednesday,

August 25 th, when the joint discussion with

Section C (Geology) took place, standing

room was at a premium. The chairman-

ship of Sir William Turner, the celebrated

anatomist, who presided with grace, dignity

and a broad-minded discrimination that

won the admiration of all who were priv-

ileged to present papers or to take part in

the various discussions which arose, was a
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delightful feature of the meeting, while the

frequent attendance of Sir John Evans

constantly reminded those present that the

science of anthropology was well honored

in the illustrious President of the Associa-

tion. American anthropologists were well

represented at the meeting and on the pro-

gram as well—Miss Alice Fletcher, Profes-

sor F. W. Putnam, Dr. W J McGee, Pro-

fessor E. S. Morse, F. H. Gushing, Dr. A.

F. Chamberlain, Stansbury Hagar, Profes-

sor L. Witmer, etc., represented the United

States, and David Boyle, A. F. Hunter,

Eev. John Maclean, Geo. lies. Dr. G. M.
Dawson, etc., Canada. Among the dis-

tinguished British members present or con-

tributing to the program -^rere : E. W. Bra-

brook (President of the Anthropological

Institute) ; Professor A. Macalister, of Cam-
bridge; Dr. E. Munro, the investigator of

British lake-dwellings; E. S. Hartland, the

folk-lorist; Professor A. C. Haddon, who
has written of ' Evolution in Art ;

' Dr. H. O.

Forbes, traveler and anthropologist ; P. T.

Elworthy, who has written of the ' Evil

Eye;' Sir Geo. S. Robertson, 'the hero of

Chitral;' F. C. Selous, the South African

traveler. Altogether some fifty reports,

papers, etc., were laid before the Section

and two extended discussions on 'American-

Asiatic Contact' and ' The First Traces of

Man in America' took place. Of the papers

read, eight were by Canadians, eleven by
British members, eleven by members from

the United States.

The officers of the Section were as fol-

lows, due recognition being given to Amer-
ican anthropologists, both in Canada and
the United States:

SECTIOIT H.—ANTHROPOLOGY.

President: Professor SirW. "W. Turner, M.
D., LL.D., F.E.S.

Vice-Presidents: E. W. Brabrook, C.B.,

Pres. Anthr. Inst.; Professor A. Macalis-

ter, M.D., F.E.S. ; Dr. W J McGee; E.

Munro, M.D., F.E.S.E.; Professor F. W.
Putnam, D.Sc.

Secretaries: A. F. Chamberlain, Ph.D.;

H. O. Forbes, LL.D.; Professor A. C. Had-
don, D.Sc; J. L. Myres, M.A., F.S.A,

(^Recorder')

.

Committee : F. H. Gushing ; David Bojde

;

Dr. G. M. Dawson, G.M.G.; F. T. Elworthy;

A. F. Hunter; Professor E. S. Morse; E.

Sidney Hartland, F.S.A.; Professor Light-

ner Witmer, Ph.D.

Owing to the conservative regulations of

the Association, Miss Alice Fletcher, being

a woman, could not receive the ofi&cial

honor unanimously voted her by the Sec-

tion Committee, who, however, by assign-

ing her the first place on the program,

paid a graceful compliment to her scientific

attainments, which, together with the chair-

man's well-worded encomium at the con-

clusion of her address, was a tribute which

an antiquated idea of scientific personnel

utterly failed to minimize.

In detail the program was carried out as

follows :

THURSDAY, AUGUST 18.'

1. The Scalp-Loeh, A Study of Omaha Ritual.

Miss Alice C. Fletcher.

2 . The Import of the Totem Among the Omahas.

Miss Alice C. Fletcher.

In these two papers were contained re-

markably clear presentations of the prob-

lems of what might, perhaps, be called

' the higher life ' of the Omaha Indians,

the general ideas and ideals which underlie

the hair-cutting ceremonial and the insti-

tution of the totems being carefully ex-

plained and accidental or incidental phe-

noma rated at their true value. That the

acquisition of the totem represented the

outburst of individuality and personality

on the part of the young Indian was ably

shown, and the relations of personal, gen-

tile and tribal totems elucidated.

The discussion following the paper was
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shared in by Sir Wm. Turner, Dr. McGee,

Mr. E. S. Hartland, F. C. Selous, all with

warm appreciation of the ability of the au-

thor in her treatment of a vei"y difl&cult

subject. Dr. McGee emphasized the artifi-

ciality of certain social phenomena of primi-

tive peoples. Mr. Hartland pointed out the

great value of the proper interpretation of

the ideas and institutions of the lower

races.

3. SquaMlctquacht, or the Benign-Faced, the

Oannes of the Ntlahapamuq, of British Co-

umbia. B. Hill-Tout.

This was a detailed version of the

' younger brother ' tale of the Ntlaka-

pamuq, a Salish tribe of southern British

Columbia. The ' Benign-faced ' is culture-

hero, animal-transformer, fish-befriended,

wizard-destroyer, etc.

4. The Blackfoot Legend of Scarface. R. IST.

Wilson.

5. Blackfoot Sun Offerings. E. N. Wilson.

The first of these interesting papers told

the adventures of ' Scarface,' a young In-

dian, whose persona] disfigurement caused

the maiden of his heart to refuse her hand
in marriage until the scar on his face should

be removed. After much wandering ' Scar-

face' accomplished this by the help of the

sun (whose lodge he visited), the moon
and the morning-star. Returning to earth,

he received, in due time, his beloved, and
instituted the system of offerings to the sun,

ofwhich a detailed account was given in the

second paper.

6. Star-Lore of the Mimiacs of Nova Scotia.

STANSBtTRY HagAR.
In this essay valuable details were given

ofthe stellar Eden of the Micmacs, their lore

of the Pleiades, moon and sun, the heaven-

birds, etc.

7. The Lake Village of Glastonbury and its

Place Among the Lake Dwellings of Europe

(lantern illustrations). Dr. R. Munro.
In this well-illustrated lecture the im-

portance and the great extent of lacustrine

remains in Europe were clearly demon-

strated and the need for further explora-

tions emphasized.

8. Report on the Silchester Excavations

.

A brief account (a full report of the

antiquities on exhibition at Burlington

House is given in ' Archseologia,' Vol.

LV., pp. 409-430) of the investigations

carried on since 1896 on the site of the

Roman city at Silchester.

9. Some Old- World Sarvest Customs (lantern

illustrations). F. T. Elworthy.
Illustrative account of the development

and variations of the ' Kern-maiden,' and
associated apparatus.

10. Report on the North Dravidian and Ko-

larian Races of Central India.

' 'No further progress ' was reported in the

transcribing and translating of Mr. Rayn-
bird's extensive collections on the linguistic

and anthropological characteristics of these

peoples.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 20.

11. Some Distinctive Characters of Human
Structure (lantern illustrations). The
President's address, Sir W. W. Turner.

The essence of this most admirable and

eloquent address, to which a crowded hall

listened with rapt attention, is contained in

the following extract

:

" We know that an animal is guided by
its instincts, through which it provides for

its individual wants, and fulfills its place in

nature. In man, on the other hand, the

instinctive acts are under the influence of

the reason and intelligence, and it is pos-

sible that the association centers,with the in-

termediate association fibers which connect

them with the sensory and motor centers,

may be the mechanism through which man
is enabled to control his animal instincts,

so far as they are dependent on motion

and sensation.
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" The higher we ascend in the scale of

humanity the more perfect does this con-

trol become, and the more do the instincts,

emotions, passions and appetites become

subordinated to the self-conscious principle

which regulates our judgments and beliefs.

It will, therefore, now be a matter for

scientific inquiry to determine, as far as the

anatomical condition will permit, the pro-

portion which the association centers bear

to the other centers, both in mammals and

in man, the period of development of the

association fibers, in comparison with that

of the motor and sensory fibers in different

animals, and, if possible, to obtain a com-

parison in these respects between the brains

of savages and those ofmen of a high order

of intelligence.

"The capability of erecting the trunk,

the power of extending and fixing the knee

joints when standing, the stability of the

foot, the range and variety of movement of

the joints of the upper limb, the balancing

of the head on the summit of the spine, the

mass and weight of the brain and the per-

fection of its internal mechanism, are dis-

tinctively human characters. They are the

factors concerned in adapting the body of

man, under the guidance of reason, intelli-

gence, the sense of responsibility and power

of self-control, for the discharge of varied

and important duties in relation to himself,

his Maker, his fellows, the animal world

and the earth on which he lives."

The address was illustrated with numer-

ous lantern- slides which served to render

perfectly intelligible some of the more in-

tricate anatomical points involved in the

comparative study of the anthropoids, the

human young and the various races of

men.

12. A Demonstration of the Utility of the Sjn-

nal Curves in Man. Pbofessoe Anderson

Stuart.

By means of a most ingenious machine,

in which were a straight brass rod and a

curved one, made so as to be subject to

concussion. Professor Anderson Stuart

showed what would have been the result

had the human spine been perfectly straight.

The skull would have been broken.

13. The Causes of Brachyeephaly. Professor

A. Macalister.

14. Notes on the Brains of Some Australian

Natives. Professor A. Macalister.

After noting the great prevalence (seem-

ingly irrespective of race) of brachycephaly

among infants. Professor Macalister empha-

sized the importance of brain-growth as a

determining factor in head form ; the in-

creased bulk of the frontal lobes, which

grow most rapidly and largest in the higher

races, causes brachycephaly. Photographs

of Australian brains were exhibited and

explained to illustrate the points of differ-

ence between savage and civilized man.

15. On Some Uses of Trepanning in Early

American Skulls. Dr. W J McGee.
By means of an exhibit of pre-Incan Pe-

ruvian skulls, Dr. McGee discussed and ex-

plained the nature, process and probable

uses oftrepanning, the implements employed

and the probable causes of the incisions.

About 50% seemed cases of survival, but

he did not care to credit the old Peruvians

with very great surgical knowledge. Tre-

panning began in the taking of trophies
;

the head dwindled to a piece cut out of the

skull, and passing through vicarious and

sortilegic stages reached a stage of more or

less blundering surgery.

In the discussion which followed the

reading of the paper, Sir W. W. Turner

seemed inclined to rank higher the surgical

skill of the ancient Peruvians, and Pro-

fessor Macalister stated that out of 87

Peruvian skulls he had examined two were

trepanned, approximately the same number

(2%) as Dr. McGee had found.

16. Menial and Physical Deviations from the

Normal Among Children in the Public Ele-
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mentary and Other Schools. Report (by De.

Francis Waeneb, Secretary of the Com-

mittee) .

This fifth annual report of the committee
' gives an account of 1,120 children who ap-

pear to require special care and training,

as being sub-normal in their mental or

physical status.' The report is accom-

panied by many detailed tables. It is the

intention of the committee to act in future

with the recently formed ' Childhood So-

ciety,' of which the Earl of Egerton and

Tatton is President and Sir Douglas Gal-

ton, Chairman.

17. Report on Anthrojpometrie Measurements in

Schools.

The work done by the committee during

the past year has ' consisted solely in the

distribution to applicants of the rules for

measurement drawn up by the committee,

and in advising those responsible for phys-

ical measurements in schools as to points

respecting which they had written for ad-

Tice.'

18. The Groivth of Toronto School Children.

Db. Feanz Boas.

This paper summarized the results of the

extensive measurements of Toronto school

children made in 1892, under the super-

intendence of Dr. A. F. Chamberlain. The
chief points brought out were : American
(Oakland, California) children are slightly

taller than Canadian (Toronto) ; first-born

children are somewhat taller than later-

born children ; families in Toronto are

larger than those in Oakland ; the families

of Canadian descent are smaller than those

in which the grandparents are of English

birth.

In the discussion on this paper Pro-

fessor Brabrook and Dr. A. F. Chamberlain

took part, both emphasizing the importance

of social atmosphere and environment in

connection with physical well-being.

19. An Experimental Analysis of Certain Cor-

relations of Mental and Physical Reactions.

Peofessoe Lightnee Witmee.
Professor Witmer, illustrating his re-

marks by numerous charts, discussed the

differences in muscle tone, the role of the

mental factor in physical processes, the

sexual and racial differences in quickness

of movement, etc.

In the discussion following the paper

Professor A. C. Haddon, Dr. A. F. Cham-
berlain, Mr. David Boyle, all expressed

their desire for a uniform system of mental

and physical measurements, to be used in

both the Old World and the New.

20. Anthropological Work in the Neio York

Pathological Institute. De. Hedlicka.

In this paper Dr. Hrdlicka sketched the

history, the prospects and the desirabilities

of the anthropological department recently

established in the l^ew York Pathological

Institute, as well as the system of investi-

gation employed.

21. The Physical Characteristics of European

Colonists born in New Zealand. De. H. O.

Forbes.

22. A
,
Case of Trepanning in Neiu Mexico.

Cael Ltjmholtz and De. Hedlicka.

Read by title.

MONDAY, AUGUST 23.

23. Report of the Committee on the Northwestern

Tribes of Canada. De. Feanz Boas.

This was a summary of the work done

under the auspices of the committee dur-

ing the past twelve years in investigating

the physical characters, languages- and in-

dustrial and social conditions of the north-

western tribes of the Dominion of Canada.

In the discussion Professor Brabrook,

Dr. A. F. Chamberlain, Professor E. C.

Haddon and Rev. John Maclean took part,

the evil of governmental interference with

native tribes being pointed out.

24. The Seri Indians of the Gulf of California.

De. W J McGee.
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A most interesting account was given of

the Seri Indians, perhaps the most primitive

of all American aborigines—autocthones,

if there be any such in the Ifevv World;

their arts and institutions, their fine phj-s-

ique, skill in hunting, their stone art, shell

mounds, etc., were noted and described.

25. Notes Historical and Philological on the

Indians of British Columbia. G. Hill-

Tout. Read by title.

26. The Kootenays of British Columbia and

their Salishan Neighbors. Dr. A. F. Cham-

berlain.

27. Kootenay Indian -Draivings. Dr. A. F.

Chamberlain.

In the first paper the author discussed the

relation of the Kootenays—whose language

forms a distinct stock—to their Salishan

neighbors on the west, the Shushwap. The
Kootenay speech contains a few Salishan

words; the animal tales of both peoples

have many resemblances ; the manufactur-

ing arts are alike sometimes in detail. But

the most remarkable contact-phenomena is

the possession by both these peoples of the

peculiar double (downwards) pointed ca-

nue, of what Professor Mason calls the

Amoor t3'pe.

The second paper was devoted to the ex-

planation of some 300 drawings— natural

objects, men, animals, instruments, etc.

—

made by the Kootenay Indians, and the

consideration of their resemblances to, and

their diiJerences from, the drawings of

children. The keen observation gift of the

Indian, the greater truth to nature, the

longer time taken to draw them, all evi-

dence the differences between these primi-

tive art products and the cruder, ruder

efforts of children.

In the discussion Sir William Turner and

Professor Haddon called attention to the

importance of such collections of primi-

tive art, as also did Dr. Munro, who pointed

out the necessity of such data for compari-

son with the art of early man in Europe.

28. A Rock Inscription on Great Central Lake,

Vancouver Island. J. W. MacKay.
Brief description, accompanied by photo-

graph, of symbolic rock-carving of a tree.

29. Blachfoot Womanhood. Rev. J. Mac-
lean.

A detailed account of woman's life, arts,

influence, etc., among the Blackfoot In-

dians of Canada. The Indian legends as to

the creation of woman—she was made first

—her sociological status, the influence of

mythology and religion, the division of

labor, marriage-customs, result of contact

with civilized races, were touched upon.

Some traces of ' woman's language ' were

found. The merry laughter of the women
is noticeable.

30. On the Hut-Burial of the American Abo-

rigines. E. Sidney Hartland.

An extended ethnographic account of

burial within the hut as practiced by the

American Indians. According to Mr. Hart-

land, ' Its origin must be sought for in the

savage idea of kinship, and in the desire to

retain within the kin the deceased, with all

his powers and virtues.'

31. Beport on the Ethnological Survey of

Canada.

The first report of the committee ap-

pointed at the Liverpool meeting, 1896, sug-

gesting subjects and lines of investigation of

native and intrusive races of the Dominion.

32. Origin of the French Canadians. B.

Sulte.

A brief account of the chief groups of

early French settlers in Canada and their

places of origin. Mr. Suite notes a ' re-

markable uniformity of language among
the French Canadians'—a point regarding

which there is still some dispute.

33. Report on the Ethnographic Survey of the

United Kingdom.
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The chief portion of the report was an

extended folk-lore collection by the late

Dr. Gregor.

lu connection with the report Professor

Macalister gave an interesting resume of

anthropometric data procured by him and

Professor Haddon from the scientists on the

Parisian, who kindlj' submitted to these

measurements.

34. The Evolution of the Cart and Irish Car

(lantern illustrations). Professor A. C.

Haddon.

By means of excellent slides the author

showed the various stages in the develop-

ment of the body and the wheels of the

cart and the Irish car, and demonstrated

how its retention was a matter of adaptation

to the soil rather than of extreme conserva-

tism. In the discussion which followed,

many members took part and the wide prev-

alence of solid wooden wheels and other

primitive cart elements was made evident.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 24.

35. The Jesup Expedition to the North Pacifio

Coast. Professor F. W. Putman.
The first part of the morning session had

been set apart for the discussion of ' Evi-

dences ofAmerican-Asiatic Contact' and the

subject was introduced by Professor Putnam,
who, after giving an account of the origin of

the Jesup expedition now exploring the

ISTorth Pacific Coast, under the auspices of

the American Museum of Natural History,

New York, gave at some length his reasons

for believing in the contact under discus-

sion. Professor Putnam refused to believe

that the aborigines of America belonged to

one and the same race, and was inclined to

mark off the culture races of Mexico, Cen-

tral and South America and the Mound
Builders from the North American Indians.

The Eskimo of East Greenland were per-

haps metis with early paleolithic man ; the

Caribs suggested an Africo-Mediterranean

origin. The art of Central America, too,

was suggestive of Mongolian contact.

The discussion on the paper was begun

by Professor E. S. Morse, who at some
length discussed the evidence so far brought

forward of culture influencing contact be-

tween the peoples of America and those of

Asia, concluding that the very ancient civ-

ilization of China and the adjacent coun-

tries had never penetrated to the New
World. From a comparative study of the

two world-civilizations such contact ap-

peared not to be proved. Mr. F. H. Cush-

ing, from his investigations of the arts,

games, etc., of the Zunis was led to the

same conclusion, that the American peoples

unaffected by cultural influences from Asia

had been working out their own destiny.

Dr. A. F. Chamberlain expressed his belief

in the unity of the American race and the

absence of any clear proofofcultural contact.

36. IVfiy Progress is in Leaj^s. Geo. Iles.

Taking the mastery of electricity and the

invention of photography and all the im-

provements and useful discoveries which
have followed in their train, Mr. lies indi-

cated the role these factors play in the in-

creased acceleration of human progress,

making a day with us more than a thous-

and years with our ancestors. Such things

are multipliers of, not additions to, human
genius.

37. Note on the Transmission ofAcquired Char-

acters (lantern illustrations). Professor

J. C. EwAET.
An account of the foal of an Arab mare,

supposed to be infected by the zebra sire of

her first foal.

38. Tlie Kafirs of Kafiristan (lantern illustra-

tions). Sir George Eobeetson.

An interesting account of a people whose
Greek physiognomy has been noted by more
than one observer. Their bridge-building,

wall-decorations, tombs, the sphere of wo-
man, etc., were discussed.
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39. Tlie Mancjyans and Tagbanuas of the Philip-

pine Islands (lantern illustrations). Peo-

FESSOR Dean C. Worcester.

Professor Worcester described, with con-

siderable detail, two very primitive tribes of

the Philippines, the Mangyans, of Mindoro,

and the Tagbanuas, of Palawan. Their

physical characteristics, manners and cus-

toms, arts, etc. , were treated of. Very in-

teresting was the author's account of the

childish temperament of the Mangyans and

their actions when a mirror was given them

;

likewise their inability to recognize repre-

sentations of themselves in a picture. The

lowland people were less physically well

developed than the mountaineers, and the

result of contact with the Spaniards was

bad for both. They have no belief in a

future state. Concerning the Tagbanuas,

the following points are noteworthy: Child-

marriage, the precocity of children, belief

in a subterranean heaven, love of music,

use of a syllabic alphabet.

40. Report on the Necessity of the Immediate

Investigation of Anthropology of Oceanic

Islands.

Professor Haddon, in presenting the re-

port, emphasized the necessity for investi-

gation of rapidly disappearing flora and

fauna and tribes of men who will soon be

gone forever. This is much more important

than the study of other phenomena whose

number is practically unlimited, whose ex-

istence is practically perpetual. Every year

is a year lost.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST '25.

41. The Trenton Gravels. Professor F. W.
Putnam.

42. Human Relics in the Drift of Ohio. Pro-

fessor E. W. Claypole.

The first hours of the session were de-

voted to a joint discussion with Section C
(Geology) on 'The First Traces of Man in

the New World,' introduced by the two

papers just mentioned.

Professor Putnam gave a resume of the

investigations in the Trenton Gravels and

of the evidence which led him to believe in

the existence of paleolithic man in north-

eastern America, laying great stress on the

existence of argillite implements in the

gravel.

Professor E. W. Claypole described the

finding of a grooved stone axe in stiff clay

near the bottom of a well during the digging,

of it. The find came from the great glacial

plains of northern Ohio. The evidence,

however, is not entirely convincing, as all

who shared in the discussion took occasion

to observe.

The discussion was begun by Sir John

Evans, who declared that the Trenton im-

plements were of a decidedly neolithic form,

and declined to believe in the existence of

paleolithic implements in America com-

parable to those of the river-drift of Eng-

land and France. He rather favored a

vast extension of its neolithic period in

America.

Dr. J. W. Spencer gave his geolog-

ical opinion as to the age of the Trenton

gravels anywhere from 5,000 to 50,000

years.

David Boyle stated that there was no

evidence as to the existence of man in

Canada during or immediately after the

glacial period.

Professor E. S. Morse was rather more

favorable than the others to Professor Put-

nam's contention. Dr. W J McGee, while

admitting the presumption that man was-

very ancient in America, advised conserva-

tism in the matter of early man, and sug-

gested that the argillite objects found in

the Trenton talus may be quite modern,

the product of the present Indian stock.

Neither here nor in Ohio is the evidence

convincing. A great mass of evidence to

which constant and repeated appeal can be

made by anyone at any time is the great

necessity here.
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43. Exkihition of Lanoe-headed Implements of

Glass from Northwest Australia. Sir W. W.
Turner.

44. The Genesis of Implement-Making . F.

Gushing.

Starting with the arboreal, artless pre-

ciirser of man in southeastern tropical Asia,

Mr. Gushing traced his development and

extension after the acquisition of a larger

brain, of the power to use the hand, of

speech, etc., emphasizing the role of the

psychic factor—the rule of the ideal instead

of the physical, and the influence of sea-

shore residence on primitive man. The
passage from teeth and nails to shells and

the passage of man through the pre-lithic

and proto-lithic periods was indicated with

numerous illustrative experiments and

references to the investigations of the shell-

heaps of Florida and Maine. It was a

great triumph for man when he ceased to

be a mere user of tools and came to make
tools with tools.

45. Adze-Mahing in the Andaman Islands

(lanteru illustrations). Professor A. G.

Haddon.
Professor A. G. Haddon exhibited a se-

ries of slides from photographs taken by

Mr. Portman, showing the natives of the

Andaman Islands in the various stages of

manufacturing their adzes. It was a model

series of anthropological photographs.

In the number and nature of the papers

read, the discussions which followed them
and the interchange, after the sessions were

over, of thought and suggestions, the ses-

sion was one of the most successful in the

history of the Association.

The grants for anthropological research

made by the General Association were as

follows, the committees marked * having

been reappointed

:

*Tylor, Professor E. B.—Northwestern

Tribes of Canada £75 s.

* Munro, Dr. K.—Lake Village at Glas-

tonbury 37 10

*Brabrook, Mr. E. "W.—Ethnographical

Survey (and unexpended balance in

hand) 25

* Evans. Mr. A. J.—Silchester Excavation 7 10
* Dawson, Dr. G. M.—Ethnological Sur-

vey of Canada 75

Turner, Sir W.—Anthropology and Nat-

ural History of Torres Strait 125

A. F. Ghamberlain.

ORGANIC SELECTION*

This discussion was held before a joint-

afternoon session of the Zoological and Bo-

tanical Sections. At the close of Professor

Poulton's paper he was obliged to with-

draw. The question of the inheritance of

acquired characters was taken up by Profes-

sor Theodore Gill, and a few remarks were

made by Professor G. E. Bessey and others

upon the botanical side.

Professor Osborn introduced the subject

by a brief history of the progress of thought

in recent years, dwelling especially upon

the fact that ten years ago all the leading

Darwinians had strenuously adhered to the

original view of Darwin, that ' fortuitous

variation' plays the most important part in

the origin of new types, and that there was
little evidence for ' determinate variation.'

He continued as follows : The evidence

for definite or determinate variation has al-

ways been my chief difficulty with the nat-

ural selection theorj^, and my chief reason

for giving a measure of support to the La-

marckian theory. This evidence has stead-

ily accumulated in botanical and zoological

as well as paleontological researches, until

it has come to a degree of demonstration

where it must be reckoned with.

Quite in another field, that of experi-

mental embryology and zoology, the facts

of adaptation to new and untoward circum-

stances of environment have begun to

* A discussion introduced by Professor Henry F. Os-

born and Professor Edward B. Poulton at the Detroit;

meeting of the American Association, "Wednesday,

August 11th.
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constitute a distinct and novel series of

problems. In manj' cases they are so re-

markable and so unexplainable that cer-

tain German writers, such as Driesch, have

taken the ground that they spring from the

ultimate constitution of living matter and

are incapable of analysis. At the same

time it has been recognized that these adap-

tations are purely individual, ti'ansitory or

ontogenic, leaving for a long time, at least,

no perceptible influence upon the heredi-

tary constitution of the organism. What
may be called the ' traditional' side of these

adaptations impressed itself strongly upon

Professor James Mark Baldwin in his studies

of mental development, also upon Pro-

fessor Lloyd Morgan in his studies of in-

stinct. The latter, moreover, was one of

the first among English selectionists to con-

sider ' determinate variation ' as a fixed

problem which must be included in any

evolution theory. Thus, independently,

Pi'ofessors Baldwin and Morgan and myself

put together the facts of individual adapta-

tion with those of determinate variation

into an hypothesis which is in some degree

new. The first illustration which I used

was that of the creation of an ' arboreal

man' out of any present terrestrial race by

the assumption of an exclusively tree life.

This life would be profound in its influences

upon each generation producing what would

be pronounced by zoologists a distinct spe-

cific type. In course of many thousand

years such a type might become hereditary

by the slow accumulation of arboreal adap-

tive and congenital variations. The basal

idea of it was contained in the Romanes
Lecture by Weismann, but it was not

brought out witli emphasis, nor subse-

quently developed by that distinguished

author.

The position taken by Poulton, Morgan
and Baldwin that individual adaptation is

in itself a result of natural selection can-

not be demonstrated, except in cases where

it is evident that such adaptation is in re-

sponse to revived ancestral experience. In.

many instances, individual adaptation, as in

cases of regeneration, is of advantage to

the individual, but deddedly detrimental

to the race, where it would result in the

perpetuation of the progeny of a maimed
or imperfect embryo.

Organic selection is the term proposed

by Professor Baldwin and adopted by Pro-

fessor Morgan and myself for this process

in nature which is believed to be one of

the true causes of definite or determinate

variation. The hypothesis is briefly as

follows : That ontogenetic adaptation is

of a very profound character. It en-

ables animals and plants to survive very

critical changes in their environment. Thus
all the individuals of a race are similarly

modified over such long periods of time that

very gradually congenital or phylogenetic

variations, which happen to coincide with

the ontogenetic adaptive variations, are se-

lected. Thus there would result an appar-

ent but not real transmission of acquired

characters.

This hypothesis, if it has no limitations,

brings about a very unexpected harmony
between the Lamarckian and Darwinian

aspects of evolution, by mutual concessions

upon the part of the essential positions of

both theories. While it abandons the trans-

mission of acquired characters, it places in-

dividual adaptation first, and fortuitous

variations second, as Lamarckians have

always contended, instead of placing sur-

vival conditions by fortuitous variations

first and foremost, as selectionists have

contended.

This hypothesis has been endorsed by
Alfred Wallace. It appears to me, how-

ever, that it is subject to limitations and

exceptions which go far to nullify its

universal application. This is especially

seen in the fact that the law of determinate

variation is observed to operate with equal
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force in certain structures, such as the teeth,

which are not improved by individual use

or exercife, as in structures which are so

improved. A very large class of determi-

nate variations in other stationary charac-

tei'S, such as the inner parts of the skull,

also remain unexplained. My studj' of teeth

in a great many phyla of Mammalia in

past times have convinced me that there

ai'e fundamental predispositions to varj"- in

certain directions ; that the evolution of

the teeth is marked out beforehand by he-

reditary influences which extend back hun-

dreds of thousands of years. These pre-

dispositions are aroused under certain ex-

citing causes and the progress of teeth de-

velopment takes a certain form converting

into actuality what has hitherto been po-

tentiality.

Edward B. Poulton, M. A., F. R. S.,

Hope Professor of Zoology in the Univer-

sity of Oxford, continued the discussion.

He began by saying that it must be ad-

mitted that the adaptation of the indi-

vidual to its environment during its own
life-time possesses all the significance at-

tributed to it by Professor Osborn, Pro-

fessor Baldwin and Professor Lloyd Mor-

gan. These authorities justlj^ claim that the

power of the individual to play a certain part

in the struggle for life may constantly give

a, definite trend and direction to evolution,

and that, although the results of a purely

individual response to external forces are

not hereditary, yet indirectly they may re-

sult in the permanent addition of corre-

sponding powers to the species, inasmuch

as they may render possible the operation

of natural selection in perpetuating and in-

creasing those inherent hereditary varia-

tions which go further in the same direction

than the powers which are confined to the

individual.

Professor Osborn's metaphor in opening

this discussion puts the matter quite clearly

and will be at once accepted by all Dar-

winians. If the human species were led by

fear of enemies or want of food to adopt an

arboreal life all the powers of purely indi-

vidual adaptation would be at once em-

ployed in this direction and would produce

considerable individual effects. In fact, the

adoption of such a mode of life would at

first depend on the existence of such powers.

In this way natural selection would be

compelled to act along a certain path, and

would be given time in which to produce

hereditary changes in the direction of fit-

ness for arboreal life. These changes would

probably at first be chiefly functional, as

Mr. Cunningham has argued (in the Preface

to his Translation of Eimer). On these

principles we can understand the arboreal

kangaroo (Dondrolagus) found in certain,

islands of the Malay Archipelago, which is

apparently but slightly altered from the

terrestrial forms found in Australia. Pro-

fessor Osborn has alluded to the arbo-

real habits said to have been lately ac-

quired by Australian rabbits ; these and

the similar modifications in habits of West

Indian rats are further examples of indi-

vidual adaptive modification which may
well become the starting point (in the sense

implied above) of specific variation led by

natural selection in the definite direction of

more and more complete adjustment to the

necessities of arboreal life. Although this

conclusion seems to me to be clear and sound,

and the principles involved seem to consti-

tute a substantial gain in the attempt to un-

derstand the motive forces by M'hich the

great process of organic evolution has been

brought about, I cannot admit that the im-

portance of natural selection is in any way
diminished. I do not believe that tliese im-

portant principles form any real compromise

between the Lamarckian and Darwinian

positions, in the sense of an equal surrender

on either side and the adoption of an inter-

mediate position. The surrender of the

Lamarckian position seems to me complete,
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while the considerations now advanced only

confer added significance and strength to

Darwinian standpoint.

I propose to devote the remainder of the

time at my disposal in support of the con-

clusion that the power of individual adap-

tation possessed by the organism forms one

of the highest achievements of natural

selection, and cannot in any true sense be

considered as its substitute. Professor

Baldwin and Professor Lloyd Morgan
thoroughly agree with this conclusion and
have enforced it in their writings on or-

ganic selection. The contention here urged

is that natural selection works upon the

highest organisms in such a way that they

have become modifiable, and that this

power of purely individual adaptability in

fact acts as the nurse bj^ whose help the

species, as the above-named authorities

maintain, can live through times in which

the needed inherent variations are not

forthcoming, but in part acts also as a sub-

stitute, not indeed for natural selection, but

for the ordinary operation by which the

latter produces change. In this latter case

natural selection acts so as to produce a

plastic adaptable individual which can meet
any of the various forces to which it is

lilsely to be exposed by producing the ap-

propriate modification, and this, it is

claimed, is in many instances more valu-

able than the more perfect, but more rigid,

adjustment of inherent variations to a fixed

set of conditions.

A good example of the eminent advan-

tages of adaptability in many directions

over accurate adjustment in fewer direc-

tions is to be found in a comparison be-

tween the higher parts of the nervous

system in insects and birds. The insect

performs its various actions instinctively

and perfectly from the first. It is almost

incapable of education and of modifying its

actions as the result of the observation of

the effects of some new danger. It would
appear that the introduction of the electric

light can only affect the insects which are

most attracted to it, by the gradual opera-

tion of natural selection. In the clothes-

moths, which infest our houses, we may see

an example of this ; for these insects seem

to be comparatively indifferent to light.

Birds, on the other hand, have the power of

learning from experience, of reasoning from

the results of observation. At first terrified

by railway trains, they learn that thej^ are

not dangerous, and cease to be alarmed ;

while the effect of fire-arms results in their

increased wariness.

If this view of individual adaptability as

due to natural selection be not accepted, it

may be supposed that the individual modi-

fications are due either to the direct action

of the external forces or to the tendencies

of the organism. But it is impossible to-

understand how the mechanical operation

of such forces as pressure, friction, stress^

etc., continued through a lifetime, could

evoke useful responses, or why the response

should just attain and then be arrested at

a level of maximum efficiency. The other

supposition, that organisms are so consti-

tuted that they must react under external

stimuli by the production of new, useful

characters, or the useful modification of old

ones, seems to me to be essentially the same-

as the old ' innate tendency toward perfec-

tion ' as the motive cause of evolution—

a

conception which is not much more satis-

factory than special creation itself. The
inadequacy of these views is clearly shown

when we consider that the external forces

which awake response in an organism gen-

erally belong to its inorganic (physical or

chemical) environment, while the useful-

ness of the response has relation to its

organic environment (enemies, prey, etc.).

Thus one set of forces supply the stimuli

which evoke a response to another and very-

different set of forces. "We can, therefore
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accept neither of the suggestions which

have been oifered. Useful individual mod-

ifications are not directly due to the external

forces, and are not due to the inherent con-

stitution of the organism.

The only remaining hypothesis is that

which I have already mentioned—the view

that whenever organisms react adaptively

under external forces they do so because of

special powers conferred on them by natural

selection. This hypothesis will, it seems to

me, meet and satisfactorily explain all the

facts of the case, whether employed as a

preparation or as a substitute for hereditary

variations accumulated by natural selec-

tion.

ASTBOPHYSICAL NOTES.

In the August number of the Astrophys-

ical Journal Sir "William and Lady Huggins

publish a paper, read before the Eoyal So-

ciety in June, which throws light upon the

perplexing behavior of the H and K lines

of calcium in solar and stellar phenomena.

It was early noted by Young that these

lines were especially conspicuous in the spec-

trum of the solar chromosphere and promi-

nences, while other calcium lines, strong in

the ordinary solar spectrum, were seldom

seen as bright lines. Recent researches

with the aid of photogi'aphy, chiefly by

Hale, have still more emphasized the sig-

nificant part played by these two radiations

in chromosphere, prominences and faculse.

They rival those of hydrogen and helium

in their prevalence and in the high eleva-

tions in the solar atmosphere in which they

occur. It has therefore been the thought

of many that possibly they are not due to

calcium after all, but to some lighter gase-

ous element, existing as an undetected im-

purity in calcium, a view which after the

discovery of argon in nitrogen would ap-

pear as not wholly unreasonable. Others

have agreed with the opinion of Lockyer

that at the excessive solar temperature

the spectrum of calcium would become

simplified so as to consist of but few lines,

chiefly H and K, perhaps due to ' dissocia-

tion.'

The Huggins experiments now indicate,

however, that the density is the determin-

ing factor, and they have succeeded in pho-

tographing in the laboratory a spectrum of

calcium consisting solely of the H and K
lines, with perhaps an analogous pair in

the far ultra-violet region. This important

result had hitherto not been accomplished

by other investigators (although in retro-

spect, perhaps, it will appear that such

plates have accidentally been secured),

chiefly because the effort has been to use

a spark of as high intensity as possible.

The procedure now adopted consisted in

taking the spectrum of a spark of feeble

intensity passing between platinum elec-

trodes which had been moistened with a

solution of calcic chloride. Several Ca

lines were present, but relatively to H and

K the other lines were less intense than

when electrodes of metallic calcium had

been employed. On reducing the amount
of calcium vapor present in the spark by

successive washings of the electrodes in

pure water the other lines retired, finally

leaving only H and K.

These new results are confirmatory of

the present view as to the extreme rareness

of the vapors in the upper chromosphere,

and may prove of much value in giving a

criterion of the density of stellar atmos-

pheres in the spectra of which the calcium

lines appear in some of their different

phases.

In connection with the.approaching dedi-

cation of the Yerkes Observatory, which

will occur on October 21st and 22d, a series

of conferences will be held (from October

18th to 21st) which promise to be of much
intei-est to astrophysicists. An extensive
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program of papers and informal talks by
numerous astronomers and physicists has

been arranged, and experimental demon-

strations are to be given of certain impor-

tant recent discoveries, such as the effect of

pressure upon wave-length, the application

of interference methods to astronomical

measurements, the effect of a magnetic field

on radiation, etc.

Many celestial objects and the solar phe-

nomena are also to be shown with the

forty-inch Yerkes refractor.

E. B. F.

NOTES ON INORGANIC CSESIISTST.

From an article in the Eisenzeitung on the

output of platinum in Russia, we take the

following notes : The Eussian production

of platinum is forty times greater than that

of all other lands together. In Eussia it is

found exclusively in the southern Oural re-

gion. It is shipped in its crude state to

Germany and there refined. (This state-

ment is surprising, as it has been commonly
supposed that most, at least, of the Eussian

platinum is worked up by Johnson, Matthey

& Co., of London.) The output in 1895 was
4,413 kilos as against 2,946 kilos in 1880.

The cost of crude platinum in Eussia is at

present about $216 per kilo. The amount
of iridium found with the platinum is very

small, being in 1895 only 4.1 kilos, in 1894

only slightly more than this.

In the American Journal of Science, E. T.

Allen describes several specimens of native

iron from the coal measures of Missouri.

They consisted of small grains, massed to-

gether in one instance in a calcareous sand-

stone, and in the others in a shale. Both
sandstone and shale contained iron, and in

two instances the grains were in close

proximity to coal seams. The metallic iron

in each case was quite pure and contained

no nickel, and is considered to be un-

doubtedly of terrestrial origin.

In the Journal of the Eussian Physico-

Chemical Societj^, G. P. Czernik gives an
account of the investigation of the gases

contained in two minerals from the Cau-

casus, a titaniferous cerite and a coal from

Tkwibulsk containing in its ash 10 per

cent, of tlie oxides of cerium, lanthanum

and didj'mium. The former contains 1.1

per cent, of gases, chiefly argon, with a

little oxygen and hydrogen. By heating

to a red heat only one-fourth of the argon

was liberated, by the action of 25 per cent,

sulphuric acid at 60° rathar more than one-

half. Much more was given off by fusion

with potassium bisulphate. The author

from this concludes that the argon is in

chemical combination. The second min-

eral contains helium, which is liberated by
fusion with potassium bisulphate, even after

the ash has been heated to a white heat.

Here, too, the inference is that the helium

is in chemical combination.

The Bulletin of the Pharmaceutical So-

ciety of Bordeaux, for July, contains an ar-

ticle by Dion on the formation of the fossil

phosphate deposits of the Province of Oran.

He concludes that they have an aqueous

origin, being formed from above downwards

by the action of infiltrating rain-water, and

that animal remains were the only source

of phosphorus in the deposits.

J. L. H.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

THE SPELLING OP GEOGRAPHIC NAMES.

At the regular monthly meeting of the U. S.

Board on Geographic Names, held a few days

ago, decisions were made as to the spelling of

149 geographic names. This Board, it will be

remembered, is composed of ten members, rep-

resenting those bureaus and departments of the

government which are more or less concerned

with geographic publications. It was created

by executive order September 4, 1890, to the

end that uniform usage in regard to geographic

nomenclature and orthography shall obtain
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throughout the executive departments of the

government and particularly upon its maps
^ and charts.

Among the decisions rendered were a few

of general interest. These relate to names
brought into prominent notice through the

Klondike gold excitement.

As to Klondike, the decision is to spell it as

here given, and noi Clondyke, Klondyke, Chan-

dike, Chandik or Deer, Keindeer, Trondike,

nor Thron Diuck.

One of the lakes of the upper Yukon was
named Lebarge by the Western Union Tele-

graph Expedition in 1868, after Mike Lebarge,

a member of the exploring party, and a popular

member, it may be added, who is now living

sornewhere near Ottawa, Canada. Late publi-

cations have fallen into the error of writing

this Labarge, but the Board adheres to the

original form, Lebarge. There is a Lebarge

Eiver in Alaska.

When Schwatka discovered the Yukon, in

1883, he named one of the lakes on its head-

waters Lindeman, after Dr. Moritz Lindeman,

now Vice-President of the Bremen Geographical

Society. This sometimes appears, erroneously,

as Lindemann and Linderman. The Board
adopts Lindeman.

One of the principal tributaries of the upper

Yukon is the Leives river, named by Mr. Robert

Campbell, of the Hudson Bay Company, about

1848. This is often miscalled Lewis.

The inlet, river and village 'at the head of

Lynn canal, which now appears in the news-

papers, almost daily, under the form Dyea, is

an Indian word, which has appeared in many
forms. Admiral Meade, in 1869, wrote it

Tyya ; Krause, in 1882 ; wrote it Dejah

;

Schwatka, in 1883, Dayay ; Dall, in 1883,

Taiya. The Board adopts the form Taiya.

For the lake and river variously called

Hootalinqua, Hotalinga, Teslin-hina, Teslin-too

or Teslin the Board adopts Teslin. The ter-

minations ' hina ' and ' too ' are said to mean
river in different Indian dialects.

An Indian village on the middle Yukon is

called NuMukayet. This has been written in

several forms, including the erroneous one,

Tuklukyet.

W. F. MOESELL.

THE ' KAISEE WILHELM DEE GEOSSE.

'

The North German Lloyd steamer ' Kaiser

Wilhelm der Grosse ' arrived at the port of New
York on the 26th of September, her maiden
voyage proving extraordinarily satisfactory.

This ship is in many respects very remarkable.

She is the largest ship afloat and nearly as large

as the now non-existent 'Great Eastern;' the

speed on her voyage, for a single day's run, ex-

ceeded that of any ship ever set afloat, not ex-

cepting the Cunarders ' Campagnia ' and the
' Lucania ;' the record for the run between
Southampton and New York was broken, and
the speed of the ship was such that had the

voyage been between Liverpool and New York
the run would have been considerably shorter

than that of any steamer on that route. Not
the least remarkable fact is that this new record

was made on her maiden voyage.

The ship has the following dimensions ; be-

side which are here given those of the ' Great

Eastern,' the marine wonder of forty years

ago :

K. w. Q. E.

Length over all 649 697

Length between perpendiculars 625 680

Beam 66 83

Draught 26 30

Depth 43 58

Grosstonnage 14,000 19,500

Displacement 20,000 27,000

Horse-power 30,000 12,000

Speed, knots 23 12

The 'City of Rome,' of the last decade, is

561 feet long
; the ' Campagnia ' and the ' Lu-

cania,' now two years old, are 625 feet long;

and the length of the 'Oceanic,' of the White
Star Line, now under construction, is 704 feet.

The ' Kaiser ' is very steady, having been fit-

ted with bilge-keels to prevent rolling in a sea-

way.

The driving engines of the ' Kaiser ' are
' triple-expansion', ' one engine on each of her

twin-screw shafts, with steam-cylinders 52, 89|
and 96} inches (two of the latter to each en-

gine) diameter, and drive two three-bladed

screws, 22 feet 3f inches diameter, 32 feet and
10 inches pitch, with a maximum of 30,000

horse-power, at the rate of twenty-three knots

through the water (twenty-six miles an hour).
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The propeller shafts weigh 166 tons, the bronze

screws 26 tons each. The condensers contain

35,522 square feet of cooling surface, their 11,-

000 tubes measuring a total length of about

thirty-five miles. There are, altogether, 68

engines on the ship, with 124 steam-cylinders.

The centrifugal pumps and the engine bilge-

pumps can, together, expel 3,600 tons an hour.

Four dynamos are employed for lighting pur-

poses, supplying current to 1,600 25-candle-

power lamps. The cost of this floating palace

was $3,500,000.

The hull is very graceful and most imposing,

with its lofty sides and extreme length, its four

smoke-stacks and its several stories of deck-

houses. It is enormously strong and is divided by
16 transverse bulkheads and one running longi-

tudinally. The 14 boilers are in four groups,

each in a separate compartment, and the two

main engines are similarly isolated. A double

bottom gives additional safety. Accommo-
dations are provided for 350 first-cabin, and as

many second-cabin and 800 steerage passen-

gers, and for a crew of 450 men, including 17

engineers, 18 boilers, 90 stokers and 75 coal-

passers. Koom is found for bunkers capable of

containing 4,950 tons of coal.

With steam at 180 pounds pressure this ship

developed 28,430 horse-power and made a run

of 564 knots in a single day—the highest rec-

ord yet known. The run from Southampton

to New York was made in 5 days, 22 hours, 35

minutes (3,050 nautical miles)
; averaging 22f

knots for the fastest 24 hours, 21.39 for the

voyage. About 500 tons of coal a day were
burned on the trip. The record from Liver-

pool to New York, now held by the ' Lucania,'

is 5 days, 7 hours and 23 minutes ; but the

' Kaiser ' could make the run in about 5 days

—

possibly in 4 days, 22 hours.

K. H. T.

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY.

The number of investigations in physiology

and its allied sciences now made in this coun-

try has grown so large that the present means
•of publication are no longer sufficient. Physi-

ologists can no longer print in foreign countries,

often in foreign languages, or in general med-
ical journals, without stunting a growth which,

unchecked, will come to be a gratification to

every American and a wholesome influence in

American medicine. To meet the needs of in-

vestigators in physiology, physiological chem-

istry, physiological pharmacology, bio-chemis-

try and certain other branches of biology, a

special journal will be published, the first num-
ber appearing in January, 1898. The American

Journal of Physiology, as the new publication

will be called, will contain in each volume

about flve hundred pages, divided into parts or

numbers, to be issued whenever material is re-

ceived. It is expected that not more than one

volume a year will be printed. The Journal

will be edited by H. P. Bowditch, M.D., Bos-

ton ; R. H. Chittenden, M.D., New Haven;

W. H. Howell, M.D., Baltimore; F. S. Lee,

M.D., New York
;
Jacques Loeb, M.D., Chi-

cago ; W. P. Lombard, M.D., Ann Arbor, and

W. T. Porter, M.D., Boston.

It is not to be supposed that a journal de-

voted Solely to the publication of original re-

searches in physiology will ever do more than

pay for its paper and printing, and it is proba-

ble that some years must pass before the new
enterprise will cease to be a financial burden on

a small number of investigators. Yet the need

of such a publication is undoubted. The aid

of all friends of learning is asked until the

Journal shall be established on a self-supporting

basis. The subscription price, which is five

dollars per volume, should be sent to W. T.

Porter, M.D., 688 Boylston Street, Boston,

Mass.

GENERAL.

The American Chemical Society will hold its

annual winter meeting at Washington on De-

cember 29th and 30th.

At the recent Brunswick meeting of the Ger-

man Society of Men of Science and Physicians

a resolution introduced by Professors Virchow,

Waldeyer and Neumayer was adopted, asking

the Emperor for a grant (from the Royal fund

for various purposes) for a deep-sea expedition

to the Indian Ocean.

The Southern Mahratta Railway will give

free passes to observers of the total eclipse of

the sun on January 22, 1898.

Dr. Mitsukuri, professor of zoology at the
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Imperial University of Tokyo, and Shirofujita,

Director of the Commercial Bureau of the De-

partment of Agriculture, have been appointed

commissioners from Japan to attend the confer-

ence on the seal fisheries to be held shortly at

Washington. M. Pierre Botkin has been ap-

pointed commissioner from Kussia. If the

commission is composed of men of science of

high rank the results of the conference will

carry much weight, even though Great Britain

and Canada decline to send representatives.

Peofessoks J. J. Stevenson, J. F. Kemp and

R. E. Dodge gave an informal reception to Pro-

fessor Albrecht Penck, of Austria, at the Teach-

ers' College, New York City, on October 7th.

Owing to the short time allowed for arrange-

ments, but a small party were present, com-

posed largely of the geologists and geographers

of the vicinity of New York. The Committee

were also very fortunate in being able to greet

Sir John Evans, who was in the city for but a

few days. The New York Academy of Sciences

had planned to give a reception to Sir John

Evans and Lord Kelvin, but a time could not

be arranged.

Db. Feidtjof Nansen will read a paper on

some of the scientific aspects of his recent

Arctic exploration before the American Philo-

sophical Society on Friday afternoon, October

29th.

De. Newton C. Bates has been appointed

Surgeon-General and Chief of the Bureau of

Medicine and Surgery of the Navy, to succeed

Surgeon-General Tryon.

Peofessor Vladimie I. Belajeff, professor

of botany in the University of Warsaw, has

been appointed Director of the Botanical Gar-

den in that city, and Professor Vladimir I. Pal-

ladin, of Kharkofi", has been made Director of

the Pomological Garden at Warsaw.

The College of Physicians of Philadelphia

has awarded its Alvarenga prize for 1897 to

Dr. Joseph Collins, of New York, for a paper

on 'Aphasia.'

We learn from Natural Science that the first

Fliikiger medal—an honor to be awarded every

five years by the German and Swiss Pharmaceut-

ical Societies alternately-^has been presented to

Mr. Edward Morrell Holmes, Curator of the

Museum of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great

Britain. An account of Mr. Holmes' work in

botany, illustrated by a portrait, appears in the

Pharmaceutical Journal for September 4th.

The Zoological Society, London, has con-

ferred its silver medal on Mr. Alexander White,

for his studies on the fauna of Nyassaland.

Mr. G. H. Daewin, professor of astronomy

at Cambridge, now on his way to America to

give a course of ten lectures on ' Tides ' at the

Lowell Institute, has been elected a foreign

member of the Academia dei Lincei, Rome.

Messes. Robeet G. Aitken and W. H.

Weight have been appointed assistant astron-

omers at the Lick Observatory.

Peofessor F. W. Clarke, Chief Chemist of

the Geological Survey, has been appointed, by

the Secretary of the Interior, Representative of

the Department of the Interior and its several

bureaus at the Omaha Exposition. Professor

Clarke, who now represents the Department at

the Nashville Exposition, has held a similar

position in connection with every previous ex-

position in which the general government has

taken part in recent years.

Dr. Wesley Mills, professor of physiology

in McGill University, has been given leave of

absence for a year, which he will spend abroad.

Correspondence, however, addressed to McGill

University will be forwarded to him.

A statue of Balboa, the discoverer of the

Pacific Ocean, will be erected in Golden Gate

Park, San Francisco. It will be executed by

Mr. Douglas Tilden, and is the gift of Mayor
Phelan.

We regret to record the deaths of Professor

Charles T. Roy, since 1884 professor of pathol-

ogy in Cambridge University, aged forty-seven

years ; of Mr. W. A. Stiles, Park Commissioner

of New York City and editor of Garden and

Forest, in Jersey City on October 6th, at the

age of sixty years ; of Dr. Herman Welcker,

formerly professor of anatomy at the Univer-

sity at Halle, at Winterstein at the age of

seventy-five years, and of Dr. Konrad Bohn,

professor of mathematics and physics at the

Forestry Institute at AschalFenburg.
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A DISPATCH from Melbourne states that the

expedition of the Sydney Geographical Society,

under Professor David, to the Ellice Islands,

between the Gilbert Islands and the Fiji

Islands, has obtained evidence confirming the

theory of Darwin as to the formation of coral

islands. Diamond drilling in coral to the depth

of 557 feet failed to reach bottom.

A SOCIETY entitled ' Societe des Sylvicul-

teurs de France et des Colonies ' is being

formed in France, as has been learned from

Garden and Forest, for the purpose of diffusing

the liuowledge of silviculture and increasing

popular interest in this art.

During the year ending June 15, 1897, there

have been added to the library of the University

of Chicago 10,717 boolvs, of which 7,383 were

purchased, 2,930 were added by gift and 404 in

exchange for University publications.

The preliminary plans of the New York

Zoological Park, to be located in South Bronx

Park, New York, have been completed and will

be submitted first to the President and the Ex-

ecutive Committee, then to a committee of

three experts, consisting of Professor Charles

S. Sargent, director of the Arnold Arboretum
;

Thomas Hastings, architect, and W. Barclay

Parsons, civil engineer. If their reports are

favorable the plans will then be submitted with-

out delay to the Board of Park Commissioners.

With the final plan of the Zoological Park

grounds will be submitted the plans and eleva-

tions for the following buildings : The lion

house, the monkey house, the elephant house,

bird house, winter house for birds, reptile house,

tropical ruminants' house, main restaurant and

administration building. Of secondary struc-

tures will be submitted the plans for the flying

cage, eagles' and vultures' aviary, wolf and fox

dens, bear dens, sea lions' pool, pheasants'

aviary, buffalo house, deer barns, mountain

sheep shelter and ducks' aviaries. If the so-

ciety's plans are approved by the experts and

the Park Commissioners, the engineers will pre-

pare plans for a system of sewerage and water

supply.

The London correspondent of the New York
Evening Post telegraphs that at Maidstone vac-

cination is being used against tj'phoid under

the direction of the pathological laboratory of

the State Army School at Netley. Professor

Wright and Surgeon-Major Temple, of Netley,

have so improved the method that they are able

to obtain the characteristic reaction of blood

serum on typhoid bacilli, which is taken as a

proof that the individual is protected by the in-

jection. Enough vaccine has been sent to

Maidstone to inoculate the whole population if

necessary. The number of cases of typhoid

fever reported is greater than 1,500.

Advices from Honolulu state that the lava in

the crater of Kilauea has risen over 100 feet

in eight days and that an overflow is expected.

The report of the trustees of the South

African Museum, Cape Town, for 1896, says

Natural Science, records the reorganization of

the stafi" and the completion of the new build-

ings. The Museum now has the services of

Mr. W. L. Sclater as Director ; Mr. L. Perin-

guey as Assistant Director, with special charge

of the insects; Dr. W. F. Purcell as keeper of

land invertebrates; Dr. G. S. Corstorphine as

keeper of geology and mineralogy, and Dr. J.

D. F. Gilchrist as honorary keeper of marine

invertebrates. During the year 1896 a special

grant was expended upon the purchase of a

series of large mammals for the collection,

while an exchange with the La Plata Museum
furnished an important series of South Ameri-

can mammals and birds. Large acquisitions of

European rocks and fossils were also purchased

for comparison with the South African speci-

mens.

The Honoi-able William T. Harris, United

States Commissioner of Education, will deliver

five lectures on ' The Philosophy of Education '

at the Teachers' College, New York, on the

following dates: Thursdays, October 14th and

28th and November 4th, at 3:30 p. m. ; Fridays,

October 15th, at 2 p. m., and October 29th, at

3 p. m.

A course of twelve lectures on the ' The
Geological History of Invertebrate Animals

'

is being delivered by R. H. Traquair, M.D.,

F.R.S., in the Lecture Theatre of the South

Kensington Museum. These are the Swiney

Lectures on Geology, given under the direction

of the trustees of the British Museum.
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The American Forestry Association has held

a special meeting at Nashville, Tenn. , with an

excursion to Biltmore and Chattanooga, leav-

ing Washington for Biltmore on the night of

of September 16th. The party were enter-

tained at Biltmore by Dr. Schenck, who ex-

plained and illustrated the methods of forestry

management used on the estate of 1,300 acres.

The chief meeting was held at Nashville on

September 22d, at which papers were presented

by Messrs. George B. Sudworth, J. B. Kille-

grew and others.

The Macmillan Company will have ready for

publication in the autumn the first volume of

'The Scientific Papers of Henry T. Huxley,'

reprinted from the journals of scientific societies,

edited by Professor Michael Foster and Pro-

fessor E. Ray Lankester. The scientific papers

are expected to fill four volumes.

The current number of Nature (September 30)

publishes the address on ' Long Kange Tem-
perature and Pressure Variables in Physics

'

given by Professor Barus as Vice-President, be-

fore the Section of Physics at the Detroit meet-

ing of the American Association.

Professor J. J. Thompson's work on the

'Elements of the Mathematical Theory of Elec-

tricity and Magnetism ' has been translated

into German by Professor Gustav Wertheim,

being published by Friedrich Vieweg, Bruns-

wick.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

At a meeting of the trustees of Columbia

University, on October 4th, President Low pre-

sented the following letter

:

Columbia University in the City of New York.
President's Room.

October 4, 1897.

To the Trustees : As I have felt constrained by a

sense of public duty to accept a nomination for Mayor
of the City of New York at the hands of the Citizens'

Union, I feel it to be my duty to the University to place

in your hands for such action as you may see fit to

take my resignation as President of the University.

I need not say that nothing but a deep sense of the

imperative nature of the call to public duty would
have led me to accept the nomination.

EespectfuUy,

Seth Low.

The letter of resignation was referred to a

committee, which cannot report until the next

meeting of the trustees, on November 15th,

when the election will have taken place.

The 22d of October will hereafter be cele-

brated at Princeton University as (^Iharter Day.

Ex-President Cleveland will this year make the

address. A short address is also expected from

the Earl of Aberdeen, Governor-General of

Canada, on whom a degree will be conferred.

President Harper, of the University of Chi-

cago, reports in his quarterly statement that

there were in the University 169 instructors,

of whom 19 are head professors, 22 professors,

27 associate professors and 21 assistant profes-

sors. The average salary for the year 1896-7

for all departments, including University Ex-
tension Division and the Divinity School, was
$2,108.52.

The Union of the Medical Departments of

New York University and of Bellevue Hos-
pital Medical College having failed, the build-

ing of the latter institution, which was destroyed

by fire, has been rebuilt, and the College was
opened on September 28th. Professor Lusk,

whose death we were recently compelled to

record, has been succeeded as president by Dr.

Edward B. Janeway and as clinical professor

of gynaecology by Dr. Henry C. Coe. Dr.

Henry H. Rusby has been appointed professor

of materia medica and pharmacology, and Dr.

John A. Mandel, professor of chemistry.

According to a letter to the Boston Tran-

script the serious damage suffered by Johns

Hopkins University through the lapsing of

dividends on Baltimore & Ohio stock has

aroused the Baltimore Board of Trade to con-

sider the question of extending aid to the insti-

tution from the public treasury. The Board

will probably memorialize the State Legislature

at its approaching session, setting forth the

great advantage to Baltimore in a hundred
diflferent ways of having the University, and
drawing attention to the probability that the

very block of stock which has brought such

loss to the University had been previously

owned by the State, so that the University is

only bearing a burden which the State itself

might otherwise have borne.
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Me. W. W. Allis, of Milwaukee, has given

Columbia University the equipment for a steam

engineering laboratory containing a number of

valuable pieces of machinery valued at more
than $15,000.

Miss Olivia Phelps Stokes has given Bar-

nard College $5,000, the income of which is to

be used for aiding poor students.

Mr. a. J. Balfour has informed the authori-

ties of Cambridge University that a friend of

his who desired to remain anonymous wished to

give £2,000 for general university purposes, in

four installments, the first of which has been
paid.

Cordilleran mountain series,' and on page 191

he also says that the volcanoes occur in the

Cordilleran region west of the meridian of Den-

ver. On Plate 5 a map is given showing the

distribution of volcanoes in the United States,

upon which none are given east of the Kio

Grande except the Spanish Peaks.

These conclusions on the part of Professor

Russell are erroneous and mar his otherwise

excellent work, for some of the most beautiful

and perfect volcanic craters in the United States

occur iu New Mexico, not only far east of the

longitude of Denver, but fully 200 miles east of

the true Rocky Mountain front, which extends

between Trinidad and Las Vegas.* These, as

DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE.

THE EASTERNMOST VOLCANOES OF THE UNITED
STATES.

To THE Editor of Science : In looking

through Professor I. C. Russell's magnificent

volume on the 'Volcanoes of North America,'

I was surprised to see (page 129) the statements

that ' No volcanoes sufficiently recent to be

recognized by their topographic forms, occur

east of the sharply defined eastern border of the

have been described by the writer, f consist of

a group of craters lying to the south of Folsom
Station, in an eroded plain at the foot of the

older lava capped Trinidad Mesa, which ex-

tends eastward from the Rocky Mountains for

*A brief notice o£ Mount Capulin was published

by Orestes St. John in ' Notes on the Geology of

Northwestern New Mexico ;' Bull. U. S. Geol. and

Geog. Survey of the Territories, Vol. II., 1876.

fBuU. Geol. See. Am., Vol. 3, p. 99, 1891.
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a hundred miles or more along the Colorado-

New Mexican line. The most conspicuous of

these craters is Mount Capulin, six miles south

of Folsom Station. This, a beautiful cinder

coue (altitude 9,000 feet), rises nearly 2,750 feet

above the railroad, with a vast crater at its top

nearly a mile in diameter, slightly broken down
on its western side. From its summit many
flows can be traced. To the southward, from

six to twenty miles, there are several similar

craters, while to the northward there are several

smaller ones. Around these craters there are

numerous surface flows of vesicular, ropy lava,

extending eastward to within sight of the Texas

line.

These are the easternmost known craters of

the Rocky Mountain region, and their occur-

rence at the foot of the Eaton plateau, near the

western edge of the Llano Estacado, is interest-

ing. The cinder cones are clearly of a more re-

cent origin than the adjacent basaltic cap of the

Eaton plateau, for they are situated in an

eroded valley between the main mesa and an

outlier—the Sierra Grande—and at a lower al-

titude than either of them. They are also ap-

parently more recent than the late Tertiary

•deposits of the Llano Estacado, the original

surface of the lava resting upon the latter and
not covered by it except in case of the wind-

blown debris.

While these are the only craters of the United

States which are east of the true Eocky Moun-
tain front, there are other important ones lying

east of the Rio Grande which have escaped Mr.
Eussell's notice, notably the Cerrito lying be-

tween Galisteo and the Rio Grande, consisting

of several cones rising to nearly 1,000 feet

above the plateau. Still to the southward in

the great bolson desert, which lies between the

Organ and Sacramento ranges of southern New
Mexico, there is a comparatively recent vol-

canic cone from which a stream of mobile lava

has flowed for sixty miles to the southvi^ard.

There are also several other craters just west of

the Rio Grande and El Paso, in southern

New Mexico, which have escaped Professor

Eussell's notice.

The Folsom craters, east of the true Rocky
Mountain front, are the ones which upset deduc-

tions which would otherwise be tenable con-

cerning the occurrence of volcanic cones ap-

proximately along oceanic shore lines. A bul-

letin for the United States Geological Survey is

being prepared upon the Folsom locality by
Mr. S. Prentiss Baldwin, of Cleveland, Ohio,

who, at my request, some years ago undertook

a thorough exploi-ation of that most interesting

region.

In addition to the true cinder cone craters we
have have specified, that portion of New
Mexico east of the Coloradoan group of the

Eocky Mountains (Snow Eange) which ends

abruptly near the latitude of Sante Fe, is un-

usually rich in older volcanic phenomena, such

as superficial lava flows and old volcanic necks

or stocks of the type of Mount Taylor or the

Spanish Peak which Russell includes in his map
as volcanoes and two of which, near Fort Union,

he describes.

Besides the omission of the true craters of

New Mexico, the work gives no reference to

the old volcanic phenomena of the Texas re-

gion, such as occur so abundantly in the Trans-

Pecos region, and to the eastward along the in-

terior margin of the Coastal Plain, between

Austin and Del Eio.

It would have made matters much clearer to

the reader had Professor Russell used a series

of symbols upon his map to distinguish the

kinds of volcanoes there plotted, such as living

craters, extinct craters and volcanic stocks rep-

resenting the ruins of old craters.

The accompanying sketch of the Texas-New
Mexican region giving supplementary data con-

cerning the distribution of volcanic phenomena
will be of value to the reader of the work.

The black discs are true volcanic craters; the

square stocks or necks of former craters, and
the crosses,, are laccolites.

Robert T. Hill.

liteeaey embryology.

To THE Editor of Science: In the Atlantic

for this month is an article by Mr. Frederic

Burk on the ' Training of Teachers. ' On p.

553-554 occurs the following paragraph, in

which I have ventured to italicize those parts

which seem to me absolutely incorrect. It

appears singular that in an article on teaching,

severely criticising prevalent methods, there
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should occur a very striking example of inac-

curate learning

:

"Embryology throws some suggestive light

upon the radical difference of childhood from

maturity. The human fcetus roughly follows

the disjointed line of development which marks

the evolution of animal life. Up to four months

before birth the organism is essentially an aquatic

animal, provided ivith rudimentary gill slits and

the developed nerves of equilibration characteristic

of aquatic life. At a later stage it has a coat of

hair, and a tail longer than its legs, with the

necessary muscles for moving this organ. This

class of singular phenomena constantly appear

during the embryological period; they are nour-

ished and groiving rapidly for a time, as if the

whole destiny of the organism were to become some

one of the loiver forms of animal life. Then'the

purpose is more or less suddenly changed.

New forms and new organs appear, displacing

or absorbing the old, and the organism seems

to obtain a new destiny, which in turn may
wholly or partly disappear. Some of these

forms do not wholly disappear, and physiolo-

gists now enumerate in the adult human organism

more than one hundred parts of the body which

have no known function, and whose presence

cannot be explained except upon the theory

that they are remnants, or rudimentary organs,

of some of these broken tendencies through

which the organism has passed. Such is the

pineal gland, which was declared by Descartes to

be the seat of the soul, but is now recognized as

the remnant of the organ of vision as still found

in lower reptiles. The semi-lunar fold at the

internal angle of the eye is the remnant of the

third eyelid of marsupials. The vermiform ap-

pendage, which is such a menace to human life,

is the remnant of an enormous organ in her-

bivora. The ear muscles, which in few people

are functional, are recognized as rudiments of

muscles of much use to lower animals. In the

earlier stages of the human fcetus the brain is

made up of three parts, of which the hinder

part is by far the longest, as in the case of

lower animals. There is then no trace of the

cerebral hemispheres which constitute so large a

part of the adult brain, just as there is no trace

in the lower orders. The mid-brain later shoivs

the same enlargement for the centers of sight and

hearing that these portions have in birds and cer-

tain fishes. Still later the proportions are re-

versed: the hind-brain dwindles away relatively,

to become the slight enlargement of the spinal cord

at the base of the brain known as the medulla ob-

longata; the mid-brain shrivels, to become the

small nodules knoum as the quadrigemina ; and the

narrow neck connecting the fore-brain and the mid-

brain swells, to become the huge cerebral hemispheres.

Embryological groivth is clearly not a harmonious:

development. The line of growth is broken, pro-

ceeding in one direction for a time, and then sud-

denly turning off in a new direction, as if the-

organism were continually making mistakes and

correcting them before it is too late. The path of

growth is strewn with the remnants of these-

abandoned tendencies."

Charles S. Minot.

THE 'enchanted MESA.'

To THE Editor of Science : As little as he-

needs it, so little would I object that what-

trifling credit may be involved should go to my
great teacher and dearest friend. Quite un-

thinkingly, however, I have mentioned th&

fact, in type, that I first published the Queres

tradition of the ' Enchanted Mesa ;
' and as-

Science (September 17) refers to the legend as-

discovered by Bandelier and ' subsequently ob-

tained ' by me, the pupil seems to be left in the-

position of trying to rob his master.

Bandelier's Final Report, Part II., p. 313,

seems sufiiciently conclusive, and accords with

his fixed habit of giving credit, even to humble-

sources.

I first published a skeleton of the legend in

1885. It was years later before I could round

out the last detail of the folk-story—when I

had become genuinely a friend (by their count

and my own) with nearly all the old principales-

of Acoma. One of them, a noble and wise old

man, already tottering in his nineties, rode

sixty miles horseback to pass three days with

me in my own pueblo, in the month of his

death. Both of us felt that it was good-bye;,

for I was already packing for the long South

American journey with Bandelier, and the old

man knew his own time was short. We talked

of many things of the years that had drawn us-

together, and of Acoma, our common love; and
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again he told me in full the folk-tale of the

Mesa Encantada. No student of ethnology or

of men, looking at that fine old face, listening

to that voice, could ever have been so flippant

as to suggest that he was telling ' a tall story.'

He was repeating, word for word, the scrip-

tures (we would say for a parallel) as he had

learned them at his father's knee, and as they

had been ' told down ' from father to son

through centuries. These folk-stories are not

told to careless strangers, nor to careful ones

either. How difficult it is to get them in full

has been amply recorded by Bandelier and
Gushing, and is fully understood by all who
have genuinely gathered Indian folk-lore.

The matter of precedence is not vital, but

since Mr. Hodge's workmanlike achievement

the final ' round-up ' of the rock of Katzimo
seems to be on, and it is well to have all the

mavericks duly marked. The Indian tradition

is vindicated, and under circumstances that, in

any less rigorous court than that of science,

would be deemed dramatic.

Chas. F. Lummis.
Los Angeles, Cal.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.
Philosophy of Knowledge. An Inquiry into the

Nature, Limits and Validity of Human Cogni-
tive Faculty. By George Trumbull Ladd,
Professor of Philosophy in Yale University.

New York, Charles Scribner's Sons. 1897.

Pp. xv-l-614.

Professor Ladd's most widely known work
has hitherto been done in the field of psychol-

ogy. His Elements of Phijsiologieal Psijchology,

published ten years ago, was the first system-
atic account in English of the methods and
results of that science. Since that time there

have appeared from the pen of the same author,

Oullines of Physiological Psychology ; Psychology,

Descriptive and Explanatory ; Philosophy of Mind
(an essay on the metaphysics of psychology);

besides a work entitled Introduction to Philoso-t

phy. It has all along been evident to readers

of Professor Ladd's works that his main interest

is n those ultimate problems of theology and
philosophy which are concerned with man's
nature and destiny, and which demand for their

answer some theory of his relation to other be-

ings and to the ground of all reality. The
author's procedure, however, as well as numer-

ous explicit statements scattered throughout his-

writings, make it clear that he has considered it

necessary to approach the discussion of these

problems after a thorough study of the concrete

facts regarding the nature of the human mind
and its relation to the bodily organism. Pro-

fessor Ladd's psychological labors thus furnish

the basis for his philosophy. Having laid the

foundation, he now proposes to see what struc-

ture can be erected upon it ; or, as he himself

expresses it, to show what is ' implicate ' in the

fact of human experience. It is the main busi-

ness of the present volume to discuss the prob-

lems of knowledge; ontological questions are, in

the main, reserved for future treatment. Never-

theless, as is pointed out, it is not possible to-

separate entirely ontology and epistemology.

"Something as to the nature of the really exist-

ent is interwoven inextricably with the conscious

life of the cognitive subject" (p. 348). Even in

the present work, then, as we shall see later, a

theory of reality is foreshadowed.

Before examining any of the doctrines of the

book, it seems necessary to say a word regard-

ing its spirit and purpose. The author's inter-

est appears throughout to be practical quite as

much as theoretical. '

' I have striven con-

stantly," he says, "to make epistemology vital,

—a thing of moment, because indissolubly and

most intimately connected with the ethical and

religious life of the age " (p. ix.). And it seems

to him of the utmost importance to refute what

he considers false and dangerous theories of

knowledge. " The agnostic.or despairing atti-

tude towards the problem of knowledge itself

lies, both logically and in fact, at the base of all

other agnosticism, and of manifold forms of de-

spair " (p. 28). If this conviction has some-

times led the author to adopt the language of a

rnoral teacher or preacher, rather than that of

an investigator, it has doubtless rendered his

presentation more vigorous and his book more

interesting, from the standpoint of the general

reader, than would otherwise have been the

case. It is probable, too, that in the author's

consciousness of a mission is to be found the ex-

planation of the remarkable statements in the
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preface that ' there are no modern works in

English from which any help is to be derived in

the treatment of epistemological problems, ' and
that the present volume ' asks and should re-

ceive the treatment due to a pioneer work

'

(p. viii.). It is perhaps psychologically in-

evitable that the reformer should regard him-

self as standing alone, that he should be unable

to see that there are other knees which have

not bowed unto Baal. It will no doubt be en-

couraging to Professor Ladd to learn that, in

spite of his conviction that no help is to be

found in Mr. Hobhouse's recent work since

it deals with logic {vide, note p. viii.), he may
discover there a theory of knowledge similar in

many respects to his own. There are also sev-

eral other modern books on logic which cannot

fairly be accused of treating the nature of

thought in a merely formal way, and in which
the fundamental conceptions which Professor

Ladd himself uses are very clearly laid down.
And among psychological writers there are

surely several—Ward, James, Stout, to men-
tion but three names—from whom some assist-

ance might be derived in a discussion of the

nature of cognition. My own opinion is that

philosophers at the present day have some
ground for encouragement and congratula-

tion, in the fact that substantial agreement
has been reached on so many important points

connected with this very subject. While gladly

acknowledging the independence and value of

Professor Ladd's treatment, I should still say

that it has been largely made possible by the

work which has appeared in English during the

last twenty years.

The first chapter of the volume is occupied

with a discussion of the nature of the problem,

while the two following chapters contain an

excellent, though somewhat summary, account

of historical theories of cognition. "The fun-

damental problem of the philosophy of knowl-

edge is an inquiry into the relations between

certain states of consciousness and what we
conceive of as ' the really existing' " (p. 10).

" It accepts as its problem cognition including

all its necessary implicates" (p. 17). Among
these implicates is that of an extra-mental re-

ality diflTerent from the knowing subject. " To
know is to make an ontological leap, a spring

from the charmed circle of pure subjectivity

into the mystery of the real" (p. 22). If we
ask, now, how it is possible to guarantee the

validity of knowledge, we find that it is impos-

sible to discover any outside standard by means

of which it may be tested. " Critical analysis

of the nature of experience, with a view to

certify it, ends in the discovery of aspects, or

factors, or implicates, of every exercise of cog-

nitive faculty which are self-certifying" (p.

105).

A point upon which great emphasis is laid is

the objective nature of cognition. "It is the

very reverse of truth to say that knowledge is

merely subjective ; for till the stream of con-

sciousness, the state or the activity of the

knowing subject, has become also objective,

cognition has not taken place" (p. 115).

Judgment, in which the cognitive activity in-

volved in thinking culminates, '

' is not genu-

ine judgment without a trans-subjective refer-

ence, an implication of the actual connection

of different ' momenta ' in a really existing

world "
( p. 149 ). Professor Ladd also strongly

insists that knowing is not an atfair of any one

set of faculties, but involves the whole mind.

Feeling and willing are implied in every cog-

nitive act, and belong to the very nature of

knowledge. Two chapters (Chap, vi., Knowl-

edge as Feeling and Willing ; and Chap, xvii.,

Ethical and ^sthetical Momenta of Knowl-

edge ) are devoted to enforcing and illustrating

this doctrine, which is so often forgotten by

those who discuss the nature of knowledge.

"In the formation and criticism of every al-

leged cognitive judgment, the entire mind of

the subject, whose is the judgment, takes part "

p. 502). "The diflTerent aspects or sides of

human nature do not stand apart, as it were,

from the ordinary working of cognitive faculty.

* * * The rather must they all be considered

as factors, or ' momenta ' essentially present

and effective in the integrating process that

gives the object as a totality to the mind, and

that shapes the actual synthesis in which the

cognitive judgment consists" (p. 503).

The author finds, further, that the reality of

both subject and object,and also that ofa relation

between the two, are ' implicated ' in every act

of self-conscious experience. But how shall
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we conceive of this relation ? In cognition an

obvious distinction of subject and object is pre-

supposed. But their complete incomparability

is denied, and their actual unification in some

form is afiirmed (p. 206). This unification can

take place ' only if the conception of one of the

two—either of thing or of self—can be so ex-

tended in a valid way as to provide an expla-

nation for the other, and for the relation of

knowledge between the two ' (p. 216). The

concept of the Self, the author finds, is alone

capable of such extension. It furnishes the

key or interpretation to all that we know about

things. That is, it is only when things are con-

ceived as in some sort analogous to the Self

that they can be known at all. Our knowl-

edge of the Self is direct and intuitive and has

the highest degree of certainty. Indeed, it is

because we fail to attain the same perfection in

knowing, when dealing with things, that we be-

come dissatisfied with the limits, etc. , of our

knowledge (p. 252). The author's doctrine on

the nature of our knowledge ofthe Self requires

further elaboration to render it perfectly clear.

He seems, however, to believe that we here get

beyond the antithesis of subject and object,

and are, in a sense, face to face with reality.

He himself sums up his chapter on the knowl-

edge of Things and of Self as follows :
' 'While

the knowledge of Self may attain an intuitive

penetration to the heart of reality, the knowl-

edge of things remains an analogical interpreta-

tion of their apparent behavior into terms of a

real nature corresponding, in important char-

acteristics, to our own" (p. 226).

This conception of the Self as the central

point of knowledge determines, to a very im-

portant extent, the character of the discussions

which follow. The meaning of Identity and

Difference and of the principle of Sufficient

Reason are found in the nature of the Self.

And, similarly, the author's conclusions regard-

ing the teleological character of knowledge, and

the necessity of employing teleology to under-

stand completely the nature of things, follows

directly from the doctrine that knowing is an

interpretation of things by the Self in the light

of what it knows about its own nature. The
author' s discussion of Experience and the Trans-

cendent (Chap, xi.) is extremely interesting.

We cannot, he argues, know anything that is

not somehow implicate in our experience. But
every experience implies the existence of con-

ditions which transcend it as mere fact. Hence
to know is just to reach beyond the mere fac-

tual aspect of experience to its underlying con-

ditions (pp. 325-35).

The theory of reality outlined in the present

volume shows marked traces of the influence of

Lotze. No meaning can be given to the con-

cept of related things '

' unless things are con-

ceived of as self-active beings, with their

various modes of behavior interdependent and

yet united under a framework, so to speak, of

immanent ideas '

' (p. 360). In the same way, the

relation between the individual and the ground

of reality is conceived as a relation of minds or

selves. "Human cognition is all to be under-

stood as a species of intercourse between minds.

In all man's knowledge the real being of the

finite Self is in actual commerce with the abso-

lute Self. The relation of an intercourse be-

tween Selves is the one fundamental and
permanent conception under which may be

truthfully included all the particular forms of

relation of which we have experience in the de-

velopment of the life of cognition" (p. 558).

J. E. Ceeighton.
Cornell University.

Elementary Geology. By Ralph S. Tare, B. S.
,

F. G. S. A., Professor of Dynamic Geology

and Physical Geography at Cornell Univer-

sity. New York, The Macmillan Company.

1897. Price, $1.40.

Occasion for the publication of another ele-

mentary text-book on geology, in addition to

the number of good works previously available,

is found in the ' need of a geology in which

more stress is placed upon the dynamic aspect

of the subject than is commonly given.' It is

the author's opinion that stratigraphic geology

—that is, as the term is used in this work, the

history of the earth's development—contains

too much abstract fact for the average high

school student, whereas structural and dynamic

geology, which treat respectively of the ma-
terials composing the earth's mass and the

forces affecting it, may be presented in simpler

form. "Here the body of fact necessary for
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elementarj'' uuderstanding is not so great nor

so difficult to grasp. The teachings of these

truths of geology are illustrated on everj' hand,

and in fact some of them are already familiar

to the pupil before he enters upon the study.

They deal with phenomena in the midst of

which we dwell, and hence should become a

part of the mental possessions of every high

school pupil." The second reason for putting

forth the book is to furnish a companion and

adjunct to the ' Elementary Physical Geog-

raphy,' by the same author.

There is much to be said for the view that in

teaching geology a beginning can best be made
with the study of the materials of the earth

and the forces which modify it. Such a method
transforms the study by substituting observa-

tion of our environment for book learning of

past conditions. As the tendency of modern

geologic interpretation is to seek in the records

of the past for the effects of causes now opera-

tive, such a method is scientifically sound.

Those who have found the author's work on
' Physical Geography ' helpful will, no doubt,

discover in this ' Elementary Geology ' an aid

to further studies.

To prepare an adequate elementary text-

book is a task involving the successful reduc-

tion of three difiiculties : the selection of ma-

terial; the analysis of the subject-matter chosen,

and the choice of language.

In the selection of material from the enormous

mass of available facts the author determines

the essential character of the book. This is his

peculiar privilege, and detailed comment would

only serve to illustrate another point of view.

The choice for this volume is controlled by the

emphasis given to the dynamic phase of the

subject, and by the appropriate preference for

American instances of world-wide phenomena.

With reference to the analysis of the subjects

chosen and the precision of expression, more

definite standards have been set by the masters

of scientific exposition. Their example might

well check too fluent thought and too facile

pen. The present work is weak in analysis and

statement. The writing is in a descriptive

style, which is pleasant to read, but which lacks

emphasis of leading ideas. Examples chosen

to illustrate processes appear to have controlled

the order of presentation rather than to have

been controlled by a logical train of thought.

About one-hundred and fifty pages of the

four hundred and eighty-seven are given to

illustrations. The illustrations are, as a rule,

well chosen, judging by those whose originals

are familiar, but in reduction to a scale ade-

quate for this work they have suffered very ma-
terially, and their value is in many instances

doubtful Half-tone reductions printed as text

figures rarely retain sufficient character to

Justify their use in works of this kind. The
photograph should either be redrawn as line

work or it should be printed upon a separate

plate in a proper press. Either of these alter-

natives would limit the number of illustrations

available for a book of moderate cost, but it

would be better to have a few good ones than

many which fail of their purpose.

The responsibility which rests upon the

scientific author in attempting to promote the

study of his subject can scarcely be too seriously

considered. It is only in recognition of this re-

sponsibilitjf that this review has been prepared.

Bailey Willis.
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ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT TO THE
PHYSIOLOGICAL SECTION OF THE

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

We who have come from the little island

on the other side of the great waters to take

part in this important gathering of the

British Association have of late been much
exercised in retrospection. We have been
looking back on the sixty years' reign of our
beloved Sovereign, and dwelling on what
has happened during her gracious rule. We
have, perhaps, done little in calling to mind
the wrongs, the mistakes and the failures

of the Victorian era ; but our minds and
our mouths have been full of its achieve-

ments and its progress ; and each of us, of

himself or through another, has been busy
in bringing back to the present the events

of more than half a century of the past. It

was while I, with others, was in this retro-

spective mood that the duty of preparing

some few words to say to you to-day seemed
suddenly to change from an impalpable

cloud in the far distance to a heavy burden
pressing directly on the back ; and in choos-

ing something to say I have succumbed to

the dominant influence. Before putting

pen to paper, however, I recovered suffi-

ciently to resist the temptation to add one
more to the many reviews which have ap-

peared of the progress of physiology during

the Victorian era. I also rejected the idea

of doing that for which I find precedents in

past presidential addresses—namely, of at-
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tempting to tell what has been the history

of the science to which a Section is devoted

during the brief interval which has elapsed

since the Section last met ; to try and catch

physiology, or any other science, as it rushes

through the brief period of some twelve

months seemed to me not unlike photo-

graphing the flying bullet without adequate

apparatus ; the result could only be either

a blurred or a delusive image. But I be-

thought me that this is not the first, we
hope it will not be the last, time that the

British Association has met in the Western

Hemisphere ; and though the events of the

thirteen years which have slipped by since

the meeting at Montreal in 1884 might

seem to furnish a very slender oat on which

to pipe a presidential address, I have hoped

that I might be led to sound upon it some

few notes which might be listened to.

And indeed, though perhaps when we
come to look into it closely almost every

period would seem to have a value of its

own, the past thirteen years do, in a certain

sense, mark a break between the physiology

of the past and that of the future. When
the Association met at Montreal in 1884,

Darwin, whose pregnant ideas have swayed

physiology in the limited sense of that

word, as well as that broader study of living

beings which we sometimes call biology, as

indeed they have every branch of natural

knowledge, had been taken from us only

some two years before, and there were still

alive most of the men who did the great

works of physiology of the middle and lat-

ter half of this century. The gifted Claude

Bernard had passed away some years be-

fore, but his peers might have been present

at Montreal. Bowman, whose classic

works on muscle and kidney stand out as

peaks in the physiological landscape of the

past, models of researches finished and com-

plete so far as the opportunities of the time

would allow, fruitful beginnings and ad-

mirable guides for the labors of others.

Brown-Sequard, who shares with Bernard

the glory of having opened up the great

modern path of the influence of the nervous

system on vascular and thus on nutritional

events, and who, if he made some mistakes,

did many things which will last for all time.

Briicke, whose clear judgment, as shown in

his digestive and other work, gave perma-

nent value to whatever he put forth. Du
Bois-Eej'mond, who, if he labored in a nar-

row path, set a brilliant example of the

way in which exact physical analysis may
be applied to the phenomena of living be-

ings, and in other ways had a powerful in-

fluence on the progress of physiology. Bon-

ders, whose mind seemed to have caught

something of the better qualities of the

physiological organ to which his professional

life was devoted, and our knowledge of

which he so largely extended, so sharply

did he focus his mental eye on every phys-

iological problem to which he turned —and
these were many and varied. Helmholtz

whose great works on vision and hearing

to say nothing of his earlier distinctly

physiological researches, make us feel that

if physics gained much, physiology lost

even more when the physiologist turned

aside to more distinctly physical inquiries.

Lastly, and not least, Ludwig, who by his

own hands or through his pupils did so

much to make physiology the exact science

which it is to-day, but which it was not

when he began his work. I say lastly, but

I might add the name of one who, though

barred by cii'cumstances from contributing

much directly to physiology by way of re-

search, so used his powerful influence in

many ways in aid of phj^siological interests

as to have helped the science onward to no

mean extent, at least among English-speak-

ing people—I mean Huxley. All these

might have met at Montreal. They have

all left us now. Among the peers of the

men I have mentioned whose chief labors

were cairied on in the forties, the fifties
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and the sixties of the century, one promi-

nent inquirer alone seems to be left, Albert

von Kolliker, who in his old age is doing

work of which even he in his youth might

have been proud. The thirteen years

which have swept the others away seem to

mark a gulf between the physiological

world of to-day and that of the time in

which most of their work was done.

They are gone, but they have left behind

their work and their names. May they of

the future, as I believe we of the present are

doing, take up their work and their ex-

ample, doing work other than theirs but

after their pattern, following in their steps.

In the thirteen years during which these

have passed away physiology has not been

idle. Indeed, the more we look into the

period the moi'e it seems to contain.

The study of physiology, as of other sci-

ences, though it may be stimulated by difl&-

culties (and physiology has the stimulus of

a special form of opposition unknown to

other sciences), expands under the sun-

shine of opportunity and aid. And it may
be worth while to compare the oppor-

tunities for study of physiology in 1884

with those in 1897. At this meeting of the

British Association I may fitly confine

myself, I was going to say, to British

matters ; but I feel at this point, as others

have felt, the want of a suitable nomen-
clature. We who are gathered here to-day

have, with the exception of a few honored

guests from the Eastern Hemisphere, one

common bond, one common token of unity,

and, so far as I know, one only ; I am
speaking now of outward tokens ; down
deeper in our nature there are, I trust, yet

others. "We all speak the English tongue.

Some of us belong to what is called Great

Britain and Ireland, others to that which

is sometimes spoken of as Greater Britain.

But there are others here who belong to

neither ; though English in tongue, they are

in no sense British. To myself, to whom

the being English in speech is a fact of far

deeper moment than any political bound-

ary, and who wish at the present moment
to deal with the study of physiology among
all those who speak the English tongue,

there comes the great want of some word
which will denote all such. I hope, indeed

I think, that others feel the same want too.

The term Anglo-Saxon is at once pedantic

and incorrect, and yet there is none other
;

and, in the absence of such a better term,

I shall be forgiven if I venture at times to

use the seemingly narrow word English as

really meaning something much broader

than British in its very broadest sense.

Using English in this sense, I may, I

think, venture to say that the thirteen

years which separate 1884 from to-day

have witnessed among English people a de-

velopment of opportunities for physiolog-

ical study such as no other like period has

seen. It is not without significance that

only a year or two previous to this period,

in England proper, in little England,

neither of the ancient Universities of Ox-

ford and Cambridge, which, historically at

least, represent the fullest academical as-

pirations of the nation, possessed a chair

of physiology ; the present professors, who
are the first, were both appointed in 1883.

Up to that time the science of physiology

had not been deemed worthy, by either

university, of a distinctive professorial me-

chanism. The act of these ancient institu-

tions was only a manifestation of modern

impulses, shared also by the metropolis

and by the provinces at large. "Whereas

up to that time the posts for teaching phys-

iology, by whatever name they were called,

had been in most cases held by men whose

intellectual loins were girded for other pur-

poses than physiology, and who used the

posts as stepping-stones for what they con-

sidered better things, since that time, as

each post became vacant, it had almost inva-

riably been filled by men wishing and pur-
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posing at least to devote their wliole energies

to the science. Scotland, in many respects

the forerunner of England in intellectual

matters, had not so much need of change
;

but she, too, has moved in the same direc-

tion, as has also the sister island.

And if we turn to this "Western Conti-

nent, we find in Canada and in the States

the same notable enlargement of physio-

logical opportunity, or even a still more no-

table one. If the English-speaking physi-

ologist dots on the map each place on.

this Western Hemisphere which is an aca-

demic focus of his science, he may well be

proud of the opportunities now afforded for

the development of English physiology

;

and the greater part of this has come within

the last thirteen years.

Professorial chairs or their analogues are,

however, after all but a small part of the

provision for the development of physio-

logical science. The heart of physiology

is the laboratory. It is this which sends

the life-blood through the frame; and in

respect to this, perhaps, more than to any-

thing else, has the progress of the past

thirteen years been striking. Doubtless,

on both sides of the waters there were

physiological laboratories, and good ones,

in 1884; but how much have even these

during that period been enlarged and im-

proved, and how many new ones have been

added? In how many places, even right

up to about 1884, the professor or lecturer

was fain to be content with mere lecture

experiments and a simple course of histol-

ogy, with perhaps a few chemical exercises

for his students ! Now each teacher, how-

ever modest his post, feels and says that

the authorities under whom he works are

bound to provide him with the means of

leading his students along the only path by
which the science can be truly entered

upon, that by which each learner repeats

for himself the fundamental observations

on which the science is based.

But there is a still larger outcome from

the professorial chair and the physiological

laboratory than the training of the student;,

these are opportunities not for teaching

only, but also for research. And perhaps

in no respect has the development during

the past thirteen years been so marked as

in this. Never so clearly as during this

period has it become recognized that each

post for teaching is no less a post for learn-

ing, that among academic duties the mak-
ing knowledge is as urgent as the distribu-

ting it, and that among professorial quali-

fications the gift of garnering in new truths-

is at least as needful as facility in the di-

dactic exposition of old ones. Thirteen

years has seen a great change in this mat-

ter, and the progress has been perhaps

greater on this side of the water than on

the other, so far as English-speaking people

are concerned. We on the other side have
witnessed with envy the establishment on

this side of a university, physiology having

in it an honored place, the keynote of which

is the development of original research. It

will, I venture to think, be considered a

strong confirmation of my present theme

that the Clark University at Worcester

was founded only ten years ago.

And here, as an English-speaking per-

son, may I be allowed to point out, not with-

out pride, that these thirteen years of in-

creased opportunity have been thirteen years

of increased fruitfulness. In the history of

our science, among the names of the great

men who have made epochs, English names,

from Harvey onwards, occupy no mean
place ; but the greatness of such great men
is of no national birth ; it comes as it lists,

and is independent of time and of place. If

we turn to the more everyday workers,

whose continued labors more slowly build

up the growing edifice and provide the

needful nourishment for the greatness of

which I have just spoken, we may, I will

dare to say, afl&rm that the last thirteen
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years has brought contributions to physi-

ology, made known in the English tongue,

which, whether we regard their quanity

or their qualitj', significantly outdo the

like contributions made in any foregoing

period of the same length. Those contri-

butions have been equally as numerous,

equally as good on this side as on the other

side of the waters. And here I trust I

shall be pardoned if personal ties and af-

fection lead me to throw in a personal

word. May I not say that much which

has been done on this side has been di-

rectly or indirectly the outcome of the en-

ergy and gifts of one whom I may fitly

name on an occasion such as this, since,

though he belonged to the other side, his

physiological life was passed and his work

was done on this side, one who has been

taken from us since this Association last

met, Henry Newell Martin ?

Yes, during these thirteen years, if we
put aside the loss of comrades, physiology

has been prosperous with us and the out-

look is bright ; but, as everj' cloud has its

silver lining, so shadow follows all sun-

shine, success brings danger, and some-

thing bitter rises up amid the sweet of

prosperity. The development of which I

have spoken is an outcome of the progress-

ive activity of the age, and the dominant

note of that activity is heard in the word
' commercial.' Noblemen and noblewomen

open shop, and every one, low as well as

high, presses forward towards large or quick

profits. The very influences which have

made devotion to scientific inquiry a pos-

sible means of livelihood, and so fostered

scientific investigation, are creating a new
danger. The path of the professor was in

old times narrow and strait, and only the

few who had a real call cared to tread it

;

nowadays there is some fear lest it becomes

so broad and so easy as to tempt those who
are in no way fitted for it. There is an in-

creasing risk of men undertaking a research,

not because a question is crying out to them

to be answered, but in the hope that the

publication of their results may win for

them a lucrative post. There is, moreover,

an even greater evil ahead. The man who
lights on a new scientific method holds the

key of a chamber in which much gold may
be stored up ; and strong is the temptation

for him to keep the new knowledge to him-

self until he has filled his fill, while all the

time his brother-inquirers are wandering

about in the dark through lack of that

which he possesses. Such a selfish with-

holding of new scientific truth is beginning

to be not rare in some branches of knowl-

edge. May it never come near us !

Now I will, with your permission, cease

to sound the provincial note, and ask your

attention for a few minutes while I attempt

to dwell on what seem to me to be some of

the salient features of the fruits of physio-

logical activity, not among English-speak-

ing people only, but among all folk, during

the past thirteen years.

When we review the records of research

and discovery over any lengthened period,

we find that in every branch of the study

progress is irregular, that it ebbs and flows.

At one time a particular problem occupies

much attention, the periodicals are full of

memoirs about it, and many of the young

bloods flash their maiden swords upon it.

Then again for a while it seems to lie dor-

mant and unheeded. But quite irrespec-

tive of this feature, which seems to belong

to all lines of inquiry, we may recognize

two kinds of progress. On the one hand,

in such a period, in spite of the waves

just mentioned, a steady advance con-

tinually goes on in researches which were

begun and pushed forward in former peri-

ods, some of them being of very old date.

On the other hand, new lines of investiga-

tion, starting with quite new ideas or ren-

dered possible by the introduction of new
methods, are or may be begun. Such nat-
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urally attract great attention, and give a

special character to the period.

In the past tliirteen years we may recog-

nize both these kinds of progress. Of the

former kind I might take, as an example,

the time-honored problems of the mechanics

of the circulation. In spite of the labor

which has been spent on these in times of

old, something always remains to be done,

and the last thirteen years have not been

idle. The researches of Hilrthle and Tiger-

stedt, of Eoy and Adami, not to mention

others, have left us wiser than we were be-

fore. So again, with the also old problems

of muscular contraction, progress, if not

exciting, has been real ; we are some steps

measurably nearer understanding what
is the exact nature of the fundamental

changes which bring about contraction and
what are the relations of those changes to

the structure of muscular fibre. In respect

to another old problem, too, the beat of the

heart, we have continued to creep nearer

and nearer to the full light. Problems

again, the method of attacking which is of

more recent origin, such as the nature of

secretion, and the allied problem of the

nature of transudation, have engaged at-

tention and brought about that stirring of

the waters of controversy which, whatever

be its effects in other departments of life,

is never in science wholly a waste of time,

if indeed it be a waste of time at all, since,

in matters of science, the tribunal to which
the combatants of both sides appeal is al-

ways sure to give a true judgment in the

end. In the controversy thus arisen, the

last word has perhaps not yet been said,

but whether we tend at present to side

with Heidenhain, who has continued into

the past thirteen years the brilliant labors

which were, perhaps, the distinguishing

features of physiological progress in preced-

ing periods, and who in his present suffer-

ings carries with him, I am sure, the sym-
pathies, if not the hopes, of all his brethren,

or whether we are more inclined to join

those who hold different views, we may all

agree in saying that we have, in 1897, dis-

tinctly[clearer ideas ofwhy secretion gathers

in an alveolus or lymph in a lymph space

than we had in 1884.

I might multiply such examples of prog-

ress on more or less old lines until I

wearied you ; but I will try not to do so.

I wish rather to dwell for a few minutes on
some of what seems to be the salient new
features of the period under i-eview.

One such feature is, I venture to think,

the development of what may perhaps be
called the new physiological chemistry. "VVe

alwaj's are, and for a long time have been,

learning something new about the chemical

phenomena of living beings. During the

years preceding those immediately recent,

great progress, for which we have es-

pecially, perhaps, to thank Kiihne, was
made in our knowledge of the bodies which
we speak of as proteids and their allies.

But while admitting to the full the high

value of all these researches, and the great

light which they threw on many of the ob-

scurer problems of the chemical changes of

the body, such, for instance, as the digest-

ive changes and the clotting of blood, it

could not but be felt that their range was
restricted and their value limited. Crrant-

ing the extreme usefulness of being able to

distinguish bodies though their solution or

precipitation by means of this or that salt

or acid, this did not seem to promise to

throw much light on the all-important

problem as to what was the connection be-

tween the chemical constitution of such

bodies and their work in the economy
of a living being. For it need not be

argued that this is an all-important prob-

lem. To-day, as yesterday and in the days

before, the mention of the word vitalism or

its equivalent separates as a war-cry physi-

ologists into two camps, one contending

that all the phenomena of life can, and
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the other that they cannot, be explained

as the result of the action of chemico-

physical forces. For myself, I have always

felt that while such a controversy, like

other controversies as I ventured to say

just now, is useful as a stirring of the

waters, through which much oxygen is

brought home to many things and no little

purification effected, the time for the final

judgment on the question will not come

until we shall more clearly understand than

we do at present what we mean by physical

and chemical, and may, perhaps, be put off

until somewhere near the end of all things,

when we shall know as fully as we ever

shall what the forces to which we give these

names can do and what they cannot. Mean-

while, the great thing is to push forward,

so far as may be, the chemical analysis of

the phenomena presented by living beings.

Hitherto the physiological chemists, or the

chemical physiologists as perhaps they ought

rather to be called, have perhaps gone too

much their own gait, and have seemed to

be constructing too much a kind of chemis-

try of their own. But that, may I say, has

in part been so because they did not receive

from their distinctly chemical brethren the

help of which they were in need. May I go

so far as to say that to us physiologists

these our brethren seemed to be lagging

somewhat behind, at least along those lines

of their science which directly told on our

inquiries ? That is, however, no longer the

case. They are producing work and giv-

ing us ideas which we can carry straight

into physiological problems. The remark-

able work of Emil Fischer on sugars, one

of the bright results of my period of thirteen

years, may fully be regarded as opening up

a new era in the physiology of the carbohy-

drates; opening up a new era because it has

shown us the way how to invesigate physio-

logical problems on purely and distinctively

chemical lines. Not in the carbohydrates

only, but in all directions our younger in-

vestigators are treating the old problems by

the new chemical methods ; the old physio-

logical chemistry is passing away ; nowhere,

perhaps, is the outlook more promising than

in this direction ; and we may at any time

receive the news that the stubborn old

fortress of the- proteids has succumbed to

the new attack.

Another marked feature of the period

has been the increasing attention given to

the study of the lower forms of life, using

their simpler structures and more diffuse

phenomena to elucidate the more general

properties of living matter. During the

greater part of the present century physiol-

ogists have, as a rule, chosen as subjects of

their observations almost exclusively the

vertebrata ; by far the larger part of the re-

sults obtained during this time have been

gained by inquiries restricted to some half a

dozen kinds of backboned animals ; the frog

and the myograph, the dog and the kymo-

graph, have almost seemed the alpha and

the omega of the science. This has been

made a reproach by some, but, I cannot

help thinking, unjustly. Physiology is, in

its broad meaning, the unravelling of the

potentialities of things in the conditions

which we call living. In the higher animals

the evolution by differentiation has brought

these potentialities, so to speak, near the

surface, or even laid them bare as actual

properties capable of being grasped. In

the lower animals they still lie deep buried

in primeval sameness ; and we may grope

among them in vain unless we have a

clue furnished by the study of the higher

animal. This truth seems to have been early

recognized during the progress of the science.

In the old time, observers such as Spal-

lanzani, with but a moderate amount of ac-

cumulated knowledge behind them, and a

host of problems before them, with but few

lines of inquiry as yet definitely laid down,

were free to choose the subjects of their in-

vestigation where they pleased, and in the
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wide field open to them prodded, so to speak,

among all living things, indifferent whether

they possessed a backbone or no. But it

soon became obvious that the study of the

special problems of the more highly organ-

ized creature was more fruitful, or at least

more easily fruitful, than tliat of the general

problems of the simpler forms ; and hence

it came about that inquiry, as it went on,

grew more and more limited to the former.

But an increasing knowledge of the laws

of life as exemplified in the differentiated

phenomena of the mammal is increasingly

fitting us for a successful attack on the more
general phenomena of the lowly creatures

possessing little more than that molecular

organization, if such a phrase be permitted,

which alone supplies the conditions for the

manifestation of vital activities. And,

though it may be true that in all periods

men have from time to time labored at this

theme, I think that I am not wrong in say-

ing that the last dozen years or so mark a

distinct departure both as regards the num-
ber of researches directed to it, and also,

what is of greater moment, as regards the

definiteness and clearness of the results

thereby obtained. One has only to look at

the results recorded in the valuable treatises

of Verworn and Biedermann, whether ob-

tained by the authors themselves or by
others, to feel great hope that in the im-

mediately near future a notable advance will

be made in our grasp of the nature of that

varying collection of molecular conditions,

potencies and changes, slimy hitherto to

the intellectual no less than to the physical

touch, which we are in the habit of de-

noting by the more or less magical word
protoplasm. And, perhaps, one happy fea-

ture of such an advance will be one step in

the way of that reintegration which men of

science fondly hope may ultimately follow

the differentiation of studies now so fierce

and attended by many ills ; in the prob-

lems of protoplasm the animal physiologist

touches hands with the botanist, and both

find that under different names they are

striving towards the same end.

Closely allied to and, indeed, a part of

the above line of inquiry is the study of the

physiological attributes of the cell and of

their connection with its intrinsic organ-

ization. This is a study which, during the

last dozen years, has borne no mean fruits
;

but it is an old study, one which has been

worked at from time to time, reviving again

and again as new methods offered new op-

portunities. Moreover, it will probably

come directly before us in our sectional

work, and, therefore, I will say nothing

more of it here.

Still another striking feature of the past

dozen years has been the advance of our

knowledge in regard to those events of the

animal body which we have now learned

to speak of as ' internal secretion.' This

knowledge did not begin in this period.

The first note Avas sounded long ago in the

middle of the century, when Claude Ber-

nard made known what he called ' the gly-

cogenic function of the liver.' Men, too,

were busy with the thyroid body and the

suprarenal capsules long before the meet-

ing of the British Association at Montreal.

But it was since then, namely in 1889, that

Minkowski published his discovery of the

diabetic phenomena resulting from the total

removal of the pancreas. That, I venture

to think, was of momentous value, not only

as a valuable discovery in itself, but espe-

cially, perhaps, in confirming and fixing our

ideas as to internal secretion, and in encour-

aging further research.

Minkowski's investigation possessed this

notable feature, that it was clear, sharp and

decided, and, moreover, the chief factor,

namely sugar, was subject to quantitative

methods. The results of removing the

thyroid body had been to a large extent

general, often vague, and in some cases un-

certain ; so much so as to justify, to a cer-
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tain extent, the doubts held by some as to

the validity of the conclusion that the

symptoms witnessed were really and simply

due to the absence of the organ removed.

The observer who removes the pancreas

has to deal with a tangible and measurable

result, the appearance of sugar in the urine.

About this there can be no mistake, no un-

certainty. And the confidence thus en-

gendered in the conclusion that the pan-

creas, besides secreting the pancreatic juice,

effects some notable change in the blood

passing through it, spread to the analogous

conclusions concerning the thyroid and the

suprarenal, and moreover suggested further

experimental inquiry. By those inquiries

all previous doubts have been removed ; it

is not now a question whether or no the

thyroid carries on a so-called internal secre-

tion ; the problem is reduced to finding out

what it exactly does and how exactly it

does it. Moreover, no one can at the pres-

ent day suppose that this feature of inter-

nal secretion is confined to the thyroid, the

suprarenal and the pancreas ; it needs no

spirit of prophecy to foretell that the com-

ing years will add to physiological science

a large and long chapter, the first marked
distinctive verses of which belong to the

dozen years which have just passed away.

The above three lines of advance are of

themselves enough to j ustify a certain pride

on the part of the physiologist as to the

share which his science is taking in the

forward movements of the time. And yet

I venture to think that each and all of these

is wholly overshadowed by researches of

another kind, through which knowledge has

made, during the past dozen years or so, a

bound so momentous and so far-reaching

that all other results gathered in during the

time seem to shrink into relative insignifi-

cance.

It was a little before my period, in the

year 1879, that Golgi published his modest

note, ' Un nuovo processo di technica mi-

croscopia.'* That was the breaking out

from the rocks of a little stream which has

since swollen into a great flood. It is

quite true that long before a new era in our

knowledge of the central nervous system

had been opened up by the works of Fer-

rier and of Fritch and Hitzig. Between
1870 and 1880 progress in this branch of

physiology had been continued and rapid.

Yet that progress had left much to be de-

sired. On the one hand, the experimental

inquiries, eveu when they were carried out

with the safeguard of an adequate psychical

analysis of the phenomena which presented

themselves, and this was not always the

case, sounded a very uncertain note, at

least when they dealt with other than

simply motor effects. They were, more-

over, not unfrequently in discord with

clinical experience. In general the con-

clusions which were arrived at through

them, save such as were based on the pro-

duction of easily recognized and often

measurable movements, were regarded by
many as conclusions of the kind which
could not be ignored, which demanded re-

spectful attention, and yet which failed to

carry conviction. It seemed to be risking

too much to trust too implicitly to the

apparent teaching of the results arrived at

;

something appeared wanting to give these

their full validity, to explain their full and
certain meaning by showing their connec-

tion with what was known in other ways
and by other methods. On the other hand,

during nearly all this time, in spite of the

valuable results acquired by the continually

improving histological technique, by the

degeneration method and by the develop-

mental method, by the study of the periods

of myelination, most of us, at all events,

were sitting down, as our forefathers had
done, before the intricate maze of encephalic

structure, fascinated by its complexity, but

*Bendiconii del reale Istiiulo Lomhardo, Vol. XII., p.

206.
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wondering what it all meant. Even when

we attempted to thread our way through

the relatively simple tangle of the spinal

cord, to expect that we should ever see our

way so to unravel out the strands of fibres,

here thick, there thin, now twisting and

turning, and anon running straight, or so

to set out in definite constellations the

seeming milky way of star-like cells, so to

do this as to make the conformation of the

cord explain the performances of which it

is capable, appeared to be something beyond

our reach. And when we passed from the

cord to those cerebral structures the even

gross topography of which is the despair of

the beginner in anatomical studies, the

multiple maze of gray and white matter

seemed to frame itself into the letters graven

on the gateway of the city of Dis, and bid

us leave all hope behind.

What a change has come upon us during

the past dozen years, and how great is the

hope of ultimate success which we have to-

day. Into what at the meeting at Montreal

seemed a cloudy masss, in which most

things were indistinct and doubtful, and

into which' each man could read images of

possible mechanisms according as his fancy

led, the method of Golgi has fallen like a

clarifying drop, and at the present moment
we are watching with interest and delight

how that vague cloud is beginning to clear

up and develop into a sharp and definite

picture, in which lines objectively distinct

and saying one thing only reveal themselves

more and more. This is not the place to

enter into details, and I will content my-
self with pointing out as illustrative of my
theme the progress which is being made in

our knowledge of how we hear and how
sounds effect us. A dozen years ago we
possessed experimental and clinical evi-

dence which led us to believe that auditory

impulses sweeping up the auditory nerve

became developed into auditory sensations

through events taking place in the temporo-

sphenoidal convolution, and we had some
indications that as these passed upward
through the lower and middle brain the

strise acusticEe and the lateral fillet had
some part to play. Beyond this we knew
but little. To-day we can with confidence

construct a diagram which he who runs can

read, showing how the impulses undergoing

a relay in the tuberculum acusticum and

accessory nucleus pass by the strife acusti-

cse and trapezoid fibres to the superior olive

and trapezoid nucleus, and onwards by the

lateral fillet to the posterior corpus quadra-

geminum and to the cortex of the temporo-

sphenoidal convolution. And if much, very

much, yet remains to be done even in track-

ing out yet more exactly thepath pursued by
the impulses, while they are yet still unde-

veloped impulses, not as yet lit up with

consciousness, and in understanding the

functional meaning ofrelays and apparently

alternate routes, to say nothing of the

deeper problems of when and how the psy-

chical element intervenes, we feel that we
have in our hands the clue by means of

which we may hope to trace out clearly the

mechanisms by which, whether conscious-

ness plays its part or no, sounds affect so pro-

foundly and so diversely the movements of

the body, and haply some time or other to

tell, in a plain and exact way, the story of

how we hear. I have thus referred to hear-

ing because the problems connected with

this seemed, thirteen years ago, so emi-

nently obscure ; it appeared so preeminently

hard a task, that of tracing out the path of

an ordinai'y impulse through the confused

maze of fibre and cell presented by the

lower and middlebrain. Of the mechanism

of sight we seemed even then to have better

knowledge, but how much more clearly do

we, so to speak, see vision now ? So also

with all other sensations, even those most

obscure ones of touch and pain ; indeed,

all over the nervous system light seems

breaking in a most remarkable way.
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This great and siguificanfc progress we
owe, I venture to say, to Golgi, to the

method introduced by him ; and I for one

cannot help being glad that this important

contribution to science, as well as another

contingent and most valuable one, the de-

generation method of Marchi, should be

among the many tokens that Italy, the

mother of all sciences in times gone by, is

now once more taking her right place in

scientific no less than in political life. We
owe, I say, this progress to Golgi in the

sense that the method introduced by him
was the beginning of the new researches.

We owe, moreover, to Golgi not the mere

technical introduction of the method, but

something more. He himself pointed out

the theoretical significance of the results

which his method produced ; and if in this

he has been outstripped and even corrected

by others, his original merit must not be

allowed to be forgotten. Those others are

many, in many lands. The first, perhaps,

was Frithiof Nansen, whose brief but brill-

iant memoir makes us selfish physiologists

regret that the icy charms of the N'orth Pole

so early froze in him the bubbling springs

of histological research. Of the rest two
names stand out conspicuous. If rejuvenes-

cent Italy invented this method, another

ancient country, whose fame, once brilliant

in the past, like that of Italy, suffered in

later times an eclipse, produced the man
who, above all others, has showed us how
to use it. At the meeting at Montreal a

voice from Spain telling of things physio-

logical would have seemed a voice crying

•out of the wilderness ; to-day the name of

Ramon-y-Cayal is in every physiologist's

mouth. That is one name, but there is yet

another. Years ago, when those of us who
are now veterans and see signs that it is

time for us to stand aside were spelling out

the primer of histology, one name was al-

ways before us as that of a man who touched

every tissue and touched each well. It is

a consoling thought to some of the elder

ones that histological research seems to be

an antidote to senile decay. As the com-

panion of the young Spaniard in the preg-

nant work on the histology of the central

nervous system done in the eighties and the

nineties of the century, must be named the

name of the man who was brilliant in the

fifties, Albert von Kolliker.

When I say that the progress of our

knowledge of the central nervous system

during the past thirteen years has been

largely due to the application of the method
of Golgi, I do not mean that it, alone and
by itself, has done what has been done.

That is not the way of science. Almost

every thrust forward in science is a result-

ant of concurrent forces working along dif-

ferent lines ; and in most cases at least sig-

nificant progress comes when efibrts from

different quarters meet and join hands.

And especially as regards methods it is true

that their value and effect depend on their

coming at their allotted times. As I said

above, neither experimental investigation

nor clinical observation nor histological in-

quiry by the then known methods had been

idle before 1880. They had, moreover,

borne even notable fruits, but one thing

was lacking for their fuller fruition. The
experimental and clinical results all postu-

lated the existence of clear definite paths

for impulses within the central nervous

system, of paths moreover which, while

clear and sharp, were manifold and, under

certain conditions, alternate or even vicari-

ous, and were so constructed that the im-

pulses as they swept along them underwent

from time to time—that is, at some place

or other—transformations or at least

changes in nature. But the methods of

histological investigations available before

that of Golgi, though they taught us much,

failed to furnish such an analysis of the

tangle of gray and white matter as would
clearly indicate the paths required. This
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the method of Golgi did, or rather is doing.

Where gold failed silver has succeeded, and

is succeeding. Thanks to the black tract

which silver when handled in a certain way
leaves behind it in the animal body, as in-

deed it does elsewhere, we can now trace

out, within the central nervous system, the

pathway afforded by the nerve cell and the

nerve cell alone. We see its dendrites

branching out in various directions, each

alert to dance the molecular dance assigned

to it at once by the more lasting conditions

which we call structural, and the more pass-

ing ones which we call functional, so soon

as some partner touch its hand. We see

the body of the cell with its dominant nu-

cleus ready to obey and yet to marshal and

command the figure so started. We see

the neuraxon prepared to carry that figure

along itself, it may be to far-distant parts,

it may be to near ones, or to divert it along

collaterals, it may be many, or it may be

few, or to spread out at once among numer-

ous seemingly equipollent branches. And
whether it prove ultimately true or no that

the figure of the dancing molecules sweeps

always onwards along the dendrites towards

the nucleus, and always outwards away
from the nucleus along the neuraxon, or

whatever way in the end be shown to be

the exact differences in nature and action

between the dendrites and the neuraxon,

this at least seems sure, that cell plays upon

cell only by such a kind of contact as seems

to afford an opportunity for change in the

figure of the dance, that is to say, in the

nature of the impulse, and that in at least

the ordinary play it is the terminal of the

neuraxon (either of the main core or a col-

lateral) of one cell which touches with a

vibrating touch the dendrite or the body of

some other cell. We can thus, I say, by

the almost magic use of a silver token—

I

say magic use, for he who for the first time

is shown a Golgi preparation is amazed to

learn that it is such a sprawling thing as he

sees before him which teaches so much, and

yet when he comes to use it acquires daily

increased confidence in its worth—it is by
the use of such a silver token that we have

been able to unravel so much of the intri-

cate tangle of the possible paths of nervous

impulses. By themselves, the acquisition

of a set of pictures of such black lines

would be of little value. But, and this I

venture to think is the important point, to

a most remarkable extent, and with note-

worthy rapidity, the histological results

thus arrived at, aided by analogous results

reached by the degeneration method, espe-

cially by the newer method of Marchi, have

confirmed or at times extended and cor-

rected the teachings of experimental inves-

tigation and clinical observation. It is

this which gives strength to our present

position; we are attacking our problems

along two independent lines. On the one

hand we are tracing out anatomical paths^

and lajdng bare the joints of histological

machinery ; on the other hand, beginning

with the phenomena, and analyzing the

manifestations of disorder, whether of our

own making or no, as well as of order, we
are striving to delineate the machinery by
help of its action. When the results of

the two methods coincide, we may be con-

fident that we are on the road of all truth
;

when they disagree, the very disagreement

serves as the starting-point for fresh in-

quiries along the one line or the other.

Fruitful as have been the labors of the

past dozen years, we may rightly consider

them as but the earnest of that which is to

come ; and those of us who are far down
on the slope of life may wistfully look for-

ward to the next meeting of the Associa-

tion on these Western shores, wondering

what marvels will then be told.

Physiology, even in the narrower sense

to which, by emphasis on the wavering

barrier which parts the animal from the

plant, it is restricted in this Section, deals
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with many kinds of being, and with many-

things in each. But, somewhat as man, in

one aspect a tiny fragment of the world,

still more of the universe, in another

aspect looms so great as to overshadow

everything else, so the nervous system,

seen from one point of view, is no more

than a mere part of the whole organ-

ism, but, seen from another point of view,

seems by its importance to swallow up

all the rest. As man is apt to look upon

all other things as mainly subserving

his interests and purposes, so the physiolo-

gist, but with more justice, may regard all

the rest of the body as mainly subserving

the welfare of the nervous system ; and, as

man was created last, so our natural knowl-

edge of the working of that nervous system

has been the latest in its growth. But, if

there be any truth in what I have urged to-

day, we are witnessing a growth which

promises to be as rapid as it has seemed to be

delayed. Little spirit ofprophecy is needed

to foretell that in the not so distant future the

teacher of physiology will hurry over the

themes on which he now dwells so long,

in order that he may have time to ex-

pound the most important of all the truths

which he has to tell, those which have to do

with the manifold workings of the brain.

And I will be here so bold as to dare to

point out that this development of his

science must, in the times to come, influ-

ence the attitude of the physiologist towards

the world, and ought to influence the atti-

tude of the world towards him. I imagine

that if a plebiscite, limited even to instruc-

ted, I might almost say scientific, men,

were taken at the present moment, it would

be found that the most prevalent concep-

tion of physiology is that it is a something

which is in some way an appendage to the

art of medicine. That physiology is, and

always must be, the basis of the science of

healing, is so much a truism that I would
not venture to repeat it here were it not

that some of those enemies, alike to science

and humanity, who are at times called

anti-vivisectionists, and whose zeal often

outruns, not only discretion, but even
truth, have quite recently asserted that I

think otherwise. Should such a halluci-

nation ever threaten to possess me, I should

only have to turn to the little we j'et know
of the physiology of the nervous system

and remind myself how great a help the

results of pure physiological curiosity—

I

repeat the words, pure physiological curi-

osity, for curiosity is the mother of science

—have been, alike to the surgeon and the

physician, in the treatment of those in

some way most afflicting maladies, the

diseases of the nervous system. No, phys-

iology is, and always must be, the basis

of the science of healing ; but it is some-

thing more. When physiology is dealing

with those parts of the body which we
call muscular, vascular, glandular tissues

and the like, rightly handled she points

out the way not only to mend that

which is hurt, to repair the damages of

bad usage and disease, but so to train the

growing tissues and to guide the grown
ones as that the best use may be made of

them for the purposes of life. She not only

heals, she governs and educates. ISTor does

she do otherwise when she comes to deal

with the nervous tissues. Nay, it is the

very prerogative of these nervous tissues

that their life is above that of all the other

tissues, contingent on the environment and
susceptible of education. If increasing

knowledge gives us increasing power so to

mould a muscular fibre that it shall play

to the best the part which it has to play

in life, the little knowledge we at present

possess gives us at least much confidence

in a coming far greater power over the

nerve cell. This is not the place to plunge

into the deep waters of the relation which
the body bears to the mind ; but this at

least stares us in the face, that changes in
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what we call the body bring about changes

in what we call the mind. When we alter

the one, we alter the other. If, as the

whole past history of our science leads us

to expect, in the coming years a clearer and

deeper insight into the nature and condi-

tion of that molecular dance which is to us

the material token of nervous action, and a

fuller, exacter knowledge of the laws which

govern the sweep of nervous impulses along

fibre and cell, give us wider and director

command over the moulding of the grow-

ing nervous mechanism and the maintenance

and regulation of the grown one, then as-

suredly physiology will take its place as a

j udge of appeal in questions not only of the

body, but of the mind ; it will raise its voice

not in the hospital and consulting-room

only, but also in the senate and the school.

One word more. We physiologists are

sorely tempted towards self-righteousness,

for we enjoy that blessedness which comes

when men revile you and persecute j'ou

and say all manner of evil against you

falsely. In the mother-country our hands

are tied by an Act which was defined by

one of the highest legal authorities as a

' penal ' Act ; and though with us, as with

others, difiBculties may have awakened ac-

tivity, our science suffers from the action

of the State. And some there are who

would go still farther than the State has

gone, though that is far, who would take

from us even that which we have, and bid

us make bricks wholly without straw. To

go back is always a hard thing, and we in

England can hardly look to any great bet-

terment for at least many years to come.

But unless what I have ventured to put be-

fore you to-day be a mocking phantasm,

unworthy of this great Association and

this great occasion, England in this respect

at least offers an example to be shunned

alike by her offspring and her fellows.

Michael Foster.

Cambridge University.

CHEMISTRY AT THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

The work of the Chemical Section of the

British Association was inaugurated with

the address of its President, Professor Eam-
say : 'An Undiscovered Gas.' Starting with

a discussion of the history of the various

periodic relationships which have been

shown to exist among the elements, and of

the definition of the properties of unknown
members of several of the Groups prior to

their isolation, the attempt was made to

establish the probability of the existence,

and to prophesy the characteristics of an

element, as yet unknown, forming a ' triad'

with helium and argon. Between fluorine

and manganese lies chlorine ; between oxy-

gen and chromium, sulphur; between nitro-

gen and vanadium, jphosphorus; between

carbon and titanium, silicon, etc. The in-

termediate element possesses an atomic

weight greater, on the average, by 16 units

than that of the lightest member of the

triad, and less by 20 units than that of the

heaviest. Between the lightest and the

heaviest, therefore, the difference in atomic

weight is appi'oximately 36 units, which is

also the difference between the accepted

atomic weights ofhelium (4) andargon (40).

"There should, therefore, be an undiscov-

ered element between helium and argon,

with an atomic weight 16 units higher than

that of helium, and 20 units lower than

that of argon, namely 20. And if this un-

known element, like helium and argon,

should prove to consist of monatomic mole-

cules, then its density should be half its

atomic weight, 10. And, pushing the anal-

ogy still farther, it is to be expected that

this element should be as indifierent to

union with other elements as the two al-

lied elements."

Professor Bamsay next reviewed his vari-

ous efforts to obtain the third member of

the helium-argon triad. The most promis-

ing method—that of systematic diffusion of

the individual gases—failed to show the
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presence of any second gas in purified ar-

gon ; from wliat has been known as ' pure

helium,' however, this process finally iso-

lated a heavier gas which showed the spec-

troscopic characteristics of argon. N"o ex-

perimental evidence has so far been ob-

tained for a gas with a density of 10.

The address concludes with a discussion

of the probable position of argon in the

Periodic System, the argument being along

the same lines as that previously put for-

vvrard by the author in his work, ' The Gases

of the Atmosphere.' Attention is called to

the fact that the differences of the atomic

weights of elements following one another

in any one Series are quite irregular, vary-

ing in the Lithium Series from 1.0 to 3.0, in

the Sodium Series from 1.0 to 3.5, [etc.

Again, in the Silver Series iodine undoubt-

edly follows tellurium, and yet all the re-

cent determinations of the atomic weight

of the latter element unite upon a figure

almost a unit above that of iodine
;
just as

density-determinations indicate an atomic

weight for argon nearly one unit higher

than that of potassium which follows it in

the System. The author concludes that the

relative weights of the atoms of elements,

while indicating roughly their position in

a perfect Periodic System, are not to be

taken as the absolute criterion of their

relative sequence. As it is not possible in

this short review adequately to discuss this

matter, the reader is referred to the author's

own statement of the argument.*

In the course of the Meeting Professor

Ramsay presented (1) a paper dealing with

the process employed in the separation of

gases of diiferent densities by fractional

diffusion, and (2)—for Mr. Mon-is Travers

—a proof of the fact that the hydrogen

evolved on heating minerals in a vacuum
is due to the decomposition of water me-
chanically held and is not present in the

form of any other compound. In a paper

* Science, Oct. 1st, pp. 493-502.

before the Physical Section he called atten-

tion to the great delicacy of refractivity-

determinations as a means of deciding upon
the purity of light gases.

The superiority of the oxalate method

for the separation of thorium from the

other elements with which it is usually

associated was demonstrated by Professor

Brauner, who also presented the results ob-

tained in a redetermination of the atomic

weight of the metal. Professor T. W.
Richards reviewed his recent very impor-

tant work upon the atomic weights of

cobalt and nickel, explaining the methods

of purification of the salts employed and

the apparatus in which they were got ready

for weighing. Professor Meslans gave an

interesting exhibition of the properties of

free fluorine prepared according to the

method of Moissan, but in a vessel of

copper, instead of platinum, and sur-

rounded by a freezing-mixture of ice and

solid carbon dioxide. A very brief paper

by Professors Moissan and Dewar on some

of the physical constants of liquid fluor-

ine was read by Professor Meldola.

Other papers on inorganic chemistry were

those of Mr. E. C. C. Paly, on the formation

of a compound when mercury falls in a

finely divided state through an atmosphere

of oxygen, and which appears to contain

the oxygen in the form of ozone ; of Dr. C.

A. Kohn, on the electrolytic determination

of copper and iron in oysters, reminiscent

of the recent ' oyster scare ' in Great

Britain ; of Professor W. "W. Andrews, on

the great increase in the rapidity and ac-

curacy of blowpipe determinations through

the use of tablets of plaster of Paris instead

of charcoal ; of Professor Dunnington, on

the occurrence of titanic oxide in soils
;

and of F. T. Shutt, on analyses of Canadian

virgin soils.

In the field of oi'ganic chemisty the most

interesting paper—perhaps the most striking

communication presented at this meeting of
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the Association—was that of Professor ISTef,

on ' The Chemistry of Methylene,' only a

portion of which, however, was read. The

author, as a result of this and former woi'k,

claims among other things to have proved

the existence of isomeric acetylenes, one of

which is characterized by the presence of a

bivalent carbon atom and should therefore

be represented by the formula = C : CHj.

This substance and its derivatives are re-

markable on account of their extraordinary

instability, horrible odor and extremely

poisonous properties— peculiarities shared

in large measure by all compounds of biva-

lent carbon, among which the author in-

cludes the cyanides. By a continuation of

the process of removing hydrogen. Professor

Nef expects to isolate gaseous and liquid

carbon, with molecular weights of 24 and

72, respectively ! The publication of the

full text of this remarkable paper will cer-

tainly be awaited with interest.

As the result of a careful research. Pro-

fessor Freer brought forward further argu-

ments in favor of the view advanced by

Nef for the constitution of the aliphatic

ketones and their metallic derivatives. Dr.

Lehmann reported the production ofbenzene

derivatives through the reduction of a 1:6

diketone formed by the condensation of

benzil with two molecules of acetophenone.

A paper on the ' Condensation-products of

Aldehydes and Amides ' was read by Dr.

Kohn. A report of analyses of pre-carbon-

iferous coals was presented by Professor W.
H. Ellis.

Professor Roberts-Austen exhibited some

photographs of the ' splash ' produced by

objects falling into molten metals, and in-

tended to show the similaritjr of behavior

in these and other liquids. Mr. Eamage
explained a number of photographs of the

spectra of minerals and metals, prepared by

Professor Hartley and himself. Dr. W. L.

Miller exhibited an apparatus designed to

determine the vapor-tensions of liquid mix-

tures. Mr. W. L. T. Addison read a por-

tion of an interesting paper ou the forma-

tion of crystals. Short papers by Dr. Glad-

stone and Mr. Hibbert and by Dr. T. Wad-
dell discussed the absorption of Eontgen

rays by the light metals. The curious ef-

fects produced by certain metals upon a

photographic plate when placed in contact

with it, or even, in some cases, in its neigh-

borhood, were discussed by Dr. W . J. Eus-

sell. In the mutual decomposition of hy-

drobromio and bromic acids. Professor

James Walker finds an interesting case

where the application of the theory of elec-

trolytic dissociation furnishes a satisfac-

tory explanation of the course taken by

the reaction.

Two papers remain to be mentioned, that

of Professor Andrews on ' Eeform in the

Teaching of Chemistry,' and that of Pro-

fessor Meldola on ' The Eationale of Chem-

ical Synthesis.' The latter was an attempt

to find a common ground upon which the

chemist and the physiologist could work,

each along his own lines of research, and

where, by united judicious effort, more

rapid progress could be made into those

mysterious regions now withholding from

our eager quest so much of vast importance

to mankind.
W. W. E.

OEOGRAPHY AT THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

The geographers of the United States and

Canada have every reason to feel highly

pleased with the reception given them at the

Toronto meeting of the British Association.

Every effort was made to have the visiting

geographers feel that their hosts consid-

ered them, not guests, but fellow-workers.

Nearly one-half of the general committee

was composed ofresidents of North America,

and one day was given over to papers con-

cerning Canada and the United States. In

all, nearly half of the papers presented were

by Americans.
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The National Geographic Society, of

Washington, D. C, had made especial

efforts to have America well represented,

and much is due to its efforts. It is, how-

ever, to be regretted that there were so many-

papers of an historical character dealing

with the geographic results of the several

government bureaus of the United States

and Canada, and so few papers on the one

branch of geography in which America has

done the most in the last few years, namely,

Physiography. The absence of many of our

best physiographers on official field duties

partly accounts for the scarcity of such

eommunications.

The meeting of the Section opened most

a.uspiciously with a goodly attendance at

the address of the President, Dr. J. Scott

Keltic, Secretary of the Royal Geographical

Society, and editor of the Geographical Jour-

nal and Statesmen's Year Book. Dr. Keltie's

careful summary ofthe geographical results

to date, and his outline of possible future

work, has already been published in several

places, and needs.no further comment. The
listening American was impressed with the

heartfelt compliments that the author paid

to the works of several Americans, and to

the various United States government bu-

reaus.

In the afternoon of the first day Sir

George Robertson gave a very interesting

and entertaining account of Kaflristan and

the Kafii'S, and his life among them. Mr.

E. G. Ravenstein reported in brief the re-

sults of the Committee on the Climatology

of Africa. The committee is continued with

a grant of £10 from the Association. The
two following papers were brief abstracts of

recent investigations of the Physiography

and Temperature of Nova Zembla and Spitz-

bergen.

The second day of the meeting was to

have been devoted to educational papers,

but there were not enough to fill the pro-

gram. The day opened with a short

paper by the writer on ' Scientific Geography

for Schools,' a plea for the assistance of

scientists in the planning and execution of

geographical courses in schools for all

grades. A brief summary was given by the

President of the voluminous report of the

Committee on Geographical Education, pre-

pared by Mr. A. J. Hei'bertson. The Royal

Geographical Society has within the last

fourteen years accomplished a very great

reform in geographical education, since the

careful study of the conditions by Dr. Keltie

brought attention to the matter. Other

papers of the forenoon were by Lieutenant-

Colonel Bailey, on ' Forestry in India.' Col-

onel Bailey gave a very interesting account

of the present conditions of the forests and

the methods of protection necessary, a paper

that showed thorough familiarity Avith the

subject at first hand. The indefatigable Re-

corder of the Section, Dr. Hugh R. Mill,

who is also librarian of the Royal Geograph-

ical Society, presented a very thoughtful

paper on the ' Classification of Geography,'

based on the results of his labors in cata-

loguing. The last paper of the fore-

noon was by Mr. Vaughn Cornish, on the

' Distribution of Detritus by the Sea,' in

which the author considered the ocean pro-

cesses in much detail.

In the afternoon Professor John Milne,

the seismologist, gave a very suggestive and

interesting lectui'e on ' Certain Submarine

Changes,' deduced from his study of earth-

quakes and the breaking of ocean cables.

Professor Milne also gave a more popular

and inclusive evening lecture before the

whole Association, and other papers before

the Geological Section, each of which pre-

sented many new thoughts of practical

use to geologists and geographers. Mr.

Ravenstein followed Professor Milne with

a detailed account of the result of his

studies concerning the Congo and the Cape

of Good Hope from 1482 to 1488, and the

first rounding of the Cape.
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. The third day was devoted to the geogra-

phy of the United States and Canada, and
the papers presented were mostly of a his-

torical character, and included an account

of the work of the various geographical

institutions of the United States, by Mar-
cus Baker; the Work of the United States

Coast and Geodetic Survey, by Dr. T. C.

Mendenhall ; the Hydrography of the

United States, by Mr. P. H. I^ewell ; the

Geographical Work of the United States

Geological Survey, by Mr. C. D. Walcott

;

Geographical Work of the Canada Geolog-

ical Survey, by Mr. C. J. White ; the Work
of the Canada Weather Bureau, by Mr.

Stupart, and of the Ignited States Weather
Bureau, by Mr. Willis L. Moore.

Professor William M. Davis gave an ac-

count of the coastal plain of Maine. This

paper epitomized the principles of the

physiographic classification of land forms,

and gave a careful account of the features

of the coastal plain of Maine and its posi-

tion in the classification, in spite of what
appeared to be at first apparent anomalies.

Mr. C. E. Lumsden entered a strong plea

for the unification oftime at sea, and showed
the confusion arising from the present sys-

tems of time record employed by mariners.

The paper of the day drawing the largest

audience was that of the explorer and
geographer, Dr. J. B. Tyrrell, who gave an
interesting illustrated account of the Barren

Lands of Canada. Some of the tales of

game in this region of diiBcult traveling,

though verified by the camera, were almost

incredible.

The session of the fourth day, devoted to

physical geography, opened with a large

audience to greet the explorer and hunter,

Mr. E. C. Selous, who gave a glowing ac-

count of the Economic Geography of Rhode-

sia, based on an intimate knowledge of

about a quarter of a centur3^ This paper

added many data of value to those brought

forth by the report of the Committee on

Climatology of Africa, and was full of in-

terest because of the present political con-

dition of South Africa. Other papers of

the morning were :
' A Journey in Tripoli,'

by J. T. Myres
;

' On the Direction of Lines

of Structure in Eurasia,' by Prince Ki-opot-

kin
;

' Potamology as a Branch of Geogra-

phy,' by Professor A. Penck, and the ' Geo-

graphical Development of the Lower Missis-

sippi,' by E. L. Corthell, concerning which
it is impossible, for lack of space, to make
separate note. Suffice it to say that these

papers were among the most scientific of the

physical geography papers, and were all of

value. The afternoon session was again

devoted to North America, with papers on
' Southeastern Alaska,' by Otto J. Klotz ,-

' The First Ascent of Mt. Lefroy and Mt.

Aberdeen,' by Professor H. B. Dixon, and
'Mexico Felix and Mexico Deserta,' by 0.

H. Howarth. Recent exploration was Avell

represented by the paper on Mt. Lefroy

and Mt. Aberdeen, as these peaks had just

been scaled for the first time within a few

weeks of the meeting.

The last day was devoted to a geograph-

ical round up, and could not be classified.

The principal paper, read by General A. W.
Greely, was 'The Growth and Material

Conditions of the United States,' prepared

by Mr. Henry Gannett. Professor W. M.
Davis spoke on the importance of geogra-

phy as a university subject.

Though these papers were the only ones

that were presented in the Section of Geog-

raphy, they were not the only geographic

papers before the Association ; other papers

pertaining to physical and anthropological

geography were given in different Sec-

tions. When we consider the geographic

papers in toto, we see that the meeting

was memorable for the new geographic

material presented. New ideas of political

or physical geography were not all, how-

ever, that the visiting geographers carried

away from Toronto. The contact with the
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best geographers from abroad was of very

great value, particularly to many of the

younger men. On every hand good fellow-

ship prevailed, and every one present felt a

new impulse to work from the inspiration

of the meeting. Many of the visitors took

the trip to the western coast after the meet-

ing, on which, according to reports, fully as

great results geographically were obtained

as at the meeting. Not only must Canada

feel a new scientific movement of progress

from the meeting, but the United States as

well must join in the good to be obtained.

The visitors from abroad all agreed that

they had gained much from the trip more

helpful than mere information. All the

Americans trust that they have been able

to give in return a part of what they have

received, and that this international meet-

ing may help the cause of geography on

on both sides of the water.

EicHARD E. Dodge.

IS THE DENVER F0B3IATI0N LACUSTRINE
OR FLOVIATILE?

The usual interpretation of stratified de-

posits refers them to accumulation beneath

water, either in the sea or in lakes. But

many observers have recognized the ability

of rivers to form stratified deposits moi'e or

less extensive ; hence the mere occurrence

of stratification might suggest fluviatile as

well as lacustrine or marine origin ; and

some other sign than stratification would

be needed to distinguish among these sev-

eral conditions of deposition. When fossils

are contained in the strata it is commonly
easy to determine at least whether they

were of salt or fresh water origin ; but

when without fossils, or when containing

only fresh water or land fossils, it may be

still a question whether the deposits were

formed in lakes or rivers. It has been per-

haps assumed that river deposits must be

local, while lacustrine deposits may be wide-

spread ; but the immense fluviatile deposits

of the Indo-Gangetic plain must suflice to

free the products of aggrading rivers from

narrow bounds. Blandford's account of

the vast deposits of waste in long sloping

plains at the base of mountain ranges in

the interior basins of Persia, as well as the

description of similar accumulations in

our western country, shows that extensive

stratified deposits may be formed in regions

where even rivers are not a constant or con-

spicuous agency ; and the believer in the

competency of small processes to produce

great results if time enough is allowed

would find it difficult to set limits to the

area or thickness of formation of such origin.

The distinction between true lacustrine

sediments and true fluviatile sediments may
be made in part by their composition and

structure and in part by their fossils. Riv-

er deposits are of variable sequence, coarse

and flne, evenly or unevenly arranged,

cross- bedded, ripple-marked and sun-

cracked. Mid-lake deposits are of fine

texture and even structure, becoming coarse

and irregular only near their margin. A
characteristic lacustrine fauna, enclosed in

mid-lake silts, should be easily distinguished

from the mixture of land and water fauna

that might be preserved in coarser lake-

border deposits or in the coarse and fine

strata of normal river deposits. In the ab-

sence of a fauna, it might be difficult to

distinguish lake-border deposits from river

deposits ; there might indeed be difiiculty in

separating lacustrine silts from the fine silts

of river flood-plains, if fossils were wanting.

Gilbert's interpretation of some of the

newer deposits on the Plains of Colorado

near the Arkansas river as of fluviatile

origin, and the adoption of his idea by the

geologists of Kansas for the eastward ex-

tension of the same formations, has recently

given practical application to the above

generalities. Penck gives in his Morphologie

a number of European examples of depos-

its ordinarily called lacustrine, but which
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he regards as fluviatile. And oa my return

liome from a siglib of the Plains this sum-

mer, the receipt of Monograph XXVII.,

U. S. G. S., on the Geology of the Denver

Basin, by Emmons, Cross and Eldridge,

suggests a further extension of the discus-

sion. It is particularly with regard to the

Arapahoe and Denver formations, in Colo-

rado, that the conditions of origin seem

open to another interpretation than that

given by these authors ; for it is noticeable

that a lacustrine origin seems to have been

almost taken for gi'anted, and that a fluvia-

tile origin is not discussed.

The Arapahoe formation is thus intro-

duced :
" After an erosion of the Laramie

beds * * *, a considerable fresh-water lake

was formed and sedimentation again set in.

What the exact area of this lake was it is

not possible now to determine; * * * whether

the lake was continuous along the mountain

front or there were several small isolated

basins it is as j'et impossible to deter-

mine. * * * In it were deposited more

than 600 to 800 feet of sediments. * * *

Of these sediments the lower 50 to 200

feet were conglomerates, the upper 400

to 600 feet arenaceous clays. Vertebrate

remains are found in both the conglomer-

ates and the clays, more abundant and bet-

ter preserved, however, in the latter." (P.

31, 32.)

The interval between the Arapahoe and

Denver formations is thus described :
" Be-

tween the deposition of the Arapahoe and

Denver beds a considerable time-interval

occurred, during which, as the record of the

rocks shows, the Arapahoe lake was drained

and the sediments deposited in its bottom

were considerably eroded. The movement
which caused the drainage of the lake was,

as far as present indications go, rather local

in its effects, and produced no important

deformation of the beds already deposited.

* * * This movement was succeeded, after

a considerable lapse of time, by a depression

sufficient to allow of the formation of a

second lake in the Denver basin. * * * The
nature of the depression which produced

such lakes without admitting marine waters

to any extent within the area affected is not

readily conceivable, yet its effects are shown

to have been widespread by the considerable

thicknesses of fresh-water beds consisting

largely of eruptive debris." (P. 32.)

The following description is given of the

Denver deposits: "The beds deposited in

the Denver Lake reached a thickness of

over 1,400 feet along the flanks of the

mountains, but were probablj^ somewhat

thinner toward the middle of the basin.

* * * That the Denver beds were depos-

ited in shallow waters is shown by the fre-

quent cross bedding observable both in

sandstone and conglomerate, and by the

plant remains and standing tree stumps

that abound at certain horizons. * * * The
Archean material contains large boulders,

and the sand grains are angular." (P.

33.)

The vertebrate paleontology of the Den-

ver basin is ti-eated by Professor Marsh in

the later pages of the monograph. IS^early

all of the typical vertebrate fossils of the

Denver region here discussed " were essen-

tially land animals, but not a few of them,

especially of the Eeptilia, lived near the

water and there met their fate. The preser-

vation of their remains was probably, with-

out exception, due to their entombment be-

neath the waters of the great fresh-water

lakes which existed in this region during

Mesozoic and Cenozoic time." (P. 525.)

The plants discussed by Knowlton are land

plants, not lacustrine. The table of inver-

tebrate fossils (p. 78, 79) gives none to the

Arapahoe beds, and only six to the Denver

beds, all of which imply ' fresh water, ' and

most of which suggest, according to my
colleague. Dr. E. T. Jackson, a fluviatile

rather than a lacustrine origin.

ISTow waiving for the time all reference to
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the silty and probably lacustrine deposits

on the plains farther east of the mountains

than the region here described, may not all

the facts of composition, structure and

fossil contents, above set forth, be ex-

plained as well by fluviatile as by lacustrine

conditions ? Instead of assuming a series

of warping and tilting movements by which

lake basins were made and drained, is it

not equally legitimate to assume changes of

altitude, attitude, climate, drainage areas,

etc., by which the rivers of the region al-

tered their behavior from aggrading to de-

grading? The decision between these al-

ternatives must, of course, not be attempted

by an observer away from the ground ; but

in the meantime the lacustrine origin of

the Arapahoe and Denver beds does not

seem to be fully substantiated.

If they should finally be shown to be

fluviatile, several corollaries that follow

from the acceptance of a lacustrine origin

would require modification. For example

:

" Movements of elevation and subsidence,

rather of an epeirogenic or continental na-

ture, are indicated by both Tertiary and

Pleistocene deposits that have a lacustrine

origin, since the present inclination of the

plains region, which shows an average de-

scent, in round numbers, of 10 feet to the

mile from the foothill region to the valleys

of the Missouri and Mississippi, would not

admit of the holding of lake waters on its

surface." (P. 40.) Fluviatile deposits are,

on the other hand, characteristically in-

clined ; and the present slope of the Plains

may be not far different from their slope

when the Arapahoe, Denver and later beds

were formed, if they were spread out by ag-

grading rivers. I cannot help wondering

whether even the peculiar cases of lapsing

and overlapping strata, so well worked out

by Eldridge about Golden and Boulder,

may not find at least some part of their ex-

planation by alterations of fluviatile ac-

cumulation and denudation, pi'ompted by

changes in grade, climate, drainage, area-

etc., i-ather than depend altogether on move-

ments of elevation and depression. The
latter interpretation seems to postulate es-

sential horizontality and rather regular

continuity of strata at time of deposition
;

the latter permits or even requires signifi-

cant declivitjr, inequality of thickness and

irregularity of overlaps at time of deposition.

Indeed, since the question of the fluviatile

origin of some of the younger deposits on

the Plains has been accepted by geologists

familiar with that great field, the possibil-

ity of a fluviatile origin for some of the

older formations springs to mind. The
coarser and non-fossiliferous strata of the

foothill belt in particular may, perhaps, be

the fluviatile equivalents of flner and fos-

siliferous strata of lascustrine or marine

origin farther eastward on the Plains.

W. M. Davis.

Cambridge, Mass., September, 1897.

THE GRANT SARCOPHAGUS.

On one of the most beautiful sites on the

Island of Manhattan stands the mausolseum

which the gratitude of a nation has erected

to the memory of its illustrious hero.

The altar in this temple of the dead is

the sarcophagus, beautiful and imposing in

its severe simplicity. The stone out of

which it is hewn is a dark red granite,

quarried at Montello, Marquette county,

Wisconsin.

Concerning the granite of this region

Professor Allan D. Conover wrote :* " The

rock shows almost no tendency to decom-

pose. It has a medium grain, close texture,

is of a bright pinkish color, and without

sign of arrangement of the ingredients

in lines. These are : Eather large flaked,

pinkish, cleavable feldspar, predominating;

* Gaunett's Eeport on the Building Stones of the

United States and Statistics of the Qaarry Industry

for 1830.
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somewhat granular, fine, pinkisli, translu-

cent quartz, abundant ; and greenish-black

mica sparsely scattered in blotches made
up of very fine fiakes. In places thin, light

green epidote-colored seams occur.

"Though this granite may be somewhat
difiicult to obtain in dressable masses, it

would probably make a very handsome and
durable building and ornamental stone."

Cover and box were quarried from the

same ledge of stone ; in other words, the

original was a monolith in the quarry. For

ease of working, however, and in accord-

ance with custom and usage, this mono-
lith was cut up into pieces approximating

to finished sizes before being sent from the

quarry. About six months were needed to

complete the work after it was begun.

It its entirety the sarcophagus weighs

seventeen thousand pounds ; the largest

piece weighs nine thousand pounds. Its en-

tire length is ten feet four inches ; it is five

feet six inches wide and four feet eight

inches deep.

The pedestal on which it rests is made
of dark gray granite from Quincy, Mass.

A fragment of the sai'cophagus, analyzed

by^the writer, was found to have the fol-

lowing composition

:

Per cent.

Silica, SiO, 75.40

Aluminum oxide, A1203 11.34

Iron oxide, Fe^Oj 4.16

Calcium oxide, CaO 0.90

Potassium oxide, K^O 6.44

Sodium oxide, 'Nafi 1.76

100.00.

Its specific gravity (17.5 °C.) is 2.635.

The stone is a true granite, accepting as

such granite having for its essential con-

stituents quartz and potash feldspar. The
feldspar is orthoclase, in which some of the

potassium is replaced by sodium.

MausoliBum and sarcophagus were

erected under the direction of C. W. Can-

field, Esq., of the ISTew England Monument
Company, to whose courtesy the writer is

indebted for the details given and for the

fragment of the sarcophagus subjected to

analysis.

Ferdinand G. Wiechmann.

BOIANIOAL NOTES.

BOTANICAL ACTIVITY IN JAPAN.

A RECENT bulletin of the Imperial Uni-

versity of Tokyo (College of Agriculture

Bull., Vol. III., ISTo. 3) indicates a degree

of activity in the study of botanical prob-

lems which must challenge the respectful

attention of botanists in Europe and Amer-
ica. It is not too much to say that the

papers which appear in this bulletin are of

a higher order of merit than are the papers

in most of the similar bulletins from Ameri-

can universities, or colleges of agriculture.

The titles alone are sufficient to indicate

the high scientific value of the bulletin

:

' On the origin of sake yeast (SaccJiaromyces

sake),' 'Note on a grape wine fermented

with sake yeast,' ' On the behavior of yeast

at a high temperature,' ' On two new kinds

of red yeast,' ' On Brom-albumin and its

behavior to microbes,' ' On an important

function of leaves,' ' On the behavior of ac-

tive albumin as a reserve material during

winter and spring,' ' On the physiological

action of neutral sodium sulphite upon

phsenogams,' 'On the poisonous action of

ammonium salts upon plants.' The most

important paper is probably that by M.
Suzuki on a function of leaves, in which

the author summarizes the results of numer-

ous experiments as follows: " The conclu-

sion seems justified that reserve proteidsin

the leaves are decomposed into amido-com-

pounds during the night, and the latter are

transported from the leaves to the other

parts of the plant. The migration of amido-

compounds appears to proceed rapidly, as I

have found no large quantity in the leaves
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gathered in the morning. Tlius an im-

portant function of the leaves is positively

established. This function consists in facili-

tating the formation of proteids in all parts

of the plants by the assimilation of nitrates,

yielding thereby amido-compounds which

are in all probability better sources for pro-

teid formation than nitrates, in organs

poorer in sugar and with a less energetic

respiration process. A great advantage is

thus gained for the stems, roots and fruits,

in which the conditions for nitrate assimila-

tion are less favorable than in the leaves.

These amido-compounds produced are either

asparagin, which, as I have shown in a

former article, can be formed synthetically

from ammonium salts as well as from ni-

trates, or they are the decomposition prod-

ucts of proteids formed in the assimilation

of nitrates."

A BROADER STUDY OF LOCAL FLORAS.

It is a hopeful sign of a broadening con-

ception of the work of the local botanist

that we see in a recent plant catalogue

issued by Professor McCIatchie and entitled

the ' Seedless Plants of Southern California.'

We have so long been familiar with plant

catalogues which include nothing more than

the flowering plants, often innocently re-

garded by their compilers as quite com-

pletely representing the flora, that it is

refreshing to find one in which the flower-

less plants are enumerated, while the

flower-bearing species are omitted.

Not content with such a departure from

time-honored custom, the author prefaces

his work with a descriptive synopsis of the

classes and orders and freely introduces

handy artificial keys to the genera, thus de-

parting still more from the old-style treat-

ment. The synopsis of the plant groups

shows that the the author has been more
than a mere cataloguer of forms. He has

been a student of the groups of which the

species are representatives. Accordingly

we find that the sequence and limitations

of classes and orders are considerably differ-

ent from those of the ordinary text-books.

For this the author has been criticized by
some botanists, but we cannot agree with

these critics. It will be far better for

botany when local students put more rather

than less thought into their work, and, in-

stead of deprecating their attempts to make
improvements in the general system, we
should rather welcome them as hopeful in-

dications that the day of the old-time com-

piler of bare lists of species, following

blindly the prevailing sj'stem, is drawing

to a close.

In the smaller matters, also, this list is

strictly modern, as in the consistent use of

metric units in all measurements, the de-

capitalization of all specific names, the use

of trinomials (for varieties), the omission

of the comma after the specific name, and

the double citation of authorities in the

case of species which have been removed

from the genera in which they were first

.

described.

Charles E. Bessey.

The University op Nebraska.

NOTES ON INORGANIC CHE3II8TBY.

The Jahrbuch fur Ilineralogie contains fur-

ther investigations, by C. Doelter, on the

permeability of minerals for the X-rays.

Phenacite (silicate of glucinum) is almost

perfectly transparent, even more so than

boric acid. Olivine and zoisite are, like cal-

cite, almost opaque ; vesuvianite slightly

less so. Diopside and hiddenite, like topaz,

are half transparent. Sphene is almost

opaque, sapphire almost transparnt, the

ruby hardly less so. A close relationship

appears between the atomic weights and

the permeability to the X-rays.

According to L. Davy in the Comptes Ren-

dus, all authors who have studied the

ancient working of tin in the west of Eu-
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rope admit that it was far anterior to the

occupation of the country by the Romans,

and think that the mines of Abbaretz-No-

zay were abandoned by the Gauls about the

date of the Eoman invasion.

In a pamphlet entitled Gold Growth (Cin-

cinnati, The Eobert Clarke Co.), Mr. John

Jacob Wagner asks: "Does nature trans-

mute silver into gold?" " If it does, can we
derive and utilize such hints, from nature's

operation, as will enable us to attain artifi-

cial transmutation?" The former question

he answers in the affirmative in the pamph-

let before us ; to the latter he promises a

reply 'in due time.' The basis of the author's

argument is that gold in nature is always

found associated with silver, and the ratio

of gold to silver is not uniform. If silver

never occurs without some gold, it follows

that the gold has grown from the silver, and

the varying proportions found in different

mines are due to the length of time the

growth has been going on. Hence in the

older rocks the proportion of gold to silver

is greater then in the later rocks. Pare gold

can be separated from silver alloy ; but the

' fine silver ' resulting invariably contains

gold. The inference is that the silver is

' growing ' into gold. This pamphlet be-

longs to a class of writings by no means rare,

the efforts of laymen to clear up facts and

theories which are far from clear to special-

ists who have devoted their lives to them.

Granted that the premises of the writer are

true, his deductions would have no weight

to a chemist. He finds not merely silver

and gold occurring together, but many
other elements always associated with each

other. If gold ' grows ' from silver, why
not potassium from sodium, or bromin from

chlorin, etc. ? The only difficulty with the

theory is that at present there is absolutely

no evidence of facts to support it, and the

wisest chemists hesitate to philosophize on

the problem of the genesis of the elements.

It may be questioned if books, such as that

before us, have any value ; certainly they

have not from a scientific standpoint.

J. L. H.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.
THE DEDICATION OF THE YEEKES ASTRONOM-

ICAL OBSEEVATOEY.

The University of Chicago has made very

complete arrangements for exercises in connec-

tion with the dedication of the Yerkes Astro-

nomical Observatory, to continue throughout

the present week. The arrangements are as

follows

:

OcTOBEE 18, Monday.
2:30 p. m. Fourth Annual Meeting of tbe Board

of Editoi'S of the AstrojiliysicaJ Journal.

4:30 p. m. Opening session of conferences.

Informal talks on recent investigations, in-

cluding :

Assistant Professor F. L. 0. Wadsworth (Astro-

physicist, Yerkes Observatory), on the ap-

plication of Diffraction Phenomena to Astro-

nomical and Astrophysical Measurements.

Dr. G. F. Hull (Professor of Physios, Colby

University), on Electric Radiation.

7:30 p. m. Assistant Professor Wadsworth vpill

demonstrate with the 40-inoh Yerkes tele-

scope the application of interference methods

to astronomical measurements.

Professor Burnham will show selected double

stars with the 40-inoh telescope.

OcTOBEE 19, Tuesday.

9 :00 a. m. Second session of conferences.

Dr. Henry Crew (Professor o£ Physics, North-

western University), on the Source of the

Characteristic Spectrum of the Metallic Arc.

Dr. Henri Deslandres (Astrophysicist, Paris

Observatory), on a subject to be announced

later.

Dr. W. J. Humphreys (University of Virginia),

on the effect of Pressure on "Wave-length.

Professor James E. Keeler ( Director of the Al-

legheny Observatory), on the Spectra of Stars

of Secohi's Third Type.

Professor H. C. Lord (Director of the Emerson

McMillin Observatory, Ohio State Univer-

sity), on Researches in Stellar Spectography.

Professor Carl Eunge (Director of the Spectro-

scopic Laboratory, Technische Hoohschule,

Hannover), on Oxygen in the Sun.
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Professor Ormond Stone (Director of tlie Lean-

der McCormiok Observatory, University of

Virginia), on the Great Nebula of Orion.

2:15 p. m. Address on the Yerkes Observatory

by Professor Georfie E. Hale, Director.

3;00 p. m. Professor Hale and Mr. Ellerman

ndll show varions solar phenomena with the

40-inch Yerkes telescope, including the chro-

mosphere and prominences, the reversal of

the H and K lines in prominences and

faculs, the duplication of the D3 line, etc.

Experimental demonstrations will be given in

- the Observatory laboratories as follows:

Experiments with the rotating arc, Professor

Crew.

Analysis of electric radiation by means of the

interferometer, Professor Hull.

The effect of pressure on wave-length. Dr.

Humphreys.

Measurements of wave-lengths in the infra-red

spectrum. Assistant Professor Wadsworth.

Demonstrations in the Optical Shop, and in

the Instrument Shop.

7:30 p. m. Professor ^Barnard will show with

the 40-inoh Yerkes telescope :

JSr. G. C. 224 (Andromeda Nebula).

jY. 6. C. 598.

JV. G. C. 1976 (Orion Nebula).

JV. G. C. 2245 (cometary nebula).

iV. G. C. 2392 (planetary nebula).

iV. G C. 6.543 (planetary nebula).

iV. G. C. 6618 (Swan nebula).

N. G. C. 6720 (annular nebula).

N. G. C. 7009 (' Saturn' nebula).

iV. G. C. 7078 (globular cluster).

R. Leporis (Hind's crimson star).

Selected variable stars.

The 12-inch refractor and 24-inch reflector

will be used for miscellaneous observations.

October 20, Wednesday.

Professor George C. Comstock (Director of the

Washburn Observatory, University of Wis-

consin), on Determination of Stellar Paral-

lax, and on Investigations of the Lunar

Atmosphere.

Professor C. L. Doolittle(Director of the Flower

Observatoy, University of Pennsylvania), on

the Latitude Work of the Flower Observa-

tory.

Father Hedrick (Astronomer, Georgetown Col-

lege Observatory), on the Photochronograph.

Professor H. S. Pritohett (Director of the Ob-

servatory, Washington University, ) on Per-

sonal Equation in Longitude Determination.

Dr. Charles L. Poor (Associate Professor of As-

tronomy, Johns Hopkins University), on

a New Form of Mirror for Eeflecting Tele-

scopes.

Professor J. K. Pees (Director of the Columbia

University Observatory), on the Variation

of Latitude and the Eeduction of the Euth-

erfurd Photographs.

Assistant Professor F. L. O. Wadsworth, on a

Photographic Sleridian Circle.

Professor E. E. Barnard (Astronomer, Yerkes

Observatory), on Astronomical Photography.

Father Hagen (Director of the Georgetown

College Observatory), on An Atlas of Vari-

able Stars.

Professor G. W. Hough (Director of the Dear-

born Observatory, Northwestern University),

on Jovian Phenomena.

Professor G. W. Myers (Director of the Ob-

servatory, University of Illinois), on the

System of /3 Lyrse.

Professor Simon Newoomb, on a subject to be

announced later.

Professor E. C. Pickering (Director of the

Harvard College Observatory), on the Work
of the Harvard College Observatory.

7:30 p. m. Professor Hale will show the spectra

of the following objects with the 40-inch

Yerkes telescope :

N. G. a 1976 (Orion Nebula).
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October 23, Friday.

10:00 a. m. luspectiou of tbe Ryerson Physical

Laboratory and other buildings of the Uni-

versity of Chicago.

In tbe Ryerson Laboratory Head Professor

Michelson and Associate Professor Stratton

will demonstrate the effect of a magnetic

field on radiation, and exhibit an inter-

ferential comparer and a new form of har-

monic analyzer.

1:00 p. m. Luncheon given by tbe President of

the University.

3:00 p. m. Address : 'Aspects of Modern

Astronomy.' Professor Simon Newcomb,

LL.D.

7:30 p. m. Banquet.

THE LABOKATOEIES OP THE BRITISH GOVEEN-

MENT.

The Revenue Laboratories of the British

government for chemical examination and

analysis have just been housed in a new build-

ing erected adjacent to King's College Hospital.

From the Loudon Ti7nes we take the following

facts regarding the building and its equipment

:

It occupies a site of about 7,900 square feet, and

its various rooms, 38 in number and capable of

accommodating about 100 workers, are distrib-

uted over three floors and a basement. The

building externally is befittingly simple in

character, and, with the exception of the en-

trance, which faces Clement's Inn, is altogether

devoid of any attempt at ornamental treatment.

On the ground floor are situated the oflBce of

the Principal Chemist, the Deputy Principal, a

small reference library, the research laboratory,

the crown contracts laboratories, and the

laboratory for the examination of food and

drugs sent by magistrates under the Adultera-

tion Act of 1875. Samples of imported butter

taken by customs oiHcers at the port of entry

at the instance of the Board of Agriculture are

also examined in this laboratory, as are samples

of fertilizers and feeding stufis referred in ac-

cordance with the Act of 1893.

The first floor is wholly reserved for the ex-

amination of alcoholic products and manufac-

tured tobacco. The alcohol laboratory, ar-

ranged for 32 workers, is a lofty, well-lighted

room, with conveniently-disposed work-tables

fitted with various contrivances for the rapid

and accurate examination and analysis of brew-

ing materials, worts, beers, wines, tinctures,

medicated wines, compounds, etc. In the same

laboratory is conducted the examination of the

wood naphtha required for the methylation of

alcohol. Bound the room are placed the bal-

ances needed for the estimation of density, etc.,

and under each window is a table for the cler-

ical work of the analysts, special arrangements

being made for the keeping and preservation of

the official registers. Immediately adjoining

are the polariscope room and an artificially

cooled chamber, capable of holding some thous-

ands of samples pending examination. Close

to the entrance of the main laboratory are the

offices of the superintending analysts, each

fitted with a working bench and with presses

for the custody of microscopes and special ap-

paratus. Next to these are the tobacco rooms.

In one of these the incineration work, required

for the determination of sand and inorganic

matter, is conducted in muflie-furnaces fired by

gas. The estimation of moisture in manufac-

tured tobacco, instituted in 1887, are also con-

ducted in this room, the samples being heated

in a series of jacketed steam ovens, arranged to

work continuously night and day. The main

tobacco laboratory is fitted with appliances for

the examination of manufactured and the so-

called ' ofial' tobacco for determination of draw-

back and for the detection of fraudulent or im-

proper admixtures.

On the second floor are placed a number of

special rooms, a museum of specimens of adul-

terated foods and other products, a small class-

room for the instruction of supervisors, a type-

writing ofiice, and a room for the preparation

of micro and other photographs.

In the basement are situated rooms for the

standardization of the instruments employed in

the revenue service, and laboratories for the

chemical and bacteriological examination of

waters sent by the Prison Department of the

Home Ofiice, the Board of Trade, Office of

Works, and other public departments. There

is also here provision for operations requiring a

high temperature, as in furnaces, oil and air

baths, etc. ; a small mechanical laboratory,

rooms for the storage of chemicals, apparatus

and stationery, and of samples required to be
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preserved either for purposes of reference or

pending prosecutions.

AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY.

Beginning with the present academic year,

the regular meeting of the American Mathe-

matical Society will, as we have already noted,

be held on the last Saturday of October, Febru-

ary and April, instead of monthly from October

to May as heretofore. The annual meeting for

the election of officers takes place in the last

week in December, falling this year on Wednes-

day, December 29th. Each meeting will now ex-

tend through two sessions, beginning at 10:30

a. m. and 2.30 p. m. As a result of the ar-

rangement, it is believed that the individual

meetings will become of greater prominence

and interest, and that the members of the So-

ciety will be afforded a better opportunity for

mutual acquaintance and scientific discussion.

The fiirst meeting of the Society under the new
program will be held on Saturday, October

30th, in Room 301 of the Physics Building of

Columbia University, New York City. The

following is a list of the papers thus far entered

for presentation :

MOENING SESSION.

1. Dr. G. W. Hill : 'Intermediary orbits in the

lunar theory.'

2. Mr. P. E. Heyl :
' Notes on the theory of light

on the hypothesis of a fourth dimension.'

3. Dr. E. O. Lovett: 'Note on the fundamental

theorems of Lie's transformation groups-'

4. Proleasor Charlotte Angas Scott:

5. Professor E. W. Brown: 'Note on the steering

of an eight-oared boat.'

afternoon session.

6. Professor E. S. Woodward: 'On the cubic

equation defining the Laplacian envelope of the

earth's atmosphere.'

7. • 'On the integration of a~system of

simultaneous linear differential equations.

'

8. Professor Mansfield Merriman: 'The proba-

bility of hit on a target when the probable error in

aim is known ; with a comparison of the probabilities

of hit by the methods of independent and parallel

fire from mortar batteries.

'

9. Professor A. S. Chessin: ' Note on hyperelliptic

integrals.

'

During the past year a section of the Society

has been organized with headquarters at Chi-

cago. The meetings of the section, like the

summer meeting of the Society, usually ex-

tend through two days, and are held in the

Christmas holidays and in April.

The October number of the Bulletin (Vol. 7,

No. 1) has just been issued, and contains, beside

the usual ' Notes ' and ' List of New Publi-

cations,' the report by the Secretary of the

Summer Meeting at Toronto, articles on ' Reg-

ular Triple System,' by Professor E. H.

Moore ; on ' Collimations in a Plain with In-

variant Quadric or Cubic Curves,' by Professor

H. S. White ; on ' A generating Function for

the Number of Permutations with an Assigned

Number of Sequences,' by Professor Frank

Morley ; and a review of Koenig's ' La geome-

tric reglee et ses applications,' by Dr. Virgil

Snyder.

GENERAL.

The fifteenth annual Congress of the Ameri-

can Oruothologists' Union will meet at the

American Museum of Natural History, New
York, on the evening of November 8th, and

will continue in session on the three following

days.

The directors of the Philadelphia museums

propose holding in October of next year an ex-

position of the raw and manufactured products

of the United States. It will be in conjunction

with the next meeting of the advisory board of

the museum, which will be attended by many

foreign delegates.

Memorial exercises in honor of the late

General Francis A. Walker were held by the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, in

Boston, on October 14th. There were more

than 3,000 people present in Music Hall, includ-

ing many delegates from educational and scien-

tific institutions. Addresses were made by

Governor Walcott and Senator Hoar.

Professor J. M. Schaebeele has been ap-

pointed acting director of Lick Observatory in

the place of director Edward S. Holden, whose

resignation is noted elsewhere in this issue. It

is said that either Professor Schaeberle or Pro-

fessor Davidson will probably succeed Professor

Holden in the directorship.

Lord Kelvin sailed for England on Saturday,

after a week filled with engagements, including
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a reception by the American Philosophical So-

ciety, a reception at Princeton and a luncheon

at Columbia University.

Dr. John GuiTBRAS,ofthe University ofPenn-

sylvania and the U. S. Marine Hospital Service,

has returned to Philadelphia, after having made
a thorough study of the yellow fever in the

South, and will present an exhaustive report of

his inspection to Surgeon-General Wyman.

Me. W. G. Macmillan, lately lecturer in

Mason College, Birminghom, has been appointed

Secretary of the British Institution of Electrical

Engineers.

Professor Gundelfinger, of the Botanical

Institute of Darmstadt, has been awarded the

gold medal for merit of the Munich Academy
of Sciences.

We note with much regret the death of

Charles E. Colby, since 1889 professor of organic

chemistry in Columbia University. He was

born in Lawrence, Mass., in 1855, and gradu-

ated from the School of Mines of Columbia Col-

lege in 1877. Professor Colby's work was

hampered by deafness and ill-health, but he

was a chemist of unusual ability, and his death

is a serious loss to Columbia University.

Dr R. p. H. Haidenhain, since 1859 pro-

fessor of physiology at Breslau, died on October

13th, aged sixty-three years. He is the author

of important contributions to experimental

physiology, his worli on secretion being per-

haps the most valuable.

We also regret to record the deaths of Dr. Ed-

mund Drechsel, professor of medical chemistry

in the University of Berne, aged fifty-six years,

and of Dr. Stoll, formerly director of the Pomo-

logical Institute at Prosliau, aged eighty-four

years.

A dispatch to the daily papers stated that

during an ascent of Mount Ararat, Armenia,

by members of the recent Geological Congress,

Dr. Stoeber, a professor of medicine, was frozen

to death.

Kites sent up on October 15th, from the Blue

Hill Observatory, surpassed the record of Sep-

tember 19th, recorded by the director. Dr.

Eotch, in a recent issue of the Journal, by

more than 1,500 feet. They carried the meteor-

ological instruments to a height of 10,900 feet

above the hill top, or 11,500 feet above sea

level. The kites were sent up at 3:50 o'clock

in the afternoon and reached the highest point

by six o'clock. At that altitude the tempera-

ture was 43°, while it was 73° at the ground.

During the course of a lecture at Monte-

video, on October 15th, Dr. Sanarelli stated that

the serum he has obtained from the animals

with which he has been experimenting is effect-

ive against yellow fever, and that it will very

probably cure yellow fever in human beings.

It is reported that the Cavendish Sporting

Expedition through Africa arrived safely at

Kikuiu on August 5th, and started for Zanzi-

bar on August 15th. The expedition has

crossed from the Gulf of Aden by somewhat the

same route as that of Dr. Dondaldson Smith,

and is said to have made valuable geographical

explorations.

It is doubtless known to all our readers, from

the daily press, that the British Foreign Ofiice

has agreed to a scientific conference on the seal

fisheries by delegates from the United States,

Great Britain and Canada. Professor d'Arcy

Thompson will, it is reported, leave at once for

the United States.

A Berlin despatch to the New York Sun states

that the International Leprosy Conference,

which has been in session for a week, expects

to conclude its deliberations on Saturday. Com-

paratively little has been added to the knowl-

edge of the disease, except what was contained

in a statement by Dr. Babes, of Bucharest, that

leprosy bacilli were found in great abundance in

mucus, which, accordingly, was a dangerous

channel of infection. Another debate resulted

in a concurrence of opinion that leprosy was

not specifically a skin but a general disease.

There was much discussion as to the treat-

ment of the disease, especially of experi-

ments with serum. All the experiments

had been without result, except in one case,

where the outcome is in doubt. The conference

appointed a commission to prepare plans for

the formation of an international leprosy society.

Professor Virohow is the president of the com-

mission, and Dr. Dyer, of New Orleans, is a

member.
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The Audubon Monument Association of

New Orleans is collecting money for a monu-

ment of Audubon to be placed in the park

named after him in New Orleans. For this pur-

pose the Association ofltcrs to sell a memorial

volume giving an account of Audubon's life,

prepared by Mrs. M. F. Bradford.

A CHEMICAL society has been formed at Brown
University. It held its first meeting on October

5th, when an address was given by Professor

John Howard Appleton on ' Recent Discoveries

in Chemistry.

'

FotTNDEES' Day at Lafayette College was cele-

brated on October 20th, the exercises being a

tribute to Professor T. C. Porter, who this

year retires from active service after sixty years

devoted to the natural sciences, which he has

taught at Lafayette College for thirty years.

According to the program addresses were to have

been made by Professor Nathaniel L. Britton,

of Columbia University, the director of the

New York Botanic Garden, on ' The Progress

of Sj'stematic Botany in North America,' by

Professor William B. Scott, professor of geol-

ogy in Princeton University, on ' Thirty Years

of Geological Progress in North America,' and

by Dr. John M. Crawford, of the class of 1871,

lately Consul-General to St. Petersburg, on ' Dr.

Porter as Pioneer in Finnish Literature.'

The Commissioners of Works and Public

Buildings, London, offer to distribute this au-

tumn, among the working classes and poor in-

habitants of London, the surplus bedding-out

plants in Hyde and Regent's Parks and in the

pleasure gardens of Hampton Court.

The Auk states that a unique and exceedingly

appropriate memorial to the late Henry Davis

Minot consists of a park of some fifty acres in

extent, recently transferred by his four brothers,

William, Charles S., Robert and Lawrence

Minot, in accordance with the wishes of their

father, the late William Minot, to the trustees

of public reservations in Massachusetts, to be

maintained as a wild park, ' for the use of the

public forever. ' This park, to be known as

Mount Anne Park, consists of a tract of about

tifty acres of beautiful woodland near the vil-

lage of West Gloucester, Mass. It includes

Mount Anne, or Thompson's Mountain, the

highest point on the North Shore, some 225 feet

above the sea—a pine-clad, granite summit in

the midst of a forest wilderness. The park is

otherwise charmingly diversified, being a spot

of exceptional natural beauty.

The Lowell textile school has opened its

second year with an attendance of 230 students,

twice as many as last year. Classes this year

will be formed by Professor W. W. Crosby, of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Professor Fenwick, of Umpleby, and others.

Mr. C. W. Andrews, of the British Museum,

has been sent by the trustees to Christmas

Island, the expenses of the expedition being

defrayed by Dr. John Murray, for the purpose

of making collections of the fauna for the

British Museum. Christmas Island, about 200

miles south of Java, is only inhabited by some

twenty-two persons, but it is soon to be used by

a phosphate company, hence the importance of

making collections of the fauna and flora. Which

are unusually interesting, a large proportion of

all the species being endemic.

Messes. Macmillan & Co., Limited, have

removed from their familiar building near

Covent Garden to St. Martin's street, London,

W. C, where they have erected a magnificent

building of Portland stone, with a frontage of

106 feet in Whitcomb street, 99 feet in St. Mar-

tin's street and 24 feet in Blue Cross street.

The editorial and publishing oflices of Nature

are removed to the new site, as also the British

agency of Science.

The valuable collection of vertebrata made

by Mr. A. C. Savin from the forest bed, Norfolk,

has been purchased by the British Museum
(Natural History).

The Sunday Inter- Ocean, Chicago, has pub-

lished in successive issues a series of articles

on the collection of fossils of Mr. W. T. E.

Gurley, from 1893 to 1897 State Geologist of

Illinois. In addition to tens of thousands of

duplicates and unclassified specimens, the col-

lection is said to contain over 14,000 species,

all labeled and in good condition, divided about

as follows : Types of batrachians and reptiles,

65 ;
fishes (entire), 145

;
fish teeth, spines and

bones, 765 ; insects and arachnids, 66 ;
myria-

pods and crustaceans (exclusive of trilobites).
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230 ; trilobites, 425 ; annelids, 40 ; rhizopods

and polyzoans, 10 ; sponges, 60 ; bryozoans,

760; corals and allied forms, 1,525; lamelli-

branchs, 1,625 ;
gasteropoda, 1,800; cephalo-

pods, 850; pteropods, 60; brachiopods, 3,175
;

cystids, 35 ; echinoids, 175 ; blastoids, 150
;

star fishes, 50 ; crinoids, 1,250 (fully 700 with

beads and arms complete) ; bydrozoa, 90 ; dia-

toms, 25 ;
plants, 400. Tbe collection, as we

bave stated, is for sale and it is boped tbat it

may be secured for some institution in Illinois.

An item in tbe daily papers to tbe effect tbat

M. Becquerel bas recently been admitted witb

bonors to the Ecole polytecbnique, Paris, is of

sufficient interest to be quoted here, in view of

the fact tbat be is tbe son, grandson and great-

grandson of eminent physicists. M. Henri

Becquerel, bis father, is tbe distinguished pro-

fessor of physics in the Ecole polytecbnique; A.

E. Becquerel, the grandfather, formerly pro-

fessor of physics in the Ecole des Arts et

Metiers, is well known for bis important contri-

butions to physics, chemistry and meteorology;

the great-grandfather, A. C. Becquerel, director

of the Paris Museum of Natural History, was

a physicist of great eminence, whose dis-

coveries in electro-chemistry are known every-

where; an uncle, L. A. Becquerel, was also a

man of science of distinction.

De. W. F. Moesell sends us the following

further decisions of the United States Board on

Geographic Names : In Kansas it should be

Junction, not Junction City, as generally under-

stood ; so, also, in the same State, Empire City

and Osage City are similarly abbreviated by the

Board. A dozen or more decisions affect names

in New York State, but they are unimportant.

The creek, mountain and pond in Essex county

is VanderwhacJcer, not Van der Whacken, etc.,

and the river in the Adirondack region is Sa-

cundaga, not Sacandaga, Sacondago, etc., as

variously written. The channel north of Staten

Island is Kill van KuU, not Kill vo7i Kull, being

of Dutch origin, not German. In Gilmer

county, Georgia, there is a postoffice which tbe

Board writes Santaluca. This is not from tbe

Spanish, as one would suppose, but from tbe

Cherokee Indian language. Among foreign

names, on which there are a few decisions, the

Board decides on Austria-Hungary, and also

favors Burma (not Birmah nor Burmah). Tbe
German city should be Mainz. Tbe German
government has protested to our Consuls for

spelling tbe word in the French way—Mayence.

The Macmillan Company have just published

the course of lectures by ' The Founders of Ge-

ology ' given last winter by Sir Archibald Gelkie

to inaugurate tbe lectureship in the Johns Hop-
kins University founded by Mrs. Williams in

memory of tbe late Professor Williams. In

tbe preface to the volume Sir Archibald Geikie

speaks of geological work and geological oppor-

tunity in America as follows: "Eenewing old

friendships with some of tbe veterans of tbe sci-

ence, and forming fresh ties of sympathy witb

many younger workers who have come to the

front in more recent years, I could not but be

impressed by the extraordinary vitality which

geology bas now attained in the United States.

Every department of tbe science has its en-

thusiastic votaries. Surveys, professorships,

museums, societies, journals in almost every

State, are tbe outward embodiment of the geo-

logical zeal that appears to animate the whole

community. This remarkably rapid develop-

ment of tbe science bas not arisen from any in-

fluence derived from without, but springs, as it

seems to me, from the marvellous geological

riches of tbe American continent itself. In

minerals and rocks, in stratigraphical fulness,

in paleontological profusion, in physiograpbical

illustrations, the United States have not only

no need to borrow materials from Europe,

but in many important respects can pro-

duce examples and materials such as cannot

be equaled on this side of the Atlantic. Had
tbe study of the earth begun in tbe New World
instead of the Old, Geology would bave un-

questionably have made a more rapid advance

than it bas done. The future progress of the

science may be expected to be largely directed

and quickened by discoveries made in America,

and by deductions from the clear evidence pre-

sented on that continent."

The American Geologist publishes two extra-

ordinary letters from tbe person who has been

appointed State Geologist of Missouri. One of

these letters concludes as follows:
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'
' I will now remind you that ' every dog has his

day. This is my day and the time is not far distant

when your client will wish he had carried his tracks

along with him. That you and he have run up
against the wrong man is only a question of time.

You can make the most of your opportunity and I

•will pursue the even tenor of my way. '

'

Such occurrences are discouraging, even

though it is certain that their duration will

he but brief. We are of the opinion that it is

the duty of the Geological Society of America,

even though it should cost each member one-

tenth of his time and of his income for one

year, to see that the facts of the case are

brought before the Legislature and the people

of Missouri.

The outgoing Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge

University stated in a valedictory address to

the members of the Senate that the gifts to the

museums and laboratories during the past year

include a cast of the famous specimen of

Iguanodon bernissartensis presented by his Maj-

esty the King of the Belgians, a refrigerating

machine for experimental purposes presented

by Mr. T. B. Llghtfoot, a valuable collection of

dried plants presented by Mrs. C. Packe, a

very important library of geological books pre-

sented by Professor Wiltshire, M.A., of Trinity

College, who has on previous occasions shown
himself to be a most generous benefactor to the

University, and two collections of great his-

torical interest presented by the family of the

late Charles Darwin.

According to the Statist, the yield of gold

for 1896 was about £45,000,000, against an
average of £21,738,000 for the period of 1881-

90. For 1896 the production by fields was as

follows: United States, £10,800,000; Austral-

asia, £8,988,000; Transvaal, £8,604,000; India,

£5,911,000; Russia and other countries, £10,-

697,000—or a total of £45,000,000. The grand

aggregate of the gold production since 1850 in-

clusive is, in round figures, £1,163,000,000, or,

approximately, 300,000,000 ounces of gold.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

The Academic Freshman class at Yale Uni-

versity is said by the New York Evening Post to

number 58 less than last year, while there is an

increase of 15 students in the Scientific School.

There is, this year, an increase of about 300

students at the University of Michigan, chiefly

in the law department, and of over 100 at Co-

lumbia University. A decrease of about 50 stu-

dents in the undergraduate department of

Brown University is reported.

The New York Tribune states that the Uni-

versity of Missouri receives $23,023 from the es-

tate of the late John C. Conley, under the opera-

tion of a law recently passed by the Legislature

which provides that if a man dies leaving no

father, mother or direct lineal descendant a

certain per cent, of his estate, excluding any

amount left for charitable or religious purposes,

must go to the State University.

De. R. C. Christie, formerly professor at

Owens College, Manchester, has given the Col-

lege the whole of his share in the residuary es-

tate of the late Sir Joseph Whitworth, estimated'

at £50,000. The College has also received

gifts of £20,000 for the erection of a physical

laboratory and £6,000 for its maintenance and

of £1,500 towards the erection of a museum.

Those who last winter objected to the action

of Cornell University in deciding to follow the

example of the great English and other Ameri-

can universities and award the degrees A.B. and

A.M. for scientific as well as for classical

studies probably do not read this Journal.

Otherwise we should like to call their attention

to the fact that Cornell in its short history has

conferred forty-seven kinds of degrees, and

ask whether it is an advantage to increase or

decrease the numbers of kinds of degrees

awarded for liberal studies.

The Board of Overseers of Harvard Uni-

versity have concurred with the president and

fellows in their votes changing the title of Hugo
Miinsterberg from professor of experimental

psychology to professor of psychology, and of

William James from professor of psychology to

professor of philosophy.

Dr. William S. Carter, of the University

of Pennsylvania, has been elected professor of

physiology in the University of Texas.

Dr. Charles W. Hargitt, professor of

biology in the College of Liberal Arts of Syra-
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cuse University, will have charge of the work
in embryology in the College of Medicine.

Dr. Edwin F. Northrup has resigned from

the professorship of physics in the University

of Texas. The students' paper of the Uni-

versity remarks: "During the brief thirteen

years that the University of Texas has been in

operation there have been no less than five

professors in this school. Their tenure of ofiice

has been short, and, in the main, their depar-

tures abrupt. '

'

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

RESIGNATION OF THE DIRECTOR OF LICK OB-

SERVATORY.

After a continuous connection with the

Lick Observatory for 23 years and a service at

Mount Hamilton since 1888, I have terminated

my official relations with the Observatory, to

take effect on December 31, 1897. My address

after October 1st will be as below:

Edward S. Holden.
Smithsonian Institution, Washington., D. C.

the boston plans for a new YORK BOTAN-
ICAL GARDEN.

To THE Editor op Science : I wish to call

your attention to an inexcusable piece of bad
taste in the last number of Garden and Forest.

That excellent journal was from its foundation

edited by the late William A. Stiles, to whom
the public park system of New York is so

greatly indebted. It is, however, conducted,

whatever that may mean, by Professor C. S.

Sargent, director of the Arnold Arboretum.

The last number of Garden and Forest, in an

editorial notice of Mr. Stiles, gives as his

crowning work the following :

"It was his forethought and technical knowledge
which have modified and delayed the schemes of the

men who in their zeal for a botanic garden are -will-

ing to deface, unnecessarily, Bronx Park, and could

his life have been prolonged this most valuable and
beautiful of all the rural possessions of the city might,

perhaps, have been spared for the best enjoyment of

the public."

It is well known that Professor Sargent's in-

terference with the well matured and carefully

prepared plans for the New York Botanical

Garden, as enlarged upon in the daily press,

has lessened the public appreciation of an insti-

tution so important for the scientific and gen-

era] welfare of the City. It is commonly re-

ported here that Professor Sargent does not

wish New York City to possess a botanic garden
superior to the one directed by him. This re-

port is doubtless incorrect, but it will certainly

not be silenced by using an obituary notice of

a friend in the manner indicated.

You will, I hope, excuse me from giving my
name for publication, and will permit me to

state that I am in no way connected with the

New York .Botanical Garden.
N. Y.

New York City,

October 16, 1897.

SOURCE OF THE FAMOUS THETFORD LIMBURGITE.

Nearly half a century ago Dr. Oliver Pay-

son Hubbard, while a member of the faculty of

Dartmouth College, discovered large boulders

of olivine basalt in Thetford, Vt., and discussed

their probable derivation from basaltic areas in

Canada.

Some of these boulders have found their way
as museum curiosities to Chicago, Washington,

New York and New Haven. They are par-

ticularly noted for their large rounded masses

of olivine and crystalline, grayish green, glassy

pyroxene.

In 1894 Dr. E. O Hovey presented to the

scientific world, through the columns of the
' Transactions of the New York Academy of

Sciences,' valuable information concerning the

petrography of these basaltic boulders and re-

ferred them to the limburgite division of the

family.

Professor J. F. Kemp has commented upon
the striking resemblance of olivine diabase to

these boulders, and discussed the improbability

of a meteoric origin.

It has constantly been conjectured that their

source was to the northward, since Vermont is

in a region of extensive glaciation from that

direction, yet geological research had failed to

reveal their origin until last August.

During the summer of 1896, while engaged

in field work in stratigraphical geology, I en-

countered many dikes of diabase rich in olivine,

and others of the same microscopical appearance
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as the typical camptonite in the Pemigewassett

Valley, N. H.

By diligent investigation it was my good
fortune last August to discover in the locality

of these ramifying dilses and the famous Cor-

inth copper mines an extraordinary dilie of

limburgite, from 6. to 10 feet in width, and
penetrating the calciferous mica schist toward

the west for more than half a mile.

This limburgite bears individual crystals of

olivine two to three inches in length and
one to two inches in breadth. A single speci-

men has been placed in the museum of Dart-

mouth College containing a crystal of olivine

two and one-half inches by one and three-

fourths.

Some of the smaller crystals by the oxidation

of the iron have become converted into limo-

nite or hematite; others have gone over into

serpentine, while a bit of calcite derived from

the contiguous orthorhombic pyroxene or the

basic plagioclase feldspar is occasionally seen

in the cavities once tilled by the original olivine

crystals.

As the locality is to the northward in the

exact direction of the moving ice, and at a dis-

tance of only about twenty miles from the

famous Thetford boulders, it seems evident that

Corinth, Vt., was their original habitat.

C. H. KiCHAEDSON.
Daetmoxith College.

more dictionary zoology.

Some time ago I called attention in your col-

umns to the inaccurate zoological information

given by a recently published dictionary. I

have just had occasion to examine the Encyclo-

psedic Dictionary (Philadelphia, 1896) and
should lilie to ask how the editors explain the

following eccentricities :

(1.) Snail. " E. aspera is also eaten." Helix aspersa is

the snail intended ; H. aspera is a totally dif-

ferent snail, found in the West Indies.

(2.) Slug. "A. agresiis, the Red Slug." There is

no Arion agrestis. The article, with its errors,

appears to have been taken ( -without ac-

knowledgments) from an old edition of CJiam-

hers' Encyclopaedia. If the editors had exam-

ined the recent edition of that standard work,

published several years before 1896, they would

have found a diiierent acoouct.

(3.) Coccus. The species assigned to Coccus belong

to seven perfectly distinct genera ; and no au-

thor in the last twenty-five years who has

given any study to these insects has used the

last century classification of the Encyclopsedic

Dictionary.

The editors of dictionaries will have to real-

ize that if their zoological definitions and arti-

cles are to be accurate and up-to-date they

must employ specialists to write or revise them.

Until they do so, zoologists should make it their

business to call attention to the misrepresenta-

tion of their science in works which the public

is asked to receive as models of accuracy.

t. d. a. cockeeell.

September 25, 1897.

lantern transparencies.

To THE Editor of Science : Those who have

occasion to have copies of engravings or pic-

tures of any kind made for use with the lantern

may be glad to know that such may be printed

from the plates used in ordinary printing if

sheets of thin transparent celluloid be taken.

Gelatin also may be used. The latter is liable

to roll up more or less and needs to be protected

by inclosing between glass plates of the ordi-

nary size for lantern slides. Celluloid will not

trouble so much in that way, yet it is best to-

mount such pictures in the same way. Photo-

graphic half-tones show very well indeed,

the fine meshing not being enough magnified

nor dense enough to be noticed upon the screen

at the distance of a few feet. Such copies need

cost but a few cents apiece if the electro can be

got to print from, and if celluloid be used with-

out the glass cover perhaps one cent would be

the full cost. I enclose a couple of samples

that you may judge of the quality of such pic-

tures.

a. e. dolbeae.

dangers of formalin.

To the Editor of Science : Now that the

use of formalin for preserving objects for dissec-

tion is becoming so common, I think a word of

warning as to the danger involved in the use of

even attenuated solutions should be given. It

is doubtless a matter for the medical faculty to
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explain and limit, but as no one has spoken

from their ranks a word from a layman may be

of service.

The handling of objects which have been

preserved in a 4 ^ solution kills the outer

cuticle and appears to have a paralyzing eifect

on the sub-cuticular nerve terminations. Re-

peated use demoralizes the skin very badly.

The vapor or minute drops arising in dissection

from the objects manipulated is liable to cause

serious affections of the eye. We have just

heard from a recent colaborator of the museum
who has narrowly escaped the loss of one eye,

and is probably condemned for life to the use

of glasses as a result of dissections of slugs

preserved in formalin. Irritation of the mu-
cous membrane of the air passages has proba-

bly been observed by every one who has used

this preservative.

Wm. H. Dall.
U. S. National Museubi,

Washington, D. C, October 12, 1897.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Hallucinations and Illusions. A Study of the

Fallacies of Perception. By Edmund Parish.

London, Walter Scott ; New York, Charles

Scribner's Sons, 1897. Pp. 390. Contem-

porary Science Series, Vol. XXXI.
The present volume is a rewriting, by the

a,uthor, of his German monograph, published

about three years ago ; and this in turn grew

out of his examination, for the Munich Psycho-

logical Association, of the cases collected in

Germany for the ' International census of Wak-
ing Hallucinations in the Sane'—a project

initiated and vigorously promoted by the Eng-

lish Society for Psychical Research. While

there is an extensive literature on some one or

another of the many ramifications of the general

subject of illusions—particularly contributions

of cases illustrative of certain special kinds or

causes of illusion—there is a conspicuous lack

of more comprehensive and systematic treatises

covering the general field, both descriptively

and with the purpose of presenting these

various forms of fallacious perception from

some unifying theory or principle.

It can hardly be said that the author has

succeeded in filling this gap, although the road

which he set out to survey has been covered

with accuracy and originality. Comparison is

at once suggested with the older volume of

Sully on 'Illusions,' which, though far less

scientifically thorough and necessarily lacking

in the explanations and conceptions that have

grown out of recent research, is none the less

more comprehensive in scope and more philo-

sophical as well as attractive in treatment.

The general reader will still find more enlighten-

ment as to the nature of illusions in the work of

Sully than in that of Parish, although he can

find no abler treatment of certain phases of this

study than the latter work offers. To begin

with. Dr. Parish's definition of his topic rules

out the consideration of that intei-esting group

of normal deceptions of the senses—commonly
known as optical illusions and the like—which

are so significant for the study of sense-interpre-

tation and perception. Indeed, instead of con-

ceiving an illusion as any form of psychological

process which happens to be erroneous he aims

to establish a type of perception, at times

normal and at times abnormal, as the basis of

all hallucinations and illusions. This under-

lying principle is found to be that of dissocia-

tion, "a state in which, indeed, generally

speaking, the consciousness is normal, but where

the association-paths of a more or less compli-

cated system of elements are wholly or partially

blocked." Hallucinations and illusions "are

just as much sensory perceptions as the so-

called 'objective' perceptions." The dream

state is an extreme state of dissociation, and as

such hallucinations and illusions become the

stuff that dreams are made of; in insanity and

nervous fatigue ; in moments of emotional ex-

citement as well as of rapt attention ;
under the

influence of drugs and particularly in hypnotic

states, the conditions are favorable for that

distortion and inhibition of the normal associa-

tion-paths which Dr. Parish holds to be the

starting point of fallacious perception.

This conception has much in its favor
;

it

makes it natural to find a considerable number

of hallucinations among the sane and in the

waking state ; it certainly binds together the

various forms of semi-abnormal and morbid

conditions under which illusions most commonly

occur ; it is equally adaptable to the explana-
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tion of the experimental phases of the topic,

such as hypnotism, automatic writing, crystal

vision ; and it further gains strength by the in-

herent weakness of former theories, both 'cen-

trifugal' and 'centripetal,' which attempted

to present the illusion as a reversal of the physio-

logical process of true sensation or of some of

the cortical and subcortical functions. In spite

of these advantages, it cannot be claimed that

this or any other theory at present serves any

other purposes than that of a temporary frame-

work for a building that is yet to be planned.

The physiologist and the pathologist, as well as

the alienist and psychologist, must all expend

very much more planning and labor upon the

foundations before a really suitable superstruc-

ture can be possible. More literally, the pres-

ent status of the subject seems hardly likely to

yield a true explanation of the illusory process,

a satisfactory account of what really goes on in

nerve and brain-cell as well as in the field of

mental processes when we see with the mind's

eye.

This criticism is offered in no disparagement

of Dr. Parish's essay. His attempt to bring

order out of chaos is most commendable, and

for what is, perhaps, the most striking example

of the fruitful nature of his conception the

reader may be referred to is the ingenious anal-

ysis of ' audible thinking ' as the analogy of ' au-

tomatic writing ' which is given in Chapter

VIII.

A considerable portion of the volume is de-

voted to the presentation of the statistics of

hallucinations of the sane and their critical

discussion, one phase of this discussion being

devoted to those hallucinations which are sup-

posed to be ' veridical ' or to serve as proofs of

' telepathic ' agencies. This portion of the

work is most commendable; the sincerity and

painstaking devotion of the compilers of the

census and other evidence for telepathy are

fully appreciated and acknowledged. But the

verdict is 'not proven,' with a strong indica-

tion in favor of the negative. The extreme

complexity and variety of the sources of error,

the inherent defects of the logical cogency of

the evidence, and the likelihood of the appli-

cability of other and more normal forms of ex-

planation, are all admirably set forth and to-

gether form a line of argument which the nu-

merically strong but logically weak accumula-

tions of cases are not likely to overcome. This

careful sifting of obscure sources of error, this

technical and thorough analysis of the real na-

ture of these elusive hallucinatory conditions,

makes rather difiicult reading, but it is the only

profitable mode of dealing with the subject.

This lack of popular attractiveness in Dr.

Parish's work is probably a desirable feature,

at least in some respects. The interest in this

and kindred topics has been entirely too much
centered upon the explanation of individual

experiences and the proving of this or that

hypothesis. The prevalent popular attitude is

that of the man who has had an experience

and wants it 'explained,' even to the most

trifling detail, and who, in default of such ex-

planation, feels warranted in disparaging the

science that so dismally fails when practically

tested, and in accepting any hypothesis, however

unnatural or unscientific, which seems to cover

his case. It is well to impress this individual

with the inherent difficulty of such study, with

the technical acquisitions needed to qualify one

to form any opinion on the matter, and with

the true statistical and impersonal method of

dealing with 'cases.' The principle that in

the progress of science the interest in the ab-

normal precedes and only slowly gives way to

an interest in the normal has recently been

well emphasized and illustrated ;* it is as true

in psychology as in other sciences. The super-

ficial interest in much that is ' psychic ' doubt-

less belongs to this earlier stage of culture and

will probably give way to a better comprehen-

sion and appreciation of man's normal psychol-

ogy. A lesser form of utility of the present

volume is in disparaging an undesirable and

uncritical interest in the abnormal.

Joseph Jastkow.

Manual of Bacteriology. By Eobeet Mum,
M.A., M.D., F.B.C.P., Ed., Lecturer on

Pathological Bacteriology, and Senior Assist-

ant to the Professor of Pathology, University

of Edinburgh; Pathologist, Edinburgh Royal

Infirmary ; and James Ritchie, M.A., M.D.,

B.Sc, Lecturer in Pathology, University of

*By W J MoGee, Science, Vol. VI., p. 413.
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Oxford. With one hundred and eight illus-

trations. Edinburgh and London, Young J.

Pentland ; New York, The Macmillan Com-

pany. 1897. Price, $3.25.

Bacteriology as a distinct domain in biology

has developed with amazing rapidity within the

past few years, owing partly to the stimulus

which a new technique has afforded, partly to

the keener appreciation of the importance in

biology of a knowledge of the simpler life pro.

cess down near the border line ; but more than

all, perhaps, to the fact that among the bac-

teria are a few forms which cause a large part

of the acute diseases of men and animals. For

the latter reason bacteriology has been a foster

child of medicine and, in the minds of many, is

only one of the congeries of disciplines which

we call medical science. But as our knowl-

edge grows, we realize that the relationships of

bacteriology to medicine embrace but a small

part of bacteriological lore, which reaches far

away from disease and deals with most sig-

nificant phases of organic life throughout the

earth.

In reality, the book before us is not a manual

of bacteriology, but a manual dealing with

those phases of bacteriology which concern dis-

ease, or medical bacteriology.

About one-fourth of the text relates to the

general subject of the morphology, biology and

technical methods of study of the bacteria ; a

few pages are devoted to non-pathogenic micro-

organisms, while the remainder is given to a

general consideration of the relationship of bac-

teria to disease, and to an epitomized descrip-

tion of the more important infectious diseases,

especially of man. A discussion of the sig-

nificant subject of immunity follows and, finally,

in a series of appendices, certain of the impor-

tant infectious diseases are reviewed whose

etiological factors are not bacterial or are as

yet unknown.

There are many manuals of medical bac-

teriology in many languages and of all grades

of excellence, and this phase of bacteriology is

growing so rapidly that new books and new
editions are necessary.

This book of Muir and Eitchie is a most valu-

able addition to the list and might wisely super-

sede many of the current elementary works.

It is a well-digested, well-arranged and wisely

and clearly expressed epitome of the medical

phases of bacteriology and of the bacteriological

phases of disease. The historical glimpses of

recent studies upon some of the infectious dis-

eases aid greatly in the comprehension of the

present point of view regarding them and afford

clues which, in connection with the judiciously

limited bibliography at the end, may lure and
guide the student into a deeper acquaintance

with his theme. The illustrations, over one

hundred in number, are largely from photo-mi-

crographs and the half-tone reproductions are

for the most part as satisfactory as the technical

limitations will permit.

The book is altogether excellent, and is really

a model epitome of a difficult and complex

theme, a safe and stimulating guide to the

student and a boon to the busy practitioner

who must read as he runs, if he reads at all.

T. M. P.

NEW BOOKS.

The Founders of Geology. Sir Archibald
Geikie. London and New York, The Mac-

millan Co. 1897. Pp. x+297. $2.00.

Les ballons-sondes de Mm. Hermite et Besangon et

les ascensions Internationales. Paris, Gauthier-

Villars et fils. 1898.

The Story of Germ Life. H. W. CoNN. New
York, D. Appleton & Co. Pp. 199.

Health of Body and Mind. T. W. Topham.

1897. Pp. 296.

Elements of Plane and Spherical Trigonometry.

Edwin S. Crawley, University of Pennsyl-

vania. 1897. Second edition. Pp. 178.

Physical Experiments. Alfred P. Gage. Bos-

ton and London, Ginn & Co. 1897. Pp.

ix-l-97.

Sixteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Amer-

ican Ethnology, 1894.-1895. J. W. Powell.

Washington, Government Printing Oflice.

1897. Pp. cxix-f 326.

A Correction : We have been requested to call at-

tention to the fact that the sentence on p. 534, at the

bottom of the first column of Science for October 8th

last, beginning 'The Boston Trustees,' owing to an

oversight was not omitted, as it should have been.
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SPECIAL EXPLORATIONS IN THE IMPLE-

MENT-BEARING DEPOSITS ON THE
LALOR FAR3I, TRENTON, N. J. *

By permission of Professor F. "W. Putnam
a number of geologists and archfeologists

were invited by me to conduct independent

investigations on the Lalor farm in Tren-

ton, N. J., with a view to verifying the con-

clusions at which he had arrived concerning

the age of the artifacts found in the gravel

at that place. As a result of the invitation,

Mr. H. C. Mercer, Professor Arthur Hol-

lick. Dr. H. D. Kiimmel and Professor Wil-

liam Libbey met with me upon the ground,

and we availed ourselves of the facilities

aiforded us by Mr. Ernest Volk, who has

been for several years engaged in explora-

tions in the vicinity of Trenton, under the

direction of Professor Putnam, in the in-

terests of the Peabody Museum, Cambridge,

Mass. ; the Columbian Exposition, of Chi-

cago, and the Museum of Natural History

of New York City. I was upon the ground

the 25th, the 26th and the 28th of June,

and September 13th and 14th, 1897. At this

time Mr. Mercer was present every day but

the 13th of September, and Professor Hol-

lick every day but the 28th of June and
the 14th of September, while Dr. Kiimmel
and Professor Libbey were present for only

a single day.

* This paper will he folloived hy others on the same

subject.—Ed.
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The farm on whicli such generous privi-

leges have been granted by the Misses Lalor

is situated on the terrace upon which the

city of Trenton is built, about a mile below

the city, overlooking the Delaware river

from the edge of the terrace, which here de-

scends abruptly to the flood-plain of the

Delaware, about forty feet below. That

this farm is within the limits of the so-

called ' Trenton gravel ' is conceded by

every one, and is clearly evident from a

gravel pit which has been recently opened

not more than three hundred yards to the

north. In this pit, which has been worked

to a depth of about twenty feet, the general

sand and gravel are very distinctly strati-

fied, with the lines of bedding and cross-

bedding perfectly distinct up to within

three or four feet of the surface. Many
boulders, some of them two or three feet in

diameter, occur in the lower part of the de-

posits. A large pile of boulders which had

been thrown aside by the workmen well

illustrates the observation early made by

Professor Cook and Professor Shaler, that

the material of the Trenton gravel is almost

entirely derived from the upper part of the

valley of the Delaware river, and is to that

extent local material.

There is but one theory entertained by

geologists at the present time concerning

this gravel, which is, that it is a delta de-

posit made by the glacial floods which came

dowQ the river from the melting of the ice

which formed the Belvidere terminal mo-

raine, about seventy miles above Trenton.

Through that distance the gradient of the

river is about three and a-half feet to the

mile, and the valley is narrow, so that the

abundant floods of that time could easily

bring down the excessive amount of debris

released by the melting ice. On reaching

tide-water and a broader valley at Trenton

the swollen streams of that epoch rapidly

built up the fifty-foot delta terrace upon
which the city stands. This terrace is from

two to three miles in diameter, upon the

New Jersey side, and wherever excavated

shows substantially the same phenomena
described in the pit adjoining the Lalor

farm, which is about the middle of the

special enlargement of the deposit from

north to south from which the gravel re-

ceived its name.

The excavations made by our party were

upon the summit of this delta deposit, be-

ginning from the bluff where it faces the

river valley to the west, and which breaks

down to the level of the flood-plain, forty

feet below, with as steep a descent as the

gravel would naturally maintain, the slope

being now covered with a luxuriant growth

of forest trees.

As our investigations were made with,

reference to verifying the conclusions of Mr.

Ernest Volk, it is proper to state the main
results of his work. Mr. Volk has carefully

dug over the area stretching back from this

bluff for a width of about three hundred

feet and a length of something like twenty-

five hundred feet. Over all this area he has

sunk trenches a little over three feet in

depth, and carefully noted the evidences of

human occupation, together with the char-

acter of the deposit and the depth at which,

the artificial objects have occurred. All

this material gathered by him is to be found

carefully labelled, but for the most part un-

reported upon, in the museums above re-

ferred to in our first paragraph. Mr.Volk's

work has shown that the upper twelve

inches of this surface contains more or less

signs of vegetable mould, and a very large

number of chips and chipped implements

made from flint and jasper, with occasional

chipped pieces of argillite. Many other

indications of the ordinary occupation by
Indians also occur in this upper foot of soil;

such as pieces of pottery, the bones of

animals which had been used for food, and

pieces of charcoal. Occasionally, also,

there are pits running to a depth of two or
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three feet in which, are similar objects down
to the bottom.

But in the compact undisturbed sand

from one foot below the surface through

the two feet or more of the lower part of

the trenches Mr. Volk reports that he has

found no pottery or charcoal or chipped

fragments of jasper, flint or quartz; but

that he has found, sparingly scattered

throughout the entire mass, many chipped

fragments and implements made from argil-

lite, these occurring frequently near the

bottom of the trenches, three feet and more

below the present surface and two or more

feet below ordinary signs of recent disturb-

ance.

At the first visit our own work consisted

in the digging of one long trench from near

the edge of the bluff back through a dis-

tance of twenty-oAe and a-half feet. Its

width was three and three-quarters feet,

and its depth a little over three feet. This

was immediately north of the ground which

has been explored by Mr. Volk. We also

dug three other pits, one being about twenty

feet farther north, which was 7|-s4Jfeet;

another, thirty feet east of the second,

which was six feet square ; a fourth, one

hundred feet still farther east, and on

ground about one foot higher, which was

four and a-half feet square.

After careful examination we fixed upon

fifteen inches as the limit of probable or

possible ordinary disturbance, and had

all the superincumbent soil removed from

the trenches to that depth. We then had

narrow excavations made two feet lower or

to a total depth of forty inches, in some

cases going still farther down. Having pre-

pared a smooth perpendicular surface, the

work was subsequently done by carefully

scraping off the face of the excavation with

a trowel, and when any object of stone was

encountered, all were called to witness it

in place before removal. In this way a

total amount of three hundred and twenty-

five cubic feet of the deposit was carefully

examined. This is equivalent to a trench

forty feet long, four feet wide and two feet

deep ; this being the lower two or more feet

of the material removed.

Number of Objects J<oM?id.—As a result of

this examination during the first visit, there

were found in the lower two feet of undis-

turbed soil fifteen chipped fragments or im-

plements of argillite all covered with a deep

patina, two thick flakes of jasper and three

of quartz, with a few broken stones. There

were found and counted also between three

hundred and four hundred pebbles ranging

from the largest, which was 8^ x 4f x 2^

inches, down to numerous ones the size of a

French pea. Many of them were from one

to two inches in diameter. The implements

were scattered pretty evenly through the

entire mass of gravel. The upper five

inches contained four; the second five, seven;

the third five, four ; the fourth five, five.

Besides this there were six battered or

broken pebbles, showing artificial origin,

but all these were in the upper six inches

of our stratum. Of the quartz and flint

flakes, two were found in the upper four

inches, two from ten to twelve inches down,

and one at a depth of eighteen inches.

The Character of the Strata.—Beginning at

the top, there is first a stratum of fifteen

inches to be excluded. The upper seven

inches of the stratum under consideration

consists of compact sand in which there are

no signs of bedding or disturbance of any

sort.

Below this occurs, over most of the area,

a reddish, clayey band, about a-half inch

thick, which extends in a wavy line, often

thinning out so as to be almost impercep-

tible.

Below this is a stratum of yellowish

sand, similar to the first, about six inches

thick.

Below this is a second continuous reddish

band slightly waved, but far less so than
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No. 1, and about two inclies thick, thinning

out, however, in places to half an inch or

slightly less.

Then occurs another stratum of yellow-

ish sand, about four inches thick.

Still lower comes reddish clay, * ten inches

thick, partly divided by an irregular stra-

tum of sand, two or three inches thick, run-

ning through the middle of it. In some

places, however, the clay bands coalesce,

and the sand continues along the line in

lenticular masses. This clay stratum rests

upon the more completely washed sand and

gravels which form the great mass of the

terrace.

Analysis of these Strata.—The predominant

material in the entire thickness examined

is sand, but there is mixed with it a vary-

ing amount of clay and iron, both being

specially concentrated in the red bands. I

have had specimens from these strata ana-

lyzed to determine the relative amount of

clay, sand and iron contained in them.

The specimens were first thoroughly and

repeatedly soaked and shaken in water,

which was poured off immediately, carry-

ing everything which could be held in sus-

pension, and leaving the sand thoroughly

washed. After being allowed to settle

twenty-four hours, the water was siphoned

off and the residue thoroughly dried. This

was then compared in bulk with the residue

of sand which had also been dried. All the

specimens were treated in a similar manner.

The results were, beginning at the top

:

1st sand stratum, 18% suspended mat-

ter; 2d sand, 16% ; 3d sand, 14% ; under-

lying sand, 7%. Of the red bands, 1st red

stratum, 24% suspended matter ; 2d red

stratum, 27% ; 3d stratum, 27% ; 4th (or

lower part of 3d) stratum, 37%. The

amount of iron contained in the fine sedi-

ments so far as analyzed was as follows

:

* Throughout 1 use clay as signifying simply sedi-

ment so fine that it is held in suspension in water for

an appreciable time.

from the 2d sand, one-half of one per cent,

of the whole amount ; of the 2d red stra-

tum, one and one-half per cent, of the whole

amount, and the same for the 4th red stra-

tum. These red bands, therefore, are not

to any appreciable extent segregations of

iron. The iron scarcely more than suffices

to give the color. The analysis shows,

therefore, that these red bands contain from

25% to 33% more clay than is found in the

interstratified strata of sand.

While the water-worn pebbles were dis-

tributed more or less through the entire

mass, they are specially abundant in and

below the second, third and fourth reddish

clayey accumulations. These pebbles vary

in size, as has been said, from those several

inches in diameter down to small pieces of

gravel. Pebbles from one to two inches

are numerous. The largest one referred to

was imbedded in the clayey stratum, No. 2,

just as if dropped into the clay and pi'essed

nearly through it, crowding lower down
two or three smaller ones which undei-lay

it. This was found in the longer trench,

thirty-two inches below the surface, or

seventeen inches below our selected zone

of doubt. This was about three- feet dis-

tant from the locality of one of our best-

formed chipped argillite scrapers, which oc-

curred three inches lower down in the

deposit, and beneath the clayey stratum.

As I personally removed with my trowel all

material in this section, I know that the

clayej^ strat,um containing the large pebble

was continuous and unbroken, not only be-

tween the pebble and the point directly over

the argillite implement, but for two or three

feet upon the other side, and that pebbles,

large and small, were frequently struck by

the trowel along the entire distance.

The implement above referred to was lo-

cated carefully and photographed by us.

The first clayey band over it was here about

two inches thick and so compact as to give

distinct special resistance to the trowel
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wherever it was struck. Its level was
twenty inclies below our zone of doubt, or

thirty-five inches below the surface. Upon
our last visit, however, two well-formed

argillite implements were found at still

greater depth, and if possible in still more
unequivocal position. One of these, found

by Professor Hollick, was in the main trench

more than twenty feet farther east. This

was, also, below the second clayey band,

which is here nearly ten inches thick. The
implement was three feet five inches be-

low the surface, or twenty-six inches be-

low the arbitrary line we had fixed as our

zone of doubt. The order of strata was as

follows : one foot, disturbed soil ; eighteen

inches, compact yellow sand ; first wavy
reddish clayey band, one-half inch

;
yellow

sand, two inches ; second reddish clayey

stratum, with inclosed lenticular sand

patches, ten inches; sandy layer, five

inches, containing the implem^ent ; reddish

clayey band, five inches. Below this, with-

out any signs of unconformity, were several

successive alternating strata of sand and

reddish clayey material to the total depth

dug, six feet nine inches. There was every

indication that the entire deposit up at

least to the upper wavy reddish clayey

stratum was built up by a continuous pro-

cess of water deposition, the upper portion

representing the waning cycles of deposi-

tion characteristic of floods which were

reaching their limit both by reason of in-

creased elevation of the flood-plain and of

a diminution of the water supply.

Eight feet north of this implement, across

the end of the trench, with the strata con-

tinuous between, Mr. Volk had previously

photographed another argillite implement

in place one inch lower than this and be-

neath almost exactly the same succession

of strata. Again, on the face of one of our

earlier pits farthest from the bank, about

forty feet disant from this one, we found on

the second visit and photographed, and Mr.

Mercer took out with his own hands, a well-

formed argillite implement three feet three

inches below the surface, or two feet below

our arbitrarily chosen line of doubt. There

were two of the clayey bands above this,

the order being closely similar to that de-

scribed in the trench. The second of the

clayey bands, which is here about two inches

thick, contained a pebble more than two
inches in diameter, which was pressed down
into the stratum as if by its own and the

superincumberent weight. On removing

the pebble the clay adhered to it, but was
not cemented to it. It could all easily be

removed with the fingers. Two or three

feet east of this implement were the marks
of the tap-root of a tree which had pene-

trated all the strata to a depth of something

over two feet. It was perfectly easy to

distinguish the course of this root, but there

were no other signs of such disturbance

around the face of the exposure in the vi-

cinity of any of the implements described.

Extent of the Reddish Clayey Bands.—To
determine the extent of these deposits and
the manner of their formation, pits were

dug at three points, from two hundred to

five hundred feet farther in from the edge

of the bluff. Two of these were upon a

slightly elevated ridge, from two to three

feet higher than our main trench, being the

highest portion of the plain. The other

was in the center of a shallow basin, towards

which there was a gradual slope in every

direction, it being from two to three feet

lower than the trench and about two hun-

dred feet awajr. In all these pits the suc-

cession of strata was similar to those in the

main trench, with this difference, however,

that the reddish clayey bands were encoun-

tered several inches lower down in the cen-

ter of the basinlike depression than upon
the higher elevations. This effectually dis-

poses of the theory that the slight irregu-

larities in the surface were produced by wind
action. If the elevations were wind accu-
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mulations tlie sand would be thicker there

than in the depressions, but the opposite was

the case. The slight irregularities of the

surface, therefore, are the result of original

motor deposition and not of wind action.

Observations upon other portions of the

delta terrace revealed the same condition

of things. In the gravel pit already re-

ferred to, about three hundred yards to the

north, the succession in the upper three or

four feet exposed is substantially the same.

The clayey bands are distinctly apparent,

and the whole structure is conformable.

In this pit there occurs, and was photo-

graphed by us, a thick deposit of fine sand

near the bottom, containing thin wavy
bands of stratified clay, very similar to the

upper one described iu our main trench.

Again, about a mile distant, toward the

southeast, near the park, an excellent

exposure of the terrace shows the same
succession. With this, also, agrees the

description given by Mr. Volk of his

explorations on the same terrace in 1891, at

a point about half way between the park

and the present explorations. ( See Pro-

ceedings of the A. A. A. S., Vol. XLII.,

1894.) In describing the strata, he says :

" The soil in this place consists of nine

inches of black or subsoil, tilled land, over-

lying an undisturbed sandy loam composed

of quartz sand, colored by iron and mixed

with a yellow soil, the sediment of muddy
water, the whole having a light yellow

color. Three feet below the surface is a

somewhat uneven stratum of red clay

mixed with sand."

From all this it is clear that this deposit,

Tip at any rate to the upper line of reddish

clayey band, is part and parcel of the Tren-

ton gravel.

A most natural explanation of the depo-

sition of these successive strata of sand

and clayey bands is at hand in the closing

floods of the glacial period which confessedly

built up the terrace to within a few inches

of several of the implements found in place.

All the phenomena can easily be accounted

for by the forces then known to be in opera-

tion. The floods accompanying the close of

that stage of the glacial period which

formed the terminal moraine crossing the

river at Belvidere brought down the debris

from the melting ice until the delta terrace

was built up to a height of about forty-seven

feet. This, all readily admit. But it is

easy to see that as the delta grew higher,

and the material accessible to floods dimin-

ished, the closing deposits would consist of

finer material, the conditions being some-

what like those of ordinary flood-plains,

only in this case the forces were more ex-

traordinarily variable and vast in their

proportions. In the last stages of this epoch

we may well suppose that during the

months of July, August and September the

waters running over this delta terrace were

occasionally swollen enormously, though

the elevation overflowed was such that any

large masses of boulder-laden ice were

prevented from sweeping over it, such as

did during the earlier stages of the deposit.

These floods would easily distribute large

quantities of sand along the edge of the ter-

race of the main stream, extending back for

an indefinite distance or to the slightly

higher deposits that had previously been

made, and this under conditions so uniform

that several inches might be accumulated

without signs of bedding. On the subsi-

dence of the floods the clayey strata would

naturally accumulate, as shown in these de-

posits.

But how did the implements become in-

corporated in the strata? By a process

which is perfectly natural and credible.

During the larger part of the year, when
the melting of the glacial ice was proceed-

ing at a slow rate, vast bars and abandoned

channels of the main pebbly deposits of

sand and gravel would be exposed, afford-

ing to the aboriginal inhabitants a choice
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field for procuring argillite boulders, with

an occasional one of quartz or jasper, from

which to make their favorite implements

;

while the conditions connected with the

head of tide-water doubtless made it then,

as later, a favorite hunting and fishing

ground. Few things have ever impi-essed

me so much as the abundance of life of all

sorts at the head of the inlets, both in Alaska

and Greenland, into which large glaciers

pour their currents of ice-cold water. The

implements and chips lost by the natives

on these temporarily abandoned stretches

of gravel and sand bordering the main cur-

rent are the ones mingled with scattering

pebbles which were swept into their present

position upon the Lalor farm by the subse-

quent floods of the season.

But this condition of things did not re-

main long. After the flooded Delaware

ceased to receive superabundant glacial

debris and an excessive supply of water from

the melting ice it not only ceased to build

up the terrace, but began speedily to cut

and enlarge its present channel, leaving the

surface of the delta terrace forever after

undisturbed by its action. The terrace is

now about forty feet above the flood-plain.

Thus we have a natural and perfectly

credible method for accounting for the phe-

nomena in question.

It is, however, not only incumbent to

provide an adequate cause for such phe-

nomena, but we are in duty bound to give

sound reasons for excluding other hypoth-

eses which may be supposed to account

for the facts. One hypothesis is that the

clay band ISTo. 2 has been produced by seg-

regation, and so may have been formed

over the implements found underneath it

since their deposition. But the stratum

contains only a slight amount of iron in ex-

cess of that found throughout the entire

sand deposit. There still remains the ex-

cessive amount of clay which characterizes

the stratum. It can scarcely be possible

that that was segregated over so extensive

an area after the whole had been deposited.

Besides there must be something to account

for the slight excess of iron which char-

acterizes the red stratum. It is not only

slightly excessive in amount above what is

found in the accompanying sand, but is

different in color; that being yellow and

this red.

The suggestion that this clayey stratum

!N"o. 2 is an old wind-blown surface encoun-

ters several insuperable objections.

1

.

Its extent and uniformity are greater

than could be obtained by a wind accumula-

tion.

2. It contains large numbers of pebbles

too great for removal by winds. As already

mentioned, one of these was several inches

in its longest diameter, and many were over

an inch in diameter. To the suggestion

that these may have been brought upon the

surface by human agencies at the same time

that the chipped flakes were lost, it can be

answered that many of these were too small

to have offered any inducement to anybody

to have brought them up into that place,

and they are scattered through the forma-

tion so uniformly that they indicate distri-

bution by natural agencies ;
while their oc-

currence in the clayey stratum points to

water, and not to wind, for their distribu-

tion. Especially significant were the two

or three small pebbles undei-neath the large

one which lay as if pressed by the weight

of the larger pebble into and almost through

the clayey stratum.

To the suggestion that these pebbles had

been brought up from the lower strata by

overturning of trees, it is to be said that if

that was the case it must have been before

the formation of the clayey stratum since

that by actual observation was continuous

and undisturbed for a distance of many feet

on either side of many of these pebbles.

To the theory which would account for

the iron in the stratum through the oxida-
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tion of the vegetable accumulation occur-

ring upon the surface, it is to he replied

that this would not account for the accum-

ulation of clay, but rather it needs the

accumulation of clay to arrest the soluble

iron in its downward progress. Whatever

may be true of that npper and more wavy
film of reddish material, it cannot well be

maintained that stratum ISTo. 2 is of a dif-

ferent origin from that of the thicker strata

3 and 4, the last of which rests directly on

the acknowledged glacial gravel. In case of

these it cannot be maintained that they

are the results of a progressive oxidation

proceeding from the surface downwards,

since they are distinctly separated by the

strata of yellow sand. There must have

been something in the original deposition

to have determined the relation of these

differently colored strata to each other, and

that original stratification has not been to

any great extent disturbed by subsequent

agencies.

If these red bands are the results of oxi-

dizing agencies connected with vegetable

deposits, they must still be placed long ante-

rior to the accumulation of vegetable mould

which is now upon the surface ; for in many
cases Indian pits are found in which the

vegetable mould is entirely unaffected by

oxidizing agencies ; and, as this farm is

known to have been occupied by the whites

two hundred years, we have a partial meas-

ure of the slowness with which vegetable

matter decomposes in this soil.

Furthermore, if the action of tree roots,

worms and other small animals were so

great in breaking up and destroying the

lines of stratification two or three feet be-

low the surface, as some have supposed,

these clayey strata must be very recent,

else they would have been completely ob-

literated. But their integrity is a complete

answer to the theory that the soil down to

a depth of four feet is everywhere necessarily

disturbed through the lapse of long periods

of time. In the present case every attempt

to account for the clayey strata 2, 3 and 4

otherwise than by the agency of water is

beset with insuperable difficulties. There

9,re none of the marks of those other sup-

posed agencies left to indicate their activity.

Whereas, with the acknowledged floods of

water rising to within a few inches of these

deposits, it is easy to believe in the exten-

sion of this agency in building up the de-

posits of the superincumbent fifteen inches.

If any one denies this natural and easy ex-

planation he is bound to bring forth rea-

sonable evidence to the contrary. To ad-

duce complicated hypotheses involving in-

adequate and unknown causes of which

there are no signs present, is not sufficient.

The evidence that the implements found

below stratum No. 2, forty-one inches be-

low the present surface, and only five inches

above the action of acknowledged glacial

floods, belong to the deposits of the glacial

floods is sufficient, I believe, to convince

any one who comprehends all the facts. At
any rate, it is in the highest degree hazard-

ous to assert that the problem of their age

is insoluble, and that no trustworthy infer-

ence concerning it is possible. For a short

time the facts can remain open for the ob-

servation of others. Let any one who is in

doubt visit the locality and see for himself.

Professor Libbey of Princeton University

spent the afternoon of September 14th with

us on the ground when all the exposures

were open to inspection. These he photo-

graphed and cai'efully examined with ref-

erence to all the questions involved. In

respect to them he writes as follows

:

"Princeton, September 20, 1897. I take

pleasure in putting on record my opinion

with reference to the deposits which we
studied together last week. There is no

doubt in my mind as to the origin of the

deposits in which the various implements

were found. The lower gravel layer im-

mediately below is undoubtedly due to
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water action, and I cannot believe that the

banded region composed of sand heavily

mixed with clay could have been laid down
in any other way than those just below.

Certainly no wind action can ever be held

responsible for such level and uniform de-

posits over such an area, but it might rather

be explained by a change in level affecting

the velocity of the current—in fact, I be-

lieve the existence of this bed can be ex-

plained only in this way."

G. Frederick Wright.
Obeklin, September 20, 1897.

.

PBOF£SSOB RUDOLPH HEIDENHAIN.

The announcement of the death of Pro-

fessor Rudolph Heidenhain, though not en-

tirely unexpected, will call forth in physio-

logical circles a note of deepest regret. It

brings to memory the names of Briicke,

Helmholtz, Karl^Ludwig andEmil DuBois-

Eeymond, members of that coterie of brill-

iant scientists whose unusual ability for

many years attracted to the German labora-

tories students of medicine from every part

of the civilized world. And with these

names are largely associated the remarka-

ble transformation and progress which

physiological science has experienced since

the days of Johannes Miiller.

Eudolph Peter Heinrich Heidenhain was

sixty-three years of age at the time of his

death, having been born Marienwerder,

January 29, 1834. The elder Heidenhain

was a physician, and it was not strange

that the young man should inherit an en-

thusiasm for the natural sciences ; it is

told, in fact, that his interest in the work

to which his life was devoted was early

aroused by the reading of Volkmann's
' Haemodynamik,' which had just been

added to the father's library. Heidenhain

pursued the usual . university medical

studies at Konigsberg, Halle and Berlin,

receiving his degree at the latter place in

1854 with a dissertation entitled ' De nervis

organisque centralibus cordis cordiumque

ranae lympaticorum. ' As assistant to Du-
Bois-Eeymond, the following three years

were devoted to investigations ia muscle

physiology, a series of studies being pub-

lished in 1856. In 1857 Heidenhain quali-

fied at Halle as ' Privatdocent ' in physi-

ology, with a thesis entitled ' Disquisitiones

criticae et experimentae de sanguinis quanti-

tate in mammalium corporis exstantis'; two
years afterward, in 1859, at the early age of

twenty-five, he accepted the chair of physi-

ology and histology at Breslau in Silesia, a

position which he occupied until his death.

Heidenhain obtained many oflicial distinc-

tions during his academic career, and
among these the Harveiaii medal with

which he seemed especially pleased ; he

was a member of numerous learned socie-

ties, and for many years enjoyed the title of

' Geheimer Medicinal rat.'

The advent of Heidenhain to Breslau and
to the institution in which, years before,

Purkinje had been active, was followed by

a series of physiological researches con-

tinued almost uninterruptedly until the

past year. These contributions have been

marked not alone by the originality with

which the subjects have been treated, but

especially by a deep insight into the prob-

lems presented and a thoroughness of in-

vestigation and devotion of energy as untir-

ing as it was characteristic. The results of

these labors have had so important an in-

fluence in determining certain chapters of

physiology as taught to-day that it may,

perhaps, be permitted to present a few frag-

ments of Heidenhain's work and to indi-

cate their bearing.

In 1864 appeared the well known mono-
graph on ' Mechanische Leistung, Wiirme-

entwickelung und Stofi'umsatz bei der

Muskelthatigkeit.' Helmholtz had shown
that the tetanic contractions of a muscle,

when continued for some minutes, are at-

tended by a production of heat, but it re-
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mained for Heidenliain to demonstrate a

rise of temperature amounting to 0.003-

0.005°C. witli each individual contraction.

He discovered the fact that the amount of

heat evolved by a muscle in contraction in-

creases with its tension ; and in the demon-

stration that a muscle which contracts

without doing external work gives off more

heat than does the working muscle on con-

traction, the principle of the conservation

of energy was illustrated by a significant

experiment.

To the student of physiology the muscle

studies briefly referred to may seem to bear

little, if any, relation to Heidenhain's

later investigations on the secretory pro-

cesses in the organism. There was, how-

ever, a single great problem which gave the

impetus to most of the physiologist's work.

" Ihave endeavored all my life," he once re-

marked to the writer, " to learn something

of the processes which go on in the living

cells of the body. In my earlier studies I

selected the muscle cells because of their

large size. But I soon found that I could

not reach the desired end by this means

and accordingly I turned to the secreting

glands, where I might better observe the

entire cells under the microscope. Thus I

have been carried farther and farther."

Heidenhain's researches on the secretory

processes have become classic, and his mas-

terly volume on ' Absonderungsvorgange '

published in 1SS3 in Hermann's Haudbuch

der Physiologic will remain as a permanent

contribution to physiological literature.

The experimental researches which form

the basis for these chapters, and in which

Heidenhain enjoyed the assistance of a con-

siderable number of co-workers in his labo-

ratory, appeared in large part in the

Studien aus dem physiolog. Institut zu

Breslau, I.-IV., 1861-1868; in Pfliiger's

Archiv fiir Physiologie, and in Schultze's

Archiv fiir Mikroskopische Anatomic.

The tendency of physiolological research

at about the middle of the century had been

in the direction of a distinctly mechanical

theory of the secretory processes in which

the physical forces resulting in filtration

and diffusion were called upon to explain

the known phenomena. The prevalent im-

pression was in good measure due to the brill-

iant teachings of men like Briicke and Lud-

wig, although even the latter appreciated

many of the difficulties which this aspect

presented. It was left for Heidenhain to

emphasize the inadequacy of any universal

application of the current principles of

physics and chemistry to satisfy the prob-

lems presented in the secretory functions.

He insisted, first of all, on enquiring into

the specific changes which take place in the

individual organs incidental to their ac-

tivity ; and here again we discover the

fundamental notion which was the key-

note to Heidenhain's work, namely, the

desire to investigate the ultimate seat of

physiological changes, as he expressed it

:

" Das Wesen der lebenden Zelle die ilberall

in urspriinglich einfacher oder differenzirter

Gestalt die Vermittlerin und Tragerin des

Geschehens ist."* In expanding these ideas

Heidenhain has been occasionally misun-

stood, or unjustly accused of a belief in

some ' vital ' forces which transcend the

possibilities of natural science. Indeed, I

cannot refrain from referring to this fact,

which alwaj's aroused regret in him ; for to

one who is familiar with his work nothing

can seem more unjustified than this sus-

picion. No scientist of to-day will deny

that the processes which go on in the

living cells, that diffusion through a living

membrane, is quite a different thing from

the processes which can be provoked in

these same elements after their death.

This, however, does not imply the existence

of other forces than the chemical and phys-

ical ones which continually manifest them-

selves in the inorganic world. It merely

*Hermaiin's Handbuch der Physiologie, V., 11.
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indicates that our knowledge of how these

forces are exerted and how the energy of

the cell is transformed is hypothetical or

wanting; and not until this deficiency is

made up can the physiological expei'iment

be interpreted in simple physico-chemical

terms. This was Heidenhain's teaching.

The study of the secretion of the bile

early claimed the attention of Heidenhain

and his pupils. Besides contributing valu-

able data on the composition of this fluid

and the conditions modifying its discharge

from the liver, he made comparative meas-

urements of the pressure under which the

bile is secreted and the pressure in a branch

of the superior mesenteric vein. In finding

the bile pressure invariably twice as high

as the blood pressure in the portal vein, he

demonstrated for the bile, as Karl Ludwig
had done in 1858 for the saliva, that secre-

tion is not a mere act of filtration and thus

a mechanical result of blood pressure.

The year 1866 marked the beginning of a

series of papers which have contributed

more than all others to bring renown to the

Breslau physiologist and which mark a dis-

tinct advance in physiological knowledge.

I refer to the brilliant researches on the

salivary, gastric, pancreatic and other

glands, in which physiological experiment

was successfully combined with histological

investigation. The facts discovered have

been verified by numerous observers and

are familiar to every biologist. Here was
shown for the first time that in the

secreting glands structural changes go on

hand in hand with functional processes.

With characteristic patience and thorough-

ness the various glands were made the sub-

ject of an exhaustive study and each new
field afforded new problems and new results.

For the salivary glands it was shown that

the production of specific constituents and

the secretion of water are more or less inde-

pendent processes and thus the idea of dis-

tinct trophic and secretory nerves was intro-

duced into physiology. For the pancreas,

too, Heidenhain indicated indirectly the

existence of specific secretory fibres, which

Pawlow has since directly proved. The dis-

tinction between serous and mucous glands

was also pointed out on the basis of struc-

tural, chemical and functional differences.

In his studies on gastric and pancreatic

secretion Heidenhain pursued with success

the plan which had been found valuable in

the ease of the salivary glands, and we owe
our knowledge of the minute structure of

these organs during rest and activity in

large part to the labors of this investigator.

The fundus and pyloric fistulffi are examples

of the valuable methods of research devel-

oped by him. Almost simultaneously with

Eollet he announced the distinction between

the central and parietal gastric cells ; his

discovery, in 1875, ofthe so-called 'zymogen'

of the proteolytic enzyme of the pancreas

has been followed by announcements of pre-

cursors for other ferments and has added a

new idea to the theory of secretion.

Contrary to the older theory ofBowman,
Ludwig had taught that the urine is ex-

creted entirely through the epithelium of

the Malpighian capsule, the fluid being

eliminated in consequence of purely me-

chanical filtration, and undergoing a subse-

quent concentration by the diffusion ofwater

into the lymph spaces surrounding the kid-

ney tubules. Heidenhain's experiments first

demonstrated conclusively that the epithe-

lial cells of these tubules take a prominent

part in renal secretion. He did not fail to

note, at the same time, the close depend-

ence of secretory activity upon blood flow,

i. e., upon material for cellular work and

upon the presence of oxygen ; thus was em-

phasized the teleological significance of

Claude Bernard's discovery that the blood

vessels of secreting glands are greatly di-

lated during glandular activity.

The researches to which the later years

of Heidenhain's life were devoted followed
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in the course prepared for tbem by the

earlier investigations. In several compre-

hensive and valuable papers on the his-

tology and physiology of the intestine the

inadequacy of osmotic forces to accomplish

the work of absorption under many condi-

tions is experimentally shown, the methods

of the newer physical chemistry being

drawn upon to yield results in a new field.

Simple physical forces were supplemented

by ' physiological ' processes and the seat of

these was assigned to the living epithelial

cells. The researches on the formation of

lymph which have appeared from the Bres-

lau institute in recent years have opened

up a broad field of inquiry that, together

with the problems of absorption and transu-

dation, is interesting physiologists to-day

as perhaps few other themes are. Nowhere
in Heidenhain's hypotheses have simple

physical factors been excluded ; but the dif-

ficulty or inadequacy of the latter in ac-

counting for all the facts known is made
^apparent. And remembering the many dif-

ferences of opinion that have arisen, let me
quote the words of Professor Michael Fos-

ter :
" In the controversy thus arisen, the

last word has, perhaps, not yet been said,

but whether we tend at present to side

with Heidenhain, who has continued into

the past thirteen years the brilliant labours

which were, perhaps, the distinguishing fea-

tures of physiological progress in preced-

ing periods * * * or whether we are

inclined to join those who hold different

views, we may all agree in saying that we
have, in 1897, distinctly clearer ideas of why
secretion gathers in an alveolus or lymph
in a lymph space than we had in 1884.'*

The preceding must sufiBce in this place

to indicate some of the advances which
physiology owes to Heidenhain. If to these

is added the mention of his researches on

* Address to the Physiological Section, British As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science, Toronto,

1897.

the tonic contractions of sphincter muscles,

on the heart and the nervous system, on
hypnotism, etc., one cannot fail to be im-

pressed by the broadness of the man. As a
scientific writer his style is interesting and
convincingly logical. His two monographs
in defence of vivisection * have been widely

circulated. As a teacher Heidenhain en-

joyed unusual success. His lectures were

remarkable for the lucid treatment of every

department of physiology and histology,

and few physiologists, I venture to add,

were so liberal in their demonstrations.

With every chapter at once made historical

as well as critical, and giving evidence of a

very wide acquaintance at first hands with

the literature of the subject, these lectures

would form an admirable text-book with

which few of those now used on the Conti-

tinent could favorably compare. The mod-
est equipment of the old laboratory formed

a striking contrast to the splendid results it

yielded at the hands of a master.

Heidenhain's home life was charming
and the reception within the family circle

always cordial. To one associated with

him in his work, nothing was more impress-

ive than the man's intense devotion to his

science. The indifferent student could ex-

pect little sympathy from Heidenhain ; but

no attention was spared, no effort too great

in behalf of the individuals who won favor

in the Breslau institute. Logical argu-

ment and unbiased observation character-

ized Heidenhain's presence in the labora-

tory. His thoughts continually wandered

into the realm of unanswered problems,

and more than once in recent years did

he express the regret that the days still

left must be brief, at most, for the tasks

awaiting completion. These fruitful labors

have, indeed, been ended too soon.

Lafayette B. Mendel.
Yale Univeesity.

* 'Die Vivisection im Dienste der Heilkunde, ' 1879,.

and ' Die Vivisection, ' 1884.
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FHYSIOS AT THE DETROIT MEETING OF
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE

ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

Section B ofthe American Association for

the Advancement ofScience met with Profes-

sor Carl Earns in the chair and Professor

Frederick Bedell as Secretary. ' Long Kange
Temperature and Pressure Variables in

Physics' was the subject of Professor Barus's

vice-presidential address, which has been

published in full in Science. It was very in-

teresting and was very well received. Tlie

address dealt with the historical develop-

ment of pyrometry and piezometry, with a

view to the present state of progress in

these subjects, and with especial reference

to their application to problems on the

phj'sics of the earth's crust.

The first paper on the list was by Pro-

fessor F. P. "Whitman and Miss Mary C.

Noyes on the effect of heat on the elastic

limit of copper wire. Their work was a

continuation of a research on the effect of

heat on Young's modulus (published in

the Physical Review, Vol. II., p. 277). The
yield-point was found to increase as the

wires were stretched, heated and cooled.

From a long series of tests made on the

same wire it appeared that the wire was
approaching a permanent condition. If

the wire was heated to a red heat, or if it

was stretched considerably beyond its elas-

tic limit at the start, it maintained a nearly

constant state afterwards. There were

curves shown which graphically represented

the changes in the behavior of the wire.

Professor A. L. Foley next read a paper

on ' Arc Spectra.' He examined the light

coming from the arc and found that it was
due to concentric layers of different color.

He used a concave grating to throw

the spectra of different parts of the arc

upon photographic plates. The outer layer

was found to be strongest in the yellow.

The upper carbon, whether positive or nega-

tive, was covered to a greater depth with

the yellow flame. Inside the yellow "was a

blue area stronger at the positive carbon,

and inside the blue and at the positive car-

bon violet was found.

Mr. Chas. F. Brush read a notable paper

on the transmission of radiant heat by gases

at varying pressures. Before describing his

own investigations he referred briefly to

those of Dulong and Petit, who used a

large copper ' balloon,' about three deci-

meters in diameter, coated with lamp-black

on the inside, in the center of which the

thermometer bulb was placed. In discuss-

ing the cooling of bodies in vacuo Dulong

and Petit fell into the grave error of deduc-

ing the behavior of the last few millimeters

of gas from that of the rest. In this way
they arrived at their ' Sixth Law :

' The
cooling power of a fluid diminishes in a

geometrical progression when its tension

itself diminishes in a geometrical progres-

sion. If the ratio of this second progres-

sion is 2, that of the first is 1.366 for air,

etc. Mr. Brush said that his own obser-

vations show that this law can be ap-

proximately true only in the case of a

large balloon, and at pressures from a few

millimeters upward ; that there is no sug-

gestion of it where a small balloon is

used, and at small pressures it does not

obtain with either large or small bal-

loons ; he found that in a small balloon the

cooling effect of the last millimeter of air

is nearly ten times as great as that of all

the rest, up to atmospheric pressure, com-

bined. It was through misplaced confi-

dence that Dulong and Petit were led to

place a value on the rate of cooling in

vacuo, something like a hundred per cent,

too high ; and as they derived the cooling

values of gases by deducting the cooling

effect of a vacuum from the total, all their

values for gases are much too low. This

error vitiates much of their otlier work.

Mr. Brush carried his observations down to

those made at one-twentieth of a millionth
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of an atmospliere and found that the rate of

cooling did not break down materially even

then. To measure pressures he constructed

two McLeod gauges. These gauges and their

use Mr. Brush described in another paper

on the measurements of small gaseous

pressures. He gave, as an example of the

delicacy with which small pressures were

measured, the measurement of about two

millionths of atmospheric pressure, with a

probable error of only one part in three

thousand of the quantity measured. From

this he concluded that, with the apparatus

described, small gaseous pressures might

be easily measured with a probable error of

less than a thousandth part of the millionth

of an atmosphere. Mr. Brush showed many
figures and curves to illustrate his work.

Professor "W. A. Rogers read a paper on

a final determination of the relative lengths

of the imperial yard of Great Britain and

the meter of the archives.

Professor Nichols read Mr. S. Gr. Barnett's

paper on the influence of time and tempera-

ture upon the absolute rigidity of quartz

fibres. Mr. Barnett found no time eifect

even after three months and an exceedingly

small positive temperature coefficient of

about three ten-millionths.

The discharge of electrified bodies by X-
rays, by Dr. C. D. Child, was a subject

which has been interesting scientific circles

of late. The air, and in fact almost every

gas, is an excellent insulator under ordinary

conditions ; but when acted upon by X-

rays it becomes for the time a conductor.

The resistance offered to the passage of elec-

tricity under these circumstances dejaends

upon the pressure, temperature and kind

of gas, as well as lapon other more obscure

causes. Dr. Child's paper deals especially

with the influence of the iwessiire of the gas.

He finds that, when the pressure of the air

is increased from a few millimeters of mer-

cury up to atmospheric pressure, the rate

at which electricity can be conducted by

the air in general increases to a maximum
and then decreases again. The pressure at

which the conductivity of the air is greatest

depends upon the E. M. P. tending to send

current through it. If the E. M. F. is high

the pressure for maximum conductivity

seems to be greatly in excess of atmospheric

pressure and lies beyond the range of Dr.

Child's measurements.

In addition to a careful study of the efiect

of pressure upon the phenomena. Dr.

Child has also investigated several other

points, some of which have heretofore been

in dispute. For instance, he finds that

electricity can be continuously discharged

from a charged body under the influence of

X-rays, even when the body is covered

with a solid insulator, such as a thin layer

of paraffin. This result agrees with the

observations of Professor J. J. Thomson
and contradicts in part the conclusions of

Lord Kelvin. Dr. Child has also studied

the effect of X-rays developed by an induc-

tion coil when the rate of interruption is

varied. Many parts of Dr. Child's work
which cannot even be referred to here will

go far toward explaining the irregular and

contradictory results which most observers

in this line have heretofore obtained.

Professor F. P. Whitman described some

investigations which he had made on the

brightness of pigmented surfaces under

various sources of illumination. The colors

of the surfaces were ten in number, rang-

ing through the spectrum. The flicker

photometer was used for the comparisons,

and some very interesting information was

obtained.

Professor H. S. Carhart read a paper on.

the design, construction and test of a 1,250

watt transformer which had been made un-

der his directions by two of his students.

The core type was chosen instead of the

shell, for reasons of convenience, as the iron

for the core could be cut at the tinsmith's

without a die. From the data obtained in
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its test it appeared that the transformer

agreed in resistance, regulation and effi-

ciency almost exactly with the values com-

puted in advance. The fall in E. M. F. be-

tween no load and full load was 2.3 percent.,

and the efficiency at full load was 95.4 per

cent. This paper is published in the Elec-

trical World for September 18, 1897. Dr.

Karl E. Guthe described some experi-

ments on the electrolytic action of con-

densers. He used commercial condensers,

and found polarization and recovery much
as in an electrolytic cell. He showed sev-

eral curves illustrating the results obtained.

The graphical treatment of alternating

currents in branch circuits in cases of vari-

able frequency, by Professor H. T. Eddy,

was a very full exposition of the subject.

Many diagrams were shown, in which a

whole series of assumptions as to the ca-

pacity and self-induction gave a correspond-

ing series of curves. It would not be possi-

ble to give a proper notice of Professor

Eddy's paper without reproducing many of

his diagrams.

Professor Alexander Macfarlane read an

instructive paper on simple non-alternating

currents. Professor A. G. Greenhill, of

Woolwich, England, exhibited stereoscopic

views of spherical catanaries and gyroscopic

curves which were very interesting. The
mathematics of each curve were given on the

back of the card on which the stereoscopic

projections of the curve were drawn. Pro-

fessor Ernest Merritt read Dr. L. A- Bauer's

paper on the magnetic survey of Maryland.

Professors G. S. Moler and Frederick

Bedell exhibited apparatus adapted to deter-

mining the frequency of an alternating

current. The instruments here included

are two in number. The first one, which
has already been described by George S.

Moler (Physical Review, March-April, 1897),

consists of a small synchronous motor
brought to speed by a crank handle con-

nected with the motor by a suitable train of

gears. The apparatus contains an electric

ally operated speed counter, so arranged

that its reading gives the exact value of the

frequency of the alternating current with

which the synchronous motor is supplied.

The whole apparatus does not weigh over

nine pounds. The reading is correct to

within .05 of an alternation. The second

instrument consists of a sonometer or

monochord. The alternating current flows

through a piano wire mounted upon a sound-

ing board. The wire passes between the

poles of a permanent magnet. By means of

a sliding bridge the period of the wire may
be made equal to that of the alternating

current. This is indicated by the vibration

of the wire. A scale is arranged so that

the position of the bridge indicates the

frequency directly.

Dr. W. J. Humphreys gave an interest-

ing account of some experiments on the ef-

fect of pressure on the wave-lengths of the

lines of the emission spectra of the ele-

ments. He found a shift of the lines to-

ward the red about proportional to the

pressure and to the wave-length. The
shift appeared to be independent of the

temperature. Professor 0. L. Norton de-

scribed a new form of coal calorimeter. An
abstract of his paper is in the Electrical

Engineer of September 9, 1897. The coal

is burned with oxygen inside the calori-

meter in a platinum crucible, on a very

thin dish of platinum perforated with a

large number of holes near the edge. The
lightness and good conducting power of the

platinum crucible and plate assure their

being at a high temperature during com-

bustion, and to this is due the completeness

of combustion. No trace of carbon monox-

ide and no indication of soot is to be found

in the resulting gases. Professor E. B.

Kosa i-ead Dr. F. A. Laws' paper on a new
form of harmonic analyzer. An electro-

dynamometer was used. A current sinu-

soidal in character, and of frequency vari-
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able in multiples of the main current, was

sent through the fixed coil, and the main

current through the other coil. The deflec-

tion of the electro-dynamometer gave

means of computing the magnitude and

phase of the different components.

Very interesting papers were read by Dr.

]Sr. E. Dorsey, on the determination of sur-

face tension of water and of certain aque-

ous solutions by the method of ripples ; by

Professor Frank E. Bigelow, on the series

of international cloud observations made
by the United States Weather Bureau ; by
Professor C. F. Marvin, on kites and their

use by the "Weather Bureau in the explora-

tion of the upper air, and by Mr. B. B.

Brackett, on the effects of tension and

quality of the metal upon the changes in

length produced in iron wire by magnetiza-

tion.

Professors E. W. Morley and D. C. Miller

presented a joint paper on the coefficient of

expansion of certain gases. As the coeffi-

cient of expansion of hydrogen has been

determined by the International Bureau of

Weights and Measures at Paris, with a very

high degree of precision, that of other gases

may be determined by comparison. The
method used in these experiments is a dif-

ferential one, in which the difference in the

expansion of oxygen and hydrogen, for ex-

ample, can be determined with accuracy.

Hydrogen is placed in one globe of five

liters capacity and oxygen in a similar

globe. These globes are connected to a

manometer. They are first surrounded

with melting ice, and then with steam.

The differential expansions are readily ob-

served. In this way the coeificients of ex-

pansion of four gases have so far been deter-

mined as follows

:

Carbon Dioxide 0.0037122

Nitrogen 0.0036718

Air 0.0036719

Oxygen 0.0036729

A Note on the Construction of a Sensitive

Radiometer was read by Professor Ernst

Fox Nichols. In this paper the construc-

tion of a new form of compensating torsion

radiometer, used recently in a number of

researches in the remote infra-red spectrum,

was described in detail. The instrument

is capable of a higher degree of sensitive-

ness than either the spectro-bolometer or

linear thermopile. A steadiness of action

and freedom from extraneous disturbances,

when working at high sensitiveness, are

secured by means of the compensating ac-

tion of two precisely equal vanes sym-

metrically mounted on either side of the

axis of a quartz fibre suspension. The
system, in consequence, is acted upon dif-

ferentially by all accidental disturbances,

while rays to be measured are concentrated

upon one of the vanes. The degree of sen-

sitiveness actually attained in one instance

was so great that the influence of rays from

a single candle at a distance of one-third of

a mile could be detected and roughly meas-

ured. With an instrument of this kind

Professors Rubens and Nichols have recently

discovered heat waves one-fortieth milli-

meter in length, and have demonstrated

their electro-magnetic character.

Professors E. L. Nichols and E. Merritt

presented a paper on the photograph of

manometric flames. The photographs were

taken on a revolving drum of sensitized film,

and showed in a striking way the effects of

various sounds. Words and short phrases

were spoken before the receiver. It was of

interest to note that the effects of nearly

like sounds could b3 distinguished in the

photographs. The paper was illustrated

with many lantern slides.

Professor Carl Barns read papers on the

rate at which hot glass absorbs superheated

water, and on a method of obtaining capil-

lary canals of specified diameters. In the

former he computed from experiment that

there is an absorption per hour of 0.025

cm.' of liquid water per cm." of glass sur-
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face at 180°C. The importance of the ob-

served increase in compressibility and in

volume contraction in the lapse of time was
especially dwelt upon. In the latter paper

he said that elastic tubing punctured with

5,000 to 10,000 extremely small holes was
subjected to external and internal pressure.

The mean diameter of the pores in any
given case is computed from the pressure-

difference just necessary to cause a flow of

gas against the capillary reaction of the

wet porous septum. The author points out

various applications of such tubes. Among
other points, the cyclic character of the

flows of liquid through the pores, when
pressure increases and decreases consecu-

tively, is exhibited.

Professor Frederick Bedell read a paper

wi'itten by himself, Professor E. E. Chand-
ler and Mr. E. H. Sherwood, Jr., on the

predetermination of transformer regula-

tion. To determine the 'regulation b3' this

method a wattmeter, ammeter and volt-

meter are located in the primary circuit.

One set of readings is taken with the sec-

ondary short-circuited by a stout copper

wire, the primary voltage being adjusted

until the normal full-load current or any de-

sired fraction of it flows in the transformer.

No other data for obtaining a complete reg-

ulation curve is required except the one set

of readings above mentioned and the mag-
netizing current. If a wattmeter reading

is taken when the magnetizing current is

measured, the data is sufficient to plot a

complete efficiency curve as well as a curve

for the regulation of the transformer. The
two sets of measurements then consist of

the reading of a wattmeter, voltmeter and
ammeter, first on short-circuit with normal
current, and second on open-circuit at nor-

mal voltage. The wattmeter reading in

the first case gives the copper losses ; in

the second case, the core losses. It is com-
monly convenient to use the high-potential

coil as primary in the short-circuit meas-

urements, and the low-potential coil as pri-

mary in the open-circuit measurements. A
high-potential supply is not then needed,

and as no power is required except to sup-

ply the losses, the complete test of a trans-

former may be made with an incandescent

lighting circuit for the source of supply, a

50 light transformer being tested from one

16 c. p. lamp socket. The total drop is

found by laying off in the proper manner
the inductive drop, the magnetic leakage

drop and the drop due to ohmic resistance.

The method is theoretically an almost ex-

act one. Practically it is an exact method
and less likely to error than the ordinary

method of determining the regulation of a

transformer by loading it. The results

given in this paper (given in full in Hie

Electrical World) , from a long series of tests

on seven transformers of various makes,

shows the reliability of the method, the

secondary voltage at full load determined

by it varying usually less than one or

two-tenths of a volt from the voltage as

found by measurement on the transformer

when actually loaded. An approximate

method (by Kapp) used by one of

our large electrical companies gives less

accurate results. The reader is referred to

the data given in the full paper.

An electrical thermostat, by Dr. W. R.

"Whitney, consisted of mercury in a U tube.

One arm of the tube contained ether, and
the other air, at reduced pressure. One
platinum wire was fused into the bottom
of the tube and another above the mercury
in the leg of the tube containing the ether.

On the rise of the temperature the ether

gas expanded much more rapidly than the

air and forced down the mercury below
the ether ; a control electrical circuit

through the platinum wires and the mer-

cury is thus broken, and through it the

heating circuit. Professor W. O. Atwater
and E. B. Rosa described their apparatus

for testing the law of conservation of energy
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in the human body. The subject was con-

fined in a room whose walls consisted of a

layer of copper, outside of which were one

layer of zinc and three layers of wood, with

air spaces between. The temperature of

the air spaces was kept the same as that of

the inclosed room, by means of currents of

air. The condition of uniformity of tem-

perature was tested by many thermo-elec-

tric junctions in series, which were distri-

buted ©ver the surface as uniformly as

possible. The average position of the gal-

vanometer mirror was kept zero. A de-

flection of one millimeter on the scale cor-

responded to one one-hundredth of a de-

gree Centigrade. The amount of heat

evolved in the room was calculated from

the corresponding mass and change of tem-

perature of the air which was forced to

enter and leave the room through pipes.

Frequent analyses of the air were made to

determine carbon- dioxide and water vapor.

The average of the results indicated that

the law of conservation of energy was true.

Professor E. B. Eosa read a paper by him-

self and Mr. A. W. Smith, on electrical res-

onance and dielectric hysteresis. The
dielectric experimented on was used^in the

form of a condenser, which was placed in

an electric circuit, in series with a coil

whose self-inductance was just sufficient to

bring the alternating current used into

phase with the E. M. F. The power ex-

pended in the circuit was made up of two

parts, one proportional to the resistance of

the coil, and the other proportional to the

equivalent resistance of the condenser.

These quantities multiplied by the square of

the current (virtual) gave the power ex-

pended.

Dr. Margaret E. Maltby presented an in-

teresting paper on a method for the deter-

mination of the period of electrical oscilla-

tions and some applications of the same,

which was based upon a new application of

the Wheatstone bridge principle. The two

halves of the measuring instrument—an

electrometer—serve as two arms of the

bridge, and the other two contain a con-

denser joined to the electrometer needle

and the two pairs of quadrants respec-

tively. The relation that exists between

these two, when there is no deflection,

is a function of the rate of alternations in

the current that passes through the sys-

tem, viz: T=-n:CR, when T is the period

of a single alternation, C the capacity

and E the resistance. If C is known in

electrostatic units and R in electromagnetic

units, C/v' should be substituted for Cabove,

and it is then possible to solve for v. Other

applications of the method are evident.

See Wiedemann's Annalen, B. 61, H. 3,

S. 553.

In a joint session of Sections A and B
Professor G. W. Patterson, Jr., read a pa-

per on the electro-static capacity of a two-

wire cable, in which he deduced the formula

C--
0.01206 K

log
^^4:EI) + D' + D
s/4:RD + D^ — D

when C is the capacity in microfarads per

kilometer, K the dielectric constant of the

medium, R the radius of each conductor

and D the least distance between them.

Common logarithms are used. Professor

W. F. Durand explained an approximate

method of treating differential equations,

in which he integrated by summing up
areas considered as trapezoids. By making
the intervals small enough any degree of

accuracy might be obtained. Professor

Alexander Macfarlane explained a new
method of solving certain differential equa-

tions that occur in mathematical physics.

The method was applied to equations whose
solutions involved exponential and sin&

functions. Mr. C. P. Steinmetz was on the

program to read a paper on the screening

effect of induced currents in solid magnetic

bodies in an alternating field ; but, much to
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the regret of the Section, he was unable to

be present.

George W. Patterson, Jr.

TJniveesity of Michigan.

A NEW 3IETH0D OF SYNCHRONIZING

STRATA.*

For nearly a century it has taxed strati-

graphical geologists to the utmost to devise

some rational and practical method by

which the strata of the globe, the exposed

sections of which are not visibly connected,

can be brought into synchronous juxtapo-

sition. Various schemes have from time

to time been proposed, tried and aban-

doned. While it is a simple matter to

correlate two rock outcrops which are not

far away from each other, the difficulties

rapidly increase with distance and by ex-

isting standards the determination of the

exact equivalents finally become almost

impossible.

It is the special province of geological

correlation to establish a general chrono-

logic sequence for rock successions more or

less widely separated geographically. The

main features of some of the more impor-

tant standards of comparison that have

been adopted or are being used may be

briefly considered, their scope defined and

their limitations noted. These methods

fall into two main categories: (1) the

strictly physical, and (2) the biological.

Of these the latter have, for many years,

been most widely followed. At the present

time the former are beginning to assume

much greater prominence than ever before.

So profound an influence have the or-

ganic remains entombed in the rocks had

on correlation problems that it has only

been very recently that the inherent weak-

nesses of this criterion has begun to be ap-

preciated. The advantage of the physical

* Abstracted from a paper read before the Academy

of Sciences of St. Louis.

method over the biological is indicated by

the remark made lately by McGee that

"Nearly as much information concerning

the geological history of the Atlantic slope

has been obtained from the topographic

configuration of the region within two years

as was gathered from the sediments of the

coastal plain and their contained fossils in

two generations."

Indeed, for more than a score of years

that branch of geology called stratigraphy

has been practically at a standstill. Its

methods are the same that were used 50 to

75 years ago. However, the science of ge-

ology as a whole has made gigantic strides.

Within the last two decades several entirely

new branches have sprung into existence.

New and refined methods of working have

been formulated. With all this activity

going on about it, stratigraphy itself has

been at last provided with new weapons

of offense and defence, and is beginning to

experience a revival that is surely destined

to restore its old time prestige.

The scope of the purely physical criteria

of correlation and of geological classifica-

tion as set forth in late years appears to

have been generally overlooked. Attention

needs to be called only to a few of these.

Irving and Van Hise have formulated ad-

mirable methods of correlation, in which

organic remains are left entirely out of con-

sideration. McGee and his colleagues have,

by purely physical methods, attacked the

unfossiliferous deposits of the coastal plain

and then have applied the same methods

successfully to the fossiliferous terranes.

Davis and others have rejuvenated the old

methods of stratigraphical continuity and

lithological similarity, by making possible

a system of correlation by geographic forms,

and broad areas are now being geologically

mapped by this method alone. All of these

methods are more or less complex and not

simple, but they demonstrate that newer

and more natural ways are rapidly replac-
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ing the older and more artificial ones, and

that there is ample hope for devising phys-

ical means of correlation that are more in

harm ony with the real nature of the prob-

lems involved.

Still more recently it has been suggested

that the real basis of geological correlation

should be found in the causes giving rise to

and governing sedimentation. This in-

volves primarily a classification founded

upon mountain-making movements. It is

proposed, therefore, to emphasize this factor

as fundamental in the marking off of the

leading subdivisions of geological time, and

to define general stratigraphical succession

in accordance with the cycles of orogenic

development, calling the classification or

fundamental principle of correlation a sys-

tematic arrangement by mountains, or oro-

taxis. It is believed to overcome many of

the difficulties that are usually encountered

in correlation, in that it enables successions

of strata to be paralleled not only in prov-

inces whose geological history has been

similar, but in those in which it has been

very different.

Chaeles R. Keyes.

CVEBENT NOTES ON FEY8I0GBAPHY.

THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN FRONT.

MoNOGEAPH XXVII., U. S. G. S., on the

Geology of the Denver Basin in Colorado,

by Emmons, Eldredge and Cross, gives

some account of physiographic features

amid its detailed description of geological

structures. The mountain front, when
seen from a distance, rises as if from the

sea in a continuous but rugged slope. A
closer examination shows that, after reach-

ing a certain height, the frontal spurs as-

cend more gradually to the main crest of

the range, which lies unexpectedly far back.

The upper valleys are wide open, but

descend into deep and narrow gorges to-

wards the ' shore line.' This is taken to

indicate a revival of stream action by up-

lift, after an advanced stage of denudation

had been reached when the region stood at

a lower level. The hog-back ridge of the

upturned foot-hill strata (Dakota), with

the longitudinal subsequent valleys behind

it, is generally even and continuous.

Zigzag turns are formed on occasional

folds ; lapses of the ridge are noted at Gol-

den and Boulder, where the Dakota sand-

stone was not deposited. The moderate

relief of the Plains is shown to result from

extensive denudation ; the uppermost mem-
bers of the series are broadly stripped off,

leaving wide valleys between uplands and
mesas of significant relief to the cross coun-

try traveller, but broadly plain in compari-

son to the bold mountain front.

CASTLE MOUNTAIN, MONTANA.

Castle Mountain is an outlying member
of the Front range of the Rocky mountains

in Montana, between the Missouri and Yel-

lowstone rivers. It is described by Weed
and Pirsson (Bull. 139, U. S. G. S.) as a
' dissected volcano,' although the considera-

ble cone that must have once risen here (as

attested by lava flows and tuffs) has been

almost completely denuded, and the exist-

ing mountain of massive granite is hypo-

thetically represented as of laccolitic struc-

ture in the corrugated beds of the heavy

stratified series ; the granites being older

than the effusive materials. As is so

generally the case in the Rocky mountains,

moderate deformation occurred after exten-

sive denudation of the corrugated strata,

and considerable stratified deposits now
mark the sites of lakes thus formed ; the

plains of Lake Smith, west of Castle Moun-

tain, being the local illustration of this geo-

graphical element. The volcanic eruptions

were antecedent to the lacustrine period,

as the lake beds consist largely of stratified

volcanic tuffs. Glacial action is indicated

by well marked moraines which are referred

to two epochs.
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The description of the lake beds above

mentioned suggests a recurrence to a note

in a recent number of Science. The lower

beds, 200 feet of well-indurated clays, are

covered with sandstones and conglomerates,

' much cross-bedded and greatly resembling

the Pliocene lake beds so common in the

mountain valleys of Montana. ' The upper

beds range from marls to conglomerates,

varying rapidly in kind and composition.

Is it not probable that these variable upper

beds are largely of fiuviatile origin ?

SCENERY OF TELLOWSTOXE PARK.

' Some geological causes of the scenery of

Yellowstone National Park ' are discussed

by A. E-. Crook (Amer. Geol. XX., 1897,

159-167), but with inadequate attention to

the action of ordinary erosive processes.

Mention is briefly made of the uplift of

various mountains, but their extensive de-

nudation into existing forms is hardly re-

ferred to, except under the head of glacial

action, which is given an excessive value.

The extreme youth of the Yellowstone

Canyon in contrast to the maturely sculp-

tured valleys of its headwaters, one of the

most striking features of the Park, finds no

mention. Although punctuated here and

there by geyser basins and sui-rounded by a

frame of bold mountains, the monotony of

the scenery over large rhyolite areas will

disappoint many visitors who read exclama-

tory descriptions of this ' Wonderland of

America. ' The bicycle as a means of travel

in the Park deserves notice to intending

visitors of the hardier kind.

THE PHLEGE^AK FIELDS.

The Oxford University Geographical Stu-

dentship, held in 1895-96 by R. T. Giin-

ther, leads to an essay under the above

title as the result of extended field work
(London Geogr. Journ., X., 1897, 412-435).

The area studied lies west of Xaples—a re-

gion of ' crater-like hills and hollows, vol-

canic ridges and trachytic rocks,' known as

the Cam2nfiegrcei, or Burning fields. It is as-

sociated with level stretches of fertile vol-

canic soil, spread bj'' water or other agency

and known as the Campagna felice. Volcanic

activity, as a cause of topographic features,

has here been manifested in a slow outwell-

ing of fluid materials, forming heaps or

streams of lava ; or in explosive discharges,

forming craters surrounded by circular ring-

walls of debris. The older volcanoes are

much altered by stream and marine erosion,

as well as by later volcanic action. Twenty-

six craters more or less completely pre-

served are described and classified accord-

ing to relative age. The later craters are

smaller and nearer the shore than the older

ones.

In view of the well-determined occur-

rence of calderas, as a result of destructive

volcanic action in contrast to the construc-

tive action that produces typical craters, it

is to be regretted that no consideration is

given to the differences between these two

serviceable types of volcanic forms.

W. M. Davis.
Haevakd University.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

THE PRESENT POSITION OF ETHNOGRAPHY.

There has lately been published, from

the pen of Dr. Andrew Lincke, an interest-

ing survey of the present position and re-

cent contributions to the science of eth-

nography. Although his main attention is

directed to the area of Germany, and par-

ticularly Saxony, he has also made an exami-

nation of what has lately been done for Asia

and other parts of the world. His pamph-

let of ninety-two pages is much more than

a catalogue of books and papers. He un-

dertakes to assign their respective value to

those which he has himself read, and, al-

though his notices are necessarily brief, they

will be found useful indications to the reader

and student. Dr. Lincke is himself well
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known as a wi'iter on folk-lore, and to this

branch he devotes considerable attention in

his essay. He does not concede much space

to American writers or subjects, but for this

omission the explanation in the preface re-

lating to the difficulties of exhausting so

wide a field is sufficient.

His paper, entitled ' Ueber den gegen-

wartigen Stand der Volkskunde,' is pub-

lished by the Verein filr Erdhunde, in Dres-

den, and presumably may be obtained

from it.

THE END OF THE HUMAN RACE.

One of his learned and thoughtful articles

is contributed on this subject by the Marquis

de Nadaillac in a recent number of the

Correspondant. Making anew the calcu-

lation of the increase of population as com-

pared with the increase of the food supply,

he reaches the gloomy conclusion that in a

few centuries there will inevitably be too

little food to supply all the mouths. He
compares the statistics of most civilized na-

tions, and they appear to confirm his appre-

hensions. For instance, Russia alone, at

its present rate of births, will in one hun-

dred years be obliged to feed eight hundred
million persons ! What, he asks, can stem

this overwhelming tide of population ? He
gives up the problem, and says that we must
leave it to God, a solution which is more
creditable to his piety than to his position

as a scientist. The real solution is to edu-

cate men and women to the point where
they will not recklessly produce offspring

;

nor yet ruthlessly prevent them, as is the

case now in some departments of France,

where the population is actually diminish-

ing, although the wealth is above the aver-

age.

Unfortunately, modern prejudice stands

in the way of a fair and full discussion of

this solution.

D. G. Beinton.

XJkiveesity of Pennsylvania.

NOTES ON INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

The JBerichte for September 27th contains

a description by Etnerich Szarvasy, of Buda-

pest, of two new salts formed by the action

of carbon dioxide and of sulfur dioxide on

a solution of magnesium methylate. The
first compound is a methyl-magnesium car-

bonate (CH3)2Mg(C03)2 and may be looked

upon as a methyl salt of magnesium bicar-

bonate, but unlike the latter, which decom-

poses on evaporating its solution, the methyl

salt is comparatively stable, and its solution

in methyl alcohol can be boiled without de-

composition. If sulfur dioxid is used in

the place of carbon dioxid the methyl mag-

nesium sulfite is formed, which is also

stable. The compounds may also be looked

upon as magnesium salts of methyl-carbonic

acid and methyl-sulfurous acid, and show
the great resemblance in many respects ex-

isting between the carbonates and sulfites.

The chemical world has great occasion

to deplore the untimely end of Victor Meyer,

and many lines of investigation begun by

him, but not completed at the time of his

death, will doubtless be for the present

abandoned, while others may be carried on

by his pupils and assistants, but will suffer

for the lack of his guiding hand. One of

his great works was the determination of

vapor density at high tempei-atures, and

while he had worked as high as 1,500°, and,

perhaps, a little higher, he had entered

upon investigations which would enable

him to work above 2,000°. The most

difficult part of the problem is to get a

vessel to contain the gas, which will stand

the temperature and at the same time be

gas-tight. The first steps in this work are

described in the last Berichte. The only ma-

terial found which would satisfactorily with-

stand the heat of the furnace used, which

was fired by a graphite burning in a stream

of oxygen, was maguesia. This did not

fuse, but when pure was very porous. A nat-
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ural magnesia from themagnesite ofVeitscli

containing some ten per cent, of impurity,

chiefly iron with silica, was found to sinter

together in the heat of the graphite furnace

and form gas-tight vessels. As the hottest

zone of the furnace is very restricted, it was

found possible to fire successfully only very

small vessels in this manner. Attempts

were made to fire larger density tubes in a

oxyhydrogen furnace, but at the highest

heat obtained the magnesia was still porous.

Efforts to glaze the tubes also all resulted

in failure. Here this exceedingly difBcult

investigation now stands, and it is to be

hoped that Professor Meyer's assistant. Dr.

Bodenstein, who, with Dr. von Eeckling-

bausen, has carried it thus far, will go on

with it to success. The value of density

determinations at a high temperature is of

great importance to chemical theory, and

Victor Meyer's work has already afforded

very valuable results, but if 500° more

could be gained the value would be much
increased.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

The German Society of Men of Science and
Physicians will hold its meeting next year at

Dusseldorf, under the presidency of Professor

Waldeyer, of Berlin. The secretaries of the

meeting are Professor Mooren and Dr. von Vie-

hoff, of Dusseldorf.

Professor A. A. Michelson, of the Uni-

versity of Chicago, has been made a member of

the International Committee of Weights and
Measures in the room of the late Dr. B. A.

Gould.

We called attention last week to the fifteenth

Congress of the American Ornithologists' Union.

The meetings at the American Museum of Nat-

ural History, for the presentation of scientific

papers, beginning at 11 a. m. on Tuesday, No-

vember 9th, are open to the public and should

prove of interest to many residents of New
York. Information regarding the Congress can

be had by addressing the Secretary, Mr. John

H. Sage, Portland, Conn.

De. Feidjof Nansen arrived at New York
on October 23d, and was in the evening the

guest of the American Geographical Society,

which conferred upon him the Cullum Geograph-

ical Medal and elected him an honorary mem-
ber. Another reception was given to him on

Monday night by the Swedish and Norwegian

inhabitants of the city. A reception and dinner

was offered him by the National Geographical

Society, Washington, on October 26th. To-day

the American Philosophical Society of Philadel-

phia will hold a special meeting, at which Dr.

Nansen will present a paper on ' Some of the

Scientific Eesults of Kecent Arctic Explora-

tions.' Dr. Nansen' s first public lecture will

be given at the Metropolitan Opera House, New
York, on November 6th.

Me. E. E. Howell, of Washington, has just

received from the U. S. Government Board of

Control an order to construct a relief map of

the Yellowstone National Park, for exhibition

at the coming exposition at Omaha. This

model, which will be 6 x 6| feet in dimensions,

will be based upon the surveys of the Park

made by the U. S. Geological Survey and will

represent the geology as well as the topography.

The scale will be one inch to the mile, and

there will be no vertical exaggeration. The
map will be very accurate and complete, far

surpassing the one made some years ago.

The U. S. Geological Survey has practi-

cally completed the distribution of the Educa-

tional Series of Rocks, 175 suites of 156 speci-

mens each having been sent out during the

past summer to universities, colleges and tech-

nical institutions in the United States. There

remains a small number of incomplete sets,

which will be placed in such smaller colleges as

will make them most useful. The Educational

Series were prepared by the Survey with much
care, for the purpose of aiding students in ac-

quiring a general and special knowledge of

rocks and promoting the study of geology.

The first meeting of the new session of the

Eoyal Geographical Society will be held on

Monday, November 8th. After a short intro-

ductory address by the President, Sir Clements

Markham, K. C. B., Mr. F. J. Jackson will give

an account of the Jackson-Harmsworth expedi-
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tion to Franz Josef Land, of which he was

leader. At the second meeting Dr. Sven Hedin

will describe the results of his four years' ex-

plorations in Central Asia. Lieutenant Peary

has promised to go to England about the end of

November, and it is to be hoped that he will

appear before the Society early in December.

Other papers which may be expected are by Sir

W. Martin Conway, on his recent expedition to

Spitzbergen ; by Mr. E. A. Fitsgerald, on his

explorations on and around Mount Aconcagua
;

Mr. Warington Smyth, on the Eastern Malay

Provinces of Siam, and Dr. John Murray, F.

E. S. , on his recent investigations in the Scot-

tish lakes. There will be a special meeting early

in 1898 in connection with the 400th anniver-

sary of the discovery of the Cape route to India

by Vasco da Gama. Special afternoon meetings

are being arranged for and Christmas lectures

to young people. Under the auspices of the

Society and the London University Extension a

series of twenty-five educational lectures is be-

ing given in Gresham College by Mr. H. J.

Mackinder, M.A., on the geography of Great

Britain and the British seas.

The principal medal of the Eoyal Photo-

graphic Society, London, has been awarded to

Professor Gabriel Lippmann, Paris, for his

work in color photography by the interference

method.

We regret to record the deaths of Dr. Justin

Winsor, Librarian of Harvard University and

President of the American Libraiy Association,

on October 21st, aged sixty-six years ; of Pro-

fessor John Foster, emeritus professor of natu-

ral philosophy in Union College, with the

faculty of which he had been connected since

1836, aged eighty-three years ; of Mr. E. P.

Franz, formerly assistant to Professor Schaef-

fer at University College, London, in con-

junction with whom he carried out important

researches in neurology ; and of Mr. William

Scott, a well-known horticulturist and arbori-

culturist, director of the Royal Gardens and

forests, Mauritius, at Stirling on the 3rd of

October, aged thirty-eight years. He was
home on leave after an unbroken residence in

the tropics extending to sixteen years.

We take from the British Medical Journal the

following details regarding the late Professor

Charles Smart Roy, whose death we were re-

cently compelled to record. Born at Arbroath,

Scotland, in 1854, he enjoyed a thorough educa-

tion in training and research at St. Andrew's,

in London and in Germany. Appointed George

Henry Lewes student in 1880, he came to Cam-
bridge and worked at the pathology of the

heart, spleen and kidneys in Dr. Michael Foster's

laboratory, where he gave a course of lectures

on physiology to advanced students. On the

election of Dr. Greenfield to the chair of general

pathology in the University of Edinburgh, Dr.

Roy was chosen to succeed him as Director of

the Brown Institution. During the tenure of

this office he visited the Argentine Republic for

the purpose of investigating the causes of an

epizootic disease then raging among cattle in the

Province of Entre Rios. He held the director-

ship for two years and a-half, when in 1884 he
was elected to the newly-established professor-

ship of pathology in the University of Cam-
bridge. At first the teaching of pathology was
carried on in rooms belonging to the Physiolog-

ical Laboratory, but in 1889 the old chemical

laboratory was transformed and refitted to ac-

commodate the department of pathology. In

this building, with the help of such able students

as Gi'ifiiths, Hankin, Adami, Hunter, Wes-
brook, Kanthack, Lorrain-Smith, Lloyd Jones,

Cobbett and others, much brilliant work in

pathology and bacteriology has been carried on

under Professor Roy's direction. He invented

many ingenious pieces of apparatus for physio-

logical purposes, some of which, such as the on-

cometer and oncograph and the tonimeter, are

universally known among investigators, and

will continue to be called by his name. His re-

searches on the heart, carried out with Pro-

fessor Adami and independently, have thrown

new light on that perplexing organ ; it is, per-

haps, on these that his reputation will chiefly

rest.

A COMMITTEE has been appointed at the

Johns Hopkins University to arrange and exe-

cute a memorial to Professor J. E. Humphrey
and Dr. F. S. Conant, who died from pernicious

malarial fever, contracted at Port Antonio, Ja-

maica, where they were conducting the Marine

Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University.
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Dr. H. L. Clark, also of the expedition, nearly

lost his life from the same disease.

The Associazione Elletrotecnica Italiana has

appointed the following foreign committee to

receive subscriptions to the fund which is being

collected for the erection of a monument at

Turin in memory of the late Galileo Ferraris :

Eudolph Alioth, Professor E. Arnold, Dr. A.

D'Arsonval, Professor W. E. Ayrton, Dr.

Frederick Bedell, Otto T. Blathy, Professor

A. Blondel, C. S. Bradley, C. E. L. Brown,

Professor Dr. Emil Budde, Dr. Coleman Sel-

lers, M. Alfred Cornu, H. Cuenod, Max Deri,

E. Desroziers, Dolivo Dobrowolsky, Dr. Louis

Duncan, Thomas A. Edison, Edmunds Henry,

Professor Jas. A. Ewing, Professor J. A. Flem-

ing, Hippolyte Fontaine, Professor Geo.

Forbes, Dr. O. Frolich, Professor Eric Gerard,

Ernest Gerard, H. Gorges, Eugen Hartmann,

F. V. Hefner-Alteneck, Professor H. Hering,

Dr. John Hopkinson, Professor Eduard Hospi-

taller, E. Hiiber, J. Joubart, Gisbert Kapp, J.

Eareis, Lord Kelvin, Professor Dr. Erasmus

Kittler, Dr. Friedr. Kohlrausch, W. John

Lieb, Jr., W. H. Lindley, Professor G. Lipp-

mann, Dr. L. Lombardi, Professor E. Mascart,

Senat. Montefiore, W. M. Mordey, Alois

Naville, Professor Oliver Lodge, Dr. A. Palaz,

R. V. Picou, W. H. Preece, Pantaleoni, Emil

Rathenau, C. W. Eechniewski, Professor E.

Rousseau, Professor Henry Rowland, Alexander

Siemens, Dr. A. Slaby, Charles P. Steinmetz,

Dr. Gotthold Stern, Professor G. Peter Tait,

Nikola Tesla, Professor Elihu Thomson, Pro-

fessor J, J. Thomson, Professor Sylvanus P.

Thompson, Rene Thury, Th. Turettini, Fried-

rich Uppenborn, Dr. A. von Waltenhofen, Dr.

H. F. Weber, Edward Weston, Joseph Wetzler,

Dr. V. Wietlisbach, Professor W. Wyssling,

Professor Carl Zipernowsky. The American

Association for the Advancement of Science, at

the Detroit meeting, authorized Dr. Frederick

Bedell to collect subscriptions from the mem-
bers of the Association.

The Indian government has asked for twelve

medical men to be sent out from England to

the Bombay Presidency for duty in the plague-

, stricken districts.

The Linnsean Society of New South Wales,

Sydney, desire applications for the position of

Macleary bacteriologist, the salary of which is

about $2,000 per annum.

The late Edward C. R. Walker has be-

queathed $20,000 to the Massachusetts Horti-

cultural Society, to be known as the Samuel
Walker Fund. The bequest is subject to sev-

eral life interests.

The Staff of the North Carolina Agricultural

Experiment Station has been reorganized as

follows : Alex. Q. Holladay, Chairman of Coun-

cil ; W. A. Withers, Chemist and Acting Direc-

tor ; Frank E. Emery, Agriculturist
; W. P.

Massey, Horticulturist, Botanist and Entomolo-

gist ; F. E. Hege, Poultry Manager ; B. S.

Skinner, Superintendent of Farm
; A. Rhodes

and C. W. Hyans, Assistants in Horticulture,

Botany and Entomology; J. A. Bizzell, C. B,

Williams, H. K. Miller, C. D. Harris, A. W.
Blair, J. D. Hufham, Jr., and F. G. Kelley, As-

sistants in Chemistry.

At a recent meeting of the New York
Zoological Society the executive committee re-

ported that the plans for the zoological park are

practically complete, and that it is imperative

that the remainder of the first $100,000 of the

building fund should be subscribed at once in

order that the plans may be submitted to the

Park Board without delay. If the needed sum
is subscribed the completed plans will be laid

before the Park Board at its meeting on No-
vember 1st.

Professor Lester F. Ward gave, last week,

a course of six lectures at the University of

Chicago, his subject being ' The Evolution of

the Plant World as shown by Paleobotany.

'

The Secretary of Agriculture will, on No-
vember 17th, deliver an address at the open-

ing of the new building devoted to agriculture

at the Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Insti-

tute for Negroes.

North Dakota Agricultural College and
Station have in course of construction a wing
for a new chemical laboratory. The labo-

ratory, when completed, will cost $20,000.

The Journal ofthe Boston Society ofthe Medi-

cal Sciences will be enlarged to octavo size in

October. By general consent of the Heads of
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Departments it will coutaiii full abstracts of ex-

perimeutal work carried on in the following in-

stitutions : the Medical School of Harvard Uni-

versity, the Experimental Laboratories of the

Massachusetts General and the Boston City

Hospitals, the Physiological and Biological De-

partments of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, and Clark University. The num-

bers of the Journal will be issued promptly

after each meeting of the Society, furnishing a

very rapid means of communication of the

results of investigation. There will be pub-

lished at least ten numbers a year—running

from October to June. The subscription price

will be $2.00 a year.

Messrs. Heney Young & Sons, Liverpool,

announce the publication of the ' Bulletin of

the Liverpool Museums,' issued by authority of

the City Council. It will be edited by Pro-

fessor H. O. Forbes, Director of the Museums.

Messes. G. P. Putnam's Sons have, in course

of publication, in cooperation with Messrs.

Bliss, Sands & Co., of London, a series of

scientific hand-books to be issued under the title

of ' The Progressive Science Series.' The gen-

eral editorial supervision of the series will be

in the hands of Mr. F. E. Beddard, M.A.

(Oxon), F.R.S. Each volume will be complete

in itself and will be devoted to one distinctive

subject. It is not proposed to consider the

series from the purely technical side of the

various sciences, but social and economic ques-

tions will be considered from their scientific

aspect. In each treatise it will be the endeavor

of the author to present not merely a study of

his subject in its present status, but also to in-

dicate the probable lines of future investiga-

tions. The publishers promise that the volumes

will be fully illustrated, in so far as the subject

matter calls for illustrations, and will be suit-

ably and attractively printed and bound.

Among the earlier volumes that have been ar-

ranged for are

:

' Tlie Earth's Structure,' by Professor Geikie.

' Volcanoes, ' by Professor Bonney.
' The Science of Ethics,' by M. Berthelot.

' The Cell and Cellular Eeproduotion,' by Professor

Hertwig.

'The Animal Ovum,' by the editor, Professor Bed-

dard.

The Royal Society of Victoria has issued the

ninth volume of the new series of its proceed-

ings, containing papers read before the Society

during 1896. These are seventeen in number,

including several valuable contributions to the

natural history, geology and anthropology of

Victoria.

The International Journal of Microscopy and

Natural Science, edited since its foundation, six-

teen years ago, by Mr. Alfred Allen, and pub-

lished by Messrs. Bailliere, Tindall & Cox,

London, has been discontinued with the present

issue. The editor explains that this is due to

the sales not being suiFicient to pay the printer's

bills, but that the Postal Microscopical Society,

with which the Journal was connected, will be

continued.

The University of the State of New York,

following the plan it has adopted of lending to

the schools libraries and pictures, ofiers to make
loans of specimens of natural history from the

State collections.

At the recent meeting of the Medical Asso-

ciation of Central New York papers were pre-

sented on expert testimony in medico-legal

cases, and a committee reported in favor of a

change of the statutes, requiring all medical

testimony to be brought in by a commission ap-

pointed to examine the subject, the medical ex-

perts being appointed by the Court as referees,

and being paid by the county, not being al-

lowed to receive fees from either the defense or

the prosecution.

At the opening meeting of the Royal Photo-

graphic Society, London, the President, the

Earl of Crawford, made his annual address, his

subject being ' Weights and Measures as they

are used in Photography.' He spoke especially

of the importance of using the metric system in

photography, and urged makers to use the

metric dimensions in their cameras, plate-

holders, etc.

The London Times reports that the experi-

ments in wireless telegraphy which are being

made near Dover by the Post OfBce authorities

are being continued, and have reached an in-

teresting stage. They are continued daily with

varying results, according to atmospheric con-
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ditions. Mr. Preece, the Chief of the Tele-

graph Department, although he does not per-

sonally conduct the experiments, goes down oc-

casionally to witness them and compare results,

and advise as to future operations. The au-

thorities are endeavoring to obtain as satisfac-

tory results as those achieved by Marconi, but

up to the present time they do not appear to

have been so successful. The receiving appa-

ratus is sent out every morning on a trolley, so

that it can be transferred to different parts of

the country to be experimented with. Strict

secrecy is maintained in regard to the instru-

ments, and when the experiments are con-

cluded at the end of the day the apparatus is

brought back to Fort Burgoyne and carefully

guarded. The experiments are now being made
within a radius of three miles of the Fort.

Hitherto they have been confined to two miles

with the most successful results, messages being

freely and distinctly transmitted. At the three

miles' radius, it is stated, the results are not

nearly so satisfactory. In order to transmit to

a greater distance the height of the vertical

wire has to be increased. As the pole at Fort

Burgoyne is already a considerable height, the

use of the flying kite has been resorted to in

order to test at still greater heights. The kite

is composed of thin copper, a wire runuing

from the tail to the transmitter.

It is said that Dr. Alexander Edington,' Bac-

teriologist to the Cape of Good Hope govern-

ment, has found that the blood of animals af-

fected by rinderpest, when treated with citric

acid and kept for such a time as to ensure the

death of the contagium, will, when injected,

immunize all animals exposed to infection. Dr.

Edington has practiced his protective injection

on several large herds, and always with satis-

factory results, the largest mortality having

been a little over 3 per cent., or eight animals

in a herd of 234.

It is stated in Natural Science that the trus-

tees of the Albany Museum, Grahamston, have

decided to erect a new and more commodious
building. The necessary funds are already in

hand, and the work is to be proceeded with at

once. The plans have been prepared by Mr.

Viesebosse, architect ofthe Cape Town Museum.

The new museum will be a two-storied build-

ing, 150 feet long by about 60 feet deep.

We learn from Oarden and Forest that the lum-

bermen now controling a large block of Big Tree

forest, on the western slope ofthe Sierra Nevada,

in California, are making a determined effort to

obtain from Congress authority to cut the Se-

quoia timber in the General Grant National

Park. This particular portion of the Sierra

Reservation includes about fifteen hundred

acres, and is covered with an exceptionally fine

growth of Sesquoias and Sugar Pines, probably

the oldest living organisms on the face of the

globe. As Oarden and Forest says, every indi-

vidual is a monument which should be sacredly

preserved for the benefit of future generations.

To out down one of these trees is a crime, and

it should be a matter of national humiliation

that a considerable part of the Sequoia forest

has been allowed to pass from government

control into the hands of lumbermen. There

was no excuse for this ; there would be less

excuse in allowing those portions of the Sierra

forest which have already been reserved for the

benefit of the people to be opened to entry.

The lumber, even, is not needed by the com-

munity, which can be abundantly supplied

from the Eedwood forests, and no one but a

little group of men who expect to make money

by this transaction has any interest in the suc-

cess of the movement.

The usual annual comjiilation of statistics

relating to mines and quarries in the United

Kingdom in 1896 has been issued by the Home
Office and is abstracted in the London Times.

The sources from which minerals are obtained

in the United Kingdom are classed under five

heads : (1) Mines under the Coal Mines Regula-

tion Act
; (2) mines under the Metalliferous

Mines Regulation Act
; (3) quarries more than

20 feet deep, which are now under the Quarries

Act
; (4) quarries les than 20 feet deep, which

are not under the Quarries Act
; (5) brineworks.

Except in the case of iron ore and a few less

important substances, the present volume con-

tains no account of minerals raised from the

quarries less than 20 feet deep. It is true that

the amounts of clay, brick-earth, sand and

gravel so obtained must be large ; but without
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further statutory powers no accurate account of

the quantity and value can be given. Thanks

to the courtesy of the owners, who have fur-

nished returns voluntarily, accurate statistics of

the output of the shallow ironstone quarries of

the Midlands have been secured ; and in like

manner the output of salt from brineworks has

been calculated. The exports and imports of

each of the principal minerals, furnished by the

Board of Customs, are given after the tables of

production, and in several cases information as

to distribution, supplied by railway and naviga-

tion companies, is added. Lists of smelters of

the principal metallic ores follow the export

and import tables, and in the case of iron the

quantity of ore and coal used in the blast

furnaces, and the make of pig iron, have been

ascertained from voluntary returns furnished to

the Home Ofiice by the owners. The volume

includes a table of the mines inspection districts,

with the names and addresses of the inspectors

of mines, assistant inspectors, secretaries to

boards for examinations, and the Clerk of

Mineral Statistics. The return also supplies a

general summary of the value of minerals ob-

tained from the colonies. The figures for 1895

were: Africa and Mediterranean, £5,506,739

Asia, £5,874,144 ; Australasia, £13,919,068

Europe, £139,289 ; North America, £3,842,586

South America, £446,695; and British West

India Islands, £101,550; total, £29,830,071, as

compared with £28,765,009 in 1894.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

Professor James M. Crafts has been elected

President of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. Professor Crafts holds the chair

of organic chemistry in the Institute and has

been the acting president since the death of

General Walker.

At Cambridge University Mr. J. B. Peace,

M. A., Fellow of Emmanuel College, has been

appointed demonstrator in mechanism and

applied mechanics for five years, and Mr. H.

Higgins, M.A., of King's College, has been re-

appointed demonstrator of anatomy for five

years.

Dr. Mollier, of Gottingen, has been ap-

pointed professor of mechanical engineering in

the Technological Institute at Dresden

The New York City Board of Superintend-

ents hold an examination for principalships of

grammar schools on November 3d, 5th and 8th,

which are open to candidates from any part of

the United States having an experience of ten

years in teaching. The salaries are from $2,500

to $3,500 per annum.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

LEWIS ON THE DIAMOND.

In two papers* recently published Mr.

George F. Kunz has reviewed ' Papers and
notes on the genesis and matrix of the dia-

mond by the late Henry Carvill Lewis.' In

each he attributes to Lewis the theory that

South African diamonds have resulted from

the intrusion of igneous rocks into and through

carbonaceous shales, and the crystallization of

the carbon throughout the rock as it cooled,

from hydrocarbons distilled from the shale that

had been broken through. In his communica-

tion to Science, however, Mr. Kunz adniits

that in these papers Lewis does not distinctly

assert that the shales are the origin of the car-

bon, Mr. Kunz derives his authority for his

representations on this point from conversa-

tions with Lewis ten years or more ago.

It seems to me that Mr. Kunz does Lewis a

serious injustice. Had the latter wished to

commit himself in print to this theory it would

have been easy for him to express himself in

terms as positive as those which Mr. Kunz em-

ploys. Far from doing so he appears to sup-

port a radically diflerent theory, viz., that the

diamonds are phenocrysts and an integral part

of the lava. In the following paragraphs I

shall quote every phrase in these two papers

which bears on the subject, the rest of the text

consisting of lithological discussions and the

like.

In his first paper, page 6, Lewis properly

attributed the hypothesis of the derivation of

the carbon from the shales to Mr. E. J. Dunn.f
Lewis expresses no assent to this hypothesis, at

least in this connection, and merely comments:

* Production of Preoioiis Stones in the United States,

TJ. S. Geol. Survey, Mineral Resources, 1896; and this

Journal, Sept. 17, 1897.

tQuar. Jour. Geol. See, Vol. 37, 1881, p. 610.
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"If so, the atmosphere would be the original

source of the diamond." A little later he re-

marks :

'
' The earlier theories as to the origin of the

diamond have, in the light of new facts, quite

given way to the theory tliat the diamonds be-

long to and are a part of the matrix in which

they lie, and that this matrix is in some way of

volcanic origin, either in the form of mud or

ashes or lava." On page 8, however, he says :

" The rook occurs in two types, one not bear-

ing diamonds, the other diamantiferous, and
the distinction between them is suggestive.

Both occur in the same mine, and are dark,

compact, heavy rocks, closely resembling one

another, and differing mainly in the fact that

one is free from enclosures of foreign substance,

while the other is full of fragments of shale and
other impurities. It is the latter which is

diamantiferous." "What is suggested by the

difference between these rocks Lewis does not

further indicate. He was mistaken as to the

facts, as he afterwards appears to have learned.

In his second paper, read in 1887, Lewis, in

describing the mode of occurrence of the dia-

monds, remarks :

"It is interesting also to find that they be-

come more abundant the deeper they are from

the surface, and where also the volcanic action

was more intense. ***** Carbonados and
black diamonds are also common, not only in

large crystals, but very abundantly as minute,

almost microscopic, crystals. The abundance
of these minute crystals is another proof that

they are not enclosures brought up from some
other matrix." He sums up the evidence as

to the origin of the diamonds as follows :

" The explorations of the last few years have
placed it beyond question that the serpentine

rock, called 'blue ground,' is in reality the

matrix of the diamond. Tor a time it was
thought that the diamonds were washed into

'kopjes' from above, being mere alluvial de-

posits, as held by Mr. Cooper and others ; after-

wards, and until the present time, the idea has

been general that they were carried up from be-

low along with other inclusions, and that their

true matrix was some gneiss or itacolumite, far

below, from which they had become detached

by volcanic agency. Others again, such as Doll,

hold that, while the serpentinous rock is the

matrix of the diamond, the latter is a secondary

mineral due to the decomposition of the rock.

But recent investigations seem to place it be-

yond question that diamonds are as much a part

of the Kimberley rock asbiotite, garnet, titanic

and chromic iron and perovskite, and that, like

these minerals, they may be considered as a

rock ingredient. The fact that they continue

just as abundant, if not more so, the deeper the

mines are explored : that they are never found

in, or especially associated with, the foreign in-

clusions of gneiss, granite or sandstone : that

they are distributed abundantly through all

parts of the rock : and that in each of the four

principal mines the diamonds have distinctive

features of color, lustre and shape, are, with

the microscopical evidence of the eruptive char-

acter of the rock, strong reasons for holding

that the diamonds now lie in their original

matrix." This passage will bear but one inter-

pretation and seems to represent Lewis's final

opinion.

Later he refers to the fact discovered by Sir

Henry Roscoe that the .' blue ground ' contains

a- soluble hydrocarbon, but confines himself to

characterizing this as a most interesting chem-

ical observation. Lewis also presents Chaper's

results, according to which the rock of the

Kimberley mines results from a series of erup-

tions, between each of which there was time for

the volcanic mass to consolidate, and in some of

the mines it is possible to make out a chronology

of the various eruptions.

The only other passages pertinent in this con-

nection are those referring to the occurrence of

fractured diamonds. The fact that fragments

of crystals are often found in the mine he ex-

plains as due to the bursting of the diamonds on

exposure to the atmosphere. He also notes,

however, that many of the other porphyritic

crystals of the kimberlite are broken.

Whatever Lewis may have said in conversa-

tion, his deliberately recorded opinion is that

the diamond is a rock ingredient, as much a

part of the rock as the garnet or the biotite. It

cannot have been his wish to be represented as

holding an opinion which, in these papers at

least, he nowhere expressed, and from which he

withheld his assent.
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Lewis never visited Kimberley. I have done

so, and from field observations reached the same

conclusion as he did from the study of collec-

tions. Unfortunately my collection disappeared

in transit, but a few notes may tend to throw a

little additional light on the subject of the

genesis of the diamond.

The De Beers mine and the Kimberley mine
are each extensively developed, the former to

1,200 feet and the latter to 1,600 feet. As is

well known, the mines are in volcanic necks.

I gathered some evidence that these necks are

not drilled through the rocks, but are local en-

largements of persistent fissures. The adjacent

rocks are in a nearly horizontal position and in-

clude quartzites, shales, sheets of melaphyre

and of basalt. The quartzites are also cut by
dikes of basic eruptives. The only bituminous

rock in the district is the black shale, which is

about 180 feet thick at the De Beers and 250

feet at the Kimberley. At each mine the under

surface of this shale is only at the very moderate

depth ofabout 350 feet from grass. In the upper

part of the mines the kimberlite carried very

numerous fragments of the shale. Below the

shale stratum,however, the shale horses or 'float-

ing reef diminished in number very greatly,

so that at over a thousand feet of depth only

occasional fragments of shale are to be found.

Those which I saw seemed totally unaltered.

The edges of the fragments were sharp and
there was no macroscopical evidence of any loss

of carbon. Much of the lava is brecciated, but

much also is solid with gradations between

the two varieties. There is one well marked
dike in the De Beers. It is known as the Snake,

from its meandering course. It was determined

by Stelzner as pikrite porphyry and as substan-

tially the same rock as the blue ground itself.

The 'Snake,' however, contains no diamonds.

The diamonds are distributed throughout the

necks, excepting that they never occur either in

horses (whether of shale or of other rock) or in

the snake dike. They are found in what appears

to be massive lava as well as in the breccia, but

there are portions of the mass which are too

poor in diamonds to pay for extraction. The
diamonds are not grouped about, or especially

associated with, extraneous fragments. On the

other hand, they are curiously grouped in ver-

tical pipes within tlie necks. The existence of

these pipes was pointed out by Mr. M. Chaper
and they were discussed by Mr. A. Moule.

The diamonds from the several pipes seem to

diflfer not only in abundance, but also in tint or

physical character, so that with care a discrim-

ination is possible. The pipes apparently rep-

resent successive eruptions.

It is important to note that the contents of

blue ground in diamonds remains very nearly

constant at diflferent levels. The De Beers

mine is now some 850 feet below the bottom of

the shale, the Kimberley about 1,250 feet, and
the walls of the necks or of the deposits con-

tain no sensible amount of carbon over these

intervals of depth, yet the average number of

carats per 'load' of 16 cubic feet (about 1,600

pounds) does not vary to an important extent.

The yield per load for the year ending June 30,

1896 (viz., 0.91), was almost exactly the same
as for the year ending June 30, 1892 (viz., 0.92).

In 1893 it ^was somewhat higher, in 1894 and

1895 somewhat lower. Now, to imagine that

the carbon has come from the shale and per-

meated the lava downwards, in opposition to

the flow of melted rock, to such depths as 1,000

feet, without great diminution of quantity, is

almost impossible. One can, indeed, fancy still

more deeply seated shale beds, but for this hy-

pothesis there is no evidence at all.

While the diamond appears to be an original

constituent of the kimberlite and occurs in

South Africa in this manner at many localities,

it may be classed as accessory, rather than an

essential mineral, if there is any real distinc-

tion between these groups. Some of the rock

is rich, some too poor to be worked, and some

seems to be absolutely barren in diamonds. So

also there are basaltic rocks poor in olivine

and passing over into varieties substantially

barren so far as this mineral is concerned.

Similarly granites are sometimes rich in zircon

and sometimes poor. Even so-called essential

constituents, such as the quartz of granite, like-

wise vary in quantity, as, for example, when a

granite passes over a syenite.

Lev/is seems to have confounded two phe-

nomena in discussing fractured diamonds.

There are diamonds usually of a brownish tint

which, after being exposed to the air for some
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time, disintegrate. There are also diamonds

of all colors and qualities which are found in

the mines in a broken state. These are not

cases of fracture in mining, whether by the use

of explosives or otherwise. The fragments are

embedded in the matrix and the crytals have

been broken before final consolidation of the

lava took place. They seem precisely analo-

gous to the broken phenocrysts of hornblende

or feldspar not infrequently found in lavas and

such as Lewis found in kimberlite ; it is asserted

that in a solitary case two complementary por-

tions of a single diamond have been found, one

of them coming from a depth of two hundred

feet greater than the other.*

Mr. Kunz inclines to ascribe the fracturing

of diamonds to the brecciation of the lava. If

this were the correct explanation one would
expect to find the diamond fragments only at

the surfaces of rock fragments, and to hear of

complementary portions of diamond crystals

found near together. The few specimens of

still embedded fragments which I had an

opportunity of inspecting did not bear out the

theory of brecciation fracture, and I have noted

above the only instance I could learn of in

which complementary fragments have been dis-

covered. It seems to me more probable that

the diamonds and other fractured phenocrysts

in massive lavas have been broken at the

moment of explosive ejection from the volcanic

melting-hearth.

I am not in a position to discuss Sir Henry
Roscoe's discovery of a soluble hydrocarbon in

the blue, for I do not know whether the massive

lava free from shale, in the deeper workings,

does or does not contain it. If it does, the

origin of this substance would probably be most
easily explained as similar to that of the

crystallized carbon, and as due to some such

process as that to which Mr. Mendeleeff ascribes

the formation of the Baku petroleum, the

decomposition of carboniferous, terrestrial,

metallic iron.

In closing this criticism it is appropriate to

quote the opinion of Mr. Gardner F. Williams,!

*E. J. Loomis, Eclipse party in South Africa,

1896, p. 121.

t Second annual report of the De Beers consolidated

mines for the year ending March 31, 1890. In this

a mining engineer who for many years has

managed the De Beers consolidated mines with

conspicuous ability. '

' The proofs are most con-

clusive that the diamonds were not formed in

situ, but have come up from below with the blue

ground."
George F. Becker.

Washingtoat, D. C, October, 1897.

NOTE ON ' THE EASTERNMOST VOLCANOES OF

THE UNITED STATES.'

In a letter published in Science (Vol. VI.,

No. 146, pp. 594-595, October 15, 1897) Mr.

Robert T. Hill tries to correct the map showing

the distribution of volcanoes in the United

States, plate 5, published in ' Professor I. C.

Russell's magnificent volume on the Volcanoes

of North America. ' He says the '

' conclusions on

the part of Professor Russell are erroneous and

mar his otherwise excellent work, for some of

the most beautiful and perfect volcanic craters

in the United States occur in New Mexico."

Consequently Mr. Hill gives a sketch of the New
Mexican region, giving ' supplementary data

concerning the distribution of volcanic phe-

nomena.' Among the omissions of the true

craters of New Mexico, which have escaped Mr.

Russell's notice, the groups of volcanic cones

and craters with flows of lava, called the Cer-

rito, lying between Galisteo and the Rio Grande

are quoted in the letter, but erroneously marked

in the accompanying sketch as forming a line

of three black discs or craters at the western

report Mr. Williams quotes Stelzner as having deter-

mined the 'snake dike' as pikrite porphyry and the

blue ground as essentially the same rook. The mela-

phyre sheet underlying the bituminous shale Stelzner

considered as olivine diabase. Mr. Williams prob-

ably took these determinations from letters, for I can

find no publication by Stelzner on the subject until

1893 (Isis Society, Dresden). In this paper Stelzner

adopted Lewis' term 'kimberlite' for the blue ground.

He assented to Knop's vievp, that the kimberlite

magma was itself carboniferous or hydrocarboniferous

and that the diamond crystallized out as a primitive

rock constituent. He mentioned, as of special bearing

on this subject, a specimen presented by Mr. Williams

to the Freiberg Museum, a fragment of diamond which

is intergrown with pyrope and is thus presumably

from the same habitat as this essential element of the

kimberlite.
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foot of that part of the Cordilleran mountain

series called Sierra de Sandia and bordering

exactly the Rio Grande del Norte; just where

is situated the town of Albuquerque and the

villages of Alameda, Sandia and Bernalillo.

Such erroneous volcanic geography has never

been given in a map of the United States even

on the most rough sketch.

The group of craters of the Cerrito was first

discovered by the present writer in 1853, and re-

corded as such, on the geological map of New
Mexico, 1857, published in Zurich, Switzerland,

in Geology of North America. They occupy a

part of the mesa existing between the southern

system of the Cordillera called the Santa Fe
Mountains and the northern end of the Sierra de

Sandia, nearer to the city of Santa Fe than of

Albuquerque, and close to the railroad station

called Lamy. The Cerrito lie between Galisteo,

Cieneguilla and Lamy. On the sketch map of

Mr. Hill, the crater of the old volcano called

Cerrito ought to be place'd just near the head

waters of the Rio Pecos, a little south of the

Santa Fe Mountains and northeast of the Sierra

de Sandia; and the three black discs of Albu-

querque, Sandia and Bernalillo, on the eastern

side of the Rio Grande, scratched out.

Jules Maecou.

GLACIAL STRIyE.

To THE Editor of Science : While stroll-

ing over the low hills adjacent to the Delaware

river in Northampton county. Pa. , I found un-

mistakable glacial strise, at least four miles

south of the front of the terminal moraine, as

commonly defined.

Three parallel scratches, with traces of a

fourth, on the sloping side of a shelf of lime-

stone that had just been uncovered from under

what seemed a slight bed of true till, and with

a direction S. 20 W., made a mistake of judg-

ment, it seems to me, impossible. The repeated

occurrence of such ice traces throughout this

county to a distance of at least twenty miles

south of the moraine most certainly opens for

investigation the question of the southern

limit of glacial ice.

Yours,

Albert G. Rait.

Bethlehem, September 15, 1897.

THE alleged extinction OF LINES OF DE.

SCENT.

Professor W. K. Brooks contributed to

this Journal some time since (February 1, 1895)

an interesting article entitled ' An Inherent

Error in the Views of Galton and Weismann on

Variation.' The argument of this paper was
based on the alleged necessary extinction of

lines of descent. Thus Professor Brooks writes :

" 0£ all the individuals of a species which lived at

a given period, very fevc vpould have descendants at

a later period." "Most of the individuals in each

generation must fail to perpetuate their lines to remote

descendants." "If a city like Baltimore, -where

the strangers to each one of us outnumber our ac-

quaintances a thousand fold, could be quarantined

against people from outside for a thousand years,

each generation would be like the present one so far

as known relations are concerned, although at the

end of the period the inhabitants would certainly not

he descended from the Baltimorians of our day, hut

from only a very few of them. Most of our lines

would be extinct."

I return to the subject because Professor

Brooks' statements carry great weight in a sub-

ject important for theories of heredity and evo-

lution, and it seems to me that they con-

tain ' an inherent error.' Family names will be-

come extinct, as shown by Mr. Galton, but not

lines of descent that have persisted for several

generations. If the present population of Bal-

timore is to remain stationary, some of the in-

habitants having no offspring, the others must
on the average have more than two. If, for

example, we simplify the problem by supposing

one-half of the population to be sterile, and

each of those who are fertile to have four off-

spring who survive to maturity, then only one-

sixteenth of the fertile parents would have no

descendants in the third generation. Of the bal-

ance only one line in 256 would become extinct

in the fourth generation, one in 65,536 in the

fifth, and one in 4,294,967,296 in the sixth.

With families of variable size, etc., the calcula-

tions would become intolerably complex
; but

in any population not decreasing in numbers

the descendants of each individual tend to in-

crease in a geometrical ratio and cannot become

extinct after several generations. If King
Alfred and King Alfred's barber had lines of

descent lasting several generations, we are each
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descended from both of them ; or, if not,"our

descendants (should we have them) will be.

Genealogies are not, as Professor Brooks

states, ' represented by a slender thread of very-

few strands,' but by the branching tree to

which he objects, except that there are many
trees whose branches interlace and anastomose.

J. McKeen Cattell.
Columbia University.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

RECENT BOOKS ON PHYSICS.

Modes of Motion. By A. E. Dolbear. Boston,

Mass., Lee & Shepard. 12mo. 120 pp.

The second title of Professor Dolbear' s little

book is ' Mechanical Conceptions of Physical

Phenomena.' It is essentially a popular pres-

•entation of the fundamental properties of

matter as contrasted with those which the au-

thor assumes the ether to possess. Matter is

contrasted with ether in reference to a series of

twenty-two of its commonly recognized attri-

butes, in none of which are the two found iden-

tical, and in the great majority of cases they

are declared to be directly opposed to each

other. Indeed the author makes special effort

to demonstrate the absolute dissimilarity of

matter and ether, and in so doing even goes so

far as to declare that the latter in no way af-

fects the senses. But he evidently believes in

the possibility of transforming ether into matter

and matter into ether and the indestructibil-

ity of matter or the impossibility of trans-

mitting the elements he regards as tentative

assumptions. A few sentences are devoted to a

consideration of the origin of the ether itself,

but the author finds quick refuge in the easy
* assumption that it was in some way and at

some time created,' this being, he declares, more
rational than to assume that it always existed.

The book will be found readable and interesting

by students of physical science.

Deductive Physics. By Frederick J. Rogers,
M.S. Ithaca, New York, Andrews & Church.

8vo. 250 pp.

This book deserves consideration by all who
are seeking a satisfactory college text-book of

physics. It is in many respects different from
an.y of the almost innumerable candidates for

this distinction that have appeared during the

past decade. Of these nearly every one has its

merits and all have faults, but the variety is so

great that the special necessities of almost

every situation can be satisfied. There has

been, however, a regrettable tendency in two
directions. On the one hand, there have ap-

peared several treatises very complete, very

well prepared, but so large as to be really

formidable and C|uite impossible of mastery in

the time usually allotted to this subject in the

college curriculum. The use of these com-

pelled the adoption of the plan of omitting or

' skipping' many pages or even chapters, which

is by no means to be commended under all cir-

cumstances. On the other hand, many college

text-books are offered in which laboratory exer-

cises are made so prominent as to seriously

interfere with and often absolutely prevent a

proper appreciation of the ' theory of physics.

'

Within a few years a few books have made
their appearance in which both of these evils

have been largely avoided and in which it has

been attempted, as in the volume under con-

sideration, ' to present, in compact though

logically complete form, the principal facts,

laws, definitions and formulas of the science of

physics.' In the present instance the author

has enjoyed a large measure of success. His

definitions of fundamental terms and principles

are, in the main, sound and discriminating.

Although the discussions are generally concise,

they are generally satisfactory, and no impor-

tant phase of the subject has been entirely

omitted. The illustrations are diagrammatic

and clear and the leading propositions are

illustrated and enforced by well-selected prob-

lems. No attention is given to experimental

or laboratory exercises, but it is assumed that

these accompany the use of the book whenever

possible. In the opinion of the writer the

author has made a mistake, unfortunately not

an extremely uncommon one, in introducing

several unauthorized and not generally recog-

nized names for derived units, such as kin,

gramhin, spoud, etc. This tendency towards

multiplication of unit names has little to com-

mend it and there is serious objection to it. It

was the unanimous decision of the Chamber of

Delegates of the International Electric Con-

gress of 1893 that in electricity and magnetism
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it was unwise to increase unit names beyond

the small number then well fixed in actual use.

The subject has been much discussed and it

is believed that the weight of authority is

against it. The student of physics and me-

chanics often loses sight of the thing and its

derivation when a distinctive name is given to

it, and while it is extremely convenient to dis-

tinguish by names a few of the fundamental and

most important units of measure the number
should be kept at the lowest possible limit.

Problems in Elementary Physics. By B. DANA
Pierce. New York, Henry Holt & Co.

12mo. 200 pp.

This book is intended for use in secondary

schools along with some suitable text-book and
with laboratory exercises. It contains a toler-

ably extensive series of problems illustrative of

the quantitative character of the science and
the exactness of its conclusions. They are, in

the main, well selected and properly distrib-

uted. Occasional definitions, formula or brief

explanations are inserted, intended to be sug-

gestive of the principles involved in the solu-

tion of the problems. Some of the problems
and statements are open to a criticism appli-

cable to nearly all text-books of this class.

They are mostly written by teachers in pre-

paratory schools who have never themselves

(it must be inferred) enjoyed a very thorough
training in physics. This is shown iu the com-
mon failure to recognize the limitations to which
almost all laws are necessarily subject, or the

restrictions which must guard their enuncia-

tion. It is impossible, of course, to assume
that the teacher of elementary physics should

know all of these, as it is impossible for the

college professor, who is a specialist in the sub-

ject, to know them, but it is not impossible to

avoid some of the more common errors of

statement, and it would be of enormous value if

both teacher and pupil could know and never
forget that most of the simple statements of

physical laws, either by word or by formula,

imply a sihiplicity of condition which never
actually exists in nature. It requires some
knowledge, but not much extra time and
trouble to guard instruction in this line and the

result is worth many times the cost. The lack

of this is shown in a certain ' cocksureness ' in

elementary text-books and laboratory guides,

as to what will or will not happen if you do so

and so, and because the thoughtful and careful

student is very likely to find that if things do not

happen as described he is in danger of losing

both confidence and interest. Nearly all books

of the class under consideration abound in ex-

amples of this sort of thing. Instruction iu

physics in the secondary schools under the

newer or laboratory methods is by no means

the success that it is represented as being by

those who have been its most active propagan-

dists and the difSculty is not so much that lack

of accurate scholarship has made a rigorous

presentation of principles impossible, but rather

that the great underlying philosophy of induc-

tive science has continued unknown to both

teacher and pupil. M.

Insect Life. An introduction to nature-study

and a guide for teachers, students and

others interested in out-of-door life. By John
Henry Comstock, Professor of Entomology

in Cornell University and Leland Stanford

Junior University. With many original illus-

trations, engraved by Anna Botsford Com-
stock, member of the Society of American

Wood Engravers. New York, D. Appleton

& Co. 1897.

In the college education of the present time

nearly all science teachers are agreed that the

introduction to natural history studies should

begin in the lower schools, that instruction in

biology should be as much a matter of require-

ment in the preparation for college as the study

of foreign language. Many instructors of science

in the colleges, while thoroughly believing that

the principle is an excellent one, are not at all

enthusiastic in the enforcement of such require-

ments, since natural history instruction in the

preparatory schools is, as a rule, lamentably

bad. A few perfunctory lessons in plant

analysis, with neither enthusiasm nor knowl-

edge on the part of the teacher, and much
book work by rote is the rule rather than

the exception, at least in the Western schools.

It hardly matters what the boy or girl studies,

so long as it is living organisms, if studied in

the right way, and the right way is nature
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itself. The training of the observational facul-

ties is what the college instructor in natural

history more especially desires in the prepara-

tion for higher work, and it matters little

whether that training has been obtained in the

study of botany, zoology, physiology or geology.

In the little work that has recently been pub-

lished by Professor and Mrs. Comstock another

step in the right direction has been made. The

material for instruction in entomology is every-

where at haud, summer and winter, and for its

abundance, diversity and instructiveness is un-

excelled in any department of elementary

biology ;
and ' Insect Life ' has made the way

plain for this elementary instruction in high

schools and the higher grades of the grammar

school under intelligent teachers. The work is

an introduction to the stiidj' of animal life, call-

ing for direct observation on the part of both

teacher and pupil, and it is a better text-book

for elementary instruction than any general

work on botany or zoology can be, for classifi-

cation is only an incidental part of the book.

Excepting a few elementary chapters on the

anatomy, metamorphoses and classification of

insects, nearly the whole book is devoted to

nature-study of the more familiar insects in their

own haunts and in the laboratory. The con-

cluding chapters tell in simple language how to

prepare and preserve specimens for the cabinet.

The pupil is encouraged to make a special

study of some branch, and there can be no ques-

tion but that such special study will do more to

quicken his powers of observation and his enthu-

siasm than any amount of generalizations. The
book fills a unique place in entomological

literature and is to be highly commended. It

is written simply and is fully and admirably

illustrated by Mrs. Comstock.
S. W. W.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON. 279TH

MEETING, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 9TH.

Mr. L. O. Howard exhibited a specimen of

the Giant Water Beetle of Cuba.

Mr. R. T. Hill, under the title ' Notes on An-

tillean Faunas, Past and Present,' gave a re-

sume of his studies on the geology of the region,

describing the various upheavals and subsi-

dences that had taken place and their eflfects

on the fauna of the West Indies and particu-

larly of Jamaica. He stated that communica-

tion between the Pacific and the Gulf of Mexico

was cut oflT much earlier than had been gen-

erally supposed.

Professor Barton W. Evermann spoke of

'The Catfish of Louisiana,' stating that few

were aware of the extent of the fishery, 2,000,-

000 pounds being shipped annually. Two spe-

cies were taken, Ictalurus furcatus and I. nigri-

cans, the latter species having for some time

been regarded as belonging to the genus Ami-

m-us. During low water the fishes were taken

in the bayous by means of extremely long trout

lines, but during high water they were taken in

the flooded woods, mostly on single lines.

Dr. Theo. Gill discussed ' The Inadequacy

of the Order Bunotheria,' stating that the

group was not a natural one.

F. A. Lucas,

Secretary.

NEW YORK academy OP SCIENCES, SECTION OF

geology, OCTOBER 18, 1897.

The first meeting of the Section for the

autumn was largely devoted to accounts by

various members of the scientific meetings of

interest held during the summer. President

Stevenson spoke briefly of the work of the

International Congress of Geologists at St.

Petersburg. The Secretary spoke of the

work of the Geographical Section of the

British Association for the Advancement of

Science, at Toronto, and Professor Martin

gave a similar account of the work of the Geo-

logical Section at the same meeting. The prin-

cipal paper of the evening, apart from these

descriptions, was by Mr. Chai-lesBullman, who
gave a descriptive account of the location and

character of the auriferous gravels of the State

of Colombia, illustrated by many specimens.

In the opinion of the speaker, the auriferous

gravels are of wide distribution and thickness,

and of exceeding value, and much more ex-

tensively distributed than stated by Mr. F. C.

Nicholas, who gave a paper before the Academy
on the same topic at one of the spring meet-

ings. The speaker believes that the gold de-

posits are still being laid down with consider-
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able richness and that the whole area around

the San Juan river is extremely rich in aurifer-

ous deposits. The paper was discussed by Mr.

Nicholas, who reiterated his statements that

the gold-bearing clay deposits are not as exten-

sive as they at first may seem to be, and that

they are isolated to a few small localities now
being dissected and drained by small streams.

EiCHAED E. Dodge,

Secretary.

ANNUAL MEETING OP THE NEW YOEK SECTION

OP THE AMEKICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of the New York Section

of the American Chemical Society was held at

the College of the City of New York on Friday

evening, October 15th, Dr. William McMurtrie

presiding and fifty-two members present. The
result of the election of officers for the ensuing

year was as follows : Dr. William McMurtrie,

Chairman ; Dr. Durand Woodman, Secretary

and Treasurer ; Drs. C. A. Doremus, A. C.

Hale and A. A. Breneman, Executive Com-
mittee ;

Dr. McMurtrie, C. F. McKenna and

Marston T. Bogert, Delegates to the Scientific

Alliance of New York.

Brief remarks were made by the Chairman on

the death of Dr. M. Alsberg, one of the eight

original founders of the Society, and an obituary

notice by Dr. H. Endemann was read by the

Secretary.

A paper was read by Professor P. (J. Mcll-

hiney on ' Some Experiments on Thermo-elec-

tric Pyrometry,' in which a very expensive

form of electric pyrometer was described and

directions given for its arrangement. Dr. Mc-

Murtrie made an address on ' Recent Progress

in Industrial Chemistry,' after which a vote of

thanks was unanimously passed to the Chair-

man for his faithful and energetic efforts during

the year to make the meetings interesting and

successAil.

DuEAND Woodman,
Secretary.

THE ACADEMY OP SCIENCE OP ST. LOUIS.

At the meeting of the Academy of Science

of St. Louis, held on the evening of October

18, 1897, the Secretary presented in abstract a

paper by Frank Collins Baker, entitled ' The

Molluscan Fauna of Western New York,' deal-

ing with specimens collected by the author be-

tween July 5 and July 29, 1897, and based on

some 1,500 specimens, representing 75 species,

and giving exact data concerning weather, tem-

perature and altitude for each station in 1&

different localities visited. The paper enumer-

ates 146 species and 10 varieties, including

those previously recorded for the section with

which it deals. The lingual dentition of By-
thinia tentaculata is described and figured, and
several species have been subjected to critical

review.

Professor H. A. Eunicke made some informal

remarks on recent progress in our knowledge
of the constitution of steel, with reference both

to its microscopy and chemistry.

William Teelease,

Recording Secretary.

NEW BOOKS.

Sleep ; Its Physiology, Pathology, Hygiene and
Psychology. Maeie de Manac^ine. Lon-

don, Walter Scott, Ltd. ; New York, Charles

Scribner's Sons. 1897. Pp. vii + 341. $1.25.

Elements of Comparative Zoology. J. S. Kings-

ley. New York, Henry Holt & Co. 1897.

Pp. vii + 357.

Children's Ways. James Sully. New York,

D. Appleton & Co. 1897. Pp. viii + 193.

$1.25.

The Living Substance as Such, and as Organ-

ism. Gwendolen Foulke Andeews. Bos-

ton, Ginn & Co. 1897. Pp. 176.

Light, Visible and Invisible. SiLVANUS P.

Thompson. New York and London, The
Macmillan Company. 1897. Pp. xii + 294.

Ordinary Differential Equations. James Moeeis
Page. New York and London, The Mac-
millan Company. 1897. Pp. xviii + 226.

$1.25.

A Text-Book of Special Pathological Anatomy.

Eenst Zieglee. Translated and edited

from the eighth German edition by Donald

MacAlister and Henry W. Cattell. Sections

IX.-XV. New York and London, The

Macmillan Company. 1897. Pp. xv-f 579

—1221 + xxxi. $4.00.
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THE GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS AT St. PETERS-
BURG.

The Seventh International Geological

Congress convened at St. Petersburg,

Russia, on August 29, 1897, in accordance

with the Czar's invitation, presented at the

Fifth Congress in 1891.

The enrollment far exceeded that of any-

previous Congress, the preliminary list

showing 966 names, of which only 270 were

of Russians. The final list has about 1,100,

about 120 of them being American.

The arrangements were upon an imperial

scale. Free transportation on all Russian

railroads was provided not merely for the

members, but also for their families. Ex-

cursions wei'e given such as no other Con-

gress can expect, unless, indeed, another

meeting be held in Russia. A guide book

of 660 pages, with many maps, plates and

sections, was prepared, giving detailed infor-

mation respecting the geology of regions to

be visited, a most valuable contribution to

geological literature, making accessible, to

geologists all over the world, facts pre-

viously published for the most part only in

proceedings of scientific societies and sealed

up in the Russian language.

Three excursions preceded the Congress.

That to the Ural Mountains, shared in by
somewhat more than 200 members, was in

charge of Dr. Tschernychew and lasted for

four weeks. This, extending beyond rail-

road and all other ordinary means of trans-
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portatioa, afforded opportunity for the study

of loaalities almost iaaccessible to travellers •

That the journey was completed with so

little discomfort and with so great advan-

tage to those taking it reflects great credit

upon Dr. Tschernychew's management.

The excursion to Finland, in charge of Dr.

Sederholm, was taken by somewhat more
than 100. That region is not so far in miles

from civilization as is that of the Urals, but

the perplexities of one in charge of a

large party are hardly less. The success- of

this excursion was complete, and Dr. Seder-

holm earned the gratitude of those who ac-

companied him. The Esthonia excursion,

under Dr. F. Schmidt, had only twenty-five

members, but, according to the testimony

of them all, the two weeks were spent

pleasantly and with great profit.

A fourth excursion began on September

5th, at the close of the Congress. This was

to a more distant part of the empire, extend-

ing to the Caucasus and in one division to

Mt. Ararat.

During the week allotted to meetings of

the Congress, two days were given to excur-

sions. One to Peterhof, the summer palace

of the Czar, was for pleasure only ; the

other, combining pleasure and instruction,

was to the Falls of Imatra— a long excursion

in short time. The excursionists left St.

Petersburg at 6:30 a.m. and reached the

Falls at 1 p.m. They remained there until

7 p.m. and then returned, reached St.

Petersburg at 1 a.m., thoroughly fatigued

for the most part, but well repaid. The
hospitality in the city began to manifest

itself on the evening prior to the assembling

of the Congress, when the Committee of

Organization gave a reception to the mem-
bers at the Germania club. On August

30th the Grand Duke Constantino gave a

reception at his palace to about 200 dele-

gates and the Mayor of the city held a

grand function at the Hotel du Ville on

September 2d.

The Congress was opened at noon on

August 29, 1897, in the large hall of the

Zoological Museum of the Academy of

Science. Addresses of welcome were de-

livered by the Grand Duke Constantine,

the Princess of Oldenburg and the Minister

of Agriculture, to which Professor Capellinl

replied on behalf of the Congress. The list

of officers prepared by the Bureau was read

by Professor Renevier and chosen by the

Congress, after which an address was made
by Professor Karpinsky, the President, who
was followed by Dr. Tschernychew, the

Secretary- General, who outlined the busi-

ness which would be presented by the

Council. A brief address by the President

of the Geographical Society closed the exer-^

cises and the Congress adjourned for the

day.

The Congress sat twice each day on Mon-
day, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday.

The morning sessions were devoted to dis-

cussion of principles of nomenclature and

to transaction of such matters as were pre-

sented by the Council, while those of the

afternoon were taken up in the reading of

memoirs.

The morning discussions were simplified

greatly by the memoirs of Bittner, Loewen-

son-Lessing and others prepared at request

of the committee and printed prior to the

Congress. It must be conceded that the

results of these discussions do not appear

at first glance to be of very great impor-

tance ; the points agreed upon were such as

impose no burdens and they were adopted

unanimously. But where the question

proved to be serious and material differ-

ences of opinion seemed likely to develop,

the matter was referred to a committee for

consideration and for report to the next

Congress. This, however, was the wisest

mode of procedure. The Congress has no

power to bind its members except in so far

as they consent, so that it is not the place

in which to thrust one's conceptions too
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strongly. Any matter which does not

commend itself readily at the first presenta-

tion should be laid aside promptly, that no

member be allowed to express himself in

such manner that his amour-propre would be

wounded in case the vote should go against

him. All of the matters referred will be

considered carefully bj' the committee as

well as by a great part of the membership

during the next three years, and there will

be little difference of opinion respecting

important matters at the Congress of 1900.

The reading of memoirs was somewhat
perfunctory, or rather the listening was so.

The feeling seemed to be that these would

be printed and that members would have

opportunity to digest them at leisure. Sev-

eral reports were presented by committees,

and they will be published in the volume

of proceedings. A committee was ap-

pointed to consider the principles of chrono-

logical classification of sediments and

another to consider the propriety of estab-

lishing an international journal of petrog-

raphy. The Congress expressed itself as

earnestly favoring the establishment of a

permanent floating institute to carry on

work such as that of the Challenger expedi-

tion, and also as favoring the developing of

geological courses for higher classes in

lycees and gymnasia. The members were

called upon to urge these matters upon their

governments.

The Congress adjourned on September

5th, to meet in Paris in 1900.

The real value of this as of previous Con-

gresses is not to be measured by the list of

memoirs or by the records of discussions.

Important as those may be, they are of

vastly less importance than the actual con-

tact of men coming from all parts of the

world. Geologists from Asia, the Pacific

islands, the Americas and almost all

nations of Europe met together ; too often

known to each other previously only as

streaks of printers' ink, they became actual

entities ; those devoted to similar studies

found opportunity to compare observations
;

many, whose conceptions of phenomena
were limited by the little area of their

country, have gone home with a broader

knowledge ; and a long step has been taken

toward binding together our men of geol-

ogy. The true work of the Congress was
done not so much iu the sessions as in the

huge lobby, wisely provided, where those
.

of like minds were gathered in little clus-

ters making liberal dividends of knowledge.

This feature was recognized as all impor-

tant by the Committee of Organization,

which, with this in view, planned the ex-

cursions on which so much of the real work
was done.

To speak of individual members of the

Committee of Organization as especially

worthy of remembrance may seem ungra-

cious when all were so untiring, but one

cannot refrain from acknowledging the in-

debtedness which all must feel to Karpin-

sky, Tscheruychew, Nikitin, Chrustchoif

and Michalski, while the Americans will

remember pleasantly the courtesies ren-

dered by Mr. Gardiner, the only American

student in the University of St. Peters-

burg.
John J. Stevenson.

New York Univeesity.

l/
A NEW INVESTIGATION OF MAN'S AN-

TIQUITY AT TRENTON.

I.

A RENEWED search for evidence of glacial

man at Trenton induced Professors G. F.

Wright and Arthur Hollick, Messrs. H. B
Kiimmel and G. N. Knapp, of the New
Jersey Geological Survey, and myself, on

June 2.5. 26, 27 and 28, 1897, to explore a

site on the summit of the glacial gravel ter-

race at Trenton, where Mr. Ernest Volk*
* Working under the direction of Professor F. W.

Putnam for the New York Museum of Natural His-

tory, Mr. Ernest Volk was generally present at the
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has alleged the discovery of artificial ar-

gillite flakes, and other relics of human
handiwork, in a yellow sand of supposed

glacial age under a surface loam stratum

indicating Indian occupancy.

Five trenches (Trench A, 21i ft. by 3f
ft. by 3 ft. 3 in. deep ; B, 7f ft. by 4| ft. by

3 ft. 3 in. deep ; C, 6 ft. by 6 ft. by 2 ft. 8

in. deep ; D, 4^ ft. by 4| ft. by 3 ft. 3 in.

deep), sunk over an area 90 ft. long by 33

ft. broad,* well upon the flat summit of the

terrace, with Trench D, about 80 ft. from

the outer brink, revealed clearly:

Layer 1.

(10 inches to one foot).

A discolored surface loam, disturbed by

recent cultivation, mixed with the remains

of the Indian and white man. It contained

:

Specimens.

Blooked-out blades, Argillite 3

Blocked-oiifc blades, Chert 2

Argillite blade, long, narrow (spear form) 1

Arrow-head, broken, Jasper 2

Arrow-bead, broken. Chert 1

Hammer stone, pebble, fragment . 1

Animal bones, -with large scapula, prob-

ably Elk splintered limb bones and

limb bone of a bird ^
Mussel shell (Unio) fragments .... 6

Pebbles, probably fire-cracked . . . .131

Teshoa or pebble flake, scraper ? . . . 1

Argillite flakes, probably artificial, gen-

erally with green patina 19

Chert flakes, probably artificial .... 11

Jasper flakes, probably artificial . 5

Stone (unidentified) flakes, probably ar-

tificial 6

Quartz and Quartzite fragments .... 5

Potsherds, Indian (8 found together) . 9

digging and hospitably offered us every assistance,

being seconded by the kindness of the owners of the

property, the Misses Lalor, who generously placed

their land at our disposal. Dr. Charles 0. Abbott

was continually present, and Dr. Harrison Allen, of

the Academy of Natural Sciences, of Philadelphia,

visited the Trenches on Sunday, June 27th.

* Kindly reserved for our use by the Misses Lalor,

owners of the property, for whose generous hospitality

we herewith return our thanks.

Pebbles unworked; size, from that of

robin's egg to goose egg; largest 4 in.

in diameter 55

Miscellaneous stones, mostly pebble frag-

ments 103

Oyster shell 1

Cinder fragment 1

Anthracite coal fragments 2

Glazed potsherds 2

Brick fragment 1

Below layer 1, and as the chief center of

observation and interest, rested

Layer 2.

(18 inches to 2 feet).

Composed of a fine yellow sand, streaked

towards its lower portion with fine irregu-

lar films of reddish sandy clay which thick-

ened and coalesced at the bottom into a dis-

tinct harder red band.

Advancing slowlj' into layer 2 with trowels

against the sides of the trenches where the

stratification had been exposed in vertical

section, we pulled out one by one the pebbles,

broken stones and artificial chips, etc., de-

scribed below, giving special attention to the

large pebbles and the chips most artificial in.

appearance, calling the attention of all our

colleagues to eacli large object, when it first

clinked against the trowel's edge so that its

depth could be measured and its position

with reference to the clay films, observed

by us all before its removal.

The objects thus found (after discarding

those resting in the upper part of the layer

for about four inches below the bottom of

laj'er 1 as pertaining to what we called the

zone of doubt) were as follows :

ARTIFICIAL FLAKES.

Note,—The numbers in inches afler the specimens indicate
the depth in Layer 2 below the zone of doubt, the letters the
trench referred to.

Number of
Specimens.

Jasper, 10 in. 1

Jasper, 12 in 1

Quartz, 4 in 1

Argillite green patina, 6.] in 1

Sandstone or Argillite, 20 in 1

Argillite lying flat, 3J in 1
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Argillite, 7 in 1

Jasper, 12 in 1

If in. wide, J in. thick, Trench A 2 in. rest-

ing on its side below a thin film of reddish

clay. The film waved from one side of the

trench to the other over the specimen, hecom-

ing slightly thinner and fainter directly

above it, though without showing signs of

break. Photographed in place, SO in. See

Figs. 1 and 3 1

Argillite green patina, about 1 in. in di-

ameter, possibly artificial, resting ex-

actly in line of clay film, 12 in ... . 1

Quartzite, possibly artificial, 8 in . . . 2

Chert (^resting indubitably in films of sandy

clay. Trench B. Photographed in place,

Fig. 1.—View of face of Trench A, showing Argillite

specimen (see middle right-hand specimen in Fig. 3,

Professor Hollick's paper) resting in place, 20 inches

down, in the yellow sand at base of the rule. The

trowel scratch marks the position of the film of strati-

fication just above the specimen. The lower scratches

mark the thickening of these films at the base of the

yellow sand. From surface to trowel. Layer 1 (In-

dian), ten inches to one foot. From trowel to series

•of scratches. Layer 2, yellow sand, relic bearing,

eighteen inches to two feet. Below scratches coarse

sand and gravel, non-relic bearing. Specimen photo-

graphed in place June 26, 1897, by Ernest Volk, in

presence of G. F. Wright, H. B. Kiimmel, C. C. Ab-

bott and H. C. Mercer.

signed G. F. Wright, Arthur Hollick, H.

C. Mercer). See Figs. 2 and 3 (in Dr.

Hollick's paper), 12 in 1

Flakes Argillite, small beloW clay film.

Trench B., 14 in 1

Quartz, Trench B., Sin 2

Quartzite pebble, 10 in 1

Argillite, possibly artificial C, 12 in . . 1

Quartzite, possibly artificial C, 10 in . .. 1

Jasper, possibly artificial C. , 6 in . . . 1

Argillite, possibly artificial C, very small

piece, 21 in 1

Chert from pebble, 6 in 1

Argillite, possibly artificial, 3 in. long by

1| wide, green patina under a very dis-

tinct film of reddish sandy clay, Trench

C, 19in 1

Argillite, possibly artificial, exactly in

line of heavy red film and 6 in. below

fainter film C, 16 in 1

Quartz, possibly D., 6 in 1

Chert from pebble, 6 in 1

Argillite, probably artificial, bedded in

filmings of reddish sandy clay not im-

mediately overlaid by a continuous

film, but rather by faint reddish broken

streaks D, 15 in 1

Argillite patinated, 2| in. long, IJ- in.

wide, IJ ia. thick, probably artificial,

resting in series of clay films less clearly

m: rked than in the other trenches, but

nevertheless extending over the speci-

men in a series of blotches, D, 16 in . 1

Argillite piece, possibly artificial, on film,

15in " 1

Argillite piece, possibly artificial, on C,

12 in 1

Total 30

ANTHEACITE COAL.

Small fragment size of hazlenut, below

zone of doubt, in yellow sand .... 1

Anthracite coal, small piece size of hazle-

nut, C, 3o in 1

Total 2

ROOTS.

In all the trenches, various sizes from fine

rootlets to size of middle finger, va-

rious depths.

PEBBLE USED.

Battered on end, 6 in . . . .

Total
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PEBBLES, UNUSED.

Depth, 9 in 1

Largest, size of pigeon egg; smallest,

size of pea (various depths) .... 75

2 in. below red film, under -which

chipped Argillite was found lying

flat, 16 in 1

Large pebble resting directly upon clay

film, 17 in., 8J in. long, 4| in. -wide

at widest, 2J in. thick 1

Flat, 16 in 1

Large in Trench A, 15 in 1

IJ in. in diameter, 4 in. under film . 1

18 in 1

Under film, 16 in 1

Unused, large in film, 16 in 1

Small, 16 in 2
Small, 16 in 3

Most of the pebbles saved from 1 in. to

2 in. in diameter.

Large, about 4 in. in diameter, broken,

showing on one side, according to Mr.
Kiimmel, facets of wind erosion, in

film, 14 in 1

Weathered, 2| in. long, 2 in. wide, li in.

thick, resting below a distinct film and
above another, 17 in. 1

2} in. long on film, 16 in 1

3 in. in diameter, Trench D, 6 in. on film 1

1 in. in diameter on film, 18 in ... . 1

On film, 18 in 1

Size of large Chestnut on film, 20 in . . 1

Smaller below film, 14 in 1

Hazlenut size, 14 in 1

Unused, 3i in. long, 2J in. wide, f in.

thick 1

Various depths 27

Various depths, Trench B 64

Various depths, Trench C 26

Lower part of .stratum, various depths. . 16

2 in. long, 1} in. wide, near three smaller

pebbles 6

2 in. below red film, 16 in 1

(Large, 7J^ in. long, 5J in. broad, 3 in. at

thickest, broken, upper side roughened

but not certainly wind-worn, C, 16 in. ) 1

D, various depths 13

Total 254

PEBBLES FRACTURED.

2 in 1

4 in X

9 in. 1

Small fragment, Trench B, 9 in. . . . 1

Small piece, probably broken by fire,

5 in 1

In connection with black streak ex-

> tending down from surface , . . . . 2

Small piece, 2 in 1

Total 8

MISCELLANEOUS STONES. PROBABLY NOT ARTI-

FICIAL.

Flat Sandstone fragment, 18 in ... . 1

Jasper (?) fragment, 10 in 1

Quartzite (?) fragment, 18 in .... , 1

Argillite (?), 13 in 1

Unidentified piece, 6 in . 1

Flat stone, possibly chip, 12 in ... 1

Argillits piece, vertical position, 6 in . . 1

Argillite piece, 7 in 1

Quartz piece, flat, 4 in 1

Argillite piece, flat, 13 in 1

Sandstone fragment, 4 in 1

Shale piece, 23 in 1

Quartz fragment, 2i in 1

Eed Shale fragment close under faint red

clay film, 18 in ... 4

Argillite chip, possibly artificial, 12 in . 1

Shale fragment, 3 in. diameter, 18 in . . 1

Argillite fragment, Trench C, 10 in . . 1

Quartz, depth not marked 1

Quartzite fragment, 6 in 1

Argillite fragment, 6J in 1

Total 23

ANT GALLERIES.

About size of string-bean pod, not so

long, 1 in. below irregular filmings,

penetrating film by narrow hole, size

of timothy grass, D, 16 in 1

Size of lima bean, under clay film, just

above which is another similar gallery,

containing eggs. Trench D, 22 in.. . 1

J in. horizontal diameter, J in. vertical,

IJ in. below middle film, followed in-

ward and lost without tracing upward
through film. Trench B, 11 in ... . 1

Total

CONCLUSION.

Fifty stone flakes mostly man-made, not

of argillite alone, as we had been led to ex-

pect, but of argillite, chert, jasper and

quartz, one battered pebble and two frag-

ments of anthracite coal, thus positively
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found in the much discussed stratum of

yellow sand which we have called Layer 2,

present us with interesting evidence as to

the relation of the sand stratum to man
;

while in the further presence of twenty-

three miscellaneous stones, and two hun-

dred and fifty-four water rolled pebbles,

ranging in magnitude from the size of a

chestnut to that of an ostrich egg, we are

confronted with interesting considerations

as to the deposition of the sand, whether by

wind or water.

The antiquity of man, at the site, judged

by these observations, depends on three

questions :

1. Are the signijieant chips in the yelloiv sand

artificial? To which my experience an-

swers yes.

2. Are they in situ in the yellow sand f To
this I would say that the notion of the in-

trusion of objects from the Indian surface

layer above (Layer 1), down and into the

sand below (Layer 2), is suggested to me
for the following reasons : Because the

deepest artificial specimen in th6 yellow

sand (Layer 2), rested not over three feet

below the surface; because the range of

stone chips (argillite, jasper and quartz)

and fractured pebbles was identical in the

yellow sand (Layer 2), and the Indian

Layer (Layer 1), and showed thickest un-

der the latter, growing thinner downward
;

because argillite chips identical in character

and equally decomposed and patenated oc-

curred in both layers ; because two pieces of

anthracite coal were found in the upper part

of the sand (Layer 2), and, lastly, because

the artefacts were scattered at irregular

depths in the sand (Layer 2), nowhere
suggesting by their collocation a floor of oc-

cupancy or workshop abandoned by primi-

tive man.

On the other hand, neither the shallow

depths of the objects nor the closeness of the

layers exceeded conditions known to archse-

ology where divergent culture epochs had

been found to rest closely one upon another.

And while no potsherd or bone was found

below (in Layer 2), the similarity of the

stones used where the blade material (in-

gredient to glacial gravel) had continually

remained the same failed to overweigh the

probability of antiquity as to the specimens

from the lower layer. Coal fragments not

uncommon in the alluvium of the Dela-

ware, whose trough traverses coal beds near

Mauch Chunk, had been found by me in an

underplaced Indian village layer, probably

pre-Columbian, at Upper Black's Eddy,*

while the observed position of roots and the

study of small ant galleries failed reason-

ably to account for the site of the chips in

Layer 2, whose position in several cases be-

neath well observed and unbroken films of

stratification remained the most important

fact in the evidence.

When all was considered I was forced to

conclude that a significant number of arti-

ficial chips rested in situ in the sand, and

hence were of an age antedating its depo-

sition.

Here again, as at the underplaced layer

at Lower Black's Eddy, we were confronted

by two thin strata of human occupancy,

resting one upon the other, but separated

from each other by an interval of time as

yet unmeasured.

Antedating the familiar Indian, preced-

ing the birth of the known riparian forest

as indicated by the superficial blackness of

its plant-stained loam, the immediately un-

derplaced yellow sand Layer 2, close beneath

the surface as it lay, testified to the previ-

ous presence of a chipper of argillite, jasper

and chert, and a bruiser of pebbles, upon

the surface of the bluff. As before re-

marked, the bones of animals and pottery,

characteristic of the upper layer, were ab-

* See researches upon the antiquity of man in the

Delaware Valley and the eastern United States. Publi-

cation of the University of Pennsylvania, Vol. VI., p.

78. Ginn & Co., Boston. 1897.
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sent ia the lower ; otherwise, no marked
difference appeared in the kind of stones

used, their patina, or mode of fracture.

From the evidence previously produced

by the more notable explorations of the

Trenton site, the present testimony differs

in several particulars. The shallow zone of

discovery, ceasing at about three feet below

the surface, failed to encroach upon the re-

gion ( 10, 20 and 30 feet deep in the imme-
diately underplaced gravel ) alleged as the

horizon of previously excavated human
relics. No series of ovate blades resembling

the drift specimens of France and England
appeared as in previous years, to out-classify

all other objects ; while the contention (un-

reasonably over-valued in our opinion) in

favor of the absence of jasper in earlier hu-

man horizons was not sustained by our dis-

coveries. Nevertheless the existence of man
upon the bluff top under topographical con-

ditions differing from those of the present

had to to be admitted.

This granted, however, the question of

human antiquity at the site depended not

so much upon the evident priority of the

sand relics to the Indian remains of the sur-

face loam as upon the length of time of such
priority—namely, upon the final space ques-

tion :

3. What ivas the age of the sand f Ex-
tending outside the province of my quali-

fication, this question remained to be settled

by my colleagues. Let their special ex-

perience decide whether this yellow layer

resting exactly upon the Trenton gravels

is a true part of their composition. "Was
this overlying sand the work of the river

swollen to excessive volume by the melting

of the great glacier ? Had modern rivulets,

since drained away, spread it upon the

terrace top? Or, during the time before

trees grew and loam formed, had wind
whirled it, pebbles, clay films and all, upon
the even table of the bluff?

Henry C. Mercer.

II

On June 25th, by invitation of Professor

G. Frederick Wright, the following party

met at Trenton, N. J., to make excavations

in the Trenton gravel terrace, and to ex-

amine any archaeological material which
might be brought to light : G. Frederick

Wright, Oberlin, Ohio ; H. C. Mercer,

Doylestown, Pa.; C. C. Abbot, Trenton,

K J.; Ernest Volk, Trenton, N. J.; Ar-

thur Hollick, Staten Island, N. .Y.,and a

workman to perform the rough digging.

Fig. 2. Artificial cliert specimen (see also upper

right-hand .'-pecinien, Fig. 3, on next page) photo-

graphed as found in place in the yellow sand. The

trowel scratches show the line of films of stratifica-

tion ahove and below the object. The dark, deep

scratch marks bottom of Layer 1 (Indian), 10 inches

to 1 foot. Yellow sand, Layer 2, extends downward
from heavy trowel streaks. Photographed by Mr. Volk

in the presence of Professor Wright, Dr. Hollick and

Mr. Mercer.

Through the kindness of the Misses Lalor,

a part of their fai'ni, favorably located on

the edge of the terrace, had been reserved

for investigation. Upon the surface of this

part an area about forty feet long in a north
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and south direction, by about four feet wide,

was selected by our party for excavation.

Our workman first removed the surface soil

by spading and shoveling, to a depth of

about six inches, and threw it to one side.

This soil was found to consist of a fine

yellow-brown sand, mixed with humus and

other carbonaceous matter, which gave it a

prevailingly dark color. All objects thrown

out with this soil were collected and listed

tery ; unclassified stones, mostly broken or

chipped. The entire collection apparently

represented the ordinary refuse of an Indian

camping ground, with a few indications of

modern civilization.

At the southern end of the area from

which the surface soil had been removed,

a pit was excavated 4 ft. by 4 ft. by 3^ feet

deep. The sides of this pit were carefully

squared and showed the following section:

'iW)wwwAw<w^*.m^vmwiiwwuwwMW

Ji. l^i^. Z. I9i-~J>1

JJ^ io^fC^ i IS'iniii.^.

/\ . LcM^^^^. 2© <^Xc^-A

7^1? ?U- LoY-^ I c^fZ

Fig. 3.—Weathered pebble, artificial flake of chert and flakes of argillite, described in the text, except

one on the upper left-hand corner, found at significant depths in the yellow sand, sometimes upon or under

filmings of stratification, by Professor Wright and Dr. Hollick, Professor Smock, Messrs. H. B. Kummel,
G. N. Knapp and H. C. Mercer.

under ' A ' and ' B; ' the first representing

the preliminary spading, the second the

shoveling.

The objects consisted of fire-cracked

stones ;
unworked pebbles, from size of a

cobble to that of a robin's egg ; chips and

flakes, mostly of chert, but a few of argil-

lite ; rejects; imperfect implements ; a frag-

ment of anthracite coal ; a cinder ; a piece

of oyster (?) shell ; a piece of modern pot-

1. Disturbed surface soil, consisting of

fine yellowish-brown sand and black car-

bonaceous matter, giving it a prevailingly

dark color, 8-12 in.

2. Undisturbed fine yellowish sand, ir-

regularly stratified, with streaks of red

sandy clay carrying small pebbles, 2 ft. 6 in.

3. Floor of red sandy clay at bottom.

The line of demarkation between the dis-

turbed surface soil and the undisturbed
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sand could not be sharply drawn. Streaks

and small pockets of black soil often ex-

tended down irregularly into what was ap-

parently undisturbed sand. A zone was

therefore recognized, below the disturbed

surface soil, which we agreed to call the

' zone of doubt.' All implements or objects

found in this zone were listed under ' C
The bottom of the ' zone of doubt ' was

about 18 in. below the surface of the ground.

Below the bottom of the ' zone of doubt

'

we agreed that the sand was undisturbed

by human agency and that any objects

found there must be regarded as having

been deposited at the same time with the

sand, or possibly intruded from above, in

which case some evidence or indication of

such intrusion should be apparent.

The following method of investigation

was then pursued :
,

One person entered the pit and gradually

cut away the face with a trowel. As soon

as any object was struck the rest of the

party were notified and the sand around it

was carefully removed. The distance from

the bottom of the ' zone of doubt ' to the ob-

ject was measured and the object was then

removed and examined. Each such object

was immediately wrapped in a separate

piece of paper, together with a memorandum
of the facts in connection with it.

NOTES.

As far down as we dug we found roots of

living trees, larva of June bugs (?), ants,

and occasional disconnected spots or streaks

of dark matter, which I took to be the re-

mains of old decayed roots.

The undisturbed sand was found to be

distinctly stratified and evidently a water

deposit. Pebbles and gravel grains were

not uncommon, especially in connection

with the clay seams, and nearly all the

chips and implements found were lying flat,

although a few were more or less on edge.

Nothing but rough chipped implements

(paliBoliths ? ) and fragments were found

below the ' zone of doubt ' up to the time

wheu I left (4 p. m., Saturday, June 26th),

when about one-half of the main excavation

had been made.

Supplementary pits were also started

close to the main excavation in order that

others of the party might be occupied in

digging at the same time. The methods

employed were identical in each case.

We failed to verify the contention that

only argiUite chips and implements are to

be found in the undisturbed sand. Some
jasper, chert and quartz flakes were also

found, but argiUite was the most abundant

material represented.

One fine chert implement was photo-

graphed in place. The details in regard to

this and other objects found in the undis-

turbed sand are described by other members
of the party.

CONCLUSIONS.

The wi'iter accepts the conclusions of

competent authorities that the so-called

I)aUeoliths are of human manufacture and

that the sand in which they occur is of

glacial age.

After a cai'eful examination there seems

to be no doubt that this sand is a water

deposit and that it had not been disturbed

by human agency prior to the time when it

was excavated hy our party.

The only controversy which seems possi-

ble is over the question of intrusion from

above and, in view of the facts now adduced,

the burden of proof should in fairness rest

with those who hold this view.

Arthur Hollick.

DIVERSITY OF LANGUAGES*

That type of civilization cannot be re-

garded as ideal or forethoughtful which

* Concluding section of the address on 'Improvi-

dent Civilization ' by the Vice-President of Section

I., Social and Economic Science, American Associ-

ation for the Advancement of Science, Detroit, 1897,
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tolerates a wide diversity of tongue in

which to conduct its business or store up
its ideas and valuable records. As already-

stated, difference of speech and writing

tends to keep nations and races estranged,

and so makes for war rather than peace.

The only progress toward a uniformity of

mother tongues now visible is by the slow

and fitful pi'ocess of political absorption by

conquest or by trade. Singularly enough

the acknowledged languages of learning, the

Latin and G-reek, seem to be losing rather

than gaining their hold upon the best litera-

ture. This is not altogether a misfortune
;

for languages grow and expand to conform

to the ideas of those who use thein; and

the original connotations of words are lost

in their adaptations to new conceptions. In

spite of the attempt to uphold the Roman
tongue by the medical and priestly profes-

sions, it is no longer that spoken by Cicero.

The English of to-day differs widely from

that of Chaucer. But few famous treatises

in science, philosophy, history or even the-

ology are now written in Latin ; other

tongues command more readers, and it no
longer so well serves as a vehicle for modern
ideas. ]S"o language can escape this fate.

The English, which is conceded by compe-

tent observers to be as rich, as flexible and
precise as any of the great European
tongues—though not as simple and sym-

metrical as some others—has embalmed in

it quite as many of the indispensable works

of the world, and has besides the suffrages

of a hundred and twenty millions of people

to whom it is vernacular, is nevertheless

susceptible of great rectification, especially

in the matter of pronunciation, spelling,

and in the irregularity of the verbs. The
testimony of Professor Merz, in writing of

'Scientific Thought in the 19th Century,'

although strangely oblivious of American
contributions, as such, uses the following

language, after referring to the decaying

use of the classics:

"The largest number of (Scientific) works perfect

in form and substance, classical for all time, belongs

probably to France ; the greatest bulk of scientific

work probably to Germany, but of the new ideas

which during the century have fructified science the

larger share belongs probably to England. Such
seems to be the impartial verdict of history. During
the second half of the century a process of equali-

zation has gone on which has taken away something

of the characteristic peculiarities of earlier time.

The great problems of science and life are now every-

where attacked by similar methods. Scientific teach-

ing proceeds on similar line, and ideas and discoveries

are cosmopolitan property. So much more interest-

ing must it be for those who have been born members
of this international republic of learning to trace the

way in which this confederation has grown up, what

have been the different national contributions to its

formation, and how the spirit of exact science, once

domiciled only in Paris, has gradually spread into all

countries and leavened the thought and literature of

the world."

Nevertheless the hope of establishing

either Latin or Greek as alternative world-

languages, of learning, has not been aban-

doned among the classically educated ; but

all expectation of seeing the former gener-

ally adopted, at least as a spoken tongue,

must have passed. If the great start of the

Roman Empire, and the subsequent exten-

sion of its speech over a larger empire by

the Church, did not suffice to give it prece-

dence the chances are much against it

now. Like the Roman jurisprudence it

lives chiefly in its offspring. It has been

more or less engrafted on the native tongues;

itself is practically a dead language. The
Greek survives among living tongues, but

has only a limited field as such. In scien-

tific and classical education, and notably

in nomenclature, it has a future of utility

as an enricher. Some of the international

medical conferences are, I believe, ready to

adopt it as an alternative language for their

limited uses.

Meantime the business of the world be-

comes more and more international and
interlingual. The spread of telegraphs by
land and under seas, the extension of steam-
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ships and steam railways across frontiers,

sometimes across several of them, not only

crowd the nations together, but some com-

mon code of communication between them is

a desideratum—the world of commerce no

less than that of letters and research waits for

it. Regulation for navigation on the high

seas have been contrived by the maritime

nations and adapted to all ; we have like-

wise a growing communication and con-

formity in astronomical, chemical and elec-

trical literature ; uniformity of standards

of weight and measurement, mechanical

devices and the like. In a small way, too,

we have a universal language in musical

notation ; in the telegraphic alphabet, in

the deaf-mute and in algebraic signs. How
much longer will the international require-

ments of the whole world have to wait be-

fore a real world-language is hit upon?

Must we wait until the struggle for polit-

ical boundaries of the dozen or twenty sev-

eral nations of Europe has concentrated the

smaller ones into one dominant prodigy?

If not, when and how shall the movement
be begun and carried out, and by whom ?

The time seems to be ripe for a practical

consideration of these questions, and it con-

cerns some association of learning to do so
;

and for several reasons the initiative would

seem to be left with the Department of So-

cial and Economic Science.

I need not enlarge upon the magnitude

of the continuing loss from the present

diversity of tongues, not only in the time

and etfort spent in acquiring several lan-

guages, when one beside the vulgar tongue

might answer all purposes of education, if

that other alternate tongue were common to

the great civilized nations. The waste is

still greater from the publication of re-

searches, laws, treaties and records in sev-

eral dresses, all of which must be con-

sulted by the student who would keep

abreast of the advance of knowledge. The
shelves of our libraries are being piled high

with books of all shades of usefulness and
uselessness, and an extensive ransacking of

bibliographies is required to master any
given topic. The most of these have only

ephemeral value, but this again adds to the

burden. One good effect of an alternate

language of learning would be the saving

from this weary plowing of the sands ; the

truly classic works worth preserving would

in a few generations be winnowed out and

a lifetime would not be consumed in mas-

tering the works of authors long superseded,

but which, as they now stand mingled side

by side, ai-e indistinguishable. An Index

Expurgatorms, by a scientific college de prop-

aganda fide, is not in accord with modern
notions, but it would be a great step in ad-

vance to have all science uttered in one

language and reviewed in the same. When
one thinks of the ten thousand volumes

printed annually by the presses in English

alone, one is tempted to sympathize with

that Arabian Calif who ordered the great

library of his time destroyed on the ground

that it was either superfluous or heretical.

Observe, there is no suggestion to invent

a new language such as Volapuk aspired to

be. We all know languages grow by laws

of their own, and are not run into a mold.

They are, however, plastic and susceptible

of enrichment and improvement by human
contrivance. Instances are quite numerous

where one tongue has supplanted another
;

and the example of two or more languages

being taught and used concurrently is quite

common. In fact, the task of imposing a

second speech on a nation is much easier

than that ofimposing another religious cult,

or a change of metallic money standards,

either of which is still deemed to be feasible.

The growth of languages may be com-

pared to the formation of common paths

and roads through the primitive wilderness
;

at first following the trails of wild beasts
;

whenever a tree falls across the path it is

deflected and so continues long after the
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obstruction lias crumbled away. The ten-

dency to these deviations and doublings

seems to be inherent. The French is about

the only tongue which has an officially ap-

pointed guardian to keep it within orthodox

lines ; and it must be added that none

needed it so much, or has so much to be

done for it remaining. What is needed,

and would seem to be practicable, is the

application of modern methods equivalent

to the work of the civil engineer among the

time-worn paths—a leveling and alignment,

the taking out of kinks and detours, and

introducing great precision and definiteness.

It is no greater task for our time than the

change to the Julian calendar was for that,

and is comparable with the proposition to

divide the year into 13 months of days.

I fear it is not the proper or congenial r61e for

philologists and lexicographers whose task

will come in at a later stage, in the perfect-

ing and grafting upon the adopted alternate

language. Thus far their special interest

seems to lie in the diversity rather than the

uniformity of tongues ; and their very

modest efforts to introduce a more regular

spelling and pronunciation, though not en-

tireljr barren, are, by no fault of theirs,

hopelessly slow of adoption. The chances

of these reforms would be better if English

could be adopted as a world-language
; and

if another were chosen they might be need-

less.

This Association is called upon from time

to time to join in international conferences

to recommend or appoint delegates to such

gatherings, and to pass upon their reports

touching matters of nomenclature, classifi-

cation and standards. The cause of learn-

ing has very much at stake in an extension

of this same function to language. Other

interests are also concerned, and whether

these other interests—foreign commerce,

diplomacy, telegraph or transportation

—

shall take the initiative, or leave it to others,

there should be a joint action and represen-

tation. This subject is alreadj' attracting

the attention of practical business men, who
may be expected to move in the matter

faster than the teachers and lexicographers.

While writing, my attention has been called

to an address by a business man to a Bos-

ton business club, advocating the use of

English as a world language. A table

quoted from Mulhall, showing the growth
of the great European languages in the years

1801 to 1890, shows that the English has

increased 217 per cent., while no other ex-

cept the German has reached so much as

100. I have added to it a column of esti-

mated numbers, using the same tongues at

the present time, in which the lead seems

to be with the English, though this is liable

to be challenged by the partisans of Eussia,

as the ofiBcial language, though not the na-

tive one, of a nearly equal number.*

Can we assume that this lead can be

maintained for another century, when the

Russian Empire shall touch the two oceans

and the Mediterranean, or when the Ger-

man Empire shall extend from the North

Sea to the Bosphorus? If not, there is

nothing to be lost, and much to be gained,

for us, by an earlier rather than a later set-

tlement of this queation.

There have also appeared in the daily

press expressions from some learned society

of Germany, which I am expecting to see

authenticated any day, a willingness on

*INTEKLIN"GUAL CONFEBESTCE.

Mulhall's Table o£ increase, Millions spoken by
1801-
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their part to adopt the English as an alter-

nate world language, provided some neces-

sary reforms were made in spelling and

orally to make it more phonetic and con-

formed to the classic Latin and Greek.

This is a very reasonable and fit concession

to be imposed, and ought to be undertaken

in our own behalf without regard to the

propaganda. If, by some such concessions

as these, the support of Germany, and per-

haps also Holland, Scandinavia and Spain,

can be won, the adoption of the English is

assured ; and we cannot too soon convene

an international conference. The Ger-

mans are handicapped by a Gothic eye-

destroying alphabet and an unmusical vocal

speech, and are conscious of it. This is

their opportunity and ours. The claim of

the French as the established language of

diplomacy is recognized in Europe, but, de-

clining even there, would be outweighed

even though supported by Russia. Oppo-

sition would be likely to come from that

quarter, if from any ; or from a possible

coalition of all the rest against the leader.

But fortunately this is a case in which there

is no compulsion. No nation need be

bound by any recommendation of the con-

ference, if it thought it could do better to

stand out. In brief it is the counterpart of

the decimal metrical system ; the advan-

tages and drift of any action would be

toward uniformity sooner or later. Profes-

sor Mahafly is out in a very pronounced

opinion as to the need of rectifying English;

while Mr. Havelock Ellis, I perceive, is

quoted as favoring French as a second

choice.

My own idea about the manner of calling,

and the composition of, such an interlingual

conference is that, by virtue of her much
greater foreign commerce, marine interests,

including telegraph, postal, consular and

diplomatic intercourse, the initiative would

properly belong with the mother country.

Any such call from her would be sure to sug-

gest some antagonism, and, most likely, also

she would be asked to content herself with

one vote on behalf of Britain and all her

colonies, and attempt might be made to

link in the United States. I have no idea

that representation according to aggregate

population would be acceptable. The most
feasible plan will be by nations, or groups

of nations, the offshoots and colonies not

being reckoned, except in the single case of

the United States, which, if expedient,

could speak for Canada, too. The position

of North America is one of peculiar free-

dom from jealousies and entanglements,

and if the mother country will for this oc-

casion graciously let her full-grown settled

daughter appear in the foreground there

will be less friction to encounter, and the re-

sult will be the same in either case.

There is a certain fitness aside from its

expediency. American lexicographers and
philologists have done more for the im-

provement of English in a hundred years

than the British. Besides, the number of

universities and students and the literary

output are now comparable in volume, if

not in quality, with the older nation. The
ultra-conservatism of British publishers is

shown by an unwillingness to handle books

by American authors using the abridged

spelling of certain common words where the

right of argument is on our side. Again,

in Asia, especially in China and Japan,

which are now open to Occidental litera-

ture, science and arts, we are side by side

with the British and opposed by French

and German influences. If I am rightly

informed, Japan is most anxious for uni-

formity ; in fact, would accept readily a

common tongue, and prefer the English.

The part to be played by these islanders of

the far East in international aj0fairs cannot

yet be defined, but their alliance in these

bonds of peace, civilization and learning is

worth cultivating.

As a rough outline of the composition of
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the first conference on an alternate common
language for international trade intercourse,

letters, science and arts, let us suppose that

whenever a sufBcient number of avowals of

interest in the subject shall have been re-

ceived from representative bodies an invi-

tation shall be addressed by the Secretary

of State of the United States, or by this As-

sociation, or some similar body, to like as-

sociations and guilds in the following coun-

tries to choose delegates to meet at some

suitable time and place in central Europe :

1. Great Britain, including colonies and India.

2. United States of America and Canada.

3. Germany, not including Austria.

4. Austria and tbe Hungarian and adjacent Slav

states.

5. France including her colonies and Belgium.

6. Spain and Portugal.

7. Italy.

8. Greece.

9. Holland.

10. Scandinavia (Denmarlc, Sweden and Norway).

11. Russia.

12. The Spanish and Portuguese republics of North

and South America.

13. Japan (by courtesy, not voting).

Each of these units to be represented by,

say, five delegates drawn respectively from

the larger international interests :

A. Political—diplomatic and jurisprudence.

B. Scientific—mechanical and medical.

C. Foreign commerce and navigation.

D. Telegraphic, foreign exchange and postal.

E. Pedagogy, publishing and philology.

Here we may have a polyglot convention

of say sixty-five persons, with sixty votes

representing various pursuits. All that it

need do is to pass i-esolutions, after pream-

ble, recommending to their respective gov-

ernments that it be made lawful on and

after a certain date, say January 1, 1901,

or as soon thereafter as may be, to use the

language adopted, and that it shall be taught

in all public schools as a second, or alterna-

ting, language ; and further that all docu-

ments for interlingual use, such as pass-

ports, cable and telegraph blanks, naviga-

tion charts and astronomical codes, postage

stamps, money orders, letters of credit,

coins, tables of metric systems, shall be in-

scribed in both media. Similar action on

the part of the guilds and institutions them-

selves would be sufficient to ensure the

trial.

The work of simplifying the adopted

tongue, so as to make it more acceptable

and more easily acquired by the rest is

quite another function, belonging to a dif-

ferent body, and can be reported on from

year to year without limit of time. Our

newest dictionaries contain already some
thousands of minor and acceptable changes.

It would greatly add to the regularity and

euphony of the English (if it should be

chosen) to incorporate and substitute freely

from the Spanish as written (not, however,

including the eccentricities of its pronuncia-

tion) in which case the Latin aud Italian

methods should be taken ; in this way the

good will of our neighbors on the American

continent might be secured, with no detri-

ment whatever to ourselves. Computations

are sometimes made to show the enormous

aggregate loss from the use of redundant or

silent letters in writing and typesetting.

This economy is easily embraced within the

larger reform outlined above.

If it is the pleasure of the Section, during

this meeting, to take any action on this sub-

ject, it will give us pleasure to urge it be-

fore the Council.
Richard T. Colbtjen.

Elizabeth, New Jeesey, U. S. A.

The following resolution was subse-

quently adopted by the Council, and copies

ordered printed for corresponding societies,

universities, etc.:

Whereas this Association is from time to time
called upon to recommend or choose delegates to in-

ternational conferences seeking to promote uniformity

in scientific classification nomenclature, metrology,

publications, and is likewise interested in uniformity

of navigation and postal regulations, and researches
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at present recorded in several differing European lan-

guages ; and
Whereas the diversity of tongues is a continuing

hindrance to interchange of knowledge and litera-

tures, seriously enhancing the cost and labor of

studious pursuits, which might in large measure be
avoided by the adoption by the civilized nations of

an Alternate Language of Learning, Law and Com-
merce, and as such required to be taught in higher
schools (in combination with the mother tongue) and
used in interlingual correspondence and printed
records ; and
Whereas it is believed this need is felt and ac-

knowledged by societies and corporations of several

nations and awaits the initiative of some one of them
to propose concerted action thereon

; now, therefore,

be it

Ri solved, That whenever the President or Permanent

Secretary of the Association shall have received from

similar bodies, or from universities of Europe, ex-

pressions sufiSoient in number to represent a majority

of the maritime peoples, signifying a desire to coope-

rate in an International Conference of Languages, it

shall be his duty to lay the same before the Council

at the next regular, or, if neeed be, at a specially-

called, meeting, with the view to the appointment of

one or more delegates to represent American Pedagogy

and Science thereat, at some convenient time and place

in central Europe.

In like manner the Permanent Secretary is hereby

authorized to acknowledge, on behalf of this Associa-

tion, receipt of such invitiition for a like purpose

emanating from any government, or department

thereof, Institution of Learning, Technical Science,

Chamber of Commerce or Finance, Telegraphic or

Transportation Bureau, Postal Union or Academy of

Arts and Letters, and to pledge the further attention

of this Council to the same.

GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY AT 1HE AMERI-
CAN- ASSOCIATION FOR THE AD-

VANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

Professor I. C. White, Chairman of the

Section, being in attendance upon the In-

ternational Geological Congress in Russia,

the Council filled the vacancj' by the elec-

tion of Professor E. W. Claypole, who read

Professor White's address and presided over

the meetings of the Section.

After the presentation of the vice-presi-

dential address, the following papers were

read

:

1. 'The Geological Age and Fauna of

the Huerfano Basin, in Southern Colorado,'

by Professor H. F. Osborn, New York.

The author reviewed the work of E. C.

Hills, and concluded from recent field work
that the Huerfano Lake deposits are from

800-1000 thick, consisting of upper beds

equivalent to Bridger, and lower beds

equivalent to Wind Eiver and Wasatch.

Below them is an unconformable series,

probably Cretaceous. The distribution of

deposits indicates a different extension of

the lake from that given by Hills. Brief

reference was made to the fossils found.

2. ' Lake Chicago and the Chicago Out-

let,' by Frank Leveretfc, Denmark, Iowa.

The paper discussed, in detail and with

abundant data, the beaches and outlet of

Lake Chicago, a glacial lake having south-

ward discharge from the southern end of

Lake Michigan basin, through the Des
Plaines and Illinois rivers to the Missis-

sippi.

3. ' Some Features of the Recent Geology

Around Detroit,' by Frank B. Taylor, Fort

Wayne, Ind. Detroit is built on moraines

deposited under 200 feet of water. While

the ice front was here the western half of

Eiie basin was filled by a glacial lake.

This gives a very smooth surface contour.

Shore lines and beaches are well developed.

The lower courses of old tributaries of De-

troit river are drowned. Streams two miles

long have deep estuaries, much deeper than

they could erode under present conditions,

e. g., Rouge River and Baby Creek. Rouge

River, four miles above its mouth, has an

average mid-stream depth of from 20 to 30

feet, four times deeper than would be ex-

pected from the stream's own erosion. The
same is true of the St. Clair tributaries.

The succession of events has been as fol-

lows : The rivers first flowed as now, but

slightly higher. Then, while the upper lakes

drained to the Ottawa, abandoning the St,

Clair and Detroit Rivers, the streams were

cutting to a base level from 25 to 30 feet lower

than present river surface. Finally, a north-

east uplift established existing conditions
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and the refilled Detroit and St. Clair backed

up into the deepened tributai-ies. This con-

firms the previously supposed temporary

drainage of the upper lakes to the Ottawa.

4. ' The Lower Abandoned Beaches of

Southeastern Michigan,' by Frank B. Tay-

lor, Fort Wayne, Ind. The paper de-

scribed the characteristic features, altitudes

and deformations of the beaches, and

showed that there are at least four im-

portant beaches at the south end of Lake

Huron, below the Forest Beach of Lake

Warren. Two of them, the Elkton and

Algonquin, probably extend as far south as

Detroit, though not yet traced to this place.

The Nipissing beach is supposed to pass

under Lake Huron at the south end.

5. ' Eecent Earth Movement in the Great

Lake Eegion,' by G. K. Gilbert, Washing-

ton, D. C. A comparison of gauge records

and bench marks, representing a period of

about twenty years, shows that, in the lake

region, the land is being tilted from north-

east to southwest. The rate is such that

of two points one hundred miles apart

the northern rises five inches with refer-

ence to the southern, in a century. At
Chicago the mean lake level is rising at the

rate of one inch in ten years. On account

of the slight elevation of the divide be-

tween Lake Michigan and the Illinois

Eiver, a comparatively small tilting of the

region will establish an outlet in this di-

rection. It is estimated that, in about

three thousand years, all of the upper lakes

will discharge into the Illinois Eiver, the

current of the Detroit and St. Clair Rivers

will be reversed, carrying the water of Lake
Erie into Lake Huron, and the Niagara

River will run dry.

6. 'A Supplementary Hypothesis of the

Origin of the Loess of the Mississippi Val-

ley,' by Professor T. C. Chamberlin, Chi-

cago, 111. The paper opens by a statement

of two great features of the distribution of

the loess of the Mississippi Valley which

are significant of its origin: (1) The loess

is distributed along the leading valleys
;

(2) it is distributed along the border of

the former ice sheet at the stage known as

lowan. These two features indicate the re-

lationship of the loess to the great drainage

valleys and to the ice sheet. Nevertheless,

the vertical distribution of the loess and

the presence of land shells offer great

difficulties in the way of accepting the pure

aqueous theory. After sketching these dif-

ficulties the paper proceeds to offer a hy-

pothesis, which divides the honors between

the aqueous and the Eolian agencies. Rec-

ognizing the strength of the arguments in

favor of a glacio-fluvial origin, it postulates

the limitation of the aqueous loess to the

lower levels and assumes that the oscilla-

tions in the flood stages gave rise to broad,

exposed flats, which when drj'^ would be

swept by the winds and the dust derived,

carried to and lodged upon the uplands,

giving rise to an eolian phase of the loess.

The paper proceeds to discuss the necessary

accommodation between the extent of the

aqueous and the fluvial depositions and to

compare the combined hypothesis presented

with that of Richtofen.

7. ' An Account of the Researches rela-

ting to the Great Lakes,' by Dr. J. W.
Spencer, Washington, D. C. The author

presented an exhaustive review of the

gradual development of our knowledge of

the Great Lakes, stating the various

opinions that have been, and are now, held

in regard to their origin, changes and

probable future. Being in itself largely a

summary, the paper scarcely admits of con-

densation to the limits of a brief abstract.

8. ' Changes of Level in the Glacial For-

mations of the Alps,' by Professor Albrecht

Penck, Vienna, Austria. The deposits

belonging to the glacial period of the Alps

must, as to their origin, be divided into true

moraine and fluvio-glacial. The moraine

deposits occur everywhere where glaciers
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have existed, and are not confined to certain

levels. The fluvio-glacial gravels, as river de-

posits, must have had originally a slope in

the direction in which the river flowed. This

slope has been in some places destroyed by

earth movements. This can be shown in

the best way by following the oldest of the

three fluvio-glacial deposits, the high-level

gravel. It formed originally an extensive

covering of the low gi'ound of the north

Alpine Piedmont region, sloping to the

north. Now it forms a series of very flat folds

which run parallel to the foot of the western

Alps. These folds can be followed from the

mouth of the Aar into the Rhine, and from

the mouth of the Lech into the Danube,

a distance of 250 miles.

The earth movements of the glacial period

in the Alps are of a different type from those

about the grand American lakes. The
American belong to a warping of the earth's

crust, which is independent of structural

lines ; the sub-Alpine shows that the fold-

ing of the Alpine system was still going

on in early glacial times in the foreland.

Whether or not this folding was connected,

as Heim assumes, with a bodily sinking of

a whole mountain chain, could not be ascer-

tained.

9. ' A Suggestion in Regard to the Theory

of Volcanoes,' by Professor W. N. Rice,

Middletown, Conn. The distribution of

volcanoes gives a clue to their cause. As a

generalization, it may be stated that vol-

canoes occur in localities where there has

been recent elevation. Assuming the inte-

rior of the earth to be potentially liquid,

relief of pressure by crustal uplift might

cause fusion, the fused material finding exit

by fissures produced during the movement.

This idea has been suggested before, but

seems deserving of the more explicit formu-

lation presented in this paper. ,To the

objection that contemporaneous sheets of

igneous rocks occur in thick masses of sedi-

ment, indicating subsidence, it may be

answered either that igneous rocks come
from adjacent rising areas or that they

point to oscillation of movement, progress-

ive subsidence being interrupted by epochs

of elevation.

10. ' The Ores and Minerals of Cripple

Creek,' by H. P. Parmelee, Charlevoix,

Mich. After a short review of the rocks

and ores of the region, the important

minerals were mentioned, and some de-

scribed in detail. Specimens of several

species were shown, among them a very

perfect crystal of calaverite.

1 1. 'Observations on the Genus Barrettia,'

by Professor R. P. A¥hitfield, New York.

The author referred to the original dis-

covery of the fossils and description of the

genus by S. P. "Woodward, with its reference

to the Rudistidaj ; he then pointed out several

peculiar features of the fossils not noticed

in the original description and called atten-

tion to their strong resemblance to cup

corals, and their general radiate structure.

The description was based upon a large col-

lection of specimens obtained from Jamaica,

W. I.

V2. 'Ice Jams and what they Accomplish,'

by Dr. M. A. Veeder, Lyons, N. Y. The
paper dealt with the eff'ect of ice forced

through river channels, partly floated and

partlj' grounded on the land through

choking of the outlets of lakes. The chan-

neling of rock surfaces in the St. Lawrence

valley and the formation of parallel ridges

in Salina marls and shales were ascribed to

this action.

13. 'The Lower Carboniferous of Huron
County, Michigan,' by Dr. A. C. Lane,

Houghton, Mich. This paper, read by Mr.

W. F. Coof)er, described the Bayport lime-

stone, the Michigan salt group and the

Marshall series, as exposed along the

' Thumb ' of the Lower Peninsula. The
localities 'were arranged in their proper

position in the geological column, and it

was shown that the rocks have a greater
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thickness than was formerly supposed.

Preglacial stream valleys were also treated.

In the absence of the authors the follow-

ing papers were read by title :

14. ' Progress of Hydrographic Investi-

gations by the United States Geological

Survey,' by F. H. Kewell, Washington,

D. C.

15. ' Stylolites,' by Professor T. C. Hop-

kins, State College, Pennsylvania.

Tuesday was given to the Geological So-

ciety, and Wednesday afternoon the Sec-

tion met with Section H, joining in the

discussion of the human relics found in the

Trenton gravel.

C. H. Smyth, Je.
Hamilton College.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF A3IEBICA.

The ninth summer meeting of the Society

was held at Detroit, August 10th, under the

presidency of Professor Edward Orton.

The Secretary announced the election of

nine fellows.

The following papers were read :

1. ' The Granite Mountain Area of Burnet

County, Texas,' by F. W. Simonds. The
area described embraces about fifty square

miles, from which the overlying strata have

been removed, and the granite reduced to a

plain, except at Granite Mountain and
Johnson's Pock, which rise about one hun-

dred feet above the general surface. The
granite is a biotite granite and is quarried

on a considerable scale, afibrding an excel-

lent building material. After reviewing the

opinions of Walcott, Hill and Comstock in

regard to the age of the granite, the author

concluded that the intrusion accompanied

post- Carboniferous disturbances, and may
have been as late as Cretaceous.

2. ' Stratigraphy and Structure of the

Puget Group, Washington,' by Bailey

Willis. The Eocene and Miocene strata

adjacent to Seattle and Tacoma are folded

and faulted in a manner closely analogous

to that of the Appalachian region, but the

compressing force acted from the west

instead of the east. The fresh-water Eocene

is much like the eastern Carboniferous, con-

sisting of arkose sandstones and clay shales

containing iron carbonate nodules, with

beds of coal or black shale every one hun-

dred, to one hundred and thirty, feet. The
total thickness exceeds eight thousand feet.

When slightly disturbed, the coal is lignite,

but as the amount of disturbance increases

there is a passage into steam coal with

cubical fracture, and, finally, into coking

coals. The coals, being planes of easy

slipping, have greatly affected the folding,

and have themselves often been crushed to

powder.

3. ' The Loess as a Land Deposit,' by J.

A. Udden. Observation indicates that the

air is not depositing dust in sufficient quan-

tities to build the loess, which spreads over

such great areas, at elevations ranging from

300 to 3,000 feet. But the amount deposited

varies greatly and may have been much
larger in early post-glacial times. The
loess closely resembles undoubted wind-

blown deposits, while in its viuiformity and

prevailing lack of bedding plains it is quite

different from most aqueous sediments. On
the whole, the actual phenomena exhibited

by the loess seem to accord better with the

hypothesis of Eolian origin than with any

other.

4. ' Analogy between Declivities of Land
and Submarine Valleys,' by J. W. Spencer.

With the aid of diagrams, the author pointed

out the close resemblance existing between

subaerial and submarine valleys, particu-

larly in the Antillean region. He concluded

that such similarity of topography must

indicate a common origin, and that the

present sea bottom must be a submerged

land surface. This shows a sinking of ten

to fifteen thousand feet in the Antillean

basin, which was probably compensated by

an elevation in the region of Mexico.
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5. ' Great Changes of Level in Mexico,

and the later-Oceanic Connections,' by J.

W. Spencer. The geological basement of

Mexico is a post-Cretaceous base level, out

of which rise the higher mountains. A deep-

water formation of Mio-Pliocene age rests

unconformably upon the Cretaceous. These

rocks, by their distribution, point to a Plio-

cene submergence, with ' canals ' or straits

connecting the Paci6c and Gulf waters.

This conclusion is further substantiated by

the similarity of the shallow water faunas

on the opposite sides of the isthmus, the

deeper water forms being quite unlike.

This connection was broken by a recent,

almost modern, elevation, amounting, in

some places, to 8,000 feet.

6. ' The Origin of the Gorge of the Whirl-

pool Rapids of ISTiagara,' by F. B. Taylor.

From the falls to the cantilever bridge the

Niagara gorge is broad. At the latter point

it suddenly narrows, and the diminished

width continues to within eighty rods of the

whirlpool. From here to Lewiston it is

wide again. TJie author ascribed the for-

mation of the broad upper and lower gorges

to the action of the great cataract carrying

the entire discharge of the upper lakes. The
narrow gorge of the whirlpool rapids was

referred to a smaller cataract, when the

three upper lakes were draining through the

Nipissing into the Ottawa. Thus, the

latter gorge, being cut by a comparatively

small river, must have required for its for-

mation a long time, probably not less than

20,000 to 25,000 years. This considerable

period must, therefore, be reckoned with in

estimating post-glacial time.

7. ' The Glacial Drainage of the Simcoe

Area in Ontario,' by F. B. Taylor. In this

paper the author gave reasons for believing

that during a period when the Nipissing

outlet was closed, a drainage channel was

established from Georgian Bay through the

River Trent.

8. ' Exposures near Detroit ofHelderberg

Limestone, and Associated Gypsum Salt,

and Sandstone,' by W. H. Sherzer. The
highest rocks exposed in southeastern

Michigan are Upper Helderberg, nearly or

quite equivalent to Corniferous. They are

very pure limestones M'ith chert beds, and
have a thickness of 100-160 feet. Beneath

them is a series equivalent to the Water-

lime, chiefly drab dolomites, sometimes

oolitic. Some distance below the top of the

Water-line is intercalated a bed of white

sand, almost pure quartz, many of whose

grains show secondary enlargment. Ex-
tending to a depth of over 2,000 feet beneath

Detroit is a series of beds of gypsum and

rock salt, the latter aggregating a thickness

of five hundred feet in three beds. Thus,

Detroit possesses, in almost unlimited quan-

tities, the pure limestone and salt which are

the raw materials of the soda ash and caus-

tic soda industry.

The following papers were read by title :

9. ' Notes on the Geology of the Lower
Peninsula of Michigan,' by A. C. Lane.

10. ' The Nomenclature of the Carbon-

iferous Formations,' by R. T. Hill.

11. ' Ice-transported Boulders in Coal

Seams,' by E. Orton.

12. ' Clay Veias Vertically Intersecting

Coal Measures,' by'W. S. Gresley.

C. H. Smyth, Je.
Hamilton College.

REGENERATION IN OLIGOCHAETE WORMS.

Professor T. H. Morgan, of Bryn Mawr,

has made the following summary of recent

studies upon regeneration in worms :*

1. Pieces of the anterior end of Allolo-

bophora foetida containing less than thirteen

segments rarely, if ever, regenerate posteri-

orly, yet such pieces can regenerate very

quickly anterior segments if these are cut

off. The result shows that the lack of

power of the anterior pieces to regenerate

*Arohiv fiir Entwickelungsmechanik, V. Band, 3

Heft.
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posteriorly does not depend, directly, on the

size of the piece. 2. Anterior ends contain-

ing from thirteen (?) to thirty segments

sometimes regenerate posteriorly, but only

after a long time and in general, the shorter

the piece (i. e., the nearer the cut to the

anterior end) the longer the interval before

it begins to regenerate, and the fewer the

pieces that regenerate at all. 3. Similarly

very short posterior pieces do not regener-

ate anteriorly; longer pieces from the poste-

rior end regenerate occasionally, but onl}'^

after a long interval of time. In general

the shorter the posterior piece the longer

the time before the piece begins to regener-

ate anteriorly. 4. The experiments show

that Weismann's hypothesis of latent cells

is insufficient to explain the phenomena of

regeneration, because it can not account for

the delay in regeneration of a lost part

under the circumstances given above. 5.

Short pieces from the middle of the worm
sometimes regenerate both anteriorly and

posteriorly. 6. If a worm be cut in two

pieces and then the anterior end be cut off

again from the anterior piece, the middle

piece will regenerate posteriorly at the same

rate and time as though the anterior end

had not been cut off. 7. If posterior ends

of two worms be sewed together and if then

one of the ends has a part cut off, the part

that regenerates is like the part removed

;

i. e., a, new posterior end, and not a new
head regenerates.

The power to regenerate is, in some cases,

of the greatest use to an animal since it en-

ables the animal, if injured, to reproduce

the lost parts. It is, therefore, surprising

to find the phenomenon of regeneration

almost entirely neglected by the advocates

of the theory of natural selection. Darwin

scarcely alludes to the matter and most of

his followers make little or no reference to

the subject. Weismann, however, in his

recent book on the Germ Plasm has opened

up the question. A quotation will serve to

show how successfully he has treated the

matter from the selectionists' standpoint.

"The power ofregeneration in any particular

part cannot depend only on the conditions

which exist as regards the species under

consideration ; it must also be due to ar-

rangements for regeneration Which have

been transmitted by the ancestors of the

species. Leaving the question aside, and

regarding the power of regeneration as

merely depending in each individual case

on adaptation, we should arrive at some

such conclusion as the following : the pro-

vision of the cells of a certain part with

supplementary determinants for the pur-

poses of regeneration depends primarily

on the liability of this part to frequent

injury * * * * a useless or almost

useless rudimentai-y part may often be in-

jured or torn off without causing processes

of selection to occur which would pro-

duce in it a capacity for regeneration."

How an infinite number of injuries to a part

could ever produce in it a capacity for regen-

eration is far from clear. Injured animals

would be, on the whole, at a disadvantage

in the struggle for existence ; if some of

them have the power to regenerate already

they are neither better nor worse off than

those that have not been injured. Just

how injured animals would ever be able in

each generation to obtain an advantage

over uninjured animals is by no means self-

evident. In my experiments, for instance,

I find that only rarely do posterior ends of

worms cut in the middle regenerate ante-

riorly, and even in those cases whei-e this

happens the regeneration is almost always

imperfect. Does this mean that as yet an

insufficient number of these worms have

been injured in this way? In the course

of time if more worms are injured by acci-

dents, will Allolobophora foetida acquire a

capacity for regenerating the anterior end ?

Are we to consider seriously this interpre-

tation of the selection theory ?
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TBE SURVEY OF THE FOREST RESERVES.

Professor Chas. D. Walcott, Director

tor of the United States Geological Survey,

has just returned to Washington after an

absence of three months and a-half spent in

the field.

In the course of his journeys Mr. Walcott

gave a short time to geologic investigation

in the Sierras, on his own account, and to at-

tending to the general affairs of the bureau.

He was engaged principally, however, in

looking after the surveys and investigations

of the suspended forest reserves, a work
only just entered upon by his bureau, and

to start which Congress at the last session

made an appropriation of $150,000. This

work was started and got under way in

July. In connection with this branch of

work topographic and subdivision surveys

are being made in nine of the forest reserves

of the West, the field being divided between

two of the topographic divisions or sections

of the Survey. Mr. E. U. Goode, of the

Pacific Section, is making surveys in the

Bitterroot, the Priest River and the Wash-
ington reserves, while Mr. Douglas, of the

Eocky Mountain Section, is surveying the

Lewis and Clarke and the Flathead reserves

of Montana, the Big Horn and Teton Re-

serves of Wyoming and the Uinta Reserve

of Utah. Before the season closes Mr.

Goode will also work in the San Jacinto Re-

serve of southern California, sending some

of his parties into that area when they are

driven by bad weather out of the more
northern reserves.

Data on which to base definite statements

of the results of the surveying work of the

season are not yet available. Preceding

the topographic work proper triangular and
spirit-level lines are being run, except in the

higher and more rugged regions; where

there are no roads and trails. The subdi-

vision surveys are being made in the same
maimer as the subdivision surveys in In-

dian Territory. Another feature is the

outlining by the surveyors, in the course of

their other work, of all wooded and forested

areas, and another is the erection, at suitable

intervals, of permanent bench marks, to

mark the elevation above sea level. There

are from one to three parties in each reserve.

It is yet too early for definite statements of

the results of the season's work, but such

data as are at hand indicate that the survej'S

have progressed satisfactorily, considering

the lateness of the start, the rugged charac-

ter of much of the country traversed, etc.

In the Washington and Flathead Reserves

work was discontinued at the close of Sep-

tember on account of snow and otherwise

unfavoi-able weather, but at last reports it

was still going on in all other localities.

The topographic maps which will result

from the topographic surveys will be on the

scale of two miles to the inch with 100 foot

contour intervals. These will serve as base

maps for the representation of forestry de-

tails, agricultural and mineral lands, etc.

The subdivision surveys will enable the de-

markation of tracts of land for agriculture,

for minerals and for timber.

The general economic investigation of the

reserves is under the charge of Mr. Henry
Gannett, who is assisted by seven forestry

experts. The reserves, and the experts as-

signed to each, are the Black Hills Reserve,

H. S. Graves ; the Big Horn Reserve, F. E.

Town ; the Priest River Reserve and the

eastern part of Bitterroot Reserve, John B.

Leiberg; the eastern portion of Washington

Reserve, W. Y. Steele and M. W. Gorman
;

the western portion of the Washington Re-

serve, H. B. Ayers, and the Teton Reserve,

Dr. T. S. Braudegee. Work was begun in

these several reserves at various dates be-

tween July 1st and August loth. It has

since progressed satisfactorily in all the re-

serves, according to Mr. Gannett, who has

just returned to Washington and made his

first report of the season. The first area

to be completed, Mr. Gannett says, is the
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Priest Eiver Keserve, wliich was finished

about the end of July; the second the Teton,

finished about the middle of September.

The Big Horn Reserve is practically com-

pleted at this date. Work in the other

areas is still in progress, or was when Mr.

Gannett reported.

The information obtained by Mr. Gan-

nett's division touching these reserves re-

lates to the condition, value and character

of the timber ; the density of undergrowth
;

the prevalence of fires in past times ; the

extent of cutting ; the location and extent

of lands more valuable for other purposes

than for timber ; the amount of settlement

within the reserves, and the demand for

timbers in their neighborhood. It is ex-

pected that the results obtained will be of

value to the government in delimiting the

boundaries of the reserves and in their fu-

ture administration.

"W. F. MOESELL.
Washington, October 20, 1897.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

MAYA DAY SYMBOLS.

In the ' Sixteenth Annual Report of the

Bureau of American Ethnologj',' Professor

Cyrus Thomas has an elaborate article of

sixty pages on the day symbols of the

Maya year. In this study he follows

the list of days as given by most author-

ities, beginning with imix. After quot-

ing the names assigned them in five of

the seven languages where this calendar

was in use, he comments upon the meaning

and relationship of the various terms. He
departs in frequent instances from the

opinions of earlier writers, but in the main
agrees that in a general way there exists a

connection between the terms used to desig-

nate any one day.

He has taken pains to point out in several

passages some similarities in the meaning

of the day-names to superstitions found

among the Polynesian islanders. These

are somewhat striking, but scarcely so much
so as the similarities long ago pointed out

between the Mexican and certain Eastern

Asiatic calendars by Alexander von Hum-
boldt. They are such as may be found the

world over when we compare early attempts

to measure time for religious or divinatory

purposes.

The paper is abundantly illustrated, and

will prove a useful work of reference to the

student of Mayan hieroglyphs.

THE VIKING CLUB.

The voyages of the Northmen to America

excite an interest in their ancient memorials

among American scholars. All such will

welcome the periodical issued by the Vi-

king Club under the name of The Saga-

book. Its aim is to concentrate the study

of Norse mythology, history and literature.

Especial attention is given to ancient in-

scriptions on stone or other material exhib-

iting the runic and symbolic figures of the

early script. The extension of the Norse-

men through Scotland and Ireland was ac-

companied by a large amalgamation of

Celtic elements. It has been shown that

this reached by transmission to Iceland,

where we find a considerable number of

ancient Celtic names.

The Saga-book is handsomely printed

and illustrated and may be bought of the

publisher, David Nutt, London. The club

itself is founded as a social and literary

society for all interested in the North and
its literature and antiquities. Meetings are

held in London from November to June.

It aims to found a library, to present and

discuss papers on Northern antiquities, to

encourage the publication of documents,

arrange for exhibitions, etc. The subscrip-

tion is ten shillings yearly, which entitles

to a copy of the ' Proceedings.' Applica-

tions may be sent, care of the publisher, 270

D. G. Beinton.
TJniveesity of Pennsylvania.
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BOTANICAL NOTES.

A MODEL NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY BULLE-

TIN.

A FEW years ago the State Isotanist of

Minnesota began publishing botanical

papers bearing upon the botany of his State

in periodical bulletins under the name of

' Minnesota Botanical Studies.' These have

attracted wide attention as well from the

matter which they contained as the man-
ner of their publication. The State law

under which the natural history survey is

conducted provides for the immediate pub-

lication of scientific contributions in the

form of bulletins, in advance of the annual

report, and this wise provision has enabled

the State Botanist to conduct the unique

publication referred to above. The first

number was issued in January, 1894, since

which ten more numbers have appeared,

covering 1 ,043 pages, accompanied by eighty

plates, and including fifty botanical papers.

The wide range of these papers may be seen

from the following synopsis :

No. of Papers.

Morphology 1

Histology 1

Physiology 14

Phytogeography 7

Algae 5

Fungi 4

Lichens 3

Liverworts 1

Mosses 6

Flowering Plants 7

Slime Moulds 1

Among the titles are the following :
' On

the occurrence of Sphagnum atolls in Cen-

tral Minnesota,' ' A revision of the Mucora-

cese with especial reference to species re-

ported from North America,' ' A prelimi-

nary list of the mosses of Minnesota,'

' Titles of literature concerning the fixation

of free nitrogen by plants,' ' A contribution

to the bibliography of American Algse,' 'On

the distribution of the I^orth American

Helvellales,' ' A rearrangement of Iforth

American Hyphomycetes,' ' Contributions

to a knowledge of the lichens of Minne-

sota,' ' The alkaloids of Veratrum.^

A comparison of the foregoing titles and
subjects with those which commonly fill the

pages of the publications of other natural

history surveys justifies us in regarding this

bulletin as a model which might profitably

be followed in other States.

THE USEFUL FIBER PLANTS OF THE WORLD.

The United States Department of Agri-

culture has recently issued a most useful

nd interesting descriptive catalogue of the

useful fiber plants of the world. It was
compiled by the well-known statistician,

Charles E. Dodge, and is the result of many
years of labor. It includes 1,018 fibers al-

phabetically arranged, and illustrated by

102 cuts and twelve half-tone plates.

In the treatment of each fiber a briet

description is given of the plant from which

it is derived, and this is followed by a de-

scription of the fiber and the operations by

which it is prepared for use. In cases of

the more important fibers further details

are given as to cultivation, preparation for

the market, commercial statistics, etc.

The introductory chapter includes some

interesting sections, that upon the princi-

pal fibers used commercially in the United

States being especially noteworthy. From
it we learn that ahout thirty species are

used in this country, and that with the ex-

ception of the Cabbage Palmetto {Sahal pal-

metto), the Saw Palmetto (Serenoa serrulata)

and Spanish Moss {Tilland&ia usneoides), we

are still more or less dependent upon for-

eign growers for our supply. Thus of the

more common fibers, flax is imported from

Belgium, Eussia, Holland, Italy, Great

Britain and Canada ; hemp, from Eussia,

France, Belgium, Germany, Austria-Hun-

gary, Italy and the Netherlands
;
jute, from

India ; cotton, from Egypt and Peru ;
raffia,

(used for tie bands), from Africa; sisal
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hemp, from Yucatan ; manilla hemp, from

the Philippine Islands, etc.

Two classifications of fibers are presented,

structural and economic.

The first is as follows :

A. FiBEO-VASCULAR STEUCTUEE.

1. ^asi_;?6e?-s (of dicotyledons).

2. Woody fibers (of dicotyledons), from

(a) twigs and small stems, used entire,

(6) roots, (c) trunks split or cut into

layers or splints, {d) trunks ground

into pulp.

3. Structural fibers from (a) the isolated

fibro-vascular bundles of the leaves and
leaf stalks of monocotyledons, (6) the

whole stems, roots or leaves of mono-
cotyledons, (c) the fibrous portions of

the leaves or fruits of certain dicotyle-

dons.

B. Simple Celltjlae steuctuee.

4. Surface fibers, including (a) hairs on

seeds, (6) hairs from stem surfaces, and
(c) epidermal strips from leaves, as of

certain palms.

5. Pseudo-fibers, including (a) certain

mosses, as species of sphagnum, (&)

certain seaweeds used for packing, (c)

certain seaweeds for cordage, (d) the

mycelium of certain fungi.

Economically, fibers are classified as fol-

lows :

A. Spmning fibers, including (1) fabric

fibers, (2) netting fibers, (3) cordage

fibers.

B. Tie material.

C. Natural textures, including ( 1 ) tree basts

with tough interlacing fibers, as in the

' lace barks,' (2) ribbon or layer basts,

(3) interlacing structural fibers or

sheaths, as cocoanut sheaths.

D. Brush fibers, including (1) prepared fi-

bers from isolated fibro-vascular bundles,

(2) fibers from roots, flower pedicels,

etc., (3) twigs and splints.

E. Plaiting and rough weaving fibers, includ-

ing those used for (1) making hats, san-

dals, etc., (2) matting, thatching, etc.,

(3) baskets, (4) chair-bottoms, etc.

F. Various forms of filling, as ( 1 ) stuffing for

chairs, cushions, mattresses, etc., (2)

caulking, (3) stiffening, e. g., in the

manufacture of ' staff,' (4) packing.

G. Paper mate7'ial, for making (1) textile

papers, (2) bast papers, (3) palm papers,

(4) bamboo and grass papers, (5) wood-
pulp papers.

Chaeles E. Bessey.
The University of Nebeaska.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.
eepoet of the seceetaey of agriculture.
The Secretary of Agriculture has presented

to the President his report reviewing the work
of the Department for the past year. The con-

duct of the Department under Secretary Wilson
has greatly advanced the economic and scientific

study of agriculture and the conditions on
which agriculture depends, and the recom-

mendations of his report will consequently

carry much weight.

Mr. Wilson proposes that agents for the De-

partment should be stationed at each of the

important American legations abroad for the

collection of information of interest to American
farmers. The Department is endeavoring to get

information from foreign countries with which

to compete in the markets of the world regard-

ing crops and prices, and is also taking steps

to ascertain what crops are grown en different

thermal lines, so that seeds and plants may in-

telligently be brought to this country to assist

in the diversification of our crops and add to

their variety. There is a necessity for Ameri-

can agents, educated in agricultural science, in

every foreign country to which are sent reports.

Mr. Wilson recommends an increase in the

appropriations in aid of the Bureau of Animal
Industry, of the Weather Bureau and of the

publication oflQces. He thinks the Department
should be enabled to place the results of im-

portant operations at agricultural colleges be-

fore the entire country, so that the farmers of

each State may benefit from the work done in
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other States. The present method of securing

crop reports is criticised, and the employment

of a statistical agent in each State with paid re-

porters is recommended.

Mr. "Wilson not only believes that the exports

from America can be greatly increased, but that

nearly all the imported agricultural products,

valued at $400,000,000, could be and should be

produced at home.

THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF WEST VIRGINIA.

At the last session of the Legislature of West

Virginia an act was passed establishing a State

Geological and Economic Survey, to be under

the direction of a commission consisting of the

Governor, State Treasurer, President of the

State University, Director of the Agricultural

Experiment Station, and President of the

State Board of Agriculture. Three thousand

dollars a year was appropriated to carry on the

work. The act is similar to that establishing

the Geological Survey of Maryland, in which

the corporation of the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity was secured and the Survey inaugurated

in a manner so promising for science and eco-

nomic usefulness.

The commission of the "West Virginia Survey

met in "Wheeling last month and organized,

electing Governor Geo. "W. Atkinson Presi-

dent ; Mr. M. A. Kendall (State Treasurer),

Treasurer ; Professor T. C. Atkeson (President

of the State Board of Agriculture), Secretary
;

Mr. J. H. Stewart (Director of the Experiment

Station), Superintendent of the Department of

Economic Biology ; and President Jerome H.

Raymond ("West Virginia University), Executive

General OflBcer. Dr. I. C. "White was elected

Superintendent of the Survey. He is in

Europe now, and it is not yet known whether

he will accept, but he will return soon,

and then the real work of the Survey will begin.

Professor S. B. Brown, professor of geology

in the University, was elected First Assistant

Geologist and Curator of the Collections.

Professor J. L. Johnston, professor of civil

engineering, has been appointed Assistant

Geologist, with the special duty of locating the

meridian lines of each of the county seats of

the State. The headquarters of the Survey are

at the "West Virginia University, Morgantown.

THE NEW YORK ZOOLOGICAL PARK.

A LETTER from Mr. William Hornaday, Direc-

tor of the New York Zoological Park, published

in the Critic, calls attention to a fact perhaps

not known to those who have objected to in-

creasing the attraction of the park lands north

of the Harlem River by using a small part of

them for botanical and zoological gardens. Mr.

Hornaday writes :

" The Hon. W. W. Niles, who was a member
of the Commission which (in 1884) selected the

4000 acres of farm lands in the Annexed District,

now included in the four great parks, declares

most positively that in determining the total area

of land to be condemned and purchased by the

city the Commissioners made the area as large

as it is in order to provide abundant room for

the large zoological and botanical gardens which

they felt sure would soon be established by the

city. In other words, it was the deliberate ex-

pectation and intention of the Commissioners that

both of the institutions now complained of

should find homes on some of the lands then

acquired. The Commissioners very wisely did

not attempt to assign sites for the zoological

and botanical gardens. In choosing a home for

the former, the Zoological Society naturally in-

ferred that the site which would be the most

accessible to the public, and also immeasurably

the best for the animals, was the proper one to

choose. There are 3,500 acres of public parks

in the Annexed District, untouched by the two

scientific gardens, or five and one-half square

miles. Is not that enough ? Of the 261 acres

alloted to the Zoological Park, the collections

will be located on the least attractive portion
;

fully one-half of the total area {all of the pic-

turesque portion) has been set aside as pleasure

grounds, only."

THE INTERNATIONAL LEPROSY CONFERENCE.

At the conclusion of the recent International

Leprosy Conference at Berlin the secretaries

drew up a summary of the results in English,

German and French, intended especially for

the governments who had sent delegates. The

conclusions are as follows :

1. As might be expected, a considerable por-

tion of the proceedings has been in connection

with the bacillus of leprosy, which the Confer-
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ence accepts as the virus of the disease, and

which has been now known to the scientific

world for upwards of twenty-five years through

the important discovery of Hansen and the able

investigations of Neisser.

2. The conditions under which the bacillus

grows and develops are still unknown, as well

as the way of its invasion into the human sys-

tem ; but from the discussions at the Conference

it seems probable that a unanimity of opinion

will soon prevail with regard to the modes of

its dissemination throughout the body.

3. Very interesting observations have been

brought forward concerning the large quantities

of bacilli which are eliminated from the bodies

of lepers througb the skin and the buccal and

nasal mucous membranes. It is desired that

these observations be confirmed where oppor-

tunities occur. This question is important to

those who are entrusted with the care of the

public health, as we have to acknowledge that

leprosy is a contagious disease.

4. Every leper is a danger to his surround-

ings, the risk varying with the nature and ex-

tent of his relations therewith and with the

existing sanitary conditions. Although in the

poorer classes the leper is especially a source of

danger to his family and fellow workers, it can-

not be denied that cases frequently occur also

in the higher social circles.

5. The theory of the heredity of leprosy has

lost ground in comparison with the now gen-

erally accepted opinion of its contagiousness.

6. The treatment of leprosy up to the present

time has only had palliative results. Serum-

therapy, so far, Cannot be said to have been

successful.

7. In view of the virtual incurability of lep-

rosy and the serious and detrimental effects

which its existence in a community causes, and

considering the good results which have fol-

lowed the adoption of legal measures of isola-

tion in Norway, the Leprosy Conference, as a

logical issue of the theory that the disease is

contagious, has adopted the following resolu-

tion, proposed by Dr. Hansen and amended by

Professor Besnier : (a) In countries where lep-

rosy forms foci or has a great extension, isola-

tion furnishes the best means of preventing the

spread of the disease. (6) The system of ob-

ligatory notification, observation and isolation

as carried out in Norway is recommended to all

nations with local self-government and a suflS-

cient number of physicians, (c) It must be left

to the administrative authorities, after consulta-

tion withthe medical authorities, to take such

special measures as are applicable to the special

social conditions of the districts.

GENERAL.

Me. Henry S. Pritchett, Ph.D. (Munich),

professor of physics and astronomy in Wash-
ington University, St. Louis, has been appointed

by the President, Superintendent of the Coast

and Geodetic Survey in the place of Gen. W.
"W. Dufiield, resigned. Professor Pritchett was
from 1878 to 1880 Assistant Astronomer at the

Naval Observatory, Washington. He has en-

gaged in work for the Survey in China and Japan

as well as in the United States. We regret

to notice the statement that Professor Pritchett

is a Republican in politics, but hope that this is

a mere accident and does not mean that the

head of the Su'-vey is liable to be changed every

four years. There is every reason to believe

that the Survey will now be conducted with the

greatest efiiciency and will contribute largely to

the solution of the important practical and sci-

entific problems with which it is charged.

It is announced that the conference of dele-

gates froni the United States, Russia and Japan

in regard to the seal fisheries has resulted in an

agreement recommending the material limita-

tion or complete suspension of pelagic sealing.

Professor D'Arcy Thompson is now in Wash-

ington and it is expected that Mr. Macoun, the

Canadian Minister of Marine, will shortly arrive,

and that the conference between the United

States, Great Britain and Canada will soon be

held.

Professor F. P. Martens, professor of in-

ternational law in the University of St. Peters-

burg, has been chosen an arbitrator in the ques-

tion of the Venezuela boundary.

Dr. H. Hicks, President of the Geological

Society, London, has been awarded the jubilee

medal established in commemoration of the

sixtieth anniversary of the Queen's reign.

Dr. Edmund Drechsel, professor of physio-
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logical and pathological chemistry and of phar-

macology in the University of Berne, died on

September 22d at Naples, where he was work-

ing at the zoological station on the chemistry of

invertebrates. Drechsel was born at Leipzig

in 1843 and was assistant to Kolbe, then pro-

fessor of chemistry, and to Ludwig, then pro-

fessor of physiology in that University. He
was made associate professor at Leipzig in

1878 and was called to Berne in 1880. Physio-

logical chemistry has recently suffered most

serious losses in the deaths of Hoppe-Seyler,

Baumann, Heidenhain and Drechsel.

De. Alexander Milton Ross died at Mon-

treal on October 27th. He had made extensive

collections of the fauna and flora of Canada

and was the author of ' Birds of Canada'

(1872) ;
' Butterflies and Moths of Canada'

(1873) ;
' Flora of Canada' (1873) ;

' Forest Trees

of Canada' (1874) ;
' Ferns and Wild Flowers

of Canada' (1877) ; and ' Mammals, Reptiles

and Fresh-water Fishes of Canada' (1878).

Sir Peter Le Page Renouf, the eminent

Egyptologist, died in London about the middle

of October at the age of seventy-four years.

He was the keeper of the Egyptian and Assyrian

antiquities of the British Museum from 1885 to

1891, and was the author of several important

publications, including the Hibbert lectures on
' The Religion of Ancient Egypt ' (1897), and

an edition of the ' Papyrus of Ani.'

The following deaths are also announced :

Dr. Leopold Auerbach, assistant professor of

physiology in the University of Berlin ; Dr.

Mietschke, the German naturalist and ento-

mologist ; Dr. Hjalmar Heiberz, professor of

pathological anatomy in the University of

Christiania, and Dr. R. Branchat, professor of

hygiene in the Medical Faculty of Granada.

It is said that the Norwegian government

will not only allow Captain Sverdrup the use

of the 'Fram,' but will give him $50,000 for an

outfit. According to Petermann'' s Mitteilungen

Captain Sverdrup had given up the intention of

making investigations between Spitzbergen and

Greenland, and it had been decided that he

should proceed up Baffin Bay and Smith Sound

to the part of the Arctic ocean north of Green-

land, which is the region Lieutenant Peary had
previously announced his intention to explore.

A CABLEGRAM from Christiania states that the

government has instructed the Governor of the

Province of Tromsoe, the most northern prov-

ince of Norway, to charter a steamer at the

expense of the state, to provision it for six

months and to send out a relief expedition for

Herr Andree, the aeronaut, who ascended in

his balloon, the ' Eagle,' on July 11th. The
relief steamer will start in three days' time from

Tromsoe, and will proceed to Spitzbergen.

The Imperial Russian Geographical Society

will send at once an expedition, under the di-

rection of M. DmitriefF, to Abyssinia for an-

thi-opological research.

The Austrian steamship ' Pola, ' Captain Paul

von Pott, has again gone to the Red Sea for

scientific explorations, and will this year cover

the ground between Dschedda and Aden. Dr.

Franz Steindachuer, the eminent ichthyologist,

has charge of the zoological work, and explora-

tions will also be made in physical oceanography.

Professor Charles Burckhalter, of Cha-

bot Observatory, Oakland, Cal , has left for

Hong Kong, and will proceed to India with his

instruments for the purpose of observing and

photographing the approaching total solar

eclipse of the sun.

Prince Peter Alexeievitch Krapotkin,

the eminent Russian man of science. President

of the Imperial Geographic Society, lectured in

Washington on October 22d, before the Na-

tional Geographic Society, on Russia and Si-

beria, dwelling at length on the geography of

Siberia, which he compared with that of North

America.

Professor Elliott has been nominated for

the presidency of the London Mathematical

Society.

The Astronomical Society of France held on

October 6th its first meeting for the season.

The President, M. Cornu, opened the session

with an account of the astrophysical work of

Fizeau. MM. Callandreau and Moye presented

papers on the trajectories of comets and me-

teors.

The Agnew Memorial Pavilion of the Hospital
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of the Universitj' of Pennsylvania was opened

on October 15th. It has been erected at a cost

of $1.50,000, and in addition to 120 beds, dis-

pensarjf rooms, etc., contains three ampithe-

aters, one with a seating capacity of 270.

Me. William C. Todd, of Atltinson, N. H.,

has given the Bostop Public Library $50,000,

the income of which is to be used for the pur-

chasing of newspapers.

'There has been held at Sydney, New South

Wales, during the present summer, an electri-

cal exhibition at which engineering machinery

and scientific apparatus were well represented.

A large number of exhibits were sent from

America and Great Britain.

The Zoological Parli, Washington, has re-

ceived three young buffaloes purchased from

the Allard herd in Montana.

The Kingsley Laboratory, the new scientific

building of the Worcester Academy, was dedi-

cated on October 30th. Addresses were made
by President Eliot, of Harvard University

;

President Hall, of Clark University, and Presi-

dent Mendenhall, of the Worcester Polytechnic

Institute. The building is said to be the best

equipped for the study of the sciences possessed

by any secondary school.

At a meeting of the Council of the Australa-

sian Association for the Advancement of Science

on September 8th the honorary Secretary,

Professor A. Liversidge, stated that he had re-

ceived the titles of the following addresses :

Section C—Geology and Mineralogy: Professor

Hutton, F.R.S., of New Zealand, upon 'Early

Life on the Earth.' Section F—Anthropology

and Ethnology : A. W. Howitt, of Melbourne,
' Oq the Origin of the Aborigines of Tasmania

and Australia.' Section I—Sanitary Science

and Hygiene : The Hon. Allan Campbell, of

Adelaide, 'Australian Sanitation, a Jubilee

Retrospect.' Among other papers announced

in addition to those we have already noticed

are the following bearing upon the natural his-

tory of Australasia : For Section C—Geology

and Mineralogy :
' Notes on the Physiography

of the Parish of St. George, New South Wales,'

by E. J. Statham ;.
' On Some Effects of the

Dynamo-Metamorphism in the Omeo District,

Yictoria,' by A, W. Howitt; 'Metallurgical

Methods in Use at Broken Hill,' by G. W.
Blakemore ; two papers by Mr. J. C. H. Min-

gaye, on ' Occurrence of Phosphatic Minerals

atthe Jenolan Caves, with Analyses,' and 'Notes

and Analyses of some New Wales Phosphate

Minerals.' For Section D—Biology: ' On the

Physiology of the Brain of Marsupials,' by Dr.

J. F. Cashman ;

' Notes on the Fertilization of

some North Australian Plants,' by Nicholas

Holtze ;
' AFew Words about the Flora of the

Islands ofTorres Straits and the Mainland about

Somerset,' and ' Notes on Plants of the Rabbit-

infested Country, Bulloo River, Southwest

Queensland,' with Photographic Illustrations,'

by J. F. Bailey. For Section E—Geography :

' The Earliest Discoveries in New Guinea and

Polynesia,' by James MacCIymont ;
' Graminese

of Western Australia,' ' Salsolacese of Western

Australia,' and 'The Supposed Poisonous

Plants of Western Australia, by F. Turner.

Two new museums will be opened at St.

Petersburg in connection with the Army Medi-

cal Academy, one for psychiatry and one for

neurology. The former will include objects

illustrating the arrangements of asylums and

the pathology of insanity, while the latter will

illustrate the anatomy of the nervous system.

A PUBLICATION issued from the French

Ministry of Finance gives some very elaborate

statistics as to the quantity of wine, beer, cider,

and alcohol consumed in the country. From
the summary in the London Times we learn that

the total quantity is 1,575,000,000 gallons, rep-

resenting about li litres per diem for the whole

population of France. Out of the total quan-

tity consumed 967,000,000 gallons are wine,

395,000,000 gallons cider, 202,500,000 gallons

beer, and 36,800,000 gallons alcohol. It is

scarcely necessary to say that, while the greater

quantity of the wine is consumed in the large

towns, the cider is nearly all drunk in the

countrj', especially in Normandy and Brittany,

and the official statistics give a table showing

what is the consumption of wine in the 47 towns

with over 30,000 inhabitants. The figures, as

might be expected, varj^ very much, the annual

consumption being largest at Boulogne-sur-

Seine (59 gallons), Nice (56 gallons) and St.

Etienne (54 gallons), while Paris is only .13th'-
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on the list with 45 gallons. In none of the

large towns in the South of France does the con-

sumption fall below 30 gallons, but in seven

large town in the North (Lille, Boulogne-sur-

Mer, Dunkirk, Caen, Calais, Roubaix and

Turcoing) it averages only six gallons. Another

table gives the consumption of alcohol, and here

Rouen, Cherbourg and Le Havre head the list

with an annual total of nearly four gallons per

head of the population, or more than double

the quantity consumed in Paris.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

The late George M. Pullman has left .$1,200,-

000 for the erection and endowment of a manual

training school in the town of Pullman.

The Ohio Wesleyan University has received

a bequest of $35,000 from the late Stephen

Watson for the endowment of a professorship.

The West Virginia University has followed

the example of the University of Chicago, and

will hereafter hold continuous session, the aca-

demic session being divided into four quarters

of twelve weeks each with an intervening vaca-

tion of one week.

An increase of forty-two students over last

year is reported at Harvard College. The reg-

istration is as follows : Seniors, 337; juniors,

383; sophomores, 448; freshmen, 470; specials,

163; total, 1,796.

De. Chaeles W. Dabney, recently Assistant

Secretary of Agriculture, and special agent in

charge of scientific and statistical investiga-

tions, Washington, D. C, has been elected

President of the University of Tennessee.

De. Aethue Allin, of Ohio University, has

been appointed professor of psychology and

pedagogy in the University of Colorado.

De. a. W. Sheen has been appointed dem-

onstrator in anatomy and Mr. S. C. Mahala-

nobis demonstrator of physiology in the medi-

cal department of University College of South

Wales, Monmouthshire.

J. Geaham Keee, B.A., scholar of Christ's

College, Cambridge, has been appointed dem-

onstrator in animal morphology for a period of

five years from October 1, 1897, in place of Mr.

E. W. MacBride, who had resigned in order to

accept the professorship of zoology in McGill

University.

The electors to the professorship of pathol-

ogy, Cambridge University, will meet for the

purpose of proceeding to the election of a pro-

fessor on Saturday, November 6th. It is ex-

pected that Dr. Kanthack will be elected.

De. Heemann Munk has been promoted to

a full professorship of physiology at the Uni-

versity of Berlin. Dr. Hettner, of Leipzig,

has been appointed assistant professor of geogra-

phy in the University at Tubingen, and Dr.

Max Busch assistant professor of analytical

chemistry and chemical technology in the Uni-

versity at Erlangen,

The annual report of President Schurman, of

Cornell University, is the first of these impor-

tant university publications to reach us. It opens

with the minute adopted by the Board of Trus-

tees on the death of their chairman, Mr. Henry
W. Sage, who had made gifts to the University

aggregating $1,175,000, and had given his ser-

vices in many ways. The report reviews

changes in the faculty, including some account

of the work of Professors Dennis (analytical

chemistry), Jacoby (civil engineering), Barr

(mechanical engineering), and Trevor (chem-

istry), who were promoted to full professor-

ships during the year. There were in the Uni-

versity 1,808 students, the number being prac-

tically the same as in 1893-4, before the

requirements for admission were advanced.

As Cornell is sometimes said to be developing

into a great technological school rather than

into a university it is interesting to note that

in this period there has been a decrease of

about 100 students in the departments of ap-

plied science and an increase of about 100

students in the academic departments. These

numbered 593 students and there were 161

graduate students. President Schurman re-

views the condition and work of the different

departments and colleges of the University,

the library, the grounds and the financial situ-

ation. The library now contains nearly 200,000

bound volumes ; 10,000 have been added during

the year. The financial statement is very brief.

Except money paid from the Fayerweather

estate, the University has received no bequests-
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and but three small gifts. President Schurman's

report, extending to 57 pages, is followed by ap-

pendices filling 117 pages, which give reports

from other executive officers, the courses and

attendance, and the publications by the Uni-

versity officers.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

ORGANIC SELECTION.

To THE Editor of Science : It seems to me
that Professor Poulton's conclusion of the very

interesting discussion on ' Organic Selection,'

published in Science, October 15th, involves a

serious confusion o_f ideas. He advocates the

theory that natural selection confers on organ-

isms the power of reacting adaptively to exter-

nal forces. It is easy to conceive the effect of

natural selection on an organism, assuming that

the power of adaptation pre-exists ; but it is in-

comprehensible that any amount of advanta-

geous crossing should give the power of adapta-

tion itself to an organism that does not already

have it. Professor Poulton's arguments against

that power being a property of a living organ-

ism are, I think, inconclusive. He dwells on

the remarkable fact that physical forces awake
responses which have to do with organic rela-

tions ; but what of it? This shows only how
powerful the tendency is. It is clear that any

substance, animate or inanimate, reacts accord-

ing to its own nature. If you drop a lighted

match on to a pile of shavings, or on gun-

powder, or into water, or on to a dog, cer-

tain pretty definite phenomena will occur in

each case
;
yet the stimulus is the same ; the

recipient only is different. In the three earlier

cases the results will be physical ; in the case

of the dog we reach the sphere of sensation.

If the experiment be performed on a man we
involve the moral sphere also, as he will either

swear or refrain from swearing.

Thomas Dwight.
Anatomical Department,

Harvard Medical School,

October 20, 1897.

A GASOLINE LAUNCH FOR FIELD WORK.

To THE Editor of Science : Last winter sev-

eral papers and magazines, including Science

(Vol. v., No. 119), noted the fact that I

was constructing a gasoline launch for facilita-

ting the study of paleontology and stratigraphic

geology at Cornell University. Feeling that the

results of this undertaking have been satisfac-

tory in every way, and may be of interest to

other investigators and teachers, I take pleasure

in furnishing the following notes : First, as to

what has been accomplished during the summer

with this launch ; second, why a naptha or gaso-

line launch is preferable to one propelled by

steam.

July and August were spent on a long voyage

from Ithaca to lower Chesapeake Bay and re-

turn, gomgvia Erie Canal, Hudson River. Rari-

tan River and Canal, Delaware River, Delaware

and Chesapeake Canal, Chesapeake Bay audits

many inflowing rivers. The special object of

this expedition was to collect large quantities

of Eocene and Miocene mollusca from Maryland

and Virginia. Four students and myself con-

stituted the party. During September a shorter

excursion was made along the Erie Canal to

Troy, N. Y., where Archaean, Cambrian, Ordo-

vician, Silurian and Devonian outcrops were

visited, either as they were found along the canal

or at no great distance to the north or south.

During term time the launch is being used for

taking classes to fossiliferous outcrops along

Cayuga Lake.

Now, a word as to why gasoline is preferable

to steam :

1. Cost.—(a) Any well constructed boat 30

feet long, with a 6-horse power gasoline engine

will run 800 miles on two barrels of oil ; cost

about $9.00 on an average, i. e. , a little over a

cent a mile
; (6) while on government waters no

licensed engineer or pilot is required. With a

few days' practice, under the direction of one ac-

quainted with the engine, one learns his engine

thoroughly and can as easily go up the Potomac

to Washington as navigate his own mill-pond.

2. Freedom from government inspection.

3. There being no boiler or fire, the boat is

light, roomy and cool.

4. When stopping at an outcrop no gasoline

is being used. The whole machine is at a stand-

still, dead. But to start up and get under full

speed requires less than a minute.

There are many other interesting points that

ought to be touched on here, but space will
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scarcely permit it. Those who may be interested

in the subject are at liberty to make such in-

quiries of the writer as they see fit. SuflSce it to

say that in a country lils;e our own, well trav-

ersed by water ways, a marine laboratory

capable of rapid locomotion, at an exceedingly

small cost, seems a very desirable adjunct to

true university work in natural history subjects.

G. D. Harris.
Cornell Universitv.

SCIElfTIFIC LITERATURE.

Ueher Verivachsungsversuche mit Amphibienlarven.

Von Dr. G. Born. Leipzig, W. Engelmann.

1897. (Reprinted from Archiv fiir Entwick-

elungsmechanik, Band IV.) 8vo. Pp. 224.

Pis. i.-xr.

Professor Gustow Born is distinguished among
living morphologists for the novelty and thor-

oughness of his investigations. It is to him

that we owe the section modelling which is

now so much used for the anatomical recon-

struction of embryos, and which he has himself

applied with brilliant results to the study of the

development of the thyroid and of the heart.

To him we owe also the experimental demon-

stration of the isotropism of the egg. In the

present work we encounter again striking origi-

nality of method, coupled with extraordinary

patience and thoroughness in the execution of

the research. The method consists in the arti-

ficial union of two amphibian larva; ; this is ac-

complished by making a smooth cut on each

larva, adpressiug the two cut surfaces and al-

lowing them to grow together ; the natural

fusion begins in half an hour to express itself

and is complete in a few hours
;
in successful

cases the united pair develop in unison and re-

main alive for weeks. Dr. Bern's patience

shows itself in the number and variety of

fusions accomplished and in the exhaustive an-

atomical study of the developed monstrosities.

The only earlier experiments on fusion of two

individuals were those of Trembley on Hydra,

recently repeated by G. Wetzel. On the other

hand, the announcement of Born's results has

already occasioned a number of similar experi-

ments on other animals. W. Roux appears to

have first discovered the extraordinary power

of the eggs and young larvte of frogs of with-

standing severe mechanical injury, and others

have demonstrated the wonderful regenerative

faculty of Amphibia during the early stages.

Born has taken advantage of these characteris-

tics to secure the concrescence of two individ-

uals which develop afterwards as one. The

spread of the eotoderms is the first step of the

union, and there is in a short time a complete

sheet of this tissue, with no visible break or trace

of demarcation, extending fromonelarvisto the

other and covering the wound. This healing

over is effected by the expansion of the sheet of

ectoderms, and this expansion is not due to mul-

tiplication of the cells. Most of Born's experi-

ments were made on larvse of four millimeters

(more or less) in length and on the following

species : Rana esculenta Bombinator igneus and

Pelohates fusciis ;
the larvie of toads and of Rana

fusca proved less favorable. Pieces ofalmost any

size can be made to unite either of the same, or

of different larvae, and even of larvse of two

species. When the experiment succeeds such

united pieces will live foraljout three weeks, or,

in other words, until the supply of yolk material

for the maintenance of growth is exhausted, but,

if one or both the pieces have a digestive tract

with mouth and arms, the united pieces may
continue to develop indefinitely, and in such

cases the blood channels of both species acquire

open communication with one another, so that

even when there is but one heart the blood cir-

culates through both components. During the

life of the fused larvre, their development, their

differentiation proceeds, each organ continues

its progress. The development essentially fol-

lows the principles of Roux's mosaic theory.

The following schedule indicates the variety

of successful unions accomplished by Professor

Born:

A. Experiments on single larvre.

•1. Pieces cut off and allowed to continue

their development.

2. Larva cut through and the pieces re-

united.

B. Fusion of two larvije, or parts of two larvaj.

1. Both larvae of the same species.

a. Fusion of anterior with posterior pieces.

b. Fusion by the ventral surfaces.

c. Fusion of the posterior piece of one

larva with the ventral side of another.
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d. Fusion of the anterior piece of one larva

with the ventral side of another.

e. Fusion of two posterior pieces.

f. Fusion of the heads of two larvae.

g. Fusion of anterior pieces.

2. The larvse belong to different species or

even genera.

a. Fusion of the ventral surfaces.

b. Fusion of the posterior piece of one

larva with the ventral surface of the

other.

c. Fusion of an anterior with a posterior

piece.

d. Fusion of the heads of two larvae.

Every one of these unions was repeated many
times, and the monograph presents an exact

description of the anatomical condition of sev-

eral specimens of each form of double larva,

after the development had continued some

weeks. These descriptions are based upon the

examination of serial sections, the specimens

being sacrificed on the microtomic altar. It is

not using too strong a word to characterize the

labor involved as enormous. The work, more-

over, bears throughout the stamp of extreme

conscientiousness.

It is impossible to enter here into details, but

some of the general conclusions formulated by

the author are so interesting that they are here

presented. If, by the fusion, corresponding or-

gans or their aniages are brought into contact

they unite continuously by the concrescence of

the specific tissue of the organ (the process

might be appropriately named ' Sistofusion,'

Eeu.). If the aniages of unlike organs are

brought in contact they become united by con-

nective tissue. If the similar organs are hollow

not only do their walls fuse, but also smooth

open communication of their cavities is estab-

lished, and in such cases it is not necessary

that parts precisely corresponding should be

joined. The different parts of the digestive

tube will fuse, or the spinal cord will uuite with

the brain, and there will be produced a smooth

passage from the cavity of one to that of the

other, similarly in cases of fusion of the abdomi-

nal, pericardial or vascular cavities, of hearts,

wolffian ducts, etc. Tissues are found united

in this way which at the time of the union were

still undifferentiated. Under certain conditions

ectodermal and entodermal epithelia may be-

come connected. The notochord takes an ex-

ceptional position in that the notochord of one

piece does not concresce with that of another.

The growing together of similar organs or

tissues may occur in any plane or direction
;

there is no trace of polarity in the growth, such

as Vochting records for plants. The union of

two pieces may be not only anatomical, but also

physiological, and Born designates this as physi-

ological symbiosis. It occurs in various degrees.

In probably all cases the blood vessels are in

open communication, so that the circulation is

common to both components. A higher degree

of symbiosis is marked in the cases where the

intestine of the major larva has annexed a

piece of the intestine of the minor, and both

function together to the common advantage, or

when the two larvae have a stretch of intestine

in common. The highest degree is reached when

a whole end of the body, together with all its

organs, is replaced, lengthened or doubled, for

then the posterior piece from one larva works

with the anterior piece of another, as if they

were one individual. The highest degree is

equally attained when the right and left halves

of two larvEe are united in a single individual.

The ^individuum' is not dependent on the deri-

vation from one egg. We have a single organ-

ism from two eggs (einen einheitlichen organ-

ismus aus zwei eiern). In the derivation from

a single ovum there is no mystic, metaphysical

unity.

The development, from the stage at which the

experiments begin, depends upon self-differ-

entiation of the single parts. No correlative in-

fluence of the surrounding parts can be recog-

nized ; the development is mosaic—Feis' organic

areas (organbildende Keimbezirke) are partitioned

off.

We commend this work to the attention of

all biologists, and venture to predict that further

important deductions will be garnered from

these experiments of Professor Born, supple-

mented as they soon will be by additional

researches. Charles S. Minot.

The Concise Knowledge Library : Natural History.

By R. Lydekkee, W. F. Kikby, B. B.

Woodward, R. Kirkpatrick, R. I. Pocock,
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R. BowDLEE Shakpe, W. Gaestang, F. a.

Bathee, H. M. Beenaed. New York, D.

Appleton & Company. 1897. 8vo. Pp.

771. Price, $2.00.

The Concise Knowledge Library's Natural

Sislory—a misleading title inasmuch as the

book contains uo botany—treats of the animal

kingdom from the higher mammalia down to

the protozoa. Its authors, as may be seen from

the above list, are Europeans, and the fonns of

life they describe and illustrate are, from the

American standpoint, chiefly exotic. At the

same time, where an abridged encyclopedia is

wanted the book will be found convenient for

reference.

The preface states that '

' the text is illustrated

by upwards of five hundred original drawings

made and reproduced expressly for the work."

Those of the insects and some of the other in-

vertebrates are fair
;
the remainder may prob-

ably be regarded as the worst batch of illus-

trations published in modern times. This is due
partly to faulty drawing and partly to bad ink

and poor printing. The type is small, and the

volume as a whole has a cheap appearance,

which ill fits the high reputation of its authors.

The mammals are treated first and come in

for the largest share of attention (217 pages)
;

then the birds, reptiles and fishes, and so on

down the scale. Mammalogists will be amused
to hear that the American black and grizzly

bears " are now considered merely as varieties

of the European species," and that " the stoat

or ermine {Mustela erminea) and the weasel

{Mustela vulgaris) are common to Europe, North
and Central Asia, and North America." Per-

haps the best feature of the book is its index,

which occupies nearly fifty pages and is said to

contain about ten thousand references.

C. H. M.

Citizen Bird: Scenes from Bird-Life in Plain

English for Beginners. By Mabel Osgood
Weight and Elliott Coues. With 111

illustrations by Louis Agassiz Fueetes.

New Yorlc and London, The Macmillan

Company. 8vo. Pp. 430. Price, $1.50.

Among the new books awaiting the reviewer

on his recent return from the West is one

which, from its authorship, attractive appear-

ance and odd title, could not be put aside.

' Citizen Bird ' is its name—a book for girls and
boys. It is admirably written and is illustrated

by a remarkable series of original drawings.

In order to test the book the reviewer called

his children, two little girls, and read them the

opening chapters. The younger (aged five

years) was hardly able to follow the story,

though interested in certain passages, but her

elder sister (aged seven) was simply spell-

bound from first to last; from which it may be

inferred that the book will hold the attention

of children- of seven and upwards.

The subject-matter is very cleverly woven
into a story of a family of bird lovers in their

country home at ' Orchard Farm.' The owner
of the farm, who is a doctor and something of

an ornithologist, takes the children out into

the woods and fields and tells them about the

birds, their habits and their value to man; and
afterward, in his 'wonder room,' gives them
special talks on particular species, which are

grouped by some easily remembered character-

istic, as ' a silver-tongued family ' (bluebirds,

robins and thrushes), ' Peepers and Creepers

'

(creepers, kinglets, chickadees and nuthatches)

and so on. The children at once become en-

thusiastic observers and ask innumerable ques-

tions, which, in the main, are admirably an-

swered. The story is charmingly told, kindling

an interest in bird-life which is kept up to the

end. The child is taught a multitude of enter-

taining facts about nature, and at the same
time filled with a healthy sentiment against the

wanton destruction of birds and their eggs.

A few of the statements are a little lax from

the standpoint of scientific precision, and one

or two of the incidents narrated are liable to tax

one's credulity, as when one of the boys tells

of brushing newly-fallen snow from the back of

a live woodcock on its nest; but the book as a

whole may be commended as by far the best

bird book for boys and girls yet produced in

America.

The illustrations deserve more than passing

notice. They are uncommonly good half-tone

reproductions of wash drawings by young

Fuertes, whose phenomenal talent in grasping

bird attitudes was first brought to the attention

of the public in Miss Florence A. Blerriam's
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' A^ Birding on a Bronco\ The present series

of more than a hundred drawings, published

for the first time in ' Citizen Bird,' fully sus-

tains the artist's reputation. As would be ex-

pected in so large a series, a few are indifferent,

but by far the greater number are remarkable

for beauty, fidelity and power of expression.

The pictures alone are worth the price of the

book.

The typography and press work are of a high

order of excellence, and the publishers are to

be congratulated on the exceptional skill shown

by their printer in handling difficult text figures.

It is refreshing to find a book in the field of

popular natural history which so distinctly

raises the standard for its class and at the same

time is offered for sale at so low a price.

C. H. M.

The Birds of Colorado. By W. W. Cooke.

Fort Collins, Colorado, State Agricultural

College, Agricultural Experiment Station.

Bulletin No. 37. Technical Series No. 2.

March, 1897. Pp. 1-143.

In view of the geographical situation of Colo-

rado and its topographical features, a recent

bulletin by Professor W. W. Cooke, of the

State Agricultural College at Fort Collins, is of

more than usual interest. It is a well annotated

list of all the birds known to occur within the

limits of the State. Other features—general

discussion, historical resume, classification of

species as regards occurrence, and bibliography

—contribute to its value. Considering the

opportunity which the region offers, it is some-

what surprising that the author did not also

attempt a definition and discussion of the life

areas of the State.

The results have been derived largely from a

summing up of previously published work, but

in addition to this, much valuable new matter

is included in the author's own notes and those

which other observers placed at his disposal.

The list is a large one, the number of species

and subspecies attributed to the State being 363,

of which 230 are breeders. To those previously

recorded, 19 species are added. This makes an

enviable total, but that it may still be increased

is demonstrated by the outline of yet unworked

territory. Colorado will always be an interest-

ing ornithological field, and the present paper

cannot fail to be of great service as a basis and

stimulus for future Avork there.

W. H. Osgood.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON, 280TH

MEETING, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23.

Mr. F. a. Lucas described ' A Dangerous

Parasite of the Fur-seal,' stating that it was a

nematode of the genus Uncinaria found in the

sandy portions of the seal rookeries of the

Pribilof islands, and caused the death of many
young seals. Dr. C. W. Stiles discussed the

structure, habits and life history of allied forms.

Dr. C. W. Stiles spoke of ' The International-

Committee on Zoological Nomenclature,' and of

what had been accomplished at the meeting of

1897.

Mr. M. B. Waite presented a communicatign

on 'A New Peach and Plum Disease,' caused

by a species of mite attacking and killing the

terminal bud of the very young trees. The re-

sulting loss in the value of the trees was consid-

erable, as many thousand trees would be

affected in one nursery. A similar disease pre-

vailed in the Japanese quince.

Mr. F. V. Coville spoke of 'The History

and Distribution of Abies shastensis,' which he

had found in a recent trip through the Cascade

mountains of Oregon to extend along the range

north of the Oregon-California line as far as

latitude 43° 35'. It has long been confounded

with Abies nobilis, which is, however, a tree of

more northern distribution.

F. A. Lucas,

Secretary.

UNIVEESITY OF VTISCONSIN SCIENCE CLUB.

At the meeting of the Club on October 15,

1897, Mr. H. A. Harding, in a paper on ' Bac-

terial Plant Diseases,' spoke of the first dis-

covery by Professor Burrill, of Illinois, and of

the tardiness with which European investiga-

tors recognized this work. He showed the ex-

tent to which bacterial diseases occur, especially

among our garden vegetables. Then followed

a discussion of a disease occurring in the cauli-

flower and cabbage. The bacteria find entrance

at the water-pores of the leaf and also through
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insect wounds, and the disease causes a black-

ening of the fibro-vascular bundles, followed by

the death of the plant.

Mr. Comstock presented an account of re-

search work in progress at the Washburn Obser-

vatory. The meridian circle has been employed

for some years by Mr. Flint in determining the

relative parallaxes of a list of stars selected with

reference to large proper motion. The observa-

tions for the determination of nearly 100 paral-

laxes are completed and the reductions are well

advanced, although but a small number of de-

finitive results have yet been reached. In so far

as these have been obtained they are very satis-

factory in respect both of probable error and

agreement with other determinations.

There was also described work done with

the 40 cm. equatorial telescope in investigations

of stellar color and upon the density of the

supposed lunar atmosphere. A provisional re-

sult of the latter work is that this densitj"- can-

not exceed one five-thousandth part of that of

the earth's atmosphere at sea level.

Wm. S. Marshall,
Secretary.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

The American Journal of Science, November.

—

' Geology of Southern Patagonia,' J. B. Hatcher:

An account of observations made while collect-

ing vertebrate fossils for Princeton University

from May 1, 1896, to June 5, 1897, giving sug-

gestions as to the age and origin of the different

sedimentary deposits and the agencies which

have determined the present topographical

features. ' Some of the large Oysters of Pata-

gonia,' A. E. Ortmann. 'Former Extension of

the Appalachians across Mississippi, Louisiana

and Texas,' J. C. Branner : Evidence for the

theory announced in 1890 regarding the char-

acter and extent of the southwestern Appala-

chian depression. ' Combustion of Organic

Substances in the Wet Way,' I. K. Phelps:

Extension of the process applied in a previous

article to carbon dioxide. ' Some Features of

Pre-Glacial Drainage in Michigan,' E. H.

Mudge.

The American Naturalist, October.— ' Edward
Drinker Cope, Naturalist—A Chapter in the

History of Science ' (Illustrated), Theodore

Gill : Address by the retiring President of the

American Association for the Advancement of

Science. ' New Observations on the Origin of

the Galapagos Islands, with Remarks on the

Geological Age of the Pacific Ocean,' G. Baur:

Part II., giving the geographical distribution of

different animals in the Pacific and Indo-Pacific

Ocean. The number contains a portrait of the

late James Ellis Humphrey, one of the asso-

ciate editors of the journal.

Journal of Geology, September-October.— ' The
Newark System of New Jersey,' H. Kiimmel

:

Based on the Annual Report of the State Geolo-

gist for 1896. ' The Topography of California,'

Noah Fields Drake : Based on a relief map of

California constructed by the author on a scale

of 1 inch to 12 miles, and a vertical scale of 1

inch to 12,000 feet. 'A Comparative Study of

the lower Cretaceous Formations and Faunas of

the United States,' Timothy W. Stanton : A
thesis submitted for Ph.D. degree in Columbian

University, containing a bibliography filling 14

pages. ' Correlation of the Devonian Faunas

in Southern Illinois,' Stuart Weller : Argues

that the Devonian faunas in southern Illinois

are not related to the lowan Devonian faunas,

but are a western extension of the faunas of the

New York province.

NEW BOOKS.

The Ruins and Excavations of Ancient Rome.

RODOLFO Lanciane. Boston and New
York, Houghton, MiflBin & Company. 1897.

Pp. xxiv+619. $4.00.

Memorials of William Oranch Bond and of his Son

George Phillips Bond. Edward S. Holden.

San Francisco, C. A. Murdock & Co.; New
York,Lemcke&Buechner. 1897. Pp. iv+296.

Tlieory of Groups of Finite Order. W. Burnside.

Cambridge, The University Press. New York,
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Erratum : In the report of the New York Section of
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ASPECTS OF AMERICAN ASTRONOMY*
The University of Chicago yesterday-

accepted one of the most munificent gifts

ever made for the promotion of any single

science, and with appropriate ceremonies

dedicated it to the increase of our knowl-
edge of the heavenly bodies. The Presi-

dent of your University has done me the

honor of inviting me to supplement what
was said on that occasion by some remarks
of a more general nature.

One is naturally disposed to say first

what is uppermost in his mind. At the

present moment this will naturally be the

general impression made by what has been
seen and heard. The ceremonies were at-

tended not only by a remarkable delega-

tion of cititizens, but by a number of visit-

ing astronomers, which seems large when
we consider that the profession itself is not
at all numerous in any country. As one of

these, your guests, I am sure that I give

expression only to their unanimous senti-

ment in saying that we have been ex-

tremely gratified in many ways by all that

we have seen and heard. The mere fact of

so munificent a gift to science cannot but
excite universal admiration. We knew well

enough that it was nothing more than
might have been expected from the public

spirit of this great West ; but the first view

* Address by Professor Simon Newcomb, LL.D.,
on the occasion of the dedication of the Yerkes Ob-
servatory, University of Chicago, October 22, 1897.
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of a towering snow peak is none tlie less im-

pressive because you have learned in your

geography how many feet high it is, and

great acts are none the less admirable be-

cause they correspond to what you have

heard and read, and might therefore be led

to expect.

The next gratifying feature is the great

public interest excited by the occasion.

That the opening of a purely scientific in-

stitution should have led so large an assem-

blage of citizens to devote an entire

day, including a long journey by rail, to

the celebration of yesterday is something

most suggestive from its unfamiliarity. A
great many scientific establishments have

been inaugurated during the last half cen-

tury, but if on any such occasion so large a

body of citizens has gone so great a dis-

tance to take part in the inauguration the

fact has at the moment escaped from my
mind.

That the interest thus shown is not" con-

fined to the hundreds of attendants, but

must be shared by your great public, is

shown by the unfailing barometer of jour-

nalism. Here we have a field in which the

non-survival of the unfit is the rule in its

most ruthless form ; the journals that we
see and read are merely the fortunate few

of a countless number, dead and forgotten,

that did not know what the public wanted

to read about. The eagerness shown by the

representatives of your press in recording

everything your guests would say was
accomplished by an enterprise in making
known everything that occurred, and, in

case of an emergency requiring a heroic

measure, what did not occur, which shows

that smart journalists of the East must
have learned their trade, or at least

breathed their inspirations in these regions.

I think it was some twenty years since I

told a European friend that the eighth

wonder of the world was a Chicago daily

newspaper. Since that time the course of

journalistic enterprise has been in the re-

verse direction, to that of the course of em-
pire eastward, instead of westward.

It has been sometimes said—wrong-

fully I think—that scientific men form a

mutual admiration society. One feature of

the occasion made me feel that we, your

guests, ought then and there to have organ-

ized such a society, and forthwith pro-

ceeded to business ; this feature consisted in

the conferences on almost every branch of

astronomy by which the celebration of yes-

terday was preceded. The fact that beyond

the acceptance of a graceful compliment I

contributed nothing to these conferences re-

lieves me from the charge of bias or self-

assertion in saying that they gave me a

new and most inspiring view of the energy

now being expended in research by the

younger generation of astronomers. All

the experience of the past leads us to be-

lieve that this energy will reap the reward

which Nature always bestows upon those

who seek her acquaintance from unselfish

motives. In one way it might appear that

little was to be learned from a meeting like

that of the present week ; each astronomer

may know by publications pertaining to the

science what all the others are doing. But

knowledge obtained in this way has a sort

of abstractness about it, a little like our

knowledge of the progress of civilization

in Japan, or of the great extent of the

Australian continent. It was, therefore, a

most happy thought on the part of your

authorities to bring together the largest

possible number of visiting astronomers

from Europe as well as America, in order

that each might see, through the attrition

of personal contact, what progress the

others were making in their researches.

To the visitors, at least, I am sure that the

result of this meeting has been extremely

gratifying. They earnestly hope, one and

all, that the callers of the conference will

not themselves be more disappointed in its
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results ; that, however little they may have

actually to learn of niethods and results,

they will feel stimulated to well-directed

efforts and find themselves inspired by

thoughts which, however familiar, will now
be more easily worked out.

We may pass from the aspects of the

case as seea by the more strictly professional

class to those more general aspects fitted to

excite the attention of the great public.

From the point of view of the latter it may
well appear that the most sti-iking feature

of the celebration is to be found in the great

amount of effort which it shows to be de-

voted to the cultivation of a field quite out-

side the ordinary range of human inter-

ests. A little more than two centuries ago

Huyghens prefaced an account of his dis-

coveries on the planet Saturn with the

remark that many, even among the learned,

might think he had been devoting to things

too distant to interest mankind an amount
of study which would better have been de-

voted to subjects of more immediate con-

cern. It must be admitted that this fear

has not deterred succeeding astronomers

from pursuing their studies. The enthusias-

tic students whom we see around us are only

a detachment from an army of investigators

who, in many parts of the world, are seek-

ing to explore the mysteries of creation.

Why so great an expenditure of energy?

Certainly not to gain wealth, for astronomy

is perhaps the one field of scientific work
which, in our expressive modern phrase,

' has no money in it.' It is true that the

great practical use of astronomical science

to the country and the world in affording

us the means of determining positions on
land and at sea is frequently pointed out.

It is said that an Astronomer Eoyal of Eng-

land once calculated that every meridan

observation of the moon made at Greenwich

was worth a pound sterling, on account of

the help it would afford to the navigation

of the ocean. An accurate map of the

United States cannot be constructed with-

out astronomical observations at numerous

points scattered over the whole country,

aided by data which great observatories

have been accumulating for more than a

century and must continue to accumulate

in the future.

But neither the measurement of the earth,

the making of maps, nor the aid of the

navigator is the main object which the as-

tronomers of to-day have in view. If they

do not quite share the sentiment of that

eminent mathematician who is said to have

thanked God that his science was one which

could not be prostituted to any useful pur-

pose, they still know well that to keep utili-

tarian objects in view would only prove a

handicap on their efforts. Consequently,

they never ask in what way their science is

going to benefit mankind.

As the great captain of industry is moved
by the love of wealth and the politician by
the love of power, so the astronomer is

moved by the love of knowledge for its own
sake, and not for the sake of its application.

Yet he is proud to know that his science

has been worth more to mankind than it

has cost. He does not value its results

merely as a means of crossing the ocean or

mapping the country, for he feels that man
.does not live by bread alone. If it is not

more than bread to know the place we oc-

cupy in the universe it is certainly some-

thing which we should place not far behind

the means of subsistence. That we now
look upon a comet as something very inter-

esting, of which the sight affords us a pleas-

ure unmixed with fear of war, pestilence or

other calamity, and of which we therefore

wish the return, is a gain that we cannot

measure by money. In all ages astronomy

has been an index to the civilization of the

people who cultivated it. It has been crude

or exact, enlightened or mingled with su-

perstition, according to the current mode
of thought. When once men understand
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the relation of the planet on which they

dwell to the universe at large superstition

is doomed to speedy extinction. This alone

is an object worth more than money.

Astronomy may fairly claim to be that

science which transcends all others in its

demands upon the practical application of

our reasoning powers. Look at the stars

that stud the heavens on a clear evening.

What more hopeless problem to one con-

fined to earth than that of determining

their varying distances, their motions and

their physical constitution ? Everything on

earth we can handle and investigate. But

how investigate that which is ever beyond

our reach, on which we can never make an

experiment ? On certain occasions we see

the moon pass in front of the sun and hide

it from our eyes. To an observer a few

miles away the sun was not entirely hid-

den, for the shadow of the moon in a total

eclipse is rarely 100 miles wide. Ou an-

other continent no eclipse at all may have

been visible. Who shall take a map of the

world and mark upon it the line on which

the moon's shadow will travel during some

eclipse a hundred years hence ? Who shall

map out the orbits of the heavenly bodies

as they are going to appear in a hundred

thousand years ? How shall we ever know
of what chemical elements the sun and the

stars are made ? All this has been done,

but not by the intellect of any one man.
The road to the stars has been opened only

by the efforts of many generations of math-

ematicians and observers, each of whom be-

gan where his predecessor had left off.

We have reached a eei-tain stage where

we know much about the heavenly bodies.

We have mapped out our solar system with

great precision. But how with that great

universe of millions of stars in which our

solar system is only a speck of star dust, a

speck which a traveler through the wilds

of space might pass a hundred times with-

out notice ? We have learned much about

this universe, though our knowledge of it is

still dim. We see it as a traveler on a
mountain top sees a distant city in a cloud

of mist, by a few specks of glimmering light

from steeples or roofs. We want to know
more about it, its origin and its destiny

;

its limits in time and space, if it has any

;

what function it serves in the universal

economy. The journey is long, yet we
want, in knowledge at least, to reach the

stars. Hence we build observatories and
train observers and investigators. Slow,

indeed, is progress in the solution of the

greatest of problems when measured by
what we want to know. Some questions

may require centuries, others thousands of

years for their answer. And yet never was
progress moi'e rapid than during our time.

In some directions our astronomers of to-

day are out of sight of those of fifty years

ago ; we are even gaining heights which

twenty years ago looked hopeless. Never
before had the astronomer so much work,

good, hard, yet hopeful work, before him as

to-day. He who is leaving the stage feels

that he has only begun and must leave his

successors with more to do than his prede-

cessors left him.

To us an interesting feature of this prog-

ress is the part taken in it by our own
country. The science of our day, it is true,

is of no country. Yet, we very appropri-

ately speak of American science from the

fact that our traditional reputation has not

been that of a people deeply interested in

the higher branches of intellectual work.

Men yet living can remember when in the

eyes of the universal church of learning all

cisatlantic countries, our own included,

were partes wfidelimn.

Yet American astronomy is not entirely

of our generation. In the middle of the

last century Professor Winthrop of Harvard

was an industrious observer of eclipses and

kindred phenomena, whose work was re-

corded in the transactions of learned socie-
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ties. But the greatest astronomical activity

during our colonial period was that called

out by the transit of Venus in 1769, which

was visible in this country. A committee

of the American Philosophical Society at

Philadelphia organized an excellent system

of observations, which we now know to

have been fully as successful, perhaps more

so, than the majority of those made on

other continents, owing mainly to the ad-

vantages of air and climate. Among the

observers was the celebrated Eittenhouse,

to whom is due the distinction of having

been the first American astronomer whose

work has an important place in the history

of the science. In addition to the observa-

tions which he has left us, he was the first

inventor or proposer of the collimating tele-

scope, an instrument which has become

almost a necessity wherever accurate ob-

servations are made. The fact that the

subsequent invention by Bessel was quite

independent does not detract from the

merits of either.

Shortly after the transit of Venus which I

have mentioned, the War of the Revolution

commenced. The generation which carried

on that war, and the following one which

formed our Constitution and laid the bases

of our political institutions, were naturally

too much occupied with these great prob-

lems to pay much attention to pure science.

When the great mathematical astronomers

of Europe were laying the foundation of

celestial mechanics their meetings were a

sealed book to every one on this side the

Atlantic, and so remained till Bowditch

appeared, early in the present century. His

translation of the M'ecanique Celeste made an

epoch in American science by bringing the

great work of Laplace down to the reach of

the best American students of his time.

American astronomers must always

honor the names of Eittenhouse and Bow-

ditch. And yet, in one respect their work

was disappointing of results. Neither of

them was the founder of a school. Eitten-

house left no successor to carry on his work.

The help which Bowditch afforded his gen-

eration was invaluable to isolated students

who, here and there, dived alone and un-

aided into the mysteries of the celestial

motions. His work was not mainly in the

field of observational astronomy, and there-<

fore did not materially influence that branch

of the science. In 1832 Professor Airy?

afterward Astronomer Eoyal of England,

made a report to the British Association on

the condition of practical astronomy in

various countries. In this report he re-

marked that he was unable to say anything

about American astronomy because, so far

as he knew, no public observatory existed

in the United States.

William C. Bond, afterward famous as the

first Director of the Harvard Observatory,

was at that time making observations with

a small telescope, first near Boston, and

afterward at Cambridge. But with so

meager an outfit his establishment could

scarcely lay claim to being an astronomical

observatory, and it was not surprising if

Airy did not know anything of his modest

efforts.

If at this time Professor Airy had ex-

tended his investigations into yet another

field, with a view of determining the pros-

pects for a great city at the cite of Port

Dearborn, on the southern shore of Lake

Michigan, he would have seen as little

prospect of civic growth in that region as of

a great development of astronomy in the

United States at large. A plat of the pro-

posed town of Chicago had been prepared

two years before, when the place contained

perhaps half a dozen families. In the same

month in which Professor Airy made his

report, August, 1832, the people of that

place, then numbering twenty-eight voters,

decided to become incorporated, and selected

five trustees to carry on their government.

In 1837 a city charter was obtained from
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the Legislature of Illinois. The growth of

this infant city, then small even for an in-

fant, into the great commercial metropolis

of the West has been the just pride of its

people and the wonder of the world. I

mention it now because of a remarkable

coincidence. With this civic growth has

quietly gone on another, little noted by the

great world, and yet in its way equally

wonderful and equally gratifying to the

pride of those who measure greatness by

intellectual progress. If it be true that " in

nature nothing is great but man, in man
nothing is great but mind," then may knowl-

edge of the universe be regarded as the true

measure of progress. I, therefore, invite at-

tention to the fact that American astronomy

began with your city, and has slowly but

surely kept pace with it until to-day our

country stands second only to Germany in

the number of researches being prosecuted,

and second to none in the number of men
who have gained the highest recognition by

their labors.

In 1836 Professor Albert Hopkins, of

Williams College, and Professor Elias

Loomis, of Western Reserve College, Ohio,

both commenced little observatories. Pro-

fessor Loomis went to Europe for all his in-

struments, but Hopkins was able even then

to get some of his in this country. Shortly

afterward a little wooden structure was

erected by Captain Gilliss on Capitol Hill,

at Washington, and supplied^with a transit

instrument for observing moon culmina-

tions in conjunction with Captain Wilkes,

who was then setting out on his exploring

expedition to the southern hemisphere.

The date of these observatories was prac-

tically the same as that on which a charter

for the City of Chicago was obtained from

the Legislature. With their establishment

the population of your city had increased

to 703.

The next decade, 1840 to 1850, was that

in which our practical astronomy seriously

commenced. The little observatory of

Captain Gilliss was replaced by the N"aval

Observatory, erected at Washington during

the years 1843-4 and fitted out with what
were then the most approved instruments.

About the same time the appearance of the

great comet of 1843 led the citizens of Bos-

ton to erect the observatory of Harvard
College. Thus it is little more than half a
century since the two principal observa-

tories in the United States were established.

But we must not for a moment suppose that

the mere erection of an observatory can

mark an epoch in scientific history. What
must have made the decade of which I speak

ever memorable in American astronomy

was not merely the erection of buildings,

but the character of the work done by as-

tronomers away from them as well as in

them.

The Naval Observatory very soon became
famous by two remarkable steps which

raised our country to an important position

among those applying modern science to

practical uses. One of these consisted of

the researches of Sears Cook Walker on

the motion of the newly-discovered planet

Neptune. He was the first astronomer to

determine fairly good elements of the orbit

of that planet, and, what is yet more re-

markable, he was able to trace back the

movement of the planet in the heavens for

half a century and to show that it had been

observed as a fixed star by Lalande in 1795

without the observer having any suspicion

of the true character of the object.

The other work to which I refer was the

application to astronomy and to the deter-

mination of longitudes of the chronographic

method of registering transits of stars or

other phenomena requiring an exact record

of the instant of their occurrence. It is to

be regretted that the history of this applica-

tion has not been fully written. In some

points there seems to be as much obscurity

as with the discovery of ether as an an-
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sesthetic, which took place about the same

time. Happily, no such contest has been

fought over the astronomical as over the

surgical discovery, the fact being that all

who are engaged in the application of the

new method were more anxious to perfect

it than they were to get credit for them-

selves. We know that Saxton, of the Coast

Survey ; Michell and Locke, of Cincinnati

;

Bend at Cambridge, as well as Walker and

otherastronomers at the Naval Observatory,

all worked at the apparatus ; that Maury
seconded their efforts with untiring zeal,

that it was used lo determine the longitude

of Baltimore as early as 1844 by Captain

Wilkes, and that it was put into practical

use in recording observations at the Naval

Observatory as earlj' as 1846.

At the Cambridge Observatory the two

Bonds, father and son, speedily began to

show the stuff of which the astronomer is

made. A well devised system of observa-

tions was put in operation. The discovery

of the dark ring of Saturn and of a new
satellite to that planet gave additional fame

to the establishment.

Nor was activity confined to the observa-

tional side of the science. The same dec-

ade of which I speak was marked by the

beginning of Professor iPierce's mathemat-

ical work, especially his determination of

the perturbations of Uranus and Neptune.

At this time commenced the work of Dr.

B. A. Gould, who soon became the leading

figure in American astronomy. Immedi-

ately on graduating at Harvard, in 1845, he

determined to devote all the energies of his

life to the prosecution of his favorite science.

He studied in Europe for three years, took

the doctor's degree at Gottingen, came

home, founded the Astronomical Journal, and

took an active part in that branch of the

work of the Coast Survey which included

the determination of longitudes by astro-

nomical methods.

An episode which may not belong to the

history of astronomy must be acknowledged

to have had a powerful influence in excit-

ing public interest in that science. Profes-

sor O. M. Mitchel, the founder and first

Director of the Cincinnati Observatory,

made the masses of our intelligent people

acquainted with the leading facts of as-

tronomy by courses of lectures which, in

lucidity and eloquence, have never been ex-

celled. The immediate object of the lec-

tures was to raise funds for establishing his

observatory and fitting it out with a fine

telescope. The popular interest thus ex-

cited in the science had an important effect

in leading the public to support astronom-

ical research. If public support, based on

public interest, is what has made the pres-

ent fabric of American astronomy possible,

then should we honor the name of a man
whose enthusiasm leavened the masses of

his countrymen with interest in our science.

The Civil War naturally exerted a de-

pressing influence upon our scientific activ-

ity. The cultivator of knowledge is no less

patriotic than his fellow citizens, and vies

with them in devotion to the public welfare.

The active interest which such cultivators

took, first in the prosecution of the war and

then in the restoration of the Union, nat-

urally distracted their attention from their

favorite pursuits. But no sooner was polit-

ical stability reached than a wave of in-

tellectual activity set in, which has gone

on increasing up to the present time. If

it be trae that never before ia our history

has so much attention been given to edu-

cation as now ; that never before did so

many men devote themselves to the diffu-

sion of knowledge, it is no less true that

never was astronomical work so energet-

ically pursued among us as now. One deplo-

rable result ofthe Civil War was that Gould's

Astronomical Journal had to be suspended.

Shortly after the restoration of peace, in-

stead of re-establishing the journal, its

founder conceived the project of exploring
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the southern heavens. The northern hemi-

sphere being the seat of civilization, that

portion of the sky which could not be seen

from our latitudes was comparatively neg-

lected. What had been done in the south-

ern hemisphere was mostly the occasional

work of individuals and of one or two per-

manent observatories. The latter were so

few in number and so meager in their outfit

that a splendid field was open to the in-

quirer. Gould found the patron which he

desired in the government of the Argen-

tine Republic, on whose territory he erected

what must rank in the future as one of

the memorable astronomical establishments

of the world. His work affords a most

striking example of the principle that

the astronomer is more important than

his instruments. Not only were the means
at the command of the Argentine observa-

tory slender in the extreme when compared

with those of the favored institutions of

the north, but, from the very nature of the

case, the Argentine Republic could not

supply trained astronomers. The difficul-

ties thus growing out of the administration

cannot be ovei-estimated. And yet the six-

teen great volumes in which the work of the

institution has been published will rank in

the future among the classics of astronomy.

Another wonderful focus of activity, in

which one hardly knows whether he ought

most to admire the exhaustless energy or

the admirable ingenuity which he finds dis-

played, is the Harvard Observatory. Its

work has been aided by gifts which have

no parallel in the liberality that prompted

them. Yet without energy and skill such

gifts would have been useless. The activity

of the establishment includes both hem-

ispheres. Time would fail to tell how it

has not only mapped out important regions

of the heavens from the north to the south

pole, but analyzed the rays of light which

come from hundreds of thousands of stars

by recording their spectra in permanence

on photographic plates. The work of the es-

tablishment is so organized that a new star

cannot appear in any part of the heavens,

nor a known star undergo any noteworthy

change, without immediate detection by
the photographic eye of one or more little

telescopes, all seeing and never sleeping po-

licemen, that scan the heavens unceasingly

while the astronomer may sleep, and report

in the morning every case of irregularity

in the proceedings of the heavenly bodies.

Yet another example showing what
great results may be obtained with limited

means is afforded by the Lick Observatory,

of California. During the ten years of its

activity its astronomers have made it

known the world over by its unequaled

works and discoveries, too varied and-

numerous to be even mentioned at the

moment.

The astronomical work of which I have

thus far spoken has been almost entirely

that done at observatories. I fear that I

may in this way have strengthened an

erroneous impression that the seat of im-

portant astronomical work is necessarily

connected with an observatory. It must be

admitted that an institution which has a

local habitation and a magnificent building

commands public attention so strongly that

valuable work done elsewhere may be

overlooked. A very important part of as-

tronomical work is done away from tele-

scopes and meridian circles, and requires

nothing but a good library for its prosecu-

tion. One who is devoted to this side of the

subject may often feel that the public does

not appreciate his work at its true relative

value, from the very fact that he has no

great buildings or fine instruments to show.

I may, therefore, be allowed to claim as an

important factor in the American astronomy

of the last half century an institution of

which few have heard and which has been

overlooked because there was nothing about

it to excite attention.
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In 1849 the American Nautical Almanac

ofi&ce was established by a Congressional

appropriation. The title of this publication

is somewhat misleading in suggesting a

simple enlargement of the family almanac

which the sailor is to hang up in his cabin

for daily use. The fact is that what started

more than a century ago as a nautical al-

manac has since grown into an astro-

nomical ephemeris for the publication of

everything pertaining to times, seasons,

eclipses and the motions of the heavenly

bodies. It is the. work in which astro-

nomical observations made in all the great

observatories of the world are ultimately

utilized for scientific and public purposes.

Each of the leading nations of western

.Europe issues such a publication. "When

the preparation and publication of the

American Ephemeris was decided upon the

office was first established in Cambridge,

the seat of Harvard University, because

there could most readily be secured the tech-

nical knowledge of mathematics and theo-

retical astronomy necessary for the work.

A field of activity was thus opened, of

which a number of able young men who
have since earned distinction in various

walks of life availed themselves. The head

of the office, Commander Davis, adopted a

policy well fitted to promote their develop-

ment. He translated the classic work of

Gauss, Theovia Motus Corporum Gcdestium,

and made the office a sort of informal

school, not, indeed, of the modern type, but

rather more like the classic grove of Hellas,

where philosophers conducted their discus-

sions and profited by mutual attrition.

When, after a few years of experience, meth-

ods were well established and a routine

adopted, the office was removed to Wash-
ington, where it has since remained. The
work of preparing the ephemeris has, with

experience, been reduced to a matter of

routine which may be continued indefi-

nitely with occasional changes in methods

and data and improvements to meet the

increasing wants of investigators.

The mere preparation of the ephemeris

includes but a small part of the work of

mathematical calculation and investigation

required in astronomy. One of the great

wants of the science to-day is the re-reduc-

tion of the observations made during the

first half of the present century, and even

during the last half of the preceding one.

The labor which could profitably be de-

voted to this work would be more than

that required in any one astronomical ob-

servatory. It is unfortunate for this work
that a great building is not required for its

prosecution, because its needfulness is thus

very generally overlooked by that portion

of the public interested in the progress of

science. An- organization especially de-

voted to it is one of the scientific needs of

our time.

In such an epoch-making age as the pres-

ent it is dangerous to cite any one step as

making a new epoch. Yet it may be that

when the historian of the future reviews the

science of our day he will find the most re-

markable feature of the astronomy of the

last twenty years of our century to be the

discovei'y that this steadfast earth of which

the poets have told us is not after all quite

steadfast ; that the north and south poles

move about a very little, describing curves

so complicated that they have not yet been

fully marked out. The periodic variations

of latitude thus brought about were first

suspected about 1880, and announced with

some modest assurance by Kiistner, of Ber-

lin, a few years later. The progress of as-

tronomical opinion from incredulity to con-

fidence, was extremely slow until, about

1890, Chandler, of the United States, by an
exhaustive discussion of innumerable re-

sults of observations, showed that the lati-

tude of every point on the earth was sub-

ject to a double oscillation, one having the

period of a year, the other of 427 days
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ISTotwithstanding the remarkable parallel

between the growth of American astronomy

and that of your city, one cannot but fear

that if a foreign observer had been asked

only half a dozen years ago at what point in

the United States a great school of theo-

retical and practical astronomy, aided by

an establishment for the exploration of the

heavens, was likely to be established by the

munificence of private citizens, he would

have been wiser than most foreigners had

he guessed Chicago. Had this place been

suggested to him I fear he would have re-

plied that were it possible to utilize celestial

knowledge in acquiring earthly wealth

here would be the most promising seat for

such a school. But he would need to have

been a little wiser than his generation to re-

flect that wealth is at the base of all progress

in knowledge and the liberal arts ; that it is

only when men are relieved from the neces-

sity of devoting all their energies to the

immediate wants of life that they can lead

intellectual lives, and that we should there-

fore look to the most enterprising commer-

cial center as the likeliest seat for a great

scientific institution.

Kow we have the school, and we have the

observatory, which we hope will in the near

future do work that will cast luster on the

name of its founder as well as on the as-

tronomers who may be associated with it.

You will, I am sure, pardon me if I make
some suggestions on the subject of the future

needs of the establishment. We want this

newly founded institution to be a great suc-

cess, to do work which shall show that the

intellectual productiveness of your com-

munity will not be allowed to lag behind

its material growth. The public is very apt

to feel that when some munificent patron

of science has mounted a great telescope

under a suitable dome and supplied all the

apparatus which the astronomer wants to

use success is assured. But such is not the

case. The most important requisite, one

more difficult to command than telescopes

or observatories, may still be wanting. A
great telescope is of no use without a man
at the end of it, and what the telescope may
do depends more upon this appendage than

upon the instrument itself. The place which

telescopes and observatories have taken in

astronomical history are by no means pro-

portional to their dimensions. Many a

great instrument has been a mere toy in

the hands of its owner. Many a small one

has become famous. Twenty years ago

there was here in your'own city a modest

little instrument which, judged by its size,

could not hold up its head with the great

ones even of that day. It was the private

property of a young man holding no scientific

position and scarcely known to the public.

And yet that little telescope is to-day among
the famous ones of the world, having made
memorable advances in the astronomy of

double stars and shown its owner to be a

worthy successor of the Herschels and the

Struves in that line of work.

A hundred observers might have used the

appliances of the Lick Observatory for a

whole generation without finding the fifth

satellite of Jupiter ; without successfully

photographing the cloud forms of the Milky

Way; without discovering the extraordinary

patches of nebulous light, nearly or quite

invisible to the human eye, which fill some

regions of the heavens.

When I was in Zurich last year I paid a

visit to the little but not unknown observa-

tory of its famous polytechnic school. The
professor of astronomy was especially in-

terested in the observations of the sun with

the aid of the spectroscope, and among the

ingenious devices which he described, not

the least interesting was the method of

photographing the sun by special rays of

the spectrum which had been worked out

at the Kenwood Observatory in Chicago.

The Kenwood Observatory is not, I be-

lieve, in the eye of the public one of the
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noteworthy institutions of your city which

every visitor is taken to see, and yet this

invention has given it an important place

in the science of our day.

Should you ask me what are the most

hopeful features in the great establishment

which you are now dedicating, I would say

that they are not alone to be found in the

size of your unequaled telescope, nor in the

cost of the outfit, but in the fact that your

authorities have shown their appreciation

of the requirements of success by adding

to the material outfit of the establishment

the three men whose works I have de-

scribed.

Gentlemen of the Trustees, allow me to

commend to your fostering care the men at

the end of the telescope. The constitution

of the astronomer shows curious and inter-

esting features. If he is destined to ad-

vance the science by works of real genius

he must, like the poet, be born, not made.

The born astronomer, when placed in com-

mand of a telescope, goes about using it as

naturally and effectively as the babe avails

itself of its mother's breast. He sees in-

tuitively what less-gifted men have to learn

by long study and tedious experiment. He
is moved to celestial knowledge by a pas-

sion which dominates his nature. He can

no more avoid doing astronomical work,

whether in the line of observations or re-

search, than the poet can chain his Pegasus

to earth. I do not mean by this that edu-

cation and training will be of no use to him.

They will certainly accelerate his early

progress. If he is to become great on the

mathematical side, not only must his genius

have a bent in that direction, but he must
have the means of pursuing his studies.

And yet I have seen so many failures of

men who had the best instruction, and so

many successes of men who scarcely learned

anything of their teachers, that I sometimes

ask whether the great American celestial

mechanician of the twentieth century will

be a graduate of a university or of the

backwoods.

Is the man thus moved to the explora-

tion of nature by an unconquerable passion

more to be envied or pitied ? In no other

pui'suit does success come with such cer-

tainty to him who deserves it. No life is

so enjoj'able as that whose energies are de-

voted to following out the inborn impulses

of one's nature. The investigator of truth

is little subject to the disappointments

which await the ambitious man in other

fields of activity. It is pleasant to be one

of a brotherhood extending over the world

in which no rivalry exists except that which

comes out of trying to do better work than

anyone else, while mutual admiration stifles

jealousy. And yet, with all these advan-

tages, the experience of the astronomer may
have its dark side. As he sees his field

widening faster than he can advance he is

impressed with the littleness of all that can

be done in one short life. He feels the same
want of successors to pursue his work that

the founder of a dynasty may feel for heirs

to occupy his throne. He has no desire to

figure in history as a Napoleon of science

whose conquests must terminate with his

life. Even during his active career his

work may be of such a kind as to require

the cooperation of others and the active sup-

port of the public. If he is disappointed

in commanding these requirements, if he

finds neither cooperation nor support, if

some great scheme to which he may have

devoted much of his life thus proves to be

only a castle in the air, he may feel that

nature has dealt hardly with him in not

endowing him with passions like to those

of other men.

In treating a theme of perennial interest

one naturally tries to fancy what the future

may have in store. If the traveler con-

templating the ruins of some ancient city

which in the long ago teemed with the life

and activities of generations of men sees
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every stone instinct with emotion and the

dust alive with memories of the past, may
he not be similarly impressed when he feels

that he is looking around upon a seat of

future empire, a region where generations

yet unborn may take a leading part in

moulding the history of the world ? What
may we not expect of that energy which in

sixty years has transformed a straggling

village into one of the world's great centers

of commerce? May it not exercise a power-

ful influence on the destiny not only of the

country, but of the world ? If so, shall the

power thus to be exercised prove an agent

of beneficence, diffusing light and life

among nations, or shall it be the opposite ?

The time must come ere long when wealth

shall outgrow the field in which it can be

profitably employed. In what dii-ection

shall its possessors then look ? Shall they

train a posterity which will so use its

power as to make the world better that it

has lived in it? Will the future heir to

great wealth prefer the intellectual life to

the life of pleasure ?

We can have no more hopeful answer to

these questions than the establishment of

this great university in the very focus of the

commercial activity of the West. Its con-

nection with the institution we have been

dedicating suggests somethoughts on science

as a factor in that scheme of education best

adapted to make the power of a wealthy

community a benefit to the race at large.

When we see what a factor science has been

in our present civilization, how it has trans-

formed the world and increased the means

of human enjoyment by enabling men to

apply the powers of nature to their own
uses, it is not wonderful that it should claim

the place in education hitherto held by

classical studies. In the contest which has

thus arisen I take no part but that of a

peacemaker, holding that it is as important

to us to keep in touch with the traditions

of our race and to cherish the thoughts

which have come down to us through the

centuries as it is to enjoy and utilize what
the present has to offer us. Speaking from

this point of view, I would point out the

error of making the utilitarian applications

of knowledge the main object in its pursuit.

It is a historic fact that abstract science,,

science pursued without any utilitarian end,

has been at the basis of our progress in the

application of knowledge. If in the last

century such men as Galvani and Volta had

been moved by any other motive than love

of penetrating the secrets of nature they

would never have pursued the seemingly

useless experiments they did, and the

foundations of electrical science would not

have been laid. Our present applications

of electricity did not become possible until

Ohm's mathematical laws of the electric

current, which when first made known
seemed little more than mathematical curi-

osities, had become the common property

of inventors. Professional pride on the part

of our own Henry led him, after making

the discoveries which rendered the telegraph

possible, to go no further in their application

of his discoveries, and to live and die with-

out receiving a dollar of the millions which

the country has won through his agency.

In the spirit of scientific progress thus

shown we have patriotism in its highest

form—a sentiment which does not seek to

benefit the country at the expense of the

world, but to benefit the world by means of

one's country. Science has its competition,

as keen as that which is the life of com-

merce. But its rivalries are over the ques-

tion who shall contribute the most and the

best to the sum-total of knowledge—who
shall give the most, not who shall take the

most. Its animating spirit is love of truth.

Its pride is to do the greatest good to the

greatest number. It embraces not only the

whole human race, but all nature in its

scope. The public spirit of which this city

is the focus has made the desert blossom as-
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the rose, and benefited humanity by the

diffusion of the material products of the

earth. Should you ask me how it is in the

future to use its influence for the benefit-of

humanity at large, I would say, look at the

work now going on in these precincts, and

study its spirit. Here are the agencies

which will make ' the voice of law the

harmony of the world.' Here is the love

of country blended with the love of the

race. Here the love of knowledge is as un-

confined as your commercial enterpi-ise.

Let not your youth come hither merely to

learn the forms of vertebrates and the

properties of oxides, but rather to imbibe

that Catholic spirit which, animating their

ever-growing energies, shall make their

power an agent of beneficence to all man-
kind.

S. JSTewcomb.
Washiitgton, D. C.

TEE YEREES OBSERVATORY.

The opening of the Yerkes Observatory

has been an important event in the progress

of science. The last masterpiece of Alvan
Gr. Clark, the forty-inch refractor, has been

appropriately established. A great institu-

tion for all branches of research in the re-

lated fields of astronomy and astrophysics

has begun its activity. The University of

Chicago has made an important addition to

its already large equipment for the discov-

ery and teaching of scientific truth.

A series of conferences, attended by a

representative gathering of some sixty of

the astronomers and astrophysicists of the

country, occupied the three days preceding

the formal exercises of dedication on Octo-

ber 21st and 22d. The program, as printed

in the recent number of this Journal (No.

147, October 22d) was carried out with but

minor changes.

Stimulating discussions followed the pres-

entation of many of the papers, in which a

delightful feature was the participation of

Professor Carl Runge, of Hannover. Un-
fortunately, a necessary postponement of

the date of the exercises had made it im-

possible for Professor Schuster, of Manches-

ter, Eng., and M. Deslandres, of Paris, to

remain for the conferences.

The demonstrations, in the various labora-

tories of the Observatory, of new and inter-

esting phenomena formed an important part

of the program. The weather was not suffi-

ciently favorable to permit the exhibition,

with the great telescope, of many of the

celestial objects as planned, but all present

on the first two days had the opportunity

of testing the light-grasp of the instrument

on double stars and nebulte, and in connec-

tion with the solar spectroscope.

The generous hospitality of the Uni-
versity provided for its scientific guests

during the week unique entertainment in

the spacious rooms of the Observatory itself,

and the arrangements for this rather seri-

ous undertaking were admirably carried

out, with the efiPective cooperation of a
well-known Chicago caterer. To the full

extent of their capacity the homes of the

resident astronomers were also thrown open
to their friends.

The location of the Observatory, selected

after long deliberation and full examina-

tion of the available situations, commends
itself at once, aside from its natural beauty,

by reason of its isolation from traflBc and
manufacturing, a favorable condition which
is likely to continue into an indefinite

future. The center of motion of the great

refractor is about SO meters above the level

of Lake Geneva, which is about 600 meters

distant, the elevation above sea-level being

about 400 meters. The railway station and
post office are over a kilometer distant, at

Williams Bay, Wisconsin, on the Chicago

and Northwestern Railway, at a distance

of 120 kilometers, or two and one-half

hours, from Chicago.

The Observatory building, of brown Ro-
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man brick, with terra cotta trimmings, is

in the form of a Latin cross, having a

longer axis of one hundred meters, with

the great tower and dome at its western

end, and with two smaller (ten-meter)

domes at the northern and southern ex-

tremities of the shorter axis. A meridian

room, with double sheet-iron walls, is at the

eastern end of the building. The space of

thirty-two meters in the attic between the

small towers serves as a heliostat room.

The main floor of the building contains

ofiBces, computing rooms, spectroscopic

laboratories, an instrument and a photo-

graphic room, a chemical laboratory, a lec-

ture room, library and reception room.

The lower story, or basement, contains a

concave grating room, an emulsion, an en-

larging and a photographic dark room,

and a constant temperature room. Very

important features of this floor are the op-

tical and the instrument shops, well sup-

plied with machines and tools. Here large

instruments are being constructed, and a

sixty-inch glass reflector is now being

ground by the optician.

The great dome, twenty-seven meters in

diameter and eighteen meters in height, is

provided with a rising floor having a verti-

cal range of seven meters and operated by

electric motors. This floor is a very essen-

tial feature in working with a telescope of

sixty-two feet focal length and successfully

overcomes what would otherwise be almost

insurmountable (acrobatic) difficulties in

observing. The massive iron and steel

mounting of the forty-inch telescope (con-

structed, as were the dome and rising floor,

by Warner and Swazey), is operated by

electric motors regulated at the eye-end.

The driving clock controls the motion of a

mass of twenty tons.

The tests of the optical efficiency of the

telescope have been thoroughly satisfactory.

It has also been already demonstrated that

the ' seeing ' by day is excellent at Williams

Bay, a fortunate condition in view of the

disturbed day atmosphere at the Lick Ob-

servatory, but it is not to be expected that

the night seeing can equal that at Mt.

Hamilton.

The northeastern dome, nine meters in

diameter, shelters the telescope formerly at

the Kenwood Observatory, having two 12-

inch objectives, visual and photographic.

The southeast tower will for the present be

occupied by a reflecting telescope. The
equipment of the Yerkes Observatory in

solar and stellar spectroscopes, gratings and
kindred apparatus is already large. The
gifts of Mr. Yerkes have included : For the

objective, $66,000; for the equatorial mount-

ing, $55,000; for the dome and rising floor,

$45,000 ; for the building and smaller

domes, stellar spectrograph, steam heating

plant and power house, engine, dynamo
and motors, over $145,000. The fifty-five

acres of land, valued at $50,000, was given

by Mr. John Johnston, Jr.; the instruments

of the Kenwood Observatory by Mr. W. E.

Hale; and $7,000 for a 10-inch photographic

telescope, with building and dome, by Miss

Catherine Bruce, of New York, to whose

liberality astronomy owes much.

The address at the formal exercises of

dedication was delivered in the ninety-foot

dome, before a company of six hundred of

the officers and guests of the University,

by Professor J. E. Keeler on ' The Impor-

tance of Astrophysical research and the

relation of Astrophysics to other physical

sciences.' In a few well chosen words Mr.

Charles T. Yerkes presented the deed of

the institution to the President of the Trus-

tees of the University, who responded in

their behalf, as did President Harper for the

Faculty. After a luncheon and inspection

of the Observatory a special train conveyed

the visitors to Chicago.

On the following day, October 22d, striking

demonstrations were given, at the Eyerson

Physical Laboratory by Professors Michel-
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son and Stratton, of the applications of the

interference refractometer and of the effect

of a magnet upon radiation recently dis-

covered by Zeeman. Professor Michelson

also exhibited a harmonic analyzer, which

may, perhaps, find application to certain

pending problems of astronomy. The visit-

ing scientists were entertained at luncheon

by the President of the University and Mrs.

Harper, and at 3 p. m. an address ou
' Aspects of American Astronomy ' was de-

livered by Professor Simon Newcomb.
Finally the liberal hospitality of Mr. Yerkes

provided a banquet in the evening for the

visiting scientists.

The work of the Yerkes Observatory has

thus been formally inaugurated. The aims

of the institution as expressed by the

President cannot fail to meet the approval

of all friends of science

:

" It is proper that a word should be said

on behalf of the Faculty with respect to the

policy which shall control the University in

the use it shall make of the Observatory.

The founder has indicated his desire in

definite form that the Observatory shall not

be used for popular purposes. Situated as

it is, in close proximity to a village of large

size, and within a short distance of so great

a city as Chicago, it would be compara-

tively easy for the astronomers to occupy

their entire time in exhibiting the instru-

ments to the public. For the present it is

the desire of the donor and the decision of

the Trustees that the Observatory shall not

be open to the public.

" In every department of science thei'e is

opportunity to- day for the development of

what might be called the sensational. In

no subject is this possibility greater than in

that of astronomJ^ The work of not a few

observatories and of not a few astronomers

has been seriously injured by the desire to

do and say that which will attract public

attention. The Yerkes Observatory will

strenuously oppose every tendency of this

character, and will make every effort to

represent only that kind of work which is

of solid and substantial character.

"So much for the negative side. As to

the positive policy of the Observatory, I

quote from a statement of the Director

:

' The policy of the Yerkes Observatory will

be : (1) To derive the greatest possible re-

turn from the use of the large telescope it

is evident that special attention should be

given to (a) micrometrical observations of

stars, satellites, comets, nebulae, etc.; {b)

solar investigations, both visual and photo-

graphic ; and (e) spectroscopic researches

on the chemical composition of the stars

and their motion toward or from the earth.

The present staff is sufficient to permit

much of this work to be taken up to ad-

vantage. Another astronomer will be

needed to develop the spectroscopic work,

which is, probably, the most important

work the Observatory can undertake, on

account of its great light-gathering power.
''

' (2) To provide for the investigation

of any phase of an astronomical or related

physical problem. Most American observ-

atories are unprovided with the instru-

ments and laboratories necessary for the

interpretation of the phenomena constantly

encountered in spectroscopic observations

of the heavenly bodies. Spectroscopic

laboratories, on the other hand, are not

equipped to carry their investigations be-

yond the artificial boundaries of physics

into the realm of astronomy. It is hoped

that the Yerkes Observatory may ulti-

mately be in a position to represent both

the astronomical and the phj'sical sides of

astrophysical woi-k, and at the same time

provide the best facilities for research work
in astronomy of position.' "

The present staff of the Observatory con-

sists of Professor George E. Hale, Director;

Professors S. W. Burnham, E. E. Barnard,

F. L. O. Wadsworth; Mr. F. Ellerman,

Assistant ; Mr. Gr. W. Eitchey, Optician.
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It would appear an urgent need that

adequate endowment should be supplied

for the maintenance of this splendid insti-

tution at the high degree of efficiency of

which it is so capable.

Edwin B. Fkost.

THE ALUMNI BIOLOGICAL EXPEDITION OF
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY TO THE

BERMUDAS.

The archipelago of the Bermudas was

chosen as the ground for the first expedi-

tion of the Biological Department of the

University for several reasons, among them

the following: the means of communication,

by the steamships of the Quebec S. S. Co.,

was easy ; they seemed to afford a tropical

marine fauna in abundance for study ; they

were free from the malarious diseases of the

West Indies, the fatality of which was so

sadlj' proved this summer in the expedition

to Jamaica, and it seemed worth while to

investigate the conditions under which a

station might be established for permanent

research.

Thanks to a number of alumni who made
liberal contributions to the enterprise, the

party left New York for Hamilton on June

3d. The party consisted of Dr. C. L. Bristol,

in charge; Mr. Warren H. Everett, instruc-

tor, and Messrs. Brush, Carpenter, Brown,

Koseuthal and Grose, of the University;

Dr. Walter M. Rankin, of Princeton Uni-

versity, and Dr. Tarleton H. Bean, late of

the U. S. Fish Commission and now Direc-

tor of the Aquarium in New York City.

The party was joined later by Mr. Ernest

Haycock, of Harvard University. The last

of the party arrived in New York on August

8th. Headquarters were established at the

Harrington House, about six miles from

Hamilton and situated on the narrow strip

of land separating Harrington Sound from

Castle Harbor. A vacant house near the

shore of Castle Harbor was transformed

into a comfortable laboratory, and from this

as a center trips were made in various di-

rections.

The most attention was given to a search

for the various forms and a careful survey

of the general conditions subtending their

abundance and collection, so that, taken as a

whole, the work might prove a reconnais-

sance and furnish knowledge for future in-

vestigations. In this the expedition was

fairly successful and would have been much
more so but for a long spell of southwest

wind which prevented off-shore work, ex-

cepting for a few days. One instance of

this maybe given. Captain Meyei's, of St.

Georges, very kindly put his large ocean-go-

ing tug and a diver at our disposal to go to

North Rock, and for a whole week we
waited before a favorable morning came,

but on that daj^, just as we arrived at the

collecting ground, a heavy wind prevented

any serious work. Our work was confined

mainly to the lee shores and here we were

greatly rewarded. Of corals the genera

Diplorla, Meandrma, Astrea, Siderastrea, Po-

ntes, Isophyllia, Oculina and Mycedium were

found ; of gorgonians, Rhipidogorgia and

Gorgonia. The Actinaria are very abun-

dant and our collections are numerous.

We found but few hydroids aud a mille-

spore coral. The Medusae and Hydro-Me-

dusEe are very abundant in the still waters

of Harrington Sound. The Echinoderms

are exceedingly interesting aud abundant.

The Holothuria arcrepresented by the gen-

era Holothuria, Semperia, Stichopus, the last

being very abundant. The Asteroidea are

few and are represented by one species of

Asterias and one of a new genus not yet

determined ; the Ophiuroidea by several

genera. The Echinoidea are represented

by Cidaris, Diadema, Hipponce, Echinometra,

Toxopneustes, MelUta and one new genus.

The Crustacea are numerous and exceed-

ingly interesting. Our collections will be

studied by Dr. Rankin, who will report on

them later.
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The Mollusca of the archipelago number,

according to Heilprin, about 170 marine

forms and 30 terrestrial. Among the cepha-

lopoda are Octopus and Argonauta. The
naked Aplysia is fairly abundant, and,

'numerous other naked mollusks are found

in Harrington Sound.

The Annelids are not as numerous in the

fplaces we searched as we expected, but those

we found are new to us and the genera are

mot yet determined. The sponges are very

numerous in genera and plenty in individu-

:als. The Tuuicates are exceedingly numer-

ous and offer a rich field for investigations.

.Amphioxus is reported, but we had no oppor-

tunity to search for it. The abundance and

beauty of the Bermuda fishes is notorious.

Dr. Bean is making a study of them, carry-

ing on the work started by his colleague, the

late G. Brown Goode. Incidental to the

main work of the expedition we undertook

to furnish the Aquarium in New York with

live specimens of some of these fishes, and

thousands of visitors to that institution

testify to their beauty and gracefulness.

This part of the work was by no means the

least interesting. "We installed four large

tanks and a pumping engine on White's

Island, in the harbor of Hamilton, and accli-

mated the fish before transferring them to

the steamship. On board the boat the fish

were supplied with running water, thanks

to the kindness of the Quebec Steamship

Company, and no small part of our success

was due to the generous and skillful aid

given us by the Chief Engineer, Mr. Ritchie.

Under these favorable conditions our loss

"was slight and another season will be much
less. It is interesting to note that our efforts

to bring invertebrates alive failed in every

case but one, though we could keep them in

prime condition until we struck the polluted

waters of the coast, when they died quickly.

Our failures, however, have suggested

remedies, and next year we hope to show
Octopus, Palinurus, Ibacus, Aplysia and the

sea-anemones, as well as the fishes. The
fishes thrive in the Aquarium, although the

water is several degrees cooler than they

are accustomed to and the salinity niuch

less. There would be little difBculty ap-

parently in carrying them from New York
across the Atlantic, if that were desirable,

under the same conditions that we carried

them from Bermuda.

Our hasty survey strengthens the idea of

establishing a station, and we are planning

to have one in working condition by the

summer of 1899, if not before. It will have

two stories, the lower given up to aquaria,

as at Naples, and open to the public during

the winter at a small fee ; the upper story

will be fitted up for a laboratory, and while

under the charge of the University will be

open to any one competent to carry on an

investigation in botany or zoology. It is

not intended to rival any of the stations on

the Atlantic coast, but to supplement them
and to afford opportunity to investigators

of America and Europe to study the fiora

and fauna of a tropical horizon with ease

and comfort. The healthfulness of the

place is attested to by the yearly visitation

of over two thousand guests who spend the

winter months there. Malaria is unknown,
as is also prostration by heat. The climate

during June and July is not disagreeable,

the thermometer rarely going up beyond 82°

F.

Another project in hand with the station

at the Bermudas is the exploration of the

"West Indies with the Bermudas as a base.

Two lines of steamers connect the islands

with the West Indies, and the scientist

starting on them equipped from the appli-

ances of the station may make a rapid col-

lecting trip to a desired location and return

to work over his material under the more
favorable conditions at the station.

Charles L. Bristol.

New Yoek Univeesity.
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NEW DIA3I0ND FIND JN THE TRANSVAAL.

The latest Johannesburg papers (Stand-

ard and Diggers' Neius, Financial Record)

bring news of a very interesting and prob-

ably economically important discovery of

diamonds in place, at a distance of no less

than 300 miles from the mines of Kimberley

and Jagersfontein. The locality is 20 miles

east of Pretoria, the capital of the South

African Eepublic, and one mile east of

Merwe, a station on the railway leading to

Delagoa Bay. The outcrop forms a knoll,

or ' kopje,' in the Magaliesburg range. It

is on the farm Rietfontein, No. 501. The
first announcement of the discovei-y was
made to the Johannesburg Geological So-

ciety by Dr. David Draper, on September

12th.

The diamonds are found in a matrix,

called by Mr. G. A. F. Molengraaff, State

Geologist of the Transvaal, serpentine

breccia, similar in nature to kimberlite.

This rock extends over a small area not yet

fully explored, but known to be at least 160

feet by 250 feet, and believed to be a vol-

canic neck. The kimberlite is much less

decomposed than at Kimberley, the yellow

ground being only 5 feet in depth, and the

blue ground projecting above the general

level, while at Kimberley the yellow or

oxidized zone extended to more than 100

feet below the surface.

Only ten ' loads ' (of 16 cubic feet) of

rock had been washed up to September 20 th.

These, however, had yielded 23 stones. Dr.

Draper reports one stone of 16 carats,

another of 23, and the rest smaller. The
16-carat stone is said in the Neivs, of Sep-

tember 25th, to be a fragment broken from a

larger stone, the remainder of which has
not been found. The yield per load would
seem to be very high, but the amount
washed is too small to justify predictions,

while it certainly indicates a good 'prospect.'

Dr. Draper reports garnet, carbonado,

olivine and ' other minerals associated with

the diamond ' as present in abundance.

He very properly points out the likelihood

that there are other diamond deposits in

the neighborhood, and suggests the expedi-

ency of a search for them.

The new diamond deposit occurs in the

quartzites of the Magaliesburg range, about

35 miles due north of the Main Eeef Se-

ries of the Witwatersrand, at its farthest

known eastern extension. The correlation

of these quartzites and those along the Wit-
watersrand is not altogether certain. Some
authorities have maintained that the Maga-
liesburg rocks are equivalent to the series

underlying the Main Reef. Others, with bet-

ter reason, as it seems to me, consider them
equivalent to the Gatsrand Series which

overlies the Black Eeef, to the southward

of the Witwatersrand. In either case they

are Paleozoic, and much earlier than the

coal measures of the Karoo, which are

supposed to be Triassic, and which rest uu-

conformably on the Black Eeef Series. The
rocks of these earlier formations contain no
coal and no bituminous shales so far as is

known. In this new diamond occurrence

there is no apparent reason to attribute the

formation of the crystals to the local effect

of lava on superficial deposits of amorphous
carbon. It will be interesting to ascertain

whether the lava of the new locality con-

tains a soluble hydrocarbon like that which

Sir Henry Roscoe found in kimberlite.

Diamonds have not been found in the

Transvaal in the original matrix until the

discovery here reported. In 1893, how-
ever, diamonds are said to have been found

in auriferous ore close to Klerksdorp, in the

southern part of the Transvaal. The gold-

bearing ore at this point is reputed to be

pudding stone of the Cape formation. The
diamonds, of which somewhere about a

score were found, were small and of a

greenish tint.* I am not aware that any

*C. S. Goldmann, South African Mining and

Finance, Vol. 2, 1895-6, page 29.
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further finds were made at this point. If

there is no mistake about this occurrence,

there must have been diamonds in tliis

region long before the intrusion of any
known mass of kimberlite.

In the Orange Free State there are a

number of localities at which the diamond

has been found, although Jagersfontein is

the only one which has yielded this gem in

important quantities. The most northerly

locality in the Free State of which I have

heard is at Driekopjes, in the Kroonstad

district. This district is bounded on the

north by the Vaal Elver and it lies just

south of Potchefstroom district, in the

Transvaal. It is to be hoped that some

geologist may eventually visit all the known
diamond-bearing localities in South Africa

and give the world the benefit of a compar-

ative study.

Geoege F. Becker.
"Washington, October 31, 1897.

CURRENT NOTES ON PHYSIOGBAPHY.

THE GREAT LAKES.

Gilbert's discussion of ' Modification of

the Great Lakes by Earth Movement,'

presented to the Detroit meeting of the

American Association, is published in the

September number of the National Geo-

graphic Magazine (VIII., 1897, 233-247).

It is truly astonishing that in the dozen

years since the tilting of the ancient lake

shore lines was recognized, and in our brief

half century of accurate lake levellings,

quantitative results as definite as those here

announced should have been reached. A
change of level of 0.42 foot per 100 miles

per century in a direction about S. 27° W.
seems to be assured. A line at right angles

to this direction, drawn through the outlet

of a lake, would have no change of level.

All places on the lake shore northeast of

such a line, or isobase, would emerge from

the lake waters ; all places to the southwest

would be slowly submerged. Ontario lies

altogether southwest of the isobase of its

outlet ; and, hence, the water must be en-

croaching on all its shores ; the estimated

rise at Hamilton being six inches a century.

Erie is similarly situated, and the rise at

Toledo is placed at eight or nine inches per

century. The outlet isobase of Huron-
Michigan leaves Huron altogether on the

northeast, and crosses Michigan near its

middle ; the water surface must, therefore,

be lowered ten inches a century on the

northeast side of Georgian Bay, and six

inches at Mackinac ; while it must rise five

or six inches at Milwaukee, and nine or ten

at Chicago. " Chicago has already lifted

itself several feet to secure better drainage,

and the time will surely come when other

measures of protection are imperatively

demanded." In 500 or 600 years, high

stages of the lake will discharge at Chicago

by the ancient outlet of glacial Lake Michi-

gan. In 1,000 years the discharge will oc-

cur at ordinary lake stages, and after 1,500

years it will be continuous. In about

2,000 years the discharge from Lake Michi-

gan-Huron-Erie * * * will be equally-

divided between the western outlet at Chi-

cago and the eastern at Buffalo. In 2,500

years the Niagara River will have become
an intermittent stream, and in 3,000 j'ears

all its water will have been diverted to the

Chicago outlet, the Illinois Eiver, the Mis*

sissippi River and the Gulf of Mexico."

THE LAVA PLATEAU OF SOUTHEASTERN WASH-

INGTON.

The lava plateau of the Columbia River

basin, already described by Russell (Bull.

108, U. S. G. S.) a few years ago, now re-

ceives further attention from the same
author (Irrigation Papers, No. 4, TJ. S. G.

S.). A broad flat dome, uplifted 2,000 feet

over the surrounding country and well dis-

sected, forms the Blue Mountains ; so well

clothed with rock waste that one is aston-

ished to learn that they are composed of
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horizontal strata of basalt. From these

mountains northward towards Spokane

River the surface is nearly level with a

deep soil cover ; but it is here and there cut

by deep canyons, on whose sides the lava

beds form dark cliff belts. The Snake

River crosses the Blue Mountain uplift in

a can3'on 4,000 feet deep and fifteen miles

broad. The Grande Ronde, rising in many
branches in the same mountains, has ex-

cavated an intricate series of branching

canyons. Here the spaces between the

streams are no longer flat-topped remnants

of the original plateau, but sharp-edged

ridges, diversified with spires and pinnacles.

This river has cut a meandering trench in

the floor of a flat canyon three miles wide,

indicating two partial cycles of erosion.

Many special features suggest interesting

physiographic problems : the gravel ter-

races of Snake River, that once enclosed

lakes in tributary streams ; the falls of the

Palouse, apparently the result of recent di-

version of the river to a new and shorter

course to Snake River ; the wandering be-

havior of the Walla Walla on an aggraded

floor, calling for special legislation regard-

ing its use in irrigating canals ; tlie deep

fine soil on tlie lava plains, here and there

heaped in hills, like dunes, and everywhei-e

producing great crops of wheat in an ap-

parently desert region. Nothing is more
remarkable than the remnants of the pre-

lava topography, whether seen in such emi-

nences as Steptoe butte, rising over the

lavas and never buried, or revealed in

Snake River canyon, where a magnificent

' shut in '* occurs as the river cuts its

superposed course through a deep-buried

mountain of schist. Several excellent illus-

trations accompany the report.

HANDBOOK OF CANADA.

A Handbook of Canada, published for

the British Association meeting at Toronto

*See Science, III., 1896, 661.

last summer by the Local Committee, con-

tains an account of the physical features of

the Dominion by G. M. Dawson, conven-

iently condensed for ready reference. Thus
the interior plateau of the Cordilleran re-

gion, occupying an area of 100 by 500 miles

between the Gold range on the east and the

Canadian Coast range on the west, is de-

scribed as a peneplain of Tertiary denuda-

tion, greatly modified by Miocene volcanic

accumulations and by the excavation of

valleys after elevation. Its true character

as a table-land cannot be appreciated until

rising high enough for the eye to range

along its even sky lines. Unlike the for-

ested mountains east and west, this plateau

has a drier climate, and includes wide

stretches of grass-covered hills and valleys,

forming excellent cattle ranges. It appears

to be be correlated with the basin areas of

Cordilleran region within the United States.

W. B. Dawson describes the Canadian

survey of tides and currents ; stating,

among other things, that the current in

Belle Isle strait is tidal, with a flow nearly

equal in each direction. The accepted

theory of a constant inward cold current is

thus proved to be unfounded and mislead-

ing.

W. M. Davis.
Haevaed Univeesity.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

THE ANCIENT MURMEX.

In Science, April 16th, and later in N"o.

1, of the Bulletin of the Museum of the

University of Pennsylvania, I announced

the identification of the classical object us-

ually called a ' bow-puller ' with the Mur-

mex, fastened to the fist in pugilistic con-

tests. This identification met with general

acceptance, but a few authorities of great

weight, such as Sir John Evans and Pro-

fessor E. S. Morse, offered against it the

cogent objection that if the implement was
so used, it could scarcely fail to be repre-
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sented on some of the existing remains of

•classical art, and that none such, so far as

they knew, could be adduced.

I am glad to supply this deficiency in my
argument, and thus place my identification

beyond question. When in Paris, in Sep-

tember, I examined the galleries of ancient

art in the museums of the Louvre with this

in mind, and was fortunate in finding a

striking and beautiful example in point.

It is No. 68 in the 'Salle des Caryatides,'

and is labelled 'Athlete Vainqueur au
Pugilat.' Each hand is wrapped in a ces-

tus, and each is armed with a three- pointed

3£tirmex, as accurately represented in the

marble as this matei-ial allows. The statue

is late Greek, from Eome, and the originals

of the arms are now in Eome. ISTo more
conclusive evidence of my argument could

be desired.

THE GODS OF THE MAYAS.

Serious students of the Maj^an arcbseol-

ogy will receive with great satisfaction the re-

vised edition of the essay bj^ Dr. Paul Schell-

has on the figures of the gods in the Mayan
manuscripts (Die Gottergestalten der Maya-
liandschriften, pp. 34, Dresden, Eichard

Bertling, 1897). It first appeared in the

Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie, 1892, but the

author justly considers that the progress in

this line of research called for a revision of

the text. He pursues the same method as

before, designating the divinities by letters,

and discussing their proposed identifica-

tions as questions still open. All the im-

portant attempts in that direction are re-

ferred to, and such value assigned to them
as he believes they merit. The mytholog-

ical animals in the Codices are also named
and figured, and their possible significa-

tions explained. The essay is dedicated to

Dr. E. Forstemann, and certainly no one

could be found more worthy of such a

tribute.

A colored reproduction of page 11 of the

Dresden Codex is given as the frontispiece,

and a number of illustrations in the text

render the descriptions clear to the reader.

ORIGIN AND IMPORT OF THE TOTEM.

The institution of the Totem, or some-

thing equivalent to it, prevailed widely in

savage conditions of life in both hemi-

spheres. It has generally been considered

to indicate kinship, either real or cere-

monial. Miss Alice C. Fletcher, in her

paper on ' The Import of the Totem,' read

at the Detroit meeting, takes up the to-

temic bond as found among the Omahas,

and argues that among them it was not

primarily a tie of relationship, but a purely

religious lien, which connected together in-

dividuals and groups who had received

similar revelations from the gods. These

joined in certain similar rites and formed

societies devoted to special cults. In this

manner the gentes and tribes came to be

based on spiritual, not physical relation-

ship. Although the origin was thus in one

sense individual, it is recognized that a man
of uncommon ability and fortune might

impress the group who dwelt together with

the power of his totem, that is, his vision,

and this would naturally be sought after

and found by his descendants. This would

unite the physical and spiritual kinship.

The paper is quite original in thought and
founded on close personal study of the

savage mind, as is evident on every page.

D. G. Brinton.
Ukiveesity of Pennsylvania.

NOTES ON INORGANIC CSEMISTEY.

Nature for September 23d contains an ac-

count of the series of micro-photographs of

polished and etched surfaces of alloys,

which were exhibited by Mr. J. E. Stead at

the last conversazione of the Eoyal Society.

These photographs show in many alloys, im-

bedded in the eutectic or what was once the

mother liquor, crystals of alloys of definite
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composition. Thus in coppei--tin alloys

rich in tin, crystals are found of the com-

position (approximate) Cii Sn, CUj Sn^ and

CUj Sn, according to the amount of copper

present, the first mentioned separating from

an alloy with 2% copper. In ternary alloys

it has been found possible to detect two,

and sometimes three, distinctly different

compounds in the same microscopic field.

The study of alloys by the microscope is a

field which has hardly as yet been entered

upon, but it promises very valuable re-

sults.

A NEW method for producing artificial

diamonds is described by Dr. Q. Majorana

in the Eendiconti of the Roman Academy.
Carbon, heated in the electric arc is sub-

mitted to a pressure of 5,000 atmospheres

generated by the action of an explosive

compound on a small piston. The mass

formed, which consists chiefly of graphite

and amorphous carbon, is found to contain

minute crystals, which show the properties

of the diamond. It thus appears possible

to transform amorphous carbon into the

diamond directly without the medium of a

solvent, which is used in Moissan's process.

The manufacture of mosaic gold (sub-

limed stannic sulfid) by the sublimation of

tin-amalgam, sal ammoniac and sulfur was
known to the later alchemists, but the part

played by the sal ammoniac in the process

has been a matter of conjecture, though the

old process is in use to-day. It is often

possible to obtain the mosaic gold by sub-

liming the precipitated stannic sulfid with

sulfur, but unless sal ammoniac is present

this method often fails. In the Zeitschrift

fur angewandte Chemie J. Lagutt clears up
the reaction by showing that the chlorin of

the ammonium chlorid forms with the tin

the volatile tetrachlorid, which is in turn

decomposed by the sulfur, giving the sub-

limate of mosaic gold, while the ammonium
chlorid is re-formed. Ammonium bromid

can be substituted for the sal ammoniac,

but no other ammonium salt. The forma-

tion of the mosaic gold from the direct sub-

limation of stannic sulfid and sulfur is ac-

counted for by the presence of hydro-

chloric acid in the stannic sulfid. If this

is thoroughly washed free from hj'dro-

chloric acid no mosaic gold is found.

From the new Davy-Faraday Eesearch

Laboratory comes a solution of another of

the problems of the past. In 1841 Grove

described a class of metallic nitrogen com-

pounds to which he gave the name of

' nitrogurets.' These were formed by the

action of six Grove cells on a concentrated

solution of ammonium chlorid, with anode

of zinc, cadimum, copper, etc., and kathode

of platinum. Grove supposed the deposits

to be compounds of ammonium analogous

to ammonium amalgam, or of nitrogen and

the metals. In the Zeitschrift filr Electro-

chbinie Heinrich Pauli describes a repetition

of the experiments carried out in the Davy-

Faraday Laboratory, and shows that with

zinc anode Grove's zinc nitroguret is merely

metallic zinc. With copper anode the de-

posit is a mixture of cuprous oxid and me-

tallic copper, and with silver anode, silver

oxid or silver according to the intensity of

the current.

The proposal of Carnot to determine the

geological age of a fossil by the relative

quantity of fiuorin and phosphate present

has been applied, at the request of Dubois,

the discoverer of the fossil remains of

Pithecanthropus erectus, to determine whether

this interesting specimen is really Plio-

cene. J. M. Van Bemmelen gives an

account, in the Zeitschrift fiir anorganische

Chemie, of an examiaationof the remains of

a fossil elephant found in the same stratum

with the Pithecanthropus. He finds the

ratio of fluorin to phosphate in comparison

with that of apatite to be 0.53, which is

very close to 0.58, that given by Carnot as
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characteristic of Pliocene fossils. This is

a confirmation of the geological and paleon-

tological evidence as to the age of the fossil.

Some time since Dr. Matteucci announced

the discovery of selenium in the fumarole

products of Vesuvius. He now adds, in

the Bendiconti of the Naples Academy,

bromin and iodin, found for the first time in

these products, though their existence was

theoretically probable.

Feom an Associated Press dispatch of

October 15th, we note the following, dated

Berkeley, Cal. :
" Gold from silver is not an

impossibility, according to Edmund O'lSTeill,

associate professor of chemistry at the

University of California."

J. L. H.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF NATURALISTS.

The American Society of Naturalists and the

affiliated societies will meet at Ithaca, K". Y.,

on December 28th, 29th and 30th. All the so-

cieties will assemble in Sage College at 1 p. m.,

on Tuesday, December 28th, when an address

of welcome will be made by President Scbur-

man. The chief meeting of the Naturalists in

which the other societies join is on Wednesday

afternoon, for which the following program has

been arranged

:

I. Eeports of Committees.

II. Election of new members.

III. Appointment of Special Committees.

IV. Discussion. The Biological Problems of To-

Day.

Paleontology, Professor H. F. Osborn, Columbia

University.

Botany, Professor Wm. Trelease, Missouri Botanic

Gardens.

Anatomy, Professor Burt G. Wilder, Cornell Uni-

versity.

Psycliology, Professor J. McKeen Cattell, Colum-

bia University.

Physiology, Professor Jacques Loeb, University of

Chicago.

Developmental 3Iechanics, Professor T. H. Morgan,

Bryn Maver College.

3Iorphogenesis, Professor Charles B. Davenport,

Harvard University.

( The time allowed each speaker will be limited to

ten minutes.
)

Special Papers.

In the evening there will be the business

session of tlie Naturalists and the annual dinner

of the societies, at which the President, Profes-

sor C. O. Whitman, will make an address.

The Ithaca Hotel will be the headquarters, but

there are many excellent boarding bouses at

the campus, and the University will provide a

luncheon each day. The members of the local

committee are: Chairman, Professor S. H.
Gage ; Secretary, Professor W. W. Rowlee

;

Professor G. C. Caldwell, Professor B. G.

Wilder, Professor I. P. Roberts, Professor S. G.

Williams, Professor R. S. Tarr, Professor P. A.

Fish, Professor E. L. Nichols, Professor L. A.

Wait, Professor E. B. Titchener, Professor G.

F. Atkinson, Professor L. H. Bailey.

The officers of the Naturalists are: President,

C. O. Whitman ; Vice-Presidents, H. P. Bow-
ditch, E. B. Wilson, W. P. Wilson

; Secretary,

H. C. Bumpus ; Treasurer, John B. Smith

;

other members of the Executive Committee,

elected from the Society-at-large, Leslie A. Lee,

George H. Parker.

The other societies meeting with the Natural-

ists are : The Association of American Anato-

mists, The Association for Botanical Morphol-

ogy and Physiology, The American Morpho-
logical Society, The American Physiolgical

Society, The American Psychological Associa-

tion, Section H. (Anthropology) of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.

The New York State Science Teachers' Asso-

ciation will meet at Ithaca, December 30th

and 31st.

GENERAL.

The National Academy of Sciences will hold

its winter meeting next week in Boston, begin-

ning on Tuesday, November 16th.

A Cope memorial meeting will be held in the

Hall of the American Philosophical Society,

Philadelphia, this evening, under the auspices

of institutions with which Professsor Cope was
connected. Addresses on the services to sci-

ence by Edward Drinker Cope will be delivered

as follows : Dr. Theodore Gill, Work in Fishes,

Batrachia and Reptiles ; Professor Henry F.
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Osborn, Work in the Mammals ; Professor

William B. Scott, Contributions to Geology.

The following delegates have been appointed

to represent the cooperating associations on

this occasion : A. S. Packard, National Acad-
emy of Sciences

;
William H. Dall, United States

Geological Survey ; Theodore Gill, American
Association for the Advancement of Science

;

Henry F. Osborn, American Museum of

Natural History
;
E. G. Conklin, University of

Pennsylvania ; Plarrison Allen, Academy of

Natural Sciences ; William B. Scott, Wagner
Free Institute of Science

; William Pepper,

American Philosophical Society.

Rev. De. Searle has resigned from the

directorship of the astronomical observatory of

the Catholic University of America, and Mr.

Alfred Doolittle has been appointed to succeed

him.

Dk. W. v. Bezold, of Berlin, was awarded,

on the occasion of its jubilee celebration, the

gold medal of the Prussian Meteorological In-

stitute.

The Royal College of Physicians, London,

has conferred the Baly Medal, given every

three years for research in physiology, on

Professor Schaflfer, of University College, Lon-
don.

Queen Victoria has conferred the Jubilee

Medal upon Sir George DufFey, President of

the Royal College of Physicians in Ireland, and
upon Sir William Thomson, President of the

Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland.

Through Nature we learn that the Reale

Accademia dei Lincei has recently elected the

following associates and correspondents : Na-
tional associate, in the section of zoology and
morphology. Professor G. B. Grassi

; corre-

spondent, in the same section. Professor G.

Fano ; foreign associates in mathematics.

Professors H. Weber and T. Reye ; in mechan-
ics, Professor G. H. Darwin ; in mathematical

and physical geography. Professor F. R. Hel-

mert ; in geology and paleontology. Professor

A. Gaudry ; in physiology. Professors H.
Kronecker and O. Schmiedeberg.

Dr. Forel, professor of psychiatry in the

University of Zurich and Director of the State

Asylum for the Insane, has resigned these

ofiices, owing, it is said, to the attacks made upon
him by the press for the part he has taken in

combatting the use of alcohol.

Sir Rutherford Alcock died in London on
November 2d, aged eighty-eight years. He
had been President of the Royal Geographical

Society and had published works on geography
and hygiene.

A meeting of the general committee having

in charge the arrangements for the next Inter-

national Congress of Zoology was held on No-
vember 4th. It will be remembered that the

Congress meets in Cambridge on August 23d
under the presidency of Sir William Flower.

The Royal Academy of Belgium oiFers a series

of prizes for 1898, the subjects of which are pub-

lished in the Revue Scientifique. Four ques-

tions are proposed in mathematics and the

physical sciences and three in the natural sci-

ences, for the best answers to which small prizes

(600-800 francs) are offered. The essays must be
presented by the first of August, 1898, and we
understand that foreigners may compete,,

though the MSS. must be in French or Dutch.

A prize of 1,000 francs for the best work in

astronomy by a Belgian is also offered. Further

details regarding these prizes may be obtained

from the Secretary of the Academy, Palais des

Academies, Brussels.

Sir Joseph Norman Lockyer, accompanied

by Dr. W. J. S. Lockyer and Mr. A. Fowler, of

the Royal Astronomical Society, will leave Lon-

don on December 10th for Colombo to observe

the total solar eclipse of January 21, 1898.

The success attending the recent expedition

of Mr. J. B. Hatcher, of Princeton University,

as reported in a recent number of Science, has

led him to return to that country to continue

his investigations in paleontology and geology.

Mr. Hatcher will land at Punta Arenas, in the

Strait of Magellan, and will proceed northward

to Chubut. In addition to paleontological col-

lections, Mr. Hatcher expects to secure collec-

tions of natural history and ethnology.

Me. F. W. W. Howell proposes to attempt

the ascent of Mt. Everest next year, and is said

to have the coopei'ation of the Royal Geograph-

ical Society and the government of India.

Professor Lawrence Brunee, of the Uni-
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versity of Nebraska, whose departure for Argen-

tine to study the plague of locusts we at the

time noted, has safely arrived and is engaged

in studying methods of mitigating the plague.

The Philadelphia museums have in working

order their 'Laboratory of Tests and Technol-

ogy,' to be operated in connection with the other

work now being done by the Commercial Mu-
seum. The laboratory is maintained as an ad-

junct of the scientific department, of which

Gustave Niederlien, now absent in Central

America, is the chief. The work of the labo-

ratories, however, is under the immediate di-

rection of Dr. Louis J. Matos.

The firm of Siemens & Halske, electrical en-

gineers, celebrated last month the fiftieth anni-

versary of the foundation of the firm. The
firm established a fund of 1,000,000 Marks for the

benefit of its workmen and officers, and ap-

pointed a committee to consider the best use to

be made of the money. Herr Wilhelm Siemens

delivered a speech, dwelling upon the two
guiding principles of the firm, namely, scien-

tific research and perfection of work.

The British government has declined to take

part in the Florida Fisheries Conference, stating

that, while greatly interested in the objects of

the Conference, it is unable to send an official

representative.

The opening meeting and exhibition of the

Eontgen Society was held in St. Martin's Town
Hall on November 5th. Professor Sylvanus

P. Thompson gave a presidential address.

We learn from Garden and Forest that a

State Forestry Society was organized at Raleigh,

North Carolina, on October 21st, with fifteen

members. The Society elected Mr. W. E.

Petty, Carthage, President ; Dr. C. A. Sohenck,

Biltmore, Vice-President ; Professor W. W.
Ashe, of the North Carolina Geological Survey,

Secretary and Treasurer. The main object of

the Society is to lessen forest fires in North

Carolina, which are doing great injury to pine

lands, especially in the southeastern part of the

State, in the valley of the lower Cape Fear

Eiver. Methods of improving the condition of

lumbered and deteriorated woodland will also

be considered, and the re-establishment of waste

and eroded agricultural lands in timber.

At the Wagner Free Institute of Science,.

Philadelphia, ten weeks' courses are now being

given in the evenings as follows: Mondays, Pro-

fessor S. T. Wagner, ' Engineering Materials ;'

Tuesdays, Professor W. B. Scott, ' Historical

Geology;' Wednesdays, Professor E. E. Thomp-
son, 'History;' Thursdays, Professor G. F.

Stradling, 'Magnetism;' Fridays, Professor

Henry LefFmann, 'Chemistry;' Saturdays, Pro-

fessor Emily G. Hunt, 'Chapters from the Life

of Plants.' These courses are now in session.

At a recent meeting of the Board of Directors

of the American Chemical Society it was de-

cided to appoint a committee of three, with Dr.

Wiley as chairman, with power to take charge

of a want column in the Journal of the Society.

Members of the Society seeking positions, and,

also, persons desiring to employ chemists, wilL

be allowed a three and one-half inch advertise-

ment free of charge.

A NEW building for the chemical laboratory of

the University of Berlin is now in course of

erection, at a cost of about $250,000. It will

contain four large laboratories, with desks for

250 students and 25 research rooms.

A Pasteur Institute was opened in Sofia on,

October 18th.

Professor Wiltshire has presented to the

mineralogical museum of Cambridge Universily

his collection of minerals, which includes nu-

merous specimens of high scientific value. The
zoological museum has also been enriched by

the addition of a collection of polyzoa presented,

by Miss E. C. Jelly, and of the skeleton of an

elephant seal, the gift of Sir W. L. Buller.

The New York Evening Post reports that

Prince Eoland Bonaparte has been paying the

expenses of meteorological experiments made
in the upper strata of the atmosphere with a

balloon presented to the Central Meteorological

Bureau by M. Balaschoflf.

Essays in competition for the Alvarenga

prize of the College of Physicians of Philadel-

phia must be sent to the Secretary of the Col-

lege by May 1, 1898. The value of the prize is

about $180 and the essay may be upon any

medical subject.

The publication of the Academische Revue,

which has contained full news and valuable
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discussions ofuniversity education in Germany,

will, we regret to learn, be suspended, owing

to lack of financial support. The Hochschul-

Nachrichten will, however, be continued at a

cost of 6 Marks per annum.

In the address ou behalf of the faculties of

the University of Chicago at the dedication of

the Yerkes Observatory, described elsewhere in

the present issue. President Harper gave details

regarding the cost of the equipment. There

was first of all the forty-inch objective, the

greatest and last work of its maker, Alvan G.

Clark. This objective cost, when finished,

$66,000; the equatorial mounting, and the dome
and rising floor cost $55,000 and $45,000 respec-

tively. To these there must be added, as dis-

tinct gifts, the 30-foot dome for the southeast

tower which cost $7,000, the 26-foot dome and

mounting of the Kenwood telescope ; likewise

the stellar spectrograph, constructed by Mr. J.

A. Brashear, costing $3,000. Besides all these,

the building with its piers for the instruments,

its steam-heatiug plant, engines, dynamos and

motors, the cost of which has been in round

numbers $135,000. Acknowledgment was also

made of three additional gifts which had al-

ready come to the Observatory: The grounds

on which it has been built, consisting of 55

acres valued at $50,000, a contribution of Mr.

John Johnston, Jr. ; the instruments and equip-

ment of the Kenwood Observatory, presented

to the Yerkes Observatory by Mr. William E-

Hale, and the gift of Miss Catharine Bruce, of

New York City, of $7,000, for a ten-inch pho-

tographic telescope with building and dome.

Me. H. C. Coopee writes us from Heidel-

berg calling attention to a curious exhibition of

paternalism on the part of the University. All

students doing laboratory work, and even at-

tending experimental lectures in chemistry or

physics, are required to take out an accident insur-

ance policy covering accidents occurring in the

exercises. Students entirely disabled are to

receive $500 per annum, with a corresponding

allowance for lesser injuries. The risk is prob-

ably not as great as outsiders may suppose

from this regulation, as the premium for lecture

courses per semester is only two and a-half

cents.

Peofessoe J. A. Udden, of Augustana Col-

lege, Rock Island, 111., writes us that Dr. N.

O. Hoist, of the Geological Survey of Sweden,

has lately had two years' leave of absence from

his work on the Survey for the purpose of study-

ing the new gold fields in western Australia.

After leaving this southern continent he visited

New Zealand, China, and Japan, and then re-

turned by way of Canada and the United States.

He has seen the ancient Australian glacial de-

posit which is supposed to belong to the Per-

mian age, and he says there can be no doubt but

that it is an indurated boulder-clay. Its age

may possibly be somewhat later than heretofore

supposed, but not so much later as to detract

from the importance of its bearing on the sub-

ject of geological climate. In the semi-desert,

where Dr. Hoist spent most of his time, the

wind did not appear to him to be of any great

importance as a geological agent, although dust

storms are sometimes reported from the new
towns on the border of the desert. One of the

Australian geologists has lately made some in-

teresting observations on what resembles a tidal

action of the ground water in the sandy region

in the interior. The water rises and falls at

regular daily intervals, and the oscillations ap-

pear to be too great to be explained as resulting

from the daily variations in atmospheric pres-

sure.

A COEEESPONDENT writes to the London
Times that the site of the prehistoric Celtic lake

village near Glastonbury has been further ex-

cavated since July last, under the superintend-

ence of the discoverer, Mr. Arthur Bulleid. The
sites of the dwelling are marked by mounds.

One of these contained the greatest depth of

clay yet found, no less than 9 feet ; the accumu-

lation of successive hearths which were found

necessary as the weight of the clay gradually

compressed the peat beneath. This mound con-

tained 300 tons of clay, all of which must have

been brought in their boats by the inhabitants

from the neighboring hills. Under the mound
was found the framework of a loom with brush-

wood and wattlework to form the foundation.

That the inhabitants were much engaged in

spinning is clear from the fact that, in addition

to other things connected with the craft, no

fewer than forty horn and bone carding combs
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have been unearthed. The number of broken

bone needles and splinters of bone found in one

mound seem to indicate that it was utilized as

a needle factory. Another mound was very

rich in fragments of pottery and other evidences

of the manufacture of hardware. As usual,

very few human remains were discovered, part

of the skeleton of a very young child being all

that was brought to light this summer. "With

the exception of the cracked skulls of a few un-

fortunate warriors, the remains of very young
children have chiefly been found in past years,

Mr. Bulleid being of the opinion that these

primitive people conveyed their dead to the

neighboring hills for interment. Parts of three

broken millstones were unearthed, and in one

mound a clay oven, measuring 2 feet by 9 inches.

One glass article only was brought to light this

year, a blue glass bead with a wavy line of dark

blue running round it. Altogether the season's

work has proved very interesting, and the

British Association is so well satisfied with the

discoveries made from time to time that at their

Toronto meeting they renewed their grant

towards the excavation fund.

A MUSEUM of Natural History and Anthro-

pology was opened at Wernigerode on July

29th. It was planned by the late Prince Otto

von Wernigerode and will be named after him.

The Museum contains the mineralogical collec-

tions of Count Heinrich Ernst, Councillor Jasche

and Dr. Doring, the herbarium of Dr. Sporleder,

the zoological collections of Dr. Miiller and the

anthropological collections of Dr. Augustin and
Dr. Friedrich.

The last number of the Journal of the Marine

Biological Association of the United Kingdom
contains the annual report of the Director and

of the Council for 1896-97. According to the

notice in Natural Science, the Plymouth station

continues to flourish and increase in utility

under the direction of Mr. Allen. The Asso-

ciation is also foi-tunate in retaining the services

of Mr. Holt, for the time being, as Honorary

Naturalist. The Lords Commissioners of H. M.
Treasury, in granting the usual £1,000 for the

year 1897-98, have made it a condition that the

Association will give all the assistance in its

power to the Inspectors of Irish Fisheries in

investigations which they desire to be made on

the habits and migrations of the mackerel vis-

iting the Irish coast. This work has thus been

begun, and the principal contribution to the

new number of the Journal is Mr. Allen's re-

port on the present state of knowledge with

regard to the habits and migrations of the

mackerel {Scomber scomber). Most of the other

papers also have an important economic bear-

ing. The large laboratory in the Plymouth
station has been provided with a new flat tank,

eight feet by five feet and eight inches deep, in

which Mr. Garstang has been making observa-

tions on Crustacea. The sea water supplied to

the laboratory is still kept distinct from the

general circulation in the show tanks, and is

never returned to the laboratory tanks after it

has passed through them. Experience shows
that the theory of 'circulation,' as applied to

aquaria, is illusory and in practice disastrous.

The United States Department of Agriculture

has issued a circular by Mr. B. E. Fernow,

Chief of the Division of Forestry, on recent

legislation on forest reserves. It includes an

account of the federal legislation to which dur-

ing the year we have frequently called atten-

tion, and to legislation in Minnesota, Wisconsin,

Pennsylvania and New York. In view of the

importance of the action of the New York
Legislature in enlarging the Adirondack Park,

it may be well to give the constitution of the

Commission of Fisheries, Game and Forests,

under the law of April 25, 1895. This law is a

comprehensive measure in which allied inter-

ests are brought under the control of a single

board. The commission consists of five mem-
bers appointed by the Governor with the con-

sent of the Senate, the term of office being five

years. The President, who is designated as

such by the Governor, receives a salary of $5,-

000 per year and traveling expenses, and de-

votes all his time to the work of his oflice. The
remaining four commissioners each receive $1,-

000 per year and traveling expenses. The
board holds at least four meetings, on desig-

nated days, each year. It has a secretary at

$2,000 per year, and necessary clerical force.

The duties of the board are to propagate and
distribute food-fish and game ; to enforce all

laws for the protection of fish and game and
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foi" the protection and preservation of the for-

est reserve. It has full control of the Adrion-

dack Park and forest reserve, and is authorized

to make rules for its care and safety. The
commission appoints thirty-five ' fish and game
protectors and foresters,' one of whom is

known as chief, and two others as his assist-

ants, the chief to have direction and control of

the entire force. The chief forester receives

$2,000 per year and traveling expenses ; the

assistant foresters $1,200 each ; and the re-

maining foresters $500 each ; all having an

extra allowance for traveling expenses and

each of them to receive one-half of all flues col-

lected in actions brought upon information fur-

nished by them.

The Cairo correspondent of the London

Times writes : "The crime statistics for the first

three quarters of this year, compiled by the

Minister of the Interior, show a gratifying

diminution, which is confirmed by the registers

of the Ministry of Justice. The figure has fallen

from 1,493 cases in the corresponding period of

1896 to 1,143—a decrease of over 23 per cent.
;

and robberies with violence, which constitute

the most serious class of crime in Egypt, have

diminished from 476 to 287, or nearly 40 per

cent. The fact that the decrease is distributed

generally over the country and has occurred

steadily month by month shows that it is due,

not to any accidental circumstances, but to bet-

ter organization and control, and indicates a

real advance in the state of public security

throughout the country."

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

President McKinley will deliver the ora-

tion on ' University Day,' to be observed by the

University of Pennsylvania, on Washington's

Birthday.

The Association of Colleges and Preparatory

Schools in the Middle States and Maryland will

meet this year at Vassar College, Poughkeepsie.

On November 26th and 27 th Professor Ralph

S. Tarr and Mr Charles C. "Wilson will intro-

duce the discussion of science in the schools,

which is assigned an important place on the

program.

At the annual meeting of the Council of New
York University, on November 1st, Chancellor

MacCracken presented a report covering the

work of the University for the past twelve

years. It appears that when Dr. MacCracken
first became connected with the University, in

1885, the value of its property was only about

1600,000, whereas it is now nearly $2,500,000.

The gifts last year amounted to more than

$250,000.

The Teachers' College, New York, shows a

marked growth this year, the number of stu-

dents being two hundred and forty-one, against

one hundred and twenty-nine last year.

It is expected that a Ilall of Physics will be

built at Syracuse University next year, the sum
of $25,000 having already been subscribed for

the purpose.

At the last meeting of the Board of Trustees

of the University of Alabama Mr. George S.

Wilkins (Princeton) was elected professor of

civil and mining engineering, and Dr. John Y.

Graham (Princeton) professor of biology.

De. Frank K. Cameron, late associate pro-

fessor of chemistry in the Catholic University

of America at Washington, has been appointed

research assistant in physical chemistry in Cor-

nell University.

Dr. Warner Fite, assistant professor of

philosophy in Williams College, has been ap-

pointed to a docentship in philosophy in the

University of Chicago, and Mr. A. F. Buck and

Miss Jane Downey have been appointed assist-

ants in the psychological laboratory.

The chair of philosophy and the chaplaincy

of Lehigh University have been filled by the

election of the Rev. Langdon C. Stewardson,

rector of St. Mark's Episcopal Church, Worces-

ter, Mass.

Dr. Max von Frey, of Leipzig, has been

called to the chair of physiology at the Uni-

versity of Zurich, and Dr. George Kraus to the

chair of botany in the University of Halle, as

successor of Professor J. von Sachs.

Dr. Max Dessoir has been promoted to an

associate professorship of psychology in the

University of Berlin, Dr. Lothar Heffter has

been made associate professor of mathematics

at the University at Bonn, and Dr. Brikeucajer
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associate professor of mathematics at the Uni-

versity of Krakau.

DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE.

HOW TO AVOID THE DANGERS OF FORMALIN.

To THE Editor of Science : In the issue of

Science for October 22d I note a letter by Dr.

Dall, of the United States National Museum, in

which the use of formalin for the preservation of

zoological objects for dissection is declared to

be dangerous to the cuticle, to the digital neu-

ral terminals and to the eyes of the dissector.

WhcBi working with formalin my eyes and

nasal passages have been affected and it seemed

to me that its use might be fraught with some

danger. But the effect of the gas arising from

specimens and of the solutions has never given

in my case such serious trouble as seems to

have been given the person of whom Dr. Dall

speaks. To be contrasted with the effects of

the reagent in this case is the fact that formalin

and formaldehyde have come to be regarded as

very important germicidal disinfectants to be

used in inhabited rooms, where, we are told by

members of the medical profession to which Dr.

Dall appeals, that their use need not endanger

in any way the inhabitants. Special lamps are

on the market for generating formaldehyde

from wood alcohol, and to be used in just such

rooms. There may also be noted an experiment

performed upon a calf, in which the animal

was exposed for five hours to an atmosphere

containing about 2^ of formaldehyde. The

only noticeable effect was a slight cough and a

slight watering of the eyes, both of which dis-

appeared upon bringing the animal into fresh

air. "What might have happened had the ani-

mal been subjected to such an exposure daily

for several weeks is a question that remains to

be solved. In view of the fact that formalin

seems destined to be used to a very great ex-

tent in laboratories and museums, and also in

view of its having been recommended as a dis-

infectant to be used as noted above, experi-

ments to determine how great an exposure

eyes, cuticular organs and mucous membranes

can stand without injury can have nothing less

than a very great importance.

But even though the use of the reagent is as

dangerous as the case of the slug dissector men-

tioned by Dr. Dall would lead one to think,

such dangers may be obviated by taking ad-

vantage of the strong aflinity formaldehyde

and ammonia have for one another. In rooms

where formaldehyde is used dishes of ammoni-

ated water may be placed, and specimens pre-

served in formalin may be washed in ammoni-

ated water before dissection, with the result of

completely neutralizing the effects of the dis-

infectant or preservative.

F. C. Kenyon.
"Washington, D. C.

professor cattell's review of 'sight.'

I RARELY ever reply to any criticism of a work

of mine. I never do so unless to explain some-

thing misunderstood. But in the case of Pro-

fessor Cattell's review of ' Sight ' in Science

for September 24th, I feel the less hesitancy be-

cause of his generous estimate of its value.

There are three points on which I wish to ex-

plain myself more fully.

1. Professor Cattell objects to my view that

" the central spot is necessary to the develop-

ment of the higher faculties of the mind," and

asks in rejoinder :
" May not the mental facul-

ties of the born-blind be developed ?'
' And well

might he object if I implied anything so absurd.

But he has entirely mistaken my meaning.

Perhaps I am partly responsible for a possible

ambiguity, and, therefore, thank him for

drawing my attention to it. I did not mean
development of the higher faculties in the ontog-

eny, but in the phylogeny, of man ; not in the

education of the individual, but in the origin of

the race. Perhaps, however, I ought to have

used the word evolution instead of development.

I shall make the correction.

2. Again Professor Cattell objects to my
saying :

" We see things double except under

certain conditions." He says :
" This is bad

psychology. We learn to see them double."

Of course, we learn to consciously see them

double. But if we see only what we con-

sciously see, we see comparatively little. The

phenomena of double vision lie so near the sur-

face of consciousness that the least attention re-

calls them. They may be called subconscious,

but we base our judgments on them all the time.

Surely it is the business of psychology to bring
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into clear consciousness phenomena which

underlie so much of our daily conduct.

3. The last point which I wish to touch is

again the much discussed question of upright

vision. I feel like apologizing for bringing up
this question again; but I am convinced that

much of the difference of view is the result of

misunderstanding. For example, I explain

upright vision by the law of direction. Now,
surely, Professor Cattell must misunderstand

the explanation when he talks of standing on

one's head and still seeing things upright 'as

controverting that law. The law of direction

explains uprightness equally well, whatever be

the position of the observer. I am sure the

question has been obscured and the mystery in-

tensified by that wonderful inverted retinal

image. But seeing things upright is not

necessarily connected with an inverted image.

It is easy to imagine an eye so constructed

that the retinal image shall be upright, and

yet by the law of direction the object shall

also be seen upright. We probably have some-

thing like this realized in the case of insects.

The compound eye of insects is so constructed

of slender tubes lined with pigment that only

the central rays of each radiant pencil can

reach and impress the retina, all others being

quenched by striking on the sides. This, as

shown by the figure, would make an upright

Fig. 1. Diagram showing the upright image in the

eye of an insect.

image, and yet by the law of direction the ob-

ject would be seen upright also. Our retina is

concave instead of convex. It is so because the

image is inverted, and, therefore, must be re-

inverted in the act of outward reference.

The marvellousness of the inverted image has

diverted attention from the real question, which
is, the seeing things in their true places. A
child only a few days old will turn the eyes

toward a bright light. Is there anything so

mysterious in this ? But why toward, unless it

saw the light in its true direction? Now, up-

right vision is only a case under this more gen-

eral fact; for objects are made up of an infinite

number of lights or radiants and each is seen

in its true direction, and, therefore, the object

in its true position.

Professor Cattell refers to the recent experi-

ments of Dr. Stratton* as controverting the law

of direction, although he thinks a much easier

way of doing so 'is to stand on one's head.'

I am glad to have the opportunity to express

my admiration of these experiments of Dr.

Stratton, and my high estimate of their value
;

and I cannot think that the simpler mode sug-

gested by Professor Cattell would be at all an

adequate substitute. In brief, the experiment

consists in the wearing of inverting glasses con-

tinually for eight days. The experimenter for

that length of time never saw things except re-

versed. The ground was above and the sky

below, things on the right were seen on the left,

and vice versa. And yet by the end of the ex-

periment all the movements of the body were

so adjusted to the new conditions that he could

walk the streets with comparative comfort.

This seems very extraordinary, and it is pos-

sible that we may have to reconstruct some of

our fundamental conceptions of space ; but evi-

dently it does not controvert the law of direc-

tion. If we only think a moment, we shall see

that we already have phenomena approaching

in various degrees the extreme conditions of

this experiment, but they are so familiar that

they do not strike us with wonder. In looking

in a mirror one image is partly inverted, i. e.
,

it is turned about a vertical axis—it is inverted

from side to side, but not up and down. And
yet, we easily adjust our movements to the

changed conditions. We make complex move-

ments, such as tying a cravat, with ease and

accuracy.

Again, in looking through a microscope the

image of the object is co»ipfeie?2/ inverted, i. e.,

it is turned about the visual axis 180°
; and,

yet, with a little practice, we adjust our move-

ments to the new conditions. We slide the

object in all directions accurately and even

* Psych. Eev. for Jnly and September.
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automatically, although, to do so we must move

it in a direction exactly contrary to what the

image seems to require.

Now, Dr. Stratton's experiment goes one step

farther. In this, not only an object, but the

whole external world, including the visible parts

of the body, are inverted. Not only some, but

all our movements must be readjusted. The

results are certainly surprising and may possi-

bly require some reconstruction of fundamental

conceptions of space—how much I am not pre-

pared to say, but they certainly do not affect

the law of direction properly understood.

The law of direction gives nothing but the

direction of the impressing force, and this it gives

always. Under normal conditions, i. e., when
the light comes straight, and without deviation

from the object to the eye, it gives the true

places of objects and radiants, and therefore

upright vision ; but not under abnormal condi-

tions of deviation of the light. For example,

we look at an object in a mirror inclined 45° to

the line of sight. The apparent object is seen

far away, 90°, from its true place ; but this does

not violate the law of direction, but confirms it.

"We see in the direction of the impressing force,

which in this case—in all cases—is the last

direction of the light. Again, in gazing at an

object through a microscope, we see it inverted,

i. e., the radiants are seen in wrong places.

But this does not violate the law of direction.

We still see every radiant in the direction of

the impressing force, but that direction has been

changed so as to give wrong places.

So in Dr. Stratton's experiment. At first, at

least, we see things in wrong places, i. e., wrong

as judged by the deliverances of other senses,

but yet in strict accordance with the law of di-

rection, i. e., in the direction of the impressing

force. As to the final result of an indefinite

continuance of these experiments and whether

complete accord in the deliverances of all the

senses would ever be reached, so that things

would again seem natural as they do now, this

seems to me a question of philosophy rather

than science, or, perhaps, I should say of psy-

chology rather than physiology. I am not now
concerned with it.

But it must be clearly understood that the

law of direction is purely a formal law, i. e., a

law which groups consistently all the facts con-

cerning the relative places and positions of ob-

jects in the external world as we knoiv it. This

is all that it pretends to do. The discovery

and announcement of such general formulae is

the main function of science. As to what the

external world is, and what space and direction

are, that is another matter. These more am-

bitious questions belong to philosophy, not to

science.

In conclusion, I have said that the law of di-

rection is inherited, not acquired. By this I do

not mean that in the last analysis it is not due

to experience. It does, indeed, come from ex-

perience, but not mainly from individual experi-

ence. It is the result of ancestral experience,

inherited all along the line of evolution ever

since eyes were formed, and finally embodied in

brain structure.

Joseph Le Conte.

Berkeley, October 11, 1897.

When an author replies to a reviewer it is

but courteous for the latter to try to show that

he has not been careless in his statements.

1. Professor Le Conte's statement (page 78),

" I believe that the existence of the central spot

is necessary to fixed, thoughtful attention, and this

again in its turn is necessary for the develop-

ment of the higher faculties of the mind," I un-

derstood to refer both to individual develop-

ment and to race evolution. The limited field

of distinct vision and the associated eye-move-

ments seem to me factors or correlates in the

evolution of attention, but by no means

'necessary.' That is a dangerous word to

apply to nature, which works in many ways.

Most men may be ' visuals', but some of us are

'motiles '; the horse is an 'audile,' the dog an
' olefactor'. As a matter of fact, Professor Le

Conte makes a mistake in stating that the

' central spot * * * exists only in man and in

the higher monkeys ' with a foot-note to the

effect that in different forms it is found in some

birds. Knox in 1823 described the central spot

and fovea in lizards and they have been found

in fishes by Carriere, Krause and others. A
central spot, i. e., an area of acute vision, has

been described in nearly all mammals, though

the fovea is probably only present in the pri-
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mates. * Professor Le Conte maintains not

only that '

' the fovea is necessary to the concen-

tration of the attention on the thing looked at,"

but also (p. 302) that "the existence" of the

fovea is determined by "the habits of the

animal, especially in looking attentively."

2. I regard it as either bad psychology or

bad terminology to say: "We do, indeed, see

all objects double except under certain condi-

tions." We do not hear each of the overtones

of a tone because most people can learn to dis-

tinguish them, nor do we know the motives of

our actions because we believe that motives

exist.

3. I am glad that Professor Le Conte here

<!alls attention to the real psychological prob-

lems involved in localization in the field of

vision and in the coordination of visual and
motor perceptions. The section in his book
which I criticised is, however, headed ' Erect

Vision,' and he writes : "How, then, with in-

verted retinal images, do we see objects in their

right position, i. e., erect f This question has

puzzled thinkers for many centuries," etc. The
question seems to me analogous to that of the

child who asks how people in China with their

heads down can hang on by their toes. It may
be a popular parados, but I do' not admit that

it is a question deserving serious scientific dis-

cussion. J. McKeen Cattell.

A SIMPLE METHOD OF COMBINING THE COLORS.

The following very simple method of illus-

trating the recomposition of the spectral colors

into white light has some obvious advantages

in the way of ease of apprehension on the part

of the beginning student. It also possesses an
additional and not inconsiderable advantage in

that it is striking.

A rectangular refraction tank with glass ends

is set up in front of the lantern, both being pref-

erably upon a rotating stand. From a hori-

zontal slit a beam is projected and the prism

interposed in such a manner that there is sent

down into the water the rays of the spectrum,

* For the most recent work on the subject cf the

thesis by Dr. Slonaker in the Journal of Morpliology

XIII., 3. Professor Le Conte himself in a later

chapter refers to a more highly organized central area

in the lower mammals.

their order from red to violet running length-

wise of the tank. A few drops of milk are

mixed with the water, and with care a mixture

may be obtained which in a side view shows
the separated rays clearly, while at the same
time if viewed from the end of the tank it looks

quite white. On cutting off either the violet

or red end of the spectrum the end view be-

comes colored.

If a strong beam is available it is better to

turn it back toward the lantern by a reflector

before sending it through the prism. This

brings the violet rays which are least intense

nearest the end, where they have to traverse a

thinner stratum of the mixture.

F. W. McNaie.
Michigan College of Mines.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Report of Explorations in the Labrador Peninsula

along the East Main, Koksoak, Hamilton, Man-
icuagan and the Portions of Other Rivers in

1892-93-94-95. By A. P. Low, B. Ap. Sc.

'

Annual Report of Progress, Geological Sur-

vey of Canada, Vol. VIII., pp. 385.

One of the most interesting and valuable re-

ports which has been issued by the Geological

Survey of Canada in recent years has just ap-

peared on the peninsula of Labrador, by Mr.

A. P. Low.

The report embodies the results of four years'

exploration, during which time Mr. Low has

traversed Labrador from north to south and
from east to west, and it presents in readable

form a summary of our knowledge, not only of

the geography and geology, but also of the

climatology, botany, zoology and natural re-

sources of this remotest part of the Dominion,

the interior of which, prior to Mr. Low's ex-

ploration, was practically unknown. Mr.
Low's work, the results of portions of which
have been previously published in preliminary

reports to the Geological Survey, and in papers

presented to various scientific societies, has at-

tracted much attention and has recently been

accorded an especial recognition by the Royal

Geographical Society of England. The report

is accompanied by a fine map of Labrador, in

four sheets, on a scale of 25 miles to the inch,

which is colored geologically along the lines
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of traverse, and it is illustrated by a number of

views showing the character of the country,

among them one of the Grand Falls of the

Hamilton River, concerning which there was
so much discussion a few years since.

The peninsula may be described as a high

rolling plateau having a general elevation of

from 1,600 to 1,800 feet, the surface sloping rap-

idly down towards the Atlantic and Gulf of St.

Lawrence, but much more gently toward

James Bay. To the north of Nain the high

land of the coast rises in sharp unglaciated

mountains to the height of from 2,500 to proba-

bly 6,000 feet.

One of the most remarkable physical features

•of the country are the deep caiions or fjords

followed by all the rivers draining the interior

where they cut through the margin of the pe-

ninsula and run out to sea. These have rock

walls from 1,000 to 4,000 feet in height, while

the river channels are from 10 to 100 fathoms

deep. They appear to be valleys of deunda-

tion and are of very ancient origin, antedating

the Cambrian, undisturbed horizontal beds of

this age being found deposited upon their

lower levels. The gorges of the Hamilton,

Sandwich and Kaipokok might be cited as ex-

amples, as well as those of the Moisir and Sag-

uenay, discharging into the Gulf of St. Law-
rence.

About nine-tenths of Labrador is underlain

by rocks of Laurentian age, and, like all the

rest of the glaciated Laurentian country, the

plateau is studded with myriads of lakes, great

and small, which are estimated to occupy at

least one-fourth of the total surface, and which

are drained by a network of streams discharg-

ing into the deep fjords above referred to. The
peninsula is underlain exclusively by the oldest

rock systems of the earth's crust, the Lauren-

tian, Huronian and Cambrian, besides certain

rocks of intrusive origin. The Laurentian

Tocks differ in no essential particular from those

found elsewhere in Canada. Both the Funda-

mental Gneiss and the Grenville Series are

largely represented, the latter running in wide

and persistent bands across the country and con-

sisting of micaceous gneisses and schists, quartz-

ites, crystalline limestone, etc., often holding

graphite. Great anorthosite intrusions cut

these rocks, and from certain of these intru*

sions is derived the precious labradorite.

The Huronian is represented by several

widely separated areas of clastic and volcanic

rocks, together with many basic eruptives.

They consist of schists of various kinds, with

conglomerates, breccias, diorites and other rocks.

The Laurentian and Huronian are intensely

folded, the folding having taken place at a time

long prior to the deposition of the sedimentary

beds of Cambrian Age, and a sufficiently long

time had elapsed, as has been mentioned, be-

tween the period of folding and the Cambrian

submergence to permit of enormous denuda-

tion and erosion.

The Cambrian strata, which rest uncomform-
ably upon the Laurentian and Huronian, con-

sist of bedded sandstones, argillites, shales and
limestones, along with bedded traps and other

volcanic rocks and enoi-mous deposits of excel-

lent iron ore, whose mode of occurrence is

closely analogous to that of the iron ores of

Michigan and Wisconsin.

The surface of the country is mantled with

drift, and there is distinct evidence that the

whole Labrador peninsula, except a narrow

strip of very high land along the North At-

lantic coast, was completely buried in ice dur-

ing a portion at least of the glacial period.

The movement of the ice was outward in all

directions from a central gathering ground.

The position of this neve field was about mid-

way between the east and west coast of the

peninsula and between latitudes 53° and 55°,

and the area is now characterized by the pres-

ence of partially rounded boulders and angular

blocks of rock scattered over hill and hollow.

Most of these repose on rocks of the same
petrographical character as themselves and

have evidently been transported but very short

distances from their original positions. They
probably represent boulders of decomposition

but slightly modified by subsequent ice action.

The various sorts of drift and the forms as-

sumed by the drift are described, although a

detailed study of these was impossible, owing

to the dense forest growth which covers the

greater part of the area. There is distinct evi-

dence of a past glacial uplift, which, however,

it is believed was not equal all around the coast,
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being about tbree times as great on the south

and west margins as along the north and east

coast, where two hundred feet appear to be the

limit of I'aised marine terraces and beaches.

Appended to the report are lists of the mam-
malia, birds, food fishes and plants found in

Labrador, as well as an appendix by Mr. Fer-

rier on the microscopical structure of some of

the rocks collected, and one by Mr. Eaton on

the meteorology of the peninsula.

Frank D. Adams.
McGiLL Univkesity, Montreal.

i' Evolution de commerce dans les diverses

races humaines. Par Ch. Letotjrneau, Pro-

fesseur a L' Ecole d' Anthropologic. Paris,

Vigot Freres. 1897. Pp. 581.

Professor Letourneau has made it his special

branch to write about the development of arts

and institutions. In the volume before us he

takes up commerce, and aims to show its begin-

ning and its growth in the various races and na-

tions of humanity. Beginning with animals of

lower species he is obliged to acknowledge that

he finds no traces of commerce among them, and

tells but one doubtful story of the possible inter-

change of values between a bird and a man.

In the lower races he discovers stilj little

which is really commerce. When they give in

exchange they appear to think each party

makes a true gift to the other, and the mercan-

tile idea is not present. Perhaps here he over-

looks a peculiarity of human nature which

exists in the highest as well as the lowest civili-

zation. There is, for instance, a sort of pride

which while expecting exchange on equal terms

declines to recognize it as such. It is illustrated

in the American custom of treating.'

Leaving this aside, the author pursues his in-

vestigations among the negro races of Papua and

Africa, discovering in them a strong commer-

cial instinct. In Polynesia he recognizes a wide-

spread commerce, but his chapter on that of

Ancient America is very much short of what

the reader has a right to expect. The authoi'i-

ties whom he quotes are mostly second-hand,

such as Prescott and Bancroft, and he does not

seem to be acquainted with the valuable articles

of Professor Kau on this topic. Hence we are

not surprised to find on page 173 the assertion

that the Indians considered commerce of the

least possible importance ; whereas, every one
acquainted with the facts knows that it was one
of their most active avocations.

He is more at home when dealing with the

early commerce of China, Japan, Egypt and the

Arabs, who next occupy his attention. Of their

activity in this direction he presents a well writ-

ten sketch. The classical epochs of Greece and
Rome are described in their commercial rela-

tions, and from them he passes on to mediaeval

and modern life, of which he gives a hasty out-

line. His final chapter is intended to embrace

the survey of his results and the forecast of what
commerce may be in the future. In this pro-

phetic utterance he indulges in some of those

dreams of a possible future society with which

he delights to amuse his readers, but for which

he acknowledges his hopes are faint.

The work is well printed and has a carefully

arranged table of contents and a sufiicient in-

dex.

D. G. Beinton.

How to Know the Slwre Birds (Limicolse) of North

America. By CHARLES B. CORY. Boston,

Little, Brown & Co. 1897. Small 4to. Pp.

89. Price in paper, 75 cents.

Sow to Know the Ducks, Geese and Swans of

North America. By the same author and

publisher. Pp.95. Price in paper, $1.00.

These publications are a departure in the

way of ornithological literature. Each consists

of a key, with figures of heads, bills and tails,

followed by plain descriptions of the species,

with additional illustrations and a paragraph

or two on the range and eggs. The illustra-

tions are half-tone reproductions of wash draw-

ings by Edward Knobel, and while not equal in

artistic merit to those of Fuertes, Kidgway or

Thompson are excellent for purposes of identi-

fication, and some are admirable as pictures,

particularly the one of a group of Labrador

ducks. In the case of the shore birds, where

the beginner is often confused by strikingly

different seasonal plumages, both summer and

winter dress are shown ;
and in the case of the

water birds having different sexual plumages,

pictures of both male and female are given.

The keys do not conform to the modern
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' dichotamous ' system, now so generally and so

deservedly popular. They are based primarily

on length of wing, and there are usually sev-

eral successive categories of equal rank. The
objections to this arrangement are partly over-

come by the use of very large type for the

main headings.

The books are intended primarily for sports-

men and others "who are interested in birds

and would like to know their names, but often

find it no easy task to identify them by the

' bird books. '

'

' That they fulfill this'purpose

admirably will be evident to all who use them.

The paper and press work are good and the

prices remarkably low.

Mr. Cory has made many contributions to

ornithology, the most Important of which re-

late to the 'Birds of the West Indies.' His

entertaining 'Hunting and Fishing in Florida,'

published about a year ago, gained him a wider

circle of readers, but it is doubtful if any of

his writings will prove so helpful to so large a

class as the two that form the subject of this

review.

C.H. M.

Les gaz de V atmosphere. Par H. Henriet.
Paris, Gauthier-Villars et Fils ; Masson et Cie.

This short treatise presents the reader in con-

cise form a great deal of useful information

with regard to the composition, methods of

analysis, and role played by the various con-

stituents, of the atmosphere. While the refer-

ences to recent work would seem to indicate

that the book is abreast of the times, the fact

that, with few exceptions, the investigations

noted are those by French scientists only is

not calculated to inspire confidence in the au-

thor's conclusions. In the text, although the

names of others than Frenchmen occasionally

appear, there is no reference to any paper not

printed in a French journal. In a bibliography

whose length should guarantee its complete-

ness, there is the title of one English book and

that of one Italian memoir ; the remainder are

all French. On the other hand, as the book is

evidently written for Frenchmen, it may be that

the author gave only such references as would

be readily available in almost any public library

in France. On the whole, this defect will mili-

tate against the use of M. Henriet's convenient

little book by others than his fellow-countrymen.

W. W. E.

Argon, a New Constituent of the Atmosphere. By
Lord Eayleigh and Professor William
Eamsay. Washington, The Smithsonian

Institution. 1896.

This paper is published by the Smithsonian

Institution in the form in which it was presented

in competition for one of the Hodgkins Fund
prizes. It remains but to notice that it differs

from the abstract which appeared in the Pro-

ceedings of the Royal Society,* in that it contains

detailed accounts of experiments and results

omitted in many cases from the abstract ;
and

from the fuller paper in the Transactions,[
since the latter incorporates the results of later

experiments in several directions.

It may be as well to call attention to a typo-

graphical error in the formula (p. 35) which in-

dicates the relation between the velocity of

sound in a gas and the ratio of the specific

heats :
' N' should be ' /r' W. W. R.

Atmospheric Actinometry and the Actinic Con-

stitution of the Atmosphere. By E. DuCLAUX.
Washington, The Smithsonian Institution.

1896.

This paper is a translation of that presented

by M. Duclaux in competition for one of the

Hodgkins Fund prizes. It represents an en-

deavor to measure the quantity and eifect of

the actinic solar rays, as distinguished from the

luminous and calorific, under varying atmos-

pheric and climatic conditions.

The reagent employed for these measure-

ments is a solution of oxalic acid ; this is rapidly

oxidized by actinic rays, is not affected by the

luminous rays and scarcely at all by the calo-

rific, while the reaction is but slightly exother-

mic. From the summary of results the following

may be noted as of special interest : The ' daily

combustion' varies from one day to another

much more than any other meteorological phe-

nomenon. It shows the influence of the seasons

and manifestly exhibits a maximum in the

* Vol. 57, p. 265. This paper also was published

in this country, e. g., American Chemical Journal, Vol.

17, p. 225.

tVol. 1 86, p. 187.
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spring. It is but feebly subject to the influence

of altitude. So sensitive is it to the presence

of oxidizable substances in the air that daily

and local variations must be due to the existence

in the atmosphere of ' actinic clouds' other-

wise undiscoverable. In northern latitudes the

atmosphere is less absorbent of actinic rays and

hence that kind of radiation is more active rela-

tively than in lower latitudes. The actinic

effect of the sun increases more rapidly than

the duration of its presence above the horizon
;

as a result, the effect produced during the long

days of the northern summer is proportionally

very great. The actinic effect may continue

after the luminous effect of the sun's radiation

has become clouded ; thus the effect of a fine

morning is not lost by a dark and cloudy even-

ing. The duration of the day and the solar

effect as usually measured are of little value

for calculating the true actinic effect of sun-

light. The paper as a whole is of unusual in-

terest.

W. W. K.

SOCIETIES AND ACADE3IIES.

KANSAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

The thirteenth annual meeting of the

Academy was held at Baker University on Oc-

tober 27th, 28th and 29th, under the presidency

of Professor S. W. Williston.

The scientific program was as follows

:

The migrations of birds J. R. Mead
A list of theGoss Ornithological Collection, being

the report of the Board of Curators....D. E. Lantz

A Bibliography of Kansas ornithology, with an

historical list of Kansas Birds D. E. Lantz

A list of the birds taken in Mexico and Central

America by the late Colonel N. S. Goss, with

notes of localities D. E. Lantz

An historical list of Kansas mammals D. E. Lantz

The injurious insects of the year in Kansas

S. J. Hunter

Kansas Lachnosterna Warren Knaus
Entomological collecting notes Warren Knaus
Observations on the elm-twig girdler

Percy J. Parrott

The natural history possibilities of Belvidere,

Kansas C. N. Gould

An inexpensive dissecting-stand for microscopical

dissections S. J. Hunter
Biological notes S. J. Hunter

A floral horologue for Kansas B. B. Smyth

Root tubercles and their production by inocula-

tion D. H. Otis

Therapeutical notes on some Kansas plants

L. E. Sayre

Notes on Kansas plants A. S. Hitchcock

Bibliography of literature relating to wind effects

on trees J. B. S. Norton

On the finding of insects in the Comanche Creta-

ceous of Kansas C. N. Gould

Fusulina cylindrica shell structare Alva J. Smith.

Range and distribution of the Mosasauria

S. W. Williston

A new Labyrinthodont from the Kansas Carbon-

iferous S. W. Williston

Geological notes on Trego County and vicinity

.T. W. Beede

A preliminary report on the geology of the Dela-

ware Valley in Atchison County J. W. Wilson

New developments in the Mentor beds...C. N. Gould

Extremes and means of Kansas climate....F. H. Snow
Viscosity of the ether A. St. C. Dunstan

Alternating currents in a Wheatstone bridge

where branches contain resistance and capac-

ities Martin E. Rice

Equilibrium of forces in a Aim originally spher-

ical, grounded in the presence of an external

electric charge L. I. Blake

Some problems of marine telephony without

wires L. I. Blake

The dehydration of gypsite E. H. S. Bailey

Some new mineral waters E. H. S. Bailey

Decomposition of some diazo compounds with

methyl alcohol Geo. F. Weida
On the generation of finite transformations from

infinitesmal transformations H. B. Newson
Additional notes on the timbered mounds of the

Kaw Reservation C. N. Gould

Relativity in science E. B. Knerr

The subject of the President's address was
' Science and Education.

'

NEW BOOKS.

Allgemeine Erdhunde. I. Hann, Ed. Bruckner
and A. Kirchoff. II. part, fifth edition.

Prag, Wien and Leipzig, F. Tempsky. 1898.

Pp. xii+368. M.S.

Das Heine botanische Practicum fur Anfanger.
Edward Strasburger. Third edition.

Jena, Gustav Fischer. 1897. Pp. viii+246.

M. 6.

Nature Study in Elementary Schools. Mrs. L.

L. Wilson. New York and London, The

Macmillan Co. 1897. Pp. xix-|-262.
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TSE IMPORTANCE OF ASTROPHYSICAL RE-
SEARCH AND THE RELATION OF AS-

TROPHYSICS TO OTHER PHYS-
ICAL SCIENCES*

The domains of the physical sciences are

not, like the political divisions represented

on a map, capable of being defined by
boundary lines traced with mathematical

precision. They pass into one another by
imperceptible gradations, the unity of na-

ture opposing itself to rigid systems of

classification. Thus there often exists

between two allied sciences a broad

ground, belonging to each, yet exclusively

the property of neither, which may be so

extensive and fertile as to justify the de-

velopment of a new science for its special

cultivation. And such a science not only

subserves the purpose for which it was
created, but it has the further special im-

portance that, by promoting an exchange

of knowledge between its previously estab-

lished neighbors, by investigating the cause

of disagreements between them, by compar-

ing their methods, and possibly by detect-

ing errors in their results, it tends to bring

them into more perfect coordination.

Such is the nature of the science which

Professor Langley has called the new as-

tronomy, and which is also, and perhaps

more generally, known as astrophysics. Its

^Address delivered at the dedicatory exercises of

the Yerkes Astronomical Observatory, of the Uni-

versity of Chicago, Williams Bay, Wis., Thursday,

October 21, 1897.
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high development has ia fact been so re-

cent that its name is found in only our

latest dictionaries. It is closeljr allied on

the one hand to astronomy, of which it

may properly be classed as a branch, and

on the other hand to chemistry and physics
;

but it assumes wide privileges, and it is

ready to draw material which it can use

with profit, from any source, however dis-

tant. It seeks to ascertain the nature of

the heavenly bodies, rather than their po-

sitions or motions in space

—

wliat they are,

rather than xoliere they are ; and for my own
convenience I shall use the terms astro-

physics and astronomy to denote the scien-

ces of which these aims are respectively

characteristic. Yet here again the line of

demarcation cannot be sharply drawn, since

the measurement of celestial motions that

cannot be dealt with by the methods of the

older astronomy is one of the most impor-

tant tasks of the astrophysicist. That

which perhaps is most characteristic of as-

trophysics is the special prominence which

it gives to the study of radiation. The
complex nature of white light, in particular,

is never lost sight of, and its consequences

are thoroughly exploited.

That the older astronomers made no ef-

forts systematically to study the nature of

the heavenly bodies, is to be ascribed to the

seeming hopelessness of such an attempt in

their day, rather than to a lack of interest

in the subject, or a slight appreciation of its

importance, on their part. They did, in

fact, seek explanations of such phenomena
as they could observe, and the beginnings

of astrophysics are to be found far back in

the past. But the curious speculations of

Sir John Herschel on the structure of the

sun's photosphere show how inadequate

was the supply of facts to serve as a basis

for a science of solar physics in Herschel's

time. The conception of living organisms

a thousand miles long, jloating about on

the sun's surface, and shining with the in-

tense brilliancy of the photosphere, seems

to us extraordinary, and even grotesque.

To lose its strangeness it has to be consid-

ered with reference to the contemporary

state of knowledge. But the fact that only

fifty years ago it was regarded as an ad-

missible supposition by one of the most
eminent of astronomers helps us to realize

how rapid has been the advance of astro-

physical science. It was onlj' after the dis-

covery was made, that the light which re-

veals to us the existence of the heavenly

bodies also bears the secret of their consti-

tution and physical condition, that the

basis for a real science was obtained. The
spectroscope placed new and hitherto un-

dreamed-of powers in the hands of men.

It is to the astrophysicist what the gradu-

ated circle and the telescope are to the as-

tronomer.

The study of astrophysics does not at

present seem to have a very direct bearing

on the practical affairs of everyday life. If

to this statement the objection should be

made that the study of solar radiation is

likely to lead to a practical method of util-

izing the sun's heat as a source of mechan-

ical power, I should say that such a dis-

covery (if it is ever made) is much more
likely to be the result of an ingenious appli-

cation of principles already known. What
the future may have in store we cannot

tell, but at present the statement I have

made holds good. "With respect to practi-

cal usefulness, therefore, astrophysics does

not possess the same claims to consideration

as astronomy, which has obviously im-

portant applications in furnishing standards

of time, and in surveying, geodesj^ and

navigation, and in addition to these, an im-

mense indirect influence on thousands of

ordinary affairs. Yet on such grounds it

is not probable that any astronomer would

care to base a claim for his science. As-

tronomy long ago reached that state of per-

fection which suffices for the practical ends
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I have mentioned, and is still pursued witli

undiminished vigor. Both astronomy and

astrophysics take their stand on a higher

plane, where it is a sufficient justification

for their existence that they enable us better

to understand the universe of which we
form, a part, and that they elevate the

thoughts and ennoble the minds of men.

In considering the importance of astro-

physical research, I have, therefore, re-

garded the question from a purely scientific

point of view. Even with this restriction

there is room for a considerable diversity of

opinion, since the elimination of the human
element from the question is impossible.

Scientists are men. Every man is nattirally

inclined to attach special importance to

that in which he is himself specially inter-

ested. Personal preferences, or even preju-

dices, may enter into the estimation in

which a branch of learning is held. But,

setting these aside, there are grounds for

differences of opinion which are entitled to

respect. What importance is to be at-

tached, for example, to the proof, now
brought almost within our grasp hy the im-

provement of spectroscopic instruments and

methods, that the law of gravity is opera-

tive within the stellar systems, as well as

in the system of our own sun ? Doubtless

there are some who are satisfied with the

moral certainty that we already possess,

and to whom the proof just mentioned

would merely afford the satisfaction of ink-

ing in, on a printed form, the penciled

words which had already been written in

its blanks ; while there are others who
would regard the formal proof as alone en-

titled to consideration. I have even heard

widely different opinions expressed by emi-

nent astronomers as to the scientific im-

portance of a problem so fundamental as

the exact determination of the distance of

the sun.

The degree of importance which we at-

tach to a newly discovered fact or principle

is influenced by many circumstances, among
which we cannot fail to recognize some of

the failings of human nature. When prog-

ress is rapid, individual achievements lose

their prominence, like mountain peaks ris-

ing from a high plateau. The discovery of

an asteroid was once a notable event. N"ow

it attracts little attention, outside of a

small circle of observers, and it is probable

that few of us could say just how many of

these little bodies have been brought to light

during the past year. In astrophysics dis-

coveries of the highest significance have

succeeded one another so rapidly that they

are now taken as a matter of course.

The bearings of a discovery on existing

knowledge are sometimes not immediately

perceived, and its true scientific impor-

tance is not appreciated until these are

revealed in the fullness of time. Other

circumstances might be mentioned, but

these are sufficient for my purpose, which

is to show that there is no cause for sur-

prise if opinions differ as to the exact value

of astrophysical research. It is because

the science of astrophysics is so young—so

distinctly in the formative stage—that I

have ventured to discuss a question which,

in due time, will settle itself.

A feature of astrophysical research which

I do not wish to leave unmentioned is the

interest which is felt in it by the public.

Those who are interested in the results of

science, but who care little for methods,

and know nothing of elegant forms of an-

alysis, are naturally more attracted by the

view of the heavenly bodies which astro-

physics presents than by the view which

is obtained from the standpoint of the

older astronomy. Astrophysics paints its

picture in the brighter colors. A star re-

garded as a center of attraction, or as a

reference point from which to measure ce-

lestial motions, awakens little enthusiasm

in the popular mind ; but a star regarded

as a sun, pouring out floods of light and
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heat as a consequenee of its own contrac-

tion, torn by conflicting currents and fiery

eruptions, shrouded in absorbing vapors or

perhaps in vast masses of flame, appeals at

once to the popular imagination. Both

branches of astronomy share in the advan-

tages which follow this awakening of pop-

ular interest ; for that popular interest in

any science is to be deprecated is to my
mind utterly inadmissible. The cultiva-

tion of a pure science is possible only in

those communities where such an intelli-

gent interest exists. Without it we should

not be here to-day. It is splendidly mani-

fest around us. The only possible danger

to be feared is that interest in results

whose significance is readily understood

may lead to an undervaluation by the pub-

lic of results which are of the highest im-

portance, but which only the trained spe-

cialist, can fully comprehend ; and this dan-

ger will be avoided if scientific men publicly

express their own appreciation of results

which belong to the latter class.

Popular interest which is not of this

character, but which has no purpose other

than amusement, is less desirable. " It is

the universal law," says Macaulay, "that

whatever pursuit, whatever doctrine, be-

comes fashionable, shall lose a portion of

that dignity which it had possessed while it

was confined to a small but earnest minority,

and was loved for its own sake alone."

Macaulay is here referring to a temporary

interest in scientific matters which prevailed

among fashionable circles in the reign of

Charles the Second—to what would now be

called a ' fad. ' In our own time science

occasionally suffers in much the same way.

It is to be regretted that the habitability of

the planets, a subject of which astronomers

profess to know little, has been chosen as a

theme for exploitation by the romancer, to

whom the step from habitability to inhab-

itants is a very short one. The result of

his ingenuity is that fact and fancy become

inextricably tangled in the mind of the ay

man, who learns to regard communication

with the inhabitants of Mars as a subject

deserving serious consideration (for which

he may even wish to give money to scien-

tific societies), and who does not know that

it is condemned as a vagary by the very

men whose labors have excited the imagina-

tion of the novelist. When he is made to

understand the true state of our knowledge

of these subjects he is much disappointed,

and feels a certain resentment towards sci-

ence, as if it had imposed upon him.

Science is not responsible for these

erroneous ideas, which, having no solid

basis, gradually die out and are forgotten.

Thus it cannot long suffer from outside

misapprehension, while the sustained effort

necessary to real progress is in the end a

sufiioient safeguard against the intrusion of

triflers into its workshops.

In astrophysics sustained effort is as nec-

essary as it is in other branches of science.

There is an impression in some quarters

that the results of astrophysical investiga-

tion are easily obtained. That this is in

some cases true may readily be admitted.

I cannot regard it as a repi'oach. It is one

of the advantages to which I have referred

by bringing new methods to bear on old

problems. What an effort to grasp some-

thing tangible we observe in the earlier

writing on Fermat's principle ! What a
groping in the dark after a principle felt

rather than seen ! and how obvious the

same principle is from the point of view of

the wave theory ! In a field so wide and so

little explored as astrophysics there must be

novelties which can be gathered with com-

paratively little effort, and which may
nevertheless be of no small importance.

But there are also problems whose solution

calls for the exercise of the highest intel-

lectual faculties, and for the most strenuous

exertion.

In astrophysics difficulties are met with
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quite different from those of physical as-

tronoray. There a vast variety of highly

complex phenomena are to be referred to

the operation of a well-known and ex-

tremely simple law. The mental discipline

there obtained is of the highest order, and

it is hardly necessary'to say that a training

in the methods of the older astronomy

should be regarded as an indispensable

preparation for astrophysical work. But in

astrophysics, as in the sciences of chemistry

and biology, there are difficulties which

arise from an imperfect knowledge of the

laws governing the phenomena observed.

The discovery of unknown laws and princi-

ples, as well as the explanation of phe-

nomena by laws already known, is one of

its most important objects.

I have referred to the differences of

opinion which usually exist with reference

to the value of a new science. There may
be some who view with disfavor the array

of chemical, physical and electrical appli-

ances crowded around the modern telescope,

and who look back to the observatory of

the past as to a classic temple whose severe

beauty had not yet been marred by modern

trappings. So mankind, dissatisfied with

present social conditions, looks back with

tender regret to the good old times'of earlier

generations, yet rushes forward with the

utmost speed. May we regard the eager-

ness of pursuit as a measure of the value

of its object? That the importance of as-

trophj^sical research, considered with re-

spect both to its own ends and to its bearing

on the advance of knowledge in other fields,

is already great, and that it will grow

steadily from year to year, is naturally my
own belief. In a general way I have con-

sidered some of the reasons on which it is

founded, and I now wish to call your at-

tention to a few specific cases which illus-

trate my general remarks, and in which I

think the importance of astrophysical sci-

ence is manifest.

Some of the most noteworthy advances

in astronomy and in astrophysics have been

made possible by the introduction of pho-

tography. The photographic plate not only

gives a permanent record of what the eye

can see, but, by its integrating power con-

tinued through long exposures, it builds up

a picture from light impulses too feeble to

affect the sense of vision. Thus it has been

discovered that vast regions in the sky are

filled with diffuse nebulse, which (since the

apparent brightness of a surface cannot be

increased by any optical device) must ever

remain unseen. This information, which

the photographic plate alone could furnish,

is itself most wonderful and suggestive. It

is, however, but a part of what the same
plate may yield. Whoever has studied

Professor Barnard's admirable pictures of

the Milky Way in Scorpio must have ob-

served how accurately the distribution of

the smallest stars corresponds to that of the

extended nebulosity which fills this part of

the sky, and at the same time how strik-

ingly the nebulous matter is concentrated

around the brightest stars in the constella-

tion. Bright stars, faint stars and nebu-

losity are unmistakably physically related,

and, hence, at the same order of distance

from the earth ; and from this it follows

that the real sizes of the stars are of en-

tirely different orders. Here is a fact hav-

ing a most important bearing on the ques-

tion of stellar distribution, brought out by
the simplest possible means. It is perhaps

beyond the reach of more elaborate methods.

And in this case it is to be observed that

the evidence would not be made clearer by
any further treatment of the material.

The positions of the stars and the density

of the nebulosity might be measured, and
the results might be tabulated, but all to

no purpose ; for, if the data yielded by ob-

servation were in the form of measurements,

the first step toward their interpretation

would be the construction of just such a
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cliarfc as the photograph places ready iu our

hands.

Of very great importance to the new as-

tronomy has been the investigation of the

conditions ofmaximum efficiency of its chief

instrument, the spectroscope, by the meth-

ods of physical optics. The theory of re-

solving power, introduced by Lord Rayleigh,

and quite recently elaborated by Professor

Wadsworth, has been especially fruitful. It

has done away with the old idea that the ef-

ficiency of a spectroscope is measured by its

dispersion, and may be trusted to destroy in

time some musty traditions concerning the

magnifying power and definition of astro-

nomical telescopes. The theory has also been

extended so as to include the spectrograph, in

which the photographic plate takes the place

of the eye at the observing telescope of the

spectroscope. The designing of spectroscopes

has thus been placed on a thoroughly scien-

tific basis. At the same time the demands

for accuracy in the practical construction of

the instrument have been greatly raised.

The objectives, the prisms, the fitting of the

mechanical parts, must be the best possible.

Hence the spectroscope has become an

instrument of precision, worthy of a place

among the most refined instruments of

practical astronomy, and fitted for the class

of work now most needed in astrophysical

research.

A familiar example of the mutual obli-

gations of allied sciences is found in the

first measurements of the velocity of light.

Perhaps a somewhat parallel case may have

to be recorded by the future historian of

science. Spectroscopists have tested the

validity of what is known as Doppler's

principle, by which the motion of a body in

the line of sight is determined from the

observed displacement of its spectral lines,

and have at the sarne time proved the

capabilities of their instruments, by means

of the velocities of the earth and heavenly

bodies furnished to them by astronomy. It

is not impossible that this also is a reversi-

ble process, and that measurements of the

velocities of bodies in the solar system may
give one of the best methods of determining

the dimensions of their orbits.

Numerous cases could be mentioned in

which astrophysical investigations have con-

tributed to our knowledge of the chemical

elements. Of these the first which naturally

presents itself is one of the most recent.

The element helium was discovered first in

the sun (as its name implies), then in the

stars, then in the nebulse, and at last, by
Professor Eamsay, it was 'run to earth.'

It had an important place in celestial chem-

istry long before it was known to terrestrial

science ; and, on account of its rare occur-

rence and seeming inertness, it is quite pos-

sible that but for the spectroscope of the as-

trophysicist we should have remained for-

ever ignorant of its existence. To the as-

trophysicist, however, it was known only by

the occurrence in its spectrum of one bright

line. Laboratory investigations soon re-

vealed its complete spectrum, and then the

astrophysicists were able to recognize, as be-

longing to helium, a large number of lines

whose origin in the heavenly bodies they

had been unable to discover. Our knowl-

edge of the heavenly bodies may be greatly

advanced when the properties of this re-

markable element shall have been thor-

oughlj"- studied.

It is not necessary, however, to seek il-

lustrations in new elements. The complete

series of hydrogen lines, to which belong

the few lines that are ordinarily seen in the

laboratoi-y spectroscope, was discovered by

Huggins in the spectra of the white stars

;

and a new series, which had previously

been seen by the eye of theory only, and

which, so far as I know, has not yet been,

produced artificially, has recently been

found by Pickering in the spectrum of the

star Zeta Puppis.

Another familiar element is calcium. Its
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ordinary properties are well understood.

But under the conditions met with in the

sun and stars it behaves in a mysterious

manner. Notwithstanding its considerable

atomic weight, it floats quietly high above

the surface of the sun, where other heavy

metals are only occasionally present in

consequence of violent eruptions. It is

true that the apparently abnormal spectrum

of calcium under these conditions has been

shown by Sir William and Lady Huggins

to be merely the result of extreme tenuity

of the luminous vapor ; but the existence of

calcium at such great heights, under any

conditions whatsoever, seems to point to

some remarkable property of the element

which is unrecognizable by the methods of

ordinary chemistry.

The spectrum of a substance is not the

same under all circumstances. In some

cases a change occurs suddenly when cer-

tain critical conditions are reached ; in

others the change is gradual and progress-

ive. By studying these changes in labora-

tory experiments, and comparing them
with what we see in the observatory, we
are able to arrive at some definite con-

clusions respecting the conditions which

prevail in the stars, while the same com-

parison often throws light on the phe-

nomena observed in the laboratory. It

has been shown, for instance, that the

spectrum of magnesium gives a means of

estimating the temperatures of the stars;

and the same criterion enables us to recog-

nize in the stars temperatures vastly ex-

ceeding the highest that have been pro-

duced on the earth. Thus the science of

astrophysics allows us to extend our inves-

tigations to temperatures which the re-

sources of the laboratory cannot furnish.

It may be well to mention an example of

the diiBculties, to which I have referred,

arising from our imperfect knowledge of the

laws which underlie phenomena constantly

observed. Eecent comparisons of the spectra

of the sun and metals, made at the Johns

Hopkins University with the concave grat-

ing spectroscope of Professor Rowland, have

proved that spectral lines may not merely

be widened by increased pressure of the radi-

ating vapor, but that they may be shifted

bodily ; while the still more recent investiga-

tions of Zeeman show that a line may be wid-

ened (and at the same time doubled) under

the influence of a strong magnetic field. It

is true that in both cases the effect produced

is very small. It could not lead to mis-

takes in identifying stellar lines, or to ap-

preciable errors in measuring celestial mo-

tions. But the fact that the spectrum of

a substance vaines according to circum-

stances which are as yet only imperfectly

understood, shows us the necessity of exer-

cising caution in interpreting the spectral

phenomena presented to us by the heavenly

bodies. At present these spectral variations

increase the difiiculties that the astrophys-

icist has to contend with. Eventually they

will become additional and most valuable

sources of information.

The discovery, by Kayser and Runge, of

line series in the spectra of the common ele-

ments has a most important bearing on the

work of the astrophysicist. It provides

him with the means, long greatly needed, of

deciding with certainty whether or not lines

in celestial spectra are identical with lines

in the spectra of terrestrial substances. On
the other hand, as we have already seen,

he is sometimes able to supply the physicist

with missing data.

From the point of view of the old astron-

omy the most important result of the in-

troduction of the new methods has been the

determination of motions in the line of sight

by means of the spectroscope. The method

has been tested so often, and with such uni-

form success, that there is no longer any
doubt as to the correctness of the principle

on which it is based, or to the accuracy of

the results which it is capable of yielding
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in competent hands. It is directly appli-

cable to one of the great problems of as-

tronomy—the determination of the direction

and rate of the sun's drift through space.

From the proper motions of the the stars,

furnished by the methods of the older as-

tronomy, the direction of the sun's motion

can be deduced, and, under certain as-

sumptions as to the stars' distances, the

rate of motion ; but it is evident that the

latter element of the problem must be sub-

ject to very considerable uncertainty. With
the spectroscope velocities are directly

measured in miles per second. The two

methods may be combined. It is probable

that the most accurate determination of the

direction of the sun's drift can be obtained

by preparing proper motions, while the

most accurate value of the velocity is that

given by the spectroscope. Thus by the co-

operation of the two branches of astronomy,

there is measured in space a base line of

constantly increasing length for a great

sidereal triangulation. At present the ma-
terial aiforded by spectroscopic observation

is not sufBcient for this great work. The
observations must be treated statistically,

and statistical methods can be applied suc-

cessfully to only a large mass of data. What
is now needed, therefore, is observations of

more stars, i. e. , fainter stars, and the Ger-

man government is building a large tele-

scope for the observatory at Potsdam

( where photography was first applied to

this class of observations), in order that

the work may be continued. There is

room, however, for the employment of

other large telescopes in the same field.

The multiplication of observations for this

purpose is no more to be deprecated than

the multiplication of observations for the

exact determination of star places.

Solar physics, from which the wider sci-

ence of astrophysics has been evolved,

offers problems so numerous and so compli-

cated that I cannot even mention them,

still less enter into a discussion of their

bearing on other branches of knowledge.

And what can I possibly say of their im-

portance ? The sun is to ns the grandest

of material objects. It is the source of

practicallj' all our light and heat ; of prac-

tically all our mechanical power ; abso-

lutely the support of all our lives. What
wonder that we seek for knowledge of its

nature by all the ways that we can find !

These ways are opened through astrophys-

ical research. In few of the inquiries that

I have referred to can the method of light

analysis be dispensed with. In most of

them it offers the only chance of success.

I have time to mention only one new
method of solar research. The most no-

table contribution to solar physics within

the last few years has been the invention of

the spectroheliograph by Hale and Des-

landres. With this instrument photographs

of the sun are taken by strictly monochro-

matic light, which may be chosen from any
part of the spectrum. If the part selected

is the middle of the K line, the picture

essentially represents the distribution of

calcium vapor on the disk of the sun, and

the presence of other elements is ignored.

This is, in fact, the line usually chosen,

partly on account of the conspicuous role

played by calcium in solar phenomena, and
partly for other reasons, which it is not

necessary to state. The possibilities of the

method are obvious. By an ingenious

modification of his instrument Hale now
photographs on a single plate the Sun cov-

ered with all its spots and faculse, and sur-

rounded by all its prominences ; and all

this is done in a few minutes, in full day-

light ! Could the corona be added, the

triumph would be complete ; but the corona

yet remains unconquered in its stronghold,

though the attack is being vigorously

pushed.

No branch of observational astronomy

seems to be in so backward a state as the
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representation of the surface features of the

planets. Although the moon has been pho-

tographed with splendid success, and the

planets with results that are encouraging

and suggestive, we still rely (in the case of

the planets) on the old method of hand

drawing used by Galileo. The fallibility of

the draftsman is well known. It has been

illustrated again and again. Yet there

seems to be a curious habit among some

observers of regarding a drawing, when
once made, as invested with high authority

—as that of a standard established by legis-

lative act. A photograph, if it could be

made, would be free from the errors of the

draftsman, and from a personality which is

recognizable in all hand drawings, and

which, though it is scarcely to be classed

as an error, it would be desirable to avoid.

Here, then, is another opportunity for the

new methods. There is no reason to sup-

pose that it is impossible to obtain photo-

graphs of the planets which will show all

that the eye can see, although there are

many reasons to know that it will be very

difficult to do so. The instruments for this

purpose would have to be quite different

from those in general use, and there would

be few occasions, in even the most favored

regions of the earth, when they could be

employed. Difficulties would also arise

from the rapid rotation of some of the

planets. But this is not the place to dis-

cuss the necessary conditions. It is only

fair to say that Professor Schaeberle, of the

Lick Observatory, has already been experi-

menting in this direction—with what suc-

cess is not yet generally known.

Passing to stellar spectroscopy, a field

broader even than that of solar physics is

opened before us ; for the sun, although

paramount in his own system, is only one of

the stars. In a general way, the spectra of

the stars have been observed, and classified

according to their chai-acter, and objects of

unusual interest have been noted for fu-

ture investigation—many a rare specimen

has been meshed in Harvard's widely ex-

tended net ; but the detailed study of indi-

vidual spectra has just begun. For this pur-

pose large telescopes are desirable, if not

absolutely necessary. Many observations

of precision required in the older astronomy

are best made with small telescopes. But

in stellar spectroscopy light is all-important;

and while much can doubtless be accom-

plished with small telescopes, there is prob-

ably nothing that cannot be done better with

large ones. Even in solar spectroscopy,

where the supply of light is abundant, a

large image is required for the study of in-

dividual parts of the sun's surface.

No department of astrophysics has prof-

ited more by the introduction of photo-

graphic processes than stellar spectroscopy.

To the advantages of photography already

mentioned there is here to be added another

not less important. Owing to atmospheric

disturbances the image of a star dances

about on the slit-plate of a spectroscope

placed in the focus of a telescope. The
spectrum is not only faint, but tremulous,

and to measure the lines in it by visual ob-

servation is like trying to read a printed

page irregularly illuminated by flashes of

light. These irregularities do not appear

on the photograph. They disappear in the

process of integration. Negatives obtained

with the spectrograph can be directly

measured under a microscope, or enlarge-

ments can be made from them in the usual

manner. In this way photographs of star

spectra are now made which are compara-

ble, with respect to accuracy and wealth of

detail, to Kirchhoff's famous map of the

solar spectrum. " It is simply amazing,"

says Professor Young, with reference to the

Draper memorial photographs, " that the

feeble, twinkling light of a star can be made
to produce such an autographic record of

substance and condition of the inconceiv-

able distant luminary."
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Let us considei" for a moment some of the

questions in this field that are open for in-

vestigation. The motions in the line of

sight of all stars within reach of the largest

telescopes have to be measured. This im-

portant line of research has already been

referred to. The relation has to be ascer-

tained between the various classes of star

spectra and the probable order of stellar

evolution. It now appears practically cer-

tain that all the stars are not made accord-

ing to a single pattern, and that they cannot

be fitted into a single scheme of develop-

ment. The Wolf-Rayet stars, the stars

with banded spectra, the stars with bright-

line spectra, the planetary nebulte, the

spectroscopic binaries, the variable stars,

require the most careful attention. Vari-

ables of the Mira class should be followed

with the spectroscope as far as possible from

their maximum, and the spectral changes

which accompany the light variation of

other stars, whether due to phenomena of

emission and absorption, or to relative mo-
tion of bodies in a revolving system, should

be studied with the most powerful instru-

ments.

The discovery, by means of the spectro-

scope, of binary stars which are far too close

for resolution with our most powerful tele-

scopes, aad which are recognized in their

true character by a periodic doubling of

their spectral lines, has brought to our

knowledge strange and wonderful condi-

tions of orbital motion. Such a system as

that of Spica, where two bodies like our

sun revolve around each other like the

balls of a gigantic pendulum, in a period of

only four days, at a distance no greater

than that which separates the sixth satellite

of Saturn from its primary, must have re-

mained forever unknown to the older

astronomy. Between these spectroscopic

binaries and the most rapidly revolving

doubles visible in the telescope there is a

wide gap, the cause of which is obvious.

The conditions favorable to discovery in

the two cases are directly opposed, and
doubtless a large class of stars lies at present

just beyond the reach of either method.

But this gap may be bridged over by
means of such a great telescope as we see

before us to-day, while the work necessary

to accomplish this end will open up still

another field for research. It has long

been recognized that the position microm-

eter and the spectroscope, taken together,

are theoretically competent to determine

the real orbits in space of the components
of a double star ; hence, also, the masses of

the components and their distance from the

earth. Until recently the question had
only a mathematical interest. But the

small velocities to be expected in the case

of any double star whose components can

be separately distinguished with the tele-

scope are now almost, if not quite, within

reach of the spectroscope, and the investi-

gation of such doubles has acquired a

physical interest.

Here I must close my review of the im-

portant questions before the astrophysicist,

with the consciousness that it is most re-

markable for what it leaves unnoticed. I

have said nothing of questions relating to

the photography of comets and their spectra,

the rotation of the planets or the absorp-

tion spectra of their atmospheres, the colors

of double stars, the spectra of temporary

stars, the measurement of obscure wave-

lengths ; nothing about stellar photometry,

the application of interference methods to

spectroscopic research, the exploration of

the infra-red spectrum. But I will not

trespass further on your patience. In all

the fields that I have mentioned there are

noble problems, worthy of the best efforts

that can be given to their solution. To
realize their importance, think how ill we
could spare what we have already won.

What a blank would be left in our knowl-

edge of the heavens if the results of astro-
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physical research in our own generation

were stricken out

!

The future should look bright, indeed, as

we view it to-day. Munificence and skill

have provided this splendid observatory

with means for promoting knowledge in both

the older and the newer branches of the

sublime science to which it is dedicated.

Its magnificent equipment will be used by
men who have won merited distinction in

both the older and the newer methods of re-

search. It has the cooperation and support

"of a great institution of learning. From
this happy union of ability and opportunity

we have reason to expect results of the

highest import to the new astromony, and
to its allied branches of physical science.

But, lest any words of mine should give

rise to expectations that may not be fulfilled,

I wish to say once more that important re-

sults are not necessarily of a striking or sur-

prising character. "We can hardly assume
that every increase in telescopic power will

be followed by the discovery of new planets

or satellites. Such discoveries, if they come,

will be welcome ; but they should not be ex-

pected. There may be no more planets or

satellites, yet undiscovered, in the solar sys-

tem. But we may confidently expect from

the work of this observatory those results

which throw light on the dark places in na-

ture, and which, therefore, though they may
not stimulate the popular imagination, are

of the very highest importance, for they are

indispensable to true scientific progress.

James E. Keeler.
Allegheny Observatory.

MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY AT TEE
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE AD-

VANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

The officers of the Section of Mathe-
matics and Astronomy were as follows :

Chairman, W. W. Beman; Secretary, J.

McMahon; Press Secretary, P. A. Lambert;
Councillor, E. W. Hyde; Sectional Commit-

tee, W. "W. Beman, J. McMahon, A. Mac-
farlane, "W. F. Durand, J. E. Kershner,

W. S. Pritchett; Member of Nominating
Committee, A. Ziwet ; Committee to nom-
inate officers of Section, W. W. Beman, J.

McMahon, A. Hall, Jr., E. S. Woodward,
A. Macfarlane.

The Chairman's address was on 'A Chap-
ter in the History of Mathematics,' which
has already been published in this Journal.

The following papers were presented to

the Section

:

1. A Problem in Substitution-groups.

By Dr. G. A. Miller, Rosette, Kan.
2. Continuous Groups of Spherical Trans-

formations in Space. By Professor H. B.

Newson, Lawrence, Kan.
3. The Treatment of Differential Equa-

tions by Approximate Methods. By Pro-

fessor W. F. Durand, Ithaca, IST. Y.
4. Commutative Matrices. By Professor

J. B. Shaw, Jacksonville, 111.

5. On the Theory of the Quadratic Equa-
tion. By Professor A. Macfarlane, Lehigh
University, South Bethlehem, Pa.

6. A New Principle in Solving Certain

Linear Differential Equations that occur

in Mathematical Physics. By Professor A.
Macfarlane, Lehigh University, South Beth-

lehem, Pa.

7. Condition that the Line Common to

n— 1 Planes in an n-space may Pierce a
Given Quadric Surface in the Same Space.

By Dr. Virgil Snyder, Ithaca, N. Y.
8. The Psychology of the Personal Equa-

tion. By Professor T. H. Safford, Williams-
town, Mass.

9. Compound Determinants. (Prelim-

inary communication.) By Professor W.
H. Metzler, Syracuse, N. Y.

10. Waters within the Earth and Laws of

Eainflow. By W. S. Auchincloss, C.E.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

11. On the Secular Motion of the Earth's
Magnetic Axis. By Dr. L. A. Bauer, Uni-
versity of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, O.
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12. Simple expressions for the Diurnal

range of the Magnetic Declination and of

the Magnetic Inclination. By Dr. L. A.

Bauer, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

13. The Theory of Perturbations and

Lie's Theory of Contact-transformations.

By Dr. E. O. Lovett, Princeton, N. J.

14. On Rational Eight Triangles. No.

I. By Dr. Artemas Martin, U. S. Coast

Survej^, Washington, D. C.

15. Some Eesults in Integration expressed

by the Elliptic Integrals. By Professor

James McMahon, Cornell University,Ithaca,

isr. Y.

16. Modification of the Eulerian Cycle

due to Inequality of the Equatorial Mo-
ments of Inertia of the Earth. By Profes-

sor E. S. Woodwai'd, Columbia University,

New York.

17. Integration of the Equations of Eo-

tation of a Non-rigid Mass for the case of

Equal Principal Moments of Inertia. By

Professor E. S. Woodward, Columbia Uni-

versity, New York.

18. General Theorems concerning a cer-

tain class of Functions deduced from the

properties of the Newtonian Potential Func-

tion. By Dr. J. W. Glover, Ann Arbor,

Mich.

19. The Importance of adopting Stand-

ard Systems of Notation and Coordinates

in Mathematics and Physics. By Professor

Frank H. Bigelow, U. S. Weather Bureau,

Washington, D. D.

20. A Eemarkable Complete Quadrilat-

eral among the Pascal Lines of an Inscribed

Six-point of a Conic. By Professor E. D.

Bohannan, Columbus, Ohio.

21. Stereoscopic Views of Spherical Cate-

naries and Gyroscopic Curves. By Profes-

sor A. G. Greenhill, Eoyal Artillery Col-

lege, Woolwich.

No. 1 pointed out that to every simple

isomorphism of a group to itself corre-

sponds some substitution of its operators

;

and that to all such isomorphisms corre-

sponds a substitution group, which has been

called the group of isomorphisms of the given

group. A new and simple proof was given

of the following theorem of Jordan's :

When a regular group (E) of order n is

transformed into itself by the largest possi-

ble group (L) of its own degree, the sub-

group of L which includes all its substitu-

tions that do not contain a given element is

the group of isomorphisms of E. Other

theorems were proved regarding those iso-

morphisms which may be derived from a

given one by means of real transforming

operators.

In No. 2, of which a brief abstract was
read by the Secretary, the general group is

that of Lie's Kugelgeometrie. All infinity

in space is regarded as a single point and
all planes as spheres through the point at

infinity. The general group is tenfold.

All transformations leaving a point invari-

ant form a sevenfold sub-group. There is

a sixfold subgroup which leaves a sphere

invariant, and which is identical with the

sixfold group of circular transformations on

the Neumann sphere or in the complex

plane.

No. 3 was read in joint session of Sections

A and B. It showed how to compute suc-

cessive values of a function defined by a

differential equation without solving the

equation analytically. Using Newton's

notation for derivatives of ij as to x, and

indicating successive values of y by sub-

scripts, the simple trapezoidal rule would

serve to express approximately the differ-

ence between y^ and y^ in terms of 2/0 and

2/j, and similarly that between y^ and y^ in

terms of 2/0 and y^. Hence y^ and y^ may
be ultimately expressed in terms of y^, 2/0;

y^, 2/1. Substituting their values in the dif-

ferential equation, the latter will give the

value of
2/i-

This value substituted back

will give values of y^ and j/j, and hence the

quantities for the point 1 are completely
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known when those for the zero point are

assigned ; and so on from point to point.

The trapezoidal rule may be replaced by

more accurate rules if desired. The method

is applicable to equations of any order, and

also to simultaneous equations.

No. 4 showed that if two matrices are

commutative, i. e., if cf<l' = 4'<P, then there

is no latent system of any root of the one

which lies in the extension composed of

two or more latent regions of a root of the

other unless it includes the entirety of

these regions. The case when one of the

matrices has equal roots was developed.

No. 5 presented a new theory of the quad-

ratic equation x^ + 26a; + e ^ o ; stating that

when 6' is greater than c the roots may be

either real numbers or ' hyperbolic com-

plexes,' and that when ¥ is less than c the

roots may be either ' circular complexes ' or

scalar numbers. In this view the square

root of negative unity can in certain cases

be interpreted as a scalar instead ofa versor.

No. 6, which was read in joint session,

showed by an example that when one term

in the differential equation is the orthog-

onal projection of a plane motion, it is in

some cases easier to pass to the auxiliary mo-

tion by means of ' planar algebra ' than it

is to proceed with the given equation di-

rectly. (See Trans. A. I. E. E., Vol. X., p.

186.)

In No. 7, of which the Secretary presented

a brief abstract, there were n — 1 linear

equations and one quadratic equation in the

same n variables, and the problem was

to determine when the simultaneous values

of the variables that satisfy these equations

are all real. The criterion obtained has

applications for ?i = 2, 3, 4 or 5, whether the

generating element be a point, a plane, a

line or a sphere.

The object of No. 8, which was read by

the Secretary, was to awaken an interest

among astronomers and psychologists such

as to induce them to pay more attention to

the work of each other and thus improve

their own methods where necessary.

In No. 9, which was presented in abstract

by Dr. Shaw, the idea of obtaining the value

oi A{m) the ?ft'" compound of the determi-

nant J^, as a power of A by multiplying it

by its adjugate A{n — m), the (ii — m)'"

compound of A, is extended to finding the

value of certain minors of A (m) in terms of

A and its minors. By making use ofa com-

prehensive notation the whole subject is

unified, the laws of vanishing minors set

forth, and such well-known theorems as

Sylvester's and others are easily established.

In the absence of the author No. 10 was

read by title, and a printed pamphlet was

distributed in Sections A and B.

An abstract of No. 11 was presented by

the Secretary. It stated that about 70 per

cent, of the total magnetization of the earth

can be referred to a homogeneous magneti-

zation about a diameter inclined to the

earth's rotation axis by an angular amount

of about 12°. This axis has been termed

by Gauss the earth's magnetic axis. It is

an interesting question to determine the

motion of this axis during the past two or

three centuries, and Dr. Bauer's paper was

an attempt to solve this problem as far as

is possible with the data at present at com-

mand.

No. 12 was also read in brief abstract

by the Secretary. It stated that as yet no

formulse had been found by which the diur-

nal range of the magnetic declination, for

example, could be computed for various

portions of the earth. The author has

found the following simple formulae to hold

true within the fluctuations to which the

quantities themselves are subject : Diurnal

range of declination = 2'.58 sec^ <p ;
diurnal

range of inclination = 6'.1 -=- 1 -f- 3 sin^ <p ;

wherein p, the magnetic latitude, is found

from the equation tan <p = ^tan I, in which

I is the magnetic dip. The first formula

was discovered empirically, then under cer-
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tain assumptions deduced theoretically.

The second was then derived theoretically

and was found to satisfy the data.

An abstract of No. 13 was read by the

Secretary. It follows the theory of pertur-

bations in the problems of mechanics in the

order of its historical development from

Lagrange to Lie with a view to the final

presentation of the theory in its j ust position

as one phase of Lie's theory of contact-

transformations.

No. 14 was presented by the Secretary.

It gave a bibliography of the Pythagorean

proposition, followed by a general solution

of the equation x^ + y' = 2^ and concluded

with an extensive numerical table of the

sides of rational right-angled triangles.

No. 15 expressed in terms of the tabu-

lated E and F functions a number of in-

tegrals, many of which had apparently

never been completely worked out.

No. 16 showed how to express the efi'ect

of a small diiference in the equatorial mo-

ments of inertia of the earth on the period

of revolution of the instantaneous axis of

rotation around the axis of figure. A re-

markable value is obtained for the average

angular velocity of that revolution, and a

formula is deduced for the difference in

the equatorial moments essential to explain

the discrepancy between the observed and

computed value of the Eulerian cycle.

No. 17 considered the case of no applied

forces, or that in which there is conserva-

tion of moment of momentum. The prob-

lem is of practical interest in its applica-

tion to the question of variation of latitudes

on the earth. Several new theorems with

respect to the motions of the mass were

derived.

No. 18 obtained some general properties

of a class of functions of which the spher-

ical harmonics are special cases.

No. 19 described the present annoying

state of the subject-matter of notation and

coordinate systems, and advocated the

adoption of certain standards. It is ex-

pected that this question will be further

discussed at the Boston meeting with a

view to obtaining a consensus on symbols

and fundamental conventions.

No. 20 called attention to a certain quad-

rilateral whose properties throw new light

on the theory of the Pascal lines of a hex-

agon inscribed in a conic.

In presenting No. 21 Professor Green-

hill gave stereoscopic views of certain in-

teresting curves in space and pointed out

the bearing of some of them on certain

parts of the theory of elliptic functions.

The section is also indebted to Professor

Greenhill for interesting contributions to

the discussions on many of the other

papers.

The officers elected for the Boston meet-

ing are Professors E. E. Barnard, of Yerkes

Observatory, and Alexander Ziwet, of the

University of Michigan.

James MoMahon.

SINGULAR STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS OF
INDIA RUBBER.

The curious and unaccountable behavior

of India rubber in thermodynamic trans-

formation of energy under load has long been

familiar ; it is, perhaps, even more generally

known that it exhibits a peculiar relation

of elongation to load when approaching its

limit of tenacity, but I am not aware that

this later phenomenon has ever been ex-

hibited by formal test or by graphic repre-

sentation of the results of such tests. It is

a matter of common observation that, when
this substance is subjected to a pull of

steadily increasing intensity, its resistance

increases as does that of any elastic and

ductile material; but that, at the end, in-

stead of suddenly losing power of resistance,

or even snapping without observable de-

crease of load, its resistance for a time
'

rapidly and largely increases up to the point
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of rupture. This can be readily felt in even

the breaking of one of the small bands of

partially vulcanized rubber now so univer-

sally employed for filing papers and other

purposes. At the end of the period of ex-

tension the resistance rises so rapidly as to

produce the sensation of bringing the hand
up against a rigid obstacle, resisting further

elongation.

Figure 1 is the stress-strain diagram of a

strip of rubber, partially vulcanized, but not

sufficiently to disguise the peculiar charac-

teristics of the material.

Studying this diagram, it will be ob-

any indication of that method of flow of

the mass which, in the case of the irons

and softer steels, for example, permits a

falling-off of resistance after passing a point

of maximum tenacity well within the

breaking limit. The ratio of increase of

load to increase of elongation steadily in-

creases from the zero point, as with all sub-

stances, other than iron and steel, so far as

known, up to this point of contrary flexure

on the diagram; at which place the ratio is

inverted and resistance increases in greater

proportion than extension, finally assuming

a comparatively high value.

-/-fe-
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Strain per Unit Length.

Fig. 1.—Stress-Strain Diagram of India Rubber.

served that the substance behaves precisely

like other familiar materials, up to a point

which, in this case, is found at a load of

thirty per cent, of the maximum, the break-

ing load, and at an extension one half the

maximum. At this point there exists a re-

versal of the line, and the curvature is

thence maintained convex to the axis of X,

up to the point of rupture ; fracture tak-

ing place, at the end, sharply and without

The singularity of this action will be

brought into relief by examining the dia-

grams produced with other materials em-
ployed in the arts.* Swedish or Norway
Iron, Common Merchant Iron, ' Mild ' Steel,

and Tool-Steel have been subjected to

loads increasing to the point of rupture,

with occasional removal of the load.

*Thurston's Materials of Engineering, Vol. II., p.

611.
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The nearly-vertical lines on each curve,

at intervals, from the origin, are the

' elasticity lines,' as they have been called,

showing the action of the material when
the load is gradually relieved. These

substances do not restore themselves to the

original dimensions, but remain perma-

nently distorted, taking more or less set and,

usually at least, maintaining a constant

value of the modulus of elascity. The
slight droop in each line, near its outer ex-

tremity, shows the behavior of the sub-

stance when the load is left unchanged and

elongation is maintained constant. This
' exaltation of the elastic limit ' was discov-

ered by me many years ago, and announced

to the American Society of Civil Engineers

in 1873.* India rubber exhibits none of

the phenomena giving the characteristic

form of the diagrams of the irons and steels.

Even when stretched to the point of rup-

ture it restores itself very nearly to its

original dimensions and gradually recovers

a part of the loss of form at that instant

observable. Its almost complete stability

of form when relieved from load, and es-

pecially when in the shape of springs such

as are used on railway trucks, constitutes

one of its most valuable properties. Like

cork, when confined laterally, it is practic-

ally indestructible and incapable of distor-

tion when used as a spring. The singular

stress-strain relations of the substance may
probably be found to give it peculiar value

for many other purposes. The sample il-

lustrated by our diagram was of the kind

employed for springs and rubber bands and,

as usual, slightly vulcanized.

The equation of the curve of this charac-

ter described by the materials of construc-

tion generally may be taken, without im-

portant error, usually, as of the form

and with elongation, E, and T, tenacity, re-

* Trans. Am. Soe. C. E., November, 1873.

spectively, in per cent, of total length of

specimen and in pounds per square-inch, the

constant, a, is usually not far from 0.1 for

good irons, 0.05 for tool-steels, and for good

soft copper it is about 1.2. For this specimen

of India rubber the equation is obviously

so entirely different in class and form, and
indicates so evidently an entirely different

method of molecular action in resistance of

strain, that it must constitute a problem by
itself. The peculiarities of this form may,
however, prove a key to the corresponding

singularities of its internal structure and
forces. So far as known, no other substance

gives such unique relations of forces holding

the substance in stable form to the varia-

tions of form to which the external applica-

tion of force gives rise. The volume of the

mass remains, so far as can be seen, con-

stant, or nearly so, and the expenditure of

work upon the substance results simply in

changing the intermolecular distances of

adjacent particles. This fact will probably

be found to simplify the process of experi-

mental interpretation of this curious case.

The cause of the singular behavior of

this thermodynamically unique material re-

mains to be discovered. It is probably safe

to assume that its mechanical and physical

properties will have some close relationship,

and that the investigation, to be complete,

must comprehend both lines of research.

The gum must evidently possess either some
very strange molecular force-relations or it

must be the fact that, in the case of the or-

dinary materials of engineering and con-

struction, these apparently peculiar chai'-

acteristics are, in them, as yet unobserved

because of their minute effects. The study

of the subject cannot fail to lead to new and

interesting facts relative to the molecular

constitution of this and probably of other

substances.

E. H. Thueston.

Cornell Univeesity.
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FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COM-
MITTEE ON INDEXING CHEMICAL

LITEBATUBE*

The Committee on lodexing Chemical

Literature pi-esents to the Chemical Section

its fifteenth annual report, covering the

twelve months ending August; 1897.

WOEKS PUBLISHED.

Becatculation of the Atomic Weights. By Frank Wig-
GLESWOETH Claeke. New edition revised and

enlarged. Constants of Nature, Part V. Smith-

sonian Miscellaneous Collections, 1075. City of

Washington. 1897. Pp. vi+370. 8vo.

Index to the Literature of the Periodic Law. In : ' De-

velopment of the Periodic Lave.' By P. P. Ven-
ABLE. Easton, Pa. 1896. 12mo.

Partial Bibliography of Argon. By C. Le Roy
Parker. Accompanying his paper : ' Our Pres-

ent Knowledge of Argon.' J. Am. Chem. Soc.

xix+124 (February, 1897).

Bibliography of Agricultural Chemistry (American).

Bulletins of the Office of Experiment Stations,

United States Department of Agriculture.

In our fourteenth annual report the following cor-

rection should be made : for Bulletin No. 9 read Bul-

letin No. 19, and add Bulletin No. 27 (1897).

A card-index to Experiment Station Lit-

erature is issued by the Office of Experi-

ment Stations ; this is sent gratis to all the

agricultural colleges and experiment sta-

tions in the United States, and is sold to a

limited number of individuals and institu-

tions. Eleven thousand cards had been dis-

tributed prior to September, 1896.

The detailed index included in each vol-

ume of the ' Experiment Station Record '

contains numerous references to chemical

articles published by the experiment sta-

tions in the United States and in foreign

countries.

Abstracts of Chemical Work in Agricultural Science,

published in: 'Experiment Station Record,' is-

sued by the Office of Experiment Stations, United

States Department of Agriculture.

These abstracts were begun in Vol. I.,

No. 1. (September, 1889). Abstracts of

foreign investigations were added, beginning

*Presented at the Detroit meeting of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science.

with Vol. II., ~So. 8 (March, 1891), and
these have been included, with a quite

rapid growth in the field covered, up to the

present time. The work is in charge of

Dr. E. W. Allen, who is assisted by Mr. W.
H. Beal in the department of fertilizers

and soils, and by the Committee on Ab-
stracting of the Association of Ofiicial Agri-

cultural Chemists.

The Bevieio of American Chemical Research, edited by
Professor Arthur A. Noyes, begun in April, 1895,

and formerly published in the ' Technology Quar-

terly, ' is continued in the ' Journal of the American

Chemical Society.'

Periodicals Relating to Chemistry and Physics in the

New York Public Library and Columbia University

Library. Bulletin of the New York Public Library,

Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations. Vol. I.

No. 6. June, 1897. Page 152.

A very convenient check-list compiled with biblio-

graphical accuracy, especially useful to students re-

siding in New York and vicinity.

Bibliography of the Analysis of Chrome-iron Ore, Ferro-

Chromium and Chrome-steel. By S. Rideal and

S. Rosknblum. Chem. News, Vol. 73, p. 2. (Jan-

uary 3, 1897.)

A Bibliography of the Chemistry of Chlorophyll, by L.

Marchlewski, accompanies his monograph :
' Die

Chemie des Chlorophylls.' Hamburg and Leipzig.

1895. 8vo.

eepoets of progress.

A Bibliography of the Metals of the Platinum Group,

1748-1896, by Professor James Lewis Howe, has

been completed, and after examination by your

Committee has been recommended to the Smith-

sonian Institution for publication. The work is

now going through the press.

A Revieio and Bibliography of Metallic Carbides, by Mr.

J. A. Mathews, of Columbia University, was sub-

mitted to your Committee, and after examination

by each member the MS. was returned to the au-

thor for minor improvements. The suggestions of

the Committee were promptly accepted by Mr.

Mathews, and the revised work has been recom-

mended to the Smithsonian Institution for publica-

tion.

A Bibliography of Basic Slags, Technical, Analytical

and Agricidiu)-al, has been completed by Karl T.

McElroy, of the Division of Chemistry, U. S. De-

partment of Agriculture. The channel of publica-

tion has not been determined.
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The second edition of the Catalogue of Scientific and

Technical Periodicals, 1665-1895, by Dr. H. Carring-

ton Bolton, is entirely printed, but publication is

deferred, owing to the preparation of a new Library

Check List, with which it will be accompanied.

The new edition contains 8,603 titles.

CHEMISTEY.

A Supplement to the Select Bibliography of Chemistry,

1492-1896, has been completed by Dr. H. Carring-

ton Bolton, who has presented the MS. to the

Smithsonian Institution. This Supplement con-

tains about 9,000 titles, including many chemical

dissertations, and is brought down to the end of

the year 1896.

Dr C. H. Jouet reports his Inde.c to the Literature of

Tlmrium 'nearly finished.'

Dr. F. W. Traphagen reports ' fair progress ' on his

Index to the Literature of Tantalum.

Mr. George Wagner reports that he has made progress

on the Bibliography of Oxygen.

Mr. H, E. Brown, under the direction of Professor A.

B. Prescott, is jireparing a Bibliography of the Con-

stitution of Morphine and related Alkaloids.

Professor William Ripley Nichols, of the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology, at the time of his

death left an unfinished Index to the Literature of

Carbonic Oxid ; the manuscript was taken in hand

by Professor Augustus A. Gill, of the same institu-

tion, who has done considerable work upon it ; he

now reports that he is not in a position to finish the

task and he is perfectly willing to relinquish the

large amount of material accumulated to anyone

who would undertake to complete it.

Professor Clement W. Andrews, formerly of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology and now
Librarian of the John Crerar Library, Chicago, re-

ports that he is obliged to abandon work on his In-

dex to tlie Literature of Milk, and will be very glad to

turn over the material to anyone who cares to

undertake to complete the bibliography.

It has always been the aim of the Com-
mittee on Indexing Chemical Literature to

prevent duplication of work, but failure to

inform the Committee of work in progress

may defeat this undertaking. An an-

nouncement, in the Fourteenth Annual
Report, of certain work having been nearly

completed surprised a chemist in another

part of the country, and has led to the

abandonment by the latter of much labori-

ous indexing.

In conclusion the Committee repeats the

statement that it labors to encourage indi-

vidual enterprise in chemical bibliography,

and to record in the annual reports works

issued and works in progress.

Address correspondence to the Chairman,

at Cosmos Club, Washington, D. C.

H. Carrington Bolton, Chairman,

F. W. Clarke,

A. R. Leeds,

A. B. Prescott,

Alfred Tuckbrman,

H. W. Wiley,

Committee.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

THE STONE AGE OF PHOSNICIA.

The associations of Phoenicia with both

sacred and profane history are so numerous

that a careful investigation of its oldest hu-

man remains will attract general attention.

Such an investigation is reported in L''An-

thropologie, ISTos. 3 and 4 of this year, by

Professor Zumoffen, of Beyrut, Syria.

He gives a map of the prehistoric sta-

tions, and divides them into ' paleolithic

'

and ' neolithic,' according to the French

canons of archaeology. Of the former

he describes six which he has explored.

Two fall-page plates present the objects in

natural size. The most important finds

were in a cavern in the valley of Antelias,

which has also been visited by previous

students (Fraas, Dawson).

Examined by the canons of American

archaeology, the claim for the vast antiquity

of these remains is open to some doubts.

Patination, which the author emphasizes,

is dependent on soil and dampness more

than age ;
one or more of the six stations

he acknowledges were workshops, and the

remains, therefore, are to be classed as ' re-

jects. ' This explains the absence of pot-

tery ; but most significant is the fact

(p. 426) that the fauna of the ' paleolithic

'
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and the ' neolithic ' stations were the same,

while the stratigraphic relations of the de-

posits are inconclusive.

AECH^OLOGICAL SURVEY OF OHIO.

In a neat pamphlet of 110 pages, reprinted

from Vol. V. of the Ohio State Archseolog-

ical and Historical Society, Mr. Warren K.

Moorehead, Curator of the Society, gives a

readable report of the field-work carried on

in the Muskingum, Scioto and Ohio valleys

during the year 1896.
' The exhibit is most

creditable to his energy and judgment.

Tlie aim of his investigation is to produce

a reliable archaeological map of the State,

and also to examine critically some of the

most remarkable ancient monuments and to

collect the art remains of the former inhab-

itants, la all these directions he has been

quite successful. Nearly seven thousand

monuments of the indigenous tribes have

been located and mapped. A limited num-

ber have been carefully excavated, and the

total number of specimens obtained runs up

into the tens of thousands.

The report is illustrated with forty-five

figures in the text of noteworthy mounds or

valuable specimens, and much collateral in-

formation relating to them is inserted. One

prominent advantage has been the educa-

tional influence of the survey on the popu-

lation. It is gratifying to learn (p. 261) that

there are now in Ohio 310 persons interested

in its archaeology ! Can any other State

equal this record ?

D. G. Brinton.

XJniveesity of Pennsylvania.

NOTES ON INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

Professor Moissan and Professor Dewar
publish in the Comptes Rendus further

experiments on liquid fluorin. The boiling-

point is —187°
; at —210° it still remains

liquid, showing no sign of solidification.

The density was determined by suspending

in it several different substances which

are unacted upon ; amber was found to

rise and fall in the liquid, hence its

specific gravity was 1.14. No absorption

bands were found by the spectroscope, and

between the poles of a powerful electro-

magnet it showed no magnetic phenomena.

Its capillarity is less than that of liquid

oxygen and only one-sixth of that of water.

At —210° it has no action on dry oxygen,

water or mercury, but at this low tempera-

ture it still reacts violently with hydrogen,

and even with the hydrogen in oil of tur-

pentine. The explosive substance which in

previous experiments they obtained when
fluorin was led into liquid oxygen is not

formed if oxygen is perfectly dry, and ap-

pears to be a hydrate of fluorin.

In the Pharmaceutisohe Zeitung F. Sibbers,

writing on the analysis of aluminum, claims

that the proportion of silicon present is al-

ways underestimated, from the fact that

when aluminum is dissolved in acid a con-

considerable part of the silicon is evolved

as hydrogen silicid and lost. The average

amount of silicon usually found in alumi-

num is 0.3 %, but taking into consideration

that which is lost in analysis the author

considers that 0.6 % is usually present.

As the presence of silicon is considered to

be very detrimental to aluminum, these de-

terminations of Sibbers deserve careful con-

sideration.

De. H. Caerington Bolton, whose Bib-

liographies of Chemistry and Scientific

Periodicals have proved of so much value

to chemists and other scientists, as well as

to librarians, and who has done so much to

throw light upon obscure points in the his-

tory of chemistry, has again put American

chemists under obligation to him by a paper

on ' Early American Chemical Societies,'

which was recently read before the Wash-
ington Chemical Society, and now is re-

printed from the Journal of the American

Chemical Society. It appears that before
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the end of the first quarter of the present

century three chemical societies had been

founded in this country, while the first

chemical society of Europe, the Chemical

Society of London, was not founded till

1841. Forty-nine yeai-s before this date,

in 1792, the Chemical Society of Phila-

delphia was instituted. Its first Presi-

dent was Dr. James Hutchinson, and at

Ms death he was succeeded by Dr. James
Woodhouse, who was at that time pro-

fessor of chemistry in the medical depart-

ment of the University of Pennsylvania.

Among the best-known members were Dr.

Joseph Priestley and Robert Hare, the in-

ventor of the oxy-hj^drogen blowpipe. "The
meeting of October 24, 1801, was made
memorable by the appointment of a com-

mittee for the ' discovery of means by which

a greater concentration of heat might be

obtained for chemical purposes.' " On
this committee was Robert Hare, then only

twenty years old, and December 10th of the

same year he reported, on behalf of the

committee, his great invention. No mem-
oirs were published by this Societj', and
how much longer it existed is a matter of

conjecture. In August, 1811, the Colum-

bian Chemical Society was founded, also

at Philadelphia. It numbered sixty-nine

' Honorary ' (regular) members, of whom
thirty- one were Europeans, and thirteen

' Junior ' (associate) members. Thomas
Jefierson was patron; James Cutbush, Pres-

ident, and among the more distinguished

members were Benjamin Smith Barton,

Archibald Bruce, Joseph Cloud, Thomas
Cooper, Robert Hare, James Madison, Ben-

jamin Rush, Adam Seybert and Benjamin

Silliman. The foreign members included

the most distinguished chemists of Eng-

land and France, and Proust of Madrid.

No Germans were on the list, nor Berze-

lius. One volume of memoirs was pub-

lished in 1813, now a very rare book. In

his article Dr. Bolton gives interesting ab-

stracts of the papers in this volume. Sep-

tember 6, 1821, there was founded at Delhi,

New York, the Delaware Chemical and
Geological Society, a local society of forty

or fifty members, having ' for its object the

improvement of the members in literature

and science, especially in chemistry and
mineralogy.' Considering "the limited

facilities for acquiring chemical knowledge

in the New World" (chiefly in the medi-

cal schools) " and the distance of amateurs

from the European head-centers of learn-

ing, it is certainly noteworthy that Ameri-

can chemists combined to form associations

for mutual improvement and the advance-

ment of their calling at so early a period."

The fourth chemical society in this country

was the American Chemical Society, found-

ed at New York in 1876, and broadened in

its scope in 1892, until it now numbers

1,106 members, working in nine chartered

sections, representing forty-seven States

and Territories, and several countries of

Europe, South America, and even Austra-

lia. J. L. H.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.
We record, with deep regret, the death at

Philadelphia, on November 14th, of Dr. Harri-

son Allen, emeritus professor of comparative

anatomy in the University of Pennsj'lvania.

The American Psychological Association will

meet at Ithaca, in conjunction with ' The

Naturalists ' and affiliated societies, on Tues-

day, December 29th, and the two following

days, under the presidency of Professor J.

Mark Baldwin, of Princeton University. It is

intended to place papers on experimental and

physiological psychology on the first day and

on the final day papers having closer relations

with philosophy. On Wednesday morning

there will be a discussion on ' The Psychology

of Invention,' which it is expected will be

opened hy Professor Josiah Eoyce, Harvard

University; Professor John Dewey, University

of Chicago, and Professor Joseph Jastrow, Uni-

versity of Wisconsin.

A COMMITTEE of the American Chemical So-
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ciety appointed in 1893 issued a circular letter

addressed to foreign chemical societies, with a

view to organizing a series of international

chemical congresses, similar to the International

Congress of Chemists held in connection with

the World's Columbian Exposition. This com-

mittee has been compelled to report through

its chairman. Professor F. W. Clarke, that a

few favorable replies were received from minor

organizations, but not from any of the great

chemical societies, and the committee asks to

be discharged, leaving the initiative to other

organizations. /

Db. B. Engelhaet has given up his ob-

servatory at Dresden and presented the instru-

ments and library to the University Observatory

at Kasan.

Db. Mark Olivet, professor of psychiatry

in the University of Geneva, and the author of

numerous publications on medicine and hygiene,

died at Geneva on October 24th, in his seventy-

sixth year.

A MONUMENT to Duchcnnc has been erected

in the Saltp6triere. Duchenne began at Bo-

logne by treating nervous diseases with elec-

tricity, and after he went to Paris never held

any university or hospital position, but to him

we owe the first description of locomotor ataxy

and many forms of muscular wasting, as well

as important advances in the physiology of

movement.

Professor von Kollicker, "Wurzburg, has

been given the Anders Retzius medal by the

Association of Swedish Physicians.

Professor von Rontgen, Wiirzburg, has

been elected an honorary member of the Swiss

Scientific Society, Berne.

It is stated in iVaf«>-e that Professor F. Omori^

of the Seismological Institute, Tokio, is now in

India, for the purpose of investigating the recent

Calcutta earthquake aad reporting on the same

to the Japanese government.

Dr. Lehman Nietsche has been appointed

keeper of the anthropological department of the

La Plata Museum, succeeding Dr. Ten Kate.

The Appalachian Mountain Club of Boston

gave a reception on Monday of this week, at

which were exhibited Harvard Geographical

Relief Models, new Sella Photographs and pho-

tographs of the mountains along the Great

Northern Railway. On November 10th Profes-

sor William M. Davis addressed the Club on

the Harvard Geographical Models.

De. Kakichi Mitsukuei, the eminent zoolo-

gist, professor in the University of Tokio and

delegate from Japan to the recent conference on

seal fisheries, lectured this week at Johns Hop-
kins University, of which he is a former student.

The following courses of lectures on natural

science are^being given at the Philadelphia Acad-

emy of Natural Sciences under the Ludwick

foundation. They are given at 4:30 in the after-

noon and admission is free. The subjects are :

' Malacology,' Professor Henry A. Pilsbry, No-

vember 1st, 8th, 15th, 22d, 29th, December 6th;

'Geology,' Professor Angelo Heilprin, Novem-
ber 2d, 9th, 16th, 23d, 30th, December 7th

;

'Invertebrate Zoology,' Dr. Benjamin Sharp,

November 3d, 10th, 17th, 24th, December 1st,

8th; 'Vertebrate Zoology,' WitmerStone, M.A.,

November 5th, 12th, 19th, 26th, December 3d,

10th; 'Hygiene and Sanitation,' Dr. Seneca

Egbert, January 7th, 14th, 21st, 28th, February

4th, 11th; 'Botany,' Mr. Stewardson Brawn,

January 10th, 17th, 24th, 31st, February 7th,

14th; 'Entomology,' Professor Henry Skinner,

January 12th, 19th, 26th, February 2d, 9th, 16th.

At the meeting of the Botanical Club of the

University of Chicago, on November 9th, the

hour was devoted to a brief review of the life

of the late Professor Julius von Sachs. Profes-

sor Coulter read a translation of a short history

of Sachs' life prepared by his pupil, Dr. Fritz

Noll, which will appear in the Botanical Gazette.

Professor Loeb then gave some personal remin-

iscences of von Sachs.

Complete plans for the Zoological Gardens

in Bronx Park have been prepared by Heins &
La Farge, the architects, and were laid before

the Park Commissioners on Monday. There

has not been much change from the present

topography of the Park, which the architects

and experts found admirably adapted for the

purposes of the Zoological Gardens.

At the last meeting of the Trustees of the New
York Public Library, Mr. Andrew A. Green of-

fered a resolution for the appointment of a com-
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mittee to consider and report on the expediency

of uniting all the public libraries in the city.

Mr. Green, Mr. Lewis C. Ledyard and General

Philip Schuyler were appointed members of the

committee. The intention of this resolution is

to put all the public libraries under one work-

ing head and management and systematize the

work throughout the city, the New York Free

Circulating Library being the library that the

the Trustees especially desire to have united

with the New York Public Library.

The corner stone of the new building for the

Bellevue Medical College, replacing that de-

stroyed by fire and necessary owing to the fail-

ure of the plan for consolidation with New
York University, was laid on the afternoon of

November 13th. Mr. D. Ogdeu Mills, Presi-

dent of the Board of Trustees, made an address,

and addresses were made in the Carnegie

Laboratorj' by the Eev. Eoderick Terry, of the

Board of Trustees ; Dr. Langdon Gray, repre-

senting the Alumni, and Dr. John S. Billings,

for the medical profession. The new building,

which occupies a plot of ground 75 x 100 feet,

will be of granite and brick, five stories in

heigiit, and is expected to be ready in the spring.

At the inaugural meeting of the Rontgen So-

ciety, to which we referred last week, after the

address by Professor Silvanus P. Thompson,

there was an exhibition of apparatus and photo-

graphs. In its account the Times mentions only

two exhibits, both from America: " In the hall a

splendid assortment of photographs was ex-

hibited, jjerhaps the most striking being a life-

sized skiagram of the entire skeleton of a

full-grown living woman, taken by Dr. W. J.

Morton, of New York. Apparatus for the pro-

duction of Rontgen rays was also on view, the

chief novelty being an electric oscillator, made
and specially sent by Mr. Tesla, in the con-

struction of which no thin wire is employed.

When one of Tesla's own tubes is excited with

this machine the emission of Rontgen rays is so

intense that, standing 50 feet away from it,

one can still obtain on a luminescent screen

the shadow of the bones of one's hands."

Wb learn from the Botanical Gazette that Dr.

J. M. Rose returned from his Mexican trip

early in October. His work was chiefly con-

fined in the little-known parts of the Sierra

Madre. He visited Guaymas, La Paz (L. C),

Mazatlan and Acaporeta, on the western side,

crossed the two ranges of the Sierra Madre
north of the Acaporeta and made two excur-

sions into them, one from the west at Rosario,

and the other from the east at Bolanos, the

latter being one of Seeman's stations. The
States chiefly explored were Durango, Jalisco,

Zacatecas and the Territory of Tepic. The col-

lection contained 2,000 numbers, and is espe-

cially rich in umbellifers, agaves and orchids,

many living specimens of the two latter groups

having been shipped for cultivation.

Mr. a. p. Morse, curator of the zoological

museum of Wellesley College, has returned

from a collecting expedition to the Pacific coast,

planned under the direction of Mr. S. H.

Scudder. He has brought back large collec-

tions, especially of orthoptera, for class work
and for the museum.

A CABLEGRAM from Stockholm states that

King Oscar and a number of private persons

have contributed sufficient sums of money to

iusure the despatch of a Swedish Polar expedi-

tion in 1898, which will be led by Professor

Nathorst, the geologist. The cost of the expe-

dition is estimated at 70,000 crowns.

The seals caught at sea during the present

season are said to be fewer than last year. The
figures reported are as follows: Total catch of

seals in the north Pacific for the present season,

38,700 against 73,000 last year. The catch in

Bering Sea, which is that portion of the north

Pacific in which the United States is interested,

is 16,650 for the present season, against 29,500

last season, a reduction of about one-half. Of

the catch in Bering Sea, British vessels took

15,600, American vessels 1,050.

Me. H. C. Mercer and Professor H. C.

Warren have retired from the board of associ-

ate editors of the American Naturalist. We
understand that hereafter anthropology and

psychology will not be included in the scope of

the journal.

The Asa Gray Bulletin, eidted by Mr. J. H.

Hicks, is now being published at Washington

as a bi-monthly magazine for popular botany.

Beginning with next year, a journal, enti-
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tied Archives de Parasitologies edited by Pro-

fessor Raphael Blanchard, will be published at

Paris.

The current number of Virchow's Archiv

is the 150th and is published lifty years after

the establishment of the Archiv, in 1847. It

contains a portrait of Virchow and two articles

added to the long series contributed by him

since he published seven in the first volume,

fifty years ago.

The Open Court for the present month has

as a frontispiece a portrait of Euler and pub-

lishes some biographical notes on the great

mathematician. Portraits of other mathe-

maticians will be given in other numbers of the

journal.

Messes. Houghton, Mifflin & Co. have

published for the Appalachian Mountain Club,

of Boston, a guide book to the region about the

citj', prepared by Mr. Edwin M. Bacon. It

contains 410 pages, with four folding maps and

150 illustrations. The opening chapter quotes

President Eliot's characterization of the country

round about Boston as the most interesting his-

torical region in the United States, and one of

the most beautiful he had ever seen here or in

Europe ; and his advice to the students is ' to

learn the whole region by heart.' For this pur-

pose the book, which pays special attention to

the natural history of the region, will be a most

useful guide.

In a recent paper, published in the Transac-

tions of the Edinburgh Field Naturalists' and

Microscopical Society, Mr. Symington Grieve

brings the history of the Great Auk down to

July 31st of this year, noting the new speci-

mens of eggs which have come to light within

the past few years as well as the changes that

have taken place in the ownership of specimens.

It appears that the highest price paid for an

egg was 300 guineas by Sir Vauncey H. Crewe,

while Mr. Rowland Ward gave 600 guineas for

a skin and egg. The article is accompanied

by five plates of mounted specimens, three of

which are of special interest from the fact that

they are from young individuals.

Accoeding to the Botanical Gazette the two

important collections left by the late Dr. Ed-

mund Russow, of the University of Dorpat, are

to be sold. One is a collection of about 3,750

fully prepared and well preserved microscopical

preparations, including the original mounts

used for the late owner's classical investiga-

tions. The sect-nd collection is the Sphagnum
collection, of which group Russow was known
as one of the foremost students. It consists of

314 fascicles and about 3,000-4,000 micro-

scopical preparations, with outline sketches

of the same, especially of the species that have

been already worked up. There are, in addi-

tion, 300 photographic lantern slides of locali-

ties of the different sphagnums. Further in-

formation regarding the collections may be

obtained from Frau Professor Emma Russow,

Schloss Str. , 15, Dorpat, Russia.

Reutee's agency reports that at the head-

quarters of the Russian Imperial Geographical

Society, on the 27th inst., M. Sven Hedin, the

celebrated Swedish traveler, delivered an ad-

dress before a large and brilliant audience upon

his recent journey across the Pamirs, Kash-

garia and the Lob Nor. He started at the be-

ginning of 1894 for the Pamir military post in

Kashgaria, and ascended and mapped the

glaciers of Mustagh Ata (20,000 feet). During

the autumn he proceeded in the direction of

Lake Teschil-Kul to explore it, and also the

Alid-Schur Mountain range. He returned to

Kashgar to pass the winter, and spent the time

in arranging the scientific material which he

had collected. In February, 1895, M. Sven

Hedin set out to cross the Takla Makhan des-

ert, but was compelled to return to Kashgar.

In December, 1895, he went by way of Khotan

towards Lake Lob Nor, traversing a desert 300

km. wide. During this journey which occupied

four months and a half, M. Sven Hedin dis-

covered the remains of two ancient towns and

the ruins of Buddhist monuments. Proceeding

as far as the Kiria Daria river he ascertained

that this stream ran as far as 39° 30' N. He
found in that region a tribe of half-savage shep-

herds, unknown even to the Chinese. Pushing

on to the Chinese town of Koreia, along the

banks of the river Tarim, M. Sven Hedin

reached the Chinese, or northern, part of Lake

Lob Nor. From LobNor, in the spring of 1896,

he came back to Kholan, and then returned to

Kipa, in order to undertake a journey in north-
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ern Tibet aud on the heights in that region.

During this expedition the explorer discov-

ered a lofty mountain range, whose highest

peak rose about 24,000 feet above sea level.

This was named Mount Oscar. He also found

in this region twenty-three salt-water lakes.

M. Sven Hediu then proceeded via Tsaidam,

Kuku Nor, Si-ning-fu, Liang-chu, the deserts

of Alashan and Ordos to Peking, which city

he reached on March 14, 1897, across northern

China. The expedition, the cost of which was

defrayed by the King of Sweden, M. Nobel

aud several other rich Swedish gentlemen, was
the means of securing botanical, geological aud

archseological collections, notably several an-

cient Buddhist MSS., found at Khotan, and

about 500 sheets of topographical plans, as well

as a large number of photographs.

The lecture at the annual public meeting of

the fi-ve Paris Academies was given by M.
Moissan, who chose as his subject ' The Univer-

sity of Chicago,' and made use of impressions

obtained on his recent visit to America. The
address, published in the last number of the

Bevue Scientifique, may be read with profit and
amusement. After an introductory paragraph

M. Moissan begins :
" II y avait une fois, a

I'Universite de Yale, pres New-Haven, un pro-

fesseur de langues hebraiques nomme Harper.

Cet homme, qui avait beaucoup voyage et qui

connaissait bien les etablissements d'instruction

de son pays, avait la pretention de fonder la

plus grande university des Etats-Unis. Sans

cesse il poursuivait cette peusee, s'enfermant en

elle et lui donnant le meilleur de son intelli-

gence. Son idee devint une idee fixe, et ce

qu'il y avait de plus grave, c'est qu'il raison-

nait parfaitement son cas. II pretendait, ce

professeur d'h^breu, qu'une university vraiment

digne de ce nom devait presenter certaines

qualites particulieres. II voulait, par exemple,

la separation complete de I'enseignement supe-

rieur et de I'enseignement secondaire, ce qui

ne se fait pas souvent aux Etats-Unis."

This year's experience with yellow fever in

the South, which has cost the country more
than sixty million dollars, says the Boston

Transcript, has led to a movement among medi-

cal and scientific men to have the disease

studied more thoroughly than heretofore and,

if it is possible, to control it as they have other

infectious aud contagious diseases. A com-

mittee of seven, which was appointed by the

American Public Health Association at the

annual meeting in Philadelphia a short time

ago, has waited upon President McKinley
and laid before him the urgent necessity, as

viewed by the Association, for the appointment

by Congress of a commission of expert bacteriol-

ogists to be sent to Havana for the purpose of

making a thorough study of the cause and pre-

vention of yellow fever. This committee con-

sists of Dr. H. B. Horlbeck, Charleston, S. C;
Dr. Samuel H. Durgin, of Boston; Dr. A. H.
Doty, of New York; Dr. G. M. Sternberg, U.

S. A.; Josiah Hartzwell, Canton, O:; Dr. S. R.

Olliphant, New Orleans, La., and Dr. R. M.
Swearingen, Austin, Tex.

The last number of the Journal of Compara-

tive Neurology contains the text of four ' Lec-

tures on the Sympathetic Nervous System,'

given before the medical students of the Uni-

versity of Michigan in May, 1897, by Dr. G. C.

Huber. The newer literature is critically re-

viewed in the light of the author's own re-

searches, which are also quite fully outlined,

and especial attention is devoted to the problem

of the relation of the neurons in the sympathetic

system. The original figures illustrate the

sympathetic endings on striated and non-striated

muscle cells, cardiac muscular cells, blood ves-

sels, 'gland cells, epithelium of the bladder and
the cells and pericellular baskets of the sym-

pathetic ganglia of various vertebrates, to-

gether with diagrams in colors of the course

and distribution of several systems of sympa-

thetic neurons.

The report of the Engineer-in-Chief of the

United States Navy, just issued, includes the

statement of the year's work in testing ma-

terials for machinery by Chief Engineer E. R.

Freeman, who has had charge since the late

change of policy, which permitted the assign-

ment of work to engineer ofiicers which had
previously often been largely performed by in-

expert officers of other departments. The super-

vising inspector reports that the iJresent system

of conducting the inspection of steel has thus
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far proved very satisfactorj^, and has a very de-

cided advantage over the former system in the

point of time required to establish understand-

ings between the manufacturers and the Bureau.

There are many questions arising in the in-

spection of steel which can be decided or

answered only by reference to the Bureau's

plans and specifications, and which now come

direct to the Bureau ; whereas under the former

system of inspection they came through the

Steel Inspection Board, and the information

desired in connection with them was, of course,

returned to that Board for its decision, thus

causing much delay. The inspection of steel

and the designing of machinery made of that

material being now under one head, the plans

and specifications for that machinery and the

specifications for that steel can be better adapted

to the full capabilities of the steel maker, and

will not be apt to ask of him anything beyond

his capabilites.

The visitation of Algeria by locusts last year

is described in the last report of the British Con-

sul-General, which is quoted in the London

Times. It seems that Algeria was visited twice

during the year, the first flight appearing in the

winter as far north as the Mediterranean coast,

and a second one, which was normal, in the

spring and early summer. There is no record

of any flight such as the early one in the history

of Algeria, and as they appeared so early it was

believed they were sterile ; but the females be-

gan to lay in the usual way, only several

months too soon. But in place of being hatched

out in the usual period, they took more than

twice as long, which seems to be something

wholly new and unexpected in the life history

of locusts. The appearance of the insect so far

north as the Mediterranean in mid-winter is

believed to be due to the drought which in the

previous year devastated the southern districts

and the Morocco Sahara. There being no vege-

tation in the Sahara, the locusts were forced to

leave the grounds where they spend the winter,

and, without making the usual halts, to hurry

forward to places where food was obtainable.

Up to this it was believed that the maximum

period for the incubation of the eggs was 45

days ; but it has been shown now that it extends

in some cases to 70 days, so that the period

may vary, according to the time of the year,

from 15 days to 70. This unexpected visitation

was met by exceptional exertions on the part

of the government, the local authorities and

trade committees. Oran, the province adjoin-

ing Morocco, was the only one invaded. The
area over which the eggs were laid is estimated

at 424,500 acres, and 270,120 bushels of young

locusts were destroyed. The barriers, or lines

of defence, made of the Cyprus apparatus, or of

zinc, extended over 322 miles, while 27,113

ditches were dug at the foot of these to catch

the young locusts. These flgures do not take

into account the work done by the administra-

tion of forests. The number of days' work

furnished by natives during the campaign was

90,033l The elibrts of the defenders were de-

voted mainly to saving the crops which were

most valuable, such as the vines, and are said

to have been very successful.

The London County Council has adopted the

following resolution : "That it be referred to

the Parks Committee and to the Technical Edu-

cation Board to consider and report as to the

practicability of laying out plots of ground in

certain parks in such manner as will aflbrd as-

sistance to scholars of elementary and secondary

schools in the study of practical botany."

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

The report of the Treasurer of Yale Univer-

sity states that the additions to the funds of the

institution during the past year amounted to

$450,055, largely from the Fayerweather legacy.

During the past ten years the funds of the Uni-

versity have been about doubled.

Thirty scholarships have been established in

the department of philosophy in the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, ten of.which will be avail-

able this year, twenty next, and the whole

number the following year.

Plans have been adopted for the new Wilder

physical laboratory at Dartmouth College.

The building will be of brick, three stories high,

107 feet long by 56 deep, with a wing in the

rear. It will front on College street, between

the Richardson Hall and the Medical College.

The building will provide lecture rooms and
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laboratories for chemistry, physics and astron-

omy.

A MOVEMENT has been started at Raleigh, N.

C, for the establishment by the State of a tex-

tile school. A committee has been appointed

to correspond with all mill-owners, newspapers

and Legislators. In the Georgia Legislature a

bill is pending for the appropriation of $10,000

for the establishment of a textile school.

On the recommendation of the governing

board of the SheflSeld Scientific School of Yale

University, it has been decided to establish the

degree of Master of Science, to be conferred on

graduates of two years' standing or upwards,

who have taken a first degree in science and

who pursue successfully a higher course of study

in science under the direction of the governing

board.

De Lafayette B. Mendel has been pro-

moted to an assistant professorship of physio-

logical chemistry in Yale University.

Dr. George T. Kemp has been appointed

professor of physiology in the University of

Illinois.

The director o Sibley College, Cornell

University, has been authorized to establish

a full professorship of railway machine de-

sign and locomotive construction. At present

this work is carried on in existing depart-

ments.

Professoe Oscar Loew, who has been for

four years professor of agricultural chemistry

in the University of Tokio, has returned to

Munich. He will be succeeded by Dr. Bieler,

now assistant in the laboratory of agricultural

chemistry at Halle.

A CROOM Robertson fellowship with an en-

dowment of £8,000 has been created in the

University of Aberdeen, with which Robertson

was connected before being called to the Grote

chair of philosophy of mind and logic in Uni-

versity College, London.

A CHAIR of geography has been established

in the University of Wiirzburg.

The Technical Institute in Munich has been

given by the government 175,000 Marks for en-

larging the electro-technical laboratory, 150,000

Marks for the erection of a laboratory for the

agricultural station and 170,000 Marks for en-

larging other buildings.

The newly established medical school for

women in St. Petersburg opens with 165

students.

The Russian government has appropriated

400,000 roubles for the construction of a chemi-

cal laboratoi-y at the Polytechnic Institute at

Riga.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

determinate variation AND ORGANIC SE-

LECTION.

A FEW remarks may be allowed on the sub-

ject discussed in the reports of the papers of

Professors Osborn and Poulton, on ' Organic

Selection ' in the issue of October 15th. I ven-

ture to make these comments now, although

the more extended publication of the ai'ticles of

the authors may remove my causas scribendi.

Yet such preliminary reports have their main

utility, to my mind, in arousing comments

which may be of service to the authors.

I may throw my remarks into heads for the

sake of clearness.

1. Professor Osborn's use of the phrase ' de-

terminate variation' I find ambiguous, and the

ambiguity is the more serious since it seems to

me to prejudice the main contention involved

in the advocacy of ' Organic Selection.' The

ambiguity is this : He seems to use determinate

variation as synonymous with determinate evo-

lution. (See his discussion. Science, Oct. 15, pp.

583-4, esisecially p. 584, column 1, and para-

graph 2 of column 2.) He says that determi-

nate variation is generally accepted, and attri-

butes that view to Professor Lloyd Morgan and

myself. But it is only determinate evolution that

I, for my part, am able to subscribe to ; and I

think the same is true of Professor Morgan.
' Determinate evolution' means a consistent

and uniform direction of progress in evolution,

however that progress may be secured, and what-

ever the causes and processes at work. Admitting

'determinate evolution,' the question, therefore,

as to the causes which ' determine' the evolu-

tion is still open, and various answers have

been given to it. The Neo-Lamarckians say
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' use-inheritance' (as Eimer, who calls the de-

termination secured by this means Orthogen-

esis)
;
Weismann says, ' germinal selection ; I

have suggested ' Organic Selection ' (the result-

ing determination of evolution being called by

me ' Orthoplasy') ; others say, ' determinate

variation ' (continued in the same direction for

successive generations) ; Professor Osborn says,

' determinate variation' with ' organic selec-

tion.' Determinate variation, then, in the proper

meaning of that term, is only one way of ac-

counting for determinate evolution ; and to my
mind, it is not the true way ; at any rate it is

not at all involved in the theory of ' organic

selection ' as I have advocated it.

Let us look more closely at ' determinate

variation. ' Supposing that by variation we
mean ' congenital variation,' then we may ask :

When are variations determinate ? When for

any reason they are distributed about a mean
different from that required by the law of

probability or chance. The problem of deter-

minate variations is purely one of distribution
;

and is to be investigated for each generation,

quite apart from its holding for a number of

successive generations (and so giving ' determi-

nate evolution').

Further, the possible determinateness of vari-

ation is to be distinguished carefully from the

extent or width of variation. By ' extent' of

variation is meant the limits of distribution of

cases about their own mean
;
while relative

determinateness means the distribution of cases

about a mean established in the earlier gen-

eration. The question of determinate vari-

ation is : Has any influence worked to make the

mean of variation of the new generation different

from that which should be expected from the char-

acters of their parents, * whatever the extent of

variation.

*I expressly avoid saying what this mean is, i. e.,

what the contribution of each parent is to the aver-

age individual of their offspring ; hut the work of

Galton goes far to establish it. Much more investi-

gation is needed on this point of making out what is

indeterminate variation ; how insecure, therefore, the

claim that variations are determinate ! The drift of

recent statistical studies goes, however ( as far as I

am familiar with them ), directly to show that in

their distribution—considered apart from their ex-

tent— variations follow the probability curve.

2. As I have said in a recent article * the as-

sumption of the paleontologists (Osborn, loc. cit.,

pp. 584-5) that because certain fossils show de-

terminate progress

—

determinate evolution, there-

fore there must have been determinate variation,

seems to me defective logic. It is one pos-

sibility among others, certainly, but only one.

And as I held in the same article, instead

of being necessary as a support for organic se-

lection, the latter comes as a new resource to

diminish the probability that the variations

have really been determinate in these cases.

They may be cases of orthoplasy involving or-

ganic selection working as an aid to natural

selection upon ' coincident' variations which

are yet not determinate but fortuitous in the

strict sense.

3. Without going into the question, I may
yet point out that the position taken by Pro-

fesser Poulton in the matter of the relation of

natural to organic selection is, as he says, that

advocated by me (with some of the same argu-

ments) ; but it may be recalled that I gave

natural selection still further emphasis by mak-
ing the ' functional selection from overproduced

movements,' whereby motor accommodations

are secured, itself a case of natural selection

broadly understood. I have recently drawn up
a table showing the various sorts of ' selection'

under the distinction of ' means' and (immedi-

ate) ' result,' finding some twelve sorts of selec-

tion. I venture to reprint this table here, with

the remarks which accompany it in my book on
' Social and Ethical Interpretations in Mental

Development' (Macmillan, 1897), hoping that it

may be discussed. The terms in the table which
relate to social evolution are fully explained in

the book
;
they are not so essential to the topic

now before us.

The table and the remarks upon it (loc. cit.

,

Appendix B), slightly revised, are as fol-

lows :

"The various sorts of ' Selection ' which it

seems well to distinguish in different connec-

tions may be thrown together in the following

table, the corresponding sections of the book
(as far as there are such sections) being in each

case given in brackets in the table beside the

description

:

* 27(6 Psychological Beview, July, 1897, p. 397.
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sirable for consciousness or thought. I have sug-

gested ' Personal Selection (8) for the selection

of individual persons iy personal choice, analo-

gous to'Sesual Selection' (9) in the animal world.

Furthermore, Darwin's 'Artificial Selection'

should be used, as he used it, with reference

only to securing results by induced mating.

"10, 11, 12. In all sorts of so-called 'selec-

tion,' considered as factors in progress from gener-

ation to generation, in which the laws of natural

selection and physical reproduction do not operate

together, I thinli it is extremely desirable that

we discard the word ' selection ' in toto, and give

to each case a name which shall apply to it

alone. The cases of the preservation of indi-

viduals and groups by reason of their social en-

dowments do illustrate natural selection with

physical reproduction, so I propose ' Social Se-

lection ' (10) for that. But in the instances in

which either physical heredity is not operative

(12), or in which it is not the only means of

transmission (11), we cannot secure clearness

without new terms ; for these two cases I have

suggested ' Social Suppression ' (11), and ' So-

cial Generalization ' (12). The phrase ' Imita-

tive Selection ' is given in the table alternately

for the latter (12), seeing that the discussions of

the topic usually employ the term ' Selection '

and use (wrongly) the ' Natural Selection ' anal-

ogy. Selection may be used also when there is

no reference to race-progress (and so no danger

of the misuse of the biological analogy) ; since

it then means presumably the ' conscious

choice ' of psychology and of pre-Darwinian

theory."* J. Mark Baldwin.
Peinceton, October 20, 1897.

AMPHIBIA vs. BATEACHIA.

I HAVE been much interested in reading the

communications of Dr. Gill and Dr. Baur on the

above subject, and having developed certain

* It may be well to add that this table is not in-

tended to he altogether exhaustive from the biological

standpoint. For example. Professor Minot's ' Post-

Selection ' and Romanes' ' Physiological Selection ' do
not fall readily into the scheme. Nor are the differ-

ent headings in all cases exclusive of one another, e.g.,

Darwin really included both the cases (I. and II.) of

Natural Selection under the single phrase ; and justly

so, seeing that they illustrate a single principle.

convictions thereon I beg leave to state them.

Before proceeding to do this I wish to express

my appreciation of the reasonableness of the

condition of doubt in which Dr. Wilder finds

himself.

Formerly I employed the term Batrachia.

Later I became inclined to regard Amphibia as

having superior claims, principally because it

has been used and insisted on by many careful

writers. I trust that my present views rest

upon a better foundation.

In Dr. Baur's communication of July 20th

his conclusion is summed up in the following

words

:

" Three years later Latreille used the Latin

names Beptilia and Amphibia for de Blainville's

classes Reptiles and Amphibiens, and these names
ought to be used."

However, it appears to me that he has failed

to tell us why they ought to be used ; that is,

he has not stated the principles which make it

obligatory on us to use them. He has only

given us an excellent history of the case and

his conclusion. We have definite laws govern-

ing the formation and use of generic and specific

names, but the only law cited by Dr. Baur

which applies to appellatives of higher ranlc is

that which deprives of binding authority all

vernacular names, even though they may seem
to imply the Latin forms. This rule, which

most naturalists will endorse, materially clears

the ground in the present case. Cheloniens,

Ophidiens, Batraoiens, and Amphibiens stand

on the same footing as Schildkroten, Schlangen,

Toads, and Turtles.

It might be supposed that Dr. Baur relies on

the law of priority to sustain him, since he is so

careful, and properly so, to give the dates of

proposal of each of the names employed ; but

the fact that he rejects Ranse as a name for the

frogs, etc., makes it evident that he demands
something more. Dr. Gill says that we must
be guided by the law of priority in the selection

of names.

One thing is very certain, and that is that we
cannot rigidly enforce, with respect to the ap-

pellatives of higher rank, the same rules that

apply to genera. Common usage must and

does determine much in the case of the former

terms. The law of priority and a desire to
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preserve Linnseus' names would probably impel

us to overthrow the usurping title Elasmo-

hranchii ia favor of Linnaeus' quite appropriate

word Nantes. Linnseus' apt Testacea has been

crowded out of all authority by the upstart

Mollusca, which, originally ruling over a petty

section of heterogeneous elements, now stands

at the head of a vast sub-kingdom. Linnseus'

beautiful name Zoophytes is now replaced by
Ccelenterata, suggestive of famine. The strict

law of priority applied to the term Reptilia

would result in restricting it to ordinal rank or

in worse consequences. Laurenti, 1768, em-
ployed it to include Linnseus' Amphibia minus
the Nantes. It then either became a synonym
of Amphibia or restricted the latter term to the

Nantes. But the man who at this day attempts

to oust Reptilia from its position in nomencla-

ture will shed his ink in vain. Furthermore,

the contest for the headship of the class em-
bracing the frogs and salamanders lies between
Amphibia and Batrachia. No Ranie, Ichthyoidea

or Nudipellifera need apply.

A word now regarding the use of the word
Amphibia. Linnseus and some of his disciples

included under it not only the reptiles and
batrachians, but also various fishes. These

being at length excluded, the term was em-

ployed for nearly a hundred years by various

writers of standing to embrace all the reptiles

and ranine and salamandrine forms. In 1825

it seems to have been used for the first time by

Latreille, to designate what are now commonly
called the batrachians, or amphibians. This is

the date given by Dr. Baur, and is most prob-

ably the correct one.

In 1804 Latreille recognized the fact that the

frogs and salamanders form a natural group,

and he called this group the order Batrachii.

We can hardly suppose that this name will be

rejected because of its masculine ending. But

if so, the honor of giving the name to the group

belongs to Gravenhorst, who in 1807 called it

Batrachia. But the advocates of Amphibia re-

ject Gravenhorst' s name, because it was used

for the group as an order. Then, must every

group be rechristeued whenever its rank is

changed ? I know of no rule of nomenclature

requiring this, nor does common usage demand
it. Most ichthyologists regard the Elasmo^

branchii as a subclass of Pisces. Must those who
consider it a distinct class seek a new name ?

Whenever the word Mollusca was applied to the

group of mollusks the name dated from that

time, even though the group may still have been
looked upon as an order of Vermes. In the

words of Professor Cope (Batrachians N. A., p.

20), ' the rank assigned to such division is im-

material ; the idea of the division itself is every-

thing.'

But even in case it were necessary to esti-

mate correctly the value of a group when its

name is applied to it, the term Batrachia may
yet succeed in running the gauntlet. In 1820

Merrem recognized in Linnseus' Amphibia, minus

the Nantes, two distinct classes. These he named
and adequately defined. The one, Pholidota,

corresponds to our Reptilia; the other he called

the Batrachia, and it corresponds with the

group now so-called. What rule or practice of

nomenclature was not complied with by Mer-

rem in this case ? This was five years before

Latreille restricted the title Amphibia to the

same class.

If I correctly understand Dr. Baur, he rejects

Merrem's name because the latter writer still

considered his classes as holding such a relation

to each other that they might be brought under

the name Amphibia, regarded, perhaps, some-

what in the sense of a super-class. Is there

any law against this ? Such a law would have

to be formulated somewhat thus : A class name
to be acceptable must originally have been ap-

plied to the group regarded as a class, and the

author must have entertained opinions now held

as orthodox regarding the relationships of his

class to other classes.

In conclusion, I will say that, from the evi-

dence now in, it appears to be a very plain case

in favor of the defendant, Batrachia. I should

say that it dates, as a name, from Latrielle,

1804, or from Gravenhorst, 1807 ; most certainly

not later than Merrem, 1820. Amphibia has

been employed in so many senses that it leads to

confusion. It should be reserved for those who
may now or hereafter hold there is some special

relation between the reptiles and batrachians.

I am sorry to ditfer with my friends. Dr. Gill

and Dr. Baur. O. P. Hay.

U. S. National Museubi, September 24, 1897.
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THE BRITISH AND AMERICAN ASSOCIATIONS.

To THE Editor of Science : Those mem-
bers of the American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science who went from Detroit

to Toronto naturally made comparisons as to

the methods by which the affairs of the two or-

ganizations were conducted. Permit me, there-

fore, as one who attended both meetings, to

suggest three things which, if properly carried

out, will tend to improve, at least to a certain

extent, some features in the American Associa-

tion.

First. The addresses of the President and

Vice-Presidents of sections should be in type

and ready for publication at the time of the

meeting of the Association. By this means the

addresses would be available to the daily and

scientific press, and every address would be

given out at the same time. At Detroit the

President's address was not properly reported

by any local newspaper, and of the Vice-Presi-

dential addresses only that of Professor Mason

was available in pamphlet form.

Second. All papers passed by the sectional

committee should go through the hands of a

competent press secretary, specially hired for

the purpose, preferably a scientific man, who
should prepare suitable abstracts of the same

for publication. These abstracts should be du-

plicated by some convenient copying process and

given to reporters as desired.

By the combination of these two methods a

proper and dignified presentation of the work

of the Association would be given to the public,

and by using the same for the proceedings the

publication of the volume could be begun at

once at the close of the meeting. For with the

addresses in type and the abstracts in manuscript

the volume could be put together and issued as

soon as it could be printed.

Third. In lieu of the single public reception

. given on the first evening of the meeting I

would advocate a greater number of social

functions at which the members could meet

each other. At each meeting of the British

Association, besides a reception, there is always

a conversazione and a subscription dinner

which is given in honor of the retiring Presi-

dent. Would not such gatherings tend to bring

the members of our Association into closer re-

lationship with each other ? For, after all, it is

often the spoken word rather than the formal

paper that suggests a line of research or is most

fruitful in aiding workers in science.

Marcus Benjamin.

U. S. National Museum, November 6, 1897.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Boletin del Instituto Oeologico de Mexico. Nums.

7, 8 y 9. El Mineral de Pachuoa.

Since the Geological Survey of Mexico was

placed in charge of Sr. J. G. Aquilera, two or

three years ago, the work has been prosecuted

with great energy and several quarto bulletins,

well illustrated, have been issued. These include

a sketch of Mexican geology, studies of rocks

and fossils as well as studies of special areas.

The volume named at the head of this note

gives the results of detailed examination of a

well-known region which, more than once, has

attracted the attention of European geologists.

There are chapters by nearly all members of

the staff, illustrated with 8 large maps and dia-

grams and 6 quarto plates. These describe

elaborately the physiography, general geology,

veins, and microscopic character of the rocks

as well as matters of economic interest.

The district of Pachuca, not far from Mexico,

is almost midway in the Sierra de Real del

Monte y Pachuca, on the lower half of the

westerly slope and near the southwest border

of the Sierra. It embraces about 20 square

kilometers and its principal mines are in three

ravines which unite to form the Rio de Pachuca.

Its output of silver in former years was almost

fabulous, but since 1895 it has been practically

idle, owing to the flooding of the mines. Now,
however, the drainage operations promise to be

successful and the geological structure of the

region becomes of much interest to Mexicans.

The rocks are all eruptives, though sedi-

mentary deposits, most probably Cretaceous,

are shown within a short distance. Andesites,

rhyolites and basalts are the forms, and of each

there occur numerous varieties in texture,

color and composition. The chapter on the

general geology by Aguilera and Ordonez gives

much detail respecting the macroscopic features

of these rocks and their chronological relations.

The authors feel justified in concluding that
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there have been three periods of eruption since

the Middle Tertiary : (1) That of basic ande-

sites, terminating in outpourings of rhyolite.

(2) That of spongy porous roclcs and ashes,

marliing the beginning of a tranquil period.

(3) That of the basalts, continuous with Quater-

nary volcanic eruptions in various parts of the

Sierra. The second period was marked by cir-

culation of thermal waters in the fissures lead-

ing to the deposition of quartz with the sul-

phides.

The intimate structure of the veins, their vari-

ations in relation to the adjacent rocks and to

each other, as well as the distribution of ores, are

considered in a chapter by the same authors.

Sanchez contributes a mathematical discussion

of the fracture systems, arriving at practically

the same conclusions with Daubree. Ordonez

gives results of investigation of the rocks

microscopically, which are illustrated upon a

plate. Other chapters by Sanchez, Raugel and
Castro discuss the more purely economic fea-

tures, exploitation, drainage, machinery and
metallurgical methods in such a way as to be

serviceable to those for whose special advantage

they were written.

The volume is creditable alike to the authors

and to the Minister of Internal Affairs, who has

encouraged the expansion of the work.

J. J. Stevenson.

Geologic Atlas of the United States, Folio 34.

Buckhannon, West Virginia, 1897.

This folio consists of a descriptive text, a

topographic map, a sheet of areal geology, one

of economic geology, one showing structure

sections, and finally a sheet giving a generalized

section and table of synonymy. The authors

are Joseph A. Taff and Alfred H. Brooks.

The quadrangle comprises an area of 931J
square miles and for the most part is located in

the Appalachian coal field near the center of

West Virginia, between latitudes 38°, 30' and
39° and longitudes 80° and 80°, 80'. It em-

braces portions of Lewis, Upshur, Randolph,

Webster, Braxton and Barber counties. The
southeastern corner of the quadrangle lies in

the district of parallel ridges which characterize

the western border of the Great Valley, or cen-

tral division of the Appalachian province.

Rich and Mill, Back Fork, and Point moun-
tains, which attain elevations or more than 4,-

000 feet, are the principal border ridges here

mapped. From these elevated ridges the sur-

face, an inclined peneplain, falls away toward
the northwest, down to an elevation of near

1,700 feet. Six rivers have their sources within

this quadrangle. West Fork of Monongahela,

Buckhannon, Middle Fork, Valley, Little Kan-
awha, and Elk, all belonging to the Ohio drain-

age. These rivers, having their powers of cor-

rasion augmented by the elevated and tilted

surface of the country, have dissected the once

nearly first country by deep, narrow channels.

The stratigraphy column makes a section of

about 4,600 feet of rock. Sixteen hundred feet

of interstratifled Devonian sandstone and shale

are divided nearly equally between the Jen-

nings and Hampshire formations. Of the Lower
Carboniferous there are about 1,100 feet, of

which less than 100 feet is Pocono sandstone;

350 feet of Greenbrier limestone, and 650 feet of

red shale, brown sandstone and conglomerate,

making the Canaan formation. The remaining

1,900 feet comprises the coal measures known
in this folio as the Pickens sandstone, Pugh
formation, Upshur sandstone and Braxton

formation, which are composed of conglomer-

ate, sandstone and shale with beds of coal.

The structure of this district is typical of the

two provinces which it includes. In the south-

eastern portion, east of Rich Mountain, the

structure is that of the folded region of Great

Valley, which is characterized by long parallel

anticlines and synclines with north-southwest

axes. West of Rich Mountain the typical

Cumberland Plateau structure prevails. Here
the strata are slightly inclined and gently

folded.

The only product of economic importance is

coal, of which there are seven workable beds.

Two of these occur in the Pickens sandstone,

three in the Upshur sandstone and two in the

Braxton formation. The coals are from two to

six feet thick. They have not been worked on

a commercial scale, because other areas of pro-

ductive coal lie between this field and the sea-

board and nearer to large centers of coal con-

sumption, both north and west.
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On the economic sheet of the folio structural

contours at intervals of 100 feet are represented

by white lines. These, as drawn, represent the

inequalities of the upper surface of the principal

coal bed in the Upshur sandstone. The thick-

ness of the strata being known, it is evident

that the position of any other coal seam or bed

may be determined from this datum plain.

Laboratory Manual of Inorganic Chemistry. By
EuFXJS P. Williams, in charge of the

Chemical Department of the English High

School, Boston. Boston, Ginn & Co. 1896.

This book, which is intended especially for

use in elementary schools, is arranged so that

each page is devoted to a separate topic. The

alternate pages are left blank for notes and the

experiments are unusually full of minute direc-

tions. This minuteness of directions may be

well in the case of one who is working alone

and can use the book to aid him in difficulties
;

but when working under the eye of the instruc-

tor it is questionable whether such close atten-

tion to details given in the book and, as in this

case, working by rules is not apt to make the

student too dependent, instead of teaching him

to observe for himself and to devise, to a certain

extent, the methods of work he shall follow in

each experiment. The free use of symbols in

other than equations is especially objectionable

in the early stages of the study, as the student

becomes impressed with the idea that proficiency

in the use and manipulation of chemical symbols

is the thing to be acquired and not the princi-

ples of the subject. Difficulties encountered

and overcome by the ingenuity of the student

are a great incentive and give him confidence in

his own powers. After taking up in order the

common non-metallic elements, the author gives

the usual methods of separating the members of

the different groups of metals. These are given

without any preliminary study of the different

members of the groups, which would enable one

to understand the principles upon which the

separations are based and must be entirely me-

chanical in their nature. No text-book is rec-

ommended for use with this laboratory guide,

and while it can probably be used with good re-

sults in many cases it must be with the con-

stant attention of the teacher and the elimina-

tion of some features, especially the part rela-

ting to the separation of the metals.

J. E. G.

Elements of Chemistry. By Rufus P. Williams,

in charge of the Chemical Department of the

English High School, Boston. Boston, Ginn

& Co. 1897.

The title of this book is rather a misnomer, as

the author has gone beyond the capacity of

an elementary student and has introduced much
matter which would only bewilder a be-

ginner in the subject. As he says in the pref-

ace, ' the division of matter into coarse and

fine print enables a choice to be made ' accord-

ing to the needs of the class. He is a strong

advocate of graphic methods of representing

compounds, and ' and many topics—such, for

example, as valence, etc.—have been treated

in quite an original manner.' On turning to

this chapter we find that he represents valence

graphically ' by using cubical kindergarten

blocks with small screw-eyes and hooks ' to

represent the bonds and their method of attach-

ment. Before studying the simplest element

he instructs the student in the methods of writ-

ing symbols and finding molecular weights by

rule. The subject, omitting the theoretical part,

is treated in a very thorough manner for an ele-

mentary book ; but the arrangement, especially

that of the non-metals, is not as systematic

as it might be. The latter part of the book

contains an account of some common organic

substances and a chapter on the chemistry of

fermentation and of life.

J. E. G.

Congreso Internacional de Americanistas. Actas

de la Undecima Eeunion, Mexico, 1895.

Mexico, 1897. 1 Vol. Pp. 576.

The previous volumes of the International

Congress of Americanists all contain some val-

uable articles and all a good deal of trash. In

both these respects the present Compte-rendu

resembles its predecessors. Why people who
pretend to be scholars still want to publish arti-

cles showing that the name of the Atlas moun-

tains is derived from the Nahuatl 'Atlau;'

that the Otomis are related to the Chinese; that

the cross of Palenque is a proof of Buddhistic
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worship in America ; that the ' Toltecs ' spooked

arouud Central America ; that the fables of the

Aztec story-tellers can be assigned local ex-

istence, and the like, is hard to understand;

and why a scientific society spends its money
in publishing such stufl' would be more inexpli-

cable did we not all appreciate the importance

of not offending the genial members of such re-

unions.

iFully half this volume is taken up with such

padding and with second-hand material. Rather

than occupy the reader's time with a discussion

of it, it will be more profitable to mention some

of the really valuable contributions to American

studies, which are between the covers of the

nearly six hundred pages.

Naturally we look for special attention to the

Nahuatl language. Nor are we disappointed.

The Rev. Hunt Y. Cortes, distinguished by his

previous studies in this tongue, offers a number
of specimens of the classical idiom, with excel-

lent analyses and grammatic observations ; Don
Jose Maria Vigil called attention to the ancient

Mexican songs still extant, and Don Mariano

Sanchez Santos, an accomplished Nahuatl

scholar, gave translations of several of them.

Lauro Castanedo sent copies of a few old relig-

ious manuscripts in a dialect, evidently corrupt,

of the ancient tongue. Other linguistic memoirs

are presented, one from Dr. Pimentel, on the

present classification of the Mexican languages
;

a catalogue of periodicals published in North

American native tongues, by Sr. Cesare Poma
;

a valuable grammatical sketch of the Guaraouno

tongue, by M. L. Adam
;
two by M. Raoul de la

Grasserie, on the Auca and the Yunga ; a com-

parison of the Huasteca and Nahuatl, by Alvarez

y Guerrero, and several rather wild flings at the

derivations of some native names.

The only contribution ofmoment offered to the

study of the hieroglyphic writing was a paper by

Dr. Nicolas Leon on the employment of a script

of the kind, of course devised by their European

teachers, among the Otomis, in a period long

after the Conquest. AVe learn from this mem-
oir that the spiritual fathers did all they

could to keep the Indians in ignorance of white

civilization, and thrashed them if they tried to

learn Spanish !

The papers on the ancient monuments are

moderately full. Seiior Rodriguez describes

the pyramid of Tepozteco at length, and Mr.

H. S. Jacobs, in a somewhat flowery style, I'uns

over the cliff-dwellers and the ' dead empires,

the wonderful evidence of prehistoric life, to be

found in Mexico !

'

Some minute questions in Mexican history

are elucidated, and Mr. Thomas Wilson ad-

vances various reasons showing the great

antiquity of man in America. Professor Mari-

ano Barcena submits again the evidence for

the prehistoric man of the valley of Mexico,

our old friend, the ' Hombre del Penon,'

about whom our departed colleague. Professor

Cope, became skeptical in his latter days.

There are some other articles in the volume,

good in the way of compilations ; one on the

media of exchange of ancient Mexico, by Mr.

J. W. Bastow ; one on the ancient commerce of

Yucatan, by the late Bishop Carrillo Ancona
;

on the medical knowledge of the Aztecs, by

Alatriste de Lope ; and others of minor impor-

tance.

Although the scientific value of the volume

may be disappointing, the foreign associates

were unanimous in their sincere recognition of

the generous hospitality they received from the

Mexican government and citizens
;
and it is

very creditable to the Committee of Publication

that the volume has appeared thus jsromptly,

while the report of the Congre.ss in Stockholm,

in 1894, to employ a Gallicism, still ' lets itself

be waited for.

'

D. G. Beinton.

Totem Tales. W. S. Phillips. Chicago, Star

Publishing Co. 1896. Pp. 326.

The present book pretends to be a collection

of myths from the coast of the North Pacific

Ocean. The author says: "The stories con-

tained in this little volume under the title of

' Totem Tales ' are the result of careful study

and research among various tribes of Indians of

the Northwestern Pacific Coast. The Indian

peculiarity of narration is kept, as nearly as pos-

sible, consistent with an understandable trans-

lation from the native tongue into English." If

it were not for these claims the book might pass

unnoticed, but since the author's expressions

might be taken seriously it may be well to
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sound a note of warning. Nothing can be less

Indian than the words in which the tales are

couched, nothing more misleading than the

illustrations which represent the Indians of the

coast as living in tepees and dressed in the style

of Indians of the plains. The few sketches of

Indian masks and paintings are given fanciful

interpretations. Most of the stories are highly

modified versions of stories from the region be-

tween Columbia Kiver and Alaska, but the

author has also introduced the Sedna legend of

the Eskimo of Baffin Land (see Sixth Annual

Report Bureau of Ethnology, p. 583 fF.) under

the title ' Cawk, the Beaver's Daughter.' The

figures representing the thunderbird (pp. 286

ff.) have been taken from the Tenth Annual Re-

port of the Bureau of Ethnology (p. 483) and

belong to a variety of tribes. As a representa-

tion of Indian life and thought the book is en-

tirely misleading.
Franz Boas.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

THE NEW YORK SECTION OF THE AMERICAN

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

The regular November meeting of the New
York Section of the American Chemical Society

was held on the 5th, at the College of the City

of New York. A paper on ' Corrected Assays '

was read by E. H. Miller, and on the ' Chem-

istry of Formaldehyde in Disinfection with

Exhibits ' by Dr. E. J. Lederle.

Apparatus was exhibited for the production

of formaldehyde in house disinfection, and an

active discussion followed on its chemical prop-

erties, methods of estimating strength of solu-

tions, effects of impurities, etc. It was stated

that none of the so-called '^O'/o solutions con-

tain more than 33 to 36 fo of formaldehyde, and

on account of the numerous impurities the

specific gravity is no guide to the strength of

the solutions. Its combination with glue was

said to be perfectly stable, and if once thor-

oughly dried, perfectly insoluble.

A paper on the ' Chemistry of Substance used

in Perfumery ' was announced for the next

meeting, and an interesting exhibit of natural

and synthetic products is anticipated.

DuEAND Woodman,
Secretary,

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES—SECTION

OP ANTHROPOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY.

The Section meets bi-monthly at the Mott

Memorial Library. The firstmeetingof the fall

was held Monday evening, October 25Lh. Pro-

fessor Cattell presented a report from the pen of

Professor A. C. Haddon, of England, on An-

thropology at the Toronto meeting of the Brit-

ish Association, and Dr. A. Hrdlicka reviewed

the work in Anthropology and Psychology at

the American Association.

Dr. Franz Boas and Dr. Livingston Farrand

made a preliminary report of their work during

the summer on the Jesup expedition sent out

by the Museum of Natural History.

Their work was mainly among two of three

tribes in the western part of British Columbia.

Many interesting details were brought out with

reference to tribal organization, language, cus-

toms and traditions. Attention was called to

the rapid changes going on as a result of their

location upon government reservations.

The general plan of the work undertaken by

the Museum was outlined by Dr. Boas. It will

extend over a period of years and will include

an exhaustive study of the tribes on the north-

eastern coast of Asia as well as all the remain-

ing tribes on the northwestern coast of

America.

The next meeting of this section of the Acad-

emy will be held on the last Monday in January.

C. P. Bliss,

Secretary.

New York University.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

American ChemicalJournal, November.—-'The

Action of Carbon Dioxide upon Sodium Alumi-

nate and the Formation of Basic Aluminium

Carbonate,' W. C. Day: Evidence in favor

of the existence of a carbonate of aluminium.

'Aliphatic Sulphonic Acids,' E. P. Kohlbr:
General methods of preparation of the unsatu-

rated aliphatic sulphonic acids. ' The Dissocia-

tion of Electrotypes as Measured by the Boil-

ing-Point Method,' H. C. Jones and S. H. King.

'On Diacyl Anilides,' H. L. Wheeler, T.

E. Smith and C. H. Warren: Crystallo-

graphic study. ' Synthesis of Hexamethylene
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Glycol Diethyl Ether and aud other Ethers

from Trimethylene Glycol,' A. A. Noyes. ' On
the Chlorouitrides of Phosphorus,' H. N.

Stokes : Isomeric series of compounds. ' Pre-

liminary Paper on the Composition of Califor-

nia Petroleum,' C. F. Mabbey. 'On the Solu-

bility of Ammonia in Water at Temperatures

below 0°C,' J. W. Mallet. 'Note on a

Somewhat Remarkable Case of the Eapid Poly-

merization of Choral,' J. W. Mallet. This

number also contains obituary notices of Victor

Meyer, Paul Schutzenberger and C. Remegius

Fresenius.

J. Elliott Gilpin.

Journal o the American Chemical Society,

November.— ' Tue Solubility of Stannous Iodide

in Water and in Solutions of Hydriodio Acid,'

S. W. Young. ' On lodostannous Acid,' S. W.
Young. ' A Comparison of Various Rapid

Methods for Determining Carbon Dioxide and
Carbon Monoxide,' L. M. Dennis and C. G.

Edgar. ' The Electrolytic Determination of

Cadmium,' Daniel L. Wallace and Edgar
F. Smith. ' On the Reactions between Mer-

cury and Concentrated Sulphuric Acid,'

Charles Baskerville and F. W. Miller.
' On the Determination of Fat and Casein in

Feces,' Herman Poole. ' The Principal Amid
of Sugar Cane,' Edmund C. Shorey. 'The
Influence of Antiseptics on the Digestion of

Blood Fibrin by Pepsin in a Hydrochloric Acid

Solution,' Charles F. Mabery and Leo Gold-

smith.

The Botanical Gazette, November.—'Notes on

the Fecundation of Zamia and the Pollen Tube
Apparatus of Ginkgo,' Herbert J. Webber:
In continuation of previous papers calls atten-

tion to some of the peculiar phenomena which

occur during the process of fecundation and to

features in the development of the pollen tube

apparatus of Ginkgo, and the origin of the cen-

trosome-like bodies. ' North American Species

of Amblystegium,' Lellen Sterling Cheney :

Describes sixteen species, of which ten are

found both in Europe and North America, one

in North America and Japan, and five ex-

clusively in North America. ' Vernation of

Carya,' William Whitman Bailey. 'Ab-

normal Leaves and Flowers,' T. D. A. Cock-

ERELL. ' Stomata on the Bud Scales of Abies

Pectinata,' Alexander P. Anderson.

The American Geologist, November. — ' On
Streptelasma profundum (Owen), S. Corniculum

Hall,' F. W- Sardeson. 'The Koochiching

Granite, ' Alexander N. Winchell. ' On the

magnetite belt at Cranberry, North Carolina,

and Notes on the Genesis of this iron ore in

general in crystalline schists,' James P. Kim-
ball. ' Diceratherium Proavitum,' J. B.

Hatcher. 'The Fisher Meteorite, Chemical

and Mineral Composition,' N. H. Winchell.

NEW BOOKS.

Traits de zoologie. Edited by Raphael Blan-
CHARd. Fascicle XL, Nemertiens, Louis Jou-

ben, pp. 54, with 35 figures. Fascicle XVL,
Mollusques, H. Paul Pelseneer, pp. 187 with

157 figures. Paris, Schleicher Freres. 1896.

Traite de zoologie concrete. IvES Delage and
Edgard HfeouAED. Tome I. La Cellule et

les Potozoaires. Paris, Schleicher Freres.

1896. Pp. xxx+584.

L' Annee Biologique. IvES Delage. Paris,

Schleicher Freres. 1897. Pp. xlv+732.

La vie mode de movement. E. Pr:6aubeet.

Paris, Felix Alcan. 1897. Pp. 310.

Popular Scientific Lectures. Ernst Mach. Trans-

lated by Thomas J. McCormack. Chicago,

Open Court Publishing Co. 1897. Second

edition, revised and enlarged. Pp. 882.

$1.00.

Teaching as a Business. C. W. Bardeen.
Syracuse, N. Y., Bardeen. 1897. Pp. 154.

Industrial Freedom. David MacGregor Means.
New York, D. Appletou & Co. 1897. Pp.

vii-f248. $1.50.

Birdcraft. Mabel Osgood Wright. New
York and London, The Macmillan Co. 1897.

Pp. 317. $2.50.

The Elements of Electric Lighting. Philip At-

kinson. New York, D. Van Nostrand Com-
pany. 1897. Pp. vi+275. $1.50.

Social and Ethical Interpretations in Mental

Development. James Mark Baldwin. New
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RESULTS OF THE BERING SEA CONFER-

ENCES.

The Fur-Seal Conferences recently held at

"Washington by representatives of the gov-

ernments of Great Britain, Russia, Japan

and the United States are noteworthy in sev-

eral respects . The high character and fitness

of the delegates, the rapidity with which

the negotiations were carried to a success-

ful conclusion, and the essential agreement

reached on the principal points under dis-

cussion, are matters for international con-

gratulation. It will be remembered that

Great Britain declined to take part in a

joint conference in which Russia and Japan

were to be represented. This led to the

holding of two distinct conferences—the

first with Russia and Japan ; the second

with Great Britain and Canada. In the

first there were few if any points of dispute,

and an agreement was promptly reached

whereby the governments of the United

States, Russia and Japan pledged them-

selves to desist from pelagic sealing for a

period of one year, pending subsequent

negotiations.

In the second conference the conditions

were entirely difierent, the matters under

discussion between Great Britain and the
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United States having been the subject of

international controversy for a number of

years. It will be remembered that both

countries have been represented at the

Pribilof Islands by experts during the past

seven years, and that the members of the

original Bering Sea Commission of 1891

(Professor T. C. Mendenhall and Dr. C.

Hart Merriam for the United States ; Sir

George Baden Powell and Dr. George M.

Dawson for Great Britain) failed to agree

on the facts of seal life at the islands. It

will be remembered also that in subsequent

years the reports of the experts represent-

ing the two countries diiiered materially as

to the condition of the rookeries and habits

of the seals. These facts, in connection

with the hostile attitude of the press of the

contending countries and the anxiety over

the outcome felt by both governments, give

to the findings of the conference an interest

and importance quite out ofproportion to the

real weight of the points at issue.

Great". Britainwas represented by Professor

D'Arcy W. Thompson, of Dundee ; Canada,

by Mr. James M. Macoun, of the Canadian

Geological Survey ; the United States, by

Dr. David Starr Jordan, President of Stan-

ford University, and the Honorable Charles

S. Hamlin, formerly Assistant Secretary of

the Treasury. The conference was notable

for its brief duration (the sittings occupying

only seven days) and for the essential ac-

cord of the scientific experts respecting the

numbers, condition and habits of the fur

seals.

The case was one where naturalists of

reputation, who had personally studied the

fur seals at the islands, were called upon to

make a joint report on matters that had

been in controversy for many years, that

had led to strained relations between the

governments concerned, and respecting

which diverse opinions prevailed among the

people and the press. The important fact

must not be overlooked that the people and

the press of Great Britain and Canada have

not up to the present time understood the

real facts in the case, and that in combating

the attitude of the United States they have

done so largely through misinformation.

It is important to bear in mind, therefore,

that the British and Canadian experts in

signing the joint report are liable to incur

the displeasure of their countrymen, who

may regard the report as a concession to

the United States. The greatest credit is due

them for making a straightforward state-

ment of fact, irrespective ofpublic prejudice.

The delegates had no power to recom-

mend remedial legislation, their duty being

to submit a joint report on the facts on

which they could agree as to the condition

and habits of the fur seals. With these

facts before them, it is hoped that the two

governments will find little difficulty in

framing measures necessary for the perma-

nent protection and preservation of the seal

herd. That such measures involve the

ultimate cessation or limitation of pelagic

sealing is a fair inference from the report

of the expert delegates. That Canada,

having no rookeries of her own and conse-

quently no opportunity to profit by the

sealing industry except as carried on in the

open sea, will voluntarily relinquish pelagic

sealing without some offset or concession

on our part, can hardly be expected. The
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friendly attitude of tlie two governments as

shown by recent events leads to the hope

that the whole matter may be amicably ad-

justed. In any event, the complete agree-

ment of the naturalists taking part in the

conference may be regarded as a triumph

for science.

The essential features of the propositions

agreed upon are as follows :

That since 1884 the Pribilof herd has de-

clined from year to year until at present

the number of seals is not more than one-

fifth to one-third as great as formerly,

although the number of breeding females in

1896 and 1897 was between 160,000 and

130,000. It is also agreed that there has

been a notable decrease since 1896, although

the exact amount of this loss could not be

determined. The existence of a high death

rate among the young from natural causes

is acknowledged and the conclusion reached

that not more than one-half or one-third

reach the age of three years.

To those who are acquainted with the

various reports on the subject the latter

figure will seem nearest the mark, and the

evident inference would be that if the death

rate in nature is so great any addition to it

by such causes as pelagic sealing, with the

consequentstarvation of thousands of young,

is bound to reduce the seal herd. The

methods of driving and killing as practised

on the islands, it is stated, call for no com-

ment, and it is admitted that land killing

as now carried on does no harm.

This is one of the points on which the

press of both England and the United

States has been more or less confused and,

in spite of all that has been written on the

fur seal during the past few years, there

seems to be a vague suspicion that after all

land killing may have had something to do

with the decrease of the herd. This matter

was fully discussed in the preliminary re-

portof 1896, where it was very clearlj' shown

that as the fur seal is polygamous and the

harems even now, when the number of

females has been greatly reduced, contained

on an average thirty females to one male,

it is evident that, the birth rate being equal,

there is a vast superfluity of males.

It is acknowledged that the catch at sea

contains a marked excess of females, and

this is a most gratifying admission to those

who have read the statements made by the

sealers, in which the number of males taken,

was frequently reported to be as great as

that of the females and sometimes even

greater, a remarkable state of affairs when

it is remembered that, owing to the killing

of young males on land and the fact that

the nursing females are compelled to go to

sea in search of food at a time when the

males are on shore, the females are bound

to be greatly in the majority.

On the other hand, it is pointed out that

not all these females are nursing or preg-

nant, for the reason that many adult seals

have lost their pups through the natural

causes, while a certain percentage is bound

to consist of yearling and two-year-old

females.

The conclusion that excessive pelagic

sealing has lead to a decrease in the herd is

coupled with the axiomatic statement that

a small number of females, less than the

annual increment of breeders, might be

taken without producing actual decrease.
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As this annual increment is at the best

small and as for ten years there has been a

steady loss, it seems apparent enough that

the number that might be taken with safety

has been very much exceeded.

It is conceded that pelagic sealing has of

late fallen oif in a greater ratio than the

herd, thus producing a tendency toward

equilibrium in numbers. This simply means

that over 60,000 seals were taken in 1895
;

43,000 in 1896, and 26,000 in 1897, so that

the pelagic catch has fallen off one-half in

three years, although the herd has not di-

minished by one-half in the same time.

It is to be feared that before any equi-

librium could be reached but a small por-

tion of even the present number would be

left, and this leads naturally to the next

point agreed upon, which is that in estima-

ting the future conditions of the herd the

reduction in the number of pups caused by

the pelagic catches of 1894 and 1895 must

be taken into consideration.

For example, not less than 20,000 pups,

half of them females, perished of starvation

in 1895, owing to the death of their mothers

from pelagic sealing. Not only did the

portion of this number that would have

survived fail to appear on the rookeries in

1897, but the number of births will be nat-

urally lessened by just that number in 1898

and the progeny of these in turn fail to ap-

pear in 1900. Thus, as the natural decrease

will go on, while the natural increase has

been cut off, eiFects of pelagic sealing will be

felt up to 1900, even should it be stopped

at once.

The final conclusion is that the herd is

not in danger of actual extermination so

long as its haunts on land are protected

and the protected zone about the islands is

maintained, and that both land and sea

killing now yield an inconsiderable profit.

The seal herd is in fact very far from actual

extermination, although the point of com-

mercial extermination, or that where the re-

turns are wholly incommensurate with the

amount of capital invested, has been nearly

reached. But for the prompt action of the

United States in 1869 this point would

have been reached years ago, while but for

its care of the islands ever since practical

extermination would not be far off.

The example of the Southern fur-seal

illustrates the rapidity with which commer-

cial extermination may be effected, while

the fate of the fur seals on the Farallones,

Guadalupe and Juan Fernandez shows how
readily actual extermination may take

place. The Pribilof Islands are not, like

those of the Antarctic, difficult of access, and

their abandonment by this government

would lead to the actual extirpation of the

fur seals within a very few years. On the

other hand, with proper protection the fur-

seal herd can, with but little care and cost,

be made an important source of revenue so

long as fashion may decree the wearing of

of seal-skin sacques.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE PERSONAL EQUA-
TION.

In the present paper the writer proposes

to maintain the thesis that the personal

equations of astronomers are mainly con-

trolled by known laws of experimental psy-

cholog}'^ and hopes to assist his professional

brethren in making use of the researches of

the psychologists in such a manner that

they shall avoid groundless hypotheses
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which have often been harmful by leading

to premature conclusions and thus have

hindered the progress of our knowledge.

I do not wish to be considered as denying

the possibility that the psychologists may
learn something from the steady and well

understood routine of the astronomers in

their practical operations. In truth, almost

the first step towards the measurement of

the times occupied by mental processes was
taken by the great astronomer Bessel in his

classical memoir on ' Personal Equation,'

which is reprinted in the third volume of

Engelmann's edition of his 'Abhandlungen.'

Bessel indicated there very clearly that the

cause of the riddle which he partially

solved was a psychical one, namely, the

impossibility of comparing the impres-

sions on two senses, sight and hearing,

which take place exactly at the same in-

stant. The ' eye and ear ' observer who
uses Bradley's method as modified by
Maskelyne in noting down the time when
a star image passes a fixed thread in his

telescope makes the attempt to combine

these two impressions, and in so doing

necessarily ' apperceives ' one of them be-

fore the other, and this produces ' personal

equation,' or constant error in the time,

which in seconds and fractions he notes

down in his observing book. Bradley, in

his journals of observation, noted vulgar

fractions of the seconds. Maskelyne, Brad-

ley's successor, failed to discover even the

facts of personal equation, except in the

work of one of his assistants. This case,

that of Kinnebrook in 1795, was apparently

settled by discharging the poor fellow as

irregular and ' vitious ' in his methods of

observing. The personal equations of Mas-

kelyne's other assistants were not known
till many years later; Bessel's discovery,

made about 1820, originated in his read-

ing Maskelyne's notes about Kinnebrook's

• apparent want of skill. After the publica-

tion of Bessel's memoir the matter was fol-

lowed up by W. Struve, Airy and other

eminent astronomers, before the inven-

tion ofthe chronograph in 1849 had become
the common property ofastronomers . It led

very soon to the thought that something sim-

ilar had place in chronographic registration.

This suspicion was fully confirmed before or

soon after the ' American Method ' was in-

troduced at Greenwich.

In 1861 the psychological side of the in-

vestigation was taken up by Professor

Wundt and led to the important discovery

of the displacement of time when the ob-

server attempts to fix the place on a divided

scale of a continuously moving object.

This displacement of time can lie in either

direction, and thus an apparent difficulty

is relieved which arises from the facts of

personal equation as observed by Bessel, W.
Struve and Argelander, and also -by the

astronomers who took part in Struve's

chronometric expeditions of 1843 and 1844.

The regular Greenwich investigations began

with Airy's entrance upon the ofl&ce of As-

tronomer Royal, in 1835, and have been

continued to the present day.

The attempts by means of personal equa-

tion machines to determine the absolute

personal equations of eye and ear observers

led to the general result that most observers

anticipate the true time of the transit, and
that those who, like Argelander, fall behind

it are fewer in number. If we take the

average observer as the standard, as Sir

George Airy seems to have intended, we
find but few of those tested between 1835

and 1859 who fell behind the standard ob-

server for the time, or behind the average of

the body of observers in employment to-

gether at Greenwich. In my paper in the

Monthly Notices of the Eoyal Astronom-

ical Society for May, 1897, I have shown
that the Greenwich observers since 1885

have anticipated their own times of chrono-

graphic transit by an amount not far from

0M3, on the average. One excellent observer,
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Mr. Hollis, anticipates his own chrono-

graphic transit by 0'.5, and does this, not

because his eye and ear anticipation of the

true time is very large, but because he em-

ploys the slower method of registration,

first pointed out, if I mistake not, by Le
Verrier, and his chronographic transits are

about 0'.2 later than those of the average

observer. The difference 0M3 between

the average observer's eye and ear transits

and chronographic is about the average

time of a ' simple reaction ' according to

the psychologists, and thus its amount con-

firms Wundt's view that chronographic

registration by a practiced observer is

closely analogous to the process of simple

reaction. We thus reach the conclusion

that the anticipation of such an average ob-

server, added to the positive time which he

requires to make a registration, is but 0M3,
and a partial compensation would take

place if the two methods were used in con-

nection. The best form of personal equa-

tion machine is, as it appears, the Eepsold

Transit Micrometer. The tests which have

been made of it, as of other contrivances

for a similar end, are not entirely conclu-

sive for various reasons, and the chief of

them in this case seem to arise from the

novel construction of the instrument and
the short experience of the observers with it.

I quote from the Astronomische Nachrich-

ten, No. 3,036, the following differences

chronograph-Repsold
j
Micrometer for Pro-

fessor Becker and his colleagues :

Chronograph-Rep-

solcl Micrometer. Mean Error.

Becker ^-0^319 ± 0'.009

Halm 0.224 0.009

Kobold 0.110 0.011

Zwink 0.158 0.016

These personal equations are of the same
general order of magnitude as the reaction

times found by a multitude of psychological

experimenters. The largest differences

among them may without much danger be

ascribed to the same cause as the chrono-

graphic personal equation between Mr.
Lewis, now standard observer at Green-

wich, who employs the quicker method of

registering, and Mr. Hollis, who employs

the slower ; their average dififerences for

ten years is 0'.24, varying very little from

year to year, and that between Dr. Kobold
and Professor Becker is 0'.209 by the data

given above and 0".255 by direct chrono-

graphic registration. The former registers

rapidly and the latter slowly, but they do

not give in the article cited any account of

their psychical process.

Wundt, in his classical work ' Grundziige

der physiologischen Psychologic,' expresses

the decided opinion that astronomers will

do well to study the methods of the psy-

chologists in dealing with personal equa-

tions, and this conviction I venture to con-

sider as confirmed in a definite numerical

way in my paper in the Monthly Notices to

which I have referred. Additional argu-

ments in favor of the psychological conclu-

sion are not wanting and will be briefly

stated. In the first place eye and ear ob-

servers note the times of transits differently

when they observe stars on different sides

of the zenith. There does not appear to be

any certain general rule as to the sign of

this form of equation. Chronographic ob-

servers register transits of time stars about

0'.02 or 0'.03 later when the direction of

motion is opposite to the usual one. This

agrees with the psychical law that un-

familiar circumstances tend to delay reac-

tion. Faint stars are observed by chrono-

graph later than brighter ones. This delay,

about O'.OIS per magnitude, has been tested

by several of the most eminent observers

now living and found to increase in amount

as the stars approach that magnitude at

which they are observed with difficulty by a

given transit instrument. A similar delay

in reaction to a sense impression, not a

linear function of the intensity of the sense
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impression, is found to be shown when the

sense impression is faint. Even the amount
0'.013 per magnitude is approximately in-

dicated by the experiments of G. O. Berger

and Professor Cattell, who have found, for

a diminution in intensity to one-thousandth

of its normal amount, a delay in the reac-

tion to impressions on the sense of sight by

0M13 for himself as reagent and 0M08 for

Dr. Cattell. The diminution in intensity

corresponds to seven and one-half magni-

tudes on the usual astronomical scale:

7^=log. lOOO-T-0.40 and the quotients

0M13-^7J and 0M08-=-7J are approxi-

mately 0^013.

The eye and ear transits of very faint

stars are liable to singular variations of

personal equation ; sometimes they are

noted relatively too late and sometimes too

early. Argelander suspected this last varia-

tion for himself and Auwers [,has proved it,

and Argelander's explanation fits the phe-

nomena as observed. He considers that

according to Bessel's theory he ' first saw

'

and ' then heard,' but that when the star

was very faint this displacement of time

was reversed in direction. For stars not

below the limit of magnitude where obser-

vation is easy this reversal did not take

place. Auwers has shown that in similar

cases Bauschinger observed very faint stars

too soon by about one-tenth of a second of

time. The reversal in Argelander's'case

produced a variation a good deal larger

for extremely faint stars than Bauschinger's,

but for either observer the fact of reversal

is highly probable. In my paper before

cited I give only a part of the details of the

Greenwich observers' two-method personal

equations. Those details which I do give

indicate very clearly that the two-method

personal equation varies from year to year,

as had been previously found by Dr. Hil-

fiker, A.lSr., ISTo. 2815. For example, Mr,

Crommelin anticipated his own chrono-

graphic transits by 0'.20 in 1892 and by

OMO in 1893. Mr. Bryant by 0.07 in 1892

and — O'.Ol in 1893. Similar variability

from year to year is indicated in the work

of the veteran observers, H.T., A.D., T.L.,

and H., for whom only average values are

given in my paper. Nor are such altera-

tions of personal equation confined to the

eye and ear personal equation or its differ-

ence from the chronographic. Professor

Turner, Chief Assistant, anticipated Mr.

Downing with the chronograph by 0M5 in

1886 and by 0^08 in 1888. Mr. Lewis,

now ' standard observer,' anticipated Mr.

Downing by O'.Ol in 1886 and O'lO in 1891,

and similar changes are visible in the eye

and ear personal equations relative to the

standard observer of the year. The instru-

ment and stars were essentially the same

for all the years between 1885 and 1893, so

that the changes in the two-method per-

sonal equations are psychical variations in

the habits and methods of registration and

of noting eye and ear transits. The study

of these habits and methods is plainly a

branch of experimental psychology. "We

have already obtained some indications of

how astronomers can promote this branch

of study to their professional benefit as well

as to that of psychological science. The

simplest way for them to proceed is first of

all to make more extensive comparisons of

the eye and ear and chronographic method

than have already been accomplished. Such

comparison of eye and ear and chrono-

graphic transits of stars of various magni-

tudes would with little trouble extend our

knowledge of the subject to a considerable

degree. The Greenwich astronomers have

detected the ' Gill equation ' in chrono-

graphic transits ; especially with the altazi-

muth. The same form of personal equa-

tion has been found in Professor Kiistner's

Berlin observations and by Mr. Tucker, of

the Lick observatory, in his own. The
' Helligkeitsgleichung ' for chronographic

transits is, as before stated, already well
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known and exhibits some uniformity. The
great observatories which still so effectively

employ the eye and ear method have a wide

field of investigation open to them for the

places of unknown stars which are not too

faint to be more advantageously observed

,
by eye and ear than by chronograph. Of

course, immediate micrometrical measure-

ment would give us enough material for com-

pletely settling the ' Helligkeitsgleichung '

for most living astronomers. Stars within

five degrees of either pole can now be ob-

served by the Greenwich method, and the

doubts and perplexities which hinder the

accurate study of their right ascensions will

soon vanish.

The Eepsold micrometer, already an in-

dispensable tool in determinations of longi-

tude, is not well enough known to enable

the observers to omit the exchange of their

own stations and instruments.

But the numbers obtained by its use can-

not, I suppose, yet be called absolute per-

sonal equations, but from them I venture

to guess that the difference between the

largest 0.319 for ProfessorBecker and the

smallest 0.110 for Dr. Kobold implies that

Professor Becker employs the sensorial or

deliberate form of registration and Dr. Ko-
bold the motor or shortened form ; as the dif-

ference between them, 0'.209 with a mean er-

ror of0.014, is nearly equal to that of 0'.24 be-

tween Messrs. Lewis and HollisatGreenwich

from eleven years' comparisons, 1883-1893.

The conclusion which some astronomers

appear to favor, that by Bradley's method,

as well as by the chronographic, faint stars

are observed relatively later than brighter

ones, is shown not to be a safe one, because

we have cited two examples of thoroughly

skilful observers who observe very faint

stars earlier than those whose observation

by eye and ear is easiest and most accurate.

There is also a series of ' Coefiicients of

the light equation collected by Professor

Auwers in his Berlin Zone of the A. G. C.,'

in which there is so little uniformity even

as to sign that he is led to remark upon the

uncertain and fragmentary nature of the

results in this matter ; so far as obtained by
astronomers. If the eye and ear observer

is careful not to observe transits of stars

too faint to be seen in the illuminated field,

we are partially justified in concluding with

Bauschinger that the ' Helligkeitsgleichung

'

is not then a sensible form of personal

equation for eye and ear work, and we can

also conclude that it deserves attention

chiefly in its psychical aspect and that the

method of making good eye and ear obser-

vations of transit is to make sure by in-

grained habit of the uniformity of the psy-

chical process from star to star, especially

when the attempt is made to determine the

right ascension of faint stars like the fainter

ones of the ' Durchmusterung.'

The writer is not aware that any other

astronomer has made the attempt to com-

pare the numerical results of the psycholo-

gists with the personal equations as deter-

mined in the usual routine of observatory

work, and is inclined to recommend the

continuance of such compai'isons in direc-

tions which at once suggest themselves.

First. Comparisons of eye and ear and

chronographic transits of stars in various

magnitudes and declinations.

Second. Comparisons of observations by

both methods with the Eepsold Transit

Micrometer.

The subject of this paper is so broad and

goes so deeply into many problems of prac-

tical astronomy where high accuracy is

aimed at that the writer can only express

regret that his attempts to deal with the

matter have been so inadequate, and hopes

that at a future time he may be able to

prosecute it farther by the kind assistance

of his colleagues and pupils.

Teuman Henry Saffokd.

Williams College,

WiLLiAMSTOWN, MASS., August 1, 1897.
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TSJE FBOGBESS AND ACHIEVEMENTS OF
HYGIENE*

Hygiene is a department of medicine

whose object is the preservation and pro-

motion of health and deals, therefore, with

all the various factors likely to influence

our physical welfare. It is not an inde-

pendent science, but rather the application

of the teachings of physiology, chemistry,

physics, meteorology, pathology, statistics,

epidemiology and bacteriology to the main-

tenance of the health and life of individuals

and communities. The subject is very

properly divided into personal and public

hygiene. In the former the doctrines are

applied to individuals, in the latter to com-

munities.

This branch of medicine has received

such an impetus within the last twenty-five

years that many persons regard it of mod-

ern origin ; such, however, is not the case,

for on turning to early history we almost

invariably find that the health of the pop-

ulation has been made a subject of legisla-

tion. Hygiene was practiced by the Egyp-

tians, who paid special attention to their

diet and the care of children; they knew
the dangers of floods to health, and resorted

to preventive measures against their occur-

rence, as well as against the spread of con-

tagious diseases.

The old Indians paid special attention to

diet, habitation, exercise and the isolation

of children in case of infectious diseases.

The Mosaic code of laws contains minute

directions for the cleanliness of the person,

the purification of the dwelling and camp,

the selection of healthy and avoidance of

unwholesome food, the seclusion of persons

with contagious diseases, the regulation of

sexual functions, etc. The sanitary code,

especially that part which relates to the

slaughtering of animals, the food supply,

its preparation, care of utensils for cook-

* Eead before the Anthropological Society, 'Wash-

ington, D. C, May 4, 1897.

ing, eating and drinking, personal cleanli-

ness and frequent ablutions of the hands,

appear peculiarly appropriate, since our

knowledge of infectious disease germs, and

it is a singular fact that, from some cause

or causes, this race presents an endurance

against disease that does not belong to

other portions of the civilized communities

amongst which its members dwell.

This resistance dates from the first to the

last periods of life. Hoffmann finds that

in Germany the number of still-born

amongst the Jews was 1 in 39, and of the

other races 1 in 40. Mayer determined

that Hebrew children from one to five years

of age die in the proportion of 10% as

against 14% among the Chi-istian children.

After the fifth year the value of life still

continues in favor of the Jews ; the average

duration of the life of the Jew being 48

years and 9 months, and of the Christian

scarcely 40 years. In the census statistics

of 1890, Dr. Billings has investigated the

subject and developed the fact that the

death-rate among the Jews in our own
country is very low, being only 7.11 per

1,000, a little more than one-half the annual

death-rate among other persons of the same
social class and conditions of life, but the

facts of most interest brought out are the

low marriage rate, 7.4 per 1,000, as com-

pared with 18 to 22 per 1,000 among the

general population, and the low birth-rate,

which was 4.C6 for each mother. The
number of Jewish children under 5 years

of age in this country is therefore less,

being in the proportion of 9 to 13, of the

average population, but from 5 to 15 years

it is greater in the proportion of 29 to 23.

The causes for the higher vitality of the

Jewish race have been earnestly searched

for, because that race which presents the

strongest vitality, the greatest increase of

life and the longest resistance to death

must in course of time become dominant.

The causes may be summed up in the term
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' soberness of life.' The Jew drinks less

than his Christian brother ; he takes as a

rule better food ; he takes better care of his

poor and he takes better care of himself.

How much his sanitary code of laws has

accomplished in this direction I will not

undertake to estimate.

A study of the habits of the primitive

peoples in different parts of the globe shows

that a desire to prevent disease is innate to

all men. Among matters of personal

hygiene may be mentioned massage for the

purpose of overcoming fatigue, ocean,

river, hot-air and vapor baths as practiced

among many Indian tribes, the employment

of eye-protectors against the glaring effects

of snow among the inhabiants of the Arctic

region, the use of respirators by the Kwix-

pagmut, an Eskimo tribe, to prevent the in-

halation of smoke during their sweat baths.

(Max Bartels, p. 222).

Many of our !N"orth American Indians

have their medicine dances, the chief object

of which appears to be the preservation of

health. Thus the men of the Nez Perces

tribe, between the ages of 18 and 40, assem-

ble annually for the purpose of conquering

' Mawisch,' the spirit of fatigue ; the cere-

mony lasts from three to seven days, and

consists in the introduction of willow bou-

gies into the stomach, followed by hot and

cold baths and abstinence from food. The

Indians are of the firm belief that they

secure thereby increased strength and

power of endurance (Bancroft), and I see

no reason why a perfect cleansing of the

body and temporary fasting should not re-

sult in a thorough purification of the blood

and tissues, a more perfect metabolism and

increased nutrition and power of resistance

of the individual cells.

The disposal of the dead by cremation,

and the destruction of the tepee and per-

sonal effects by fire after fatal cases, is a

practice in vogue among a number of In-

dian tribes, and are worthy of mention, as

fire is the best known germicide. Many
of these primitive peoples appear to have

correct ideas as to the communicability of

certain diseases. Ehrenreich tells us that

consumption prevails extensively among
the Karay4 in Brazil, and whenever a

stranger approaches their huts he is asked

whether he suffers from a cough, and un-

less the answer is negative he is not ad-

mitted—a very suggestive precept in view

of the fact that scientific medicine has es-

tablished the infectious character of tuber-

culosis. Pallas writes that the Kirgise

during small-pox epidemics do not hesitate

to use their arrows if necessary to keep in-

fected subjects from entering their homes.

In passing I may remark that such a brutal

system of quarantine was practiced only last

year in our country. A man suffering from

small-pox was expelled from Arkansas and
refused admittance into Mississippi. As he

could not remain in or on the Mississippi

Eiver until the disease ran its course, he

attempted to evade the quarantine and land

on the river bank in the latter State, but

was shot and killed by one of the quarantine

ofiicers.

As an example of public health measures

may be mentioned the fact that Harmond,
during an expedition to Me Khong, in Far-

ther India, in the land of the Khas, found,

suspended outside of all villages which had

been previously visited by cholera, a piece

of wood, carved with a sign language to the

effect, " Whosoever dares to invade our pal-

isade during the next twelve days will be

imprisoned and must pay a fine of four buf-

faloes and twelve ticals;" the sign on the

reverse side gave the number of men,

women and children in the village. The
same observer noticed that the inhabitants

of villages occupied by the Attapeu, which

are close neighbors of the tribe of Laotes,

laid pieces of lumber in the form of a star

across their roads and paths, or suspended

similar signs with bunches of leaves with-
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out the gates of their settlement, to warn
strangers of the prevalence of an epidemic

among men or beasts within. The natives

of the island of Keisar interdict mar-

riage with lepers, evidently believing that

leprosy is not contagious but is transmitted

by heredity, while the natives of the Watu.
bela islands believe the converse and trans-

port their lepers to Gorong for isolation and
treatment.

The practice of isolating contagious dis-

ease, especially during epidemics, appears

to be quite common. Thus, at the island

of ISTias small-pox patients are sent to a

temporary shelter outside of the camp and

placed in charge of a relative, protected by

a previous attack. The Traos of Cochin

China, the Tunguse and Burates abandon

their small-pox patients after providing

them with boiled rice and water. Some of

the Indian tribes in northern Mexico also

abandon their contagious cases after plac-

ing water and wild fruits within easy reach.

But, to return to the Aryan race, we find

that the Greeks and Eomans, although not,

like the Jews, making hygiene a part of

their religious duty, paid special attention

to the physical culture of their youth, en-

deavoring, by a rational care of the body,

to promote the culture of their mind, and

to secure freshness and energy, courage,

presence of mind, grace and dignity. " The
laws of Lycurgus," says Dr. Gardner, "are

not wanting in very pointed enactments on

sanitary matters, and the importance at-

tached by all the Greek republics and in

the Platonic ideal polity to physical culture

is too well known to require further com-

ment;" they paid, also, much attention to

the water-supply, constructed numerous

aqueducts, and Athens was provided with

sewers at an early period of its history.

The teachings of Hippocrates, 400 B. C,
doubtless bore many fruits, and whether it

is true or not, as stated by Galen, that he

ordered, during a pestilence at Athens, aro-

matic fumigation and large fires in the

streets, we have at least his writings on air,

water, soil, habitations and occupations and

his views of local and seasonal influences

on sporadic and epidemic diseases. In

Homer's Odyssey reference is made to

Ulysses purifying his house with burning

sulphur, and Aristotle in his Politica shows

his sanitary acumen when he says :
" The

greatest influence upon health is exerted by
those things which we most freely and
frequently require for our existence, and
this is especially true of water and air."

The Romans, amidst their military opera-

tions, found time to construct the ' Cloaca

maxima ' about 2,400 years ago, which not

only served for the removal of refuse, but

also helped to drain many of the marshes,

and constitutes the principal sewer of mod-
ern Eome. Aqueducts were made to cover

miles upon miles of the surrounding plains,

and their splendid ruins, many of which

have been restored and are now used for

their original purpose,attest the munificence

and abundance with which the first of san-

itary requisites was supplied to the Eternal

City. At one time Rome had 14 large and
20 small aqueducts, some of which carried

the water from a distance of 50 kilometers,

and during the reigns of Tiberius and Xero
the per capita supply was over 1,400 liters

a day. It is stated that between 400 B. C.

and 180 A. D. about SOO public baths were

established, among them the ' Thermae Car-

acallse, ' which alone could accommodate

3,000 bathers at one time. It has often

been charged, how justly I cannot say,

that one of the first things the Christians

did in Rome was to try to tear down the

baths and convert them into churches ; but

when we see in our own midst the attempt

to convert these useful institutions into

abodes of vice, we can imagine how, with a

licentious people like the Eomans, their

baths had degenerated into hotbeds of in-

iquity.
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During the reign of the Cfesars attempts

were made to drain the Pontine Marshes,

sanitary officials and physicians to the poor

were appointed and homes for poor girls

and orphans were established. In the

meantime the true spirit of Christianity as-

serted itself, and we read of the establish-

ment of hospitals as early as the 4th cen-

tury ; these were speedily followed by infant

and orphan asylums and homes for the

poor and incurables. During the Middle

Ages sanitation received a decided check,

ignorance and brutal prejudices appear to

have been the ruling spirit, and for many
reasons it was the most insanitary era in

history.

About this time most of the towns in

Europe were built in a compact form, sur-

rounded with walls ; the streets were nar-

row and often winding for defensive

purposes, shutting out light and air from

the houses. The accumulation of filth was
simply frightful. Stables and houses were

close neighbors, human filth was thrown on

the streets or manure heap. A city ordi-

nance of Muhlberg in 1367 prescribed that

manure deposited by householders on the

market space must not be allowed to re-

main longer than 14 days. The dead were

buried within the churchyards. Sewers

and aqueducts having been permitted to

fall into disuse, the inhabitants were com-

pelled to resort to wells with polluted

subsoil water. All the conditions were

favorable for the spread of infectious

diseases, and in the 14th century the Ori-

ental pest or bubonic plague carried off in

Germany over a million victims. Venice

lost 100,000 and Florence 50,000 of its in-

habitants ; England lost one-half of its peo-

ple, and London, then a city of 110,000

residents, buried over 50,000 in one ceme-

tery. According to conservative estimates

the deaths from this plague in Europe
amounted to from 25 to 30 million people.

The majority of people regarded the plague

as the dispensation of God's providence,

an evidence of divine wrath, which they

hoped to allay by all sorts of self-inflicted

punishments, and the passion plays of

Oberammergau and elsewhere originated

about this time. Others accused the Jews
of being the cause, and hundreds were

burned at the stake until Pope Urban IV.

placed them under his special protec-

tion. The Faculty of Paris attributed

the epidemic to the conjunction of planets

on a certain day in 1345, and the Faculty of

Leipzig, with equal gravity, asserted that it

was connected with earthquakes, unseen

waves of air, inundations, etc. Venice,

alone of all Europe, took a sensible view of

the matter, and for the first time in history,

in 1348, appointed three guardians ofpublic

health, and the rules adopted later to iso-

late infected houses and districts for forty

days has given rise to the term quarantine

(from quaranta giorni).

We are told that this board rendered ex-

cellent service in matters relating to public

sanitation, the control of markets and the

sale of unwholesome foods, etc., and also in-

augurated a system ofmortality reports with

columns for the insertion of the cause of

death, showing that they fully appreciated

the importance of vital statistics in the

study of the causes and prevention of dis-

ease. This question is scarcely understood

at the present day, and yet, as remarked by

Dr. Billings, " when we wish to study the

healthfulness of a city, whether it is getting

better or worse, or judge correctly the effects

of certain sanitary laws, we should not only

know the number of deaths, but also the

amount and character of the prevalent dis-

eases, together with accurate information as

to the number of population at different

ages."

The repeated invasion of the Oriental

pest appears to have everywhere compelled

some sanitary efforts and an imperial decree

in 1426 required the appointment of city
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physicians throughout Germany, whose

duty it was to adopt preventive measures.

A city ordinance of Niirnberg in 1562

gives detailed directions as to the quality

of bread, beer and wine offered for sale, the

cleaning of streets and houses, the disposi-

tion of infected clothing and bedding, the

fumigation with sulphur and straw of pest-

houses, etc.

In 1685 Prussia established a Central

Medical Bureau, and appointments of health

oflScers and privy medical counsellors were

made, whose duties consisted in advising

the men entrusted with the care of the

government on matters relating to public

health, and some of these titles are still in

vogue in Europe. About the same time

sanitary improvements in the way of widen-

ing streets for the purpose of supplying

more air and light to the habitations, and

better methods for the collection and re-

moval of the wastes of human life were in-

troduced, but, broadly speaking, at the

close of the 17th century the habits of the

people in Europe were generally filthy and

in striking contrast to those observed among
the most untutored savages of the present

day.

In Madrid, we are told, that not even a

privy existed in 1760. It was customary

to throw the ordure out of the windows at

night, and it was removed by scavengers

the next day. An ordinance having been

issued by the king that every householder

should build a privy, the people violently

opposed it as an arbitrary proceeding, and

the physicians remonstrated against it,

alleging that the filth absorbed the un-

wholesome particles of the air which other-

wise would be taken into the human body.

His majesty, however, with commendable

zeal, persisted, but many of his citizens, in

order to keep their food wholesome, erected

privies close to their kitchen fireplaces.

With such unsanitary conditions we need

be surprised that the mortality in

towns was greater than their birth-rate and
that the city population had to be recruited

continually from the country, conditions

which existed until the beginning of the

present century. Professor Finklenburg, of

Bonn, estimates that the average human
life in the 16th century was only 18 to 20

years, while to-day it is over 40 years.

The mortality of London between 1660

and 1679 was 60 per 1,000 of inhabitants;

from 1679 to 1728, including the period of

pests, it was 80 per 1,000; between 1728

and 1780 it was still 40 per 1,000, while at

the present time it is between 20 and 21

per 1,000, and the mean annual death-rate in

England is less than 19 per 1,000. "Without

underestimating the brilliant achievements

of Jenner's discovery of vaccination in 1796,

which as a preventive measure has saved

millions of lives, no two factors have con-

tributed so much to the general result

than the improvement of the air we breathe

and the water we drink. Indeed, we
have ample evidence that, with the in-

troduction of sewers and public water sup-

plies, the general mortality in numerous
cities, during the past forty years, has been

reduced fully one-half, the good effects be-

ing especially shown by a marked decrease

in the number of cases of typhoid fever,

diarrhoeal diseases and consumption. The
vital statistics of Great Britain furnish the

proof. The mortality of Salisbury within

the last 30 years has been reduced from 40

to 16 per 1,000 ; at Dover from 28 to 14 per

1,000 ; at Kugby from 24 to 10 per 1,000 ; at

Croydon from 28 to 15 per 1,000 and at

Matlock from 18 to 9 per 1,000.

Enteric Diar- Con-
Fever, rhcea. sumpt'n.

Bristol, before sanitary works 10.0 10.5 31.0

after " " 6.5 9.1 25.5

Leicester, liefore " " 14.7 16.0 43.3

after " " 7.7 19.3 29.3

Cardiff, before " " 17.5 17.2 34.7

" after " " 10.5 4.5 28.6

Mucolesfleld, before " " 14.2 11.0 51.5

" after " " 8.5 9.0 35.3

Warwick, before " " 19.0 S.7 40.0

after " " 9.0 S.O 32.3
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Stratford,
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fection in a number of infectious diseases,

the prevention of soil and water pollution

for the restriction of typhoid fever, cholera,

dysentery and other water-borne diseases,

and, finally, the labors of Pasteur, Koch, and

Sternberg of our country, in the identifica-

tion and destruction of disease germs, have

accomplished a great deal and opened a

field of preventive inoculations which

promises other practical results. The
medical profession speaks of preventable

diseases, and the Prince of Wales, in his

opening address at the International Con-

gress of Hygiene, held in London in 1891,

very properly said : "If certain diseases

are preventable, why are they not pre-

vented ?" The facts are that whilst the

scientific physician knows fully well that if,

for example, the dejecta of evei"y typhoid-

fever patient were promptly disinfected

with germicides, typhoid fever would be

stamped out in the course of a few years,

he is not in a position to enforce this opin-

ion by effective laws.

To illustrate what germicides and anti-

septic methods have accomplished, let me
remind you that the mortality from all

amputations in the Crimean War (185-1-55)

was 63.5 per cent., in our Civil War it was
still 48.7 per cent., but this percentage has

steadily fallen until, in 1890, it was only

6.9 per cent. A century ago the mortality

from puerperal fever at the lying-in depart-

ment of the Hotel Dieu in Paris amounted

to 10%. Semmelweis, in 1847, first insisted

upon compulsory antiseptic midwifery, and
since that time the mortality has fallen in

all well-regulated maternities to less than

one per cent. Witness, also, the advances

made in the construction of model hospitals,

asylums, schools, prisons and industrial es-

tablishments in relation to light, heating,

ventilation, etc.

At the close of the last century the mor-

tality among the inmates of French prisons

was 250 pro mille ; in the German prisons.

in the forties, it was between 34 and 60 per

1,000, while in 1878 to 1882 it had fallen to

27 per 1,000.

In the matter of personal hygiene much
has been done in the way of improved

dietetics, clothing, exercise, and especially

in the care and feeding of infants, but much
remains to be done.

I will not weary you with a recital

of what other countries have accom-

plished in the way of national and local

health boards, enactment of health laws,

the enforcement of sanitary police regula-

tions, laws for the suppression of quackery

and quack remedies, all of which have con-

tributed greatly to the sum-total in the field

of public sanitation.

While the people of the United States

were not slow in adopting and originating

sanitary measures of great value, our ideas

of personal liberty, guaranteed to us by

the Constitution, evidently prevented early

legislation in matters of public health, ex-

cept in matters of State quarantine, for fear

that such legislation might affect the per-

sonal habits of the citizen and lessen his

freedom of action. At all events, the first

State Board of Health was established in

Massachusetts only in 1869, since which time

nearly all of the other States have followed

her example. In 1872 the American Pub-

lic Health Association was organized, and

numbering, as it does, among its members
some of the best minds in the profession,

much good has been accomplished by this

body and the so-called ' sanitary conven-

tions ' in molding public opinion and in

framing and recommending health laws.

Measures for the control and restriction

of contagious diseases have been adopted bj'

most of the Health Boards, and a number
of States enforce compulsory vaccination

for school children, and have passed laws

regulating the sale of poisons, and for the

prevention of food and drug adulterations,

and the extermination of bovine tubercu-
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losis. In 1879 Congress created a National

Board of Health, whose duty it was to make
investigations into the causes and means of

prevention of contagious and infectious dis-

eases, to indicate measures of national im-

portance and to be a center of information

for all matters relating to public health.

For want of appropriation this important

body has ceased to exist, and since 1883

the duties relating to international and in-

terstate quarantine have been discharged

by the Surgeon-General of the Marine Hos-

pital Service; his bureau, apart from the

management of hospitals and stations for

the care of sick and disabled seamen of the

merchant marine, has also undertaken the

collection and dissemination of mortality

statistics and sanitary information, scientific

investigation into the causes of disease, the

physical examination of immigrants under

the law excluding those affected with con-

tagious disease—service in the office of con-

suls at foreign ports to assure the accuracy

of bills of health—and other miscellaneous

duties. Since Congress has failed to act

upon the President's repeated recommenda-
tion and the petition ofnumerous medical so-

cieties for the creation of a National Health

establishment, there is no good reason why
the scope of duties and powers exercised by
the Marine Hospital Service should not be

An advisory board, composed ofone repre-

sentative from the various State Boards of

Health, the chiefs of the medical depart-

ment of the army and navy, and of the

Bureau of Animal Industry, Census and
Weather Bureau, and one of the legal offi-

cers of the government, could meet once or

twice a year and decide upon a line of work
for the promotion of public health.

One of the most pressing needs is an in-

vestigation into the pollution of water-sup-

plies when such pollution affects or threat-

ens to affect the sanitary condition of the

people of more than one State, because the

individual States are powerless to protect

themselves against the misdeeds of their

neighbors. Mr. Barthold's bill for the ap-

pointment of a Kiver Pollution Commis-

sion, two years ago. was defeated; yet that

same Congress appropriated $40,000 for the

extermination of the Gipsy moth. Eng-

land enjoj'ed the benefit of such a commis-

sion as early as 1855, and, in order to pre-

vent, remedy and remove the danger of

polluted water-supplies, adopted a compre-

hensive system for the disposal of sewage

and of water filtration, the fruits of which

have already been referred to.

We know that the Potomac Eiver re-

ceives the drainage from every town and

hamlet washed by its shores and tribu-

taries, and what is true of the Potomac is

equally true of the Ohio, Mississippi, Mer-

rimac, Connecticut, Missouri, the Red
E-iver, the Columbia and Wabash Elvers,

which are the sewers and, at the same time,

the source of water supply for nearly all

the cities located upon its banks, and these

cities, as shown by the statistics collected

by the Marine Hospital Service, show

moreover a marked prevalence of typhoid

fever, confirming what has elsewhere been

proved, that this disease, as also cholera,

dysentery and diarrhoeal diseases, can be

carried from one town or city to another

by means of a water course.

Surgeon-General Wyman in a recent

contribution estimates, from statistics re-

ceived in his office, that every year there

are no fewer than 45,000 deaths caused by

typhoid fever alone throughout the United

States, and, based upon an estimated mor-

tality of 10%, it is within reason to assume

a yearly prevalence of 450,000 cases of this

disease. The average duration of a case of

typhoid fever is not less than 30 days. If

we calculate that an average of $1.00 is

expended per day for care, treatment and

loss of work, and that the value of a human
life is $5,000 each, we have a total loss in
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the United States of $238,500,000 per an-

num from one of the so-called prevent-

able diseases. Reduce the prevalence of

this single disease one-half, which has

been accomplished in England, and the

oft-recurring question :
" Hovsr is it our

fathers got along without these so-called

modern improvements?" will be satis-

factorily answered from an economic point

of view.

Another subject which deserves special

attention is the question of pure foods and
drugs. It would lead me entirely too far

even to touch upon all the gross frauds and
their serious consequences which are daily

perpetrated, but permit me to refer to a very

universal article of food, viz., milk. An-
alyses of milk sold in New York City

showed an avei'age dilution with 33% of

water, the fraud amounting to $10,000 per

day. The State Inspector found 12% of

water added and 20% of cream removed.

The results in St. Louis, Chicago and this

and every other city are similar, and indi-

cate the desirability of stringent laws gov-

erning the milk traflSc as a protection to

the pocket of the consumer ; but when we
remember that Dr. Busey and the writer

have collected and tabulated 138 epidemics

of typhoid fever, 74 of scarlet fever and 28

epidemics of diphtheria, and that an analy-

sis of the evidence showed that the poison

of these diseases may reach the milk by
soakage of the germs into the well water

with which the utensils are washed, or by

the intentional dilution with infected water

;

that the infection can be conveyed by ani-

mals wading in sewage-polluted water, or

by the dairy employes acting as nurses, or

suffering themselves from some mild infec-

tion while continuing their usual duties, or

are convalescent from the disease ; and that

infection has taken place through the

agency of scrubbing brushes, flies and other

insects, exposure of the milk in or near to

the sick rooms, or washing the patients with

the same cloth used in wiping the dairy

utensils, we see at once that dairies

should be under sanitary control to prevent

the propagation of disease by infected milk.

This should include inspection of the dairy

stock by competent veterinarians, so that

the milk of animals suffering from bovine

tuberculosis, erysipelas, anthrax, pleuro-

pneumonia, foot and mouth disease, septic

and other fevers, specific enteritis, rabies,

tetanus, garget and other inflammatory

conditions of the teats and udder may be

excluded from the supply. Milk may also

be rendered unfit for use by reason of im-

proper food and care of the animal, or while

the animal is being treated with powerful

remedial agents. It is interesting to note

that of the 240 milk epidemics collected by
us, 187 were reported by English, 31 by
American and 9 by Scandinavian observers

;

8 came from German, 3 from Australian,

and 1 each from French and Swiss sources.

And right here it is suggested that the in-

frequency of milk-typhoid in France and
Germany is due to the fact that milk is

rarely used in its raw state on the Conti-

nent of Europe, and the germs are destroyed

by sterilization.

The first movement towards securing

comprehensive legislation against the adul-

teration of foods and drugs in this country

was made in 1879. This is all the more
surprising because Dr. Mann in his Medical

Sketches of 1812 remarks that " the bread

on the Niagara was made of damaged flour,

such as was either not nutritious or abso-

lutely deleterious." It was believed also

that the flour contained in some instances

an earthy substance, and that this adulter-

ating substance was 'plaster of paris.' Again
during the Civil War, as early as in the

winter of 1861-62, an extract of coffee

furnished the troops in the vicinity of Alex-

andria produced nausea and vomiting in

those who used it, and subsequently a gov-

ernment contractor, for having practiced
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food adulterations, was sentenced to a pro-

tracted imprisonment.

Instances, therefore, were not wanting

pointing to the necessity of such laws

;

nevertheless, it was not until 1881 that

three States, New Jersey, New York and

Michigan, passed laws to prevent the adul-

teration of food and drugs. The law in

New York commenced in the summer of

1882. At the close of the year 286 samples

of food and drugs had been submitted to

the public analysist for examination, of

which 194 had been reported upon. Of
119 samples of food, 50 were found adulter-

ated ; while of 75 samples of drugs, 32 were

adulterated.

Since 1883 quite a number of States have

enacted similar laws, but I regret to say

that in spite of the absolute necessity for

such a law in this city, as revealed by the

report of the chemist of the Health Office,

the bill introduced during the last session

of Congress failed to become a law. The
majority of States have enacted laws to

regulate the sale of poisons, but a careful

study shows that they should be amended
and greater restriction placed on the sale of

poisons generally. A recent investigation,

by a committee of the Medical and Surgical

Society, into the extent of the opium habit

in the District of Columbia, reveals the

fact that during the past 10 years 7 per-

sons died from the opium habit, 36 persons

died from accidental or negligent opium
poisoning, and 125 cases of opium poison-

ing and 70 patients were treated for the

opium habit in our public hospitals. This

does not include persons treated for acute

or chronic opium poisoning in private prac-

tice. Investigation into the causes of the

opium habit led to the conclusion that one

class of subjects have contracted the habit

by the use of the milder preparations of

opium, and some of the various proprietary

or secret remedies commonly employed as

domestic remedies, such as paregoric, Mc-

Munn's elixir, diarrhcea mixtures, pain-kill-

ers, etc. Another class have evidently ac-

quired the habit by the constant use of

prescriptions containing opium or its prep-

arations for the relief of pain, the individ-

uals being at first quite unconscious of the

enslaving nature of the drug. Still another

class of persons belong to the moral degen-

erates of fast men and women, who have

acquired the habit by contact with opium
habitues including opium smokers, and
through solicitation, invitation and persua-

sion have fallen victims to the vice.

Since the opium habit is often established

by the unauthorized and indiscriminate re-

newal of prescriptions containing opiates,

the New York Legislature very wisely

enacted, in 1886, a law that no pharmacists

shall refill more than once prescriptions

coataining opium or morphine, or prepara-

tions of either, in which the dose of opium

shall exceed \ grain, or morphine -^^ grain,

except with the verbal or written order of

a physician. A similar bill was introduced

into Congress during the winter session,

but failed to become a law. This city is

also without a law for the suppression of

the opium joints, in spite of the fact that a

man died a few months ago from the effects

of opium smoking in one of the joints, of

which there are two ; and a conservative

estimate places the number of habitual

opium smokers in the city between 150 and

200.

It is clearly the duty of the State to close

opium dens and restrict the sale of poisons,

and in regard to the sale of patent and pro-

prietary medicines containing poisonous

drugs the contents should be expressed on

the label and the word poison added.

At the risk of taxing your patience, per-

mit me to refer to the subject of patent and

proprietary medicines.

By the term patent medicine, as properly

employed in this country, England and

Europe generally, it must be understood
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that the composition is known and can be

seen at the Patent Office. The proprietary

medicine is a secret preparation protected

by a trade mark in this country, and hence

preferred by the owner, but both are vaguely

termed by the public patent medicines.

The extent of the traffic will be apparent

when I tell you that up to December 31,

1896, the United States Patent Office had

issued patents on the following

:

Disinfectants 235

Extracts 226

Hair dyes and tonics 43

Insecticides 145

Internal remedies 356

Plasters 48

Topical remedies 351

Veterinary remedies 75

Trade Marks.

Drugs and chemicals 614

Medical compounds 4979

The proprietary medicines are subect to

the control of the State authorities, and if

containing alcohol in sufficient quantity to

be intoxicants are subject to Internal Reve-

nue Laws, but so far as my knowledge ex-

tends little or nothing has been done in

this country and in England to control the

sale of secret remedies. Dr. G. Danford

Thomas, Coroner ofLondon and Middlesex,

before the International Congress of Hy-
giene in 1891, very justly urged that all

proprietary medicines should be under the

Patent Laws, because the composition is at

least disclosed ; he would abolish licences

to sell them and confine the sale to chemists

and druggists only. In these matters we
could certainly profit by the example of the

Japanese, Italian, French and German
laws. The Japanese government has es-

tablished a public laboratory for the analy-

sis of chemicals and patent medicines. The
proprietors are bound to supply a sample

with the names and proportions of the in-

gredients, directions for its use and an ex-

planation of the supposed efficacy. During

the year 1889 there were no fewer than 11,-

904 applicants for licenses to prepare and

sell 148,091 patent and secret medicines.

Permission for the sale of 58,638 different

kinds was granted ; 8,592 were prohibited

;

9,918 were ordered to be discountenanced,

and 70,943 remained still to be reported on

.

The majority of those authorized to be sold

were of no efficacy, and but lew were really

remedial agents. The sale of these was

not prohibited, as they were not dangerous

to the health of the people. No objection

can be urged to this law from a sanitary

point of view, except that it continues to

protect the ' pseudo-scientist.'

In Italy (which countrj"^, by the way,

has the best national board of health) the

sale of secret remedies in January, 1891,

became subject to the following regulations:

The composition as to the quality and

quantity of the active substances contained

must be written on the labels and on the

advertisements ; no special therapeutic vir-

tue or indication shall be attributed to

them either on the label or advertisement;

they shall be sold only by chemists under

the vigilance of the sanitary authorities

and with medical prescriptions.

In France the pharmacier is forbidden to

sell secret remedies or even to keep them
on his premises under heavy penalties.

In Germany the chemist may sell patent

medicines when ordered by the prescription

of the physician. He must not sell secret

remedies. All patent medicines sold by
the chemist must be prepared under special

supervision and according to the rules of

the pharmacopcea.

From the foregoing we may conclude

that, while a good deal has been accom-

plished by public and private sanitation,

much remains to be done before the aver-

age length of human life reaches three-

score and ten.

George M. Kober.
Geoegetown University.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO OUR KNOWLEDGE OF
MICRO-ORGANISMS AND STERILIZING

PROCESSES IN THE CANNING
INDUSTRIES.

In a paper read before the Society of Arts

in October, 1896,* we showed the extent

of the canning industry in this country,

and the importance to it of accurate knowl-

edge of the bacteriological principles of

sterilization. In that paper we dealt with

the packing of clams and lobsters, and

described some of the bacteria which are

active in the deterioration of these products

in case sterilization is not complete. It is

interesting to notice that some of the results

which we published at that time have lately

been confirmed by a specialist emploj'ed by

the Canadian government f to investigate

the discoloration of canned lobsters.

We now desire to put on record a pre-

liminary account ofour more recent investi-

gations in another branch of the industry,

viz., the packing of sweet corn. This art

constitutes a verj'^ large industry, as is

shown by the fact that in 1895 72,000,000

two-pound cans (72,000 tons) were packed

in the United States. The growth of the

business has been rapid, for it was not un-

til about 1853 that corn was packed at all

with success.

Sweet corn, when properly prepared, is

one of the most valuable of all canned foods,

as it retains much of its original flavor,

is popular, and is sold at a price within the

reach of all. If, however, the sterilizing

has not been thoroughly done there may
result fermentations caused by bacteria

which have not been killed, producing what

is known as ' sour ' corn.

Our investigations commenced in Febru-

ary, 1897, with the examination of a large

number of cans of sour corn. On opening

the cans no change was noticeable to the

* Technology Quarterly, Vol. X., No. 1.

t Supplement No. 2, 29fch Annual Rep't, Depart-

ment of Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa, 1897.

eye, the corn appearing fresh and of a

natural color. In some cases a sour odor

could be detected, but in others this was

not observed. It was to the taste that the

trouble was most apparent, the corn being

sour and of a peculiar, astringent flavor.

Bacteriological examinations showed sound

cans to be sterile, while spoiled cans in-

variably gave evidence of bacterial action.

Pure cultures of six species were obtained,

of which five were bacilli, and one was a

micrococcus. By inoculating sterile cans

of corn with these organisms we have been

able to produce souring in all respects

similar to that of the spoiled cans from

which they were originally taken.

In order to study these fermentations

more thoroughly and to ascertain, if pos-

sible, the source of the bacteria causing

them, we spent nearly the whole of the corn-

packing season of 1897 at an establishment

in Oxford county, Maine, where every con-

venience for scientific study of the process

was put at our disposal by the proprietors.

We were thus enabled to thoroughly in-

vestigate the methods of procedure from

the harvesting of the green corn to its

ultimate shipment in cans. It is very

necessary that the utmost cleanliness and

dispatch should be observed in all the

operations, so that the chances of infec-

tion from bacteria may be reduced to a

minimum. In this factory the strictest

caution was exercised in these respects,

everything being kept scrupulously clean.

The corn is generally picked in the morn-

ing, and is delivered to the cannery as early

as possible. One or two men make it their

special duty to visit the farms once or twice

a week during the season to keep informed

as to the condition of the crop and to ' order

in ' the corn as it becomes suificiently ma-

tured. As the ears are delivered at the

factory they are arranged in low piles on

the ground in an open shed to protect them

from the sun. The husks and the silk are
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taken oif by hand, and the corn is then

quickly carried to the cutting machines, in

which, by a series of knives and scrapers,

the kernels are quickly and cleanly sepa-

rated from the cob. Any stray bits of cob

or silk which may be mixed with the corn

are now taken out as it passes through the

' silker,' a machine arranged somewhat on

the plan of a gravel- sifter, that is, with two

cylindrical wire screens one inside the other,

placed on an incline and rotating in oppo-

site directions. The corn drops through

the meshes of the screens, while the refuse

passes out at the lower (open) end.

The corn is now weighed, mixed with

water in the proper proportions, and is then

ready for the ' cooker.' There are several

varieties of these machines in use, all of

which are alike in principle but differ some-

what in details of construction. Their ob-

ject is to heat the corn evenly and quickly

to a temperature of 82-88'= C. (180-190°F.)

and to deliver it automatically into the

cans. A single machine fills about thirty

cans a minute. After having been wiped,

the cans are capped, soldered and tested for

leaks. Sterilization, the final and most im-

portant step in the whole process, now fol-

lows, this being done in retorts, by steam

under pressure. The length of heating, or

^ processing,' and the pressure which is given

vary somewhat in different factories.

As we have shown in our previous paper,

in order to insure sterilization in practice,

it is necessary to obtain and maintain a tem-

perature in excess of 100° C. (212° F.)

thi'oughout the contents of the can. Inter-

mittent sterilization may be employed, but

is less ef&cient and is not practicable upon

a large or commercial scale. We have

found by experiment that sixty minutes at

121° C. (250° F.) is sufficient time for steril-

izing corn, and it seems probable that this

can be shortened somewhat or the temper-

ature reduced. Further experiments are

in progress to decide this question.

Through a demand that canned corn shall

be very light in color there has been, ap-

parently, a pressure put upon the packer to

shorten the time of heating or to reduce the

temperature in his retorts. The large losses

which have resulted in recent years from

sour corn have been due principally to this

demand. By the use of registering ther-

mometers we have proved that corn is a

very poor conductor of heat, and that the

time necessary to bring all portions of the

center of the cans to the requisite temper-

ature is a factor whose importance cannot

be overestimated. We have proved by ex-

periment that, with 13 pounds of steam in

the retort, the corresponding temperature

of which is 118.8° C. (246° F.), it requires

55 minutes for the same temperature to be

registered at the center of a can placed in

the middle of a retortful of corn. With the

same pressure and under the same condi-

tions at the end of 45 minutes a temper-

ature of 114° C. (237.2° F.) was reached,

and at the end of 30 minutes 108.3° C.

(227° F.). Thus it is evident that with

the present methods any reduction of time

of heating is attended by considerable risk.

If any means could be devised by which

the heat would more quickly reach the cen-

ter of the cans it might be safe to shorten

the time of heating. There is a prospect

that before long some such modifications

may be possible.

We have made a careful bacteriological

study of all the different steps in the pro-

cess and of the corn as it comes from the

field, and have found upon the corn in the

field bacteria which appear to be identical

with those isolated from cans of sour corn.

Repeated tests of corn from the cob showed

the presence of bacteria. Corn which had

passed through the cooker, and cans of corn

which had been ' retorted ' for 30 minutes

or less, also contained the same species of

bacteria as were found upon the raw corn.

All these bacteria liquify gelatin, and
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grow very rapidly, as is proved by the fact

that streak cultures showed well marked
growth four hours after inoculation. De-

tailed descriptions of the organisms and of

many more experiments will be given in our

full paper on this subject to appear in a forth-

coming number of the Technology Quarterly.

S. C. Pbescott,

W. Lyman Underwood.
Biological Laboratory, Mass. Institute of

Technology.
Boston, November 12, 1897.

AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION.

The Fifteenth Congress of the American

Oi-nithologists' Union convened in New
York City, Monday evening, November 8th.

The public sessions, lasting three days,

were held in the library of the American
Museum of Natural History.

William Brewster, of Cambridge, Mass.,

was re-elected President ; Dr. C. Hart Mer-

riam and Robert Eidgway, of Washington,

D. C, Vice Presidents ; John H. Sage, of

Portland, Conn., Secretary ; William

Dutcher, of New York City, Treasurer

;

Charles F. Batchelder, Frank M. Chapman,
Chas. B. Cory, Ruthven Deane, Drs. Jona-

than Dwight, Jr., A. K. Fisher and L.

Stejneger, members of the Council. By a

provision of the by-laws, the ex-Presidents

of the Union, Dr. J. A. Allen, Dr. Elliott

Coues, and Mr. D. G. Elliot, are ex officio

members of the Council.

One active and eighty-eight associate

members were elected. As a direct result

of the Audubon Society movement, creating

a popular interest in the study of birds,

more women than usual were elected to as-

sociate membership.

An address in commemoration of Major
Charles Emil Bendire, U. S. A., a distin-

guished member of the Union who died

during the past year, was prepared by Dr.

J. C. Merrill, U. S. A., and presented by
Mr. Elliot. Major Bendire was a well-

known oologist, and will always be remem-
bered by his invaluable ' Life Histories of

North American Birds.'

Dr. Coues exhibited the portfolio carried

by John James Audubon in Europe and

America, and also the original MS. of the

first volume of his ' Ornithological Biog-

raphy.' Some original bird-drawings by

John Woodhouse Audubon were also

shown.

Mr. Abbott H. Thayer, the eminent por-

trait painter, gave an out-of-door demon-

stration of the underlying principle of pro-

tective coloration, in continuation of his

remarks on the subject at the previous

meeting. Mr. Thayer showed a pair of de-

coys with the belly part cut off, so that

in lying on the cut-off side they represented

crouching birds or mammals. He then re-

peated upon them the coloring which he had

exhibited at Cambridge upon entire decoys

(decoys poised a few inches above the

ground). This, he said, was to more clearly

illustrate what he stated in his first paper

on protective coloration, namely, that the

normal gradation of sky's lighting is effaced

by the color gradation of the animal at every

point, the median dorsal line having the

darkest markings, so that the gradation

toward the white of the belly begins close to

this dorsal line. Mr. Thayer placed the two

decoys side by side on a plank, and covered

one of them uniformly with the same dry

earth which he spread about it on the plank,

so that all of its visible sui-face and that of

the plank on which it lay were absolutely

of one tint—monochrome
;
yet it was con-

spicuously visible at a long distance, because

of its normal gradation of shading from the

sky's light, although there was no under-

side visible to show a culmination ofshadow.

The other decoy he painted in imitation of

a hare's or snipe's gradation and so suc-

cessfully that it became totally invisible at

a distance of four or five yards. He ex-

plained that the statement in his first paper
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that not a feather of the upper surfaces of

the woodcock and grouse had been artifi-

cially colored referred only to the feathers

along the median dorsal region.

The skin of a cottontail rabbit was ex-

hibited, showing a most perfect gradation

from the black hairs of the middle of the

back and over the shoulders to the white of

the belly.

This communication, in connection with

that given at Cambridge a year ago, com-

pletes Mr. Thayer's admirable demonstra-

tion of his theory of the great underlying

principle of protective coloration in animals.

On Wednesday evening, November 10th,

an illustrated lecture entitled ' A Natural-

ist's Expedition to East Africa,' was given

in the large lecture hall of the Museum by

Mr. D. G. Elliot before an audience of some

1,500 persons.

Mr. Wm. Dutcher, Chairman of the

' Committee on Protection of North Ameri-

can Birds,' read a most interesting report

on the work done during the past year.

This report will be published in abstract in

The Auk, and printed in full as a separate

pamphlet.

Mr. Frank M. Chapman gave an exhibi-

tion of lantern slides of birds in nature,

from material contributed by himself and

other members of the Union. This was
followed by Professor A. S. Bickmore with

colored lantern slides showing recent ad-

vances in methods of visual instruction.

Dr. Coues remarked upon certain Laridce

which were before him, and Dr. Jonathan

Dwight, Jr., showed a specimen of a new
species of bird for North America (Puffinus

assimilis)

.

An informal talk on the Gyrfalcons was
given by Mr. Chapman, who exhibited

specimens from Greenland and Labrador.

Kemarks followed by Dr. W. E. Hughes,

who accompanied the first Peary expedition

to north Greenland.

Following is a list of the papers read at

the sessions, in addition to those already

mentioned

:

Protective Adaptations of Insects from an Ornithological

Point of View : SYLVESTER D. JUDD.

Summer Birds of the West Virginia Spruce Belt : Wil-
liam C. ElVES.

7s Uniformity in Local Lists Possible ? Jonathan
DwiGHT, Jr.

Ten Days among the Birds of Northern Neio Hampshire :

John N. Clark.

Some Notes on Liherian Birds : Harry C. Obee-

HOLSER.

BemarJcs on a New Theory of the Origin of Bird Migra-

tion : J. A. Allen.
Experiences of an Ornithologist in Mexico : Frank M.
Chapman.

The Great Boosts on QaVberet Island, Opposite North St.

Louis: O. WlDMANN.
The Terns of Gull Island, N. Y.: J. Harris Eeed.

The Petrels of Southern California : A. W. Anthony.
The Terns of Musheget Island, 3Iass.: George H.

Mackay.
Tlie Northern Raven Breeding in New England : H. K.

Job.

The Summer Birds of the CatsTcill Slountains, with re-

marks upon the Faunse of the Region : Edwin I.

Haines.

Breeding Habits of the Common Robin in Eastern Massa-

chusetts : Reginald "Webeb Howe, Jr.

The next meeting of the Union will be

held in Washington, D. C, commencing
November 14, 1898. Jno. H. Sage,

Secretary.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

THE ABORIGINAL AET OF ECUADOR.

The well known Alpine explorer, Mr.

Edward Whymper, during his expedition

to the Andes made a considerable ethno-

graphical collection in and near Ecuador, a

description of which, with illustrations, is

given by Mr. 0. M. Dalton in the Journal

of the Anthropological Institute for August.

The most interesting results refer to the

forms of axes and similar stone imple-

ments. There are numerous types in

Ecuador, many seemingly indigenous, while

almost all the Colombian forms ' can easily

be traced to a foreign source.' There are

frequent instances of resemblance between
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types common to the Antilles and Ecuador,

and these resemblances are most abundant

in the islands most accessible to the South

American continent. It is also noted that

one quite peculiar form of stone axe, with

a depression at the butt and rounded lateral

arms, which seems to have reached its per-

fected development in Ecuador, has been

discovered also, both in stone and copper, in

tombs of the IVth and Xllth dynasties of

Egypt ; another illustration of the parallel-

ism of artistic development. The pottery

of Ecuador, as shown in the collection, is

closelj^ assimilated to that of Chiriqui and

other parts of Central America.

THE BEEBERS OF MOROCCO.

The most accurate description of this

people since that of Quedlinberg is given

by Mr. W. B. Harris in the Journal of the

Anthropological Institute for August. He
notes their complexion as nearly always

fair, while many are red-haired, red-

bearded, and with blue eyes. The Susis,

however, south of the Atlas, and claiming

to be of unadulterated Berber blood, are

copper-colored, with high cheek bones and

narrow dark eyes. This would seem to

bear out Dr. Collignon's theory of a dark

and light Berber type. The Eififians are

distinguished by a ' scalp-lock,' which they

allow to grow thick and long. It is plaited

or twisted, and wound around the head.

Mr. Harris does not explain its significance.

In the central Atlas they still call them-

selves ' Berber ' (plural Berebber), but the

meaning of the term was not obtained.

They apparently have no knowledge of

the old Hamitic or modern Tuareg alphabet,

and he asserts that no writing in their

tongue exists, though it is occasionally

written in Arabic characters. Many tracts

of the Eifif country of the north have never

been visited by Europeans, and the Sultan

of Morocco exerts a merely nominal control

over it. D. Gr. Brinton.

University of Pennsylvania.

NOTES ON JNOBGANIO CHEMISTRY.

A contribution to the much discussed

subject of the use of alum in foods is given

in the last Journal of the American Chem-
ical Society, by Professor C. P. Mabery and
L. Goldsmith. The authors describe a

series of tests as to the influence of varjang

quantities of alum on the peptic digestion

of blood fibrin. In every case the digestive

action was retarded by alum, even when
present in very small quantity. In order

to test the action under actual conditions,

two loaves of bread were prepared, one with

alum baking powder and the other with a

cream-of-tartar-soda powder. Here, again,

the peptic digestion was retarded in the case

of the bread containing alum. Similar ex-

periments carried out with salicylic acid,

boric acid and with formalin showed that

while there was with these antiseptics some

retardation of the peptic digestion it was

slight in comparison with that when alum

was used.

The cause of the rusting of iron which is

covered with a protective layer of paint is

usually attributed to minute cracks in the

paint, occasioned by the unequal expansion

of the iron and paint. Edmund Simon

gives in Dingler's Polytechnisches Journal the

results of a study of the conditions of this

rusting, and concludes that paint stands

changes in temperature, but is always hy-

groscopic, and when swollen by moisture is

pervious both for water and gases. The
best way to prevent such rusting is to use

three or four coats of a paint, which adheres

as closely as possible to the iron, and which

contains the largest possible quantity of oil.

In the Zeitschrift fitr physikalische Chemie

John Gibson contends that in all cases the

chemical action of light is such that the

new products have a higher conductivity

than the original. This is true in the

case of selenium, sulfur, phosphorous and

mercuric sulfid, in the combination of hy-
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drogen and cUorin, and in the reduction of

silver and mercury salts. The action of

light on nitric acid seems to be the only

exception, but this is only an apparent ex-

ception, as the conductivity of nitric acid

solution increases up to 32 per cent, when

the maximum is reached, whilst the decom-

position by light ceases when the concen-

tration has fallen to 47 per cent.

J. L. H.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.,

The anniversary meeting of the Eoyal Society

will be held on Tuesday, November 30th, when

the officers for the ensuing year will be elected.

Lord Lister will be recommended for re-election

as President.

The new house of the American Society of

Civil Engineers, 220 West Fifty-seventh street,

erected at a cost of $200,000, was formally

opened on November 24th. Addresses were

made in the new auditorium in the afternoon

by the President of the Society, Mr. B. M.

Harrod, of New Orleans, and there was a re-

ception in the evening.

The Danish Geographical Society has awarded

its gold medal to Dr. Sven Hedin.

De. Guido Schneider has been appointed

Director of the Biological Institute recently

established at Sebastopol.

The death is announced of Professor Henry

Calderwood, since 1868 professor of moral phil-

osophy in the University of Edinburgh, on No-

vember 20th, at the age of sixty-seven years.

He was the author of numerous publications on

education and philosophy, among the more im-

portant of which were the ' Eolations of Sci-

ence and Eeligion ' (1881) and the 'Eelations of

Mind and Brain ' (1879), the latter being one of

the first systematic treatises on physiological

psychology.

The Athenssum, in announcing the death, on

November 1st, of the Eev. Peter BelHnger

Brodie, of Eowington, in Warwickshire, at the

age of 82, states that while a student at Cam-

bridge, Mr. Brodie, like so many others, ac-

quired an enthusiastic love for geology, under

the teaching of Professor Sedgwick. His name
soon came to be identified with the study of

fossil insects, and in 1845 he published a work

on this subject. Mr. Brodie was elected a Fel-

low of the Geological Society as far back as

1834
;
and the Society recognized the value of

his work by the award, in 1887, of the Murchi-

son Medal. A selection from Mr. Brodie's ex-

tensive geological collections was acquired a

short time ago by the British Museum.

We regret also to record the following deaths

among foreign men of science: Dr. G. H. Otto

Vogler, aged seventy-five, a versatile writer on

natural history; Dr. Johannes Frentzel, Direc-

tor of the Biological Station on the Miiggelsee,.

near Berlin, aged 38 years; Dr. L. A. Buchner,

professor of pharmacology at Munich, aged

eighty-four years; Professor Karl Miiller, Di-

rector of the Experiment Station for Agricul-

tural Chemistry at Hildesheim, and of Dr. Fr.

Stohman, honorary professor of agricultural

chemistry at Leipzig, aged sixty-five years.

The report of the Commissioner of Patents

upon the business of the Patent Ofiice for the

fiscal year ended June 30, 1897, shows that

there were received within that year 43,524 ap-

plications for patents, of which 23,994 were

granted, including reissues and designs. The
number of patents which expired was 12,584.

The number of allowed applications which were

by operation of law forfeited for non-payment

of final^fees was 5,034. The total receipts were

$1,343,779 ; the expenditures, approximately,

were $1,026,644, leaving a surplus of $317,135.

The moneys covered into the Treasury of the

United States on account of receipts from fees,

etc., in patent cases, from July 4, 1836, in ex-

cess of the'cost of the management of the Patent

Oface, amounted to $5,093,614.

Nature states that an instructive fisheries ex-

hibition, arranged to illustrate the fishing in-

dustries and the application of science to agri-

culture, has been opened in the Zoological

Museum of the University College, Liverpool.

The exhibits are fully described in a guide to

the exhibition published by the authorities.

There is a series of the food fishes of this dis-

trict, with the more important food matters of

each ; also a series of useful and useless fishes
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which compete with one another by eating the

same food. Another exhibit contains speci-

mens of the shell-fish of the district, showing

stages in the life-history and growth, legal and

illegal sizes, pearl formations and pearls. A
case is devoted to a display of printed matter,

photographs, drawings and lantern slides, illus-

trating the publications, both administrative

and scientific, of the Lancashire Sea Fisheries

Committee, and other work bearing upon the

fisheries of the district. The drawings and

sketches include a number made by Professor

Herdman in illustration of his joint investiga-

tion with Professor Boyce on the diseases of

oysters and the connection between the oyster

and disease.

The Senckenbergische Naturforschende Gesell-

schaft at Frankfort celebrated its eightieth

anniversary on May 30th, and has now pub-

lished its Bericht, giving an account of the

celebration, including the official address by

Professor Heinrich Keichenbach, the subject of

which was 'A Review of the Progress of Biology

during the Past Eighty Years.

'

The seventh International Congress of Navi-

gation will be held at Brussels during July of

next year.

The Walsingham Medal for 1898 is offered at

Cambridge University for a monograph or essay

giving evidence of original research on any

botanical, geological or zoological subject,

zoology being understood to include animal

morphology and physiology. The competition

is open to graduates of the University who are

under the standing of M. A. on October 10,

1898, on or before which date the essays are to

be sent to Professor Newton, Magdalene Col-

lege.

The trustees of the New York Public Li-

brary, Astor, Lennox and Tilden Foundations,

have announced that the design submitted by
Carrere & Hastings for the new library build-

ing, to be erected on the site of the Forty-sec-

ond street reservoir, has been accepted, and the

prize in the competition awarded to that firm.

In addition to the relief map of the State and

of the Catskill regions issued by the University

of the State of New York, the Regents have

authorized one of the Adirondacks and another

of Manhattan Island which will show its

physical features before they were altered by
civilization. The chief interest of this action

is, however, In the notice to university institu-

tions that duplicates of these relief maps will

be made in quantity and furnished to the

schools either for cash or as a part of their ap-

portionment at a comparatively trifling cost, so

that many schools can hereafter be provided

with these valuable maps. 1,000 copies of the

mushroom charts, the publication of which

created so great interest that the edition was
exhausted almost immediately, have been

ordered by the Regents in chart form for wall

use. Each institution will be entitled to one

free in sheets or mounted on muslin and rollers

by paying the cost of such mounting.

The library of the late Professor Carl Vogt
has been purchased by the Senckenbergische

Naturforschende Gesellschaft of Frankfurt.

The Paris Conservatoire Nationale des Arts et

Metiers announces a series of public and free

courses of lectures on the application of science

to the arts. These lectures are given in the

evenings and continue throughout the winter.

The lecturers include M. J. Hirsch, M. J. Vi-

olle, M. Marcel Depres, M. Th. Schloesing and
other eminent French men of science.

At the anniversary meeting of the New York
Academy of Medicine, on November 18th, an

address was given by Dr. Hermann M. Biggs

on ' Sanitary Science, the Medical Profession

and the Public'

A kepoet by M Descubes has been presented

to the French Chambers of Deputies recom-

mending the'plan of connecting Paris with the

sea by a maritime canal, proposed by M. de la

Grie. The length of this canal would be 185 km.,

its width at least 35 m., and its depth 6.20 m.

The cost is estimated at about $30,000,000, and

M. de la Grie is prepared to organize a company
to construct the canal if it is allowed the right

to collect tolls for ninety-nine years.

At a recent meeting of the New York Li-

brary Club, Dr. John S. Billings described the

method of disinfection of books by formalin va-

por. He said, according to the New York Med-

ical Record, that in some experiments made
recently, at the laboratory of the University of
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Pennsylvania, a saucer of formalin, a book

which had been infected with the bacteria of

diphtheria, another with scarlet fever, and an-

other with erysipelas, were placed under a bell

jar. The experiment showed that one cubic

centimeter of formalin to three hundred cubic

centimeters of space would thoroughly disinfect

any book in fifteen minutes.

It is possible that the beaver will survive

longer in Europe than in America. It is said

that a few individuals are still to be found

on the Elbe, the Rhine and the Danube,^ and

Professor Collett, of Christiania, estimates, ac-

cording to Cosmos, that there are now 100 in-

dividuals living in Norway, whereas the num-

ber in 1880 was estimated at 60. Professor

Collett recommends that government protection

be afforded to prevent their extermination.

De. Max Schlossee has just issued his Lit-

eraturhericht of Anthropology and of the Living

and Fossil Mammals for the year 1893—

a

quarto abstract of 82 pages, in fine type, con-

taining critical notices and digests of all the

contributions to these subjects during the year.

This abstract is from the Archiv fur Anthro-

pologie, Band 24, and it is an invaluable aid to

zoologists and paleontologists in all parts of

the world, especially because it gives the con-

tents of many papers which are not accessible to

readers on this aide of the water.

De. Beegee has published the original Italian

text, with comments, of a manuscript dis-

covered by him in the Vatican Library in the

hand writing of Michael Angelo. It gives a

series of prescriptions and treatments for dis-

eases of the eye which it is supposed he collected

in view of his own failing eyesight.

The last issue of the Masters of Medicine

series, published by Mr. Fisher Unwin, London,

is 'William Harvey,' by D'Arcy Power.

The Atlantic Monthly promises for next year

a series of articles by Mr. John Muir, describ-

ing The Great Government Reservations, The

Yellowstone Park, The Yosemite Park, Jand

The Sequoia Parks
;
[a series by Dr. T. J. J.

See on the ' Origin of the Universe, ' and a

group of articles on modern psychology and its

contributions to education, as also articles by

Professor C. S. Sargent on the preservation of

the forests and by Professor D. G. Brinton on re-

sults of American archaeological investigations.

Me. Beenaed Quaeitch, London, ofiers for

sale a complete set of the 'Philosophical Trans-

actions of the Royal Society ' for £240. The

set includes the ' Philosophical Collections ' by

Robert Hook, seven numbers complete, pub-

lished in 1679-1682, during which time the

Philosophical Transactions were interrupted,

which were intended to supply the gap.

The Open Court Publishing Company, Chi-

cago, propose issuing a series of life-size por-

traits of eminent philosophers and men of

science, should the advance subscriptions war-

rant the undertaking. They have prepared a

preliminary list of sixty-two philosophers and
psychologists and offer this set for $7.50. We
trust that this very reasonable price, and the

value of the work already done in this direc-

tion by the Open Court Publishing Company,
will secure a sufficient number of subscriptions

to lead them to publish the series, and to fol-

low it as they suggest with series of mathemati-

cians, physicists, biologists, etc.

It is perhaps worthy of note as indicating

tendencies of scientific development that of the

thirty-six philosophers given in the series drawn
up by the Open Court Publishing Company all

are dead except one, whereas a large propor-

tion of the psychologists are now living. The
list of psychologists is as follows : Cabanis,

Maine [de Biran, Beneke, G. E. Miiller, E. H.

Weber, Fechner, Helmholtz, Hering, Aubert,

Mach, Stumpf, Munk, Exner, Wernicke, Stein-

thal, Brentano, Paul Janet, Ribot, Taine,

Fouillee, Binet, Bain, Romanes, C. Lloyd Mor-

gan, Bastian, William James. The omission of

Wundt's name from the list is probably through

inadvertence. In the English names biology is

emphasized at the expense of psychology. The
names of Ladd and Hall should be added to

give America its fair representation.

The Smithsonian Institution is about to

print, in its Miscellaneous Contributions, a work
entitled ' List of Recorded Earthquakes on the

Pacific Coast, 1769-1897' (illustrated), by Ed-

ward S. Holden. The data are derived from a

similar list of recorded earthquakes, 1769-1888

(with a very considerable number of additions
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and a few corrections), whicli was issued by the

University of California in 1888, and from the

annual publications of the Lick Observatory

(printed in the American Journal of Science, the

Publications of the Astronomical Society of the

Pacific, the Bulletins of the United States Geo-

logical Survey) since that date. The annual

records referred to have been compiled by
Messrs. Holden, Keeler and Perrine from ob-

servations at Mt. Hamilton, and from miscel-

laneous reports of earthquake shocks. They
have been thoroughly sifted and revised in the

present work, which is believed to contain all

trustworthy data on the subject of Pacific coast

earthquakes since 1769.

In a monograph entitled ' A revision of the

American Lemnaceae occurring north of Mex-
ico,' printed in advance from the Ninth Annual
Report of the Missouri Botanical Garden, Mr.

C. H. Thompson, in continuation of his studies

of ligulate "Wolfiias, published in the Eighth Re-

port, has now brought together, in^_concise form

and with good keys, a synopsis of the entire

Order Lemnaceae, as represented in our

flora, each species, in addition to a good de-

scription, being represented by excellent fig-

ures illustrating its habit and structural details.

The paper should stimulate increased study of

this interesting group of aquatics, the smallest

of flowering plants.

We understand that subscriptions toward the

purchase of the paleontological collections of

the late Professor Cope for the Philadelphia

Academy of Natural Sciences are far from

reaching the needed sum. A recent issue of

the Philadelphia Ledger contains an editorial

urging the importance of securing these collec-

tions. It remarks

:

" The public spirit of the citizens of this city

should not make it possible for the collections to

be taken elsewhere, as they embrace many of

the specimens on which Professor Cope based

his original descriptions, and this type material

is simply priceless, since it cannot be duplicated.

If through the liberality of those interested in

the progress of science the Academy of Natural

Sciences be placed in possession of this material,

that institution will then have in its museum
the type collections of Leidy and Cope, two of

the greatest authorities on the monsters of the

pre-historic world."

Simultaneously with the starting ofthe rail-

road at Buluwayo, says the New York Tribune,

comes the news of the discovery of coal in large

quantities in the immediate neighborhood of

the place, the prospectors having been able to

ascertain that the coal fields in question cover

an immense area, extending, indeed, to the

Zambesi river. It is this discovery, destined to

play so great a r61e in the commercial and in-

dustrial development of the southern portion of

the Dark Continent, that has led Cecil Rhodes

to decide to continue the railroad without

delay to the Zambesi river, which will then be

in uninterrupted railroad communication with

the Cape. Apart from their commercial im-

portance the coalfields may contain fossils of

great scientific interest.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

A NEW University was opened at Jassy, Rou-

mania, on November 2d, addresses being made
by the king and by the queen of Roumania.

By the will of the late Julia Bradford Hunt-

ington James a trust fund left by the late Ralph

Huntington was released, and it appears that

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and

the Boston Museum of Fine Arts will each re-

ceive about $100,000.

The Root Hall of Science and the Benedict

Hall of Languages of Hamilton College were

dedicated on November 16th. The buildings

are both of stone and each cost about $30,000.

The Hall of Science is the gift of Mr. Elihu

Root, of New York, in memory of his parents,

his father having been professor of mathematics

in Hamilton College. His brother, Oren Root,

now holds the same chair.

Arrangements are being made to build a

science hall at Ripon College, costing $30,000.

Five subscriptions of $2,500 have already been

received.

RoCKFELLEE HALL, the ncw recitation build-

ing given to Vassar College by Mr. John D.

Rockfeller, at the cost of $100,000, was dedi-

cated on November 19th. Dr. G. Stanley
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Hall, President of Clark University, gave an

address on ' A Few Tendencies in College and

University Education.'

The New York Evening Post gives the follow,

ing summary of the attendance at Yale Univer-

sity for the past four years :

1894. 1895. 1896. 1897.

Graduate 138 176 227 260

Academic 1,150 1,199 1,237 1,242

Scientific 662 584 553 542

Art 41 46 53 77

Divinity 116 105 104 102

Medical 100 125 138 134

Law 195 224 213 194

The decrease in the scientific school is due to

the loss of some eighty students who attended

under the old land-grant fund regime. The

freshmen academic class is the smallest of the

five classes this year, whereas there is an in-

crease in the scientific school of 16 students over

last year's class.

A CONVENTION of American women propose

to assemble in Washington on December 14th

to decide on ways and means of arousing pub-

lic sentiment in favor of a national university.

They intend, it is said, to collect the $250,000

necessary for the erection of an administration

building, to form the nucleus of the university,

and hope to be able to lay the corner stone on

February 22, 1899.

The vacant professorship of pathology at

Cambridge University has been filled by the

election of Mr. A. A. Kanthack, M.A., of St.

John's College, who has acted as deputy for the

late Professor Roy. Professor Kanthack, as we
learn from the London Times, has had a distin-

guished career at the University of London,

where he has taken with honors the degrees of

B.A., Bachelor in Surgery, Bachelor in Medi-

cine, was gold medalist, and proceeded to the

degree of M.D. in 1892. He has pursued his

studies at University College, Liverpool ; St.

Bartholomew's Hospital, at the Universities of

Berlin and Cambridge. His introduction to

Cambridge was in 1891, when he was elected to

the John Lucas Walter studentship of the value

of £200, open to all students for the purpose

of conducting original research in pathology.

Before that year he had been lecturer in pa-

thology at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, medical

tutor at the Royal Infirmary, Liverpool, and

senior demonstrator in pathology at University

College, Liverpool. He has devoted many
years to original research, and was a member
of the Leprosy Commission in India. He is

the author of a Manual of Practical Morbid

Anatomy and of a Handbook of Practical Bac-

teriology, and also an extensive and frequent

contributor to the journals of physiology and

anatomy.

De. Theodore des Coudees has been pro-

moted to an associate professorship of physics

in the University at Gottingen and Dr. Otto

Knopf to an associate professorship of as-

tronomy in the University at Jena. Dr. Schmitz-

Dumond, ofTarand, has been appointed Director

of the Agricultural Experiment Station to be

established in Pretoria and Dr. A. Ostroumoflf

to be professor of zoology in the University of

Kasan. Professor Kiister, of Gottingen, has

been appointed head of the division for ana-

lytical, inorganic and physical chemistry in

the Chemical Institute of the University at

Breslau.

DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE.

THE MESA ENCANTADA.

To THE Editoe of SCIENCE : I thought that

I had said the last word as far as I was con-

cerned upon the subject of the Mesa Encantada,

but now that Mr. Hodge's pictures have ap-

peared there is one more word to be said. I

never dreamed that he or anybody else would

have mistaken the manifestly modern and

humanly constructed cairn which he figures,

and about which so much noise has been made,

for the cairn-like object of which I spoke. The

latter is a very different object, and its loca-

tion gave it some significance, while the former

has none of any importance.

The cairn he figures was certainly built by a

human being on the 23d of July, 1897, and not

by ghosts.
William Libbey.

Peinoeton, N. J., November 16, 1897.

OBSEEVATIONS ON 'THE PEINCIPLE OF

IDENTITY.'

The principle that a thing or relation is iden-

tical with itself has given no end of trouble in
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discussions respecting experience and knowl-

edge. More than often it has been regarded as

an abstract form of self-evident apprehension,

whose chief, and perhaps sole, function is to

mark the limits of reasoning. How it may have

come into our experience has been humorously

and seriously debated from Locke downward. It

may not be an exact source of knowledge, but

this negation does not exclude the peculiar sig-

nificance attached to experiencing the relation

in question. The two cases following indicate

that there is some meaning to the ' principle '

when found in conscious processes at an earlier

time.

A bright child, Helen B. , four years of age,

whose development has been normal in all par-

ticulars, perplexed her mother and myself by

adding to a conversation, in which she was tak-

ing no part and which had no apparent concern

for her, these words :

'

' Whatever is alike is the

same. If you are good, you have to be good
;

if you are bad, you have to be bad. Whatever

is alike is the same." Tactful questioning

failed to bring out any evidence that the utter-

ance was an echo from something the child may
have heard. The meaning of the statement

seemed to be clear to the child, though able to

explain or expand it in no other way. She

persisted in the assertion with considerable

show of feeling, amounting almost to triumph.

Another and more recent instance is that of

a boy in his sixteenth year. In a certain class

the teacher was endeavoring to get another

pupil to complete the sentence, "A dog is—,"

for purposes of illustration. After several ex-

amples and some hesitation on the part of the

second pupil, the first jestingly ventured to

supply 'a dog,' the sentence then reading : "A
dog is a dog." The teacher accepted the sug-

gestion as 'all right,' and showed how such

statements could be made. The boy, however,

was confused with astonishment upon learning

that his suggestion had passed from jest to

earnest, and required a rather long period of

time to recover and adapt himself to this rela-

tion, which had apparently never occurred to

him previously.

These rather opposite cases go to show that

the ' principle ' is not utterly void when it first

arises in the conscious processes, however thor-

oughly one may claim it to have been operative

in primitive mental activities.

Edward F. Buchner.
New Yoek.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

A Popular Treatise on the Physiology of Plants for

the Use of Gardeners, orfor Students of Horticul-

ture and Agriculture. By Dr. Paul Soratjbr.

Translated by F. E. Weiss. London and

New York, Longmans, Green & Co. 1895.

One of the excellent features of this book is

that there has been a consistent endeavor on

the part of author and translator to make it a

book clearly within the grasp of the persons for

whom it is intended.

The author has succeeded in dealing with

many of the problems' of nutrition, diffusion,

assimilation, etc., in a way that is not only

attractive, but can be understo od by one who
has had little previous training in the study of

plants.

After the introduction the author takes up

first the structure of the root, and in connection

with the structure discusses also the function of

the root in the processes of absorption and con-

duction of nutrient materials. This is followed

by a chapter on the nutrition of the root, deal-

ing with the substances in the soil which act as

plant food, the effect they have on the plant

and the form in which they are taken up by the

plant. Practical suggestions are made concern-

ing the best treatment of the soil, the nutrition

of pot plants, etc. The treatment of roots in

transplanting, in repotting, is also considered.

The structure of the stem and leaf are treated

in the same readable way in relation to the

functions which they play in the general plant

economy. The remaining chapters are devoted

to plain directions for pruning, propagating,

watering and the general nurture of the plant

and seed, from the standpoint of the horticul-

turist and gardener, and this part of the book,

at'least to one who deals more with the prin-

ciples of plant development than with horticul-

tural practice, seems to be admirably done.

George F. Atkinson.

Contributions to the Analysis of the Sensations.

By Ernst Mach. Translated by C. M. Wil-

liams. Chicago. 1897.
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The English-reading public is not a little in-

debted to the Open Court Company for its ren-

dering into English of some of the best foreign

writers of our day. Mr. Williams's careful

translation of Mach's 'Analysis of Sensations ' is

a particularly valuable contribution.

In turning again to a work that has been be-

fore the public some twelve years, it will be

unnecessary to. talie up anew the discussion of

the particular problems treated. The part

played by movement, either actually performed

or merely 'willed,' in our perception of space

(p. 60, etc.), by the mechanism of attention

with its background of continuous bodily pro-

cesses in our sense of time (p. Ill, etc.)—the

parts played by these factors have come to be

well recognized items in our psychological

stock-in-trade. Mach's contributions to the

subject remain historically interesting as early,

clear and richly illustrated efforts to call atten-

tion to these elements in our concepts of space

and time. His attempt to reconstruct the psy-

chology of tone, if it has not met with any such

general acceptance, presents, nevertheless, a

method of treatment that no tone-psychology

can afford to pass over without notice. Since

the fundamental concepts involved go beyond

the special field of audition and serve to illus-

trate an attitude toward the whole psychology

of sensation, reference to them may be left for

that connection.

The present review may thus confine itself to

a discussion of the points of broader interest

for which Mach stands. Such a task in con-

nection with the work before us is rendered

pleasant by the author's simplicity of style and

limpid clearness of thought. It is rendered

difficult, on the other hand, by the desultory

plan of treatment that he has consciously

adopted. For although we are assured in the

original preface that the same problem has

been kept in mind throughout, yet to justify

such a statement one must consider the prob-

lem to be a very general one, indeed.

Mach paves the way to the more technical part

of his discussion by sketching in a. most skillful

manner a view of science in general, of psychol-

ogy as a particular science, of the problem of

sensation as illuminated by these general consid-

erations. It is this part of the discussion that

appears to the reviewer to be the central inter-

est of the work. One feels, too, that it lay

nearest the heart of the author. It seems, then,

to demand rather close attention.

Having swept the decks of such ' meta-

physical ' concepts as ' things-in-themselves,'

science starts with complexes of experience,

partly permanent, partly changing (p. 2).

Among the relatively permanent complexes

are the 'self and the various groups we call

bodies. Their permanence is, however, only

relative ; the division between them not fixed.

The changes to which they are subject furnish

an instigation to that analysis by which they

are disintegrated into ' elements ' (p. 5). These

elements, for economic purposes grouped to-

gether under single names, separated into not

very definite wholes, are, in the end, all alike

' sensations ' (pp. 10, 152). Thus ' the world con-

sists only of our sensations ' (p. 10).

Starting from this empirical ' monistic ' stand-

;goint, it is with the ' connections ' of this small

number of ultimate elements that science deals

(p. 18). The fields of the various sciences are

defined, not by the kinds of elements they con-

sider, but by the kinds of connections they

take into account. Thus, the ordinary division

between mind and body and the separation of

sciences dealing with each is, like any other

distinction between particular sciences, purely

a practical device. "That traditional gulf be-

tween the physical and psychical research, ac-

cordingly, exists only for the habitual stereo-

typed method of observation " (p. 14). "There

is no rift between the psychical and the physical,

no within and without, no sensation to which an

outward, different thing corresponds. There is

but one kind of elements, out of which the suppo-

sititious within and without is formed—elements

that are themselves within and without accord-

ing to the light in which, for the time being,

they are viewed " (p. 151). The same elements,

viewed as connected in those groups that we
call physical bodies, are objects of study for

physics ; when one of these physical bodies is

regarded as an organism their connection is

studied by physiology; when considered as a

chain of mental events they offer the subject-

matter for psychology (p. 153). Thus, all science

is primarily an attempt to reproduce facts in
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thought. All that it seems to be more than a

detailed account of facts arises from the neces-

sity of performing its function in an economical,

even though symbolical, way (p. 154).

The empirical, phenomenalistic standpoint

above defined is, perhaps, as satisfactory a

basis for scientific development as can at pres-

ent be formulated. It would, of course, be hasty

to regard it as a final formulation. That it

contains inherent diflficulties must have been as

evident to the author as it is to the critic. For

example, when it is said ' the world consists

only of our sensations ' one naturally wonders

where the frequently mentioned ' connections'

between sensations are to come in. Or, again

(the historical stumbling block of 'monism'),

what is this experiential, or phenomenal, or

sensational character, which, if everything

possess it in common, would seem to be as diffi-

cult to define as a scholastic ' summum genus' ?

Finally that ' self which is a group of sensa-

tions, an object of experience, conveniently

separated on the basis of certain peculiarities it

may possess from other objects, is left in unde-

fined relation to that subject or observer by

whom and for whose ' economic' ends the sepa-

ration is made. Again the historic diflicullies

surrounding the relation of the self as subject

to the self as object

!

Nevertheless, it is not probable that any
other theory removes these difficulties, although

many seem more profoundly conscious of their

existence. Their clearness and practicability

have made views similar to those of Mach,
favorite among scientists (cf. Miinsterberg,

Karl Pearson, et al.). Doubtless more elaborate

care expended on the foundation would be out

of proportion to the strength of the present

scientific superstructure that rests upon it.

From the consideration of these general ques-

tion Mach turns to his special problem, the

psychology of sensation. The ideal of his ef-

fort he holds to be the determination of the
' connection of the psychologically observable

data with the corresponding physical (physio-

logical) processes ' (p. 29). The guiding thread

of such a research must be ' the principle of the

complete parallelism of the psychical and
physical ' (p. 30).

It is but a step further to assume as many

physico-chemical neural processes as there are

distinguishable qualities of sensation (Pref. to

Bug. ed.). Similar principles of research are

largely admitted and follow naturally from the

concepts of Bell and Miiller. But the question

remains open as to whether different qualities of

sensation are to be related to numerically dif-

ferent structures, or whether likeness and differ-

ence of mental status are to be related to quali-

tative likeness and difference of physico-chem-

ical processes taking place in nervous structures

whose numerical distinctness, even if ex-

istent, is accidental. Mach declares himself

for the latter hypothesis, and an illustration is

furnished in his treatment of tone-sensations.

If, in this field, we look, with Helmholtz, for a

special end organ corresponding to each pitch,

likeness and difference of tones mean the ex-

citation of the same and of different end organs,

a point of much consequence in the theory of

harmony. If, on the other hand, we regard

the quality of the process that takes place in an

end organ as a factor in the result, we might

assume with Mach that every end organ is the

seatof two kinds of energies (say a 'Dull' and a
' Clear'), the various ratios in which the two are

excited being the physiological determinant of

the pitch (pp. 128, 143, etc.). Two notes may
then be more or less alike, although dependent

upon numerically distinct end organs, since

each involves the same two specific 'energies,'

only in different ratios. Mach is thus enabled

to give a physiological basis to that theory of

harmony which makes it depend upon the pres-

ence of common overtones. All tones are more

or less alike ; harmonious tones are more alike

than others, because their common (physiolog-

ical) overtones reinforce each other (p. 144, fF.).

The particular tone theory presented by Mach,

although highly ingenious, and although it has

won for itself some protagonists (e. g., Wundt),

becomes a little strained when we try to ex-

plain why two simple tones of different pitch

are not identical with one tone of intermediate

pitch (p. 129). Still the general principle of

sense physiology, on which the theory rests, ig

of the greatest interest. Those who would object

that progress in the physiology of the senses

has been in the direction of differentiating nu-

merically distinct structures corresponding to
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qualitative differences of mental states, must

square their antipathy to Mach's theory with

the prevailing acquiescence in the view that re-

gards intensity differences as adequately ex-

plained by relating them to differences in the

energy of excitation of the same physiological

structure. It is only a step further to explain

differences of quality by relating them to differ-

ences in the ratios of the energies involved in

the excitation, either of the same, or of similar

structures. Either our psychology of intensity

must be brought into line with the progress of

qualitative differentiation or the field must be

left open to such theories as that of Mach.

The reviewer agrees with the translator that

the matter contained in Mach's little work is by

no means so limited as the number of pages.

He offers this as an excuse for having passed

over many points in the discussion more lightly

than their importance deserved.

Edgae a. Singer, Je.

Univeesity of Pennsylvania,
August, 1897.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON.

OCTOBEE 14, 1897.—Mr. Sohwarz spoke of

the remarkable collection of insects recently

made by Mr. H. G. Hubbard in southern Ari-

zona. This collection is the most extensive and

valuable which has been made in that part of

the country. In Coleoptera alone it contains

between 300 and 500 species new to the fauna

of the United States. He exhibited a specimen

of the myrmecophilous Scarabseid Liasomelas

floliri Bates, a genus new to the United States

and allied to Cremastochilus. The specimens

collected by Mr. Hubbard were not found in

ants nests, nor could any traces be found of

thoracic glands which are supposed to be attract-

ive to ants. The insect fauna of Arizona and

southern California was discussed at some

length by Messrs. Schwarz, Gill and Feruow.

Mr. N. Banks exhibited specimens of Chrysopa

ypsilon, each of which carried one or more mi-

nute Cecidomyiid flies on its wings. The speci-

mens were collected by Mrs. Slosson in the

White Mountains, and Mr. Banks considers that

the Cecidomyiids use the Chrysopas as a means

of locomotion. Mr. Ashmead mentioned a par-

asitic wingless fly of the family Borboridae col-

lected by Mr. O. F. Cook in Liberia, which uses

a common snail for transportation purposes.

Mr. Ashmead described a new genus of Cyni-

pidse from Liberia which he will call Curriea,

after the collector, Mr. R. P. Currie. It is the

only genus of the Cynipidse with toothed hind

femora, and bears a superiicial resemblance to

certain Chalcididse. Mr. Howard read a short

paper entitled ' Notes on the House-fly,' which

gave rise to a discussion on the carrying of conta-

gion by house-flies, in the course of which Mr. D.

G. Fairchild described at some length a serious

eye disease prevalent in the Fiji Islands, which is

carried by the house-fly. Mr. N. Banks read

a paper entitled ' A New Species of the Genus

Malarachne,^ the typical specimens of which

had been taken from the bronchial passages of

a seal which had died in the National Zoolog-

ical Park. Mr. Ashmead read a paper entitled

' On the Genera of the Xyelinte.'

November 4, 1897.—Mr. Ashmead showed

specimens of the male of Pelecinus polyturator

from Indiana. The female of this species is

very common, but the male is extremely rare.

Mr. Ashmead thinks that this insect, the habits

of which are not yet known, is probably parasitic

upon some Coleopterous wood-borer, a conclu-

sion which was discussed at some length by

Messrs Schwarz and P. R. Uhler. Mr. O. F.

Cook exhibited specimens of Peripatus novazea-

landica and of two small species of Peripatus from

the Bismarck Archipelago. Mr. Schwarz ex-

hibited specimens of Cychrus mexicanus Bates,

a species new to the fauna of the United States,

captured by Mr. H. G. Hubbard, at Cave Creek,

Arizona. Mr. Howard exhibited specimens of

Trypeta acidusa Walker, reared from ripe

peaches by Mr. A. Koebele, at Orizaba, Mexico,

and spoke of the Mexican distribution of Try-

peta ludens. The subject of the possible estab-

lishment of these fruit pests in the United States

was discussed by Messrs. Howard and W. G.

Johnson. Mr. O. Heidemann read a paper on
' Hemiptera found on the Ox-eye Daisy,' listing

twenty-nine species and giving notes on their

habits. Mr. O. F. Cook read a paper on ' New
Dicellura,' an order which he has erected to in-

clude the allies of Japyx. He exhibited plates

of ten species and showed specimens of a new
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Afi'ican form wMch lie thinks will form a new
family in which the forceps are replaced by

stylets. Dr. H. G. Dyar read a paper on ' Some
Structural Points in Saw-fly Larvse.' Mr. N.

Banks presented a paper on an ' American

Species of the Genus Ceeculus,' a genus new to

the United States and previously known only in

Europe. Professor P. E. Uhler exhibited a

series of American Notonectasand spoke of the

distribution and structural peculiarities of the

genus.
,
As a result of the recent studies of Mr.

G. W. Kirkaldy nine valid species are now
known from the United States.

L. O. Howard,
Secretary.

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON—2S1ST

MEETING, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

Professor Lester F. Ward exhibited speci-

mens of ProsopisjuUflora from Kansas, a species

not previously found in the region of Gray's

Manual ; also of Psoralea tenuiflora, remarkable
as a tumble-weed, and of Lotus americanus, a
peculiar ' compass-plant.

'

Mr. E. L. Morris showed some alcohol speci-

mens of various vertebrates and invertebrates

illustrating methods of sectioning to show the

alimentary canal.

Mr. Charles L. Pollard presented ' A Publi-

cation Problem in Botany,' drawn from Eafln-

esque's Florula Ludoviciana. This book was
practically compiled from the list of plants given

by a Frenchman, Eobin, who had traveled ex-

tensively in Louisiana, and had made numer-
ous field observations and descriptions. Eafin-

esque based many of his new genera and species

on these field notes, never having seen any type

material, and Mr. Pollard asked for an expres-

sion of opinion on the tenability of these names,

explaining that botanists of the present day are

divided on the question. The consensus of

opinion in the Society, elicited by discussion,

favored the retention of the names in all cases

where they were identifiable.

Dr. M. G. Motter presented a paper on ' Un-
derground Zoology,' being the result of a

careful examination of a large number of disin-

terred human bodies with a view to ascertain

the species of animals and particularly of in-

sects that might be present in order to test

Megnin's ' Application of Entomology to Legal

Medicine.' Some 75 species belonging to 60

genera were noted and the conclusion drawn
that so far as the evidence of his observations

was concerned the medico-legal aspect of cadav-

erine entomology was enveloped in a haze of

uncertainty, not to say doubt.

Mr. F. A. Lucas spoke of the ' Fossil Bison

of North America,' saying that while remains

were widely scattered over the United States

the species were known mostly from horn cores,

and owing to lack of correlation of these with

other parts they could not be satisfactorily

diagnosed. He recognized six species besides

Bison bison, viz. : Bison alleni, antiquus, crassi-

cornis, ferox, latifrons and scaphoceras. B. cras-

sicornis of Elchardson, which had been con-

founded with various species, was perfectly dis-

tinct, while B. crampianus was probably synony-

mous with B. alleni.

Dr. C. Hart Merriam described the ' Life-

zones of the Olympic Mountains,' noting the

flora and fauna of the region at some length.

But two zones were distinguishable, a Hudso-

nian and a mixed Transition and Canadian.

F. A. Lucas,

Secretary.

geological society of WASHINGTON.

At the 67th regular meeting of this Society,

the first meeting of the course of 1897-98, held

in Washington, D. C, on November 10, 1897,

Mr. Lester P. Ward read a paper on the Cre-

taceous Formation in Southwestern Kansas.

Mr. Ward had made a study of the Cheyenne

formation, as well as of all the Cretaceous de-

posits in that region lying between the Eed
Beds and the^^Tertiary.

The principal section lay along the Medicine

Lodge Eiver, extending from a point near Sun

City, in Barber county, to Fulliugton's ranch,

near the extreme head of that stream, in Kiowa
county. The center of operations was at Belvi^

dere, and all of the most typical exposures

of the Cheyenne occur within a radius of ten

miles from that point. A reconnaissance was

also made to the southwest as far as the Avilla

Hill, five miles south of the town of Avilla, in

Comanche county, and thence northwestward

to Mt. Nebo, St. Jacob's Well, the Big Basin,
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and the various draws and breaks on Little

Sandy creek, Chatmau creek, Bear creek. Bluff

creek and Hackberry creek, where the Creta-

ceous formation, is extensively exposed. The
following is a brief summary of the general

results:

The Cheyenne formation rests everywhere

unconformably upon the Red Beds, occasionally

with a gravel bed at its base. It is a good

geological unit, clearly marked off from the

overlying Kiowa, the lowest member of which

forms a thin ledge of marine shells, the Cham-
pion of Cragiu. The lower part of the Cheyenne

is almost always a massive sandstone, often

cross-bedded, pure white, or more frequently

stained yellowish. It contains no admixture

of clay, but occasional thin clay shales, and

very rarely more or less lignite. Near its

base silicifled wood occurs, at some points in

considerable abundance. This bed. No. 1 of

Hill, the ' Coral Sandstone ' of Cragin, varies

greatly in thickness, but where well preserved

reaches 50 feet. In typical exposures this is

overlain by some 15 feet of carbonaceous shales,

consisting largely of dark, sandy, stratified

clays, much lignite, and abundant vegetable

remains, usually matted and confused so as to

yield few determinable impressions. This is

the No. 2 of Hill's section, the ' Lamphier
Shales ' of Cragin. Above this is the ' Stokes

Sandstone ' of Cragin, Hill's No. 3, having a

thickness of some ten feet and consisting of

stratified sandstone of a somewhat darkish or

grayish color, considerably argillaceous and

carbonaceous and often holding plant impres-

sions. The character and relations of these

upper beds, however, were found to vary so

extensively that this subdivision has very little

value. A large collection of fossil plants,

amounting to 44 boxes, with an aggregate

weight of about 3,000 pounds, was made in

these upper beds and has been received at the

U. S. Geological Survey.

The Cheyenne is confined exclusively to what
may be called the Belvidere region, chiefly

along Medicine Lodge river, as above noted,

but passing southward along the head of Elk

creek, across Mule creek and Indian creek,

some six miles southeast of Nescatunga, form-

ing a sort of crescent. It does not occur in the

Avilla Hill nor anywhere in Clark county, so

far as Mr. Ward was able to observe; the rocks

of the former region, supposed by Prosser to

represent the Cheyenne, being wholly different

and belonging to the lower Kiowa beds, under-

lain by black papyraceous shales; and the Big

Basin Sandstone, which Prosser also referred

to the Cheyenne, being clearly, as Cragin states,

nothing but the upper indurated portion of the

Red Beds, the top of which is almost always

whitened.

Perhaps the most important result of this

expedition was the discovery of the true base

of the Dakota group in a series of remarkable

beds, nearly 200 feet in thickness and not

hitherto described, forming an uninterrupted

transition from the Kiowa Shales, holding Gry-

pha3a and Exogyra, to the typical Dakota Sand-

stone, yielding characteristic dicotyledonous

leaves, a small collection of which was made.

Mr. C. N. Gould, who was a member of Mr.

Ward's party, and who had previously seen

most of these deposits, will soon publish a

paper setting forth their relations in detail.

Under the title ' The Geological Sequence

in Jamaica,' Mr. Robert T. Hill presented an

account of the stratigraphic succession in Ja-

maica, describing the various rocks of igneous,

sedimentary, oceanic and organic origin and
their relations. Mr. Hill's paper was an ex-

tract from his report to Professor A. Agassiz,

under whose auspices the studies were made.

In discussing the elevated coral reefs he stated

that there can be no possible doubt but that

they were formed around emerging land, as

held by Agassiz.

W. F. MORSELL.
U. S. Geological Suevey.

NEW YOEK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES—SECTION OF

GEOLOGY—NOVEMBER 15, 1897.

The first paper of the evening was by Dr. F.

J. H. Merrill, of the State Museum at Albany,

entitled ' Geology of the Vicinity of Greater

New York. ' Dr. Merrill considered the distri-

bution, relations and structure of the Crystal-

line, Metamorphic and Intrusive rocks east of

the Hudson. He noted particularly in the

vicinity of New York City the Pre-Cambrian

Fordham Gneiss, overlain at certain places, as
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at Lowerre, Hastings, Sparta and Peekskill, by

a very thin bed of Quartzite, probably repre-

senting the Georgian Quartzite of Dutchess

county. Above this is a thick series of Crystal-

line Limestones, forming the river valleys of

the Harlem, Bronx and other rivers, and under-

lying most of the navigable water ways in the

vicinity of New York. The upper rocks are

Mica-schists, which are probably of Hudson

River age, and make most of the highlands of

New York City and vicinity. These rocks are ex.

tensively folded in a general direction of N. 40°

E., with occasional cross foldings, producing

the cross valleys. The whole series is crossed

by the Manhattanville Fault, running from

Manhattanville, North River, southeastwards

to the East River, between Ward's and Black-

well's Islands, into Astoria Bay. The fault,

along which there has been a throw of a num-

ber of hundred feet, was long ago described

by Professor Dana.

The second paper of the evening was by Cap-

tain J. J. Riley, entitled ' The Guano Deposits

of the Islands of the Southern Pacific, and their

Prehistoric Remains.' Capt. Riley considered

in detail the depth, value and manner of work-

ing of the guano deposits in the Chincha Islands,

off the southern coast of Peru, from which

guano was first taken by Humboldt in 1804,

and which have since been very famous for

their guano deposits. Between 1850 and 1880

it is estimated that guano to the value of $550,-

000,000 in gold was taken from three islands

alone. The islands lie in the rainless region,

and the preservation of the guano is due to the

absence of water. Once in about seven years

there is a season of quite a little rainfall, which

has undoubtedly a great effect upon the guano,

and was considered by Captain Riley to be the

cause of the blacker bands in the layered de-

posits. Two burial tombs containing bodies of

great antiquity have been discovered in the

guano. The bodies were evidently those of

royal personages, and apparently, from the

evidence of slabs containing certain symbols,

related to the Incas. These tombs were found

at a depth of 35 and 68 feet, but it is not pos-

sible to state whether they were buried in the

guano or later covered by it. The islands,

three in number, are granitic in character, and

were covered by a varying thickness of guano,

reaching in the more important island a depth

of 203 feet in places. The exportation of guano
has, however, ceased since 1880.

In the discussion Dr. Julien compared these

islands with other guano-bearing islands of the

West Indies, paying particular attention to the

absence of any evidences of human remains

showing life coincident with the formation of

the guano.

The third paper, read by title, was by Mr.

Stuart Weller, and entitled ' A New Crinoid

from the Coal Measures of Kansas.

'

Richard E. Dodge.

Secretary.

BOSTON SOCIETY OF NATURAL HISTORY.

The first general meeting of the season was
held November 3d, seventy-five persons pres-

ent.

Mr. J. B. Woodworth spoke of Mr. Saville-

Kent's work concerning the Great Barrier Coral

Reef of Australia. He sketched briefly the

chief results of the studies of Darwin and

others upon the theory of coral reefs and

showed a series of lantern slides giving a gen-

eral view of the life upon the Great Barrier

Reef. This reef stretches along the coast for a

distance of more that 1,200 miles ; the distance

from the outer edge of the reef to the main-

land varies from 10 to over 100 miles. The
reef and adjacent waters abound in NuUipores,

Madrepores, Alcyonarians, Holothurians, etc.

The pearl and pearl-shell, Trepang and oyster

fisheries are of very great importance.

Samuel Henshaw,
Secretary.

NEW BOOKS.

Bau und Leben unserer Waldbaume. M.BtJSGEN.

Jena, Gustav Fischer. 1892. Pp. viii+230.

Handhuch der Klimatologie. Julius Haun.
Stuttgart, J. Engelhorn. 1897. 2d edition,

revised and enlarged. Vol. I., pp. xii+404;

Vol. II., pp. viii+384; Vol. III., pp. viii+

576.

Essai sur les conditions et les limites de la certitude

logique. G. Mulhaud. Paris, Alcan. 1898.

2d edition. Pp. viii+202. 2fr. 50.
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THE UNITED STATES FISH C03I3IISSI0N.

AccoEDiNG to law the United States Fish

Commissioner must be a man of 'proved

scientific and practical knowledge of the

fishes of the coast.' If President McKin-

ley judges that Mr. Cleveland violated the

law in appointing to the position the cousin

of a prominent Democratic politician, hav-

ing no previous scientific knowledge or prac-

tical experience in the work, retired from

the navy owing, it is said, to rheumatism

,

aggravated by sea air, and if further the

incumbent has not during the past two and

a-half years acquired ' scientific and practi-

cal knowledge of the fishes of the coast,'

then it is the President's duty to remove

the present Commissioner and make a new

appointment according to the requirements

of the law.

We think that the President "could best

secure information on the subject by ap-

pointing a committee of men of science to

make a report on the conduct of the Fish

Commission during the past two and]a-half

years. The National Academy]of Sciences

is the legal adviser of the government on

scientific questions, and a commission con-

sisting of President Gibbs, Mr. Agassiz and

President Jordan could^make a_report, the
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conclusions of which would be final. It is

our belief that freedom of thought and ac-

tion and permanent tenure of office are so

important for the advancement of science

that no scientific officer, whether of a uni-

versity or under the government, should

be removed except on the ground of incom-

petence publicly proved.

President McKinley may, indeed, judge

that incompetence in the present Commis-

sioner has been publicly proved by his

record prior to his appointment and by Ms
conduct of the Commission, and if he has

reached this decision it would be hard to

question its justness. The appointment was

unfortunate, as is admitted by every one
;

and while the Commissioner has since

learned somewhat of the practical work of

hatcheries, it does not appear that he is

willing to take scientific advice in regard to

the conduct of the Commission. It must

also be remembered that the education of

the Commissioner, as far as it has pro-

gressed, has been very expensive, costing

the government perhaps as much as to

train a hundred young men until they were

competent to fill the position.

Apparently the effijrts of the Commis-

sioner have hitherto been directed to col-

lecting the largest possible quantity of eggs

in order that he may announce the num-

bers in his annual reports. Thus the last

annual report states that 128,000,000 lobster

eggs have been collected during the year,

being an increase of 46,000,000 over the

numbers for 1895. We are not, however,

told how many of these eggs were killed at

the hatcheries, and the Commissioner is

probably not aware that in taking the eggs

from the hen lobster he materially inter-

fered with their chances of survival. Scien-

tific research has demonstrated that the

lobster in berry, whose capture is prohibited

by law, can care for the eggs far better than

would be possible in any hatchery. To
collect them as is done is analogous to

taking all the babies born in New York

City and depositing them in a baby farm.

It is true that much might be accomplished

by collecting the eggs in regions where they

are abundant and depositing the young

where the lobster has been nearly extermi-

nated ; but the Commissioner states explic-

itely ' that he believes in following nature

as closely as possible, by depositing the

young on the ground from whence the eggs

are taken.'

Even at present the Fish Commission

is performing a useful work in some direc-

tions, such as the distribution of shad fry,

with results that more than repay the en-

tire expense to the government of the Com-

mission . But it isnow living, not on income,

but on capital. The scientific knowledge

of the development, life histories and habits

of fishes acquired when the Commission

was directed by Baird, by Goode and by

MacDonald is being used, but not increased.

The efficiency of the hatcheries and of

methods of distribution cannot be advanced

or even maintained, and it is impossible to

extend the work in needed directions, as to

the oyster. It would be ignoble to depend

on the work of foreign nations and investi-

gators, even were it directly applicable to

the conditions of our coast. But, indeed,

the present Commissioner has not the

knowledge to ' convey ' what he cannot
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earn. It is reported that recently, when

he claimed that the station at Woods

HoU was the greatest biological station in

the world because it hatched the largest

number of frj^, he was reminded of the

ISTaples station, but replied that he had not

heard of it.

The station at Woods HoU, made by

Baird, Goode and MacDonald a center of

research, fruitful in practical applications,

regarded as a model by other nations, has

MOW fallen into disrepute. The institution

has been practically closed to investigators.

The present Commissioner is apparently

unable to appreciate what such a station

means and what great practical benefit

might proceed from it. Scientific research

and the applications of science are but the

obverse and reverse of the same coin, and

he who expects to do without one side of

the coin will find that he has none left in

his pocket.

Now since the Coast and Geodetic Sur-

vey has been reformed by the present ad-

ministration, only the Fish Commission

needs its attention. When Mr. Cleveland

was Governor of l^ew York he vetoed the

bill for the continuation of the Geological

Survey of the State, and when President he

occasionally showed that he had too long

postponed his university training. The

present administration is, however, in full

sympathy with the scientific departments of

the government, and is competent to decide

whether the present Commissioner meets

the requirements of the law, and, if not, to

appoint a Commissioner of 'proved scien-

tific and practical knowledge of the fishes

of the coast.

'

THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.

The autumn meeting of the National

Academy was held this year in Boston, be-

ginning at 11 a. m. on Tuesday, November
16th, and continuing until Thursday after-

noon. The attendance of members was un-

usually large for an autumn meeting, about

thirty being present at one time or another

during the three-day session. The absence of

some members residing almost within sight

of the place of meeting was a noteworthy in-

dication of a lack of great interest in the

leading scientific organization of the coun-

try. The program of papers offered was
also unusually long and varied, nearly every

department of science being represented.

While all of these contributions were valu-

able and taken together represented a large

amount of original investigation, none could

be considered as unusually or unexpectedly

important or strikingly novel in character

or results.

The session opened with Professor Wood-
ward's paper on ' The Mass of the Earth's

Atmosphere.' The general conclusions of

interest were that the radius of the atmos-

phere was probably five or six times that of

the earth, and that while its mass could not

exceed five per cent, of that of the earth it

was probably not more than one millioneth

as much. Professor Carl Barns presented

the result of further studies of the effect

of time on the temper of steel, the begin-

nings of which he had published some years

ago. The lapse of years has served to bring

out more clearly the interesting and im-

portant secular changes, the recent meas-

urements having been made on the same
specimens used in the earlier stages of the

investigation.

This paper was followed by that of Dr.

Mendenhall on ' Steel Knife Edges,' which

was also a continuation of researches

communicated to the Academy at pre-

vious meetings. The present investigation
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consisted in the main of an examination

of the behavior of steel knife edges under

pressure and with varying angles. By
observing the electrical resistance of the

surface of contact of the pressure plate and

the knife edge, the effect of pressures vary-

ing from zero to twenty thousand pounds

was determined, the length of edge being

about two inches. The superiority of the

wide angle edges was clearly shown, con-

firming the conclusion reached in previous

investigations. Professor O. C. Marsh next

gave an interesting account of recent visits

to the Russian miiseums, in which, greatly to

his surprise, he found no examples of dino-

saurs. He held, however, that they would

yet be found in the district represented by

these museums.

Professor Chittenden presented the re-

sults of an elaborate investigation of the

effects of borac and boric acid on nutrition,

and Dr. Minot, who was formally introduced

as a new member by the President of the

Academy, having been elected to member-
ship at the April meeting in Washington,

read an interesting account of embryolog-

ical investigations in which he has been en-

gaged. Professor W. A. Eogers gave the

results of his last determination of the re-

lation of the yard and meter, depending

upon a recent comparison of his own
standard with one of the new prototypes

in the Ofi&ce of Weights and Measures at

Washington. Professor Morse presented

important results of the study of the ancient

molluscan fauna of !N"ew England and Pro-

fessor Verrill discussed cannibalistic selec-

tion as a factor in evolution.

The session on Wednesday morning was
devoted to the transaction of business,

members only being admitted. The im-

portant event of the session was the formal

acceptance, by the Academy, of the gift of

$20,000 from Miss Alice L. Gould, daugh-

ter of the late Dr. B. A. Gould, one of the

charter members of the Academy. Miss

Gould had communicated her intention of

making this gift in honor of the memory of

her father and of his long connection with

and interest in the National Academy, at

the April meeting in Washington, but on

Wednesday the deed of gift was formally

presented, together with the conditions on

which it was made and the names of the

first trustees. Its acceptance was author-

ized by the Academy and the trust assumed.

The income of the fund is to be devoted to

the encouragement of astronomical research

and its management is tobe essentially like

that ofthe Bache fund. The trustees selected,

by Miss Gould were Professor Boss, Dr. S. C.

Chandler and Professor Asaph Hall.

In the scientific session that followed,

Professor Hyatt reported progress in an in-

teresting study in which he is engaged,

upon the migration of land shells on the

Hawaiian Islands. The material for this

study had been obtained from an extensive

collection of shells made by Rev. J. T.

Gurlick while a missionary in the islands

thirty or forty years ago. This collection

had been so systematically made and the

locations so carefully noted that Professor

Hyatt was enabled to lay out on a relief

model the various localities occupied by

different species, and to indicate the paths-

along which their migrations must almost

certainlj'^ have been directed.

This paper was followed by an exhibtion

by Professor Michelsonof his new harmonic

analyzer, which he had brought from Chi-

cago to show to the Academy. In the latest

form of the machine eighty elements were

included, and it appeared to be capable of

producing results correct to within about

one per cent. The machine was put in

operation, and its work, both in analysis

and synthesis, was greatly admired. Mr.

C. L. Norton presented by invitation a
description of new apparatus, one for ther-

mometer comparisons and the other for

determining the heat of combustion.
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Apaper by Dr. "Weir Mitchell and Alonzo

H. Stewart, oa the ' Action of Venom of

Crotalus Adamanteus Upon the Blood,' was
read by Dr. Bowditch.

On Thursday there were further contri-

butions by Professors Verrill and Marsh.

Professor Cross, on invitation of the Coun-

cil, presented a paper on the ' Wave Siren,'

and S. C. Chandler discussed the agreement

of ' The Theory of the Motion of the Pole

with Eecent Observations.' There was also

a paper by Major Powell, ' An Hj'pothesis

to Account for Movements in the Crust of

the Earth,' and Professor Emmons gave an
account of the International Congress of

Geologists at St. Petersburg.

As might well be expected, the social fea-

tures of a meeting of the Academy were

not lacking. A number of academicians

availed themselves of the opportunity to

hear the last of the course of lectures on
' Tides ' by Professor George Darwin, at the

Lowell Institute, the final lecture of the

course being on Tuesday evening. There

was unusual interest in the reception on
that evening, at the home of Mrs. Professor

W. B. Rogers, whose husband was for sev-

eral years and at the time of his death the

President of the Academy. Similar cour-

tesies were extended to members on Wed-
nesday and Thursdaj'' afternoons, and on
Wednesday evening Professor Trowbridge

described and exhibited his new 10,000- cell

storage battery and high-voltage apparatus.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGI-

NEERS.

The 18th annual and 36th regular meet-

ing of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers was held in New York, beginning

on November 30th. This Society, now seven-

teen years old, numbei's nearly two thous-

and members, including substantially aU
mechanical engineers of the United States.

Its transactions are always rich in valuable

technical facts and data and are usually so

extensive as to fill a large annual volume.

The principal papers of the present ses-

sion were the following:

Mr. F. W. Dean summarizes the progress

of improvement in reducing the ' Cost of

Steam Power' from 1870 to 1897; showing

that the gain has been between thirty and
forty per cent. He attributes this saving

to the following : 37 % to higher steam-

pressure and ratios of expansion, multiple-

cylinder engines, steam jacketing and dry-

ing or superheating the steam ; 5% to the

use of vertical engines ; 7% to improved

boilers ; 7 % to economizers heating the

feed water ; 2% to improved grates. The
weight of steam used per horse-power per

hour has fallen from 20 to 12.5 pounds, as

minima for the dates given. He finds the

compound engine the usual and on the

whole most successful form of engine and
gives valuable data relating to its efficiency

and the costs of power where it is em-
ployed.

Professor Carpenter presents the results

of ' Tests of Centrifugal Pumps ' and ' Cali-

bration of a Weir ' at Chicago, where the

unique opportunity was presented of mak-
ing such determinations on an exceptionally

large scale, and of checking the standard

formulas for discharge perhaps more accu-

rately than ever before on anything ap-

proaching so large a scale. The conclusion

is reached that the Weisbach formula is

more exact than the Francis, under such

circumstances, and that it is best employed
without allowing for ' end-contraction.' The
great centrifugal pumps, of usual form,

gave efficiencies rising to above 60 per cent.

Dr. Thurston, in conjunction with Mr.
Brinsmade, read a paper on 'Multiple

Cylinder Engines and Eifects of Variation

of Loads,' in which the experimental in-

vestigation of the relative efficiencies at

various loads was determined for the

standard ' compound ' and ' triple expan-
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sion ' engines and for the peculiar form of

engine produced by omitting the inter-

mediate cylinder from the latter, thus pro-

ducing a machine with abnormally high

ratio of cylinder-volumes, as successfully

employed by Eockwood. A wide range of

load was adopted and the result is found to

be an efficiency, in the case of the novel

form of engine, intermediate between that

of the triple-expansion and that of the

standard compound, approaching the effi-

ciency of the latter as maximum expansions

and minimum loads are approximated. We
may be able to give later a fuller abstract of

this paper.

Mr. W. S. Keep details a series of experi-

ments upon ' Cast Iron under Impact,' in

which he shows some very singular and

puzzling phenomena, such as the increase

of the strength of the metal by simply

smoothing its surface, variation of the resist-

ance and of the elastic limit by such alter-

ations of its supei'fices, and similar hitherto

unsuspected modifications of its molecular

characteristics by this method of strain.

Mr. George Richmond offers a study of

' Thermodynamics without the Calculus,' in

which he develops in an interesting and

peculiarly helpful manner the method of

Professor Gibbs in the application of the

temperature-entropy system of coordinate

thermodynamic geometry. The paper is

presented in compliance with the request of

members of the Society in the course of a

discussion during the preceding meeting.

Mr. Charles T. Main gives a very unique

paper, on the ' Valuation of Textile Manu-
facturing Property;' which important but

greatly neglected department of technical

literature has peculiar interest to the capi-

talist and the economist as well as to the

engineer. This study is in great detail, and

its writer is an acknowledged expert.

Mr. Fletcher submits an account, given

by the inventor, who is still living at a ripe

old age, of the invention and introduction

ofthe Stevens Valve-Gear for steam engines,

universally employed for many years past

on the 'American river-boat engine.' It is

an interesting and valuable contribution to

technical history.

Other papers, numbering in all over

twentj', are contributed by as many mem-
bers, each expert in his own department,

and affording material for another valuable

volume of transactions.

The next meeting will probably be at

Niagara Falls.

PRESIDENT GILMAN ON THE BELAIIONS
OF SCIENCE AND C03IMERCE.

At the annual banquet of the Chamber
of Commerce in New York, November 23d,

the chairman, Mr. Alexander E. Orr, called

upon President Gilman, of Johns Hopkins

University, to respond to this sentiment.

Commerce the Child of Science and its filial

Supporter. The substance of Mr. Gilman's

remarks is indicated in the following re-

port:

Let me give some striking illustrations

of the impulse that Commerce has received

from Science ; but let them all be drawn
from present times, at least from days with

which many men in this assembly are per-

sonally familiar.

Without astronomy there could be no

sure navigation of the open sea. The great

observatories, with their able masters and
their powerful lenses, are revealing to

human intelligence the celestial mechanism,

and are making every year more accurate

the nautical almanacs—those guides to the

heavens, so sure and so important that we
may almost call them ' The Pilots' Bible.'

It is to the science of naval architecture

that commerce owes the marvelous improve-

ments which have transformed the packets

of the ' Black-ball ' line and the Baltimore

clippers into the iron steamers of to-day.

The size, materials, forms, structure, of sea-

going ships, both men-of-war, protectors of
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commerce and the great liners of tlie ocean,

are the results of careful study, by able

men in quiet hours, devoted to the ascer-

tainment of accurate knowledge.

It is the science of mechanics which has

developed the steam engine for the feeble

motor, plied by Fulton on the Hudson, into

the triple and quadruple expansion engines

which now propel these enormous steamers,

to and fro, across the ocean, with a regu-

larity almost as sure as the swinging of

a pendulum.

Geographical science has studied every

portion of the globe and opened to com-

merce the continents of Africa and Austra-

lia, and the islands of Japan and Oceanica,

closed to Europeans before the days of

Wilkes, Perry, Stanley and other explorers.

It is to hydrography that commerce owes

the accurate surveys of coasts, channels

and harbors, initiated in this country by

the Blunts, those once famous New Yorkers,

and those surveys of the ocean depths

which made possible the laying of the At-

lantic Cable.

Physics has well fulfilled its part by the

improvements introduced into the con-

struction of the mariners compass, the pro-

pelling screw, the perfection of light houses,

the introduction of fog signals, and the ever

advancing development of electro-magnet-

ism, most significant, far reaching, revolu-

tionary and serviceable of all modern dis-

coveries.

Meteorology, a branch of physics, grows

more accurate every year and is interpret-

ing and foretelling the course of winds and

cyclones.

Almost all these advances lie in the field

of mathematics.

Cancel these gifts of science. Eestore

electricity to the excitement of a bit of am-

ber, bring back the quadruple expansion

engine to the tea-kettle from which it has

been evolved, reduce the nautical almanac

to a deliniation of ' the Dipper,' and destroy

the charts on which reefs and shoals are

carefully indicated to the rude outlines of

even fifty years ago—and where would

commerce be ?

Now let us change our point of view and

see how these obligations have been met.

"With open-handed munificence, with horns

of plenty filled with the products of every

clime. Commerce, the child of Science, has

been her generous supporter. Eapidly

glance at the record.

It was an East Indian merchant

Born in America, in Europe bred,

In Africa travelled and in Asia wed

made those gifts to the collegiate school in

New Haven, which have given renown for

almost 200 years to the name of Elihu Yale.

The last half century has been prolific in

kindred gifts. It was a merchant of Mobile

who founded the Sheffield Scientific School

in New Haven ; a merchant of Boston who
gave his name to the Lawrence Scientific

School in Cambridge ; a merchant of New
York who established the John C. Green

School of Science in Princeton ; a merchant

of Brooklyn whose gifts to Cornell Univer-

sity surpassed the founder's ; a business man
of Philadelphia who founded the Towne

School of Science ; a merchant of New Or-

leans whose name is recalled by Tulane

University ; and a merchant of Baltimore,

Johns Hopkins, who divided his fortune be-

tween a university and a hospital.

Just so with modern libraries in this

country. John Jacob Astor, a merchant of

New York, set the example, soon to be fol-

lowed by Lenox and Tilden. Joshua Bates,

a partner of the Barings, rendered a like

service to Boston, and William Brown, one

of the Brown Brothers, to Liverpool. The

museums at Cambridge and New Haven at-

test the scientific interest of George Pea-

body, who founded a library in Baltimore.

Chittenden, of New York ; Pratt, of Balti-

more; Newberry, of Chicago, each one a mer-
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chant, and a great many more, are the

builders of libraries, which Carlyle once

called ' the true universities.' When West-

ern learning is needed in Turkey and the

Levant, it is a merchant of New York who
founded Robert College, near Constanti-

nople, and another merchant, William E.

Dodge, and his associates, who established

the Syria College of Beirut. When it was a

question of Arctic research Henry Grinnell

and George Peabody equipped the expedi-

tion of Kane and his successors, and when
a museum of natural history was required,

or a gallery of fine arts, it was from the mem-
bers of this chamber that support was se-

cured. Thus commei'ce generously has con-

tributed to the maintenance of learning. Is

it not that the pursuit of commerce broadens

the mind? To promote among the nations

of the earth those exchanges which benefit

alike the buyer and the seller enlarges hu-

man sympathy. The study of the world's

resources, requirements and conditions of

prosperity produces wisdom, courage, fore-

thought and generosity.

PRIMITIVE 3IAN IN THE DELAWARE
VALLEY*

INTKODUCTOEY.

A FEW years ago, as a result of extended

explorations, conducted by the Bureau of

American Ethnology, questions were raised

with reference to the soundness of the then

existing evidence relating to glacial man
in the Eastern States, and the correctness of

the conclusions drawn from it. Since that

time, until quite recently, investigation has

progressed slowly and but little has been

brought forward likely to change the status

of the case. Now, however, strong claims

are being made of the discovery of new and
confirmatory evidence of antiquity, and
discussion is invited with a view of deter-

*Read at the Detroit meeting of the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science.

mining its merits ; but before taking up this

phase of the subject it is desirable that the

earlier phases of the investigations be passed

briefly in review.

The questions raised by me were not

those of the age of man in America. I

have always taken the view that the race

must have occupied this continent for a

very long period. Great antiquity is

clearly proved by facts derived from other

than archseologic or geologic sources. It

does not require argument to show that the

development of many well differentiated

nations and tongues means a prolonged oc-

cupation. It does not take argument to

demonstrate the proposition that, notwith-

standing the potent influence of local en-

vironment upon human art and effort, a

thousand distinct cultures could not spring

up in a day.

The only questions I have ventured to

discuss and the only ones that now claim

my attention are as to whether the evi-

dence already brought forward to demon-

strate the antiquity of man on the Atlantic

slope will stand the test of scientific

scrutiny. There is a record of man in the

valleys and among the hills throughout the

entire country. There is an important

record in the geological formations of the

Delaware valley. Has the key to this

record been discovered ? Has the true

combination been worked out, or are our

pioneer investigators struggling through a

phase of this particular research corre-

sponding to that encountered by the prede-

cessors of ChampoUion in the reading of

the Egyptian hieroglyphs? The earlier

readings at Trenton seem to indicate pos-

sibly three distinct peoples and periods of

occupation, referred to by some as paleo-

lithic, Eskimo and Indian ; but are we sure

of more than one and are the others mere
figments of the imagination? Time will

tell, but this year or the next may not

finally decide it.
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THE ALGONQTJIAN OCCUPATION.

The first step in acquiring a knowledge

of the past is to seek to understand the

present. An acquaintance with the his-

toric peoples of a region is tlie best key to

the prehistoric peoples. In the study of

the question at issue in the Delaware valley

correct method demands that we look first

to known conditions for explanations of all

doubtful phenomena. The only occupants

of this region known to us were a group of

Indian tribes of what has come to be known
as the Algonquian stock. The history of

these tribes, as dimly shadowed forth by
tradition and archseology, extends back in-

definitely into the past. They were found

by the whites living in villages, cultivating

com, navigating the waters, hunting, fishing

and warring; weaving simple fabrics, prac-

ticing the potter's art in its most primitive

form, and employing stone as the chief ma-

terial for implements and weapons. They
used metal to a very limited extent and

employed shell, bone and wood in various

arts. Their culture status is made clear by

actual observation of the peoples them-

selves, as well as by a study of the relics of

many village sites known to have been oc-

cupied by them. The local tribes, the Leni

Lenape, had relatives of like culture ex-

tending along the coast from Carolina to

Maine and from the mouth of the St.

Lawrence to the head of the Great Lakes.

They had neighbors of other stocks, all oc-

cupying about the same simple level of

neolithic cultui'e. Researches long contin-

ued in the whole vast territory occupied

have developed no definite trace of other

people or other conditions of culture. No
one can say how long they had been here or

whence they came, but their coming was
doubtless long ago. Wandering bands

pushed their way over the hills or along

the shores and gradually took possession of

this beautiful region. One group, known
to us as the Delawares, occupied the Dela-

ware valley, adopting it as a permanent

home. Their dwellings were established

along the banks of the rivers and creeks

;

they multiplied and spread, and, being an

active and enterprising race, gradually ac-

quired a knowledge of the resources of the

country, and especially of the varied min-

eral products, which were of the utmost

importance to their welfare. On local sites

they worked the varieties of stone avail-

able for implements. They dug them out

of the loose deposits of the stream beds

and bluffs. They advanced into the hills

and mountains, and little by little discov-

ered the deposits of desirable rock in place,

and quarried deeply into the bowels of the

earth. The work of search and explora-

tion was so thorough that nothing escaped

them, and the archseologist looks with

amazement on the still existing evidences

of their energy in quarrying argillite, jasper

and soapstone.

The stones available to such a people in

the earlier periods of their occupation would

be the loose cobbles and masses of the riv-

ers and bluffs. In the Trenton region the

only material well fitted for flaking— the

chief shaping process of the early days

—

was argillite, a compact slaty-looking rock

especially plentiful in some parts of the

glacial gravels. It follows that on and

about the margins of the glacial terraces

flaking at first dealt chiefly with this ma-

terial. The beds of argillite found in place

farther up the valley would next be utilized

and later the flints and jaspers of the dis-

tant uplands would be discovered and used.

How long it was from the time of the first

occupation to the period of complete explo-

ration and utilization of resources thus

outlined no one can guess. It may have

been 500 or it may have been 6,000 years.

During this prolonged period the work of

shaping stone implements went on. The
raw material was sought and worked up
with a persistence and energy that might
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almost be regarded as a foreshadowing of

the vast raining and manufacturing indus-

tries of to-day. The knives, scrapers,

drills, projectile points, etc., the implements

upon which everything in the savage econ-

omy depend, were roughed out, specialized

and carried away, and the refuse in vast

quantities, consisting of flakes, fragments

and failures representing all stages of de-

velopment, was left upon the ground. The

rejectage must have been especially plenti-

ful along the bluffs at Trenton, where the

argillite was found in the shape of bowlders

and partially worn masses, and in the val-

leys and hills above, where it occurs in

place. The rude rejected forms left upon

these sites were large or small, long or short,

according to the shape of the implement

made and the nature of the material used.

They were rough or well developed ac-

cording to the stage of the shaping pi-ocess

at which they were cast aside. No type of

flaked stone has been found in the whole

region that was not necessarily produced

again and again and for centuries along the

banks and bluffs of the Delaware by these

historic peoples, and in the course of years

and geologic mutation it is readily seen that

this rejectage of implement making would

become intermingled in various ways with

the superficial deposits of the sites of man-

ufacture. Every bank that crumbled,

every grave dug, every palisade planted,

every burrow made, every root that pene-

trated and every storm that raged took part

in the work of intermingling and burial

;

and following in turn came the resettling,

the leechiug-out and the recementing of

these deposits, making it difficult to distin-

guish the old from the new. It follows,

therefore, that the student of the history of

this valley, and especially of that part of it

recorded in the soil and superficial deposits,

should not for a moment lose sight of these

conditions and events of recent and com-

paratively recent history, and should seek

first to explain all phenomena from the

point of view thus afforded before conjuring

up shadowy images of other races.

INVESTIGATION IN THE GLACIAL GRAVELS

PROPER.

It happened, however, that before the in-

vestigation of the phenomena referred to

above and now so definitely assigned to

the Algonquian peoples had begun to attract

the attention of archaeologists the presence

of other people had already been assumed.

Evidences of very primitive paleolithic

races had been associated with glacial for-

mations abroad, and the glacial deposits

of the Delaware region were accordingly

searched with the hope of finding similar

traces. Eelics of art were soon secured,

and as they were rude and exclusively of

flaked stone they were regarded as support-

ing the theory of a glacial paleolithic man.

A large body of evidence was soon accumu-

lated and passed into literature without

particular scrutiny.

When, finally this subject came into

prominence and questions began to arise

as to the determinations made, it was found

that the flaked stones which formed the

exclusive evidence furnished, though rude

as reported, were not of special or peculiar

types, such as seem to characterize paleo-

lithic times abroad, but that they corre-

sponded in every particular with the ordi-

nary rude work, and especially with the

rejectage of manufacture, of the Algonquian

and other American tribes ; and it hap-

pened further that they were found along

the very bluff faces where argillite bowlders

outcropped and where the Indian tribes had

naturally resorted to secure the raw mate-

rial and block out their implements ; then

it came to be asked whether the finds had

really been made in the true gravels,

whether they were not obtained from de-

posits associated with the gravels but not

belonging, in their present deposition, to
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the glacial age ; sucli deposits as accumulate

in depressions, or along the faces of bluffs

and banks subject to crumbling and sliding.

When later it was realized that the ques-

tions involved, the nice discriminations to

be made in collecting this evidence, were

really geologic rather than archseologic a

new phase of the investigation was initiated

and geologists were asked to participate in

the examinations. It was imperatively

demanded that the gravel should be re-

examined and the evidence sifted and

placed on a safe footing. In meeting this

demand for re-examination of their evi-

dence the advocates of an American paleo-

lithic man have claimed that the criticisms

made were to be classed with those encoun-

tered by Boucher de Perthes when he began

to present his evidence regarding early man
in Europe ; that such criticisms meet every

advance of thought. But the cases are by
no means parallel. The discoveries of

Boucher were not acceptable because of

their revolutionary character with respect

to accepted beliefs. On the other hand, the

Trenton determinations were popular and

almost universally accepted as final until

attention was called to the true nature of

the objects found, and especially to the un-

satisfactory methods pursued in collecting

evidence. The climax came when it was
understood that the advocates of a glacial

paleolithic man were gathering all classes

of rudely flaked stones from the surface of

the country generally (entirely disregard-

ing an Indian occupation) and employing

them to establish a peculiar theoretic cul-

ture for America.

It was not conservatism, and especially it

was not conservatism in religious thought,

that led such men as Powell, Brinton, Mc-

Gee, Chamberlin, Salisbury, Mercer, Mason
and others intimately acquainted with the

field of investigation to seriously question

the methods and the evidence. The charge

ofconservatism must rather be urged against

-:]
f^
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those students who have held to their origi-

nal views and especially against such

scholars as Topinard, Boule and Keane,

who accept without serious scrutiny any

evidence that tends to confirm accepted

theories with respect to a uniform history of

the race on both sides of the Atlantic.

Fortunately opportunities for a re-exami-

nation of the evidence have arisen in several

cases. The principal discoveries of shaped

stones attributed to the gravels were made
in the slope of the bluff facing the river at

Trenton {A in the section, Fig. 1) and in

mile or more in length, are indicated at e-

Identical results have been reached on

the river front A. In 1892 a great sewer

trench, C, 33 feet deep, was cut, parallel

with the river bank, at the very point where

so many shaped stones had formerly been

found. Though we kept up the search in this

trench for five weeks as the work of excava-

tion went on—the whole body of gravel be-

ing subjected to rigid examination—not a
chip was found, not a trace of man. No-

other examination has been made that com-

pares with this for thoroughness and length

f C

Fig. 2. Portion of section of gravels exposed in sewer trench, fac-simile of the original notes by

Mr. Wm. Dinwiddie.

the banks of Assanpink Creek at the point

where the Pennsylvania railway makes its

way from the station near the creek level

to the terrace above (-B in the section).

Finds continued to be made in the crumb-

ling river bank at A until accumulating

city refuse covered up the deposits.

They ceased to be made in the creek

banks at B as soon as the cutting extended

fairly into the gravels in place ; and when,

in 1889, I asked the principal explorer of

this locality why the finds had ceased, he

replied that when the railway cutting was

made the excavations were carried up

through a depression that must have been

an old stream bed, and that the finds were

in the filling of this channel. I do not

think he understood the significance of

the admission, but the statement must

have been true, as nothing whatever is

to be found in the present excellent ex-

posures of the true gravels. The position

of his finds are indicated at d on the

dotted original profile in the section, and
the present utterly barren exposures, half a

of time involved. The evidence thus fur-

nished has been spoken of as negative and'

hence as unsatisfactory, but, in the con-

tinued absence of finds of implements at

this and other points, it seems positive and
convincing. The conclusion reached is that

there must have been an error in the ob-

servations that could produce hundreds of

flaked stones from obscure or partial out-

crops at a given spot in a crumbling bank
when not a trace can be found at the same
point when the beds are fully exposed.

Geologists will be interested in seeing the

detailed section made by my assistant in

the trench. It tells the story of the de-

posits better than any other section that

has been or probably ever will be made.

Considering the foregoing facts, it may
be regarded as substantially proved that

the glacial gravels proper contain no relics

of art, and it would appear that now very

few persons, indeed, expect them to yield

any evidence whatever on the subject of

human occupation. Five years have passed

since the earlier observations and finds-
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were challeDged, and in that time, so far as

I have learned, no single implement has

been reported from the gravels, although

the exposures are as extensive as they ever

were. The first chapter in the prolonged

search for glacial man at Trenton may,
therefore, be regarded as practically closed

;

but some new evidence furnished by ex-

amination of certain superficial deposits of

sand come up for consideration. My re-

marks upon this subject will appear in a

subsequent number of Science.

W. H. Holmes.
U. S. National Museum.

ON SOME IMPOBTANl SOURCES OF EBBOB
IN THE PLANKTON METHOD.

The Hensen method of plankton collec-

tion consists essentially in drawing a silk

net vertically through the water. A part

of the column of water traversed by the net

is pushed aside, hence the actual catch

must be multiplied by some factor to obtain

the amount of plankton present in the given

column of water. This factor, ' the coeffi-

cient of the net,' has been calculated by
Hensen, for a series of velocities, from

empirical data, and is applied uniformly to

all catches without regard to the character

of the plankton. The coefiicient of the net

used at the Illinois Biological Station, ac-

cording to Hensen's formula, is 1.32 (veloc-

ity 0.5 meter per second). A series of field

tests in which a column of water, similar to

that traversed by the net was pumped and
strained, indicates that the coefiicient of the

net varies with the amount and constitu-

ency of the plankton, ranging in the case

of our net from 1.5 to 5.7. This variation

is, in part at least, due to the increased clog-

ging in the case of heavy planktons. The
effect of the progressive clogging upon the

coefficient is shown in a series of horizontal

hauls of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 meters, which

were made successively in similar water.

The coefiicient rose from 1.5 in the 5-meter

haul to 4.83 in the 25-meter haul. A com-
parison of 15-meter hauls with those of 30

meters indicates that from 84% to 96% of

the 30-meter catch is taken in the first 15

meters of the haul. Four places of decimals

in a computed coefiicient can hardly ofier

compensation for an error so fundemental

as the variation in the straining capacity of

the net. This error can be avoided by
adoption of the pumping method and strain-

ing of a known quantity of water.

The plankton method as elaborated by
Hensen and others depends upon the effi-

ciency of the finest silk bolting cloth in re-

moving the contained organisms from the

water which it filters. It has been accepted

by planktologists that the use of this cloth

furnishes a satisfactory basis for the volu-

metric determination of the plankton and
the enumeration of its constituent organ-

isms. Hensen* (p. 75) states that the

openings in the silk are so small that not

many organisms can pass through them.

Apsteinf (p. 235) says: "With nets of this

cloth almost all organisms are caught, only

a few diatoms, which happen to meet an
opening with their long axis, escape."

Again J (p. 35) he maintains that almost all

organisms are removed from the water by
the use of No. 20 bolting cloth. No pro-

test has been raised by our American
workers § ||

to these claims of the founders of

the plankton method. The leakage of the

plankton through the silk has thus been

minimized or ignored, and without tests of

the extent to which it occurs.

*V. Hensen. Methodik der Untersuchungen bei

der Plankton-Expedition. Kiel nnd Leipzig. 1895.

fC. Apstein. Uber die qnantitative Bestimmnng
des Plankton in Siisswassers: in Die Tier- und
Pflanzenwelt des Siisswassers. Dr. O. Zacharias.

Leipzig. 1891.

t Das Siisswasserplankton. Keil und Leipzig.
1896.

I J. Reighard. A Biological Examination of Lake
St. Clair. Lansing. 1894.

II
H. B. Ward. A Biological Examination o£ Lake

Michigan. Lansing. 1896.
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The bolting cloth (No. 20), when new,

contains from 5,100 to 5,600 meshes per

square centimeter, varying with the maker

and the sample ; when thoroughly shrunken

the number of meshes increases as much as

30%. The total area of the openings in a

square centimeter, on the other hand, de-

creases over 50%, falling from .133 to .066

sq. cm., and the average area of a single

opening is reduced from .000024 to .00001.

sq. cm. This latter figure represents an area

of 32 X 32 !J., the average area of the open-

ings at the maximum efficiency of the silk.

These dimensions do not, however, consti-

tute a precise limit to the size of objects

which can escape through the openings, for

many meshes exceed this area, and some

even double it. The struggles of the im-

prisoned organisms and the pressure of the

filtering water also materially assist the es-

cape of the planktonts through the yielding

meshes of the silk.

For the past year and a-half the leakage

of the plankton through the silk has been a

subject of experiment at the Illinois Biolog-

ical Station. The results were at first so

surprising as to require the most careful

corroboration, and they have been witheld

from publication in the hope that an ade-

quate remedy might be offered therewith.

Water from a number of sources, collected

at different seasons of the year, and con-

taining plankton varying in amount and

constituency, has been subject to examina-

tion in several ways, and their relative

efficiency determined by the Sedgwick-Eaf-

ter counting method. In order to reduce

the error incident to this process, the enu-

meration of the planktonts was extended

over from five to tea times the customary

fraction of the catch. The leakage has

been tested as follows : by the Sedgwick-

Eafter sand filter ; by hard-pressed filter

paper ; by the centrifuge, and by the

Borkefeld filter. The silk catches were

made from measured quantities of water.

thus eliminating the uncertainty as to the

amount ofwater which the drawn net filters.

Tests were made of the filtrate from the

silk, and also of the unfiltered water.

Owing to diversity in the constituency of

the plankton, the ratio of efficiency of these

various methods cannot be precisely stated.

In a general way the order above given is

that of increasing efficiency. The silk, in

the -pumping method of collection, retains from

5% to less than 0.1% of the total number of

organisms present (excluding bacteria), as

contrasted with the catch of the Berkefeld

filter.

The Sedgwick-Eafter sand filter was used

according to the published directions of

Calkins,* and later of Jacksonf and Whip-
plej. This method is far more efficient

than the silk, but proved to be subject to

considerable loss, especially in the case of

water richly charged with plankton. Not
only do the minute forms, as Raphidium and

the smaller diatoms, readily slip through

the sand, but also the more active species,

as Euglena and Trachelomonas, escape in con-

siderable numbers. Examinations of the

filtrate from the sand revealed the fact that

this method captures from 40% to 65% of

the number of organisms present, the

greater losses occurring with abundant

planktonts.

The filter paper employed was No. 575

Schleicher & Schiill. It is very free from lint

and does not easily tear when wet. As the

filtering proceeds the plankton is condensed

in the bottom of the funnel by means of a

fine spray from a hand bulb. When the

required condensation is reached the plank-

ton can be washed from the paper by the

*G. N. Calkins. The Microscopical Examination

of Drinking Waters. 23d Ann. Eep. Mass. Board of

Health, for 1891.

fD. D. Jackson. On an Improvement in the Sedg-

wick-Eafter Method. Technology Quarterly, Vol.

IX. 1896.

tG. C. Whipple. Experience with the Sedgwick-

Eafter Method. Ibid.
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same means, care being exercised in re-

moving the plankton quickly and tlior-

oughly to reduce the loss occasioned by its

adherence to the paper. This method is

very simple, rapid, and, in my experience,

more efficient than the sand filter, yielding

from 75% to 85% of the planktonts.

The centrifuge at first employed was a

small one having a capacity of 60 c. cm.

Later, we had constructed for this work a

large machine geared to give 3,000 to 4,000

revolutions per minute and arranged to act

upon a continuous stream of water, all of

which was subjected to the maximum and

uniform action of the centrifugal force.

This machine is more efficient than the

filter paper, securing in some instances

98% of the planktonts. It is, however,

subject to a selective error, in that the in-

dividuals and species whose specific gravity

is the same as or less than that of the water

are notremoved by the action of the centrifu-

gal force. Samples rich in water blooms

proved to be most troublesome. AnabcBna

and Clathrooystis, as a rule, and many in-

dividuals of other genera, as Euglena and

Chlamydomonas, readily pass through the

machine. Water kept in the dark, or at

low temperature, for some hours yields up

such plankton more readily. The addition

of alcohol to the water also facilitates pre-

cipitation. The most accurate results, how-

ever, were obtained after adding chloral

hydrate to the water in quantities sufficient

to kill the plankton. The selective char-

acter of this error, and its consequent un-

even distribution in plankton varying

greatly in the abundance of water blooms

with the season and situation, render the

use of the centrifuge of questionable utility

as a basis for a complete analysis of the

biologic contents of water.

The cylinders of the Berkefeld filter are

made of ' infusorial earth ' of such fineness

as to remove effectually all solid matter

from the water passing through them. The

smallest cylinders were encased in a suit-

able mantle and attached to the centrifugal

machine. The catch obtained in this man-
ner contained from one-fourth to one-third

more organisms than that of the filter paper,

and was not subject to the irregularities re-

sulting from the use of the centrifuge. This

preliminary test was so promising that a

larger form of the Berkefeld filter, known
as an ' army filter, Sj'stem Bruckner,' which

has of late been introduced in the German
and Austrian armies, was tried as a means of

collecting plankton. It has the following

advantages : its maximum capacity under

favorable conditions is about two liters per

minute ; it is portable and can be used in

the field ; its simple construction favors the

removal of the catch, and its capacity for

filtration can be quickly renewed when it

becomes clogged. At present it seems to

offer the most effective method for the col-

lection of the plankton which eludes the

silk. It is, however, subject to one serious

drawback ; the removal of the catch from

the filtering cylinder is accompanied by the

addition of a considerable amount of the

infusorial earth to the plankton. This

renders the ' Danaid task ' of counting

doubly difficult and precludes volumetric

determination. The desideratum for a fil-

tering cylinder for this work is yet to be

found. It should be an inexpensive porous

earthenware cylinder whose outer surface

is of sufficient fineness to preclude the

penetration of minute organisms, and of a

firmness sufficient to permit the removal of

the catch with a stifi" brush without disin-

tegration. Experiments in this direction

are now in progress.

This leakage of plankton through the silk

is a matter of fundamental importance. A
considerable volume of the contents of the

water is lost at all seasons of the year, and in

some instances the actual catch of the silk

net is but a small fraction of the total plank-

ton present. Filter-paper catches from a
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variety of situations made at intervals

throughout more than a year indicate that

the silk net retains from one-half to one

forty-fifth of the total solid contents of the

water, the greater losses occurring from

waters containing Trachelomonas, Chlamydo-

monas, Euglena, Melosira and other minute

forms in abundance. The relative amount of

silt is, however, much greater in the filter-

paper catches than it is in those made with

the silk, so that the actual volume of plank-

ton lost is less than the above figures indi-

cate. The amount escaping through the silk

bears no constant relation to the amount re-

tained. Under these conditions the volumet-

ric determination of the plankton by the

use of the silk net as a test of the produc-

tiveness of water is not only incomplete but

may be misleading.

For the examination of the plankton by

the statistical method the silk affords a

satisfactory basis only for the larger forms,

such as the Entomostraca and the larger

Rotifera and Protozoa. For the smaller and

often very abundant planktonts, such as

Melosira, Peridinium, Dinohryon, Paphidiicm,

Scenedesmus Euglena, Trachelomonas and Chla-

mydomonas, the Hensen method is wholly in-

adequate. For example, from water in which

these smaller forms were not extremely

abundant the silk retained organisms to

the number of 248,200 per cubic meter,

while the catch of the Berkefeld filter indi-

cated the presence of 767,556,000 planktonts

in the same amount of water. Many of the

organisms listed in the counting tables of

Apstein may in reality escape in large num-
bers through the silk. Thus, of Codonella as

many as twenty-one individuals may escape

to one retained. The Hensen method must

be supplemented by a more accurate system

of collection if a complete census of the

water world is to be taken.

From the cecological point of view the

plankton lost by leakage through the silk

s of prime importance, for it is composed

very largely of minute algse, which consti-

tute a fundamental link in the cycle of

aquatic life. Any attempt to unravel the

complex interrelation of the constituents of

the plankton or to correlate its ever-pro-

gressing changes with the factors of its en-

vironment must be based upon reliable data.

Biological theory and aquaculture alike de-

mand improvement in the plankton method.

The errors enumerated above are doubt-

less exaggerated by the situation with which

we deal— waters rich in plankton and more
or less turbid with silt. The tests, however,

cover a considerable seasonal and local

range of quantity and constituency, and
have been made in both clear and turbid

waters. The plankton, moreover, is com-

posed very largely of the same genera as

those found in the lakes in which Apstein

and Zacharias have carried on their inves-

tigations, and over 50% of the species are

identical. The desirability of experiments

in other waters is at least suggested.

c. a. kofoid.
Illinois Biological Station.

SOUTHERN STAB-CLUSTERS.

The last of the great contributions of

Benjamin Apthorp Gould to astronomy is

contained in the large volume recently pub-

lished under the title Cordoba Photographs :

photographic observations of star-clusters from

impressions made at the Argentine National

Observatory. This work gives the measure-

ments of the relative positions of nine

thousand stars included in thirty-five

clusters of the southern heavens and in the

Pleiades and Prsesepe.

In addition to the other large enterprises

which constituted the regular work of the

Argentine Observator3'^, over twelve hun-

dred plates of southern clusters were

secured (no important one being omitted)

in the decade beginning in 1872, of which

281 have been measured and 177 are now
computed. Inasmuch as the dry plate pro-
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cess was not available until more than one

half of the plates had been secured (in

1881), the serious character of the task of

merely obtaining the photographs, with all

the difficulties of the wet process, is suffi-

ciently apparent. But this labor was small

relative to that of the subsequent measure-

m.ents and computations, which were car-

ried out rigorously in all respects during

the past fifteen years. As for the work at

the micrometer it is stated that two assist-

ants, alternately measuring and recording,

could ordinarily measure from thirty to

thirty-five stars a day.

It is, indeed, unfortunate that it was neces-

sary that so long a time should elapse be-

fore the publication of the results, for it has

delayed the recognition of Dr. Gould's posi-

tion as the leading pioneer in the applica-

tion of photography to astronomy of precis-

ion. It should be recalled that it was

necessary for him to solve for himself, or

with the cooperation of his friend, Lewis M.
Erutherfurd, most of the difficulties of ad-

justment, measurement and computation,

which have since engaged the attention of

frequent congresses of the committee of the

Carte celeste. It was as early as 1866 that

Dr. Gould presented to the National Acad-

emy his memoir on the reduction of photo-

graphic observations, with the determina-

tion of the position of thirty-nine stars in

ihe Pleiades, from measures by Eutherfurd

-on plates he had taken. It is much to be

regretted that the publication of this memoir

did not occur until twenty years later.

On going to Cordoba in 1870 Dr. Gould

carried with him the photographic object-

glass which Eutherfurd had so successfully

used, but to his dismay he found it had
been broken on the voyage. Thus the work
was delayed three years, although a hun-

dred plates were obtained with the mended
objective, then replaced bj' a new one. Two
exposures, of about eight minutes, were

jnade upon each plate, a slight shift in right

ascension intervening, so that defects on

the plates could be distinguished from stars
;

then a third exposure gave either a trail or

one point of the trail before the star left the

photographic field of view, whereby the

orientation of the plate could be determined.

Of course, great difficulty was found in se-

curing accurately circular images, especially

as the modern plan of a large guiding tele-

scope was not employed, but ' plates not

satisfactory in this respect were summarily

rejected without hesitation, no record being

made of them, or numbers assigned.'

The measurements were canned out with

two micrometers constructed by Euther-

furd and used by him in his early work.

The coordinates measured were position-

angle and distance, referred to some se-

lected star as center. In some cases, of

large clusters, several centers were employed,

but the final positions are in all cases re-

duced to differences of right ascension and

declination ( ^a and AS) from a single central

star. As each plate contained some stars

whose position had been determined with a

meridian circle, the comparison of the cata-

logue and photographic coordinates fur-

nished equations of condition from which

corrections were applied to the latter. The
accordance of the separate determinations

of Aa and M on different plates is highly

satisfactory, and is not exceeded in recent

measurements of clusters by other astrono-

mers provided with telescopes and measur-

ing micrometers of the latest design. Were
such confirmation longer necessary, the re-

liability of the photographic method would

be sufficiently established by the results of

this volume.

Dr. Gould expresses the ' fear that trust-

worthy inferences from stellar photographs

maj' not be expected in the present condi-

tion of science and the photographic art,'

and hence does not attempt to utilize the

photographs for photometric purposes, al-

though approximate magnitudes are as-
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signed and discordances noted. It may be,

however, that the plates will later prove

more useful than was anticipated in this

direction. Certainly a comparison would

be interesting with the Harvard Arequipa

plates, on which Bailey has detected nu-

merous variable stars, and the periods of

some might thereby be accurately fixed.

A chapter of the work, in parallel Spanish

and English, is devoted to each cluster,

furnishing all the necessary data of measure-

ment, the relative positions, and comparison

with other, visual, measures where existent.

Excellent charts are given of all the clus-

ters. At the time of the lamented death of

Dr. Gould, a year ago, one-half (pp. 248)

of the volume had been printed, and the

computations of the remainder were practi-

cally complete. But the unfinished portion

of the manuscript has been carefully pre-

pared after the original plan by Mr. G. E.

Whitaker, to whom Dr. Gould makes ac-

knowledgment for ten years of efficient

service, under the general supervision of

Dr. S. C. Chandler, and the whole volume

may be fairly ' regarded as coming complete

from the hand of its author.'

Edwin B. Feost.

Daetmouth College,

CURRENT NOTES ON PETSIOGRAPHY.

THE ASSAM EARTHQUAKE OF JUNE, 1897.

A EEPOET on the earthquake of June 12,

1897, in the Province of Assam has lately

been published by the government of India

in the form of a number of letters from local

officers, English and native. The shocks

occurred in the Khasi hills, famous as the

district of the heaviest known rainfall ; they

are ascribed to faulting, entirely independ-

ent of volcanic action, of which there was

no trace. Many ancient monolithic monu-
ments were broken, or even torn out of the

earth; their previously undisturbed condi-

tion being taken as evidence that no such

earthquake had visited the region since

their erection. In many villages the heav-

ier houses were thrown down or badly in-

jured, and had not most of the inhabitants

been out of doors after a rainy morning the

loss of life would have reached a greater

number than is now reported, 1542. Among
the hills much damage was done by land-

slides occasioned by the shocks; hillside

paths were thus carried away, villages de-

stroyed, and many people killed in the val-

ley fields. In the plains to the south many
deep cracks and crater-like pits were opened.

One of the cracks was a mile long, two or

three feet wide and 16 feet deep. Two per-

sons lost their lives by being engulfed in

such cracks. The pits average six feet in

diameter and are spread around with sand

that was thrown out by jets of water. In

the Sylhet plains, traversed by numerous
water courses, most of the villages are on

the belt of higher floodplain close to the

streams, and there much loss was caused

by the slipping of the banks into the chan-

nels. Cholera and fever followed the earth-

quake, by reason of the disarrangement of

water supply and drainage.

THE MOODUS NOISES.

A coERESPONDENT of the N"ew York Sun

states that the " famous and mysterious dis-

turbances of the lower Connecticut valley,

the 'Moodus noises,' are being heard

again " after a silence of twelve years.

The Indians knew of them before the com-

ing of white men. For twenty years, up tO'

1729, the villagers thereabouts heard the

noises almost continuously, ' shaking the

houses and all there is in them.' They
were again heard in 1852 and 1885. On the

recent recurrence there was a sound like a
clap of thunder, followed for some twO'

hours by a roar like the echoes of a distant

cataract. A day later there was a crash-

ing sound like heavy muffled thunder, and

a roar not unlike the wind in a tempest.

The ground was shaken, causing houses to
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tremble and crockery to rattle, ' as though

in an earthquake.' In view of the com-

pressed condition of the rocks in the Mon-

son quarries, described by Niles some years

ago, these indications of local disturbance

are of much interest and deserve special

study from local observers. The region is

one of deformed crystalline rocks, but all

the disturbances that can be dated geolog-

ically are of great antiquity. The nearest

comparatively modern disturbances are in

the Cretaceous and Tertiary strata of the

islands south of N"ew England.

, PHYSIOGRAPHY OF MARYLAND.

The first volume issued by the Mary-

land Geological Survey contains a sketch

of the physiography of the State with hyp-

sometric and geological maps. A good

illustration of the natural use of the term
' plateau ' as indicative of relative and not

absolute altitude is found in its application

to the Piedmont region, next inward from

the coastal plain. Its liighest part in Parrs

ridge is under a thousand feet elevation.

Sugarloaf mountain seems to be a well de-

fined monadnock, surmounting the plateau.

The major drainage of this region is in

young valleys that show little relation to the

underlying rocks ; their streams give evi-

dence of having been superposed through a

cover of sedimentary strata which may have

been the westward extension of the present

costal plain, but " the broad fertile limestone

valleys to which the present drainage has

become partially adjusted are a striking

feature of the area." We venture to ex-

press a hope that the fuller study of phys-

iographic features promised for later vol-

umes will not be addressed so much to

' those who may seek a home in Maryland '

as to the teachers in the schools of the

State, from whom the future citizens are to

learn what the State really is.

tarr's first book of physical geography.

Tarr's Elementary Physical Geography

has been found too advanced by many
teachers ; hence a smaller book has been

prepared. In most respects it presents a

good view of the subject, especially where

the treatment turns toward the geological

side ; but in a number of instances it fails

to ' start at the beginning and make every-

thing thoroughly clear.' There is not a

clear recognition of what is essential and

what is unessential in a physical geography.

The astronomical pages contain a number

of purely astronomical matters, valuable

as general information but here occupying

space that could be better used by expand-

ing the description and explanation of

strictly geographical topics. The treat-

ment of light is too physical and too ad-

vanced for a First Book. The chapter on

the earth's crust is avowedly geological,

so much so that the beginner cannot really

appreciate it. For the student of geography

it is better not to cross these geological

bridges until they are encountered on his

geographical journey. Under the lands

many good lessons are taught, but process

receives relatively more attention than formj

and in spite of the importance which process

deserves, this seems a mistake in a book

that should be essentially geographical.

There are a number of careless inaccu-

racies of statement. It is said of hurri-

canes that "their birthplace is near the

tropics" (p. 116). "The north magnetic

pole lies to the southwest of the true North

Pole" (p. 54). The redundant ' this ' is

too common ; for example, ' in lieu of this

inability to really conceive this ' (p. 27).

The treatment of the tides is not lucid ; two

sentences beginning with ' therefore ' are

followed by a third, whose conclusion will

leave still in the dark those teachers who
are puzzled about what they call ' that tide

on the other side of the earth.' In these

latter respects the book bears too evident

marks of hasty preparation.

Harvard TJniveesity. W. M. Davis.
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CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

THE PAPUANS AND MELANESIANS.

In a short article in Globus (Bd. 72, No.

9) Professor F. Miiller sets in sliarp con-

trast from tiie linguistic side the Papuans
and Melanesians. The latter he considers

to be Malayo-Polynesians, deeply tinged

with Papuan blood, and speaking languages

which are Malayan in grammar, but with
a vocabulary containing a considerable re-

siduum of Papuan roots. They have a deci-

mal system, while the Papuans have only

two numerals ; the Melanesian dialects all

have pronomial suffixes, which are wholly

unknown in Papuan tongues ; and other

equally marked diiferences.

Like the negroes of Africa, the Papuans
have a large number of widely distinct lin-

guistic stocks ; while it is well known that

the Melanesians and Malayo-Polynesians

are monoglottic. Physically the Melane-
sians are almost identical with the Papuans,
but their tongues prove the deep influence

of other blood. The purest examples of

the Papuans are to be found in the interior

of New Guinea, where they occupy a vast

territory of which we know scarcely any-

thing.

In this connection should be mentioned a
paper on ' Observations on a Collection of

Papuan Crania,' by Dr. George A. Dorsey,

with notes on their decorative features by
Professor Wm. H. Holmes, lately published

by the Field Museum, Chicago. The meas-

urements are most carefully done.

ETHNOGRAPHY AND HISTORIC SCIENCE IN

AMERICA.

Under the above title Dr. F. Eatzel has

an article in the Deutsche Zeitschrifi fur Ge-

sohichtswissenschaft, 1897, No. 3, appreciative

of several recent works by American his-

torical writers. He points out with force

how the study of the aboriginal population

of America has widened the range of his-

torical views among us in the last quarter

of a century. " Prescott described ancient

Mexico as a curiosity which might have
belonged to another planet. To- day the

pre-Columbian culture of America pours
light on the historic consciousness of

Americans. Far beyond colonial history

stretches the indefinite expanse of aborig-

inal history. This close relationship of

history and ethnography forces the prob-

lems of the histories of races and peoples

on the attention of every historical stu-

dent."

Just how that relationship is to be under-

stood and brought into the writing of his-

tory is a question which is not yet fully

answered, as is easily evident from Dr.

Ratzel's paper and the appendix to it by
Dr. K. Lamprecht, one of the editors of the

Zeitsohrift. Enough, however, that it is

recognized by such high authorities as one
which can no longer be neglected.

D. G. Brinton.
University of Pennsylvania.

BOTANICAL NOTES.

ENUMERATION OF THE PLANTS OF EUROPE.

Seven years ago (1890) Dr. K. Richter

brought out the first volume of a work en-

titled ' Plantse Europsese,' which was in-

tended to enumerate all the flowering plants

growing spontaneously in Europe. The
death of the author brought the undertaking

to a standstill, and threatened to leave the

work unfinished and fragmentary. Fortu-

nately this calamity has been averted, and
we are likely to see the work completed

within a few years. Dr. M. Giirke, of the

Berlin Botanical Museum, has recently is-

sued the first fascicle of the second volume,

and a second fascicle is promised within a

few months.

The original plan of the work, which is

practically unchanged by the new editor,

included the systematic arrangement of all

the European species under their proper

orders and classes. The first description of
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-each species was to be carefully cited, and a

full list of synonyms given. The original

author adhered to the ' law of priority ' with

considerable rigidity, and therefore cited the

•dates of the accepted specific names and all

synonyms. His initial date for the present

system of nomenclature was that of the pub-

lication of the first edition of Linnseus's

' Species Plantarum,' viz.: 1753, and he dis-

carded absolutely all earlier names. Dr.

<jriirke apparently does not so fully sanction

the strict application of the law of priority,

-although he follows it in nearly all cases,

his practice agreeing with that of the other

Berlin botanists, who would except certain

long-used names from the application of the

law.

Volume I. included the Monocotyledons,

which number 1839 species, 840 sub-species,

-and 122 hybrids. These are divided among
269 genera. The largest orders are the

Graminese (751 species), Liliacese (342),

Cyperacese (287), Orchidacese (170), and

Iridacese (105).

The first fascicle of Volume II. includes

-a number of orders of apetalous plants,

a,rranged in the Engler and Prantl sequence,

viz.: Juglandacese (1 species), Myricacese

(2) , SalicacePB (234), Betulace^ (24), Faga-

cese (34), Ulmaceoe (7), Moracese (22),

Loranthacete (4), Santalacese (26), Bala-

nophoracese (1), Aristolochiacese (16),E.af-

iiesiacese (1), Polygonacese (138), and Chen-

opodiacese (unfinished, 89). In many of

the foregoing orders the numbers include

many hybrids. This is especially true of

the Willows, of which there are 48 distinct

species and more than three times as many
hybrids (178) ; of the Oaks there are 21

species and 11 hybrids, but here there are

included under the 21 species no less than

52 sub-species.

THE DISEASES OF BEEMUDA LILIES.

The beautiful lilies which are annually

grown in enormous quantities, to be used

for decorative purposes during the Easter

services, have become seriously affected by

some obscure diseases which threaten to

drive out their cultivation. For some time

Mr. A. F. Woods, the Assistant Chief of

the Division of Vegetable Physiology and

Pathology, in Washington, has been study-

ing these diseases, in the hope of finding

their cause and cure. The diseased condi-

tion is characterized by the spotting and

distortion of the leaves, flowers and bulb'

scales, and the stunting of the plants. In

severe cases the leaves, as they appear

above the ground, are marked with small,

yellowish-white shrunken spots, which

finally dry out and collapse. Occasionally

the disease appears to be somewhat local,

the leaves on one side of the stem, or of

particular whorls, alone being affected. It

is estimated that from twenty to sixty per

cent, of the entire hot-house crop of these

lilies is annually destroyed by disease.

Many theories have been suggested as to

the cause of the trouble, some attributing

it to the growth of the bulbs upon worn--

out soils, some to the weakening of the

vitality of the plants by unscientific treat-

ment, as premature removal of leaves^

premature harvesting of the bulbs and

want of care in the selection of bulbs for

propagation. Others again suggest that bad

treatment of the bulbs in the forcing house

is the principal cause, while still others

think that insects produce the trouble.

Mr. Woods finds, upon investigation,

that, instead of one disease, we have to

deal with several. The lilies are sufiering

from a complication of diseases. He sum-

marizes his results as follows :
'

' The work
done shows that the disease is due to a

combination of causes. In the first placey

the bulbs have become weakened through

improper selection and improper propaga-

tion, and this weakening is further in-

creased by the attacks of mites and certain

fungi and bacteria. Bulbs which have
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been weakened in this way might regain

their strength if the mites and fungi could

be kept down ; but those which are natu-

rally weak cannot be made strong. During

the time plants are being forced they may
also be weakened by overwatering and con-

sequent asphyxiation of the roots, or by
allowing the roots to become too dry and
then overwatering. The foliage of such

plants may be free from spots and distor-

tions, but usually the leaves are badly dis-

eased. The spotting and distortion of the

foliage is often due to the direct attacks of

several genera and species of aphides and

of the young of the bulb mite ; to the in-

jection of water into the young leaves in

watering or syringing, and to the presence

of water between the young leaves of plants

having soft foliage. The injuries from the

attacks of organisms are always more severe

in the susceptible or naturally weakened
bulbs."

No single course of treatment can be

recommended to help this trouble. Care-

ful selection of the bulbs, rotation of crops,

avoidance of premature cutting of the

stems or digging of the bulbs, the use of

aerated soil, care in watering, the careful

destruction of aphides and mites and the

use of chemical fertilizers, instead of those

derived from animal excrement, are recom-

mended as likely to materially check the

disease.

Charles E. Bessey.

Univeesity of Nebraska.

NOTES ON INORGANIC CHEMISTBY.

A RECENT number of the Zeitsclirift fiir

anorgaiiische Chemie contains a review of the

recent work onthegenesis of petroleum and
other natural hydrocarbons. Engler's hy-

pothesis is that petroleum is formed by the

distillation of animal fats at high pressure.

L/obry de Bruyn has described a demon-
stration of this method of formation as a

simple laboratory experiment. Heusler

calls attention to the fact that Engler's dis-

tillate contains a considerable quantity of

unsaturated hydrocarbons, which is not

the case with petroleum. By treatment

with aluminum chlorid these hydrocarbons

are changed into a high-boiling lubricating

oil ; hence it is probable that petroleum

formation took place in two stages, the first

distillate being changed by metallic chlorids

into petroleum. Acoordtng to Ochsenius,

petroleum was formed from plant and
animal remains by heat and pressure

under the influence of the salts derived

from sea water. On the other hand, Mois-

san finds in his work on the metallic

carbids, a confirmation of the theory first

proposed by Mendeleef, that petroleum

originates from the action of water on metal-

lic carbids in the interior of the earth.

Uranium carbid, for example, yields with

water both solid and liquid hydrocarbons.

These are, indeed, in part unsaturated, but

at a higher temperature saturated hydro-

carbons might be formed from them by the

action of hydrogen, which is often evolved

from carbids by water. Aluminum carbid

and glucinum carbid, indeed, give with water

pure methane (marsh gas). Viola believes

that the asphalt and the petroleum of Cas-

tro de Volci, near Rome, in Eocene lime-

stone and sandstone is of intratelluric

origin, and has been distilled from great

depths. The region shows decided evidence

of volcanic phenomena. On the other hand,

van Werweke holds that the petroleum of

Pechelbronn, in Lower Alsace, has origi-

nated in Tertiary strata and has not come
from below.

In a polemic article in the Zeitschrift fur

angewandte Chemie, D. Holde claims that the

theory that petroleum has originated from

animal remains should be known as the

Engler-Hofer theory, Hofer having first pro-

posed the theory in 1888 in his ' Das Erdol

und seine Verwandte,' and Engler having
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by his experiments shown that petroleum

can be thus formed.

Finally, Moissan, in the Comptes Rendus,

states it as his opinion that according to

its geological relations the formation of

petroleum is to be ascribed to three differ-

ent causes : (1) the decomposition of or-

ganic substances under the influence of

pressure and heat
; (2) the purely inor-

ganic reaction between water and the metal-

lic carbids
; (3) volcanic processes. In

many localities it is possible that all three

of these factors may have contributed to

the formation of petroleum.
J. L. H.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

In accordance with plans that we have

already announced, the General Committee of

the British Association for the Advancement of

Science has decided that the nest meeting will

he at Bristol, under the presidency of Sir Wil-

liam Crookes.

SiE John Lubbock has accepted the presi-

dency of the International Congress of Zoology,

which meets at Cambridge in August of next

year. Sir William Flower was, as we regret to

learn, compelled to resign the office, in view of

the other pressing demands on his time and of

medical advice.

Professor C. A. Young, Professor A. A.

Michelson and Professor E. S. Dana have been

elected honorary members of the Philosophical

Society of Cambridge University.

The medals of the Eoyal Society will this

year be awarded as follows : The Copley Medal

to Professor Albert von Kolliker ; a Eoyal

Medal to Professor A. K. Forsyth ; a Royal

Medal to Sir Richard Strachey ; the Davy
Medal to J. H. Gladstone ; and the Bu-

chanan Medal to Sir John Simon.

Sir Robert Ball, President of the Royal

Astronomical Society, has been presented with

the Jubilee Medal.

Dr. George H. Horn, the eminent entomolo-

gist, died at Philadelphia on November 25th.

He was one of the Secretaries of the Philosoph-

ical Society and was formerly Corresponding

Secretary of the Academy of Natural Sciences.

He had been until recently professor in the

University of Pennsylvania, though his connec-

tion with that institution was chiefly honorary.

Dr. Horn was only fifty-eight years of age, and

his death, following those of Cope and Allen, is

a further severe loss to the city of Philadelphia

and to science in America.

The Rev. Dr. Samuel Houghton, from 1851

to 1881 professor of geology in Trinity College,

Dublin, died on October 31st, aged seventy-six

years. He was an original and versatile writer,

having made many contributions not only to

zoology and physiography, but also on medical

subjects, including an elaborate work on the

Principles of Animal Mechanics.

By a private letter from Dr. J. Buttikofer we
are informed that, although by the necessities

of his recent appointment as Director of the

Rotterdam Zoological Garden he has been

obliged to leave Leyden Museum, where he has

spent so many happy years, and which contains

nearly all the zoological collections made by

him in different countries of the world, he

hopes, that as Leyden is distant but three-

quarters of an hour from Rotterdam, to be able

to do some ornithological work there. He is

now engaged in finishing his report on the

ornithological results of the Borneo Expedition,

which he accompanied as zoologist, and of

which some account was printed in Science of

April 23, 1897.

Professor R. A. Philippi, who, for forty-

three years, has been Director of the National

Museum in Santiago, Chile, having reached the

age of ninety years, has resigned, and is suc-

ceeded by his son.

A monument to the eminent surgeon, the

late Professor Billroth, was unveiled in Vienna

on November 7th. Professor Gussenbaur, for-

merly assistant to Professor Billroth, made the

principal address.

A BUST of Michael Faraday was unveiled at

the Michael Faraday Board School, London, on

November 15th. The bust, which is of white

marble, was presented to the School by the

managers of the Royal Institution of Great

Britain, and is a copy of the original bust exe-
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cuted by Matthew Noble. A brass tablet on

the adjacent wall bears the following inscrip-

tion :
" Michael Faraday, natural philosopher,

D.C.L., F.R.S., born at Newington, Surrey,

September 22, 1791; He was a patient student,

an eloquent expounder and a brilliant illustrator

of the laws of nature. Fullerian Professor of

Chemistry in the Royal Institution of Great

Britain, 1833 to 1867. Faraday's noblest monu-

ment is his ' Experimental Researches in Elec-

tricity and Magnetism ' from 1831 to 1851. He
died at Hampton Court-green, August 25, 1867,

and was interred in Highgate Cemetery."

Lieutenant Peary sailed on the Lucania

on November 27th and will lecture in Edin-

burgh, after which he will try to find in Scot-

land a vessel of from 300 to 500 tons register

for his next expedition to the north.

The steamship carrying the Belgian Ant-

arctic Expedition has safely reached Rio

Janeiro and left for Buenos Ayres on October

28th.

MM. Raoul and Mary have returned to

Paris from a governmental mission to make
researches into the indigenous plants of the

Malay peninsula, with a view to determine

whether any of them are of use for pharma-

ceutical or commercial purposes.

Professor Jaderin, of Stockholm, has, ac-

cording to the New York Evening Post, pro-

posed to the Academy of Science of that city

that it arrange with the government for a pre-

liminary expedition, with Russia's cooperation,

to go to Spitzbergen next summer, and there

prepare for the final measurement of a degree

of latitude in 1899 and 1900, with a view of

obtaining more exact knowledge of the earth's

form.

Lieutenant Olufsen, who returned last

spring from Central Asia, will next year fit out

a new expedition to the Pamir regions in order

to make geographical and ethnographical ex-

plorations in the northern part of the Wakhan
valley. The expenses of the expedition, which

will last two years and include two scientific

students, will be paid from the Carlsberg fund

of the Danish government.

The New York Park Board approved, on

November 22d, the general plans of the

zoological gardens in Bronx Park. There was-

no opposition to the plans at the public hearing.

The Meteorological Institute of Berlin cele-

brated the fiftieth anniversary of its foundation

on October 14th. Dr. von Bezold, Director,

made an address, in which, according to Die

Natur, he stated that the Institute had in

North Germany 188 stations of the first class

and nearly 2,000 smaller stations.

A SMALL marine laboratory, says Nature, was
opened at Cullercoats on the 21st ult. by Prin-

cipal Gurney, of the Durham College of Sci-

ence, Newcastle-on-Tyne. The laboratory is

the result of the public-spirited generosity of

John Dent, Esq., the Vice-Chairman of the

Committee. The laboratory was formally

handed over to the Sea Fisheries Committee^

to be worked in conjunction with the Durham.

College of Science, Mr. Meek being placed in-

charge of the scientific operations. A large-

company assembled, representing the Sea Fish-

eries Committee, the College of Science, the

Natural History Society and the County

Council.

The Subtropical Laboratory of the United

States Department of Agriculture, at Eustis,

has been discontinued, but work will be done

at Miami, Florida. Mr. "Walter T. Swingle

and Mr. H. J. Webber, who had charge of the

laboratory at Eustis, are at present in Washing-

ton.

The Smithsonian Institution has acquired th&

Hallett Phillips collection of Indian implements

and antiquities from the Potomac valley.

Mr. p. a. B. Widener, of Philadelphia, has

given his residence on Broad street for a branch

of the Free Library. The value of his gift is

said to be one million dollars.

The Annual Report of the British Board of

Agriculture states that during the financial

year 1896-7 the sum of £6,950 had been distrib-

uted to fourteen different educational institu-

tions. The grant to the Durham College of Sci-

ence was increased to £1,000, and that to Oxford

University to £800. The Board recommends

that a chair of agriculture and forestry be estab-

lished at Cambridge University.

As the result of the preliminary examination

made by Colonel Sir Thomas Holdich, the well-
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known head of the Indian Survey Department,

"whose services were lent to the Ceylon govern-

ment last winter by the government of India,

a new survey is to be made of the island. The
London Times states that the cadastral survey

will be on a scale of 10 in. to the mile and the

topographical on one of oneln. to the mile. The
triangulation and topographical survey will be

completed in five or six years, but considera-

tions of expense will cause the cadastral survey

to be spread over a period of 25 years and to

be restricted to crown lands and lands of

doubtful ownership. The existing maps of

Ceylon are full of errors, and for every grant

made out of crown lands a special and expen-

sive cadastral survey of the locality had to be

executed.

The Pirogof Museum of Surgery and Anat-

omy, in St. Petersburg, the plans for which we
have already noted, was opened at the begin-

ning of the present month. The building will

serve not only as a museum, but also as the

place of meeting of all the St. Petersburg med-

ical societies. The $30,000 bequeathed for the

purpose by Mme. Musin-Pushkin has been

doubled by subscriptions, and some endowment

remains after the cost of the building has been

defrayed.

The International Congress on the Protection

of Birds, to which we have already called atten-

tion, opened at Aix-en-Provence on November

9th. The London Times states that the protec-

tion of insectivorous birds useful to agriculture

was the chief matter discussed, and it was de-

cided to forward to the governments of Europe,

through the French Minister of Foreign Affairs,

the resolutions that were formulated. Public

educational bodies are also to be approached in

order to obtain, if possible, the serious consid-

eration of this important subject by school-

masters and government school inspectors.

Numerous French and Italian agricultural,

horticultural and sporting societies were repre-

sented at the Congress, and delegates from the

Selborne Society and the Society for the Pro-

tection of Birds were also present.

The Civil Service Commission announces that

on January 8, 1898, an examination will be

held at Washington, D. C, and other places

throughout the United States, for the position

of Computer in the Nautical Almanac Office.

Three vacancies are to be filled and only men
are eligible.

The University of Cambridge has after a long-

delay received $5,000 bequeathed by the late

Dr. Joseph Gedge, who died in 1870 while with

Sir Samuel Baker at Khartoum. The fund is

for the establishment of a biennial prize for

original research in physiology. It is open

only to graduates of the University of more
than five and less than seven years' standing.

Dk. Hughlings-Jackson will give, on De-

cember 8th, the first lecture under the Jack-

sonian lectureship, established by the Neuro-

logical Society of London in his honor.

Professor Oliver Lodge will deliver a

coui'se of six Christmas lectures (specially

adapted to young people) on ' The Principles

of the Electric Telegraph ' at the Royal Insti-

tution, beginning on December 28th.

Professor Royce, of Harvard University,

will deliver, at Cambridge, during the present

year, six public lectures on ' Social Psychology.'

At the meeting of the Botanical Club of the

University of Chicago on November 23d Pro-

fessor C. P. Millspaugh, Curator in Botany at

the Field Columbian Museum, gave an account

of his explorations in Yucatan, made on behalf

of the Museum.

Dr. H. C. Parker gave, on November 29th,

the first lecture in the course given annually by

the New York Academy of Sciences. His sub-

ject was 'Recent Explorations in the Rocky

Mountains of Canada,' including an account of

the first ascent of Mount Lefroy, made by him

last summer.

The first of the Columbia University lectures

in cooperation with the American Museum of

Natural History will be given by Professor

Kemp on Saturday, December 4th, and the two

following Saturdays. The subject of his course

is ' The Formation and Structures of the Crys-

talline Rocks.'

Professor George H. Darwin, of Cam-

bridge University, will lecture at Columbia

University on the afternoon of December 10th,
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nis subject being ' The History of the Earth

and of the Moon.'

At the last meeting of the Zoological Society

of London it was reported that the additions to

the Society's menagerie during the months of

August, September and October were 435 in

number, amongst which special attention was

called to a male and two females of a large deer

from the Altai Mountains, probably referable

to Cervus eustephanus, and apparently dif-

ferent in species from any deer previously ex-

hibited in the Society's gardens, and also to a

young male of the Caucasian wild goat {Capra

caucasica). The total number of visitors to the

Society's gardens during the months of August,

September and October was stated to have

been 278,253, representing an increase of

55,283, as compared with the number for the

same period in 1896. From this source alone

an increase of £1,344 19s. had been received

during the same period.

Mr. L. O. Howard, of the Department of

Agriculture, has been studying the work of the

Massachusetts Gypsy Moth Commission in the

neighborhood of Maiden and Medford, with a

view to the preparation of a special bulletin of

the Division of Entomology, describing the

process of extermination employed. Agent

O. A. Hubbard, of the Committee, has been

temporarily detached and detailed by the State

Board of Agriculture to study the region in-

fested by the brown-tail moth and warn prop-

erty holders of the danger and the need of

using active measures for its destruction.

Mr. H. a. Morgan gives, in Bulletin No. 48

of the Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion, some interesting observations on Trissolcus

murgantise, an important parasite in the eggs of

the harlequin cabbage-bug in Louisiana. He
finds that eggs of the cabbage-bug pierced by
the parasite on July 20th produced adult para-

sites on July 30th, showing the entire life cycle

of the parasite to be ten days. In August 60 fo

of the eggs of the harlequin bug contained

these parasites. Experiments are being con-

ducted with a view to the introduction of this

parasite into Kentucky and Ohio.

Since the Medical News was removed to New
York, giving that city three of the four leading

medical weeklies of America, the scientific and

medical men of Philadelphia have felt the need

of a good weekly journal. This will be filled

after the first of January by the publication of

the Philadelphia Medical Journal, to be edited

by Dr. George M. Gould, and published by the

Philadelphia Publishing Company, with a capi-

tal of $30,000, which we understand has been

fully subscribed. The trustees consist of the

leading physicians and medical professors of

Philadelphia, the different schools being duly

represented.

V Intermediare des biologistes, the plans for

which we announced sometime since, has now
begun publication, the first number being

dated November 5th. It will be published

twice a month, and the present number con-

tains twenty-four pages. In addition to an

introduction we find a short article by M.
Marey, advocating the plan brought forward by
him at the recent meeting of the French Asso-

ciation in favor of an international control of

physiological instruments ; forty-six questions

to which replies are requested ; the contents

of the special journals ofzoology, botany, physi-

ology and psychology and short descriptions of

three instruments. The journal throughout

shows the psychological interests of Professor

Binet and his associates in the editorship. In

the introduction it is stated that a complete

bibliography of the literature, so far as it is

contained in other journals, will be given, but

we think that the magnitude of this under-

taking is scarcely realized. The series of ques-

tions is a feature that has, perhaps, not been

undertaken in a scientific journal and may
prove of value. Among the 34 ' collaborateurs'

there are two Americans, Professors Minot and

Baldwin, and one Englishman, Dr. Sherrington.

The price of subscription for America is 12 fr.,

to be sent to the publishers, Schleicher Fr6res,

Paris.

The last issue of Industries and Iron states

that it is the first newspaper produced in

Europe by the aid of the Lanston Monotype

type-casting and composing machine. The
whole of the matter in the body of the paper

has been printed from types composed and

justified into lines on the keyboard machine,
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and the jacquard or perforated paper so pro-

duced has enabled the casting and setting into

lines and galleys of the finished matter pre-

sented.

The new rules of the United States Patent

Office, which go into effect on January 1st,

contain some important alterations. Hereafter

no invention can be patented if it has been

described two years or more before the filing

of the application, or more than seven months

after a foreign patent has been allowed. On
the other hand, the duration of an American

patent is not limited by its expiration in other

countries.

9 The South African Republic has passed an

amendment to their patent laws which is an in-

genious method of collecting revenue. Only a

small fee is required for granting the patent,

but for each period for which it is extended an

additional payment is required. Thus, for ex-

ample, from eleven years to the limit of four-

teen years $1,000 is required.

A DEPUTATION from the Manchester Chamber
of Commerce was received by the President

of the British Board of Trade on November
17th, the object of which was to call attention

to the fact that patent rights were granted to

foreign subjects in Great Britain for inventions

which cannot be patented in their own. It was
stated that very serious injury was inflicted

upon British industrial interests in consequence

of this inequality, and it was asked that the

Patents Act of 1883 should be amended so as to

remove the inequality, and that the duration

of any British patent granted to a foreigner

should not exceed the term of his patent in his

own country. The deputation also desired that,

as complementary to this amendment, the

British representative at the forthcoming con-

gress of the international convention for the

protection of industrial property, to be held in

Brussels next month, should be instructed to

support the propositions for the alteration of

the rules of the convention, which would permit

the amending legislation in question.

Mr. Chables T. Ritchie, President of the

British Board of Trade, in a speech before the

Croydon Chamber of Commerce on November
23d, is reported to have said that Great Britain

had more to fear from the United States than

from Germany in industrial competition. " The
facts are serious," he continued, "and call

upon us for the exercise of all our powers to

enable us to maintain our position in the com-

mercial world. There is no doubt the United

States are executing orders which ought to be

executed here. As we all know, an American

firm obtained the contract for the Central

Underground Railway (of London), as its bid

was lower than those of the English concerns

and it could deliver the supplies three months

ahead of the British tenders. Many important

Continental orders have gone to America. The

same is to be said of Egypt and Japan, where

the Americans are doing work that Englishmen

should have done."

The conductors of the London Academy have

devised a successful plan of advertisement in

selecting a British Academy of Letters and its

forty ' Immortals.' With the exception of two

or three superannuated giants and half-a-dozen

contemporary men of letters, the list seems to

be chiefly remarkable as an exhibition of the

mediocrity of British literature. The only ex-

cuse for mentioning the proposed Academy in

this place, however, is to call attention to the

fact that it does not contain the name of a

single man of science. It is probably true that

there is now in Great Britain no man of science

who is also a man of letters as Huxley was
;

still if philologists such as Professor Skeat and

Professor Jebb, and historians such as Bishop

Stubbs and the Rev. Dr. Gasquet, are included

among the forty Olympians there seems to be no

reason why men of science such as Lord Kelvin,

Professor Foster, Professor Sidgwick and Mr.

Galton should be excluded.

The fiftieth anniversary of Professor Vir-

chow's joining the teaching stafi" of Berlin

University was celebrated on November 6th.

The Lancet states that in 1847 Professor Vir-

chow, who had previously belonged to the

Army Medical Staff", was appointed a privat-

doeent at the University, but political considera-

tions were all-powerful after the revolutionary

troubles of 1848, and as he was known to hold

democratic opinions he was under the necessity

of leaving Berlin and accepting a professorship
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at Wiirzburg, in Bavaria. His exile, however,

did not last very long, for as far back as 1856

lie was elected professor of pathological anat-

omy in Berlin, an appointment which he still

retains. On account of Professor Virchow's

infirm state of health the jubilee proceedings

were of a more private character than would

have otherwise been the case, being limited to

addresses of congratulation delivered by the

rector of the University and the dean and pro-

fessor of the medical faculty. The rector.

Professor Schmoller, referred to Professor Vir-

chow's achievements not only as a physician

and a pathologist, but also as a biologist

and as a savant whose methods of research

had influenced every branch of human knowl-

edge. The dean, Professor Huebner, eulo-

gized him as a privat-docent of an altogether

superior order—a teacher not only of students,

but also of professors. At an age when young

men were, as a rule, far from having mastered

what had been already discovered he succeeded

in solving the most difficult problems of biology.

Professor Virchow in his reply pointed out that

he was happy in the knowledge that a body of

men now existed in German universities strong

enough not only to maintain the principles laid

down by him, but also to continue the work in

the light of modern developments. He felt

that his work was done and that he was now

entitled to retire from his academical position,

especially after having succeeded in obtaining

a promise from the government that a new and

modern pathological institute and museum

would be constructed after his designs. A great

number of telegrams, letters and other marks

of Professor Virchow's great popularity were

received by him during the day. "

The National Photographic Record Associa-

tion of Great Britain, to which we have already

called attention, have sent out a circular in

which they state that well-wishers of the As-

sociation, the subscription fee for which has

been fixed at a small sum with the object of

enlisting wide and general support. Photog-

raphers and others can assist by contributing

photographs (which must comply with the reg-

ulations set forth in the by-laws), or by acting

as honorary agents and collectors in their re-

spective localities. The Council look for gen-

erous support from photographic and camera

clubs throughout the country, as well as from

individual amateur photographers, who must
now form a complete network of workers over-

the whole British Islands. The Council also

appeal to the large and important professional

class of photographers for copies of rare and
especially interesting pictures taken by them.

From scientists, antiquarians and others assist-

ance is desired in searching among the rich

stores of old and neglected negatives taken in

past years which are known to exist, the identi-

fication of which gets more difficult as time

passes, and also by using influence with their

amateur photographic friends in inducing them
to seize opportunities of recording passing

events. Others may render valuable help by
purchasing pictures from dealers and presenting

them to the national collection, thus rescuing

records which might otherwise be lost. In the

course of the present jubilee year there must

have been many thousands of photographs

taken of local celebrations, which, if brought

together, would form a most valuable chapter

of national history, and it may be remarked in

passing that it should be born in mind that a

single picture of historical interest will always

be acceptable. In conclusion, the Council wish

it to be understood that there is no thought of

competing or clashing with the excellent work
of the same kind which is being so well done

by the several county photographic survey as-

sociations, such as those of Warwickshire, Wor-
cestershire, Yorkshire, Cheshire, etc., in their

commendable efforts to form local collections,

but rather a hope is entertained that such useful

work may be encouraged by loans being made
from time to time from the national collection,

before being deposited in the British Museum,

of interesting pictures from other localities for

the purposes of exhibition.

The Botanical Gazette states that the Seaboard

Air Line Railroad, which extends from Ports-

mouth, Va., to Atlanta, Ga., has inaugurated a

novel system of instruction of the communities

along its territory. During the present season

it has been holding one-day farmers' institutes,

all illustrative material and appliances and the

force of instructors being transported from place

to place in a train of cars especially fitted up
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for the work. It is proposed to establisli ex-

perimental farms every ten miles along tlie

whole line, twenty-eight having already been

organized.

At the first meeting of the present season of

the Royal Geographical Society, the President,

Sir Clements Markham, made an address in

which he says, according to the report in the

London Times, that the recess had been sig-

nalized by the publication of two important

geographical works—the admirable monograph
on British Central Africa, by Sir Harry John-

ston, with its fascinating chapters on the scen-

ery and the physical aspects of that region
;
and

the 'First Crossing of Spitzbergen,' by Sir

Martin (Conway ; while they had themselves

brought out Sir William Macgregor's interesting

paper on ' British New Guinea ' in the form of

.a small volume. There had also been much
activity in the field. In Africa, Mr. Caven-

dish, who only completed his twenty-first year

last May, had made a very remarkable journey

from Berbera, across the Somali country, to the

river Jub, and then inland to Lake Eudolf.

He shared with the late Captain Bottego the

honor of being the first to explore the western

shores of that lake. With regard to Siam they

might expect another communication from Mr.

H. Warington Smyth. In Central Asia the

labors of Dr. Sven Hedin, which had been con-

tinuous during several years, were of great

geographical importance. Not less important

and quite as interesting were the explorations

now being carried on in the Afridi country by
their gallant associate, Sir William Lockhart.

They must all feel enthusiastic on reading of

the skill and ability with which his old friend

was conducting a most difficult campaign, and

of the brilliant dash and devotion of the Gordon
Highlanders and other troops who were serving

under him. As Fellows of that Society they

rejoiced that the success of their arms also en-

tailed successes for the cause of geography.

Their friend and associate, Mr. Fitzgerald, was
also returning from his arduous examination of

Aconcagua, which was believed to be the lofti

est peak in the Chilian Andes. There would,

so far as he was aware, be no new work from

the Antarctic regions during the ensuing season,

unless, as he hoped, the Belgian expedition,

commanded by M. de Gerlache, should be able

to send news of any discovery before the close

of the season. But the eiForts of their Council

to procure the dispatch of a British Antarctic

expedition had never ceased. Meanwhile, Sir

George Newnes had supplied funds for a Nor-

wegian enterprise, to be conducted by Herr

Borchgrevink. In the Arctic regions there had

been much activity this summer, and it was re-

ported that it was the most open season that

had been known for many years. They now
had to welcome Mr. Jackson, Mr. Armitage,

and the other members of the expedition on

their safe return, and to congratulate Mr.

Harmsworth on the valuable results of his pa-

triotic munificence. Following the President's

address, Mr. Frederick G. Jackson lectured on

the scientific results of the Jackson-Harms-

worth expedition.

At the opening meeting of the Linnsean So-

ciety, London, an interesting collection of

zoological and botanical exhibits collected by
the Jackson-Harmsworth expedition was shown
by Mr. P. G. Jackson, the leader, and Mr.

Fisher, the botanist of the expedition, the for-

mer also exhibiting upon a screen a number of

photographs of animals and birds which in-

habit the Arctic regions. Some lantern slides

of marsh birds and their nests from pho-

tographs recently taken in Spain and Hol-

land were shown by Mr. Reginald Lodge.

Following a discussion upon these exhibits.

Sir John Lubbock, M. P., read a paper on

'The Attraction of Flowers for Insects,' in

reply to three memoirs recently published

by Professor Plateau. According to the re-

port in the London Times. Sir John

Lubbock explained that his view was, like

that of Sprengel and Darwin, that we owe
to insects the beauty of our gardens and

the sweetness of our fields. To them, he

said, flowers were entitled for their scent

and color. Not only had the present shapes

and outlines, brilliant colors, the sweet

scent and the honey of flowers been grad-

ually developed through the unconscious

selection exercised by insects, but this ap-

plied even to minor points, such as the ar-

rangement of lines and the different shades

of color.
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UNIVERSITYAND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

Mr. Thomas McKean, of Philadelphia, has

given $100,000 to the University of Pennsyl-

vania for a building for the law school.

Me. John D. Rockfellek, of New York,

has given an additional $10,000 towards the

erection of a hall at Mt. Holyoke College, and

if the conditional gift of Dr. Pearson is included

the sum of $175,000 has now been collected for

the endowment fund.

Bkown University has received $5,000 by
the will of the late Eustace Fitz, of Chelsea,

Mass.

Ferry Hall, one of the buildings of the

State Agricultural College, Pullman, Washing-

ton, has been destroyed by fire, causing a loss

of about $40,000.

The registration in Harvard College is this

year 1,814, an increase of 6.2 per cent, over last

year. The number of students in the Lawrence

Scientific School is 407, an increase of 9.5 per

cent.

It is stated that the decree excluding foreign

students from the medical classes of the Faculty

of Medicine of Paris will shortly be withdrawn.

Dr. Th. Curtius, professor of chemistry at

Bonn, has been called to Heidelberg as suc-

cessor to Victor Meyer,

DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS AT ITHACA FOR MEM-
BERS OF THE SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

Since the publication of the official announce-

ment of the Society the Ithaca Hotel has been

sold, and the new owners have closed it for

extensive repairs. That hotel will not be open

for guests nor for the annual dinner. The other

hotels will be open. The Clinton House can

accommodate from 50 to 75 and the new Hol-

lister from 30 to 40 guests.

The annual dinner announced for the Ithaca

Hotel will be held at the dining rooms in Cas-

cadilla Place, these being the largest and
pleasantest dining rooms upon the University

campus in Ithaca. The time and cost will be

as in the announcement.

A limited number of ladies can secure rooms
and board at Sage College. Rates can be had
upon application to the Local Secretary. There
are numerous pleasant rooms in the near neigh-

borhood of Cascadilla Place, which, with board

in the house or at Cascadilla Place, would cost

from 75 cts. to $1.50 per day. The Local Sec-

retary will secure rooms for any who apply to

S. H. Gage, Chairman,

W. W. RowLEE, Secretary,

of the Local Committee.
Ithaca, N. Y.,

November 30, 1897.

THE CAIRN ON THE ENCHANTED MESA.

To THE Editor of Science : I have just read

Professor Libbey's letter, in j'our issue of the

26th instant, in which he intimates that the

lichen-covered cairn on the summit of the En-

chanted Mesa was erected by himself. It now
only remains for Professor Libbey to say that

the ancient potsherds scattered through the

talus, the artifacts found on the summit, the re-

mains of the ancient ladder-trail and all the

other evidences of the former occupancy of the

suriimit of the mesa are the result of his own
ingenuity. The last word will then have been

said.

F. W. Hodge.
Bureau of American Ethnology,

Washington, November 29, 1897.

[As Professor Libbey states that the cairn was
erected by him Mr. Hodge should certainly

correct his mistake. Whether or not the Mesa
was formerly inhabited is another question.

Ed. Science.

A possible solution of THE SEALING PROB-

LEM.

To THE Editor of Science : In the article

in Science last week on the Sealing Confer-

ence, and in the innumerable articles that have

been published since the question became promi-

nent, I have not noticed any mention of what
seems to an outsider the most natural solution.

It is absurd for the United States to claim that

it has any right to control the action of Canada

on the high seas on the ground of humanity to

animals or of commercial interests. Great
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Britain would have just as mucli right to pro-

test against the extermination, by the United

States, of the buffalo and the beaver.

It has been suggested that the seals might be

exterminated, but this would be sawing off the

branch with the man on it, unless the proposers

of this plan mean by it what I wish to suggest.

This is that so many seals be killed on the

Islands that there would not be enough left in

the seas to make pelagic sealing profitable. It

would seem possible to keep a small herd on

the Islands and the killing of the small number

would be very profitable, as the price of seal-

skins would doubtless rise. It looks to me as

if we had the trump card in [our hands and

could oflfer Great Britain almost any conditions

on pelagic sealing that we like.

P. C. H.
New York, November 27, 1897.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE PHYSIOGEAPHY OF

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS.

The following notes on the character and

elevation of the Cretaceous peneplain in west-

ern Massachussetts were made during a trip in

the Berkshire region in the spring of 1897.

The area covered lies between the Housatonic

and Connecticut lowlands and south of the

Boston and Albany Railroad.

From map-study alone the tendency is to

locate the peneplain by the broadest tracts of

level country to be found upon the map and to

call what lies above monadnocks. It was

found, however, that this estimate placed the

peneplain altogether too low. The broad

spaces proved on observation to be broad,

shallow tracts of etched-out country, and most

of what had been supposed from map-study to

be monadnocks fell into a very good level sky-

line. The region contains but few monad-

nocks, and these of small size, their size and

number decreasing from north to south.

In the township of Hinsdale the peneplain

lies at a height of 2,050 to 2,100 feet ; at Wash-

ington Centre it falls to 2,000 feet; and seven

miles in a south-southeasterly direction, near

Becket Centre, it is but 1,850 feet in height.

Between Saudisfield Centre and New Marl-

borough, about seventeen miles due south of

Washington, the height of the peneplain de-

creases to 1,750 feet; at Tolland Centre its

elevation is about 1,550 feet; and at Blandford

Centre, about eight miles to the northeast, the

same. By comparison of these points the fol-

lowing conclusions were reached:

(1) The peneplain dips from about north-

northwest to south- southeast.

(2) Its fall in twenty-five miles is about 550

feet, a rate of twenty-two feet to the mile.

An apparent consequence of this slope of the

peneplain is the prevailingly south-southeast

courses of the streams, great and small, through-

out the area. Along the escarpments where

the upland falls off into the Housatonic low-

land or into the Connecticut lowland the

streams naturally follow the steeper gradient

and have cut east and west courses some dis-

tance back into the upland, though even these

streams in their upper courses conform more

and more to the habit of the other streams.

The long axes of the lakes and ponds also lie

prevailingly northwest and southeast, and the

majority of the long, straight stretches of road

follow the same direction.

KoLAND B. Dixon,

Charles D. Drew. .

SOIENTIFW LITERATURE.

The Dawn of Astronomy, a study of the temple-

worship and mythology of the ancient Egyptians.

By J. Norman Lockybr. New York and

London, The Macmillan Co. First edi-

tion, 1894 ;
second edition, 1897. Octavo, pp.

432. Illustrated. Price, $3.

Sir Norman Lockyer first gave his atten-

tion to the questions treated in this book

in the year 1890 and they are stated in

his preface somewhat as follows : It is a

matter of common knowledge that many of

the churches of England are so constructed

that their eastern windows face the point of

sunrise on the day of the patron saint. For ex-

ample, the churches dedicated to St. John the

Baptist face nearly northeast. The question

arises whether the Egyptian temples have a

similar orientation to the sun or to some star.

This can be completely determined by accurate

surveys of the temple sites ; by an investigation

of the inscriptions, etc. ; by a study of the my-

thology and history of the people ; by the calcu-
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^ation of tables of the rising and setting of the

stars for a period extending bacliward some 9,-

000 years, and by a painstaking discussion of

the data so amassed. A part of the worli de-

scribed has been done by Professor Lockyer, and

the results reached since the year 1890 (when

some of them were first announced by him) are

set forth in this volume. During visits to Egypt
he executed surveys of a few temple-sites and

the necessary calculations have since been made.

The French Scientific Commission which ac-

companied Napoleon in his Egyptian campaign,

and the Commission sent by the Prussian gov-

ernment in 1844, have published a vast amount
of accurate information regarding the sites, etc.,

of Egyptian monuments which bears directly

on the problem in hand.

Professor Lockyer's general conclusion is

that certain of the Egyptian temples are, in

fact, oriented by the stars as well as others

by the sun. The same conclusion was reached

quite independently in 1885 by Professor Nis-

sen, of Germany, though his work was unknown
to Lockyer at the time. Such is the general

problem. The particular developments are

given in a stout octavo volume first printed in

1893 and now reprinted without change, I be-

lieve.

The course of the argument in detail is some-

what as follows : Egyptian chronology, the

succession of kings, must be regarded as com-

paratively well known, considering the great

diflSculties of the subject. Making all allow-

ances for errors, the dates ofmany temples are

well fixed by their inscriptions. The mythol-

ogy of Egypt has likewise been studied with

remarkable success, and this mythology has, in

general, astronomical relations, as indeed is

the case in many countries. In Egypt, as in

other lands, there were gods related to the sun,

the moon, and a special goddess for the stars.

Their zodiac is represented by existing sculp-

tures whose figures have at once a mythologic

and an astronomic meaning. The priests made
sacrifices at dawn and at other seasons related

to the sun's diurnal and annual courses. In-

scriptions at Thebes show that the risings of

stars were observed throughout the entire year
;

and the heliacal rising of Sirius was connected

with the floods of the Nile. In Egypt, as in

India, the pantheon was mainly composed of

solar deities, but some of the personages had
intimate relations to stars and planets.

During the course of the year the sun rises

and sets at various points of the horizon of any
place. It rises farther to the north during the

summer, farther to the south during the winter

season. A star, however, rises at (sensibly) the

same point of the horizon for a century or so,

though the stars, too, have a slow motion due

to precession, which will, finally, produce great

alterations in their points of rising. The rising

of a star with the sun at a certain period of the

year—its heliacal rising—would be a marked
phenomenon, especially if the date coincided

with a critical time of the agricultural cycle.

Any recurring event of this nature may serve

to mark off dates—the heliacal rising of a

star ; the rising (or setting) of the sun at the

equinoxes or solstices
;
or the rising or setting

of a fixed star. The orientation of a temple

might well preserve the direction in which the

semi-sacred appearance was visible and there

is no doubt that many structures have been so

oriented. From ancient times worshippers have

chosen to face in a fixed direction during their

devotion or sacrifice.

The existence of solar temples in many parts

of the world is established beyond a doubt.

Some Egyptian temples are oriented to the sun

at its rising at the solstices (Karnak, Thebesi

etc.) ; some to its rising at the equinoxes

(Memphis, Gizeh, etc.) according to Professor

Lockyer. The orientation is changed from

solstitial to equinoctial in these cases, and Lock-

yer points out that so fundamental a variation

in astronomical thought strongly suggests a

change in the ruling race and religion. The
rise of the Nile is related to the season of the

summer solstice ; that of the Tigris and Eu-

phrates to the season of the spring equinox.

Have we here, the author asks, an indication

of two races which expressed ideas in the

monuments ? The suggestion is ingenious. So

far as I know, it has not been very hospitably

received by experts. It is interesting to note

that the temple of the sun at Peking is ori-

ented to the winter solstice
;
Stonehenge to the

solstice of summer; the temple of Solomon

similarly to the temple of Isis at the Pyramids

;
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St. Peter's at Rome so that the sun's rays at

the vernal equinox illuminate the high altar,

etc. , according to Professor Lockyer. The in-

scriptions of some of the Egyptian temples

prove, if proof is necessary, the intention of

their huilders. Speaking of a pair of obelisks

at Karnak an inscription reads, "They are seen

an endless number of miles away ; it is a flood

of shining splendor when the sun shines between

the two;" and again, " The sun's disc shines

between them as when it rises from the horizon

of heaven."

It is to be noticed that if the orientations of

the builders were exact, and if the measures

and directions determined at the present day

are accurate, it is a mere matter of calculation

to fix the astronomical date at which a temple

was constructed, provided their original inten-

tion is known to us. The dates of several of

the solar temples can be assigned with consider-

able accuracy in this manner. If we should find,

as in fact we do find, says Professor Lockyer,

that the builders of set purpose have slightly

altered the direction of the axis of a temple

during its construction, this will be a sign to in-

dicate that the celestial body related to the tem-

ple has changed its direction during the period,

perhaps several centuries, of construction. It

is upon facts of this kind that Lockyer bases his

proof that some of the temples are related, not

to the sun, but to stars. This is the key-note

of the book. The change of direction of the

axis is not to be explained by a change in the

sun's direction, but demands another interpre-

tation. The situations and arrangements of the

principal stars were well known to the inhabi-

tants of the Nile Valley. We have seen that

many of the Egyptian temples are oriented to

solar positions. There are many temples that

cannot by any possibility be so oriented. They

are built so that no ray of sunlight can pass

along their axes at any period of the year. The
question arises, are these temples oriented to

stars? or, again, are they oriented at all? Are

their directions assigned by chance ? The topo-

graphic conditions of the sites seem to show,

in a number of cases, that their builders had a set

purpose in facing them as they are faced. If

the direction of their walls had no significance

they would, it seems, have been differently

placed. The latter half of the volume under

review is devoted to these questions, namely

:

Were such temples oriented to a star ? to what

star ? and at what epoch were these monuments

constructed ?

Every detail of construction goes to show

that this group of (stellar) temples was built to

receive a horizontal ray of light along the axis

just as the solar temples were. A striking fact

in this connection is that the (stellar) temples

frequently exhibit a change of direction of the

principal axis, such as calculation shows would

be necessai'y to allow for changes in the direc-

tion of stellar beams every few centuries. A
solar temple does not require such changes of

axial direction. " Once a solar temple, a solar

temple for thousands of years ;
once a star

temple, only that star temple for something

like three hundred years." If after some three

centuries the stellar light no longer penetrated

the temple a change of direction of the axis

would be required. It is just such changes of

direction that have been found.

The foregoing summary is believed to repre-

sent with fairness the method adopted by Pro-

fessor Lockyer, and to indicate, at least, his main

conclusion, namely, that many of the Egyptian

temples have stellar relations and were oriented

so that the horizontal rays of Capella, Gamma
Draconis, etc., etc., might fall along their axes

at the time the buildings were constructed.

The latter half of the book is given to a detailed

proof of the stellar relations of the temples,

and it deals not only with architectural measure-

ments and astronomical computations, but with

recondite questions of mythology, history and

ethnology. To the writer of this review it

seems that the chiefmerit of the book is to have

called attention to a most important province

of the history of the growth of astronomic

notions (and thus of religious ideas) and to have

set forth in plain and popular form the obvious

method of research which must be resorted to.

It seems that further research is called for. It

may lead to certain and definite results. The
present volume can hardly be said to have

proved all its points. Tojudgeit completely one

should be historian, ethnologist and astrono-

mer in one
; but one need be no more than a
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humble logician to point out various flaws in

the argument.

I believe the Egyptologists do not accept the

Zodiac of Denderah and the inferences of Biot

as unreservedly as Professor Lockyer. The
ethnologists will, I understand, raise many ob-

jections to Professor Lockyer' s hypothesis of a

change of race and religion. Mythologists will

surely rebel against his treatment and interpre-

tation ofmyths. Astronomers will point out how
many stars there are and how few temples, so that

it may not be so very difficult, given several

hundred years of leeway, to choose a star

to fit a temple. Plain people will ask how it is

that a temple is, so to say, dedicated to one star

and oriented by another. Sirius was the star

related to Isis, Mut and Hathor. But the tem-

ples of these deities are not invariably oriented

by Sirius. Gamma Draconis is a rather faint

star. Why were not brighter ones selected ?

After raising these objections and a crowd of

others that might be brought forward, it re-

mains that Professor Lockyer's book is a con-

tribution of high value and merit. A question of

importance has been plainly put. The method
of solving it has been described in popular lan-

guage. The data now available has been

brought to the notice of everyone. If Profes-

sor Lockyer has done little more than this, and
if his principal conclusions still call for further

confirmation, he deserves the thanks of all con-

cerned in these questions—and who is not ?

Edwaed S. Holden.

Song Birds and Water Fowl. By H. E. Paek-
HXJEST. New York, Scribuers. October,

1897. Illustrated by Louis Agassiz Fuertes.

12mo, pp. 286. Price, $1.50.

If there is any truth in the law of supply and
demand, the present flood of popular bird

literature must be taken as evidence of an ex-

traordinary if not unprecedented interest in the

subject of birds and nature. It is a healthful

interest and one which awakens and develops

some of the better elements in our natures

which are apt to lie dormant.

Mr. Parkhurst's 'Song Birds and "Water

Fowl ' is not intended as an aid to the identifi-

cation of specimens, but belongs rather to the

class of popular nature studies. A fair idea of

the contents may be had from the chapter

headings, which are as follows : A Boquet of

Song Birds ; Water Fowl ; A Bird's-Eye View
;

Mistress Cuckoo ; Sea Swallows
; Bird's Nests

;

At the Water's Edge ; Lake George ; A Colony

of Herons
;
Earliest Signs of Spring.

The book is illustrated by eighteen admirable

full-page drawings by Fuertes.

C. H. M.

Birdcraft, a Field Book of Two Hundred Song,

Game, and Water Birds. By Mabel Osgood
Weight. New York, The Macmillan Co.

November, 1897. With 80 full-page plates

by Louis Agassiz Fuertes. 8mo, pp. 317.

Price, $2.50.

The second edition of Mrs. Wright's ' Bird-

craft ' is a pleasant surprise. The cheap

chromos of the first edition are replaced by a

colored frontispiece and eighty full-page half-

tone plates from original drawings by Fuertes,

the powerful young bird artist who has so sud-

denly sprung into fame. Most of these draw-

ings have recently appeared in 'Citizen Bird,'

by the same author and Dr. Elliott Coues

(noticed in Science of November 5, 1897, p.

706).

Since the text of the second edition of ' Bird-

craft ' is printed in the main from the same

electrotype plates as the first, it is only neces-

sary to refer to the review of the former

(Science, June 7, 1895, p. 635), with the addi-

tional statement that the principal errors there

mentioned have been corrected. The book in

its present form is attractive, interesting and

helpful and should be in the library of every

lover of birds.

C. H. M.

Magic Stage Illusions and Scientific Diversions, In-

cluding Trick Photography. Compiled and

edited by Albeet A. Hopkins, with an in-

troduction by Heney Ridgely Evans. New
York, Munn&Co. 1897. With four hundred

illustrations. Large 8vo. Pp. 556. Price,

$2.50.

The associations of the term magic are hardly

suggestive of scientific processes or principles

;

they are more apt to call up an atmosphere of

mystery and secret knowledge, a world of the
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unexpected and the unfathomable. But the

magic of to-day hears quite as conspicuously as

many of the applied arts and crafts the marks

of the laboratory and the research room. Nine-

teenth century magic reflects the evolution of

nineteenth century science and can look back

with an air of condescending amusement or

curious interest upon its old-time antecedents,

much as the modern chemist reads the annals

of alchemy or the superbly equipped astronomer

contemplates the vagaries of the medseival as-

trologer.

There is, indeed, much to interest the student

of science in the elaborate performances of the

prestidigitateur and the illusionist ; and the in-

terest is two-sided, physical and psychological.

The physical interest centers in the descrip-

tion of the true modus operandi of the tasks and

the accompanying paraphernalia; the psycholog-

ical interest in the method of arousing false

perceptions and inferences and producing the

conviction that the impossible has happened.

The student ofthe psychology ofdeception takes

his place with the audience and observes how
readily their attention is diverted at critical

moments, how easily they overlook the appar-

ently insignificant but really essential settings

of the trick, how the bewilderment increases

and the critical faculties lapse as one bit of

sleight-of-hand succeeds another. The student

of the curious and intricate applications of sci-

ence must be stationed behind the scenes and ob-

serve at times how simple a contrivance evades

detection, or, again, how an elaborate com-

bination of mechanical principles is ingeniously

applied to produce a startling effect. The main

lesson which the psychologist takes away is the

importance of the attitude in creating belief,

the dominance of cleverly suggested expectation

in our sense experience, the readiness with

which we substitute inference for observation

and go away convinced and deceived. The

physicist or the mechanician is quite certain to

be impressed with manifold possibilities of mys-

tification which the rapid increase of science

brings in its train.

This ably compiled volume will appeal to both

types of readers as well as to the more popular

interest in mysteries and the processes of decep-

tion. It is wide in scope, treating of conjuring

tricks of all varieties; of jugglers and fire-eaters;

of puppets and shadow dances; of ventriloquism

and second sight ; of the application of science

to stage effects and cycloramas and fireworks
;

of automatic and scientific toys ;
of the kineto-

scope and the vitascope, and the varied appli-

cations of photography ;
and in addition to all

this some interesting information upon the con-

juring tricks and performances of olden times.

The tone of the descriptions is clear and the

volume is well adapted to satisfy the needs of

the somewhat heterogeneous class of readers

who are likely to consult it. Moreover, the

book is distinctly modern, and avoids both the

unnecessarily popular and frequently irrelevant

style of much of this kind of literature. It

comes as nearly within the pale of science as any

book with this kind of a purpose can be expected

to reach. A valuable bibliography and index

add much to its usefulness.

Joseph Jasteow.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES—SECTION

OF BIOLOGY—NOVEMBER 8, 1897.

The meeting was called to order by Professor

Wilson, the Chairman. Twenty-two persons

present. After reading the minutes of the pre-

vious meeting, the following program was pre-

sented :

Mr. Matthews reported on analyses of sper-

matozoa in Kossel' s laboratory, Marburg. Sperm

of Arbacia, herring, pig and bull were examined.

Herring sperm heads were separated from the

tails by Meischer's method, and made free from

albumen. They consisted of protamin nucleate,

having the formula C^oHj^N^PiO^,, C3oH5,Ni,06.

The nucleinic acid appeared identical with that

of salmon sperm (Meischer), although the pro-

tamin differed from salmon protamin, as shown

by Kossel. The sperm tails consisted chiefly of

a combination of lecithin, cholesterin and albu-

men, similar to, but not identical with, similar

constituents of salmon sperm tail. The tails con-

tained no nuclein. The heads contained no leci-

thin nor cholesterin. Arbacia sperm contained

nucleinic acid, but no protamin, instead ofwhich

a histon-like body was present. It is probable

that Arbacia sperm chromatin is an histon nu-
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cleate and more complex than fish-sperm chro-

matin. Neither bull or pig sperm contain pro-

tamiu. The author suggests that thesimplicity

of fish-sperm chromatin is difficult to reconcile

with Weismann's hypothesis.

Dr. Bashford Dean, in ' Notes on Falseos-

pondylus,' gave a brief reply to Dr. Traquair's

recent objections (Pro. Zool. Soc. Lond. March

16, 1897). The author notes :

(1) That the radial-shaped markings of the

type specimen are certainly part of the fossil,

since they occur in a second specimen now in

the possession of Professor Stratford.

(2) That his broader interpretation of the

' unpaired nasal opening' (Traquair) as a naso-

mouth ring (as in Myxine) was an independent

as well as a necessary one, as will appear in the

full paper.

(3) That the view of the presence of the

radial-shaped markings as the probable sup-

ports of paired fins, the relations of Palseospon-

dylus to the Marsipobranchs, become even more
hypothetical.

Dr. Matthew reported on the status of the

Puerco fauna. A review of the Puerco fauna,

based on Dr. Wortman's geological observations

in the field and the records kept by the Ameri-

can Museum collecting parties, shows that the

Upper and Lower Puerco beds do not contain

a species in common, and only three or four

genera pass through. The two faunas are en-

tirely distinct. Dr. Wortman proposes to call

the upper beds the Torregon formation, retain-

ing the name Puerco for the lower beds.

Mixodeotes, formerly supposed to be a primate

allied to the modern Chiromys, is a true Eodent
in the first stage of evolution. It has the char-

acteristic Rodent astragalus, very like that of

the earlier Sciuromorphs. The incisor is inter-

mediate between the short, rooted spatulate in-

cisor of most modern mammals and the long,

rootless scalpriform incisor of the Rodentia.

The root is long, but does not grow from a per-

sistent pulp, and the crown is long and pointed,

but still retains much of the spatulate shape.

The canine and anterior premolars are disap-

pearing, the fourth premolar becoming molari-

form, and the molars showing some traces of

an impending change to a type like that of the

Wasatch rodents.

More complete material of many species

shows that all the placental mammals were re-

markably similar in skeleton structure. They
were plantigrade, pentadactyl, with claws or

narrow hoofs, short, clumsy limbs and long,

heavy tail. Contrary to expectation, the podium
and metapodium are not usually arranged in

serial order. The carpus is alternating in the

four species in which it is known, and the tarsus

is serial in only two out of eleven species. Of
these two, one is a primate, the other is the an-

cestor of Phenacodus and has an alternating car-

pus. The direct ancestors of the Perissodactyls

and Artiodactyls do not seem to be among the

known Basal Eocene species. The Creodont

Clsenodon resembles the modern bears in foot

structure as well as in the teeth, and may have

been ancestral to them. Considering that such

widely diiferent types as the Edentates, Ro-

dents, Primates and Amblypods have been

traced to their first beginnings in the Basal

Eocene, it may be concluded that the first dif-

ferentiation of all the Placental mammals took

place at the beginning of the Tertiary and not

in the Cretaceous as has frequently been stated.

Dr. Matthews' paper was discussed at length

by Professor Osborn and Dr. Wortman.
Mr. Harrington reported on some observa-

tions which he had made on ' Earth Worms
during Copulation.' He described an organ

which apparently had been usually overlooked.

This organ, the spermatophore of some authors,

consists of a modified seta, much enlarged at

the extremity and functioning, as Mr. Harring-

ton suggests, to force spermatozoa into the

seminal receptacles of the other worm.

Gary N. Calkins,

Secretary of Section.

THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCE OP ST. LOUIS.

At the meeting of the Academy of St. Louis

on the evening of November 15, 1897, Professor

F. E. Nipher presented informally some of the

results of recent experiments on the stability of

a pivotally mounted sheet in an air stream, his

experiments having been performed by exposing

the pressure planes on the roof of a moving box

car.

William Treleasb.

Secretary.
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THE REVIVAL OF ALCHEMY*

"Superfluous rehearsalls I lay asyde,

Intendyng only to give trew informatyon

Both of the theoryke and practicall

operatyon
;

That by my wrytyng who so will

guyded be.

Of hys intente perfyctly speed thall he."

Geoege Ripley (1471).

Fraud, folly and failure have been deeply

written into the annals of alchemy in all

ages ; it was early characterized as an 'art

without art, beginning with deceit, con-

tinued by labor and ending in poverty,' and
in modern times its extravagant pretensions

have been condemned by an exact and
critical science, yet notwithstanding there

are to- day indications of a resuscitation of

the captivating theories and of renewed at-

tempts at their practical application, of

great interest to students of the intellectual

vagaries of mankind.

Belief in the possibilility of prolonging

life by an artificial elixir and of trans-

muting base metals into silver and gold

was generally entertained in the Middle

Ages, not only by the ignorant masses, but

even by serious-minded philosophers im-

bued with all the learning of the time ; and

the popular faith was sustained by the

tricks of unprincipled impostors who found

it profitable to prey upon the credulity and

avarice of their fellow men. Those who in

* Read before the New York Section of the American

Chemical Society, October 1, 1897.
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modern times have written of alchemists

find in the extravagant views ofa Paracelsus,

and in the careers of a Flamel, a Sendi-

vogius, or of a John Dee, more entertain-

ing materials than in the abstract concep-

tions of sober philosophers, and conse-

quently most readers are more familiar

with the misdeeds of adventurers than with

the honest beliefs of respectable men of

science. Before condemning those who
labored day and night to solve the problems

of transmutation and the elixir of life we
should consider their intellectual environ-

ment ; superstitious beliefs of every kind

prevailed ; even the sciences were in

bondage ; astronomy was dominated by

astrology; medicine was influenced by

magic ; natural history was subject to blind

belief in authorities, and scientific chemis-

try was entirely overwhelmed by the

chimeras of alchemy. Kepler and Tycho

Brahe, at the Court of Rudolph II., did not

think it beneath their dignity to cast

horoscopes for gain and to predict the fu-

ture by consulting the positions of celestial

bodies, even while formulating the laws gov-

erning their motions. European crowned

heads retained astrologers and alchemists

as members of their courts. A century later

Sir Isaac Newton dabbled with furnaces

and chemicals in true hermetic style ; and

Leibnitz showed the courage of his convic-

tions by acting as Secretary of an Al-

chemical Society in Germany. The influ-

ence of superstition on the mental attitude

of truly great men decreased with the ad-

vancement of learning, and when the

foundations of scientific chemistry were

laid by Priestley, Lavoisier, Scheele and

their contemporaries, the doctrines of

alchemy were abandoned. And yet not

wholly abandoned, for there seems to have

been a small number of persons in all coun-

tries who have clung to the hope of realiz-

ing transmutation, a hope sustained by the

desire to reap the golden reward. This

minority rejected the extravagant belief in

a life-prolonging elixir, and in the divine

origin of the profound secrets of the in-

itiated, and sought to appropriate from the

growing sciences such discoveries and
theories as could be interpreted in favor of

transmutation.

The printing press has never ceased to

issue works devoted to the subject. Some
authors have written of a ' higher chemis-

try,' and others have sought to reconcile

the new doctrines of chemists with the an-

cient theories of alchemists. As recently

as 1832 a German professor wrote a learned

volume with the avowed intent of proving-

the verity of transmutation from historical

sources (Sehmieder's Geschichte der Al-

chemie, Halle, 1832). The number of re-

prints of the grotesque writings of reputed)

adepts which have appeared since chemis-

try has become an exact science is surpris-

ingly large, and the fact that they find pur-

chasers indicates a small but zealous class-

of hermetic students. So eminent a chem-

ist as Sir Humphry Davy did not hesitate

to affirm that some of the doctrines of

alchemy are not unphilosophical.

Recent discoveries in physics, chemistry

and psychology have given the disciples of
Hermes renewed hopes, and the present

position of chemical philosophy has given

the fundamental doctrine of alchemy a sub-

stantial impetus ; the favorite theory of a

prima materia, or primary matter, the basis-

of all the elementary bodies, has received

new support by the discoveries of allotrop-

ism of the elements, isomerism of organic

compounds, the revelations of the spectro-

scope, the practical demonstrations by Nor-

man Lockyer, the experiments on the spe-

cific heat of gaseous bodies at a high tem-

perature by Mallard and Le Chatelier, the

discoveries of Sir "William Crookes as set

forth in his monograph on ' Meta-elements,''

the discovery by Carey Lea of several singu-

lar allotropic forms of silver, and, most
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weighty of all, the mass of related facta

and phenomena which find their ultimate

expression in the Periodic Law of the Ele-

ments, so that many chemists of the present

day are inclined to believe in the mutual

convertibility of elements having similar

chemical properties. Daniel Berthelot, in

hisnotable work entitled ' De 1' allotropie

des corps simples,' boldly afl'irms his belief

in the unity of matter. He says :
" Without

seeking to find in any one of the known
elements the generator of the others, can we
not invoke the facts that we have revealed

in our study of carbon, in favor of the hy-

pothesis of a unique matter unequally con-

densed ?" And elsewhere he writes :
" The

transmutation of an element is nothing

more than the transformation of the mo-

tions which determine the existence of said

element, and which gives it special proper-

ties, into the specific motions peculiar to the

existence of another element."

Simultaneously with the development of

the truly scientific aspect of alchemical

theory, there has arisen an extraordinary

revival of the metaphysical side of the ques-

tion ; this goes hand in hand with the in-

terest in chiromancy, astrology, theosophy

and occult sciences which occupy so large a

place in modern thought, literature and

polite society on both sides of the Atlantic.

This tendency to cultivate the esoteric

manifests itself in the study of the Kabala,

the investigation of the mysteries of Budd-

hism, Confucianism and other oriental

philosophies, in researches into the phenom-

ena of spiritualism so-called, and in the

foundation of societies to study Psychic

Force and the tenets of the followers of

Madame Blavatsky ; crystal-gazing, read-

ing in magic mirrors, slate-writing, plan-

chette, the quasi-scientific study of appari-

tions, of table-turnings, of rappings by un-

seen powers, of telepathy, of subliminal

self, are now regarded as legitimate pur-

suits in no wise necessarily associated with

the black arts of mediaeval times, provided

only they are conducted in a spirit of en-

quiry and for the purpose of discovering

the latent power underlying these phenom-

ena. And this line of research receives

stimulus from the results secured by stu-

dents of experimental psychology, of hypno-

tism, from such discoveries as the phenom-

ena of the X-rays, and from the tran-

scendental physicists who theorize on the

m^iraculous consequences of four dimen-

sional matter. Crowded lecture halls re-

ward exhibitions of trance mediums, speak-

ers on theosophy, palmistry and occultism;

in lower walks of life fortune-tellers and

clairvoyants reap a modest harvest ; books

treating of occult themes enjoy great

notoriety ; writers of fiction find it profit-

able to introduce the mysterious into the

children of their brains ; even secular jour-

nals, especially those of France, give space

to the all-absorbing discussions on her-

metism ; these are some of the evidences of

great popular interest in the unknowable.

Only persons with special intellectual equip-

ment are able to measure, weigh, sift and

coordinate the novel phenomena gathered

by researches in the field of hypnotism, psy-

chology and occultism ; those of weaker

mental powers fail to perceive the real

significance of the discoveries and are led

away into unprofitable and dangerous

superstitions.

In the Middle Ages alchemy was nurtured

by ignorant superstition; now it is fostered

by the prevalent devotion to esoteric stud-

ies ; formerly the popular belief was in

part supported by the fraudulent claims of

impostors; now a higher standard of intelli-

gence rejects the transparent tricks of imi-

tators of Cagliostro. There are, indeed,

occasional attempts to swindle the credu-

lous by appeals to avarice ; we read in the

daily press of an American confidence-man

who tried to cheat a London jeweler by
pretending to ' multiply ' sovereigns ; of a
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vulgar scheme of fraud among ignorant

tradesmen on the east side of New York
City, in which lead, iron scraps, crucibles

and furnaces formed the properties ; and of

the larger operations of an educated French

chemist who found dupes in both South

and North America ; but in each of these

cases the severe logic of law courts inter-

vened and abruptly discomfited the swin-

dlers. It is not by sleight-of-hand that the

revival of alchemy is now being engineered,

but by a company of educated charlatans.

The movement to resuscitate alchemical

doctrines and practices has been particularly

successful in France, where there are to-day

four societies and a ' university' claiming to

possess occultknowledge ofhermetic myster-
ies; these secret societies are named: ' Ordre

de la Rose-Croix, ' L'Ordre Martiniste,'

' La Soci6te d' Homeopathic Hermetique

'

and ' L' Association Alchimique de France.'

The first two of these societies seem to

work on lines similar to Free Masonry, and
claim that their secret mysteries were be-

queathed by the last sages of Atlantis and
by the Lemures to their brethren in Asia

and Egypt, dwellers in sanctuaries whence
issued Krishna, Zoroaster, Hermes, Moses,

Pythagoras and Plato. The priestly Magi
who preserved this lore in the temples of

Thebes, Heracleopolis, Aphrodite, Pthah
and Serapis were succeeded by secret al-

chemical societies of the first centuries of

our era; then followed the Hermetic lodges

of the Arabs, and these gave rise to the

Templars, the Rosicrucians and the Mar-

tinists.

The third society cultivates especially

occult therapeutics, a system of medicine

invented in the sixties by Count Ctesar

Mattel, of Bologna, which unites the prin-

ciples of Hahnemann with those of the

latro-chemists, disciples of Pai-acelsus. This

new departure in medicine publishes four

monthly organs and special treatises all its

own.

The Alchemical Association of France
is successor to the Societe Hermetique,

which was founded by the late Albert Pois-

son (f 1894), also known by the pen-name
Philophotes. Its seat is in Paris ; the objects

of the Association as set forth in its Con-

stitution are " the theoretical and experi-

mental study of evolution and of the trans-

mutation of bodies. Its members, with this

end in view, study the processes of the

ancient alchemists and compare them with

the work of modern chemists." These ob-

jects are to be accomplished as follows

:

" The Association proposes to assist in reviv-

ing the unitary doctrines of chemistry.

1st, by grouping the efforts of isolated

workers by means of L'Hyperchiinie ; 2d, by
furnishing them the aid of advanced stu-

dents ; 3d, by supplying so far as possible

books and apparatus to its members. Re-

searches of the members, when approved by

the Masters, should be forwarded in dupli-

cate to the Secretary-General ; one will be

printed in L^ Hyperchimie, and the other wiU
be preserved in the archives of the Associa-

tion for the benefit of members who can

secure it on demand." " Candidates for ad-

mission must pass an examination in: 1st,

the theory and history of alchemy ; and 2d,

the elements of physics and of chemistry

(without mathematics). A diploma from

a normal, polytechnic or industrial school

will be accepted in place of No. 2."

The affairs of the Association are con-

trolled by the Secretary-General, F. Jollivet-

Castelot (of Douai), assisted by seven

Councillors, who hold an annual meeting.

There are at present (July, 1897) two-

Honorary Members, Camille Flammarion,

the popular writer on astronomj% and Au-

gust Strindberg, a Swede residing in

Austria, author of several hermetic essays.*

There are two other classes of members,

* Dr. Stephen H. Emmens, of New York, has been

added to the list of honorary members since writing

the above.
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masters (maitres), who are chosen from the

ordinary members by the Council after an

examination of their writings ; and ordi-

dinary members {membres adherents), of

which the number is unlimited. Modest

dues entitle the members to the organ of

the Association, L'Hyperchimie, a monthly

review of alchemy and hermetism founded

in 1896.

The Councillors of the Alchem^ical Asso-

ciation have combined with the active

members of the other Societies named to

establish a Universite Libre des Sautes Etudes.

At present this includes three Faculties :

I. Faculte des Sciences Hermetiques, of

which the Association Alchimique forms a

section. The director of this Faculty is Dr.

G. Encausse, and the course of instruction

embraces the study of the Tarot, alchemical

philosophy and practice, occultism, mysti-

cism, Hebrew, etc. ; the curriculum leading

to the ' baccalaureat-en-Kabbale ' is under

the supervision of the Group of Esoteric

Students, while candidates for the degrees of

m.aster and doctor are under the direction

of the Martinist Order.

II. Faculte des Sciences Magnetiques,

represented by the Ecole de Magnetisme de

Paris, and under the direction of M. Dur-

ville ; it has branches at Lyons, Bordeaux

and other cities.

III. Faculte Spirite, comprising several

sections of Spiritism.

Each Faculty preserves complete inde-

pendence, being ' united only by moral

bonds destined to hasten expansion of the

rational spiritualistic movement.

'

The nature of the instruction given at

this University will appear in the review

of the philosophy of its promoters.

The leading spirits in these secret socie-

ties and in this University are as follows

:

F. Jollivet-Castelot, Secretary-General of

the Alchemical Association, special delegate

to the Supreme Council of the Martinists,

editor of L'Hyperchiinie, and author of

' Comment on devient Alchimiste,' ' L'Hy-

lozoisme' and other alchemic treatises ; Dr.

M. H. E. Lalande, whose pen-name is Mare

Haven ; F. Ch. Barlet, author of ' Essai sur

I'Evolution de I'Idee ;' Dr. G. Encausse,

who generally conceals his identity under

the signature Papus, is President of the

Esoteric Group,* President of the Supreme

Council of the Martinists and the author of

sixteen treatises on hermetism and magic,

among which ma}' be named ' Traite ele-

mentaire de Magie Pratique.' Papus is also

editor of L'Initiation, a journal devoted

to theosophy, magic and occultism, and of

Le Voile d'Isis a weekly review of spir-

itualism . Stanislas de Guaita is best known
as the author of ' Le Temple de Satan,'

' Clef de la Magie ISToire,' and ' Le Probleme

du Mai,' works dealing with sorcery, the

astral light in man and other mysteries.

Marius Decrespe's essay on ' Les Microbes

de I'Astral,' Paul Sedir's ' Les Incantations'

and Albert de Rocha's ' Exteriorisation de

la Motricite ' are works which indicate the

mental attitude of those engaged in the re-

vival of alchemy and hermetism. A bibli-

ography of this class of works is here out

of place ; a single trade catalogue enumer-

ates one hundred and twenty titles, chiefly

of recent date.

One of the oldest workers in the Alchem-

ical Association is the ' Master' Theodore

Tiffereau ; in 1854-55 he sent to the French

Academy of Sciences six memoirs in which

he claimed to have discovered a method of

converting silver into gold. Tiffereau had
made his experiments in Mexico at great

expense, supporting himself meanwhile by
taking daguerreotypes. His process was re-

peated at the Mint in Paris before the as-

* The Groupe Independant d'Etudes Esoteriques

has 1,600 members, 104 branches and correspondents.

It embraces members of the folio-wing societies : Or-

dre Martiniste, Ordre Kabbalistique de la Eose-

Croix, Eglise Gnostique, Soci<;te Alchimique de

France. Membership is free.
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sayer, M. Levol, but with little success.

The substance of his memoirs was published

in 1855 in a volume entitled ' Les Metaux

sont des Corps Composes ;' of this a new
edition was published by Lermina in 1889.

Tififereau has never abandoned his claim,

and as recently as October, 1896, he ad-

dressed another memoir to the Academy,
in which he attempts to prove that the

metal aluminum is a compound. Briefly

stated his process is as follows : He placed

in a stout glass tube a piece of aluminum
foil with pure nitric acid and sealed the

tube hermetically. He then exposed the

tube and contents to the sun's rays during

two months ; at the end of this time he

opened the tube ; it gave out an odor which

he thought was due to ether, and it yielded

a few grammes of crystals which he

thought tasted like acetic acid. Since

both ether and acetic acid are compounds
of carbon, TifFereau concluded that this ele-

ment was derived from the aluminum.
Analytical chemists would criticize this ex-

periment in several points ; they would say

Tiffereau did not demonstrate the absence

of carbon in the metal used, and that he

depended upon smell and taste for proofs

of the cai-bon compounds ; the tongue and
the nose are incontestably useful adjuncts

to the reagents of a chemical laboratory,

but additional tests for .ether and acetic

acid would have been more conclusive. In

Tififereau's recent writings he attributes

the transmutation of a base metal into the

most precious one, to the action of the ' mi-

crobe of gold.'

For a student of chemistry to read, digest

and write down in intelHgible language, in

a limited space, the principles of this new
school of chemical philosophers is a difficult

task, even for one somewhat familiar with

the literature of the ancient alchemists

;

consequently the following analysis falls far

short of the ideal. It is properly the work
of a kabalist, a theosophist and a magician,

proud designations which the writer dis-

claims. The modern alchemists accept all

the traditions of their ancient predecessors,

but give them a new significance, and in-

terweave the novel phenomena derived from

researches in pure science. They claim that

during the fourteenth, fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries the official schools of in-

struction taught exclusively the physical

part of the sciences, and that the metaphys-

ical part (which is the real life and soul of

the study) has been rejected under the op-

probrious name of occult science. This

living aspect of science has, however, been

studied in the secret societies of the in-

itiated, which have preserved the traditions

of the kabala, the mysteries of hermetism

and the practice of transmutation. The
study of science is as much a religious

question as an intellectual one, and worship

at an altar should sustain and enlighten the

worker in a laboratory. ' Chemistry, al-

chemy and hermetic philosophy form three

steps of the ladder which leads the initiated

from the laboratory, through artistic realiza-

tion, to the oratory :
^ Labora, Opera, Ora et

Invenies.' "

The modern alchemists also maintain that

Darwin and his disciples appreciated but a
small part of the great doctrine of evolu-

tion, which should be applied to the chem-

ical elements as well as to living beings.

The starting point in the evolution of ele-

ments is the ether (the universal astral

fluid of the kabalists) , the infinitely divisi-

ble particles of which form chemical atoms

by agglomeration. This ether is condensed

energy, and hence all matter is resolved

into energy.

Energy, matter and motion form a trinity

analogous to the Divine Trinity, one in

substance, three in appearance. Matter is

one in kind, and the diversity of chemical

bodies results from difierences in grouping

and in motions of the constituent particles.

Intelligence is allied in a mysterious way
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with matter and energy, forming another

trinity. Every atom centralizes intelligence,

is in itself a living entity and by a process

of self-evolution yields the diverse natural

bodies. " Ether is the father of hydrogen,

from which are derived oxygen, nitrogen,

carbon, etc., combinations due to etheric

vortices." "Perhaps helium should pre-

cede hydrogen." This view of matter as a

living entity is greatly insisted on, and the

doctrine is called Hylozoism. An alchemist

who expects to succeed must possess psychic

power over the atoms, so that by the action

of his will they shall group themselves to

form the metal desired.

Such is the physical philosophy of

modern alchemists ; the kabalistic philos-

ophy is by no means so clear, being closely

linked to the Tarot, which signifies the

'hieroglyphs and algebraic calculations of

the Primordial Genesis.'

Students of the mystical philosophy of

the Hebrews discover profound occult sig-

niiicance in accidental similarities of widely

differing objects and phenomena. The

seven planets, seven days of the week,

seven colors, seven orifices in the head, seven

metals known to the ancients, seven arch-

angels and seven infernal demons pre-

sent to the truly kabalistic mind mar-

vellous and precious analogies. In the

' Table of Concordance of Major Arcana

'

these correspondences are given :
' Heth-

Justice-Elementary existence-Nizah-Can-

cer-June-Hydrogen-Fire.

'

Jollivet-Castelot has written of Kabalistic

Alchemy, and a perusal of his essays leaves

in the mind of the uninitiated confused

memories of colors, numbers, signs of the

zodiac, alchemical operations as distillation,

fixation and the like, the names of the sons

of Jacob, certain precious stones, geomet-

rical figures, Hebrew characters, Azoth,

quintessence and the Devil, all discussed in

a language as obscure as the symbolism

portrayed. To conceal esoteric mysteries

abbreviations are often used, but one does

not have to be very deeply initiated to recog-

nize in P . •
. Ph .

•
.

' pierre philosophale,'

and in G .
•

. O .
•

.
' grand oeuvre.'

Astral light is an important factor in

modern hermetism, and is related very

closely to the ' radiant matter ' of chemists

and the 'ether' of physicists. "Astral

light is the universal agent, the universal

plastic mediator, the common receptacle of

vibrations of motion and of the phantoms

of form." It is also the Od of the Hebrews

and of Baron von Eeichenbach ; it is the

great Thelesma of Hermes Trismegistus,

and the control of this force constitutes the

great arcana of practical magic. It heats,

illuminates, magnetizes, attracts, repels,

vivifies, destroys, coagulates, separates,

crushes and gathers all things under the

stimulus of powerful wills ; it is a perpetual

and transformable vibration. Its kabalistic

figure, represented by the Serpent of

Theogonies, is

:

Od = -f

Ob= -
Aour = CO

When the universal light magnetizes the

universe it is called astral light ; when it

forms metals it is called Azoth, or the Mer-

cury of the Sages ; when it gives light to

animals it is called animal magnetism.

The astral undulations determine the posi-

tion of the atoms or neutralize them.

Herein lies the secret of transmutation, and

it becomes the privilege of the hermetist to

acquire the power of controlling this agent.

The adepts in this phase of hermetism

still appeal to the Tabula Smaragdina of

Hermes Trismegistus as the embodiment of

alchemic lore. The ' Father of Alchemy,'

who has been identified with Canaan,

Noah's grandson, invented arithmetic,

geometry, astronomy and music, taught

writing to the Egyptians, and gave laws

and religious rites to the people ; he was
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perfectly acquainted with the ' philosophers'

stone,' and, desirous that posterity should

inherit the wonderful secret, he had the

whole art of creating gold engraved on an

emerald tablet, which was placed in his

sepulchre. Many years later this was re-

moved by Sarah, Abraham's wife, and she

concealed it in a cave near Hebron ; there

it remained until again discovered by Alex-

ander the Great. The inscription reads in

part as follows

:

" I speak not of fictitious things, but of

that which is most true and certain. What-
soever is below is like that which is above,

and that which is above is like that which

is below, to accomplish the miracles of one

thing. Also since all things were made
from one by the help of one, so all things

are made from one thing by conjunction.

The Father thereof is the Sun and the

Mother thereof is the Moon ; the wind car-

ries it in his belly, and the nurse thereof is

the earth. * * * This thing has more

fortitude than fortitude itself, because it

will overcome every subtile thing and pene-

trate every solid thing. By it this world

was formed. Hence proceed wonderful

things which in this wise were established.

For this reason I am called Hermes Tris-

megistus, because I possess three parts of

the philosophy of the whole world. What
I had to say about the work of the sun is

completed."

Writers on modern alchemy discuss the

marvels of palingenesis, of homunculi,

and of gamahes ; they write of the ma-
terialization of a metal through the medium
(mediumnite) of a metal; they cite the

'Rules of Philalethes,' the works of George

Ripley and of the Cosmopolite, and refer in

the same essay to Berzelius, Berthelot and

Moissan. We are told that " le diable est le

singe de Dieu," and that the " Cherubim of

the Ark of the Covenant symbolizes the

male and the female of the Universe, the

Alchemical Father and Mother," by the

very authors who show acquaintance with

the most recent advances in pure chemistry.

In liquid fluorin they perceive a realiza-

tion of the Alkahest, or universal solvent

long sought bj' mediaeval alchemists.

Accustomed to juggle with numbers, the

kabalist finds abundant opportunity in the

atomic weights of the elements, and he

makes the most of his opportunity. When
the arithmetical sum of the atomic weights

of elements entering into a given compound
chances to equal the atomic weight of gold,

this accidental correspondence is seized

upon as a pretext for claiming hermetic re-

lationship between the two substances.

August Strindberg has devoted much
study to such correspondence and points

out the following

:

K.MnO, = 197 = Au
Cu.C], = 196 = Au
Fe3S= 197 = Au

C,HJ + I Br = 197 = Au

He uses both 196 and 197 as the atomic

weight of gold to suit his purposes, and

seems to be very weak in arithmetic, for the

hypothetical body Fe3S has a molecular

weight of 200.

The ammonium-ferrous-sulfate crystal-

lized with six molecules of water, which

chances to have a molecular weight equal to

that of gold, is used by Strindberg as basis

of the following experiment, which serves to

show his method of reasoning and of opera-

ting.

Ammoniacal sulfate of iron = 392 = Au
is perhaps the solution of the enigma ; sul-

fate of iron (green copperas), precipitates

solutions of gold ; to precipitate according

to monist-chemistry is to enter as a factor

into the reconstitution of the body of a

compound. Soak ' a strip of paper in a so-

lution of sulfate of iron, and expose to the

fumes of ammonia ; the paper will assume

a bluish-green color like that of the pro-

toxid of gold. Dry the strip of paper over
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a lighted cigar and the paper will acquire a

chestnut-brown color like that of the deu-

toxid of gold. Little by little metallic

flakes of a golden yellow color appear, form-

ing a non-solid (non-fixe) gold, when the

sulfate of iron produces an auto-fecondation

by self-precipitation. However, the golden

flakes amalgamate with mercury, which

property is not shared by iron. After show-

ing by appropriate tests that iron is still

present the hermetic chemist proceeds tp

explain the reaction by assuming the forma-

tion of the hypothetical FCjS = 196 = Au,

or of the imaginary compound

Fe.O, -f 2H,0 = 196 = Au,

or of the

ferrous-ammonium-sulfate = 392 = AUj

;

amd he adds, ' The chlorid of gold is reduced

by the nicotine of the cigar.' Since, how-

ever, no reagent containing chlorin in any

form was used in the experiment, this ele-

ment must have been created at the same

time with the gold, which, however, is ' in-

complete ' gold soluble in unmixed acids.

A preacher should never be judged by a

single sermon, and to do justice to these

nineteenth century alchemists, one more
' recipe for gold ' may be transcribed.

•" Put into a crucible layers of sheet iron

and of powdered vitriol; place over it an-

other crucible pierced with a hole for respi-

ration. Heat in an intense fire. But a flux

must be added to the crucible to prevent

melting, viz: One kilo litharge, one kilo

dean white sand, mix and add to the cru-

cible at a red heat. Remove with an iron

spoon the yellow oil and put it aside. The
two compounds have not lost weight. This

oil is dry water, a fire, a salamander. * * *

You obtain a metal of a golden yellow,

having a density of 24, not capable of being

minted. This is changed into ordinary

gold." With the exception of a few unim-

portant sentences, this is the entire recipe.

but how the final transformation is to be

effected is not given.

To acquire knowledge and power for

successful hermetic labors, to become eligi-

ble for initiation in the occult societies, is

no easy task. The aspirant must strive

valiantly against the passions that assail

him, casting out of his soul pride, anger,

jealousy, hatred, avarice, hypocrisy, idle-

ness. If the candidate for honors desires to

become worthy of the name hermetic

philosopher he must prove himself a Ma-
gian

; he must learn to exercise his will on
matter in all its forms, and to acquire

this power he should practice crystal-gaz-

ing and reading in magic mirrors ; to learn

to perceive the invisible he must with-

draw from the visible, imposing on him-

self psychic sleep, called by some hypnosis.

As adjuncts to the attainment of the ideal

mental state he should use perfumes, music

and light ; and eventually the astral body,

separated from the physical body, will sup-

ply the intellectual, moral and material

illumination indispensable to the Great

Work.
It is rather discouraging to learn that,

even after fulfilling all these hard condi-

tions, no one can realize the perfection de-

sired until he has passed through several of

our planetary existences. The would-be

alchemist must also follow the percepts of

Albertus Magnus ; he should be discreet,

silent, and must not reveal the result of his

labors ; he must reside in an isolated place

and choose the time and the hours for his

tasks ; he must be patient, assiduous and
persevering, and he must be rich enough to

bear the expenses of his pursuit. Besides

ordinary chemical apparatus he should pro-

vide several objects indispensable to his

work, a magic wand, a sword to dissolve

the astral coagulations, a magic mirror, a

brazier for perfumes, a wooden altar covered

with a white cloth, and an alchemist's robe

of white linen to be worn with a girdle
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embroidered in gold and silver. In all his

chemical operations he must project psychic

force into the reagents.

Bright prospects for the future of chemical

science are claimed by this school of philos-

ophers. Inorganic chemistry is destined

to follow the lines in which inorganic chem-

istry has prospered; the formation, deriva-

tion, or rather the evolution of metalloids

(so-called) and of metals will be realized

through etheric cyclones, different degrees

of condensation of hydrogen. Chemical

bodies are of one kind only and they are all

organic and living.

There is a growing belief among advanced

chemists in the theory that the elementary

bodies as known to us are compounds of a

unique primary matter {protyle), and that

transformation of one kind into a similar

one is not beyond the bounds of possibility,

but we do not think that the modern

hermetists are pursuing the right path to

accomplish this end; nor do we believe that

the world of science is any nearer the

coveted goal of alchemical avarice.

The revival of alchemical pursuits in

France finds concurrent sympathy in other

parts of the world. Especially does this

pseudo-art flourish in India, where the Sann-

yassis, a caste initiated in occultism, prac-

tice the transmutation of tin, zinc, copper

and mercury into silver, or at least into a

metal resembling silver superficially. In

the published recipes for effecting this

change arsenic plays a prominent part, a

substance used for the same deception by

the alchemists of the Middle Ages. In

China a belief in alchemy has existed from

very early times ; reprints of ancient trea-

tises are still for sale, and the experimental

phase is quietly studied by semi-educated

persons.

In the United States two notable events

have occurred within twelve months, one

of which seems to threaten financial revo-

lution. A bold claim to manufacture gold

of pure antimony has been made by Ed.
ward C. Brice, of Chicago ; having been re-

fused a patent on his process by the United

States Patent OfiSce, he demanded a test to

be made, and three assayers of the United

States Mint conducted the trial under

Brice's instructions. Needless to say, the

experiment did not verify the claim ; the

assayers found that all commercial anti-

mony contains a trace of gold, and that

Brice did not even recover the whole of this

by his process. Brice's previous record

does not bear the full light of investigation,

so that this attempt to revive alchemical

practice is on a par with many that have

preceded it.

Quite different seems to be the equally

bold claim of Dr. Stephen H. Emmens, that

he has discovered a body intermediate be-

tween silver and gold and capable of being

changed into gold ; this substance he has

named argentaurum. Dr. Emmens, who is

an Englishman by birth, is the author of

many books on a great variety of topics ; a

treatise on logic, another on explosives, sev-

eral novels and many papers on chemistry,

electricity and metallurgy as well as some

poems show his versatility. He is a mem-
ber of several learned societies, and in-

ventor of the high explosive ' emmensite,'

Dr. Emmens has established a laboratory

for the manufacture of gold from silver by

a secret process in which mechanical treat-

ment plays an important part. Since April

13, 1897, he has sold to the United States

Assay Office six ingots of an alloy of silver

and gold for the gross sum of $954, as

proofs of his success in transmutation.

This matter having been exploited in the

daily press, details need not here be repro-

duced.

In the United States, where education is

so general and a shrewd, calculating,

' Yankee' spirit looks askance at such en-

ticements, alchemy is not likely to flourish
;

on the other hand, hermetism, the meta-
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physical phase of the philosophy seems far

more likely to he cultivated by the devotees

of theosophy and esoteric studies.

In conclusion, a passage from Lord
Bacon : "I was ever of opinion that the

philosopher's stone and an holy war were

but the rendezvous of cracked brains that

wore their feather in their heads."

H. Cabrington Bolton.
Washington, D. C.

SCIENCE IN EDUCATION."^

DtTEiNG the year 1895-96 there were in at-

tendance at the colleges and universities of

the United States nearly fifty thousand stu-

dents who were pursuing courses leading to

the degree of Bachelor of Arts, and of whom
nearly ten thousand received that degree.

In the various technological and profes-

sional schools there were sixty-six thousand

students and nearly or quite fifteen thousand

graduates. That is, those students seeking

the so-called liberal education were less

than forty per cent, of all the candidates

for college degrees.

In none of the professional schools, with

but few exceptions, is the possession of a

college or university degree necessary for

admission. A single medical school at the

present time requires its matriculates to

possess the bachelor degree, and some

others will in the near future. In the theo-

logical schools a preparatory college educa-

tion is more usual, but the whole number
of theological students in the United States

is relatively small, and does not seem to be

rapidly increasing.

Nearly one-half of the professional stu-

dents are those studying medicine, and of

these I do not think more than five per

cent, are graduates of other courses. Less

than that percentage will be found among
the engineering students, for reasons that

will appear later. The profession of law,

*A presidential address before the thirtieth an-

nual meeting of the Kansas Academy of Science.

which is yet far behind the other profes-

sions in its educational requirements, has

less than ten thousand students in attend-

ance upon college instruction in our coun-

try, not one-third of the number of the

medical students, though the members ofthe

two professions in practice are much more
nearly equal in numbers. A much larger

proportion of arts graduates turn to the legal

profession than to any other, in part due to

the fact that the educational requirements

of the legal profession are, in general, on

so low a plane that the earnest young man
is not content to enter upon his life's work
with so slight a college preparation as it de-

mands ; in part because the ordinary col-

lege course offers better preparatory train-

ing for the legal profession than it does for

any other, save the theological or pedagogic.

I am not aware of any statistics of the

number of arts graduates among the active

members of the professions in America, as

a whole, but the number is clearly very

small, certainly not one in ten, and I be-

lieve that there can be no question but that

the percentage is steadily becoming less

from year to year.

Our first impressions are that this fact is

to be deplored. I believe, however, that it

is rather matter of congratulation, inas-

much as it certainly means in the end

better preparation for the active duties of

life by the great body of professional men.

In no branch of education has there been

more active progress than in that of med-
ical education in the United States during

the past fifteen years, and in none has there

been a larger proportional increase of stu-

dents. Twenty years ago, with almost no
educational requirements for matriculation,

nearly every medical institution in this

country would graduate the average stu-

dent after two courses of lectures, the

second a repetition of the first, and each of

but four or five months' duration. I have
known students of average ability to re-
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ceive the diplomas of some of the most

renowned medical colleges of the United

States whose entire medical tutelage was

comprised within a period of less than one

year's extent.

At the present time many require four

years of college work, or shortly will, and

these college years are often eight or nine

months in length and are never less than

six. Furthermore, they are not mere repe-

titions, but are graded from entrance to

graduation with constant laboratory prac-

tice and frequent examinations. When the

course was of but two years' duration more
students relatively sought preparation in a

more liberal education in the college of

arts, for the same reason that seems to

actuate many law students. Many of the

law schools now require but two years' at-

tendance upon college work and practically

only nominal preparation for admission,

and the majority of the practicing lawyers

of our country have had no college profes-

sional training at all. The better colleges

are now extending their course to three

years, and it is only a question of a short

time when the period of college study

necessary for the reception of the legal

diploma will be equivalent to that of the

medical profession.

The modern educational requirements of

the medical profession have, I believe,

raised it to a distinctly higher plane than

that ofthe law. To use the words of Justice

Brewer :
" A growing multitude is crowd-

ing in who are not fit to be lawyers ; who
disgrace the profession after they are in it

;

who in the scramble after a livelihood are

debasing the noblest of professions into the

meanest of avocations ; who, instead of

being leaders and being looked up to for

advice, are despised as the hangers-on of

police courts and the nibblers after crumbs

which a dog ought to be ashamed to

touch."

But this condition will not last long.

The time will soon come when everyone

who appears before the bar of justice as

an advocate will be a thoroughly edu-

cated man or woman. And does this mean
that he will be required to have a four

years' education in the college "of liberal

arts? Most certainly not. A four years'

course in the law school will be required,

whose certificate will carry with it the edu-

cational right to admission to the bar, and
little or no attention will be paid to the so-

called branches of liberal culture.

Conditions have changed much. The
greatly increased competition and the

greater struggle for existence now render it

imperative that the professional man should

be better grounded in the principles of his

profession than he once was. The great

accumulation of scientific knowledge has

left the teas, the simples and the boluses

for the quack in medicine. The lawyer

can not be a politician, a real estate or in-

surance agent, and, in the intervals of his

avocations, do justice to his client. The
professional man can not spend much time

in purely cultural and aesthetic studies,

while his competitors are spending theirs

in acquiring a knowledge of how to treat

their patients or how to execute a legal

document.

The average course in the college of lib-

eral arts does not prepate for the studies of

the medical profession, and not many phy-

sicians now urge young men to pursue the

course in arts as a preliminary to pro-

fessional training. A part of that time

certainly is better spent in the more thor-

ough mastery of the professional education.

The average age of graduation from the

college or university at the present time is

nearly twenty-three. The ambitious grad-

uate in medicine will desire to give at least

one year to hospital practice, or to travel

before beginning his more active duties.

He is then twenty-eight years ofage, and two

or three years more will certainly be needed
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before he becomes an independent member
of society.

And this is not the worst of it. In the

profession of medicine, as in all other pro-

fessions, book-lore or professional lore is

only a part of the foundation for successful

practice. A knowledge of mankind, of

men and women, is more essential than a

finished knowledge of his profession. At
twenty-seven or twenty-eight a man is too

old to acquire this knowledge in the best

way ; the plasticity of youth is waning, and

new habits are hard to form . He must re-

main more or less controlled by his student

habits, out of intimate touch with the great

mass of the people and their inner life.

And this lack of knowledge of human na-

ture must surely remain as an obstacle to

the most useful and successful practice.

President Eliot has said :
" The average

age of admission to Harvard College at this

moment is fully nineteen. The student

who stays here four years is twenty-three

years old when he graduates. He then goes

to our medical school to stay four years
;

so he is twenty-seven years of age before

he has his medical degree, and we all know
that some years intervene between that

achievement and the competency to sup-

port a family. ISTow, that highly educated

young man ought to have married at

twenty-five."

The same conditions will surely confront

the lawyer before long, and not only the

lawyer, but the dentist, the theologian and

students of other learned professions.

An answer that is brought as a solution

for this unsatisfactory state of affairs is that

the fault is in the preparatory schools.

That poor teachers and poor teaching make
the work of preparation for the college

longer than need be, is very true, but I do

not think that any i-elief obtained here will

influence students toward the college of

liberal arts. As teaching in the secondary

schools become better and more efi&cient,

other subjects will be crowded into the

high school course, filling in all the time

that is saved. This will be of added ad-

vantage to the professional student and

will more and more tend to lead him away
from the college of liberal arts. Further-

more, none of the colleges of the United

States have shown much, if any, tendency

to shorten the course leading to, or ren-

der less difficult the requirements for, the

Bachelor of Arts degree.

The entrance requirements for the med-

ical and law schools are at the present time

very unsatisfactory. The medical schools

have labored unceasingly to increase them

for the medical degree, during the past ten

years, so far as professional knowledge is

concerned, but they have done very little

towards increasing the requirements for ad-

mission to the schools. In very few schools

are they at all equivalent to those for ad-

mission to the freshman class in the better

colleges of liberal arts. A very little knowl-

edge ofsome foreign language, usually Latin

is required ; a little mathematics and a lit-

tle physics, and a passable knowledge of

English ; but the student needs very little of

what the world calls liberal culture, and

practically nothing whatever is demanded.

After considering these chaotic entrance

conditions to the professional colleges of

law and medicine, it is refreshing to turn

to another, in which, with but little preten-

sion, with modesty and deprecation, rather,

a model has been set which all the other

professions will, in the end, surely follow.

The engineering profession to-day is,

upon the whole, the best educated in

America. While there may be a smaller

proportion of highly trained men, there is

also a far smaller proportion of poorly

trained ones than in either medicine or

law. It may seem strange that that pro-

fession which comes less into immediate

contact with the general public should be,

upon the whole, more highly trained than
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those which touch so closely the pecuniary

and physical well-being of every one. But

the reason is not hard to find. The engi-

neer is judged more by his peers, while the

lawyer's or physician's success is depend-

ent very largely upon the public. The ca-

pacity of the engineer must invariably be

made apparent to men of affairs and ability,

while the lawyer or physician is judged,

for the most part, by those who are incom-

petent to determine his real merits.

Undoubtedly, as the years go by, more

rigorous requirements will be demanded
from the engineer, as from the lawyer and

physician, but I do not believe that they will

ever be very great in extent, save as new
methods of teaching are developed, and

these will require ability and capacity

rather than time. The engineer may en-

ter upon active life at the age of twenty-

four or -five at the outside, fully grounded

in the principles of his profession. No
gap is left in his education between the

high school and his strictly professional

course, but the one grades into the other in

an harmonious way. Though he graduates

with the commonplace degree of Bachelor of

Science, it represents, on the average, more
college work than does that of Doctor of

Medicine.

If, then, the learned professions are drift-

ing away more and more from the college

of liberal arts, what is the object ofa general

college education ? What does the average

young man or young woman have in view

when he enters upon a four years' course

leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts ?

Undoubtedly the larger number have noth-

ing definite in view. They are actuated,

for the most part, by the desire for a better

education, without any clear idea of what
they wish to accomplish in life. Had the

student in the high school a definite con-

ception of his future work in life he would
be more apt to seek that special training

which would most enhance his prospects

for success. Many of the universities and
colleges have endeavored to attract those

students who have determined upon their

life work, and who would otherwise skip

the general college course, by offering some
choice of studies, or by permitting the last

year in the course for the arts degree to be

spent in the professional school. This sys-

tem of optionals has, perhaps, reached its

highest development at Harvard and Le-

land Stanford Universities, where not only

great latitude is allowed in the entrance

conditions, but the whole college course is

made up more or less fully of optional

studies. That this system has been popu-

lar is shown by the more rapid growth of

these and similar institutions as compared

with the more conservative institutions,

where many of the older classical require-

ments are yet rigidly insisted upon.

But, the system of optionals has gone

quite far enough in some directions, not

far enough in others. The average stu-

dent, who has not yet made up his mind

what he will do with himself, is bewildered

and confused by the multiplicity of studies

opened up before him. He is not com-

petent to judge what is best for himself,

and he needs at this time, more than at any

other in his life, the advice and assistance

ofthose who have gone beforehim over those

labyrinthine roads ; and he rarely gets it.

The study of Chinese jurisprudence seems

to have as much importance in the college

curriculum as do other subjects, and, if the

teacher is popular or ' easy,' he selects it.

If he is working for his degree, as unfortu-

nately most undergraduate 'Students in the

college are, he picks out the ' soft snaps'

in college parlance and tries to double up

on his studies that he may get through the

sooner. Throughout all his preliminary

course in the high school, as well as in his

freshman and sophomore years, the study

of language and mathematics has been

strongly emphasized and he has had hardly
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a glimpse of any other branch, of knowl-

edge. In the name of common sense, then,

how can he be expected to have acquired

any taste whatever for unrelated and dis-

similar studies, or to have any conception

of their relative importance ? His advisers

have been chiefly linguists and mathemati-

cians, whose ignorance of the natural sci-

ences is often equalled only by their preju-

dice against them. It is a fact that the

larger proportion of those who have become

students of the natural sciences have had

their inclination formed despite of rather

than by means of the university. The
university seldom intimates to them that

science studies ought to form an important

part of their general training.

The result of all this desultory or biased

study is that the student usually graduates

without any clear idea of what he will do

in life. He rarely studies with any definite

aim, save that of getting an education, of

the value of which he has little conception.

He has been taught to believe that the best

possible preparation for success in any de-

partment of life is a liberal education, and

he does not trouble himself much as what
his future cai-eer may be, resting self-satis-

fi.ed in the delusive assumption that he will

be fitted to enter upon anything.

It is true that the most earnest students

that we have are those of the professional

schools. A distinguished teacher of engi-

neering has said :
" It is unquestionably a

fact that the engineering students of our

colleges do more and harder work for a de-

gree of equal grade than do the students of

other departments." As a teacher of med-

ical science I know that the average med-
ical student does fifty per cent, more work
than those of like capacities in the under-

graduate arts courses. There can be no
denial of the fact that the most earnest

students are those who seek knowledge as

a direct means of success in life rather than

for the mere pleasure of its possession.

I believe, therefore, that the principle,

now so largely adopted, which permits the

student to browse about at his own will

with a nibble here and a bite there, is

wrong. He should be permitted and re-

quired early in his life to gaze upon the

broad field of knowledge and at least to

taste some of its enjoyments, in order that

he may find out what his best and easiest

path will be towards success. Away with

the mediteval idea that a course in arts fits

a man for anything. It does not and never

will, unless it changes very much from what
it yet is. As we have seen, the degree of

Bachelor of Science in engineering, to which

we may also add that in pharmacy, repre-

sents a larger degree of training and a

greater knowledge than that possessed by
the Bachelor of Arts. Why, then, does the

latter assume such transcendent importance

in education? Solely upon the claim of

culture. How many are the sins that are

committed in thy name ! The classical

student who has devoted five or six of the

best years of his life to the study of the

ancient languages, with little or no atten-

tion given to the modern sciences, is

dwarfed and narrowed in his conceptions

of life, even as the scientific student would
be with no knowledge of the languages.

Horace Greeley meant just such students as

these when he said: •' Of all horned cattle,

deliver me from the college graduate." I by
no means wish to deprecate the study of

language and of philology. They are among
the noblest that the student may undertake

and well worthy of the ardent pursuit of

the specialist. So, too, are the professions

of law and medicine, but no one will pre-

sume to say that everybody should be a

lawyer or a physician in order to be cul-

tured.

At Yale College not less than nine or ten

years of foreign language study are re-

quired for graduation, and not one week of

any natural science. In the University of
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Kansas, which may be taken as an average

type of the Western universities, five years'

study of foreign language must be had, and

nothing whatever of any biological science.

Is that department of human knowledge

which, more than all others, has been the

foundation of the civilization of the present

century ;
which has done more to lengthen

life, to ameliorate its burdens, to improve,

purify and advance the world ; which has

furnished one of the great underlying

principles of modern educatioa, of which

even the philologist boasts— laboratory

methods ; which has established the great

underlying principle of all progress— evo-

lution ; is this department of knowldge, I

say, of so little importance that it is

practically ignored in the requirements of a

modern liberal education? Twenty-five

years ago the classical course was the

almost invariable one in our colleges ; but

even in those times I was required to learn

the rudiments at least of physics, chemis-

try, botany, zoology and geology. ]S"ow

modern education has liberalized the course

by making the larger part of the language

studies compulsorjr, and all, or nearly all,

the natural sciences optional

!

But the writing on the walls is so legible

that he who runs may read. Yale College,

the great exponent of the classical course,

has been almost the only prominent college

in the United States that has not gained

materially in attendance during the past

two years. Harvard, more liberal, does

not insist upon so extended a study of the

ancient languages, and will permit a con-

siderable amount of science to be offered in

their stead. Columbia College, which, un-

til recently, has had requirements almost

like those of Yale, has so modified its course

that Greek is no longer demanded. To
quote from its recent catalogue :

'
' ISTo one

can obtain the degree of Bachelor of Arts

who does not know something of at least

one ancient language, and who has not

therefore looked out through this window
upon the world of antiquity. He must
know also something of history, something

of philosophy, something of political econ-

omy, a good deal of English, something of

mathematics, and something of a least one

natural science. He must also have a read-

ing knowlege of French and German." It

is refreshing to learn of one college that

does require the student to leave that win-

dow of antiquity long enough to learn

something of one natural science, of the

laws that control the world and its inhab-

itants. "We may be profoundly thankful

that all the universities do not insist that

we shall look out through two windows
upon the high morality and civilization of

the old Eomans and Greeks.

In thus claiming some recognition for

natural sciences in the course of liberal

arts I shall doubtless be accused of nar-

rowness. I trust, however, if I am, that it

will not be imputed to ignorance of the

classical course. I studied, when a youth,

Latin and Greek for the prescribed time of

six years each, and have since learned to

speak or read three or four of the modern
languages.

But I do more than claim recognition for

the sciences. I claim broadly and em-

phatically that the natural sciences, any

or all of them, are as valuable and as neces-

sary as pure cultural studies as are the

languages ; that intelligent and successful

study of them will do as much, if not more,

in making the student a broad man, a suc-

cessful man, as will the study of Latin or

Greek. And they will do more in making
him an honest man. Nowhere in all the

broad field of knowledge will he learn bet-

ter to think exactly than in the natural

sciences. Nowhere will he be more im-

pressed wih the importance of truth for

truth's sake.

Among the graduates of the University

of Kansas, with whom I am best ac-
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-quaiated, there are not more than one-half

who have had any training whatever in the

natural sciences, with the exception of

about ten weeks in physics and as many in

chemistry, and perhaps a smattering of

physiology. The simplest facts in natural

history are as utterly unknown to them as

is the prosody of the Hebrew language. A
little, a very little, of biological science has

'been absorbed in the reading of fiction, of

history and the newspapers.

The simplest functions of their own
bodies remain for the most part sealed mys-

teries, the commonest laws of nature in-

scrutable. In fact, the ignorance of nature

as a whole among the majority of the

graduates of the so-called liberal colleges is

usually abysmal in its profunditj^, stygian

in its opacity. In the rules of philosophy

they may be able to ' distinguish and divide

a hair betwixt south and southwest side,'

but are unable to tell the difference between

granite and limestone, a polywog and a por-

poise. In the laws of political economy

they may talk learnedly and dogmatically,

but are unable to locate the liver in their

own body or to tell its functions. I verily

believe that a third of the graduates in arts

of our universities and a fourth of their in-

structors could not tell whether the pan-

creas is located above or below the dia-

phragm, or whether or not they have either

pancreas or diaphragm at all. Grant Allen,

in the Cosmopolitan, says :
" Quite well-in-

formed people will speak of a porpoise or a

lobster as a fish ; such grotesque blunders

ought to be made impossible ; they ought to

be considered far more damnatory evidence

of ignorance and ill-breeding than ' you

was ' or ' me and him went there.' " With
such a standard how many college gradu-

ates are there who are educated ?

President D wight, in the same periodical,

says : " In any future development of the

college system the chief purpose of general

culture should not give way or be subordi-

nated to any purpose of special culture with

a view of some special work in future

years." It is this spirit of culture for cul-

ture's sake that has dominated Yale College

so thoroughly in past years and which

makes the institution to-day the best type

of the non- utilitarian education in America.

The same conservatism is evinced in Pro-

fessor Peck's attitude toward education.

The classical student with him is a ' gentle-

man and a scholar,' while the scientific

student is a ' sublimated tinker.' No won-

der that he urges the unwisdom of a higher

education for the masses of the people.

There is much in favor of the primary

importance of mind-building in education,

and no education can be the best that

makes it subordinate to the mere acquisi-

tion of knowledge. But the position is

assumed, by those who favor the classical

education, that utilitarian studies may not

be at the same time cultural ; that one may
not get useful knowledge and mind-build-

ing at the same time.

To use President Andrews' words : "Our
strictures upon classical studies in college

would have less weight were it not that

these subjects crowd from the curriculum

numerous others which would at least be

equally suitable for college drill and incom-

parably more valuable later. The common
opinion seems to be that, to be useful in dis-

ciplining the mind, matter for study must

be useless for the purposes of life. There

could be no greater error. Studies like

social, political, physical and biological

science, and modern literature and history,

all of which are vitally important for intel-

ligent men and women who must live and
act their part to-day, are precisely the ones

best calculated to enlarge, cultivate and
strengthen the intellect."

The mistake that President Dwight and
those who think with him make is in as-

suming that all men are capable of the

broadest and highest culture, or that a
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liberal education should be limited to those

only who have such capacities. We urge

upon the future student of medicine that he

should pursue a liberal classical course in

preparation for his professional training.

He replies that he has no aspirations and

no ability to be a leader among men ; he

seeks only the best education he can get

that will fit him for a more humble sphere.

He skips the college course and devotes all

his time to his professional studies. In fact,

the strictly classical course, such as Yale

best represents at the present day, is per-

fectly adapted for but one class of people,

gentlemen of leisure, who are not dependent

upon their daily toil for their bread. One
would not ask the hod-carrier to pursue a

course in the ancient languages before be-

ginning his apprenticeship. Nor should one

require the same of the ordinary professional

student.

As an opposite extreme to the conserva-

tism of Yale may be cited Leland Stanford

TJniversity, in which knowledge of the an-

cient languages is not indispensable for

graduation. In this institution twenty-

two subjects may be offered for admission,

only one of which (English) is required,

the remainder to be chosen from the twenty-

one other courses. This list includes alge-

bra, geometry, trigonometry, physics, chem-

istry, physiology, botany, zoology, drawing,

American, English and ancient history,

Spanish, French, German, Latin and Greek.

In the college course certain groups of

studies must be selected under advice, but

this is the only restriction upon free choice.

The effect that this latitude has upon the

choice of studies is interesting. Of those

who last year took their major work in Latin

and Greek there were 76 ; in history and eco-

nomics, 219; in mathematics, 29; in the

natural sciences, 223; in modern language,

80; in English, 140. In the ancient lan-

guages 151 students were enrolled the first

semester of last year; in the modern lan-

guages, 686; in mathematics, 148; in the

natural sciences, 926.

The friend of classical culture may justly

say that the education that seems possible

at Leland Stanford is a narrow and one-

sided one. A student who knows nothing

whatever of the foreign languages is as

surely a dwarfed and one-sided man as is

he who studies the languages only and
none of the natural sciences. It is not to

be supposed that the students of Leland

Stanford are of a different class from the

students of other universities. There their

choice is almost wholly unrestricted and
the natural inclination away from the an-

cient languages is conspicuously shown.

The only bachelor degree given for work in

any of the lines possible is that of Bachelor

of Arts.

When the old classical idea was yet so

firmly inwrought into higher education

that all else was leather and prunella,

degrees of all sorts sprung up as mush-

rooms—Bachelor of Science, of Philos-

ophy, of Pedagogy, of Music, of En-

gineering, of Pharmac3% of Agriculture, of

Mechanics, and of goodness knows what.

They were frank statements that such de-

grees did not mean liberal culture and were

given rather as placebos. These degrees

have, fortunately, largely been abandoned,

the older degree of Bachelor of Arts sup-

planting them ; an acknowledgment that

liberal culture may be obtained in other

ways than the old classical one.

I am aware that many will lift up their

hands in classical horror at the bare sug-

gestion that such a thing is possible as a

Bachelor of Arts course in science, thor-

oughly convinced that the wolf has at last

stolen bodily the raiment of the sheep.

The effect of the present requirements

for the admission to the colleges and uni-

versity of Kansas has been in a high degree

disastrous to science instruction in the sec-

ondary schools. Chemical laboratories
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that once delighted and instructed the high

school pupils, the microscope and its world

of revelations, the herbarium, the museum
and the dissecting knife, have been aban-

doned and in their place Latin, German and

French have been substituted. Of all the

subjects required for admission to the State

University, students come best prepared in

Latin, because the requirements in this

subject have been made most severe and

important. Instruction in the natural

sciences in the secondary schools of our'

State is superficial and imperfect in the

highest and most astounding degree. Of
all those who are candidates for the State

teacher's certificate to teach the sciences it

is the exception that one has as much
knowledge of any branch as might be ac-

quired by the diligent student in ten weeks

of work ; rare that an examination paper is

the equal of those offered by the second-rate

students in our University.

Put, however, the same emphasis upon

botany, zoology, chemistry and geology

that is given to Latin and the preparation

would very soon be fully as good, fully as

thorough. Let the high school scholar

learn that the study of the natural sciences

is deemed as valuable in his preparatory

training as is language or mathematics and
there will be no lack of good teachers.

Were I, then, to say what the universities

and colleges ought to do it would be this

:

Make all the ancient language require-

ments for admission optional, and demand
as much preparation in the physical and

biological sciences as in the foreign lan-

guages. The preparation in English should

be made far more rigorous and thorough.

In the college course, if anything besides

English is required, and I think there

should be, I would have the natural sci-

ence as necessary a part of the education

as language and mathematics. I would

not have it possible for a student to gradu-

ate from the college without having studied.

and thoroughly studied, mathematics as far

as trigonometry, at least one foreign lan-

guage, and at least one physical and one

biological science. And I do not mean a

few weeks of study in any of these branches,

but exhaustive, careful, critical study.

The methods of study in all these

branches are diverse and are absolutely

essential for symmetrical mind-building.

Furthermore, an indefinite, haphazard

selection of studies in the college course

should be impossible. The course should

be, so far as possible, adapted to the

capacities, tastes and abilities of the indi-

vidual, and this does not mean an indis-

criminate selection on the part of the stu-

dent. A person with feebly developed

chest muscles might naturally prefer those

physical exercises in which such muscles

would take little part, but he nevertheless

needs such exercise most.

It is through the great universities, and

especially the State universities, that the

solution of the problems of professional

education must come, and in fact has come

for some of the professions. With such

cultural training as is best adapted to the

lawyers's needs, the college course should

include all the strictly non-professional

branches, leaving the student, after he has

completed his course as Bachelor of Arts in

law, to take up the work of the professional

school and complete it in two years with

the degree of Doctor of Laws. In the med-

ical course there are even greater oppor-

tunities than in law. The medical colleges

should resign to the undergraduate arts

course all the non-professional branches.

And the work rightfully belongs there. The

best chemical laboratories in the United

States are not in the medical colleges, but

in the universities. ISTowhere are physi-

ology, histology and anatomy better taught

than outside of medical colleges. As in en-

gineering, there should be an harmonious

course leading through the high school to
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the Bachelor of Arts in medicine, prepara-

tory to two years of strictly professional

work with the degree of Doctor of Medicine.

When such training as this is demanded
of all aspirants to professional practice we
shall have uniformly well educated men in

the professions, and not until then.

S. W. WiLLISTON.

University of Kansas.

CURRENT NOTES ON PHYSIOGRAPHY.

THE REGION ABOUT LAKES TANGANYIKA AND
NYASSA.

The origin by down-faulting of the linear

depression holding Lake Tanganyika has

been advocated by Suess in ' Das Antlitz

der Erde,' and popularized by Gregory in

his book on the ' Great Eift Valley.' An
article by J. E. S. Moore on the Physio-

graphical Features of the Nyasa and Tan-

ganyika Districts (London Geogr. Journ.,

X., 1897, 289-300) gives additional notes

of value. The south end of Tanganyika

is enclosed on the west by a 2,000-foot sand-

stone escarpment, whence the plateau

country slopes gradually westward to the

shallow basin of Lake Bangweolo, whose

waters are only ten or twelve feet deep

;

the plateau being broken by mountains of

granite and gneiss which rise like islands

above a sea. East of southern Tanganyika

the country rises gradually; hence this part

of the lake basin seems to lie in the depres-

sion between two tilted fault blocks, rather

than in a graben. Passing southeast, the

north end of Nyasa is found to lie between

sandstone escarpments on either side, the

enclosing uplands consisting of an uneven

crystalline foundation whose depressions

are occupied by sandstones and conglomer-

ates like those around Tanganyika; this

part of Nyassa is, therefore, regarded as a

down-faulted rift. But going on to the

south end of the lake and to its extension

in Lake Shirwa, Moore finds nothing sug-

gestive of great faults or rift valleys. Lofty

granitic masses, with axes about north and
south, enclose wide areas of waste slopes

*

and alluvial flats, whose central depres-

sions are occupied by malarial swamps and
shallow lakes. The outflow by Shire river

descends to lower plains through the Mur-
chison cataracts.

It does not seem to be fully proved that

the depressions between the granitic ranges

were not produced by dislocations, although

it is true that, in the absence of the heavy

sandstones, faulting is not easily demon-

strated. It may also be questioned whether

the existence of the depressions ' now more
or less completely filled up with decomposed

granite and gneiss annually swept down into

them from the hills by the prolonged tropical

rain ' prove that they ' have undoubtedly at

one time been covered by water.' It may
be added that the rains are not, properly

speaking, ' tropical;' Dove having advisedly

limited that term to the rains produced

where the trade winds ascend mountainous

slopes; the rains here are subequatorial,

dependent not on the trade winds, but on

the annual migration of the meteorological

equator from the geographical equator.

brucknee's eedrinde tjnd ihre formen.

The fifth edition of the standard Allge-

meine Erdkunde, originally by Hann,
Hochstetter and Pokorny, has for its sec-

ond part a volume of 368 large pages on
' Die feste Erdrinde und ihre Formen,' by
Professor E. Bruckner, of Berne. It is a

thorough and comprehensive work, but in

its inclusion of Geology it illustrates how
far Erdkunde departs from its supposed

English equivalent. Geography. A quarter

of the book is given to geology, including

petrography, structure and stratigraphy

half of the pages treat of the processes that

determine surface form, and the remainder

are devoted to the forms themselves. In-

ternal processes produce volcanoes, earth-

quakes, shore changes and deformations.
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External processes are grouped under

ground water, weathering, sliding, rivers,

glaciers, winds, waves and sedimentation.

Forms are classified under those of the sea

and of the lands ; the latter being plains,

escarpments, mountains, valleys, dissected

regions (thallandschaften), basins, caverns,

and the large forms of the land surface

(mountains, plateaus, depressions). The
terse style of the book shows that its au-

thor expects those who use it to be com-

petent teachers and faithful students. Its

readers may be confident of trustworthy

statements and explanations ; but in the

third part, with which these notes are par-

ticularly concerned, there is less consid-

•eration of the genetic correlation of parts

than would be welcomed by many.

THE AGE OF VALLEYS.

The age of a valley is a measure of its

stage of development. It may be steep

sided and young ; it may half open or

mature ; it may be wide open or old. At
any stage in its development it may be

submerged and buried, and thus preserved

until some future time when it is again re-

vealed by weathering, like any other fossil.

In this sense the vallej', whether young or

old, may be dated as geologically ancient or

modern. Thus there were mature valleys

in ancient times among the St. Francis

mountains of crystalline rocks in south-

eastern Missouri. They are still hardly

more than mature, for through nearly all

Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoio time they

have been buried ; they have only in com-

paratively recent time come to light again,

as their relatively weak sedimentary cover

has weathered off. But in another sense

these mature valleys are modern, for they

have been re-excavated in late post-Tertiary

time. When the ancient and modern val-

leys coincide there may be confusion if

they are briefly described as ' of very an-

cient origin,' and this confusion appears to

enter in the paragraph given to the deep

canyons of Labrador, in Adams' review of

Low's report in a recent number of Science

(Nov. 13, 741). The implication here, as

in the original report, is that the valleys

have been valleys ever since the time of

their ancient origin. The probability is

very great that during most of the inter-

vening time they have been buried, and

that however ancient was their initial ex-

cavation their preseat re-excavation is rela-

tively modern.

W. M. Davis.
Harvard Uj^iversity.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

THE QUESTION OF VARIATION.

Two recent essays on variation as applied

to man may be mentioned together, al-

though they treat the subject from different

points of view. The one is by Professor

Virchow, in the Proceedings of the Berlin

Academy of Sciences for 1896. He de-

scribes the diiference between diathesis,

Anlage and variation, the former being the

permanent, the latter the changing factor

of the organism. He points out the impor-

tant fact that progressive variation may
arise from pathological inceptions. While

his article has the greater bearing on ques-

tions of medical science, it has valuable

application in anthropology.

The second article is by Professor Mahou-

deau in the Revue of the Paris School of

Anthropology for July of this year. It is

taken up principally with pointing out the

exact meaning of variation or transforma-

tion in organic life as laid down by La-

marck. The quotations show that he dis-

tinctly taught the descent of man from .

lower forms of life. In these respects he

is claimed to have anticipated the most

modern doctrines in his celebrated work,

first published three quarters of a century
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THE CITY OF OMITLAN.

A YEAR or SO ago the newspapers men-

tioned the discovery of a ruined city in

western Mexico by Mr. William Nivens.

Since then collections have been brought to

New York City, and ample means thus

furnished to judge of its characteristics. In

the Bulletin of the American Geographical

Society for July of this year, Mr. Nivens

has a short article on the subject. The
ruins are very extensive and indicate a

skill in stone work above that of many
tribes, but decidedly inferior to that of the

best Aztec civilzation. His article speaks

of a tablet with hieroglyphic characters, but

examples of such are extremely rare, and
perhaps of doubtful origin. The stones are,

as a rule, not dressed with skill and the

structures were not lofty. From all this

we may conclude that we have in these ex-

tensive remains the relics of an inferior,

subordinate culture-center of Aztec civili-

zation ; but this, of course, does not in any
way diminish the interest which attaches

to Mr. Nivens' explorations.

THE CAVE OF LOLTUN.

LoLTUN is the name of a remarkable cav-

ern in Yucatan. The Peabody Museum of

Archaeology has just published a report of

its exploration by Mr. Edward H. Thomp-
son, in 1890-91. It is unfortunate for Mr.

Thompson that the Museum waited six

years to print his interesting account, as in

the meanwhile another expedition, led by
Mr. H. C. Mercer, ofthe University of Penn-

sylvania, carefully explored and promptly

printed a full description of it in 1896.

Boards of publication should be aware that

the world gives credit not to him who first

investigates, but to him whose investiga-

tions are first placed for use before students.

The report is well printed with attractive

illustrations. The excavations were care-

fully made and confirm the opinion ad-

vanced by the later expedition that those

who entered or dwelt in the cave belonged

to the same race and people, and possessed

the same culture, as those who built the

great stone structui-es on the surface near

them. Neither here nor elsewhere in the

Yucatan caves did Mr. Thompson discover

any signs of a distinctively ' cave people,

'

or of an earlier, ruder civilzation.

D. G. Beinton.
Ukiveesity of Pennsylvania.

NOTES ON INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

To Berthelot's researches we owe very

much of our knowledge of the chemistry

and technology of the ancients. In the last

Comptea Eendus he recounts his examination

of glass mirrors found near Reims, dating;

from the third and fourth centuries. The
glass was coated with a metal and also a

whitish layer. The metal proved to be

lead, with no trace of gold, silver, copper,,

tin, antimony or mercury, nor was there

any organic substance present, showing

that no extraneous material was used to

cement the lead to the glass. The mirrors

appeared to have been cut from hollow

blown glass globes, and it is probable that^

before being cut, the molten lead had been

poured into the interior, adhering to the

previously warmed glass. The whitish layer

consisted of lead carbonate and lead oxid

formed by the oxidation of the lead coat-

ing, and calcium carbonate, which had been

deposited from the water of the vicinity.

A similar method of coating glass with lead

was known in the thirteenth century. In

the same find were fragments of glass show-

ing the lustre of gold and of silver; these

metals were not present, but the color was
due partly to the lamellation of the glass

and partly to a very thin layer of calcium

carbonate which had been deposited on

them.

In the Chemiker Zeitung Leon Fi-anck de-

scribes experiments with the every-day use

of spoons, forks and vessels of aluminum.
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The metal was 99 per cent, pure, containing

varying quantities of iron and silicon. A
boiler of 732 sq. cm. surface lost in three

years' daily use 0.1046 gram, a daily loss of

0.09 milligrams. Another boiler of the same

size in which milk was boiled twice a day

for fifteen minutes lost in three years 0.5138

gram . An impervious coating seemed to be

formed on the metal which protected it from

further action. This was shown by experi-

ments with sheet aluminum, which was

boiled daily three hours with water, and

which suffered greater loss near the begin-

ning of the experiment than at its close.

Porks and spoons lost very little by con-

stant use at meals, and the same was true

when used for salads, and also when used

in cooking. After three years' constant use

coffee spoons showed a loss of from 0.032 to

0.036 grams and tea spoons from 0.0206 to

0.0244 grams. These experiments would

tend to show that for ordinary table pur-

poses aluminum is a safe metal to use, and

that it is also safe for vessels for boiling

water. A similar series of experiments

where salted foods and vegetables were

cooked in aluminum vessels would be in-

teresting and valuable.

In the Zeitung fur Beleuehtungswesen Paul

"Wolff discusses the question of acetylene

generators. Most generators depend upon

the removal of the water from the calcium

carbid by the pressure of the gas to stop

the action of the generator. The author

shows that this is not sufficient. There are

three causes for the action of the water on

the carbid not ceasing. 1. The gas in the

carbid chamber is saturated with water

vapor, and the water is continually evapo-

rating into this chamber. 2. A part of the

water is taken up by the warmed lime and

given off on cooling. 3. The carbid above

the water is continually absorbing water.

These difficulties may be obviated to some ex-

tent by providing that the water chamber be

separated as completely as possible from

the carbid chamber, as in a Kipp apparatus,

but even then the action will go on until

all the water present, as vapor in chamber

and absorbed by the lime, has been ex-

hausted. It is thus imperative to provide a

gas reservoir large enough to contain all

the gas which may, under these circum.-

stances, be evolved after the gas has been

turned off. The author in the article dis-

cusses the necessary size of this reservoir

for different generators.

J. L. H.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

The will of the late Dr. George H. Horn gives

his valuable entomological collections, together

with his entomological books and instruments

and [an endowment of $200 per annum, to the

American Entomological Society. From the

residuary estate, after the death of his sister,

the Entomological Society is to receive 15,000,

the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences

$1,000 and the American Philosophical Society

$500.

Late advices from the Pribilof Islands state

that many yearling fur seals branded as pups in

1896 made their appearance on the hauling

grounds in September and October ; also that

over 5,000 pups and 180 adult females were

branded this year. Apart from the practical

bearing of this work it will furnish definite evi-

dence of the movements of the seals and show

to what extent the females resort to the rooker-

ies on which they were born or on which they

first appeared as two-year-olds.

Mr. Charles Wallace Hunt, New York,

has been elected President of the American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers.

Professor Jacob Reighard, of the zoolog-

ical department of the University of Michigan,

has been appointed by Governor Pingree a State

delegate to the National Fishery Congress to be

held at Tampa, Fla., January 19, 1898.

Further jubilee medals have been conferred

upon Dr. Giinther, President of the Linnean

Society ; on Professor Dewar, President of the

Chemical Society, and on Professor R. Meldola,

late President of the Entomological Society.
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Professors O. Hertwig, F. E. Schultz,

Berlin, and A. Fick, Wurzburg, have been

elected corresponding members of the Munich
Academy of Sciences.

We learn from Nature that Professor A.

Bauer has been obliged, on account of ill-health,

to decline the office of President of the third

International Congress for Applied Chemistry,

which is to be held next year at Vienna, and
Dr. H. R. von Perger has been elected in his

stead. There will be twelve sections in con-

nection with the Congress. Among the sub-

jects to be discussed is the introduction of uni-

form methods of analysis of chemical products.

Alonzo S. Kimball, since 1872 professor of

physics at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, died

at Worcester on December 2d, aged fifty-four

years.

The death is announced of Dr. Louis Calori,

elected as long ago as 1830 professor of anatomy
in the University of Bologna. He made impor-

tant contributions to human and comparative

anatomy, including extensive researches on the

Keptilia.

Dr. M. Forster Heddle, best known of

British mineralogists, died at St. Andrews on

November 19th, aged sixty-nine years.

We also regret to record the deaths of Dr.

Wilhelm Blomstrand, professor of chemistry in

the University at Lund ; Dr. Nikolaus Kleinen-

berg, professor of comparative anatomy at the

University of Palermo
; Dr. Wilhelm Moericke,

docent in geology in the University of Freiburg.

Mr. J. G. SuDBOROUGH, University College,

Nottingham, writes to Nature calling a meeting

of the British students of the late Victor Meyer,

in order to raise a memorial to him, to be

erected in the Heidelberg lecture theater. His
former students in America would doubtless

be glad to join in such a memorial.

The American Institute of Homeopathy has

been successful in collecting funds for a monu-
ment to Hahnemann. It is said that as much as

$75,000 has been collected and that the bronze

statue by Mr. C. H. Niehaus will be dedicated

during the spring at Washington.

The New York Board of Estimate and Ap-
portionment adopted unanimously the plan for

the New York Public Library prepared by Car-

r6re & Hastings.

By the will of the late Warren G. Roby, of

Wayland, Mass., the sum of $28,000 and half

an acre of land has been left to the town of

Wayland for a public library.

The National Museum of Santiago, Chili,

has purchased, at a cost of about $7,000, the

valuable collection of Peruvian antiquities made
by Mr. Nicolaus Saenz.

The centenary of the Natural History Society

of Hannover will be celebrated on December
15th and the two following days.

Nature states that M. Moureaux has just

completed the installation of the new magnetic

department of the Pare St. Maur Observatory,

and it was set in operation on December 1st.

The work at the old magnetic rooms will be

continued until January 1st, in order to supply

M. Moureaux with a sufficient number of ob-

servations for a reduction of the valuable rec-

ords obtained continuously during a number of

years.

A Pasteur Institute has been established

at the University of Montpellier.

The Romanes Lecture at Oxford University

next year will be given by Sir Archibald Geikie.

Dr. G. F. Jackson opened the winter course-

of lectures at the Imperial Institute on Novem-
ber 19th, the Prince of Wales presiding, with

an account of the results of the Jackson-Harms-

worth Expedition, on November 22d. Mr. E.

S. Bruce lectured on ' Electric-Balloon Signal-

ing applied to Scientific Exploration in Arctic

and Antarctic Expeditious.' Other lectures an-

nounced for the course are illustrated lectures

on 'The Wild Kafirs of the Hindu Kush,' by

Sir George Scott Robertson, and on ' The Min-

eral Resources of British Columbia and the Yu-
kon,' by Mr. A. J. M'Millan, of Rossland,

British Columbia, formerly British agent for

the government of Manitoba, who has been

specially supplied with specimens, etc., to illus-

trate the lecture by the government of British

Columbia. Professor W. C. Roberts-Austen,

C.B., F.R.S., will lecture on ' Canada's Metals,'

and Mr. Boverton Redwood on ' The Petro-

leum Sources of the British Empire.

'
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Arrangements have been made for lectures

by Professor Sbaler and Professor James, of

Harvard University, before the Teachers' Col-

lege, New York.

Dr. Franz Boas, of Columbia University,

lectured on December 3rd at the Peabody

Museum, under the auspices of the Harvard

Folk-Lore Club, his subject being ' The Growth

of Indian Mythologies in British America.'

Surgeon-General George M. Sternberg
addressed a recent meeting of the Pittsburg

Academy of Medicine on the ' Relations of

man and microbe.'

Dr. Sven Hedin, to whose travels in Central

Asia we have several times referred, gave an

account of these before the Royal Geographical

Society, London, on November 22d.

A LETTER from Mr. Charles M. Harris, who
is now at the head of the Rothschilds expedition

to the Galapagos Archipelago, has been re-

ceived by his brother. Dr. W. H. Harris, of

Augusta, Me. Mr. Harris sailed from New
York for Panama on March 20th, where he ex-

pected to charter a schooner, but three of the

party there died from yellow fever. Mr. Harris

then proceeded to San Francisco, where he re-

organized the party and reached the islands

after a passage of forty days. He states that

he has been successful in making extensive col-

lections of the fauna and flora of the islands,

and expects to return to San Francisco in the

spring.

The Washington correspondent of the New
York Tribune states that Dr. Henry S. Pritchett

assumed charge of the United States Coast and

Geodetic Survey on December 1st. The dis-

patch continues : "It will be highly gratifying

to scientific circles and the friends of this Bureau

to learn that the President and Secretary Gage

are determined that the Bureau shall be con-

ducted on scientific and business principles and

that their plans will be carried out. Dr.

Pritchett was selected entirely on the recom-

mendations of scientific men, regardless of

political views. * * * * He is a worthy

successor of Dr. T. C. Mendenhall, whose ad-

mirable administration of the Bureau from 1889

to 1894 is so well remembered."

In addition to volumes of the Contemporary

Science Series (Mr. Walter Scott, London ; im-

ported by Messrs. Charles Scribner's Sons, New
York) requiring special notice we have received

two volumes—one a translation and one a new
edition, to which attention may be called.

Professor Ribot's 'Psychologie des sentiments,' of

which we gave a detailed review at the time of

its publication, has been translated into Eng-

lish, thus much enlarging the audience of the

acknowledged leader of French psychology.

Dr. Moll's ^Hypnotism'' has been issued in a

fourth edition, being apparently more in de-

mand than any other volume of the series.

We have not the third edition at hand for com-

parison, but the book has been much altered

and enlarged since the publication of the first

edition in 1889. The popular interest in hyp-

notism is in part morbid, and the numerous

and widely circulated books, journals and

articles on the subject do not usually add much
to its scientific study, while they in some cases

promote credulity and amateur experimenting.

Dr. Moll's book, however, is sane and scientific,

and it is to be hoped that some who come for a
' sensation ' may go away with an increased

knowledge of mental phenomena.

Under the title 'An Unusual Phyto-bezoar,

'

Professor Trelease has published, in the Trans-

actions of the Academy of Science of St. Louis,

an account of certain balls, composed of the

felted barbed trichomes of Opuntia, obtained

from the stomach of a Mexican bull, and com-

parable with similar formations described in

1896 by Dr. Coville as occurring in the stomach

of a horse, and composed of the calyx hairs of

a species of TrifoUum.

The fourth and revised edition of Professor

Thurston's Engine and Boiler Trials has just

been issued. In the front of the book the pub-

lishers print a descriptive list of nineteen of

Dr. Thurston's works.

The explosives department of the British

Home Office has, as we learn from Machinery,

recently had under consideration the question

of the restrictions to be applied to the manufac-

ture and keeping of acetylene gas, and has con-

ducted various experiments with the object of
gaining information on this matter. The results

show conclusively that acetylene gas per se,.
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wheu under a pressure of something less than

two atmospheres, is violently explosive ; where-

as, at a pressure of less than one and a half at-

mospheres, it appears to be reasonably free from

liability to explosion, provided it is not ad-

mixed with oxygen or atmospheric air. For

commercial and practical purposes it is con-

sidered sufficient to allow a pressure of twenty

inches of water above that of the atmosphere

(i.e., roughly about one and one-twentieth at-

mospheres), and it is accordingly proposed to

draw the safety line at this point, and to de-

clare acetylene, when subject to a higher press-

ure, to be an ' explosive ' within the meaning

of the Explosive Act of 1875. In France and

Germany the authoritities have fixed the limit

of danger at one and a-half and one and one-

tenth atmospheres respectively, and have im-

posed prohibitions or restrictions on the keep-

ing or the manufacture of the gas when it is at

a higher pressure.

Two notable articles in the Bevue de MScanique

for October are those of Dwelshauvers-Dery on

the effect of compression of steam in the ' dead

spaces ' of steam engines, and Sinigaglia on the

employment of superheating as a source of

gain in thermodynamic and actual efficiency.

The former finds by trial with the ' experi-

mental steam engines ' of the University of

Liege that increasing compression results in

increasing waste and decreasing efficiency,

the loss of power in the engine more

than counterbalancing the ' initial ' condensa-

tion in the steam cylinders. The latter de-

scribes in the third of a series of papers the vari-

ous types of superheating apparatus employed,

and gives results of their use, the gain being

sometimes 20 fo and more.

At the Sydney meeting of the Australasian

Association for the Advancement of Science, to

be held in the second week in January, Sir

James Hector, F.R.S., will give a popular lec-

ture on ' Antarctica and the Islands of the far

South,' and Professor R. Threlfall and Mr. J.

Pocock will give a lecture to workingmen on

'Electric Signaling without Wires.' The Syd-

ney Morning Herald states that the Australasian

Association originated in a letter from Professor

Liversidge published in that journal in 1884.

The first meeting of the Association was held

in Sydney from August 27th to September 5th of

the Centennial year, 1888, under the presidency

of Mr. H. C. Russell, F.R.S., when 850 mem-
bers were enrolled. Meetings have also been

held at Melbourne, with 1,162 members, in 1890,

when the late Baron von Mueller, F.R.S., was
President ; at Christchuroh, New Zealand, with

550 members, in 1891, President Sir James Hec-
tor. F.R.S.; at Hobart, with 600 members, in

1892, President Sir Robert G. C. Hamilton; at

Adelaide, with 488 members, in 1893, Presi-

dent Professor Ralph Tate, F.G.S. ; and at Bris-

bane, with 524 members, in 1895, when the

Hon. A. C. Gregory was President. The gov-

ernments of Victoria, Tasmania, New Zealand,

South Australia and Queensland have each in

turn given assistance to the extent of about

£1,200, either wholly or in part, as a money
grant towards the expenses of the session and

publication of the annual volume.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCAIIONAL NEWS.

Mr. Dean Sage and Mr. William D. Sage

have given to Cornell University the house of

the late Henry W. Sage for a University Infirm-

ary. They also endow the institution with

$100,000 and will equip the building for a hos-

pital, the total value of the gift being $200,000.

The will of the late Sir Thomas Elder, of

Adelaide, South Australia, leaves large sums to

charitable and public institutions of Adelaide,

including the following : To the Zoological So-

ciety, £2,000 ; to the Geographical Society, £2,-

000 ; to Way College, £2,000 ; to Prince Alfred

College, £4,000 ; to the Picture Gallery, £25,-

000 ; for a chair of music at the University,

£20,000 ; to the Medical School of the Univer-

sity, £20,000, and to the University £25,000.

Mr. Andrew Carnegie has given $10,000 to

the endowment of the Mechanics' Institute in

Richmond, Va.

The late Sir William Mackinnon has left a

legacy of £2,000 to the University of Glasgow

for a scholarship, in the following subjects : (1)

Geology
; (2) Natural History, together with

Comparative Anatomy
; (3) Modern Foreign

Languages
;
the examination in each subject to

be taken in each succeeding year in rotation.
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King's College, London, has received an

anonymous gift of £25,000 towards tlie liquida-

tion of its debt.

Mk. John P. Ashley, Ph.D., has been

elected President of Albion College, at Albion,

Mich. , succeeding Dr. Lewis R. Fiske, who has

resigned, owing to advanced age, after twenty-

years of service.

Dr. E. G. Lancaster has been appointed

professor of psychology and pedagogy at Colo-

rado College.

A CHAIR of 'tropical diseases,' with Dr. J.

E. Stubbert as the first incumbent, has been

established in the New York University Medical

College.

A COMMITTEE has been formed in London to

present a plan for a London University, to be

called University of Westminster, in case the

bill before Parliament meets with continued

opposition. The present degree-conferring

University of London would according to the

plan remain unchanged, while the different

institutions of London would form themselves

into a faculty of law, a faculty of medicine,

etc., each institution to be financially inde-

pendent and only to agree on the nature and

duration of the studies required for degrees and

distinctions.

copies by applying to the Secretary of the Trus-

tees of the Marine Biological Laboratory,

Woods Holl, Mass., or to either of the under-

Samuel F. Clarke,

Edw. G. Gardiner,

J. Platfair McMurrich.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

IN REGARD TO THE MARINE BIOLOGICAL LAB-

ORATORY AT WOODS HOLL, MASS.

To THE Editor of Science.—A full and

adequate rejoinder to the statement which

appeared in Science October 8, 1897, has been

prepared and is now ready. In our opinion,

however, controversial matters relating to the

management of a scientific institution, especially

when consisting of details, statistics or mooted

points, are out of place in public prints. The

subject is not of general interest, and discussion

of this kind tends to injure any institution in

the public estimation.

The undersigned, therefore, prefer to reply

only to those concerned in the matter. To this

end we shall issue to all members of the cor-

poration and others concerned a detailed reply

to the charges brought by the former Trustees.

Others who may feel interested can obtain

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Anthropologische Studien ueber die Ureinwohner

Brasiliens. Von Dr. Paul Ehrenreich.

Braunschweig, ViewegundSohn. 1897. 4to.

Pp. 168. 30 Plates.

This work ranks among the most valuable

which have appeared for years in American

Anthropology. It is, to be sure, somewhat

limited in its area of observation, being princi-

pally confined to the states of Matto Grosso,

Goyaz and Amazonas in Brazil ; but this is more

than compensated by the abundance and accu-

racy of the material, and the skill with which

the author has brought it into bearing on the

leading general questions relating to the Ameri-

can race.

These are treated in the general portion of

the volume, occupying forty-five pages. It

embraces two chapters, one on the aims and

methods of physical anthropology and its bear-

ings on ethnology ; the other specifically on the

anthropologic position of the American race.

Much of the former is' concerned with defining

such terms as race, type, people, stem, family,

etc. ; with the conclusion that race means blood

relationship, and that the racial characteristics

and variations are the only real objects of study

in physical anthropology. The author is here on

thin ice, and his definitions, carefully trimmed

as they are, can often be punctured. Blood re-

lationship, Blutverwandtschaft, really means

nothing, for, in one sense, the whole human
species is related by blood ; and as much might

be said of other terms assumed to have a gener-

ally recognized sense. This merely shows how
needful it is to settle on an international ter-

minology in anthropology.

The chapter on the Amercan race is more

satisfactory. He regards it as strictly one, in

the Blumenbachian sense. As for the question.

Whence it came ? He regards it superfluous to

inquire, as it has certainly been on the conti-

nent from remotest human antiquity, probably
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under widely different geological relations, and

before language had developed. He considers

the following three propositions ' established

beyond question : ' i . Man is as old in America

as in Europe. 2. The oldest American skulls

present the same type as those of the modern

Indians. 3. Between the languages of America

and Asia there is a gulfwhich cannot be bridged.

(P. 42.)

The special portion of the book is divided

into two parts, the one supplying the measure-

ments on the living subjects, the other those on

skulls and skeletons. Numerous illustrations

from photographs, detailed tables and outlines

of skull-forms greatly aid the student in ob-

taining clear ideas of the physical characters of

the tribes mentioned. They include the Caribs,

Bakairi, Tupis, Botocudos, Chaco tribes, and

those of the valley of the Purus River.

The general conclusion which he draws from

these extensive comparisons will be surprising

to many, especially those who have said so

much about the ' Mongoloid ' traits of the

American Indians. '
' So far as their physical

traits are concerned, these Indians of ours ap-

proach much more closely the types of the Cau-

casian than of the Mongolian race. The arms

and generally the upper extremities, the eleva-

tion of the symphysis and the navel, are thor-

oughly European." (P.- 130.)

The osteological material was mainly from

the Bororo, Karaya and Kayapo tribes. It is

figured fully and the measurements presented

in detail. Some of the skulls were of low ca-

pacit5' and their nannocephalic character sug-

gests the already known relations of the people

of the Purus, among whom they prominently

occur, to the Arawacks of the northern shores

of the continent, and to the island-dwellers of

the West Indian archipelago.

The general impression left after an examina-

tions of the craniological measurements, how-

ever, is one of wide diversity, a diversity not

satisfactorily explained by the author's various

suggestions of amalgamation and environment,

but from its sporadic abundance, going back to

sources of variation in skull-proportions which

diminish their value as race criteria.

The work is furnished with a table of con-

tents, an index of authors quoted, and one of

subjects ; a completeness of reference which it

is a pleasure to note. D. G. Beinton. .

The present volume is of great importance,

not only on account of the detailed information

given in the special part of the work, but also on

account of a critical examination of the methods

of somatology. The following lines are intended

as a review of this general part of the work.

Dr. Ehrenreich is one of the few anthropol-

ogists who have an equal command of somato-

logical, ethnological and linguistic methods.

His criticism of modern somatology is directed

mainly against the excessive weight given to

measurements as compared to morphological

description and to the loose use of the terms

race and type.

He would reserve the term ' race ' for the

principal divisions of mankind, while he would

call the varieties of these main divisions 't5'pes.'

He objects strongly to the application of the

term ' race ' to closely affiliated varieties which

differ in regard to a few measurements, while

their fundamental morphological features are

much alike. He justly attributes much of the

confusion prevailing in anthropological litera-

ture to a lack of clear distinction between the

main groups and their subdivisions, and partic-

ularly to the tendency which has developed

of recent years to consider a few anthropomet-

rical criteria as a sufficient basis for the estab-

lishment of a new race.

In determining the ' races,' or the main di-

visions of mankind, Ehrenreich demands the

consideration of three principal phenomena.

He claims that each race is characterized by

similarity of anatomical traits, geographical

continuity of habitat, and similarity of the

structure of the languages spoken by the people

constituting the race. The first two points are

well taken. They refer, of course, to conditions

prevailing before the modern migrations of

races. I doubt, however, if it is admissible to

introduce the last point of view in the definition

of the principal divisions of mankind. Ehren-

reich is led to include languages in the charac-

terization of races by three considerations. He
says : (1) Every race has developed a greater

or lesser number of characteristic linguistic

stocks. (2) These stocks are not found outside
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the limits of each race, excepting a few instances

which are explained by certain peculiar condi-

tions. (3) There are fundamental differences

between the structures of the languages spoken

by the different races, and no connecting linlis

between them, exist. Based on these arguments

he distinguishes six races, leaving the position

of the Papuas and of the black peoples of Asia

doubtful. I will not lay great stress upon the

fact that these principles of classification lose

their applicability among the last-named peo-

ple, as in their case peculiar conditions prevail.

But there are other cases which show that these

principles do not help us to establish a definite

number of races. The linguistic considerations

would make it impossible to include the pre-

Aryan peoples of Europe and western Asia, in

what Ehrenreich terms the Caucasian or Med-
iterranean race, although the anatomical char-

aicteristics of these peoples are identical with

those of the Mediterranean race. On the other

hand, the American race shows considerable

a<natomical uniformity as compared to other

r^ces, and, nevertheless, there is no unity of

structure of language in Ehrenreich's sense of

the word. It is no less possible to imagine a

connecting link between the principles of struc-

ture of the Algonquin and Eskimo than be-

tween the Eskimo and Ural-Altaic languages.

If- we are willing to consider American lan-

guages as a unit, and include only these princi-

ples in the general characterization of American

languages that hold good in all of them, there

is nothing to prevent us from including Ural-

Altaic languages in the same group. Ehren-

reich agrees in these opinions with the views ex-

pressed by Brinton in his discussion of the

characteristics of American Languages. (Es-

says of an Americanist, p. 350 ff.)

Dr. Ehrenreich's second criticism of modern
anthropology is directed against the excessive

weight given to measurements as compared to

morphological descriptions. He expresses the

opinion that the classification according to

cephalic indices which has held sway since the

days of Retzius has greatly hampered the de-

velopment of somatology and has made efforts

at classification futile, since these were based

on measurements, particularly on indices, alone,

while they must be based on morphological

descriptions. These latter, he holds, cannot be

replaced by numerical values. While heartily

agreeing with this view, particularly with the

objection to the exaggerated value given to the

length-breadth index of the head, I do not

think that Dr. Ehrenreich's condemnation of

anthropometry is quite justified. He defines

the object of somatology as the somatic investi-

gation, description, and if possible explanation

of racial characteristics. With this, I believe,

all anthropologists will agree. The only ques-

tion is what methods are best adapted to these

ends. A broad view of the history of anthro-

pology shows that measurements were originally

introduced in order to give precision to certain

descriptive features which could not be ex-

pressed satisfactorily in words. This appeai-s

to have been the leading view of Daubenton

and Camper, who were the first to introduce

measurements in discussions referring to com-

parative anatomy. The nearer alike the types

which we compare, the more diflBcult it is to

describe in words their nice distinctions. An-
thropology was the first branch of descriptive

biology to deal with closely allied varieties, and
for this reason the need of substituting exact

numerical values for vague descriptions was
soonest felt. Since zoology, more particularly

the study of mammals and of birds, has begun

to take into consideration the geographical races

ofthe same species we observe the same tendency
of adding measurements to verbal descriptions.

In so far as Dr. Ehrenreich's criticism is di-

rected against the substitution of measurements

for descriptions that they should supplement,

it is most timely and ought to be taken to heart

by investigators. The terms dolichocephalic

and brachycephalic as indicating two groups of

head forms determined by measurements have

by some investigators been raised almost to the

rank of specific characters, although, as Ehren-

reich justly emphasizes, and in this he has the

support of Sergi, Harrison Allen and others,

the sameness of the index does not by any means

signify sameness of morphological type. He
disclaims the significance of these characters

when not supported by general morphological

agreement. In all this the author is certainly

right. But he overlooks entirely the principal

and fundamental value of numerical measures
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as illustrating the range of variability of types

which cannot be given by any verbal descrip-

tions. The type inhabiting a certain region

cannot be defined satisfactorily by a substitution

of descriptive features selected by even the

closest observation. It is not possible, as Ehren-

reich says, to represent a type by a typical indi-

vidual. The description must include all the

individuals in order to illustrate the composition

of the group that is being studied. In order to

give an adequate description it is necessary to

illustrate the frequency of different types com-

posing the group. While the types found in

two adjoining areas may be almost identical

their distribution may differ. The attempts to

treat the same subject by means of composite

photographs or composite drawings, which form

a purely theoretical point seem very promising,

offer serious practical difficulties which make
it difficult to use these methods. The varia-

bility of a type can, therefore, be expressed

only by means of carefully selected measure-

ments. Dr. Ehrenreich states with great clear-

ness that none of the proposed series of measure-

ments are satisfactory, but we must add that

a way exists of discovering such measurements.

This way is shown in Professor Karl Pearson's

admirable investigation on correlations which

was suggested by Galton's important work on

heredity. By its means laws of correlation may
be discovered which express morphological laws.

It seems to me, therefore, that the author's

condemnation of anthropometrical methods for

determining geographical varieties is too sweep-

ing.

The scepticism with which the author regards

the results of anthropometry lead him also to the

conclusion that sameness of type is not a suffi-

cient proof of common descent ; that the latter

is only proved if supported by historical and

linguistic evidence. This opinion is open to

serious objections. It is certainly true that it

is impossible to deterpaine by anatomical char-

acteristics alone to what people a single indi-

vidual belongs. But it is perfectly feasible to

identify a series of individuals belonging to a

certain people or district, if the series is suffi-

ciently large. Dr. Ehrenreich, it would seem,

has been misled by the fact that all types are

variable and cannot be represented by a single

tjfpical individual to consider the whole task

a hopeless one. Even though it is not possible

to establish for a people a single anatomical

type to which all individuals conform aud which

is characteristic of that people and no other,

this does not prove that we cannot trace its

genesis by means of a study of the various

types constituting the people and their distribu-

tion among the people itself and its neighbors.

The author acknowledges this fact to a certain

extent when saying :

'
' Whoever tries to rely

in these investigations on physical characters

alone will certainly be led astray. A consid-

eration of the geographical point of view and of

historical evidence will give much greater cer-

tainty to his conclusions." Here, as in the

discussion of the races of man, the author

strongly emphasizes the geographical point of

view, and in this he agrees with F. Eatzel. He
urges the necessity of considering the geo-

graphical probability of blood-relationship be-

fore generalizing from anatomical similarities.

The considerations of this point of view, on

which the reviewer has also repeatedly insisted,

will certainly prevent anthropologists from

forming rash conclusions and propounding ex-

travagant theories.

But I do not believe that the introduction of

linguistic considerations in the somatological

problem will be found to be of advantage. It

is true that wherever we find two tribes speak-

ing affiliated languages there must have ex-

isted blood-relationship ; but we have abundant

proof showing that by infusion of foreign blood

the anatomical types have changed to such an

extent that the original type has been practi-

cally swamped by the intruders. Such is the

case in North America among the Athapaskau

tribes of the Southwest, among the widely scat-

tered Shoshonean tribes, and in many other

cases. The laws according to which anatom-

ical types are preserved are not the same as

those according to which languages are pre-

served, and for this reason we must not expect

to find the results of classifications based on

these two considerations to coincide. Dr. Eh-

renreich seems to think that types are too vari-

able to give any satisfactory basis for deductions

of this character. But, notwithstanding the

fact that certain anatomical features are easily
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-affected by the Influence of environment, I can-

not acknowledge that any proof of the trans-

formation of the fundamental features of types

exists.

In our investigations on the early history of

mankind three methods are available, each di-

rected to a certain series of phenomena—phys-

ical type, language, customs. These are not

transmitted and do not develop in the same

manner. The one persists when the other

changes, but all may be made to contribute to

the solution of the general problem. The study

of the distribution of languages permits us to

make nicer divisions and to follow historical

changes in greater detail than that of the dis-

tribution of physical types. But often the lat-

ter give evidence in regard to phenomena

which cannot be approached by linguistic

methods. The distribution of the Alpine type

of man in Europe, or that of the Sonoran type

in North America, may be mentioned as in-

stances of this kind. It would be absurd to

state that in these cases similarity of type does

not prove blood-relationship, because there is

no linguistic evidence to support it. On the

•contrary, the physical investigation supplies

evidence that cannot be gained by linguistic

facts. The three methods mentioned above are

all equally valuable, but since they do not refer

to the same classes of facts it must not be ex-

pected that they will clear up the same inci-

dents in the early history of mankind, but all

may be utilized with equal advantage in the

study of this subject.

In regard to the affinities of the American

race to other races Dr. Ehrenreich seems to be

inclined to consider it as equally closely related

to the Asiatic and to the European races. He
lays particular stress upon the proportions of

the body and the form of the hair as distin-

guishing the Americans from the Asiatics. In

this opinion he agrees to a certain extent with

Brinton. It would seem to me that in determ-

ining the position of a race we should be guided

by the morphology of its most generalized forms,

namely of women and children. The far-reach-

ing similarity between American and Asiatic

children and women is very striking. They

have in common the wide and rather low nose,

the form of the eye and of the maxilla. The

physiognomic similarity is so great that it

would seem to be of greater weight than the

variable proportions of the body which are

much more subject to influences of environ-

™®'^*- Feanz Boas.

The Alternating-Current Circuit : An Introduc-

tory and Non-mathematical Book for Begin-

ners and Students. By W. Peeeen May-
cock. London, Whittaker & Co. 1S97.

16mo. Pp. 97. Price, $1.00.

It is the author's purpose to convey some

idea of single-phase alternating currents to the

minds of those new to the subject, by means of

plainly worded and non-mathematical language.

In his preface (April, 1897) he states that the

book forms the substance of a chapter in the

forthcoming Volume II. of ' Electrical Light-

ing and Power Distribution.' With a thorough

revision it would make an admirable chapter

for such a book. Although the book is small,

the reviewer appreciates the amount of labor

that has been spent upon it in arranging the

more important alternating current phenomena

and discussing them in a manner suitable for

non-mathematical beginners. The author has

attempted to make his style simple and clear,

successfully in the main, but with many start-

ling lapses. What idea is conveyed to a reader

(and he need not be a non-mathematical begin-

ner) from the statement (p. 8), "The current

in a given circuit is thus proportional to the

distance traversed at each alternation by any

given coulomb, C, multiplied by the number of

alternations per second ; so that if the current is

kept constant, when the frequency is doubled,

the path traversed by any given coulomb will

be halved, and vice versa."

We note error as well as confusion ; for ex-

ample, on page 64 we aretold that reactance

varies directly as the inductance and the mutual

induction. As a matter of fact, mutual induc-

tion in a case of a transformer diminishes the

reactance ; for the primary circuit of a trans-

former has less reactance when the secondary

is loaded than when it is on open circuit.

Again, it is stated (pages 64 and 85) that react-

ance depends directly upon the inductance and

the frequency, and inversely upon the capacity.

This is true when the current lags behind the
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electromotive force, but when the circuit is in

advance of the electromotive force an increase

of frequency decreases the reactance.

The author points out that the terms virtual

and effective are employed indiscriminately by

some writers, but has been unsuccessful in his

attempt to make the terms clear. The effective

value of the E. M. F. is taken to be its compo-
nent of direction of the current ; the effective

current is the component of current in the direc-

tion of the E. M. F., all of which is quite be-

yond criticism, unless it be one of words. ' Vir-

tual value ' is adopted to designate the square

root of the mean square value and is properly

explained to be the equivalent of a direct electro-

motive force or current which would produce

the same effect either on an electrostatic volt-

meter, or in heating. Thus, we may have oc-

casion to refer to the virtual value or to the

maximum value of any quantity, as of the im-

pressed E. M. F., of the effective E. M. F., of

the total current, or of the effective current.

Although thus clearly giving a proper meaning
to the term virtual, the author usually employs
'virtual E. M. F.' as synonymous with 'im-

pressed E. M. F.,' and 'virtual current' as be-

ing the total or actual current which flows as

distinguished from a particular component of it.

Thus (p. 83), "In most circuits the impressed

or virtual E. M. F. meets with an opposing

E. M. F. of reactance, and the effective E. M. F.

is something less than the virtual E. M.
F. * * *" Also (p. 84), "That proportion of

the current which can do useful work may be

called the effective current. When there is no

phase difference, the effective current is the

same as the virtual current ; but as the angle

of lag or lead increases, so does the value of

the effective as compared with the virtual cur-

rent diminish." Again (p. 87), the author re-

fers to ' impressed or virtual electromotive

force.'

These two much abused words are likewise

unnecessarily dragged in
;
thus (p. 64) we note

' virtual or effective resistance ;' (pp. 89 and 93),

effective watts,' the imputation being that we,

might likewise have ineffective watts ! Also

(p. 94) we are told that the virtual watts put

into a circuit may be far in excess of the actual

power conveyed

!

Throughout the book the author has used

terms with meanings other than those he has as-

signed to them by definition.

These blemishes are serious ones. With thor-

ough revision, the book will satisfactorily meet
the admirable end the author had in view.

Frederick Bedell.

Anleitung zur Mikrochemischen Analyse der wich-

tigsfen organischen Verbindiingen. Von H.
Behrens, Professor an der Polytechnischen

Sohule zu Delft. Viertes Heft. Karbamide
und Karbonsaeuren. Mit 94 Figuren im

Text. Hamburg und Leipzig, Verlag von

Leopold Voss. 1897. Pp 129. Mark 4.50.

In the first number of Professor Behrens' book

the anthracene group, phenols, quinones, ke-

tones and aldehydes were considered. The sec-

ond number, treating of fibrous materials, wa&
reviewed in this Journal for January 15, 1897.

The third number deals with aromatic amines,

and with the present number continues the

work satisfactorily. It should be remembered

that Professor Behrens' work is the only text-

book extant in this important field.

E. R.

Die Chemie im tdglichen Lehen. Von Dr. Lassar-

CoHN. Universitats Professor zu Konigs-

berg. Zweite Auflage. Hamburg und Leip-

zig, Verlag von Leopold Voss. 1897.

The first German edition of Professor Lassar-

Cohn's book was fully reviewed in this Journal
for January 22, 1897, by Professor Orndorff.

The appearance of a second German edition,

and the success of Professor Pattison-Muir's

English translation show the value of the book,

E. R.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

THE NEBRASKA ACADEMY OP SCIENCES.

The eighth annual meeting of the Academy
was held at Lincoln on November 26th and 27th.

On the first day the Presidential address was
given by Dr. A. S. von Mansfelde, of Ashland,

his subject being ' Some Practical Applications

of Science.' It was devoted largely to a dis-

cussion of the alcohol question from the scientific

and medical point of view in opposition to many
untenable positions taken by advocates of total

abstinence.
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The paper by Dr. H. B. Ward on ' Factors

in Civilized Life which modify the Abundance

of Parasitic Animals' in man and domestic ani-

mals dealt with the advantage of modern
methods of stall-feeding, watering from wells,

cleanly modes of killing and packing. Dr. E.

H. Barbour reported progress on the study of

Dictomaceous Earths in Nebraska. Lymnsea,

Physa and Planorbis occur as fossils. The
beds are furnishing excellent material for pack-

ing engine boilers as a non-conductor of heat.

'The Flora of a Dried-up Mill Pond,' by C. J.

Elmore, included a list of species and a classifi-

cation of them according to habit and mode of

distribution. Most of the species did not occur

on the adjacent bank.

Dr. C. E. Bessey presented evidence of

poisoning by Bhua radicans without direct con-

tact and concludes that Dr. PfaiF's non-volatile

loxicodendrol may not be the only poisonous

principle present or that it must be suflBciently

volatile to escape in hot moist air. Dr. Eoscoe

Pound presented observations on the ' Abun-
dance of Certain Secondary Species in Prairie

Formations,' and showed how it may be deter-

mined quantitatively by definite count, and how
misleading any other estimate is apt to be.

Professor F. W. Card presented ' Notes on Root

Growth,' showing that whether roots were cut

back much in planting or not the new roots in

any case arose mainly from the base of the

roots rather than from the callus at their tips,

so that best results were obtained by leaving

the roots without cutting back.

Mr. H. M. Benedict discussed the generic

characters of the genus Ichihyotsenia and de-

scribed a new species. Professor G. D. Swezey

reported upon experiments with color screens

in astronomical photography, by which an or-

dinary visually corrected objective gave good

results in photographing bright objects.

The evening was devoted to a lecture by Mr.

N. H. Darton, of the U. S. Geological Survey, on
' Some Points in the Geology of Nebraska, ' with

lantern illustrations, and to a banquet for mem-
bers and their wives.

The first paper on November 27th, by Dr. E.

W. Davis, was a discussion of certain mathe-

matical relations between the surfaces, edges

and vertices of regular solids. Miss Carrie Bar-

bour reported upon the history and results of

the Morrill Geological Expeditions. Dr. E. H.

Barbour reported upon ' A Second Nebraska

Meteorite,' weighing six pounds ; also upon
' Our Beds of Volcanic Ash,' which are

found widely distributed in the State and which

furnish a very pure polishing powder. They
are found distinctly stratified and fossiliferous,

showing aqueous deposition.

A paper by Dr. E. "W. Davis on ' Karl Pear-

son's Researches on the Mathematical Theory

of Evolution' showed how the theory of proba-

bilities may be used in the discussion of biolog-

ical and similar data. Mr. W. D. Hunter re-

ported upon ' Additions to Professor Bruner's

List of Nebraska Birds' and upon progress in

compiling lists of insects of various orders for

the State. Dr. Roscoe Pound reported upon

the 'Progress of the Botanical Survey of Ne-

braska,' particularly upon the beginnings of a

study of the phytogeographic as distinguished

from the mere floral aspects of the subject. Dr.

R. H. Wolcott presented a paper ' On the Genus

Atax,' giving an account of generic characters,

habits and a number of new species.

For lack of time the following papers were

read by title only :

The Fern Allies of Franklin county, Neb. : E. M.

Hussong.

The Peat Beds and Underlying Diatomaceous De-

posits along Cedar Creek and Tributaries : J. P.

Eowe.

On the Experimental Proof of Faraday's Theory of

Electricity : Louis T. More.

Announcement of New Nebraska Fossils : Dr. E.

H. Barbour.

Observations on the Concretions of the Pierre

Shale : Carrie A. Barbour.

On the Taxonomy of the Nemathelininthes : Dr.

H. B. Ward.

Oolitic Sands from the Dakota Cretaceous of Ne-

braska : Dr. E. H. Barbour.

Some Points in the Geology of Lincoln and its

Environs : C. E. Fisher.

The following officers for the ensuing year

were elected:

President, Dr. H. B. Ward, Lincoln ; Vice-Presi-

dent, Dr. A. S. von Mansfelde, Ashland ; Secretary-

Treasurer, Professor G. D. Swezey, Lincoln ; Cus-

todian, Professor Lawrence Brnner, Lincoln.
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The meeting was the most successful one in

the history of the Academy, both in attendance

and in the interest manifested. Its annual

volume of Proceedings is now in press, and will

be larger and more fully illustrated than usual.

G. D. SWBZEY,
Secretary.

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON—282ND

MEETING, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20.

Mr. David White exhibited two specimens

of Carboniferous shale from Lerkis-Bey, near

Amasra, Asia Minor, on which are associated

Neuropteris Scheucheeri HofFm. , and N. fimbriata

L., together with fragments of another Neurop-

teris, possibly N. ovata HofFm., and two species

of Pecopteris, one of which was P. abbreviata

Brogn. Especial attention was called to the in-

teresting circumstances that not only do these

species appear to be identical in details with

specimens similarly identified in the collection of

the U. S. National Museum from the Lower
Productive Coal Measures of Ohio and Pennsyl-

vania, but that in this continent the species are

also found in immediate association.

Dr. Erwin F. Smith exhibited a simple style

of hypodermic syringe recently brought out by

Baurch and Lamb.
Dr. Sternberg stated that it was identical in

principle with one devised by himself when at

Johns Hopkins University.

Professor O. F. Cook described ' A New Wing-

less Fly from Liberia,' stating that it was per-

haps referable to the family Phoridse, but that it

represented a new genus to which the name
Wandolleckia was given in honor of Dr. B. Wan-
dolleck, Dipteristof the Berlin Museum. Wings,

balancers and ocelli are lacking ; the eyes are

reduced to about forty hemispherical facets and

the abdomen is membranous, the chitinous

plates being rudimentary. The type Wandol-

leckia achatinie inhabits the deep forests of Li-

beria, where it is found actively running about

on Achatina variegata Koissy, the largest West
African land snail. The genus may be related to

Puliciophora Dahl, a wingless form from the

Bismarck Archipelago, but is generically dis-

tinct in the much greater reduction of the ab-

dominal plates and in the armature of the tarsi.

The resemblance of both forms to fleas is prob-

ably merely superficial and has no phylogenetic

implication.

Mr. V. K. Chestnut presented a paper en-

titled ' Some Recent Cases of Mushroom Poison-

ing. ' The symptoms often cases collected by the

Botany Division ofthe U. S. Department of Agri-

culture during the past year were given. Two of

these were fatal to four individuals. The minor

cases were caused by Clitocybe illudens, Bussula

emetica, Boletus subtomentosus, Agaricus morganii,

a species of Clavaria, and the puff ball, Lycoper-

don giganteum Batsch. One case of poisoning

by the last-named species was especially noted

because, although the fungus was unquestion-

ably fresh and was properly cooked, the symp-

toms were very marked. The two fatal cases

reported were caused by the fly amanita {Am-

anita muscaria (L.) Fr.) and the death cup

{Amanita phalloides (L.)Fv.). It was conclusively

shown by photographs, drawings and specimens

that the former caused the death of Count de

Vecchj in Washington on November 10, 1897,

it having been mistaken for the orange amanita

{Amanita csesarea). The case was, however,

complicated with apoplexy. Another gentle-

man who ate some of the same fungus was

saved by repeated doses of xJij-^V °f ^ grain of

atropine, this being an almost perfect physio-

logical antidote to the effects of muscarine. The

seeds of Jimson weed {Datura strammonium)

could also be used to advantage in such cases.

Freshly ignited charcoal is valuable for its phys-

ical properties in absorbing the poison, and an

alkaline solution of the permanganate of potash

is in some cases useful as a chemical antidote.

There is no antidote against the effects of phal-

lin, the toxalbumin which causes death in Am-
anita phalloides poisoning, but in severe cases

the transfusion of salt water or fresh blood is

recommended. The action of the poison from

the two amanitas is altogether different. Mus-

scarine paralyzes the heart and produces marked

stupor, while phallin dissolves the red blood

corpuscles, causes a gradual collapse and gen-

erally leaves the brain unaffected.

Dr. Erwin F. Smith spoke on Bacterial Dis-

eases of Plants, taking for his text certain mis-

statements in Dr. Alfred Fischer's recent

Vorlesungen ilber Bakterien. At least ten dis-

eases of plants are now known to be due to
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bacteria. These are about equally divided

between Europe and America, and there is no

excuse for ignorance concerning them.

F. A. Lucas, Secretary.

ZOOLOGICAL CLUB, UNIVERSITY OP CHICAGO.

OCTOBER, 1897.

Two Cases of Mimicry.—The results ofsome ob-

servations on the mimetic habits of the Syrphid

flies of tbe genus Spilomyia were presented. 8.

fusca, Leow, which is dull black-banded and

spotted with yellowish white,was frequently seen

flying about in the shrubbery and feeding on the

honey of some golden-rods that had sprung up

in a clearing in the pine woods (Price Co., Wis.).

This Syrphid resembles in size, form, color-

ation and movements Vespa maculata and a

smaller allied species of wasp, and was observed

to occur in the same places and at the same

time as these Hymenopterous models. A large

female of S. fusca was masticated and found to

have an agreeable flavor, the alimentary tract

of the insect being full of honey in this in-

stance. Therefore, warning colors are asso-

ciated with the absence of disagreeable smell

and taste, as the generally accepted theory of

mimicry requires. In the same locality Spilo-

myia quadrifasciata, Say, was less common than

S. fusca. It strikingly resembles the species of

Odynerus {0 Jlavipes and O. foraminatus), which

also frequent the flowers of the golden -rods.

Both insects are black, spotted and banded with

bright yellow, the black predominating. The
genus Spilomyia includes also a third group of

mimics, which, like S. liturata, Williston,

closely resemble the ' yellow-jacket' wasps

{V. germanica, etc.). In these flies the deep

yellow bands are broader and more numerous

and the black coloring more restricted than in

S. fusca and S. quadrifasciata.

W. M. "Wheeler.

Secondary Mesohlast in the Mollusca.—Sec-

ondary mesoblast was first found in the mol-

lusks in the lamellibranch Unio by Dr. F. E.

Lillie. This secondary mesoblast was found to

arise asymmetrically from a cell of the second

generation of ectomeres on the left side of the

egg. It subsequently becomes disposed sym-

metrically on both sides of the egg, apparently

by a migration of some of the cells, and is

mainly employed in the formation of the larval

adductor muscle.

Later, secondary mesoblast was discovered in

the gasteropod crepidula by Dr. Conklin. It

was found to arise from the second generation

of ectomeres, as in Unio, but from three quad-

rants instead of one, and at a much later stage-

of develepment than in the form studied by
Lillie.

The secondary 'mesoblast in Physa, accord-

ing to Wierzejski, and in Planorbis, according-

to my own observations, has a still different

origin, since it arises from cells of the third

generation of ectomeres on the anterior side of

the egg. Its origin is symmetrical, as it arises

from the two anterior quadrants of the third

quartette, which Jie on either side of the median
plane. The divisions of the cells in the third

quartette in Planorbis agree very closely with

those of Physa until a [late period of cleavage.

In both forms the first division of the cells of

the third quartette is radial ; at the next divis-

ion both the upper and lower cells in the two

anterior quadrants divide horizontally into

equal parts. The next cleavage in the anterior

quadrants is the unequal division of the lower

pair of cells, each cell giving off' a small cell

toward the vegetal pole. In both Physa and

Planorbis the upper pair of cells resulting from

this last cleavage contain the secondary meso-

blast. In Planorbis these cells, after dividing

almost horizontally, sink into the segmentation

cavity and finally lose connection with the wall

of the blastula. Whether these cells are

entirely converted into secondary mesoblast in

Physa, as in Planorbis, appears uncertain from

Wierzejski's account. S. J. Holmes.

Dr. Whitman gave an account of his observa-

tions concerning the results of crossing the

brown and the white varieties of ring-dove, and

Dr. Watase read a paper entitled ' Protoplasmic

Contractility and Phosphorescence.'

During the month the following reviews of

recent] papers were also given: ' The Embry-
ology of Crepidula' (Conklin), A. L. Treadwell

;

' Recent Literature on Spermatogenesis' (Meves

and Hermann), W. H. Packard ;
' Structure of

Nermertean Nerve-cells' (Montgomery), G. W.
Hunter.
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SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

The American Naturalist, November.—'Cepha-

lic Homologies. A contribution to the deter-

mination of the ancestry of vertebrates,'

Charles Sedgwick Minot ; Advocates the

following phylogeny :

Annelida—Protochorda

Vertebrata

I

Amphioxus

I I

Appendicularia Tunicata

'The Limits of Organic Selection,' Henry
Fairfield Osborn : Opening a discussion at

Detroit already reported in Science. ' The
Geological Congress in Russia,' Charles Pa-

LACHE. ' Some Unwritten History of the Na-
ples Zoological Station :' An account of an

address given by Dr. Anton Dohrn, at Woods
Holl, on October 10th. ' Wind River and
Bridger Beds in the Huerfano Lake Basin,'

Henry Fairfield Osborn. ' Peculiar Zonal

Formations of the Great Plains,' Frederic E.

Clements. 'The Cricket as a Thermometer,'

A. E. Dolbear.

The Astrophysical Journal, November.— ' The
Importance of Astrophysical Research and the

Relation of Astrophysics to other Physical

Sciences,' James E. Keeler. ' Aspects of

American Astronomy,' Simon Newcomb. ' The
Aim of the Yerkes Observatory,' George E.

Hale : Three addresses given on the occasion

of the dedication ofYerkes Observatory. ' Spec-

troscopic Notes,' Sir William and Lady
Huggins : Discusses the spectra of the stars in

the trapezium of the Great Nebula of Orion,

the spectra ofthe colored components of /3 Cygni,

the ultra violet spectra of a Lyraj and of Arc-

turus and on the effect of density on the spec-

trum of calcium. ' New Investigations of the

Spectrum of /3 Lyree,' A. Belopolsky. ' On the

Constitution of the Red Spectrum of Argon,'

J. R. Rydberg. ' Spectra of Bright Southern

Stars,' Edward C. Pickering.

The American Journal of Science, December.

—

'A Microsclerometer, for determining the

Hardness of Minerals,' T. A. Jaggar, Jr.: De-
scriptions with illustration ofthe author's instru-

ment. ' Recent Observations on European
Dinosaurs,' O. C. Marsh: Communication
made to the National Academy of Sciences,

noticed in the last issue of this Journal.
' Sapphires from Montana, with special refer-

ence to those from Yogo Gulch in Fergus

county,' G. F. Kunz. 'Corundum-bearing

Rock from Yogo Gulch, Montana,' L. V. PiRS-

SON. ' Crystallography of the Montana Sap-

phires,' J. H. Pratt: Thess three papers dis-

cuss the sapphires from Montana and their

petrological and crystallographic aspects.

' Electrical Measurement by Alternating Cur-

rents,' H. A. Rowland: Describes numerous
new methods for measuring capacities, induc-

tances and resistances. ' The Alleged Jurassic

of Texas. A Reply to Professor Jules Marcou,'

R. T. Hill.

NEW BOOKS.

La culture des mers en Europe. Georges
RocHi. Paris, Felix Alcan. 1898. Pp.

328. 6 fr.

Physical Problems and their Solutions. A. BoUR-

gougnon. New York, D. Van Nostrand.

1897. Pp. iv+222.

La face de la terre. Ed. Suess. Translated into

French by Emmanuel db Margerie and

Marcel Bertrand. Paris, Armand Colin

et Cie. Pp. 835. 5 fr.

The Strength of Materials. Mansfield Merri-

MAN. New York, John Wiley & Sons. 1897.

Pp. 124.

Report of the Commissioner of Education for the

year 1S95-6. Vol. 2. Washington, Govern-

ment Printing Office. 1897. Pp. vii+2173.

Scientific Aspects of Christian Evidences. G.

Frederick Wright. New York, D. Ap-

pleton & Co. 1898. Pp. vii+362. $1.50.

Erratum : In the article on ' Primitive Man in the

Delaware Valley ' by Professor W. H. Holmes, in the

last issue of Science, pages 827-8, the two cuts were

placed over the wrong titles and should be trans-

ferred.
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SIGNALLING THBOUOH SPACE WITHOUT
WIRES*

Science has conferred one great benefit

on mankind. It has supplied us with a

new sense. We can now see the invisible,

hear the inaudible and feel the intangible.

We know that the universe is filled with a

homogeneous continuous elastic medium
which transmits heat, light, electricity and
other fornjs of energy from one point of

space to another without loss. The dis-

covery of the real existence of this ' ether

'

is one of the great scientific events of the

Victorian era. Its character and mechan-

ism are not yet known by us. All attempts

to ' invent ' a perfect ether have proved be-

yond the mental powers of the highest in-

tellects. We can only say with Lord
Salisbury that the ether is the nominative

case to the verb ' to undulate.' We must
be content with a knowledge of the fact

that it was created in the beginning for the

transmission of energy in all its forms, that

it transmits these energies in definite waves

and with a known velocity, that it is per-

fect of its kind, but that it still remains as

inscrutable as gravity or life itself.

Any disturbance of the ether must origi-

nate with some disturbance of matter.

An explosion, cyclone or vibratory motion

may occur in the photosphere of the sun.

A disturbance or wave is impressed on the

* An address given before the Eoyal Institution by

W. H. Preece.Esq., C.B., F.E.S., M.Inst.C.E.
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ether. It is propagated in straight lines

through space. It falls on Jupiter, Venus,

the Earth and every other planet met with

in its course, and any machine, human or

mechanical, capable of responding to its

undulations indicates its presence. Thus

the eye supplies the sensation of light, the

skin is sensitive to heat, the galvanometer

indicates electricity, the magnetometer in-

dicates disturbances in the earth's magnetic

field. One of the greatest scientific achieve-

ments of our generation is the magnificent

generalization of Clerk-Maxwell that all

these disturbances are of precisely the same

kind, and that they difier only in degree.

Light is an electromagnetic phenomenon,

and electricity in its progress through space

follows the laws of optics. Hertz proved

this experimentally, and few of us who
heard it will forget the admirable lecture

on ' The "Work of Hertz ' given in this hall

by Professor Oliver Lodge three years ago.*

By the kindness of Professor Silvanus

Thompson, I am able to illustrate wave
transmission by a very beautiful apparatus

devised by him. At one end we have the

transmitter or oscillator, which is a heavy

suspended mass to which a blow or impulse

is given, and which, in consequence, vi-

brates a given number of times per minute.

At the other end is the receiver, or resonator,

timed to vibrate to the same period. Con-

necting the two together is a row of leaden

balls suspended so that each ball gives a

portion of its energy at each oscillation to

the next in the series. Each ball vibrates

at right angles to or athwart the line of

propagation of the wave, and as they vi-

brate in different phases you will see that a

wave is transmitted from the transmitter to

the receiver. The receiver takes up these

vibrations and responds in sympathy with

the transmitter. Here we have a visible

* This is published in an enlarged and useful form

by The Electrician Printing and Publishing Com-
pany.—W. H. P.

illustration of that which is absolutely in-

visible. The wave you see differs from a
wave of light or of electricity only in its

length or in its frequency. Electric waves
vary from units per second in long sub-

marine cables to millions per second when
excited by Hertz's method. Light waves
vary per second between 400 billions in the

red to 800 billions in the violet, and electric

waves differ from them in no other respect.

They are reflected, refracted and polarized;

they are subject to interference, and they

move through the ether in straight lines

with the same velocity, viz., 186,400 miles

per second—a number easily recalled when
we remember that it was in the year 1864

that Maxwell made his famous discovery of

the identity of light and electric waves.

Electric waves, however, difier from light

waves in this, that we have also to regard

the direction at right angles to the line of

propagation of the wave. The model gives

an illustration of that which happens along

a line of electric force ; the other line of mo-

tion I speak of is a circle around the point

of disturbance, and these lines are called

lines of magnetic force.^ The animal eye is

tuned to one series of waves ; the ' electric-

eye,' as Lord Kelvin called Hertz's reso-

nator, to another. If electric waves could

be reduced in length to the forty-thousandth

of an inch we should see them as colors.

One more definition, and our ground is

cleared. When electricity is found stored

up in a potential state in the molecules of a

dielectric like air, glass or gutta-percha the

molecules are strained ; it is called a charge,

and it establishes in its neighborhood an

electric field. When it is active, or in its

kinetic state in a circuit, it is called a cur-

rent. It is found in both states, kinetic and
potential, when a current is maintained in

a conductor. The surrounding neighbor-

hood is then found in a state of stress, form-

ing what is called a magnetic field.

* Vide Fig. 4.
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In the first case the charges

can be made to rise and fall, and

to surge to and fro with rhythmic

regularity, exciting electric waves

along each line of electric force

at very high frequencies, and in

the second case the currents can

rise or alternate in direction with

the same regularity—but with

very different frequencies—and

originate electro-magnetic xvaves

whose wave fronts are propa-

gated in the same direction.

The first is the method of

Hertz, which has recently been

turned to practical account by

Mr. Marconi, and the second is the method
which I have been applying, and which for

historical reasons I will describe to you
first.

In 1884 messages sent through insulated

wires buried in iron pipes in the streets of

London were read upon telephone circuits

erected on poles above the housetops, 80

feet away. Ordinary telegraph circuits

were found in 1885 to produce disturbances

2,000 feet away. Distinct speech by tele-

phone was carried on through one-quarter

of a mile, a distance that was increased to

1\ miles at a later date. Careful experi-

ments were made in 1886 and 1887 to

prove that these effects were due to pure

electro-magnetic waves, and were en-

tirely free from any earth conduction. In

1892 distinct messages were sent across a

portion of the Bristol Channel between

Penarth and Flat Holm, a distance of 3.3

miles.

Early in 1895 the cable between Oban
and the Isle of Mull broke down, and as no

ship was available for repairing and restor-

ing communication, communication was es-

tablished by utilizing parallel wires on each

side of the Channel and transmitting signals

across this space by these electro-magnetic

waves.

i^

1. Diagram o£ connections of Mr. Preece's system.

The apparatus (Fig. 1) connected to each

wire consists of:

(a) A rheotome or make and break

wheel, causing about 260 undulations per

second in the primary wire.

(&) An ordinary battery of about 100

Leclanche cells, of the so-called dry and

portable form.

(c) A Morse telegraph key.

{d) A telephone to act as receiver.

(e) A switch to start and stop the rheo-

tome.

Good signals depend more on the rapid

rise and fall of the primary current than on

the amount of energy thrown into vibration.

Leclanche cells give as good signals at 3.3

miles distant as 2^ H.P. transformed into

alternating currents by an alternator, ow-

ing to the smooth sinusoidal curves of the

latter. 260 vibrations per second give a

pleasant note ' to the ear, easily read

when broken up by the key into dots and
dashes.

In my electro-magnetic system two paral-

lel circuits are established, one on each side

of a channel or bank of a river,-each circuit

becoming successively the primary and sec-

ondary of an induction system, according to

the direction in which the signals are being

sent. Strong alternating or vibrating cur-
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rents of electricity are transmitted in the

first circuit so as to form signals, letters

and words in Morse character. The ef-

fects of the rise and fall of those cur-

rents are transmitted as electro-magnetic

waves through the intervening space, and

if the secondary circuit is so situated as

to be washed by these etheral waves, their

energy is transformed into secondary cur-

rents in the second circuit, which can be

made to affect a telephone and thus to

reproduce the signals. Of course, their

intensity is much reduced but still their

presence has been detected, though five

miles of clear space have separated the

two circuits.

Such efforts have been known scientifi-

cally in the laboratory since the days of

Faraday and of Henrj', but it is only within

the last few years that I have been able to

utilize them practically through considera-

ble distances. This has been rendered pos-

sible through the introduction of the tele-

phone.

Last year (August, 1896) an effort was
made to establish communication with the

North Sandhead (Goodwin) lightship. The
apparatus used was designed and manufac-

tured by Messrs. Evershed and Vignoles,

and a most ingenious relay to establish a

call was invented by Mr. Evershed. One
extremity of the cable was coiled in a ring

on the bottom of the sea, embracing the

whole area over which the lightship swept

while swinging to the tide, and the other end

was connected with the shore. The ship

was surrounded above the water line with

another coil. The two coils were separated

by a mean distance of about 200 fathoms,

but communication was found to be im-

practicable. The screening effect of the

sea water and the effect of the iron hull of

the ship absorbed practically all the energy

of the currents in the coiled cable, and the

effects on board, though perceptible, were

very trifling—too minute for signalling.

Previous experiments had failed to show
the extremely rapid rate at which energy is

absorbed with the depth or thickness of sea

water. The energy is absorbed in forming

eddy currents. There is no difficulty what-

ever in signalling through 15 fathoms.

Speech by telephone has been maintained

through 6 fathoms. Although this experi-

ment has failed through water, it is thor-

oughly practicable through air to consider-

able distances where it is possible to erect

wires of similar length to the distance to be

crossed on each side of the channel. It is

not always possible, however, to do this,

nor to get the requisite height to secure the

best effect. It is impossible on a lightship

and on rock lighthouses. There are many
small islands—Sark, for example—where it

cannot be done.

In July last Mr. Marconi brought to

England a new plan. My plan is based

entirely on utilizing electro-magnetic waves

of very low frequency. It depends essen-

tially on the rise and fall of currents in the

primary wire. Mr. Marconi utilizes elec-

tric or Hertzian waves of very high fre-

quency, and they depend upon the rise and

fall of electric force in a sphere or spheres.

He has invented a new relay which, for

sensitiveness and delicacy, exceeds all

known electrical apparatus.

The peculiarity of Mr. Marconi's system

is that, apart from the ordinary connecting

wires of the apparatus, conductors of very

moderate length only are needed, and even

these can be dispensed with if reflectors

are used.

The Transmitter.—His transmitter is Pro-

fessor Eighi's form of Hertz's radiator

(Fig. 2).

Two spheres of solid brass, 4 inches in

diameter (A and B), are fixed in an oil-

tight case D of insulating material, so that

a hemisphere of each is exposed, the other

hemisphere being immersed in a bath of

vaseline oil. The use of oil has several
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advantages. It maintains the surfaces of

the spheres electrically clean, avoiding the

frequent polishing required by Hertz's ex-

posed balls. It impresses on the waves ex-

cited by these spheres a uniform and con-

r ¥n— '

•-—Ww—-'

^^%y-
Fig. 2. Diagram of the Marconi Apparatus.

stant form. It tends to reduce the wave
lengths ; Eighi's waves are measured in

centimetres, while Hertz's were measured

in metres. For these reasons the distance

at which effects are produced is increased.

Mr. Marconi uses generally waves of about

120 centimetres long. Two small spheres,

a and 6, are fixed close to the large spheres,

and connected each to one end of the

secondary circuit of the ' induction coil ' C,

the primary circuit of which is excited by
a battery E, thrown in and out of circuit

by the Morse key K. Now, whenever the

key K is depressed sparks pass between 1,

2 and 3, and since the system A B contains

a capacity and electric inertia, oscillations

are set up in it of extreme rapidity. The
line of propagation is D d, and the fre-

quency of oscillation is probably about 250

millions per second.

The distance at which effects are pro-

duced with such rapid oscillations depends

chiefly on the energy in the discharge that

passes. A 6-inch spark coil has sufliced

through 1, 2, 3, up to 4 miles, but for

greater distances we have used a more pow-
erful coil—one emitting sparks 20 inches

long. It may also be pointed out that this

distance increases with the diameter of the

spheres A and B, and it is nearly doubled

by making the spheres solid instead of hol-

low.

The JJecewer. — Marconi's relay (Fig. 2)

consists of a small glass tube four centi-

meters long, into which two silver pole-

pieces are tightly fitted, separated from

each other by about half a millimeter—

a

thin space which is filled up by a mixture

of fine nickel and silver filings, mixed with

a trace of mercury. The tube is exhausted

to a vacuum of 4 mm., and sealed. It

forms part of a circuit containing a local

cell and a sensitive telegraph relay. In its

normal condition the metallic powder is

virtually an insulator. The particles lie

higgledy-piggledy, anyhow, in disorder.

They lightly touch each other in an irregu-

lar method, but when electric waves fall

upon them they are ' polarized,' order is in-

stalled. They are marshalled in serried

ranks ; they are subject to pressure—in fact,

as Professor Oliver Lodge expresses it, they

cohere '—electrical contact ensues and a
current passes. The resistance of such a

space falls from infinity to about five ohms.

The electric resistance of Marconi's relay

—that is, the resistance of the thin disc of

loose powder—is practically infinite when
it is in its normal or disordered condition.

It is, then, in fact, an insulator. This re-

sistance drops sometimes to five ohms,

when the absorption of the electric waves
by it is intense. It, therefore, becomes a

conductor. It may be, as suggested by
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Professor Lodge, that we have in the meas-

uremeut of the variable resistance of this

instrument a means of determining the in-

tensity of the energy falling upon it. This

variation is being investigated both as re-

gards the magnitude of the energy and the

frequency of the incident waves. Now
such electrical effects are well known. In

1866 Mr. S. A. Varley introduced a light-

ning protector constructed like the above

tube, but made of boxwood and containing

powdered carbon. It was fixed as a shunt

to the instrument to be protected. It acted

well, but it was subject to this coherence,

which rendered the cure more troublesome

than the disease, and its use had to be

abandoned. The same action is very com-

mon in granulated carbon microphones like

Hunting's, and shaking has to be resorted

• MareonI Ex|wHm«nt»
^^Eifiotro.Ma^netto Induotlon ExpeHmontt

Fig. 3. Map of iooality where the experiments were

carried out.

to, to decohere the carbon particles to

their normal state. M. E. Branly (1890)

showed the effect with copper, aluminium
and iron filings. Professor Oliver Lodge,

who has done more than any one else in

England to illustrate and popularize the

work of Hertz and his followers, has given

the name 'coherer ' to this form of appa-

ratus. Marconi ' decoheres ' by making
the local current very rapidly vibrate a

small hammer head against the glass tube,

which it does effectually, and in doing so

makes such a sound that reading Morse

characters is easy. The same current that

decoheres can also record Morse signals on
paper by ink. The exhausted tube has two
wings which, by their size, tune the re-

ceiver to the transmitter by varying

the capacity of the apparatus.* Choking

coils prevent the energy escaping. The
analogy to Professor Silvanus Thompson's

wave apparatus is evident. Oscillations

set up in the transmitter fall upon the re-

ceiver tuned in sympathy with it, coherence

follows, currents are excited and
signals made.

In open clear spaces within

sight of each other nothing more
is wanted, but when obstacles

intervene and great distances are

in question height is needed;

tall masts, kites and balloons

have been used. Excellent sig-

nals have been transmitted be-

tween Penarth and Brean Down,
near Weston-super-Mare, across

the Bristol Channel, a distance

of nearly nine miles (Fig. 3).

[The system was here shown in.

operation.]

Mirrors also assist and inten-

sify the effects. They were used

in the earlier experiments, but

they have been laid aside for the

present, for they are not only expensive to-

make, but they occupy much time in manu-
facture.

* The period of vibration of a circuit is given by
the equation T ^ 2^ v' K L, so that we have simply
to vary either the capacity K or the so-called ' self-

induction 'L to tune the receiver to any frequency.

It is simpler to vary K.
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It is curious that hills and apparent ob-

structions fail to obstruct. The reason is

probably the fact that the lines of force

escape these hills. When the ether is en-

tangled in matter of different degrees of in-

duct!vity the lines are curved, as in fact they

are in light. Fig 4 shows how a hill is vir-

*!^%^7;^

Fig. 4. Biagiam illustrating the way in which hills

are bridged by the electric waves.

tually bridged over by these lines, and con-

sequenth' some electric waves fall on the

relay. Weather seems to have no influence

—rain, fogs, snow and wind avail nothing.

The wings in Fig. 2 may be removed.

One pole can be connected with earth, and

the other extended up to the top of the

mast, or fastened to a balloon by means of

a wire. The wire and balloon or kite cov-

ered with tin foil becomes the wing. In

Fig. 5. Diagram of Marconi connections when
using pole or kite.

this case one pole of the transmitter must

also be connected with the earth. This is

shown by Fig. 5.

There are some apparent anomalies that

have developed themselves during the ex-

periments. Mr. Marconi iinds that his re-

lay acts even when it is placed in a perfectly

closed metallic box. This is the fact that

has given rise to the rumor that he can

blow up an iron-clad ship. This might be

true if he could plant his properly tuned

receiver in the magazine of an enemy's ship.

Many other funny things could be done if

this were possible. I remember in my
childhood that Captain Warner blew up a

ship at a great distance off Brighton. How
this was done was never known, for his

secret died shortly afterwards with him.

It certainly was not by means of Marconi's

relay.

The distance to which signals have been

sent is remarkable. On Salisbury Plain

Mr. Marconi covered a distance of four

miles. In the Bristol Channel this has been

extended to over eight miles, and we have

by no means reached the limit. It is inter-

esting to read the surmises of others. Half

a mile was the wildest dream.*

It is easy to transmit many messages in

any direction at the same time. It is only

necessary to tune the transmitters and re-

ceivers to the same frequency or ' note.' I

could show this here, but we are bothered

by reflection from the walls. This does not

happen in open space. Tuning is very easy.

It is simply necessary to vary the capacity

of the receiver, and this is done by increas-

* "Unfortunately at present we cannot detect the

electro-magnetic waves more than 100 feet from their

source." Trowbridge, 1897, Wliat is Electricity, p.

256.

" I mention 40 yards because that was one of the
,

first out-of-door experiments, but I should think that

something more like half a mile was nearer the limit

of sensibility. However, this is a rash statement not

at present verified." Oliver Lodge, 1894, The Work

of ffertz, p. 18.
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ing the length of the wings W in Fig. 2.

The proper length is found experimentally

close to the transmitter. It is practically

impossible to do so far away.

It has been said that Mr. Marconi has

done nothing new. He has not discovered

any new rays ; his transmitter is compara-

tively old ; his receiver is based on Branly's

coherer. Columbas did not invent the egg,

but he showed how to make it stand on its

end, and Marconi has produced from known
means a new electric eye more delicate

than any known electrical instrument, and

a new system of telegraphy that will reach

places hitherto inaccessible. There are a

great many practical points connected with

this system that require to be threshed out

in a practical manner before it can be placed

on the market, but enough has been done

to prove its value, and to show that for

shipping and lighthouse purposes it will be

a great and valuable acquisition.

CHABACTEBS, CONGENIIAL AND AOQUIBED.

The characters of a living organism,

plant or animal, are usually grouped by

biologists under two heads, the congenital,

or inborn, and the acquired. Bat hitherto

no systematic attempt has been made to

give precision to these terms—to define pre-

cisely what we mean by them, and in the

case of any particular organism to ascer-

tain exactly which of its characters are in-

born and which acquired. I know nothing

in the whole range of science which promises

to the thinker more immediate and solid

results than this strangely neglected field

of investigation. For example, had it re-

ceived the attention it deserved, it is proba-

ble that the great controversy as to the

transmissibility of acquired traits between
' the Neo-La.marckian and Darwinian schools

would long ago have ceased, since only

after it has been definitely determined

whether this or that trait is inborn or ac-

quired can the fact of its transmissibility

or non-transmissibility profitably be used

as an argument for or against the La-

marckian doctrine. This precisely the dis-

putants have not done—an assertion I shall

justify presently. To deal with my subject

adequately one should have the powers of

a Darwia or a Herbert Spencer ; if, however,

I can contrive to direct attention to it I

shall be well content.

An inborn variation may be defined as

one which arises in an organism owing to

changes previously produced by the action

of the environment in the germ cell (or

pair of germ cells) whence it sprang. As
inborn variations are admittedly transmis-

sible, all inborn characters must have arisen

thus in the ancestry* and, deductively, it

must follow, as, indeed, may easily be

proved inductively,! that changes in a

germ cell tend to be reproduced in its de-

scendant germ cells, for which reason the

organisms that arise from them tend also

to reproduce the inborn variations of the

parent organism.

An acquired character may be defined as

one which arises in the organism owiag to

changes produced by the action of the en-

vironment, not on the germ cell, but on

the somatic cells derived from it. If ac-

quired modifications are transmissible, then

changes in the somatic cells must tend so to

modify the germ cells associated with them

that, as a consequence, the organisms they

proliferate into tend to reproduce, as inborn

characters, the particular variations which

were acquired by the parent organism.

* That is, it we accept the Neo-Darwinian doctrine.

t All unicellular organisms are germ cells ; that

is, they are all capable of continuing the species.

When modified by the action of the environment

they tend to transmit their modifications to descend-

ant organisms, aa has been abundantly proved by

bacteriologists. A striking example is afforded by

the organism which produces small-pox. If trans-

ferred to the cow it becomes so modified in the new
environment that it ever afterwards causes in man,

not small-pox, but cow-pox.
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I dare say that the above definitions will

be objected to by some of my readers, but

I am in hopes that, on consideration of what
follows, the majority will assent to them as

indicating pretty correctly what we really

mean by the terms ' inborn ' and ' acquired.'

I do not here propose to discuss the ques-

tion as to whether acquired modifications

are transmissible ; I have done it at length

elsewhere, and my present object is rather

to difierentiate accurately between the ac-

quired and the congenital, and to ascertain

the parts played by them respectively in

the organic world. I may, in passing, how-

ever, notice one or two points which have

been frequent sources of confusion and the

consideration of which may help to bring

the meaning I intend my definitions to bear

clearly before the mind.

It has often been maintained by Neo-

Lamarckians that important modifications

in the soma (e. g., the effects of disease)

must affect the associated germ cells, and

that therefore acquired modifications must,

to some extent, be transmissible. * They
miss the point at issue. It is not denied

tliat changes in the germ's environment (i.

e., in the body of the parent) may result in

modifications in the organism into which

the germ subsequently proliferates, but it

is strenuously denied that acquired modifi-

cations in the parent tend specially so to

modify the germ as to cause the organism

into which it subsequently proliferates to

reproduce congenitally the particular modi-

fication which the parent acquired. Again,

supposing some cause (e. cj., disease) pro-

duced a modification (e. g., cavities in the

lungs) in the soma and that subsequently,

in the absence of the cause, the offspring

* " The germ is a unicellular organism and there-

fore it should be modifiable in accordance -with its

environment. Such environment would be different

in the body of a sedentary clerk and a hard-working

agricultural laborer, and on this hypothesis the off-

spring in these cases -would be different." (S. S.

Buckman, Natural Science, March, 1897, p. 189.)

developed the modification ; even this

would not constitute an absolute proof of

the Lamarckian doctrine, though it would
raise a presumption in favor of it. For it

must be remembered that it is not asserted

that a force acting on an organism cannot

produce such a change in the germ as will

cause the organism into which it develops

to exhibit a variation similar to the modi-

fication produced by the force in the parent,

but that it is asserted that this coincidence,

this mere coincidence, must, from the nature

of the case, be extremely rare, so very

rare that, as factors in evolution, such ap-

parent, but only apparent, transmission of

acquired traits may practically be ignored.

Only after it had been shown that clear and
indubitable cases of reproduction by the

ofispring of the parents' modification were

not uncommon in nature could the truth of

the Lamarckian doctrine be accepted as

proven.

Watching the multiplication of an in-

fusorian (Stylonychia Pustulata), Maupas
observed that, after two of these had con-

jugated, the resulting fertilized cell divided

and redivided many times without conjuga-

tion again occurring, but that if, after a

certain pretty definite number of cell-di-

visions, conjugation did not again occur,

the race ultimately died out. He found,

moreover, that the descendants of a conju-

gated pair did not conjugate among them-

selves, but only with the descendants of

another conjugated pair. All this is the

rule among higher plants and animals.

The ovum and the sperm are unicellular

organisms. After conjugation they divide

and redivide many times without conjuga-

tion again occurring among the descendant

cells. But these, like the infusorians, if

they do not conjugate, ultimately die out.

Most of them (i. e., the somatic cells) are

incapable of conjugation, while such of

them as are capable of conjugation (i. e.,

the germ cells) conjugate only with cells
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from another body (i. e., cell-family) . There

are, as is well known, exceptions to the

above ; unending reproduction may occur

without conjugation, as among such plants

as are propagated by slips or suckers, and

self-fertilization also occurs, but the general

rule is as I have stated. A multicellular

plant or animal in the successive stages of

its development is therefore the homologue,

not of the remote ancestral unicellular

organism, but of all those successive genera-

tions of unicellular organisms which inter-

vene between one act of conjugation and

the next.

Unlike the cell descendants of a conju-

gated unicellular organism, the cell-descend-

ants of a conjugated germ diifer from it,

and from one another, in that they undergo

differentiation along certain definite lines

(into nerve, muscle, bone, etc.), the germ
cells being so specialized that the cell-com-

munities which spring from them are very

like the cell-community of which they were

cell-members, for which reason a man, for

instance, is like his parent. Moreover, the

cell-descendants of the conjugated germ
differ from the cell-descendants of the con-

jugated unicellular organism in that they

remain adherent, and in that, in different

lines of descent, they multiply at different

though definite rates. Did the cell-descend-

ants of the germ all multiply at an equal

rate, a solid spherical mass of cells would, of

course, result; whereas, owing to differences

in their rates of multiplication, the shape

of multicellular plants and animals are ir-

regular (t. e., not spherical). But, though

these rates of multiplication in different

lines of descent are pretty definite in every

species of plant and animal, they differ

widely in different species, whence arise

difierences in shape betwixt one species and

another. An ox, for instance, differs in

shape from a man because in it the cells in

different lines of descent do not multiply

at the same rate as in the man.

We cannot doubt that, when first multi-

cellular organisms were evolved from uni-

cellular, all the cells constituting the mass

were morphologically and physiologically

similar, and that, therefore, like the ances-

tral unicellular organism, every cell was
capable of performing all the functions of

life— food-getting, locomotion, reproduction

of the race, etc. Later, as a result of

natural selection, differentiation appeared

among the adherent cells of the community,

some taking on one function and some an-

other, till at length a high degree of dif-

ferentiation resulted, and the reproduction

of the race was delegated to the germ cells.

As I have already indicated, among the

unicellular organisms every cell is a germ
cell, and as such is capable of continuing

the race. Among low multicellular organ-

isms this power persists in many cells, and

the environment decides whether it shall

be exercised or not; thus, if almost any

fragment of a sponge be bedded out it will

proliferate into a complete individual. It

persists longer in plants than in animals

;

thus from a fragment of begonia leaf may
arise an entire individual capable of con-

tinuing the race; the cells are being turned

from their original destiny by a change in

the environment. But among the higher

plants this power of reproducing the entire

individual by means of cells other than

germ cells, or what may normally pro-

liferate into germ cells, is very exceptional.

All that commonly persists is the power of

reproducing from such fragments of the

complete organism as contain cells, which

might normally proliferate into germ cells,

the parts wanting to render the fragment a

complete organism. Thus a geranium slip

(for instance) contains cells which nor-

mally {i. e., when the branch remains part

of the plant) proliferate into germ cells ; if

this branch be bedded out as a slip it pro-

duces the roots which are needed to con-

vert it into a complete organism of its
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species. Here germ cells are not produced

from cells not destined to that purpose as

in the begonia leaf, but lost parts are repro-

duced by what may be termed (and in fact

is) an exaggerated process of healing. In

other plants the power of reproducing lost

parts is present in a much smaller scale,

and only comparatively trifling injuries are

healed ; i. e., a small fragment cannot repro-

duce the whole, though the whole can repro-

duce lost fragments. Among animals, ow-

ing to the greater specialization of the cells

and the more complex condition under

which they live, this power of reproducing

lost parts is present in general to a much less

extent than among plants. Low in the scale,

as we see, a fragment of sponge, for instance,

<3an reproduce the whole. Higher in the

scale, a starfish can reproduce a ray, a lob-

ster a claw, a lizard its tail, and so forth,

but none of these parts can reproduce the

whole ; that is done solely by germ cells.

Higher yet, as among birds and mammals,
the power of reproducing lost parts is com-

paratively very trifling; important and com-

plex parts cannot be restored. Wounds
and mutilations are healed, but, if serious,

very imperfectly, for only scar tissue re-

places the normal tissues which were lost.

We see, then, that the reproduction of

lost parts, whether it be on a very great

and perfect scale, as when a fragment re-

produces a whole as in a sponge, or whether

it be on a very small and imperfect scale,

as when a wound is healed in one of the

higher animals, is a process of the same
order. ISTow, we speak of a scar in man,

for example, as an acquired character ; but

who would dream of speaking of all that

which is reproduced by the fragment of a

sponge or a begonia leaf as a character ac-

quired by the fragment. Moreover, when
one of the higher animals is mutilated, as

when a dog loses his tail, we lump to-

gether both the mutilation and the tissue

with which the lost part is replaced (i. e.,

the scar) as a single acquired character.

But, even if we should agree for conven-

ience to regard the scar as an acquired

character, surely the mutilation ought not

to be so designated, but should rather be

termed (as I venture to suggest) an enforced

character. We see, moreover, that the

power of reproducing lost parts to a greater

or less extent persists throughout organic

nature, but that this power is vastly greater

low in the scale than higher. In other

words, if we agree to regard such reproduc-

tions as acquired, observation proves that

the power of acquiring them is very much
greater low in the scale (e. g., sponge) than

it is higher (e. g., man).

On the other hand, there is another class

of acquired characters

—

perhaps the only class

to which the term should properly he applied—
the power of acquiring which is greatest

among the highest animals, and apparently

is little or not at all present among the

lower animals, nor in the whole of the

plant world. I speak of such characters as

arise as a result of exercise and use, as, for

instance, the increased muscular power of

an athlete. In the plant world no charac-

ters can,'of course, be acquired as a response

to the stimulation of exercise and use.

Plants, therefore, of necessity, attain their

full development in the absence of all other

stimulation than such as is supplied by
sufficient food and warmth. Of such plant-

like animals as sponges the same also, of

necessitj^, is true. It is true, with possi-

ble exceptions, even of such active ani-

mals as insects. Thus a pupa may de-

velop into a perfect insect while lying

quiescent. The lower vertebrates, such as

fish and reptiles, have also little or no power
of developing in response to the stimulation

of use and exercise ; apparently they are

able to grow into normal, adult animals in

its absence ; thus if a tadpole finds its way
through a crevice into a small cavity, and

is able to obtain sufficient food, it develops
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into a normal frog, though it leads a purely

vegetative life. Higher yet in the scale

among birds and mammals, and most of all

among the highest mammals, the animal

attains its full development, as regards

many structures, only in response to the

stimulation of exercise and use ; thus, for

instance, if the limb of an infant be locked

by paralysis or by a joint disease so that it

cannot be used it does not develop into an

adult limb. Now, if a ' normal ' man takes

a more than ordinary amount of exercise

he gets a more than ordinary development

of various structures, as happens in the

case of the blacksmith's arm. This extra

development is regarded by biologists as

' abnormal ' and is rightly termed ' ac-

quired.' But, as we see, the ' normal ' de-

gree of development is attained only as

a response to exercise (^. e., stimulation),

similar in kind though less in amount.

Therefore, it is clear that the full development of

the normal adult arm, as ivell as many other impor-

tant structures, is acquired, differing in this

from eyes, ears, teeth, nails, etc., which are

wholly inborn, and do not owe their devel-

opment in the least to use and exercise.

In fact, on consideration, I think it will be

found that adult man differs physically

from the infant almost wholly in characters

which are acquired, not in those which are

inborn. In teeth, hair, skull-bones, gen-

ital organs, and in some other respects, he

differs from the infant as regards inborn

characters ; but as regards almost all the

structures of the trunk and limbs, and

most of those of the head, the difference is

in characters which have been acquired by

the adult as a response to the stimulation

of exercise and use. Thus the limbs de-

velop wholly in response to use, the heart

and arteries develop within certain limits

in proportion to the strain put on them, as

also do the lungs and their accessory mus-

cles, as well as the bony attachments of the

latter. The muscles, arteries, nerves, etc.,

of the head and neck also develop in re-

sponse to the same stimulation. Moreover,

the normal standard of development is

maintained only as a response to this stim-

ulation (i. e., use, exercise), for example,

when not used, the muscles with their co-

ordinated structures atrophy and tend to

disappear, as in the case of a paralyzed

limb. It may be added that it is probable

that even the infantile standard of de-

velopment is, to some extent, acquired

under the stimulus of foetal movements in

utero.

In upholding the doctrine of the trans-

missibility of acquired modifications much
stress has been laid by Mr. Herbert Spencer

and others on the exquisite coordination of

the multitudinous parts of the high animal

organism. They maintain that this co-

ordination affords decisive proof of the

Lamarckian theory, the line of argument

being as follows : It is not probable that

all the many structures of a high animal

can ever have varied favorably together

(as compared to the parent) in any indi-

vidual animal. It is unbelievable that they

can all have varied favorably generation

after generation in a line of individuals. A
chain is only as strong as its weakest link.

A favorable variation, say a larger horn in

the elk, if unaccompanied by correspond-

ing variation in all the thousand parts (in

head, neck, trunk, limbs) coordinated with

it, would be useless, and even burdensome.

In other words, ifa single structure (muscle,

bone, ligament, etc. ) of all those associated

with it failed to bear the strain of the

larger horn, this variation would not favor

survival, but, on the contrary, be a cause

of elimination. Therefore, say these

thinkers, the evolution of high multi-

cellular animals cannot be attributed to the

accumulation, during generations, of inborn

variations alone, but must in part be at-

tributed to the accumulation, during gene-

rations, of the effects of use and disuse, i. e.,
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to the accumulation of acquired variations.

But variations acquired as a result of use

and disuse are plainly never transmitted.

Thus an infant's limb never attains to the

adult standard except in response to the

same stimulation (exercise) as that which

developed the parent's limb. The same is

true of all the other structures which in the

parent underwent development as a result

of use, or subsequent retrogression in the

absence of it. These, like the limbs, do not

develop or retrogress in the infant except as

a result of similar causes. Plainly, then,

what is transmitted to the infant is not the

modification, but only the power of acquiring

it under similar circumstimces—a power which

has undergone such an evolution in high

animal organisms that, as I say, in man,

for instance, almost all the development

changes which occur between infancy and

manhood are attributable to it. It follows,

therefore, that the exquisite coordination

of all the parts of a high animal is not

due to the inherited effects of use and dis-

use, but to this great power of acquiring

modifications along certain definite lines
;

so that if an animal varies in such a way
as to have one of its structures (e. g., horn,

a structure which is wholly inborn) larger

than in the parent, then all the other struc-

tures associated with it, owing to the

increased strain (i. e., the increased stimu-

lation) put on them, undergo a correspond-

ing modification, and thus preserve the

harmony of all the parts of the whole.

So also if the horn (for instance) be smaller

than in the parent, the lesser strain placed

by it on associated structures causes these

also to develop less than in the parent,

whereby again the harmony of the whole is

preserved.

I have dwelt at greater length on this

neglected subject of acquired characters

(properly so-called) elsewhere,* but I think

I have said enough even here to demon-
* Vide 2he Present Evolution of Man, pp. 108-21.

strate its immense importance. The power

of acquiring fit modifications in response to

appropriate stimulation is that which

especially differentiates high animal organ-

isms from low animal organisms.* With-

out this power and the plasticity which re-

sults from it the multitudinous parts of

high animals could not well be coordi-

nated, and, therefore, without it their evo-

lution could scarcely have been possible.

Indeed, it is not too much to say, so vitally

important is this power to the higher ani-

mals, that, as regards them, the chief aim

(if I may use the expression) of natural

selection has been to evolve it. But, since

this power of developing in response to the

stimulation of use operates mainly along

certain definite lines, which are not quite

the same in every species, the different

species differ as regards size and shape, not

only in characters which are inborn, but

also in those which are acquired. Thus an

ox differs in size and shape from a man not

alone in inborn characters, but also in

characters which are acquired as a result

of exercise and use. The structures of both

the ox and man develop in response to ap-

propriate stimulation, but not quite in the

same direction, nor in the same proportion,

nor to the same degree ; hence, to some ex-

tent the differences in size and shape be-

twixt the two animals. Consider, for in-

stance, the hind limbs of the ox and man :

in both these grow greatly as a response to

the stimulation of exercise, but the lines of

growth being somewhat different the limbs

do not approximate in shape and size.

Presently, when we consider mind, we
shall realize even more strikingly the im-

portance of our subject, and perceive how
deeply it concerns many fields of thought

and investigation which have greatly in-

terested mankind in all ages ; but I have
still something more to say as regards

* The truth of this, as we shall see, is made par-

ticularly manifest by the study of mind.
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physical characters, though it is not possi-

ble in the space allotted me to do fall

justice to the theme.

G. Aechdall Reid.

SouTHSEA, England.

THE DESIRABILITY AND THE FEASIBILITY
OF THE ACQUISITION OF SOME REAL AND
A CCURA TE KNO WLEDGE OF THE BRAIN

BY PRE-COLLEGIATE SCHOLA RS- *

Never before has the need of informa-

tion as to the structure and function of the

nervous system been so keenly felt by ex-

perts in various branches of knowledge and

by practitioners of various specialties.

Never before, likewise, has there been so

general and so earnest a desire for such in-

formation among the laity. For the first

time has it been claimed by a prominent

* This article is based upon a paper presented at

the meeting of the American Society of Naturalists

in Boston, December 29, 1896; it is an extension of

the views expressed by that Society in 1891, 1892

and 1893 regarding a science requirement for admis-

sion to college and the introduction of natural his-

tory studias into the lowest grades of schools. It also

embodies the substance of published or unpublished

remarks upon the subject made by the writer on the

following occasions:

1889.—In the article 'Anatomical Terminology,'

Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences (VIII.,

p. 532, §82), occurs the following passage: "Aside

from prejudice and lack of practical direction as to

removing, preserving and examining the organ, there

is but one valid reason why every child of ten years

should not have an accurate and somewhat extended

personal acquaintance with the gross anatomy of the

mammalian brain; that obstacle is the enormous and

unmanageable accumulation of objectionable names

under which the parts are literally buried."

The foregoing paragraph is reproduced in a foot-

note upon p. 335 of my paper, ' Neural Terms, Inter-

national and National,' Jour. Comp. Neurology, Nl.,

216-352, December, 1896 ( issued February , 1897).

1896, a.—An address before the Home Congress,

in Boston, October 13, 1896, was entitled ' Brains for

the young: the desirability and the feasibility of the

acquisition of some real knowledge of the brain by

precollegiate scholars.' Through misapprehension a

report of the address was printed in the Arena for

March, 1897, pp. 575-583. Although unauthorized

educator that neurology is a prime constit-

uent of a liberal education. Among the

branches of knowledge essential to a liber-

ally educated man President Gilman names

{Educational Revieiv, III., 105-119, Febru-

ary, 1892), "first, the knowledge of his

own physical nature, especially of his think-

ing apparatus, of the brain and the nervous

system, by which his intellectual life is car-

ried forward."

Under prevailing conditions, however,

any approximation to a real and accurate

knowledge of the brain is gained by but

few, and at a late educational stage.

Hence the public are ignorant or misin-

formed,* and the time that specialists

might devote to research and advanced in-

struction is consumed in acquiring and im-

and containing some errors, it fairly represents what

was said.

1896, b.—At the meeting of the New York State

Science Teachers' Association in Buffalo, December

31, 1896, in the discussion on Biology in the Schools,

the main points of the article above named were

briefly stated ;
they were correctly reported in

Science, April 2, 1897, p. 537.

1897.—A paper on 'The practical study of the

brain in a primary school ' was read before the Uni-

versity Convocation, June 29, 1897.

*Among the anxious parents and teachers to whom
they are addressed how many are able to profit by

the information contained in, for example, Donald-

son's ' The growth of the brain' and Halleck's ' The

education of the central nervous system ?' How many
persons recognize as erroneous the statements so fre-

quently made as to the supreme absolute or relative

size of the human brain ? May not high school pupils

describe the rivers of Africa and even the ' canals ' of

Mars and yet be so little familiar with the topography

of the cerebrum as to accept without question the al-

leged representations thereof in most text-books, mis-

representations that might serve equally well for a

heap of sausages ? A large part of the community is

at the mercy of charlatans, and squanders time and

money upon that peculiarly American humbug, phre-

nology as practised. In a recent issue of a popular

magazine, whose editor is sincerely interested in edu-

cation, is an article containing not merely the phreno-

logic misstatements and vapidities, but a diagram of

the ' convolutions of the brain ' which has no basis of

fact.
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parting the neurologic alphabet. Indeed,

so numerous are the parts of the central

nervous system,* so heterogeneous and un-

familiar are their appellations,f so complex

are their connections, so subtle and interde-

pendent are their operations, so multifarious

and difficult are histologic and physiologic

manipulations, so diverse are the interpre-

tations of nervous phenomena, and so volu-

minous is the literature of neurology,'! that

by the time existing knowledge is fairly

mastered the vpould-be investigator has too

often passed the period of greatest energy,

enthusiasm and opportunity.

Were the practical study of the brain

commenced in the primary schools two re-

sults might be anticipated, viz.:

First, the more general and thorough

comprehension of the references to the

structure, functions, disorders and injuries

of the brain that occur with increasing

frequency in lay as well as professional

publications.

Secondly, among the many thus early and

systematically trained in the fundamentals

of neurologic fact, theory, method and
literature, such as were fitted by nature

and nurture to increase knowledge would

,
be several years in advance of investigators

as now prepared.

My general proposition is that a certain

amount of study of the vertebrate brain constitutes

an indispensable element of every course at every

educational stage ; that this study be objective ;

that dissections and draivings^ be imperatively

* Including the meninges and blood-vessels, there

are tietween five and six hundred ; see the lists com-

piled by the committee of the Anatomische Gesell-

sohaftand by the -writer ;
' Neural Terms,' etc., 1896.

t In 1888 the total in all languages was 10,500 ; see

< Neural Terms,' etc., pp. 230-231.

X The card-catalogue prepared in the neurologic

laboratory of Cornell University refers mainly to

vertebrates and includes between five and six thou-

sand titles.

§ In a recent discussion of ' Physiology in the

Schools' (University Convocation Report, 1896, p.

required ; and that the forms and methods em-

ployed, and the ideas and generalizations incul-

cated and elucidated, be adapted to the average

mental condition at the several epochs.

The following remarks and quotations

may serve to introduce an outline of

neurologic study and to avert some possi-

ble objections.

The human brain is commonly the ulti-

mate object of inquiry, but it is so difficult

to obtain, preserve, manipulate and com-

prehend that animal brains are more con-

veniently employed at first. Fiat experimen-

tum in corpore vili.

Descriptions, pictures and models may
serve to convey additional information .to

such as are already fairly well informed
;

but there should first be laid a concrete

foundation composed of direct personal im-

pressions of the object, manual as well as

visual.

Other things being equal, the acquisition

of advanced knowledge is rapid and perfect

in direct ratio with the earliness and thor-

oughness of appropriate preliminary train-

ing. *

The higher a material superstructure,

the deeper are laid its foundations. If,

therefore, as stated by Minot, the human
brain is the most complex organ known,

and if the human intellect is destined to be

long baffled by the mysteries of its own
agent, so much the rather should the funda-

mental facts and ideas of neurology be

firmly fixed in the vacant and receptive

depths of the youthful mind.

Because the elaborations of a science

tax the mental powers of the philosopher is

no reason for postponing its rudiments un-

74 ) I have declared my belief that '

' children should

be taught to draw before they write."

*In a very different connection it has been declared

by Professor W. W. Goodwin
(
The Nation, October

24, 1895, 'School English') that "whatever study

is to be pursued with effect must have its founda-

tions laid before the age of fifteen."
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til old age. At one extreme of astronomy

are problems of the universe ; but at the

other is the recognition of the more conspic-

uous stars.

Mere memorizing becomes more and more
irksome and difificult with age, while the

youthful mind has been well characterized

potamus, rhinoceros, hypotheneuse, appendix and
chrysanthemum.

Other things being equal, the readiness

with which a new term is assimilated is in

direct ratio with the completeness of the

impression associated therewith. The pu-

pils who succeed in j-emembering the names

Fig. 1. Base or ventral aspect of the sheep's brain with the eyes attached ; slightly enlarged,

writer's ' Physiology Practioums,' second edition, 1895.

as ' wax to receive and adamant to retain.'

Hence the desirability of the early acquisi-

tion of the main facts and terms of neurol-

ogy-

Children have no prejudices against

words of classical origin. Hippocampus,

rhinencephalon, hypophysis, fornix and callosum

would be accepted quite as readily as hippo-

of mountains (e.g., Himalayas) which few

can anticipate visiting, and of ancient war-

riors (e. g., Agamemnon) whose features are

unknown to them, will promptly accept and
firmly retain the designations of parts of

their own bodies, especially when those same
parts, obtained from animals, are not merely

seen by them, but handled and dissected.
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Children are spontaneously interested in

natural objects. Like the terror of dogs,

the squeamishness that would induce reluc-

tance to handle a ' specimen' is commonly
a.n artificial condition induced by
the ignorant or thoughtless inter-

ference of parents or teachers. Left

to itself the healthy child sucks in

knowledge through its finger-tips.

Paradoxical as it may at first ap-

pear, notwithstanding the extreme

complexity of its ultimate struc-

ture, as a gross object the brain is

the easiest of all the viscera for the

beginner. It is symmetric, and the

main divisions ai-e clearly outlined;

moreover its colors are attractive, it retains

little blood, the natural odor is not offen-

sive, and it has no unpleasant associations.

If it be legitimate to slaughter animals

for food, it is even more so to kill them
humanely (as with chloroform) in order to

gain information. This is particularly true

of the superfluous cats and dogs that lead

miserable lives in most cities. Children

should be taught that the greatest kindness

toward such is a speedy and painless death.

The two following sentences, from an

artist and a philosopher, respectively, em-

body profound truths as to physical and

metaphysical methods in any branch of

study. According to Philip Gilbert Hamer-
ton, " Personal familiarity alone makes

knowledge alive." Joseph Henry declares

that " In the order of nature, doing comes

before thinking, art before science."

Huxley and Wm. North Rice have em-

phatically condemned the maxim, " A little

knowledge is a dangerous thing." Igno-

rance alone is perilous, and in proportion

to its density.

The practical study of the brain in edu-

cational institutions below the college may
•conveniently form three stages, correspond-

ing with the primary school, the grammar

and intermediate schools and the high

school. At all three stages actual speci-

mens are to be used and drawings are to

be made.

Fig. '2. Head of sheep skinned. Along the line

A-B the butcher may cut so as to remove most of the

face ; the line A-C indicates the plane of section with

a saw for removing the cranium.

In the primary stage there is to be mainly

ohservation with the unaided eye, and sim-

ple manipulation. A sheep's brain* is to be

examined by each pupil ; but there should

be shown also preparations exhibiting the

location of the brain in the head, its con-

tinuity with the myel (spinal cord), and its

connection with the eyes and larger cranial

nerves ; also preparations, models or charts

ofcorresponding aspects of the human brain.

Few terms need be employed, but the parts

should become familiar as the features of

the face. For further details see the de-

scription of an application of the plan in

the latter part of this article.

* In most localities where neurology is likely to be

considered the heads of sheep may be had in abun-

dance, at a trifling cost, and without involving the

killing of the animals for the purpose. In vary-

ing degrees the same may be said of calves, pigs and

oxen. Sometimes the butchers can be employed to

extract the brain after a rough fashion as if for food
;

but it is removed most safely and easily according to

the method devised by P. A. Fish, described by me
before the American Society of Naturalists, in 1890,

and indicated upon Figures 2 and 3.
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la the grammar* school observation is

to be extended to comparison ; with the

sheep's brain as a standard the brains of

cats and dogs and rabbits are to be exam-

ined, drawn and dissected in the same way.

All the cranial nerves may be identified.

The general nature of cerebral fissures may
be considered, and certain special points

elaborated, e. g., the distinction between the

Fig. 3. Ventral aspect of the cranium after re-

moval along the line A-C. If the parts outside the

line D-E and F-G are sawn off the brain may be ex-

posed with nippers.

fissures of the cat and of the dog ; the dif-

ference between the right and the left ; the

extent of individual variations. Pigs, kit-

tens and puppiesf at various ages, before

and after birth, may illustrate changes in

the form and proportions of parts. A lens

may be required for some purposes. The
fibrous nature of the white portions may be

• demonstrated upon hardened specimens.

* In his admirable address, ' Science Teaching in

the Public Schools,' {Amen. Soc. Naturalists, 1897;

American Naturalist, September, 1888 ; also with

Appendices, D. C. Heath &Co., 1889), Wm. North

Eice assigns the nervous system to the fifth of the

nine grades recognized in the primary and grammar
schools ; but there is also an implication that the

study of the brain as an object is to begin in the

high school.

t Fetal pigs may usually be obtained at any large

slaughter-house.

In the high school, with further observa-

tion and comparison should be associated

reflection. The pupil should be led to rec-

ognize the segmental constitution of the

brain, and the modifications of the several

segments. For this purpose, after a trial

of several forms, I believe the brain of the-

large Green turtle {Chelone mydas) of the

Atlantic is most available.* The severed

heads may be obtained from city hotels,

and the brain readily exposed by sawing off

the larger part of one side. Afterwards

may be studied the brains of other turtles,

of salamanders, of lizards and of small

mammals, and finally those of frogs and
birds. The compound microscope should

now be employed for the demonstration of

cell-clusters and fiber-tracts in certain re-

gions. In every high school there should

be at least one well preserved adult human
brain ; also that of a monkey. The main

resemblances and peculiarities of the former

may then be illustrated. Each pupil

should have an opportunity of studying the-

topography of the human cerebrum, and
the general arrangement of the fissures-

should be as familiar as the river systems

of his native country. The order of forma-

tion of the fissures should be shown upon a

series of fetal brains, or models or diagrams

thereof.

The foregoing outline is not assumed to

be complete or perfect, and the experienced

teacher will of course modify the details in

accordance with the circumstances.

An opportunity for a partial test of its

validity was afforded last spring with a

class of forty boys and girls between seven

*Even were the commonly employed brain of thefrog^

not too small, the insignificance of the cerebellum and

the secondary fusion of the olfactory bulbs are apt to-

occasion misconceptions. Indeed, so aberrant is the

structure of the frog in most respects that the ease-

and safety with which it may be obtained, kept alive-

and experimented upon, constitute a real and con-

siderable bar to the formation and diffusion of sound

morphologic ideas.
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and eleven years old in the second grade of

a primary school. Among the fathers of

these children half a dozen are day-laborers

and as many more teachers or clergymen,

the majority being mechanics or tradesmen.

"With the approval of Superintendent H.

W. Foster, of the Ithaca Schools, and the

cordial cooperation of the teacher, Mrs. H.

A. Surface, but with absolutely no advance

intimation to the pupils themselves, on the

26th of April there was placed before each

of the forty a hardened sheep's brain. Dur-

ing one-third of the half-hour exercise the

pupils made drawings of the dorsal aspect

of the brain. The rest of the time was

spent in discussing the form and naming
the main features by the aid of the black-

board. At a second exercise the base was

drawn (Fig. 3). At a third each brain had

been transected at two levels, viz., between

the cerebrum and the cerebellum, and

through the frontal part of the cerebrum.

After considering the contours and colors

of the regions thus exposed, the middle

piece was held under water, and air blown

into the single orifice in the mesencephal

;

its escape through the two cerebral orifices

demonstrated the continuity of the cavities.

Most of the pupils manifested an eager

interest, and only one or two a slight disin-

clination to handle the specimens.

Twenty names were introduced, nearly

in the following order : cerebrum, cerebellum,

olfactory bulb, oblongata, spinal cord,* arach-

noid, pons, chiasma, optic nerve, hypophysis,

crus, alba, cinerea, cortex, cavity, endyma, fis-

sure, gyre, pia and callosum. After an inter-

val of nearly two months, at an unan-

nounced examination, most of the pupils

were able to recall the main features and
their names.

Lest it be hastily inferred that I advocate

the introduction of the study of the brain

as an isolated branch of biology, let me
* Under all the circumstances it seemed best to

waive my personal preference for myel.

state, first, that the laws of New York pre-

scribe instruction in physiology for all

grades ; secondly, that the three lessons

above mentioned were merely the last of a

series of thirty given by me to the same
class, all illustrated by specimens and

simple experiments. For the encourage-

ment of others who may desire to further

the establishment of objective science teach-

ing in the public schools, it may be added

that evidence as to the acceptability of this

contribution was received from all parties

concerned, viz., the superintendent, the

teacher, expert visitors, parents and, bj' no
means least significant, the pupils them-

selves in the form of spontaneous letters.

Two indirect results deserve special men-

tion. The pupils discussed the lessons

with their parents (some of whom, by the

way, had themselves been my university

students) ; so far from interfering with

other work, the interest aroused by the ob-

ject lessons in physiology was reflected

upon totally different branches of study, a
point worth considering by those who ap-

prehend that there is no room for science

teaching in the public schools.

Appendix : Some educators are concerned

as to what shall replace the classics in the

curriculums where they are no longer re-

quired.* Why not neurology ? It is cer-

tainly difficult enough, and for most persons

—beyond a certain point—it would be quite

as attractive and useful. Incidentally, too,

there would be learned a by no means in-

significant amount of Latin and Greek.

This proposition should form the subject of

a separate article, but in passing I desire to

record publicly the conviction that has been

frequently expressed to my colleagues dur-

ing my twenty-nine years of service, viz.,

that a certain minimum of both Latin and
Greek should constitute a part of the intel-

*See, for example, the article, ' After Latin and
Greek, what ?' in ( Boston ) Journal of Education^

XLV., p. 196, March 25, 1897.
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lectual equipment of every college gradu-

ate ; not as entitling him to the name of

classical scholar, but as enabling him to

comprehend his mother tongue and use it

to better advantage, and as facilitating the

acquisition of scientific terminology.* That

minimum should certainly not be less than

what, at my suggestion, has long been

required for admission to the two years'

course preparatory to the study of medi-

cine at Cornell University, vk., the equiva-

lent of four books of Caesar's ' Gallic War'
and of Goodell's ' The Greek in English.'

BuET G. Wilder.

THE NATIVE DAHLIAS OF MEXICO.

The Dahlia, botanically speaking, is

purelj^ an American genus confined to

Mexico. When the Spaniards first visited

Mexico they found a people who had ad-

vanced considerablj' out of the state of bar-

barism. Not only did these people have

well-governed towns, but they were agri-

culturists and horticulturists. They culti-

vated fruits and vegetables, and in their

gardens were many handsome flowers

transplanted from the native soil. The
Dahlia seems to have been one of these

plants. So struck was he by the beauty of

this flower that Hernandez, who visited

Mexico in 1615, in his History of Mexico,

published in 1651, makes mention of two
species, one with pale red flowers Avhich

grew in the mountains ofQuanhuahuac, and
was called by the natives acoctli. A little

over a century later, M. Thierry Menon-
ville, a well-known French botanist of his

time, was sent to Mexico by his govern-

ment to steal the cochineal insect from the

Spaniards. While on his dangerous mis-

sion Menonville saw the Dahlia on several

* Linguistic errors may not vitiate anatomic knowl-

edge, but such inaccuracies as p!cxi as a plural of

plexus, and pontic, pontine or pontal as the adjective

from jions, tend to arouse in classical scholars a gen-

eral distrust o£ their perpetrators.

occasions, and on his return to France, in

1787, published a book of his adventures,

in which he spoke of the beauty of the

strange flower which he had seen.

About 1788 some seeds of the Dahlia

must have been sent to Madrid, for it is re-

corded that plants flowered for the first time

in the botanic gardens of that city in Octo-

ber, 1789. A few of these seeds were se-

cured by Lord Bute and sent to England,

where they flowered in 1700. The plants,

however, were soon lost, owing to the mis-

taken idea that they required stove treat-

ment. About this time this species received

the name of Dahlia coccinea, the generic

name being given by Cavanilles, a Spanish

priest and one of the most eminent bota-

nists of his day, who was at that time the

head of the Eoyal Gardens at Madrid. The
genus was named in 1 791 in the Icones Plan-

tarum by Cavanilles in honor of Andreas

Dahl, a Swede, a student and disciple of

the great botanist Linnteus. Later, Carl

Wildenow, objecting to the name Dahlia,

on account of its similarity to Dalea, re-

named the plant Georgina after Georgi, a

Russian scientist and traveller. According

to Salisbury, a second species. Dahlia varia-

bilis, was introduced into England in 1804

by Lady Holland, who sent the seeds from

Madrid. Its behavior under cultivation is

described by Salisbury in his paper read

before the Horticultural Society in 1808

and printed in the first volume of the Trans-

actions.

The most successful early cultivator of the

Dahlia appears to have been Count Lilieur

at St. Cloud. He had four distinct varieties

to work on in 1808. The experiments of

the florists began in 1813, and a writer in a

horticultural magazine of 1818 says that

with each new year came new varieties until

the kinds seemed almost like new creations,

so diflerent were they in color and form.

Count Lilieur several years before had

purples, dark reds, cherry-reds, bufis and
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even pale yellow flowers. In 1850 the

Dahlia appears to have reached the height

of its popularity, after which date it began

to decline until the year 1870, when the

Dahlia Society fouuded in that year brought

about a revival of iuterest in the plant. In

1872 additional interest was aroused in the

Dahlia by the introduction of Dahlia

Juarezii, the Cactus Dahlia said to have

been obtaiued from Mexico by a Dutch
nurseryman, Donkelaar. The organization

of the American Dahlia Society withia the

last two years has added much to the re-

-awakened interest in the plant.

As early as 1841 one English dealer had
•over twelve hundred varieties. This shows

the wonderful variability of the plant,

which had been in cultivation practically

•only twenty-seven years. This, however,

is not surprising, when we take into con-

sideration the range of variation of the

plant in a state of nature. While visiting

the Valley of Mexico last summer the

writer had the opportunitj'^, as well as the

privilege, of botanizing with the veteran

botanist and collector, Mr. C. G. Pringle.

The slopes of the southern range of moun-
tains known as the Sierra de Ajuseo were

visited. The Dahlias were found growing

in the greatest profusion on the lava beds,

known locally as the Pedrigal, literally the

Stony Place. Acres and acres of the Pedri-

gal in the latter part of August are one

mass of color of the most varied hues and
shades. As the train of the Mexico, Cuer-

navaca and Pacific Eailroad carries you up
from Contreras, at the foot of the Sierra de

Ajuseo, toward the top, where the Valley of

Mexico lies spread out before you as a most

pleasing panorama, you are carried up
through woods that are a wild Dahlia

garden—masses and masses of flaming

blooms of three species of Dahlia in many
distinct colors. Here are associated within

a small area many beautiful plants with

showy flowers, Bouvardias, Senecios, Stevias

and the three species of Dahlia, viz : Dahlia

coceinea, Dahlia variabilis and Dahlia Merckii.

Dahlia coceinea, Dahlia variabilis and Dahlia

Merckii are three of the most common and
best known Dahlias which grow in Mexico.

Of these Dahlia coceinea has the more
northerly and by far the most extensive

distribution. From the Cordilleras of

Chihuahua, within 200 miles of the United

States boundary, it ranges southward

through the mountains to Jalisco and the

Valley of Mexico.* Dahlia variabilis is

confined to the region around, including

'the Valley of Mexico. It is a most striking

plant, growing from 5 to 6 feet tall, and
bearing flowers ranging in color from pur-

ple to sulphur-yellow through the follow-

ing gradations : lavender-purple, heliotrope,

heliotrope-yellow (various shades of lighter

and lighter hue approaching yellow) sul-

phur-yellow. The heads of which the ray

florets are colored heliotrope-yellow are in

reality of an heliotrope color, the bases of

the ligulate corolla being of a yellow color

shading off into heliotrope. They are

broad (1 inch), long (2 inches) and ovate

spatulate.

Likewise, Dahlia coceinea shows a re-

markable variation in color from cardinal

of several shades through scarlet, scarlet-

orange, mandarin, orange, lemon-yellow,

yellow.f The so-called scarlet- orange rays

are scarlet with lines of yellow running

through, so that the strap-shaped corolla

has a somewhat banded appearance. The
ligulate corolla is about an inch long and
half an inch broad. The entire head varies

in size from two inches in the cardinal

ones to three inches in the scarlet-orange

ones.

Dahlia Merckii runs from purple to pure

white through the gradual fading-out of the

*1891, Pringle, Garden and Forest, IV., 40.

t These colors have been compared with the colored

silk samples issued by Belding & Co. and the Mary-

land Silk Company, Hagerstown, Md.
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purple color. One most commonly sees in

a state of nature the white heads which are

tinted with lavender or pale purple at the

base of the ray floret. The heads in each

case are nearly uniform in size, being about

an inch and three-fou^rths across.

There are several other species worthy of

mention. Dahlia imperialis, D. scapigera,

D. dissecta and D. ^nihescens. Dahlia dissecta

was discovered by Mr. C. G. Pringle grow-

ing on limestone ledges fifty miles east of

San Luis Potosi. " It is a very unique

species, being scarcely more than two feet

high and of bushy habit from an almost

woody base." The flower heads are two or

three inches broad, with about eight mauve
colored ra^'s. Dahlia jnibescens was found

by the same botanist on calcareous bluffs of

prairies bordering the valleys of small

streams in the State of Mexico and to the

north of Toluca. It is a small plant, one

and a-half to two feet high, with heads two

to three inches broad, with a yellow disc

surrounded by eight rays which are purple,

with lines of deeper color which changes

with age to light purple or dull rose.

The tubers of these plants, particularly

those growing on the lava beds along the

southern mountainous rim of the Valley of

Mexico, are hard to obtain, because of the

depth to which they sink in the lava

pockets. All of the species store up in

their tubers a substance called inulin,

chemically allied to starch. The substance

is in solution in the cell, much as sugar is,

but crystallizes out in needle-shaped crystals

upon the addition of alcohol. This sub-

stance is stored up as a reserve food to meet

the demands of the plant during the active

growing season, and the tubers with this

stored substance perpetuate the species dur-

ing the long droughts which are frequent in

Mexico.

The dry season in the region of the Val-

ley of Mexico lasts from about the first of

October until about the first of June, when

there are signs of the returning rainy sea-

son. During the drought the tubers of the

Dahlias lie dormant until the first rain

moistens the soil, when they spring up in

great numbers everywhere on the lava beds.

The plants grow vegetatively until the end

of August; when they flower in the greatest

profusion. The rainy season is character-

ized in the Valley of Mexico by afternoon

thunder showers. The morning will becool,

and the air bracing, until evening, when the

sky becomes overcast and the rain comes

down sometimes in torrents.

A consideration of these meteorological

conditions ought to influence the cultiva-

tion of the Dahlia, which has not been en-

tirely understood. It will repay some
energetic nurseryman to obtain fresh

tubers directly from the mountains of

Mexico by a personal visit to the native

home of the plant. It will repay him ta

collect tubers of every plant with a differ-

ent shade of color. As already intimated^

the plants in a state of nature are extremely

variable. This variation in nature, as com-

pared with the variation produced by culti-

vation, is just as striking, and shows us

that many of the species are in an extremely

unstable state ofequilibrium as regards their

plasticity. This great plasticity in a state

of nature explains how so many new colors

and forms originated, almost as if by magic,

when the Dahlia was first introduced into

cultivation. The inherent possibilities of

color and form were represented in the

protoplasm, and only needed the stimulus

of a varied culture to bring out these latent

acquired characteristics.

John W. Harshbeeger.
University of Pennsylvania.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

INSCRIPTION OP THE CROSS AT PALENQUE.

This most famous of all the Mayan in-

scriptions has been subjected to a searching

analysis by Dr. Forstemann (in Globus, Vol.
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72, No. 3). He reads it in the direction

advocated by Ran, beginning at the left

upper corner, and confirnis Rau's opinion

that it is a chronological record. The very-

large glyph which in this plan comes first

he states is a compound of the three glyphs

used for the highest customary time-periods

of the Mayas, — 360, 7,200 and 144,000

days, and is to be understood as signifying

' time-counter,' or ' historical table.'

The inscription itself is made up of a

series of glyphs representing dates ; between

these is another series representing spaces

of time, and a third class of unknown
meaning, perhaps historic facts. If the

latter, the glyphs would read like the fol-

lowing :

"March 4, 1893 ; Cleveland, President ; 4 years
;

March 4, 1897."

Or it may be that not historic data, but

religious notions are intended, such as the

supposed control of a certain period of time

by a certain divinity, etc. At any rate, this

scheme of the inscription, whatever its ap-

plication, seems to be well established by

this learned and thoughtful article by the

juost erudite student of the subject living.

THE ETHNOLOGY OF KISSING.

The kiss was unknown, I think, among
the aboriginal tribes of America and of Cen-

tral Africa. From the most ancient times,

however, it has been familiar to the Asiatic

and European races. The Latins divided it

into three forms—the osculmn, the basium

and the suavium ; the first being the kiss of

friendship and respect, the second of cere-

mony and the third of love. The Semites

always knew the kiss, and Job speaks of it

as part of the sacred rites, as it is to-day

in the Roman Church.

The Mongolian kiss, however, is not the

same as that which prevails with us. In

it the lips do not touch the surface of the

person kissed. The nose is brought into

light contact with the cheek, forehead or

hand ; the breath is drawn slowly through

the nostrils, and the act ends with a slight

smack of the lips. The Chinese consider our

mode of kissing full of coarse suggestive-

ness, and our writers regard their method
with equal disdain.

Darwin and other naturalists have at-

tempted to trace back the kiss to the act of

the lower animals who seize their prey with

their teeth, etc. An interesting recent

study of the subject is by M. Paul d'Enjoy,

in the Bulletin of the Paris Anthropological

Society, Vol. VIII., No, 2.

THE ABORIGINES OF INDIA.

Two articles on the Dravidian stock of

Hindostan have recently appeared. One is

by Professor Oppert, in Nos. 4 and 5 of

Globus (Bd. 72) ; the other by Dr. Zabo-

rowskiin the Bulletin of the Anthropological

Society of Paris (1897, fasc. 2).

Professor Oppert refers to the Aryan in-

vasion of India, and the profound differ-

ences between the two stocks which have

been maintained by the caste system until

the present day. He points out in detail

the sharp contrasts in the morphology of

the Dravidian and Ayran linguistic stocks,

describing the former as concrete, the latter

as abstract in its conceptions. Without
directly connecting the Dravidian with the

Ural-Altaic group, he draws attention to

certain similarities between them.

Dr. Zaborowski reviews the recent ethno-

graphical literature of. the subject, and

argues that the Dravidians of southern

India descend from the same family as the

Mois of Cochin China and the Malayan

tribes of the island world. He supports

this from somatic traits, coincidences of

customs and religions, and partially from

linguistic research. While his article does

not carry conviction, it is a result of a

careful study of the question.

D. G. Brinton.
University of Pennsylvania.
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SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY.

The Royal Society held its anniversary

meeting at the Burlington House on the after-

noon of November 30th and its anniversary din-

ner on the evening of the same day. The med-

als were presented in accordance with the

announcement already made, and the officers

were re-elected, with the exception ofsome mem-
bers of the Council. The officers elected are as

follows : President, Lord Lister ; Treasurer, Sir

John Evans ; Secretaries, Professor Michael

Foster, Professor Arthur William Rucker ; For-

eign Secretary, Sir Edward Frankland ; other

members of the Council, Professor William

Grylls Adams, Professor Thomas Clifford All-

butt, Sir Robert Stawell Ball, Rev. Thomas
George Bonney, Professor John Cleland, Pro-

fessor Robert Bellamy Clifton, Professor James

Alfred Ewing, Alfred Bray Kempe, John New-
port Langley, Joseph Larmor, Professor Nevil

Story Maskelyne, Professor Raphael Meldola,

Professor Edward Bagnall Poulton, William

James Russell, Dukinfleld Henry Scott, Profes-

sor Walter Frank Raphael Weldon.

Lord Lister delivered the anniversary address,

beginning by enumerating the fellows and for-

eign members who had died during the year,

and paying a tribute to those whose scientific

services had been the most noteworthy, includ-

ing Sylvester, Sir Augustus Wollaston Franks,

the Rev. Dr. Houghton, Edward Ballard, James

Heywood, Weierstrass, DesCloizeaux, Julius

von Sachs and du Bois-Reymond.

Lord Lister then proceeded to report on the

activities of the Royal Society during the year,

including the address of congratulation pre-

sented to the Queen, the deputation of the

Society to urge upon the government the estab-

lishment of a National Physical Laboratory,

and its relations with the India office in regard

to the treatment of the plague. Lord Lister

further referred to Dr. Copeland's researches

on variola and vaccinia and to the contributions

collected by the Society for the National Pasteur

Memorial. At the anniversary dinner toasts

were proposed or responded to by the President,

Sir John Evans, the Duke of Devonshire, the

American Ambassador, Professor Forsyth, Lord

Kelvin and Professor Campbell.

the new york state science teachers'

association.

This Association will, as we have already an-

nounced, hold its second annual meeting at

Ithaca on December 30th and 31st, following

the sessions of the American Society of Natu-

ralists and the affiliated societies. The objects

of such an Association should commend them-

selves to all men of science, and it is hoped that

as many as possible attending the other meet-

ings will remain at Ithaca over Thursday and

Friday, and that all resident in New York State

will join the Association. The program ar-

ranged for the meeting is as follows :

Thursday afternoon at 3 p. m., address of

welcome by President J. G. Schurman
;
paper

by Miss Mary E. Dann, of the Girls' High

School, Brooklyn, on ' Physical Laboratory

Work in Secondary Schools.' Discussion opened

by Professor John F. Woodhull, Teachers' Col-

lege, New York ; followed by Professor D. L,

Bardwell, Cortland Normal School, and Pro-

fessor Irving P. Bishop, of Buffalo Normal

School.

At the evening session, in the Physical Lec-

ture Room, an address will be given by the Presi-

dent of the Association, Professor Nichols, on
' The Use of the Lantern in Science Teaching '

(illustrated by numerous experiments). After

the evening session there will be an informal

reception at the house of the President.

On Friday morning the report of the com-

mittee of nine will be presented on the three

following subjects: (1) The recognition of

science as a requirement for entrance to Col-

leges. (2) Science courses for secondary schools.

(3) Nature study in elementary schools. A
paper by Professor L. M. Underwood, of Colum-

bia University, on 'The Teaching of Botany

in Secondary Schools,' will be followed by a

discussion by Miss Sarah V. Chollar, of Pots-

dam Normal School, and Professor W. H. Len-

non, of Brockport Normal School.

In the afternoon there will be round tables

for the discussion of science teaching, as fol-

lows : I. 'Union Schools and Academies,' led

by Principal Thomas B. Lovell, of Niagara Falls

High School. II. 'Normal Schools,' led by

Professor Howard Lyon, of Oneonta Normal

School. III. ' Colleges,' led by Professor B.
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G. Wilder, of Cornell University. The final

paper will be on ' Out-door Science Work in

Secondary Schools,' by Principal Frederick A.

Vogt, of Buffalo Central High School. Discus-

sion opened by Professor A. D. Morrill, of

Hamilton College, Clinton
;
followed by Pro-

fessor Chas. B. Scott, of Oswego Normal School,

and Professor E. A. Surface, of Cornell Uni-

versity.

a"_national department of health.

The New York Board of Trade and Trans-

portation has addressed a circular letter on

public health and quarantine to the Governors

of States, to the Mayors of all important cities,

seaboard and interior, and to all State and
municipal health authorities, physicians, and
known experts on the subject, asking for

opinions as to the desirability of creating a

national department of health, and requesting

suggestions as to the best method of protecting

the public health, especially as the same affects

interstate commerce, on the following lines:

(1) Quarantine status and administration in for-

eign countries as furnishing precedents for the United

States. A, border; B, internal.

(2) The present status of quarantine in the United

States. A, border defence; B, interstate; C, state

and local.

(3) The existing system of quarantine administra-

tion in the United States. A, cost; B, injury to and
restrictions imposed on commerce and travel; C, se-

curity afforded.

(4) Legislation needed for lessening injury to and
restrictions on commerce and travel, and to afford

greater security to the country. A, increase power

of Marine Hospital Service and how; or, B, create a

national department of health; or, C, create a na-

tional department of commerce, with a bureau of

health; or, D, other suggestions.

(5) The power of Congress under the Constitution

to regulate matters affecting the health of the people.

A, national; B, interstate; C, State and local.

THE PROTECTION OF THE SEA OTTER.

The Treasury Department has recently issued

an important and interesting ' Report on . the

Sea Otter,' by Capt. C. L. Hooper, of the reve-

nue marine, giving an account of its range,

habits, method of capture and decrease under

American rule almost to the point of extermi-

nation. From 1873 to 1883 the annual catch

increased from 2,265 to 4,152, and then, as the

inevitable result of overhunting, rapidly de-

clined, the catch for 1896 being only 724. So

sharp has been the pursuit of this valuable ani-

mal that it has changed its habits, no longer

coming on shore to feed, rest, or bring forth its

young. As about 1,200 natives of the Aleutian

Islands are almost wholly dependent on the sea

otter for the necessaries of life, it is highly im-

portant to make some effort to preserve it, and
to do so promptly. With this end in view, a set

of regulations for 1898 are appended, intended

to preserve the remaining sea otters for the use

of the Aleut hunters and their families, in ac-

cordance with the spiritof article 1,956, Revised

Statutes. The Report is accompanied by a map
showing the sea otter grounds, which lie mainly

to the southwest of Kadiak and in waters con-

sidered to be within the jurisdiction of the Uni-

ted States. If so, the proposed regulations,

properly enforced, will furnish ample protec-

tion ; if not, an international agreement would
be necessary and a limit of fifteen miles from

shore. The remaining otter would then be

protected, and hunting from schooners being

prohibited, the natives would be compelled to

hunt from the shore, and the otter would have

some chance of increasing.

general.

We record with regret the death of the Hon.
Gardiner Greene Hubbard, at his residence near

Washington, on December 11th, in his 76th

year. He was President of the National

Geographic Society, whose great success was
almost entirely due to his efforts, and was
prominent in all movements for the advance-

ment of science at Washington. The first series

of this Journal was greatly indebted to him
for his counsel and financial support, it having

been established by him and Professor A. Gra-

ham Bell.

A BUST of Pasteur was unveiled on Novem-
ber 28th at Melun as a memorial of his anti-

anthrax vaccine. On the same day a memorial

to him was also unveiled at Boulogne, an ad-

dress being made by M. Gaston, Paris.

At the anniversary meeting of the Royal So-

ciety Lord Lister announced that Sir William

jMackinnon, late Director- General of the Med-
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ical Department of the Army, had, by will and
codicils dated 1896 and 1897, after making cer-

tain specific legacies, including one of £2,000

to the University of Glasgow, bequeathed the

whole residue of his property to the Royal So-

ciety, subject to certain life annuities. The
proceeds of the fund were to be applied by the

Royal Society for the foundation of such prizes

and scholarships for the special purpose of

furthering natural and physical science, includ-

ing geology and astronomy, and for furthering

original research and investigation in pathol-

ogy, as the Society might think best and most
conducive to the promotion of those sciences

and of original discoveries therein
;
such prizes

and scholarships to be called after the name of

the testator.

The Berlin Academy of Sciences has made a

further appropriation of 3,000 M. for the His-

tory of the Academy now being prepared by
Professor A. Harnack.

E. CzABAN, a Warsaw merchant, has be-

queathed 50,000 roubles (some $35,000) to the

Warsaw Academy of Sciences and also 30,000

roubles to both the University of Cracow and
the University of Lemburg.

The Indiana Academy of Science will hold

its annual meeting at Indianapolis on December
28th, 29th and 30th, under the presidency of

Professor Thomas Grey, Terre Haute, Ind.

The Lick Observatory eclipse expedition,

from San Francisco, has arrived at Bombay and
will proceed inland to select an observing sta-

tion.

It is reported that an endeavor will be made
to found an astronomical observatory at Glas-

gow.

The Marine Biological Station of the Uni-

versity of Tokyo, at Mazaki, will be removed
during the present year to a new site about two
miles north of the present location. A pro-

posed railway will bring the station within two
or three hours of Tokyo.

A MARBLE bust in memory of the geologist

A. Stelzner has been unveiled in the School of

Mines at Freiburg.

It is proposed to commemorate the late Mr.
J. Greig Smith, M.A., M.B., CM., Aberdeen,

professor of surgery at University College,

Bristol, by erecting within the precincts of the

University of Aberdeen a memorial tablet.

Dr. 'Campbell Morfit, the chemist, died on
December 8ih in London. He was born in Her-
culaneum, Mo., November 19, 1820. He was
formerly professor of applied chemistry in the

University of Maryland. In 1858 he removed
to New York, where he followed his profession

until 1861, when he went to London.

The death is announced of Mr. Ernest Giles,

the Australian explorer, who between 1874 and
1875 twice traversed the West Australian desert

fi-om Adelaide to Perth. The Royal Geograph-
ical Society awarded him its founder's medal
for his journey.

Bills have been introduced in both branches

of Congress prohibiting pelagic sealing by citi-

zens of the United States.

Secretary Long has issued an order trans-

ferring the Naval Hydrographic Office from the

control of the Navigation Bureau to the Bureau
of Equipment. The latter bureau now has
charge of the Naval Observatory and similar

branches of the service.

One hundred employees of the Gypsy Moth
Commission have been discharged, the appro-

priation made by the Legislature being nearly

exhausted.

Lieutenant R. E. Peary, having again com-
plained in London of Captain Sverdrup's unfair-

ness in going to Smith Sound next summer,
Captain Sverdrup explains that he wrote to Mr.
Peary some time ago saying that he did not
aim to reach the pole, but only intended to

explore Greenland and to make a study of the

ice.

The Zurich correspondent of the London
Times writes that at Windisch the old Roman
colony of Vindonissa, in the Canton of Argovie,

excavations recently carried out under the au-

spices of the Swiss Archfeological Society have
yielded important results. Large Roman villas

and an amphitheatre have been disinterred and,

besides a large quantity of coins, pottery,

bronze and ironware, some large silver vessels

have been discovered, which are said only to

have their equals in the famous treasure-trove
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"of Hildesheim, in Germany, brought to light in

1868.

The daily papers report that uranium has

been discovered near Black Hawk, Col. The

mineral is worth $1,500 per ton, and the agents

of a French syndicate have announced that

they will buy all that can be produced, as it is

much desired by the French government for

hardening and solidifying gun metal and armor

plate.

The American Forestry Association held its

16th annual meeting at Washington on Decem-

ber 8th. General Francis H. Appleton, of Bos-

ton, presided and made an address. The chair-

man of the Executive Committee, Dr. E. B.

Fernow, presented a detailed report, reviewing

especially the legislation of the past session of

Congress. The Association proposes to estab-

lish a monthly journal, The Forester, devoted

to the interests which the Association is doing

so much to forward. The summer meeting of

the Association will probably be held at Boston,

in conjunction with the American Association

for the Advancement of Science.

The British Institution of Electrical Engi-

neers, which now numbers 3,000 members, held

its annual dinner on November 24th. Ad-

dresses were made by Lord Kelvin and others.

It is expected that the life of Pasteur by his

son-in-law, M. Vallery Radot, will soon be

ready for publication.

M. Alcan announces, in the next volume

of the French edition of the 'International

Scientific Series,' a work on the physiology of

hearing by Dr. Gelle.

The Open Court continues in the December

number the series of portraits of mathematicians,

with the reproduction of an old steel engraving

of Lagrange, of whom Dr. T. J. McCormack

gives a biographical sketch.

At the anniversary dinner of the Royal So-

ciety on November 30th Lord Kelvin referred

to the presence of representatives of many
foreign powers and of the Ambassador of the

United States, who, he said, ' could not be re-

garded as a representative of a foreign nation.'

In his address at the dinner Lord Lister re-

marked: " That among the great number ofemi-

nent Americans who attended the Canadian

meetings of the British Association and the

Medical Congress there was never a jarring

note; there was never anything but cordiality

and kindly feeling towards the old country. '

'

Major M. P. Handy, special commissioner

to gather information regarding the Paris Ex-

position of 1890, recommended the appropria-

tion of $915,000 towards the expenses of pre-

paring a proper representation for the United

States. The sum includes $1,500 per year for

three years for each of nine scientific experts.

In his report Major Handy says :
'•' The indus-

trial progress of the United States, and the evo-

lution of its material resources during the hun-

dred years which the Exposition is to crown,

has been unequalled by that of any other na-

tion. It is not too much to say that the United

States now stands the greatest nation of the

world in all the great lines of industry. Ac-

cording to the figures given by the eminent sta-

tistician Mulhall in his ' Industries and Wealth

of Nations,' the United States leads in agricul-

ture, with products greater than Russia and the

United Kingdom combined ; in the manufac-

tures with a product of greater value than the

aggregate output of the factories of the United

Kingdom, France, Austria-Hungary and Bel-

gium combined ; in machinery with a greater

steam power than the United Kingdom, Austria-

Hungary and Italy combined ; in mining with

a product greater than the United Kingdom and

France combined, or nearly one-third of that

of the entire world ; in railway transportation

with a mileage 40 per cent, greater than that of

all Europe ; in forestry with products greater

than that of all Europe, and nearly one-half of

the total products of the world ; in fisheries with

a greater product than the United Kingdom,

Russia and Germany combined."

The English papers report that the Guilford

Natural History Society have been considering

the question of the preservation of Wolmer
Forest, which is only fifteen miles from that

town, and have decided to present a petition

to the Commissioners of Woods and Forests,

praying that Wolmer Forest may be reserved

as a sanctuary for wild birds, in which they,

their nests and eggs may remain unmolested
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throughout the year ; that it may not he let at

any time for game preserving, or for any pur-

pose inimical to bird life
;
and that it may re-

main in perpetuity as a national memorial to

the greatest outdoor naturalist England has

produced—Gilbert White, of Selborne. Such

a recognition, the Society urge, would show that

the admiration of Gilbert White in the nine-

teenth century was so practical as to be of value

to the naturalist and the English-speaking race

for all succeeding time. The Society have no

wish to attempt to interfere with the use of the

Forest by the War Office for the purposes of

military manceuvres.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

Bills have been again introduced into both

Houses of Congress to establish the University

of the United States. Such a bill was intro-

duced by Senator Edmunds in 1890 and referred

to a select committee, which reported unani-

mously in its favor. The standing committee

since appointed has also reported unanimously

in its favor and it is said that the bill will

probably be passed during the present session.

Negotiations are said to be under way look-

ing towards the affiliation of the University of

Chicago and the Rush Medical College.

Evelyn College, Princeton, has been closed,

owing to the fact, as stated by the principal,

that Princeton University refuses to recognize

any work for the education of women.

Mr. Franz Kempe, of Stockholm, has given

the University of Upsala the sum of about

$45,000 for the establishment of an associate

professorship of physiological botany under the

condition that Dr. Lundstrom be the first

incumbent.

By the will of the late P. Ulrich the German
University of Prague receives 100,000F1. for

the distribution of scholarships.

A proposition has been introduced into the

French Chamber and referred to the Education

Commission creating a chair of colonial science

in the University of Paris.

Professor Waldemar Lindgren, of the U.

S. Geological Survey, has been appointed to

the chair of metallurgy and mining engineering

in Stanford University.

Mr. Edgar R. Cumings, of Cornell Univer-

sity, who graduated from Union College last

June with honors in geology, has been appointed

instructor in geology in the University of In-

diana.

Dr. W. Ophuls, assistant in the University of

Gottingen, has been called to the chair of pa-

thological anatomy in the University of Mis-

souri.

Dr. S. Fuchs has been promoted to an asso-

ciate professorship of physiology at the Univer-

sity at Jena.

The regents of the University of the State

of New York have just published as bulletin 38

a compilation of all the laws, ordinances and

by-laws pertaining to higher education in this

State. It includes not only the University law,

but also the educational articles from the Con-

stitution and the various statutes governing

professional education and license to practice,

and other allied matters. Its practical utility

is greatly increased by many annotations and

cross references and by a very full index, so

that every lawyer or school oflBcer will find it

indispensable when considering any of the large

class of questions covered. It is being sent to

every institution in the University free, but

lawyers or others interested may obtain copies

from the regent's office, post]free, at the nominal

price of 15 cents for the 108 pages.

The report of the Sites Syndicate of Cam-
bridge University was approved on November
25th. By it provision was made for sites for

the erection of a law school, for new buildings

for the department of botany, for a museum of

general and local archseology and of ethnology,

to be erected on ground purchased from Down-
ing College. The mathematical professors are

to be provided for by buildings to be erected on

the site purchased from Messrs. Murtlock & Co.

,

while the rooms now occupied by them are to

be assigned, together with the bird room, when
vacated, to the department of morphology.

The rooms between the bird room and the

department of physiology are to be assigned to

the departments of physiology and morphology.

The present Geological Museum in Cockerell's

buildings and the rooms in Scott's buildings

occupied by the University for business pur-
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poses are to be appropriated to the University

library as soon as they can be vacated. The
site now occupied by the old Anatomical School,

part of the pathological department and a por-

tion of the unoccupied part in Downing street

is to be reserved for the erection of new build-

ings for the medical, surgical and pathological

departments.

DISOUSSTON AND CORRESPONDENCE.

THE UNITED STATES FISH COMMISSION.

The recent editorial of Science on the sub-

ject of the United States Fish Commission is

unfortunately misleading in some of its state-

ments, and, in justice not only to the Commis-

sioner but to the entire personnel of the Com-
mission, these should be corrected.

While the amount of scientific work accom-

plished under the direction of the Commission

may not be as great as men of science might

wish, it must be remembered that, after all, the

primary object of the Commission is to preserve

and increase the fisheries, and, so far as this

can be accomplished by artificial propagation,

this has been done. Moreover, it should be

borne in mind that, aside from salaries, the sum
to be expended in any one branch is determined

by the appropriation committee, and the appro-

priation for 1898 contained $132,000 for the

propagation of food fishes and but $10,500 for

scientific research.

A comparison of the annual reports for a few

years back will show that it is hardly just to

say that ' the efficiency of the hatcheries and

of methods of distribution cannot be advanced

or even maintained.' In regard to the oyster

the work of Dr. J. A. Ryder and others under

the Fish Commission is well known, and it may
be said that the investigations of the past two

years compare favorably with those of previous

years, and that important reports on the sub-

ject have been published.

In regard to the lobster it is hardly correct

to say that ' we are not told how many eggs

are killed at the hatcheries,' when the report

of the Commissioner definitely says that '128,-

000,000 eggs were secured, producing 115,000,-

000 fry.' The rest of the matter is unjust

because, as in the case of shad, the eggs were

all obtained from animals taken for market,

and had they not been purchased by the Fish

Commission the eggs would have been a total

loss to mankind, and the adult lobster would

have been killed instead of being returned to

the water. While the sale of ' berried lobsters '

is prohibited by law, very little regard is paid

to the statute, as it is an easy matter to scrape

off the eggs and sell the females without run-

ning the least risk. Instead of the work being

analogous to ' taking all the babies born in

New York City and depositing them in a baby

farm,' it is like rescuing them from ' baby

farms ' and worse, and transferring them to a

municipal orphan asylum.

That the Commissioner of Fisheries should

have a practical and scientific knowledge of

fishes is undeniable, but meanwhile let us at

least be just to the present one. F. A. L.

[Certainly the Fish Commission should be

given its due. It is, as we stated in the arti-

cle referred to, doing a useful work in the dis-

tribution of fry, but does F. A. L. really believe

that this can be done in the most satisfactory

manner under the direction of one ignorant of

the life- history, habits and natural environ-

ment of fishes ? What does F. A. L. regard as

the probable outcome, should all the scientific

departments, bureaus and surveys at Washing-

ton be placed under the charge of professional

politicians and their relatives and supporters ?

Dishonesty would soon follow inefficiency, and

the present condition of the Fish Commission,

bad as it is, would be looked back to as rela-

tively ideal. In mentioning Ryder our corre-

spondent calls attention to work of the kind

that the Commission is no longer able to carry

out. If we diflFer from F. A. L. as to the effi-

ciency with which the lobster is propagated,

is the present Commissioner competent to

decide who is right? We have no wish to

suppress discussion in this Journal, but it is

unfortunate if men of science cannot unite

in maintaining principles on which depend

the scientific and economic work under the

government.

—

Ed. Science.]
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A NATIONAL DBPABTMENT OF HEALTH.

To THE Editor of Science—In the ex-

cellent article on ' The Progress and Achieve-
ments of Hygiene,' in your issue for No-
vember 26th, there is an error of omission

which, whether intentional or not, should not
be allowed to pass uncorrected in a journal so

prominent as Science.'

On page 796 the writer says: "Since Con-
gress has failed to act upon the President's re-

peated recommendation and the petitions of

numerous medical societies for the creation of a
National Health establishment, there is no good
reason why the scope of duties and powers ex-
ercised by the Marine Hospital Service should
not be enlarged;" making no allusion, what-
ever, to the comprehensive bill recently drawn
up by the American Medical Association, to be
urged before the present session of Congress.

The bill, as formulated, provides for an inde-

pendent department, of which the Marine Hos-
pital Service shall constitute, as it should, a
subordinate bureau.

The conservation of the public health, con-
sidered even from a purely economical stand-

point, is of national importance and should be
relegated to no subordinate bureau with or
without 'an advisory board.' To do so would
be to postpone, perhaps for decades, the im-
perative and rational step which should be
taken now.

The head of the new department ought to be
made a cabinet adviser, but perhaps this may
not be at present. If necessary, the Constitution

can and will in time be altered to give it addi-
tional powers consonant with the requirements
of modern sanitary science. To quote Dr.
Girdner in the North American Review for the
present month, what is needed is : "A unify-

ing and supervising force in the national gov-
ernment which will direct, harmonize and
render efficient the agencies of the various
States. '

'

C. H. Preston.
Davenport, December 7, 1897.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.
Habit and Instinct. By C. Lloyd Morgan.
London, Edward Arnold. 1896. 8vo. Pp. 352.

This is a work on comparative psychology

largely based on observations of bird life, and
containing appropriate speculations concerning
the origin and development of certain mental
phenomena. The press work is excellent, the
one illustration fair and the binding poor.

In the preface Professor Morgan makes a
gracious allusion to those whom he met during
his lecture tour, and he shows throughout the

entire book an appreciation of, and a remark-
able familiarity with, the work of American
biologists. This may be due to the fact that
' Habit and Instinct' is the embodiment, in

book form, of a series of lectures delivered in

various university centers of the United States
;

but one experiences an exhilarating sensation of

novelty in reading a book on modern biological

problems which is neither supported by the
legs of Lord Morton's mare nor infested with
bob-tailed mice and epileptic guinea pigs.

First, defining his use of such terms as habit,

instinct, reflex action, connate and deferred ac-

tivities, automatism, etc., he divides the animal
activities into those which are inherited and
those which are acquired. From the biological

point of view, habits are acquired activities of

the individual, while instincts are congenital

activities not characteristic of the individual

alone, but of all the members of the group to

which the individual belongs.

The first third of the book is largely descrip-

tive of the habits of young birds and mammals,
the birdsMn particular being selected from rep-

resentative groups. The anecdotes are told in

a most entertaining manner, but one fears that,

as the embryologist drew many false conclu-

sions from data supplied by the highly special-

ized meroblastic egg of the hen, so the com-
parative psychologist may be deceived by the

data furnished by the highly specialized mental

equipment of the bird. Though the observa-

tions would doubtless prove less entertaining,

it is in the lower rather than in the higher

vertebrates that one would search for the more
simple and less involved mental phenomena.
The anecdotes are generally pertinent, but a
half page of speculation as to how a pig would
jump out of a chair is neither instructive nor
conclusive.

Having arranged his data. Professor Morgan
really begins his work in the sixth chapter,
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where he maintains that the first instinctive act

(for example, the first peck of a newly hatched

chick), the more automatic result of an inherited

motor coordination, supplies to consciousness

its first experience-data. "This is due to

complex groups of incoming currents, from the

parts concerned in the response, along afferent

nerves to the sensorium." On this first occa-

sion the consciousness arises wholly by back-

stroke. "On subsequent occasions, under asso-

ciative suggestion, revivals in consciousness of

previous experience-data modify the whole pro-

cess and introduce the effective guidance of

consciousness," * * and * * " This profiting by

individual experience is of the very essence of

intelligence. '

'

If the revivals in consciousness are pleasur-

able the activity is augmented ; if unpleasant

or painful it is inhibited. The repetition of the

act becomes, then, a matter of conscious choice,

and through reiteration the action becomes

ingrained and habitual. "On this conscious

selection and choice depends *** the devel-

opment of those habits which are acquired as

opposed to those which are congenital
; and

* * * the whole mental as contrasted with

merely biological evolution."

In treating of imitation, while it is admitted

that there may be imitative organic response,

independent of experience, the incentive to in-

telligent imitation is the pleasurable sensation

which the imitator receives when his acts re-

semble the acts of others. The tendency to

imitate is thus based on an innate proclivity,

and is the means of securing to the organism

a congeries of acquisitions which, perfected

through repetition, may finally become habitual.

In the opinion of Professor Morgan, already

expressed in an earlier work, the value to the

organism of the imitative tendency is vital.

On its presence the questions of survival or de-

struction frequently depend, for the imitation

of the quick-witted and alert is often the salva-

tion of the more stupid. In gregarious ani-

mals, through 'tradition,' acquisitions are

handed down from generation to generation

without the aid of hereditary transmission.

The motif in the chapter on ' Emotions ' is

the elaboration of the theory of James, namely,

that the emotion originates, is primarily gen-

erated, by a back-stroke from the motor organs

and viscera, and thus ' all the data of sense ex-

perience are of peripheral origin.' Though
Morgan's observations appear to be in accord

with this view, the reader may not feel thor-

oughly convinced that the emotions are univer-

sally the conscious effect of the back-stroke

from the visceral actions.

In the succeeding chapter the author shows

that though an emotion is private to, and ex-

clusively for, the individual receiving the back-

stroke, the subsequent ' expression ' may be,

and often is, an indication to others of the par-

ticular emotional state. "So long as the ex-

pression indicates an emotional condition which

shows that the animal means business, that is

enough from the biological point of view." He
thus incidentally reconciles Wallace's theory

of exuberant vitality with commonplace sexual

selection. • Exuberance of vitality may be ex-

pressed, on the one hand, by emotion (song,

etc.), and, on the other, by peculiarities of struc-

ture (plumes, etc.). Both may be of varying

potency in arousing the sexual instinct of the

opposite sex, and thus of varying selective

value. '

' Stripped of all of its unnecessary

Eesthetic surplusage, the hypothesis of sexual

selection suggests that the accepted mate is the

one that most strongly evokes the pairing in-

stinct. '

'

The view is advanced that the song of birds,

unlike their calls and alarm notes, may be
' traditional ' and due to imitation ; and the

question of the instinctive nature of the peculiar

antics and aerial evolutions of certain birds, be-

fore and during the breeding season, is raised.

But ' in all these matters further and fuller evi-

dence from direct observation is to be desired.'

The sordid questions of domestic economy,

nest-building, incubation, the care of young,

etc. , are now discussed and the questions raised :

Are these phenomena instinctive or are they

intelligent? Are they congenital or are they

the result of individual experience ? If in-

stinctive,, are they attributable to natural selec-

tion alone, or to the inheritance of acquired

habit? So far as certain of the phenomena are

concerned, the author favors a possible coopera-

tion of natural and intelligent selection, though

he concludes that as matters stand ' the ques-
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tion must be left open.' Questions arising in

connection with the migratory habit are left in

a similar way.

Professor Morgan now lays special stress upon

consciousness as a cooperating factor in organic

development. In the earlier chapters it was

assumed, for the sake of simplicity, that men-

tal evolution might be concomitant with,

rather than a factor of, organic evolution. His

presentation of the difference between organic

evolution as a result of the elimination of the

unfit, and of organic evolution as a result of

conscious choice, through the elevation of the

fit, is extremely ingenious, and the part that

the latter may play in the struggle for exist-

ence is clearly shown. "In so far as conscious

adjustment aids in the struggle for existence,

in so far through it the animal is better able to

escape danger, to secure a more favorable habi-

tat, to gain a mate and beget progeny ; the ani-

mal possessed of intelligence will escape elimi-

nation, transmit his power of conscious ad-

justment, and contribute to the propagation of

his race. Without fully subscribing to the doc-

trine of the all-sufficiency of natural selection,

we may yet say that natural selection will ex-

ercise a determining influence in deciding the

course which conscious adjustment must take."

The question of the inheritance of acquired

habits is many times raised, but receives no

partisan treatment in the first three hundred

pages. In the latter part of the book the

author instinctively holds to his earlier belief,

while admitting, as a result of his experience,

certain intelligent modifications of his views.

We quote from page 305 :

" If pressed to summarize my own opinion on

this question, I should say : First, that there is

but little satisfactiory and convincing evidence

in favor of transmission, but that variation

does seem in some cases to have followed the

lines of adaptive modification, so as to suggest

some sort of connection between them
;

sec-

ondly, that there are many instincts relatively

definite and stable which may fairly be re-

garded as directly due to natural selection,

though here again, if we could accept the view

that adaptive modification marked out the

lines in which congenital variation should run,

our conception of the process of their evolution

would be so far simplified ; thirdly, that there

are some peculiar traits, also seemingly definite

and stable, which can only be attributed to the

indirect effects of natural selection."

In the discussion of modifications and varia-

tions the author follows Mark Baldwin in de-

fining the former as acquisitions which occur in

the course of individual life, and the latter as

those changes in the individual which are the

result of some disturbance in the germinal sub-

stance. Mental phenomena are laid aside for

a time and the more easily apprehended argu-

ments and illustrations from structure adopted.

The author dwells at considerable length upon

the claims of the extreme Neo-Darwinians, on

the one hand, and the extreme Neo-Lamarcki-

ans, on the other, and concludes that " all this is

very interesting, and affords considerable scope

for ingenuity. But it does not touch the ques-

tion at issue, and this is, not which method is

apparently the most advantageous ; not which

method we should have adopted had the work

of creation been entrusted to our care, but

which has been adopted by nature." Weis-

mann's principles of jrej-minaZ a.nd intra-selection,

Baldwin's organic selection and the author's in-

nate plasticity indicate the neutral ground where

selectionists may meet transmissionists ; where

fortuitous variations may finally take the place

of mere temporary adaptive modifications.

Professor Morgan's entertaining style, his

originality of experiment, his quick interpreta-

tion, his rare quality of explanation and the

comparative novelty of his subject will give

' Habit and Instinct ' a place beside ' Animal

Life and Intelligence ' in the library of every

working biologist. Heemon C. Bumpus.

Das Nordliche Mitlel-Amerika, nehst einen Aus-

flug nach den Hochland von Anahuac. Von
De. Carl Sapper. Braunschweig, Vieweg

und Sohn. 1897. With maps and illustra-

tions. Pp. 436. >

The studies of Central American geography

and ethnography which Dr. Sapper has con-'

tributed to Petermann's Mittheilungen, Globus

and other periodicals, from time to time during

the last ten years, have made his name familiar

to all interested in the products and history of

that portion of our continent. In the volume
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before us he has gathered many of these articles

together, added others not heretofore published,

and appended thirty pages of vocabularies of

the native tongues, specimens of Indian music

and various statistical matter (rainfall, culture

products, etc.).

The descriptions of travel and of the manners

of the present inhabitants are vivid and well

told, but for scientific purposes the articles on the

native population will have the higher interest.

These embrace a discussion on the independent

native States in Yucatan, the commercial rela-

tions of the Indian tribes in northern Central

America, the present Indian geographical names
in the same area, the ruins of aboriginal towns

and fortresses there found, the music and dances

of the existing tribes, and special articles on the

Lacandons and Kekchis, two branches of the

Maya family which Dr. Sapper had unusual

opportunities to observe.

The information he gives on all these subjects

is abundant and drawn from his own studies.

Especially his article on the architectural prin-

ciples indicated in the ancient ruins, and the

connection of the culture areas which they in-

dicate, is replete with new and instructive sug-

gestions. It is amply illustrated by a number
of designs in the text.

The maps are eight in number and show
respectively the location of volcanoes, the dis-

tribution of vegetation forms, the elevation of

land, the cultivation of commercial plants, the

extension of languages, the independent Indian

tribes, the native names and the ancient ruins

•of northern Central America.

In the final paper of the volume the author

ventures on the important question as to the

original seat of the Mayan culture and language.

He gives substantial reasons for saying it was
not Yucatan, which peninsula he thinks was
first occupied by the Mayas about the fifth cen-

tury of our era ;
nor was it Guatemala, Tabasco,

or the territory of the Huastecas, north of Vera
Cruz ; but most likely the highlands of Chiapas

(in which he agrees with Dr. Schellhas). He
considers the adoption by the Mayas of a

sedentary and agricultural life to date from a

remote antiquity, and conclusively disproves

the prevalent notion that it was originated or

•deeply modified by either ' Toltecs ' or Nahuas.

The extended vocabularies include a large

number of ' culture words ' from the Mayan
dialects, and were in great part collected by

himself. They add considerably to the value

of this excellent work.
D. G. Brinton.

University of Pennsylvania.

Wild Neighbors. By Ernest Ingersoll. New
York, The Macmillan Co. 8vo. Pp. xii+301.

29 illustrations. $1.50.

Mr. Ingersoll's 'Wild Neighbors' are some

of our native mammals, the red and gray squir-

rels, panther, coyote, badger, porcupine, skunk,

woodchuck, raccoon, and incidentally many
others, with which the author endeavors to

make us better acquainted through interesting

accounts of their habits. The biography of

each species contains some descriptive notes

and extended life histories, covering general

habits, distribution, economic importance, and

comparison with other species. The skunks of

the genus Mephitis are compared with the mink,

the European polecat, the stinking badger of

East India, the honey badgers of South Africa,

and our more closely related genera, Conepatus

and Spilogale. One chapter is devoted to ' the

service of tails, their use and importance to

various creatures,' and is extended to include

birds, reptiles, insects and crustaceans, as well

as mammals. One is given to animal training

and animal intelligence and deals mainly with

domesticated species and those of the menagerie,

discussing their capacity for learning.

The work brings together many interesting

facts from the lives of our best known mammals
in a popular style, with technicalities carefully

omitted. To those who have had little to do

with mammals or mammal literature it will

prove new and interesting, a great part being

taken by direct or indirect quotation from the

works of Audubon and Bachman, Kennicott,

Lord, Goode, Thoreau, Burroughs, Coues, Allen,

Roosevelt, Merriam, Hornaday, Bicknell and
many other well known authors. Unfortunately,

however, less reliable sources have been drawn
upon also and many misleading statements are

made. The reader is told that the Eastern chip-

munk {Tainias striatus) is now conceded to be the

only species ranging between the Atlantic and
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Pacific coasts, while iu reality some 22 species

and 12 subspecies are now recognized in the

United States. The nuthatches are erroneously

classed with the woodpecker as birds that use

their tails for support in climbing over the

trunks and branches of trees. Young opossums

are said to go about clinging to their mothers'

tails soon after they are born.

The book contains much that is good in its

way ; but unless the reader exercises more
knowledge of mammals than the author seems

to possess, he will be unable to decide what
should be accepted as reliable and what rejected

as unreliable. To the student of mammals if

offers nothing in the way of new and original

matter. The nomenclature is out of date, a

large proportion of the generic and specific

names differing from those in present use.

The autho? has experienced the usual diffi-

culty in obtaining illustrations of mammals.
The few that appear to be new are evidently

taken from badly mounted specimens and are

wretchedly drawn. The reproductions from

previous works are not the best that might have
been selected, and in most cases the reader is

left to guess where he has seen them before.

Vernon Bailey.

SOCIETIES AND ACADE3IIES.

BOSTON SOCIETY OP NATURAL HISTORY.

A GENERAL meeting was held November 17th,

seventy-one persons present. Dr. B. L. Robin-

son spoke of the flora of some of the islands of

the Pacific, noting the various classifications of

islands proposed and mentioning examples of

the different classes. Insular floras show a

paucity of species compared with genera
; Legu-

minosEe are rare on oceanic islands. Dr. Robin-

son sketched the history of botanical explora-

tion of the Gal&pagos and prefaced the result of

his work upon the collections of Dr. Baur with

an account of the classic studies of Hooker and
Andersson. The flora of the upper, moister

portions of the GaKipagos is closely related to

floras of Central America, Mexico and the West
Indies, while in the lower, or desert portions, the

flora has been derived from Peru and Chili. Dr.

Robinson also gave a brief account of the flora

ofsomeoftheCalifornian islands, and mentioned

their resemblance to the flora of the Gal4pagos

in the number of endemic types. The study of

the flora of the Californian islands confirms Le
Conte's theory that they were united with the

main land up to Quaternary times.

Professor A. E. Verrill discussed the causes

that determine the flora and fauna of the smaller

islands off the New England coast, referring

particularly to the Thimbles and other islands

in Long Island Sound. The islands north of

Cape Cod differ from those south of the Cape,

though both are governed by the same princi-

ples
;
compared with the mainland the animals

are few in number. The meadow mouse, Ar-

vicola sp., is the most important factor in re-

gard to the flora, though the introduction of

sheep and goats does much to change the vege-

tation. Many birds found on the Thimbles do

not breed upon them. Reptiles are entirely

wanting, and when introduced do not survive.

"With the exception of the red-backed Salaman-

der, Plethodon, there are no Amphibians ; the

Plethodon is abundant and is frequently found

associated with marine Crustaceans. The surface

soil, though rich and black, did not originally

contain earthworms ; introduced later, they are

now abundant. The larv£e of Scarabffiidfe and
Myriopods belonging to Spirobolus and Polydea-

mus were exceedingly abundant and replaced the

earthworm. The Polydesmus, owing to the lack

of fresh water and to the effect of salt water, is

now extinct on the Thimbles. With insects the

number of species is small ; they swarm more
rapidly and are more injurious than on the

mainland. Of the Mollusca, two Helices and a

Suecinea abound ; slugs are wanting. The plants

are the same as those of the mainland, but only

a limited number can withstand the adverse

conditions caused by the salt spray, ravages of

mice, drought, action of storms, etc. Certain

plants are more hardy, grow more rapidly and

flower more abundantly than the same species

on the mainland.

Professor Verrill showed a number of draw-

ings of marine invertebrates
;

painted in oil

directly upon tiles and ground-glass tablets,

they are helpful for purposes of museum illustra-

tion.

Samuel Henshaw,
Secretary.
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GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTOIt.

At the 68th meeting held in Washington, D.

C, November 24, 1897, Mr. M. R. Campbell

made a brief informal communication on the

Laminated Clays of Teay Valley, W. Va., and

their origin and significance. The problem is

but part of the broader problem of the physi-

ography of that portion of West Virginia, which

it is proposed by Mr. Campbell to consider on

a future occasion.

Mr. J. S. Diller followed with a communica-

tion on 'The Origin of Camas Swale.' One of

the principal tributaries of the Umpqua Eiver

in southwestern Oregon is the Calapooya. It

rises upon the western slope of the Cascade

Range, and near the eastern escarpment of the

Coast Range enters the TJmpqua River, which,

in a remarkably meandering canyon, passes

through the mountains to the Pacific. The
general direction of the Calapooya is southwest-

ward, parallel to the strike of the rocks, but

nearly midway in its course it turns sharply to

the northwest, and for four miles cuts directly

across the general trend of the ridges and

valleys. At this sharp turn heads a broad,

shallow valley, known as Camas Swale. Its

bottom is a plain stretching to the southwest-

ward for about seven miles, with a width of

from one to two miles. The swale is drained

by Wilbur Creek, a small stream which enters

the north fork of the Umpqua and for the

greater part of its course is dry in summer.

Camas Swale and much of the valley of Wilbur

Creek, is larger than one would expect as the

work of so small a stream, when compared

with that accomplished by other streams of

equal size in the same region.

The relation of Casmas Swale to the Cala-

pooya suggests that it may once have been the

bed of that stream. The principal flood-plain

of the Calapooya is continuous ;,with that ex-

tending through Camas Swale, and the pebbles

of the bed of Wilbur Creek in the swale are

largely volcanic rocks, such as could have been

brought from the Cascade Range only by the

Calapooya River. The size of the swale, too,

bespeaks the action of a stream like the Cala-

pooya, so that the evidence is quite clear that the

Calapooya once flowed through Camas Swale,

and by way of Wilbur Creek entered the north

fork of the Umpqua.
Why did it change its course ? The reason is

to be found in the relation of Oldham Creek to

the original course of the Calapooya. Along
Camas Swale the two were originally parallel

for a number of miles and separated by only a

narrow ridge of sandstone. Oldham Creek

reached the Umpqua by a direct course in six

miles, while the water of the Calapooya, to

reach the same point, had to travel twenty

miles. Consequently, Oldham Creek, hav-

ing the greater declivity, cut down its bed

more rapidly than the Calapooya and enabled

one of its side streams to cut through the divid-

ing ridge and tap the Calapooya at the head of

Camas Swale, thus diverting the waters of the

Calapooya to their shorter course and leaving
' Camas Swale to be drained by Wilbur Creek,

the beheaded portion of the ancient Calapooya.

W. F. MoRSELL.
XT. S. Geological Suevey.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OP WASHINGTON, DE-

CEMBEE 2, 1897.

Dr. F. C. Kenyon, Washington, D. C. ; Mrs.

Annie Trumbull Slosson, New York city ; Mr.

R. J. Weith, Elkhart, Ind., were elected mem-
bers. OflSicers for 1898 were elected as follows :

President, Mr. H. G. Hubbard ; Vice-Presi-

dents, Dr. T. N. Gill and Dr. H. G. Dyar
;

Corresponding Secretary, Mr. Frank Benton
;

Recording Secretary, Dr. L. O. Howard ; Treas-

urer, Mr. E. A. Schwarz.

Mr. Hubbard exhibited specimens in all stages

of Dinapate wrightii, a very large and very rare

Bostrichid beetle, the habits of which were not

previously known, and which, in fact, was de-

scribed from a fragmentary specimen only.

Mr. Hubbard finds that this insect breeds in

the trunks of Washingtonia filifera in southern

California. He considers that the species is

rapidly approaching extinction and calls it the

Dodo of beetles.

Mr. Cook exhibited a new genus of Schizono-

tidse, a family related to the whip-scorpions

and at present containing two genera

—

Schizo-

notus and Tripeltis. The new form was dis-

covered by Mr. Hubbard in Arizona and is dis-

tinct from others in containing two small
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wedge-shaped sclerites in the transverse fissure

of the cepbalothorax. Mr. Cook dedicates the

genus to Mr. Hubbard and the species may be

called Hubhardia pentapeltis.

Mr. W. G. Johnson read a paper on Isaac P.

P. Trimble, economic entomologist, giving an

account of Mr. Trimble's life and exhibiting

photographs taken at different ages and a large

series of unpublished plates prepared under Mr.

Trimble's direction for a second volume of his

work on fruit insects. The plates excited con-

siderable interest from their excellence.

Dr. Dyar presented a note on an external

feeding hymenopterus parasite. This is a new
species of the Ichneumonid genus Pammicra,

which lays its eggs on a Nematine saw-fly

larva, feeding upon black oak on Long Island.

The parasite paralyzes the larva with its sting,

lays two eggs upon its dorsum, and the para-

sitic larvae feed externally, remaining in the

larval condition five days.

Mr. Ashmead read portions of a systematic

paper on the genera of the Eucharidse and pre-

sented a new classification of the old family

Chalcididae, which he will make a super-family,

Chalcidoidea, containing fourteen families.

L. O. Howard,
Recording Secretary.

TOBREY BOTANICAL CLTJB, OCTOBER 12, 1897.

No regular program had been prepared for

this meeting, but notes detailing some results

of summer's work were presented by Drs.

Rusby and Underwood, Mr. Van Brunt, Mrs.

E. G. Britton, Judge Brown, Mr. Eugene
Smith, Mr. M. A. Howe and Miss Ingersoll.

Dr. H. H. Rusby spoke of his work at the

Kew Herbarium in identifying some 2,000 plants

of two Bolivian collections. As an indication

of how the Columbia University has grown in

the last few years, he noted that in working up
a similar collection four years ago he was able

to determine but 5 or 6 ^ by comparison with

the plants in this herbarium, while of the

present collection nearly 50 "/o were identified

by this means. He added that the herbarium at

Kew is also growing rapidly, and in four years

has added to its collections nearly half as many
specimens as are in the Columbia Herbarium.

Dr. Underwood remarked that the Kew

Herbarium is superior to the Paris Herbarium

even in the plants of the French provinces.

Of these, many are represented at Kew and
not at all at Paris.

Mr. Cornelius Van Brunt spoke of his journey

to the Selkirk and Rocky Mountains of British

America, making many photographs of new or

interesting plants.

President Brown described a precipice in the

Shawangunk with an altitude of 2,200 feet, bear-

ing pine trees on its summit only six inches

high but with perfectly developed cones.

Throughout the region Arenaria Groenlandica

was abundant in bloom from June to Septem-

ber, most copiously in July. He remarked

upon the abundance and profuse bloom of

Gentiana quinquefolia, Kalmia datifolia, Rho-

dodendron maximum, Ilex montana and the

Rhodora.
Edward S. Burgess,

Secretary.

THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCE OP ST. LOUIS.

At the meeting of the Academy of Science of

St. Louis on the 6th of December, 1897, fifty

persons present, Mr. Julius Hurter exhibited

specimens of a considerable number of reptiles

and batrachians, mostly of Southern origin,

which had been collected by him during the

past season, and were additions to the known
fauna of Missouri. Among the more interesting

additions were the cotton-mouth moccasin, the

banded water snake, Holbrook's water snake,

the little brown snake, the Louisiana mud tur-

tle, the chestnut-backed salamander (first de-

tected west of the Mississippi River by Mr. Col-

ton Russell), and the marbled salamander.

Mr. H. von Schrenk exhibited a series of spec-

imens and drawings illustrating some of the

injuries inflicted on the trees of St. Louis by the

tornado of May, 1896, showing not only the for-

mation of double twig elongation and growth

rings, but the exfoliation of the bark and the

consequent drying-out of fifty per cent, or more
of the wood through the trunk and branches in

several species.

One new member was elected, and one per-

son was proposed for active membership.

William Teelease,

Recording Secretary.
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THE FOUNDERS OF GEOLOGY.

The geologists of America in April of the

present year welcomed to this country Sir

Archibald Geikie, the distinguished Direc-

tor-General of the Geological Survey of

Great Britain and Ireland, on the occasion

of his coming to give the opening course of

lectures upon the George Huntington Wil-

liams memorial foundation at the Johns

Hopkins University. The many represent-

ative men from all portions of America who
went to Baltimore to listen to him shows

the high position of authority which he

holds in geological science and the desire

which was universally felt to do honor to

the man. Those who met him and listened

to his carefully prepared words gained an in-

spiration which will be long felt in geology

on this side of the Atlantic.

The lectures, which have been recently

printed, appear in an attractive form from

the Macmillan press.* In the introduction

to the first lecture of the course the author

states that the searcher after truth is liable

to lose sight of the paths already trodden,

and that it is, therefore, " eminently useful

now and then to pause in the race, and to

look backward over the ground that has

been traversed, to mark the errors as well

as the successes of the journey, to note the

hindrances and the helps which we and our

* The Founders of Geology, by Sir Archibald Geikie,

X. 297 pp. 1897. Macmillan & Co., London. The

Macmillan Company, New York.
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predeces.sors have encountered, and to real-

ize what have been the influences that have

more especially tended to retard or quicken

the progress of research." For that pur-

pose the epoch which extends from the mid-

dle of the last century to the earlier decades

of this is especially selected as the period

when the real foundations of geology were

laid, although it is freely recognized that

many honored names in the domain of the

science antedated this time.

After referring to the curious coincidence

of the appearance of the writings of the two

last and most eminent of the cosmogonists,

Leibnitz and Bufifon, in the same year dur-

ing the middle of the last century, the au-

thor proceeds in most interesting manner to

describe the life and work of the hitherto

littlerecognizedGuettard (1715-1786), who,

by his brilliant researches in many lines,

may be truly called one of the founders of

modern geology. To Guettard we owe the

first practical attempt to construct geolog-

ical maps bj' depicting the superficial dis-

tribution of mineral substances. It is doubt-

ful, however, if he had very definite ideas

regarding the sequence of formations or of

geological structure. His map of western

Europe, so far as it relates to the areas of

his own observations in France, coincides

in a broad way with the modern conception

of the distribution of the stratigraphical

series, although often erroneously grouping

younger with older deposits in his' bands.'

Guettard's contributions in the field of

paleontology are also of much significance.

He recognized the importance of fossils in

geological research, and published many
large and elaborate memoirs in which nu-

merous forms are figured and described.

He was the first to recognize tnlobites. The
excellence of his descriptions and drawings

entitle him to rank according to the author

as ' the first great leader of the paleontolog-

ical school of France.' His memoir ' On the

Accidents that have befallen Fossil Shells

compared with those which are found to

happen to Shells now living in the Sea,'

which appeared in 1765, is regarded as un-

questionably one of the most illustrious in

the literature of geology, as it introduces a

natural explanation for the phenomena of

organic remains entombed in the rocks.

To the field of physiographic geology his

memoir ' On the Degradation of Mountains

effected in Our Time by Heavy Eains,

Rivers and the Sea ' contributed much and
must be regarded as one of the classics of

that department of the science. No one

had elaborated the subject so fully as he at

that period.

The recognition by Guettard of the vol-

canic origin of the mountains of the Au-
vergne affords one of the most interesting

chapters in the whole book. It is one of

the curious facts connected with his

remarkable career that these views " prac-

tically started the Vulcanist camp, and his

promulgated tenets regarding basalt became

the watchword of the JSTeptunists." It

seems that he was " an indefatigable and

accurate observer who, gifted with a keen

eye, well-trained powers of observation,

and much originality of mind, opened up

new paths in a number of fields which have

since been fruitfully cultivated, but who
rigidly abstained from theory or specula-

tion."

In the second lecture the author discusses

the rise of volcanic geology as shown by

the work of Desmarest, and also the begin-

ning of geological travel by Pallas and de

Saussure. To Desmarest (1725-1815), a

public official and astute scientific observer,

we owe a further elucidation of the geology

of the classic volcanic district of the Au-

vergne, which had been the scene of so

much of Guettard's labors. Although Guet-

tard had observed the general volcanic char-

acter of the district, it was Desmarest who,

in great detail, traced out the disposition of

these various rocks and others, unrecog-
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nized by his predecessors, and wlio en-

deavored to establish a sj'stem of succes-

sion among them. This led him to a study

of the denudation which the several lava

streams had suffered, and thus to the most

comprehensive statement of the effects of

erosive action based upon concrete ex-

amples which had up to that time ap-

peared. One of the most important con-

clusions of Desmarest's investigations in

the Auvergne was the recognition that

basalt was of eruptive origin, although he

found few supporters for his views and did

not enter later into the prolonged discus-

sion which arose upon the subject. His

map of the Auvergne elaborated in great

detail, although unpublished at the time of

his death, may still be regarded as his

greatest contribution to geology, and was

certainly far in advance of any other at-

tempt at the cartographic representation of

geological phenomena of its day.

Desmarest also contributed four massive

volumes upon Geographic Physique in the

famous Encyclopedie Methodique, and had

not completed the last at the time of his

death in his ninetieth year. Cuvier, in his

biographical sketch of him, says: "The
Academy of Sciences saw in him, as it

were, the monument of a bygone age, one

of those old philosophers, now too few, who,

occupied only with science, did not waste

themselves in the ambitions of the world,

nor in rambling through too wide a range

of study, men more envied than imitated."

A factor which added much to the ad-

vance in scientific thought of last century

was the rise of the spirit of scientific travel.

To Pallas (1741-1811), who spent six years,

from 1768 on, at the head of a scientific

expedition commissioned by Empress Cath-

erine II., we owe much important geolog-

ical information regarding a portion of the

world then but little known. His study of

the Ural chain led to his attempt to classify

the rocks of mountain areas, the chief value

of his observations lying " in his clear

recognition of a geological sequence in

passing from the center to the outside of a

mountain chain. He saw that the oldest

portions were to be found along the axis of

the chain, and the youngest on the lower

ground on either side." One of the geo-

logical questions which especially occupied

his attention was the occurrence of the re-

mains of the fossil elephant, rhinoceros and

buffalo throughout the whole vast basin of

Siberia, between the Ural and Altai moun-

tains.

Pew men have better claim to be regarded

among the founders of geology than de

Saussure (1740-1799), who was the first to

arouse the modern spirit of mountaineering,

and whose indefatigable travels throughout

the high Alps contributed so largely to the

stock of ascertained fact which was so use-

ful as a basis for theoretical speculation.

To de Saussure we owe the first use of

the terms geology and geologist, while his

experiments upon the fusion of rocks, al-

though only negative results were obtained,

are especially interesting, as they mark the

earliest beginnings of experimental geology.

The third lecture deals with the history

of the doctrine of geological succession, and

the influence of Wernerianism upon the

geological thought of the day. Lehmann,

Fuchsel and Werner more than any others

during the latter half of the last century

advanced the ideas of geological succession.

Lehmann (died 1767) published, in 1756,

the first treatise in which a definite attempt

is made at a chronological classification of

the rocks of the earth's crust. He recog-

nized, from a study of the I'ocks of the Harz

and Ei'zgebirge, three major orders which

became the Primitive, Secondary and Allu-

vial divisions of the proposed classification.

His profiles of the succession of strata

showed, according to the author, ' a re-

markable grasp of some of the essential fea-

tures of teutonic gaology.' Contemporary
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with Lehmann was Fuchsel (1722-1773),

who in 1762 published one of the most re-

markable woi-ks, with map and sections,

which had ' up to that time been devoted to

the description of the actual structure and

history of the earth.' ' He recognized as

clearly as Lehmann, and with more accu-

racy of detail, the sequence of stratified

rocks,' and considered that ' the changes

which the earth had undergone were of no

abnormal kind. ' In divining with singular

sagacity ' that a continuous series of strata

of the same composition constitutes a for-

mation, or the record of a certain epoch in

the history of the globe,' he anticipated, ac-

cording to the author, ' a doctrine which

afterward took a prominent place in the

system of Werner.'

The most notable figure in the mineralog-

ical and geological arena during the last

quarter of the last century and the early

years of this was Werner (1749-1817), who,

chiefly by the vast influence of 'his per-

sonal gifts and character,' wielded an over-

mastering power upon the geological opin-

ions of the time. Appointed professor at

twenty-five in the Mining Academy of Frei-

berg, he gradually, by the brilliancy of his

teaching, drew about him an enthusiastic

body of pupils from all portions of the civi-

lized world, and raised the local mining

school into the position of a great univer-

sity. " No teacher of geological science, "

says Geikie, '' either before or since has ap-

proached Werner in the extent of his per-

sonal influence or in the breadth of his con-

temporary fame." His most distinguishing

quality, he states further, was ' his over-

mastering sense of orderliness and method,

'

Avhich made his contributions to the then

half chaotic science of mineralogy of vast

significance, although he wholly ignored

crystalline form in his classification. In

the study of the earth, for which he and his

adherents used the term geognosy, he en-

deavored to apply the same precision, and

laid down doctrines which he dogmatically

applied, although there was generally no
basis for them in observed fact. He
adopted the idea that " the whole globe had
once been surrounded with an ocean of

water, at least as deep as the mountains are

high, and he believed that from this ocean

there were deposited by chemical precipita-

tion the solid rocks which now form most
of the dry land." His order of sequence,

taken to a considerable extent from Leh-

mann and Fuchsel, was developed into a

system of his own. He believed basalt and
other eruptive rocks to be of aqueous

origin, and all volcanic activity modern
phenomena, produced b^J^ vast repositories

of inflammable matter.

The greatest service which Werner ren-

dered to the cause of geological science, ac-

cording to the author, was the enthusiasm

he inspired
I

in so many capable men.
Among the most distinguished of Werner's

pupils were d'Aubuisson (1769-1819) and
vonBuch (1774-1853), who, although loyal

to their master, gradually became con-

vinced of the fallacy of many of his views,

and finally practically abandoned them
altogether. Curiously, they were led to

these conclusions largely from a study of

the district of the Auvergue, where in pre-

vious years Guettard and Desmarest had

done such valuable work for the cause of

geological science. Von Buch especially

became one of the most prominent figures

in European geology. He traveled widely,

and the result of his investigations greatly

enriched geological literature. In 1824 he

brought out a geological map of Germany
in fortj'-two sheets, while his contributions

to the science covered nearly every branch

of geological research.

The fou7-th lecture is devoted to the con-

sideration of a very different school of

geology than that described in the previous

chapter. It had for a time far fewer sup-

porters than the ISTeptuuist System of
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Werner, although in the end largely sup-

planting the latter. This opposing school

had as its chief representative the Scotch

scientist Hutton (1726-1797), who, al-

though never wielding the personal iniiu-

ence of Werner, slowly developed, by actual

observation, a system of geological thought

that forms the basis of much of modern
geology. Hutton himself published but

little regarding his ideas. His chief work,

entitled ' Theory of the Earth, with Proofs

and Illustrations,' appeared in 1795 ; but

Playfair (1748-1819), his friend, has given

us, in his ' Illustrations of the Huttonian

Theory of the Earth,' an admirable exposi-

tion of his views. Hutton, unlike Werner,

had ' no preconceived theory about the

origin of rocks,' but considered that ' the

past theory of our globe must be explained

by what can be seen to be happening now.

'

He observed that the greater part of the

land consists ' ofcompacted sediment which

had been worn away from some pre-existing

continent, and had been spread out in

strata over the bed of the sea,' and that the

strata had often become ' inclined, some-

times placed on end or even stupendously

contorted and ruptured .

' Recognizing as of

fundamental importance the internal high

temperature of the globe, ofwhich volcanoes

are one of the proofs, he distinguished three

types of eruptive rock—whinstone, por-

phyry and granite—which he considered

had been intruded from below among the

rocks with which they are now found asso-

ciated. Hutton, to be sure, drew no dis-

tinction between mineral veins and dykes,

referring them all to intrusive origin and
even regarded the flint concretions of the

Chalk to be of similar origin.

We find also in the Huttonian theory

practically ' the whole of the modern doc-

trine of earth sculpture,' while there is also

•"the germ of the Lyellian theory of meta-

morphism.' Even the modern conception

of glacial action is foreshadowed in the

recognition of the potency of glaciers in

the transport of detritus. Hutton 'rigor-

ously guarded himself against the admis-

sion of any principle which could not be

founded on observation,' and never permit-

ted himself to make any assumptions. It

is said of him that ' he was a man absorbed

in the investigation of nature to whom per-

sonal renown was a matter of utter indif-

ference.'

Among Hutton's friends was Hall (1761-

1830), to whom we owe 'the establishment

of experimental research as a branch of

geological investigation.' His experiments

upon the fusion ofrocks, in which he showed

the effects of the rate of cooling upon tex-

ture, are of much interest in the history of

volcanic geology. Other experiments upon
the effect of pressure in modifj'ing the in-

fluence of heat, and his machine for con-

torting layers of clay, are hardly less sig-

nificant.

For a time the Huttonian views in Scot-

land received a setback by the appointment

of Jameson (1774-1854), a pupil of Wer-
ner, to the professorship of geology at

Edinburgh, but upon the death of the great

master, in 1817, his views, already opposed

openly even by some of his pupils, rapidly

declined in favor, and the old controversy

between the Neptunist and Vulcanist grad-

ually disappeared.

The fifth lecture is devoted to a consider-

ation of the rise of stratigraphical geology,

as shown by the work of Giraud-Soulavie,

Cuvier, Brongniart and D'Omalius d'Halloy

in France, and Michell and William Smith in

England. To Giraud-Soulavie (1752-1813)
' the merit must be assigned,' according to

the author, ' of having planted the first

seeds from which the magnificent growth

of stratigraphical geology in France has

sprung.' In a series of volumes upon the

natural history of southern France, of which

the first two appeared in 1780, he described

the calcareous mountains of the Vivaraia
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and divided the limestones into five epochs

or ages, the strata in each of which are

marked by a distinct assemblage of fossil

shells. He thought, however, " that the

most ancient deposits had been accumula-

ted at the highest levels, when the sea cov-

ered the whole region, and that, as the

waters sank, successively younger forma-

tions were laid down at lower and lower

levels," and " he felt confident that if the

facts observed by him in the Vivarais were

confirmed in other regions a historical

chronology of fossil and living organisms

would be established on a basis of incontest-

able truth."

Cuvier ( 1769-1832 ) and Brongniart

(1770-1847) together studied in much de-

tail the Tertiary formations of the Paris

basin. They demonstrated in this area

' the use of fossils for the determination of

geological chronology and they paved the

way for the enormous advances which have

since been made in that department of our

science.' They brought forward clearly the

evidence for ' a definite succession among
the strata and the distinction of the organic

remains contained in them.' Cuvier had

already shown that the fossil elephant found

near Paris belonged to a different species

from either of the living forms, and by fur-

ther research reconstructed the skeletons of

other types, which enabled him to announce
' the important conclusion that the globe

was once peopled by invertebrate animals

which, in the course of the revolutions of

its surface, have entirely disappeared.'

The work of Cuvier and Brongniart upon

the Tertiary formations has been but little

altered, although greatly elaborated. The
broad outlines sketched by them remain as

true now as they were when first traced by
them early in the century.

D'Omalius d'Halloy extended the work of

his predecessors among the Tertiary forma-

tions, but, what is of more interest, ' recog-

nized the leading subdivisions of the Cre-

taceous series and actually showed the ex-

tent of the system upon a map. This map
is regarded as the first attempt to construct

a true geological map of a large tract of

France,' which was something more than

'a mere chart of the surface rocks.' It

was provided with a horizontal section

showing the structural relations of the for-

mations.

In England, Michell is regarded as the

first to present anything like a clear idea of

stratigraphical sequence, a table giving the

broad features of the succession of strata

from the Coal Measures of Yorkshire up to

the Chalk, having been drawn up by him
about 1788 or 1789. Geikie very clearly points

out, however, that " the establishment of

stratigraphy in England, and of the strati-

graphical sequence of the Secondary, or at

least of the Jurassic, rocks for all the rest

of Europe, was the work of William Smith,"

a land surveyor, usually known as the

'Father of English Geology.' "No more
interesting chapter in scientific annals can

be found," according to the author, " than

that which traces the progress of this re-

markable man , who, amidst endless obstacles

and hindrances, clung to the idea which

had early taken shape in his mind, and

who lived to see that idea universally

accepted as the guiding principle in the in-

vestigation of the geological structure, not

of England only, but of Europe and of the

globe." Smith made no attempt to publish

his results, although he accumulated a vast

store of notes upon his observations during

his journeys in the pursuit of his profession.

His ideas gradually became widely known,

and a card of English strata from the Coal

to the Chalk, drawn up in 1799, though not

actually published, obtained wide publicity.

His geological map of England and "Wales

with part of Scotland, in fifteen sheets, re-

garded as one of the great classics of geo-

logical cartography, and upon which he

had been at work for many years, was not
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publislied until 1815. The appearance of

this map marked ' a distinct epoch in strati-

graphical geology, for from that time some

of what are now the most familiar terms in

geological nomenclature passed into com-

mon use.' Smith also published geological

maps, on a larger scale, of the English coun-

ties and a series of horizontal sections across

different parts of England.

The sixth and last lecture deals with

the further development of stratigraphical

geology along lines laid down by Smith and

his distinguished contemporaries, who had

applied the criteria derived from fossils

with such success. Smith's researches, as

we have seen, did not include rocks older

than the Coal Measures. The great mass

of earlier strata known in the old classifi-

cation as Greywacke, or Transition, rocks

were regarded in their generally disturbed

and poorly fossiliferous condition to be be-

yond interpretation by the principles of

Cuvier, Brongniart and Smith, until Mur-

chison and Sedgwick, for the most part,

' working independently of each other in

Wales and in the border counties of Eng-

land,' succeeded in establishing a definite

order among the oldest fossiliferous for-

mations, thus adding the Devonian, Si-

lurian and Cambrian chapters to the

geological record.

Murchison (1792-1871), after several

years of investigation of the Secondary

rocks of England and the Continent, and

some preliminary work with Sedgwick upon

the old rocks of the northern counties of

England, began in 1831 in Wales and the ad-

joining counties of England his epoch-mak-

ing study of the strata below the Old Red
Sandstone. Startingwiththatalready known
and easily recognizable horizon he estab-

lished a series of underlying divisions which

he found to be characterized by peculiar

fossils. To this assemblage of formations,

which he divided into an Upper and a

Lower series, he gave the name of Silurian

System. He recognized its conformity to

the Old Red Sandstone, but wrongly thought

it to rest unconformably upon the older

series of greywacke. Murchison also

worked out the lithological character of

these old rocks, observing eruptive ma-
terials among them, some of which he
clearly saw were intrusives, while others

he recognized to be lavas and ashes. His

first communication upon this subject was
made to the Geological Society of London in

1831, his great book, ' The Silurian System,'

appearing in 1838. The author tells us that

even before the advent of this volume his re-

markable results had become widely known
and ' within a few years the Silurian System

was found to be developed in all parts of

the world,' Murchison's work furnishing

the key to its interpretation.

Sedgwick (1785-1873), almost from the

very beginning of his career, devoted his

energies to the ancient rocks, his earlier

publications, however, showing strong

leanings to the Wernerian school. He
soon parted with these views and early

came to a true perception of geological

principles which he applied in a study of

the older formations of northern England.

The author tells us that though fossils had

been found in the rocks Sedgwick did not at

first make use of them for purposes of strati-

graphical classification, but ascertained

the succession of the great groups of strata

upon lithological grounds alone. He, as

well as Murchison, recognized volcanic

rocks to form part of the greywacke rocks

of North Wales and soon ' succeeded in dis-

entangling their structure and ascertained

the general sequence of their principal sub-

divisions.' At this period, however, his in-

vestigations were of far less significance in

the field of general stratigraphy than Mur-
chison's, since he had not determined the

relation of his rocks to any well recognized

horizon and had made no use of fossils for

correlative purposes. Later investigations

showed that the upper part of what Sedg-

wick termed the Cambrian system con-
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taiaecl the same organic remaius as the

Lower Silurian formations defined by Mur-

chison, and thus arose a permanent mis-

understanding between tliese two old friends

and leaders in English geological thought.

While this dispute was in progress Bar-

rande made his remarkable investigations

in the Bohemian basin, where he not only

recognized the equivalents of Murchison's

Upper and Lower Silurian, but also found

a still older group of strata containing

forms similar to those occurring in Sedg-

wick's Cambrian system. To the latter

fauna he gave the name of First or Pri-

mordial fauna. The consensus of geolog-

ical opinion, on the grounds of priority,

to-day regards as Lower Silurian the Upper
Cambrian of Sedgwick. Sedgwick's classi-

fication, however, in these old and dis-

turbed rocks has proved of vast importance

in the elucidation of the ancient sediments,

and the succession of strata observed by

him has continued with hardly a modifi-

cation to the present day.

A no less important work pursued by

Sedgwick and Murchison together in the

days before their estrangement was the

determination of the Devonian. Its refer-

ence in the absence of stratigraphical data

to a position between the Silurian and

Cambrian was based mainly upon the pale-

ontological work of Lonsdale, who pointed

out that the fossils in its lower portions

showed an af&nity to the Silurian while

those in its upper parts were closely allied

to the Carboniferous faunas.

The pre-Cambrian rocks now remained

to be studied and deciphered. The paleon-

tological criteria were no longer available

and many difficulties presented themselves.

" The first memorable onward step,"accord-

ing to Geikie, " was taken in North America

by Logan (1798-1875)." Some study had

already been given to these old rocks, but

Logan was the first to attempt to establish

a chronological sequence among them. To
him we owe the names Laurentian and

Huronian, and although his results have
been much modified by subsequent ob-

servers his work marks a distinct advance
in this field of stratigraphical geology.

The first recognition of the wide signifi-

cance of glaciers as geological factors of

more than local importance must be ac-

corded to Agassiz (1807-1873). He was
the first to ofifer a satisfactory explanation

for the so-called erratics, which were found

distributed over the Swiss plain and the

flanks of the Jura mountains. Contrary

to the preconceived notions of the day, he

held that the Alpine ice once extended

over the area and that it was an expla-

nation of a former period of extreme cold.

His further researches in England, where

he found similar phenomena, convinced

him that the great extension of ice was
connected with the last great geological

change on the surface of the globe. These

teachings of Agassiz, which to-day, in all

their essential elements, have been gener-

ally accepted, place his name, according

to the author, as that of ' the true foun^ler

of glacial geology.'

The attempts at geological classification

upon lithological grounds, which had been

pushed to such an extreme by Werner and

his followers, greatly declined after the

marvelous impetus which the study of or-

ganic remains brought to the science of

geology. But the investigation of rocks in

their mineralogical aspects was not to be

permanently abandoned. The invention of

the famous prisms of Iceland spar by Nicol

and the cutting of thin sections introduced

a new element into geological investigation,

but it was not until Sorley extended this

method by the more systematic examination

of thin sections that microscopical petrog-

raphy became recognized in the field of

geological research. The publication, in

1858, of his memoir ' On the Microscopic

Structure of Crystals' marks one of the most

prominent epochs in modern geology. There

was at first much opposition to this method
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of investigation, but it soon had many de-

voted followers who have done much to ad-

vance the science, among the more impor-

tant being Zirkel, Eosenbusch, Fouque and

Michel Levy.

There yet remain two illustrious names

to be mentioned among the founders of

geology. They are Charles Lyell and

Charles Darwin. Lyell (1792-1875), who
exercised a profound influence on the geol-

ogy of his time, adopted the principles of

Hutton, and with marvelous industry col-

lected a vast store of facts in support of the

doctrine that ' the present is the key to the

past.' He pushed the Huttonian doctrine

to its logical conclusion and became the

great leader of uniformitarianism, a creed

which, according to the author, ' grew to be

almost universal in England during his

life, but "which never made much way in the

rest of Europe.' Lyell's ' Principles of

Geology' must certainly be regarded as one

of the classics of our science. To Lyell, in

conjunction with Deshayes, we owe the

classification of the Tertiary into Eocene,

Miocene and Pliocene, upon the basis of the

proportion of living species of shells. Lyell

was not so much an investigator as ' a critic

and exponent of the researches of his con-

temporaries.' Ramsey said of him, "We
collect the data, and Lyell teaches us to

comprehend the meaning of them."

Darwin (1809-1882) did much, not only

by his contributions to the literature of

geology, but in the introduction of the doc-

trine with which his name is associated, to

revolutionize the geological thought of his

time. His demonstration of the imperfec-

tion of the geological record and the great

antiquity of the earth's crust came, accord-

ing to the author, ' as a kind of surprise

and awakening.'

In concluding the lectures the author

calls attention to three prominent facts :

first, that but three of the men considered,

Werner, Sedgwick and Logan, could be

called professional geologists, the others

being either men of leisure, as Hutton, Hall,

de Saussure, von Buch, Lyell and Darwin,

or professionally engaged in other pursuits,

as was the case of the great majority ; sec-

ond, that geology affords ' some conspicu-

ous example of the length of time that may
elapse before a fecund idea comes to germi-

nate and bear fruit,' as, for instance, the

length of time taken for the true principles

of stratigraphical geology to become recog-

nized ; and third, that ' one important les-

son to be learnt from a review of the early

history of geology is the absolute necessity

of avoiding dogmatism ' the examples of

the Wernerian catastrophist and uniformi-

tarian schools being cited.

In endeavoring to give a somewhat com-

prehensive review of this latest important

work of Sir Archibald Geikie it has been

impossible to bring out clearly the delight-

ful biographical and personal touches which

so charm the reader. In the summary of

the work which I have given it has been

my endeavor to use, so far as possible, the

phrases and happy expressions with which

the book so richly abounds. The volume

is one of much significance to the student

of geology, as it for the first time presents

to English readers anything like a satis-

factory statement of the development of

geology. Many of the men to whom we
owe so much regarding our modern views

of the science, and whose work has been

but little considered by recent writers, are

brought before us in their true proportions.

The book must take high rank among the

many other masterpieces of the distin-

guished author.

W. B. Clark.
Johns Hopkins TJniveesity.

CHABACTEBS, CONGENITAL AND ACQUIBED.

IL

Acquired physical characters (properly

so termed) may involve not only quantita-

tive changes, which alone we have as yet

considered, but qualitative changes also.
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Here, again, a wide field for investigation

presents itself. For example, in man exer-

cise does not merely cause a muscle to in-

crease in size ; it occasions besides, as in

athletes after training, an increase in effi-

ciency (i. e., in the power and duration of

contraction) , which is greatly out of pro-

portion to the increase in size. Intermit-

tent friction or heat or other irritant (e. g.,

chemical) not merely causes the skin to

thicken, as in corns and callosities ; it ren-

ders it denser also. Again, stimulation

(that is use) may result in change which

is wholly qualitative. Thus eyes which,

when unaccustomed to the task, are ren-

dered sore by the continued scrutiny of

small objects (e. g., print, as in the case ofan

adult learner) may by practice be trained,

without apparent physical change, to endure

this proceeding without damage. Most of

these qualitative changes are best studied

in connection with mind, but there is one

series, of vast importance to the higher

animals, and especially to man, which is

entirely physical, and to which I may, in

conclusion of this part of my subject, draw

attention. I allude to the power which

Natural Selection has developed in high

animals of acquiring capabilities of resist-

ing various poisons, particularly those of-

fensive and defensive poisons (toxins)

which are secreted by various plants and

animals. Thus men acquire greatly in-

creased powers of ' tolerating ' nicotine and

opium, which are toxins secreted respectively

by the tobacco and poppy plants to protect

them from organisms to which they are

liable to fall a prey. Thus also man may
acquire the power of tolerating ' the poisons

of various species of parasitic micro-organ-

isms which afflict him and the higher

animals, and which are the cause of that

great class of diseases known as zymotic.

These toxins, also, are defensive products

by means of which the pathogenic organ-

isms ward ofi" the attacks of the phagocytes

in the blood of the host by which they are

liable to be destroyed. * When the phago-

cytes, through experience of the toxin, ac-

quire the power of tolerating it they de-

stroy the microbes whereby acquired immu-

nity is achieved, as in chicken-pox, measles,

scarlatina, small-pox, typhoid, etc. With-
out this power of acquiring immunity
(temporary or permanent) there could be
no recovery from such a disease as measles,

for instance ; and therefore, since, unlike

malaria, for instance, most of these dis-

eases pass from one infected person to an-

other, and are for that reason diseases of

comparatively dense populations. Without

this power of acquiring immunity no dense

populations could exist. In other words,

if this power of acquiring immunity had
not been evolved in man, civilization would

have been impossible.

I have said that the power of acquiring-

physical traits does not exist among low

animals, or, if it exists, does so in propor-

tion as they are lowly placed in the scale

of life, to an extent very small as compared

to its development among high animals. If

I am right as to this, low animals (e. jr.,

invertebrates) should be incapable or little

capable of acquiring immunity against

zymotic disease. I am not aware, how-

ever, that any observations on the subject

have been made.

I dare say that many who read the fore-

going will be inclined to dispute the facts

and inferences put forward, and to urge, for

instance, that I have not established any

proof, nor even brought forward convincing

evidence, of the truth of my assertion that

low animals are incapable, or less capable

than high animals, of acquiring physical

characters. There is, in truth, no literature

to which I can appeal, for the question is

*Vide The Present Evolution of Man, pp. 199-32

(London, Cbapman & Hall, 1896), and an 'Address

on Acquired Immunity, ' by the author, Lancet^ Sep-

tTmber 11, 1897.
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entirely new ; and therefore, also, so far as

I am aware, no experiments directly bear-

ing on it have been made. Moreover, in the

highest animals all acquired physical char-

acters are merely extensions of previously

existing inborn characters. Thus the limb

of an infant, which is compounded, as we
may suppose, almost entirely of that which

is inborn, grows under the influence of ex-

ercise and use into an adult limb. There

is a sharp dividing line, but we cannot per-

ceive it ; and, therefore, as regards the in-

fant's limb, we cannot as yet say where the

inborn ends and the acquired begins. But

in mind, which we have next to consider,

the case is often very different. There the

inborn is often sharply marked off from the

acquired, and we shall find it emphatically

true that low animals are infinitely less

capable of acquiring mental traits than

high animals. Whence, reasoning by anal-

ogy, we may, with some confidence, assert

that if, as regards mind, the statement is

true, in the absence of evidence to the con-

trary, it is probably true also as regards the

physical parts.

Mind, doubtless, owes its origin to move-

ment—to the necessity for coordinated

movement in the various parts of the com-

plex cell-community which we call a multi-

eellular animal. Neither mind nor nervous

tissue, the organ of mind, exists in plants,

among which there is little or no move-

ment. So, also, low in the animal scale, as

among sponges, in which cells are not co-

ordinated to perform movements en masse,

there is no mind nor any need for it. Higher

in the scale, as among Ccelenterates, in

which masses of the cells combine to per-

form macroscopic movements, we begin to

find traces of nerve tissue, but as yet there

is, so far as we are aware, no mind. All

movement apparently is purely reflex. Yet

higher in the scale, as among the Mollusca

in which the increasing complexity ofthe en-

vironment necessitates increasingly complex

coordinated movements of masses of the

cell-community, the nervous mechanism

by means of which this coordination is

carried out becomes still more developed

and complex, and mind apparently dawns.

So far as we know, consciousness then first

appears, and with consciousness the rudi-

ments of instinct.

I have elsewhere defined instinct as " the

faculty which is concerned in the conscious

adaptation of means to ends by virtue of in-

born inherited knowledge and ways of

thinking and acting."* In other words, in-

stinct depends wholly on congenital char-

acters, and not in the least on those which

are acquired. This definition of instinct is

far different from those which have hitherto

found acceptance, but I think on considera-

tion it will be found that it more correctly

describes what we commonly mean by the

term than any other hitherto put forth.

By instinctive action do we not mean ac-

tion which is independent of all previous

experience and therefore of acquirement?

"When an insect secures its proper food in.

the proper way, spins a cocoon, mates with

an individual of the opposite sex, or lays

its eggs, with fit provision for the future, in

an appropriate place, does it not act solely

by virtue of inborn inherited knowledge

and ways of thinking and acting, and,

since it is unguided by experience, not in

the least by virtue of knowledge and ways

of thinking and acting which are acquired ?

To the mind of every naturalist will at once

occur innumerable instances of actions,

some of them extremely complex and elab-

orate, performed by insects and other com-

paratively low animals, in which experi-

ence can play no part ; in other words,

which are wholly independent of acquired

knowledge and ways of thinking and acting.

By means of instincts animals are enabled

to place themselves in harmony with an

environment infinitely more complex than
* The Present Evolution of Man, p. 137.
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that to which reflex action alone can adapt

them. The element of consciousness and
its outcome, choice, are introduced. The
conscious animal, unlike the unconscious,

is enabled to choose between two or more
courses, to which two or more instincts im-

pel him. Thus the male spider approaches

the gigantic female, guided by both the

mating and life-preserving instincts, and
all the complications of his subsequent

conduct are due to his power of choice be-

tween two or more courses.

Higher in the scale, concurrently with

the evolution of the power of acquiring

physical traits (properly so called), is

evolved the power of acquiring mental

traits. It increases in successively higher

animals, and at length, in the highest ani-

mals, becomes of such importance that it

overshadows and replaces instinct, which,

since it no longer holds a commanding
place as a factor in survival, undergoes

great retrogression.* If I can make my
readers grasp all that is implied in the

above I think they will admit the vast im-

portance I have claimed for my subject—

an importance which is not only from the

standpoint of the man of science, but, from
many other standpoints, such as those of

the moralist, the sociologist, the statesman,

the philanthropist, the physician and others

as well.

Let us contrast two animals whiteh, for

convenience, we maj' regard as at opposite

ends of the scale, the dragon-fly and man.
Tennyson's beautiful lines occur to me. I

quote from memory :

To-day I saw the dragon-fly

Come from the wells where he did lie.

*Jnst as physical characters (e. g., limhs of serpent,

lost digits of horse, eye of proteus) undergo retrogres-

sion through atavism, wherebymore and more remote

ancestral conditions are reverted to till that remote
ancestral character is reverted to, when the character

did not exist. Vide Tlie Present Evolution of Man,

pp. 18-30.

An inner impulse rent the veil

Of his old husk. From head to tail

Came out clear plates of sapphire mail.

He dried his wings ; like gauze they grew.

O'er crofts and pastures, wet with dew,

A living flash of light he flew.

Physically, like other low animals, the

dragon-fly does not develop in response to

exercises and use, or, if he does, it is to a

very small extent compared to higher ani-

mals. Natural selection has nicely co-

ordinated his structures, but has not

evolved in them (at least to an appreciable

extent) the power of developing further

and in the right direction during the chang-

ing stress of circumstances. For example,

his principal organs of locomotion, his wings

and the structures which subserve them,

are certainly wholly inborn. Mentally, at

the beginning of each stage of his existence

he is able to coordinate his muscles per-

fectly, and thus at the beginning of each

stage his locomotion is apparently as good

as at the end. Both in the water and in the

air he knows what food to seek, and what
enemies to avoid, and how to do so. At
the fit time, impelled by an inborn impulse,

he leaves the water, and, having under-

gone his last metamorphosis, is able, at

once, to adapt himself to life in an entirely

new environment, where the medium in

which he exists, his mode of locomotion, his

prey and his enemies are different, and
where his procreating instinct comes into

activity. But experience teaches him little

or nothing ; he cannot acquire mental traits

;

in other words, he has little or no memory.

Far different is the case with man. We
have seen how much he acquires physically,

so that the adult differs from the infant .

mainly in traits which he acquires, not in

those which are inborn. Mentally, his

powers of acquirement are even more re-

markable ; and, therefore, even more as re-

gards his mental characters than as regards

his physical characters, the adult differs
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from the infant in that which is acquired,

not in that which is inborn. At birth the

infant's mind is a blank ; he can coordi-

nate only a very few groups of muscles (e.

g., the breathing, sucking and defsecating

groups) , and in these the coordination is

never very delicate and elaborate. He
knows nothing of his environment ; he can-

not, as can the dragon-fly, instinctively

adapt himself to it. But gradually as his

body develops under the influence of use

and exercise, his mind develops also under

the influence of experience, and the blank

left by the retrogression of instinct is filled

and more than filled by acquired knowl-

edge and ways of thinking and acting.

Slowly and painfully the infant learns to co-

ordinate his different groups of muscles till

at length he can perform such complex acts

as speaking, writing and walking in which

the coordination is exceedingly delicate and

elaborate.* Much, very much, besides the

power of coordinating his muscles is ac-

quired by man. For instance, all the vast

*It has been denied (e. g., Lancet, May 1, 23

and 29, 3897) that speech and bipedal progression

are acquired. The denial arises from that habit o£

thinking in abstract terms which is the bane of

many writers. One cannot speak without words,

and every word is acquired and, therefore, speech

itself is acquired. For instance, no one is born with

the knowledge of the word 'brick.' Again, this

sound (brick), like ;ill others in a language, is pro-

duced by a particular and very delicate and complex

coordination of the speech muscles, different from

what is required to reproduce any other sound. The
child learns to make this coordination, just as in after

life he may learn to make that coordination from which

results a foreign word, or that coordination of a dif-

ferent set of muscles from vrhich results a written

word. Again, a child learns to walk in just as true a

sense as afterwards he may learn to bicycle. Speech

and bipedal progression are common to the whole

human race, and, therefore, they are invariably re-

garded as inborn characters. Writing and bicycling

are not common to the human race, and, therefore,

they are regarded as acquired ; but very plainly the

former are as much acquired as the latter. What
alone is inborn is the power of acquiring speech and
bipedal progression and vastly more besides.

contents of his memory and all that arises

out of memory are, of course, acquired.

Here, again, all that is inborn is the power of

acquiring the contents of the memory- I have

elsewhere defined reason as ' the faculty

which is concerned in the conscious adap-

tation of means to ends by virtue of ac-

quired non-inherited knowledge and ways
of thinking and acting.'* Compare, for

instance, the construction of a cocoon by a

caterpillar, or the first web spinning of a

spider, to the construction of a house or the

weaving of a net by a man. In the abso-

lute absence of experience the caterpillar

and the spider plainly act by virtue of in-

born knowledge and ways of thinking and
acting, in other words, by instinct ; the

man, on the other hand, as plainly acts by

virtue of acquired knowledge and ways of

thinking and acting, in other words, by

reason.f In fact, so vast a part does the

* The Present Evolution of 3fan, p. 138.

t The terms ' instinct ' and ' reason ' are used very

loosely even by scientific writers, the meaning of the

former often being too much extended, while that of

the latter is too much restricted. Thus, it is said,,

that we instinctively like or dislike this or that ob-

ject, e. g., man, implying thereby that we do so in

the absence of experience. But the new-born infant

(unlike the new-hatched fish) has no such instinctive

like or dislike ; his subsequent likings or dislikings

arise as a result of experience, whether such experi-

ence remains as a recognizable part of consciousness or

not. "Again, actions which depend on acquirement,

but which have become automatic from frequent repe-

tition, are often termed instinctive, owing to the

instinct-like absepce of mental effort with which

they are ultimately performed (e. g., bipedal progres-

sion ; vide Present Emlulion of Man, pp. 144-5).

On the other hand, the term rational is often re-

stricted to such actions as conspicuously result from,

a correct chain of inferences, or to such as are not

performed under the influence of violent emotion.

For example, when an angry man embarks on foolish

litigation we terra his action irrational, th us expressly

excluding it from the category of rational actions.

But his action is certainly not reflex, nor, as cer-

tainly, is it instinctive, and, therefore, if we group all

actions under the headings of reflex, instinctive and

rational this action can belong to the last group only..
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acquired factor play in all that is men-

tal in man, that I have been unable to dis-

cover any action in him which is purely in-

stinctive. Purely reflex actions he has in

plenty, as, for instance, the movements of

the various hollow viscera ; but of the few

instincts which sui'vive in him (e. g., pa-

rental and sexual love) none apparently

are gratified without the aid of rational

action. Consider, for instance, how greatly

the instinctive appreciation of female

beauty is modified by the acquired factor
;

there are savage tribes who mutilate, to

render beautiful as they think, the faces of

their women to a frightful degree.* Con-

sider, again, how much there is rational

(e. g., the coordination of her muscles) in

the mother's care of her offspring.

As in the case of physical characters, no

systematic attempt has been hitherto made
to differentiate between the mentally ac-

quired and the inborn. As a result, much
confusion and inaccurate thinking is mani-

fest in writings, scientific and otherwise. I

propose to deal with these to some extent

presently ; but first it would be interesting

to trace, in however slight a manner, the

evolution of the power of acquiring mental

traits in animals. But, even before doing

this, one other digression I may permit

myself, since it has an important bearing

on much that follows. It has been main-

tained that acquired characters, mental and

physical, are transmissible. I will not here

pause to consider whether such characters

as I have ventured to denominate ' en-

forced,' nor whether such characters as

result from the complete or partial repro-

duction of lost parts, are transmissible.

The battle has been fought in countless

publications, and I do not know that

I have now anything very new or original

to add; but I should like to say a little

concerning the alleged transmissibility

* Our women have worn crinolines and chignons

and still wear earrings and corsets.

of such characters as result from use

or experience, for instance, the acquired

enlargement of the blacksmith's muscle

through use, or the mental change involved

in the acquirement of a knowledge ofmathe-

matics through experience. Characters like

these are held by a section of biologists to

be transmissible, in part at least. But
when a parent acquires such charac-

ters they reappear in the child only in

response to stimulation similar to that

which caused them to arise in the

parent. For instance, without such stimu-

lation the child gets neither the enlarged

muscles nor the knowledge of mathe-

matics ; in fact, the child must in all

cases, acquire such characters afresh ; from

which it is plain that that which is ac-

quired by the parent does not become in-

born in the child.

It may, however, be maintained by Neo-

Lamarckians that stimulation causes not

only the acquirement of a character, but

increases also the power of acquiring

it, and that it is this increase in the

parent which is transmitted to the child,

and which renders more easy the ac-

quirement of the' character by the latter.

But there is no tittle of evidence showing

that the stimulation which results in the

acquirement of a character (mental or

physical) causes also an increase in the

power of acquiring it. The converse is

in fact true ; the infant's power of acquir-

ing characters, mental and physical, is im-

mense, and to it is mainly owing the de-

velopment he undergoes in his passage

from infancy to old age ; but this

power steadily declines in his long stimu-

lated parts (mental and physical), till

in the old man it is reduced to a mini-

mum and tends to vanish. Clearly, then,

as regards such characters as result from

use and experience there can be no trans-

mission to the child ; therefore, as regards

them, evolution must have proceeded
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wholly on lines of l^atural Selection.

Moreover, instincts (and such physical char-

acters as are analogous to instincts, i. e., in-

born physical parts) cannot have resulted

from the transmitted effects of experience

and use, since they do not increase under

such stimulation. There is, for instance,

no reason to suppose that any instinct is

sharpened by use, or, in other words, by ex-

perience. In fact, it would be a contradic-

tion in terms to suppose that it is, since, if

my definitions are right, all that is acquired

pertains to reason, not to instinct. More-

over, did instincts increase under stimula-

tion and were this increase transmissible in

however slight a degree, then instincts

should be most developed in the highest

animals and less in lower animals. The

contrary, however, is the fact.*

All acquired mental characters depend,

of course, in the last analysis, on memory
;

and, therefore, an animal which is incapa-

ble of acquiring mental characters, and

which, therefore, depends wholly on in-

stinct, can have no recollection of past

events, nor, as a consequence, any ideas

concerning the future ; it must live entirely

in the present. To this it may be objected,

however, that various insects display an in-

stinctive memory, and, for instance, retui'U

again and again with food to the nest where

they have laid their eggs. If, however, my
definitions are correct these returns are not

due to memory, but to an impulse (similar

to that which causes them in the absence of

experience to know a fit spot wherein to

lay their eggs) , which causes them again

and again to return to this particular place,

quite independently of any recollection of

having been there before.f It has even

* It follows, then, from the above, that, except as

regards the effects of mutilations, which I do not here

consider, evolution can have proceeded only on the

lines of inborn variations.

t Compare the swiftly forgotten alarm of a house-

fly vrith the more and more permanent fear of suc-

cessively higher creatures.

been denied that animals so high in the

scale as fish possess a memory (the power

of acquiring mental characters) .* The seat

of the memory has been held to be the cor-

tex of the brain, and fish alone of all verte-

brata have no cortex.f I think, however,

there can be no doubt that fish have some

power of acquiring mental traits, since trout

in a much-fished stream soon grow more

wary. Indeed, memory may be detected in

animals much lower than the fish. Even
so low in the scale as the oyster is a rudi-

mentary capacity for mental acquirement

observable, for " even the headless oyster

seems to profit from experience, for Dic-

quemase asserts that oysters taken from a

depth never uncovered by the sea open their

shells, lose the water within and perish
;

but oysters taken from the same place and

depth, if kept in reservoirs, where they are

occasionally left uncovered for a short time

and are otherwise incommoded, learn to

keep their shells shut, and then live for a

much longer time when taken out of the

water. "J
As I have already said, speaking in gen-

eral terms, the higher placed an animal is in

the scale of life the greater is its power of

acquiring mental characters, as will be ap-

parent presently and as might have been

expected ; but it is also true that the higher

species of a lower class or order often ex-

hibit greater capacities for acquirement than

* Vide Lancet, January 23, 1897.

t And, therefore, in choosing the dragon-fly as an

animal conspicuously lacking in acquired mental

traits to contrast with man, in whom they are con-

spicuously abundant, I have not intended to imply

that the former is quite incapable of acquiring men-

tal characters, only that it is so little capable of ac-

quiring them that it forms an admirable foil to man,

the animal above all the most capable of such ac-

quirement. I do not know that the dragon-fly is

quite lacking in this quality, but only that it is so

little developed in him that I personally, with my
imperfect knowledge, have not been able to detect

any traces of it.

X
' Animal Intelligence, ' by Romanes, pp. 24, 25.
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the lower species of a higher class or order.

It is even true that some invertebrates

exhibit far greater mental receptivity than

many vertebrates. Speaking again in gen-

eral terms, the power of acquiring mental

characters is only developed to a consider-

able extent in such animals as tend their

young, and in them it is developed in pro-

portion to the length of time parental care

is continued. Furthermore, it is developed

to a very great extent only among such

animals as not only tend their young for

prolonged periods, but also lead gregarious

lives. When animals, after laying their

eggs, abandon them to chance it is clear in

cases where mind (i. e., consciousness and

all that results from consciousness) plays a

part in securing survival that such mind
must be considerably developed from the

moment of hatching. Hence it is that in

such animals instinct greatly predominates.

Moreover, they cannot acquire traits by

imitation from their parents, and, therefore,

whatever is acquired by the one generation

is completely lost to the next ; in other

words, they have no traditional knowledge,

and all that is mental in the individual is

either inborn or has been discovered by
himself. But when the animal, after birth,

Is protected for a prolonged period by its

parent it is clear that instinct (inborn

knowledge and ways of thinking and act-

ing) becomes less necessary for survival,

since an opportunity is afforded for acquir-

ing fit knowledge and ways of thinking and

acting from the environment, particularly

from the parent. It is then possible for

knowledge to become traditional, and to be

handed down from parent to offspring.

When, in addition, such animals lead gre-

garious existences the individual has the

opportunity of acquiring mental characters,

not only from the parent, but from other

members of the community as well, and
then complex mental acquirements have

the best chance of being transmitted, in-

stead of being lost. Under such circum-

stances the power of acquiring useful

mental characters becomes a main factor in

the struggle for existence, and those in-

dividuals that most possess it survive in

the greatest numbers; and therefore, con-

currently with the growth of knowledge,
occurs an evolution of the power of acquir-

ing knowledge and a corresponding retro-

gression of instinct, which, in the ancestry,

was a main factor of survival, but is now
no longer so.

I have given the dragon-fly as an example
of an active animal which does not tend

its young, and in which, therefore, instinct

is developed to a high degree. The ant, on
the other hand, is an animal which not

only tends its young, but also lives in great

communities ; and we have striking evi-

dence that some species of ants, at least,

and probably all of them, are actuated

largely by knowledge and motives which
are acquired, i. e., by reason, and not by
inborn mental characters, i. e., by instinct.

Thus enslaved ants, captured as pupse and
educated wholly by their captors, differ

markedly from the free members of the

species ; they have other knowledge and
ways of thinking and acting ; and the fact

that the slaves, in their new homes, so-

readily adapt themselves to the changed

environment, so readily exhibit knowledge

and ways of thinking and acting which

must be acquired and cannot possibly be

instinctive, for the reason that their an-

cestry can never have been subjected to the

influence of a like environment, proves how
great a share reason has in all that is men-

tal in them. And since the slaves clearly

acquire mental traits which fit them for

their duties as servants, it is not unreason-

able to suppose that the slave-holders,

in like manner, individually acquire the

mental traits which fit them for functions

as masters, i. e. that in them the slave-

holding habit is not instinctive, but rational.
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The lower vertebrata do not tend their

young, which, therefore, are hatched highly

endowed with instinct, but with little power

of acquiring mental characters. Reptiles,

having better developed brains, have greater

capacities for acquirement than fish ; they

can be trained to a much great extent, can

learn much more, and have been known to

manifest affection for their masters, in which

cases the acquired affection has been so

strong as to overcome the instinctive dis-

like. Birds and mammals, like ants, tend

their young, which, in proportion to the

amount of protection accorded, are born

helpless and devoid of instinct, but capable

of mental acquirement. Ever, as we rise

upwards in the scale, do we find this in-

creasing protection associated with a grow-

ing helplessness at birth, and a steadily en-

larging capacity for acquirement which finds

physical expression in a more and more

developed brain, especially of the cerebral

portion of it. A partridge at hatching and

a fawn at birth are able to coordinate their

muscles to a considerable extent, and have

many other instincts. The parrot and the

pup are very much more helpless, but their

capacity for acquirement is greater in pro-

portion. Highest of all, the human infant

is born absolutely helpless ; it is unable to

coordinate all but a very few groups of

inuscles ; its instincts are reduced to a

minimum ; it cannot even seek the breast

;

but it is protected with prolonged and ten-

der care, under which its vast powers of ac-

quirement come into play.

Instincts, therefore, have undergone great

retrogression in the higher types, but amid

this general retrogression three instincts at

least have undergone evolution : (1) the

parental instinct to protect the offspring

;

(2) the parental instinct to impart to the

offspring the acquired knowledge which

subserved the parents' survival ; and (3)

the instinct which impels the offspring to

imitate the parent, and so acquire the phys-

ical and the mental traits, the traditional

knowledge and ways of thinking and acting,

which the latter acquired. This subject is

a very interesting one, but my- space is

limited, and therefore I will not dilate on

it, but content myself by instancing such

familiar examples as the hen, the cat and

the human being in proof of my statements.

Each of these animals teaches its young in a

different way, and the instinct of the young
causes it to imitate the parent and sport in

such a manner as to develop {i. e., favor the

acquirement of) the physical and mental

characters which conduce to the survival

of the individual and the race. If it be

doubted that animals lower than man have

traditional knowledge, which is handed

from generation to generation, I have only

to instance parrots of New Zealand, which

have recently acquired the habit of sheep

eating, and the change which soon occurs

in the demeanor of the higher animals to-

wards man when he first enters a land

where he was previously unknown, e. g.,

the Galapagos Islands. In such lands lower

animals (insects, for instance), if they ex-

hibit alarm on his first appearance, show
no increase of it in subsequent generations.

Some of this traditional knowledge, es-

pecially when it is of a kind greatly to favor

survival, is doubtless of vast antiquity. Of
such a nature, if I am right in regarding it

as an acquirement, must be the slave-making

habit of certain ants, since their very phys-

ical structure has been immensely modified

by it—not by the congenital transmission of

acquired characters, but wholly by the

transmission and accumulation of such

inborn variations as best served the utili-

zation of the acquired character ; hence, for

instance, the great jaws of F. rufescens.

In man occur many examples of physical

structures modified by the pei'sistent ac-

quirement, in generation after generation

during long ages, of particular acquired

characters. For example, . his whole di-
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gestive apparatus has been modified by his

acquired habit of cooking or otherwise

modifying his food, to whicli cause may
even be attributed the unsoundness of the

teeth of civilized man ; tliese, since they are

no longer absolutely essential to survival,

having undergone retrogression as regards

their power of resisting bacteria, etc. His

lingual muscles have been modified by his

acquired habit of speech. His slowly-ac-

quired habit of bipedal progression has

resulted in immense and obvious physical

alteration. Even the acquirement of sur-

gical knowledge, at first rudimentary, but

now highly advanced, has caused at least

one important modification. Animals, as

a rule, bear their young easily. When any

disproportion exists between the foetal head

and the maternal pelvis both mother and

oifspring perish and the peculiarity is not

transmitted. Savage women are under

much the same conditions, and give birth

almost as easily as lower animals. But for

ages civilized women in labor have received

artificial aid ; they are, therefore, nearly all

incapacitated for a time after the birth of

each child ; indeed, the recent advance of

obstetric science has enabled so many of

the otherwise unfit to survive among us for

some generations past that now numerous

women are quite unable of parturition with-

out instrumental aid.*

The evolution of the power of acquiring

characters, mental and physical, appears to

me the most important, indeed the very

central fact in the evolution of all the higher

'^The use of forceps was formerly very rare in mid-

wifery practice, bat is now very common. Doubtless

this is mainly due to a change in fashion, the modern
obstetrician, on the average, being more skilful and,

therefore, more ready to use his instruments than his

forebear ; but, doubtless, also, it is due in part to a

growing disproportion between the maternal pelvis

and the foetal head in highly civilized races. It is not

possible that the saving of so many narrow-hipped

women and big-headed children can have left the

race unaffected.

animals. Beyond all other characters this

has been steadily evolved by Natural Selec-

tion, and therefore the higher placed an ani-

mal is in the scale of life the more is it

developed in him. Possibly some other

mammals are as capable of acquiring phys-

ical characters as man ; it may be that as

much of the physical development they

undergo after birth is due to the effects of

use and exercise ; but, beyond question, no
other animal Is mentally so receptive as

man. His power of acquiring mental char-

acters (i. 6., his memory) is enormous, and
so greatly does he depend on it for survival

that, as we have seen, his inborn mental

characters (i. e., his instincts), except in a

few instances, have undergone complete

retrogression. His mind, as I have said, is

a blank at birth, and it follows, since so

much is acquired, that the disposition or

character of every man must be almost en-

tirely acquired, and not inborn, as is usu-

ally assumed. Part of the contents of his

memory are recognizable (i. e., may be dis-

tinctly remembered), but very much, es-

pecially all that is acquired during infancy,

is not so. We speak of it as ' forgotten,'

but forgotten things, though they can no

longer be represented in consciousness, yet

leave their impress on the mind. To take

an illustration: imagine twin infants in the

same cot, one awake and the other asleep
;

suppose an event happens that alarms the

waking child, but leaves the other unaf-

fected ; suppose, again, that subsequently

another event, observed by both children,

occurs, which, owing to the apprehension

and nervous irritability engendered by the

previous event, again alarms the first child,

and thus increases its irritability, but, be-

cause of its previously undisturbed equa-

nimity, again leaves the second unaffected

by fear ; imagine this process repeated

;

then, though the original cause of fear

were quite forgotten, the one child might

well grow up of a much more timid and
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nervous disposition than the other ; in

which case every one would speak of the

former as naturally {%. e., innately, instinc-

tively) more timid than his brother, though,

in fact, his excess of timidity would be ac-

quired.

In practice, owing to the necessity of the

case, we act as if we realized that man's

mind, his character, his disposition, is al-

most entirely acquired ; and, therefore,

every parent carefully trains his child for a

prolonged period, striving by precept and

example to inculcate fit mental traits, that

is, fit knowledge and ways of thinking and

acting. Even the savage mother does this,

and civilized nations have vast state estab-

lishments for educating their youth. More-

over, we realize that a child reared by the

brave or the cowardly, the active or sloth-

ful, the moral or the immoral, the patriotic

or the non-patriotic, the devout or the scep-

tical, and so forth, will exhibit the traits of

his educators, even if they be not his pro-

genitors. In fact, we realize, as regards man
(though this is not true as regards such

animals as the dragon-fly, in which, as we
have seen, the mentally acquired is practi-

cally non-existent), that the mind of one

generation imprints itself on the mind of

the next, not racially, but educationally
;

but, in thinking of this or that adult man,
or this or that race of men, we are apt to

consider their mental peculiarities as innate

and acquired. Especially is this done by
men of learning, historians, anthropologists,

psychologists, philosophers and the like.

It is not realized by them that man's real

mental evolution has lain in the evolution of his

power of acquiring mental traits, and that not

in a single other inborn peculiarity does he

mentally transcend lower animals, and,

therefore, that one adult individual or race

must differ from another individual or race

wholly in the traits that are acquired, and

in the power of acquiring them. For example,

no man or race is born with greater mu-

sical, artistic or mathematical powers than

any other man or race, but merely with

greater powers of acquiring them ; for, in

the absence of appropriate stimulation (i. e.,

experience, education), they do not develop

even in the most 'gifted.' It seems proba-

ble, moreover, that powers of acquiring

these and other particular faculties have not

been separately and especially evolved by

Natural Selection, but, on the contrary, that

they are but particular manifestations of

the general power of acquiring mental

traits, which is what has been evolved by

Natural Selection.* Thus there appears to

be no more reason for supposing that the

mathematical faculty has been especially

evolved than for supposing that the faculty

for understanding the uses of machinery

has been evolved ; both the one and the

other must have been equally useless to the

primitive savage.

In lower animals the amount of mental

receptivity is closely associated with the

size of the brain, the larger brain being the

concomitant of greater receptivity, and,

as a consequence, of lessened instinct. As-

sociated with this truth is the fact that

modern representatives of ancient animals

(e. g., ungulates) have much larger brains

than their ancestors, denoting the evolution

in them of the supremely important faculty

of acquiring mental characters. Now,
since so little that is mental is inborn in

man while so much is acquired, we must

conclude that differences in the sizes and

shapes of the brains of different races imply

not inborn mental differences, but differ-

ences in the power of acquiring mental

characters, and, therefore, for example,

that the native Australian, with his small

* Of course, I do not mean by this that the man
who is capable, for instance, of high musical attain-

ments, is also necessarily capable of high mathemat-

ical attainments. We know that this is not so.

Nevertheless, even as regards these faculties much
must depend on the 'bent ' given to the individual's

luiud by circumstances occurring early in life.
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brain, differs from the Chinaman or Japan-

ese, with his large brain, not mainly in

that which is mentally inborn, but mainly

in that he has lesser power of acquiring

complex mental characters. If this is true,

and there is a mass of evidence proving

that it is true, for children of one race

reared by another and very different race

develop the mental features of their educa-

tors, not of their progenitors (e. g., Europe-

ans reared by savages or savages reared by

Europeans) ,* then much of the reasoning of

numerous thinkers has been founded on

false premises, and is invalid. They have

commonly estimated the mental calibre of

a race by the intellectual feats performed

by it, but plainly these are wrong criteria,

since whether these feats be great or small

depends almost entirely on the environ-

ment, that is, on education. A South Sea

Islander, for instance, would, and could, do

nothing in his ancestral environment com-

pared to what he would be intellectually

capable of were he during early life trans-

ferred and trained in the midst of a learned

and scientific society.

In discussing this subject one is embar-

rassed by the wealth of the material that

presents itself for criticism. In the light-

est, as in the weightiest literature, it is

constantly assumed that various racial

peculiarities and differences which are

manifestly acquired are inborn—that this

or that race is inherently brave or resolute,

or enterprising, or industrious, or gifted

with a genius for colonization or empire,

while this or that other race is timid,

or irresolute, or indolent, or servile, and so

forth. To illustrate my remarks and con-

clude my essay I may cull a few examples

from an enormous field. Dr. Francis Gal-

ton says :
" The importance to be attached

to race is a question that deserves a far

* Consider, for instance, how different in either case

would be the contents of memory and all that arises

out of memory.

larger measure of exact investigation than

it receives. We are exceedingly ignorant

of the respective ranges of the natural and
acquired faculties in different races ; and
there is too great a tendency among writers

to dogmatize wildly about them, some
grossly magnifying, others as greatly mini-

mizing their several provinces. It seeins,

however, possible to answer this question

unambiguously, difi&cult as it is."* But, if

I am right, as I think I am, in the fore-

going, surely every writer has too greatly

exalted the importance of the inborn and
too much minimized the importance of the

acquired factor in man. Does not Dr.

Galton himself exalt vastly too much the

importance of the inborn factor, as witness

the following passage, which, in this respect,

is similar to many others in his work :

'
' The long period of the Dark Ages, under

which Europe has lain, is due, I believe, in

a very considerable degree, to the celibacy

enjoined by i-eligious orders on their vota-

ries. Whenever a man or woman was pos-

sessed of a gentle nature that fitted him or

her to deeds of charity, to meditation, to

literature or to art, the social condition of

the time was such that thej^ had no refuge

elsewhere than in the bosom of the Church.

But the Church chose to preach and exact

celibacy. The consequence was that these

gentle natures had no continuance, and

thus, by a policy so singularly unwise and

suicidal that I am hardly able to speak of

it without impatience, the Church brutal-

ized the breed of our forefathers. She

acted precisely as if she had aimed at select-

ing the rudest portion of the community to

be, alone, the parents of future generations.

She practiced the arts which breeders would

use, who aimed at creating ferocious, cur-

rish and stupid natures. No wonder that

club law prevailed for centuries over

Europe ; the wonder rather is that enough

* 'Hereditary Genius,' preface to edition of 1892,

p. XXV.
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good remained in the veins of Europeans

to enable their race to rise to its present,

very moderate, level of natural morality." *

Dr. Galton implies that a tendency to char-

ity, meditation or to the cultivation of litera-

ture is an inborn and transmissible char-

acter, whereas they are, in fact, acquired.

A Quaker's child, for example, reared by

ISTorth American or West African savages

shows none of the gentle altruistic nature

of his progenitors, and obviously shows no

literary tendencies. The child of a blood-

thirsty and immoral savage may be made
sanctimonious to an even unpleasant de-

gree, as has happened under the influence

of missionaries in certain Polynesian is-

lands, where by act of the native legislature

flirtation is now a legal offence. The chil-

dren of aborigines have done exceedingly

well, as compared to Europeans, in the Aus-

tralian government schools. The Church,

therefore, may have brutalized society in

the Dark Ages, by its influence on the char-

acters acquired by the individuals compris-

ing it ; for instance, by inculcating celibacy

it may have prevented people who had ac-

quired the best characters from having

families, and so passing on their acquired

excellencies, like language or even property,

to descendants. But since mere chance, not

innate tendencies, must have determined in

each case the inclination or disinclination

towards charity, etc., the Church cannot

have selected any particular type, and there-

fore cannot have caused real evolution or

retrogression.

It is, of course, impossible for obvious

reasons to prove of a particular person with

(for instance) charitable inclinations that in

a different environment he would have ac-

quired different inclinations. But what
cannot be proved of the individual can be

proved of the race, which is but an aggre-

gate of individuals. If my definitions are

correct, innate inclinations or tendencies

*Ibid, p. 343, 344.

are of the nature of instincts, and these can

arise only very slowlj' under the prolonged

action of Natural Selection, and, if they

disappear, can do so only equally slowly

after cessation of selection. But consider

how rapidly a race (e. g., the Japanese) may
change its characteristics. Consider, in par-

ticular, the enormous change, as expressed

in the resultant civilization, which occurs in

the character of a race when it changes

its religion. Compare the mental charac-

ters of the races of Asia Minor and North

Africa as they changed successively from

Pagan to Christian and from Christian to

Mohammedan. Consider how much Pagan,

Mohammedan and Christian negroes differ

in their mental characters. Consider how
closely Mohammedans of all races resem-

ble one another mentally. Consider how in-

distinguishable mentally are Catholic Teu*

tons from Catholic Celts in Ireland, and

how markedly they differ both from the

Protestant Teutons and the Protestant

Celts of Great Britain. I have, however,

dealt somewhat fully with this matter of

religion elsewhere,* and my space here is

limited. Still I am in hopes that the little

I have said proves that any tendency to*

wards charity, etc., is wholly acquired and

not inborn.

Again Galton says :
" The ablest race of

which history bears record is unquestion-

ably the ancient Greek, partly because

their masterpieces in the principal depart-

ments of intellectual activity are still un^

surpassed, and in many respects unequalled)

and partly because the population that

gave birth to the creators of those master-

pieces was very small. Of the various

Greek sub-races, that of Attica was the

ablest."t He further says :
" The average

ability of the Athenian race is, on the lowr

est possible estimate, nearly two grades

higher than our own—that is, about as

* ' The Present Evolution of Man,' p. 188-196.

t ' Hereditary Genius,' p. 329. !
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much as our race is above that of the Afri-

can Negro. This estimate, which may
seem prodigous to some, is confirmed by

the quick intelligence and high culture of

the Athenian commonalty, before whom
literary works were recited and works of

art exhibited, of a far more severe character

than could possibly be appreciated by the

average of our race, the calibre ofwhose in-

tellect is easily gauged by a glance at the

contents of a railway book-stall."* De Qua-

trefage says :
" There can be no real relation

between the dimensions of the cranial

capacity and social development." * * *

" By such an extension the Troglodytes of

the Cavern of L'Homme-Mort would be

superior to all the races enumerated in the

table, including contemporary Parisians. "f
But Mill wrote :

" Of all vulgar modes o^

escaping from the consideration of the effect

of social and moral influences on the mind,

the most vulgar is that of attributing the

diversities of conduct and character to in-

herent natural differences ;"I and Buckle,

the historian, who, notwithstanding the

deficient knowledge of his time, had a true

appreciation of the problem, said :
" What-

ever, therefore, the moral and intellectual

progress ofmen may be, it resolves itself, not

into a progress of natural capacity, but into

a progress, if I may say so, of opportunity,

that is, an improvement in the circum-

stances under which that capacity after

birth comes into play. Here, then, lies the

gist of the whole matter. The progress is

one not of internal power, but of external

advantage. The child born in a civilized

land is not likely as such to be superior to

one born among barbarians, and the differ-

ence which ensues between the acts of the

two children will be caused, so far as we
know, solely by the pressure of external

*Ibid, p. 330-331.

t ' The Human Species.

'

X Mill's Principles of Political Economy, Vol. I.,

p. 390.

circumstances, by which I mean the sur-

rounding opinions, knowledge, associations,

in a word, tlie entire mental atmosphere in

which the two children are respectively

nurtured."*

Mill and Buckle, though unacquainted

with the doctrine of evolution, were surely

right. The ancient Greeks and Eomans
were certainly of extraordinary mental

prowess, but it is more than probable that

they surpassed our more remote ancestors

only because the environment in which they

lived was more favorable than the mediseval

to the acquirement of fit mental traits
;

because, in their free, intellectual atmos-

phere, they were trained to the perform-

ance of intellectual feats, which were im-

possible to the fettered minds of our fore-

fathers, who could hardly achieve great-

ness, except as priests or warriors, or as

painters, sculptors, architects, musicians,

or as other laborers in such arts as served

the grandeur of the Church or the Throne.

The splendor of the Greek and Eoman
achievements, therefore, does not constitute

a proof that the Greeks and Romans were

splendidly endowed, but only that the

traits which they acquired from their pro-

genitors enabled them to use their endow-
ments splendidly. In judging of the men-

tal capabilities of a people as a whole, as

in judging of physical powers, it is safer to

take as a test their corporal structures,

their bodies and brains, rather than their

physical and mental feats, for whether

these latter be great or little depends on

circumstances which may be favorable or

the reverse. Had the Troglodytes received

the same mental training as the Greeks it

is possible or probable, since their brains

were large, that they would have performed

feats intellectually as great, but had Aris-

totle or Plato received the training of the

cave-men great feats would have been im-

possible to them. They would have died

•Buckle's History ot Civilization, Vol. I., p. 178.
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unknown to fame. Moreover, such feats

as were performed by the Greeks would

not have been recognized as great among
prehistoric peoples, and such intellectual

giants, but physical weaklings, of the

modern world as Darwin and Spencer would

have earned, and in that state of society

deserved, the contempt of their fellows.

Mr. Herbert Spencer attributes much of

the contents of man's mind to the trans-

mission and accumulation of acquired

mental characters. Thus he attributes the

altruistic feelings to this cause and antici-

pates a happy future for many by their con-

tinued increase. Mr. B. Kidd, whom I

confess I have a little difficulty in taking

seriously, on the other hand, attributes

these feelings to Natural Selection. He is

very severe on Mr. Herbert Spencer and

writes :
" The confusion ofideas to which the

tendencies of the times give rise finds re-

markable expression in Mr. Herbert Spen-

cer's writings."* The tendencies of the

time seem to have confused Mr. Kidd's own
ideas to an even greater extent, and it

would have been well had he barkened to

Mr. Spencer's warning against thinking in

abstract terms, f

As already indicated in this Jouenal,J

Natural Selection implies elimination of the

nnfittest, and Mr. Kidd has failed to record

a single death as due to the absence of this

feeling in him who perished, and the pres-

ence of it in him who survived. Having

regard to the foregoing, is it not abundantly

evident that the altruistic feelings have not

undergone evolution at all in man, neither

by the transmission of inborn characters nor

that of acquired characters ? As I say the

child of a philanthropist if reared by West
African savages might well be a fiend in

cruelty, he certainly would have no philan-

thropic tendencies as we understand them
;

*' Social Evolution,' p. 158.

t ' The Inadequacy of Natural Selection, ' p. 67.

± September 11, 1897, p. 371.

the child of a cannibal, propeily trained,

might well develop into a philanthropist
;

and surely that which may be entirely

lapsed or developed in a single generation

cannot properly be regarded as a direct

product of evolution. Like patriotism, or

devotion to a particular religious system,

or a knowledge of language, or of letters, or

of the uses of steam, or of the bicycle, the al-

truistic feelings are purely acquired (and not

transmissible), and are not immediate prod-

ucts of evolution, but result, indirectly from

the evolution of man's mental receptivity,

that is, from the evolution of his vast power
of acquiring mental characters. Men in

various times and places have been taught to

worship sticks and stones, and to hold in

reverence all kinds of absurd beliefs and

notions, so also a child—any child—by fit

training may be rendered highly altruistic

—may be taught to receive and practice

altruism, as he may be taught to reverence

and practice fetishism ; whence it follows,

as a logical conclusion, that in every indi-

vidual the altruistic feelings are purely ac-

quired. It matters not that, in a greater

or less degree, they are universal. So is

knowledge of language and religion, which,

though universal, is as much acquired as is a

knowledge of history or of astronomy. If,

then, in the ancestry of man, these feelings

were ever instinctive, as we may suppose

them to be among bees, this instinct, like

almost all others, was lapsed long ago, and

was replaced by an acquired character.*

We need not await, then, the slow evo-

lution of the social millenium by the accu-

mulation of inborn altruistic variations, as

Mr. Kidd expects, nor by the accumulation

(and transmission) of acquired variations,

as Mr. Spencer expects. Were we all agreed

*I cannot here pause to discuss the cause of the

retrogression of instinct. But I have dealt at length

with the cause of the retrogression of physical parts

in my book, and that of the retrogression of instinct

follows the same law. An outline of the theory was
given in Science of September 3, 18S)6.
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as to the training of our children it would

be achievable in the very next generation,

for surely, if a generation can be reared to

reverence a stick or a stone, an inanimate

idol, and this or that grotesque religious

system, it can be reared also to love and

reverence man.

One paragraph more and I have done.

We hear of the evolution of morals or of

language or of religion, of the printing

press, of the locomotive, of the bicycle, and
so forth. In the popular mind, and, I fear,

•even in the minds of some scientific men,

this evolution ranks as a process of the same
order as the evolution of a plant or animal.

Evolution means unfolding, and, therefore,

the vsford is perhaps correctly applied to the

bicycle, etc. But there is this essential dif-

ference between a living being and the

bicycle : The former is the progeny of a
parent ; the latter is not. So also the lan-

guage of to-day is in a figurative sense only

the progeny of the language of the former
times

; the morals of to-day have, in a figu-

rative sense only, descended from those of

yesterday. All these things are human
inventions, and belong not to human evo-

lution, but to what has been called evo-

lution in the environment. The so-called

' Social Evolution,' of which we have lately

heard so much, is therefore a myth from
the biological standpoint. As I have said,

and as I wish to iterate and reiterate,

neither the altruistic feelings in particular,

nor morals in general, nor anything of the

kind, has undergone evolution in man.
What has undergone evolution is his enor-

mous power of acquiring characters, these

among others. G. Aechdall Eeid.
SouTHSEA, England.

S03IE RECENT OBSERVATIONS ON THE IN-
FLUENCE OF THE THYROID GLAND

ON METABOLISM.

In an article by Professor Chittenden,

published in Science, June 25th, a summary

is given of what was then known regarding

the influence of the thyroid gland on metab-

olism. Since that time a valuable contri-

bution to our knowledge has come from

Bernhard SchondorfiF, published in Pfliiger's

Archiv fiir Physiologic (Band 67, p. 395).

He finds that, contrary to previously re-

ceived notions, the feeding of thyroid

glands or iodothyrin to an animal does not

invariably stimulate proteid metabolism.

Further he finds that the loss of weight so

often observed under such treatment is due

mainly to an increased combustion of the

body-fats, and that the increased excretion

of nitrogen through the urine observed by
Voit and others is not necessarily due to an

increased proteid metabolism, but to an in-

crease in the excretion of urea and allied

bodies which are known to exist pre-formed

in the tissues in considerable quantities.

The investigation was carried out on a
dog of 55 pounds weight. It was kept in a

suitable cage, and its food so regulated that

under ordinary conditions the animal re^

mained at a constant weight and in nitrog-

enous equilibrium. The thyroids were ad^

ministered for the most part in the form of

dry tablets prepared by Borroughs, Well-

come &Co., of London, but sometimes fresh

or dried sheep's thyroids were given either

alone or with the tablets. At first the do-

sage was ten of these tablets administered

with the daily food. Within a few hours

the animal's weight began to fall, and at

the end of twenty-three days it had lost

nearly two and a half pounds. During the

first eight days the nitrogen also showed a.

minus balance ; that given off in the urine

and feces amounted to 32 grams, while the

food contained only 31 grams. During the

next fifteen daj's, however, there was a plus

balance. Evidently these results point to

a largely increased consumption and elimi?

nation of non-nitrogenous material, and in

the light of previous researches SchondorfiF

attributes them to an increased combustion
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of the fats. But they throw very little

light upou the proteid metabolism.

For the succeeding twenty-four days the

dosage was raised to twenty tablets a day.

The effect was unmistakable. The nitro-

gen eliminated was 4% in excess of that

contained in the food. The loss of weight

amounted to 2.25 kilos, or nearly five

pounds, and at the close of the period the

animal was so thin that its ribs and pelvic

bones showed plainly. When, however, the

nitrogen loss (in all 30 grams) is multi-

plied by the figure 30, which Pfliiger has

shown to represent the ratio between the

proteid tissues and their nitrogen content,

it is evident that the albuminous waste can

account for only three-sevenths of the total

loss of weight. The other four-seveuths

(in all three pounds) must have come from

the fats, which implies an increase of com-

bustion to the extent of 43% . The violent

panting of the animal points to the same
conclusion ; while the loss of nitrogen shows

that, just as is the case during prolonged

hunger, when the supply of fat has been re-

duced to a certain limit, the system falls

back upon its proteids to meet the demands
caused by iodothyrin.

At this point the administration of thy-

Toid tablets was stopped, and contrary to

the statements of some observers, that iodo-

"thyrin has a considerable after-effect, the

nitrogen balance became positive immedi-

;ately and the body weight increased rapidly.

When the animal had again attained its

normal weight, the investigation was re-

peated. Twenty tablets a day were ad-

ministered. The animal's weight fell a

pound a week. For the first few days the

nitrogen in the excreta exceeded that in the

food by 8%. But the daily analyses

rshowed that by the twelfth day nitrogen

demand and supply were again in equi-

librium.

At the end of two months, however, the

weight ceased to fall. The tablets were

discontinued for a week, and the weight

rose one and a half pounds. On adminis-

tering the tablets again for two weeks the

weight fell one and a half pounds, but the

nitrogen maintained a steady plus balance.

From these facts Schondorff concludes

that in the case of an animal at a uniform

weight and in nitrogenous equilibrium iodor

thyrin causes an increase of combustion

and a consequent loss of weight. So long

as the store of fat is above a certain limit

proteid metabolism, however, remains unr

affected ; the temporary minus balance of

the body's nitrogen is due to an increased

elimination of urea and similar substances

which existed pre-formed in the tissues

;

but when the fats have been reduced below

a certain limit the proteids are likewise at-

tacked. Throughout his investigations,

however, Schondorfi' assigns all the effects

produced to the iodothyrin contained in the

ingested thyroids. He accepts the prevail-

ing opinion of physiologists, that the iodo-

thyrin isolated by Baumann is the full

physiological equivalent of the gland, and

at no time during the research was the pure

substance administered in place of the

glands. Yet experiments by Dr. Edm.
Wormser, published in a later number of

Pfliiger 's Archiv (Band 67, p. 505), seem

to show that the thyroid itself or an aqueous

extract of the gland possesses a physiolog-

ical activity (at least when fed to animals

whose thyroids have been removed) far in

excess of that exhibited by pure iodothyrin.

Similar results have been obtained by A.

Schifif, who has been working at this ques-

tion simultaneously, though quite independ-

ently. (Wiener Klin. Wochenschr. 1897,

p. 277.) Schifif, however, states that differ-

ent preparations of iodothyrin vary con-

siderably in the extent 'of influence they

exert, but he asserts that no preparation

shows a physiological activity at all com-

parable to that of the gland itself. If later

researches verify these observations they
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will prove that, as Wormser claims, iodo-

thyrin is not the only active body secreted

by the thyroid, but that some other sub-

stance must act with it in order to perform

all the functions of the gland.

Wormser's experiments were carried out

upon dogs whose thyroids had been care-

fully removed. The animals were fed with

various preparations made from thyroids as

well as such artificial compounds as sodium

iodide and iodo-casein, and the influence of

these substances, in preventing or lessen-

ing the tetanus and other symptoms vq-

suiting from the operation, was noted.

The first animal experimented upon was
fed with dry thyroids for twenty days after

the thyroidectomy, and during this time its

condition showed nothing abnormal. On
the twenty-first day the dry thyroids were

replaced by iodothyrin in such quantity

that the iodine content equaled that of the

previously administered glands. Two days

later the animal was seized by a violent

tetanus. The dry thyroids were again ad-

ministered, and the dog recovered in a few

hours. The glands were again replaced by
iodothyrin, and the animal died within

thirty-six hours. This experiment was re-

peated three times with iodothyrin prepared

from sheep and pigs by both of Baumann's
methods, and the results agreed perfectly.

Iodo-casein, an artificial compound, has

been found efficacious in reducing the size

of a goitre. When this substance was ad-

ministered to dogs whose thyroids had been

removed, the intensity of the tetanus seemed

to be reduced, but death nevertheless en-

sued. Similar experiments were tried with

sodium iodide, and with the albuminous ma-
terial precipitated from a sodium chloride

extract of the thyroid gland by acetic acid.

These results, however, were entirely nega-

tive.

Wormser notes, however, that throughout

these investigatioQS he found young animals

far more susceptible to the evil effects of

thyroidectomy than fully mature or old ani-

mals, while the appearance of tetanus and
other symptoms was delayed by a milk

diet, but hastened by one largely composed
of meat.

Finally, in summing up the results of his

experiments, Wormser points out tliat the

thyroid itself or an aqueous extract of the

gland is far more potent physiologically

than any substance yet isolated from the

gland or artificially prepared, and that there-

fore no one substance can account for all

the functions of the thyroid.

Yandell Henderson.

THE ENZYMIC FERMENTS IN PLANT PEYSI-
OLOGY.

Fermentation, as a general term, covers

many of the most important processes in

chemistry. Fermentations are of many
particular kinds, each depending more or

less distinctly upon some specific ferment

agent. This makes it convenient to classify

the fermentation processes according to the

correlated ferment agents. Thus we have

yeast fermentation, bacterial fermentation,

enzymic fermentation and the like.

The ferment agents, and, following them,

the fermentation processes, may be roughly

thrown into three classes: (1) Those be-

longing to the lower orders of fungi, like

yeast. (2) Bacteria, like those present in

the ' mother ' of vinegar, or in the souring

of milk. These two classes are often called

organic ferments in distinction from the

next. (3) Unorganized, or soluble fer-

ments, or enzyms, like diastase, pepsin and

ptyalin. The knowledge of these enzyms

is mostly of very recent development, and

is still fragmentary and generally unsatis-

fying. They have been best known as they

occur in the animal digestive juices. The
students of animal physiology have been

used for some years to poinb out the pres-

ence of ptyalin and diastase in saliva, of

pepsin and trypsin in the gastric juice, and
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of pancreatin, trj'psin and diastase in the

pancreatic secretions. And in a very hazy

sort of way it has been known for a con-

siderable time that the same and similar

ferments are active in the physiological

processes of plants. In very recent years

the sharp press of experiment upon all

phases of plant economy has brought to

light many facts of almost startling interest.

We may reasonably hope to collect obser-

vations enough within a few years to make
generalization practicable ; but up to the

present we are doing fairly well to get some

detached notions of certain of these enzyms,

of their nature and action, and their rela-

tion to important vegetation processes.

The certain determination, even qualita-

tively, of all the enzyms present in any

given part of a plant can hardly be safely

made in any case ; but it is known that vari-

ous enzyms are present in nearly all the

living organs. Each plant—especially

among the flowering plants—takes up

quantities of food materials, which it circu-

lates, digests, stores, unstores, circulates

again, assimilates, breaks down and finally,

perhaps, excretes. In all the multifarious

processes of digestion and redigestion the

enzyms may take prominent part. They
are almost always found in connection with

special food storages, as in buds, tubers,

bulbs and seeds.

Before a healthy deciduous woody plant

enters upon its period of rest it stores up a

considerable quantity of food with which

to begin work again in the spring. These

storages are largely of starch, and may be

demonstrated by the iodine stain under a

lens in the woody tissues of stems, es-

pecially near buds, or in the roots. The
regions of fruit buds in such plants as

apple and plum commonly show remark-

able storages of this sort. With returning

spring, before the roots start or before the

leaves are put out to capture and digest

food, these stores of starch and other ma-

terials are put in motion once more, and
from them the new leaves are built or the

early blossoms pushed forth. Theoretically

and from experiment we are led to believe

that these early redigestive processes are

dependent on certain enzymic ferments.

In a quite similar manner those plants

which propagate their species by means of

tubers or bulbs store quantities of food in

such organs which later can be reabsorbed

and used to start the young plantlet. The
recent remarkable results reported by
Johanssen before the Agricultural High
School of Copenhagen, and so liberally

noticed in the public prints of America,

were brought about by the application of

ether fumes to secure an early liberation of

these stores of food in bulbs and dormant
woody plants.

Seeds act in the same way. When per-

fectly ripe and viable seeds are brought

into conditions favorable to germination,

the relatively large stores of food which

they contain are released for the use of the

nascent plant. In this case the activity of

diastasic ferments is comparatively well

known. Perhaps other enzyms are also

present and active. The chief Commercial

source of diastase, in fact, is malt, that is,

grain taken at the height of the germina-

tion activities. It has been often observed

that seeds do not germinate well if planted

immediately after ripening; that a period

of rest increases the promptness and vigor

of germination ; and it has been thought

probable that this period of rest is useful

in allowing the accumulation of the neces-

sary enzymic ferments.

One of the facts of commonest knowledge

is that seeds deteriorate in viability when
kept for some time. The period at which

all the seeds of a sample lose their power

of germination varies from two to twenty

years or more, but most garden seeds de-

teriorate rapidly after they are three years

of age. It has seemed probable that this
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reduction in viability is due to the diminu-

tion in quantity or loss in quality of the

enzyms in the seeds. Some very interest-

ing experiments made in the experiment

station of the University of Vermont tend

to establish this theory, as well as to

offer some applications of practical value.

Various old seeds were treated with dif-

ferent enzym solutions and were then

placed in suitable apparatus for germina-

tion. One lot of tomato seeds, twelve

years old, soaked for twenty-four hours

before germination, gave the following re-

sults :

Soaked in water, 28 per cent germinated.

Soaked in trypsin, 56 " "

Soaked in Extractum pan-

creatis 36 " "

Soaked in Enzymol, 53 " "

Another lot of seeds of another variety of

tomato, twelve years old, gave these re-

sults :

Soaked in water, 34 per cent, germinated.

Soaked in diastase, 70 " "

One of the most remarkable experiments

was with another lot of tomato seeds, also

twelve years old. The result stood

:

Soaked in water, 12 per cent, germinated.

. Soaked in pepsin, 80 " "

Soaked in diastase, .......85 " "

This shows an increase of 567 per cent, and
608 per cent, respectively in the germina-

tion through the action of the enzyms arti-

ficially supplied. Other seeds of other spe-

cies and other enzymic preparations gave

similar results.

In view of our present knowledge it seems

quite fair to hope that, when we understand

better the enzyms and their relation to the

processes of vegetable physiology, we shall

be able to control to our advantage many
of the critical steps in plant development.

Frank Albert Waugh.
University of Vermont.

eURBENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.

THE OLDEST CRANIA FROM CENTRAL MEXICO.

In his work, 'Anthropologie du Mexique,'

published in 1884, Professor Hamy gave

the measurements of a number of skulls

obtained from sepultures of uncommon
depths in various parts of central Mexico.

Those at Tlaltelolco were from seven to

eight feet below the surface and appeared to

date from a remote antiquity. These skulls

were all characterized by marked brachy-

cephaly, with indices of 85 and upward.

In the Bulletin du Museum, d' Histoire Nat-

urelle, 1897, N"o. 6, the same author reports

the measurements of five skulls from very

ancient burial sites in the district of Colot-

lan. State of Jalisco. The cranial capacity

is good (male 1485, female 1280) , but all

five of them were remarkably brachy-

cephalic, the average being above 86, and
the highest reaching 92.40 !

The modern graves, on the other hand,

yield skulls which are distinctly dolicho-

cephalic, and the present native population

is of this character. They are the Guich-

olas, speaking a dialect of Nahuatl. They
assert that these older graves are not those

of their ancestors, but of another race; and

the difference in the art-remains substan-

tiates this tradition. Professor Hamy con-

cludes that all the oldest tribes of central

Mexico were broad-skulled, with marked
alveolar prognathism.

THE OLD LAND-BRIDGE TO EUROPE.

In the introduction to my ' American

Race' I pointed out the arguments for the

existence of a land-bridge from North

America to Europe in pleistocene times,

across which the ancestors of the American

man might have journeyed. Since the pub-

lication of that work a number of writers

have advocated this hypothesis, as Georges

Herve, Charles Tissot, M. Lapparent, etc.

The latest is M. Philippe Salmon, ex-Presi-

dent of the Anthropological Society of Paris.
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In a paper in the Revue Mensuelle of the

Paris School of Anthropology, for Septem-

ber, he undertakes to locate the period of

the final disruption of the two continents

more accurately than heretofore.

He carefully considers the pleistocene

fauna of both areas, compares the states of

the earliest arts, and especially lays stress

on the time and manner of the disappear-

ance of the reindeer in France, and the sud-

den change of climate from arctic to tem-

perate conditions which that indicates. The
cause of this change was the altered direc-

tion of the current of the Gulf Stream owing

to subsidence of the land areas. His article

entitled ' L'Atlantide et le Kenne ' will be

found highly suggestive.

D. G. Beinton.
University op Pennsylvania.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.
AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of the American Mathe-
matical Society will be held on Wednesday, De-

cember 29th, in Room 301 of the Physics Build-

ing of Columbia University, New York City.

In accordance with the provisions of the consti-

tution of the Society, the annual election of

officers will be held at this meeting, and a pres-

idential address, ' On the Philosophy of Hyper-
space,' will be delivered by President Simon
Newcomb. The sessions will begin at 10:30 a.

m. and 2:30 p. m., and the Council will meet-

at 2 p. m.

The following is a list of papers thus far en-

tered for presentation at the meeting :

Morning Session.

(1) ' On the differential equations defining the

.Laplacian distribution of density, pressure and
acceleration of gravity in the earth, ' Professor
E. S. Woodward, Columbia University; (2)

' The theorems of oscillation of Sturm and
Elein,' Professor Maximb Bocher, Hai-vard

University
; (3) ' On some points in the theory

of functions,' Professor A. S. Chessin, Johns
Hopkins University

; (4) ' Point transformation

in elliptic coordinates of circles having double

contact with a conic,' Dr. Edgar Odell Lov-
BtT, Princeton University,' (5) ' Certain inva-

riants of a plane quadrangle by projective

transformation,' Dr. Edgar Odell Lovett,
Princeton University.

Afternoon Session.

(6) Presidential address :
' The philosophy of

hyperspace,' President Simon Newcomb, Wash-
ington, D. C.

; (7) ' Limits of transitivity of sub-

stitution groups,' Dr. G. A. Miller, Chicago,

111.; (8) Some theorems in n-dimensional space,'

Mr, C. J. Keysbr, Columbia University
; (9)

' The orthogonal group in a Galois field, ' Dr.
L. E. Dickson,University of California.

The Chicago Section of the Society will hold

its second meeting on Thursday and Friday,

December 30th and 31st, at Northwestern Uni-

versity, Evanston, 111. Regular meetings of

the Society will be held in New York on Feb-

ruary 26th and April 30, 1898. The summer
meeting will be held next year at Boston, Mass.,

in connection with the meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.

The membership of the Society now exceeds

300. The November number of the Bulletin

(Vol. VII., No. 2) contains, besides the ' Notes '

and 'List of New Publications,' an account of

the International Congress of Mathematicians

held at Zurich last August ; a report by the

Secretary, Professor James McMahon, of the

proceedings of Section A at the Detroit meet-

ing of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science; ' Quaternions as Num-
bers of Four Dimensional Space,' by Professor

Arthur S. Hathaway; 'Note on the Invariants

of n Points,' by Dr. Edgar Odell Lovett; ' Note

on the Fundamental Theorem of Lie's Theory of

Continuous Groups,' by Dr. Edgar Odell Lovett;

'A Geometrical Locus Connected with a System

of Coaxial Circles,' by Professor Thomas F.

Holgate; 'Condition that the Line Common to

N—1 Planes in an N Space may Pierce a Given

Quadric Surface in the Same Space,' by Dr.

Virgil Snyder, and a review of Lamb's Hydro-

dynamics by Professor Ernest W. Brown.

The December number of the Bulletin (Vol.

VII., No. 3), which has just appeared, con-

tains an account of the October meeting of the

Society, by the Secretary; 'Note on Hyperel-
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liptic Integrals,' by Professor A. S. Chessin

;

' Certain Classes of Point Transformations in

the Plane,' by Dr. Edgar Odell Lovett; 'Con-

tinuous Groups of Circular Transformations,' by
Professor H. B. Newson; a review of Pliicker's

Collected Papers, by Professor Charlotte Angas
Scott, and ' Notes ' and ' New Publications.'

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OP NATUEALISTS AND
AFFILIATED SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

There is every indication that there will be

an unusually full attendance at the Ithaca meet-

ing beginning on Tuesday of next week. The
following is a list, revised to December 21st, of

those who have already signified their intention

of being present.

New York City and Colmribia University : Dr. H. F.

Osborn, Dr. E. B. Wilson, Dr. G. S. Huntington,

Dr. F. S. Lee, Dr. J. McK. Cattell, Dr. S. J. Meltzer,

Dr. L. Farrand, Dr. J. A. Blake, Dr. R. Hunt, Mr.

N. E. Harrington, Mr. H. E. Crampton, Jr., Dr.

Franz Boas, Mr. C. A. Strong, Mr. S. I. Franz, Pro-

fessor L. M. Underwood, Mr. Lloyd, Dr. C. L. Bris-

tol, Brother Chrysostom.

Harvard University : Dr. G. H. Parker, Dr. G. W.
Fitz, Dr. H. M. Richards, Dr. C. B. Davenport, Dr.

C. R. Eastman, Miss Ida H. Hyde, Dr. H. P. Bow-
ditch, Professor Chas. S. Minot, Professor W. T.

Porter, Professor Josiah Royoe.

Philadelphia and University of Pennsylvania : Dr. E.

G. Conklin, Dr. J. M. Macfarlane, Dr. John W.
Harshlierger, Dr. Adeline F. Schively, Dr. Martha

Bunting, Dr. Hobart C. Porter, Miss Caroline Thomp-
son, Dr. A. P. Brubaker, Professor G. S. Fullerton.

Neiii Haven and Tale University : Professor W. H.

Brewer, Professor R. H. Chittenden, Dr. W. C. Stur.

gis. Professor L. B. Mendel, Professor Graham Lusk,

Professor Herbert E. Smith, Dr. A . W. Evans, Dr. H.

B. Ferris.

Baltimore and Johns Hopkins University : Dr. E. A.

Andrews, Dr. Ross Granville Harrison, Dr. F. P.

Mall, Mr. Charles W. Green, Dr. W. H. Howell, Dr.

M. M. Metcalf, Mrs. Christine L. Franklin, Profes-

sor E. H. Griffin, Mr. G. Lefevre.

Brown University : Dr. A. D. Mead, Mr. F. P. Gor-

ham, Miss A. G. Wing, Dr. W. G. Everett, Dr. E. B.

Delabarre, Dr. H. C. Bumpus.
Princeton University : Professor A. T. Ormond, Pro-

fessor H. C. Warren, Professor J. G. Hibben, Profes-

sor J. Mark Baldwin, Dr. M. W. Urban, Professor

William Libbey, Dr. W. M. Rankin.

Washington: Dr. Frank Baker, Professor D. S.

Lamb, Dr. W J MoGee, Dr. A. McDonald, Profes-

sor Chas. W. Stiles.

University of Chicago: Professor C. O. Whitman,
Professor Jacques Loeb.

University of Michigan : Dr. J. P. McMurrich, Dr.

F. R. Lillie, Dr. W. P. Lombard, Professor J. E.

Reighard.

Smith College : Dr. H. H. Wilder, Dr. W. F. Ga-
nong. Dr. W. C. Smith.

McGill University: Professor D. P. Penhallow,

Professor E. W. McBride.

Wellesley College: Professor Clara E. Cummings,
Dr. Grace C. Cooley.

3Iiddlebury College and University of Vermont : Pro
fessor E. A. Burt, Professor D. Irons.

Williams College : Professor S. F. Clarke, Professor

J. L Peck.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology: Dr. R. P.

Bigelow, Dr. Theodore Hough.
Syracuse University: Professor C. W. Hargitt, Dr.

G. P. Clark.

Tokyo : Professor K. Mitsukuri.

Amherst College: Dr. G. E. Stone.

Rutgers College : Professor John B. Smith.

Clark University: Dr. C. F. Hodge.

Adelbert College : Dr. F. H. Herrick.

University of Wisconsin : Dr. Joseph Jastrow.

Northwestern University: Dr. William A. Locy.

Rhode Island College : Dr. Geo. W. Field.

Union College: Dr. Chas. S. Prosser.

Bryn Matvr College : Dr. T. H. Morgan.

University of Indiana : Professor C. H. Eigenmann.
Wesleyan University : Dr. C. H. Judd-

Allegheny College: Dr. E. L. Rice.

Dartmouth College: Dr. Wm. Patten.

Missouri Botanical Garden: Professor Wm. Trelease.

GENERAL.

It has for some time been known that Sena-

tor Elkins, the ' boiss ' of the Eepublican party

organization in West Virginia, has been urging

the President to appoint as Fish Commissioner

a person named Bowers, from Martinsburg, W.
Va. The daily papers now contain the state-

ment that this appointment has been definitely

settled. The papers consequently charge the

President with intending to break the law,

which is explicit in regard to the qualifications

for the oflBce. We have recently expressed our

opinion as to the value and reasonableness of

the law, and have every reason to believe that

the President would not wish to have it altered.

That he should break the law is incredible

It is expected that the American Society of

Naturalists and the affiliated scientific societies

meeting at Ithaca will accept an invitation to
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meet next year in New York. It is hoped that

the Geological Society, at the approaching Mon-
treal meeting, will also decide to hold its next

winter meeting in New York.

The ninth annual meeting of the American

Folk-Lore Society will be held at the Johns

Hopkins University, Baltimore, on December

28th and 29 th.

The chair in the section of chemistry of the

Paris Academy of Sciences, vacant through the

death of M. Schiitzenberger, has been filled by

the election of M. Ditte, professor of chemistry

at the Sorbonne.

Dr. Nansen will sail from New York on

February 19th, and will return directly to

•Christiania.

Professor E. Jaderan has proposed to the

Swedish Academy of Sciences that an expedi-

tion be sent next summer to Spitzbergen to

make preparations for the measurement of a

degree of latitude in the polar regions. It is

then proposed that Russia should be invited to

cooperate in the final measurement of a degree

in 1899 and 1900.

We learn from Nature that the French gov-

ernment, through its embassy in London, has

presented to Sir Archibald Geikie a handsome

vase of Sevres porcelain in recognition of the

services rendered by him to the Geological Sur-

vey of France.

According to the recently published pro-

ceedings of the German Zoological Society it

contains 205 members, of whom only one.

Professor Leuckhart, of Leipzig, is an honorary

member.

Mr. V. H. Blackman, Hutchinson Research

Student of St. John's College, Cambridge Uni-

versity, and Mr. W. Morley Fletcher, Fellow of

Trinity College, have gained the Walsiugham

Medals for biological research

.

A COMMITTEE has drawn up a memorial to be

presented to the New York Park Board, sug-

gesting that the services of the late William A.

Stiles be commemorated by giving his name to

one of the newly projected parks in the city.

The death is announced of Dr. Anthony
Brownless, Chancellor of Melbourne Univer-

sity and founder of the medical school of the

University, and a distinguished physician and
man of science.

Mr. James Bateman, the botanist and horti-

culturist, died at Worthing, England, on No-
vember 27th, aged 86 years. He was one of

the large group of Englishmen of wealth and

leisure to whom science in Great Britain is so

greatly indebted. In 1833 he sent the collector

Colley to Demerara and Berbice to collect

plants, and procured many orchids from Guate-

mala and elsewhere. In 1837 Mr. Bateman
commenced the publication of his work on the
' Orchidacese of Mexico and Guatemala,' which

he completed in 1843 ; this book, in atlas folio,

comprised the most remarkable series of colored

plates which had up to that time appeared,

each of the plates costing over £200. His
' Monograph of Odontoglossum ' appeared be-

tween 1864 and 1870.

Dr. VON Marz has presented to the Munich
Academy of Sciences the original spectrom-

eter of Fraunhofer, together with his prisms

and his manuscripts. As an acknowledg-

ment of this gift the Academy has conferred its

gold medal on Dr. von Marz.

Mr. Alfred Harmsworth has loaned The

Windward, the steamship used by the Jackson-

Harmsworth expedition to Franz Josef Land,

to Lieutenant Peary for his expedition next

year.

A resolution has been introduced^in the

House of Representatives appropriating $20,000

for the representation of the United States at

the International Fisheries Exposition to be

held at Bergen, Norway, from May to Septem-

ber of next year.

The bill passed by Congress prohibiting pe-

lagic sealing by citizens of the United States con-

tains a provision as follows : Section 9. That

the importation into the United States, by any

person whatsoever, of fur-seal skins taken in

the waters mentioned in this act, whether raw,

dressed, dyed or manufactured, is hereby pro-

hibited, and all such articles imported after this

act shall take efiect shall not be permitted to

be exported, but shall be seized and destroyed

by the proper officers of the United States.

Professor S. B. Brown, of West Virginia

University, is preparing for the State Geological
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Survey Commission a bibliographical and histor-

ical sketch of all the work that has been done

for the study of geology, biology and the re-

sources of West Virginia by public and private

effort.

At a meeting of the Board of Managers of

the New York Zoological Society, on December
14th, it was announced by Professor Henry F.

Osborn, Chairman of the Executive Committee,

that subscriptions amounting to $65,000 had so

far been received for the zoological gardens in

Bronx Park. New subscriptions to the fund

include $5,000 subscribed by J. Pierpont Mor-

gan, $2,500 by Tiffany & Co., $2,500 by F.

Augustus Schermerhorn, $2,500 by Philip

Schuyler, $1,000 by George Crocker, $1,000 by

Jacob H. Schifi", and $500 by Eugene G. Black-

ford. The Society now has 540 members.

A Zoological Society has been established in

West Australia with a view of founding a

zoological garden at South Perth.

Money has been appropriated by the trustees

of Amherst College for the purchase of a new
telescope to replace the old instrument in use

at present, and the bequest of $18,000 for the

purchase of a site for a new observatory will

be expended as soon as the various plans for a

new location have been carefully considered.

The Iron and Steel Institute of Great Britain

will hold its annual meeting at Stockholm in

August of next year.

Dr. Anningson, Dr. Donald MacAlister and
Professor Kanthack will represent Cambridge
University at the Madrid International Con-

gress of Hygiene and Demography in April,

1898.

At the 284th regular meeting of the Biolog-

ical Society of Washington, on Saturday, Decem-
ber 18th, officers for 1898 were elected, as fol-

lows : President, L. O. Howard ; Vice-Presidents,

B. E. Fernow, Eichard Rathbun, F. V. Coville,

Chas. D. Walcott ; Recording Secretary, Charles

Louis Pollard ; Corresponding Secretary, F. A.

Lucas
;
Treasurer, F. H. Knowlton

; Councillors,

W. H. Ashmead, C. W. Stiles, E. L. Greene,

F. W. True, M. B. Waite.

At the statutory annual meeting of the Royal

Society of Edinburgh, held on November 22d,

the following office-bearers were elected for the

ensuing session: President, The Right Hon.

Lord Kelvin, F.R.S.
;

Vice-Presidents, The
Hon. Lord McLaren, F.R.S., the Rev Professor

Flint, Professor McKendrick, M.D., F.R.S.,

Professor Chrystal, Sir Arthur Mitchell, K.C.B.,

Sir William Turner, F.R.S. ; General Secretary,

Professor P. E. Tait ; Secretaries to Ordinary

Meetings, Professor Crum Brown, F.R.S.; Mr.

John Murray, LL.D.; Treasurer, Mr. Philip R.

D. Maclagan, F.F.A. ; Curator of Library and

Museum, Mr. Alexander Buchan, M.A., LL.D.

An International Congress of Balneology will

be held in Vienna in March, 1898. Further

information regarding the Congress may be ob-

tained from the General Secretary, Dr. Brock,

of Berlin.

Mr. Weaggb, the meteorologist, who estab-

lished and worked the first observatory on Ben

Nevis, and who is now Meteorological Observer

of Queensland, has arrived on the summit of

Mount Kosciuszko, the highest mountain in

Australia, for the purpose of establishing an

observatory there.

The bequest of the late Sir William McKin-

non to the Royal Society for the purpose of

furthering natural and physical science, includ-

ing geology and astronomy, and for the further-

ance of original research and investigation in

pathology by prizes and scholarships, which we
announced last week, will, it appears, amount

to more than $80,000,

The Kansas University Quarterly for October

contains two important articles by Professor

Williston, one on the ' Range and Distribution

of the Mosasaurs, with Remarks on Synonomy,'

and the other on a Labyrinthodont from the

Kansas Carboniferous. This, as Professor Wil-

liston remarks, is of particular interest, for

while Professor Marsh had described the foot-

prints of Labyrinthodonts from the Upper Car-

boniferous the tooth noted came from the

Lower Carboniferous, or from an earlier hori-

zon than noted elsewhere.

Appleton^s Popular Scientific Monthly for Jan-

uary will contain a translation of the important

address given by Professor His, of Leipzig, in

memory of his fiiends Ludwig and Thiersch.
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Beginning with January, 1898, the American

Geologist will contain an alphabetical author

catalogue of articles relating to the geology of

North America. Each month's issue will in-

clude titles of articles received up to the 20th

of the preceding month. Sheets containing

this catalogue will be mailed monthly to libra-

ries or individuals at $1.00 per year, provided

a sufficient number of orders are received to

cover the expense.

The London Times states that the inaugural

general meeting of the Automobile Club of

Great Britain took place on December 8th, at

the Club premises, 4 Whitehall Court, Mr.

Roger "W. Wallace being in the chair. The ob-

jects for which this institution has been estab-

lished are described as the encouragement and

development of the motor and allied industries

in England, and one of its leading character-

istics is that it is to be essentially a members'

club, conducted quite independently of any

personal interests. It aims at affording its

members support in the protection and defence

of their rights where menaced and at being a

social club where they may obtain information

and advice on all matters appertaining to motor

vehicles. At the meeting yesterday the chair-

man gave a brief review of the position and

policy of the Club, and certain routine business

was transacted in connection with its organiza-

tion and the formal opening of its premises for

the use of members. Afterwards there was a

display of various types of motor vehicles,

which conveyed members and their friends for

trial runs along Whitehall Court and the

Thames Embankment.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

Sir W. C. McDonald, whose gifts to McGill

University have already been very generous,

has just given an additional two hundred
and fifty thousand dollars to the institutution.

Fifty thousand dollars of this sum is to be used

as an endowment in strengthening the law fac-

ulty, and the remaining two hundred thousand

dollars is for the scientific departments.

A TRAVELLING fellowship, of the value of

$500, has been established at Haverford Col-

lege, through a gift of some of the alumni.

The contest over the will of the late William

Lampson, bequeathing about $500,000 to Yale

University, has been dismissed by the lower

courts, but it is said that the case will be car-

ried to the Supreme Court.

The will of the late Mrs. Julia B. H. James

makes the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-

ogy and the Boston Museum of Arts her resid-

uary legatees.

On the early morning of December 18th Par-

dee Hall, the building containing most of the

scientific departments of Lafayette College, was

destroyed by fire, with the exception of the east

wing. The loss on the building is probably

covered by insurance, but valuable collections

have been lost. The original building was

erected at a cost of over $200,000, the gift of

Mr. Ario Pardee, and was completely destroyed

by fire in 1879.

The registration in the University of Michi-

gan is reported as follows

:

Literary 1,297

Law 723

Medical 431

Engineering 274

Dental 220

Pharmacy 77

Homoeopathic 60

Total 3,083

The registration in the different schools of

Columbia University on November 7, 1895,

1896 and 1897, respectively, was 1806, 1796

and 2033, exclusive of students of Barnard Col-

lege and auditors. The college of Columbia

University is small, containing only 312 stu-

dents, but the graduate and professional schools

have about the same number of students as the

corresponding schools of Harvard University

—

namely, 1,762 at Harvard and 1792 at Columbia.

The entrance classes in Columbia have decreased

this year—582 as against 651 in 1896, the loss

being in the Medical and Law Schools.

The Cornell University Register, of which we
have received an advance copy, shows a gain in

numbers, the total to date being 1,790 as against

1,763 at this time last year. The University

now shows the largest registration ever reached

at this point in the academic year, and with the

usual growth during the year it will have be-
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tween 1,800 and 1,900 students in the spring

term. Tlie number of students entering the

'College of Civil Engineering and the College of

Agriculture shows large percentages of increase,

and the attendance in the New York State

Veterinary College is somewhat increased. 431

-degrees were conferred in June, 1897, an in-

crease of 50 over any preceding year.

Dr. Waldemar Lindgren, of the U. S.

Geological Survey, will deliver a course of lec-

tures on mining and metallurgy at Stanford

University, but has not accepted a permanent

appointment, as has been announced.

Miss Julia Snow, Ph.D. (Munich), has been

appointed instructor in Botany in the Univer-

sity of Michigan.

Dr. W. H. R. Rivers, of St. John's College,

Cambridge University, has been appointed

university lecturer in experimental psychology.

Mr. W. L. H. Duckworth, of Jesus College, has

been recognized as a lecturer in anthropology.

Mr. J. W. W. Stephens, B.A., M.B., Caius

and Gonville, has been elected John Lucas

Walker Student in Pathology, Cambridge Uni-

versity, vice Mr. L. Cobbett, M.A., M.B.,

Trinity; and Mr. H. K. Wright, M.D., CM.,
McGill University, Montreal, has been awarded

an exhibition of the value of £50 from the

John Lucas Walker Fund.

may be called Percidinx. The other genera

are Agonomalus and Hypsagonus.

Washington, D. C. Theo. Gill.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

THE AGONOID genus PERCIS OF SCOPOLI.

The generic name Percis of Scopoli has been

universally forgotten, but must be revived, and

lest it should be overlooked in the great work
of Drs. Jordan and Evermann I would call

attention to it now. The genus for which the

name was proposed by Scopoli is generally

known as Hippocephalus of Swainson (1839). It

was, however, well defined by Scopoli in 1777,

-and based on the Cottus japonicus of Pallas.

The description will be found in Scopoli's ' In-

troductio ad Historiam Naturalem ' (p. 454).

The only species mentioned was Percis japon-

icus.

The genus Percis is the representative of a

sub-family distinguished from the Agoninie by
the anterior position of the first dorsal fin and
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Elements of Plane and Spherical Trigonometry.

By Edwin S. Crawley, Assistant Professor

of Mathematics in the University of Pennsyl-

vania. Second edition, revised and enlarged.

Philadelphia, E. S. Crawley. 8vo. Pp. 178.

In the writing of a text-book on Trigonometry

there is now-a-days practically no opportunity

for any assertion of individuality. The subject

is of small extent, definitely bounded, and

crystallized into final shape. There is, indeed, a

possibility of trimming the treatment down to

the absolutely indispensable part of plane trigo-

nometry, which might then be gone over by a

class in ten weeks or even less. But the whole

tendency is the other way, and chapters on

trigonometric equations, De Moivre's theorem,

etc.—in short, a pretty complete discussion of

the whole field—are now demanded in a text-

book. The teacher must decide for himself

how much of the whole material he will cover,

and he will do well to bear in mind two facts,

or rather two phases of the same fact, viz : (1)

that teachers of applied mathematics constantly

complain that their students do not bring to

them a practical working knowledge of trigo-

nometry; (2) that no student, however gifted

or however taught, ever fully understands his

elementary mathematics until he has gone

through the Calculus.

Professor Crawley's book first appeared in

1890. The present second edition has been

revised and enlarged by: (1) the adoption of

definitions of the trigonometric functions appli-

cable to angles of any magnitude
;

(2) the addi-

tion of a large number of exercises to illustrate

the best methods of trigonometric reduction

and analysis; (3) a large increase in the number

and variety of the examples; (4) additional

theorems on the described circles and Brocard's

points
; (5) a new chapter on De Moivre's

theorem and the hyperbolic functions. A
previous knowledge of logarithms is expected

of the student, and the book is without tables.

The plane trigonometry occupies 119 pages, and
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the spherical trigonometry 51 pages. Answers

are given at the end of the hook, but not in

cases where they would detract from the value of

the examples.

Numerical Problems in Plane Geometry. By J.

G. Estill. New York, Longmans, Green &
Co. 8vo. Pp. x+144.

Of their own motion or in conformity with the

unanimous recommendation of the conference

of colleges and preparatory schools held at

Columbia University in February, 1896, most of

the better colleges have abolished the super-

annuated entrance requirement of a formal ex-

amination in arithmetic, and now prescribe in

its stead the ability to solve numerical problems

in plane geometry and a knowledge of the met-

ric system and in some cases of logarithms.

Mr. Estill's book, which is intended to furnish

the requisite exercise in all three subjects, con-

tains 49 pages of problems divided into books

corresponding to the usual arrangement of the

geometries in more general use. These are fol-

lowed by 52 pages of recent entrance papers of

an unusually large number of colleges, together

with individual problems taken from similar

papers. A five-place table of logarithms, with

explanations and examples, occupies the next

38 pages ; and the book concludes with the

metric tables of weights and measures, in-

cluding tables of English and metrical equiva-

lents.

The book is not intended to take the place of

other geometries, but to be used with them.

The problems seem to be generally well se-

lected. The metric system is used from the

start, a favorite habit of the author being to

give the data in metric units and to require the

results in English measure, or vice versa. This

is, of course, a necessary exercise within bounds,

but, when carried to such an extreme as here, is

calculated to give the beginner the idea that the

metric system is an abominable contrivance for

reckoning in terms of incommensurable num-
bers. Occasionally, too, the answer to a

problem is conditioned on the degree of approxi-

mation to which the metric and English equiva-

lents are to be taken, and this may well produce

a feeling of uncertainty not quite in harmony
with the notion of geometry as an exact science.

Plane and Solid Analytic Geometry. By Febd-

EEiCK H. Bailey and Feedeeick S. Woods,.

Assistant Professors of Mathematics in the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Bos-

ton, Ginn & Co. 8vo. Pp. xii+371.

Wholly unlike trigonometry, analytic geom-

etry, even in the highly restricted sense in^

which the name is employed by the present

authors, admits of the widest variety of treat-

ment. To what extent shall modern coordinate-

systems and modern methods generally be in-

troduced? How shall the conic sections be

defined? How shall the general equation of

the second degree be exploited? Shall any-

thing be said about projective relations andi

anharmonic ratios? These and many other

questions may be settled in the greatest variety

of ways by the author, and whatever his de-

cision may be, he can with skill and care pro-

duce a highly satisfactory book.

Professors Bailey and Woods have chosen to

exclude the more modern apparatus. They do-

not employ determinants or projective coordi-

nates, or anharmonic ratios, but confine them-

selves to the ordinary Cartesian and polar co-

ordinates and the common methods. This

plan has its advantages. Beautiful and concise-

as the modern analytic geometry is, the be-

ginner is perhaps not able to appreciate it at

once. He must just become acquainted with a

large number of new and fundamental ideas

and practice himself long and slowly, before

he is really able to grasp the perfect theory at

all. If he learns great principles prematurely

he is apt to have only a superficial understanding

of them. At least this is the opinion held by

many teachers.

The authors have covered the usual ground

so far as plane geometry is concerned. After

elementary chapters on coordinates, loci, the

straight line, and transformation of coordi-

nates follows one on the circle. The latter serves

as an introduction to the conic sections, which

are discussed in the next chapter on the basis

of Arbogast's definition. This chapter contains

also an innovation, the discussion of the general

equation of the second degree with the xy term

missing, a step which greatly unifies the follow-

ing treatment of tangents, normals and polars.

The discussion of the complete general equa-
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tion occupies the last chapter of the plane

geometry.

Pages 272 to 359 are devoted to solid geom-

etry. The usual properties of the plane and

line are discussed. The quadric surfaces are

studied from the simplest forms of their equa-

tions, the treatment including the theory of the

tangent, polar, diametral planes, conjugate

diameters, circular sections and rectilinear

generators. The reasoning throughout is

clear and rigorous. Defects in the book are

the rather scant treatment of problems in loci

and the lack of good general (not numerical)

examples. The book seems also dispropor-

tionately long, considering that Salmon's Conic

Sections contains only 400 pages and that

Smith's Conic Sections in 191 pages covers

pretty well the same ground in plane geometry

as the present work. F. N. Cole.

Columbia University.

A Handbook for Chemists of Beet-Sugar Houses

and Seed-Culture Farms. By GUILFORD L.

Spencer, D.Sc. New York, John Wiley &
Sons. 1897. Pp. 475.

The beet-sugar industry, one of the most im-

portant industries of Europe, has of recent

years attracted considerable attention and

gained a hold on the public interest in various

sections of the United States.

The painstaking and exhaustive researches

into the various phases of successful beet-culture

pursued for some time by the United States

Department of Agriculture, largely under the

able direction of Professor H. W. Wiley, have

resulted in making available a vast fund of

valuable information bearing on the best condi-

tions of soil, climate, etc., for the growing of

sugar-beets.

A practical confirmation of the validity of

the conclusions determined by these investiga-

tions is to be found in the results obtained by

the several beet-sugar factories now in success-

ful operation in California, Nebraska, New York

and elsewhere in our States. The combined

capacity of these factories is, at the present,

estimated to be about four thousand tons of

beets, daily.

Under these conditions it was felt to be de-

sirable to have a reliable chemical guide for

those entering upon the pursuit of this newly
developing branch of American industry.

The Handbook for Beet-Sugar Chemists has

been written by Dr. Spencer with the express

purpose of meeting this need and demand.

The author, who has been connected with the

United States Department of Agriculture for

some years, and who has taken an active part

in its researches and investigations in beet-

culture, has certainly acquitted himself ably of

the self-set task.

This volume is modeled closely on the lines

of the author's earlier publication, ' Handbook
for Sugar Manufacturers,' which is devoted

almost exclusively to the cane-sugar industry.

Nearly all of the numerous tables of the

earlier work are reproduced in this, and, of

course, others are added to meet the require-

ments of the sujects specifically treated of in

these pages.

Directions for sampling and averaging beets

are carefully given. The optical and chemical

methods of sugar-analysis are concisely and
clearly described. Analysis of the beet, the

juice, the syrup, of the marsecuites and mo-
lasses and the sugars, receive attention in sep-

arate chapters, as do also the analysis of bone-

black, limestone, coke, etc. Pi-oper stress is

laid on the principles upon which beet-selection

is based and the methods of seed-testing are

fully explained. The author's style is clear

and lucid ; the numerous references to authori-

ties, given throughout the book, a valuable

feature.

The problem of selecting the most desirable

methods from the wealth of material stored in

the current technical literature is a difficult one

and has been well solved by Dr. Spencer.

Care has evidently been given to the proof-

reading ; the misspelling of the name Karcz

—

which is given as Kracz in both text and index

—but serves, as an exception, to prove the rule.

The text covers about three hundred pages ; it

is followed by more than a hundred pages of

' Blank Forms for Practical Use in Sugar

House Work,' and some thirty pages are given

to a 'Summary of Yield and Losses.' Then

follows the index ; in the writer's opinion it had

better be placed immediately after the text, to

which it refers. The book is bound in morocco;
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paper and typography are very good. The in-

sertion of advertisements, however, in a book

of this kind seems, to say the least, in ques-

tionable taste.

Ferdinand G. Wiechmann.

The History of Mankind. By Pbofessor Fbied-

KICH Ratzel. Translated by A. J. Butler,

M. A. New York, The Macmillan Company.

1897. Vol. II., with maps and illustrations.

Pp. 562. Price, $4.00.

This is the second volume of the translation of

the second edition of Ratzel's 'Ethnographic,'

which, for unknown reasons, the publishers

have chosen to miscall ' The History of Man-

kind.' The first volume has already been no-

ticed in this Journal. (See Science, October

23, 1896.)

It is a handsome book, printed in clear type

on excellent paper, with two maps of the distri-

bution of the African races, ten colored illus-

trations of ethnographic objects and several

hundred engravings in the text. These are not

fancy sketches, but real helps to the student,

selected from the best works of travellers or

taken from authentic objects in museums of

ethnography.

Professor Ratzel ranks among the chief living

authorities on general ethnography, and there

is no work in our .tongue which surpasses this

in abundance and accuracy of information. It

can be recommended to readers and students

without hesitation.

The present volume takes up the American

Indians and the black races of Africa. The
author has seen fit to interpolate between these

a description ofthose whom he calls ' The Arctic

Races of the Old World,' to wit, the Chukchis,

Samoyeds, Gilyaks, Lapps, etc. , usually includ-

ed in the term 'Ural-Altaic Peoples.' Yet he

acknowledges (p. 209) that ' we must not talk

of a hyperborean race,' and intimates, what is

undoubtedly the fact, that these peoples were

not originally Arctic dwellers, but lived in the

more genial climes to the south.

The Americans he divides, or rather meant

to divide, following the artificial distinction of

Waitz, into ' wild' and ' civilized' tribes ; but

the translator has, instead, made the distinction

into 'cultured races' and 'civilized races!'

—

an error repeated in the table of contents and
text. This unreal contrast, however, is less re-

spected by the author in his treatment than in

his plan. He recognizes the solidarity of native

American culture everywhere. He also speaks

positively in favor of the unity and antiquity

of the race ; and, with not quite so clear a note,

of the independence of its culture. Nothing

could more fully express a true apprehension of

the American question than his words (p. 10),

"Rightly understood, the New World has to

supply the key to the greatest problems of an-

thropology and ethnology."

In details he is sufficiently full, and usually

they are presented with fairness. For instance,

on the mooted question of the Eskimos he de-

cides that they are physically afiined to Asian

types, but in language and culture are Ameri-

cans. The former is true chiefly of those in

Alaska where admixture of blood may be ap-

prehended.

His discussion of the native religions, both of

America and Africa, leaves something to be de-

sired. The time has passed when such terms

as 'sun-worship,' 'moon-worship,' 'fetishism,'

and the like, satisfy the student of comparative

religion. These refer to externals merely and
do not reveal the real religious thought. The
similarities of Polynesian and American mythol-

ogies are dwelt upon (p. 147), but the translator

pertinently adds in a note (p. 148) that students

of Greek mythology will also ' find parallels in

every part.'

It seems a deficiency to treat of totems as

' animal and plant symbols' (p. 131) ;
they were

much more than that, and often neither animal

nor plant. The opinion he intimates (p. 165)

that the ' Toltecs' largely created the culture of

Central America is surely wide of the mark, as

has been shown recently by Sapper, and his

estimate of the social condition of ancient Peru

(p. 201) is higher than students now would con-

cede.

The negro races of Africa are treated with

much ability. He distinguishes between the

light-colored stocks, the Bushmen, Hottentots

and Dwarfs of the southern and eastern parts

of the continent and the Central Africans. He
traces the widespread Bantu nations with pre-

cision, and gives cogent reasons for believing
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their comparatively recent migration into the

greater part of their present territory. The

Dwarfs he considers anthropologically con-

nected with the older inhabitants of the land

and with the southern light stocks. The maps

show, the one the limits of the civilizations of

Africa, the other the localization of its numerous

stocks. They are carefully drawn and useful.

The publication of the English version of

this standard work should stimulate the study

of this important branch of science. Though

too large for a text-book, as a work of reference

it should be in every educational library.

D. G. Brinton.

University of Pennsylvania.

Bau und Leben unserer Waldbdume (Structure

and Life of our Forest Trees). By Dr. M.

BiJSGEN, Professor at the Forest Academy

at Eisenach. Jena, Gustav Fischer. 1897.

8vo. Pp. 230.

This timely book fills a long-felt want and is,

we believe, the first and only publication in any

language which has ever attempted separately

and in extenso and yet concisely to bring to-

gether all our knowledge of the structure and

physiology of this most important group of

plants ; R. Hartig's and J. C. Muller's Hand-

books coming next to such an attempt. This

book deals, as the title indicates, with the

arboreal forms of Germany ; but as these are

typical of all temperate zones, and the discus-

sion is of general laws and does not refer

to any particular species, it covers our own
needs in this field. It is written, as the pref-

ace states, " to facilitate orientation for botan-

ists and foresters and for all those non-profes-

sionals who desire to obtain an insight into the

life and working of our forests."

From this we should not, however, antici-

pate that the subject has been treated in that

' popular ' method of presentation which is

characterized by lack of thoroughness and an

attempt to please by selection rather than to

instruct fully. On the contrary, the book is

written in a thoroughly scientific spirit, with due

regard to completeness and to the relative im-

portance of the various parts of the subject,

albeit here and there treated somewhat scantily.

The author, formerly professor at the Uni-

versity of Jena, has evidently brought to his

task not only a thorough knowledge of the

literature on the subject, at least the German

and French, to which he closely and copiously

refers in all particulars, but has compiled the

facts with critical judgment.

Having been accustomed by his position to

present the subject to a class of students who
are trained to make practical use of the same

in their professional pursuits, he has known how
to lay most weight on the essentials from that

point of view. If we add that the diction is

simple and the literary style pleasing, we have

given all the points that make a good and

useful book. Even the usual deficiency of

German books, the absence of a full index, is,

in part at least, overcome by a ' register of

matters not readily to be found through the

table of contents.' How very deficient this

register is may be illustrated by one example :

Although in the chapter on causes of tree form,

under the caption ' The Wind,' frost phenomena

of arctic regions are discussed—and nowhere

else—the index contains no reference under

'frost,' and certainly the table of contents

would hardly lead one to the place. The

disposition of the material appears often not

very logical and hence an index is so much
the more desirable.

Lack of space forbids us to go into a critical

review in detail. We may only give an idea of

the contents by giving titles of chapters. ' The

Winter Aspect of Trees ' is the title of the first,

followed by ' Causes of Tree Form ' as the

second chapter. These two chapters could,

with the aid of N. J. C. Muller's painstaking

—

unfortunately much overlooked—work have

been profitably enlarged. The chapter on
' Buds ' is followed by 75 pages devoted to the

body of the tree in six chapters, discussing the

' character and functions of the formative tissues

of the tree,' 'the elements of the woody tissue '

and 'the bark,' the 'annual ring,' 'structure

and weight of wood and heartwood formation.'

The ' foliage ' and ' the root ' have each a large

chapter devoted to them.

In the chapter on the ' Water Supply of the

Tree ' we note a curious misconception of an

interesting experiment of Strasburger's, into

w^hich the great experimenter himself seems to
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have been misled, resulting in the statement

that ' the living cells of the wood do not take

part in the water conduction.' The absurdity

of this conclusion, philosophically apparent, can

easily be demonstrated by experiment. While

as a rule the unfortunate lack of knowledge of

the physiology of trees is everywhere acknowl-

edged, it appears to us that with regard to this

most difficult problem the writer allows himself

to become over-sanguine when he thinks that

Dixon and Joly, and Askenay have solved it,

however much they may have done to bring the

matter under the scrutiny and explanation of

physical laws and physical forces.

A chapter on the ' Derivation and Significance

of the Mineral Food Elements in Trees ' is fol-

lowed by one on the ' Transformation and

Transmission of Food Materials in the Tree,'

and a chapter on ' Something about Flowering,

Fruiting and Germination ' ends the whole

somewhat lamely, the necessity of space limita-

tion working disadvantageously in this chapter.

The professors and students of forestry in

this country, which are beginning to be called

for by our necessities, will find a most con-

venient compendium of tree physiology in this

handbook.
B. E. Fernow.

Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Seplalnectarien. Von
J. Schniewind-Thies. Jena, G. Fischer.

1897. Mitl21ithographischenTafeln. Pp.87.

As is well known, ovarial nectaries are con-

fined to the Monocotyledons, occurring in the

Liliiflore£e and in the Scitaminese. The au-

thoress has made a comprehensive and thorough

investigation of these, as the result of which she

distinguishes seven different types of nectaries,

the simplest of which occur in those genera

which stand lowest in the scale of development.

The development of the complex out of simpler

types can be followed through a series of forms

which show strikingly how the development of

the vascular bundle system has gone hand in

hand with that of the nectary and how the

secreting power of the cells has increased in

the more complex forms.

In the simplest cases the secretion of nectar

takes place all over the surface of the ovary.

Next we find the nectaries confined to lines

which correspond to the septa and more or less

depressed in clefts and furrows. In the higlier

types we find the nectaries in the interior of

the ovary, always occurring in the septa and

discharging their secretions by means of an open-

ing which reaches the surface. These internal

nectaries are often of complicated structure and

may or may not be accompanied by nectaries

located on the surface.

The structure of septal nectaries was investi-

gated in a large number of genera belonging to

the Liliacese, Amaryllidaceas, Iridacese, Musa-

ceee, Zingiberacete, Cannacefe, Marantacese and

BromeliaceiB.

The behavior of nucleus and cytoplasm in

the secreting cells was also investigated. Dur-

ing the development of the ovary the secreting

cells gradually become differentiated from the

ordinary parenchyma cells ; their cytoplasm

becomes denser and they are very poor in starch,

while the parenchyma cells contain an abun-

dance of it. The nuclei of the secreting cells

increase in size and become much richer in

chromatin than the nuclei of the parenchyma

cells ; the number of nucleoli often increases.

As soon as the differentiation of the tissues of

the ovary is complete the secreting cells give a

strong reaction with Fehling's solution. Their

nuclei in many cases partially lose their walls

and assume various constricted, branched and
other irregular shapes. The nucleoli diminish

in number, size and staining power, except in

certain cases, where the reverse takes place.

During the period of their greatest functional

activity the secreting cells use up starch stored

in the neighboring parenchyma cells. Their

cytoplasm gradually diminishes and often dis-

appears completely. The irregular nuclei be-

come still more irregular and often lose their

walls entirely. In most cases the chromatin

and nucleoli are more or less completely dis-

solved, but sometimes the chromatin remains

intact. The colored plates illustrating changes

in cell-structure are of much value, but leave

much to be desired in finer details. Some ex-

periments made by the author seem to show
that a diastatic ferment is present in the nec-

tary and its secretions.

The comprehensive and thorough investiga-

tions of Frau Schniewind-Thies constitute an
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important contribution to our knowledge of the

anatomy and physiology of septal nectaries and

of nectaries in general. Especial mention

should be made of the twelve excellent litho-

graphic plates which illustrate nectaries in

position in the flower, cross and longitudinal

sections of ovaries and nectaries and the details

of cell -structure in the secreting cells.

w. j. v. osterhout.
University of California.

The Living Substance as Such, and as Organism.

By Gwendolen Foulke Andrews (Mrs.

Ethan Allen Andrews). Supplement to

Journal of Morphology, Vol. XII., No. 2.

Boston, Ginn & Company. The Athenaeum

Press. 1897.

This work is devoted principally to discussing

the more general questions of biology in the

light of the very interesting facts ascertained

by the examination of living protoplasm under

the highest powers of the microscope—a method

that of late has fallen into undeserved disrepute,

especially so far as metazoa are concerned.

Biitohli's theory of the foam-like structure of

protoplasm is adopted and a number of addi-

tional observations tending to put it on a firmer

foundation are recorded. The term ' Biitchli's

structure,' however, is used in a sense that

would probably not be subscribed to by this in-

vestigator, as designating not the foamy struc-

ture of protoplasm in general, but merely the

foam whose alveoli are from i to 1 micron in

diameter, excluding the coarser vacuolations on

the one hand and on the other the ' finer foam'

discovered within the substance of the partitions

between the alveoli. It is to this finer foam

that the principal role in the activities of the

living substance is ascribed. The simpler move-

ments, such as amoeboid flowing seem to have

for their especial organ the ' structure of

Biitchli,' but the modifications of these pro-

cesses, such as those taking place in the minute

filose pseudopodia of many protozoa and the

more complex activities of protoplasm in gen-

eral, depend upon the finer foam. By this means
the way is pointed out for a reconciliation of

the alveolar and fibrillar theories of the struc-

ture of protoplasm. True fibres are actually

found in the cell in mitosis, and at other times.

but from their activities these are considered to

be made up of the finer foam and to be fre-

quently comparable to filose pseudopodia, ex-

cept that they are formed on the inside of the

cell.

With this structure as a basis the more gen-

eral questions are considered and an interest-

ing point of view arrived at. The important

thing everywhere is the ' continuous substance'

separating the alveoli. The cell is but a differ-

entiation of this, presided over by a metabolic

organ, the nucleus. In the living metazoan

cells are constantly seen to be connected by a

most changeable host of filose pseudopodia along

which visible exchange of material may take

place. Metabolism is merely a means for furnish-

ing the ' continuous substance ' with the proper

internal environment, and the organism an ac-

cidental organization of it for the purpose of

acting upon the external environment and thus

furnishing the proper internal surroundings.

Heredity is a provision of the substance for the

future essentially similar to, though more com-

plex than, the provision for a future internal en-

vironment made in injecting food. Thus the

necessity for complex theories of transmission

vanishes and the study of the structure and
activities of the 'continuous substance' becomes

of paramount importance.

Unfortunately, the poor style makes the read-

ing much more difiicult than the subject war-

rants. Facts and theories are mixed, unusual

constructions are frequent, and in the purely de-

scriptive parts even ambiguous expressions are

encountered. That this lack of clearness is ap-

parently due to careless composition seems to

be shown by occasional sentences like the fol-

lowing from page 115 :
" If by coalescence, the

substance as such showed respect to that posi-

tion in the mass in which it newly found itself,

exactly as in each individual it had through all

its ceaseless flux respected its relative position
;

for it must not be forgotten that in these pro-

toplasts the substance as such is ever changing

its position in the mass or organism."

System der Bakterien, Handbuch der Morphologie,

Entwickelungsgeschichte und Systematik der

Bakterien, Band I., AUgemeiner Theil. Von
De. Wm. Migula, a. o. Professor an der
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technischen Hochschule zu Karlsruhe. Jena,

Verlag von Gustav Fischer. 1897. Octavo

of 368 pages, illustrated by 40 photographic

reproductions and one diagram.

The volume before us represents the iirst sec-

tion of a work on bacteriology. It opens with

an instructive critical review of those investiga-

tions that have played so important a part in

the development of our knowledge of the sub-

ject, especially as concerns morphology, classi-

fication, etc., dwelling at some length upon the

historic works of Leeuwenhoek, O. F. Miiller,

Ehrenberg, Dujardin, Perty, Cohn, Nageli, and

DeBary.

The second section contains a discussion of

the morphology, structure, modes of develop-

ment and reproduction, chemical constitution,

and metabolic activities of bacteria ;
while the

third section is devoted to brief considerations

of certain specific biological functions of bacte-

ria—such, for instance, as their relation to cul-

ture media, their ohromogenic functions, their

specific properties of fermentation, anserobiosis,

phosphorescence, and their relationto light and

to temperature.

It is an excellent presentation of these phases

of the subject, especially the section relating to

the finer structural details of bacteria. Indeed,

this portion of the work is particularly elaborate,

the subject being treated with much more de-

tail than is usual. In this respect it may [serve

to satisfy the demands so frequently made by the

botanists for more attention on the part of bac-

teriologists to the morphological side of bacte-

riology. We must confess ourselves, however,

to be of the number who not only find greater

entertainment and instruction from the study

of the biological functions of bacteria, but who
also believe this to be much the more impor-

tant line along which to develop the work.

This volume contains no reference to the re-

lation of bacteria to the more highly-organized

beings, and comparatively little upon their im-

portant role in the great processes of nature

—

points that will doubtless receive due attention

in the forthcoming second volume of the work.

The literary references are full and are con-

veniently grouped at the end of each chapter

in alphabetical order.

A. C. Abbott.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

THE 97TH REGULAR MEETING OP THE CHEM-

ICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON, NO-

VEMBER 11, 1897.

The first paper of the evening, read by Dr.

H. C. Bolton, was entitled ' Hysterical Chem-

istry,' a term which he applied to the pre-

posterous theories and claims of a certain small

group of writers on chemistry who call them-

selves Monists. They advocate unity of matter

and reject identity, replacing the latter by

analogies. He gave examples of their method

of reasoning, one instance being the following :

" An atom is a hypothesis,

A hypothesis has no weight, therefore

Atomic weight is a nonentity."

The speaker showed that these writers did

little or no experimental work, yet claimed to

be revolutionizing chemistry by their publi-

cations ; also that they deserve no serious con-

sideration.

Mr. Wirt Tassin's paper, entitled ' The

Preparation of Crystals,' consisted of a review

of the several methods of preparing crystals for

the)determination of their geometrical and phys-

ical constants, the methods being grouped under

the following heads :

A. Solution, treating of the preparation of

crystals of a substance from its solution in a

liquid by evaporating and cooling the solution
;

by the reaction of soluble compounds, or by

chemical changes in general. The general rules

to be observed being :

1. The crystallization must proceed as slowly

as possible.

2. The solution must be of the least viscosity

possible.

3. The crystallizing substance must be pres-

ent in the solution in the greatest quantity.

4. The crystals desired for measurement must

be removed from the solution, preferably when

it is at its minimum temperature, and must be

quickly and completely dried in order to pre-

vent corrosion or etch figures forming.

B. Sublimation, in which case the crystals

may be obtained direct, or a non-volatile com-

pound may be obtained as a result of chemical

action between two or more volatile substances,

or from a volatile substance and a gas.

C. Fusion, where the crystals are secured by

slowly cooling a homogeneous magma, or by a
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solution of the substance in a molten magma,
and the crystals are formed either with or with-

out pressure.

The last paper of the evening was read by

Dr. E. A. de Schweinitz, and was entitled ' A
Convenient Dropping Bottle.' This bottle was
devised especially to be used by ophthalmolo-

gists for the purpose of keeping collyria sterile

and free from dust, and at the same time one

which was very easy to handle, and from which

the solution could be dropped into the eye with

almost any desired rapidity. It is a small pear-

shaped flask with a long tubular neck at a

right angle to the bottle. The end of the neck

is drawn out to a moderately fine point and
provided with three bends, so that the end of

the tube dips downward. The object of these

bends is to prevent the dust from entering the

bottle. At the same time when they are filled

with liquid the rest of the solution is sealed.

On the side of the flask opposite the neck is a

short open arm, to which a small rubber drop-

ping bulb can be attached to regulate the ra-

pidity with which the liquid is allowed to flow

out at the bottom. A little cotton should be

placed in this arm to keep out the dust. The
dropper is adapted for general microchemical

and volumetric work.

Professor Chas. E. Munroe made an exhibit

of paraformaldehyde and the lamps used in

generating formaldehyde from it. This sub-

stance is sold in the form of tablets. Contrary

to the general belief, it is comparatively readily

soluble in hot water. It makes a convenient

laboratory source of formaldehyde. The gas is

very readily given off from the tablets at com.

paratively low temperatures.

Mr. V. K. Chesnut exhibited specimens of

Amanita muscaria, the fungus which caused the

recent death, in Washington, of Count de

Vecchj, and the serious poisoning of Dr. Daniel

J. Kelly. Colored plates were shown, which

showed how the fungus was mistaken for that

of the closely related but edible species,

Amanila cassarea. Brief remarks were also

made about the poisonous constituents char-

acteristic of the two most poisonous Amanitas
and their characteristic action on the human
system. V. K. Chesnut,

Secretary.

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OP WASHINGTON—283EI>

MEETING, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 4.

Mr. Lyman J. Briggs presented a paper on
' The Causes of Water Movement in Soils, ' show-
ing that the capillary movement of water in soils

depends upon the form of the surface of the wa-
ter contained in the capillary space between
two soil grains in contact. The direction and
relative magnitude of the pressure of films of

several geometrical forms was considered, and
the resultant movement of water in soils under
such conditions was pointed out.

Mr. Sylvester D. Judd read a paper entitled

'Protective Adaptations of Insects from an Orni-

thological Point of View.' Such protectively

colored insects as grasshoppers, he stated, are

eaten in large quantities by practically all land

birds that are to any extent insectivorous. The
Oeometrid caterpillars, which so closely simulate

twigs, were found in the stomachs of a score of

our commonest birds. Vile-smelling or ill-fla-

vored insects, such as many bugs, Carabid bee-

tles and Chrysomellid beetles, are greedily de-

voured by the majority of land birds. Numbers
of species of insects exhibiting warning colora-

tion and protective mimicry are selected for

food by birds. The Kingbird catches the Eras-

talis fly that imitates a honey bee. It also

takes honey bees, but in doing so selects only

the drones. The author concluded by saying

that the interaction between insects and birds

does not afford the best example of the greatest

efiiciency of the protective adaptation of insects.

Dr. Theo. Gill spoke on ' The Distinctive

Characters of theMolinse and Ranzaniinae,' say-

ing that the family represented by the gigantic

sunfish of the Northern Atlantic {Mola mola) is

also represented by another smaller species, but

which is generally regarded as nearly related

—

the Ranzania truncata. These two resemble each

other so much superficially that many (including

Dr. Gunther) have combined them in the same
genus. Anatomically, however, they are so

widely different that they should be distin-

guished as subfamily types at least, if not as

families. The subfamilies were distinguished

as long ago as 1838, by Prince Bonaparte, but

the characters partly transposed. The Molinre^

have the skeleton mostly cartilaginous and the

dorsal and anal fin rays invested in the com-
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mon skin, while the Ranzaniinse {Orthrago-

riscini Bon) have the slceleton ' Sub-osseous'

and the rays distinct. The most important of

the other characters were detailed.

Dr. C. W. Stiles presented a paper on ' The
Honorary Ph. D.'

F. A. Lucas, Secretary.

U. S. National Museum,
AVashingtost, D. C.

the 268th eegulak meeting of the an-

thropological society, tuesday,

decembee 7, 1897.

The evening was devoted to a symposium

upon Anthropology at the Field Columbian

Museum, by Professor Wm. H. Holmes ; at the

American Museum of Natural History, by Pro-

fessor Otis T. Mason, and at the Brussels Inter-

national Exposition, by Dr. Thomas Wilson.

Professor Holmes described briefly the origin

and growth of the Field Columbian Museum, of

Chicago, and presented a photographic view

and ground plan of the building—the Art Build-

ing of the World's Fair. The plan was colored

to show the arrangements of the departments

of the Museum, and especial attention was given

to Anthropology. The arrangement of the

collections was pointed out and the more in-

teresting and valuable exhibits described.

Professor Otis T. Mason gave a description

of the arrangement of the exhibits at the

American Museum of Natural History in New
York, and dwelt upon the Polynesian collec-

tion and the method of its being brought to-

gether, stating that each object, as it was ob-

tained, was labeled with its origin, with its sur-

rounding history and every fact that it was pos-

sible to find. He noted the difference between

the various methods employed by the heads of

the several museums, and believed that a diver-

sity of methods was valuable, as it gave an op-

portunity for the display of each man's idea,

and that stress was thus laid on the subject

from many points of view.

Dr. Thomas Wilson gave a review of the

Brussels International Exposition, of which
Professor J. H. Gore and himself were the

United States Commissioners. The Exposition

was primarily a commercial one and was in-

tended to show, first, what Belgium had to sell.

and secondljf, what she had to buy. The scien-

tific department was under the direction of a

number of scientific gentlemen, of whom Profes-

sor Houze was Chairman or Director-in-Chief.

The scientific department was located in the

great hemi-cycle, which embraced one of the

great or main entrances.

Since the United States was only allowed

$5,000 by Congress for its exhibit, no part of

which could be expended for salaries of the

Commissioners or for defraying the freight ex-

penses of private exhibitors from America, the

exhibit from this country was necessarily

smaller than usual.

The anthropologic exhibit was not large,

but was very good. The Belgian division was
unusually fine, the prehistoric finds of the

caves and grottos being very full and complete.

J. H. MCCOEMICK,
Secretary.

TOEEEY BOTANICAL CLUB, OCTOBEE 27, 1897.

The first paper, by Mr. P. A. Rydberg, en-

titled ' Botanical Exploration in Montana Dur-

ing the Summer of 1897,' discussed the alpine

flora of Montana, adding herbarium specimens

and drawings. Mr. Rydberg described a col-

lecting trip made by him and Mr. Erne&t A.

Bessey to Old HoUowtop, a mountain of 10,000

feet altitude in the Pony or South Boulder

Mountains. Their characteristic plants, like

those of other alpine regions, are remarkable

for their small size and their brightly colored

flowers. Most of them are but 2-3 inches high
;

few exceed 5 inches. The mountain side of

Old Hollowtop presents a mixture of golden-

yellow, indigo-blue, the richest magenta, the

most delicate pink, violet and snowy white,

with a carpet of the brightest green for a back-

ground. The forage plants of these alpine

peaks are chiefly small cespitose clovers, and
include but few grasses. Among the trees and
shrubs of the alpine peaks, the most remark-

able were the five small alpine willows col-

lected, forming a light green mat covering the

mountain-side above timber line. The smaller

willows of the White Mountains and of the

Alps and of Siberia are giants compared with

these dwarfs of the Rockies. Four of these
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Montana willows, with Salix rotundifolia from

the island of Unalaska, are the smallest shrubs

of Salicacese in the world. Two of these pyg-

mies are new to science ; one of which, grow-

ing often only half an inch high, is believed to

be the smallest species of willow ever known.

Dr. Britton remarked that Mr. Kydberg's

Montana trip of last summer was the first ex-

pedition sent out officially by the New York
Botanic Garden ; to which his collection of

alpine plants will return.

Professor Burgess referred to a supposed age

of thirty-four years for a dwarf willow of about

six inches stem from Alaska, and Dr. Rydberg
mentioned twelve years as perhaps the age

reached by the dwarfs of his present paper,

their stems dying along the rooting base too

rapidly to permit great age.

Dr. Eusby spoke of Arctic willows as part of

the food of beavers in northern Russia, and of

reindeer.

The second paper was by Dr. John K. Small,

' On the Genus Eriogonum North of Mexico,' a

genus founded by Michaux upon a single

species in 1803, and increased to ninety-five in

its fourth monograph, that by Dr. Sereno

Watson, in 1870.

In discussing this paper, Dr. Allen contrib-

uted an entertaining description of his diflicul-

ties in bringing growing specimens of Eriogo-

num Alleni from near White Sulphur Springs

to the Botanic Garden here.

Dr. Britton reported that the specimens then

secured have done well in cultivation at Bronx
Park, and have matured seeds.

Dr. Allen spoke of finding two or three species

of Eriogonum in the Grand Canon of the Colo-

rado last summer, and described his descent of

the caiion by mule trail, and also his journey to

California in search of Characeae.

Dr. Britton reported two cases of naturaliza-

tion of escapes from greenhouses ; the first that

of a creeping form of Ovalis corniculata, now
becoming a noxious weed at Whitestone, L. I.

The second case is that of a fern, apparently

an Asplenium from a temperate habitat.

Other cases of fern naturalization which have

been previously reported include that of an
Adiantum in Rhode Island, by Mr. Davenport,

and a Pteris in a rock-cut near the New York

Central Railroad tunnel in our own city, noted

by Mr. W. A. Clute.

Edwaed S. Burgess,

Secretary.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

American Chemical Journal, December. ' De-

composition of Heptane and Octane at High
Temperatures,' by R. A. Woestall and A. W!
Burwell: a study ofthe decomposition of these

substances when heated in the Pintsch gas

plant. The chief products of the decomposi-

tion are the olefines, methane, acetylene and
the aromatic hydrocarbons. All hydrocarbons,

under the same conditions of temperature, seem
to yield the same products. ' Anethol and Its

Isomers,' by W. R. Oendoeff, G. L. Teeeasse
and D. A. Morton: Preparation and study of

properties and molecular weight of nine

isomeric substances. ' Action of Sulphur on

Silicides, Production of Silicon,' by G.de Chal-
MOT: Conditions under which the silicon is

replaced by sulphur. ' Acetylene Diiodide,' by

G. DE Chalmot. ' The Action of Sodium upon
Methylpropylketone and Acetophenone,' by
Paul C. Freer and A. Lachman. ' Solubility of

Lead in Ammonia, ' by H. Endemann. ' The
Decomposition of Sulphonic Ethers by Water,

Acids and Salts,' by J. H. Kastle, PaulMue-
EiLL and J. C. Feazer : A study of the rate of

decomposition. ' A Study of Zinc Hydroxide

in Precipitation,' by V. J. Hall: Effect of

chlorides and sulphates on the precipitation.

J. Elliott Gilpin.

NEW BOOKS.

Repetitorium der Chemie. C. Arnold. Eighth

edition. Revised and enlarged. Hamburg
and Leipzig, Leopold Voss. 1898. Pp. xii+
616.

Les vegetaux et les milieux cosmiques. J. Cos-

tantin. Paris, Alcan. 1898. Pp. 292. 6 fr.

Suggestions for iMboratory and Field Work in

High School Geology. Ralph S. Tarr. New
York and London, The Macmillan Co. Pp.

100.

Memory and its Cultivation. F. W. Edridge-

Geeen. New York, D. Appleton & Co.
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TI3IE WASTED.

To what extent are men of science re-

sponsible forthe credulity which everywhere

prevails in reference to all matters relating

to scientific discovery or accomplishment ?

This question is not to be lightly set aside,

for the existing condition may well create

alarm among all who seriously consider the

welfare of science, of scientific men and of

the people generally. Several causes have

conspired to bring about this condition, two

or three of which may be mentioned. To

begin with, during the century which is

now approaching its end scientific discov-

eries and their applications have been so

numerous and so far reaching as to prac-

tically revolutionize conditions of material

existence, and they have often been so won-

derful in character that it ought not to ex-

cite surprise to find intelligent people ready

to accept without question announcements

of inventions and discoveries of the most

improbable and absurd character. Along

this line the evil influence of a sensational

press is enormous. It was bad enough ten

years ago, but it has been greatly magnified

by the recent and, on the whole, unfortunate

cheapening of processes of illustration to

the seductions of which nearly every news-
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paper iu the land has yielded. To this has

been added the newspaper ' syndicate,' by

which men who know really nothing of sci-

ence are employed to famish sensational ar-

ticles on scientific discovery, illustrated by

sensational pictures, all of which is the more

injurious because often founded upon a

slender, microscopic tissue of fact. Un-

foi'tunately, some men who may be said to

inhabit the fringe of genuine scientific ac-

tivity lend themselves to this sort of thing

and are made much of accordingly. Whole

pages of this modern journalism are filled

with accounts of discoveries that m-e going

to be made, for writers of this class are

shrewd in taking advantage of the fact that

human interest and human memory are now

practically restricted to about twenty-four

hours in time. The publication of a bi'oad-

side describing an alleged improvement of

the telescope or microscope, in which there

is absolutely nothing new that is true or

true that is new, adorned with a series of

cuts largely imaginary and many of which

have no relation to the subject-matter, has

served the purpose intended when its author

has received his pay from the ' syndicate

'

and when the syndicate has scored a tri-

umph in what in these days is called ' enter-

prise.' Even the most conservative among

men of science are made to appear as will-

ing purveyors of sensationalism by what

ought to be looked upon as an unwarranted

and illegitimate use of the results of care-

fully conducted investigations, often before

such results have received final considera-

tion and approval at their own hands.

If all impressions made by this false popu-

larization of science were to disappear in

twenty- four hours the evil would be greatly

lessened, but unfortunately there are many
very intelligent and thoughtful people,

who ought to constitute the best sup-

port of scientific work, upon whom they are

more lasting. To such the line separating

the genuine accomplishments of honest

scholarship from the output of sensational-

ism, which ought to be clear and sharp, is

becoming very nebulous, and there is im-

minent danger of a revolt against the whole

thing. The extent to which credulity has

been carried was beautifully illustrated not

long ago when a widelyknown scientific man

amused himself and many friends by cari-

caturing, in the columns of one of our stand-

ard scientific journals, some of the phases

of modern psycho-physics. So perfectly did

the burlesque reflect the form and substance

of some recent contributions to that science

that it was immediately accepted as serious

by the large majority of readers.

This suggestion leads us by easy descent,

or ascent, to that large and growing region

of pseudo-science, the cultivators of which

are, for the most part, themselves honest.

For the most part, I say, for it is difii-

cult to believe that all of the persistent ad-

vocates of unadulterated nonsense are seri-

ously in earnest. Honest or dishonest, they

usually come upon us in much the same

way and nearly always find converts in

suificient numbers to enable them to press

their fallacious theories upon the public at-

tention. Their appearance is generally

sudden and unexpected, and although they

have never been heard of in scientific circles

before ; although thej' have never done even

a small bit of work which might entitle
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them to a hearing, they generally begin

with some, to them, triflijig performance,

such as upsetting the law of gravitation or

disproving the rotundity of the earth.

Such work ought to be harmless, but unfor-

tunately it is not always so. A monthly

journal published at the seat of one of our

largest universities, not bearing the imprint

of the university, however, devotes a large

proportion of its space to the exploitation

of the belief that the surface of the earth is

concave and not convex, presenting in evi-

dence experimental details and results

which, if true, would be startling. Such

piablications as this demand and receive no

further attention than the occasional filing

away of a copy as a curiosity. Neverthe-

less, it calls itself a Scientific Monthly and

' the greatest scientific paper in America.'

Occasionally books, more dignified in

character and appearance but equally un-

sound in doctrine, are issued, with the im-

print of publishers of established reputation,

and which seem, therefore, to require more

serious consideration. Of this class, is a re-

cent volume bearing the not inappropriate

title ' Some Unrecognized Laws of Nature,'

the authors being Ignatius Linger and

Lewis H. Berens. It is a large, handsomely

gotten-up octavo of over five hundred pages

and its substitute is ' An Inquiry into the

Causes of Physical Phenomena with Special

Reference to Gravitation.' The largeness

of the subject makes the reader a bit sus-

picious to start with, and this feeling is con-

siderably enhanced by the first sentence in

the preface, which is as follows: "At last,

after years of patient plodding in dim

regions, where the footprints are few and the

pitfalls many, the time has arrived when

we are enabled to place before the world of

science the first fruits of our exploration."

A book with such a beginning means either

a great deal or nothing at all, and in the

present instance a brief examination of its

contents suffices to show that the only mes-

sage which it brings is the too common one

of well-meaning men attempting to explain

what they do not themselves understand

and to overturn well-established principles

of a science of which they appear to be

quite ignorant, by the use of arguments

and data the soundness of which they are

utterly incapable of j udging. It is really a

rather ostentatious attempt to explain the

fundamentals of physical science by men
who seem to lack all training in methods

of physical research ; who show gross igno-

rance of the latest results of physical investi-

gation, and who are, therefore, totally unfit

for the task which they have undertaken.

A few citations and examples of their

methods and conclusions will furnish suffi-

cient defense for this statement.

They declare that the four great funda-

mental and universal laws of matter are

' persistence, resistance, reciprocity and equaliza-

tion, each one of which,' they say, ' can be

seen at work in every single phenomenon

within our reach.' Their attack upon the

Newtonian law of gravitation consists of

the assertion that attraction is not propor-

tional to mass, and this side by side with

the equally emphasized assertion that the

term ' mass' convej's no distinct idea and

that we have really no notion of what it

means. This, of course, is mere play, and

would be unworthy of comment if it were
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not followed by the declaration that the

weight of a body can be and is changed

without changing its mass, some curious

experimental evidence being furnished to

prove this. The conservation and dissi-

pation ofenergy are denied and the splendid

researches of Kelvin and Joule are over-

hauled and denounced by critics who de-

clare that " Pressure is ' work' and so is

motion." It is declared that Joule could

not have obtained the same result for the

mechanical equivalent of heat had he used

mercury instead of water, and still less had

he used friction oa copper, iron, glass or

wood, even though the ' work' expended

were the same. Here the authors seem to

be troubled by some sort of a notion of spe-

cific heat, and throughout the whole discus-

sion the reasonably well-informed reader

cannot fail to be astonished at the unparal-

leled density of honest ignorance. Their

own idea of heat is that it is ' merely a state

or quality of bodies, which can be aug-

mented or diminished, and which is due to

the states of coercion, i. e,., when bodies are

prevented from satisfying their natural ten-

dencies.' Their right to speak authorita-

tively on this subject is further exemplified

in the remark that in the case of a falling

body " the amount of heat generated will

vary as the bodies striking against each

other are harder. A quantity of water or

mercury falling from a certain height would

not generate as much heat as would a like

quantity of, say, steel falling from an equal

height." Some notions about electricity are

reflected in the statement that thin wires

offer less resistance than thick wires of the

same material, and the further statement,

not altogether consistent with this, that the

resistance of six pounds of copper would be

the same, whether only a yard in length

or a mile
; also in the statement that the

" air between two poles of an electro-magnet

can be excited sufficiently to be felt as a

viscous fluid when a piece of metal is passed

to and fro between the poles."

The extension of some of these unrecog-

nized laws into the domain of astronomy

affords the authors ample opportunity for

the display of their peculiar logic. In the

case of the earth the whole thing is very

simple. Its axial motion is due to relative

states of excitation of its two hemispheres

divided meridianally ; the motion of the

vanes of a radiometer and of plants turning

to the sun is sufficient evidence of this. Its

change of seasons is due to a reciprocating

motion originating in the relative states of

excitation of the two hemispheres, divided

equatorially, and its varying distance from.

the sun is another reciprocating motion due

to variations in the aggregate state of exci-

tation of the whole mass. The revolution

of the earth about the sun is a simple phe-

nomenon, due to the rolling of one sphere

upon the circumference of another, the

necessary assumption that the real diame-

ter of the whole earth must be over 500,000

miles being no obstacle to the acceptance of

so beautiful a hypothesis.

It is, perhaps, in their review of the New-

tonian law of gravitation that the authors

reach a maximum in their phenomenal in-

capacity for an intelligent discussion of the

subject. They assume to disprove that law

by asserting that according to it the attrac-

tion at the equator ought to be greater than
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at the poles ; they try to support this asser-

tion by reference to what they call ' an-

other phenomenon, namely, that bodies

taken down mines weigh less than when on

the surface,' which is not true, as they

could have known by even a brief study of

gravity before undertaking to upset its ac-

cepted principles. They positively declare

that two pendulums of different material

made to agree in period of vibration at one

point on the surface of the earth would not

agree if carried to others, and, what is more

extraordinary, they even suggest this as an

exjierimeiitum crucis by which their theory

may be tested. They are blissfully igno-

rant of the fact that this experiment has

been tried many times in many parts of the

world and that it has always gone against

them, as in the nature of things it must.

It may now well be asked, is time so

plenty, is other occupation so scarce and

are the columns of Science so little in de-

mand as to justify so much attention as this

book has already received ? Perhaps time

and space are wasted, but some justification

may be found in a few facts, one of which

has already been alluded to—the book

bears the stamp of a publishing house of

the highest character and it has received

lengthy and, on the whole, complimentary

notice in recognized scientific journals.

There is about it something of an air of

scholarship calculated to impress and in

some degree impose upon those who may
be unable to detect its fallacies. There is

considerable internal evidence to show that

its authors are much more at home with

metaphysics than with physics, although

this may not be admitted by our brethren

of that ilk. Finally, it is perhaps well to

make an opportunity for emphasizing the

fact that no man has a right to undertake

such a discussion as this book pretends to

be until he has qualified himself by an ex-

haustive study of the principles which he

proposes to attack. No man has a right to

ask the ear of men of science or of an intel-

ligent public on matters relating to science

until he has demonstrated his own ability

to understand and conduct a scientific in-

vestigation, by the presentation of actual,

approved work. At first blush it would

seem that these men are entitled to pity

and sympathy rather than harsh criticism.

They richly deserve both, and especially the

latter, when their pages abound in the state-

ment that men of science are so restrained

by tradition and authority that they do not

expect them to receive anything new with

favor. This is an old, worn-out plea and

utterly inapplicable at the present time.

Students of science were never so willing as

now to give attention to new theories, how-

ever revolutionary they may be, and they

do not always insist that they should be im-

mediately supported by facts, provided they

emanate from one whose recognized accom-

plishments are such as to give reasonable

assurance that he knows what he is talking

about. If the authors of ' Some Unrecog-

nized Laws of Nature' will now spend as

much time as they have already spent in

making the book in a serious attempt to

study and understand some of the recog-

nized elementary principles of physical sci-

ence, the twentieth century may listen to

them, if by that time they have anything

to say. M.
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GARDINER GREENE HUBBARD.

In 1883 Gardiner Greene Hubbard and

Alexander Graham Bell founded this Jour-

nal. It was first published at Cambridge

by Moses King, and its first editor was S.

H. Scudder. The magazine was designed

to be a means of communication between

scientific men of America as a bearer of

scientific news, an agency for the announce-

mient of scientific discoveries and a forum

for scientific discussion. It was not in-

tended as a business enterprise, but it was

hoped to establish it on a sure foundation

as a gift to American scientific men. The
death of Mr. Hubbard was announced in

the last week's issue. As one of the original

board of directors for the Journal it may
be appropriate for us to recount some of his

achievements in the interests of scientific

afiairs.

Mr. Hubbard was born in Boston on the

25th of August, 1822. He came of a

scholarly ancestry, his father, Samuel,

being an alumnus of Yale, and a Doctor of

Laws from Yale, Dartmouth and Harvard,

an accomplished lawj'er, and a member of

the Supreme Court of Massachusetts. The
family is English, its first representative in

America being William Hubbard, a gradu-

ate of Harvard in 1642 and known as an
early historian of New England. Mr.

Hubbard himself was graduated at Dart-

mouth in the class of 1841, studied law at

Cambridge, and was admitted to the bar in

1843, when he entered the office of Benja-

min R. Curtis and remained with the firm

until Mr. Curtis was elevated to the Su-

preme Bench of the United States. Mr.

Hubbard continued to practice his profes-

sion in Boston for more than twenty years,

and subsequently in Washington for five

years. The degree of Doctor of Laws was
conferred on him by Dartmouth and by
Columbian University. His career as a

lawyer was eminently distinguished, al-

though it terminated twenty years ago, at

which time he was drawn into more active

public life.

It is not Mr. Hubbard's legal experience

of which we shall speak, but of the role

which he played in certain public affairs

and for which he will long be remembered.

In 1860 he was led by the result of a severe-

illness in one of his children to investigate

the possibility of teaching the deaf to speak.

At this time there were two systems of in-

struction for deaf children prevailing in

Europe—gesture language and oral speech.

In 1803 Francis Greene, a merchant of

Boston who had a deaf child, thus became

interested in the education of the deaf and

made some study of the oral system. A
memorial tablet has just been erected to-

Greene in boston. In 1844 Horace Mann
went to Europe and made a special study

of the subject as it was practiced in Ger-

many, and on his return attempted to in-

troduce the system in America. About
the same time the philanthropist Howe^
who was the teacher of Laura Bridgeman^

became interested in the same subject. An
account of the case was published by the-

Smithsonian Institution. During this epoch,

the wife of Governor Lippett, of Ehode Is-

land, whose child was deaf, attempted tO'

teach the oral method, and about the same
time Mr. Hubbard, whose little daughter

had been rendered deaf bj' severe illness^

became interested in oral speech, and by
him Miss Rogers was induced to open a
school of this character at Chelmsford, near

Boston. Mr. Hubbard advertised for pupils

for her school and supported it with his

own means. The pupils here assembled

made rapid progress, when Mr. Hubbard
applied to the Legislature for a charter for

the school. In the first instance it was re-

fused ; the chairman of the committee, him-
self having a deaf child, was the champion-

of sign language. Mr. Hubbard was not

discouraged ; he still pressed the subject

on the public and enlisted those who-
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were especially interested in it by calling

attention to the pupils of Miss Rogers'

school, one of whom was his own daughter.

He again applied to the Legislature for a

charter and took the pupils of the Chelms-

ford school to the State Capitol and gave

the committee a demonstration of the utility

of the method. At about the same time he

also induced Mr. Dudley to permit his child

to visit Miss Eogers' school, and she be-

came domiciled for a time at Miss Eogers'

residence. In a few weeks Mr. Dudley

visited his child, and when he appeared the

little girl ran to her father and called him
' Papa.' He found that she was able to

converse with him, being able to speak a

few words and to understand a few when
spoken by Mr. Dudley by interpreting the

movements of his lips ; thus Mr. Dudley be-

came a champion of oral speech, and when
the subject was again presented to the Leg-

islature he made an eloquent appeal for a

charter for the school. At this juncture a

gentleman named Clarke offered a sum of

money for the endowment of such a school

to be located at Northampton ; the benefac-

tion was accepted by the Legislature and the

charter was granted. Miss Rogers' school

was transferred to Northampton, Mr. Hub-
bard himself becoming the president of the

board of trustees, on which board he con-

tinued until his death. Thus was the

teaching of speech to deaf children perma-

nently and officially introduced into the

United States.

The deaf constitute quite a large class of

persons in modern society who have been

rescued from a cheerless state by the efforts

of philanthropic men. This class of the

population had previously been condemned

to a state of inactivity and dependence. In

future years it will be difficult to appreciate

the dreary life of the deaf as it appeared in

youth to those who are now passing away
with old age. Deprived of the means of

intellectual culture, they seemed to be

stricken with a paralysis of reason and to

wander as useless burdens on society.

Instruction in speech has transformed them
into helpful independence, so that the deaf

may now bear an integral and honorable

share in the society of their fellow-men, tak-

ing a part in the activities of modern life

where the sweet music of speech makes glad

the soul. Mr. Hubbard did not invent oral

speech, but he became the leader of the

men who developed the agencies by which

oral speech has become the means of com-

munication among a class of persons who
were formerlj' mutes and who therefore

took no part in the arts, industries, insti-

tutions and intellectual activities of man-

kind, while now they may be active, useful

and happy members of society.

The student of men as they are engaged

in humau development may derive a lesson

of great interest concerning the interde-

pendence of demotic activities. Arts, in-

dustries, institutions, languages and opin-

ions are developed in such a manner that

one of these realms cannot be developed

without the others. So, for example, a

man without institutions is more danger-

ous than a wolf. In the same manner

the investigator 'as a scientific man en-

gaged in the pursuit of knowledge must

depend on the inventor engaged in the

application of knowledge, who in turn is de-

pendent on the man of affairs for the utiliza-

tion of his inventions. To designate this

particular class of persons the English lan-

guage gives us no term. Etymologically

the word ' undertaker ' is appropriate, but

it has been used to designate a director of

funerals. The French language has the

term entrepreneur. Mr. Hubbard was the

entrepreneur of scientific inventions and dis-

coveries—the man of affairs who pushed

them into the service of mankind. He was

the entrepreneur of oral speech for the deaf,

for he introduced it into all of the institu-

tions of America designed to ameliorate the
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condition of this class. Men without lan-

guage are imbecile, as men without institu-

tions are anarchists ; but men with language

are useful and happy members of the com-

munity, as men with institutions are self-

respecting citizens.

As a lawyer, business man and benefactor

Mr. Hubbard had acquired national reputa-

tion, when, in 1876, President Grant ap-

pointed him chairman of a special commis-

sion to investigate the question of railway

mail transportation. The labors of this

commission have greatly promoted the in-

tercommunication of the people throughout

the Union, for the plans of the commission

were adopted by a succession of Postmas-

ters-General and formulated into statutes

by members of Congress. The results of

his work did not end in national statutes

and administrative devices, for he pursued

it among telegraph companies.

When Mr. Hubbard was engaged in pro-

viding speech for his daughter and then ex-

panding his energies into providing for all

the deaf of the nation he naturally became

interested in the science of acoustics, and

this led him into association with a young
student of the science who had already be-

come an inventor. Alexander Graham
Bell had so investigated the principles of

acoustics that he could invent a telephone.

In this instrument Mr. Hubbard evinced

a deep interest. It was an instrument to

make the inaudible audible, as the mi-

croscope was designed to make the in-

visible visible. At first it was supposed

that it might be useful in communica-

ting between different rooms in the same
building or between adjoining buildings

;

but Mr. Hubbard saw in it an instrument

of communication for all the governmental

departments of a city, all of the business

institutions of the city, and all the people of

a city. More than this, he conceived that

it might be the means of communication

from town to town and city to city through-

out the country, finally to become a means
of international communication. For this

purpose Mr. Hubbard devised the busi-

ness machinery for the introduction of the

telephone to the world. He organized a

company for this purpose and managed the

company by business devices with a great

central company and a multitude of local

companies by which the telephone business

was introduced into all portions of the civi-

lized world. Ifow a man can be put in

communication with his baker through the

telephone ; in the next minute he may be

put in connection with a railroad office or a

steamship company; at the next minute with

the Governor of his State; at the next minute

with some other man elsewhere in the

world. To accomplish all this has taken

many years of intelligent active labor. Be-

fore this we could communicate with the

world by lightning light ; now we can

communicate with the world by lightning

sound. The man who devised all this busi-

ness machinery, set it into operation, and

made it all a business success, was Mr. Hub-
bard.

Mr. Hubbard was not the discoverer of

the laws of acoustics which are represented

in the telephone ; he was not the inventor

of the telephone, but he was the entrepre-

neur who distributed the telephone among
all men of the civilized world and made it

a practical agency for social intercommuni-

cation. Having accomplished all these

things he retired from business and made
his home at Twin Oaks, in "Washington

City.

At the seat of the federal government

there are many bureaus that have to deal

with the science of geography. First, there

is the time-honored bureau known as the

Coast Survey, which is charting the coasts

of the sea as an aid to the mariner ; then

there is the Geological Survey, which is

making maps of the United States in the

interest of mining and manufacturing;
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then there is the Weather Bureau, which is

making a daily map of the heavens to ex-

hibit tlie temperature and storms of the

land in the interest of commerce and agri-

culture ; then there is a Hydrogi-aphic Bu-

reau preparing charts of all the seas in the

interests of foreign commerce. In addi-

tion to these great geographical bureaus

there are many others that are necessarily

interested in geography. Thus, the General

Post OfBce must prepare maps of postal

routes. ISovf the little army of men who
are engaged in geographical work in Wash-
ington oi'ganized themselves into a body

known as the National Geographic So-

ciety. When they were duly organized

they cast about for some one who could

manage their affairs as its president and

who would interest himself in the diffusion

broadcast among the people of this geo-

graphical knowledge, which all these bu-

reaus were acquiring. The man selected

for this purpose was Gardiner Greene Hub-
bard, who was elected its first president.

The function of the National Geographic

Society is the discussion of the princi-

ples of geography and the diffusion of geo-

graphical knowledge among the people.

To cai'ry out this purpose Mr. Hubbard
organized a journal called the National Geo-

graphic Magazine, which has already ac-

quired a good circulation and become an

influential publication. Then he organized

a system of bulletins designed to discuss

the elements of physiography as a compen-

dious library for teachers in the public

schools, and finally he organized in the city

of Washington a system of public lectures

on geography, enlisting not only the mem-
bers of the Society, but many other able

public men in this enterprise. In all of

these agencies the working geographers of

Washington most heartily cooperated, and

the National Geographic Society has within

very few years attained an influence and

efficiency which is unequalled in America

and perhaps in the world. Thus Mr. Hub-
bard was the entrepreneur of geographical

knowledge.

Investigation and discovery lead to use-

ful, honorable and glorious careers, but

knowledge must result in invention if it

becomes useful, and inventions themselves

must be applied to public affairs if they are

to be a boon to mankind.

Mr. Hubbard died at three o'clock on the

11th of this month, loved by his kindred,

beloved by his friends and honored by the

world.

ON THE ORIGIN AND AGE OF THE BELIC-

BEABING SAND AT TRENTON, N. J. *

The locality where human antiquities

have recently been found near Trenton,

New Jersey, is situated about two miles

south of the heart of the city. The points

where the finds are being made are on a

somewhat extensive plain, the principal for-

mation of which is composed of the sand

and gravel deposited by the glacial drain-

age which came down the Delaware during

the last glacial epoch. On the east side of

the Delaware the plain extends about two

miles east of the locality where the finds

are made. It also has a considerable de-

velopment on the west side of the river,

and extends many miles up and down the

Delaware north and south of the locality in

question. From Trenton it also stretches

northeast a number of miles along the

Assanpink creek. In the vicinity of Tren-

ton this plain has an elevation of 50 to 60

feet. Through it the Delaware has cut a

wide valley, the flood-plain of which is now
less than ten feet above sea-level. The re-

lation of the flood-plain to the plain above

shows that, after the latter was made, the

river excavated a valley in it, cutting it

down essentially to tide-level. This valley

has been cut since the last glacial epoch.

* Paper presented at the summer meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence.
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The gravel plain to the east and north of

the point where the finds are made ends

abruptly at the margin of the post-glacial

valley, in a bluff about forty feet in height,

with a slope which is about as steep as the

material of which it is composed will lie.

The relations shown on the New Jersey

side of the river are in a general way du-

plicated on the Pennsylvania side. The

gravel of glacial age has a similar dis-

position, but the border of the valley on

that side is not so sharply defined, indica-

ting that the more recent cutting of the

stream has been on the east. The steepness

of the bluff of gravel at the points con-

cerned is in itself proof of the recency of

the excavation on this side.

The surface of the plain is slightly un-

dulatory, though the relief is usually but

a few feet. In places erosion has affected

it to some slight extent, and in places its

surface appears to have been left slightly

uneven by the deposition of the material of

which it is made. Its surface is also char-

acterized at various points by low mounds

and ridges of sand heaped up by the wind.

By this means an element of undulatori-

ness has been added to the surface as origi-

nally left by the deposition of the main body

of sand and gravel involved.

While the plain consists of sand and

gravel, so far as its general constitution is

concerned, its surface is in many places

coated with a thin layer of sandy loam,

which contains occasional pebbles similar

to those which make up the body of the

gravel beneath. It is not always possible

to say to what extent the surface loam rep-

resents the last stage of deposition of the

glacial sands and gravel ; to what extent it

represents the surface accumulation of

loamy matter brought up from lower levels

by the action of biotic agencies, such as

worms, ants, burrowing mammals, etc. ; or

to what extent it represents deposition by

marine or estuarine waters which stood

over the region after the glacial drainage

ceased to flow through this part of the Dela-

ware.

Relations similar to those where the

human relics just south of Trenton are

found characterize the east side of the Dela-

ware for many miles further south. In this

direction materials derived from glacial

waters are less readily identified at most
points, but the topography and relations of

the plain bordering the Delaware are such

as to show that it was developed contem-

poraneously with the plain at Trenton.

Even where not made up chiefly of glacial

materials, the plain further south, like that

at Trenton, is slightly undulatory, and is

coated, in places, with dune sand. Such

sand is especially likely to be found on the

west edge of that part of the plain which

lies east of the Delaware, and just east of

the line where the plain descends with a

bluff face to the flood-plain of the stream.

Well-marked dunes sometimes appear in

this situation, and dune sand in larger or

smaller quantitj' is so general that its pres-

ence along the edge of the plain above the

valley may be said to be the rule, rather

than the exception, between Trenton and

Camden.

The same is true of the tributaries which

come down to the Delaware from the east.

Although they did not bring down glacial

sands and gravels, they brought down sands

and gravels of other sorts, partially filling

their valleys, which, like the Delaware, have

been re-excavated since. On the bluffs of

the tributary valleys, as well as along the

main stream, dune sand is of frequent

occurrence. In the dune sand along these

tributaries, relics of early peoples, consist-

ing of chips of argillite, arrow-heads, and

half-fashioned tools of various sorts, are

frequently found.

Sand is found in similar relations at some
points on the Delaware above Trenton. At
many points it has been blown up from the
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glacial gravel terraces to higher levels,

though it rarely takes the forms of distinct

dunes. It is frequently three to five feet

in depth, facing the bluffs above the glacial

plain in irregular patches, or capping their

crests.

The trenches in which the human relics

near Trenton have recently been found

are upon the immediate edge of the plain

overlooking the post-glacial valley of the

Delaware. Here, as is frequently the case

in such situations, thS sandy loam over the

gravel of glacial age is thicker than farther

back from the bluff, but even here it is

but three or four feet in thickness, includ-

ing the black soil. It is in this sand and

loam, quite above the materials which are

clearly of glacial age, that the human relics

are found.

In detail the sections shown in the

trenches open in May and Julj-- showed a

sandy soil affected by organic matter to the

depth of six to twelve inches, the lower

limit being ill-defined. The soil graded

down into sand which was essentially free

from organic matter, and which had a

thickness of two to three feet. The sand

was without apparent stratification . Below

it lay the stratified drift, confidently re-

ferred to the time of the last ice epoch. It

will be seen, therefore, that the relics were

found in the structureless sand and loam

which overlay the sand and gravel of

glacial age.

Besides being essentially structureless,

the sand and loam in which the relics were

found contained occasional pebbles. Some

of them were as large as one's fist, and oc-

casionally one was found of still greater

size, though most of them were tiny peb-

bles. Many of them were so small as to be

within the power of wind to transport,

while others were so large as to make this

mode of transportation impossible.

In the sand there were at some points

streaks more highly colored than the por-

tions above or below. These streaks had a

position approaching horizontality, but in

detail they were exceedingly irregular.

Locally they were interrupted, apparently

broken ; and in other places they faded out

altogether. In general they were thin, a

trifling fraction of an inch in thickness.

They were sometimes so faint as to be

traceable with difficulty, while in other

places they thickened to a quarter of an

inch or more. While these streaks were

often distinct, they were not to be mistaken

for lines of stratification, with which they

clearly had nothing to do. They could not

be assumed to be the edges of stratification

plains distorted by unequal sinking, for if

this were their origin successive streaks in

the same vertical section should have cor-

responded in their irregularities. This was
not the fact, for one streak was liable to

bend up just where the one a few inches

below it bent down, a relation which ex-

cluded the idea of unequal settling. Fur-

thermore, they were so irregular that their

total length, as seen in the face of a trench,

measuring all irregularities, was consider-

ably greater than the length of the section

itself.

These reddish streaks, which were thought

to carry more pebbles than the other por-

tions of the sand, seemed to be due to one

or more of two or three causes. In places

they seemed to be due to the concentration

of coloring matter, especially iron oxide.

In other places they looked rather as if fine

reddish silt had accumulated along them
through the influence of percolating water.

In either case there must have been some-

thing in the texture along this irregular sur-

face to occasion the concentration. The
surface of which these irregular lines were

the outcrops may perhaps once have been

the upper surface of the land, subsequently

buried by wind-blown dust and sand. Many
of the little irregularities of the streaks were

such as might be thus explained, though
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the abrupt breaks in them must be accounted

for in some other way. So far as I could

make out, there was nothing except these

reddish streaks whicli could by any possi-

bility be mistaken for structure, and had I

not known at the time of my second visit

that they had been taken by others for

stratification plains, I should not have sup-

posed this interpretation a possible one.

Concerning the age and origin of the

sand which contains the relics, no positive

affirmation can be made, and it is only fair

to say that this statement is made on the

basis of a somewhat full knowledge of the

sarrounding regioa. So far as its strati-

graphic relations are concerned, the relic-

bearing sand might represent the last phase

of deposition by glacial waters, or it might

belong to any later epoch. Its absence of

structure does not show that it was not de-

posited by water, for in the nature of the

case it could not now be expected to show
structure, whatever its origin. This would

be true whether it represents (1) the last

phase of deposition by glacial waters, (2)

an estuarine deposit of later age, or (3)

eolian sand ; for the continually renewed

perforation of the sand to the depth of sev-

eral feet by the roots of plants, the con-

tinual borings of burrowing mammals,

worms aad insects, all of which frequently

go down to the bottom of the sand over-

lying the gravel of glacial age, would quite

certainly have destroyed all traces of strati-

fication which the sand may once have had.

If this were not enough, the freezing and

thawing, and the wetting and drying, would

have completed the obliteration of any

original structure. For this result even a

very few centuries would suffice. It cannot

be asserted, therefore, that the sand was

not once stratified.

On the other hand, the sand in which the

relics are found may have been blown to its

present position. The fact that the imniedi-

ate edge of the bluff is slightly higher than

the plain farther back lends color to this

view, but the rise next to the edge of the

bluff is very slight, and the conclusion that

it is due, at this particular point, to an ac-

cumulation of wind-blown material is not

necessitated. The explanation of eolian

sand in this position would be easy. While
the river was cutting its valley in the plain,

the bluffs were bare. The bare face of the

bluff was made of loose sand and gravel, and
the prevailing westerly winds might well

have blown sand from the slope to the top of

the bluff above. This is just the situation in

which dune sand would be expected to ac-

cumulate under such circumstances, is in-

deed just the situation in which it has

accumulated at many other points along

the Delaware and its tributaries. It is

probably not exaggeration to say that dune

sand occurs in greater or less quantity along

the Jersey side of the river, more than half

the way between Trenton and Camden, and

throughout the stretch its favorite position

is on the edge of the river bluff. The dune

sand along the tributaries to the Delaware

between Trenton and Camden occurs in the

same relations. The very general presence

in the region of wind-blown sand on the

crests of valley bluffs leads one to suspect

the same origin for sands in similar situa-

tions, such as that in which the relics are

found, even when they cannot be proved to

be eolian. The case is still further strength-

ened by the fact that human relics are

very generally found in the sand which is

demonstrably eolian.

In the presence of the stones there is an

apparent difficulty in the way of ascribing

the sands in question to the wind. If, how-

ever, the sands were accumulated by the

wind after the occupation of the region by

early peoples, the larger stones may have

been dropped hy men upon the surface at

the same time with the argillite chips and

half-fashioned implements,while the smaller

ones might have been blown in. But we
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are not shut up to this conclusion. There

are various other ways in which pebbles

might be introduced into eolian sand. The
burrowing animals and the growth and

decay of the roots of trees might introduce

relics and stones from the top, if they were

left by men on the surface. Eelics of mod-

ern civilization, bits of coal, pieces of brick,

etc., were found in the sand down to a

maximum depth of seventeen inches. The
uprooting of considerable trees might bring

up gravel stones of considerable size from

depths of several feet into the surface ma-

terial. If forest trees were ever upturned

by winds in this locality they could

not fail to bring up pebbles into the

sand above the gravel. The breaks in

the streaks already referred to might

find explanation in such disturbances.

In view of these possibilities the pres-

ence of the pebbles in the sand cannot

be asserted to prove that it is not of wind

origin. * Finally, it is believed that noun-

qualified conclusion concerning the origin

of the relic-bearing sand is warranted. It

may be of aqueous origin, dating from the

close of the last glacial epoch ; it may be of

aqueous origin of later age, for sea water

probably covered the region at the close of

the last glacial epoch or later ; and it may
be eolian, dating from a time long subse-

quent to the deposition of the sand and
gravel of the plain.

Whatever its origin, it may safely be said

that the surface material down to the lowest

depth at which the relics have been found

has been so disarranged that no affirmation

can be made concerning the origin of the

pebbles and relics it contains. It is all

within the zone of active weathering and
surface disturbance. If the finds were

*My co-laborer in New Jersey, Mr. George N.

Knapp, visited the locality where the relics are

found in June; and reached the conclusion that the

sands in question are eolian. No one else has more
Intimate familiarity with these sands than he.

fossils, in the usual sense of the term, it is

certain that geologists would not feel war-

ranted in attaching much importance to

them.
E.0LLIN D. Salisbury.

XJniveesity of Chicago.

SANABELLI'S WORK UPON YELLOW fEVEB.

At the request of the editor of Science I

append a brief resume of Sanarelli's re-

cent papers upon yellow fever.*

The most important study of yellow fever

that appeared before Sanarelli's investiga-

tions were undertaken was that made in

1888-9 by Dr. Sternberg, whose researches

led to an essentially negative result. Upon
only one microorganism found by him in

the course of his thoroughgoing investiga-

tions did any degree of suspicion fall, and

the evidence against this germ was summed
up by Sternberg as follows :

'' Among the facultative anaerobics is

one—my Bacillus X—which has been iso-

lated by the culture method in a consider-

able number of cases a.nd may have been

present in all. This bacillus has not been

encountered in the comparative experiments

made. It is very pathogenic for rabbits

when injected into the cavity of the ab-

domen.
" It is possible that this bacillus is con-

cerned in the etiology of yellow fever, but

no satisfactory evidence that this is the case

has been obtained by experiments on the

lower animals, and it has not been found in

such numbers as to warrant the inference

that it is the veritable infectious agent.

"All other microorganisms obtained in

pure cultures from yellow fever cadavers

appear to be excluded, either by having

been identified with known species, or by

having been found in comparative researches

made outside of the area of yellow fever

prevalence, or by the fact that they have

*Annalesde I'lnstitut Pasteur, June, September,

October, 1897.
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been found only in small numbers and in a

limited number of cases."

Sternberg has recently called attention *

to the close similarity between his descrip-

tion of the ' Bacillus X' mentioned in the

above quotation and the description of ' B.

icteroides' given by Sanarelli, and makes

out a strong case for the view that the two

are identical.

Sanarelli began his work in February,

1896, shortly after his appointment as Di-

rector of the Institute of Experimental Hy-

giene at the University of Montevideo. In

7 out of 12 autopsies made by him upon

the bodies of victims of yellow fever there

was found a specific bacillus (B. icteroides)

which he regarded as hitherto undescribed.

The reasons assigned for the failure of him-

self and others to isolate this microbe in all

cases of yellow fever are: 1. That B. icter-

oides multiplies in the human body only to

a limited extent, the complete and charac-

teristic effects of the disease being produced

by only a very small quantity of toxin. 2.

That this toxin, whether directly or indi-

rectly, facilitates to a remarkable degree

secondary infection of all kinds. These

secondary infections with the colon bacillus,

streptococcus, staphylococcus, etc., may of

themselves be fatal to the patient, and San-

arelli believes that the fatal termination or

several cases observed by him is to be ex-

plained in this way. 3. That these mixed

infections not only lead to the speedy dis-

appearance of the specific microbe, but also

frequently end by transforming the organ-

ism of the patient into a culture medium
for almost all kinds of intestinal bacteria.

The bacteriological complications arising

from these facts enhance considerably the

technical difficulties of isolating the specific

bacillus. Sanarelli did not succeed in find-

ing the germ in the gastro-intestinal con-

tents and is inclined to doubt if it usually

occurs there at all ; he did, however, dis-

* Centralbl. f. Bakt. I. Abth. XXII., Nos. 6 and 7.

cover it in the circulating blood and in

some of the important organs of the body,

notably in the liver. He refers to the pre-

vailing belief that the infectious material

in yellow fever is localized in the stomach

and is to be sought for especially in the

black vomit, but prefers, for his part, to re-

gard the gastric disturbances as due to the

selective action of the toxin, a view similar,

it will be remembered, to his interpretation

of the intestinal lesions of typhoid fever.

Bacillus icteroides grows readily upon the

ordinary nutritive media, fluid and solid.

It is described as a rod about 2[i-4lii in

length, with rounded ends, often joined in

pairs, and staining readily with the ordi-

nary aniline dyes, but decolorized by Gram's

method. The colonies upon a gelatin plate

resemble in some particulars those of the

colon bacillus, but never show any trace

of the chestnut color developed in cultures

of the latter ; so-called pleomorphism of the

colonies is, however, marked.

Contrary to what is true of most of the

known pathogenic microbes, the growth of

B. icteroides upon agar is especially charac-

teristic and furnishes a diagnostic test of

the first importance. If the cultures are

allowed to develop in the incubator at 37°

for from 12 to 24 hours, and are then trans-

ferred to a temperature of from 20° to 28°,

there is produced what Sanarelli regards as

a highly characteristic appearance. The
growth at the lower temperature forms a

sort of halo around the portion of the colony

developed in the incubator, and this appear-

ance is so singular that according to Sana-

relli a mere superficial inspection sufiices to

distinguish immediately, and with the naked

eye, a colony of B. icteroides in the midst of

all other bacterial colonies yet described.

As the growth goes on, an effect is pro-

duced as if a layer of opaque parafSn had

been poured over the agar and then impres-

sions made in it with a small circular seal,

the imprints of this seal corresponding with
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the original transparent colonies grown in

the incubator. The final aspect of the cul-

ture is compared to a miniature archipelago

in which the islets would be represented by

the colonies first developed, and the surface

of the water by the layer subsequently

formed at the lower temperature.

Blood-serum and potato proved them-

selves to be rather unsuitable media for jB.

ieteroides. In milk the germ grows readily,

but without producing coagulation. The
most favorable fluid medium tested by San-

arelli was beef broth containing lactose and

calcium carbonate.

The germ is pathogenic for most of the

domestic animals. Mice, guinea-pigs and

rabbits succumb readily to inoculation with

a pure culture. The rabbit is considered as

the most favorable subject for experimental

inoculation, and possesses notable advan-

tages over the guinea-pig both in suscepti-

bility and in the regularity and constancy

of symptoms and death. The dog, how-

ever, presents the most instructive instance

of close analogy with the disease yellow

fever as it manifests itself in man. Both

in the symptoms and in the anatomical

lesions Sanarelli was able to trace a cor-

respondence at once constant and precise.

As is the case in man, the liver and the

kidneys are the organs especially attacked

;

secondary infections with the streptococcus

and colon bacillus sometimes occur.

In the second memoir Sanarelli details

the results of his experiments with the yel-

low fever toxin. Cultures of the germ 15-20

days old, made in ordinary peptonized meat

broth and filtered through a Pasteur-Cham-

berland tube, afforded him a potent toxin.

The toxin thus prepared, when injected

into the bodies of susceptible animals, pro-

duced substantially the same symptoms as

inoculation with the specific bacillus. In the

dog, particularly, inoculation with the germ-

free toxin set in motion the same train of

specific symptoms and caused the same

pathological changes in the tissues. " The
toxin of yellow fever is an exceedingly

powerful cellular poison comparable solely,

in some points, to the diphtheria toxin. Its

contact with the tissue elements of the ani-

mal organism, especially the higher species,

determines, like that of the diphtheria toxin,

a violent irritation, followed by retrogressive

processes which always end in the necrosis

and fatty degeneration of the protoplasm."

Some very interesting experiments bear-

ing on the question of mixed infection are

next described. When B. ieteroides in sown

upon culture media on which, respectively,

the colon bacillus, streptococcus and proteus

have been previously grown, it is found

that the growth of the former is distinctly

inhibited by the presence of the soluble

products of the other microbes. The latter,

on the contrary, grow excellently in a me-

dium previously inhabited by B. ieteroides,

and are only slightly incommoded by the

presence of the soluble products of one an-

other, the products of the proteus bacillus

seeming most injurious to all concerned. A
similar result was revealed by a study of

the 'vital antagonism' of B. ieteroides and the

microbes concerned in the secondary infec-

tions. Hoth. streptoeoceus pyog . Sind staphylocoe-

cus pyog. au. speedily gain the upper hand

over B. ieteroides, and a similar, though less

marked superiority, is manifested by the

colon bacillus. These facts certainly shed

much light on the difficulty of demonstra-

ting the presence of the yellow fever germ

in the bodies of victims of the disease, and

go far to explain the negative result reached

by many observers.

In an attempt to account for the impor-

tant part played by maritime commerce in

the diffusion of yellow fever Sanarelli re-

cords a curiously significant observation. It

was noticed that gelatin plates sown with

B. ieteroides sometimes remained without de-

velopment, although agar plates sown at the

same time evinced abundant growth. But
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if a colony of mould made its appearance

on the gelatin plate, colonies of B. ideroides

immediately sprang up around it. After

some days the colonies of B. ioteroides form a

sort of constellation around the mould, the

most abundant development taking place in

the immediate neighborhood of the latter.

This observation was experimentally veri-

fied with six species of moulds (not named)
' accidentally isolated ' in the laboratory, all

of which proved themselves, althoiigh in

different degrees, capable of favoring the

revivification and multiplication of the

yellow fever germ. To this singular sym-

biotic relation Sanarelli is inclined to at-

tribute the ready domiciling of the disease

on shipboard and its connection with

warmth, moisture and darkness, conditions

which, by directly favoring the germination

of moulds, indirectly favor B. ideroides.

In some brief notes upon the resistance

of the germ to physical and chemical agents

it is stated that, by exposure of broth cul-

tures to 55°, the germ is killed in about

twenty minutes, and that it is instantly de-

stroyed by a temperature of 65°. Dry heat

at 110°-125° is speedily fatal, and exposure

for one hour and ten minutes at 100° also

suffices to destroy vitalit}'. Considerable

resistance is shown to desiccation, a result

of evident practical importance. In sea

water the bacillus shows great vitality, sur-

viving in the sterilized brackish water of

the La Plata for upwards of ninety days.

Sanarelli's third memoir is devoted to a

consideration of immunity and serum

therapy. The serum obtained from the

bodies of yellow fever victims causes agglu-

tination of B. ideroides, although the inten-

sity of the reaction is said to be quite vari-

able. This serum does not exert any
protective power in inoculated animals.

Serum from a convalescent provoked a

tardy agglutination and manifested a slight

preventive power.

An attack of yellow fever in man confers

some degree of immunity against a second

attack, and hence it would seem as if it

might be possible in some way to vaccinate

animals against the disease. Attempts to

produce immunity in the rabbit failed on

account of the excessive sensibility of this

animal to the yellow fever virus, and the

same difficulty prevented the use of the goat

and the sheep. The work upon immuni-

zation was mainly limited, therefore, to ex-

periments upon the guinea-pig, the dog and

the horse. In all these animals immuniza-

tion is an unusually difficult and laborious

task. While it is possible to immunize a
guinea-pig against cholera or typhoid fever

in from two to three months, it needs six

to seven months of assiduous and delicate

work to vaccinate this animal against yel-

low fever. Dogs may be immunized some-

what more readily, but never become tol-

erant of large doses of toxin. Horses are

treated first with small doses (5-lOcc.) of

a filtered culture of the germ injected sub-

cutaneously, followed with intravenous in-

jections. After two months of treatment

with filtered cultures the more potent doses

of cultures sterilized by ether may be usedj

it is not until five to six months after the

beginning of the treatment that the first

injection of a living culture may be safely

hazarded. During this process of immuni-

zation many of the animals die and all are

profoundly affected.

The serum of animals immunized in this

way is endowed with protective and cura-

tive properties and can be used with suc-

cess in animal experiments. A single in-

stance may serve to illustrate the results

obtained by this procedure. A horse under

treatment for the space of nine months re-

ceived subcutaneously during this period

29cc. of filtered cultures and 350cc. of cul-

tures sterilized with ether, and intrave-

nously 2640cc. of sterilized cultures, 345cc.

of living broth cultures and 19cc. of an

agar culture. The serum (0.5cc.) from this
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animal, when injected into a guinea-pig 24

hours before inoculation with several times

the fatal dose, conferred immunity ; 2cc.

proved potent enough to save the lives of

guinea-pigs when injected 48 hours after

inoculation.

Sanarelli's work upon immunization was
still in progress when the third memoir was
written, and the outcome of his projected

experiments in serum-therapy will be

awaited with much interest.

Edwin O. Jordan.

LUDWia BUTIMEYEB.

On the 25th of November, 1895, died at

Basle Ludwig Riitimeyer, the last survivor

of a' long series of Swiss naturalists, the

representatives of the classic period of

natural science in this country. Now, two

years after the death of this distinguished

naturalist, his miscellaneous papers appear

in a form capable of attracting the attention

ofthe scientific world.* Riitimeyer's numer-

ous publications, which for a long time

chiefly adorned the ' Abhandlungen der

schweizerischen palseontologischen Gesell-

schaft ' and the ' Denkschriften der

schweizerischen naturforschenden Gesell-

schaft,' could not be reproduced, but the

smaller occasional lectures and writings,

which, owing to the astonishing universality

of Riitimeyer's researches and studies, deal

with questions of zoology and anthropology

as well as of geology and geography, are

here collected in two volumes. It is well

known what a high position the leader of

European paleontology, von Zittel, has as-

signed, for example, to Eiitimeyer's paper

on the geographical and geological dis-

tribution of animals. Whoever shall read

this and the similar papers made accessible

by this edition will be surprised by the

perspicacity of the conclusions and the

abundance of openings in every direction of

* ' Gesammelte Schriften.' Basle, Georg et Cie.

1898.

natural philosophy, the exceeding originality

and the immense knowledge of details which

characterized the man, to whom in the last

decades, along with Sir Richard Owen,

Vertebrate Paleontology in Europe is most

indebted. Among the fundamental ques-

tions of zoology we find treated the prin-

ciples of natural history, the boundaries of

animal life, the phylogeny of the vertebrate

skeleton, the changes in animal life in

Switzerland since the presence of man, the

modality of progress in the organic world,

general considerations on the sectonic struc-

ture of Europe, history of glacier studies in

Switzerland, three essays on the Bretagne

and addresses in the memory of L. Agassiz,

Ch. Darwin, P. Merian and B. Studer,

who were in intimate relations with Riiti-

meyer. The first volume is introduced by

an autobiographical sketch, which may
give to American naturalists an idea of the

development, the many suggestions and

difficulties of a Swiss who devoted his life

to natural philosophy.

RUD. BURCKHAEDT.
Basel, December 1, 1897.

CURRENT NOTES ON PHYSIOGRAPHY. *

THE GLACIAL LAKE AGASSIZ.

As the Monographs by Gilbert and Rus-

sell on the extinct Lakes Bonneville and
Lahontan are the classics with regard to

basins from which former bodies of water

have been withdrawn by evaporation, so

*In Science for December 3d it was implied

that the recent report of the Maryland Geological

Survey had neglected possible relations with the

schools of the State and devoted its physiographic

studies to the interests of ' those who may seek a

home in Maryland.' This error was due to my eye

having caught the heading ' Study of the Pysiographio

Features of the State' (p. 40), in which only the im-

migrant is referred to as taking advantage of the re-

sults ;
while I failed to note, under the heading ' Prep-

aration of Final Reports,' a very explicit mention of

their educational significance. "It is most desirable

that the youth of Maryland should grow up with a

knowledge of the country in which they live, and be
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Monograph XXV. on the Glacial Lake
Agassiz, by Warren Upham (U. S. Geol-

Survey, Washington, 1895) at once takes its

place as a standard work regarding one of

those remarkable water bodies which for a

time flooded an area marginal to the retreat-

ing ice sheet. A great fund of detailed de-

scription is here added to the reports al-

ready published by Upham and others,

regarding the Eed river plain, outlets, shore

lines, deltas, etc. It is important to note

that large areas of the plain at its south end

and along either side are mainly composed

of unstratified till, and that only the medial

part of the plain is covered by lacustrine

silts. The plain, therefore, should be classi-

fied not only under lacustrine plains, but

also under plains of till ; the latter species

being until recent years unmentioned in

text-books. An intricate lacustrine history

is revealed by the complicated succession of

shore lines which varied with gentle epiro-

genic movements, and by the changes of

discharge from the southern outlet to some

more northern lines of overflow, Maps and

views are liberally provided. As has been

the case with many other phases of glacial

stud}', it is remarkable to discover how
largely the existing physiographic condi-

tions of certain regions are dominated to-

day by processes associated with glacial

action. Yet until very lately our physical

geographies gave practically no attention to

land forms of glacial origin. This neglect

cannot long continue in face of so fine a col-

lection of examples as this great monograph
contains.

able to interpret intelligently the physical features of

the State." If the people of the State desire it, ma-
terial adapted for purposes of public instruction will

be provided in future volumes.

Having for some years believed that our State Sur-

veys lost a valuable opportunity of serving the public

good, and of gaining sound public support by their

general neglect of relations with the public schools,

I am glad now to make explicit correction of my
former note on the Maryland Survey in this regard.

VOLCANOES OF NORTH AMEKICA.

Following the plan of his volumes on

Lakes and Glaciers, Russell haa completed

a valuable work on the Volcanoes of Amer-
ica, 'a reading lesson for students of geog-

raphy and geology' (Macmillan, 1897, p.

346, many plates). A third of the book is

given to characteristics of volcanoes, pre-

senting an excellent summary of the sub-

ject, excepting that ' erosion of volcanoes '

is, for a geographical book, too briefly dis-

missed in four pages, as compared to thirty

pages allotted to products of volcanic ac-

tion. The descriptive chapters on the vol-

canoes of diiferent districts summarize the

results of our Western surveys, where Rus-

sell's own observations play no unimportant

part, and abstract many accounts not gen-

erally accessible, such as those concerning

the explosive eruption of Conseguina, the

building of Jorullo, the recent explorations

of the lofty Mexican cones, and the surveys

of the Alaskan islands. The dissected

cones and heavy lava beds of the Yellow-

stone Park are not mentioned. A chapter

of theoretical considerations explains the

ascent of lavas from their deep sources

chiefly as an escape from the pressure

of the enclosing crust, and characterizes

steam explosions as relatively superficial in-

cidents instead of prime causes of eruption.

A final chapter gives the life history of a

volcano. The illustrations are numerous

and excellent.

LAKES IN HIGH MOUNTAINS.

E. FuGGER has an article on Hochseen

(Mitth. Geogr. Gesell. Vienna, XXXIX.,
1896, 638-672), in which he gives especial

attention to the small lakes occurring in the

Karen (corries, cirques, amphitheatres) of

the Salzburg Alps, the ' normal lakes ' of

high mountains. He discards the explana-

tion by glacial erosion maintained by Bohm
and many others, and Richter's modifica-

tion of this explanation, where drift ob-
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struction is called to the aid of simple ex-

<javation. After showing that corry lakes

are true rock basins and that local deforma-

tion cannot account for them, Fugger ad-

vances the idea that they lie in funnel-

shaped cavities that once led down to sub-

terranean channels opened by solution, but

now obstructed ; even advocating this ex-

planation in corries of crj'stalline rocks,

And defending it by a rather elaborate phys-

ico-chemical argument.

Apart from the general difSculty of be-

lieving in the sufficiency of underground

solution in resistant rocks, it seems impos-

sible that erosion thus determined could ex-

ceed that effected by the active streams that

descend the steep slope on the open sides of

corries. As the problem is presented by

the writers mentioned above and by various

others, glacial erosion seems to be the most

competent cause for corry lakes.

THE 14000 MALDIVE ISLANDS.

The rarely visited Maldive archipelago is

described in an interesting article by Eos-

set (Mitth. Geogr. Gesell.Vienna, XXXIX.,
1896, 597-637). The islands are all of

coral formation, seldom more than two

meters above sea level, with much un-

healthy swampy surface. They are seldom

more than a few miles in diameter. More
than a hundred islets may form the circum-

ference of a single atoll, and sometimes the

individual islets themselves have a ring-

like, atoll form. The seaward submarine

slopes are steep ; the shores are attacked by

heavy surf, and the natives believe that

the land area is decreasing. The islands

are separated by deep passages through

which strong currents run one way or the

other according to the monsoon season.

Many channels breach the reefs and give

access to quieb anchorages in the lagoons.

The colors about an atoll vary from the

purple waters off shore to the green, shal-

low water, the white coral strand, the olive

brown reef with dai'k green vegetation,

and the bright green lagoon. A descrip-

tion of the people and their history fol-

lows.

W. M. Davis.
Haevaed Univeesity.

CUBBENT NOTES ON ANTHBOPOLOGY.

ELEMENTS OF MELANESIAN AKT.

An article of prime value to students of

early art and to anthropologists in general

is that by Dr. K. Th. Preuss, in the Zeit-

schrift far Ethnologic, 1897, Heft III. and

IV., on the artistic designs of the natives

of Kaiser Wilhelms Land, New Guinea.

The material he had at his command was

a collection of over five thousand speci-

mens now in the Museum of Ethnography,

Berlin. He considers it practically com-

plete, presenting the world of their art in

line and figure. His article is illustrated

with 199 figures in the text, yielding ample

means for studying the leading motives of

these savage artists. The analysis of their

favorite forms is traced out with masterly

precision, and as one follows the author in

his unraveling the strange and intricate

figures he copies, no doubt is left of the

success of his undertaking.

In some introductory pages he refers to

the bearing of such studies on the question

of transmission or independent origin, and

on the tendency of primitive man to copy

from nature and to conventionalize his

copies. Several popular impressions are

corrected and sounder methods of compari-

son explained.

THE EXTENSION OF THE AEAWACK STOCK.

This stock of South American languages

ha3 peculiar interest, as it is that which

spread over the West Indian Archipelago

and the Bahamas at some remote date ; and

if any of the native languages of our Gulf

States had South American affinities, they

should be looked for in the Arawack and not
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in the Carib dialects, as the latter never ap-

proached nearer than the south of Cuba.

In the Zeitschrift fiir Ethnolocjie 1897, Heft

II., Dr. Paul Ehrenreich contributes new
materials to the tongues spoken on Puras

river by the Paumari, Ipurina, Araua and

Yamamadi tribes, showing that these are

branches of this widespread stock. He
remarks :

" From the islands of the Antilles

far south to the sources of the Paraguay

and Madeira rivers, one can now follow an

almost unbroken line of Arawack dialects,

in which, in spite of the great distance of

more than thirty degrees of latitude, it is

easy to show a complete grammatical iden-

tity."

This is another example of the general

fact that the extension of accurate research

is rapidly diminishing the number of South

American linguistic stocks.

THE ALLEGED SUMMERIAN LANGUAGE.

The Summerians, so-called, inhabited

southern Babylonia about 5,000 years B. C.

Their northern branch are known as ' Ak-

kads.' Some say that they spoke a tongue

allied to the Semitic stock, while other au-

thorities have maintained that the suffi-

ciently abundant remains of this very ancient

idiom show marked analogies to the Ural-

Altaic tongues. The latest advocate of

this opinion is Dr. K. A. Hermann, of Dor-

pat, who, at the tenth Russian Archaeolog-

ical Congress, urged strongly that the Sum-
merian had the same construction, vocal

harmony and phonetics as the Finnish-

Ugi'ian branch of the Ural-Altaic stock.

In his paper, as reported in the Central-

blattfdr Anthropologie, Dr. Hermann fails to

note the objections urged by the eminent

Ural-Altaic scholar, Dr. Hugo Winkler to

the supposed similarities of Summerian to

Ugro- Finnic tongues. These objections are

so cogent that they must be held conclusive

for the negative. The Summerian, if it

was not Semitic, which is still possible, may

have been Dravidian, or even a very primi-

tive Aryan idiom. Either of these is more
likely than the Ural-Altaic hypothesis.

D. G. Brinton.
University of Pennsylvania.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS.

THE AVINTEE MEETINGS OF THE SCIENTIFIC-

SOCIETIES.

The societies meeting at Ithaca as we go to

press represent perhaps the most important at-

tempt to bring the sciences into fruitful relations-

now existing in America. The National Acad-

emy of Sciences and the American Association

for the Advancement of Science are more im-

portant organizations. They have done more
for science in the past, and it may be that they

will do more in the future. The National

Academy, however, at the present time does

not exert a great influence. At a recent session

there was only one person present in addition

to about twenty members, and each of the

papers presented was only of interest to two or

three of the members. There was not a line

regarding this session in the daily papers of the

city in which the Academy met, and it was,

perhaps, referred to nowhere except in thi&

Journal. The American Association has dur-

ing the past ten years had at its annual meet-

ings an average attendance of only about four

hundred members with a tendency to decrease.

These have by no means been exclusively the

four hundred most competent men of science

in America, and the total work of the Associa-

tion has been disappointing. We may hope for

much from the anniversary meeting at Boston

next year, but it must be acknowledged that at

present the Association is in a position to need

help from scientific men rather than to give help

to them.

The associations devoted to a single science

meeting during the Christmas holidays—the

Mathematical Society, the Geological Society

the Chemical Society and the affiliated societies

concerned with the biological sciences conven-

ing at Ithaca—are doing their work with thor-

oughness and with fruitful results. We miss a

physical society, but otherwise each of the

leading sciences is represented by a well or-
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ganized association which is contributing its

share to scientific advance. The Society of

Naturalists and the afiiliated associations are,

perhaps, of especial interest because they repre-

sent an attempt to keep a group of sciences in

mutually helpful relations. Each society has

its own organization and special work, but men
of science in diflferent but related departments

are brought into personal contact, so that each

may learn to appreciate the work of the others.

The programs of the different societies promise

that the meetings this winter will be of special

interest, and we are sure that this promise will

be confirmed by the reports to be published in

this Journal.

THE ECLIPSE EXPEDITIONS FROM GREAT
BRITAIN.

According to the London Times a considera-

ble rearrangement has been made of the stations

proposed to be occupied by the various British

parties setting out to observe the total eclipse

of the sun on January 22d. Sir Norman Lock-

yer will, as before arranged, occupy the most

westerly of these stations—at Viziadrug, on

the coast of India. The next station towards

the east is where the Southern Mahratta Eail-

way crosses the central line of totality near the

station of Karad. Here Professor Michie

Smith, the government astronomer at Madras,

with his party, will take up his position. The
Great Indian Peninsular Railway crosses the

central line about 100 miles farther east at

Jeur. Here Professor K. D. Naegamvala, the

curator of the observatory of the Eoyal College

of Science, Poena, with a large party of resi-

dent observers, will be encamped. A wide

interval separates this station from the next,

which will be occupied by a party sent out by

the British Astronomical Association. This will

consist of Mr. John Evershed, Mr. and Mrs.

E. W. Maunder, Captain P. B. Molesworth,

R.E., and Mr. C. Thwaites. This party is travel-

ling out by the P. and O. steamer Ballaarat.

Their camp will in all likelihood be pitched

at Talni, on the line between Amraoti and Nag-

pur. Near them will be the second of the of-

ficial parties sent out by the joint committee of

the Royal Society and the Royal Astronomical

Society, Sir N. Lockyer's party forming the

first, and consisting of Captains Hills, R.E.,

and Mr. Newall, Mr. Newall has already

started, and Captain Hills will travel by the P.

and O. steamer Oriental. Another 120 miles

along the shadow track the third oiHcial station

will be occupied by Dr. Copeland, Astronomer

Royal for Scotland, on the high road between

Nagpur and Seoni; whilst the fourth party,

consisting of the Astronomer Royal (Mr. W.
H. M. Christie) and Professor H. H. Turner,

of Oxford, who also travel by the Ballaarat, is

expected to be located at Sohagpur, on the line

from Jubbulpore to Bilaspore, some 150 miles

from Dr. Copeland. Finally, the second party

of the British Astronomical Association, which

will be under the leadership of the Rev. J. M.

Bacon and will go out by the Egypt, is ex-

pected to take up its quarters for the event-

ful day at Buxar, on the Ganges, some 220

miles farther on. With the favorable meteoro-

logical conditions which prevail in India in

January and this wide distiibution of observing

forces, it is to be hoped that no such severe

disappointment as was felt in Norway and Japan

during the eclipse of last year will be experi-

enced on this occasion.

GENERAL.

As we go to press we receive intelligence of

the important discovery announced by Professor

J. C. Kapteyn, of Gronigen, that the Star Cor-

doba Zone Catalogue &^. 243 has a proper motion

of 8"7 on arc of a great circle. The largest

proper motion hitherto known is that of 1830

Groombridge— 1"Q on arc of a great circle.

At the session of the Academie des Sciences

held at Paris, December 13, 1897, the Cuvier

prize of 1,500 francs was awarded to Professor

O. C. Marsh, of Yale University. This prize

' is awarded every three years for the most re-

markable work either on the Animal Kingdom
or on Geology.'

The post of Government Botanist of Victoria,

vacant by the death of Baron von Mueller, has

been filled by the appointment of his former as-

sistant, Mr. J. G. Luehman.

A CABLEGRAM reports that the will of Dr.

Thomas W. Evans, the opening of which has

been awaited with much interest, leaves nearly
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his entire estate, estimated at $8,000,000, for

the Thomas W. Evaas Museum and Institute of

Philadelphia. Further details are lacking.

De. T. Porter, whose herbarium was re-

ported to have been destroyed by the recent fire

in Pardee Hall, Lafayette College, has made
the following statement: "The Pennsylvania

flora is saved entire and complete. It is the

best in existence, and I am greatly relieved. I

have labored a lifetime on it. The collection of

North America is saved to the extent of a little

more than two-thirds
; much that appeared ut-

terly destroyed Saturday proves not to be so

badly damaged as to be valueless. The offers

of my friends in all directions which are coming

in on me like a blessed shower will enable me
to restore the collection. I am deeply touched

by their generous sympathy and aid."

The Harvard Natural History Society cele-

brated on December 17th its sixth anniversary.

Professor Shaler gave an address on the history

of the Society, and William T. Hornaday, of

the New York Zoological Society, lectured on

the preservation of our native birds. The
Society now numbers over seventy members
and has recently been organized into sections

for the various branches of natural history.

The sixty-sixth annual meeting of the British

Medical Association will be held in Edinburgh

from Tuesday, July 26, to Saturday, July 30,

1898. Since the Association met in Edinburgh

twenty-three years ago many changes have

taken place in the medical institutions of the

«ity, and the Association will next year be able

to meet in McEwau Hall, the magnificent new
building of the University of Edinburgh.

The deaths are i-eported of Dr. Friedr. Wil-

helm Snyder, the botanist, at Braunsberg, at

the age of 87 years ; of Professor Raphael v.

Erlauger, the zoologist, at Heidelberg, aged 33

years ; of Dr. Wilhelm Joest, the explorer, in

Australia ; of Mr. Samuel A. Miller, of Cincin-

nati, the author of numerous contributions to

zoology and paleontology, on December 19th,

aged 61 years ; of Dr. F. C. Schneider, emeritus

professor of chemistrj' in the University of

Vienna, aged 84 years, and of Dr. Schrauf, pro-

fessor of mineralogy in the University ofVienna,

aged 60 years.

We are requested by Professor I. P. Roberts,

Director of the College of Agriculture of Cor-

nell University, to call attention to the univer-

sity extension work in agriculture, provided last

year by the Nixon Bill and placed under the

direction of tlie College of Agriculture. The
object of the work is the promotion of agricul-

tural knowledge in the State. A reading course

class has been organized for the study of some
of the fundamental principles which underlie

agriculture, and this study may be taken up
at the farmers' homes. Those wishing to join

the class, now numbering several hundred, will

receive, free of cost, printed matter for study

which will be followed by questions intended to

lead to a discussion of any points not well un-

derstood by the pupil.

The Societe des Laboratoires Bourbouze, of

Paris, ofiers scientific courses to workingmen,

free of charge, on Sunday from nine to eleven

o'clock. Physics and chemistry will be taught

in the laboratories, the courses being adjusted

to the practical needs of the students.

December 5th was the sixth anniversary of

Museum Sunday, instituted in Great Britain by

the Sunday Society in 1892. About one hun-

dred institutions were opened on that Sunday.

The attendance at the British Museum was

458, and at the Natural History Museum 554.

These numbers are scarcely as large as might

have been expected.

The United States Civil Service Commission

announces that the examination which was

scheduled to be held at Washington and else-

where on January 8th, for the position of Com-

putor in the Nautical Almanac Office, has been

postponed to January 10th and 11th, it being

found that it will be necessary to give two days

for the examination. Very few applications

have as yet been received for examination for

this position. All persons desiring to compete

should write to the Commission at once for ap-

plication blanks and information.

Professor Gabriel Lippmann, who was

recently awarded the ' Progress ' Medal of the

Royal Photographic Society for ' Photography

in colors by the interference method,' read a
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paper on the subject before the Society on the

14th of December.

We announced recently that the American

Forestry Association would hereafter publish a

journal devoted to the interests it represents.

Garden and Forest states that the Association

will take The Forester, founded and for the past

three years edited by Mr. John GifFord, Prince-

ton, N. J. The new office of The Forester will

be at No. 73 Cochran Building, Washington.

The Report of the Director of the Field Co-

lumbian Museum for 1896-7 reflects much
credit upon the Museum staff, showing that a

large amount of work has been accomplished by

a small force and that good progress has been

made in caring for the study series as well as in

installing the exhibits. The report contains a

number of plates showing the methods of in-

stallation in the various departments. The
'monographic installation of North American

forest trees ' seems extremely good, both from

an educational and scientific standpoint. It

comprises a branch, flowers, fruits and block of

wood from one tree ; a photograph of the same

tree in summer and winter ; a seven-foot sec-

tion of the trunk, a transverse section ; com-

mercial planks and, finally, a map of North

America colored to show the distribution of the

species. The mammal groups of Mr. Akeley,

who is unrivaled in this work, are deserving of

special notice, particularly that of the Lesser

Koodoo with its striking central figure. The
group of Musk oxen contains, so far as we are

aware, by far the best series contained in any
museum.

Appleton's Popular Science Monthly for January

contains an article on the ' Causes and Distribu-

tion of Infectious Diseases,' by Surgeon-General

George M. Sternberg. The subject is treated his-

torically, and includes a brief outline of the more
serious epidemics of the past one hundred
years.

We quote the following editorial note from
the December issue of the London Educational

Times: "Eulogistic notices of the late J. J.

Sylvester, Savilian professor at Oxford, whom
our readers will remember as a frequent con-

tributor to our columns, have appeared in the-

mathematical and other journals of America,

France, Germany and Belgium. Professor Hal-

sted, writing in Science (U. S. A.), says ;.

' When one thinks that Sylvester, William

Thomson, Maxwell, Clifford, J. J. Thomson,

have all been second wranglers, one asks in-

voluntarily if any senior wranglers, Cayley

excepted, have been put on the same parallel

with them ?' Professor Halsted might have

added Whewell and Glaisher to his seconds.

But, as to the seniors, what about Paley (to

match Whewell), Wollaston, the double seniors

Kaye and Alderson, Herschel, Sir George Airj',

Main, Stokes, Adams, Todhunter, Tait, Lord
Rayleigh, and Cayley aforesaid? However, it

must be admitted that there are some heavy

weights in the other scale." There is nothing

in any American college or university corre-

sponding to the extreme specialization of the

mathematical Tripos at Cambridge. Yet a

method which secures such extraordinary re-

sults should at least be carefully studied.

To the numerous ' Annees ' recently estab-

lished in France will now be added L'Annie

sociologique, edited by M. Durkheim, professor

of sociology at Bordeaux, and published by M.
Felix Alcan, Paris. The volume for 1897 will

be issued early next year and will contain

original articles by the editor and by Professor

Simmel, of Berlin, followed by systematic reviews

of the literature. We regret that the attempt

will not be made to give a complete bibliography,

but perhaps this will be added to later volumes..

The Western Medical and Surgical Gazette,

which has just begun publication at Denver,

under the charge of professors in the Gross

Medical College is, we believe, the two hun-

dred and twenty-sixth monthly medical journal

now being published in the United States. This

would allow one monthly journal for each 500

physicians in the country, and probably not one-

half of them subscribe for any journal. It is

not necessary to predict whether mediocrity or

progress through survival of the fit will result.

It is, however, but fair to state that the new
Gazette promises better than many of the med-

ical journals that we receive.

Proeessoe G. Sergi, of the University of
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Rome, expounds in the January Monist his the-

ory of the origin of Latin and Greek civilization,

which he claims was not the creation of the

Aryans, who were an inferior stock, but of the

Mediterranean race proper
;
the Aryans merely

transformed the language of the Mediterranean

races. In the same nvimber Major Powell traces

' The Evolution of Religion ' in the light of eth-

nology and the general history of civilization
;

Dr. Woods Hutchinson holds an impassioned

brief for ' Love as a Factor in Evolution ,

' where-

in he shows that love, sympathy, charity, etc.,

which are generally supposed to be subversive

of natural selection in society, are really the

prime conditions of evolutionary progress,

through their strengthening of the moral fibre

and their enhancing of solidarity. The philo-

sophical articles are : (1) 'Causation, Physical

and Metaphysical,' by C. Lloyd Morgan
; (2)

'The Philosophy of Laughing,' by Dr. Paul

Carus
; (3) ' On the Philosophical Basis of

Christianity in Its Relation to Buddhism,' by

Professor Rudolf Eucken. As for the first of

these. Professor Morgan seeks the solution of

the problem of causation in the separation of

the domain of knowledge into two provinces,

a physical province and a metaphysical prov-

ince. The search for transcendental causation

in the latter province is as legitimate in its way
as the search for scientific causation in the former

province. The book reviews of the number em-

brace philosophy, psychology, biology and com-

parative religion.

Ten or twelve years ago The Critic published

a series of ' Authors at Home,' including

sketches of Lowell, Whittier, Holmes and other

American men of letters. In its issue for the

18th ult. The Critic begins a new series of

' Authors at Home,' with a sketch of ' Charles

Conrad Abbott, M.D., at Trenton,' by Mr.

Ernest Ingersoll, who holds that ' systematists

and dissectors ' have not appreciated Dr. Ab-

bott's contribution to science, owing to 'its

literary form.'

The Contemporary Review.—Why can we not

have in America monthly reviews as good as

The Contemporary, The Fortnightly and The

Nineteenth Century ? — for December contains

several articles of scientific interest. A well-in-

formed writer who signs himself ' A British

Naturalist ' discusses the seal question from an
American point of view. The article concludes

with the paragraph : "Hence, considering that

the industry is commercially of no great im-

portance, that the pelagic sealing involves the

killing of pregnant females and the starving of

their pups, and that the United States can settle

the question over the heads of England and

Canada, it seems a pity that the argument

should be embittered by abuse of the United

States. The question has been so simplified

that the ofiicials on both sides no doubt see the

advisability of a friendly settlement. And it is

to be hoped that the British press will give that

fair open-minded consideration to the American

claims that has marked the irreproachable atti-

tude of the British Foreign Office."

Another article in the current number of

Tlie Contemporary Review is a criticism, by Mr.

Andrew Lang, of the recently published work
on 'The Evolution of the Idea of God,' by Mr.

Grant Allen. Mr. Lang maintains, and not

without reason, that Mr. Allen's treatment is

not strictly scientific in character, but Mr.

Lang himself holds that savages got their idea

of spirits from converse with real spirits.

Whence the conclusion is not unnatural that

literature, science and writing for the market

do not combine to produce results of value to

science.

At a recent meeting of the Royal Botanical

Society, ofLondon, Mr. Sowerby, the Secretary,

called attention, as reported in the London

Times, to some kola plants grown in the gar-

dens, and said that the tree, which was a native

of the west coast of Africa between Sierra

Leone and the Congo, belonged to the natural

order Stericuliacse. The seeds, several of which

were contained in a fleshy fruit, 4 inches to 6

inches long, were the well-known kola nuts of

West Africa, where they had been used as far

back as it was possible to trace. By eating

these seeds people were enabled to endure pro-

longed labor and exertion without fatigue. It

was estimated that kola paste is five times more

sustaining than cocoa ; it contained over 2 per

cent, of pure cafleine, and, compared with tea,

coflfee and cocoa, the kola preparations were
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far more nutritious and did not create bilious-

ness, as did cocoa and coffee, nor nervous

excitability, as in the case of tea, so that the

problem of "What may we drink?" might

probably be solved. A number of these plants

were propagated at Kew in 1880 and distributed

to Calcutta, Ceylon, Zanzibar, Demerara, Do-

minica, Sydney, Mauritius, Java, Singapore

and Toronto, where the nuts were now pro-

duced. It had been reported from Jamaica that

if a demand should arise for them the nuts could

be shipped to the extent of many tons per year.

Notwithstanding its important properties, it is

only lately that any great demand has arisen

for the production. As a medical agent it is

specially valuable as a powerful nerve stimulant.

The kola nuts may supply a valuable medicine

to the pharmacopoeia, as Mr. Sowerby states, but

it is doubtful whether the Kew Gardens have

done a philanthropic work in extending its use.

It is already sold in large quantities, both in

Great Britain and America, and while it may
itself be no more harmful than coffee, when
mixed with from 10 to 25 per cent, of alcohol,

as is usually the case, it becomes a powerful

and dangerous intoxicant. The fact that it is

sold at apothecaries, often to women and chil-

dren, rather than in saloons does not decrease

the harm that it does.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS.

In amplification of the note published last

week in this Journal regarding the gifts of

Mr. W. C. McDonald to McGill University,

Montreal, we are informed that the endowment
consists in the foundation of an additional chair

of chemistry. It will be remembered that Mr.

McDonald recently erected a new chemical

building at a cost of $240,000. Mr. McDonald
has further now given an additional endowment
of fifty thousand dollars for the Faculty of Law,

to the Deanship of wbich Faculty, with the

chair of Roman Law, Mr. E. P. Walton, of the

Scotch bar, was recently appointed. Mr. Mc-
Donald has, moreover, supplemented the exist-

ing endowments associated with his name by a

further gift of $200,000, to provide for any de-

ficiency in income that may result from the fall

in the rate of interest on investments.

The sum of $45,000 has now been collected

for a Science Hall for Syracuse University. It

is expected that the erection of the building

will be begun in the spring.

Mrs. George Smeltz, of Hampton, Va.,has

given $5,000 to Richmond College, to be used

in the erection of a science building.

A new building for the biological laboratory

was begun at Adelbert College in October, and
will probably be completed in September, 1898.

The building is of Gothic design and is to be

built of stone, three stories high and basement.

The outside dimensions are about 93 by 63 feet.

The estimated cost with equipment is $43,000.

With the October Convocation the University

of Chicago closed its first period of five years

of graduate work, during which it conferred

the degree of Doctor of Philosophy on seventy-

seven candidates, distributed among the several

departments as follows : Zoology, 12 ; Chem-
istry, 6 ; History, 6 ; English, 6 ; Sociology, 5

;

Semitic, 5 ;
Political Economy, 4 ; Germanic,

4 ; Greek, 3 ; Romance, 3
;
Geology, 3 ; Physi-

ology, 3 ; Mathematics, 2 ; Indo-European
Comparative Philology, 2 ; Physics, 2 ; Anthro-

pology, 2 ; Philosophy, 1 ; Botany, 1 ; Biblical

and Patristic Greek, 1 ; Political Science, 1

;

Paleontology, 1 ; Comparative Religion, 1 ; Old
Testament Literature, 1 ; Systematic Theology,

1 ; Church History, 1 ; not represented. Anat-
omy, Archaeology, Astronomy, Latin and Neu-
rology. The student of science may fairly ask

whether, when twelve doctorates are conferred

in zoology and but three in Latin and Greek
combined, this means that there is less demand
for teachers of the classics or that a less exact-

ing preparation is required.

We quoted in a recent issue the statement of

the principal of the ' late ' Evelyn College to

the effect that the College had been closed be-

cause Princeton University refused to recog-

nize its work for the higher education of women.
A correspondent fully acquainted with the facts

writes us: "Evelyn College was closed on ac-

count ofbad debts, and in the opinion of its own
board of trustees should have been closed some
time ago. So far from giving the institution the

cold shoulder the University authorities allowed
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their names and the University name to be

freely used. Various professors expended

much time and effort on their courses in

Evelyn, and continued to do so, though gener-

ally failing to receive the small stipend which

was promised them. Certain University oflfi-

cers, both faculty and trustees, served on the

Evelyn board, but resigned because they could

not approve of the way the institution was

financially managed. Seeing that Evelyn Col-

lege was closed only after the patience of every-

body in Princeton, from tradesmen to trustees,

was tried to the utmost, and the courtesies of

the authorities strained to the breaking point,

it is necessary that such a misstatement of the

facts should be corrected." These facts do not

apparently relieve Princeton University from

the responsibility of being the only considerable

university in the world that does not provide in

any way for the higher education of women.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

BEHRING SEA COJIPERENCES.

To THE Editor op Science : I have read

with great interest the article on the results of

the Behring Sea conferences, published in your

number of November 26th (Science, N. S., Vol.

VI., p. 781), which puts forward what is, I be-

lieve, the view of the ' seal question ' held by

most naturalists in every country in a clear

and temperate manner. I venture to point out

to you that more than four years ago I endeav-

ored to place the question in a somewhat sim-

ilar light before the British public in an article

entitled ' A Naturalist's View of the Fur-Seal

Question,' published in The Nineteenth Ceu'

tury for June, 1893, Vol. XXXIII., p. 1038).

I beg leave to add an extract from this article

in order to show the conclusions to which I had

then arrived :

'

' The absolute prohibition of

' pelagic ' sealing which is demanded by the

Americans, and which out to be carried out in

order to ensure the continued existence of the

fur-seals, can only be obtained by mutual ar-

rangement among the parties interested. The

fur-seal of Alaska (practically now the only re-

maining members of the group of fur-seals)

should be declared to be, to all intents and pur-

poses, a domestic animal, and its capture abso-

lutely prohibited except in its home on the Pri-

bilof Islands. Looking to the great value of

the privilege thus obtained, America might well

consent to pay to Great Britain and her colo-

nists some compensation for the loss of the right

of ' pelagic ' sealing
; the amount of this com-

pensation would be fairly based upon the num-
ber of fur-seals annually killed upon the Pribi-

lof Islands. The ' royalty ' thus levied would
no doubt increase the price of seal-skin jackets.

But seal-skin jackets are not a necessary lux-

ury, and an additional pound added to their

cost would not be of material consequence to

the ladies who wear them. As a naturalist,

therefore, I think that the fur-seal should be

considered in the light of a domestic animal,

and that all ' pelagic ' sealing should be stopped,

while the owners of the sealeries should at the

same time pay to the other nations interested a

reasonable compensation for the valuable privi-

leges thus obtained."
p. l. sclater.

3, Hanover Squaek, London, W.
December 15, 1897.

the enchanted mesa.

To THE Editor of Science: Referring to

your postscript to my letter written in response

to a communication to Science by Professor

Libbey, I take the liberty of saying that, as

the gentleman mentioned has not stated posi-

tively that he erected the stone monument on

the summit of the Enchanted Mesa, one must

reach such a conclusion only by inference. My
reasons for not accepting anything short of

a statement couched in unmistakable terms are

based on what Professor Libbey has already

contributed to the literature of the Enchanted

Mesa. In the first place {Princeton Press, July

31) he says

:

" No traces of former inhabitants were found.

Further, no altars or traces of prayer sticks

were found. * * * Not the slightest trace was
found which would enable me to believe that a

human foot had ever before passed over the top

of this famous rock."

Again (Princeton Press, August 21) he says:

"For two hours I walked over the surface

of the rock. * * * It is a splendid site for a

pueblo, if some means of access could be de-
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vised, but it could not have been freer of all

traces of former occupation if it had been thor-

oughly swept up the day before. Only once

was it that a doubt crossed my mind, when
I came across a cairnlike monument which

looked as though it might have been con-

structed by human hands. But the possibility

of its being the result of erosion is also quite as

strong as the other. No bits of pottery, no

broken household utensils of any sort, no traces

of construction of any sort were visible, not

even the deepening of the natural surface of

any of the rock cavities for the purpose of rain-

water storage for drinking use, betrayed even

the slightest indication that the top of the

Mesa had ever been the prehistoric home of

the Acomas.''

In ITarper's Weekly (August 28) Professor

Libbey makes the following statement

:

" There were no remnants of pottery, or frag-

ments of household utensils, or implements of

any kind ; no water-tanks for the storage of

rain water ; one object alone looked as though it

might have been built by human hands, and
that was a small cairnlike mass of stones.

"

In this article Professor Libbey pictures the

operation of his gun, boatswain's chair, etc.;

but where is the ' cairnlike mass of stones

'

which he found, the origin of which he seems to

be at such a loss to determine ? It seems to me
that this doubtful feature is the most important

of all the observations made by Professor Lib-

bey during his brief stay on the summit, and
yet he left it unphotographed.

Later, in the Philadelphia Press (October 10),

Professor Libbey says :

"The cairn-like pile of rocks, which I am
glad Mr. Hodge so clearly decides is a cairn, is

possibly the best proof of a mere visit, for even
primitive people are not given to building cairns

in their back yards. * * * *

"I am inclined from the facts which I was
able to observe upon the top of the Mesa still (!)

to believe that while the top may have been
visited, no evidence exists at present of its ever

having been permanently inhabited.

"I picked up some fragments which re-

sembled ancient pottery, but could not persuade
myself that they were. I took them to Mr.
Pearce [one of the reporters who accompanied

Professor Libbey] , and he agreed with me that

they were not pottery. '

'

The fact that the Professor fails to speak of

having occupied part of his precious two hours

in the erection of the lichen-covered rock-pile

which we found and photographed, and the fact

also that the structure occurs on a spot so pro-

tected from the surface wash that it may have

stood there for ages, were sufficient to mislead

anyone, and my error may be regarded as ac-

knowledged when Professor Libbey states

openly that the monument was erected by
himself.

The better part of two days of research by
the members of my party, each of whom had
his eyes open, failed to reveal any other arti-

ficial monument than the one which I have

figured. I am, therefore, safe in concluding that

there is no ground whatever for the belief that

any other artificial cairn or cairn-like structure

exists on the summit of the Enchanted Mesa.

If Professor Libbey constructed the cairn re-

ferred to, then he might have spent the portion

of the two hours consumed by its erection in a

way more profitable to archaeology. Whether
or not it was erected by him, the evidence of

the former occupancy of the summit of the En-
chanted Mesa is not weakened in the slightest

degree.

F. W. Hodge.
Bureau of AirEEiCAN Ethnology,

Washington, December 14, 1897.

LAMARCK AND THE 'PERFECTING TENDENCY.'

In preparing some lectures on the history of

evolution theories I have come across a curious

difference of opinion among distinguished writ-

ers. Professor Osborn (' From the Greeks to

Darwin,' p. 163) seems to contradict himself in

the same paragraph. He says: "Lamarck be-

lieves that we see in nature a certain natural

order imposed by its Author, which is mani-

fested in the successive development of life;

we thus study natural forces and nature aban-

doned to its laws. In this sense we see nature

creating and developing without cessation to-

wards higher and higher types. External con-

ditions do not alter this order of development,

but give it infinite variety by directing the scale

of being into an infinite number of branches."
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This statement might, without violence, be

paraphrased by saying: '
' Lamarck believed in

a tendency toward perfection, modified by ex-

ternal conditions;" which I believe to be strict-

ly correct. But Professor Osborn's next sen-

tence is: "Lamarck denied, absolutely, the ex-

istence of any ' perfecting tendency ' in nature,

and regarded evolution as the final necessary

effect of surrounding conditions on life."

On looking up other writers I found that a be-

lief in a perfecting tendency is ascribed to La-

marck by Lyell (Principles, Vol. II., p. 259),

Darwin (Origin, Amer. ed., I., pp. xv+153, and

Life, I., p. 384), Spencer (Biology, Section 146),

Romanes (Darwin and after Darwin, I., p. 255).

Perrier (Phil. Zool. avant Darwin, p. 84) argues

strongly on the same side. Strangely enough,

Quatrefages (Darwin et ses Precurseurs Fran-

5ais, p. 65) takes quite the opposite view, and

directly accuses Darwin of error. I have been

unable to consult any of Lamarck's works ex-

cept the Philosophie Zoologique, but so far as

that is concerned the majority view seems to

be the correct one. Throughout, though La-

marck does not exactly use the expression

'perfecting tendency,' he distinguishes be-

tween two things—one, the echelle, the degrada-

tion or gradation of organisms, their tendency

to composition (complication, advancement); the

other, the influence of environment in alter-

ing their needs and thus their structure. The

echelle is a pre-established order through which

organisms have progressively evolved, but vis-

ible only in its grand outlines, because chang-

ing conditions have indirectly altered the form

of the organisms, especially externally, and

thus obscured the details.

A pre-established order of evolution from the

lowest to the highest forms seems to amount

to the same thing as a tendency towards per-

fection.

I have been unable to find any passages

which can be construed as an absolute denial

of a perfecting tendency, but I have found a

good many which indicate that Lamarck be-

lieved in it ; whether or not because he was

unable to suggest anything better to account

for the progressive evolution which he saw,

who can say? The following are sufliciently

good examples :

'
' La puissance absolue du sublime Auteur de

toutes choses, n'a-t-elle pu creer un ordre de

choses qui donnat successivement I'existence a

tout ce que nous voyons comme a tout ce qui

existe et que nous ne connaissous pas? " (Phil.

Zool. ed. 1873, I. p. 74.)
'

' Je vais faire voir que la nature en donnant,

a I'aide de beaucoup de temps, I'existence a

tons les animaux etatous les v6g6taux, ar6elle-

ment forme dans chacun de ces regnes une veri-

table Echelle, r^lativement a la composition

croissante de 1'organisation de ces etres vivants,

mais que cette echelle, qu'il s'agit de recon-

naitre, en rapprochant les objets, d'apres leurs-

rapports naturels, n'oflfre des degres saisissables

que dans les masses principales de la serie gen-

erale, et non dans les especes ni meme dans les

genres : la raison de cette particularite vient

de ce que 1' extreme diversite des circonstances

dans lesquelles se trouvent les diSerentes races

d'animaux et de v6getaux n'est point en rap-

port avec la composition croissante de 1' organi-

sation parmi eux, ce que je ferai voir, et qu'elle

fait naitre dans les formes et les caracteres ex-

t6rieurs des anomalies ou des especes d'ecarts

que la composition croissante de 1' organisation

n'aurait pu seule occasionner." (1. c, p.

121.)

On page 144 Lamarck says : "II est Evident

que si la nature n'eut donn6 I'existence qu'a

des animaux aquatiques, et que ces animaux

eussent tons et toujours v6cu dans le mSme
climat, la meme sorte d'eau, la meme pro-

fondeur, etc., sans doute alors on elit trouve

dans 1' organisation de ces animaux une grada-

tion reguliere et meme nuanc6e. '
' And then he

shows that diflferences in the composition, depth,

etc., of the water have brought about dis-

turbances in the regularity of the gradation.

Lamarck invariably uses gradation in the sense

of an upward series, opposing it to degradation,

a downward series.

A very important passage is that quoted by

Perrier from Phil. Zool., p. 114. Lamarck

states the struggle for existence according to his

imjjerfect conception of it, showing how big and

little animals alike are kept within due bounds.

He concludes :
" Ainsi par ces sages precautions

tout se conserve dans 1' ordre 6tabli ; les change-

ments et les renouvellements perp6tuels qui
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s'observent dans eet ordre sont maintenus dans

des bornes qu'ils ne sauraient depasser; les races

des corps vivants subsistent toutes, malgre leurs

variations ; les progres acquis dans le perfection-

nement de 1' organisation ne se perdent point

;

tout ce qui parait desordre, renversement,

anomalie, rentre sans cesse dans 1' ordre general

et meme y concourt ; et partout et toujours la

volonte du sublime Auteur de la nature et de

tout ce qui esiste est invariablementexecutee."

Lamarck rather rarely uses tbe word perfec-

tionnement • hence I have italicized it.

The passage concerning the aquatic animals

very clearly shows a belief in a tendency

toward perfection apart from other factors.

The other passages, especially the last, are fully

confirmatory.

I have been unable to consult the Histoire

Naturelle, except as quoted by Professor Osborn

and others. Possibly it is there that Professor

Osborn finds authority for the statement that

Lamarck denied absolutely the existence of a

perfecting tendency. But so far as the Phil-

osophic Zoologique is concerned the case is

clear.

The point I have raised is important now
only as a matter of history, but in the interest

of accuracy it seems desirable that Lamarck's

true views should be emphasized. It would
appear that he was not ' completely carried

away with the belief that his theory of the

transmission of acquired characters was ade-

quate to explain all the phenomena ' (Osborn

1. c, p. 180); rather, the ' Lamarckian factor'

played a subordinate part in his scheme of evo-

lution. And, if this interpretation be correct,

it would seem that Darwin's criticisms of

Lamarck are more nearly just than is generally

supposed, and that, as Perrier says, he was,
' by an astonishing contradiction, at once a

finalist in his general views, and a determined

opponent of final causes in details.

'

John Gardiner.
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.

memorial meeting commemor.itive of allen
AND HORN.

A GENERAL invitation is extended to all those

interested to be present at a memorial meeting,

commemorative of Harrison Allen, M.D., and

George H. Horn, M.D., to be held in the library

hall of the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia, on Friday evening, December

31st, at eight o'clock. The following gentle-

men will make addresses :

Dr. Edw. J. Nolan, 'The Relations of Doc-

tors Allen and Horn to the Academy and other

Societies.

'

Mr. S. N. Bhoads, ' Dr. Allen's Work in Zo-

ology.'

Dr. D. G. Brinton, ' Dr. Allen's Contributions

to Anthropology.'

Professor John B. Smith, Sc.D., 'Dr. Horn's

Contributions to Coleopterology.

'

Rev. Henry C. McCook, D.D., 'Dr. Horn as

a Physician and Naturalist.'

E. G. CoNKLiN, Ph.D.,

J. Cheston Morris, M.D.,

D. G. Brinton, M.D.,

Rev. Henry C. McCook, D.D.,

Henry Skinner, M.D., Ch^m.

Committee.

The Academy of Natdeal Sciences

OF Philadelphia,

Logan Square.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Memorials of William Crunch Bond, Director of

the Harvard College Observatory 1S40-1859,

and of his son, George Phillips Bond, Director

of the Harvard College Observatory 1859-1865.

Edward S. Holden. San Francisco. 1897.

Pp. iii+296. 8oc. With illustrations.

In this work Professor Holden has given a

most interesting account of the two men who

established the Observatory of Harvard College

and carried it on for its first quarter of a cen-

tury—a time of great importance for the de-

velopment of astronomy in this country.

In 1840 the beginnings of permanent observa-

tories in this country had already been made
;

in 1865 the Observatory at Cambridge had ac-

quired, under the Bonds, a recognized position

in the astronomical world, and the Bonds had

contributed to the general progress of the

science.

Professor Holden' s work has been rendered

important, and at the same time diflScult and

thankless, by circumstances which he finds
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himself compelled to mention. It cannot be

called a history of American astronomy for the

quarter of a century in question, but Professor

Holden has furnished, with the help of the

family of the Bonds, a valuable contribution

thereto.

The most troublesome part of the author's

task has been to rightly explain the long and

persistent unfriendliness of prominent American

astronomers to the new institution and its con-

ductors. W. C. Bond was one of those quiet

artists who so often do admirable service to the

science in an unpretending way without mak-

ing claim to the position of a great theoretical

astronomer.

The first difficult task for Professor Holden

has been to give the history of chronographic

registration and the part of the Bonds in the

invention.

Wilkes in 1844 (p. 239) made the first experi-

ment for determining longitude by the electric

telegraph between Washington and Baltimore.

Sears C. Walker, a most able astronomer, gives

in SilUman's Journal, Second Series, Vol. VII.,

pages 206 to 217, a report to Dr. A. D. Bache,

then Superintendent of the Coast Survey, in

which the history of the first experiments in

chronographic registration is well told. Pro-

fessor Holden mentions the subsequent experi-

ments of 1847 and 1848 to render the tele-

graphic method thoroughly practicable for

longitude determinations.

In Loomis's ' Recent Progress of Astronomy '

(New York, 1850) we find the actual results of

the longitude operations of the summer of 1847

conducted between Philadelphia, Washington

and Jersey City, from which Loomis draws the

inference: "These experiments seem to au-

thorize the conclusion that the electric tele-

graph affords the best means for the determina-

tion of terrestrial longitude between places in

telegraphic connection with each other. '

' This

inference of Loomis has been confirmed by
subsequent experience.

Walker, in his article before cited, mentions

the experiments of Locke, Mitchell and others,

and dwells greatly on the merit of the proposed

'automatic clock register,' and of the principle

of chronographic registration for all time-ob-

servations.

Locke's part in the experiment seems to have

been to arrange, under Walker's direction, ap-

paratus for making and breaking circuit with-

out damage to the clock. Mitchel, on the other

hand, suggested a form of chronograph not

suitable in Walker's opinion for nice as-

tronomical observations.

The apparatuses of both Locke and Mitchel

were tried in 1848 under Walker's direc-

tion. On the whole. Professor Holden has well

stated the history ; some points are obscure in

all the accounts, and it requires a careful read-

ing and putting together of the literature of the

subject to rightly assign priority in the differ-

ent parts of the invention, in which howsoever

we combine the materials ; the principal figures

are Walker and W. C. Bond, and the subordi-

nate ones are Locke and Mitchel.

Bond's chronograph was exhibited at the

Great Exposition of 1851 in London, and dis-

tinguished with a gold medal. These circum-

stances seem to have led to the introduction of

chronographic registration at Greenwich in

1854. Thence it spread rather slowly over the

Continent ; it was adopted for standard right

ascension at Pulkova in 1861, but the eye and

ear methodwas still retained there for polar stars

and secondary catalogues, in which it has some

advantages, especially in respect of personal

equations. In America the chronographic

method has been used quite generally, and the

Bond chronograph has become a standard in-

strument. It has been used at the Harvard

College Observatory from its first construction

in 1850 to the present time. It served for the

zone 50°-55° of the catalogue of the As-

tronomische Gesellschaft, as well as for the

Bonds' own zones of small stars observed in

1852-53, and other work executed during their

successive directorships and later.

Other difficult matters of the history of the

Observatory are stated by Professor Holden

with due regard for the feelings of the repre-

sentatives of the astronomers of the last

generation. The Perkins professor of as-

tronomy when W. C. Bond removed to Cam-

bridge in 1838 and began the duties of his

office was Benjamin Peirce, one of the most

eminent mathematical astronomers of his day.

It is rather difficult, as Professor Holden im-
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plies on pages 36 and 37, to understand the

whole matter, without alluding to ' grievances

half a century old.' W. C. Bond became, in

1838, ' astronomical observer ' without salary

except the rent of a dwelling house, and with-

out definite relations to the younger ' Perkins

professor.' Peirce, perhaps, expected rather

too early from the new establishment results

which could be ' passed over to the computer.'

G. P. Bond, B. A. (Harvard), 1845, was a dili-

gent student of astronomy in all its branches,

and soon showed himself capable of improving

the methods of computation, as is shown by his

early papers, especially ' Some Applications of

the Method of Mechanical Quadratures '—

a

paper which anticipated an important method

of Encke's, and which affords ideas not yet

completely worked out. One of the few papers

which he contributed to the ^s<ro«omicaZ Jour-

nal iBe,nt\t\e,dL ' On the Orbit ofWilmot's Comet,'

and employs methods of his own which deserve

study.

When W. C. Bond passed away in 1859, at

the age of 70, his son had long been the chief

assistant in the Observatory, and succeeded

quite naturally to his father's place, but Peirce

had been himself a candidate, and circumstan-

ces had brought about an estrangement between

him and Bond, but the latter seems to have done

his best to renew pleasant relations.

Other matters, easily traced, are involved in

the reasons why these relations were not re-

newed. Professor Holden alludes to the cir-

cumstance that George Bond was not selected

as an original member of the National Academy
of Sciences as a matter requiring explanation.

But this concerns the history of American

science in general, and not merely the few per-

sons who may have made up the list submitted

to Congress. It is not best to imply here that

the omission was more unfair than similar trans-

actions are often liable to be.

At the time, 1863, when the National Acad-

emy was founded. Bond had been four years

Director of Harvard College Observatory, and

had shown in that capacity ample knowledge

of mathematics and astronomy to fill the posi-

tion completely. He had gathered around

him a corps of hard working assistants,

among them Asaph Hall. The meagre

salaries which the College could pay were

rendered still more inadequate by the war
then prevailing, and the corps of astronomers

was diminished by the call for soldiers. One
able and enthusiastic observer, Sidney Coolidge,

fell in the battle of Chickamauga. The remain-

der of the assistants were compelled, with

one exception, to seek occupation elsewhere.

Bond himself struggled on heroically, although

stricken with a mortal disease, and finally

passed away at his post in 1865, before the close

of the war, after completing the great work on

Donati's Comet of 1858, the first work of an

American astronomer to be rewarded with the

gold medal of the Eoyal Astronomical Society.

The vindication of the wisdom of his appoint-

ment as Director was complete, but he never

received the medal which reached America a

short time after his death.

Professor Holden' s book has been put together

from G. P. Bond's diaries and correspondence,

and with the zealous cooperation of his family,

Mrs. Richard Bond and his daughters. The au-

thor's work is, on the whole, well and judiciously

done ; some trifling defects are apparently due to

unfavorable circumstances ; such, for instance,

are the want of a subject index ; the Index of

Proper Names is very defective ;
the spelling of

German names like Briinnow and Riimker is

not correct, and the use of capitals to indicate

names of persons is a technical practice not ap-

proved in general literature. While the book

is not a complete history of astronomy in Amer-

ica from 1840 to 1865, it affords precious materials

for such a history, and should be read by all who
desire to follow out that period of our science,

and at the same time to become acquainted with

two of its most prominent and faithful workers

in the traditional as well as in the newer astron-

omy. G. P. Bond's experiments in astronom-

ical photography were of very great importance

and, in fact, were prior even to Rutherfurd's.

Truman Heney Sapfoed.

Williams College.

Sandbuch der Klimatologie. Von Dr. Julitjs

Hann. Stuttgart, Germany, J. Engelhorn.

1897. Second edition. 3 vols. 36 Marks.

If I were asked to mention the greatest

authority on matters pertaining to climate and
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•climatology I should give, without hesitancy,

-the name of Dr. Julius Hann, the director of

the Austrian meteorological service.

In 1883 Dr. Hann published a long needed

book, a general treatise on the climatology of

the whole earth's surface. This work was the

outcome of many years of special study and

research, and required several years of direct

labor in its actual writing. It was received

with enthusiasm by the German reading scien-

tific public, and English readers deplored the

fact that we had no corresponding work in

English. Fourteen years have now elapsed

since Hann's work first appeared, and its

second and greatly enlarged and rewritten edi-

tion finds our language still without any gen-

-eral work on climatology. We have not even

-a translation to fill the place which should be

occupied by a work of honest English or Amer-
ican authorship, and it is to be hoped that some
publisher will be induced to take advantage of

the appearance of this new German work by

bringing out a translation of it either in full or

in abridgment.

Hann's climatology consists of three vol-

umes. The first is devoted to general climato-

logical conditions, in which the relations of

cause and effect are discussed for the various

meteorological elements. The second volume

is devoted to the special climatology of the

regions embraced in the tropical zone. The
third volume treats of the climate of the tem-

perate and cold zones.

One serious drawback to the usefulness of

the work is the lack of climatological charts

;

but the author explains that they were omitted

because they would considerably increase the

price that must be asked of purchasers of the

present treatise, and, moreover, such charts

had been published elsewhere in easily access-

ible form.

The 404 pages of Vol. I. contain: A general

idea of the scope of climatology ; and complete

explanations of the nature, importance and re-

lation to each other of the climatic factors,

temperature, humidity, precipitation, cloudi-

ness, wind, air pressure and evaporation. A
short statement of the composition of the air

and the impurities which it may contain, to-

gether with some remarks on plant phenology

as related to, and dependent on, climatic con-

ditions. A brief though comprehensive review

of our knowledge of the amount of radiation

from the sun and the resulting ' solar climate.'

The principal forms of telluric or physical

climate, which is the solar climate modified by
the earth's atmosphere and the existing distri-

bution of land and water ; this naturally occu-

pies the greater portion of Vol. I. And, finally,

the meteorological cycles and climatic oscilla-

tions.

Let us notice more particularly some of the

most interesting facts given by the author.

Owing to the elliptic form of the earth's orbit,

by which the earth is sometimes a little nearer

the sun than at other times, the southern hemi-

sphere receives more solar heat in summer and
less in winter than the northern hemisphere.

If our earth had no atmosphere the average

temperature at the earth's surface would be, at

the equator for the hottest month 67 °C. and for

the coldest month 56°C., and at the poles for the

hottest month 82°C. and for the coldest month
—273C. (which latter is, curiously enough, the

absolute zero of the thermometric scale).

Concerning the interesting question of the

effects of forests on rainfall Hann says that

from the nature of the case it is almost impossi-

ble to prove anything by direct measurements,

and that the increase of rainfall due to forest

growth has been far over-estimated. It is quite

probable, however, that in the tropics the

woods do slightly increase the amount of pre-

cipitation, and extensive woods in the middle

and higher latitudes probably increase the fre-

quency of rainfall.

The effects of mountains on rainfall has re-

ceived thorough treatment at the hands of the

author, and especially that peculiar phase of

increase of rainfall with the altitude up to a cer-

tain level, and the subsequent gradual decrease

at greater heights. With an increase of alti-

tude amounting to from 2,000 to 4,000 feet the

rainfall may be increased by from 50 to 250 per

cent. This increase of rainfall is due to the

condensation of the moisture in ascending air

currents which form on mountain sides.

It has been computed, retrospectively, that

in Jurassic times the mean temperature of the

earth was about 2°C. warmer than it is at pres-
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ent. At about Lat. 30° N. it was colder, but in

other latitudes warmer, and at the equator

about 6.5°C. warmer then than now.

The decrease of air temperature with the in-

crease of altitude above the sea-lev,el is of very-

great importance in climatological considera-

tions, and Hann has given a careful discussion

of this phenomenon.

The average decrease of temperature in

mountain regions is 0.57°C. per 100 meters as-

cent, and it seems to be quite uniform for both

equatorial and arctic regions. For the very
gradual ascents, such as long slopes, the tem-

perature decrease is but about 0.40°C. per 100

meters ascent ; while for the free air it is prob-

ably about 0.65°C. These values show con-

siderable retardation of the dynamic change of

temperature, which is about 1°C. per 100

meters ascent.

Among the peculiar winds none are more
interesting than the hot, dry winds which occur

in certain mountain regions, and which in Eu-
rope are known as Foehn winds, and in the

United States as Chinook winds. It was to

have been expected that Dr. Hann would de-

vote considerable space to these winds, because

they are with him a pet subject ; although his

modesty has caused him to place his first contri-

bution to its literature a long way down in the

reference list, whereas it should have headed
that bibliography. Probably no single class of

winds have been so little understood as these

Foehn winds ; and after searching in all direc-

tions for some reason for their existence, the

simple theory that they are due to the dynamic
heating of descending air masses which have a

decreased relative humidity due to the increased

temperature has sufficed to explain what was
considered a most complex phenomenon.
One very interesting problem in climatology

is, to determine how the different elements, such

as temperature, rainfall and cloudiness, vary
with changes of latitude. This is shown by
finding the average values of the elements for

certain parallels of latitude throughout their

whole length as they encircle the globe.

The following little table gives for various

latitudes the average temperature for the whole
year in degrees Fahrenheit ; the average total

annual depth of precipitation (which includes

both rainfall and snowfall) in inches
;
and the

average annual amount of cloudiness measured

on a scale of := a clear sky, and 100 ^ a sky

entirely overcast with clouds.

N. 80°
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cable to the existing case without any manner

of doubt. The mystery of the great ice age,

and of the former rich vegetation in the present

cold zone, still remains to be solved.

Frank Waldo.

An Outline of the Theory of Solutions, and Its Re-

sults, for Chemists and Electricians. By J.

Livingston R. Morgan, Ph.D. (Leipzig),

Instructor in Quantitative Analysis, Poly-

• technic Institute,Brooklyn. New York, John

Wiley & Sons; London, Chapman & Hall.

1897. Pp. 63.

The contents of this work are four lectures,

delivered before the Brooklyn Institute of

Arts and Sciences, and deal with the theory

of solutions, methods for the determination of

electrolytic dissociation, the theory of the

voltaic cell, and analytical chemistry from the

standpoint of electrolytic disociation.

The author states in his preface that "a
knowledge of the theory of solution and its re-

sults, is so important to workers in all branches

of chemistry and electricity, that the following

pages have been compiled, containing an ele-

mentary treatment of the subject." * * * "If

by this sketch the author can induce any one

to go deeper into the subject he will feel more
than repaid for his work."

H. C. J.

Uniersuchungen ilber das Erfrieren der Pflanzen.

MoLisCH. Jena, Gustav Fischer. 1897. Pp.

viii + 73. 11 illustrations.

A notable addition to the physiology of the

cell has been recently published by Professor

Molisch as a result of several years' work upon
the effect of cold upon plants.

The researches upon which generalizations

rest are fragmentary and necessarily inaccurate,

since they were carried on in the open air or

under conditions of great discomfort to the ob-

server. At the same time no regulation of the

temperature could be effected. Dr. Molisch

has been enabled to obtain results of great im-

portance, both from the advance in cell physics

since the time of MuUer's experiments and by
the use of ingeniously constructed apparatus.

Dr. Molisch's researches were chiefly con-

ducted by means of a double-walled freezing

chamber of wood 33 x 33 x 27 cm. outside meas-

urements. The space of 7 cm. between the

double walls on five sides of the chamber was
filled with sawdust. The center of the chamber
was occupied by a zinc compartment to contain

a microscope. A tubulated opening through

the walls of the zinc and wooden compartments

allowed access of light to the mirror, and toothed

rods for adjustment of the stage, objectives and
mirror extended outside the walls. The space

surrounding the zinc compartment was filled

with a mixture of salt and ice, by which tem-

peratures of 4°C. to 10°C. were obtained in a

room kept at 10°C.

As a useful preliminary, observations were
made upon the freezing of colloidal substances,

emulsions, color and salt solutions. The crys-

tals were seen to appear suddenly in a colloid,

such as gelatine, and to increase in size, extract-

ing the water from the gelatine, so that the latter

shrunk into a network resembling parenchyma
tissue. Some .colloids return to the original

condition upon thawing; others do not. Starch

paste is an example of the latter. The sus-

pended particles in an emulsion, such as latex,

aggregate in the form of a network of bands

upon freezing. Freezing of color and salt solu-

tions result in the more or less complete sepa-

ration of the solid and solvent.

The chief interest of the paper lies in the re-

sults of the direct and continuous observation

of the freezing of living cells.

An amoeba, after exposure of 25 minutes to a

temperature of 9°C., exhibited the formation of

clumps of ice crystals in the plasma, and finally

became a solid lump consisting of a complicated

network of plasma almost devoid of water, ice

crystals, vacuoles of concentrated cell-sap and

air-bubbles. The slender filaments ofPhycomy-
ces froze only when the temperature fell to—17°'

C. The small diameter of the cells seem to be a

direct adaptation against freezing. Yeast cells

exhibited a shrinkage of 10 per cent., due to-

loss of water when the medium was frozen, but

the cells were not killed at -15°C. The freezing:

of Spirogyra filaments at-3 to -6°C. is accompa-

nied by a shrinkage in diameter amounting to-

62 per cent, and by the final aggregation of

chlorophyll band and nucleus in the center of

the cells. The excretion of water in this plant

under low temperatures may be easily observed
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if a specimen is mounted in olive oil. The ex-

cretion of water from the cells soon begins and

a cylinder of ice is formed about the filament.

As a result of the work upon unicellular

structures in many organisms, it is found that

the freezing may be accompaaied by the forma-

tion of ice in the cell, external to the cell mem-
brane or in both places. In either case it is

accompanied by a more or less complete separa-

tion of the water from the plasma. The ex-

posure of tissues with strongly developed walls

to low temperatures was accompanied by the

excretion of ice into the intercellular spaces,

followed by the formation of ice both here and

in the cell. Not all the cells of a plant exhibit

the same resistance to cold. A temperature of

a few degrees below zero Centigrade may freeze

a .leaf while the guard cells and hairs will re-

main intact. These cells are likewise highly

resistant to heat and other agencies, as Leitgeb

has previously demonstrated.

The question as to the death of a plant upon

freezing or consequent thawing has engaged the

attention of a large number of workers. Mo-
lisch's results prove that generally the death of

a plant is due to the direct action of cold upon

the plasma, and that the consequent thawing

does not matter whether slow or rapid, in air

or water. To this generalization an exception

is offered by the experience of Miiller-Thurgau,

who found that frozen fruits of the apple and

pear were not destroyed if thawed slowly, a

fact long known in household practice, and the

experiment of Molisch with Agave americana,

which behaved in a similar manner. These ex-

ceptions, of course, rest upon the provision that

the temperature has not fallen below a certain

limit.

The death of plants from temperatures above

the freezing point may result from disturbances

of the metabolic processes or the transpiratory

activity. In the latter instance the ' frosting

'

of a plant is due to the decreased osmotic ac-

tivity of the root hairs under low temperatures,

and wilting of the leaves consequent upon an

insufficient supply of water. Dr. Molisch is

mistaken in attributing the origin of this idea

to Krabbe, as the principle has been known for

many years, although lis detailed application

was first exploited by Krabbe.

Among the plants which are killed by low

temperatures above freezing point, the most

delicately responsive are Episcia discolor Hook.

,

Sanchezia nobilis Hook., Eranthemum tricolor

Nichols., E. couperi Hook., E. igneuni Linden.,

Ancectochilus setaceous Blume. The species in

this list exhibit damage after exposure to tem-

peratures 1.4° C. to 3.7° C. for periods of 18 to

100 hours. Begonia stigmatosa, B. scandens,

Bcehmeria argentea Linden, Tradeseantia dis-

color, T. zebrina, and Euphorbia splendens,

Ficus elastica, Gloxinia hybrida, Tropseolum majus,

are examples of a numerous class which are in-

jured by longer exposure to the same tempera-

ture. It is to be seen that Molisch' s carefully

attained results sustain the contention of Goep-

pert and Miiller-Thurgau that death from freez-

ing is due to the formation of ice or to the

direct influence of cold, and not to the pro-

cesses of thawing as maintained by Sachs. The
formation of ice entails the excretion of water

from the protoplasm, and the great and rapid

loss of the fluid results in the architectural dis-

integration of the plasma. The disintegration

may be hastened by the poisonous action of

concentrated cell-sap remaining.

So far as the results are at hand, it is to be said

that the excretion of water by cells at low tem-

peratures is not only a physical reaction, but this

action has become under the direction of the

protoplasm a protective adaptation. A second

adaptation consists in the smallness of the cell.

D. T. MacDougall.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

BOSTON SOCIETY OF NATURAL HISTORY^

The Society met December 1st ; thirty-five

persons present. Professor N. S. Shaler, in dis-

cussing Aeolian deposits in relation to the forma-

tion of river valleys, gave the result of his ob-

servations in Utah and ,Montana. Along the

Ruby river, where the vegetation is dense and
the soil rich, the loess is held and the valley

built up. In Montana below 7,000 feet the

vegetation is thin and insuflScient to inhibit.

Mr. A. W. Grabau showed some fossils from

the upper Devonian of western New York, and

gave the views taken by various investigators

as to the nature of Conodonts, since their dis-

covery by Pander in the Silurian and Devonian
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rocks of Eussia. Mr. Grabau's studies confirm

the position taken by Zittel and Rohon that

these minute tooth-like fossils are the jaws

of worms. He also discussed the relations of

Styliolina, CardiolaandClymenia, and the close

parallelism between American and European

Goniatites. Professor Hyatt took exception to

Hinde's view, quoted by Mr. Grabau, as to the

unity of the American and European forms
;

the late American faunas are residual ; they do

not originate types ; the very ancient American

faunas may be, however, originating faunas.

Dr. Jackson drew attention to the large num-

bers of associated fossils in very small space,

and Mr. Grabau stated that Clark's investiga-

tions proved the identity of the American and

European species.

Samuel Henshaw,
Secretary.

THE TOREEY BOTANICAL CLtTB, NOVEMBER 0,

1897.

The paper of the evening, by Mrs. E. G.

Britton, a description of two new species of

Ophioglossum will be printed in the Bulletin.

The paper also discussed the affinities, range

and type characters of our Eastern species of

Ophioglossum, with keys and specific descrip-

tions, and with exhibition of tracings and

numerous mounted specimens.

Dr. Underwood sketched the characteristics

of the four distinct types of Op/wo£ftossMOT as : 1st,

the section typified by 0. vulgatum and discussed

in the paper ; 2d, that by 0. palmatum of

tropical America, which extends into Florida,

there growing directly under the crown of the

palmetto trees, nestled among the leaf-shrubs
;

3d, that typified by 0. pendulum, found in the

Hawaiian Islands and Pacific regions, which is

also pendulous from trees and produces a stipe

attached almost to the middle of the leaf. In

the 4th section, with growth not over one inch

high, the sterile and fertile fronds are distinct

to the rooting base.

Dr. Underwood further remarked the neces-

sity of experience to discover forms of Ophioglos-

sum, especially such as 0. crotallophoroides, only

one inch high, collected by him in Alabama.

Mr. Clute spoke of the great diversity in size

displayed by 0. vulgatum in a single locality.

Professor Burgess referred to the occasional

occurrence of O. vulgatum with its own name-

sake Pogonia ophioglossoides, and to other com-

panion-plants with which he finds Ophioglossum

associated in growth, as Chiogenes and espe-

cially the orchids Microstylis ophioglossoides,

Sahenaria hyperborea and S. dilatata.

Dr. Underwood then exhibited photographs

of the Kew Gardens, with reminiscences of his

visit of last summer. He spoke particularly of

their formal decoration, dating back to royal

use, and the photographs shown included one

of 'Queen Mary's Elm,' planted by her about

1555, once 25 feet in girth, now represented

chiefly by a series of shoots.

Edwakd S. Burgess,

Secretary.

THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCE OF ST. LOUIS.

At the meeting of the Academy of Science of

St. Louis on December 20, 1897, twenty-five

persons present. Dr. R. J. Terry exhibited

several specimens of human humerus, showing

supracondylar process associated with high di-

vision of the brachial artery, which was con-

trasted with similar processes that have been

observed in the anthropoid apes and the lower

monkeys, and with a similarly situated foramen

of the arm of the Felidee. It was stated that

while a slight roughness was observed, at the

point indicated, in a majority of ninety-six

specimens observed, the structure was fairly

developed in four out of this number, in all

cases on the left arm.

Professor F. E. Nipher presented a paper

describing a long series of experiments made to

determine the distribution of pressure over a

pressure board, and summarizing the results

reached.
William Trelease,

Recording Secretary.

NEW BOOKS.

A Genealogy of Morals. Friedrich Nietzsche.

Translated by "William A. Hausemann.
New York and London, The Macmillan

Company. 1897. Pp. xix+289. $2.

Tlie Social Mind and Education. George Edgar
Vincent. New York and London, The
Macmillan Company. 1897. Pp.146. $1.25.
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TO OUR READERS.*

The experience of centuries shows that

great success in advancing scientific knowl-

edge cannot be expected even from the most

gifted men, so long as they remain isolated.

The attrition of like minds is almost as

necessary to intellectual production as

companionship is to conversation. The
commencement of the development of sci-

ence on a large scale, and with brilliant

success, was coeval with the formation of

the Royal Society of London and the

Academy of Sciences of France. When
these bodies came together their members
began to talk and to think.

At the present day one of the aspects of

American science which most strikes us is

the comparative deficiency of the social

element. We have indeed numerous local

scientific societies, many of which are meet-

ing with marked success. But these bodies

cannot supply the want of national coop-

eration and communication. The field of

each is necessarily limited, and its activities

confined to its own neighborhood. We need

a broader sympathy and easier communica-
tion between widely separated men in every

part of the country. Our journal aims to

*From the Introduction to the new series of Science
by Professor Newcomb.

supply the want of such a medium, and
asks the aid of all concerned in making its

efforts successful. It will have little space

for technicalities which interest only the

specialist of each class, and will occupy
itself mostly with those broader aspects of

thought and culture which are of interest

not only to scientific investigators, but to

educated men of every profession. A spe-

cialist of one department may know little

more of the work of a specialist in another

department than does the general reader.

Hence, by appealing to the interests of the

latter, we do not neglect those of the scien-

tific profession. At the same time, it is

intended that the journal shall be much
more than a medium for the popularization

of science. Underlying the process of spe-

cialization, which is so prominent a feature

of all the knowledge of our time, there is

now to be seen a tendency toward unifica-

tion, a development of principles which

connect a constantly increasing number of

special branches. The meeting of all stu-

dents of nature in a single field thus be-

comes more and more feasible, and in pro-

moting intercourse among all such students

Science hopes to find a field for its energies,

in which it may invite the support of all

who sympathize with its aim.
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An Advertisement of Science.

The first

series ot

Science.

When Science was established, in 1883, it was

at once accepted as the organ of American men
of science. Edited by Mr. S.

H. Scudder, it early numbered

among its contributors nearly

all the leading scientific men of

the country. The ofiicers and directors of the

Journal were : President D. C. Gilman, Presi-

dent ; Professor Simon Newcomb, Vice-Presi-

dent ;
Hon. Gardiner G. Hubbard, Professor

Alexander Graham Bell, Professor O. C.

Marsh, Major J. W. Powell, Professor W. P.

Trowbridge and Mr. S. H. Scudder.

The sum of eighty thousand dollars was spent

in the establishment and support of Science by
Professor A. Graham Bell and the late Mr. Gar-

diner G. Hubbard. Large as the sum may ap-

pear, it is small in comparison with the value of

the Journal to science in America.

Science was reorganized three years ago, and
has since been under the charge of an edi-

torial committee, consisting of
The new series

of Science.
the leading men bf science of

America. It has, during this

period, adequately and fully reflected the prog-

ress of science and has been an important factor

in its advancement. Its contents have main-

tained a high and even standard, comparing

favorably with any journal in any country. It

has stimulated scientific activity and interest

in America, and has led to a fuller recognition

of American science abroad.

Science aims to give each week just what
everyone interested in the advancement of sci-

ence should read. There are
Original Con- , . , a ji ^ ,

t .v. * articles and addresses, often by
trlbntlons.

, ,. , '
^

our leading students of science,

and always by the most competent writers.

These do not conflict with the contents of the

special journals, but offer the information and
stimulus needed by those who wish to keep

abreast of modern science. For example.

Science published an account, by Lord Eay-
leigh, of the discovery of argon ; the first

English announcement of Pithecanthropus erec-

tus, by Professor Brinton ; the first English

description of Professor Rontgen's discovery,

by Professor Miinsterberg, together with the

American researches on the subject by Profes-

sors Rood, Mayer, Pupin and others ; the

announcement, by Professors Langley and Bell,

of the successful trial of the aerodrome ; an

article, the best hitherto written, on Acete-

lene, by President Crafts. The most important

recent biological advance, organic selection,

was first announced and discussed in Science

by Professors Baldwin, Osborn, Lloyd Morgan
and Poulton. Addresses and articles have been

contributed by Professor Newcomb, Lord Kel-

vin, Lord Lister, Professor Foster, President

Mendenhall, Mr. Gilbert, Mr. Scudder, Pro-

fessors Gibbs, Marsh, Remsen, Bowditch, Mi-

not. Brooks, LeConte, Billings, and the leaders

in all departments of science, including Goode,

Cope, Allen and others no longer living.

All matters relating to the organization of

science, associations, academies and societies,

journals, universities, museums
and other institutions, both here f o •

'

,

and abroad, the scientific de-

partments under the government, legislation

and related subjects have been fully reported

and discussed in Science. Thus, for example:

The American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science, the National Academy of

Sciences, the various national societies devoted

to a special science, the State and local acad-

emies and societies, have had their proceedings

reported, and not by writers for the press, but

by officers of the societies. Science has pub-

lished the report of the Forestry Commission of

the National Academy of Sciences, the legisla-

lation on standards and on the metric system,

the official report in defense of vivisection,

plans for the reorganization of the scientific

departments under the government, and

many similar documents. On scientific edu-

cation contributions have been made by
President Jordan, Professors Bessey, Shaler,

Coulter, Carhart, Freer, Gage and others

equally competent. Editorial articles and
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notes have been prepared, whenever it was

thought that the weight of the Jouenal should

be used for the defense and advancement of

scientific interests.

Science publishes in every issue articles on

the progress of science. Sometimes these are

announcements of new ad-
Pl*0&fl*6SS
-

J
vances, but nearly always of a

character to make them intel-

ligible and interesting to those having no special

knowledge of the subject. More frequently,

they are reports of work, the details of which

are published elsewhere, or reviews of the gen-

eral advance in some department of science.

It would be impossible to mention, within the

limits of this advertisement, all those who have

made such contributions. They include men of

science from practically every university and in-

stitution in America showing scientific activity.

There is further given, weekly, a series of

notes by the most competent authorities, re-

viewing important scientific advances. The

notes contributed by Professors Brinton, Davis,

Begsey, Osborn, Howe, Frost and others are of

unusual value to those who wish to keep in-

formed on the progress of science. Each week

pages of items of scientific news are published,

which alone would make it essential for every-

one to read the Journal who wishes to keep

informed on current scientific interests and

activity.

Scientific books are reviewed weekly in Sci-

ence, the most recent information and authori-

tative estimate of new publica-
SclentiflcLlt-

tions being given. It is probable
eratnre. ^, ^ .°,...

that no journal m America is

able to publish reviews of such weight as

those contributed to Science. While the spec-

ial journals may give information regarding

Discussion.

new publications in a single science, it is neces-

sary for everyone to know something ofthe more

important books in other sciences, and for this

purpose Science is essential. Some notice is

also given of the contents of special journals

and other smaller contributions which might

otherwise escape attention.

The weekly appearance of Science, the wide

fields it covers, and the fact that it is read by

practically everyone interested

in scientific matters, makes it the

best medium for discussion and correspondence.

This has been generally recognized and the de-

partment usually contains contributions of great

interest tending to promote acquaintance and

intercourse between men of science. This de-

partment alone is of sufiicient importance to

warrant the continuation and success of the

JOtTENAL.

The past history of Science is a sufiicient

guarantee of its future usefulness. Such a

Jouenal is essential to the ad-

vance and proper recognition

of the scientific work of each

country, and in America, where men of science

are scattered over a great area, with no single

center for personal intercourse, it is peculiarly

needful. With the growth of science and

scientific institutions in America, Science will

occupy an even more important position than

at present. It will continue to set a standard

to the popular press in its treatment of scientific

topics, to secure that general interest in sci-

ence so essential to its material support, to en-

large the place of science in education and in

life, and to demonstrate and increase the unity

of sciences and the common interests of men of

science.

Tlie future

of Science.
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Science is a public institution as much as is a university, a museum, or an acad-

emy. It was established at great expense, as a gift to American scientific men. Its edi-

tors receive no compensation for their services. The receipts are spent in improving a

Journal that is essential to the advancement and proper recognition of science in America.

All who are interested in the advancement and diffusion of science can assist the Journal

in the following ways

:

(1) By subsciibing to it. The 2,000 large pages annually published, are worth

far more than the cost of the Journal, not only to professional students, but also to phy-

sicians, clergymen, lawyers, men of business and others who wish to keep informed on the

progress of science.

(2) By giving Science as a present where it will exert an influence beneficial to

the recipient, or to the increase of interest in science. The publishers can supply the

names of Young Men's Christian Associations and other libraries anxious to receive

Science, but unable to afford the subscription.

(3) By seeing that Science is received by all educational institutions, libraries,

laboratories, etc, where it would be useful. It is true that the presence of Science in

hundreds of libraries interferes somewhat with individual subscriptions, but it is important

that its influence be made as wide as possible. At the same time it is hoped that those

who can ajBford to subscribe to Science will not depend on a library for the reading of a

Journal whose contents are of permanent value.

(4) By purchasing from advertisers in Science when this can be done to the best ad-
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The Macmillan Company^s
New Books on Electricity, Etc.

The Theory of Electricity and Magnetism.
BEING LECTURES ON MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS.

By Arthur Gordon Webster, A.B. (Harv.), Ph.D. (Ber.), Assistant Professor of Physics, Director of
the Physical Laboratory, Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts.

8vo, Cloth, pp. xii + 576. Price, $3.50 net.

The aim has been to present a brief connected treatise embodying the essential points of the theory and
suitable for assimilation by the student in a period of time not exceeding a year.

Alternating Currents and
Alternating Current Machinery

BEING THE SECOND VOLUME OF

A TEIT-BOOK OF EIECTRO-MAGNETISM AND
THE COJfSTBUCTIOJf OF DYNAMOS.

By Dugald C. Jackson, C.E., Professor of Electri-

cal Engineering in the University of Wisconsin;
Member of the American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers, the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers, etc. ; and John Price Jackson, M.E., Pro-
fessor of Electrical Engineering in the Pennsylvania
State College ; Member of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers, etc.

12mo, Cloth, pp. xvii + 729. Price, $3.50 net.

'•We believe this is the only test-book on the subject
worthy of the name, and it Is, in our opinion, a matter of
congratulation that the student has at last at hand some-
thing adapted to his needs."—-EieciricaJ Engineer.

The
Principles of the Transformer

By Frederick Bedell, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of

Physics in Cornell University.

8vo, Cloth, 250 Illustrations. Price, $3.25 net
" To gather all this into one book, and to formulate a defi-

nite and intelligible scheme out of the multifarious and often
contradictory material at hand, was not an easy task, but the
author has entirely succeeded. To the student and to the
practical maker of transformers the work is invaluable."—The Auioinotor.

"The same clearness of reasoning and lucidity ol style
which has justly rendered the previous work [Bedell and Cre-
bore's Alternating Currents} popular among students are ap-
parent in this volume also."

—

ADierican Journal of Science.

"Before its appearance the student was compelled to rely
upon books which were illogical collections . . . hastily
thrown together in book form. lOnej should recognize the
endeavor of Professor Bedell to bring order out of chaos in
presenting the fundamental equations ... in such a clear
and instructive manner."—Pkofessop. Teowbkidge in The Electrician

Elements of Theoretical Physics
By Dr. C. Christiansen, Professor of Physics in the University of Copenhagen. Translated into English by

W. F. Magie, Ph.D., Professor of Physics in Princeton University. 8vo, cloth, pp. xii + 339, $3.25 -net.

NEW TEXT-BOOKS ON PHYSICS.

The Outlines of Physics
An Elementary Text-Book. By Edward L. Nichols,

Professor of Physics in Cornell University. 12mo,
cloth, pp. xi + 452. Price, $1.40 net.

The important principles of Physics are stated in as clear
and simple a manner as possible, with an abundance of lab-
oratory exercises. The disciplinary value of the course is

comparable to that of a year of mathematics required for
entrance to college.

The Elements of Physics
A College Text-Book. By Edward L. Nichols and
William S. Franklin. In Three Volumes.

Vol. III. Light and Sound. 8vo, cloth, $1.50 net.

Previously Issued :—
Vol. I. Mechanics and Heat. Price, Si.SOnet.

Vol. II. Electricity and Magnetism. Price, $1.50 net

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
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Scientific Apparatus

X-Ray Focus Tl

My Specialties Are

;

'
' W-S '

' X-Ray Apparatus ; Weston Ammeters, Volt-

meters and Wattmeters ;

'

' Chlorid Accumulator '

' Stor-

age Batteries ; Electrical Measuring Instruments ; Phys-

ical and Optical Apparatus ; Pyschologieal Apparatus,

etc.

" Duty Free " Importations from all prominent

European makers.

Correspondence requested.

JAMES Q. BIDDLE,
Dealer, Manufacturer's Agent and Importer,

909 Drexel Building, PHILADELPHIA.

Dec. 1, 1896. Just Published. Sixth Edition of

THE MICROSCOPE ^S2L'"A"E^T?.l'bT-

By SIMON HENRY OAGE, Professor of Microscopy, His-

tology and Embryology in Cornell University and the

New York State Veterinary College, Ithaca, N. Y., U.S A.

Sixth edition, rewritten, greatly enlarged, and illustrated

by 165 figures in the text. Price, $1.50, postpaid.

COMSTOCK PUBLISHING CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

A large collection of tipper

Mississippi Cambrian fossils

from the St. Croix (Potsdam) sandstone for sale. Mostly

Trilobites. Send for low prices.

W. A. FINKELNBURG, WINONA, MiNN.

Cambrian Fossils.

NEW CATALOGUE.

We have recently issued a new edition, revised and en-
larged to 64 pages, of our catalogue of

Books on diemistry, Chemical
Tecbnology and Physics.

It is arranged by subjects, and includes all the standard
books in Chemical and Physical Science, as well as the re-
cent literature up to date.
A copy of this Catalogue will be sent free by mail to any

address.

D. Van Nostrand Company,
Publishers and Importers of Scientific Bool<s,

23 Murray St. and 27 Warren St., New York.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate
with water and sugar only, makes a
delicious, healthful and invigorating

drink.

Allays the thirst, aids digestion, and
relieves the lassitude so common in

midsummer.

Dr. M. H. Henry, New York, says : "When
completely tired out by prolonged wakefulness
and overwork, it is of the greatest value to me.
As a beverage it possesses charms beyond any-
thing I know of in the form of medicine.

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Worlcs, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

I will mail a finely finished original photo,
cabinet size, of Sioux Indian Chief, SITTINQ
BULL, with his Signature. Have 200 sub-
jects, all different, ofleading Western Indians.

First-class work. Cabinet Size for 10 cents each. Some sent

on selection. Give reference. After seeing sample you will

want others. Indian Costume, Ornaments and Weapons.
15,000 Flint Stone Ancient Indian Relics. 100,000 Mineral

and Fossil Specimens. Catalogue for stamp. 13th year.

Ii. W. STILWEIiIi, Deadwood, Soutli Dab.

HOUGH'S "AMERICAN WOODS"
A publication illustrated by actual specimens.

WOODS FOR THE STEREOPTICON
Enabling you to show upon the screen characteristic

structures projected from nature itself.

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views ot

grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR CLASS USE
Nothing equals these for use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEN CROSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate),

painting, India ink work, etc.

If you are interested in wood or trees in any way send lor

our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH, Lowville, N. Y.
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Single Copies, 15 cts.

Annual Subscription, S5.00.

Queen X=Ray Apparatus.
Complete Outfits

Battery

110 Volt Circuit

of latest and most

improved design.

5END FOR DESCRIPTIVE

CIRCULAR, No. 204.

University of Pennsylvania,
Department of Physics.

Pbiladelphia, April 16, 1897.

Queen & Co., Inc.
Gentleynen :—Your new auto-

matic X Kay Tube which I have
been using for the last week or more
has certainly proved itself most
satisfactory. I have never had the
least trouble with the automalic
adjusting attachment, the vacuum
remaining constant during an ex-
posure of whatever degree desired.
I regard the Queen self-regulating
attachment as the greatest im-
provement which has been made
In X-Ray tubes smce the introduc-
tion of the " Focus Tube." Everj'-
one who has done radiographic
work knows that the hip joint is

perhaps the most difficult part of
tbe human anatomy to produce a
good picture of. Until the last
week I never have gotten a really
good hip with a less exposure than
ten or fifteen minutes. The last
trials were made with the r ew tube,
one with an e.\posureof three min-
utes, and the other with an expos-
ure of one minute. The latter is

excellent and the former is the beat
I have yet seen. I shalltake pleas-
ure in sending you a copy of one of
these. Congratulating you on the
results of your efforts at advance-
ment, I am, very siacerely,

Aethub W. Goodspeed.

Queen Self-Regulating X=Ray Tube
HAS THESE ADVANTAQES OVER ALL OTHER FORMS:

(1.) ADJUSTABLE VACUUM; (2.) AUTOMATIC REGULATION OF VACUUM;

(3.) LARGE CURRENT CARRYING CAPACITY; (4.) LONG LIFE.

Microscopes, Engineering Instruments, Physical and Chemical

Apparatus, Electrical Test Instruments.

<»^<«^'*^''yr»>'^r»)'yr»)

Catalogues and Circulars

on application

New York Office : 116 Fulton St

to Queen & Co., inc.,

1010 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
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Scientific Apparatus

"Bowdoin" X-Ray Focus Tube.

My Specialties Are :

"W-S" X-Ray Apparatus ; Weston Ammeters, Volt-

meters and Wattmeters ; ' Chlorid Accumulator '

' Stor-

age Batteries ; Electrical Measuring Instruments ; Phys-

ical and Optical Apparatus ; Pyschological Apparatus,

etc.

" Duty Free" Importations from all prominent

European makers.

Correspondence requested.

JAMES Q. BIDDLE,
Dealer, Manufacturer's Agent and Importer,

909 Drexel Building, PHILADELPHIA.

Clark University JhIz--
Summer School, • ^9-s^-

«VOIlCESXER, MASS.
Psjchology, Biology, Pedagogy and Anthropology

MTURE STUDY A LEADING FEATURE.

The following Instructors give daily lectures or demonstra-
tions :—

G. Stanley Hall, Ph.D., LL.D., President of the Univer-
sity and Professor of Psychology : Clifton P. Hodge, Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor of Physiology and Neurology : Ed-
mund C. Sanfokd, Ph. D., Assistant Professor of I'sychol-
ogy ; William H. Buknham, Ph.D., Instructor in Peda-
gogy; Alexander F. Chamberlain, Ph.D., Lecturer in
Anthropology; Adolf Meyer. M.D., JDocent in Psychiatry

;

Colin C. Stewart, Fellow in Physiology.

For circular and particulars, address

LOUIS N. WILSON, Clerk.

NEW CATALOGUE.
We have recently issued a new edition, revised and en-

larged to 64 pages, of our catalogue of

Books on Ctiemistry, Chemical
Technology and Physics.

It is arranged by subjects, and includes all the standard
books in Chemical and Physical Science, as well as the re-
cent literature up to date.
A copy of this Catalogue will be sent free by mail to any

address.

D. Van Nostrand Company,
Publishers and Importers of Scientific Bool<s,

23 Murray St. and 27 Warren St., New York.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate

with water and sugar only, makes a
delicious, healthful and invigorating

drink.

Allays the thirst, aids digestion, and
relieves the lassitude so common in

midsummer.

Dr. M. H. Henrj', New York, says: "When
completely tired out by prolonged wakefulness
and overwork, it is of the greatest value to me.
As a beverage it possesses charms beyond any-
thing I know of in the form of medicine."

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

RARE MINERALS.
THAUJVIASITE, from Paterson, N. J., a sulphate, silicate and

carbonate of calcium, pure white, 2Sc.

EKDEMITE, bright yellow on red wulfenite, Arizona, SOc.

\i to %-inch crsytallized balls,

Collections for Schools.
ALPHA COLLECTION, twenty-five specimens in trays, con-

tained in a neat wooden bos and accompanied by a 1,6-

page guide book (XIII., Guide for Science Teaching, Bos-
ton Society of Natural History), Price, complete, $1.00.

CABINET COLLECTIONS, 100 specimens, small size, $S.00.
100 specimens, large size, $10.00. These specimens are
each accompanied by a label giving name, system of
crystallization, chemical formula, and locality, and make
a good woriiing collection for a student.

EXCELSIOR COLLECTION for high schools and colleges.
200 specimens, nicely moimted on wooden bloclis, with
beveled fronts for receiving labels. Price, paclied,
$100.00. School Bulleim just out.

Loose Crystals.
Small packages of free crystals for crystallographic study

may be sent for inspection by mail at small cost. Ap-
proval boxes of cabinet specimens by express or freigbt.

ROY HOPPING,
MINERAL DEALER,

NEW YORK.504=506 Liberty Building,

Liberty and Qreenwich Sts.
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New Seeiib.

Vol. VI. No. 133.
TTdttiav Ttttv 1R 1 SQ7 Single Copies, 15 CT8.
XKliJAy, jui-,1 iu, iOCi. Annual Subscription, 85.00.

MINOT AUTOMATIC

PRECISION MICROTOME
PARAFFINE or CELLOIDINE SERIAL OR SINGLE SECTIONS
Dr. Minot says (in Science, Vol. V., p.' 862)

:

"The usual sources of error (in microtomes) are : i, the bending of
the knife; 2, the yielding of the object to be cut; and 3, the jumping
of the sliding gear. All these defects are at their maximum in the
Rivet type of Microtome of which the best known form is the Hei-
delberg or Thoma-Jung. It is believed that in the new microtome
these three sources of error are materially diminished."

figwn fOft CATALOGUE,

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.
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Scientific Apparatus

"BowDoiN" X-Ray Focus Tube.

My Specialties Are :

"W-S" X-Eay Apparatus ; Weston Ammeters, Volt-

meters and Wattmeters ;

'
' Chlorid Accumulator

'

' Stor-

age Batteries ; Electrical Measuring Instruments ; Phys-

ical and Optical Apparatus ; Pyschological Apparatus,

etc.

" Duty Free " Importations from all prominent

European makers.

Correspondence requested.

JAMES Q. BIDDLE,
Dealer, Manufacturer's Agent and Importer,

909 Drexel Building, PHILADELPHIA.

Dec. 1, 1896. Just Published. Sixth Edition of

THE MICROSCOPE ^SSu'^AI^IfoT"

By SIMON HENRY QAQE, Professor of Microscopy, His-

tology and Embryology in Cornell University and the

New York State Veterinary College, Ithaca, N. Y., U.S A.

Sixth edition, rewritten, greatly enlarged, and Illustrated

by 165 figures in the text. Price, $1 .50, postpaid.

COMSTOCK PUBLISHING CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

A large collection of Upper
Mississippi Cambrian fossils

trom the St. Croix (Potsdam) sandstone for sale. Mostly

Trilobites. Send for low prices.

W. A. FINKELNBURG, WiNONA, MlNN.

Cambrian Fossils.

NEW CATALOGUE.

We have recently issued a new edition, revised and en-

larged to 64 pages, of our catalogue of

Books on Chemistry, Clieniical
Teclmology and Physics.

It is arranged by subjects, and includes all the standard

books in Chemical and Physical Science, as well as the re-

cent literature up to date.

A copy of this Catalogue will be sent free by mail to any

address.

D. Van Nostrand Company,
Publishers and Importers of Scientific Books,

23 Murray St. and 27 Warren St., New York.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate

with water and sugar only, makes a
delicious, healthful and invigorating

drink.

Allays the thirst, aids digestion, and
relieves the lassitude so common in

midsummer.

Dr. M. H. Hen rjf. New York, says : "When
completely tired out by prolonged wakefulness

and overwork, it is of the greatest value to me.
As a beverage it possesses charms beyond any-

thing I know of in the form of medicine."

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

I will mail a finely finished original photo,
cabinet size, of Sioux Indian Chief, SITTING
BULL, with his Signature. Have 200 sul>
jects, all different, ofleading Western Indians.

Krst-clasB work. Cabinet Size for 10 cents each. Some sent

on selection. Give reference. Aiter seeing sample you wUl
want others. Indian Costume, Ornaments and Weapons.
16,000 Flint Stone Ancient Indian Relics. 100,000 Mineral
and Fossil Specimens. Catalogue tor stamp. 13th year.

Li. W. STILWEIili, Deadwood, South Dak.

HOUGH'S "AWIERICAN WOODS"
A publication illustrated by actual specimens.

WOODS FOR THE STEREOPTICON
Enabling you to show upon the screen characteristic

structures projected from nature itself.

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views ot

grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR CLASS USE
Nothing equals these lor use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEN CROSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate),

painting, India ink work, etc.

If you are interested in wood or trees in any way send lor
our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH, Lowville, N. Y.
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Vol. VI. No. 134.
Friday, July 23, 1897.

Single Copies, 15 cts.

Annual Suesceiption, S5.00.

The Macmillan Company's
New Books on Electricity, Etc.

The Theory of Electricity and Magnetism.
BEING LECTURES ON MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS.

By Arthur Gordon Webster, A.B. (Harv.), Ph.D. (Ber.), Assistant Professor of Physics, Director of

the Physical Laboratory, CJark University, Worcester, Massachusetts.

8vo, Cloth, pp. xii + 576. Price, $3.50 net.

The aim has been to present a brief connected treatise embodying the essential points of the theory and
suitable for assimilation by the student in a period of time not exceeding a year.

Alternating Currents and
Alternating Current Machinery

BEING THE SECOND VOLUME OF

A TEXT-BOOK OP ELECTRO-MAGNETISM AND
THE CONSTRUCTION OF DINAMOS.

By Dugald C. Jackson, C.E., Professor of Electri-

cal Engineering in the University of Wisconsin;
Member of the American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers, the American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers, etc.; and John Price Jackson, M.E., Pro-

fessor of Electrical Engineering in the Pennsylvania

State College ; Member of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers, etc.

12mo, Cloth, pp. xvii + 729. Price, $3.50 net.

" We believe this is the only text-book on the subject
worthy ol the naipe, and it is, in our opinion, a matter of
congratulation that the student has at last at hand some-
thing adapted to his a^e.A^."—Electrical Engineer.

The
Principles of the Transformer

By Frederick Bedell, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of

Physics in Cornell University.

8vo, Cloth, 250 Illustrations. Price, $3.25 net.

" To gather all this into one book, and to formulate a defi-

nite and intelligible scheme out ot the multifarious and often
contradictory material at hand, was not an easy task, but the
author has entirely succeeded. To the student and to the
practical maker of transformers the work is invaluable."—The Automoior.

"The same clearness of reasoning and lucidity ol style

which has justly rendered the previous work [Bedell and Cre-
hore's Alternating Currents] popular among students are ap-
parent in this volume also."

—

American Journal of Science.

"Before its appearance the student was compelled to rely
upon books which were illogical collections . . . hastily

thrown together in book form. lOne] should recognize the
endeavor of Professor Bedell to bring order out of chaos in
presenting the fundamental equations ... in such a clear
and instructive manner."—Pkofessoe Teoweeidge in The Electrician.

Elements of Theoretical Physics
By Dr. C. Christiansen, Professor of Physics in the University of Copenhagen. Translated into English by

W. F. Magie, Ph.D., Professor of Physics in Princeton University. 8vo, cloth, pp. xii + 339, $3.25 net.

NEW TEXT-BOOKS ON PHYSICS.

The Outlines of Physics
An Elementary Text-Book. By Edward L. Nichols,

Professor of Physics in Cornell University. 12mo,
cloth, pp. xi + 453. Price, $1.40 net.

The important principles ot Physics are stated in as clear

and simple a manner as possible, with an abundance of lab-

oratory exercises. The disciplinary value of the course is

comparable to that of a year of mathematics required for

entrance to college.

The Elements of Physics
A College Text-Book. By Edward L. Nichols and
William S. Franklin. In Three Volumes.

Vol. in. Light and Sound. 8vo, cloth, $1.50 »ie«.

Previously Issued

:

—
Vol. I. Mechanics and Heat. Price, $1.50 net.

Vol. II. Electricity and Magnetism. Price, $1.50 net.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
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Columbia
Bicycles

at the new prices have created a

furore. Why not ? They are the

best wheels made and are by far

the greatest value ever offered.

1897 Columbias $75.

STANDARD OF THE WORLD.

1896 Columbias $60.

1897 Hartfords 50.

Hartford Pattern 2, Women's 45.

Hartford Pattern i, Men's . 40.

Hartford Patterns 5 and 6 . 30.

POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.
Catalog free from any Columbia dealer

;

by mail for a 2-cent stamp.

Dec. 1, 1896. Just Published. Sixth Edition of

THE MICROSCOPE ^SSuTE^T^ilfDT-

By SIMON HENRY QAQE, Professor of Microscopy, His-

tology and Embryology in Cornell University and the

New York State Veterinary College, Ithaca, N. Y., U.S A.

Sixth edition, rewritten, greatlyenlarged, and illustrated

by 165 figures in the text. Price, $1.50, postpaid.

COMSTOCK PUBLISHING CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

Pomhrian Pnecilc ^ '^'^e collection of Upper
IfamUriflll rU&SnS.

jiiggissippi Cambrian fossils

Jrom the St. Croix (Potsdam) sandstone for sale. Mostly

Trilobites. Send for low prices.

W. A. FINKELNBURG, WiNONA, MiNN.

NEW CATALOGUE.

We have recently issued a new edition, revised and en-

larged to 64 pages, of our catalogue of

Books on Ctiexnistry, Cbemical
Teclmology and Physics.

It is arranged by subjects, and includes all the standard

books in Chemical and Physical Science, as well as the re-

cent literature up to date.

A copy of this Catalogue will be sent free by mail to any

address.

D. Van Nostrand Company,
Publishers and Importers of Scientific Books,

23 Murray St. and 27 Warren St., New York.

Delia'ous

DrlijK
Horsford's Acid Phosphate

with water and sugar only, makes a
delicious, healthful and invigorating

drink.

Allays the thirst, aids digestion, and
relieves the lassitude so common in

midsummer.

Dr. M, H. Henry, New York, says : "When
completely tired out by prolonged wakefulness

and overwork, it is of the greatest value to me.
As a beverage it possesses charms beyond any-
thing I know of in the form of medicine."

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providencet R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

X*ox- IS Cexxts
I will mail a finely finished original photo,
cabinet size, of Sioux Indian Cliief, SITTINa
BULL, with his Signature. Have 200 sub-
jects, all different, ofTeadiug Western Indiana.

First-class work. Cabinet Size for 10 cents each. Some sent
on selection. Give reference. After seeing sample you will

want others. Indian Costume, Ornaments and Weapons.
15,000 Flint Stone Ancient Indian Relics. 100,000 Mineral
and Fossil Specimens. Catalogue for stamp. 13th year.

L. 'W. STIL'WEL.I^, Deadwood, South Dah.

HOUGH'S "AMERICAN WOODS"
A publication illustrated by actual specimens.

WOODS FOR THE STEREOPTICON
Enabling you to show upon the screen characteristic

structures projected from nature itself.

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views ol

grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR CLASS USE
Nothing equals these for use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEN CROSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate),

painting, India ink work, etc.

If you are interested in wood or trees in any way send for

our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH, Lowville, N. Y.
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Annual Subscription, 85.00.

The Macmillan Company's
New Books on Electricity, Etc.

The Theory of Electricity and Magnetism.
BEING LECTURES ON MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS.

By Arthur Gordon Webster, A.B. (Harv.), Ph.D. (Ber.), Assistant Professor of Physics, Director of
the Physical Laboratory, Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts.

8vo, Cloth, pp. xii + 576. Price, $3.50 net.

The aim has been to present a brief connected treatise embodying the essential points of the theory and
etdtable for assimilation by the student in a period of time not exceeding a year.

Alternating Currents and
Alternating Current Machinery

BEING THE SECOND VOLUME OF

A TEXT-BOOK OF ElECTRO-MAGIfETISM AND
THE COIfSTRUCTIOJf OF DIXAMOS.

By Dugald C. Jackson, C.E., Professor of Electri-

cal Engineering in the University of "Wisconsin;

Member of the American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers, the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers, etc.; and John Price Jackson, M.E., Pro-
fessor of Electrical Engineering in the Pennsylvania
State College ; Member of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers, etc.

12mo, Cloth, pp. xvii + 729. Price, $3.50 net.
' We believe this is the only text-book on the subject

worthy of the name, and it is, in our opinion, a matter of
congratulation that the student has at last at hand some-
thing adapted to his needs."

—

Electrical Engineer.

The
Principles of the Transformer

By Frederick Bedell, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of

Physics in Cornell University.

8vo, Cloth, 250 Illustrations. Price, $3.25 net.
" To gather all this into one book, and to formulate a defi-

nite and intelligible scheme out ot the multifarious and often
contradictory material at handi was not an easy task, but the
author has entirely succeeded. To the student and to the
practical maker of transformers the work is invaluable."—The Autotnotor.

"The same clearness of reasoning and lucidity oi style
which has justly rendered the previous work [Bedell and Cre-
h ore's Alternating Currents] popular among students are ap-
parent in this volume also."

—

American Journal of Science.

"Before its appearance the student was compelled to rely
upon books which were illogical collections . . . hastily
tiirown together in book form. [One] should recognize the
endeavor ot Professor Bedell to bring order out of chaos in
presenting the fundamental equations ... in such a clear
and instructive manner."—Pkofessok Tkowbkidge in The Electrician.

Elements of Theoretical Physics
By Dr. C. Christiansen, Professor of Physics in the University of Copenhagen. Translated into English by

W. F. Magie, Ph.D., Professor of Physics in Princeton University. 8vo, cloth, pp. xii + 339, $3.25 net.

NEW TEXT-BOOKS ON PHYSICS.

The Outlines of Physics
An Elementary Text-Book. By Edward L. Nichols,

Professor of Physics in Cornell University. 12mo,
cloth, pp. xi + 452. Price, $1.40 net.

The important principles of Physics are stated in as clear
and simple a manner as possible, with an abundance of lab-
oratory exercises. The disciplinary value of the course is

comparable to that of a year of mathematics required for
entrance to college.

The Elements of Physics
A College Text-Book. By Edward L. Nichols and
William S. Franklin. In Three Volumes.

Vol. III. Light and Sound. 8vo, cloth, $1.50 net.

Previously Issued

:

—
Vol. I. Mechanics and Heat. Price, $1.50 ne<.

Vol. II. Electricity and Magnetism. Price, $1.50 net.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
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RARE MINERALS.
THAUMASITE, from Paterson, N. J., a sulphate, silicate and

carbonate of calcium, pure wtiite, 2Sc.

EKDEMITE, bright yellow on red wulfenite, Arizona, SOc.

NATIVE ARSENIC, Japan, ^ to J^-inch crsytallized balls
2Sc, 3Sc.

-

Collections for Schools.
ALPHA COLLECTION, twenty-five specimens in trays, con-

tained in a neat wooden box and accompanied by a /,6-

pccge guide book (XIII., Guide for Science Teaching, Bos-
ton Society of Natural History), Price, complete, $1.00

CABINET COLLECTIONS, 100 specimens, small size, $5.00.
100 specimens, large size, $10.00. These specimens are
each accompanied by a label giving name, system of
crystallization, chemical formula, and locality, and make
a good working collection for a student.

EXCELSIOR COLLECTION for high schools and colleges.
200 specimens, nicely mounted on wooden blocks, with
beveled fronts for receiving labels. Price, packed
$100.00. School Sulletm just out.

Loose Crystals.
Small packages of free crystals for crystallographic study

may be sent for inspection by mail at small cost. Ap-
proval boxes of cabinet specimens by express or freight.

ROY HOPPING,
MINERAL DEALER,

NEW YORK.504=506 Liberty Building,

Liberty and Greenwich Sts.

Dec. 1, 1896. Just Published. Sixth Edition of

THE MICROSCOPE ^^SalTe^th^dT"
By SIMON HENRY GAGE, Professor of Microscopy, His-

tology and Embryology in Cornell University and the

New York State Veterinary College, Ithaca, N. Y., U.S A.

Sixth edition, rewritten, greatly enlarged, and illustrated

by 165 figures in the text. Price, $1 .50, postpaid.

COMSTOCK PUBLISHINQ CO., Itliaca, N. Y,

A large collection of Upper
Mississippi Cambrian fossils

from the St. Croix (Potsdam) sandstone for sale. Mostly

Trilobites. Send for low prices.

W. A. FINKELNBURG, WiNONA, MiNN.

Cambrian Fossils.

NEW CATALOGUE.

We have recently issued a new edition, revised and en-

larged to 64 pages, of our catalogue of

Books ou Clieiiiistry, Clieniical
Teclmology and Physics.

It is arranged by subjects, and includes all the standard

books in Chemical and Physical Science, as well as the re-

cent literature up to date.

A copy of this Catalogue will be sent free by mail to any
address.

D. Van Nostrand Company,
Publishers and Importers of Scientific Books,

23 Murray St. and 27 Warren St., New York.

Deliciom

Driitk
Horsford's Acid Phosphate

with water and sugar only, makes a
delicious, healthful and invigorating

drink.

Allays the thirst, aids digestion, and
relieves the lassitude so common in

midsummer.

Dr. M. H. Henry, New York, says : "When
completely tired out by prolonged wakefulness
and overwork, it is of the greatest value to me.
As a beverage it possesses charms beyond any-
thing I know of in the form of medicine."

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

E^ox- Xa CJexx-ts
I will mail a finely finished original photo,
cabinet size, of Sioux Indian Chief, SITTING
BULL, with his Signature. Have 200 sub-
jects, all different, ofleading Western Indians.

First-class work. Cabinet Size for 10 cents each. Some sent
on selection. Give reference. After seeing sample you will
want others. Indian Costume, Ornaments and Weapons.
15,000 Flint Stone Ancient Indian Relics. 100,000 Mineral
and Fossil Specimens. Catalogue for stamp. 13th year.

li. "W. STIIiWELIi, Deadwood, South Dab.

HOUGH'S "AMERICAN WOODS"
A publication illustrated by actual specimens.

WOODS FOR THE STEREOPTICON
Enabling you to show upon the screen characteristic
structures projected from nature itself.

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views of

grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR CLASS USE
Nothing equals these lor use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEN CROSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate),

painting, India ink work, etc.

If you are interested in wood or trees in any way send for
our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH, Lowville, N. Y.
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NEW BOOKS
PUBLISHED BY ... .

The Macmillan Company
FOB EVERY BIRD LOVER.

CITIZEN BIRD: A Story of Bird Life.

Fifth Thousand.

Cloth. Crown 8vo.

Price, S7.50^

and

DR. ELLIOTT COUES,
Author of

"Sirds of North America"

By

MABEL OSGOOD WRIGHT,
A lUhor of

^^Birdcraft," '^Tommy-Anne and the

Three Hearts," etc. etc., etc.

Illustrated -with drawings from nature by Louis Agassiz Fueetes.

" Lovers of birds have for a long time been on tlie lookout for tlie book . . . Now that it has been published it

will be eagerly read, and the readers will be pleased to find their highest expectations more than fulfilled
An unusual feature of the book, one too seldom found in volumes which _,* undertake to combine story and instruction, is the great skill and natural- i?rom the

Most Charming ness with which the two features are mentioned. Here, then, in this book. Daily Advertiser,

Story ^ volume which cannot be too widely circulated, and which any person, Boston'" young or old, of the average American intelligence will be glad to read,
is a most charming story with people who are characters, not lay figures, who study together the names and habits of
over a hundred of our common birds."

A Charminelv Simole
" One naturally turns with high expectations to a new book by two such noted bird lovers,

+ *•! I* '• • ^°*^ meets with uo disappointment in this case. The book is a „
yet fairly complete charmingly simple, yet fairly complete introduction to the science of orni- i^rom

introduction thology, written for children. . . . There is no other book in existence The Tribune,

to Ornitholosrv ^"^ "'^^"^ fitted for arousing and directing the interest that all children of Chicago* any sensibility feel towards birds."

Something "Something unique in the way of a work on natural history . . . and in this case the

uniaue whollv result is wholly delightiul. ' Citizen Bird ' is intended for children and is „
. ,'. '.1. written in such a bright, cheery, natural manner that there cannot possibly jrom
delightful. liye a child with a soul so dead as not to respond to the charm of its pages. The Evening Post,

. . . There is such an air of freedom about it, there are so many dramatic touches in it, that one Chicago,
is kept constantly in a state of pleased anticipation."

A DICTIONARY OF BIRDS.
By ALFRED NEWTON,

Assisted by HANS Gadow, with contributions from Richaed Lydekker, Chaeles S. Roy and Robert W.
Shufeldt, M.D. Complete in One Volume with Index and Introduction. Illustrated with a Map
and many figures. cloth. 8vo. Price, $10 aet

"The event more than justifies our prediction that this work would 'prove the most useful single volume ever
published on ornithology.' No better balanced treatise of like magnitude exists in the literature ot science ; there is none

in which a standard of excellence set up at the start is more equably main-
The greatest and best tained to the finish. That standard, moreover, is one hitherto unexampled. Drom a review m
book ever written Professor Newton has no equal in erudition, so far as the science of orni- The Nation,

about birds thology is concerned, and few peers in the art of exposition. His long in- ty Dr Elliott CouES
cumbency of an important chair in the University of Cambridge has made

him a masterly teacher, and we have in this Dictionary the most mature fruits of lifelong devotion to his favorite study, set
forth with rare skill and tact."

IN PHESS.

WILD NEIGHBORS.
A Book about Animals. By ERNEST INQERSOLL. With

twenty full-page plates and other drawings made ex-
pressly for this book.

A book on the habits, haunts, etc , of certain animals, with
-some account of the methods of trainiog them in captivity.

IIV PRESS.

LIFE HISTORIES OF AMERICAN
INSECTS.

By Professor CLARENCE M. WEED, New Hampshire Col-
lege of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts.

Chapters on various forms of insect life, most of which are
easily obtainable for observation.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York City.



SCIENCE.—AD VERTISEMENTS.

Scientific Apparatus

"Bowdoin" X-Ray Focus Tube.

My Specialties Are

:

'
' W-S '

' X-Eay Apparatus ; Weston Ammeters, Volt-

meters and Wattmeters ;
" Chlorid Accumulator " Stor-

age Batteries ; Electrical Measuring Instruments ; Phys-

ical and Optical Apparatus ; Pyscliological Apparatus,

etc.

" Duty Free" Importations from all prominent

European makers.

Correspondence requested.

JAMES G. BIDDLE,
Dealer, Manufacturer's Agent and Importer,

909 Drexel Building, PHILADELPHIA.

Dec. 1896. Just Published. Sixth Edition of

THE MICROSCOPE ^SalTe^h^dT'
By SIMON HENRY QAQE, Professor of Microscopy, His-

tology and Embryology in Cornell University and the

New York State Veterinary College, Ithaca, N. Y., U.S A.

Sixth edition, rewritten, greatly enlarged, and illustrated

by 165 figures in the text. Price, $1 .50, postpaid.

COMSTOCK PUBLISHING CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

A large collection of Upper
Mississippi Cambrian fossils

from the St. Croix (Potsdam) sandstone for sale. Mostly

Trilobites. Send for low prices.

W. A. FINKELNBURG, WINONA, MiNN.

NEW CATALOGUE.

Cambrian Fossils.

We have recently issued a new edition, revised and en-

larged to 64 pages, of our catalogue of

Books on Cliemistry, dietnical
Teclinology and Pbysics.

It is arranged by subjects, and includes all the standard
books in Chemical and Physical Science, as well as the re-

cent literature up to date.

A copy of this Catalogue will be sent free by mail to any
address.

D. Van Nostrand Company,
Publishers and Importers of Scientific Bool<s,

23 Murray St. and 27 Warren St., New York.

Driifk
Horsford's Acid Phosphate

with water and sugar only, makes a
delicious, healthful and invigorating
drink.

Allays the thirst, aids digestion, and
relieves the lassitude so common in

midsummer.

Dr. M. H. Henry, New York, says : "When
completely tired out by prolonged wakefulness
and overwork, it is of the greatest value to me.
As a beverage it possesses charms beyond any-
thing I know of in the form of medicine."

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

3?*ox- IS CJexLtsi
I will mail a finely finished original photo,
cabinet size, of Sioux rndian Chief, SITTING
BULL, with his Signature. Have 200 sub-
jects, all different, ofleading Western Indians.

First-class work. Cabinet Size for 10 cents each. Some sent
on selection. Give reference. After seeing sample you will
want others. Indian Costume, Ornaments and Weapons.
15,000 Flint Stone Ancient Indian Relics. 100,000 Mineral
and Fossil Specimens. Catalogue for stamp. 13th year.

L. W. STILWEI/L. Deadwood, South Dak.

HOUGH'S "AMERICAN WOODS"
A publication Illustrated by actual specimens.

WOODS FOR THE STEREOPTICQN
Enabling you to show upon the screen characteristic
structures projected from nature itself

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views ol
grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR CLASS USE
Nothing equals these tor use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEN CROSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate),
painting, India Ink work, etc.

If you are interested in wood or trees in any way send lor
our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH, Lowville, N. Y.
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im Queen Pharos
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC LAMP.

ITS TWELVE POINTS OF SUPERIORITY:

1. It Keeps in Focus Constantly

2. Regulates and Runs Silently

3. Regulates at Short Intervals

4. The Carbons Separate Very

Little

5 . It Lights up the Screen Evenly

6. Maintains the Same Intensity

7. No Attention Required TO
HELP it Regulate ....

8. Does NOT FLICKER nor

Flash

9. Its Light Power is the High-

est

10. The FULL CRATER is Pro-

jected

1 1

.

The Negative Carbon is Non-

Lutninous

12. The Adjustments are all

Outside

SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR PROJECTION IN THE PHYSICAL LABORATORY AND LECTURE ROOM.

ITS mechanism is contained in a nickel-plated case about four and a half iaches high, five

inches long, two and a quarter Inches wide. The carbon holders and gears are placed

outside on the narrow front, but the carbons are enclosed in a box with a circular window
holding a glass screen to protect the lenses from sparks given off by the arc light.

QUEEN PROJECTION MICROSCOPE. THE MICRO=POLARISCOPE.

STAUROSCOPE with latest improvements, stand unexcelled.

. . . Projection Apparatus of All Kinds. .

.

Microscopes, Engineering Instruments, Physical and Chemical

Apparatus, Electrical Test Instruments.

Catalogues and Circulars

on application to

New York Office : 1 1 6 Fulton St.

Queen & Co., inc.,

1010 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.



SCIENCE.—ADVERTISEMENTS.

Scientific Apparatus

" BowDoiN" X-Ray Focus Tube

My Specialties Are

:

"W-S" X-Ray Apparatus ; Weston Ammeters, Volt-

meters and Wattmeters ;

'

' CHlorid Accumulator '

' Stor-

age Batteries ; Electrical Measuring Instruments ; Phys-

ical and Optical Apparatus ; Pyscliological Apparatus,

etc.

" Duty Free " Importations from all prominent

European makers.

Correspondence requested.

JAMES Q. BIDDLE,
Dealer, Manufacturer's Agent and Importer,

909 Drexel Building, PHILADELPHIA.

Dec. I, 1896. Just Published. Sixth Edition of

THE MICROSCOPE ^2^uTE^T?.1fDT-

By SIMON HENRY QAQE, Professor of Microscopy, His-

tology and Embryology in Cornell University and the

New York State Veterinary College, Ittiaca, N. Y., U.S A.

Sixth edition, rewritten, greatly enlarged, and illustrated

by 165 figures in the text. Price, $1.50, postpaid.

COMSTOCK PUBLISHING CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

Pomhrian rnSCilQ ^ ^^^^^ collection of Upper
UdmUridll rUSaiia.

Mississippi Cambrian fossUs

from the St. Croix (Potsdam) sandstone for sale. Mostly

Trilobites. Send for low prices.

W. A. FINKELNBURG, WINONA, MINN.

NEW CATALOGUE.

We have recently issued a new edition, revised and en-

larged to 64 pages, of our catalogue of

Books on Cbemistry, diemical
Technology and Physics.

It is arranged by subjects, and includes all the standard

books in Chemical and Physical Science, as well as the re-

cent literature up to date.

A copy of this Catalogue will be sent free by mail to any
address.

D. Van Nostrand Company,
Publishers and Importers of Scientific Books,

23 Murray St. and 27 Warren St., New York.

Delicious

Driijk
Horsford's Acid Phosphate

with water and sugar only, makes a
delicious, healthful and invigorating

drink.

Allays the thirst, aids digestion, and
relieves the lassitude so common in

midsummer.

Dr. M. H. Henry, New York, says : "When
completely tired out by prolonged wakefulness

and overwork, it is of the greatest value to me.
As a beverage it possesses charms beyond any-
thing I know of in the form of medicine."

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

RARE MINERALS.
THAUMASITE, from Paterson, N. J., a sulphate, silicate and

carbonate of calcium, pure white, 25c,

EKDEMITE, bright yellow on red wulfenite, Arizona, SOc.

NATIVE ARSENIC, Japan, % to J^-inch crsytallized balls
2Sc, 3Sc.

"

Collections for Schools.
ALPHA COLLECTION, twenty-five specimens in trays, con-

tained in a neat wooden box and accompanied by a UB-

page guide book (XIII., Guide for Science Teaching, Bos
ton Society of Natural History), Price, complete, $1.00.

CABINET COLLECTIONS, 100 specimens, small size, $5.00.
100 specimens, large size, $10.00. These specimens are
each accompanied by a label giving name, system of
crystallization, chemical formula, and locality, and make
a good working collection for a student.

EXCELSIOR COLLECTION for high schools and colleges
200 specimens, nicely mounted on wooden blocks, with
beveled fronts for receiving labels. Price, packed
$100.00. Hchool Bulletin iasX, out.

Loose Crystals.
Small packages of free crystals for crystallographic stady

may be sent for inspection by mail at small cost. Ap-
proval boxes of cabinet specimens by express or freight.

ROY HOPPING,
MINERAL DEALER,

NEW YORK.504-506 Liberty Building,

Liberty and Qreenwich Sts.
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NEW BOOKS
PUBLISHED BY ... .

The Macmillan Company
FOB EVERT BIRD LOVER.

CITIZEN BIRD: A Story of Bird Life.
By

MABEL OSGOOD WRIGHT,
Author of

^^Birdcra/t," "Tommy-Anne and the

TJiree Hearts," etc.

Fifth Thousand.

Cloth, Crown avo.

Price, $l.50.

and

DR. ELLIOTT COUES,
Author of

"Birds of North America "

etc., etc.

Illustrated -with drawings from nature by LouiS Agassiz Fueetes.
" Lovers of birds have for a long time been on the loolsiout for tlie book . . . Now tliat it iias been publislied it

will be eagerly read, and the readers will be pleased to find their highest expectations more than fulfilled
An unusual feature of the book, one too seldom found in volumes which

'^ undertake to combine story and instruction, is the great skill and natural- From the
Most Charming ' ness with which the two features are mentioned. Here, then, in this book, Daily Advertiser,

Story " volume which cannot be too widely circulated, and which any person, Bostonyoung or old, of the average American intelligence will be glad to read,
is a most charming story with people who are characters, not lay iigures, who study together the names and habits of
over a hundred of our common birds."

. „,^ • 1 c- I
" '^°^ naturally turns with high expectations to a new book by two such noted bird lovers,A ^narmingiy simple,

_ ^ ^ and meets with no disappointment in this case. The book is a
yet fairly complete charmingly simple, yet fairly complete introduction to the science of orni- From

introduction thology, written for children. . . . There is no other book in existence The Tribune,
so well fitted for arousing and directing the interest that all children of
any sensibility feel towards birds."to Ornithology. Chicag

Something "Something unique in the way of a work on natural history . . .

unique wholly result is wholly delightlul. ' Citizen Bird ' is intended for children and is
". written in such a bright, cheery, natural manner that there cannot possibly

delignttul. liyg a child with a soul so dead as not to respond to the charm of its pages.
. . . There is such an air of freedom about it, there are so many dramatic touches in it, that one
is kept constantly in a state of pleased anticipation."

and in this case the

From
The Evening Post,

Chicago.

A DICTIONARY OF BIRDS.
By ALFRED NEWTON,

Assisted by Hans Gadow, with contributions from Eichaed Lydekker, Charles S. Eoy and Robert "W.
Shijfbldt, M.D. Complete in One Volume with Index and Introduction. Illustrated with a Map
and many figures.

Cloth. 8vo. Price, $10 nef.

"The event more than justifies our prediction that this work would 'prove the most useful single volume ever
published on ornithology.' No better balanced treatise of like magnitude exists in the literature of science ; there is none
_. . . J . i in which a standard of excellence set up at the start is more equably main- ^
1 he greatest and best tained to the finish. That standard, moreover, is one hitherto unexampled. From a review m
book ever written Professor Newton has no equal in erudition, so far as the science of orni- The Nation,

about birds thology is concerned, and few peers In the art of exposition. His long in- hy rir Elliott Coukscumbency of an important chair in the University of Cambridge has made
'

him a masterly teacher, and we have in this Dictionary the most mature fruits of lifelong devotion to his favorite study, set
forth with rare skill and tact."

IN PRESS.

WILD NEIGHBORS.
a Book about Animals. By ERNEST INQERSOLL. With

twenty full-page plates and other drawings made ex-
pressly for this book.

A book on the habits, haunts, etc , of certain animals, with
some account of the methods of training them in captivity.

IN PRESS.

LIFE HISTORIES OF AMERICAN
INSECTS.

By Professor CLARENCE M. WEED, New Hampshire Col-
lege of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts.

Chapters on various forms of Insect life, most of which are
easily obtainable for observation.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York City.



11 SCIENCE.—ADVERTISEMENTS.

Scientific Apparatus

"Bowdoin" X-Ray Focus Tube.

My Specialties Are :

'
' W-S " X-Kay Apparatus ; Weston Ammeters, Volt-

meters and Wattmeters ;
'

' Chlorid Accumulator '

' Stor-

age Batteries ; Electrical Measuring Instruments ; Phys-

ical and Optical Apparatus ; Pyschological Apparatus,

etc.

" Duty Free " Importations from all prominent

European makers.

Correspondence requested.

JAMES Q. BIDDLE,
Dealer, Manufacturer's Agent and Importer,

909 Drexel Building, PHILADELPHIA.

Dec. 1, 1896. Just Published. Sixth Edition of

THE MICROSCOPE ^SSJ^^^E^l^bT"
By SIMON HENRY OAQE, Professor of Microscopy, His-

tology and Embryology In Cornell University and the

New York State Veterinary College, Ithaca, N. Y., U.S A.

Sixth edition, rewritten, greatly enlarged, and illustrated

hy 165 figures in the text. Price, $1 .50, postpaid.

COMSTOCK PUBLISHING CO., Itliaca, N. Y.

A large collection of Upper
Mississippi Cambrian fossils

trom the St. Croix (Potsdam) sandstone for sale. Mostly

Trilobites. Send for low prices.

W. A. FINKELNBURG, WINONA, MiNN.

NEW CATALOGUE.

Cambrian Fossils.

We have recently issued a new edition, revised and en-

larged to 64 pages, of our catalogue of

Books on Chemistry, Chemical
Technology and Physics.

It is arranged by subjects, and includes all the standard

books in Chemical and Physical Science, as well as the re-

cent literature up to date.

A copy of this Catalogue will be sent free by maU to any
address.

D. Van Nostrand Company,
Publishers and Importers of Scientific Books,

23 Murray St. and 27 Warren St., New York.

T>rink
Horsford's Acid Phosphate

with water and sugar only, makes a
delicious, healthful and invigorating-

drink.

Allays the thirst, aids digestion, and
relieves the lassitude so common in

midsummer.

Dr. M. H. Henry, New York, says: "When
completely tired out by prolonged wakefulness
and overwork, it is of the greatest value to me.
As a beverage it possesses charms beyond any-
thing I know of in the form of medicine."

Descriptive pamphlet free.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

I will mall a finely finished original photo,
cabinet size, of Sioux Indian Chief, SITTING
BULL, with his Signature. Have 200 sub-
jects, all different, ofleading Western Indians.

First-class work. Cabinet Size for 10 cents each. Some sent
on selection. Give reference. Alter seeing sample you will
want others. Indian Costume, Ornaments and Weapons.
15,000 Flint Stone Ancient Indian Eelics. 100,000 Mineral
and Fossil Specimens. Catalogue for stamp. 13th year.

Ij. "W. STILAVELIi, Deadwood, Sonth Dab,

HOUGH'S "AMERICAN WOODS"
A publication illustrated by actual specimens.

WOODS FOR THE STEREOPTICON
Enabling you to show upon the screen characteristic
structures projected from nature itself.

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views ol
grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR CLASS USE
Nothing equals these for use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEN CROSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate),

painting, India ink work, etc.

If you are interested In wood or trees in any way send for
our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH, Lowville, N. Y.
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NEW BOOKS
PUBLISHED BY ... .

The Macmillan Company
FOR EVERY BIRD LOVER.

CITIZEN BIRD: A Story of Bird Life.
By

MABEL OSGOOD WRIGHT,
Author of

"Birdcraft," "Tommy-Anne and the

fifth thousand.

Cloth. Crown 8vo.

Price, $J.sO.

and

DR. ELLIOTT COUES,
Author of

"Birds of North America. "

etc., etc.Three Hearts,'' etc.

Illustrated with drawings from nature by Louis Agassiz Fueetes.
" Lovers of birds have for a long time been on the lookout for the book . . . Now that it has been published it

will be eagerly read, and the readers will be pleased to find their highest expectations more than fnlflUed
An unusual feature of the book, one too seldom found in volumes which _^^ undertake to combine story and instruction, is the great skill and natural- From the

Most Charming ness with which the two features are mentioned. Here, then, in this book. Daily Advertiser,
Storv ^ volume which cannot be too widely circulated, and which any person, Boston'' young or old, of the average American intelligence will be glad to read,

is a most charming story with people who are characters, not lay figures, who study together the names and habits of
over a hundred of our common birds."

-. • , c-
" One naturally turns with high expectations to a new book by two such noted bird lovers,A Cnarmingly bimple,

^ _ ^ ^nd meets with no disappointment in this case. The book is a
yet fairly complete charmingly simple, yet fairly complete introduction to the science of orni- From

introduction thology, written for children. . . . There is no other book in existence The Tribune,
-- well fitted for arousing and directing the interest that all children of Chicagoto Ornithology. any sensibility feel towards birds."

Something "Something unique in the way of a work on natural history . . .

uniaue wholly result is wholly delightiul. 'Citizen Bird' is intended for children and is

A r utf written in such a bright, cheery, natural manner that there cannot possibly
delignttui. ijye a child with a soul so dead as not to respond to the charm of its pages.

. . . There is such an air of freedom about it, there are so many dramatic touches in it, that one
is kept constantly in a state of pleased anticipation."

and in this case the

From
The Evening Post,

Chicago.

A DICTIONARY OF BIRDS.
By ALFRED NEWTON,

by Hans Gadow, with contributions from Richard Lydekeer, Chaeles S. Eot and Eobbet "W.
Shtjfeldt, M.D. Complete in One Volume with Index and Introduction. Illustrated with a Map
and many figures. cloth. 8vo. Price, $10 ne^

"The event more than justifies our prediction that this work would 'prove the most useful single volume ever
published on ornithology.' No better balanced treatise of like magnitude exists in the literature of science ; there is none

in which a standard of excellence set up at the start is more equably main- _
The greatest and best tained to the finish. That standard, moreover, is one hitherto unexampled. irom a review in

book ever written Professor Newton has no equal in erudition, so far as the science of orni- The Nation,

about birds thology is concerned, and few peers in the art of exposition. His long in- ^jy Dp Elliott CouES
cumbency of an important chair in the University of Cambridge has made

him a masterly teacher, and we have in this Dictionary the most mature fruits of lifelong devotion to his favorite study, set
forth with rare skill and tact."

IN' BUJESS.
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Horsford's Acid Phosphate.

Overworked men and women, the

nervous, weak and debilitated, will find

in the Acid Phosphate a most agree-

able, grateful and harmless stimulant,

giving renewed strength and vigor to

the entire system.

Dr. Edwin F. Vose, Portland, Me., says:

"I have used it in my own case when suffering

from nervous exhaustion, with gratifying re-

sults. I have prescribed it for many of the

various forms of nervous debility, and it has
never failed to do good."

Desciiptive pamphlet free on application to

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

For sale by all Druggists.

HOUGH'S "AMERICAN WOODS"
A publication illustrated by actual specimens.

WOODS FOR THE STEREOPTICON
Enabling you to show upon the screen characteristic
structures projected from nature itself.

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views oi
grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR GLASS USE
Nothing equals these lor use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEN CROSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate),
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If you are interested in wood or trees in any way send for

our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH, Lowville, N.Y.
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" Duty Free" Importations from all prominent
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Scientific Apparatus

"Bowdoin" X-Ray Focus Tube.

My Specialties Are

:

"W-S" X-Eay Apparatus ; Weston Ammeters, Volt-

meters and Wattmeters ;
" Clilorid Accumulator" Stor-

age Batteries ; Electrical Measuring Instruments ; Phys-
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" Duty Free " Importations from all prominent

European makers.

Correspondence requested.

JAMES G. BIDDLE,
Dealer. Manufacturer's Agent and Importer,

909 Drexel Building, PHILADELPHIA.

RARE MINERALS.
THAUMASITE, from Paterson, N. J., a sulphate, silicate and

carbonate of calcium, pure white, 2Sc.

EKDEMITE, bright yellow on red wulfenite, Arizona, SOc.

[ to %-iuch crsytallized balls

Collections for Schools.
ALPHA COLLECTION, twenty-five specimens in trays, con-

tained in a neat wooden box and accompanied by a US-

page guide hook (XIII., Guide for Science Teaching, Bos-
ton Society of Natural History), Price, complete, $1.00.

CABINET COLLECTIONS, 100 specimens, small size, $5.00.
100 specimens, large size, $10.00. These specimens are
eafih accompanied by a label giving name, system of
crystallization, chemical formula, and locality, and make
a good working collection for a student.

EXCELSIOR COLLECTION for high schools and colleges
200 specimens, nicely mounted on wooden blocks, with
beveled fronts for receiving labels. Price, packed
$100.00. tSchool Bulletin }\iz\, oxiX.

Loose Crystals.
Small packages of free crystals tor crystallographic study

may be sent for inspection by mail at small cost. Ap-
proval boxes of cabinet specimens by express or freigbt.

ROY HOPPING,
MINERAL DEALER,

504=506 Liberty Building,
Liberty and Greenwich Sts.

NEW YORK.
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New Scientific and Philosophical Books.

SOCIAL AND ETHICAL
INTERPRETATIONS IN MENTAL

DEVELOPMENT.
A Study in Social Psychology.

By JAMES MARK BAXDWIN,
Professor in Princeton Zhiiversity, Co-Editor of The Psy-

chological Review.

Work crowned with the Gold Medal of the Royal
Academy of Denmark.

13mo. Cloth. Price, S2.60 net.

BY THE /SAME A UTHOR.
THE PRINCIPLES OF

MENTAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE
CHILD AND THE RACE.
METHODS AND PROCESSES.

iSmo. Cloth. Price, $3.60 net.

" One's abiding impression of the book is very favorable.
Its pages breattie something of the intimacy, the franliness,
the personal charm of a clever investigator's note-booli."—The Nation.

WUNDT'S ETHICS.

By "WELHELM TVUNDT,
Professor of Philosophy in the University of Leipzig.

Translated by Julia Glover, Professor of Philosophy in
Eockford College, and Edward Bradford Titchener,
Sage Professor of Psychology in the Cornell University.
Vol. I.

8to. Cloth. Price, S3.25 net.

To experts Professor Wnndt's works are already familiar
In their original language. But there is a publicto whom
his name is only known as an authority, while his works
remain sealed to them ; the present excellent translation
will, therefore, be appreciated by the latter.

THE CONCEPTION OF GOD.
A Philosophical Discussion.

By JOSIAH ROVCE, Ph.D.,
Harvard University ;

JOSEPH LE CONTE, M.D., LL.D., and
G, \V. HOWISON, r-i.D.,

Professors in the University of California.

A reissue with a neiv and fuller essay by Professor Royce.

Cloth. Crown 8vo. Price, S1.75 net.

CHRISTIANITY AND IDEALISM.
The Christian Ideal of Life in its Relations to the

Greek and Jewish Ideals and to Modern
Philosophy.

By JOHN WATSON, Lt.D.,
Professor of Moral Philosophy in Queen's University,

Kingston, Canada.

New Edition wltb Additions.

13mo. Cloth. Price, S1.'7S net.

In the present edition of this work, the second part has
been enlarged by the addition of three new chapters (eighth,
umth, and tenth) and the intercalation of a dozen pages in
the last chapter of the book. The eighth chapter seeks to
exhibit the inadequacy of Materialism by showing that the
Atomism upon which It rests is inconsistent both with
science and with philosophy, and that in its struggle to
reach consistency it accomplishes its own euthanasia.

THE SOCIAL TEACHING OF JESUS.
An Essay in Christian Sociology.

By SHAIXEK IVIATTHEWS,
University of Chicago.

Cloth. Crown 8vo. Price, ^1.50.

"The author is scholarly, devout, awake to all modern
thought, and yet conservative and pre-eminently sane. His
style is fresh, his illustrations Illustrate, and for moat of his
statements he gives Scriptural warrant hy the citation of
proof texts."

—

The Co7igreg ationalist.

PRACTICAL IDEALISM.
f Social Theology."By WlXIilAM DE WITT HYDE, President of Bowdoin College, and author of '^Outlines c

Cloth. Crown 8vo. Price, S1.50.

The natural sequence of Dr. Hyde's Theoretical "Outlines," which was pronounced " a peculiarly original, interesting,
and suggestive study."

—

The Church Standard.

THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW.
J. FRANKLIN JAMESON, Professor of History in Brown University, Managing Editor.

Single number, $1.00. Annual Subscription, S3.00. Issued quarterly. Vols. I. and II., bound in half morocco, S4.00 net.

Send for circular showing the contents of these volumes.

Send in your subscription for the new year, beginning with the October number, to

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 66 Fifth Ave., New York
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Dec. 1896. Just Published. Sixth Edition of

CAL METHODS,
By SIMON HENRY GAGE, Professor of Microscopy, His-

tology and Eml>ryology in Cornell University and the
New York State Veterinary College, Ithaca, N. Y., U.S A.
Sixth edition, rewritten, greatly enlarged, and illustrated
by 165 figures in the text. Price, $1.50, postpaid.

COMSTOCK PUBLISHING CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

I will mail a iinely finished original photo,
cabinet size, of Sioux Indian Chief, SITTING
BULL, with his Signature. Have 200 sub-
jects, all different, ofleading Western Indians.

First-class work. Cabinet Size for 10 cents each. Some sent
on selection. Give reference. After seeing sample you will
want others. Indian Costume, Ornaments and Weapons.
15,000 Flint Stone Ancient Indian Relics. 100,000 Mineral
and Fossil Specimens. Catalogue for stamp. 13th year.

Ij. "W. STIL'WELI., Deadwood, South Sak.
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Horsford's Acid Phosphate.

Overworked men and women, the

nervous, weak and debilitated, will find

in the Acid Phosphate a most agree-

able, grateful and harmless stimulant,

giving renewed strength and vigor to

the entire system.

Dr. Edwin F. Vose, Portland, Me., says

:

"I have used it in my own case when sufifering

from nervous exhaustion, with gratifying re-

sults. I have prescribed it for many of the

various forms of nervous debility, and it has
never failed to do good."

Desciiptive pamphlet free on application to

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

For sale by all Druggists.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Position desired in Engineering Offices, with
view to advancement. Details, upon coniniu=>

nication.
C. H. D., care of Science,

66 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK.

HOUGH'S "AIYIEBICAN WOODS"
A publication illustrated by actual specimens.

WOODS FOR THE STEREOPTICON

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views of
grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR CLASS USE
Nothing equals these for use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEN CROSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate),
painting, India ink work, etc.

If you are interested in wood or trees in any way send for
our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH, Lowvllle, N. Y.
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General Electric Co.'s
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PIatino=cyanide of Barium, or Tungstate of Calcium Screens.

NEW X=RAY TUBE
EFFICIENT.

WITH AUTOMATIC
VACUUM REGULATOR.

LONG-LIVED.

ROENTGEN RAY APPARATUS of all kinds.
Catalogue No. 9050.

Candelabra, Miniature and Decorative Lamps.
Catalogue No. 9044.

EiiisDii DecQiative ani WiM \sm MMt
{GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.)

HARRISON, N. J.
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Ij. W. STTJL'WEIili. Deadwood, South Dak.

Scientific
Apparatus

I have excellent facilities and connec-
tions for supplying Physical Laboratory
and Lecture Apparatus, Projection Lan-
terns, Electrical Measuring Instruments,
Storage Batteries, Physiological and Psy-
chological Apparatus, etc. More than 10
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A UOTABLE BOOK .

A Monograph,

Structural and Systematic of

the Order Oligochaeta.

FRANK EVEES EEDEAED, M.A,, T.E.S.

Demy 4to, with Plates and Illustrations.

Price, $12.50.

Times :
—"A most elaborate and exhaustive treatise,

sumptuously printed and illustrated, on the anatomy,

classification, and biological relations of an important

order of segmented worms found in fresh water."

For Sale by all Booksellers Send for Catalogue.

©yforb TUniversit^) press,
AMERICAN BRANCH:

91 and 93 Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

RARE MINERALS.
THAUMASITE, from Paterton, N. J., a sulphate, silicate and

carbonate of calcium, pure white, 25c.

EKDEMITE, bright yellovT on red wulfenite, Arizona, SOc.

NATIVE ARSENIC, Japan, % to Ji-iuch crsytallized balls
2Sc, 3Sc.

Collections for Schools.
ALPHA COLLECTION, twenty-five specimens in trays, con-

tained in a neat wooden box and accompanied by a 1.6-

page guide booh {XIII., Guide lor Science Teaching, Bos-
ton Society of Natural History), Price, complete, $1.00.

CABINET COLLECTIONS, 100 specimens, small size, $5.00.
100 specimens, large size, $10.00. These specimens are
each accompanied by a label giving name, system of
crystallization, chemical formula, and locality, and make
a good working collection for a student.

EXCELSIOR COLLECTION for high schools and colleges
200 specimens, nicely mounted on wooden blocks, with
beveled fronts for receiving labels. Price, packed
$100.00. iSehool Bulleim juat out.

Loose Crystals.
Small packages of free crystals for crystallographic study

may be sent for inspection by mail at small cost. Ap-
proval boxes of cabinet specimens by express or freight.

ROY HOPPING,
MINERAL DEALER,

504-506 Liberty Building,
Liberty and Greenwich Sts.

NEW YORK.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate.

Overworked men and women, the

nervous, weak and debilitated, will find

in the Acid Phosphate a most agree-

able, grateful and harmless stimulant,

giving renewed strength and vigor to

the entire system.

Dr. Edwin F. Vose, Portland, Me., says:

"I have used it in my own case when suffering

from nervous exhaustion, with gratifying re-

sults. I have prescribed it for many of the

various forms of nervous debility, and it has
never failed to do good."

Desciiptive pamphlet free on application to

Rumford Cliemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

For sale by all Druggists.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Position desired in Engineering Offices, with

view to advancement. Details, upon coininu='

nication.
C. H. D., care of Science,

66 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK.

HOUGH'S "AMERICAN WOODS"
A publication illustrated by actual specimens.

WOODS FOR THE STEREOPTICON
Enabling you to show upon the screen characteristic
structures projected from nature itself.

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views ol
grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR CLASS USE
Nothing equals these Jor use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEM CROSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate),

painting, India ink work, etc.

If you are interested in wood or trees in any way sendifor
our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH. Lowville, N. Y.
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Maximum and

Minimum Thermometers
i»^*^l*^«''y*'^*i'yr»)

standard Barometers.

Aneroids for Weather and Altitude.

Rain Qauges.^-«^-
METEOROLOGICAL CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION.

Physical and Chemical Apparatus,
Engineering Instruments and Microscopes.

«*^««:=ai*^e'yr»s'yr*'^r»i

Queen & Co., Inc.

OPTICAL AND SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT WORKS,
NEW„YORK OFFICE

:

116 FULTON STREET. 1010 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.



SCIENCE.—AD YERTISEMENTS.

A ITOTABLE BOOK .

A Monograph,

Stmctural and Systematic of

the Order Oligochaeta.

By

PEANK EVEES BEDDAED, M.A., F.E.S.

Demy 4to, with Plates and Illustrations.

Price, $12.50.

Times :
—"A most elaborate and exhaustive treatise,

sumptuously printed and illustrated, on the anatomy,

classification, and biological relations of an important

order of segmented worms found in fresh water."

For Sale by all Booksellers. Send for Catalogue.

©yfort) laniversit^ press,
AMERICAN BRANCH:

91 and 93 Fifth Ave., NEW YORK,

RARE MINERALS.
THAUMASITE, from Paterson.N. J., a sulphate, silicate and

carbonate of calcium, pure white, 25c.

EKDEMITE, briglit yellow on red wulfenite, Arizona, SOc.

;-iuch crsytallized balls

Collections for Schools.
ALPHA COLLECTION, twenty-five specimens in trays, con-

tained in a neat wooden box and accompanied by a. m-
page guide book (XIII., Guide tor Science Teaching, Bos-
ton Society of Natural History), Price, complete, $1.00.

CABINET COLLECTIONS, 100 specimens, small size, $5.00.
100 specimens, large size, $10.00. These specimens are
each accompanied by a label giving name, system of
crystallization, chemical formula, and locality, and make
a good working collection for a student.

EXCELSIOR COLLECTION for high schools and colleges
200 specimens, nicely mounted on wooden blocks, with
beveled fronts for receiving labels. Price, packed
$100.00. Scliool BuUetini\is,t out.

Loose Crystals.
Small packages of free crystals for crystallographic study

may be sent for inspection by mail at small cost. Ap-
proval boxes of cabinet specimens by express or freight.

ROY HOPPING,
MINERAL DEALER,

504-506 Liberty Building,
Liberty and Qreenwich Sts.

NEW YORK.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate.

Overworked men and women, the

nervous, weak and debilitated, will find

in the Acid Phosphate a most agree-

able, grateful and harmless stimulant,

giving renewed strength and vigor to

the entire system.

Dr. Edwin F. Vose, Portland, Me., says:

"I have used it in my own case when suffering

from nervous exhaustion, with gratifying re-

sults. I have prescribed it for many of the
various forms of nervous debility, and it has
never failed to do good."

Desciiptive pamphlet free on application to

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

For sale by all Druggists.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Position desired in Engineering Offices, with
view to advancement. Details, upon commu-
nication.

C. H. D., care of Science,
66 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK.

'HOUGH'S "AMERICAN WOODS"
A publication illustrated by actual specimens.

WOODS FOR THE 8TERE0PTIC0N
Enabling you to show upon the screen characteristic-
structures projected from nature itself.

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views ol
grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR CLASS USE
Nothing equals these lor use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEN CROSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate),

painting, India ink work, etc.

If you-are interested in wood or trees in any way send for

our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH, Lowville, N. Y.
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General Electric Co.'s

New X=Ray Tube
WITH AUTOMATIC VACUUM REGULATOR.

Simple. Efficient. Long-lived. Cannot run too high in vacuum.

Roentgen Ray Apparatus, catalogue No. 9,050. Minia-

ture, Candelabra, Decorative Lamps, catalogue No. 9,044.

Emsoi DGGoialive aoii piinlature Lanm Deparimeiit,
[GENERAL. ELECTRIC COMPANY.)

HARRISON, N. J.

Dec. 1, 1896. Just Published. Sixth Edition of

THE MICROSCOPE ^SSL^^^E^^o'bT-
By SIMON HENRY GAGE, Professor of Microscopy, His-

tology and Embryology in Cornell University and the
New Yorli State Veterinary College, Itliaca, N. Y., O.S A.
Sixthedition, rewritten, greatly enlarged, and illustrated
by 16a figures In the text. Price, $1.50, postpaid.

COMSTOCK PUBLISHING CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

I will naail a finely finished original photo,
cabinet size, of Sioux Indian Chief, SITTING
BULL, with his Signature. Have 200 sub-
jects, all different, ofleading Western Indians.

First-class work. Cabinet Size for 10 cents each. Some sent
on selection. Give reference. Alter seeing sample you will
want others. Indian Costume, Ornaments and Weapons.
15.000 Flint Stone Ancient Indian Relics. 100,000 Mineral
and Fossil Specimens. Catalogue for stamp. 13th year.

L. "W. STH,"WEI,L, Deadwood, South Dak.

ScientiiEc

The new " Jagafti " Adjustable Tacuum I-Ray Tube. Price, $10.00

Write for Illustrated Booklet " concerning X-Ray Apparatus." Just Issued.

I have excellent facilities and connec-
tions for supplying Physical Laboratory
and Lecture Apparatus. Projection Lan-
terns, Electrical Measuring Instruments,
Storage Batteries, Physiological and Psy-
chological Apparatus, etc. More than 10
years' experience. Special attention to
"Duty Free" College Importations. Cor-
respondence requested.

James Q. Biddle,
909 Drexel Building,

PHILADELPHIA.



SCIENCE.—ADVERTISEMENTS.

RARE MINERALS.
THAUMASITE, from Paterson, N. J., a sulphate, silicate and

carbonate of calcium, pure white, 2Sc.

EKDEMITE, bright yellow on red wulfenite, Arizona, SOc.

NATIVE ARSENIC, Japan, )4 to J^-iuch crsytallized balls

Collections for Schools.
ALPHA COLLECTION, twenty-flve specimens in trays, con-

tained in a neat wooden box and accompanied by a 46'-

page guide book (XIII., Guide tor Science Teaching, Bos-

ton Society of Natural History), Price, complete, $1.00.

CABINET COLLECTIONS, 100 specimens, small size, $5.00.

100 specimens, large size, $10.00. These specimens are

each accompanied by a label giving name, system of

crystallization, chemical formula, and locality, and make
a good working collection for a student.

EXCELSIOR COLLECTION for high schools and colleges

200 specimens, nicely mounted on wooden blocks, with
beveled fronts for receiving labels. Price, packed
$100.00. School BulleUn just out.

Loose Crystals.
Small packages of free crystals for crystallographic study

may be sent for inspection by mail at small cost. Ap-
proval boxes of cabinet specimens by express or freight.

ROY HOPPING,
MINERAL DEALER,

5 and 7 Dey Street, NEW YORK.

NEW CATALOGUE.

We have recently issued a new edition, revised and en-
larged to 64 pages, of our catalogue of

Books on Cliemistry, diemical
Xeclinology and Physics.

It is arranged by subjects, and includes all the standard
books in Chemical and Physical Science, as well as the re-

cent literature up to date.

A copy of this Catalogue will be sent free by mail to any
address.

D. Van Nostrand Company,
Publishers and Importers of Scientific Books,

23 Murray St. and 27 Warren St., New York.

CONSTIPATION
In Adults and Children. With special reference to Ha-

^js. bitual Constipation and its most successful Treatment by
the Mechanical Methods.

By HENKY IIXOWAY, M.D.,

Formerly Professor of the Diseases of Children, Cincinnati

College of Medicine and Surgery; formerly visiting phy-
sician to the Jewish Hospital, Cincinnati, etc. ; Member
of the Medical Society of the County of New York, of the
New York County Medical Association, etc.

With 'many Plates and Illustrations.

8vo. Cloth. Price, S4.00 net.

PUBLISHED BV

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY,
66 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate.

Overworked men and women, the

nervous, weak and debilitated, will find

in the Acid Phosphate a most agree-

able, grateful and harmless stimulant,

giving renewed strength and vigor to

the entire system.

Dr. Edwin F. Vose, Portland, Me., says

:

"I have used it in my own case when suffering

from nervous exhaustion, with gratifying re-

sults. I have prescribed it for many of the

various forms of nervous debility, and it has

never failed to do good."

Desciiptive pamphlet free on application to

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

For sale by all Druggists.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Position desired in Engineering Offices, with

view to advancement. Details, upon comniu=

nication.
C. M. D., care of Science,

66 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK.

HOUGH'S "AMERICAN WOODS"
A publication illustrated by actual specimens.

WOODS FOR THE STEREOPTICON
Enabling you to show upon the screen characteristic

structures projected from natiure itself.

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views ol

grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR GLASS USE
Nothing equals these for use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEN CROSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate),

painting, India ink work, etc.

If you are interested in wood or trees in any way send for

our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH, Lowville, N. Y.
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IMew Scientific and Philosophical Books.
SOCIAL AND ETHICAL

INTERPRETATIONS IN MENTAL
DEVELOPMENT.

A Study in Social Psychology.

By JAMKS MARK BALDWIN,
Professor in Princeton University, Co-Editor of The Psy-

chological Review.

Work crowned with the Gold Medal of the Royal
Academy of Denmark.

ISmo. ClotU. Price, S3.60 net.

BY THE SAME A XJTHOB.

THE PRINCIPLES OF
MENTAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE

CHILD AND THE RACE.
METHODS AND PROCESSES.

13mo. ClotU. Price, S3.60 net.

" One's abiding impression of the ttooli is, very favorable.
Its pages breathe something of the intimacy, the frankness,
the personal charm of a clever investigator's note-boolj."

—The Nation.

WUNDT'S ETHICS.
Laws of the Moeal

By WIIiHELM WUNDT,
Professor of Philosophy in the University of Leipzig.

Translated by Julia Glover, Professor of Philosophy in
Eockford College, and Edward Bradford Titchener,
Sage Professor of Psychology in the Cornell University.
Vol. I.

8vo. Clotli. Price, S3.35 net.

To experts Professor Wundt's works are already familiar
in their original language. But there is a public to whom
his name is only known as an authority, while his works
remain sealed to them; 'the present excellent translation
will, therefore, be appreciated by the latter.

THE CONCEPTION OF GOD.
A Philosophical Discussion.

By JOSIAH KOYCE, Ph.D.,
Harvard University

;

JOSEPH LE CONTE, M.D., Lt.D., and
G. W. HOWISON, LIC.D.,

Professors in the University of California.

A reissue with a new and fuller essay by Professor Roy'CE.

Cloth. Crown 8vo. Price, $1.'J5 net.

CHRISTIANITY AND IDEALISM.
The Christian Ideal of Life in its Relations to the

Greek and Jewish Ideals and to Modern
Philosophy.

By JOHN WATSON, M-.D.,
Professor of Moral Philosophy in Queen's University,

Kingston, Canada.

New Edition with Additions.

12mo. Cloth. Price, S1.75 net.

In the present edition of this work, the second part has
been enlarged by the addition of three new chapters (eighth,
ninth, and tenth) and the intercalation of a dozen pages in
the last chapter of the book. The eighth chapter seeks to
exhibit the inadequacy of Materialism by showing that the
Atomism upon which it rests is inconsistent both with
science and with philosophy, and that in its struggle to
reach consistency it accomplishes its own euthanasia.

THE SOCIAL TEACHING OF JESUS.
An Essay in Christian Sociology.

By SHAIXEK MATTHEWS,
University of Chicago.

Cloth. Crown 8vo. Price, «1.50.

"The author is scholarly, devout, awake to all modem
thought, and yet conservative and pre-eminently sane. Hia
style is fresh, his illustrations illustrate, and for most of his
statements he gives Scriptural warrant by the citation of
proof texts."

—

The Congregationalist.

PRACTICAL IDEALISM.
By wrLIilAM DE WITT HYDE, President of Bowdoin College, and author of "Outlines of Social Theology."

Cloth. Crown 8vo. Price, S1.50.

The natural sequence of Dr. Hyde's Theoretical "Outlines," which was pronounced " a peculiarly original, interesting
and suggestive study."

—

The Church Standard.

THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW.
J. FRANKIjIN JAIMESON, Professor of History in Brown University, Managing Editor,

Single number, $1.00. Annual Subscription, S3.00. Issued quarterly. Vols. I. and II., bound in half morocco, $4.00 net.

Send for circular showing the contents of these volumes.

Send in your subscription for the new year, beginning with the October number, to

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 66 Fifth Ave., New York



SCIENCE.—ADVERTISEMENTS.

RARE MINERALS.
THAUMASITE, from Paterson, N. J., a sulphate, silicate and

carbonate of calcium, pure wMte, 2Sc,

EKDEMITE, bright yellow on red wulfenite, Arizona, SOc.

Collections for Schools,
ALPHA COLLECTION, twenty-five specimens in trays, con-

tained in a neat wooden box and accompanud by a US-

page guide book (XIII., Guide for Science Teaching, Bos-
ton Society of Natural History), Price, complete, $1.00.

CABINET COLLECTIONS, 100 specimens, small size, $5.00.
100 specimens, large size, $10.00. These specimens are
each accompanied by a label giving name, system of
crystallization, chemical formula, and locality, and make
a good working collection for a student.

EXCELSIOR COLLECTION for high schools and colleges
200 specimens, nicely mounted on wooden blocks, with
beveled fronts for receiving labels. Price, packed
$ 1 00.00. iSchool Bulletin j ust out.

Loose Crystals.
Small packages of free crystals lor crystallographic study

may be sent for inspection by mail at small cost. Ap-
proval boxes of cabinet specimens by express or freight.

ROY HOPPING,
MINERAL DEALER,

5 and 7 Dey Street, NEW YORK.

NEW CATALOGUE.

We have recently issued a new edition, revised and en-

larged to 64 pages, of our catalogue of

Books on Clieniistry, Chemical
Teclinology and Physics.

It is arranged by subjects, and includes all the standard

books in Chemical and Physical Science, as well as the re-

cent literature up to date.

A copy of this Catalogue will be sent free by mail to any
address.

D. Van Nostrand Company,
Publishers and Importers of Scientific Bool<s,

23 Murray St. and 27 Warren St., New York.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate.

C^verworked men and women, the
nervous, weak and debilitated, will find

in the Acid Phosphate a most agree-

able, grateful and harmless stimulant,

giving renewed strength and vigor to

the entire system.

Dr. Edwin F. Vose, Portland, Me., says:

"I have used it in my own case when suffering

from nervous exhaustion, with gratifying re-

sults. I have prescribed it for many of the
various forms of nervous debility, and it has
never failed to do good."

Desciiptive pamphlet free on application to

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

For sale by all Druggists.

HOUGH'S "AiVIERiCAN WOODS'^
A publication illustrated by actual specimens.

WOODS FOR THE STEREOPTICON
Enabling you to show upon the screen characteristic-
structures projected from nature itself.

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views ot
grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR CLASS USE
Nothing equals these for use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEN CBOSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate),
painting, India ink work, etc.

If you are interested in wood or trees in any way send tor
our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH, Lowvllle, N. Y.

Fbjsical EhesiicaL Microscopical i Electrical Ipparalus
Established

1882.

COMPLETE LABORATORY EQUIPMENT OF OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
X-RAY APPARATUS AND CROOKE'S TUBES A SPECIALTY.

Incorporated

1894.

Catalogue P Free to School

Officials and Science Teachers.

ZIEGLER ELECTRIC CO.,
141 Franklin St., BOSTON, MASS.

" Duty Free " Importafions from

Foreign Manufacturers.
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Single Copies, 15 CTS.

Anndal Subscription, ?5.00.

General Electric Co.'s

FLUOROSCOPES
Platino-cyanide of Barium, or Tungstate of Calcium Screens.

I'^i^vy y\.-r^i^i i \jl>l< vacuum regulator.
EFFICIENT. LONG-LIVED.

ROENTGEN RAY APPARATUS of all kinds.
Catalogue No. 9050.

Candelabra, Miniature and Decorative Lamps.
Catalogue No. 9044.

"—/j

EUlsoii Decorative aoil piiniatuie Lamp Departnieiit,
(GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,)

HARRISON, N. J.

LAUKENTIAN to the QUATEBNAKY and trom PROTOZOA to
BIAN; also casts of over 1000 unique or exceptioually perfect specimens, models, diagrams, etc.

Systematic Collections for Schools and Colleges ranging in value from $20 to §1200. Many
fine and rare tUings for specialists ; clear, typical specimens for private collectors. Write
for circular. Also Mineralogy, Geology, Zoology and Archseology.

Ward's Natural Science Establisliinent,
18 to 28 College Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

Scientific Apparatus.
It Is my Tjusiness to equip PLysical, Psychological

and Electrical Laboratories. I have ample facilities

as well as the benefit of more than 10 years' experi-

ence. Am closely connected with the best manufac-
turers in the United States and Europe.

Particular attention to " Duty Free " Importations.
Correspondence solicited.

As Special Agent I represent Tlie Electric Storage
Battery Co., and Weston Electrical Instrument
Co. Catalogues mailed upon request.

JAMES G. BIDDLE, 909 Drexel Building, Philadelpliia.



SCIENCE.—ADVERTISEMENTS.

RARE MINERALS.
THAUMASITE, from Paterson, N. J., a sulphate, silicate and

carbonate of calcium, pure white, 25c.

EKDEMITE, bright yellow on red wulfenite, Arizona, SOc.

Collections for Schools.
ALPHA COLLECTION, twenty-flve specimens in trays, con-

tained in a neat wooden box and accompanied by a UG-

page guide book (XIII., Guide tor Science Teaching, Bos-
ton Society of Natural History), Price, complete, $1>00.

CABINET COLLECTIONS, 100 specimens, small size, $5.00.
100 specimens, large size, $10.00. These specimens are
each accompanied by a label giving name, system of
crystallization, chemical formula, and locality, and make
a good working collection for a student.

EXCELSIOR COLLECTION for high schools and colleges
200 specimens, nicely mounted on wooden blocks, with
beveled fronts for receiving labels. Price, packed
$ 1OO.OO. School Bulletin j ust out.

Loose Crystals.
Small packages of free crystals for crystallographic study

may be sent for inspection by mail at small cost. Ap-
proval boxes of cabinet specimens by express or freight.

ROY HOPPING,
MINERAL DEALER,

S^and 7 Dey Street, NEW YORK.

;
Important Sale of Rare Minerals.
A great opportunity is afforded to universities, museums and

coUectors, also othera, of purchasing by private contract and in
lis entirety, the large and valuable collection of min rals known
as the " Carne Museum of Penzance," Cornwall. This collection
has been pronounced by experts to be one of the rinest in the United
Kingdtim. It was commenced in the early part of this century,
and has been in possession of naembers of the family of the foun-
ders ever since. The specimens, many thousands in number, are
in splendid condition—many being quite unique. For full particu.
lars, address Owner, care of Street & Co., 30 Cornhill, London^

NEW CATALOGUE.
We have recently issued a new edition, revised and en-

larged to 64 pages, of our catalogue of

Books on Ctiemistry, Cliemical
Teclinology and Physics.

It is arranged by subjects, and includes all the standard
books in Chemical and Physical Science, as well as the re-
cent literature up to date.
A copy of this Catalogue will be sent free by mail to any

address.

D. Van Nostrand Company,
Publishers and Importers of Scientific Books,

23 Murray St. and 27 Warren St., New York.

J^austioii
Horsford's Acid Phosphate.

Overworked men and women, the

nervous, weak and debilitated, will find

in the Acid Phosphate a most agree-

able, grateful and harmless stimulant,

giving renewed strength and vigor to

the entire system.

Dr. Edwin F. Vose, Portland, Me., says

:

"I have used it in my own case when suffering

from nervous exhaustion, with gratifying re-

sults. I have prescribed it for many of the

various forms of nervous debility, and it has

never failed to do good."

Desciiptive pamphlet free on application to

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

For sale by all Druggists.

HOUGH'S "AMERICAN WOODS"
A publication illustrated by actual specimens.

WOODS FOR THE STEREOPTICON
Enabling you to show upon the screen characteristic
structures projected from nature itself.

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views of
grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR CLASS USE
Nothing equals these tor use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEN CROSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate),
painting, India ink work, etc.

If you are interested in wood or trees in any way send tor
our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH, Lowville, N. Y.

Fliysical Ckical Mi:rosGopical i Elsclrical ipparalus
Incorporated

1894.

COMPLETE LABORATORY EQUIPMENT OF OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
X-RAY APPARATUS AND CROOKE'S TUBES A SPECIALTY.

Catalogue P Free to Sclioo' ZIEGLER ELECTRIC CO., " Duty Free " Importations from

141 Franklin St.« BOSTON, MASS. Foreign Manufacturers.

Established

1882,

Officials and Science Teachers.
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Physik. Institut
d. Unj7ers, Wiirzljurg,

Mh4a^ %5it^^

^ ^^ '^ ^Url -^^^ ^U^U^ .
^u^ -^ /-^

r^ )L^^ ti^^..,.^ *4i.w..i^. ^ ^^ ^-^-<^

,^ *^ <^k^ ^-c/.<j~ 4^:^^.

TRANSLATION.
Messrs. Queen & Co., Philadelphia. ,^^ * /

Gentlemen: »/iw7 4/^ l^.f- A
I beg to ihank you for the X-ray tube pre- J

'

sented to my laboratory. It has worked very ^
*^

satisfactorily, aud I find the principle you have
applied to the regulation of the vacuum especially
ingenious. The images would be eveu sharper
if the platinum plate of the cathode were abso-
Jutelj' plane and polished. Please let nie know
at what price 5'ou can furnish me these tubes.

Yours truly,

Prof. De. W. C. Roentgen.



SCIENCE.—ADVERTISEMENTS.

RARE MINERALS.
THAUMASITE, from Paterson, N. J., a sulphate, silicate and

carbonate of calcium, pure white, 2Sc.

EKDEMITE, bright yellow on red wvilfenite, Arizona, SOc.

NATIVE ARSENIC, Japan, \i to %-iuch craytallized balls

2Sc, 3Sc.

Collections for Schools.
ALPHA COLLECTION, twenty-flve specimens in trays, con-

tained in a neat wooden box and accompanied by a 1,6-

page guide book (XIII., Guide for Science Teaching, Bos-

ton Society of Natural History), Price, complete, $1.00.

CABINET COLLECTIONS, 100 specimens, small size, $5.00.
100 specimens, large size, $10.00. These specimens are

each accompanied by a label giving name, system of

crystallization, chemical formula, and locality, and make
a good working collection for a student.

EXCELSIOR COLLECTION for high schools and colleges

200 specimens, nicely mounted on wooden blocks, with
beveled fronts for receiving labels. Price, packed
$100.00. School Bulletin iast out.

Loose Crystals.
Small packages of free crystals for crystallographic study

may be sent for inspection by mail at small cost. Ap-
proval boxes of cabinet specimens by express or freight.

ROY HOPPING,
MINERAL DEALER.

5 and 7 Dey Street, NEW YORK.

Important Sale of Rare minerals.
A great opportunity is afforded to universities, museums and

collectora, also others, of purchasing by private contract and in

Its entirety, the large and valuable collection of minerals known
as the "Carne Museum of Penzance," Cornwall. This collection

has been pronounced by experts to be one of the Mnest in the United
Kingdom. It was commenced in the early part of this century,

and has been in possession of members of the family of the foun-

ders ever since. The specimens, many thousands in number, are

in splendid condition—many being quite unique. For full particu-

lars, address Owner, care of Street & Co., 30 Cornhill, London,

NEW CATALOGUE.

We have recently issued a new edition, revised and en-
larged to 64 pages, of our catalogue of

Books on Chemistry, Clieniical
Teclmology and Physics.

It is arranged by subjects, and includes all the standard
books in Chemical and Physical Science, as well as the re-

cent literature up to date.
A copy of this Catalogue will be sent free by mail to any

address.

D. Van Nostrand Company,
Publishers and Importers of Scientific Books,

23 Murray St. and 27 Warren St., New York.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate.

Overworked men and women, the

nervous, weak and debilitated, will find

in the Acid Phosphate a most agree-

able, grateful and harmless stimulant,

giving renewed strength and vigor to

the entire system.

Dr. Edwin F. Vose, Portland, Me., says:

"I have used it in my own case when suffering

from nervous exhaustion, with gratifying re-

sults. I have prescribed it for many of the

various forms of nervous debility, and it has

never failed to do good."

Desciiptive pamphlet free on application to

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

For sale by all Druggists.

HOUGH'S "AMERICAN WOODS"
A publication illustrated by actual specimens.

WOODS FOR THE STEREOPTICON
Enabling you to show upon the screen characteristic
structures projected from nature itself.

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views of

grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR CLASS USE
Nothing equals these tor use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEN CROSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate),

painting, India ink work, etc.

If you are interested in wood or trees in any way send for

our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH, Lowville. N. Y.

T1f\OCTT G •* ''^''Se series of both A»DSRICA1S an rt FOREIGN Fossils from the

X KJtSlUjLJLttS^ » LAmtENTIAJf to the QUATEKNAKY and from PROTOZOA to

TilASf ; also casts of over 1000 unique or exceptionally perfect specimens, models, diagrams, etc.

Systematic Collection.s for Scliools and Colleges ranging in value from $20 to S1200. Many
fine and rare things for specialists; clear, typical specimens for private collectors. Write

for circular. Also Mineralogy, Geology, Zoology and Archaeology.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,
18 to 28 College Ave., Rochester, N. T.
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VOL. VI. No. 165.
Friday, December 17, 1897.

Single Copies, 15 cts.

Annual Subsokiption, J5.00

New Scientific and Pliilosophical Books.

SOCIAL AND ETHICAL
INTERPRETATIONS IN MENTAL

DEVELOPMENT.
A Study in Social Psychology.

By JAMES MARK BALDWIN,
Frofessor in rrinceton University, Co-Editor of The Psy-

chological Revieiu,

Work crowned with the Gold Medal of the Royal
Academy of Denmark.

ISmo. Cloth. Price, $3.60 net.

Br THE SAME A UTUOR.
THE PRINCIPLES OF

MENTAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE
CHILD AND THE RACE.
METHODS AND PROCESSES.

13mo. Clotli. Price, S3.S0 net.

" One's abiding impression of tlie book is very favorable'

Its pages breathe something of the intimacy, the franliness,

the personal charm of a clever investigator's note-book."
—The Nation.

WUNDT'S ETHICS.

By WPLHEMI TVTINDT,

Professor of Philosophy in the University of Leipzig.

Translated by Julia Glover, Professor of Philosophy in

Eockford College, and Edwakd Bradford Titchener,
Sage Professor of Psychology in the Cornell University.

Vol. I.

8vo. Cloth. Price, Si8.35 net.

To experts Professor Wundt's works are already familiar

in their original language. But there is a public to whom
his name is only known as an authority, while his works
remain sealed to them ; the present excellent translation

will, therefore, be appreciated by the latter.

THE CONCEPTION OF GOD.
A Philosophical Discussion.

By JOSIAH KOYCE, Ph.D.,
Harvard University ;

JOSEPH liE CONTE, M.D., Li.D., and
G. W. HOWISON, tL.D.,

Professors in the University of California.

A reissue with a new and fuller essay by Professor Koyoe.

Cloth. Crown 8vo. Price, Sl.TS net.

CHRISTIANITY AND IDEALISM.
The Christian Ideal of Life in its Relations to the

Greek and Jewish Ideals and to Modern
Philosophy.

By JOHN WATSON, r.L.D.,

Professor of Moral Philosophy in Queen's University

,

Kingston, Canada.

New Edition with Additions.

ISmo. Cloth. Price, S1.75 net.

In the present edition of this work, the second part has
been enlarged by the addition of three new chapters (eighth,

ninth, and tenth) and the intercalation of a dozen pages in

the last chapter of the book. The eighth chapter seeks to

exhibit the inadequacy of Materialism by showing that the
Atomism upon which it rests is inconsistent both with
science and with philosophy, and that in its struggle to

reach consistency it accomplishes its own euthanasia.

THE SOCIAL TEACHING OF JESUS.
An Essay' in Christian Sociology.

by shaxlek matthews,
University of Chicago.

Cloth. Crown Svo. Price, S1.50.

"The author is scholarly, devout, awake to all modern
thought, and yet conservative and pre-eminently sane. His
style is fresh, his illustrations illustrate, and for most of his

statements he gives Scriptural warrant by the citation of

proof texts."—ITie Congregationalist.

PRACTICAL IDEALISM.
By WHitlAM DE WITT HYDE, President of Bowdoin College, and author of '^Outlines of Social Tlieology."

Cloth. Crown 8vo. Price, S1.50.

The natural sequence of Dr. Hyde's Theoretical "Outlines," which was pronounced " a peculiarly original, interesting,

and suggestive study."—27ie Church Standard.

THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW.
J. FKANKI.IN JAMESON, Professor of History in Brown University, Managing Editor.

Single number, Sl.OO. Annual Subscription, «3.00. Issued quarterly. Vols. I. and II., bound in half morocco, S4.00 net.

Send for circular showing the contents of these volumes.

Send In your subscription for the new year, beginning with the October number, to

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 66 Fifth Ave., New York



SCIENCE.—AJDYERTISEMENTS.

RARE MINERALS.
THAUMASITE, trom Paterson, N. J., a sulphate, silicate and

carbonate of calcium, pure white, 2Sc.

EKDEMITE, bright yellow on red wulfenite, Arizona, 50c.

Collections for Schools.
ALPHA COLLECTION, twenty-five specimens in trays, con-

tained in a neat wooden box and accompanied by a /i6-

page guide book (XIII., Guide for Science Teaching, Bos-
ton Society of Natural History), Price, complete, $1.00.

CABINET COLLECTIONS, 100 specimens, small size, $5.00.
100 specimens, large size, $10.00. These specimens are
each accompanied by a label giving name, system of
crystallization, chemical formula, and locality, and make
a good working collection for a student.

EXCELSIOR COLLECTION for high schools and colleges,

200 specimens, nicely mounted on wooden blocks, with
beveled fronts for receiving labels. Price, packed,
$100.00. /School Bulletin iast out.

Loose Crystals.
Small packages of free crystals tor crystallographic study

may be sent for inspection by mail at small cost. Ap-
proval boxes of cabinet specimens by express or freight.

ROY HOPPING,
MINERAL DEALER,

5 and 7 Dey Street, NEW YORK.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate.

Overworked men and women, the

nervous, weak and debilitated, will find

in the Acid Phosphate a most agree-

able, grateful and harmless stimulant,

giving renewed strength and vigor to

the entire system.

Dr. Edwin F. Vose, Portland, Me., says:

"I have used it in my own case when suffering

from nervous exhaustion, with gratifying re-

sults. I have prescribed it for many of the

various forms of nervous debility, and it has
never failed to do good."

Desciiptive pamphlet free on application to

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

For sale by all Druggists.

CHRISTMAS
Handsome paper weight of exquisite crystals of Rubel-
lite, radiating through a lavender Lepidolite-rock, 50c.

Post, 12c. Opals and other Gems for mounting.
Beautiful Natural Crystals and Polished Speci-

mens. Collections of Minerals. A little set of specimens, costing frctm 75c. to $3.80, in a neat oak cabinet,

interests every one and makes a pretty and acceptable gift. The following splendidly illustrated descriptive

catalogues free :

'

'Gem s and Cabinet Specimens, " *

' Collections.
'

' Minerals for Scientific and Educational Purposes.

DR. A. E. FOOTE. 1317 Arch Street, Philadelphia. Estabusbedisre,

Important Sale of Rare Minerals.
A great opportunity is afforded to universities, museums and

coUectors, also others, of purcliaaing by private contract and in

il8 entirety, the large and valuable collection of minerals known
as the "Caine Museum of Penzunce," Cornwall. This collection

has been pronounced byexpertsto beoneof the linestintheUnited
Kingdom. It was commenced in the early part of this century,
and has been in possession of members of the family of the foun-
ders ever since. The specimens, many thousands in number, are

in splendid condition—many being quite unique. For full particu-

lars, address Owner, care of Street & Co., 30 Cornhill, London.

NEW CATALOGUE.

We have recently issued a new edition, revised and en-
larged to 64 pages, of our catalogue of

Books on Chemistry, diemical
Teclinology and Physics.

It Is arranged by subjects, and includes all the standard
books In Chemical and Physical Science, as well as the re-

cent literature up to date.
A copy of this Catalogue will be sent free by mail to any

address.

D. Van Nostrand Company,
Publishers and Importers of Scientific Books,

23 Murray St. and 27 Warren St., New York.

HOUGH'S "AMERICAN WOODS"
A publication illustrated by actual specimens^

WOODS FOR THE STEREOPTICON
Enabling you to show upon the screen characteristic
structures projected from nature itself.

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views oi
grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR CLASS USE
Nothing equals these for use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEN CROSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate),

painting, India ink work, etc.

If you are interested in wood or trees in any way send lor

our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH, Lowville, N. Y.
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New Series.

Vol. VI. No. ]56.
Friday, December 24, 1897.

Single Copies, 15 cts.

Annual Subscription, 86.00

General Electric Co.'s

New X=Ray Tube
WITH AUTOMATIC VACUUM REQULATOR.

Simple. Efficient. Long-lived. Cannot run too high in vacuum.

Roentgen Ray Apparatus, catalogue No. 9,050. Minia-

ture, Candelabra, Decorative Lamps, catalogue No. 9,044.

ElisoQ Decorative U piimalure Lamp Deparlnt,
(GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.)

HARRISON, N. J.

The Complete Mineral Catalogue |||
186 pages, illustrated with 40 splendid plioto-

Contains a table giving name, compo-
sition and form of all known minerals, with a supple-

ment bringing the work up to date ; a new classification of the various natural combinations of the metals, showing what
minerals contain each element; alphabetical index of uames; lists giving the specimen values of minerals, etc., etc.

For the use of teachers, stunents, collectors, mining experts, chemists, and others interested in mineralogy or its practical
applications. I^rices, postpaid ; Paper bound, %o cents; Ctoih, GO cents; Calf, interleaved, fS'l.OO, Published by

DR. A. E. FOOTE, 1317 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS FOR STUDY OR REFERENCE. CABINET SPECIMENS.

Established 1876

\
Scientific Apparatus.
It is my business to equip Physical, Psychological

and Electrical Laboratories. I have ample facilities

as well as the benefit of more than 10 years' experi-

ence. Am closely connected with the best manufac-
turers in the United States and Europe.

Particular attention to ' Duty Free " Importations.

Correspondence solicited.

As Special Agent I represent The Electric Storage
Battery Co , and Weston Electrical Instrument
Co. Catalogues mailed upon request.

JAMES G. BIDDLE, 909 Drexel Building, Philadelphia.



SCIENCE.—ADVERTISEMENTS.

RARE MINERALS.
THAUMASITE, irom Paterson, N. J., a sulphate, silicate and

carbonate of calcium, pure white, 25c.

EKDEMITE, bright yellow on red wulfenite, Arizona, SOc.

Collections for Schools.
ALPHA COLLECTION, twenty-flve specimens in trays, con-

tained in a neat wooden box and accompanied by a 1,6-

page guide book (XIII., Guide for Science Teaching, Bos-
ton Society of Natural History), Price, complete, $1.00.

CABINET COLLECTIONS, 100 specimens, small size, $5.00.
100 specimens, large size, $10.00. These specimens are
each accompanied by a label giving name, system of
crystallization, chemical formula, and locality, and make
a good working collection for a student.

EXCELSIOR COLLECTION for high schools and colleges,
200 specimens, nicely mounted on wooden blocks, with
beveled fronts for receiving labels. Price, packed,
$100.00. Hchool BulletmiasX, out.

Loose Crystals.
Small packages of free crystals for crystallographic study

may be sent for inspection by mail at small cost. Ap-
proval boxes of cabinet specimens by express or freight.

ROY HOPPING,
MINERAL DEALER,

5 and 7 Dey Street, NEW YORK.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate.

Overworked men and women, the
nervous, weak and debilitated, will find

in the Acid Phosphate a most agree-

able, grateful and harmless stimulant,

giving renewed strength and vigor to

the entire system.

Dr. Edwin F. Vose, Portland, Me., says:

"I have used it in my own case when suffering

from nervous exhaustion, with gratifying re-

sults. I have prescribed it for many of the
various forms of nervous debility, and it has-

never failed to do good."

Desciiptive pamphlet free on application to

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

For sale by all Druggists.

Important Sale of Rare Minerals.
A great opportunity is afforded to universities, museums and

colJectore, also others, of purchasing by pri\ate contract and In
Its entirety, the large and valuable collection of mintrals known
as the " Came Museum of Penzance," Cornwall. This collection
has heen pronounced by experts to be one of the li nest in the United
Kingdiim. It was coinmenced in the early part of this century,
and has been in possession of members of the family of the foun-
ders ever since. The specimens, many thoiisaiida in number, are
in splendid condition—many being quite unique. For full particu-
lars, addrefcs Ownkb, care of Street & Co., 30 Cornhill, London.

NEW CATALOGUE.

We have recently issued a new edition, revised and en-
larged to 64 pages, of our catalogue of

Books on Chemistry, Clieiiiical
Teclinology and Physics.

It Is arranged by subjects, and includes all the standard
books in Chemical and Physical Science, as well as the re-
cent literature up to date.
A copy of this Catalogue will be sent free by mail to any

address.

D. Van Nostrand Company,
Publishers and Importers of Scientific Books,

23 Murray St. and 27 Warren St., New York.

HOUGH'S "AMERICAN WOODS'^
A publication illustrated tty actual specimens^

WOODS FOR THE STEREOPTiCON
Enabling you to show upon the screen characteristle
structures projected from nature itself.

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views ot
grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR CLASS USE
Nothing equals these tor use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEN CROSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate)^
painting, India ink work, etc.

If you are interested in wood or trees in any way send tor
our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH, Lowville, N. Y.

Established

1882.

Incorporated

1894.

COMPLETE LABORATORY EQUIPMENT OF OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
X-RAY APPARATUS AND CROOKE'S TUBES A SPECIALTY.

Catalogue P Free to School ZIEGLER ELECTRIC CO., "Duty Free" Importations from-

Officials and Science Teachers. 141 Franklin St., BOSTON, M^SS. Foreign Manufacturers.
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New Series.

Vol. VI. No. 157.
Friday, December 31, 1897.

Single Copies, 15 cts.

Annual Subsckiption, ss.OO.

J^ew Scientific and Pliilosophical Books.
SOCIAL AND ETHICAL

INTERPRETATIONS IN MENTAL
DEVELOPMENT.

A Study in Social Psychology.

By JAMES MARK BAI.DTVIN,
Professor in Princeton Universiiii, Co-Editor of The Psy-

chological Review.

Work crowned with the Gold JUedal of the Royal
Academy of DenmarJi^

13mo. Cloth. Price, S3.60 net.

BY THE SAME A UTHOR.

THE PRINCIPLES OF
MENTAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE

CHILD AND THE RACE.
METHODS AND PKOCESSES.

13mo. Clotli. Price, S3.60 net.

"One's abiding impression of the booii is very favorable
Its pages breathe something of the intimacy, the frankness,
the personal charm of a clever investigator's note-book."—The Nation.

ETHICS.
By WILHELM "VVUNDX,

Professor of Philosophy in the University of Leipzig.

Vol. I. AN INV STIGATION OF THE FACTS AND LAWS
OF THE MORAL LIFE. Translated by Julia Glover,
Professor oi Philosophy in Rockford College, and Ed
WARD Bradford Titche.vek, Sage Professor of Psyoholl
ogy in the Cornell University.

8vo. Cloth. Price. »3.25 net.

Vol. II. ETHICAL SYSTEMS. Translated by Margaret
Floy Washburn, Wells College.

Cloth. 8vo. Price, Sl.75 net.

THE CONCEPTION OF GOD.
A Philosophical Discussion.

By JOSIAH ROYCE, Ph.D.,
Harvard University ;

JOSEPH LE CONTE, JI.D., LL.D., and
G. W. HOWISON, Li.D.,

P-ofessors in the University of California,

A reissue with a new and fuller essay by Professor EoYCE.

Cloth. Crown 8to. Price, S1.75 net.

CHRISTIANITY AND IDEALISM.
The Christian Ideal of Life in its Relations to the

Greek and Jewish Ideals and to Modern
Philosophy.

By JOHN WATSON, It.D.,
Professor of Moral Philosophy in Queen's University,

Kingston, Canada.

New ^Edition with Additions.

ISmo. Cloth. Price, S1.T5 net.

In the present edition of this work, the second part has
been enlarged by the addition of three new chapters (eighth,
ninth, and tenth) and the intercalation of a dozen pages in
the last chapter of the book. The eighth chapter seeks to
exhibit the inadequacy of Materialism by showing that the
Atomism upon which it rests is inconsistent both with
science and with philosophy, and that in its straggle to
reach consistency it accomplishes its own euthanasia.

THE SOCIAL TEACHING OF JESUS.
An Essay' in Christian Sociology.

By SHAILER MATTHEWS,
University of Chicago.

Cloth. Crovrn 8vo. Price, S1.50.

"The author is scholarly, devout, awake to all modern
thought, and yet conservative and pre-eminently sane. His
style is fresh, his illustrations illustrate, and for moit ol his
statements he gives Scriptural warrant by the citation ot
proof tests."

—

The Congregalionatist.

PRACTICAL IDEALISM.
By WILLIAM DE WITT HYDE, President of Bowdoin College, and author of "Outlines c

Cloth. Crown 8vo. Price, Sl.SO.

The natural sequence of Dr. Hyde's Theoretical "Outlines," which was pronounced " a peculiarly
and suggestive study."—rfte Church standard.

Social Theology."

ginal, interesting

THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW.
J. FKANKI.IN JAMDESON, Professor of History in Brown University, Managing Editor.

Single number, ISI.OO. Annual Subscription, )»3.00. Issued quarterly. Vols. Land II., bound in half morocco, $4.00 net.

Send for circular showing the contents of these volumes.

Send in your subscriotion for the new year, beginning with the October number, to

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 66 Fifth Ave., New York



SCIENCE.—ADVEBTISE^IENTS.

RARE MINERALS.
THAUIWASITE, from Paterson, N. J., a sulphate, silicate and

carbonate of calcium, pure White, 25c.

EKDEMITE, bright yellow on red wulfenite, Arizona, 50c.

NATIVE ARSENIC, Japan, !4 to %-iuch crsytallized balls

2SC, 3SC.

Collections for Schools.
ALPHA COLLECTION, twenty-five specimens in trays, con-

tained in a neat wooden box and accompanied by a 146-

page guide book (XIII., Guide lor Science Teaching, Bos-
ton Society of Natural History), Price, complete, $1.00.

CABINET COLLECTIONS, 100 specimens, small size, $5.00.
100 specimens, large size, $10.00. These specimens are
each accompanied by a label giving name, system of
crystallization, chemical formula, and locality, and make
a good working collection for a student.

EXCELSIOR COLLECTION for high schools and colleges,

200 specimens, nicely mounted on wooden blocks, with
beveled fronts for receiving labels. Price,

'"'"

$100.00. ISchool BuUetmiusX, out.

Loose Crystals.
Small packages of free crystals for crystallographic study

may be sent for inspection by mail at small cost. Ap-
proval boxes of cabinet specimens by express or freight.

ROY HOPPING,
MINERAL DEALER,

5 and 7 Dey Street, NEW YORK.

Important Sale of Rare Minerals.
A great opportuuity is afforded to universities, museuma and

collectors, also others, of purcliasing by private contract and in

Its entirety, the large and valuable collection of minerals known
as the "Carne Museum of Penzance," CornwaU. This collection

has been pronounced by experts to be one of the finest in the United
Kingdom. It was commenced in the early part of this century,
and has been in possession of members of the familj' of the foun-
ders ever since. The specimens, manj' thousands in number, are
in splendid condition—many being quite unique. For full particu-

lars, address Ownkb, care of Street & Co , 30 Cornhill. London.

NEW CATALOGUE.

We have recently issued a new edition, revised and en-
larged to 64 pages, of our catalogue of

Books on Chemistry, Chemical
Technology and Physics.

It Is arranged by subjects, and includes all the standard
books in CLemical and Physical Science, as well as the re-
cent literature up to date.
A copy of this Catalogue will be sent free by mail to any

address.

D. Van Nostrand Company,
Publishers and Importers of Scientific Books,

23 Murray St. and 27 Warren St., New York.

Dec. 1, 18 6. Just Published. Sixth Edition of

THE MICROSCOPE *£^iJ"AETHobT"
By SIMON HENRY GAGE, Professor of Microscopy, His-

tology and Embryology in Cornell University and the
New York State Veterinary College, Ithaca, N. Y., U.S A.
Sixth edition, rewritten, gfeatlyenlarged, and illustrated
by 165 figures in the text. Price, $1 .50, postpaid.

COMSTOCK PUBLISHING CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

orsford's Acid Phosphate.

Overworked men and women, the
nervous, weak and debilitated, will find

in the Acid Phosphate a most agree-
able, grateful and harmless stimulant,

giving renewed strength and vigor to
the entire system.

Dr. Edwin F. Vose, Portland, Me., says:

"I have used it in my own case when suffering

from nervous exhaustion, with gratifying re-

sults. I have prescribed it for many of the
various forms of nervous debility, and it has
never failed to do good."

Desciiptive pamphlet free on application to

Rumford Chemical Worlds, Providence, R. I.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

For sale by all Druggists.

HOUGH'S "AMERICA!^ WOODS'^
A publication illustrated by actual sptciniens.

WOODS FOR THE STEREOPTICON
Enabling you to show upon tbe screen characteristic
structures projected from nature itself.

WOODS FOR THE MICROSCOPE
Sections 1-1200 in. thick showing three distinct views of
grain under each cover glass.

WOOD SPECIMENS FOR CLASS USE
Nothing equals these tor use in the class-room.

VIEWS OF TYPICAL TREES
From Nature, photographs and stereopticon views.

WOODEN CBOSS-SECTION CARDS
Perfectly adapted to printing (with type or steel plate)^
painting, India ink work. etc.

If you are interested in wood or trees in any way send for
our circulars and sample specimens.

Address R. B. HOUGH, Lowville, N. Y.

I"or xa CJoaa.ts»
I will mail a finely finished original photo,
cabinet size, of Sioux Indian Chief, SITTING
BULL, with his Signature. Have 200 sub-
jects, all different, ofleading Western Indians,

First-class work. Cabinet Size for 10 cents each. Some sent
on selection. Give reference. Alter seeing sample you will
want others. Indian Costume, Ornaments and Weapons.
15,000 Flint Stone Ancient Indian Relics. 100,000 Mineral
and Fossil Specimens. Catalogue for stamp. 13th year.

L. 'W. STIIi'WEX.I., Deadwood, Sontli Dak.
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